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ADMINISTRATOR  JACKSON 
================================================================== 
Energy Star Is Focus of Fall Efficiency Campaign (EP Magazine) 
 
Sep 22, 2009  
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency kicked off events to "Change the World, 
Start with Energy Star," encouraging children and their families to fight climate change 
while saving energy and money.  
Agency partnerships with the Boys & Girls Clubs of America (BGCA) and Parent 
Teacher Organizations Today (PTO Today) will engage young people in energy 
efficiency service projects in their communities and encourage Americans to take the 
Energy Star Pledge to make energy-efficient choices at home, at work and in their 
communities. This year's fall campaign also includes a national, multi-city, multimedia 
tour of the Energy Star Exhibit House, which showcases energy-efficient products and 
practices.  
"We're showing people across the country how energy efficiency can be part of what 
they do every day. That's especially important for the kids, who will use these lessons to 
cut energy use and reduce pollution for the rest of their lives," said EPA Administrator 
Lisa P. Jackson. "Confronting climate change, saving money on our utility bills, and 
reducing our use of heavily-polluting energy can be as easy as making a few small 
changes. That's how we change the world with Energy Star." 
Kids from BGCA in 60 locations are being encouraged to conduct energy check-ups at 
homes and in their communities and educate their peers and families about energy 
efficiency. Through PTO Today, EPA is reaching out to 6,000 schools across the 
country with "Go Green Nights" to help families learn about energy-efficient changes 
they can make in their homes and schools to save energy and help fight climate 
change.  
The Energy Star Exhibit House will make stops in Dallas, Los Angeles, Seattle and 
Boston. Room-by-room, visitors will learn how to save energy and money while 
protecting the environment by looking for Energy Star qualified products and using 
energy-efficient practices. The tour will also feature local youth organizations making a 
difference in their communities with Energy Star.  
For more information about the campaign events and partnerships, go to 
www.energystar.gov/changetheworld.  
 
 
A move to cut auto emissions (Santa Rosa Press Democrat) 
 
WHAT OTHERS SAY 
Published: Tuesday, September 22, 2009 at 3:00 a.m.  



http://www.energystar.gov/index.cfm?fuseaction=globalwarming.showPledgeHome





The announcement by Transportation Secretary Ray LaHood and Environmental 
Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson in the White House press room last 
Tuesday was brief. But their plan to reduce emissions from motor vehicles and light 
trucks was significant. Not only would it provide the nation’s first greenhouse gas 
emissions standard, but the new rules, devised with automakers’ participation, would 
also bring about the biggest increase in gas mileage in history. 


By the 2016 model year, reductions in carbon dioxide from motor vehicles would have 
to reach 250 grams per mile, and corporate average fuel economy would have to reach 
35.5 miles per gallon. This would be an acceleration of the 35 mpg by 2020 that 
Congress mandated under the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007. 
According to Jackson, the standard would reduce oil consumption “by an estimated 1.8 
billion barrels” between 2012 and 2016, prevent greenhouse gas emissions equivalent 
to those of 42 million cars and save the average car buyer “more than $3,000 in fuel 
costs.” The EPA and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration say 
automakers could meet the new requirements by increasing the use of start-stop 
technology and improving engine efficiency, transmissions, tires and air-conditioning 
systems. Yes, hybrids are expected to play a part. 


The rules also would establish a national standard for fuel consumption and greenhouse 
gas emissions. This has been the long-sought goal of automakers concerned about a 
patchwork of regulations they otherwise would have to comply with from the EPA, 
NHTSA and California. Since 2004, the Golden State had been trying to institute its 
more-stringent greenhouse gas emission standards. 


Maryland, 12 other states and Washington, D.C. adopted them as well. 


But California needed a waiver from the EPA to implement them. It was granted in June 
after the state’s Air Resources Board agreed to change its program so that compliance 
with the new federal standard would be deemed in compliance with California’s 
regulations. 


This plan is the meat on the bones of the national fuel efficiency policy that President 
Obama announced in May with smiling auto executives, environmental advocates and 
public officials in the Rose Garden. The final plan is due in March. Their continued work 
shows that progress on addressing climate change is at least being made somewhere 
on Pennsylvania Avenue. 


 
Obama energy secretary to Americans: Stop acting like teenagers! (Washington 
Examiner) 
 
By: Mark Tapscott 
Editorial Page Editor 
09/21/09 5:59 PM EDT  



http://www.washingtonexaminer.com/bios/26406784.html





When Secretary of Energy Steven Chu thinks of the American people, he apparently 
sees a bunch of unruly teenagers who need to be told how to act. 
Asked at a seminar on reconstructing America's electrical grid about the Obama 
administration's efforts to persuade people to conserve energy, Chu said “the American 
public…just like your teenage kids, aren’t acting in a way that they should act. The 
American public has to really understand in their core how important this issue is,” 
according to The Wall Street Journal. 


And, notes the Journal's Ian Talley, the Obama administration is spending big to tell us 
what we should be doing on the energy issues: 


 "The administration aims to teach them—literally. The Environmental Protection 
Agency is focusing on real children. Partnering with the Parent Teacher Organization, 
the agency earlier this month launched a cross-country tour of 6,000 schools to teach 
students about climate change and energy efficiency. 


  
"'We’re showing people across the country how energy efficiency can be part of what 
they do every day,' said EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson. 'Confronting climate change, 
saving money on our utility bills, and reducing our use of heavily-polluting energy can be 
as easy as making a few small changes."” 
  
In other words, it's not going to hurt, they promise. Next thing you know, they will be 
saying it's going to hurt them more than it will us.  


Chu and Jackson must not have heard about the Treasury Department's admission late 
Friday that adoption of the Obama-Waxman-Markey anti-global warming energy bill 
will cost as much as $300 billion annually, an amount equal to the revenue received by 
the federal government as a result of corporate taxes. 


And an econometric analysis of the bill by the Heritage Foundation's Center for Data 
Analysis found the costs would exceed $1,200 per family, according to the think tank's 
Ben Lieberman in his recent testimony before Congress: 


 What are those costs? According to the analysis we conducted at The Heritage 
Foundation ...the higher energy costs kick in as soon as the bill's provisions take effect 
in 2012. For a household of four, energy costs go up $436 that year, and they 
eventually reach $1,241 in 2035 and average $829 annually over that span. Electricity 
costs go up 90 percent by 2035, gasoline by 58 percent, and natural gas by 55 percent 
by 2035. The cumulative higher energy costs for a family of four by then will be nearly 
$20,000." 



http://blogs.wsj.com/environmentalcapital/2009/09/21/steven-chu-americans-are-like-teenage-kids-when-it-comes-to-energy/

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/fb4e2d1b681bbde08525763400535c12?OpenDocument

http://cei.org/news-release/2009/09/18/breaking-news-treasury-admits-global-warming-cap-and-trade-costs-could-hit-3

http://cei.org/news-release/2009/09/18/breaking-news-treasury-admits-global-warming-cap-and-trade-costs-could-hit-3

http://www.heritage.org/research/energyandenvironment/tst062609a.cfm





 But don't worry, it's not going to hurt. You can believe it because Obama's EPA 
Administrator, Lisa Jackson, told you so. And wipe that scowl off your face, you insolent 
adolescent!   


One more thing. Steve Everley at American Solutions for Winning the Future has a 
suggestion for something constructive that you can do with Chu's comments.     


 
 
EPA Takes on the Coal Industry (Triple Pundit) 
 
By Bill DiBenedetto | September 22nd, 2009  
Here’s a change to savor after the approach taken by the previous administration: the 
Environmental Protection Agency is actually taking major steps to protect the 
environment and might even smack-down the powerful coal industry and its well-heeled 
lobby. 


An almost startling case in point: The EPA is withholding action on 79 pending 
mountaintop coal-mining projects in four Appalachian states while it takes a detailed 
review of the permit applications. 


Or to put it even more strongly, the agency determined that all 79 of the proposed 
projects under review would violate the Clean Water Act. 


In an initial review of the applications, the EPA found that all of the proposed projects 
likely would cause water quality impacts that trigger additional reviews under the Clean 
Water Act. 


Those initial findings however do not automatically mean that some or all of the 79 
permits won’t eventually be authorized or that the agency is placing a moratorium on 
surface coal mining.  


But it does mean that the regulatory process will continue in a somewhat less trusting 
environment for the coal industry and that that the industry will have to do much more to 
show why the applications are needed and, by the way, legal. 


“The fact that every single one of these pending permits would violate the Clean Water 
Act shows how irresponsibly callous and sloppy these mining companies really are,” 
says Carl Pope, executive director of the Sierra Club. The EPA announcement “is also a 
testament to the Obama Administration’s commitment to science, transparency and 
enforcing environmental safeguards,” he adds. 
And it’s not just the EPA doing this: The extended reviews will be carried out under an 
“enhanced coordination process” between EPA and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
developed under an interagency Memorandum of Understanding on surface coal mining 
that was facilitated by the Council on Environmental Quality and signed by the EPA, the 
Corps, and the Department of Interior. 



http://www.americansolutions.com/energy/2009/09/secretary-chu-americans-are-like-teenage-kids-on-energy-issues.php

http://www.triplepundit.com/author/bill-dibenedetto/

http://www.epa.gov/

http://www.epa.gov/owow/wetlands/pdf/ECP_Initial_List_09-11-09.pdf

http://www.epa.gov/owow/wetlands/pdf/ECP_Initial_List_09-11-09.pdf

http://www.epa.gov/owow/wetlands/guidance/mining-screening.html





The collaboration process, announced in June, was created to strengthen the 
environmental review of the pending mining applications and to address the backlog of 
permit decisions that has occurred as a result of environmental challenges. In a 
nutshell, the idea is to ensure compliance with the Clean Water Act and other 
environmental laws. 


The EPA decision “affirms that no one is above the laws designed to protect clean water 
in places like Appalachia,” Pope said. “For eight long years mountaintop removal coal 
mining permits were allowed to move forward, no matter the cost to the nearby 
communities, mountaintops and valleys.” 


“The administration pledged earlier this year to improve review of mining projects that 
risked harming water quality,” said EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson. “Release of this 
preliminary list is the first step in a process to assure that the environmental concerns 
raised by the 79 permit applications are addressed and that permits issued are 
protective of water quality and affected ecosystems.” 


There’s more. The EPA plans to revise the existing standards for water discharges from 
coal-fired plants to reduce pollution “and protect America’s surface water.” 


Wastewater discharged from coal ash ponds, air pollution control equipment, and other 
equipment at power plants can contaminate drinking water sources, cause fish and 
other wildlife to die and create other detrimental environmental effects, the EPA says in 
an interim report. 


The EPA completed a multi-year study of power plant wastewater discharges earlier this 
year. The final study is scheduled for publication later this year. 


The decision to revise the current effluent guidelines is “driven by the high level of toxic-
weighted pollutant discharges from coal-fired power plants and the expectation that 
these discharges will increase significantly in the next few years as new air pollution 
controls are installed,” the agency say. 


It’s hard to imagine the Bush administration ever saying no to the coal industry, and in 
fact that never happened. Major polluters forced to comply with the Clean Water Act? 
Stronger effluent regulations on the industry? 


Now there’s a concept; perhaps the times are indeed a’ changing. 


 
 
EPA right to get tough with Texas (Dallas Morning News) 
 
04:55 PM CDT on Monday, September 21, 2009 
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality has long been a reliable protector of 
polluters.  



http://www.epa.gov/waterscience/guide/304m/2008/steam-detailed-200809.pdf





In the interest of fostering a pro-business climate, the commission has eased up on 
clean-air regulations and has made it awfully hard for the public to have a voice in the 
permitting process.  
Also Online  
What's The Big Story? Find out at dallasnews.com/opinion  
Blog: Opinion  
Blog: Texas Energy and Environment  
For most of this decade, the TCEQ's modus operandi has had the tacit approval of the 
Environmental Protection Agency. But with a new administration at the helm, the rules 
are changing.  


Put simply, the new EPA actually expects Texas to abide by the Clean Air Act.  


Federal officials have moved quickly to take a hard look at how our state issues air 
pollution permits. So far, the EPA doesn't like what it sees.  


The agency rightly has raised questions about Texas' implementation of the Clean Air 
Act, signaling that the EPA plans to reject three of the state's permitting programs that 
regulate emissions.  


Specifically, the federal government suggests that the state's environmental commission 
has allowed companies to make major changes to plants and categorize them as minor 
ones that are subjected to less scrutiny. And EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson has 
questioned the openness of the state's permitting process.  


For Texas, these shots across the bow signal the end of an era. And that's good news.  


No longer will the EPA offer a wink and a nod when our regulators rubber-stamp 
industries' plans to pollute. The state that spews more greenhouse gases than any other 
now must get serious about adhering to environmental regulations.  


If the TCEQ continues to pass out pollution permits without asking tough questions, the 
EPA could take away Texas' regulatory authority. That threat should be enough to scare 
the state straight when it comes to clearing the our dirty air.  


But Texas officials are unmoved. Gov. Rick Perry appears defiant, deeming intensified 
federal enforcement an overreach. And the TCEQ remains stacked with appointees who 
share the governor's pro-business, let-the-environment-be-darned views. Larry Soward, 
the only commissioner to regularly take up the cause of environmental quality, recently 
retired, only to be replaced by a Perry-approved bureaucrat from within the TCEQ.  


Stepping up efforts to enforce clean-air laws is in Texas' best interest – both for the 
sake of the environment and in the interest of retaining our authority.  


This EPA expects the state to do better. But so far, it seems that Texas didn't get the 
memo.  



http://www.dallasnews.com/opinion/

http://dallasmorningviewsblog.dallasnews.com/

http://dallasmorningviewsblog.dallasnews.com/

http://energyandenvironmentblog.dallasnews.com/

http://energyandenvironmentblog.dallasnews.com/





 
 
Trust Fund Proposal Draws Mixed Reviews (WaterWorld) 
 
By Patrick Crow, Washington Correspondent 
Water groups have given mixed reviews to a bill that would establish a federal trust fund 
for financing water infrastructure improvements. 


Rep. Earl Blumenauer (D-Ore.) introduced the Water Protection and Reinvestment Act 
in the House of Representatives. The Transportation and Infrastructure Committee’s 
Water Resources and Environment Subcommittee subsequently held a hearing on it. 


The legislation would establish a water trust fund, similar to the highway trust fund, to 
provide about $10 billion per year for wastewater and drinking water infrastructure. A 
primary goal of the bill was to provide more reliable funding than has been available 
through yearly congressional appropriations via the water and wastewater state 
revolving funds. 


Blumenauer’s bill would not build the fund through water taxes or user fees. It would use 
new corporate taxes and fees on bottled beverages, flushable products (like toothpaste 
and toilet paper), pesticides, fertilizers, and pharmaceuticals. 


A third of the money in the trust fund would be earmarked for metropolitan utilities 
serving more than 100,000 people, reflecting complaints that urban water systems have 
been shortchanged by the existing state revolving funds. 


At the subcommittee hearing, Blumenauer said U.S. utilities face a $300-500 billion 
funding gap over the next several decades if they are to replace aging water 
infrastructure. 


The National Association of Clean Water Agencies strongly supported the Blumenauer 
bill. It said the nation’s water quality gains under the 1972 Clean Water Act have leveled 
off. 


It asked, “If highways merit a trust fund with $30 billion per year, and airports $10 billion 
per year, why should we not have one for water, a resource each of us uses every 
single day?” 


The Water Infrastructure Network also supported the bill. It is coalition of 50 groups -- 
including the National Association of Clean Water Agencies and the American Public 
Works Association. 


The coalition said the bill would create nearly 2 million jobs in the short term and help 
make American industry more competitive. 







The American Water Works Association was neutral on the bill and skeptical about 
using a trust fund. 


Instead, it proposed that Congress create a federal water infrastructure bank to provide 
direct, low-interest financing or loan guarantees for projects of regional or national 
significance. It said that replacing aging water infrastructure should be addressed 
through local funding decisions rather than reliance on the federal government. 


The Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies took no position on whether to use a 
trust fund versus other methods of infrastructure financing. It did applaud the bill’s 
funding priority for metropolitan utilities. 


The Water and Wastewater Equipment Manufacturers Association opposed creating a 
water and wastewater trust fund. It said federal subsidies send consumers false price 
signals about the true cost of water and discourage conservation and sound resource 
management. 


The National Association of Water Companies voiced the same objection. It said, 
“Aggregate water use can only be reduced by changing the way people think about 
flushing their toilets, watering their lawns and washing their dishes and how industries 
think about water as an input cost.” 


The International Bottled Water Association said it supported measures to improve the 
U.S. water infrastructure system but not new taxes on bottled water. It said it would be 
unfair to tax water-based beverages while exempting the many other food and non-food 
manufacturers that also use municipal water. 


Water System Security 


Key players in the House Energy and Commerce Committee are pushing a bill to 
update the Environmental Protection Agency’s program to guard drinking water systems 
against terrorist acts. 


The Drinking Water System Security Act would require EPA to establish risk-based 
performance standards for community water systems serving more than 3,300 people 
and other public water systems that might have security risks. 


Principal authors of the bill are committee chairman Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) and 
Energy and Environment Subcommittee chairman Edward Markey (D-Mass.). They plan 
to hold hearings on the bill in the fall. 


The Association of Metropolitan Water Agencies, several labor unions, and 
environmental groups support the legislation. 







Under the bill, EPA would categorize water systems in one of four risk-based tiers. The 
systems would develop security plans -- and update them every 5 years -- to counteract 
their vulnerabilities. 


Water systems that use dangerous chemicals (such as chlorine gas) in certain volumes 
would have to consider switching to safer chemicals or processes to reduce the 
consequences of a terrorist act. States might push for a switch, but EPA could not force 
utilities to change their disinfection processes. 


The bill requires water utilities to include their employees in the development of security 
vulnerability assessments and site security plans. 


In other Washington news: 


– The U.S. Senate has confirmed the nomination of Peter Silva to be EPA’s 
assistant administrator for water. Silva, a civil engineer, most recently was 
a policy advisor to the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California. 
– Administrator Lisa Jackson said EPA will seek public comment on a 
reevaluation of the scientific data on perchlorate in drinking water, 
especially regarding the chemical’s impact on infants and children. Last 
year EPA made a preliminary decision not to regulate perchlorate. 
– Jackson has launched a program to boost enforcement of Clean Water 
Act rules and improve public access to data on CWA compliance. She 
said the compliance data would be available to the public in a more user-
friendly format. 
– The Department of Agriculture has earmarked $57.9 million for 63 
projects to conserve water and reduce contaminated run-off from farmland 
in 21 states. The funding will be through the Agricultural Water 
Enhancement Program, which was created in the 2008 Farm Bill. 
– Following an oversight hearing on bottled water, a House Energy and 
Commerce subcommittee has asked 13 bottled water companies to 
submit data on the sources and testing of their water. 


 
 
 


EDITORIALS / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 
Cleaning Up the Chesapeake (Washington Post) 
 
September 22, 2009 Tuesday  
Regional Edition 
EDITORIAL COPY; Pg. A18 
Maryland 
Cleaning Up the Chesapeake;  
Draft reports on the state of the bay signal more aggressive federal action. 
THE ROLE OF the federal government in cleaning the Chesapeake Bay is about to 







increase substantially, if draft reports released this month are to be believed. 
 
Yes, we've been down this road before. Since 1983, we've heard elected officials decry 
the state of the bay, set deadlines to clean it up and then leave it to their successors to 
repeat the maddening loop of inaction. The result is a waterway literally gasping for air 
as overdevelopment, agricultural practices and their polluted runoff create oxygen-
starved "dead zones" and kill off aquatic life.  
 
Maybe this time will be different -- if full backing from the White House is forthcoming. 
 
The information in these reports, written by five federal agencies that are a part of the 
Federal Leadership Committee created by President Obama, will serve as the 
foundation for a draft strategy due this fall. They urge the federal government, as the 
largest landowner in the watershed, to adopt smart-growth practices to control 
stormwater runoff from paved surfaces. But it is the push for more aggressive use of the 
Clean Water Act to crack the whip on states and their bay cleanup policies that is most 
radical. 
 
The EPA would require the states to provide detailed plans to reduce the amount of 
nitrogen, phosphorus and sediments flowing into the Chesapeake and its tributaries. 
Insufficient action would lead to "tailored consequences," such as a loss of federal 
funding. But the agency also wants to initiate rulemaking under the Clean Water Act that 
would expand its jurisdiction over the municipal stormwater program to allow it to block 
development in some cases. 
 
Does Washington belong in the business of rejecting local shopping malls and other 
commercial permits? Royce Hanson, chairman of the Montgomery County Planning 
Board, for one, said he isn't worried. In fact, he told us that he was "delighted" by the 
standards the EPA is contemplating. Mr. Hanson predicted that once completed, such 
regulations would most likely mirror new stormwater policies in place in Maryland and 
elsewhere in the watershed, which includes Virginia, four other states and the District. 
For jurisdictions without them, he said, the impending rules could provide the leverage 
needed to enact such measures. And because of staffing and other resource issues, it 
is expected that the EPA would end up delegating compliance enforcement to local 
jurisdictions. 
 
The draft strategy is due Nov. 9, but the Federal Leadership Committee has until next 
May to issue the final document. That gives the EPA time to devise rules that would 
encourage healthy development practices with minimum federal involvement in specific 
local decisions. 
September 22, 2009 


 


Protecting mountains (Winston-Salem Journal) 



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/09/10/AR2009091002645.html





JOURNAL EDITORIAL STAFF 


The Environmental Protection Agency, after years of abuses under the Bush 
administration, is back on the right track with its plans to give further environmental 
review to 79 permits for mountaintop removal mining. But what's really needed is an end 
to this practice.  
 
This form of mining blasts the tops off mountains. It's a severe form of strip mining, 
which the Journal has long opposed. In the 1970s, investigative articles in the Journal 
and its now defunct sister paper, the Sentinel, played a leading role in stopping a 
company's efforts to introduce strip mining to Northwest North Carolina. Strip mining 
and mountaintop mining destroy the beauty of mountains and reduce property values. 
The mining also ravages ecosystems, including watersheds.  
 
The permits in question allow mountaintop miners to dump their waste into streams. 
Mining operations have already destroyed at least 2,000 miles of Appalachian streams, 
environmental activists say. Whole communities have been displaced by mines.  
 
Mountaintop mining doesn't happen in this state, but coal mined using this method 
produces electricity for many of us. Two bills in the state legislature last session would 
have banned electric public utilities that operate in North Carolina from purchasing or 
using coal from mountaintop mining, but they both stalled in committee. That's a shame. 
It's in our best interest to work toward reducing the environmental damage caused by 
this form of mining.  
 
The EPA has determined that the destruction of streams and harm to watersheds in the 
region raise questions about the legality of the permits under the federal Clean Water 
Act. While welcoming "this action by the Obama administration to return the rule of law 
to the Appalachian coalfields," environmental activists want to see the permits denied 
and no more issued.  
 
"While many mountains, streams and communities continue to be impacted or 
annihilated by mountaintop removal because of years of lawless mining, EPA's 
announcement ... provides people with some hope that from this day forward, real 
science and laws will be applied before any more permits are issued," Janet Keating, 
the executive director of the Ohio Valley Environmental Coalition, said in a prepared 
statement.  
 
She noted that the EPA's decision doesn't apply to existing mountaintop-removal 
permits. "We ask that our politicians don't cry that ‘the sky is falling,' but instead let the 
scientific experts at EPA do the job that taxpayers expect of them -- to protect our water, 
air and land for us and for future generations."  
 
That sounds like an excellent plan. 


 







Alabama Voices: Shale gas crucial to nation (Montgomery Advertiser) 


By William Reed 


The dramatic increase in U.S. production of natural gas would not have been possible 
without a precise and reliable technology for drilling through thick shale. Known as 
hydraulic fracturing, it has taken on increasing importance as an effective but little-
known weapon in the battle against atmospheric pollution and dependence on foreign 
fuels. 


Yet though it is largely unknown to us, we benefit from hydraulic fracturing at dozens of 
points in our daily lives. Thanks to this technology, plastics and other materials made 
from natural gas are used in scores of consumer products. Our industries rely on the 
availability of natural gas, and it's needed for heating and electricity production. 


In addition, our future fortunes look likely to become ever more closely linked with those 
of hydraulic fracturing, a process in which water and other materials are pumped at high 
pressure to break through underground rock formations and reach beds of natural gas. 


Located, among other places, in Texas, Colorado, Arkansas, Alabama, North Dakota 
and Appalachia, shale gas was long believed to be out of reach until energy companies 
developed hydraulic fracturing along with horizontal drilling to gain access to the 
trapped gas. Today geologists estimate there could be as much as 842 trillion cubic feet 
of retrievable gas in a dozen shale formations around the country - enough to supply the 
United States with natural gas for 40 years. 


Natural gas is the cleanest fossil fuel, releasing less of the emissions that are linked to 
global warming than coal. 


Yet, as important as natural gas is to the nation's economy and environmental health, 
Congress has so far discounted it. An energy and climate-change bill recently passed 
by the House of Representatives would impose more than $400 billion in taxes and 
carbon fees on the oil and natural gas industry. The measure, which is being considered 
by the Senate, would damage hundreds of small companies that produce most of the 
shale gas, undermining efforts to use more clean-burning natural gas in electricity 
production and home heating. 


In addition, bills have been introduced that would empower the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency to regulate hydraulic fracturing. Environmental groups maintain that 
fracking, as it's known, risks polluting underground drinking water supplies. But EPA 
itself has found little or no threat to water systems from hydraulic fracturing. State 
governments currently regulate hydraulic fracturing. 


The proposed legislation would give EPA power to limit the type of fluids used in 
hydraulic fracturing or prohibit the practice altogether. But the use of hydraulic fracturing 







is one reason why shale gas production has become economically feasible in recent 
years. 


America needs to embrace policies that will stimulate, rather than retard, domestic gas 
production. 


William Reed, chairman of System Controls Inc., writes from Birmingham. 


 
Sewer sludge not safe for crops (Atlanta Journal-Constitution) 
 
September 22, 2009 Tuesday  
Main Edition 
OPINION; Pg. 15A 
By Christianne Carin; For the AJC 
President Barack Obama has shown his willingness to jump on "teachable moments," 
events that at first seem small or local but can act as a springboard to look at larger 
issues. Obama has one of these moments right in his own backyard, literally, with the 
discovery that his organic vegetable garden contains high amounts of lead. Tests for 
other harmful chemicals are under way. 
 
The story first broke in mid-June when tests showed elevated levels of lead in the 
garden. The levels were 93 parts per million, slightly under the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's 100 ppm danger level, which, to be fair, is common in urban areas 
from the settling of a hundred years of vehicle exhausts. In fact, many urban gardens 
have levels that exceed the EPA's limits.  
 
What's of more danger are the tens of thousands of chemical compounds that are found 
in treated sludge --- including hundreds of different prescription and over-the-counter 
drugs that we flush down our drains, cleaners and soaps --- from home and industrial 
and processing wastes that use our sewers for disposal. Sludge is the end result of 
"treating" human and all other wastes entering our sewers, mainly by decomposition 
during storage, aeration and filtration in order to turn it into material for reintroduction 
back into the environment. 
 
This year, U.S. farmers will fertilize their lands with 45 million wet tons of processed 
sludge coming from municipal and county sewage plants across the nation. The sludge 
is used by farmers for fertilizer on crops that make their way directly or indirectly to our 
kitchen tables. The cities are more than happy to find a place for their sludge other than 
already overcrowded landfills. 
 
In 1993, the EPA supported the disposal of sludge on farmland, through regulation and 
set limits on pathogens present. At the time, the government and sludge producers 
found a seemingly perfect symbiotic relationship to spread sludge on farmland including 
a massive PR campaign that quieted dissenting voices. Even spreading sludge on then-
President Bill Clinton's White House lawn was part of that campaign. 







 
But this sludge may not be as safe as we think. 
 
In February 2008 a federal court ruled that Georgia farmer Andy McElmurray was 
entitled to Agriculture Department "prevented planting" subsidies because of 
contamination of his farm by sewage sludge. Judge Anthony Alaimo found that the 
sludge was responsible for killing hundreds of dairy cattle and contaminating the milk 
supplies in several states. The U.S. District Court concluded that the evidence showed 
"McElmurray's land is contaminated and unfit for growing food-chain crops" and that 
"the evidence of contamination on McElmurray's land was substantial." 
 
Among those now wary of using sludge on farms are food suppliers H.J. Heinz and Del 
Monte, both of which do not accept vegetables grown using sludge as fertilizer. The 
U.S. Department of Agriculture's cutting-edge National Organic Program doesn't allow 
organic farmers to use sludge. 
 
Currently, there is a way to treat sludge that makes it safer for use in many situations. 
By heating sludge to more than 800 degrees Fahrenheit all pathogens and many 
chemical compounds are rendered inert and the sludge is safe to use in nonfood crops 
(such as cotton and biofuels), land repair, golf courses and turf applications. 
 
Obama has made food safety a priority for his administration, and this teachable 
moment compels us to find a suitable and safe way to manage our sewage even if it 
means radically changing how we think about it. It's time for policy makers and 
legislators to take a serious look at the dangers of using sludge on farms. 
 
Christianne Carin, CEO of EarthRenew Inc., is writing a book about the politics of 
manure. 
 
 
 


AIR 
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States Can Sue Utilities Over Emissions (New York Times) 
 
September 22, 2009 Tuesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section A; Column 0; National Desk; Pg. 18 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 
A two-judge panel of a federal appeals court has ruled that big power companies can be 
sued by states and land trusts for emitting carbon dioxide. The decision, issued 
Monday, overturns a 2005 District Court decision that the question was political, not 
judicial. 
 
A panel of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, in New York, ruled 







that eight states -- California, Connecticut, Iowa, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, 
Vermont and Wisconsin -- as well as New York City and three land trusts could proceed 
with a suit against American Electric Power, Southern Corporation, the Tennessee 
Valley Authority, Xcel Energy and Cinergy Corporation,  all large coal-burning utilities.  
 
The case, brought in 2004, said the defendants were creating a ''public nuisance'' and 
sought reductions in emissions that scientists say are changing the climate. The states 
cited studies from the United Nations and the National Academy of Sciences that 
predicted damage and said in fact that their environments had already been damaged. 
The land trusts said that an increase in sea level would inundate their properties, among 
other problems.  
 
The power companies said that the federal courts had never recognized an argument in 
common law that greenhouse gas emissions contribute to global warming, and that if 
action were to be taken, Congress would have to do it. 
 
The lower court agreed that the issues demonstrated the ''transcendently legislative 
nature of this litigation,'' and that if they found in favor of the states and the land trusts, 
the courts would have to figure out how to cap emissions, set reduction goals and a 
schedule for achieving them, and take other steps that would seem to require 
legislation.  
 
The appeal was heard by a three-judge panel, but one of the judges, Sonia Sotomayor, 
was elevated to the Supreme Court in August. The case was decided by Joseph M. 
McLaughlin, who was appointed to the court in 1990 by the first President George Bush, 
and Peter W. Hall, nominated in 2003 by the second President Bush.  
 
Matt Pawa, the lead lawyer for the Open Space Institute and the Audubon Society of 
New Hampshire, both plaintiffs, said in a statement that ''for hundreds of years, courts 
have been there to protect citizens from harm,'' and could do so again now.  
 
At the Natural Resources Defense Council, an environmental group that was not a 
plaintiff, David Doniger, a senior lawyer, said the best way to fight global warming was 
to have Congress act. But he added, ''The court's decision guarantees that if the 
Congress fails to do its job, or blocks the E.P.A. from doing its job, the biggest power 
companies will still be held accountable in the federal courts.''  
 
At American Electric Power, Pat D. Hemlepp, a spokesman, said the company's lawyers 
had not decided whether to appeal. But he added: ''We don't feel that litigation is a 
proper avenue to address climate concerns. In our view, it's a policy issue.'' 
 
''Legislation would be the best approach, and that's happening now,'' Mr. Hemlepp said, 
referring to a bill that has passed the House and that the Senate may take up this year.  
 
Many participants in the global warming debate appear to prefer a decision by the 
Congress, because it could balance competing interests, between and among regions 
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and industries, to cut emissions of global warming gases. 
 
But Monday's decision means that all three branches of the federal government could 
have a role. In addition to the possibility that Congress will act, the Supreme Court held 
in April 2007, that global warming gases were a pollutant under the Clean Air Act, and 
thus could be regulated by the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
 
 
Emissions Of CO2 Set For Best Drop In 40 Years (New York Times) 
 
September 22, 2009 Tuesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section A; Column 0; Foreign Desk; Pg. 4 
By JAD MOUAWAD; John M. Broder contributed reporting from Washington. 
Global carbon emissions are expected to post their biggest drop in more than 40 years 
this year as the global recession froze economic activity and slashed energy use around 
the world.  
 
The decline comes as political leaders are struggling to come up with a common 
approach to dealing with climate change.  
 
The main factor behind this year's drop in emissions is the slowdown in industrial 
activity and trade around the world, according to a study due to be released in 
November by the International Energy Agency.  
 
But the energy agency, which provides policy advice and research to industrialized 
nations, found that government actions had also contributed to the drop in emissions. 
The agency said it expected to see global carbon emissions fall 2.6 percent this year. 
 
The projected decline was first reported Monday by The Financial Times. 
 
World leaders will meet at the United Nations on Tuesday for a one-day summit meeting 
to pursue a new agreement to fight global warming. The talks are expected to 
conclude with a climate treaty in Copenhagen in December. 
 
The negotiations are stalled amid disagreements between developed and developing 
countries on how to share reductions in carbon emissions. 
 
Even if temporary, a global reduction in emissions could allow advocates of stringent 
new limits on carbon dioxide to argue that continued progress is available using existing 
technology and switching to cleaner fuels, like natural gas. 
 
The forecast should also make it easier for most nations to meet emissions reduction 
targets in the near and medium term and could give a lift toward a new global warming 
treaty, said Paul W. Bledsoe of the National Commission on Energy Policy, a bipartisan 







advisory group.  
 
''Because many countries are using 2005 as a baseline year, this will give them some 
breathing room when economic activity picks up again,'' Mr. Bledsoe said. 
 
The projection from the International Energy Agency tracks other forecasts from 
government agencies, including the Department of Energy, which found that 
greenhouse gas emissions in the United States fell 3.8 percent in 2008 compared with 
2007; they are estimated to be down another 6 percent this year. 
 
However, an improving economy is expected to increase domestic carbon dioxide 
emissions 0.7 percent next year, according to the Energy Information Administration, an 
arm of the Department of Energy. 
 
Carbon dioxide emissions from the burning of energy sources account for 80 percent of 
greenhouse gas emissions in the United States. 
 
URL: http://www.nytimes.com 
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Refitted to Bury Emissions, Plant Draws Attention (New York Times) 
 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 
NEW HAVEN, W.Va. — Poking out of the ground near the smokestacks of the 
Mountaineer power plant here are two wells that look much like those that draw natural 
gas to the surface. But these are about to do something new: inject a power plant’s 
carbon dioxide into the earth.  
A behemoth built in 1980, long before global warming stirred broad concern, 
Mountaineer is poised to become the world’s first coal-fired power plant to capture and 
bury some of the carbon dioxide it churns out. The hope is that the gas will stay deep 
underground for millenniums rather than entering the atmosphere as a heat-trapping 
pollutant.  
The experiment, which the company says could begin in the next few days, is riveting 
the world’s coal-fired electricity sector, which is under growing pressure to develop 
technology to capture and store carbon dioxide. Visitors from as far as China and India, 
which are struggling with their own coal-related pollution, have been trooping through 
the plant. 
The United States still depends on coal-fired plants, many of them built decades ago, to 
meet half of its electricity needs. Some industry experts argue that retrofitting them 
could prove far more feasible than building brand new, cleaner ones.  
Yet the economic viability of the Mountaineer plant’s new technology, known as carbon 
capture and sequestration, remains uncertain.  
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The technology is certain to devour a substantial amount of the plant’s energy output — 
optimists say 15 percent, and skeptics, 30 percent. Some energy experts argue that it 
could prove even more expensive than solar or nuclear power.  
And as with any new technology, even the engineers are unsure how well it will work: 
will all of the carbon dioxide stay put?  
Environmentalists who oppose coal mining and coal energy of any kind worry that 
sequestration could simply trade one problem, global warming, for another one, the 
pollution of water supplies. Should the carbon dioxide mix with water underground and 
form carbonic acid, they say, it could leach poisonous materials from rock deep 
underground that could then seep out.  
Given the depths to which workers have drilled, they also fret that the project could 
cause earthquakes, although experts at the Environmental Protection Agency discount 
the risk of catastrophe. 
More broadly, some environmentalists argue that the carbon storage effort could give 
corporations and consumers another excuse to drag their heels in supplanting coal 
dependence with an embrace of renewable energy sources like the sun and wind. 
“Coal is the drug of choice of a major industry with a lot of political power,” said David H. 
Holtz, executive director of Progress Michigan, an environmental group.  
Instead of adopting carbon capture, which Mr. Holtz likens to a methadone cure for 
addiction, he argues that the industry would do better to go cold turkey. 
“There’s no evidence that burying carbon dioxide in the earth is a better strategy than 
aggressively pursuing other alternatives that clearly are better for the environment and 
will in the long run be less costly,” Mr. Holtz said. 
But power company officials say the effort is the energy industry’s best hope of 
stanching carbon dioxide emissions over the next few decades.  
“I really believe, in my heart of hearts, that coal is going to be burned around the world 
for years to come,” said Michael Morris, chairman and president of American Electric 
Power, which owns the plant here. “Retrofitting is going to be essential.”  
American Electric Power is the nation’s largest electricity producer, with a coal-fired grid 
stretching across 11 states. 
If all goes smoothly, this week engineers will begin pumping carbon dioxide, converted 
to a fluid, into a layer of sandstone 7,800 feet below the rolling countryside here and 
then into a layer of dolomite 400 feet below that.  
The liquid will squeeze into tiny pores in the rock, displacing the salty water there, and 
assume a shape something like a squashed football, 30 to 40 feet high and hundreds of 
yards long.  
American Electric Power’s plan is to inject about 100,000 tons annually for two to five 
years, about 1.5 percent of Mountaineer’s yearly emissions of carbon dioxide. Should 
Congress pass a law controlling carbon dioxide emissions and the new technology 
proves economically feasible, the company says, it could then move to capture as much 
as 90 percent of the gas. 
For now the project consists of the two wells and a small chemical factory. In the 
factory, smoke diverted from the plant’s chimney is mixed with a chilled ammonia-based 
chemical. The chemical is then heated, releasing the carbon dioxide, which is pumped 
deep into the wells.  
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American Electric Power is spending $73 million on the capture and storage effort, 
which includes half the cost of the factory. Alstom, the manufacturer of the new 
equipment, paid for the other half of the factory, hoping to develop expertise that will win 
it a worldwide market. Alstom would not say what it spent, but public figures indicate 
that the two companies are jointly spending well over $100 million.  
For energy planners, a crucial question is how much this technology would cost if 
refined and installed on a bigger scale. The answer remains elusive.  
Still, many scientists emphasize that Mountaineer is within a dozen miles of four other 
big coal plants with a combined capacity of 6,000 megawatts, a concentration so great 
that industry insiders have nicknamed the area Megawatt Alley. If the technology spread 
to all of them in a cost-effective way, many say, it could have a broad impact on the coal 
industry. 
S. Julio Friedmann, leader of the carbon management program at the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory in California, calls this corner of the Ohio River Valley a 
“must win” region for carbon dioxide storage. 
Robert Socolow, a Princeton University engineering professor, echoed that sentiment. 
The nation’s fleet of coal-burning plants “completely dominates our national emissions,” 
Professor Socolow said. 
It is also far easier to corral several million tons flowing from a single chimney than a 
comparable amount coming from tens of millions of car tailpipes or home heating 
systems, experts point out.  
Far larger projects for capturing and storing carbon dioxide underground have been 
under way for several years in Europe and North Africa. In North Dakota, the Great 
Plains Synfuels plant, which converts methane to natural gas, takes the leftover carbon 
dioxide and pumps it through a pipeline to Canada to stimulate oil production there. But 
Mountaineer is the world’s first electricity plant to capture and store carbon dioxide. 
A state permit issued to American Electric Power limits the pressure it can use to inject 
carbon dioxide into the rock. This is to reduce the risk that the injection will crack rock 
layers above that engineers are counting on to keep the carbon dioxide in place. 
A nonprofit research group, Battelle Memorial Institute, has installed monitoring wells 
around the rock that will measure changes in pressure and temperature. Engineers can 
also send energy pulses through the earth between the wells and measure how fast 
these travel, as a guide to how the carbon dioxide is spreading.  
Asked whether the injections of carbon dioxide could increase the frequency or 
magnitude of the small earthquakes that are common in the area, an E.P.A. official said 
it seemed unlikely.  
“With proper site selection and good management, we should be able to implement this 
safely,” said Dina Kruger, director of the agency’s climate change division. Ms. Kruger 
also emphasized that the carbon dioxide would be monitored to see if it was seeping.  
Some local residents are skeptical. 
“It doesn’t matter to me if a scientist says it may or may not leak,” said Elisa Young, an 
anti-coal activist who lives nearby on the Ohio side of the river. “That’s not going to stop 
it from leaking when push comes to shove.” 
At the same time, many others in this coal-dependent region suggest that the notion 
that carbon dioxide is a menace has been overplayed.  
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Charles A. Powell, the manager of the Mountaineer plant, who has worked there since it 
opened three decades ago, pointed out that the gas is given off by every human and 
animal.  
“You are breathing out?” he asked a visitor dryly.  
 
 
 
Article published Sep 22, 2009 
 
Court revives pollution suit (Associated Press) 
Story also appeared: Rutland Herald, MSN Money 
 
By LARRY NEUMEISTER THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
NEW YORK — A Federal appeals court ruled Monday that states trying to combat 
global warming can sue six electric utilities to force them to cut the greenhouse gases 
emitted by their power plants in 20 states. 
 
The 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Manhattan reinstated the lawsuits after a lower 
court judge tossed out the actions brought in 2004 by eight states, including Vermont; 
New York City; and three land trusts. 
 
The lawsuits had accused the companies of being among the largest emitters of carbon 
dioxide in the world and sought to force them to reduce their carbon dioxide emissions. 
 
The appeals court said the lower court judge erred in ruling that the issue was a political 
one that was not meant to be decided by the courts. 
 
The court said not every case with political overtones has to be kept out of the courts. 
 
"It is error to equate a political question with a political case," the court wrote. "Given the 
checks and balances among the three branches of our government, the judiciary can no 
more usurp executive and legislative prerogatives than it can decline to decide matters 
within its jurisdiction simply because such matters may have political ramifications." 
 
The appeals court noted that the legislative branch was free to amend the Clean Air Act 
to regulate carbon dioxide emissions, and the executive branch can regulate emissions 
through the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
It also rejected arguments by the companies that any pollutants must be "poisonous" or 
"noxious," local in nature and capable of producing immediate harm to be challenged in 
a lawsuit. 
 
"The touchstone of a common law public nuisance action is that the harm is 
widespread, unreasonably interfering with a right common to the general public," the 
court wrote. 
 







The ruling was made by two judges rather than the usual three because the third judge 
was supposed to be Sonia Sotomayor, who is now a Supreme Court justice. 
 
The states bringing the lawsuit are California, Connecticut, Iowa, New Jersey, New 
York, Rhode Island, Vermont and Wisconsin. New York City and three nonprofit land 
trusts also are part of the litigation. 
 
The states want the courts to order the companies to reduce carbon dioxide emissions 
3 percent annually for 10 years. They say the greenhouse gas is one of the chief 
causes of global warming. The gas is produced when coal, gasoline and other fossil 
fuels burn. 
 
The lawsuits seek to force a reduction of carbon dioxide emissions by American Electric 
Power Co. Inc., Cinergy Co., Southern Co. Inc. of Georgia, Xcel Energy Inc. of 
Minnesota, and the federal Tennessee Valley Authority. 
 
A lawyer for the companies did not immediately return a phone call seeking comment. 
 
Connecticut Attorney General Richard Blumenthal said in a statement that the ruling 
"breathes new life into our fight against greenhouse gas polluters and changes the legal 
landscape to impose responsibility where it belongs." 
 
He added: "This ruling vindicates our tenacious and tireless battle on behalf of a 
powerful coalition of states and environmental advocates — a battle that will now have 
its day in court." 
 
Blumenthal compared the effort with the fight against tobacco companies, saying the 
states were seeking to save lives and the planet from global warming. 
 
 
 
EPA Midwest Clean Diesel Initiative Leadership Group Presents Awards For 
Diesel Emissions Reductions (US Fed News) 
 
September 22, 2009 Tuesday 12:00 AM EST  
CHICAGO, Sept. 17 -- The Environmental Protection Agency issued the following press 
release: 
 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 5's Midwest Clean Diesel Initiative 
Leadership Group today recognized people and organizations that have acted to reduce 
diesel emissions. The awards were presented at a ceremony in Chicago. 
 
Winners are: Minnesota Environmental Initiative, Wisconsin Department of Commerce 
and Darwin Burkhart of Illinois Environmental Protection Agency.  
 
"These award winners have all done a great job and are role models to their peers," 







said Region 5 Midwest Clean Diesel Initiative Coordinator Steve Marquardt. "Each 
honoree has forged unique and effective partnerships for reducing diesel emissions in 
the Midwest." 
 
Minnesota Environmental Initiative is a non-profit organization with a unique public-
private partnership in a state that meets the current EPA national ambient air quality 
standards. MEI's Project Green Fleet, an initiative the group started in 2005, has a goal 
to retrofit all eligible school buses across Minnesota (they estimate 4,000 buses). By the 
end of 2008, Project Green Fleet had installed over 1,200 diesel oxidation catalysts 
and/or closed crankcase filtration systems on buses across the state, and will be more 
than halfway to its goal by the end of this year. These actions have reduced diesel 
emissions exposure to approximately 30,000 Minnesota schoolchildren. 
 
Wisconsin Department of Commerce administers the Wisconsin Idle Reduction Grant 
Program which provides 50 percent of the cost of an idle reduction technology to 
Wisconsin-based fleets. The grant program, founded by the Wisconsin legislature, has 
funded more than 1,100 idle reduction devices in 339 grant awards, affecting fleets 
across the state. The program has been so successful that the state legislature has 
reauthorized it through 2015. 
 
The MCDI High Horsepower Award for individual excellence was presented to Darwin 
Burkhart for his dedication, leadership and drive in administering clean diesel/clean air 
programs for Illinois EPA. Burkhart manages several clean air programs, including the 
Illinois Clean Bus Program, the Illinois Green Fleets Program, the Illinois Alternative 
Fuel Rebate Program and the Illinois Clean Diesel Initiative. Through these programs, 
he has administered over $6 million to fund projects across the state that address 
emissions from utility trucks, over-the-road trucks, delivery trucks, transit buses, school 
buses, locomotives, marine engines, mining equipment and other diesel-powered 
emission sources. By creating and fostering partnerships with governments, non-profits, 
schools and industry organizations, Burkhart has forged effective and long-lasting diesel 
emission reductions that benefit the people of Illinois. 
 
The MCDI Leadership Group consists of 33 public sector, non-profit and private industry 
organizations that share the goal of cutting emissions from 1 million diesel engines in 
the Region 5 states by 2010. The group is co-chaired by Cummins Inc.,  Illinois 
Environmental Protection Agency, American Lung Association-Upper Midwest and EPA 
Region 5. 
 
The Midwest Clean Diesel Initiative was created to reduce emissions from older, 
existing diesel engines not covered by EPA's stringent standards for cleaner fuels and 
new, cleaner engines. MCDI estimates that more than 3 million diesel engines in the 
Midwest would benefit from use of diesel retrofit technologies, repowers, replacement, 
cleaner fuels, idle-reduction, and other clean diesel strategies. Already, the public-
private partnership has affected 761,000 engines. 
 
Diesel emissions contain large amounts of nitrogen oxides and fine particles (soot). 
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Nitrogen oxides are precursors of ozone (smog), which is a lung irritant, and fine 
particles can aggravate respiratory and heart diseases. 
 
More information on the Midwest Clean Diesel Initiative and the MCDI Leadership 
Group is at http://www.epa.gov/midwestcleandiesel/.For more information please 
contact: Sarabjit Jagirdar, Email:- htsyndication@hindustantimes.com 
 
 
 
E.P.A. Report Suggests Waste Reduction and Recycling Reduces CO2 Emissions 
(New York Times) 
 
By John Collins Rudolf 
September 21, 2009, 8:11 am  
E.P.A. A new E.P.A. study examines the greenhouse gas impacts of the way Americans 
obtain, deliver and dispose of goods. The full report, including this chart, can be found 
here. 
A new report from the United States Environmental Protection Agency suggests that 
way Americans procure, produce, deliver and dispose of goods and services — what 
the agency refers to as “materials and land management” — accounts for 42 percent of 
the nation’s greenhouse gas emissions.  
The study took stock of the emissions generated by land use, food and product 
production across the entire life cycle — from resource extraction (think mining, 
agriculture and forestry) to manufacturing, packaging, transportation and ultimately 
disposal. 


The report breaks from conventional analyses of greenhouse gas emissions, which 
typically focus on sectors such as transportation or electricity generation. According to 
Joshua Stolaroff, a former science and technology policy fellow with E.P.A.’s Office of 
Solid Waste and Emergency Response and the report’s lead technical author, it 
suggests that emissions savings from waste reduction, recycling and improved product 
design can be significant.  


“These are things that were essentially considered small or zero in terms of how 
important they are to the climate change mitigation toolbox,” said Mr. Stolaroff.  


Doubling the recycling of construction and demolition debris, for example, would result 
in an emissions savings of 150 million metric tons of CO2 equivalent per year, equal to 
the entire annual carbon emissions from the state of North Carolina, the study found.  


Reducing product packaging by half could also reap significant benefits – as much as 
105 million tons of CO2 equivalent per year. Increasing the lifespan of personal 
computers by 25 percent, meanwhile, could reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the 
United States by 15 million tons of per year. 
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“Extending the life of products in general is probably a huge opportunity,” said Mr. 
Stolaroff.  


The E.P.A. report was released in tandem with a similar report, also written by Mr. 
Stolaroff, from the Product Policy Institute, a nonprofit group focused on promoting 
sustainable production and consumption. In the Product Policy Institute report, Mr. 
Stolaroff, citing statistics from his E.P.A. report on the carbon impact of products and 
packaging, pushed for state, local and federal government adoption of “Extended 
Producer Responsibility” laws, which hold manufacturers responsible for the afterlife of 
their products.  


Similar laws have been adopted in Western Europe, Canada and other countries. In the 
United States, a number of states and New York City require electronics manufacturers 
to pay a fee for the future disposal or recycling of their products. 


Advocates for increasing producer responsibility also seized on the E.P.A. report as 
proof that stronger policies were needed to reduce waste and bolster recycling. “This 
just verifies what we thought all along,” said Heidi Sanborn, the executive director of the 
California Product Stewardship Council, a nonprofit advocacy group.  


“Manufacturers need to reduce the lifecycle cost of their products.” 


 


Senate Bill Would Ensure New Fuel Compatibility (Indiana Prairie Farmer) 
 
Scientific study required for waivers to be issued. 
Compiled by staff  
Published: Sep 21, 2009 
Lawmakers have introduced in the U.S. Senate a bill that would require that new fuels 
introduced into the marketplace are compatible with current gasoline-fueled engines. 
Under the bill, the EPA's Science Advisory Board would provide recommendations to 
the EPA on the feasibility of allowing the sale of mid-level ethanol blends. When 
responding to requests for waivers from the Clean Air Act's provisions, the EPA would 
have to explain how its decisions are compatible with SAB recommendations.  
  
The Board also would have to address the expected availability of alternative fuels for 
up to five years following the launch of a new fuel and the ability of fuel delivery systems 
to protect engines from receiving incompatible fuel.  
  
Presently, the Clean Air Act prohibits sales of mid-level ethanol blends. The proposed 
bill only would allow the EPA to issue such a waiver if its Science Advisory Board 
studies the compatibility of mid-level ethanol fuels with the emission requirements of the 
Clean Air Act and the operability of current engines.  
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Court revives pollution lawsuit (Associated Press) 
Story also appeared: The Reporter 
 
By Larry Neumeister/ Associated Press Writer 
Posted: 09/22/2009 01:00:20 AM PDT 
NEW YORK -- A federal appeals court ruled Monday that eight states, including 
California, trying to combat global warming can sue six electric utilities to force them to 
cut the greenhouse gases emitted by their power plants in 20 states.  
The 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Manhattan reinstated the lawsuits after a lower 
court judge tossed out the actions brought in 2004 by the states, New York City and 
three land trusts.  
The lawsuits accuse the companies of being among the largest emitters of carbon 
dioxide in the world and sought to force them to reduce their carbon dioxide emissions.  


The appeals court said the lower court judge erred in ruling that the issue was a political 
one that was not meant to be decided by the courts.  


The court said that not every case with political overtones has to be kept out of the 
courts.  


"It is error to equate a political question with a political case," the court wrote. "Given the 
checks and balances among the three branches of our government, the judiciary can no 
more usurp executive and legislative prerogatives than it can decline to decide matters 
within its jurisdiction simply because such matters may have political ramifications."  


The appeals court noted that the legislative branch was free to amend the Clean Air Act 
to regulate carbon dioxide emissions, and the executive branch can regulate emissions 
through the Environmental Protection Agency.  


It also rejected arguments by the companies that any pollutants must be "poisonous" or 
"noxious," local in nature and capable of producing immediate harm to be challenged in 
a lawsuit.  


"The touchstone of a common law public nuisance action is that the harm is 
widespread, unreasonably interfering with a right common to the general public," the 
court wrote.  


The ruling was made by two judges rather than the usual three because the third judge 
was supposed to be Sonia Sotomayor, who is now a Supreme Court justice.  


The other states bringing the lawsuit are Connecticut, Iowa, New Jersey, New York, 
Rhode Island, Vermont and Wisconsin. New York City and three nonprofit land trusts 
also are part of the litigation.  







The states want the courts to order the companies to reduce carbon dioxide emissions 
3 percent annually for 10 years. They say the greenhouse gas is one of the chief 
causes of global warming. The gas is produced when coal, gasoline and other fossil 
fuels burn.  


The lawsuits seek to force a reduction of carbon dioxide emissions by American Electric 
Power Co. Inc., Cinergy Co., Southern Co. Inc. of Georgia, Xcel Energy Inc. of 
Minnesota, and the federal Tennessee Valley Authority.  


A lawyer for the companies did not immediately return a phone call seeking comment.  


Connecticut Attorney General Richard Blumenthal said in a statement that the ruling 
"breathes new life into our fight against greenhouse gas polluters and changes the legal 
landscape to impose responsibility where it belongs." 
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Harrah's announces Team Earth partnership (Las Vegas Review Journal) 
 
By ARNOLD M. KNIGHTLY 
LAS VEGAS REVIEW-JOURNAL  
Harrah's Entertainment on Monday announced it is joining with four corporations and 
three environmental organizations as founding members of a partnership focusing on 
environmental issues. 


"Team Earth unites businesses, nonprofit organizations, scientists, educators and 
engaged citizens in an international effort to focus attention on pressing environmental 
sustainability issues, inspire collective action and drive innovation towards smarter, 
greener, more responsible choices," the announcement read. 


Harrah's is joining computer company Dell, cleaning product company SC Johnson, 
Starbucks and the candy-gum company Wrigley as the founding corporations of Team 
Earth. The companies will work with Conservation International, Rocky Mountain 
Institute and the Prince of Wales' Rainforest Project in five critical environmental areas: 
climate change, water, health, waste and food. 


The partnership was announced Monday in Manhattan at a press conference attended 
by Harrah's Chairman and Chief Executive Officer Gary Loveman. 







"A key focus of Team Earth is uniting simple, straightforward individual actions to 
address our planet's most critical environmental issues," Loveman said. "Harrah's 
Entertainment is proud to join Team Earth not as a single corporate sponsor, but as 
80,000 employees working together to make a difference." 


The group's first project is to lobby for forest protection at the Copenhagen climate 
negotiations in December. 


Harrah's has established employee teams at its casinos and in all corporate activities to 
create, promote, measure and sustain effective environmental practices. 


According to Harrah's, there have been more than 100 major conservation projects 
across its properties, from installing energy-efficient indoor and outdoor lighting to 
reducing water consumption by hundreds of millions of gallons every year. 


In the past six years, the company has spent $60 million on energy conservation 
projects alone, averting more than 230 million pounds of carbon dioxide emissions 
annually, which is equivalent to planting 88,000 acres of forest or eliminating 12 million 
passenger car miles. 


"By uniting our efforts, we have significantly reduced our company's carbon footprint, 
dramatically improved our energy efficiency, decreased our waste stream and increased 
our recycling," Loveman said. "Joining together, we have made Harrah's a sustainability 
leader and now we are ready to do more by joining an even bigger team: Team Earth." 


Harrah's is the only major casino company to join the Environmental Protection 
Agency's Climate Leaders and Waste Wise programs, and the only company in the 
industry to win an EPA Environmental Quality Award. 


Contact reporter Arnold M. Knightly at aknightly@reviewjournal.com or 702-477-3893. 
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The United Nations' commitment to securing an international climate deal will be on full 
display Tuesday, as world leaders come together in New York to discuss how best to 
address global warming. But the event, arranged by Secretary General Ban Ki-moon, 
highlights both the possibilities and obstacles Ban and his deputies face in orchestrating 
the historic pact. 
 
Connie Hedegaard, Denmark's minister for climate and energy, will be chairing the 
pivotal U.N. climate talks in December and is in New York this week. She said in an 
interview that people often fixate on the world's major carbon emitters, and forget that 
any final agreement must involve powerful and small countries alike.  
 
"It's not just a bilateral U.S.-China thing, or even a trilateral U.S.-China-Europe thing," 
Hedegaard said. "It's 192 countries." 
 
Ban has made a binding, international commitment to cutting greenhouse gases a 
central pillar of his tenure. 
 
The "slow pace of negotiations is a matter of deep concern," Ban told reporters last 
week. "We want world leaders to show they understand the gravity of climate risks. . . . 
We want them to give their negotiating teams marching orders to accelerate the 
progress towards a fair, effective, comprehensive and scientifically ambitious global 
climate agreement in Copenhagen." 
 
Ban, along with Yvo de Boer, executive secretary for the U.N. Framework Convention 
on Climate Change, and Achim Steiner, the U.N. Environment Program executive 
director, have pushed hard for a successor to the Kyoto Protocol. That 1997 pact, which 
the United States ultimately abandoned, never set emissions targets for emerging 
nations such as China and India. Ban has traveled with researchers to the Arctic to see 
the effects of warming, and went to Bali in December 2007 to resuscitate faltering U.N. 
talks. 
 
De Boer and Steiner have been no less committed. As the United Nations' top 
negotiator, de Boer spends 80 percent of his time on the road, trying to cajole 
recalcitrant government leaders into putting money and commitments to concrete 
reductions on the table to combat climate change. He said every U.N. agency has 
incorporated global warming into its mission, from the agricultural policies of the Food 
and Agriculture Commission to the analyses by the World Health Organization and the 
Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees. 
 
"I don't think I've ever seen the U.N. come together on anything the way it's come 
together on climate change," said de Boer, a Dutchman who took over the talks three 
years ago. "This is really the New York Philharmonic of climate change, and I'm playing 
Bartok, unfortunately." 
 
De Boer has appeared visibly despondent during the negotiations' tensest moments and 
chastises rich governments for not providing enough aid to poorer ones and U.S. 







environmental groups for saying the world might need to wait another year to agree to a 
final climate deal. De Boer, who often speaks in analogies, says these nongovernmental 
organizations "would like to have this baby a year late. As everyone knows, carrying a 
baby for nine months is a lot. I've been carrying this baby for two years, and to ask me 
to go a year over is a bit much to ask." 
 
Steiner, a German environmental expert who grew up in Brazil, has devoted much of 
the past year to making the economic case for cutting greenhouse gas emissions. Last 
October, his agency published an initiative called the "Global Green New Deal," aimed 
at convincing world leaders that they should invest a sizable percentage of their 
stimulus dollars in environmental and clean energy projects. It pointed out ways in 
which spending money on environmentally friendly projects paid off; as Steiner puts it, 
nations are not going to change just because global temperatures are rising. 
 
"The science has been a continuous driver, but underneath that, if we have to move to a 
low-carbon economy, how can we move in a way that won't leave us unemployed with 
all the lights turned off?" he said. 
 
Ban and his deputies have won praise for their efforts. "The three of them have 
anchored this very well," Timothy Wirth, president of the U.N. Foundation and a former 
senator from Colorado, said last week. But the conundrum Steiner points to -- getting 
political leaders to change their nations' economic trajectory -- poses a major challenge. 
 
"This only works if it drives a transformation in the real economy," said John Ashton, the 
British foreign minister's special representative for climate change. "You have to do that 
through domestic politics, and U.N. negotiations can't do that." 
 
Lynch reported from the United Nations. 
 
 
Global Warming Suits Are A Hard Sell, Attorney Advises (National Underwriter 
Property And Casualty Insurance News)  
  
By PHIL GUSMAN 
Published 9/21/2009   
NU Online News Service, Sept. 21, 12:07 p.m. EDT 
NEW YORK—Companies sued for creating damage by contributing to global warming 
have a major defense available against such charges, according to an attorney at a 
legal session for policyholders. 


The remarks were made last week by Finley Harckham, a senior litigation shareholder 
in the New York office of Anderson Kill & Olick and president of Anderson Kill Insurance 
Services, LLC at the law firm’s 12th Annual Policyholder Advisor Conference. 
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He explained that plaintiffs need to establish two levels of causation. They must prove 
that something has happened to the environment other than what would have happened 
naturally, and that the defendant is responsible for that action. 


“It’s a huge hurdle,” he said, noting that a lawsuit would have to distinguish why a given 
condition was caused by a single entity as opposed to greenhouse gases emitted by the 
population at large. 


Still, the Anderson Kill panel noted that one case worth watching is Native Village of 
Kivalina v. Exxon Mobil, et al., in which an Inuit village in Alaska has brought a nuisance 
suit in February 2008 against major oil companies. 


The plaintiffs are seeking joint and several liability for nuisance and civil conspiracy, 
claiming that the oil companies’ contribution to global warming has caused melting ice 
which will lead to the eventual flooding of their village. 


The case was brought in California. John Nevius, a shareholder in the New York office 
of Anderson Kill, said a motion to dismiss was filed in June 2008 in Virginia. He said the 
insurance company defending the suit has cited the pollution exclusion in its motion. 


States have also brought global warming lawsuits, and Mr. Nevius said this is similar to 
tobacco litigation, where states try to offset their losses by suing those they see as 
responsible for causing the conditions. 


Two cases he cited are Connecticut v. American Electric Power—where eight states 
and New York City brought a nuisance suit against five electric utility companies; and 
California v. General Motors Corp.—where Calif. sued six major automakers seeking 
damages for global warming. 


California cited injuries including melting snow pack, a greater risk of flooding, loss of 
coastline and more days of extreme heat. 


The court said it lacked jurisdiction over the suit, citing the “political question doctrine.” 
Mr. Nevius said the court drew the line in this case and decided not to get into 
regulating global warming. 


But if the courts are avoiding the political question, they may not be avoiding the 
scientific question. The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 2007 that carbon dioxide is a 
pollutant and that the Environmental Protection Agency has the jurisdiction to regulate 
CO2 emissions. 


What this means for policyholders and insurers is still unclear. The panel said future 
litigants could include island states, coastal residents, drought-prone communities, 
Southern states, and shareholders and investors. 







They could make global warming claims associated with property damage and 
relocation, water shortages and agricultural damages, increased diseases, and even 
their own existence. 


The panel noted that environmental insurance policies (PLL policies) could be a 
possible coverage solution for policyholders. While many policies require proof that the 
pollutant originated from a “covered location,” which could be a hurdle for coverage, 
other PLL policies available in the marketplace do not contain this provision. These 
policies, such as the AIG Commercial PLL Form, “only look at whether the insured is 
liable for ‘pollution conditions,’” a slide presented by the panel stated. 


 


EPA report outlines potential for reducing GHG emissions (Waste & Recycling 
News) 
 
Sept. 21 -- The U.S. EPA has released a report outlining the potential for reducing 
greenhouse gases that can be achieved through recycling, waste reduction, smart 
growth, and redeveloping brownfields.  


"Opportunities to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions through Materials and Land 
Management Practices" finds that 42% of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions are 
influenced by materials management policies. This includes the impacts from extracting 
raw materials, food processing and manufacturing, transporting, and disposing of 
products.  


Another 16% to 20% of emissions are associated with land management policies, 
according to the report. That includes emissions from passenger transportation, 
construction, and from lost vegetation when greenfields are cleared for development.  


Reducing unnecessary packaging, increasing recycling and using brownfields for 
renewable energy development also can reduce greenhouse gas emissions, according 
to the EPA report, which is available at www.epa.gov/oswer/publication.htm.  


Contact Waste & Recycling News senior reporter Bruce Geiselman at 330-865-6172 or 
bgeiselman@crain.com 


 


Obama must 'deliver goods' in U.N. speech on warming -- de Boer (Greenwire) 
 
Lisa Friedman, E&E reporter 
09/21/2009 
NEW YORK -- President Obama must "deliver the goods" on a climate change deal 
when he addresses the United Nations tomorrow, U.N. climate chief Yvo de Boer said 
today. 







As world leaders gather here for the 64th U.N. General Assembly, climate change is 
taking center stage. A summit tomorrow will focus on getting a new treaty on emissions 
reductions when delegates from more than 190 countries meet in December in 
Copenhagen, Denmark. 


And while many by now have acknowledged that Copenhagen won't produce a 
thorough treaty, de Boer said he expects to see solid outlines of key points like emission 
targets and financing for developing countries that can be filled in with details later. 


De Boer said he expects Obama to "stand by his election statement, that he will take 
this country to an agreement in Copenhagen." And, he said, Obama also will need to 
remind fast-developing countries like China and India that the United States won't agree 
to any treaty that does not include significant and verifiable actions from them. 


"The world was and is pretty excited about what President Obama has committed, but 
now he has to deliver the goods," de Boer said. 


Obama will speak tomorrow morning to the U.N. secretary-general's climate summit and 
later at the annual meeting of the Clinton Global Initiative. He also will host African 
heads of state for a lunch, meet with Chinese leader Hu Jintao and attend a climate 
change dinner in the evening. 


De Boer acknowledged that health care is overshadowing climate legislation in the U.S. 
Senate, but he argued that the United States does not need to have completed 
domestic cap-and-trade legislation in order to seal a deal in Copenhagen. 


If Obama agrees to an emission target that both the international community and the 
Senate will approve -- and de Boer suggested that the levels outlined in House-passed 
climate legislation slashing emissions 17 percent below 2005 levels in the coming 
decade hit that magic level -- that will suffice, he said. 


"He doesn't need to bring his credit rating with him," de Boer said of Obama. "People 
will take him at his word." 


 
Clean-tech progress more important than Copenhagen treaty -- DOE chief 
(Greenwire) 
 
Katherine Ling, E&E reporter 
09/21/2009 
Action by the United States and other nations to develop clean energy technologies is 
more important than reaching an accord on greenhouse gas emissions this December 
at U.N. talks in Copenhagen, Denmark, Energy Secretary Steven Chu said today. 







"Success or failure will be determined by what is happening in the coming years, rather 
than focusing on whether you can get an accord," Chu told reporters after speaking at 
the GridWeek conference in Washington. 


Chu said it appears that developed and developing countries agree that climate change 
is a serious problem but have yet to agree on specifics of an emissions treaty. 


"One would like a very strong Copenhagen accord. On the other hand, look at Kyoto; 
the track record was not as good," he said. "In the end, it is really what we do." 


The federal stimulus law passed in February is a significant step in that direction, Chu 
said. During his opening remarks, Chu announced $100 million in Energy Department 
stimulus funds to train "smart grid" workers and $44 million for state utility commissions 
to educate and retrain staff on the smart grid and other aspects of a quickly evolving 
electric power sector. 


But politics have been a challenge in addressing these issues, he told reporters, and it 
will be up to the American public to really get the momentum needed to make a cultural 
and political shift. 


"The American public really has to understand in their core what is needed" to address 
climate change, Chu said. 


But Chu said a climate bill does not face the same partisan divide that currently is roiling 
the debate on revamping health care. 


"There is very little debate on the need for a new green-energy economy," Chu said. "It 
is the basis of the future economic prosperity in the United States. I can see agreement 
on both sides of the aisle." 


The rest of the world, and especially China, is investing in new high-tech manufacturing 
and, if the United States does not move aggressively forward, the rest of the world will 
move ahead, Chu said. 


"Why should we surrender high-tech manufacturing to anybody else?" Chu said. "There 
is a universal feeling this is going to be a major part of economic prosperity. If you do 
not move, then there is a loss of economic opportunity." 


But if the United States moves on clean energy, it will get the economic opportunity and 
the environmental benefits, he said. 


Chu told the conference that the United States is already behind in solar photovoltaics, 
manufacturing of hybrid vehicle batteries, energy efficiency and nuclear power. 
Afterward, he told reporters the nation is also trailing on high-voltage transmission lines; 
China is currently developing 800-kilovolt direct current lines and is researching a 1-
million-kilovolt direct current line, he said. 







"They are ahead of the rest of the world right now," Chu said. 


He added, "We are the pioneers. We are not the leaders." 


 
 
More corporations paying heed to GHG emissions -- survey (Greenwire) 
Nathanial Gronewold, E&E reporter 
09/21/2009 
NEW YORK -- More top corporations are paying attention to their greenhouse gas 
emissions and are assigning top managers to curb them, according to a new survey. 


The Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP), a U.K.-based nonprofit that presses businesses 
to calculate and make public their carbon footprints, says 332 of the Standard & Poor's 
500 companies responded to this year's study, a 66 percent return, up from 64 percent 
last year. 


Companies "are becoming increasingly aware of the value of carbon management," 
said Bob Moritz, U.S. chairman of PricewaterhouseCoopers, which produced the report. 
For the first time this year, the project is ranking companies by their willingness to 
publicize their emissions and to what extent top management is working to combat 
climate change. 


Comerica Inc. scored the highest in the survey's ranking criteria, followed by Wal-Mart 
Stores Inc., Chevron Corp. and Cisco Systems Inc. Best Buy Co. Inc. and News Corp. 
also ranked among the top climate-conscious firms. 


Reporting of "scope one" emissions, those generated directly from energy consumption, 
stayed flat from the year before. But more companies did report estimates of emission 
levels from scope two and three sources, mostly emanating from their full product -- or 
service -- supply chains. 


Almost twice as many corporations said they have established targets for reducing their 
greenhouse gas emissions, the report says. Fifty-two percent of the S&P 500 firms 
responding to the study disclosed specific emission reduction targets, up from 32 
percent in 2008. 


Eighty-six percent of respondents said climate change presented business 
opportunities, with 82 percent saying both risks and opportunities were factors that they 
were considering. 


"More companies are reporting actually greenhouse gas emissions and establishing 
emissions targets," Moritz told investors and executives at the launch of the report today 
at Bank of America's new skyscraper here. "Oversight of global climate change is 
becoming more and more a senior management issue." 







Though companies said they see risks associated with climate change, most of them 
said those risks are regulatory, rather than in terms of damage from rising sea levels or 
more adverse weather. Ninety-six percent of utilities fear future compliance costs levied 
by governments, and 84 percent of energy firms said legislative action posed one of the 
greatest risks. 


Climate accounting and reporting is becoming more of an issue among investors as 
government concern over climate intensifies and a global market in carbon allowances 
and offset credits comes closer to reality. 


Experts say the value of trading in a future world carbon market could grow to as much 
as $3 trillion by 2020, and financial companies, in particular -- many still struggling with 
the fallout of last year's economic crash -- are keenly eyeing the business opportunities 
that they say action on climate change will bring. 


"CDP continues to generate a whole wealth of insight that is very valuable to investors," 
said Abyd Karmali, global head of carbon markets at Merrill Lynch. "I think [the report] 
highlights where the real money is going." 


Companies see little public enthusiasm 


Despite the growing corporate enthusiasm for tackling climate change, participants at 
this morning's report launch openly acknowledged that the majority of the U.S. public is 
not on board. 


Many recent surveys show climate change ranking last among the issues people 
consider most important, with the public still overwhelmingly concerned about the 
lengthy economic recession and job security, and panelists briefly brainstormed on how 
to correct this. 


Richard Edelman, CEO of the Edelman public relations firm, warned that a recent study 
taken by his firm shows that public trust in corporations is at an all-time low, leaving the 
business community ill-placed to preach to consumers on the importance of tackling 
climate change, especially if it comes at a price. 


"We're losing the battle of communication," Edelman said. "It's seen as shared sacrifice, 
and shared sacrifice doesn't work in a world where people are scared." 


One financial firm executive suggested that a good way to get the average American 
worker more concerned about climate change would be to highlight the actions and 
commitments by Chinese firms, hopefully spurring worries over competitiveness. But 
Edelman insisted that this would backfire, as Chinese firms rank among the least 
trusted in the world in the eyes of the U.S. public. 


 







Recession spurs fall in GHG emissions -- report (Greenwire) 
 
09/21/2009 
The global recession has resulted in a significant drop in greenhouse gas emissions as 
manufacturing falls, according to an unpublished International Energy Agency study. 
The report found that carbon emissions from burning fossil fuels had fallen by the 
largest amount in 40 years. 
Other factors that may have played a role in this reduction include the decision not to 
move forward with some plans for coal-fired power stations and the impact of 
environmental regulations imposed by governments. 


"We have a new situation, with the changes in energy demand and the postponement of 
many energy investments," said Fatih Birol, the IEA's chief economist. "But this only has 
meaning if we can make use of this unique window of opportunity. (That means) a deal 
in Copenhagen." 


The study is excerpted from the agency's annual World Energy Outlook, which will be 
distributed in November (Agence France-Presse, Sept. 21). – JK 


 


Blair says global treaty could create 10M jobs (Greenwire) 
 
09/21/2009 
Former British Prime Minister Tony Blair said the world stands to gain 10 million jobs 
and considerable economic growth if developing nations can reach an agreement with 
industrialized countries over how to limit global greenhouse gas emissions. 


Blair said he hopes a new report by Cambridge University will help break the "deadlock" 
in global climate talks ahead of a U.N. climate summit that begins tomorrow in New 
York. The meeting of 100 world leaders aims to build momentum ahead of year-end 
talks in Copenhagen for a climate pact to succeed the Kyoto Protocol, which expires in 
2012. 


"I think it is essential that we get an agreement at Copenhagen," Blair said yesterday. "I 
think it is possible, and the purpose of the report is to show that in economic terms, 
certainly in the medium and long-term, it's hugely to our economic benefit to get a global 
agreement." 


The report showed that a global climate agreement could boost global gross domestic 
product by 0.8 percent by 2020, compared to projected GDP without a climate treaty. 


But Blair acknowledged the short-term costs to limiting greenhouse gas emissions may 
seem daunting. Governments will need to make major investments in cleaner energy 
forms including wind, solar panels, nuclear power, electric vehicles, and "smart grid" 
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plans that will help integrate more renewable energy (John Heilprin, AP/Seattle Times, 
Sept. 21). -- PT 


 
Japan considering mandatory cap and trade (Greenwire) 
09/21/2009 
Japanese Prime Minister Yukio Hatoyama intends to introduce a mandatory cap-and-
trade plan by as early as 2011. The move would be part of Hatoyama's plan to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions by 25 percent from 1990 levels by 2020, according to a 
report yesterday in Nikkei. 


The cap-and-trade system would set the total level of allowable domestic emissions and 
then dole out quotas to companies. Japanese companies, which emit less than their 
quota, could sell their surplus allocation to businesses that exceed theirs. 


The Japanese government plans to share its plan during the international talks in 
Copenhagen in December (Agence France-Presse, Sept. 20). -- JK 


 
 
Bill an economic 'monster' for Texas -- officials (Greenwire) 
 
09/21/2009 
Texas officials are criticizing the Waxman-Markey climate and energy bill, saying it 
would be a disaster for the state's economy. 


"This is a monster for the state, given the fact that so much of our revenue comes from 
[the energy] sector," said Comptroller Susan Combs. "It's going to hit us 
disproportionately." 


Gov. Rick Perry (R) said the bill would hurt the energy industry, which has been one of 
the state's economic bright spots during the recession. Oil and gas employs 312,000 
people in the state, which is home to a quarter of the nation's refining capacity and to 
Exxon Mobil Corp. and ConocoPhillips. 


A study backed by the American Petroleum Institute, a Washington-based industry 
group that opposes the bill, says it would cost 1.95 million jobs nationwide. 


Others argue that Texas, which leads the nation in wind power capacity, could benefit 
from the "green economy" that the climate bill envisions. 


Rep. Charles Gonzalez (D-Texas) says that his state would disproportionately benefit 
from the bill (Angel González, Wall Street Journal [subscription required], Sept. 21). 


Click here for a Wall Street Journal report on the economic impacts of addressing 
climate change. -- PR 
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ENERGY 
================================================================== 


Pittsburgh energy experts: Underground coal burning may become energy 
source (Pittsburgh Tribune-Review) 
 
By Joe Napsha 
TRIBUNE-REVIEW 
Monday, September 21, 2009  
Synthetic gas produced by burning coal reserves could become part of the United 
States' energy mix if a firm spends more than $500 million on a plant, overcomes 
environmental hurdles and natural gas prices don't hit rock bottom, energy experts in 
Pittsburgh said Sunday. 


Underground coal gasification — burning coal buried about 1,500 feet underground and 
capturing the gases — has the potential to provide electricity by powering natural-gas-
powered turbines, to become a substitute for natural gas and to be used in jet and 
diesel fuel, said Rachid Oukaci, founding partner of Energy Technology Partners LLC of 
Pittsburgh. 


Speaking at the opening of the International Pittsburgh Coal Conference on energy, 
environmental and sustainable development at the Westin Convention Center, 
Downtown, Oukaci said the synthetic gas could be blended into several other products, 
but it must be treated to remove impurities that can pose environmental hazards. 


The technology — drilling one hole into the coal seam to introduce oxygen, which is 
ignited to burn the coal into char, and another hole to direct the gases released by 
combustion into an above-ground plant — has been available for decades, said Davis, 
who was a researcher for the former Gulf Oil Corp. in Pittsburgh, and a speaker at a 
seminar on underground coal gasification.  


"The reason it was not pursued was because of cheap natural gas," said Burl Davis of 
New Kensington, the chief underground coal gasification technologist for Carbon 
Energy LLC, an Australian energy firm.  


Underground coal gasification will never compete with low-cost natural gas, said Julio 
Friedman, director of the carbon management program leader at the Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory in Livermore, Calif. 


"If you have natural gas at (a production cost of) $1.50 per million cubic foot, you will 
never do underground coal gasification," Friedman said. 







The only two coal gasification pilot projects in the United States, both in Wyoming, are 
shut down and are burning off the synthetic gas that is vented from underground, said 
Mary Bloomstran, owner of Edge Environmental Inc. of Lakewood, Colo.  


A commercial underground coal gasification plant would cost an estimated $500 million, 
and that's after investing about $50 million for a pilot project and another $500,000 for a 
feasibility study, Friedman said. 


If the commercial synthetic gas project becomes a reality in the United States, it's likely 
not to be in Pennsylvania because of the composition of the coal reserves, Davis said. 
The state's bituminous coal seams are too fractured and thin for the coal gasification 
process, Davis said.  


Wyoming was selected as the site for the pilot underground coal gasification projects 
because of its vast coal reserves and the fact those reserves are below the bituminous 
coal layers, Bloomstran said. 


Australia has one coal gasification plant in operation, and Eastern Europe and China 
are not far behind, said Rohan Courtney, founding director of the Underground Coal 
Gasification Association in London. 


The conference has attracted about 450 people from government, industry and 
academia, said Badie I. Morsi, a University of Pittsburgh chemical and engineering 
professor and executive director of the conference. They came from 26 countries, 
including 17 of the 20 countries that will be represented at the Group of 20 summit 
Thursday and Friday at the David L. Lawrence Convention Center. 


Joe Napsha can be reached at jnapsha@tribweb.com or 724-836-5252.  


 


Westcore Properties Receives Energy Star Ratings (San Diego Business Journal) 
 
Posted date: 9/21/2009 
Westcore Properties, a San Diego-based real estate investment firm, has received the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Energy Star designation for two of its Colorado 
office buildings.  


The buildings ranked in the top  
25 percent for energy efficiency compared to similar buildings in the nation in order to 
earn the Energy Star status, and use 40 percent less energy compared to typical 
buildings and release 35 percent less carbon dioxide into the environment.  


The Quebec and Tufts projects are both Class A, multi-tenant buildings. The Tufts 
property is in Denver.   


Westcore Properties owns 14 other buildings in the state.  







 
Nation's first commercial-scale carbon capture plant planned (Greenwire) 
 
09/21/2009 
A trio of energy companies have filed an application with the Department of Energy for 
financial support to build the country's first commercial-scale carbon capture and 
storage coal-fired power plant in Wyoming. 
The planned 100-megawatt plant would use the "oxy-coal combustion process," which 
eliminates nearly all sulfur dioxide emissions and creates a purer carbon stream to be 
sequestered. 


"[The plant] will be capable of capturing and storing approximately 1 million metric tons 
of carbon dioxide a year, which is greater than 90 percent of the proposed plant's total 
carbon dioxide emissions," according to the Web site of Babcock & Wilcox, which is 
collaborating with Black Hills Corp. and Air Liquide Engineering on the plant. 


The project is one of dozens applying for financial support from the Department of 
Energy, whose Clean Coal Power Initiative received about $800 million in federal 
stimulus funds (Dustin Bleizeffer, Casper [Wyo.] Star-Tribune, Sept. 19). 


Mont. considers developing new fields 


Top Montana officials are meeting today to discuss development of state-owned coal 
fields in the southeastern portion of the state, but it appears unlikely they will give the 
green light any time soon. 


Gov. Brian Schweitzer (D) has advocated waiting to lease rights to the 610 million tons 
of coal, and none of the other four officials on the state land board is pushing for rapid 
development. 


The energy industry wants the fields opened, and some education advocates want 
development to begin soon to capture royalty payments that would go to public schools 
(Matt Gouras, Missoulian, Sept. 20). -- PR 


 
 


HAZARDOUS  WASTE 
================================================================== 
Posted on Tue, Sep. 22, 2009  
 
Byron explosives company responds to EPA (Macon Telegraph) 
 
By Thomas L. Day 
Pyrotechnic Specialties Inc. has told the federal Environmental Protection Agency that it 
intends to “fully comply with the terms” of a Sept. 9 order regarding its Byron facility, 
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according to a written response to the EPA. The EPA has ordered the company to 
remove hazardous material from the factory.  
In the Sept. 9 order, the EPA alleged that it found leaking hazardous and reactive waste 
containers during an April and May inspection of the factory, creating “an imminent and 
substantial endangerment to health and the environment.”  
It also found that the factory did not have fire control, spill control or decontamination 
equipment, as required by federal law.  
David Karlson, chief executive officer of PSI, had earlier called the allegations “an 
exaggeration” while acknowledging that the factory was storing more hazardous 
material than the law permits.  
The company manufactures munitions, fuses and flares in Byron.  
This was not the first time the company has garnered the attention of federal authorities. 
The Byron facility was the site of a large explosion in August 2006, leading to a round of 
investigations. In 2008, the company faced a federal indictment, later dropped, related 
to violations of state and federal environmental regulations.  
To contact writer Thomas L. Day, call 744-4489. 
 
 


PESTICIDES 
================================================================== 
Tests for genetically modified StarLink continue (Greenwire) 
 
09/21/2009 
Nebraska grain buyers remain wary about StarLink-free supplies nearly a decade after 
many of their crops were contaminated by the genetically modified corn. 


Traces of StarLink, which was approved only for feed and industrial use due to fears it 
may cause allergic reactions in humans, were discovered in taco shells. It was pulled 
from the seed-corn market, and last year, the Food and Drug Administration alleviated 
most safety concerns. Still, testing continues. 


"It's something to protect themselves," said Mark Fulmer, manager of Lincoln Inspection 
Service. "All it takes is just a rumor of something bad" (Art Hovey, Lincoln Journal-Star, 
Sept. 19). -- JK 


 
 


RECYCLING 
==================================================================
=== 


EPA Report Links Recycling and Climate Change (Earth911.com) 
 
by Lori Brown 
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Published on September 21st, 2009 
The EPA recently published a report linking materials management, including recycling 
and waste management, and land management to a reduction in the country’s 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. 


The September 2009 report, titled Opportunities to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
through Materials and Land Management Practices, finds 42 percent of GHG emissions 
are influenced by materials management policies, including the manufacturing, 
transporting and disposal of products. In addition, another 16 to 20 percent of GHG 
emissions are linked to land management policies, including construction and 
development. 


The report highlights examples of how materials and land-management activities by the 
EPA, states, local governments and stakeholders have led to a significant reduction in 
GHG emissions. Examples include: 


 Municipal solid waste (MSW) recycling in 2006 resulted in the avoidance of 
nearly 183 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent GHG emissions.  


 EPA WasteWise partners reported source reduction and recycling activities 
which resulted in an avoidance of 27 million metric tons of carbon dioxide 
equivalent GHG emissions in 2005.  


 Waste-to-energy recovery systems that combusted 31.4 million tons of MSW 
resulted in the avoidance of 17 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent 
GHG emissions in 2006.  


As materials and land management directly and indirectly impacts 58 to 62 percent of 
U.S. GHG emissions, the U.S. EPA finds tremendous reduction opportunities in the 
nation’s approaches to these two areas. Some of the activities that have the potential to 
significantly decrease emissions include: 


 Use-reduction of non-packaging paper products.  
 Increasing municipal recycling, including the recycling of construction and 


demolition debris which contributes to an EPA estimated 170 million tons of 
debris annually.  


 Reusing formerly contaminated lands for renewable energy development.  


To illustrate the impact of source reduction, reuse and recycling activities on GHG 
emissions, the EPA report provided a summary of total technical potential scenarios and 
the estimated impact they would have on GHG reductions. 


For example, a 50 percent increase in the recycling of construction and demolition 
debris would lead to the avoidance of 75 million metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent 
GHG emissions. And an increase in the 2006 MSW recycling and composting rate (32.5 
percent) to a 50 percent rate would lead to the avoidance of 70 to 80 million metric tons 
of carbon dioxide equivalent GHG emissions. 
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Lori Brown 


Lori Brown is a staff member of Earth911. 
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Suitor offers to help cleanup (Watertown Daily Times) 
 
D'ARCINOFF GROUP: CEO willing to provide as much as $25 million 
By LORI SHULL 
TIMES STAFF WRITER 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 22, 2009 


MASSENA — The former General Motors plant here is going to be cleaned up and 
used, if Michael C. Darcy, president and chief executive officer of the D'Arcinoff Group, 
has anything to say about it. 


Mr. Darcy has been working for months to acquire the shuttered plant in order to 
manufacture wind turbine parts there. Despite possibly having to take on some 
responsibility to clean up the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Superfund site, he 
still has his eye on the plant, along with several others in the state. 


The D'Arcinoff Group has volunteered to contribute $20 million to $25 million to clean up 
the site, which has a high concentration of toxins including polychlorinated biphenyls. 
The EPA estimates it will cost $66 million to do the cleanup work listed in the agency's 
records of decision, which determine and direct what needs to be done to rehabilitate 
the site.  


"We've made a lot of progress in terms of acquiring the sites, as well as tying down 
government support for the project," Mr. Darcy said. "We have been in discussions with 
a number of parties in regards to (the cleanup at Massena). We have agreed to do this 
in essentially a three-way split between ourselves, old GM and the federal government." 


This fall, there will be further samples taken in the interior of the plant as well as from its 
foundation. The testing and subsequent cleanup could cost an additional $84 million, 
according to Elizabeth A. Totman, EPA spokeswoman. 


She could not provide any details about who would pay for that cleanup. 


"Since GM still owns the plant, they would be talking to them. At this point, they have 
not contacted the EPA," Ms. Totman said. "It's not a fully developed proposal. Nothing's 
been finalized." 
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Officials with Motors Liquidation Co., the entity created as GM emerged from 
bankruptcy to handle all of the automaker's shed assets, would not say whether there 
was any kind of agreement with the D'Arcinoff Group about paying for the cleanup. 


The D'Arcinoff Group is looking at five sites in Western and upstate New York, 
according to Mr. Darcy. Three of those sites have agreements in principle, while the 
other two have no formal agreements. Massena is one of the sites without a formal 
agreement, he said. Mr. Darcy would not say where the other plants are. 


Among the five plants, about 15,000 jobs could be created, he said. Previous estimates 
had 6,000 to 7,000 jobs in Massena alone. 


At its height in the 1970s and 1980s, the GM plant employed about 2,000 salaried and 
hourly workers. 


Though there is no formal agreement, Mr. Darcy said, his company still is committed to 
acquiring the Massena plant. 


"We're not walking away from Massena," he said. "We've made it very clear that we will 
participate in the environmental cleanup." 


 
 
New technology cleans up Visalia Superfund 100 years ahead of schedule 
(PhysOrg.com) 
 
September 21st, 2009 in Space & Earth / Environment  
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory's technology was instrumental in cleaning up 
Southern California Edison's Visalia Pole Yard, which is scheduled to be taken off the 
Environmental Protection Agency's Superfund list this week. 


LLNL, a National Nuclear Security Administration laboratory, used dynamic 
underground stripping (DUS), a Lab-developed steam-cleaning technology that not only 
cleaned the site more than 100 years sooner than originally estimated, but also saved 
millions of dollars. 


Southern California Edison had used the Visalia site for 80 years to treat utility poles by 
dipping them into creosote or pentachlorophenol, which by the 1970s, had seeped into 
the subsurface soil and groundwater to depths of approximately 100 feet (30 meters). 
The Visalia pole yard bore the distinction of being one of the original Superfund sites. 
Twenty years later, Southern California Edison was looking for a faster and more 
efficient way to treat the soil and groundwater. 


And that's where Livermore geophysicists Robin Newmark and Roger Aines entered the 
scene. The duo, along with LLNL and UC Berkeley colleagues, had developed DUS, 







which was first successfully used in the cleanup of an underground gasoline spill at 
Livermore Lab in 1993. 


They found that contaminants were removed 50 times faster than with the pump-and-
treat process. The cleanup at the Livermore site, estimated to take 30 to 60 years with 
pump-and-treat, was completed in about one year. In 1996, regulators declared that no 
further remedial action was required. It served as a proof of concept to use the same 
method at other contaminated sites. 


"It cleaned it up in no time," Aines said. "We thought the same method could be used at 
other sites." 


Later, Livermore scientists developed hydrous pyrolysis/oxidation (HPO), a process that 
converts contaminants in the ground to benign products such as carbon dioxide, 
chloride ions and water. By introducing both heat and oxygen, this process has 
effectively destroyed all petroleum and solvent contaminants that have been subjected 
to laboratory tests. Beginning in summer 1997, both processes were used for cleanup of 
the four-acre Visalia site. Southern California Edison and SteamTech Environmental 
Services of Bakersfield (the first commercial site licensee of the dynamic underground 
stripping technology), cleaned up the Visalia site, with Livermore staff periodically on 
hand making scientific measurements of the effectiveness, as well as operational 
consultants. 


During the first six weeks of operation, between June and August 1997, the team 
removed or destroyed approximately 300,000 pounds (135 metric tons) of 
contaminants, a rate of about 46,000 pounds (22 metric tons) per week. For nearly 20 
years, Southern California Edison had been removing contaminants from the 
subsurface using the standard cleanup method -- pump-and-treat -- at a rate of just 10 
pounds (0.03 metric ton) per week. In contrast, the amount of hydrocarbons removed or 
destroyed in place in those six weeks was equivalent to 600 years of pump-and-treat, 
about 5,000 times the previous removal rate. Over the course of the next two years, 
more than 1 million pounds of contaminant were removed. 


The EPA's National Priorities List (Superfund) identifies sites that may present a 
significant risk to public health. A site may be deleted if environmental testing reveals 
that the site is not a health concern. 


In DUS, the contaminants are vaporized and vacuumed out of the ground, leaving them 
to be destroyed. The groundwater then has to be treated and the contaminated material 
that is brought to the surface needs to be hauled away and disposed. 


But HPO takes the cleanup one step further by eliminating the treatment, handling and 
disposal requirements and destroying the contamination in the ground. This "polishing" 
aspect of thermal remediation allowed the complete cleanup of the Visalia site, using 
the remaining heat in the soil to clean the groundwater to drinking water standards. 
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DUS and HPO were developed at LLNL through the Laboratory Directed Research and 
Development program. 


"We thought about how you could speed up the cleanup process," Newmark said. 
"When we added energy in the form of heat, we came up with thermal remediation. This 
combined with HPO was a perfect way to clean up the soil and break down the 
contaminants into nontoxic material." 


The Visalia site was considered to be essentially uncleanable. Estimates at the time 
suggested an essentially permanent pump-and-treat operation at the site would be 
required to prevent migration of the contaminated water, at a cost greater than $100 
million. Using the new process shortened the total cleanup time to 10 years, at a cost of 
$14 million, and showed that one of the most difficult types of Superfund sites can, in 
fact, be cleaned and closed. 


Source: Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 


 
 
Air Force, EPA to clean up McGuire Base Superfund Site (Waste & Recycling 
News) 
 
Sept. 21 -- The U.S. EPA and the U.S. Air Force have agreed to work together to clean 
up the McGuire Air Force Base Superfund Site in New Hanover Township, N.J.  
The federal facility agreement signed Sept. 15 ensures the EPA maintains oversight to 
ensure Air Force directed cleanup efforts protect the public health and the environment.  


The grounds have been used as an air base since 1937, when the U.S. Army Air Corps 
operated at the site. Solid and hazardous wastes generated and stored at the site led to 
the EPA placing part of the base on the national Superfund list in 1999.  


The agreement calls for establishing a framework and schedule for the cleanup.  


The agreement is available on the EPA’s web site at 
http://www.epa.gov/region02/superfund/npl/mcguire.  


Contact Waste & Recycling News senior reporter Bruce Geiselman at 330-865-6172 or 
bgeiselman@crain.com 


 
 
Air Force, EPA agree to clean up N.J. site (Greenwire) 
 
09/21/2009 
U.S. EPA and the Air Force have reached an agreement to clean a Superfund site at 
McGuire Air Force Base in New Jersey. 







EPA will oversee the cleanup of the site, which Air Force officials said consists mainly of 
a series of old landfills and fire suppression sites. 


The cleanup will cost around $30 million, said Matthew Bell, chief of natural resources 
at the base. 


"There is a rather aggressive schedule to have a remedy in place by 2012, and we will 
try to do that," Bell said. "We are excited to have this published and have people 
understand the amount of investment and man hours and money that is going into this" 
(Carol Comegno, Cherry Hill [N.J.] Courier-Post, Sept. 20). -- PR 
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EPA rates utility ash pits low (News & Observer) 
 
Pits at 2 Progress Energy plants get the worst safety ratings of 43 plants across the 
country. 
BY JOHN MURAWSKI, Staff Writer  
Progress Energy's ash storage pits at coal-burning powers plants in Chatham County 
and near Asheville have the worst safety ratings of 43 such plants reviewed by federal 
regulators this year. The giant sludge pits hold hundreds of tons of waste within five 
miles of schools, hospitals, nursing homes, the Blue Ridge Parkway and other high-risk 
sites that lie in their downhill path.  


On Monday, the Environmental Protection Agency called for quick remedial action and 
further tests to measure the structural stability of the dikes that hold back the toxic 
waste produced by coal-burning power plants.  


Raleigh-based Progress has long maintained the pits are regularly inspected and pose 
no public hazard. But the federal regulatory agency's "poor" ratings for six Progress-
owned ash pits corroborate criticism by environmental critics.  


"We take the reports seriously and are working to better understand the EPA's 
assessment," said Progress spokesman Scott Sutton. "It does not reflect our own 
evaluations or those conducted at regular intervals by a third-party inspector."  


The EPA is reviewing the safety of the nation's ash pits in the wake of an accidental spill 
nine months ago in Tennessee. It released 5 million cubic yards of ash and water, 
flooding more than 300 acres of land and damaging homes and other property. The ash 
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is a byproduct of burning coal at power plants that electric utilities then pipe into giant 
holding ponds.  


Progress is the nation's only power company whose ash pits got "poor" ratings. The pits 
are rated satisfactory, fair, poor, or unsatisfactory -- which means the pits are unsafe 
and require emergency action. A poor rating requires remedial action and further study 
to determine whether the waste site is potentially unsatisfactory and unsafe.  


An ash pit at the Asheville Power Station was rated "poor" because it had not been 
adequately studied for structural defects. All five pits at the Cape Fear Plant, near the 
Haw River in Moncure, are "poor" because they haven't been studied, some show signs 
of erosion, and some are overgrown with trees, which could rip apart the berms if 
uprooted by storms.  


Progress has already decided to conduct studies on the Asheville site, which was 
reviewed earlier this month. The company has 14 days to respond to Monday's 
recommendations from the EPA. The Cape Fear Plant has three ash pits that are no 
longer in use and two that are still pumped with coal ash.  


Environmentalists have long said the pits are inadequately monitored. Lisa Evans, a 
lawyer for Earthjustice, said the EPA's safety reports leave many questions unanswered 
because they are heavily redacted and conceal essential information.  


In the Asheville plant report, for example, information blocked from public view includes 
the pit's surface area, current storage volume, total storage capacity and dam height.  


"To me it's distressing that so much information is redacted out," Evans said. "The 
public has a right to know how safe these facilities are."  


john.murawski@newsobserver .com or 919-829-8932 
 
 
 
First Toxic FEMA Trailer Lawsuit Now Underway (News Inferno) 
 
Date Published: Monday, September 21st, 2009 
The first trial involving the allegedly toxic trailers the Federal Emergency Management 
Agency (FEMA) distributed to Gulf Coast hurricane victims in 2005 got underway last 
week in New Orleans. According to the Associated Press, trailer maker Gulf Stream 
Coach Inc. and government contractor Fluor Enterprises Inc. are defendants in the 
case. The federal government is not a defendant, though it has been named one in 
thousands of other FEMA trailer lawsuits. 
At one point, as many as 143,000 families left homeless following Hurricanes Katrina 
and Rita were living in toxic FEMA trailers. As anyone who reads this blog knows, 
FEMA’s response to the toxic trailer debacle was less than stellar. By 2006 FEMA was 
getting reports from field workers along the Gulf Coast that residents of FEMA trailers 
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where getting sick from the air in the toxic trailers. The first suspect was formaldehyde, 
an invisible gas that is known to cause cancer. It can also cause other illnesses ranging 
from nose bleeds to chronic bronchitis. Commonly used in manufactured homes, 
formaldehyde can cause respiratory problems and has been classified as a carcinogen 
by the International Agency for Research on Cancer and as a probable carcinogen by 
the Environmental Protection Agency. 


E-mails uncovered during a congressional investigation into the toxic trailers showed 
that FEMA lawyers told the agency to drag its feet on air quality testing. FEMA’s Office 
of General Council also advised the agency not to test the trailers because doing so 
“would imply FEMA’s ownership of the issue”. 


In late 2007, FEMA and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) finally conducted air 
quality tests of 519 trailers. The CDC tests confirmed that the FEMA trailers posed a 
serious danger to residents still living in them. The average formaldehyde levels found 
in the toxic trailers measured 77ppb (parts per billions), significantly higher than the 10 
to 17 ppb concentration seen in newer homes. When it announced its findings, the CDC 
urged FEMA to move residents from the toxic trailers as quickly as possible, with priority 
given to families with children, elderly people or anyone with asthma or other chronic 
conditions. 


Last Monday, the first “bellwether” trial began in federal court in New Orleans. 
According to the Associated Press, the lawsuit in this case was brought by a New 
Orleans woman who claims her son developed asthma because of his time living in 
formaldehyde-filled FEMA trailer. The lawsuit alleges Gulf Stream and Fluor Enterprises 
failed to warn about the trailers’ potential risks. 


According to Court House News Service, the Chairman of the Board of Gulf Stream 
testified at the trial via videotape. When Jim Shea Jr. was asked what “protocol” Gulf 
Stream told trailer residents to follow if they were “sensitive” to formaldehyde, Shea 
responded, “To turn on the air-conditioning full blast and open the window,’ Court News 
Service said.  


Shea insisted that Gulf Stream was not aware of the high levels of formaldehyde in the 
trailers. But according to Court House News Service, Shea acknowledged that his 
company sent a worker to New Orleans in March 2006 after the media had begun 
reporting on problems with the trailers. That employee – a Gulf Stream Vice President – 
complained about his eyes “tearing up” when he entered a FEMA trailer, Court House 
News Service said. 
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Cleanup on Whitefish River ready to begin (KULR-8 TV) 
 
Billings, Montana 
KALISPELL - The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency says efforts to remove 
contaminated sediment from the Whitefish River will begin this week.  
 
The sediment in parts of the river is contaminated with petroleum products, including 
bunker fuel oil and weathered diesel fuel, causing a visible oily sheen on the water 
when it is disturbed.  
 
EPA officials have said the contamination appears to originate from the BNSF Railway 
fueling facility upstream from Whitefish, and the contaminated sediment patches are 
along about two miles of the river.  
 
Whitefish residents don't use the river as a source of drinking water, but it is used for 
recreational activities. 
 
 
Rulings Strengthen NEPA Oversight Of Gas Drilling Absent SDWA Rule (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Monday, September 21, 2009 
 
Key federal courts are backing activists in suits under the National Environmental Policy 
Act (NEPA) to review the impacts of natural gas drilling fluids on underground aquifers, 
rulings that activists hope will bolster pending bills to restore EPA’s Safe Drinking Water 
Act (SDWA) authority to oversee hydraulic fracturing -- a controversial gas drilling 
procedure that requires injection of chemicals into wells.  


Activists also say such precedent will likely spur other groups to use NEPA to challenge 
the use of chemicals in gas drilling, a practice that is expected to increase as more 
electricity producers switch to the fuel to comply with upcoming climate change 
regulations.  


The U.S. Court of Appeals for the 10th Circuit -- which includes key gas drilling states of 
Oklahoma, Wyoming, Kansas, Colorado, Utah and New Mexico -- in April ruled in State 
of New Mexico ex rel. v. Bureau of Land Management that the bureau must conduct 
further analysis under NEPA of the drilling activities covered by its resource 
management plan for the Otera Mesa region, including providing more evidence that 
drilling would not harm the aquifer.  







Meanwhile, a federal district court in Colorado Sept. 3 granted environmentalists’ 
request for a preliminary injunction to block exploratory oil and gas drilling in the Baca 
National Wildlife Refuge until the resolution of the case, San Luis Valley Ecosystem 
Council, et al. v. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service [FWS]. In the ruling, Judge Walker Miller 
found in favor of activists on a number of issues, including activists’ claims that the 
FWS’ environmental assessment (EA) for the project likely violated NEPA by failing to 
analyze potential impacts of drilling and failing to analyze alternatives that would have a 
smaller environmental impact.  


While the 10th Circuit ruling is broader in scope because it applies to the management 
of an entire area rather than an individual drilling operation, the district court ruling is 
significant because preliminary injunctions must meet a higher bar of proof of likely 
harm than final court decisions, one environmentalist says.  


The district court ruling is also important because it puts a greater emphasis on 
mitigating possible harm, while the appellate ruling focused on disclosing possible harm 
caused by drilling, the source says. But both rulings are significant because they show 
the courts appear to be shifting from requiring activists to prove likely harm under NEPA 
to requiring agencies to prove that harm will be prevented, the source says.  


The district court ruling also provides support for legislation offered in June by both 
House and Senate Democrats that seeks to remove the SDWA exemption for fracturing 
that Congress included in the 2005 energy law and require disclosure of the chemicals 
used in fracturing (see related story).  


Since the district court says agencies need to show how contamination will be 
addressed, it is logical that the disclosure mandated by the bill would be necessary to 
show how potential harm would be mitigated, the source says.  


One attorney who works on oil and gas issues on public land says that although this is 
not the first case where NEPA may require disclosure about practices that are exempt 
from other laws, this ruling will likely encourage greater use of this litigation approach to 
seek scrutiny of the use of drilling chemicals. “I think folks will be looking at this case 
and seeing that it is a viable strategy and I suspect that after this case, this strategy will 
be used more,” the source says.  


While environmentalists continue to push Congress to remove exemptions for the 
natural gas industry under the SDWA and other laws, activists are also pursuing other 
strategies to block or increase scrutiny of natural gas drilling.  


For example, one group is trying to permanently block drilling in 10 areas in Wyoming 
and one group is challenging Marcellus shale drilling permits in Pennsylvania before the 
state environmental board.  


The efforts to oppose drilling are significant because environmental groups are 
increasingly concerned that political leaders are pushing natural gas as a “clean” fuel 
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that could decrease carbon emissions while ignoring the negative environmental 
impacts of natural gas extraction.  


While it is unclear whether hydraulic fracturing will be used in the Colorado refuge, 
activists say the district court ruling may be relevant to fracturing operations because it 
raises questions more generally about the chemicals that are used in the practice.  


In particular, the judge dwells on the hazardous materials in drill mud, drilling fluid and 
construction materials and finds that activists are likely to succeed on the merits of their 
arguments that the EA failed to assess the impacts from the chemicals and failed to 
address mitigation of possible contamination.  


“The final EA also provides that [the project’s developer] will use water-based drilling 
fluids unless unforeseen conditions are present; there is no discussion of what materials 
might be used if such conditions are present, what hazards they might pose, and on 
what basis the agency has concluded that these will not have a significant effect on the 
delicate resources of the refuge, including the aquifers.”  


The judge also highlights activists’ evidence that the aquifer in the area is highly 
complex and that there is a risk of breaking subterranean barriers and concludes, “This 
suggests that the impact of the drilling and use of drilling fluids are uncertain or involve 
unique or unknown risks, which again could demonstrate significance.”  


The judge also questioned the FWS decision not to consider alternative drilling 
scenarios and alternatives that would not use chemical drilling practices. “I agree with 
plaintiffs that the way the agency framed the choices meant that the result was 
practically predetermined,” the judge says.  


The attorney says that even if fracturing is not used in the project, there is no reason the 
judge’s concerns about chemicals would not apply to fracturing, the attorney says.  


In addition, the source argues that there is no way to do a complete NEPA analysis 
without disclosing the chemicals used in the process. This could be particularly 
important because the sector is exempt from reporting releases under the Toxics 
Release Inventory (TRI), which is required by the Emergency Planning & Community 
Right to Know Act, the source says. However, disclosure of the chemicals under NEPA 
does not resolve the need to also report under TRI, the source says.  


One local environmentalist says a focus on the environmental and climate harms of 
natural gas development is crucial to counter arguments that natural gas is a clean, low 
carbon fuel source and to counter increasing pressure to develop natural gas as a back 
up for intermittent wind power. In addition to impacts on wildlife and water quality, the 
amount of methane that escapes during natural gas development is significant and 
could negate the climate benefits of natural gas compared to coal, the source says.  







But while many groups are pressing forward with lawsuits to oppose development, 
some local groups are instead trying to win permanent protection for some key regions 
they say should remain wild. For example, the Wyoming Outdoor Council is seeking to 
block new energy development in about 10 areas on federal land in the state that they 
say should be deemed heritage sites. The public lands omnibus act that became law in 
March protected a portion of the Wyoming Range -- one of the areas the group is trying 
to protect.  


And other groups are pursuing administrative challenges to natural gas drilling permits. 
For example, the Chesapeake Bay Foundation last month appealed two Pennsylvania 
water permits for drilling operations and pipeline construction to the state environmental 
appeals board. The challenges, which apply to drilling in the massive Marcellus shale, 
argue that the state did not adequately analyze the damage caused by construction and 
post-construction runoff. -- Kate Winston  


 


Radium in water (Palm Beach Post) 
 
Palm Beach County Health Department answers your water safety questions 
Palm Beach Post Staff Writer 
Monday, September 21, 2009 


What is radium?  


Radium is a naturally occurring element that is found in low levels in nature. It is found 
in nearly all rock, soil, water, plants and animals. Radium is one of several types of 
elements that changes forms. When it changes forms, it releases excess energy. When 
a radium atom breaks down, it releases energy in the form of two types of radiation. 
These are known as alpha and gamma radiation. Often a number follows the term 
radium (radium 226 or radium 228). The number refers to the total number of protons 
and neutrons within the atom. Different forms of radium breakdown at different rates. 
Each form releases different types of energy. 


How does radium get into my drinking water? 


Radium was deposited in ancient seas that now make up the Florida aquifer, where we 
get our drinking water. In Florida, some sediment left behind by ancient seas has 
radionuclides from nature. Radionuclides are atoms with unstable nucleuses. Water 
passing through sediments will build up things in the water, including radium. 


What is the drinking water standard for radium? 


All drinking water has some chemicals in it. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) sets standards for the number of chemicals safe drinking water can contain. The 







total amount of radium allowed in drinking water is 5 picocuries for each liter of water. 
That is a very small amount. 


EPA sets maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) allowed in drinking water. MCLs are 
levels of chemicals that can be in water that EPA still finds safe to drink. The process for 
measuring radiation is complex. Scientists test the rate that radioactive material decays 
in measurement units called "curies." The level of radioactivity in water is very low. It is 
measured in even smaller units, called picocuries (pCi). One picocurie equals one one-
trillionth of a curie. In addition to radium, the gross alpha or total alpha radiation is 
measured when a water sample is taken. This measures the sum of radioactivity from 
many potential sources including radium. This total is a check to see if there may be 
other sources of radiation. 


For drinking water standards, these units are determined per liter of water (about a 
quart). EPA bases current water quality standards on someone drinking two liters of 
water per day for a lifetime (70 years): the MCL for total radium (combined radium 226 
and radium 228) in water is 5 picocuries per liter (5 pCi/L), and the MCL for gross alpha 
in water is 15 picocuries per liter (15 pCi/L). 


What if levels of radium in my drinking water are higher than drinking water 
standard? Can I use my water?  


Drinking water with levels of radium above the standard MCL over a short time does not 
greatly raise the likely lifetime cancer risk. However, private well owners should try to 
meet the standard recommended by DOH. That means they should keep an average 
annual level of radium below the MCL. Using water for things like showering and 
bathing is not considered consumption like drinking. Such uses do not greatly increase 
health risks. 


How do I know if I have radium 226/228 in my well? 


The best way to know is to have your well tested by a certified laboratory. There are 
several DOH approved laboratories in Florida that test for radionuclides in drinking 
water. Please see the attached list of approved labs. 


How can I remove radium 226/228 from my well water? 


Radium can be removed from your drinking water using a water filter called a reverse 
osmosis and ion exchange filter. A list of water filters that will remove radium can be 
found at www.nsf.org. Some homeowners have been able to use water softeners to 
effectively remove radium but only testing your water after a water filter is installed will 
tell. 


The EPA recommends putting in home treatments or filters to remove high levels of 
radium 226/228. The systems that work the best are reverse osmosis and ion 
exchange. The National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) International Web site 



http://www.nsf.org/





(www.nsf.org) lists models of water systems that have been tested to take radium out of 
water. (See the attached list of types of water systems.) Other water softeners may also 
work, but have not been tested. Even a tested model will not work properly if the 
homeowner does not keep it up properly. People on a low sodium diet should think 
about how much extra sodium the use of an ion exchange (water softener) unit may add 
to their daily diet. 


What if I already have a treatment system installed on my well? 


Like other devices we rely on daily - such as air conditioners - these systems work best 
when properly kept up. 


What are the health risks of low-level radiation exposure? 


We are all exposed to small amounts of radiation every day with no ill health effects. As 
the amount of radiation increases or the length of time you are exposed increases, the 
potential for ill health effects increases, as well. 


A lifetime of exposure to low-level radiation may increase the risk of getting some types 
of cancer, such as bone cancer. The higher the exposure level and the longer amount 
of time someone is exposed, the greater the risk of getting cancer. By contrast, lower 
levels of exposure for shorter periods add little added risk for cancer. 


People come into contact with radiation every day. This is known as "background 
exposure." However, for the most part, this exposure has no harmful effects. For 
example, people are exposed to radiation that is released when some naturally-
occurring elements break down. They are also exposed when cosmic rays from space 
reach the earth. The amount of radiation one would get from a glass of water with an 
acceptable concentration of radium 226/228 would still be less than 1 percent of what 
else they are exposed to each day. Drinking water with a level of 5 pCi/L for a year is 
about the same as one chest x-ray. It is also about the same as cosmic radiation 
received during about five flights from Maryland to California. 


Background exposure to things like radium in drinking water plays a very small role in a 
person's risk of getting cancer. However, efforts are still made to reduce risks of 
exposure. For this reason, standards are set for levels of radium and other 
radionuclides in public drinking water systems. 


What other risks of cancer can radium in drinking water cause? 


Cancer is unfortunately a very common disease. While causes of cancer are often 
unknown, it makes sense to limit our exposure to anything that has the potential to 
increase our health risk. There are simple and effective methods to remove radium from 
drinking water. 



http://www.nsf.org/





Florida Department of Health (DOH) acknowledges the public's need to know about 
radium in drinking water and what added risk of cancer it represents. First, it is vital to 
know that, in general, cancer is not a rare disease. In fact when looking at all cancers 
from all causes in the U.S. and Florida, the projected rate during someone's lifetime is 
that one out of three people will get cancer. That is about 3,333 out of 10,000 people. Of 
those 3,333, three out of four people will die from cancer. EPA cites the likely risk of 
getting cancer in a lifetime due to drinking two liters per day of water with radium at the 
MCL is much lower than the rate of all cancers in the population, 1 out of 10,000 people. 


Who can I call if I have more questions? 


Palm Beach County Health Department (561) 837-5900. 


Florida Department of Health, Bureau of Water Programs in Tallahassee at (850) 245-
4250. 


U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Safe Drinking Water Hotline (1-800-426-4791 or 
1-877-EPA-WATER). 


Where can I get more details? 


U.S. EPA and Florida DOH Web sites: 


www.epa.gov/safewater/%20standard/pp/radnucpp.html 


www.epa.gov/radiation/radionuclides/radium.html 


www.epa.gov/safewater/ 


www.doh.state.fl.us/environment/radiation/envrad1.htm 


www.doh.state.fl.us/environment/medicine/SUPERFUND/pdf/radiation_qa.pdf 


Below is a partial list of certified environmental laboratories in Palm Beach County. The 
Department of Health ID number is listed first: 


E86740: Environmental Services of South Florida, 195 E. Blue Heron Blvd., Riviera 
Beach (561) 848-7805 


E86048: Everglades Laboratories, 1602 Clare Ave., West Palm Beach (561) 833-4200 


E86647: Frederick C. Bothe, Environmental Consultant, 13088 57th Place N., Royal 
Palm Beach (561) 993-1593 


E86594: I2J Environmental Services, 504 N.E. 3rd St., Belle Glade (561) 640-2070 
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E86546: Jupiter Environmental Laboratories, 150 South Old Dixie Hwy., Jupiter (561) 
790-2040 


E86957: Palm Beach Environmental Laboratories, 1550 Latham Road, Suite 2, West 
Palm Beach (561) 996-0270 


E86240: Genapure, 3231 N.W. 7th Ave., Boca Raton(561) 575-0030 


 
 
TR council votes not to proceed with replacing water laterals (Herald Times 
Reporter) 
 
By Cindy Hodgson • Herald Times Reporter • September 22, 2009  
TWO RIVERS — City Council members decided Monday not to award contracts for 
replacing lead service laterals, thereby giving up a federal stimulus grant that would 
have covered half of the cost.  
If the amount of lead in the city's water continues to exceed Environmental Protection 
Agency  requirements, the city will have to embark on a program to replace lead 
service laterals, which are the pipes that take water from the water mains under the 
street to the customers' property. 
By having a signed contract for the replacements in place by Sept. 30, the city would 
have received a federal grant to cover half of the project and could have secured a low-
interest loan, also through federal stimulus funding, to cover the other half, said City 
Manager Greg Buckley. 
Test results from water samples taken last fall showed the city was out of compliance 
with EPA lead standards, and, as a result, the Wisconsin Department of Natural 
Resources required the city to test its water twice this year. If more than 10 percent of 
the 60 samples taken in either round of testing exceeded the limit, the city would be out 
of compliance. 
The city passed the first test with only four of the 60 samples exceeding the limit. In the 
second test, however, which was administered in July and August, 10 of the 60 
samples, or 16 percent, had more lead than the limit of 15 parts per billion. 


It's still possible for the city to "test out" of the requirement to replace its laterals. It can 
continue taking samples until Nov. 15, thereby expanding the sample set, which means 
the noncompliance rate could dip to 10 percent or below. 


The DNR had indicated if that didn't happen, the city would have to replace 7 percent of 
its laterals in 2010. With credit for some replaced in recent years, it would have to 
replace 96 laterals next year. More recent communication from the DNR has indicated 
more flexibility, Buckley said. It appears the city could take two years to replace the 
laterals, or 3.5 percent per year. However, another 7 percent would need to replaced, 
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with the implementation spread over two years, for each year the city is out of 
compliance, he said. 
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ADMINISTRATOR  JACKSON 
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Jacksonville, Fla., Selected as One of Nine Environmental Justice Communities 
(EP Magazine) 
 


 May 04, 2010  
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency selected the city of Jacksonville, Fla., as 
one of 10 communities nationwide to highlight ways to address environmental justice 
challenges.  
As part of this effort, EPA has committed $100,000 to provide seed money for projects 
in Jacksonville’s Health Zone 1 over the next two years. Health Zone 1 encompasses 
ZIP codes 32202, 32204, 32206, 32208, 32209 and 32254.  
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson announced that, under the initiative, Jacksonville will 
be one of the national models for EPA’s commitment to environmental justice efforts. 
Environmental justice refers to the disproportionate environmental burdens placed on 
low-income and minority communities.  
Each of the selected showcase communities will use collaborative, community-based 
approaches to improve public health and the environment. 
Over the next two years, EPA will collaborate with a wide range of stakeholders, 
including residents, community organizations, the city of Jacksonville, Duval County, the 
state of Florida and other federal agencies to implement public health and 
environmental improvement projects. The projects may range from efforts that address 
water quality concerns and increase community capacity for green jobs, to activities that 
improve indoor air quality in schools and reduce asthma and toxics exposure. EPA 
signed a memorandum of understanding with Communities in Schools, an organization 
that strives to address children’s unmet needs, to work collaboratively throughout the 
pilot to address health disparities.  
"We can achieve much more collectively, when we combine and leverage our 
resources, than as stand-alone organizations working independently," said Greg Strong, 
Florida Department of Environmental Protection’s Northeast District director.  
The other nine locations selected as Environmental Justice Showcase Communities 
include: Bridgeport, Conn., Staten Island, N.Y., Washington, D.C., Milwaukee, Wis., 
Port Arthur, Texas, Kansas City, Mo. and Kansas City, Kan., Salt Lake City, Utah, Los 
Angeles Area Environmental Enforcement Collaborative, Calif., and Yakima, Wash.  



http://eponline.com/Articles/2010/05/04/www.epa.gov/compliance/environmentaljustice/grants/ej-showcase.html
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Obama Holds British Petroleum Responsible For Spill As Administration 
Struggles With Response (All Headline News) 
 
May 2, 2010 10:16 p.m. EST 
Tejinder Singh - AHN News Correspondent 
Washington, DC, United States (AHN) - President Barack Obama, standing in front of 
cameras, in pouring rain minced no words putting the blame squarely on BP, the owner 
company of the oil well, saying, “BP is responsible for this leak, BP will be paying the 
bill.” 
 
With rain water dripping from his face, Obama vowed, “Your government will do 
whatever it takes for as long as it takes to stop this crisis,” cautioning of a “massive and 
potentially unprecedented environmental disaster,” 


During the flight en route Gulf Coast, abroad Air Force One, the White House Press 
Secretary Robert Gibbs told journalists, “the President has asked this team since the 
beginning of this incident to do everything humanly possible as aggressively as we can, 
to manage and deal with this emergency.” 


Gibbs reiterated Obama’s determination saying, “he's here today to make sure that we 
are continuing to do all that is humanly possible, focusing on, as I said, many different 
aspects, whether it's capping the well, whether it's dealing with the spill as it gets to the 
surface, and so forth.” 


Obama said after a Coast Guard briefing in Venice, a Gulf Coast community serving as 
a staging area for the response, “we're going to do everything in our power to protect 
our natural resources, compensate those who have been harmed, rebuild what has 
been damaged, and help this region persevere like it has done so many times before.” 


In the same vein, EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson joined President Obama at a 
briefing with National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Jane Lubchenco and 
Coast Guard Commandant Thad Allen and also held a conference call with New 
Orleans officials to discuss the importance of coordinating response efforts. 


"Local responders and EPA staff in our Emergency Operations Center at headquarters 
are working around to clock to assess and confront human health concerns, mitigate 
immediate environmental impacts, and prepare for the long-term effects of the BP Spill. 
We continue to offer the fullest measure of support to the ongoing response effort,” said 
Jackson. 


"Even in the face of unprecedented challenges, I have been inspired by the hard work 
and outpouring of support from the local community and around the country. The people 
of the Gulf Coast -- even at a time of considerable anxiety and anger -- have stepped up 
to assist the response and lift each other up. Their example of hopeful persistence and 
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hard work are the standards we must meet as we continue to address the BP Spill," 
EPA administrator added. 


With the oil spill threatening not only the environment but also the region's abundant 
fishing industry, called respectively as “one of the richest and most beautiful 
ecosystems on the planet,” and “the heartbeat of the region's economic life,” by Obama, 
the president promised “to do everything in our power to protect our natural resources, 
compensate those who have been harmed, rebuild what has been damaged, and help 
this region persevere like it has done so many times before.”  


Read more: http://www.allheadlinenews.com/articles/7018574234#ixzz0mwpGDmWM 


 
 
From the May 2010 Issue  


Oil, EPA don’t mix at energy hearings (Ethanol Producer Magazine) 
 
by Kris Bevill 
Posted May 3, 2010  
In his April 28 testimony to the House Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment, 
Charles Drevna, president of the National Petrochemical & Refiners Association, 
warned subcommittee members not to financially pressure the domestic oil industry 
through clean energy policies. “I don’t believe Congress wants to over-tax or over-
regulate the industry into extinction, only to see them replaced by their foreign 
competitors exporting their products to our shores,” he said. “But make no mistake: 
Overzealous policies could have disastrous effects and become a self-inflicted wound 
as our country struggles to climb out of the Great Recession,” he added.  
 
The subject of the subcommittee’s hearing was “Clean Energy Policies that Reduce 
U.S. Dependence on Oil.” Drevna, who was defensive in his testimony from the 
beginning, suggested that the focus be altered to review “affordable” and “economically 
sensible” policies, which includes an increase of domestic oil production. “It’s 
indisputable that petroleum-based fuels are abundant, easily accessible and very 
efficient,” he said. “Until alternative energy sources can make that claim, we not only 
should, but must and will continue to use these resources wisely and efficiently for 
decades to come.”  
 
Drevna painted a grim picture of what the U.S. economy would experience if the U.S. 
EPA is allowed to regulate GHG emissions under the Clean Air Act. “Regulation of 
stationary sources under the CAA would overwhelm state and local permitting offices, 
halting business growth and expansion,” he said. “New business and industry would not 
be built, and existing business would not expand. Further, refining and petrochemical 
facility upgrades and related equipment modifications, including those to comply with 
future fuel regulations and those to modernize facilities, would likely be hamstrung by 
CAA GHG control regulations and permitting requirements.”  



http://www.allheadlinenews.com/articles/7018574234#ixzz0mwpGDmWM
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Earlier in the hearing, EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson reminded subcommittee 
members that if Congress nullifies the EPA’s endangerment finding on GHGs, it will also 
severely impact the U.S. automotive industry by removing the EPA’s tailpipe emissions 
standard. “Eliminating the EPA standard would forfeit one-quarter of the combined EPA-
U.S. Department of Transportation program’s fuel savings and one-third of its 
greenhouse gas emissions cuts,” Jackson said. “California and other states that have 
adopted California’s greenhouse gas emissions standard would almost certainly 
respond by enforcing that standard within their jurisdictions, leaving the automobile 
industry without the nationwide uniformity that it has described as vital to its business.”  
 
On the Senate side of the chamber, Energy Secretary Steven Chu testified at a Senate 
Energy and Water Development Subcommittee hearing April 28, where he stressed the 
importance of developing a domestic clean energy sector. “China largely missed out on 
the IT revolution, but it is playing to win in the clean energy race,” Chu said. “For the 
sake of our economy, our security, and our environment, America must develop 
decisive policies that will allow us not only to compete in this clean energy race, but to 
become the leader in providing clean energy technology to the world.”  
 
Chu recommended that legislators develop policies with two priorities: accelerating 
innovation and driving private sector investment in clean energy. Among other items, he 
testified that carbon capture and sequestration barriers need to be addressed and 
overcome, and that the government must financially support research and development 
of clean energy technologies.  
 
After reciting his list of recommendations, Chu finished by stating that the one key 
element which must be included in U.S. energy policy is a cap on carbon emissions that 
becomes more stringent over time, which will provide industry the regulatory certainty 
that is currently lacking. He provided an example of a hypothetical utility company that 
must replace an old, coal-fired power plant, but has to decide whether to make the 
investment now or later. “Eventually, there will be a [carbon] cost, but if you didn’t know 
when, you would try to limp along with the old coal plant until you knew what the costs 
would be and how they would be structured,” Chu said. “Providing certainty will drive 
investment and job creation today as well as the changes we need in our energy mix 
over the long term.”  
 
This article originally appeared at www.industrialghg.com 
 
 


Spill worries turn to compensation (Washington Post) 
 
May 4, 2010 Tuesday  
Suburban Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A10 
Maryland 



http://www.industrialghg.com/index.jsp
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Spill worries turn to compensation;  
Repair work moves ahead Some question what damage BP will pay for 
 
BY: Juliet Eilperin 
Even as BP finished construction on one massive containment dome Monday and 
started drilling a relief well to cope with the oil leaking from crumpled pipes at the bottom 
of the Gulf of Mexico, lawmakers and Gulf Coast residents began questioning whether 
the company will take full responsibility for the economic losses stemming from the spill. 
 
The incremental steps forward -- the company finished one four-story, 74-ton dome and 
hopes to complete two others on Tuesday -- came as company and Obama 
administration officials predicted it might take up to three months to seal off the spill 
threatening the Gulf Coast's sensitive ecosystem.  
 
The prospect of an extended leak has intensified concerns over what compensation BP 
is willing to pay, since a law passed after the 1989 Exxon Valdez spill requires 
companies to pay for cleanup costs but no more than $75 million for other damage. 
 
BP posted a fact sheet on its Web site saying it will take responsibility for the spill 
cleanup as well as provide compensation for "legitimate and objectively verifiable" 
claims for property damage, personal injury and commercial losses. On a day when the 
stock market rose sharply, the company's shares fell $1.96, or 3.8 percent, to close at 
$50.19. It was the third worst performing stock in the S&P 500. 
 
In his daily briefing Monday, White House press secretary Robert Gibbs underscored 
the administration's "commitment" to affected residents that BP will pay them for their 
economic suffering. "That's part of the law. Absolutely," Gibbs said. "The economic 
damages that are incurred are part of the cost of this incident. Absolutely." 
 
Also on Monday, four members of Obama's Cabinet -- Homeland Security Secretary 
Janet Napolitano, Interior Secretary Ken Salazar, Environmental Protection Agency 
Administrator Lisa P. Jackson and Energy Secretary Steven Chu -- met with BP chief 
executive Tony Hayward and Lamar McKay, BP America chairman and president, to 
discuss the ongoing response to the spill. 
 
Meanwhile, a group of Democratic senators including Robert Menendez (N.J.) and Bill 
Nelson (Fla.) introduced legislation Monday to raise oil companies' liability limit 
retroactively to $10 billion. 
 
The economic implications of the disaster are potentially mammoth -- but highly 
uncertain. The annual commercial seafood harvest in the gulf is $661 million, 
recreational fishing contributes $757 million and nearly 8,000 jobs, and tourism related 
to wildlife adds $517 million, according to the Harte Research Institute for Gulf of 
Mexico Studies. 
 
It remained unclear Monday how much damage those industries will incur from the oil 



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/05/03/AR2010050302781.html?hpid=topnews
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spill, and how long that damage will last. The research group estimates that $1.6 billion 
in annual economic activity is tied to the wetlands directly exposed to the spill. 
 
"The question is if the marshes are impacted and how long they will be impacted," said 
David Yoskowitz, an economist at the institute. "It's all kind of up in the air right now until 
we really start to see the oil coming to shore and see what happens. There is no doubt 
that there will be some economic impact." 
 
If economic activity were reduced by only a few billion dollars, it would be damaging for 
the regional economies of Louisiana, Mississippi and Alabama, but would be a drop in 
the bucket of the $14 trillion U.S. economy. 
 
But some analysts see the potential for even more dire outcomes. David R. Kotok, chief 
investment officer of Cumberland Advisors, laid out scenarios in a note to clients that 
range from damages in the tens of billions of dollars and years of cleanup to a cost in 
the hundreds of billions of dollars that leaves the gulf as a "damaged sea" for a 
generation. 
 
The spill, he said, has made the likelihood of a dip back into recession higher than it had 
been. "A 'double-dip' recession probably has been made more likely by this tragedy," 
Kotok wrote. 
 
Staff writers Neil Irwin, Joel Achenbach and Steven Mufson contributed to this report. 
 
 


Administrator returns home 'in a unique position to make a real difference' 
(Greenwire) 
 
 (05/03/2010) 
Robin Bravender, E&E reporter 
SHELL BEACH, La. -- Lisa Jackson remembers fishing with her father and her older 
brother in this tiny town about 30 miles east of her native New Orleans. 


Now the U.S. EPA administrator, Jackson returned to the village in the wake of a 
massive oil spill that threatens to devastate Gulf Coast fisheries and tourism. 


Louisiana shut down fishing last week, and the Obama administration restricted fishing 
yesterday for at least 10 days in federal waters, where oil is gushing from BP PLC's 
capsized Deepwater Horizon rig. BP and federal officials are struggling to stem the flow 
of oil and to mitigate its threat to natural resources and the regional economy. 


Jackson walked through a parking lot paved with crushed oyster shells here Saturday, 
greeting fishermen who are hoping to be hired by BP to assist with the cleanup efforts. 
Jackson and other officials have been urging the oil giant to hire fishermen to help lay 
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booms in the effort to keep oil out of the marshes and away from other sensitive marine 
resources. 


 The trip here was one of several in Louisiana after she was dispatched as part of the 
White House's oil-response team. Throughout the weekend, she met with state and 
local officials and with community and religious leaders and joined President Obama 
during his visit to the Gulf Coast yesterday. 


Jackson's agency is monitoring regional air and water quality. It is also prepared to 
assist with the cleanup once the oil reaches the shoreline. 


In the meantime, Jackson, who grew up in New Orleans' Pontchartrain Park, said she is 
hoping to soothe a community ravaged by environmental disasters, most notably, 
Hurricane Katrina in 2005. 


"There's a sense of sort of panic and fear in their eyes that isn't normal for an oil spill, 
even normal for a hurricane," she said. "But this is like another repeat concern." 


At a meeting Saturday with community members in New Orleans' Lower 9th Ward -- 
one of the areas hit hardest by post-Katrina flooding -- scared and angry residents 
pressed Jackson about what they called a scarcity of information about the oil spill. 


Residents say they want to be included in the spill recovery in a way they believe they 
were excluded after Katrina. "We need to have people that we can trust to bring 
information to us," Mary Fontenot of the group All Congregations Together told Jackson. 


Alice Craft-Kerney of the Lower 9th Ward Health Clinic urged the administration to 
protect the mental health of residents affected by the spill. "We are not well," she told 
Jackson. 


The spill is not adding insult to injury, she said, "it's adding injury to injury." 


In an interview after the meeting, Jackson said she feels determined to reach out to Gulf 
Coast communities. 


"We're dealing with a population that needs extra love and extra attention and 
consideration because of what they have been through," Jackson said. 


"They just feel like they've been through wars, so they're overly sensitized," she said. 
"Everything causes them to be panicky and prickly and a little bit paranoid because they 
don't know who to trust, and they don't know if really there's something much worse 
going on but they're just not being told because people don't want them to know, and 
that's all fair." 


That is part of the reason that BP hiring fishermen is a victory, she said. 
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"They're being mobilized to actually respond, so they're not standing on the side just 
feeling like they've been swooped in on," she said. 


Jackson said she is glad she can be here to offer her support during the crisis. That is 
something she was not around to do after Katrina. 


The house where Jackson grew up was badly damaged during the hurricane, according 
to an Associated Press report, and Jackson did not return to help her mother with the 
cleanup because she was under consideration to be then-New Jersey Gov. Jon 
Corzine's (D) top environmental aide. 


"The last time, I had a job that didn't allow me to come back," she said. "This one not 
only allows me to come back, it sort of demands that I come back, and I feel like I'm in a 
unique position to make a real difference." 


 


Kentucky Permits May Mark Early Showdown Over EPA Mountaintop Guide 
(Inside EPA) 
 
State regulators in Kentucky are proposing to issue water permits for mining operations 
that do not include the strict salinity standards that EPA called for in its recently issued 
guidance on the subject, setting the stage for a showdown with the agency over its 
controversial steps to limit mountaintop mining in Appalachia.  


If EPA objects to the permits, the state would have an opportunity to address the 
agency’s concerns. But if EPA finds the state’s modifications unsatisfactory, EPA could 
take over the authority to issue the permits with more stringent controls -- a step that 
environmentalists have already petitioned EPA to take.  


Some industry sources have worried that EPA would use the requirements in its mining 
guidance as a “back door way” to take over all coal-mining permitting, without having to 
completely take over state water permitting programs for other operations, although 
state sources are more skeptical that would be the case. Nevertheless, industry sources 
say EPA review of the pending Kentucky permits could provide a mechanism to sue the 
the agency over the guidance’s provisions, a move they are not able to do now because 
EPA has only issued it in “interim” form.  


Since EPA April 1 unveiled its sweeping water quality guidance, Kentucky has proposed 
to issue, renew or modify more than a dozen National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) permits for surface mining. EPA has the authority to review or object 
to such permits, and in its guidance, the agency said surface mining permits that did not 
contain numeric conductivity limits -- a measure of water salinity -- likely would draw 
such objections. EPA said projects that would cause conductivity levels to rise above 
500 microsiemens per centimeter (uS/cm) generally would trigger violations of water 
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quality standards, which the agency would block, while levels below 300 uS/cm would 
generally be acceptable.  


Sources say other states in the region also are likely to issue draft permits that conflict 
with EPA’s guidance, but no others appear to have issued new permits since the 
guidance was released April 1. The guidance applies to operations in Kentucky, West 
Virginia, Virginia, Ohio, Tennessee and Pennsylvania.  


In an April 27 letter to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, Kentucky Energy and 
Environment Secretary Leonard Peters asks more than 30 questions about how the 
guidance will be applied and what information EPA relied on in crafting it. Peters asks 
what legal authority the guidance has and whether it represents a final agency action 
subject to judicial review, as well as requesting what data “specific to Kentucky” EPA 
relied on in outlining the harms to water quality caused by surface mining and asking 
EPA’s justification in applying the guidance to only six states.  


Peters also notes that EPA has presented the guidance in the context of targeting just 
mountaintop mining, which takes place mainly in those six Appalachian states, although 
the document itself references all surface mining. “Is the guidance for mountaintop 
mining or for surface mining operations as a whole?” Peters asks. “Is it U.S. EPA’s 
determination that surface coal mining is restricted to Appalachia?”  


Essentially, state and industry sources say EPA in its guidance creates a presumption 
that surface coal mining in the region has a reasonable potential to cause or contribute 
to an exceedance of water quality limits for conductivity, often expressed in narrative 
terms, thereby necessitating numeric water quality limits.  


Peters asks whether EPA has made such a presumption and if the agency has 
determined that Clean Water Act permits may not be conditioned on requirements that 
data be collected during a mine’s operation to perform a reasonable potential analysis 
that could force the permit to be modified once such an analysis is complete -- an 
approach the state is taking. And he asks if it is EPA’s position that states are prohibited 
from using other approaches to implement narrative standards, such as whole effluent 
testing or best management practices, “in lieu of a numeric limit.”  


Kentucky Draft Permits  


Kentucky in its draft permits does not make such a presumption, saying it “does not 
believe that a statewide or regional numerical interpretation of the narrative standard is 
appropriate” for conductivity. Instead, the state says site-specific determinations are 
more appropriate and says it plans to collect necessary data for such determinations by 
requiring conductivity monitoring on outfalls, monitoring specific chemical constituents 
and performing toxicity tests on representative outfalls and developing a stream 
assessment plan to evaluate the “physical, chemical and biological condition” of 
downstream waters.  



http://www.insideepa.com/secure/data_extra/dir_10/epa2010_0681.pdf
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The draft permits note that the “approach is consistent with the comments recently 
received from EPA regarding similar sites.” But those earlier permits were issued prior 
to EPA’s guidance, meaning the new draft permits that have been released for 
comment will mark a first-time test of how EPA plans to apply the parameters outlined in 
the guidance.  


Narrative standards tend to be less precise and based on on descriptions of how 
waterbodies should function, as opposed to stricter numeric limits that do not allow 
discharges that would exceed a certain level.  


An EPA spokeswoman says, “We will review each proposed permit to ensure that they 
are consistent with the law and the recent mining guidance. We have the discretion to 
object to any permits that are not consistent with the Clean Water Act.”  


While EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson has said that she does not want to block mining, 
just mining pollution, industry and state sources have raised numerous questions about 
the potential reach of the guidance. They argue that it could affect permitting decisions 
for an array of industries beyond just mountaintop mining and that its limits are so strict 
as to essentially outlaw any new surface mining in the region.  


At the same time, stakeholders have complained that EPA is shielding itself from judicial 
review of the guidelines by issuing them in an “interim” guidance memo to regional 
administrators -- a move that is not considered a final agency action -- but implementing 
the new criteria immediately. EPA will be accepting public comment on the guidance 
until Dec. 1, as it also conducts peer review this summer of two new scientific reports it 
is using to justify the limits outlined in the guidance. Sources worry that in applying the 
new criteria immediately, even as it leaves open the possibility of revising the standards 
once it finalizes the guidance, EPA may be subjecting permittees to harsher standards 
in the interim months than would eventually be applied over the long term.  


An expected objection by EPA to one or more Kentucky permits could provide an 
avenue for an industry lawsuit -- because the objection would be considered a final 
action -- or it could offer a more formal venue for the state to argue its case through the 
formal review process, sources say. Sources have suggested that industry could file a 
lawsuit challenging the guidance itself -- based on an argument that its implementation 
makes it a final agency action regardless of what EPA is calling it -- but other sources 
suggest industry may wait until the agency actually relies on the guidance to block a 
permit, to provide firmer legal footing for a court challenge.  


“There’s a whole host of legal questions that need to be resolved and thought through in 
terms of delegated states and their authorities and their rights relative to what EPA is 
doing,” one state source says.  


The lack of numeric conductivity limits in the Kentucky draft permits “will be the central 
rub” when EPA weighs in, “and everything else is probably okay,” the state source says.  
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Even before EPA issued the guidance, environmentalists petitioned the agency to 
withdraw Kentucky’s permitting authority and mandate the conductivity limits in any 
permit the agency issues. The activists March 15 petition calls on EPA to move forward 
with the conductivity triggers, citing an award-winning, but controversial EPA Region III 
study to argue that conductivity impairment could be harmful to streams. “There is 
overwhelming evidence in an EPA peer-reviewed study that mining operations are 
strongly associated with biological impairment due to high” total dissolved solids, which 
is strongly related to conductivity, the petition says (Inside EPA, March 19).  


EPA has up to 90 days to comment on the draft permits, at which point it could either 
outline its concerns and ask state regulators to address them or formally object to the 
permits. If EPA objects, it triggers a process in which the agency could decide to issue 
the permit itself.  


The state source also worries that an EPA objection and decision to issue the permit 
itself could dramatically slow permitting in the region, because EPA does not face any 
deadline by which it would have to issue a permit. The source says a previous permit 
objection took 10 years to resolve. “You’re kind of held hostage at that point in time, in 
the minds of some,” the source says. -- Nick Juliano  


 
 


Gulf Oil Spill Creates Complications For Drilling Advocates, Climate Bill (Inside 
EPA) 


The worsening Gulf Coast oil spill is raising fresh questions about the viability of a 
Senate climate and energy bill, with some observers saying that long-expected 
provisions to promote offshore drilling in order to win senators’ support could now be 
more of a political liability then a boost for the broader package.  


Still, the scuttled release of the bill -- due to a dispute over the timing of Senate 
immigration legislation -- could give the climate legislation’s sponsors time to assess 
their response to the spill. The disaster has already prompted some environmentalists 
and lawmakers to call for a scaling back of the legislation’s anticipated offshore drilling 
provisions, which could have helped win the votes of senators in states that would 
benefit from the industry.  


White House senior adviser David Axelrod said April 30 that President Obama will not 
allow new offshore drilling until an investigation into the spill is complete, potentially 
complicating the administration’s recently announced plan to expand offshore drilling. 
But the spill is also complicating the Senate climate legislation.  


“We would suggest the Gulf Spill has made the political hurdles [for the legislation] . . . 
even higher,” says an April 30 analysis from ClearView Energy Partners, an energy 
consulting firm. The group, which has consistently deemed Senate passage of a climate 
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bill as a possibility this year, poses the question on whether expected drilling provisions, 
once thought to be a political lubricant for the broader bill, has become a “political toxin.” 
Another backer of climate emissions legislation says “it has got to hurt” prospects for the 
climate package.  


Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV), while stopping short of that assessment, in 
an April 30 statement said, “This terrible event will, undoubtedly, require us to re-
examine how we extract our nation’s offshore energy resources and will have to be 
taken into consideration with any legislation that proposes to open new areas to 
development.”  


At the same time, the Obama administration is reaffirming its support for 
“comprehensive” climate and energy legislation, while acknowledging that the massive 
oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico will undoubtedly influence the congressional debate over 
the matter.  


At an April 29 news conference held in response to the burgeoning environmental 
disaster, which has seen up to 5,000 barrels of oil a day leak into the Gulf, White House 
climate and energy adviser Carol Browner conceded the disaster “will become part of 
the debate” over climate legislation. “That goes without saying,” she remarked.  


But Browner, flanked by EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson and other top administration 
officials, said the White House remains committed to “comprehensive energy reform.” In 
reference to the spill, “I don’t think it means we can’t get the kind of comprehensive 
legislation” the administration has been advocating, Browner added.  


In remarks the previous day at the Center for a New American Security, Browner 
reiterated support for a comprehensive legislative approach and acknowledged that a 
number of prior or current proposals could inform that effort, including “very important 
provisions” on renewable energy, nuclear power and efficiency standards for buildings 
already included in Senate energy committee-approved legislation. “We are going to 
continue to work with all the senators who are interested in this issue. We believe this is 
important and we are going to work hard to make it happen.”  


Meanwhile, other proponents of the Senate push on climate change are scrambling to 
defend the legislative effort as a necessary step in creating a low-carbon economy and 
promoting national security, with some environmental groups downplaying the bill’s 
drilling language while emphasizing the clean-energy benefits of other likely provisions 
in the bill. Senate progress on a combined measure was already thrown into uncertainty 
after Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-SC) bowed out of a planned April 26 unveiling of the 
climate proposal.  


Another observer not opposed to drilling surmises that the recent oil rig disaster could 
have played a subordinate role in Graham’s pullback, to the extent he saw expanded 
drilling initiatives as threatened.  
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‘Deader Than A Doornail’  


One environmentalist opposed to additional offshore drilling says it is “possible” that the 
side effect of the delay in unveiling the climate measure will be a renewed opportunity 
for environmentalists to seek a scaling back of offshore drilling provisions. “With the 
drilling, [the bill] is deader than a doornail. . . . Congress responds to current events,” 
the source says. But the source dismisses the notion that the oil spill was a significant 
factor in the initial delay of the bill’s release, calling them two “separate events,” while 
adding that the spill nevertheless presented the senators with an awkward backdrop for 
releasing legislation that could include drilling incentives.  


To date, the Obama administration and other proponents of comprehensive energy and 
climate legislation have argued that expanded drilling could be an important incentive 
for winning final passage. It is unclear how drilling language presumed to be part of that 
plan, but still not released, could be scaled back without threatening that effort.  


In an interview with The Washington Post, Sen. Benjamin Cardin (D-MD) suggested 
that senators are reevaluating the drilling measures in the climate bill; he also said the 
administration should reevaluate its own position. “You saw what just happened in the 
most sophisticated rig that we have,” Cardin said. “It shows that this is a high-risk issue, 
and when the administration said they were protecting the most important shorelines of 
America, they were wrong.”  


On April 28, Cardin followed up on those remarks with a Senate floor statement saying 
he is a “strong proponent” of Senate efforts to develop climate legislation addressing the 
problems of national security, environment and jobs -- problems that could be 
addressed “without this drilling.” In remarks focused explicitly on recent administration 
decisions to open up additional areas for energy exploration, Cardin criticized such 
efforts and showcased recent photos taken from space of the growing damage in the 
Gulf. “I have heard the advocates of offshore drilling say, well, modern technology has 
substantially reduced the risk, that we now know how to deal with this issue . . . let me 
share with you this photo,” he said.  


The drilling accident has already prompted at least one congressional investigation into 
whether the oil industry needs tougher requirements for environmental response plans.  


House Energy & Commerce Committee Chairman Henry Waxman (D-CA) and 
oversight subcommittee Chairman Bart Stupak (D-MI) sent letters to BP America and 
Transocean, the two companies involved with the oil rig that exploded April 20 off the 
coast of Louisiana, requesting information about the risks of drilling at the site and the 
adequacy of the companies’ response plans.  


Sens. Bill Nelson (D-FL), Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ) and Robert Menendez (D-NJ) in an 
April 26 letter to the chairmen and ranking members of both the Senate energy and 
commerce committees call for a review of the federal government’s response to the 
accident, which could affect the shorelines of Mississippi, Florida, Louisiana and 
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Alabama. In an April 29 letter to Obama, Nelson said he is introducing legislation that 
would “for the first time prohibit the Interior Department from acting on your 
administration’s plans to expand offshore drilling, including seismic testing and other 
exploratory options” until the administration completes its investigation into the spill.  


Senate Bill Delay  


Sen. John Kerry (D-MA), Graham and Sen. Joseph Lieberman (I-CT) had been working 
for months on a bipartisan bill expected to include carbon emissions curbs, including a 
cap on the utility sector and a broad short-term goal of reducing emissions 17 percent 
by 2020. The highly anticipated bill was expected to include a number of industry-
backed proposals as a way to broaden support for the plan, including provisions for 
expanded offshore drilling designed to court the backing of major oil companies and 
energy security hawks, including Republican lawmakers.  


After the delay in the unveiling of their proposal -- but before the latest estimates on the 
scope of the drilling disaster -- Kerry downplayed the delay in remarks to reporters April 
27. “We are full speed ahead folks, notwithstanding this, call it a public stall,” Kerry told 
reporters April 27. “There is an awful lot of this that is happening privately and quietly,” 
he said, adding that draft legislative language would be sent to EPA for review with 
Graham’s consent.  


A source familiar with the matter says a draft proposal was sent to the agency on April 
28, but EPA says it received a “description,” not a legislative text. EPA says it is 
examining that description to see if it contains enough information for the agency to 
begin its analysis of the proposal, which could take up to eight weeks.  


Reid recently suggested the Senate might move on immigration before taking up energy 
and climate legislation, though on April 28 he told reporters “I am going to move forward 
on energy first.”  


With the drilling disaster now not expected to be under control for at least several 
weeks, proponents of moving a comprehensive energy and climate plan have been 
scrambling to defend the plan as a long-term strategy for reducing the nation’s 
dependence on oil. We Can Lead -- a business coalition in support of climate and 
energy legislation -- held a press conference April 28 to release a letter from over 170 
businesses calling for the Senate to move forward with the bill to “finish what we 
started.” The letter states, “we have a historic opportunity to finally enact measures that 
will break our dependence on foreign oil, help create jobs and increased energy 
independence.”  


An April 26 statement from Sierra Club, a longtime opponent of offshore drilling, cites 
the accident in the Gulf and the recent deaths of coal miners in West Virginia as “human 
and environmental disasters that put our desperate need for a new clean energy policy 
in stark relief. . . . We join our colleagues in saying that every day the Senate fails to 



http://www.insideepa.com/secure/data_extra/dir_10/epa2010_0701.pdf
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pass clean energy and climate policy we put or economy, our national security and our 
environment at risk.”  


Sierra Club was one of 30 environmental and other groups that signed an April 26 “open 
letter” urging senators “not to squander the great promise of bipartisan action we’ve 
witnessed over the last six months.” In an illustration of the balancing act 
environmentalists face in backing the measure -- assuming it is even still viable -- a 
follow up release from the group one day later notes that “offshore drilling has no place 
in a clean energy future.”  


Sen. Mary Landrieu (D-LA), a proponent of offshore drilling provisions that would boost 
revenue to coastal states, told reporters April 27 that the drilling accident was a horrible 
tragedy that needs to be investigated, but that it should also not be allowed to distract 
from efforts to develop a comprehensive energy plan. Landrieu called for “perspective” 
on the issue. -- Doug Obey & Andrew Restuccia  


 


Is Climate Change a Game Changer for Industry?" (Waste Age) 
 
May 3, 2010 2:46 PM 
With new greenhouse gas (GHG) regulations from the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) taking effect earlier this year, many waste companies are wondering how 
they will be affected. As attendees of this WasteExpo session learned, landfills, transfer 
stations and other waste facilities are stationary sources of GHG subject to Prevention 
of Significant (PSD) and Title V permitting. In addition, new rules could impact flares 
and waste-to-energy facilities, regulate fugitive emissions, adjust threshold levels and 
applicability, and extend regulations to closed landfills. Efforts also are underway to 
establish Best Available Control Technologies (BACT) for the waste industry, which 
facilities will be expected to have in place in the near future. 


Matt Stutz, P.E., of Weaver Boos Consultants LLC, led discussion of the new 
Mandatory GHG Reporting Rule. It affects 31 emissions sources, including municipal 
solid waste (MSW) landfills that exceed 25,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent 
(CO2e) annually that accepted waste after Jan. 1, 1980. The monitoring requirement 
took effect Jan. 1 of this year and the first report must be submitted electronically by 
March 31, 2011. 


According to Stutz, the report will be comprised of a range of information, including 
GHG emission calculations, landfill cover material and acreages, waste depths, and 
much more. To collect this data, many waste firms will likely need to obtain new 
equipment — flow meters, data recorders, gas analyzers, scales — or adjust calibration 
and maintenance schedules. Stutz noted that the EPA estimates for labor, capital, and 
operations and maintenance are far too low, but that the costs of non-compliance are 
far higher and more than justify the expense. 



http://www.wasteage.com/Landfill_Management/prepare-monitoring-plan-201002/

http://wasteexpo.com/wasteexpo2010/public/enter.aspx
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David Friedland, an attorney with Beveridge & Diamond, P.C., summarized legislation, 
rules, and judicial decisions that led to the current regulations, noting that 
Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Findings were the initial building blocks of all 
subsequent GHG rules. He also summarized the petitions to EPA and judicial 
challenges that have been filed by industry organizations (including NSWMA and 
SWANA). 


Friedland highlighted potential pitfalls before GHG reports are due, including debates 
over a "grandfather" or transition period, and gaps between the federal rules and state 
permitting requirements. He also explained the PSD/Title V Tailoring Rule, which seeks 
to adjust statutory thresholds to more manageable levels to prevent an "absurd" number 
of PSD and Title V permit applications (NSWMA and SWANA, for their part, have filed 
comments arguing that these adjusted thresholds are still far to low). 


Friedland concluded with a recap of EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson's recent testimony 
to congress, which provided more precise hints at how the agency plans to roll out GHG 
oversight in the next one to three years. 


 


Monday, May 03, 2010 


BLACK-GOLD BLUES 
WorldNetDaily 


Rush scorches Obama for slow oil-spill response (WND.com) 
 
'What has EPA been doing after rig exploded in Gulf of Mexico?' 
Posted: May 03, 2010 
8:51 pm Eastern 
WorldNetDaily Talk-radio icon Rush Limbaugh today blasted President Obama and his 
appointees for the extended time period before there was a significant response to the 
oil well explosion off the coast of Louisiana, an event that has been described by some 
as potentially the biggest environmental threat to the U.S.  


He also took swipes at the mainstream media for their kid-gloves treatment of the 
president regarding his responsibility to lead the nation.  


"He said on Thursday, February 11th of this year, 'Until jobs are being created to 
replace those that we've lost, until America is back to work, my administration will not 
rest and this recovery will not be finished.' Well, he's resting," said Limbaugh.  


"He's playing golf. He waited 12 days to head down to Louisiana. I don't know how 
many rounds of golf, how many pickup basketball games he's played since then," he 
said.  



http://www.wasteage.com/news/nswma-swana-lmop-20100430/

http://www.wasteage.com/news/nswma-swana-lmop-20100430/
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"Do we have an EPA? We do. It's the Environmental Protection Agency. I've looked into 
what the director, the administrator has been doing during these 12 days, and the 
answer is 'not much,' I mean to do with the slick. I'll just ask you point-blank: What has 
the EPA been doing after a BP rig exploded in the Gulf of Mexico? What have they 
been doing? What has the EPA done? What have they done?"  


(Story continues below) 


The drilling rig Deepwater Horizon exploded killing 11 workers April 20. Experts say it 
will be months before a cause of the problem is determined and its ultimate environment 
impact remains to be seen.  


But Limbaugh said the leadership of the United States needs to do better than it is.  


He cited the activities of Lisa P. Jackson, the administrator of the EPA.  


Read a story of romance: how the U.S. media has fallen for a president, in "A 
Slobbering Love Affair: The True (And Pathetic) Story of the Torrid Romance Between 
Barack Obama and the Mainstream Media."  


"On April 22nd, not one word from the EPA administrator about the Gulf oil rig 
explosion. She's out bragging about Earth Day, EPA, super funds, climate change, the 
coal mine disaster. Nothing about the Gulf," Limbaugh said.  


The following day, the same result, he said.  


"Three days, not one mention. April 25th, four days after the rig blew: 'Five to six p.m., 
remarks at an Earth Day concert. National Mall Earth Day, network stage, 8th Street 
Northwest between Independence and Constitution Avenue.' April 26th, five days after 
the rig: Lisa Jackson's schedule, nine to 9:45 a.m., 'EPA NASA MOU signing, Howard 
University Middle School of Mathematics and Science, Washington, DC. Five to seven 
p.m., Daily Show taping, Daily Show studios, New York, New York,'" Limbaugh said.  


"There is a YouTube video available of her performance on The Daily Show. Not one 
word was mentioned about the environmental disaster that was going on in the Gulf, but 
she had a great time yukking it up about Earth Day and other things… That's April 26th, 
five days after the rig," he said.  


"Today is the 3rd. May 1st or 2nd she flies over the oil slick, lands, and 'spent much of 
her time dealing with residents' memories about Hurricane Katrina and the slow federal 
response to that disaster," he said.  


He pinpointed what he believes is the reason for the actions – or inaction – by Obama 
and his appointees.  



http://www.rushlimbaugh.com/home/daily/site_050310/content/01125106.guest.html

http://superstore.wnd.com/store/item.asp?DEPARTMENT_ID=6&SUBDEPARTMENT_ID=20&ITEM_ID=2598

http://superstore.wnd.com/store/item.asp?DEPARTMENT_ID=6&SUBDEPARTMENT_ID=20&ITEM_ID=2598

http://superstore.wnd.com/store/item.asp?DEPARTMENT_ID=6&SUBDEPARTMENT_ID=20&ITEM_ID=2598
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"Earth Day mattered more because it's not about managing America's problems, not 
about being president, not about being executive; it's about implementing an agenda, 
it's about transforming the American way of life, the American culture, the American 
economy and anything that happens that helps us do that along the way, well, we're 
going to take advantage of it," he said.  


"The president's spokesman said, yep, we got our boots on BP's throat on this one. And 
the president says it's BP's fault, they're going to pay for it, BP's fault. Nevertheless, I 
have to do something about it, while he does nothing about it," he continued.  


"Even the New York Times, even though they did it on a Saturday: 'Unanswered 
Questions On The Spilll – a White House as politically attuned as this one should have 
been conscious of two obvious historical lessons. One was the Exxon Valdex, where a 
late and lame response by both industry and the federal government all but destroyed 
one of the country's richest fishing grounds and ended up costing billions of dollars. The 
other was President George W. Bush's hapless response to Hurricane Katrina. Now we 
have another disaster in more or less the same neck of the woods, and it takes the 
administration more than a week to really get moving,'" he said.  


Limbaugh poked fun at the media, too.  


"They're having trouble there at the Drive-By Media, State-Controlled Media, 'How do 
we treat this very uncomfortable position that we find ourselves in here.' They are very 
uncomfortable. They're twitchy, talking about the media here, but they are trying to smile 
while being totally uncomfortable because the poor babies are conflicted.  


"See, it would have been easy if a Republican were president. … It was so easy for 
eight years just to blame everything on Bush…  


"The Obama media, "Yeah, we love the world, we love the earth, we love Earth Day, we 
love Dumbo, too,' meaning Obama. 'But, gosh, you see the New York Times editorial, 
why did he wait 12 days? I mean rivulets of oil head toward the sacred fragile wetlands 
of Louisiana, the sugar white beaches of Alabama, Mississippi, and Florida, why did he 
wait, oh, please there must be an answer because he's so much smarter than we are 
there must be an answer we don't see. Why did he wait?' If it were Bush – ha-ha-ha-ha-
ha – they wouldn't be waiting. They would already be firing up impeachment hearing 
demands. They're asking themselves at all their editors meetings, 'Should we comment 
on this? Kind of uncomfortable, I mean the guy didn't do anything for 12 days, there's 
gotta be a reason, oh, he's so much smarter than we are, I mean he went to Harvard, 
Columbia, and so did we, but he's gotta know more than we do, there's gotta be a 
reason.' Even the New York Times story does not mention Obama's name. They have 
kept his name out of it. They just talk about the slow government response."  


According to a report in the Birmingham News, the government actually had a plan to 
deal with such a situation, but was unprepared to implement it.  
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The report said an "In-Situ Burn" plan was produced by federal agencies in 1994 and 
calls for responding to a major oil spill in the Gulf with the immediate use of fire booms.  


But in this case, the government had no such booms, and had to purchase one from a 
company in Illinois to begin, the report said.  


A spokesman for a company that produces them, Jeff Bohleber of Elastec, told the 
newspaper a single fire boom can burn up to 1,800 barrels of oil an hour, or 75,000 
gallons an hour, and the report raised the possibility that the spill might have been 
contained at the site of the accident – some 100 miles from shore – had the government 
been prepared to follow its own plan.  


"This is absolutely the asset of first use," he told the newspaper. "Get in there and start 
burning oil before the spill gets out of hand. If they had six or seven of these systems in 
place when this happened and got out there and started burning, it would have 
signficiantly lessened the amount of oil that got loose."  


In a government statement today, Department of Homeland Security Secretary Janet 
Napolitano, Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar, Environmental Protection Agency 
Administrator Lisa Jackson and Department of Energy Secretary Stephen Chu said they 
met with BP CEO Tony Hayward and BP American Chairman and President Lamar 
McKay to discuss ongoing, coordinated response efforts and receive an update on BP's 
spill mitigation plans for potentially affected Gulf Coast states.  


"As President Obama has made clear, BP will be held accountable for the costs 
associated with this tragic event," the statement said.  


 If you'd like to sound off on this issue, please take part in the WorldNetDaily poll. 


 
 


EDITORIAL / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 
================================================================== 


Don't worry about chlorine levels in D.C. water (Washington Post) 
 
By Fred M. Reiff 
Chevy Chase 


As a former public health official in both the U.S. Public Health Service and the World 
Health Organization/Pan American Health Organization directly involved in drinking-
water quality, I wish to correct the misinformation in Rose Overbey’s April.25 Local 
Opinions article, “That chlorine smell means trouble in D.C.’s water.” 


Chlorine is a vital part of the system that brings clean, germ-free water to local homes. 
Chlorine-based disinfectants provide a residual level, required by the Environmental 



http://forums.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=783

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/04/23/AR2010042304325.html
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Protection Agency to help protect treated water all the way to the consumer’s tap. 
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the WHO, drinking 
water chlorination remains one of the most significant advances in public health 
protection. 


Furthermore, Ms. Overbey’s claim about chlorine and the resulting risk of cancer or 
asthma is misleading. The EPA sets regulations to limit byproduct formation and 
establish their acceptable levels. When used to kill germs in water, chlorine creates 
byproducts — as do all disinfectants that produce a residual. 


It’s also important to note that the D.C. Water and Sewer Agency Web site shows that 
during the flushing period, chlorine levels never exceeded EPA’s drinking-water 
standard, a level EPA has established to pose “no known or expected health risk 
[including] an adequate margin of safety.” 


 


Flushing out misconceptions about chlorine in D.C. water (Washington Post) 
 
May 4, 2010 Tuesday  
Regional Edition 
EDITORIAL COPY; Pg. A22 
Maryland 
 
As a former public health official in both the U.S. Public Health Service and the World 
Health Organization/Pan American Health Organization directly involved in drinking-
water quality, I wish to correct the misinformation in Rose Overbey's April 25 Local 
Opinions article, "That chlorine smell means trouble in D.C.'s water."  
 
Chlorine is a vital part of the system that brings clean, germ-free water to local homes. 
Chlorine-based disinfectants provide a residual level, required by the Environmental 
Protection Agency to help protect treated water all the way to the consumer's tap. 
According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and the WHO, drinking 
water chlorination remains one of the most significant advances in public health 
protection. 
 
Furthermore, Ms. Overbey's claim about chlorine and the resulting risk of cancer or 
asthma is misleading. The EPA sets regulations to limit byproduct formation and 
establish their acceptable levels. When used to kill germs in water, chlorine creates 
byproducts -- as do all disinfectants that produce a residual. 
 
It's also important to note that the D.C. Water and Sewer Agency Web site shows that 
during the flushing period, chlorine levels never exceeded EPA's drinking-water 
standard, a level EPA has established to pose "no known or expected health risk 
[including] an adequate margin of safety." 
 
Fred M. Reiff, Chevy Chase 



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/04/23/AR2010042304325.html
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AIR 
================================================================== 


Air-quality officials ramp up efforts (Denver Post) 
 
By Bruce Finley 
The Denver Post 
Posted: 05/04/2010 01:00:00 AM MDT 
 
 
Trevor Noel, a communications coordinator at the Regional Air Quality Council, 
demonstrates a battery-powered grass mower. (Karl Gehring, The Denver Post ) 
Denver regional air quality overseers — facing public health concerns and tighter 
federal smog standards — are ramping up efforts to persuade residents to drive less, 
fuel vehicles only after dark and stop using gas-powered lawn mowers. 


"We're making a lot of progress. It's just that now, with these lower standards, we're 
going to need to do more," Regional Air Quality Council director Ken Lloyd said. 


"Every little bit helps. If I take the bus this morning, will that have an impact? Probably 
not. But it's the right thing to do. As more people do that, then you will probably have an 
impact." 


As part of the push, air council staffers subsidized purchases of battery-powered lawn 
mowers. Some 475 owners of gas-powered mowers took advantage Saturday of an 
option to trade them for battery-powered mowers for $150 to $250 (retail prices: $299-
$399). 


About 80 more mowers were available Monday in the "mow down pollution" exchange 
(information can be found at ozoneaware.org). All mowers sold out. 


Last year, the air council swiftly distributed 565 of the battery-powered mowers but 
could not afford to expand the program. 


A stricter federal standard 


In August, federal Environmental Protection Agency officials plan to implement an 
unprecedented ozone standard between 60 and 70 parts per billion. 


Denver has been deemed out of compliance with a previous standard of 80 parts per 
billion and is struggling to attain the current 75 parts per billion standard. 



mailto:bfinley@denverpost.com?subject=The%20Denver%20Post:%20Air-quality%20officials%20ramp%20up%20efforts

mailto:bfinley@denverpost.com?subject=The%20Denver%20Post:%20Air-quality%20officials%20ramp%20up%20efforts

http://ozoneaware.org/
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The EPA can punish failure by withholding federal highway funds and imposing limits on 
new industry. It rarely has done so. Local officials hope to have an "implementation 
plan" to the EPA by 2013. 


The American Lung Association recently issued a report warning that people in Denver 
and along the Front Range are breathing dangerously high levels of ozone pollution. 


Ground-level ozone forms when nitrogen-oxide gases and volatile organic compounds, 
such as gasoline vapors from vehicles and factories, react in the sunlight and heat. 
Breathing ozone can irritate lungs, causing wheezing, coughing and asthma attacks. 


Lung association helps out 


Lung association officials planned to team with the air quality council in a campaign to 
spur action, said Natalia Swalnick, the association's air quality program manager in 
Colorado. 


One way to reduce the pollution is to switch to cleaner lawn mowers, Swalnick said.  


"Operating a dirty piece of gas-powered lawn equipment for an hour puts out more 
ozone precursors than a round-trip drive from Denver to Fort Collins," she said. 


Bruce Finley: 303-954-1700 or bfinley@denverpost.com  


 


New federal rule targets harmful mercury emissions (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Las Vegas Sun 


Tuesday, May 4, 2010 | 12:19 a.m. 


The Obama administration says 5,000 deaths could be prevented each year under new 
rules announced Friday to limit the amount of mercury and other harmful pollutants 
released by industrial boilers and solid waste incinerators. 


The planned rules would reduce mercury emissions more than 50 percent by requiring 
steep and costly cuts from companies operating some 200,000 industrial boilers, 
heaters and incinerators. 


The Environmental Protection Agency proposed the rules Friday and must seek public 
comment before they are made final. 


Industrial boilers and heaters are the second largest source of mercury emissions in the 
United States, after coal-fired power plants. The boilers burn coal and other fuels to 
generate heat or electricity and are used by petroleum refiners, chemical and 



mailto:bfinley@denverpost.com
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manufacturing plants, paper mills, municipal utilities and even shopping malls and 
universities. 


The incinerators burn waste to dispose of it, and some also turn it into energy. 


The EPA said the new federal limits would save lives and prevent up to 36,000 asthma 
attacks each year by reducing air pollution. 


Once airborne, mercury eventually settles in water, where it builds up in ocean and 
freshwater fish and can be highly toxic to people who eat them. Mercury can damage 
the brain and nervous system, especially in children and fetuses. 


The estimated cost of installing and operating the required pollution controls total about 
$3.6 billion per year, the EPA said. 


Some lawmakers representing industrial states have protested placing the added 
burden on businesses when many are struggling because of the recession. 


Sen. Robert Casey, D-Penn., wrote in a March 17 letter to the EPA that forcing 
companies to spend so much "will only result in plant closings and further loss of jobs." 


A spokesman for Casey said Friday the senator was reviewing the new rule and had no 
immediate comment. 


The EPA estimated the rules would lead to savings of $18 billion to $44 billion annually, 
measured in work days not missed, hospital visits avoided and illnesses prevented. 


EPA administrator Lisa Jackson called the proposed rule "a cost-effective, common-
sense way to protect our health and the health of our children, and get America moving 
into the clean economy of the future." 


Frank O'Donnell, president of the advocacy group Clean Air Watch, said the rules are "a 
huge step toward protecting children from toxic mercury and other hazards from 
smokestack pollution." 


The limits would take effect after a 45-day public comment period. A hearing is likely in 
June. 


On the Net: 


EPA mercury rule: http://www.epa.gov/airquality/combustion/ 


 



http://www.epa.gov/airquality/combustion/
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EPA's role in BioWatch significantly reduced (BioPrepWatch.com) 
 
By Rita Uplend on May 3, 2010  
EPA 
The role of the Environmental Protection Agency in the BioWatch program has been 
significantly reduced by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's Office of Inspector 
General following a recent review. 
 
The Department of Homeland Security has assumed control for the major components 
of BioWatch that the EPA was responsible for following the review, which significantly 
reduced the EPA's role from where it was set during a 2005 review. 
 
The EPA will no longer be tasked with the sampling portion of the program or the 
issuance of grants to state and local air monitoring agencies to conduct daily monitoring 
activities. 
 
Filter collection and analysis will now be performed by the Centers for Disease Control 
and Prevention as well as local public health labs. 
 
At its introduction in 2003, the BioWatch program designated the EPA's Office of Air and 
Radiation with responsibilities that were a crucial part of the BioWatch program. Among 
its responsibilities were monitor deployment, site security, oversight and assessment of 
monitor technology. 
 
The EPA was found to have not provided adequate oversight of the sampling operations 
to ensure quality assurance guidance was adhered to, the OIG's 2005 report said, 
which could potentially affect the quality of the samples. 
 
In Fiscal Years 2004 and 2005, the EPA received $26.8 million from the DHS for its 
BioWatch activities. For the period between January 2009 and January 2010, the EPA 
received $780,000. 
 
 
5/4/2010   


Penske Chooses Freightliner Cascadia For EPA 2010 (Truckinginfo) 
 
Penske Truck Leasing has ordered 750 Freightliner Cascadia tractors with BlueTec 
selective catalytic reduction (SCR) emissions technology, making Freightliner the 
majority supplier of 2010 EPA-compliant tractors to Penske. 
 
Penske's order includes 50 Cascadia 113-inch single-axle day cab tractors equipped 
with Detroit Diesel DD13 engines; 450 Cascadia 125-inch tandem-axle day cab tractors 
with DD13 engines; and 250 Cascadia 125-inch tractors with a 72-inch raised roof and 
Detroit Diesel DD15 engines. 
 



http://www.bioprepwatch.com/authors/rita-uplend/news/all
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Penske Truck Leasing customers have also ordered an additional 132 Freightliner 
Business Class M2 106 trucks with SCR-equipped Cummins engines and 50 Cascadia 
tractors to date, equipped with a combination of Cummins ISX, DD13 and DD15 
engines.  
 
According to Freightliner, BlueTec emissions technology - Daimler's solution for meeting 
the 2010 EPA emissions standards - reduces emissions to near-zero levels of NOx and 
particulate matter as measured at the tailpipe and increases fuel economy by up to 5 
percent over other emission treatment systems.  
 
"Based on our own research and field testing, we determined that SCR emissions 
technology was the right fit for Penske and our customers to comply with the 2010 
standards," said Marc Althen, senior vice president, administration and procurement for 
Penske Truck Leasing.  
 
Penske Truck Leasing and Freightliner Trucks hosted a 16-city tour in late 2009 to 
educate Penske customers on the benefits of BlueTec SCR technology.  
 
 


Lake County tops state for clean air (Lake County Record Bee) 
 
By Katy Sweeny -- Staff reporter 
Updated: 05/03/2010 10:10:37 PM PDT 
LAKE COUNTY -- With noticeably clear skies and fresh air, Lake County ranked as 
having the 10th cleanest air in the nation for the annual particulate average 
concentrations, according to the American Lung Association's State of the Air Report 
released Wednesday.  


Douglas Gearhart, Air Pollution Control Officer of the Lake County Air Quality 
Management District, said residents, government and business work together to keep 
the air as clean as possible.  


"We just have a lot of people who really care," Gearhart said. "People think about it and 
make decisions that improve air quality or minimize degradation of air quality."  


Particle pollution is a mix of tiny solid and liquid particles in the air that can increase the 
risk of heart disease, lung cancer and asthma attacks and can interfere with the growth 
and work of the lungs, according to the air report.  


Lake County was the only California county to rank among the top 10 counties for 
cleanest air quality. Mendocino, Inyo, and Santa Cruz counties were the other counties 
in California to make the top 25. Lake County was also awarded an A grade for ozone 
and B grade for short-term particulate pollution.  
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The report based grades on three years of continuous air quality monitoring, 2006 
through 2008.  


"This is great, especially considering the wildfires in 2008," Gearhart said.  


In the 2009 State of the Air Report, Lake County was ranked third for cleanest air quality 
based on the particulate pollution average.  


The report measured from 2005 through 2007, so it didn't include the 2008 wildfires as 
this year's report did.  


Fire protection districts and CalFIRE work with the county to limit pollution. Gearhart 
said a prime example is the burn ban that went into effect Saturday.  


Industry also sets high standards to keep the air quality clean. Gearhart said the 
Geysers have significant regulations to produce low emissions as compared with looser 
restrictions in Sonoma County.  


Gearhart said people can take obvious steps to reduce pollution.  


"The biggest thing is to think about what you're doing and how that affects air quality 
before doing it," Gearhart said.  


Gearhart said people could walk to the store versus driving.  


"All these little things add up to big things in Lake County," Gearhart said.  


"Everyone knows the actions they take are polluting because you can see it or smell it," 
Gearhart said.  


Gearhart said strong local support for clean air measures enabled the county to comply 
with the Federal Clean Air Standards and with the more rigorous California standards 
for ozone and other air pollutants for the past 20 years. No other air district in California 
can match that record.  


"It is great to have our local community nationally recognized by the American Lung 
Association for their desire to have and maintain clean and healthful air in Lake County," 
he said.  


Contact Katy Sweeny at kdsweeny@gmail.com or call her directly at 263-5636, ext. 37.  


 
Mon., May 3, 2010 7:38pm (EDT)  


Atlanta Arts Building In National Contest to Save Energy (GPB) 
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By Melissa Stiers  
Updated: 11 hours ago  
 
ATLANTA — The building that is home to the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra is in a 
national competition to save energy. It's the first contest of its kind put on the 
Environmental Protection Agency.  
EPA officials say 17 percent of greenhouse gases come from commercial buildings, and 
they waste thirty percent of their energy.  
 
The EPA wants to show others how to go greener through a friendly competition. 
 
The Woodruff Arts Center in Atlanta is one of 14 selected buildings from a pool of 
hundreds who applied. 
 
"We have retrofitted all our lights to be energy efficient," says spokesperson for the 
Woodruff Arts Center Kathleen Covington. "They’re all on timers and go off in a certain 
time. What we hope to is inspire people to help us participate in the competition." 
 
Covington says her coworkers have started to do things like unplug their computers at 
the end of the day and they're considering eliminating plastic at food kiosks. 
 
The EPA will monitor the building’s energy consumption through August. 
 
There’s no real prize for the winner, says Covington except the recognition they’re doing 
a good thing for the environment.  


 


New air pollutants rules will cost Wright-Patt (Dayton Daily News) 
 
To comply, the base will have to spend $75M to $150M. 
By Jack Torry, Washington Bureau  
11:42 PM Monday, May 3, 2010  
WASHINGTON — The federal government’s proposed restrictions of toxic air pollutants 
is likely to cost Wright-Patterson Air Force tens of millions of dollars to upgrade the nine 
boilers that provide heat and electricity for the sprawling base. 


Base officials said they needed to study the proposed regulations by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency before they could calculate the cost of reducing their 
toxic emissions. 


But Ted Theopolos, a spokesman for Wright-Patterson, said that base officials 
estimated that it they would have had to pay between $75 million and $150 million to 
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comply with regulations proposed — but never put into effect — by the Bush 
administration in 2005. 


The rules proposed by the EPA last Friday are much tougher than those backed by the 
Bush administration. They call for a 50 percent reduction in mercury emissions from 
tens of thousands of industrial boilers that provide power to factories, hospitals, 
universities and oil refineries across the country. 


Wright-Patterson has six coal-fired boilers and three gas boilers that provide electricity 
and heat for the sprawling Air Force base. Industrial boilers are second only to coal-fired 
utility plants in emissions of mercury, which can cause damage to the brains and 
nervous systems of children. 


In addition, John Paul, administrator for the Regional Air Pollution Agency, said Monday 
that the Cargill and Appleton Paper plants would likely face new costs to upgrade their 
industrial boilers. 


“We have not heard from them that these costs are something that they cannot bear,’’ 
Paul said. But he said they should more than offset the health costs that hit people living 
in the area. 


The EPA has said it would allow 45 days for public reaction, including hearings. 


The EPA is hoping the proposed regulations will go into effect by the end of the year. 


Officials at Cargill and Appleton Paper did not return telephone calls seeking comment. 


 


AWARDS 
================================================================== 


Region 7 Awards $2 M for Stormwater, Wastewater Projects (EP Magazine) 
 
May 04, 2010  
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 7 has awarded $194,000 to East Prairie, 
Mo., for improvements to the existing storm sewer system, $1,164,000 to Plattsmouth, 
Neb., for a multi-phased sewer separation project, and $970,000 to Gravois Mills, Mo., 
for improvements to its existing wastewater system. 
East Prairie previously was awarded $194,000 in September 2009.  
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EPA Region 7 Administrator Karl Brooks said, “Awarding these water infrastructure 
funds will help prolong the useful life of the existing system. Water infrastructure is a 
basic necessity to protect community health and prosperity.” The agricultural drainage 
ditch East Prairie developed was enclosed in a large corrugated metal pipe 80 years 
ago, and that pipe has begun to fail. Since 2006, four sewer collapses have caused 
flooding within the city. These grant funds will help construct improvements that will 
apply a lining to 2,000 feet of the existing storm sewer.  
In Plattsmouth, water quality will be improved by removing the sanitary sewage flow 
from the stormwater currently being discharged to the Missouri River during storm 
events. The purpose of this project is to separate the sanitary flow from the existing 
combined sewer. A new sanitary sewer will be constructed to carry sanitary sewage 
flow to the existing wastewater treatment facility.  
Brooks explained that the grant to Gravois Mills will help to protect the water quality of 
the Lake of the Ozarks by helping to build new sewers and provide sewer service to 360 
households.  
The project will eliminate individual on-site systems that pollute surface and 
groundwater with disease-causing organisms, inadequately treated organic matter, and 
excessive levels of phosphorus and nitrogen.  
The Gravois Arm Sewer District in Gravois Mills was formed in 2002 to provide sewer 
service in an area near the Gravois Arm of the Lake of the Ozarks in Morgan County. 
The district has about 3,300 homes and 100 businesses and a population of about 
3,800. 


 


CLIMATE  CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 
================================================================== 


Cuccinelli demands files from U-Va (Washington Post) 
 
May 4, 2010 Tuesday  
Suburban Edition 
METRO; Pg. B01 
Maryland 
Cuccinelli demands files from U-Va.;  
Sought under fraud law Data part of applications for climate study grants 
By: Rosalind S. Helderman 
RICHMOND 
Virginia Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli II is demanding that the University of Virginia 
turn over a broad range of documents from a former professor to determine whether he 
defrauded taxpayers as he sought grants for global warming research. 
 
The civil investigative demand asks for all data and materials presented by former 
professor Michael Mann when he applied for five research grants from the university. It 
also gives the school until May 27 to produce all correspondence or e-mails between 
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Mann and 39 other scientists since 1999. 
 
The actions by Cuccinelli (R) -- who has sued the federal government over its regulation 
of greenhouse gases and has become a leading national voice in alleging that scientists 
have skewed data to show evidence the Earth is warming -- were cheered by those on 
the right, who have long targeted Mann as a leading proponent of the theory.  
 
Mann, who works at Penn State, was one of the authors of the "hockey stick" graph, a 
study that used a variety of data, including tree rings, to chart climate change. His 
research showed a rapid recent increase in the Earth's temperature. 
 
Mann's work has been repeatedly targeted by global warming skeptics, particularly after 
an e-mail from him referring to a statistical "trick" he used in his research surfaced in a 
series of leaked e-mails from the University of East Anglia's Climatic Research Unit. 
Mann has said the e-mail was taken out of context, and an inquiry by Penn State 
concluded that there was no evidence Mann has engaged in efforts to falsify or 
suppress data. 
 
Mann and several academic groups decried Cuccinelli's subpoena as an unprecedented 
inquisition that could threaten academic freedom. 
 
"I think he's simply trying to smear me as part of a larger campaign to discredit my 
science," said Mann, who left the University of Virginia in 2005. 
 
Rachel Levinson, senior counsel with the American Association of University 
Professors, said Cuccinelli's request had "echoes of McCarthyism." 
 
"It would be incredibly chilling to anyone else practicing in either the same area or in any 
politically sensitive area," she said. 
 
In an interview, Cuccinelli said the request is part of an "open inquiry" into whether there 
were "knowing inconsistencies" made by Mann as he sought taxpayer dollars to fund 
research. 
 
"In light of the Climategate e-mails, there does seem to at least be an argument to be 
made that a course was undertaken by some of the individuals involved, including 
potentially Michael Mann, where they were steering a course to reach a conclusion," he 
said. "Our act, frankly, just requires honesty." 
 
Carol Wood, a spokesman for the University of Virginia, confirmed that the school had 
received the April 23 request. She said that it will take time for the university to decide 
how to proceed but that "the university has a legal obligation to answer this request and 
it is our intention to respond to the extent required by law." 
 
According to the document, the demand was issued under the Virginia Fraud Against 
Taxpayers Act, a 2002 law that gives the attorney general the right to demand 
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documents and testimony in cases in which tax dollars have allegedly been obtained 
falsely by state employees. The document indicates that Cuccinelli is investigating 
possible violations of sections of the act forbidding employees from making false claims 
for payment, submitting false records for payment or conspiring to defraud the state. 
 
If Cuccinelli were to successfully pursue a civil allegation against Mann, the professor 
could be forced to return research money or pay a civil fine. 
 
"It's essentially a subpoena," said Steve Benjamin, a Richmond defense attorney who 
advises the General Assembly on legal issues. "It permits the issuance of that 
subpoena without the filing of any lawsuit and without the intervention or permission of 
any court." 
 
Tim Donaghy, a scientific integrity analyst with the Union of Concerned Scientists, said 
that although Mann and other climate scientists have been called to defend their 
science before Congress and other bodies, he was not aware of a previous attorney 
general investigating their work as fraud. "It would be a disturbing precedent," he said. 
 
But Mark R. Levin, president of the Landmark Legal Foundation, a leading group 
challenging climate change science, said Cuccinelli's inquiry is logical given his suit 
against the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
"There is no scientific consensus on global warming or Mann's influence on global 
warming, if indeed it is occurring," Levin said. "The federal government is relying on junk 
science. So it's perfectly reasonable the attorney general is raising these issues." 
 
This is not the university's first brush with the political sensitivities of the climate change 
issue. In 2006, then-Gov. Timothy M. Kaine (D) asked that former Virginia state 
climatologist and university professor Patrick J. Michaels make clear that he was not 
speaking on behalf of the state when he publicly offered skepticism about global 
warming. 
 
Michaels, who is a fellow at the Cato Institute, said: "There was a great deal of 
academic intolerance shown to me, and, because of that, I don't want to comment on 
this. That's not the way we should behave." 


 


Va. attorney general demands climate researcher's documents (Greenwire) 
 
(05/03/2010) 
Virginia Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli (R) has ordered the University of Virginia to 
hand over documents pertaining to the work of Michael Mann, a prominent climatologist 
involved in the "Climategate" scandal. 
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Cuccinelli, who has filed a lawsuit challenging U.S. EPA's authority to regulate 
greenhouse gas emissions, sent a "civil investigative demand" (CID) for Mann's 
documents on April 23, the university said. The attorney general's office would not 
confirm or deny the request. 


Mann, a Pennsylvania State University professor who created the "hockey stick" graph 
showing a recent rise in global temperatures, received $484,875 in state-funded grants 
for climate change research while working at the University of Virginia between 1999 
and 2005. Some of his correspondence with researchers at the United Kingdom's 
University of East Anglia was included in a bundle of private e-mails that was leaked to 
the public late last year. 


Climate skeptics said the correspondence showed the manipulation of data to 
exaggerate climate change, undermining the scientific basis for greenhouse gas 
regulation. An internal inquiry at Penn State cleared Mann of wrongdoing (ClimateWire, 
Feb. 4). 


"The university has received the CID from the state's attorney general regarding 
Michael Mann's work," spokeswoman Carol Wood said. "Because of the scope of the 
request for information it will take some time for us to review it and decide how best to 
proceed with gathering information. The university has a legal obligation to answer this 
request, and it is our intention to respond to the extent required by law" (Brian McNeill, 
Charlottesville [Va.] Daily Progress, April 30). -- GN 


 
 


ENERGY 
================================================================== 
Posted on Mon, May. 03, 2010  


JCPenney Sets Goal to Reduce Energy Use 20 Percent by 2015 (Bradenton 
Herald) 
 
Company’s Commitment to Energy Conservation Prevented 80 Million Pounds of 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 2009 
J. C. Penney Company, Inc. (NYSE: JCP) today announced an environmental goal to 
reduce facility energy consumption 20 percent per gross square foot by 2015 through 
increasing energy efficiency improvements and driving a company culture which 
advocates and practices conservation. Over the past decade, the Company has 
invested more than $130 million to improve the energy efficiency of its existing stores 
and logistics centers by installing advanced metering technology, building control 
systems, lighting retrofits and high-efficiency heating, ventilation and air-conditioning 
(HVAC) systems. In 2009 alone, these combined efforts resulted in a year-over-year 
elimination of approximately 80 million pounds of greenhouse gas emissions by 
reducing energy use across comparable stores. 



http://eenews.net/climatewire/2010/02/04/archive/4

http://www2.dailyprogress.com/cdp/news/local/article/attorney_general_demands_papers_on_climate_data_from_uva/55634/
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JCPenney has taken an inclusive, “hands-on” approach to addressing the Company’s 
environmental impact. In 2004, JCPenney launched an Associate awareness and 
engagement program, now referred to as EMPowered, which encourages and educates 
every Associate to seek out innovative ways to save energy. Associates are regarded 
as environmental stewards who are actively involved in helping to reduce the 
Company’s overall emissions by curtailing unnecessary energy usage. Through 
EMPowered, JCPenney stores designate an “Energy Captain” who takes responsibility 
for monitoring energy usage levels, identifying opportunities for improvement and 
promoting energy-saving efforts throughout the facility. JCPenney logistics centers 
employ similar initiatives using Associate-based “Green Teams.” 


“To become a more sustainable business, we needed to involve our 150,000 Associates 
whose individual actions and habits can have a profound effect in achieving energy 
conservation every day,” said Myron E. (Mike) Ullman, III, chairman and chief executive 
officer of JCPenney. “A true commitment to environmental progress begins with an 
organization that is willing to take the necessary steps toward a cleaner environment.” 


Due to the Company’s comprehensive approach to energy management, JCPenney 
was the first retailer to earn the ENERGY STAR® Award for Sustained Excellence by 
the U.S. Department of Energy and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
JCPenney recently earned its 100th ENERGY STAR building certification for the 
JCPenney store in Glenwood Springs, Colo. To be certified, stores must attain an 
energy efficiency rating in the top quartile for all retail buildings while maintaining 
appropriate levels of comfort, lighting and air quality. The Company seeks to achieve 
ENERGY STAR certifications for a total of 200 Stores by the end of 2010 – a significant 
accomplishment given the average age of JCPenney stores. 


Exploring Renewable Options 


Complementing the Company’s energy management strategy, JCPenney is aspiring 
over time to obtain 25 percent of its total operating power from renewable sources. 
JCPenney currently hosts rooftop solar power systems on nine California and New 
Jersey stores with at least three more locations being planned for this year. In addition, 
JCPenney hosts 12 Architectural Wind™ turbines at its Manchester, Conn. logistics 
center as part of a joint project with AeroVironment, Inc. The small, modular turbines are 
specially designed to harness the building’s aerodynamics to bolster electrical power 
generation. When the turbines are operating at optimal speed, the expected power 
generated is equal to the electricity used to light up a 50,000-square-foot warehouse 
space. JCPenney is also piloting the commercial use of a wind energy project at its 
Reno, Nev. logistics center. The project utilizes Broadstar Wind Systems™ patented 
AeroCam wind turbine technology; an innovative cycloturbine design built to generate 
electricity from multiple blades that turn on a horizontal axis. Installation of a second 
generation design is expected to be completed later this year. 


JCPenney’s energy reduction goal is a reflection of the Company’s commitment to the 
environment based on a social responsibility platform known as JCPcares™. For 



http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.energystar.gov%2Findex.cfm%3Fc%3Dbusiness.bus_index&esheet=6274121&lan=en_US&anchor=ENERGY+STAR%C2%AE&index=1&md5=473a22e2edf97e1832c136db94cd78f8

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.avinc.com%2F&esheet=6274121&lan=en_US&anchor=AeroVironment%2C+Inc&index=2&md5=b2aac52a35fdfa16c637f3bb0476884b

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.broadstarwindsystems.com%2Fhome.php&esheet=6274121&lan=en_US&anchor=Broadstar+Wind+Systems&index=3&md5=7780b5f71934fae0254eea4d3d06b58b
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detailed information regarding JCPcares initiatives, JCPenney has released its 2009 
Corporate Social Responsibility Report, which is available for download at 
www.jcpenney.net. 


About JCPenney 


JCPenney is one of America's leading retailers, operating 1,110 department stores 
throughout the United States and Puerto Rico, as well as one of the largest apparel and 
home furnishing sites on the Internet, jcp.com, and the nation's largest general 
merchandise catalog business. Through these integrated channels, JCPenney offers a 
wide array of national, private and exclusive brands which reflect the Company's 
commitment to providing customers with style and quality at a smart price. Traded as 
"JCP" on the New York Stock Exchange, the Company posted revenue of $17.6 billion 
in 2009 and is executing its strategic plan to be the growth leader in the retail industry. 
Key to this strategy is JCPenney's "Every Day Matters" brand positioning, intended to 
generate deeper, more emotionally driven relationships with customers by fully 
engaging the Company's approximately 150,000 Associates to offer encouragement, 
provide ideas and inspire customers every time they shop with JCPenney. For more 
information visit www.jcpenney.net 


 
 
 


FUEL 
================================================================== 


Maryland researchers turn poplar trees into biofuel (Baltimore Sun) 
 
By Meredith Cohn, The Baltimore Sun 
May 3, 2010 
In response to a national call for homegrown, Earth-friendly fuels to fill Americans' gas 
tanks, a couple of University of Maryland researchers are planting trees. 
 
Fuel derived from the hardy, fast-growing common poplar could eventually replace 
some of the billions of gallons of petroleum-based fuel now pumped a year, say 
biologist Gary Coleman and engineer Ganesh Sriram, who have partnered to help turn 
the woody plant into a widely used biofuel. 
 
"Oil is a finite resource," said Coleman, a professor of plant science in the College of 
Agriculture and Natural Resources. "I don't think there is any doubt in 10 years people 
will be using advanced biofuels." 
 
The Obama administration has made development of biofuels a priority, citing the 
national security and environmental concerns with petroleum-based fuel — a problem 
driven home by the devastating oil spill along the Gulf Coast. The president toured the 



http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jcpenney.net%2Fshared%2Fcontent%2FCSR%2Fcsr_2009%2Findex.html&esheet=6274121&lan=en_US&anchor=www.jcpenney.net&index=4&md5=5bf968cc5f450055e0dd6d7d4d879d3a

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.jcpenney.net&esheet=6274121&lan=en_US&anchor=www.jcpenney.net&index=5&md5=76eb4191863779eac7c66fa51bda8cf0
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Midwest last week to tout renewable energy development, and the U.S. government 
already has mandated that biofuel production reach 36 billion gallons by 2022, tripling 
current levels. 
 
Most biofuel now comes from corn in the form of ethanol, which is added to gasoline to 
increase its octane and decrease its harmful emissions. But the government is moving 
away from corn kernels, a food source, and has called for at least 60 percent of new 
biofuel to be derived from other sources. 
 
A portion will come from cellulosic, or fiber-based, biofuel — the kind that comes from 
trees. To that end, millions in federal funds have been dedicated to research and 
processing plant construction. 
 
Globally, other crops such as sugar are used to make biofuel. And more, including 
willow trees, algae and switchgrass, are in the race with poplars to become the next 
viable crop. But the government and scientists see poplars as having an edge because 
they naturally grow to about 70 feet in five or six years and grow just about anywhere. 
 
Sugar, used to make biofuel in Brazil, for example, is sensitive to the cold in much of the 
United States. 
 
Poplars would use up land, too, but not as much as corn and not in place of food crops, 
said Sriram, a professor of chemical and biomolecular engineering in the A. James 
Clark School of Engineering. Poplars, also called cottonwood or aspen, already are 
farmed, but for paper and timber. 
 
"The scientific community already decided that poplars would make a good biofuel," 
Sriram said. "It's been studied since the '70s." 
 
But after the 1970s oil crisis ended and gas prices dropped, so did the sense of urgency 
and research dollars, he said. Enough technology developed to turn trees into ethanol 
for use as a gas additive, but there's a lack of infrastructure and the cost would be high. 
 
New research aims to make a cheaper and more advanced biofuel that could replace 
gasoline. Making that possible is a $3.2 million grant the researchers recently won from 
the National Science Foundation's Plant Genome Research Project, which funds work 
on plants that have potential economic and agricultural importance. 
 
Also helping is the recent completion of the tree's genome by the scientific community. 
The complete tree map allows the researchers to identify and manipulate thousands of 
specific genes in their quest to understand and improve poplars' use of nitrogen, a key 
factor in the life cycle of the tree. 
 
The plants store nitrogen in their branches in winter and send it back to the leaves in the 
spring. If researchers can make a tree cycle the nitrogen more efficiently, it will grow 
faster and use less fertilizer, a major cost saving. 
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"The more efficient we make the process, the more economical this will be," Coleman 
said. "But we're not there yet." 
 
The trees would also absorb carbon as they grow, offsetting emissions from poplar-
based fuel, he said. 
 
Once the researchers perfect the cycle, they will hand off the job of making fuel to 
others. 
 
As this is happening over the next decade, officials at the Department of Energy will 
move forward on other fronts. They expect that in a couple of years, ethanol from 
nonfood sources such as trees, grasses, algae, and forestry and crop waste will replace 
much of the corn-based fuel and the amount added to gasoline will be increased. 
 
Ethanol is not likely to replace petroleum because, unlike advanced biofuels, it would 
require its own delivery system and modified cars to run on it, said Valerie Sarisky-
Reed, acting program manager for the Energy Department's Biomass Program. 
 
But ethanol will remain important in the short term as an additive that helps the 
environment and expands the petroleum-based fuel supply, she said. And it will remain 
important in the long term because a recent government study predicted those 
advanced biofuels will only be able to replace about a third of the transportation fuel 
used in the United States in the coming decades. 
 
Meanwhile, financing technology development and processing plants will remain a 
challenge, Sarisky-Reed said. The private sector will be reluctant to invest in unproven 
technologies and the government has limits. 
 
She also acknowledged critics who fear growing genetically modified crops for fuel will 
squeeze out traditional crops and have unknown consequences. The government has 
policies to try to prevent their spread, but she said that modifying crops to use less 
water and fertilizer is desirable. (The Maryland professors now destroy all of the trees 
they grow in labs for research.) 
 
"Cost is the major drawback here," she said. "Petroleum has plenty of years on us. The 
technology is coming along, but it's difficult for industry to get financing for technology 
that is not tested." 
 
An official at the Renewable Fuels Association, which represents the U.S. ethanol 
industry, agreed and said the economic downturn has made financing even tougher. 
Spokesman Matt Hartwig said the Department of Energy needs to do more. 
 
Hartwig said corn-based ethanol plants can be altered to accommodate fuel from 
cellulosic sources such as trees more cheaply than building new plants. Once the 
woody material is broken down into sugar it is fermented and turned to fuel, like sugar 
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from corn. But it would still be a gamble since there aren't developed markets. 
 
Some members are forging ahead with new plants, however, for the environment 
and for their own future bottom lines, he said. Others will follow when costs 
decline. 
 
"This will all happen in phases," he said. "A few million gallons are being produced at 
various demonstration and pilot plants across the country. It's not a lot, but once it's 
proven then others will look at how to scale that up to 50 million or 100 million. The 
average corn-based ethanol plant produces an average of 100 million gallons a year." 
 
In that same time, Americans will use 130 billion gallons of gasoline. 
 
meredith.cohn@baltsun.com 
 
 
Renewable transportation fuels 
 
The government, scientific community and industry are working on biofuels to help 
wean the country from petroleum-based fuels that are considered harmful to the 
environment, a national security problem and a finite resource. Here are the pros and 
cons of some of the crops being examined and used, as described by some of those 
involved in the process: 
 
Corn: Is used to produce most of the ethanol that is added to gasoline now to improve 
octane and reduce emissions. But its use diverts crops from the food supply. Ethanol 
also remains largely an additive in gas because as a fuel new infrastructure and 
modified cars are needed. 
 
Sugar: Is used in Brazil to produce ethanol but doesn't grow well in colder climates 
found in much of the United States. It's also a food crop. 
 
Food oils, both new and used: Environmentally, this is better than gasoline, and in 
some cases this is use of a waste product. But cars need to be modified to run on it. It 
can be added to petroleum-based diesel fuel to make a biodiesel that improves 
emissions. 
 
Trees, grasses and corn and wood waste: Would be expensive to make into ethanol 
because of a lack of infrastructure. There is promise in making advanced fuels that 
would emit fewer greenhouse gases, but they would use up land, though not as much 
as corn and not on existing farms. This fuel could replace gasoline without modified cars 
or a new delivery system. 
 
 



mailto:meredith.cohn@baltsun.com
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GENERAL 
================================================================== 


OPM's OpenGov Plan (Next Gov) 
 
By Brittany Ballenstedt   05/03/10 12:46 pm ET  
The Office of Personnel Management's open government plan ranked in the top five of 
all federal agencies creating such plans to improve transparency and collaboration, 
according to a recent audit by OpenTheGovernment.org.  


Results of the audit, released Monday, ranked OPM in fifth place behind NASA, the 
Environmental Protection Agency and the Agriculture and Housing and Urban 
Development departments for having the strongest open government plans of all federal 
agencies. Other agencies, like the Defense, Energy, Justice and Treasury departments, 
as well as the Office of Management and Budget, received the lowest rankings.  


An Obama administration directive issued Dec. 8 instructed agencies to release a 
formal plan to improve transparency and collaboration. OPM's plan, issued April 7, 
includes a leading project called the Flagship Initiative, which involves implementing 
collaboration and knowledge management technologies such as e-libraries, document 
management tools, virtual worlds and social networking tools to help build employee 
knowledge, enable better management of workforce talent and provide sustainable 
sharing and collaboration.  


OPM's plan provides significant detail and pledges to look closely at current efforts and 
make needed improvements in a reasonable timeframe, OpenTheGovernment noted. 
But the plan could be improved by the inclusion of a link to the office's efforts to improve 
participation and would benefit from specific dates and timelines for the actions planned 
on transparency, participation and collaboration, the audit states.  


 


 


GRANTS 
================================================================== 


Waterfront project in BF moves ahead (Brattleboro Reformer) 
 
By HOWARD WEISS-TISMAN / Reformer Staff 
Tuesday May 4, 2010  
BELLOWS FALLS -- A plan to develop waterfront property in the village along the 
Connecticut River will move ahead after the Bellows Falls Historical Society recently 
was awarded a $200,000 grant from the Environmental Protection Agency.  



http://wiredworkplace.nextgov.com/brittany_ballenstedt/

http://sites.google.com/site/opengovtplans/

http://wiredworkplace.nextgov.com/2010/04/opm_releases_opengov_plan.php?oref=search

mailto:HWEISSTISMAN@reformer.com?subject=Brattleboro%20Reformer:%20Waterfront%20project%20in%20BF%20moves%20ahead
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The money, which was part of the almost $3 million Vermont received in the latest 
round of EPA Brownfields grants, will allow the historical society to create a trail system 
and public park along the river.  


The plan is part of a larger development project to connect the downtown with nature 
trails on Bald Hill and a way to open up more of the village’s historic buildings through 
an interpretive trail system.  


"This is very exciting. This means that this project is going to happen," said Windham 
Regional Commission senior planner Susan McMahon, who is working with the village 
on the project. "We hope this will jumpstart the entire development of the waterfront in 
Bellows Falls."  


EPA Brownfields grants are given out to communities that are trying to rehabilitate 
former industrial and commercial properties that are contaminated with hazardous 
materials.  


The Bellows Falls site includes buildings from the former paper industry that dominated 
the village at the turn of the 20th century.  


McMahon said the money will be used to remediate contaminated land and make the 
property available for recreation.  


The first phase of the project will include capping the contaminated soil, installing a 
geotextile layer, and developing a paved riverfront trail.  


The historical society also hopes to put in a parking area.  


The work should begin this year and be completed by the fall, McMahon said.  


The EPA grant is only the first step, and the project will eventually include interpretive 
signs, a nature and bird sanctuary, and an overlook terrace.  


McMahon said the project will feature green remediation techniques, including recycled 
construction materials such as crushed glass, re-use of soil and re-use of historic 
salvaged structures from the region’s industrial past.  


The village of Bellows Falls and the historical society are swapping land to help the 
project move ahead. At last week’s Bellows Falls Trustees meeting, the board agreed to 
be a joint applicant for the zoning permit to allow the historical society to ask for the 
permit at the Rockingham Zoning Board’s May meeting.  


The land deal has not been signed yet and historical society member Stewart Read said 
at the meeting that the group wanted to get the work done this summer, now that the 
EPA grant has been awarded.  
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At the meeting, Read said the group is looking to construct a bridge over the village 
storm water canal and also start work on a poet’s seat, which is currently on land owned 
by the village.  


"It will be nice to se this project completed," Bellows Falls president Roger Riccio said 
after the board approved the joint application.  


Howard Weiss-Tisman can be reached at hwtisman@reform-er.com or 802-254-2311, 
ext. 279. 


 


Bridgeport schools get $25,000 federal grant for recycling (Bridgeport News) 
 
Connecticut 
Tuesday, 04 May 2010 03:27  
The city Board of Education has received a $25,000 grant from the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency to start a pilot recycling program at Luis Munoz Marin School and 
Geraldine Johnson School in the upcoming school year. 


The funds will come from the EPA’s Healthy Communities Grant Program. The goal is 
to expand the program to all city schools in the near future.  


“It is our commitment to start a successful program that will be institutionalized across 
the district,” said School Supt. John J. Ramos Sr., thanking Mayor Bill Finch for offering 
the use of the city Central Grants Department to assist with the application process. 


The project goals are to establish school recycling teams, educate youth and their 
families about recycling and its benefits, and increase the recycling capacity of the 
schools. 


Finch said Central Grants worked closely with the school system’s Building Operations 
Department to secure the grant. 


“We’re looking forward to working together with the Board of Education to promote 
recycling in the schools; and to help enhance the city’s efforts to increase recycling by 
our residents,” Finch said. 


 


Brownfields Grants Awarded (Hartford Courant) 
 
1:51 PM EDT, May 3, 2010 
Connecticut is among several New England states to receive a portion of $16.1 million 
in U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Brownfields Grants to assess, clean and 
redevelop abandoned or contaminated properties.  



mailto:hwtisman@reform-er.com
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The grant money will assist work to reclaim old textile mills, sites containing hazardous 
substances and other abandoned industrial and commercial properties. In total, EPA 
New England received 58 out of the 304 grants through the Brownfields Assessment, 
Revolving Loan Fund and Cleanup Grants programs.  
 
The federal brownfields grants include: $200,000 to East Hampton for a community 
wide assessment; $200,000 to Griswold for cleanup at the former Triangle Plastic Wire 
and Cable Co.; $124,500 to Hartford for cleanup at Ramon Qurious Park; $200,000 in 
Middletown for cleanup at Remington Rand Complex; $200,000 in New Haven for 
cleanup at 10 Wall Street and $1 million for the city's community wide revolving loan 
fund; $600,00 to the Preston Redevelopment Agency for cleanup at the former Norwich 
State Hospital property; $200,000 in Shelton for cleanup at the former Cel-lastik Parcel; 
and $400,000 to the Waterbury Development Corp. for a community-wide assessment. 
 
— Melissa Pionzio  
 
 
 


HAZARDOUS  WASTE 
================================================================== 
Article published May 4, 2010 
 
Daniels seeks info on ArcelorMittal waste (South Bend Tribune) 
 
BURNS HARBOR, Ind. (AP) -- Indiana Gov. Mitch Daniels said he's been asking 
questions about sprawling waste piles outside ArcelorMittal's steel-making complex 
along Lake Michigan that environmentalists want tested for hazardous materials. 
 
Daniels said he has inquired about the waste and wants to make sure it is "appropriate." 
The governor said the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has not raised any issue 
about the northwestern Indiana waste piles. 
 
"I've been asking a lot of questions and I'm trying to make certain this thing is 
appropriate," he told the editorial board of the Post-Tribune of Merrillville. "I know we've 
displeased you guys mightily on some of these things." 
 
The Post-Tribune has detailed environmentalists' concerns about the waste, which the 
newspaper said ArcelorMittal officials have named "Easterly's Pile" after Tom Easterly, 
the commissioner of the Indiana Department of Environmental Management. 
 
Easterly was the top environmental manager at one of ArcelorMittal's predecessors, 
Bethlehem Steel Corp., from 1994 to 2000. He became IDEM commissioner in January 
2005.The waste piles at the company's Burns Harbor site have been around since at 
least the early 1980s, well before Easterly's tenure at Bethlehem Steel, IDEM 
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spokeswoman Amy Hartsock told the newspaper. 
 
Bethlehem Steel recycled various wastes in its sinter plant in the mid-1980s. But under 
Easterly's watch, the company reported to the EPA in 1999 that although it had stopped 
recycling 14 years earlier, it still had treatment plant sludge and other waste sitting in 
the open. 
 
In its latest inspection report, IDEM indicated it was not taking enforcement action 
against ArcelorMittal for open dumping because the company has periodically recycled 
some waste and has applied for a landfill permit to dispose of the waste. 
 
The company is allowed to stockpile waste for recycling for up to six months. 
 
It's unclear how much of the waste at the company's property is recycled.Critics, 
including Valparaiso lawyer Kim Ferraro of the Legal Environmental Aid Foundation of 
Indiana, have repeatedly asked IDEM for an explanation of Easterly's involvement. 
 
 


PESTICIDES 
================================================================== 
 
EPA gives Pioneer OK for new corn seed (DesMoines Register) 
 
By DAN PILLER • dpiller@dmreg.com • May 4,  
2010  
Pioneer Hi-Bred said Monday it has received approval from the Environmental 
Protection Agency for its new AcreMax corn seed, which enables farmers to plant more 
biotech corn. 
 
AcreMax is Pioneer's entry into the reduced-refuge seed market against SmartStax 
seed, which  
Monsanto has begun selling for this year's planting season. 
 
Pests such as rootworm and corn borer can mutate into forms resistant to genetically 
modified seed traits. To prevent that, the EPA requires farmers to set aside 20 percent 
of acreage planted with seed free from anti-pest biotech traits. Farmers usually treat 
refuges with conventional pesticides. 
 
Pioneer's AcreMax will reduce the refuge to 10 percent by eliminating the need for a 
rootworm  
refuge and allow the refuge for corn borers to be on more distant fields, thus making 
planting more simple. 
 
"The refuge can be as much as a half-mile away," said Bill Belzer, Pioneer's senior 
marketing manager for North American corn. 
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AcreMax differs from Monsanto's new SmartStax corn seeds, which reduces the refuge 
to 5 percent of acreage but within a specific field. Monsanto said Monday it is readying 
its own "refuge in a bag" seed that it said would eliminate the refuge entirely. 
 
 
UPDATE 1- 


DuPont says EPA approves Optimum AcreMax I seeds (Reuters) 
 
9:42am EDT 
* Says EPA signs off on "refuge in a bag" approach 
* Expected to debut in 2011 
NEW YORK, May 3 (Reuters) - DuPont <DD.N> said on Monday the Environmental 
Protection Agency has approved its Optimum AcreMax I, a product the company says 
will save farmers time and make it easier for them to use hybrid seeds. 


The decision, which was not unexpected, lets the company, also known as E.I. du Pont 
de Nemours & Co, better compete with rival Monsanto Co <MON.N>. 


Genetically modified crops have been extremely popular among U.S. farmers in recent 
years. The Optimum AcreMax seeds feature traits such as drought-, herbicide- and 
pest-resistance, and often produce larger yields. 


Regulators, though, had required farmers to also plant a "refuge" crop to prevent insects 
from developing a resistance to genetically modified crops. 


The Optimum AcreMax I product includes a refuge crop in the bag for farmers, 
simplifying the planting process, DuPont said. 


The product is expected to debut in the 2011 planting season. 


"Customers told us what they needed, and we responded with an innovative solution 
that works better for growers," said Paul Schickler, president of Pioneer Hi-Bred, 
DuPont's agricultural unit. 


DuPont's shares closed Friday at $39.84, and have traded between $23.91 and $41.45 
in the past 52 weeks. (Reporting by Ernest Scheyder, editing by Maureen Bavdek)  
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POLITICAL 


Gov't oversight posts remain empty (Politico) 
 
By: John Solomon - Center for Public Integrity  
May 4, 2010 05:11 AM EDT  


Even as President Barack Obama expands the federal government to fulfill an ambitious 
domestic and international agenda, many of the oversight posts charged with ensuring the 
government’s transparency and accountability remain vacant, according to a review by the 
Center for Public Integrity.  
 
At least 15 of the 73 inspectors general, chief auditors or whistleblower protection jobs 
across government are unfilled or are being covered by acting officials, according to the 
review. Many of the openings have languished for a year or more.  
 
The State Department, for instance, has been without an inspector general since early 
2008, when Howard Krongard resigned after a controversy involving investigations into 
spending in Iraq and Afghanistan. Similarly, the CIA, often in the limelight with its 
sweeping spy powers, hasn’t had a presidentially appointed inspector general since John 
Helgerson retired in March 2009.  
 
Congress created the job of inspector general in 1978 with a law that directed the 
president to appoint 12 watchdogs to guard against wrongdoing at Cabinet agencies. 
Today, the number of IGs has grown to cover 69 agencies, and the jobs have come to 
symbolize the government’s commitment to accountability and transparency.  
 
“The key mechanism for holding government agencies accountable for their performance 
is inspectors general,” said Clark Kent Ervin, who served as the Homeland Security 
Department’s first chief watchdog from 2003 to 2004. “So it is troubling that there are so 
many vacancies in key government agencies.”  
 
Other critical watchdog jobs also remain unfilled. The top jobs at the Office of Special 
Counsel, charged with protecting federal whistleblowers, and the comptroller general of 
the Government Accountability Office, Congress’s main investigative agency, have been 
vacant for more than 18 months and two years, respectively.  
 
“I am troubled by even a single prolonged vacancy,” said Rep. Edolphus Towns (D-N.Y.), 
chairman of the House Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. “I encourage 
the Obama administration to act expeditiously in filling these vacancies and to nominate a 
new special counsel without delay.”  
 
In the first 15 months of the Obama administration, four of the president’s nominees to be 
inspectors general — at NASA, the Department of Education, the Small Business 
Administration and the Pentagon — were confirmed. Others have not fared so well.  
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Arthur Elkins Jr., nominated in November to be inspector general for the Environmental 
Protection Agency, still hasn’t been confirmed by the Senate, leaving the EPA’s top 
watchdog job occupied on an acting basis by a career official.  
 
Likewise, Obama’s picks for the Corporation for National and Community Service, 
nominated in February, and the Federal Housing Finance Agency, nominated in April, also 
remain unconfirmed by the Senate. 
Other vacancies include the inspectors general at the Department of Labor and the 
Export-Import Bank. The administration has not announced nominees for either position.  
 
There also are openings at the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Federal 
Communications Commission, the National Endowment for the Arts and the Federal Labor 
Relations Authority, according to the website for the Council of Inspectors General on 
Integrity and Efficiency, the main organization for inspectors general. But those agencies 
don’t require presidential appointments and simply hire their watchdogs from the outside, 
according to the White House.  
 
“The president takes seriously government oversight and accountability,” said White 
House spokesman Ben LaBolt. “Candidates for a number of these posts are in the vetting 
stage.”  
 
Congress also has two of its own watchdog openings to fill.  
 
Former Comptroller General David Walker stepped down in March 2008, and the office 
has been under the command of acting Comptroller General Gene L. Dodaro for more 
than two years. Names of possible candidates reportedly have been sent to the White 
House to make the nominations.  
 
In addition, the House of Representatives is searching for a new inspector general after 
the longtime watchdog for Congress announced his retirement in December.  
 
In the absence of a permanent inspector general, career staffs continue to produce their 
daily audit and investigative work. But the agencies often are left to the care of an “acting” 
leader who lacks the authority, public standing and ability to set the agenda that a Senate-
approved presidential appointee brings to the job, officials said.  
 
Labor’s top watchdog job has been open since mid-2008, when then-Inspector General 
Gordon S. Heddell was named acting inspector general at the Pentagon. Heddell was 
formally confirmed as the Defense Department’s chief watchdog last July, but his job at 
Labor has gone unfilled for about two years.  
 
The department initially named Deputy Inspector General Daniel Petrole to be the acting 
inspector general, but the vacancy has stretched on for so long that Petrole was forced 
under federal employment rules to go back to his former job, officials told the Center.  
 
A little-noticed provision in the financial services bill that the Senate is struggling to debate 
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has raised the prospect of even more vacancies in the watchdog community.  
 
Five financial regulatory agencies — the Securities and Exchange Commission, the 
Pension Benefit Guaranty Corp., the Commodity Futures Trading Commission, the 
National Credit Union Administration and the Federal Reserve Board — for years have 
hired their own inspectors general because Congress had not included them in the system 
that requires a president to appoint them.  
 
But a provision in the financial markets reform legislation passed by the House last 
December would remove those independently hired IGs in favor of political appointees 
named by the president and confirmed by the Senate. Senators have been struggling to 
consider that legislation, failing to overcome GOP opposition to the House-passed bill. 
The current holders of those jobs are fighting the change, suggesting it would jeopardize 
the political independence they have enjoyed in aggressively pursuing wrongdoing inside 
their agencies.  
 
“Despite the intentions of its drafters, the language converting each of the five inspectors 
general to presidential appointment with Senate confirmation does not enhance the 
existing statutory independence and authority of our offices,” the five current inspectors 
general wrote Congress in February. “To the contrary, we are concerned that subtitle C 
would potentially politicize these appointments, such that our independence, and that of 
our successors, would be threatened.”  
 
Iowa Sen. Chuck Grassley, the senior Republican on the Senate Finance Committee and 
a longtime champion of whistleblowers and inspectors general, also opposes the change 
because of concerns that it would hurt the watchdogs’ independence.  
 
“Making these five inspectors general presidentially appointed goes in exactly the opposite 
direction of independence, because these positions run relatively small offices and don’t 
have the professional staffs that contribute to independent work in the biggest 
departments,” Grassley said.  
 
Over the years, government watchdogs have produced some memorable investigations, 
uncovering federal workers who watched pornography from government computers, 
revealing that federal housing vouchers were still being paid to dead Americans and 
disclosing the FBI’s illegal gathering of phone records.  
 
For instance, longtime Interior Department Inspector General Earl Devaney won 
accolades for his investigative work before he was picked by Obama to lead the massive 
job of accounting for all $787 billion spent under the 2009 economic stimulus law. The 
dean of the IG community, Devaney’s oversight work over the years at Interior helped 
uncover the Jack Abramoff lobbying scandal and another scandal involving sex and gifts 
inside the agency that leases federal lands for oil and gas drilling.  
 
On a daily basis, the offices of inspectors general investigate more mundane employee 
misconduct and contracting fraud, and they also conduct annual audits of agencies’ 
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accounting books. The inspectors general themselves are frequent witnesses before 
Congress, helping the legislative branch fulfill its oversight function.  
 
In recent years, however, the watchdogs’ own conduct has come under scrutiny:  
 
Krongard resigned from his job at the State Department in December 2007 after a 
congressional committee questioned his independence and his oversight of spending in 
Iraq and Afghanistan. Separately, former U.S. Special Counsel Scott Bloch, whose office 
investigates whistleblowers’ allegations and protects them from reprisals, was removed in 
October 2008 amid allegations about his own conduct. He pleaded guilty last month in 
federal court to one count of criminal contempt for withholding information from Congress.  
 
The lengthy vacancy at the special counsel’s office has frustrated whistleblower 
advocates, who have been pressing Obama to name a replacement for months.  
 
“Appointing a new special counsel is critical,” said Stephen M. Kohn, a lawyer whose firm 
has represented some of the country’s most famous whistleblowers and who serves as 
executive director of the nonpartisan National Whistleblower Center. “The president must 
appoint a strong, independent and highly aggressive advocate for whistleblowers to clean 
up that office and ensure that whistleblowers are protected under the law.”  
 
John Solomon is a journalist in residence at the Center for Public Integrity. 
 


 


WATER 
================================================================== 
MAY 3, 2010, 2:44 P.M. ET 


White House Defends Response To Gulf Oil Leak (Wall Street Journal) 
 
   By Jared A. Favole  
   Of DOW JONES NEWSWIRES  
  
WASHINGTON (Dow Jones)--The White House on Monday defended the federal 
government's response to the massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico and stressed that 
BP Plc (BP) will bear the full cost of the disaster.  


White House Press Secretary Robert Gibbs said BP will pay the full costs of the spill, 
which is leaking oil deep in the Gulf at an estimated 5,000 barrels a day and has already 
led to fishing restrictions in the region.  



http://www.publicintegrity.org/
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President Barack Obama traveled to the Gulf on Sunday to get a better handle on the 
spills and said it has the potential to become an unprecedented environmental disaster.  


Gibbs was questioned about an environmental law that caps certain damages to the 
operators of offshore oil rigs at $75 million. Gibbs said he would look into the law, called 
the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund, but added BP will pay the full costs.  


Gibbs said when Obama traveled to the Gulf on Sunday he talked with Louisiana 
officials and residents about the potential economic damages and how they could best 
be compensated for damages from the leak. Gibbs said Obama wants to make sure 
fishermen and others affected by the spill can file compensation claims without heavy 
bureaucratic delays.  


Gibbs said BP began Sunday evening drilling a relief well aimed at redirecting the oil. 
The heads of the Department of Interior, Environmental Protection Agency and 
Homeland Security are meeting with BP officials Monday, including BP chief executive 
Tony Hayward, to ensure the company is doing all it can to clean up the spill, Gibbs 
said.  


The federal government has been criticized for not responding quickly and forcefully 
enough. The government declared the disaster of national significance about a week 
after the explosion. Gibbs said there were 70 vessels and scores of planes in the air 
helping with the spill before that declaration.  


  
-By Jared A. Favole, Dow Jones Newswires; 202.862.9256; 
jared.favole@dowjones.com  


  


Let the rivers run through it (Baltimore Sun) 
 
Dam removal in the Chesapeake watershed is restoring the area’s ecology 
By Cindy Ross 
May 3, 2010 
My fishing buddy, Bob, is against the dam on our local stream being removed. In his 
mind, the spillway is a waterfall. To his eye, flat water, the wide lake behind the dam, is 
more aesthetically pleasing than a free-running stream. He does not want a dramatic 
change; he does not want the landscape altered. 
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Our rivers and streams have become so crowded with dams, many only a few feet high 
and 100 or more years old, that many people like Bob do not see the toll they have 
taken on fish populations, wetlands and the overall health of the stream. 


"It is time to rethink our nation's infrastructure," says Rebecca Wodder, president of 
American Rivers. "Dam removals are an example of how our communities can reap 
huge benefits when we work with nature instead of against it." 


Her organization has worked with state and federal agencies, citizen groups and others 
to educate people about he impacts of dams, and spearheaded the removal of 
hundreds of outdated dams around the nation. 


Pennsylvania leads the country in river restoration, and many of these waterways lie 
within the Chesapeake Bay drainage. The Nicodemus Dam in the Antietam 
Creek/Potomac Watershed near Waynesboro and the Middle Spring Creek dam near 
Shippensburg are both slated for removal this summer. Further south, on Maryland's 
Patapsco River, removal of Union Dam is nearly complete, Simkins Dam is scheduled 
for removal in September, and Bloede's Dam near Ellicott City is planned for removal in 
the future. 


The Patapsco River dam removals are of particular note, for it is American Rivers' goal 
to restore the entire waterway, allowing migratory fish such as the American eel to once 
again swim upstream without interference. 


My angler friend doesn't realize that his beloved dam has unnaturally changed the 
habitat behind the structure and below it. Dams impede the flow of coarse gravel and 
sand, both of which increase channel complexity and improve habitat. Sediment-starved 
streams can become very uniform, with a profile that looks as if a wall parallels the 
waterway. A healthy river bottom has variety: rocks, sandbars, riffles and pools; it might 
not naturally be the same uniform depth all the way across. 


Just because a dam has been there a long time doesn't mean it is good for the river. 
People functioned with a different set of values back when these dams were built. Many 
were created to power mills that no longer exist. Populations of shad and other 
migratory fish have declined, often drastically, in large part due to the thousands of 
dams that were built in East Coast rivers. Back then, species such as shad, herring and 
eels seemed too abundant to ever be placed at risk, and the overall health of the stream 
was not a consideration. If our forefathers had known that certain species would greatly 
decline and become endangered, perhaps they would have taken a different route. 


Each dam removal project is evaluated on a case-by-case basis, but most dams are 
removed the same way: hydraulically jack hammered apart from the shore, piece by 
piece. Sometimes a causeway is built to work off of. Occasionally, a barrier is created 
upstream to divert the flow. Low water is the preferred time to take out a dam. 
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After the dam is removed, the stream is monitored yearly. Within only three months, 
there is usually a huge spike in the presence and health of insects — the macro 
invertebrate species that form a key part of the river's ecology. Dissolved oxygen, 
temperature and water chemistry also greatly improve. 


My angler friend also isn't aware that some of these dams can be very dangerous. Eight 
lives have been lost at Bloede's dam because of swimming accidents. Kids slide down 
the "waterfalls" formed by dams or get pulled over the falls and become trapped at the 
base of these dams. Boaters who run these drops also risk their lives. Communities 
downstream face a risk the old dams will breach at high water. 


Educating the public on issues such as these is a big part of what American Rivers 
does. Once a dam is removed and the disturbed earth greens up, the wetlands are 
restored, and the aquatic life and water quality improve, most agree that the dam 
removal was a good thing. 


My friend Bob will be able to launch his fishing kayak on the river and paddle without 
portaging around a dam. Even Bob, who resists change, will see that a good thing, like 
his river, can get even better. 


Cindy Ross lives in Pennsylvania and has written six books about the outdoors.  


 
 


BP chief defends spill response, blames rig owner for accident (Greenwire) 
 
(05/03/2010) 
Noelle Straub, E&E reporter 
As oil continued to spew into the Gulf of Mexico, the head of BP PLC outlined the 
company's attempts to stop the leak, which could continue for months, and promised to 
pay for cleanup efforts. 


"The worst-case scenario is that we would have to contain this for two to three months 
whilst a relief well is drilled," BP CEO Tony Hayward said on NBC's "Today Show." He 
rejected assertions that the company has been slow in responding to the spill and said it 
has been planning for the worst since the leak began. 


Hayward said it "wasn't our accident," because the equipment that failed was owned 
and operated by Transocean. But he added that BP, which leased the rig, is responsible 
for cleaning up the oil. He said the failure is "unprecedented" in the industry. 


Hayward also told National Public Radio that his company is fully responsible for the 
cleanup and any "legitimate" claims from an undersea pipeline rupture that threatens to 
deposit hundreds of thousands of gallons of crude on the Gulf Coast. 
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"It is indeed BP's responsibility to deal with this, and we are dealing with it," he said on 
NPR's "Morning Edition." "We will absolutely be paying for the cleanup operation. There 
is no doubt about that. It's our responsibility -- we accept it fully." 


When pressed on whether BP was prepared to pay claims to individuals who lose their 
livelihoods due to the spill, Hayward said the company has "made it clear that where 
legitimate claims are made, we will be good for them." BP representatives in Alabama 
circulated settlement agreements among coastal residents that reportedly offered 
payments of up to $5,000 in exchange for not suing the company. 


Hayward called that "an early misstep" involving "a standard contract with the team 
we're using that was eliminated very early in the process." 


Hayward also said the British oil giant was "mounting a massive response" to what he 
described as a "tragic accident." 


BP has three ongoing activities to try to stop the leak. The first is continuing to work on 
the well's blowout preventer, the fail-safe mechanism that failed, but he compared that 
work to "performing open heart surgery at 5,000 feet" below the surface. Eight robotic 
submarines are working around the clock to fix it, he said. "No one understands why it 
failed," he said. 


The company also has "fabricated and will have on location by next weekend a subsea 
containment system, with the intention of containing the leak," he said. Hayward 
described the device as "a dome ... that sits over the top of the leak and channels the oil 
to the surface, where we can treat it and deal with it." Such an operation, he said, had 
"never been done at 5,000 feet." 


The company also began drilling a relief well yesterday, which would be used to control 
the leak. But the drilling could take months. 


Hayward said more than 700 fishing vessels had been deployed to support its effort to 
contain the spill. "In the last 48 hours, we have trained more than 3,000 people [who 
have] signed up on the volunteer program, so there is an enormous effort to work with 
the local communities," he said. 


He declined to say if he supported a proposal by Sen. Bill Nelson (D-Fla.) to temporarily 
halt all offshore oil drilling until the exact cause of the accident is determined. 


"We clearly need to understand what has happened here, and that will come out with 
the investigation," Hayward told NPR. 


Nelson sent a letter to Interior's inspector general today asking for an investigation to 
determine whether the oil and gas industry exerted influence over regulations on 
reliable backup systems to cap underwater wells. Interior's Minerals Management 
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Service allowed oil rigs not to have audio control devices capable of remotely activating 
a wellhead's blowout preventer, Nelson said. 


At 3 p.m. EDT today, Interior Secretary Ken Salazar, Homeland Security Secretary 
Janet Napolitano and other members of the Obama administration will meet with 
Hayward and BP America Chairman and President Lamar McKay at the Interior 
Department to discuss ongoing, coordinated response efforts and receive an update on 
BP's mitigation plans for potentially affected Gulf Coast states, an administration official 
said. 


Fish, wildlife 


The National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration is restricting fishing for a 
minimum of 10 days in federal waters most affected by the BP oil spill, from the mouth 
of the Mississippi River to Florida's Pensacola Bay. The state of Louisiana has already 
closed vulnerable fisheries in state waters, within 3 miles of the coast. 


The first oiled bird, a northern gannet, was captured Friday by contractors in the spill 
area and is being treated by Tristate Bird Rescue and Research, which has been 
contracted by BP to rehabilitate wildlife, the Fish and Wildlife Service said. As oil is 
poised to reach coastal zones, the agency's primary concerns include potential effects 
to 20 coastal national wildlife refuges within the possible trajectory of the spill. 


Hundreds of thousands of feet of booms have been deployed to contain the spill, with 
hundreds of thousands more staged and ready to be deployed. 


Oil has not yet come ashore in the Gulf Islands National Seashore, but the park 
continues to prepare, as predications indicate that may happen Wednesday, said Jean 
Schaeppi, spokeswoman for the National Park Service. Booms have been placed 
around sensitive barrier islands, natural resource specialists are working on responses 
in case wildlife is affected, and NPS officials are working on plans in case any closures 
are needed. 


The Minerals Management Service said two platforms in the oil sheen area have 
stopped production and one has been evacuated as a safety measure. 


Air pollution 


U.S. EPA's first collection of air monitoring data from the area affected by the Gulf Coast 
oil spill shows "no red flags at this time," according to a government website. 


EPA on Saturday posted to its website the first air data collected across the Gulf Coast 
to track general air quality as well as to monitor the controlled burning of oil on the 
ocean surface. The data do not show any dangerous air quality levels caused by the oil 
spill. 



http://www.epa.gov/bpspill/data.html
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The agency is monitoring levels of particulate matter, that could rise when oil on the 
coast is burned. EPA is also looking for heightened levels of volatile organic 
compounds, or VOCs, that can be smelled far below levels that might be of a public 
health concern, according to EPA. 


Some Gulf Coast residents in recent days have reported an odor caused by these 
compounds. The gas station-like odor, according to EPA, likely includes compounds like 
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene and naphthalene. 


The levels of VOCs detected is far below any level of concern, EPA says. 


"The smell that's coming from the oil is something that we don't feel rises to the level of 
a public health concern," EPA Region 6 Administrator Al Armendariz told Gulf Coast 
residents Saturday at a community meeting. 


Still, Armendariz assured residents, "We're going to be here as long as we have to be 
here to make sure we can get you the best information possible." 


Reporter Robin Bravender contributed. 


 


Housing bust exacerbates sediment problems (Greenwire) 
 
(05/03/2010) 
Sediment from abandoned construction sites is polluting waterways and endangering 
fish and plant life with silt buildups across the nation, according to federal officials and 
environmental groups. 


Projects that were left unfinished and abandoned due to the housing bust or are in 
litigation are "bleeding sediment into the state's waters," said Mell Nevils, director of the 
Division of Land Resources in North Carolina. He estimates that 40 halted and 
abandoned projects are polluting waterways in the state. 


Such sites, erosion experts say, will lose about 200 tons of sediment per acre per year, 
compared with just 5 to 7 tons per acre per year for a farm. 


Last month, U.S. EPA settled with one of the nation's largest homebuilders for sediment 
runoff at almost 600 sites in 18 states and the District of Columbia. Hovnanian 
Enterprises agreed to pay $1 million and take steps to prevent runoff (E&ENews PM, 
April 20). EPA said the agreement is expected to head off 266 million pounds of 
sediment runoff nationwide. 


"The housing bubble bursting has just exacerbated an already really bad situation," said 
Janelle Robbins, staff scientist with the Waterkeeper Alliance, an international coalition 
of waterway advocates. 



http://www.eenews.net/eenewspm/2010/04/20/archive/4
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North Carolina-based Muddy Water Watch estimates that sediment pollution leads to 
$16 billion in annual environmental damage in the United States, with about 70 percent 
of the pollution coming from human activities, such as land clearing for construction, 
logging and farming. The problem also leads to massive pot holes that could prove a 
safety hazard. 


EPA, which monitors runoff as part of its enforcement of the Clean Water Act, considers 
sediment the leading and most costly cause of water pollution (Page Ivey, 
AP/[Norristown] Times Herald, May 1). -- DFM 


 
 
MAY 3, 2010, 2:11 P.M. ET  


Oil Spill Casts Pall Over Offshore-Oil Conference In Houston (Wall Street Journal) 
 
By Angel Gonzalez  
Of DOW JONES NEWSWIRES  
  
HOUSTON (Dow Jones)--BP PLC (BP) had been preparing to tout its success in 
becoming the largest oil producer in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico at the world's No. 1 
gathering of offshore-oil players here. But a massive oil leak emanating from a BP 
deepwater well has spoiled the party for the U.K. oil giant and the broader offshore 
industry as it braces for a potential regulatory crackdown.  
"I was looking forward to this day with a lot of pride and excitement," Simon Todd, who 
heads BP's Thunder Horse deepwater development in the Gulf of Mexico, told 
attendants at the Offshore Technology Conference, which started Monday. "That 
anticipation has become totally overwhelmed" by concern about the explosion and 
sinking two weeks ago of the Deepwater Horizon, a Transocean Ltd. (RIG) drilling rig 
that was finishing a BP exploration well.  


The resulting leak of at least 5,000 barrels a day is encroaching on the coast of 
Louisiana and threatens other Gulf Coast states as well. Efforts to contain it by shutting 
off the well have failed; BP on Sunday began drilling a relief well that could take three 
months to stop the flow. In addition, the company is applying chemical dispersant 
directly to the source of the oil, and plans to put a dome in place to capture the oil on its 
way to the surface.  


The spill's timing couldn't be worse for the offshore oil industry: Its impact on the local 
economy and environment could make the U.S. government seriously reconsider the 
industry's pet issue, the opening of new waters to oil and gas exploration. For BP, it 



http://www.timesherald.com/articles/2010/05/01/business/doc4bdbc020c2829155726711.txt
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revives a tragic streak that the company had been trying to leave behind, with some 
success.  


Until recently, the Thunder Horse platform illustrated both BP's apparent bad luck and 
the steep challenges presented by deepwater energy production. In 2005, the platform, 
then under construction, was found listing after the passage of a hurricane, the result of 
defects in its ballast system. Later, problems with subsea infrastructure at the field and 
at another BP development, Atlantis, caused a two-year delay in the start-up of the 
projects. But after Atlantis began production in October 2007 and Thunder Horse 
started up in June 2008, both fields began to contribute "a large proportion of our oil 
production in the Gulf of Mexico," making BP the largest producer there, Todd said.  


The problems encountered in those fields called for solutions that are now widely 
implemented, such as more extensive monitoring of ballast systems, Todd said. It also 
created a new emphasis on safety. "Some years ago the industry may have had the 
mindset of productivity before safety," but that has changed, Todd said.  


However, all those lessons are now "overshadowed by our desire to learn" from the 
Deepwater Horizon incident, Todd added.  


The Deepwater Horizon accident cast a pall over the conference, which attracted more 
than 65,000 people from all over the world.  


Jackie Mutschler, Vice President of Exploration and Production Technology at BP 
America, kicked off the BP session about Thunder Horse and Atlantis by calling for a 
minute of silence for the 11 crew members lost from Deepwater Horizon, which burned 
and sank.  


A special luncheon featuring BP chief of exploration Andy Inglis was canceled, and so 
was a safety-awards luncheon hosted by the U.S. Minerals Management Service, the 
federal agency that oversees offshore oil and gas development and is now investigating 
the incident and helping respond to the spill. Also, experts from companies operating 
across the Gulf were helping BP deal with the spill. "The intellectual power and 
experience of our industry is focused on solving this problem," Mutschler said.  


Things seemed to go as usual at the booth set up by Cameron International Corp. 
(CAM), which manufactured the failed blow-out preventer that BP is trying to activate to 
shut off the well. Potential customers milled about several blow-out preventers that 
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resemble gigantic, brightly-colored Lego toys cast in metal. At the main morning panel 
session, executives called for more access to oil and gas exploration drilling. "Access is 
important," said Anadarko Petroleum Corp. (APC) vice president Frank Patterson, 
whose company owns part of the field at the source of the spill.  


  
-By Angel Gonzalez, Dow Jones Newswires, 713-547-9214; 
angel.gonzalez@dowjones.com  


 


Tough answer to GE dredging claims (Albany Times Union) 
 
EPA dismisses assertion that project put more PCBs in river  
  By BRIAN NEARING, Staff writer  
First published: Tuesday, May 4, 2010  
GLENS FALLS -- The Environmental Protection Agency on Monday used surprisingly 
harsh words -- including superficial, one-sided, artificial, oversimplified and unreliable -- 
to dispute General Electric Co. findings over last year's Hudson River PCB dredging. 


The response came a day before outside experts begin sorting out conflicting claims by 
the EPA and GE. 


The agency's critical language seemed aimed at undercutting GE's claims that more 
PCBs were stirred up and moved downriver after dredging started on the river bottom 
around Fort Edward. GE said levels remained elevated even after dredging stopped in 
late October, so there should be less dredging and more capping over of PCBs when 
work resumes in 2011. 


"It is very important to be critical and straightforward," said EPA spokeswoman Kristen 
Scopeck. "We cannot mince words. This is a highly important project, and it is now up to 
the peer-review panel to say how it can be improved." 


GE spokesman Mark Behan said, "EPA criticizes the data GE uses to demonstrate that 
PCBs re-suspended during dredging have been redeposited on downstream sediments. 
However, EPA uses these same data for many other purposes. The only time EPA 
criticizes the quality of the data is when it is used to demonstrate redistribution of 
sediments." 


Re-suspension of PCBs -- the lifting by dredge buckets of PCBs that escape into the 
river current and get moved downstream -- is the central issue of GE's findings on the 
first year of the project. 



http://www.timesunion.com/TUNews/author/AuthorPage.aspx?AuthorNum=163
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A panel of experts, known as the peer-review panel, will hold three days of hearings at 
the Queensbury Hotel today, Wednesday and Thursday, acting as a sort of scientific 
jury to weigh claims by EPA and GE. 


Starting at 8 a.m. each day, the meetings are open to the public, although no public 
comment will be taken. 


EPA's report said that GE's findings that PCB levels in the river rose sharply after 
dredging started relied on a "one-sided" technique that "artificially" created that 
appearance by underplaying the amount of PCBs that were in the water before dredging 
started last spring. 


And the report also called "oversimplified" GE's claims that PCB re-suspension results 
only from the act of dredging -- and that ignored other factors like vessel traffic, 
incompletely closed dredge buckets and the time spent at each dredge site because 
scows to carry away dredgings were often backed up. 


EPA said GE's claims that the project cannot be done within the remaining five-year 
schedule without dredging less are assertions that are "superficial and depend on 
overgeneralization of the data." 


Under a 2002 cleanup pact with EPA, GE can leave after the first year if the company 
determines the project is not effective or practical. EPA has vowed that the project will 
continue regardless of GE's involvement. 


EPA maintains the schedule can be kept even though the amount of toxic PCBs in the 
river between Fort Edward and Troy is almost triple estimates because "hot spots" -- 
including some spots where raw PCB oil was found -- were much deeper than 
predicted. EPA wants to dredge more river bottom more deeply but less often, and 
make changes to dredging and boat traffic to capture more PCBs while causing less 
stirring up. 


The company wants GE to add a second station at the PCB treatment facility on the 
Champlain Canal where barges with dredged sediments can be unloaded. This could 
speed up dredging by reducing the amount of time that barges wait in line to unload. 


Brian Nearing can be reached at 454-5094 or bnearing@timesunion.com. 


PCB review panel 


A peer-review panel will hold three days of hearings beginning at 8 a.m. today, 
Wednesday and Thursday at the Queensbury Hotel. The meetings are open to the 
public, although no public comment will be taken. 


A copy of EPA's latest report on Hudson River dredging can be found online at 
http://www.hudsondredgingdata.com/ 
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Dredging peer review panels begin today; EPA posts addendum to evaluation 
report (The Saratogian) 
 
Tuesday, May 4, 2010 
By EMILY DONOHUE, The Saratogian 
FORT EDWARD — The peer review panel charged with reviewing the first phase of 
Hudson River dredging will hold its second meeting in three day-long sessions 
beginning at 8 a.m. today and continuing Wednesday and Thursday. 
 
The meetings, in the Adirondack Room of the Queensbury Hotel on Ridge Street in 
Glens Falls, are open to the public. 
 
The panel members will discuss the answers General Electric and the Environmental 
Protection Agency provided to several questions posed at the last set of meetings in 
February. The panel will also review the evaluation reports compiled by both the EPA 
and GE as they relate to the Engineering Performance Standards set by the EPA. 
Those standards govern resuspension of PCBs, residual contamination and the rate at 
which PCBs should be removed from the river. 
 
Public comments will be taken at the end of meetings today and Wednesday. 
 
The panel’s findings will be compiled into a report expected to be completed by late 
July. 
 
GE, whose Fort Edward and Hudson Falls capacitor manufacturing plants legally 
dumped PCBs into the river between 1944 and 1977, was ordered by the EPA in 2002 
to clean up the river and properly dispose of the chemicals, which are suspected human 
carcinogens. PCBs, polychlorinated bi-phenyls, were used as insulation material in GE’s 
plants. The first dredging season lasted from May to November of 2009. All of 2010 will 
be spent reviewing that phase’s results before dredging resumes in 2012. It is 
scheduled to continue through at least 2016. 
 
The EPA also released an addendum to its evaluation report regarding the amount of 
PCBs that wash down to the lower Hudson River during the dredging process that they 
consider acceptable. Public comment on that addendum, which is available at 
www.hudsondredgingdata.com, will be accepted through May 13 and can be made via 
that website or by sending written statements to the Hudson River Field Office, 421 
Lower Main St., Hudson Falls NY 12839. 
 
 
 


OK depends on water tests (Boston Globe) 
 



http://www.hudsondredgingdata.com/
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Boil order could be lifted by tomorrow 
By Beth Daley and John R. Ellement, Globe Staff  |  May 4, 2010 
WESTON — State officials said yesterday that workers have successfully repaired a 
massive ruptured water pipe and are on the brink of restoring clean tap water to 2 
million Greater Boston residents who, since Saturday, have been ordered to boil water 
for drinking or cooking. 


Environmental officials are performing repeated tests on the quality of the water now 
flowing into homes and offices in Boston and 29 suburbs, and Governor Deval Patrick 
said the tests are “going well.’’ The governor and other officials refused to offer a 
timeline for lifting the boil-water order, but suggested the order could be lifted as soon 
as today or tomorrow. 


“We want to take the time to make sure we can get this right,’’ Patrick said at the State 
House early last night. “We are in the process of turning the water on and testing it for 
safety. That is going well. We hope to have final results very, very soon.’’ 


In Washington yesterday, President Obama signed a disaster declaration, clearing the 
way for federal reimbursement of up to 75 percent of the cost of responding to the crisis. 
The state has not yet tallied how much it has spent on such costs as alerting residents, 
repairing the damage, and buying truckloads of bottled water that were still being 
distributed last night to the elderly and other vulnerable populations. 


Attention, meanwhile, turned to what caused a seam connecting two large pipes in the 
major drinking water artery into Boston to sever on Saturday morning. The rupture, near 
the intersection of the Massachusetts Turnpike and Route 128, spilled 265 million 
gallons of water and pushed enormous amounts of soil into the Charles River. 


Officials of the Massachusetts Water Resources Authority said their focus remains the 
restoration of clean water to residents. But authority officials also began poring through 
records to determine who designed, built, and installed the seam and why it failed. 


“Early on we made a strategic decision that every minute that we spend . . . trying to 
figure out what happened is an hour that was wasted that couldn’t be used to get the 
problem resolved,’’ said MWRA executive director Frederick A. Laskey. “There’ll be time 
afterwards to sit down and figure out where this all goes.’’ 


Workers poured a concrete encasement yesterday over a newly welded steel collar 
reconnecting the two sections of pipe to ensure that it will not fail again. Emergency 
repairs went far more quickly than authorities had expected, and by 6 a.m. yesterday, 
the state said all the water flowing into affected communities was once again coming 
from the Quabbin Reservoir in central Massachusetts. 


But the officials warned people not to drink from faucets just yet because they fear the 
supply might still include water from the Chestnut Hill Reservoir, used to supplement 
Greater Boston’s water supply over the last few days. The Chestnut Hill water might 
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contain harmful bacteria or might have an unpleasant taste from the large chlorine dose 
added to treat the backup supply. 


“We worked really hard to get this system back on line before people woke up this 
morning for their showers,’’ said Charles Button, chief engineer of the MWRA, who said 
he was pleased that the agency had maximized the amount of clean water coming 
through pipes by the start of the workweek. 


Officials say the water is safe for bathing and flushing toilets, but should not be used for 
drinking or cooking until testing is complete. 


In order to flush any untreated water out of the system, workers opened fire hydrants 
yesterday, particularly in Boston and Brookline, near the Chestnut Hill Reservoir. 


Officials also began collecting water samples from 428 locations in the 30 affected 
communities and said they would test for bacteria that can be harmful to human health. 


State officials said they would have to find the water free of harmful bacteria in two 
consecutive tests before declaring the water safe to drink. 


The testing is quite complicated. Lab researchers must analyze each batch of water 
carefully because isolated debris from the environment or faucets can affect the results, 
according to the state Department of Environmental Protection. 


The testing is also time-consuming. Each water sample must incubate for 18 hours 
before researchers can examine it. Normally, researchers wait eight hours before 
resampling a location; that can be compressed in some circumstances. Officials at the 
state Department of Environmental Protection refused yesterday to say whether they 
are expediting testing. 


There are multiple theories for what might have caused the pipe rupture. Button, the 
MWRA engineer, said one theory is that the bolts on the collar exterior could have 
rusted off, but that would be unexpected because the collar was installed just seven 
years ago and the region’s soil is not particularly corrosive. 


An alternative theory is that heavy rains in recent months eroded the soil underneath 
the pipe, leading the collar to break. But Button said there was no evidence of such 
erosion. 


The search for a cause has been complicated because workers have not yet found the 
steel collar, which washed away when water began gushing out of the pipe. 


Button and other engineers suspect it is nearby, buried in the Charles River under 
hundreds of cubic yards of sediment that now rises above the river surface near the 
rupture site. Officials hope to start excavating the sediment mound today. 
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It is also possible that there was a problem with the design, construction, or installation 
of the pipe collar, which is a large version of a standard component of public water 
systems. 


Al Bonfatti, manager of Harding and Smith, a Walpole-based construction company, 
said that his firm has installed collars for several large MWRA projects, but that he was 
unsure whether his company installed the one where the break occurred. 


“If there was a defect, it would not have passed quality control testing,’’ he said. “The 
whole thing has me puzzled.’’ 


House Speaker Robert A. DeLeo, who has called for an investigation of what went 
wrong, said he would wait until “things settle a little bit’’ and the drinking water is back 
on line before convening hearings. 


Environmentalists said the rupture highlights the need for greater attention to water 
infrastructure. There is an estimated $8.5 billion needed to ensure clean drinking water 
in Massachusetts, advocates said. 


A new state commission, the Water Infrastructure Finance Commission, is hoping to 
find a way to fix crumbling pipes, older water-filtration plants, and antiquated monitoring 
equipment. The panel is scheduled to hold its first meeting tomorrow. 


“People turn on the tap, and they don’t think about where their water comes from and 
the cost that goes into maintaining clean water,’’ said the commission’s chairman, 
Senator James B. Eldridge, an Acton Democrat. “If anything comes out of what 
happened this weekend, I hope that people are thinking about that more.’’ 


Noah Bierman, Carolyn Johnson, Sean P. Murphy, and Maria Sacchetti of the Globe 
staff contributed to this report. Beth Daley can be reached at bdaley@globe.com.   


 
 
MAY 4, 2010  


Oil Agency Draws Fire (Wall Street Journal) 
 
Republican Seeks Scrutiny of Regulator; BP Tries Well Fix 
By JEFFREY BALL, STEPHEN POWER and RUSSELL GOLD  
Associated Press  
Workers place oil containment booms in the central marshes in St. Bernard Parish, La., 
on Monday. 
NEW ORLEANS—The agency that regulates offshore oil drilling drew sharp criticism in 
Washington as BP PLC began drilling a new well in a frantic attempt to stanch the 
gusher fouling the Gulf of Mexico. 
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BP and the Obama Administration say they are focused on stopping the flow of crude 
from the damaged well nearly a mile below the surface. But already lawmakers and 
interest groups are firing the first shots in what could be a lengthy fight over financial 
liability and political blame.  


BP begins drilling a relief well in the hopes of stopping the oil from continuing to spill into 
the Gulf of Mexico. WSJ's Jeffrey Ball joins the News Hub from New Orleans with the 
latest. 


The Gulf disaster is ratcheting up congressional scrutiny of the Minerals Management 
Service, the federal agency charged with regulating the nation's offshore oil-and-gas 
industry. 


Rep. Darrell Issa (R., Calif.), announced Monday that Republicans on the House 
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform would investigate whether the MMS 
has pushed for regulations necessary to ensure the safety of offshore operators in the 
Gulf of Mexico. Citing a report in The Wall Street Journal, Mr. Issa expressed concern in 
a letter to Interior Secretary Ken Salazar that the MMS "may have sidelined regulatory 
efforts that would have brought the U.S. oil industry in line with prevailing industry safety 
standards."  


The Journal's article revealed that the Deepwater Horizon oil rig, which caught fire and 
sank into the Gulf in April, didn't have a remote-control shut-off switch used in two other 
major oil-producing nations as a last-resort protection against underwater spills.  


Journal Community  


White House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel said he brought concerns over the failure of 
BP to use a remote-control shut-off switch to President Obama, showing him the 
newspaper's coverage. That suggests one of the administration's focuses is on 
regulatory lapses and potential technological fixes that would allow drilling expansion to 
move forward. 


In response to Mr. Issa's letter, the MMS said that while it doesn't require the use of 
remote-control shut-off switches, it does require operators to employ at least one 
backup control system to shut off the well in an emergency.  


An Interior Department official said the administration is keeping members of Congress 
apprised as it seeks to determine what caused the April 20th explosion. "Our priority at 
this time is to contain and remediate this oil spill," the official added.  


White House officials stressed again Monday that BP would be held liable for the cost of 
the cleanup and economic compensation for losses on the Gulf Coast. But Democratic 
senators said the Oil Pollution Act of 1990, passed in the wake of the Exxon Valdez, 
caps economic damage liability at $75 million. Democratic Sens. Bill Nelson of Florida 
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and Robert Menendez and Frank Lautenberg of New Jersey introduced legislation to 
raise that cap to $10 billion.  


Joe Raedle/Getty Images  


Workers prepared oil booms to be loaded onto boats in Pass Christian, Miss., Monday. 


The law, dubbed the Big Oil Bailout Prevention Act, would eliminate a cap of $1 billion 
per incident on claims against the Oil Spill Liability Trust Fund.  


If damages exceed the size of the trust fund—$1.6 billion—claimants would be able to 
collect damages from future revenues, with interest. The bill would also eliminate a 
$500 million cap on natural resources damage. 


"BP says it'll pay for this mess. Baloney," Sen. Nelson said. "They're not going to want 
to pay any more than what the law says they have to." 


White House budget office spokesman Ken Baer said Monday night the president 
supports efforts to raise the cap "based on the information we currently have." 


California's Republican Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger withdrew his support Monday for 
a plan to drill off the California coast as part of a strategy to narrow the state's budget 
gap.  


In Washington, House minority leader John Boehner said the U.S. shouldn't put new 
limits on undersea exploration, "as such limits will only make us more dependent on 
foreign oil, slow the development of clean-energy alternatives, increase fuel costs, and 
destroy American jobs." 


Along the Gulf Coast, frustration flared as workers scrambled to lay booms to protect 
the fragile and economically important marshes. Fred Everhardt, an official in St. 
Bernard Parish, southeast of New Orleans and on the Gulf, said contractors hired by BP 
to lay booms declined to venture into the water Sunday because of inclement weather. 
"They didn't want to put their guys in harm's way," Mr. Everhardt said. 


Officials from BP and the federal government said they are doing everything possible to 
lay booms to protect the coast. 


BP sent confusing messages. Jeff Childs, a deputy incident commander for BP, told a 
Fox television affiliate that the company activated part of a failed blowout preventer and 
slowed the flow of oil.  


Later in the day, BP said that was wrong. While an underwater robot successfully 
triggered a device on the sea floor, a BP executive said, it failed to seal the gushing 
well. 
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The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration projected that the massive slick, 
now floating north, will spread out in the Gulf over the next couple of days as winds 
shift.  


By the middle of the week, NOAA expects, winds will resume pushing the slick toward 
the Louisiana coast. Later in the week, NOAA expects, the winds will push the slick 
more toward Mississippi and Alabama.  


Timeline 


The oil spill's spread 


An agency official said Monday that oil already may have landed along Louisiana's 
jagged coast in areas authorities haven't found. 


The Deepwater Horizon rig sank April 22 about 50 miles off the Louisiana coast. Eleven 
workers were killed. Oil is leaking from three places in the twisted pipe, a mile below the 
water's surface, that once connected the rig to the well.  


Estimates of the amount of oil leaking have risen, with some projecting the spill could 
surpass the Exxon Valdez disaster that poured 260,000 barrels of crude into waters off 
Alaska in 1989. BP officials say there's no way to know the volume yet. 


BP said it began Sunday night drilling the first of two additional holes that it expects will 
ease pressure on the damaged well leaking and thus bring the spill under control. BP 
said it expects to begin drilling a second relief well—essentially a precaution in case the 
first relief well doesn't work—in the next couple of weeks. It says the effort could take 
three months. 


—Stephanie Simon contributed to this article.  
Write to Jeffrey Ball at jeffrey.ball@wsj.com, Stephen Power at 
stephen.power@wsj.com and Russell Gold at russell.gold@wsj.com  
 
 


EPA launches web tools to inform public about Clean Water Act violations (Water 
Tech Online) 


 
5/3/2010 12:11:58 PM 
 
WASHINGTON — The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has launched a 
new set of web tools, data and interactive maps to inform the public about serious Clean 
Water Act violations in their communities, according to a press release. 
The web tools are part of EPA’s Clean Water Act Action Plan to work with states in 
ensuring that facilities comply with standards that keep that nation’s water clean, the 
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release stated. 
The new web page provides interactive information from EPA’s 2008 Annual 
Noncompliance Report, which pertains to about 40,000 permitted Clean Water Act 
dischargers across the country and lists state-by-state summary data of violations and 
enforcement responses taken by the states for smaller facilities. 
The new web page also allows users to compare states by compliance rates and 
enforcement actions taken and provides access to updated State Review Framework 
(SRF) reports, according to the release.  
“EPA is taking another important step to increase transparency and keep Americans 
informed about the safety of their local waters,” said Cynthia Giles, assistant 
administrator for EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance. “Making this 
information more accessible and understandable empowers millions of people to press 
for better compliance and enforcement in their communities.” 
 
 


Progress toward Gulf oil well cap (Reuters) 
 
 Energy giant BP Plc indicated some progress on Monday toward capping the 
underwater well that ruptured in the Gulf of Mexico almost two weeks ago, pushing a 
giant oil slick toward the Gulf Coast. 
U.S.  |  Green Business 
The swelling slick, now estimated to be at least 130 miles by 70 miles, or about the size 
of the state of Delaware, threatens shipping, wildlife, beaches and one of the United 
States' most fertile fishing grounds. 
"This spill, it can fundamentally change our way of life here," Louisiana Gov. Bobby 
Jindal said. 


BP, the British energy company, has been working to plug a leak nearly a mile under 
the surface of the ocean, under heavy pressure from the U.S. government to try to limit 
a looming ecological and economic disaster. 


Tony Hayward, BP's chief executive, and Lamar McKay, BP America president, met on 
Monday with top Obama administration officials including the energy, interior and 
homeland security secretaries and the head of the Environmental Protection Agency, to 
discuss coordinated response efforts. 


Separately, BP said crews in Louisiana have finished building the first of three massive 
steel and concrete containment domes the company plans to lower in place over one of 
the three leaks on the ocean floor. 


"We will load that on a ship tomorrow along with other associated equipment, and 
transport it to the site," Doug Suttles, chief operating officer of BP's exploration and 
production unit, told reporters on a conference call. 
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Drilling also started Sunday night on a relief well that could cap the oil spill on the Gulf 
floor, the company said. Still, this operation is expected to take two to three months to 
complete. 


THREATENS FOUR STATES 


The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration projects that the oil slick, which 
continues to spread over a wider surface area in the warm Gulf waters, will move further 
east and west by Tuesday, although not necessarily further north toward the coast. 


Efforts to prevent the slow-moving mass from washing ashore in parts of four states 
have been hampered for days by choppy seas and high waves in the Gulf, but forecasts 
suggest calmer conditions in the next few days. 


"The stormy weather is clearing as we speak," Shawn O'Neil, a meteorologist with the 
National Weather Service in New Orleans, said. "The winds will stay light and variable 
all the way through Friday. They will have much improved conditions to do what they 
need to get done." 


Miles of booms are being laid along the coast of four states in an effort to contain the 
movement of oil onto beaches and into key wildlife sanctuaries and breeding grounds. 


The Obama administration has kept the focus on BP to pay for and assume 
responsibility for the oil spill disaster, which started with an explosion April 20 on the 
Deepwater Horizon rig that killed 11 workers. 


For its part, the federal government has come under fire for not responding more quickly 
to the spreading economic and environmental threat -- criticisms that may have 
prompted Obama to travel to the affected region on Sunday. 


The oil spill, which continues unchecked for now, could ultimately rival the Exxon Valdez 
disaster from 1989. 


That spill was caused when a single, massive oil tanker spewed some 10.8 million 
gallons or 250,000 barrels of crude oil into Alaska's Prince William Sound. 


Estimates put the daily flow from the current well leak at 5,000 barrels or more, but 
government and company officials have suggested they that estimate could be low. 


Comments by U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder that the Justice Department was 
involved in the investigation of the incident raised the specter of criminal liability for BP 
over the spill. 


A Justice Department official said it was not a criminal probe at this stage. 
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BP's Hayward on Monday acknowledged his company's responsibility in a round of 
appearances on American TV and radio shows, a day after U.S. Interior Secretary Ken 
Salazar said the administration would keep "keep the boot on the neck" of BP to fulfill its 
legal responsibilities. 


Analysts say BP's total liability could exceed $14 billion. 


In New York, American Depositary Receipts of BP's shares fell 3.7 percent to close at 
$50.19. Shares of Transocean Ltd, operator of the sunken oil rig, rose 0.82 percent to 
72.91. 


Argus Research on Monday downgraded both Transocean and BP to "hold" from "buy" 
citing negative impact from the Deepwater Horizon spill. 


CRUDE PRICE RISING 


"In many ways, the timing of this incident could not have been worse, as President 
Obama recently supported the expansion of drilling activity to areas where it was 
previously prohibited," the brokerage said. 


Mississippi Governor Haley Barbour, speaking on CNN, said Obama should not move 
hastily, despite the leak's severity. 


"It wouldn't be very wise to stop all drilling off the Gulf of Mexico," Barbour said, noting 
that the Deepwater Horizon well was "one of thousands" in the area. 


Oil prices moved above $86 a barrel as economic optimism lifted Wall Street and 
concerns the spill could cause short-term disruptions to supplying. 


So far, major shipping lanes in the Gulf of Mexico have not seen delays. But the rate to 
charter oil and product tankers in the Caribbean and Gulf Coast region has surged by 
50 percent or more over the past week on worries about potential delays from the oil 
spill, analysts said. 


Fishing in a wide swathe of federal waters between Louisiana and Florida's Pensacola 
Bay was restricted for 10 days on Sunday to avoid any chance that contaminated 
seafood will make its way to store shelves. 


Wildlife experts also fear a heavy toll on animals and birds. Near Gulfport, Mississippi, 
19 sea turtles were found dead and necropsies were being done by experts at the 
National Marine Fisheries Services. But they had no external oil soiling and it was not 
clear if the deaths were linked to the slick. 


Before significant amounts of oil potentially come ashore, environmental groups were 
mobilizing thousands of volunteers to prepare for clean-up efforts. Those that make 
their living from the sea were already counting their losses. 
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"We have an opportunity to lose our entire fishery down here. I mean, not just the 
customers. It's everything," said Ross Barkhurst, a boat owner in Venice. 


(Additional reporting by Kelli Dugan in Mobile, Chis Baltimore, Anna Driver and Kristen 
Hays in Houston; Matt Daily and Tom Bergin in London, Pascal Fletcher in Miami, 
Jeremy Pelofsky in London; Writing by Pascal Fletcher and Ros Krasny Editing by Philip 
Barbara) 


 


Muddy waters (The Free Lance-Star) 
 
May 4, 2010 1:47 am 
GIVEN A CHOICE between clean water and limited government, which should 
Americans pick? Both here's why and how. 


Back in the early days of the environmental movement, Congress under President 
Nixon passed the Clean Water Act, giving the Environmental Protection Agency 
responsibility for cleaning up and protecting the nation's navigable waterways. 


Why "navigable"? Because navigable waters are ones over which commerce and trade 
occur, and Article I Section 8 of the Constitution gives Congress the power to "regulate 
Commerce among the several States ." Congress, in passing the Clean Water Act in 
1972, recognized both this federal responsibility and the limits placed on Uncle Sam by 
the "enumerated powers" principle of constitutional law. 


In the decades that followed the act's passage, the Army Corps of Engineers, working 
with the EPA on pollution issues, began routinely claiming jurisdiction over wetlands 
abutting navigable waterways. In 1986, the Corps expanded its oversight to any body of 
water upon which a migratory bird could land. 


This overreach prompted a correction. Two Supreme Court decisions did just that. In a 
2001 case, SWANCC vs. Army Corps of Engineers, the court said the Corps had no 
standing to enforce its migratory bird rule. And in Rapanos v. the U.S. Government in 
2006, the court found the abutted wetlands rule to be unsupported by the law. 


Displeased with both decisions, Rep. Jim Oberstar, D-Minn., has introduced a bill called 
the Clean Water Restoration Act. He says the aim of the bill, which would remove the 
word "navigable" from the Clean Water Act, is to return the law to its original intent. 


Yet, as opponents point out, removing that one word would give the federal government 
jurisdiction over every stream, farm pond, swamp, and water-holding ditch in the 
country. 


Ranchers are particularly riled. Dave Scott, president of the Texas and Southwestern 
Cattle Raisers Association, says, "Federal jurisdiction would be brought all the way to 
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the ranch, creating more bureaucratic government red tape, as well as expensive and 
unnecessary engineering and possibly even litigation." Groundwater, Mr. Scott notes, is 
not excluded from the bill, leaving that resource open to federal control, too. 


Clean water is a great boon. Those of us who live near and love the Chesapeake Bay 
understand that well. But we also know that expanding the powers of Washington 
beyond those enumerated in the Constitution is an expensive and dangerous "fix" to 
any problem. 


The simple solution: Let the states protect the nation's waters, with federal backup. 
State government officials have a better appreciation of local needs than Beltway 
bureaucrats. With research and guidelines provided by Washington, they can do a good 
job. If they fail, they are answering to voters. 


Protecting our waters is important--but so is protecting our Constitution. The Clean 
Water Act intentionally limited federal control to navigable waters. Steady as she goes. 
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The Obama administration's recent announcement that it would cut funding for the 
development of a nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, NV, may be the 
beginning of the end for one of the country's longest and most contentious political 
battles. Although the project was not officially canceled, a spokesperson for the US 
Department of Energy declared that Yucca Mountain is not an option, and Energy 
Secretary Steven Chu stated that radioactive wastes can be stored safely in concrete 
and steel containers at nuclear plants until a new strategy is developed. Many believe 
that failure to develop a permanent solution to the waste problem leaves the future of 
nuclear power up in the air because utilities may be reluctant to order new reactors with 
so much uncertainty still present. Perhaps the answer to dealing with radioactive waste 
will ultimately require a technological fix that will mitigate the political obstacles.  
 
The Obama administration's recent announcement that it would cut funding for the 
development of a nuclear waste repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada, may be the 
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beginning of the end for one of the country's longest and most contentious political 
battles. Although the project was not officially canceled, a spokesperson for the U.S. 
Department of Energy (DOE) declared that "Yucca Mountain is not an option," and 
Energy Secretary Steven Chu stated that radioactive wastes can be stored safely in 
concrete and steel containers at nuclear plants until a new strategy is developed (Vogel 
2009). The new policy contrasts sharply with that of the Bush administration, which 
sought to increase the size of the Yucca Mountain repository significantly to avoid the 
need for a second storage facility and to have it open by 2017.  
 
The announcement elicited mixed reactions. Senate majority leader Harry Reid of 
Nevada, who had fought the Yucca Mountain project for years and was instrumental in 
the funding reductions, was elated. "I'm glad I was able to make these cuts and bring 
the Yucca Mountain project another step closer to its rightful end," he stated. In 
contrast, the nuclear industry was frustrated by the decision. An industry spokesperson 
said, "We continue to ask the federal government to provide a clear solution for what the 
long-term storage of spent fuel will be" (Hawthorne 2009). The industry frustration was 
undoubtedly deepened by the fact that the nation's utility companies have paid the 
government more than $22 billion in fees to help build the repository. 
 
Regardless of one's view about the project, the decision to halt its development 
represents a significant government failure. Consider that Congress selected Yucca 
Mountain in 1987 and that the government has already spent almost $10 billion on it. In 
the meantime, nearly 60,000 tons of spent Fuel have piled up at the country's 104 
commercial nuclear plants, for which the federal government bears ultimate 
responsibility. Many believe that failure to develop a permanent solution to the waste 
problem leaves the future of nuclear power up in the air because utilities may be 
reluctant to order new reactors with so much uncertainty still present. This development 
comes at a time when estimates indicate that the United States will need to increase 
electrical output by 25 percent over the next two decades. Just as important, nuclear 
plants emit no greenhouse gases that contribute to global warming. In fact, several 
prominent environmentalists have endorsed the technology for that reason (Moore 
2006). In any event, the Obama decision raises the questions, Why was this decision 
taken now, and what comes next? To understand how we arrived at this point, it is 
important first to examine the policies that produced it. 
 
A Government Responsibility 
 
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 made the federal government ultimately responsible for 
disposal of the spent fuel that commercial nuclear plants would generate. The most 
obvious reason for this assignment of responsibility is that significant dangers are 
involved. Nuclear reactors have thousands of fuel rods that periodically must be 
replaced, and they will be radioactive for thousands of years. For this reason alone, 
long-term on-site storage of the spent fuel was considered unacceptable because 
power plants are often located near population centers and along waterways, where 
leaks or acts of terrorism might have disastrous consequences. So the plan was to 
place the used rods in 40-foot-deep steel-and-concrete swimming pools (each nuclear 
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plant has one), and then the federal government, utilizing its expertise and resources, 
would at some future point remove them for ultimate disposal elsewhere. 
 
The government also took responsibility for the waste for reasons tied to economics and 
politics. Put simply, few utilities would have agreed to construct a nuclear plant if they 
were to be held responsible for dealing with the waste. Nuclear power, particularly in the 
1950s and 1960s, made little economic sense. Conventional generating plants met the 
growing demand as electricity prices declined and utility profits increased. The country 
had not yet become concerned about the environmental problems associated with 
burning coal. Therefore, if utilities were going to consider the nuclear option, sloughing 
off the costs and risks of waste disposal would be necessary. Why then did the 
government promote nuclear power before the economics of the technology were more 
favorable for commercial development? In short, the answer is that nuclear power 
emerged at the height of the Cold War and quickly became part of the ideological 
struggle between the United States and the Soviet Union. By developing the peaceful 
atom, the U.S. government hoped to demonstrate its technological superiority over the 
Soviet Union. Senator John Pastore of Rhode Island expressed a widely held view 
when he warned, "If we are outdistanced by the Russians in this race it would be 
catastrophic" (U.S. Congress 1956, 14). In this light, it seemed essential that the United 
States take the lead in developing civilian reactors, and, in view of the costs and risks, 
the federal government would have to be the driving force in doing so. Even President 
Dwight D. Eisenhower, who was always leery of government involvement in 
technological development, threatened to build "Nuclear TVAs [Tennessee Valley 
Authorities]" if the nation's utilities didn't begin to construct reactors on their own. 
 
Some people fervently believed that nuclear power, beyond winning a significant 
foreign-policy struggle with the Soviet Union, would usher in a new era of prosperity if 
urgently pursued. Harnessing the atom's power would not only provide abundant, 
inexpensive electricity, but also power our automobiles, planes, and rockets, among 
other things. This emphasis on developing peaceful uses of atomic energy emerged 
shortly after World War II and was tied to the idea that something so powerful and 
potentially destructive should be put to positive use for the benefit of mankind. In 
December 1953, President Eisenhower echoed these sentiments in his "Atoms for 
Peace" speech at the United Nations, in which he urged all nations (with U.S. help) to 
develop peaceful Lises of atomic energy (Pilat, Pendler, and Ebinger 1985). 
 
Early Attempts to Dispose of Wastes 
 
In such an atmosphere, the rather mundane subject of waste disposal did not receive 
much attention. More than 90 percent of government funding in those early years, not 
surprisingly, was channeled into reactor development. However, the waste problem was 
not totally ignored, and, at the time, it was not considered to be highly perplexing. The 
assumption made early on was that radioactive waste could be placed in bullet-shaped 
canisters and dumped into ocean sediments thousands of feet below the surface. The 
navy did bury low-level wastes at sea, but this option was eventually ruled out because 
in such deposits the waste would be difficult, if not impossible, to monitor. The idea of 
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burying wastes at the South Pole was also dropped. Another bizarre plan called for 
launching the spent fuel into outer space to orbit the sun or Venus. (Shapiro 1980, 228) 
The problem, of course, is that rocket technology would have to made fail-safe, a 
perfection never achieved. 
 
A more practical alternative involved storing radioactive wastes in underground salt 
domes, which tend to be stable and dry. The Atomic Energy Commission did operate a 
demonstration project in Kansas in the 1970s. Several safety issues were unfortunately 
not resolved, however, including the effects of radiation on the salt itself, so the project 
was ended (Kearney and Garey 1982). In addition, other states with salt domes, 
including Texas, Louisiana, and Mississippi, had the political clout to stall any future 
development (WaId 1989). Nevertheless, in 1974 the DOE constructed the Waste 
Isolation Pilot Plant in a New Mexico salt dome to store government-generated waste. 
The plant's opening was delayed for almost two decades for fear that water might seep 
into the chamber 2,100 feet under the ground and corrode the waste containers. Such 
an event has fortunately not occurred, and since 1999, when the facility was put into 
use, nearly 35 cubic meters of wastes have been stored there (Munger 2009). 
 
Reprocessing was another option that received considerable attention early on and was 
thought to hold the most promise. Reprocessing involves chemically dissolving the 
spent fuel rods and then recovering the uranium and plutonium to make new rods. 
Recovering one metric ton of spent fuel yields potential energy equivalent to 10,000 
tons of oil (Valenti 1995). To spur development, the Atomic Energy Commission funded 
and performed basic research at the national laboratories, and one of the first 
reprocessing technologies resulted from these efforts in the 1960s. In addition, the 
government agreed to purchase the recovered plutonium from the utilities, thereby 
reducing the utilities' fuel costs and making nuclear power even more attractive. 
 
On the surface, reprocessing made good sense, transforming a waste product into 
something useful. Nonetheless, after reprocessing, highly radioactive wastes still exist 
and must be dealt with, although the volume may be reduced by as much as 95 percent 
(Tucker 2009). Another reprocessing issue involved costs. Could reprocessed fuel be 
competitive with mined uranium-235, the only naturally occurring material capable of 
sustaining a chain reaction? Some in the private sector apparently believed that it could. 
The first commercial reprocessing facility opened in 1966, in West Valley, New York, at 
which time three more plants were in various stages of development, including one 
under construction by General Electric in Illinois. Much of the early enthusiasm was 
based, at least in part, on the assumption that once nuclear power took off, the price of 
mined uranium would rise, maldng reprocessed fuel competitive. The government also 
hoped that competition would not only spur innovation, but drive down costs. On the 
positive side, the early competition did produce some new reprocessing techniques, but 
it also convinced the firms involved that they would have a difficult time turning a profit. 
This expectation, along with the government's lack of power to force continued 
operations, ended all private ventures by 1975 (Campbell 1987). 
 
In retrospect, these early failures should not be surprising. The technology was new, 
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and costs were difficult to estimate. With the benefit of hindsight, however, it is difficult 
to make the argument that reprocessing can ever be profitable. A recent study 
estimates that the price of uranium would have to increase by a factor of ten for 
reprocessing to be cost effective (Kintisch 2005). In the end, uranium proved to be more 
abundant than expected and was never in short supply. Hence, any reprocessing efforts 
had to be government driven. In any event, new White House policies rendered serious 
discussion of reprocessing moot. In 1976, President Gerald Ford temporarily suspended 
all reprocessing efforts. In 1977, President Jimmy Carter announced, "We will not enter 
the plutonium age," and he banned the construction of any reprocessing facilities 
(Gilinsky 1978). Both presidents feared that reprocessed plutonium might be used to 
construct a nuclear weapon if rogue nations or terrorists gained access to it. 
 
Today, some nuclear advocates believe that the decision to end reprocessing in the 
United States is the major reason why the nuclear waste dilemma continues. The fears 
of nuclear proliferation have proven to be unfounded. Nations that built nuclear 
weapons found other means to acquire die necessary materials, and, as far as we 
know, terrorists have not been able to acquire plutonium, although some still believe 
that terrorists might get their hands on these materials (Inman 2005). Much is also 
made of the French success in reprocessing spent fuel at La Hague, Normandy, since 
the 1970s. France, which generates 78 percent of its electricity from nuclear power, 
reprocesses not only its own spent fuel, but also fuel from several other countries, which 
has helped offset the costs. To date, few problems have arisen at the 750-acre facility, 
although environmental groups have protested shipments of spent fuel to La Hague 
(Rust and Haig 2001). 
 
The French maintain that the plant is one of the most heavily guarded and monitored 
nuclear facilities in the world. It is also highly automated, with robotic manipulators 
handling more than 1 ,000 metric tons of spent fuel each year. The radioactive wastes 
that remain are then stabilized by a process known as vitrification, in which the waste is 
first mixed with borosilicate glass and then stored on site in corrosion-resistant, steel 
alloy containers (Valenti 1995; Cox 2008). The final resting place for the vitrified waste, 
however, has yet to be determined. During the 1980s, the French government selected 
possible underground sites without consulting with the local communities involved. A 
public backlash ensued, and a law was passed in 1991 requiring a fifteen-year 
moratorium before a final site may be chosen (MacLachlan 2006). Although the 
moratorium has expired, no site has been selected. 
 
The French reprocessing experience is generally viewed as positive, but Great Britain's 
is not. The Thorp reprocessing plant, located at Sellafield, opened in 1994 and has had 
a checkered history of operations, with several accidents reported, including the 
leakage of thousands of gallons of radioactive waste in 2005. The spill appears to have 
been contained within the plant. Making matters worse, though, the plant has typically 
operated at only 50 percent of capacity and has been mired in red ink despite initial 
predictions of profitability. For these reasons, the facility's future is uncertain (Merrell 
2003). 
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Drawing on the French experience and aware that Yucca Mountain faced major hurdles, 
the Bush administration attempted to revive interest in reprocessing. In 2006, it 
announced the formation of the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership. The purpose of the 
twenty-five-nation organization was to reinvigorate nuclear power and spur interest in 
reprocessing. The administration accordingly hoped to construct a new reprocessing 
facility by 2010, but lack of funding stymied these efforts (Hylko 2008). Assuming that 
the French success can be duplicated, costs will undoubtedly be a major issue. A study 
by the National Research Council in 1996 estimated that reprocessing all of the existing 
spent fuel would cost up to $100 billion, whereas finishing the Yucca Mountain facility 
would run in excess of $90 billion (Kintisch 2005). Another study, by the Boston 
Consulting Group for Areva, the French nuclear firm that operates La Hague, found that 
reprocessing "is in an economic range that can be competitive." The report noted 
specifically that reprocessing can increase the capacity of a repository because the 
volume of wastes is reduced, thus eliminating the need for a second facility. In addition, 
spent fuel would not have to be stored on site, so utility costs would be reduced and 
safety concerns lessened ("New Report" 2006). However, reprocessing is envisioned in 
conjunction with a repository, not without one. Reprocessing would thus be more costly 
than a repository alone. 
 
Yucca Mountain 
 
By the early 1980s, it had become clear that salt domes and reprocessing were not 
realistic possibilities, so the government turned to underground burial as the only viable 
option remaining. There was also a growing sense of urgency that something needed to 
be done. As Luther Carter wrote in Science at the time, "it is an acute embarrassment 
that the waste problem has not been solved" (1983, 33). In this vein, Congress passed 
the National Waste Policy Act in 1982, requiring the DOE to examine potential locations 
for repositories, one to be located in the East and the other in the West. The president 
would then make the final selection, opening the facility in 1998. There were two 
reasons for selecting two repositories. First, it seemed only fair that no single part of the 
country should have to store all of tit e waste. The second reason was more practical. It 
made sense to locate a facility in the East because the bulk of the waste is located 
there, and a nearby site would both reduce transport distances and lessen safety 
concerns associated with hauling highly radioactive materials across the country. The 
idea of an eastern site was eventually dropped, however, in large part for political 
reasons. It was unlikely that any state would agree to house a repository, and the 
eastern states' larger congressional delegations have more clout to block pending 
legislation. The argument can also be made that the West is better suited for a 
repository because it has a lessconcentrated population and a larger land area. 
 
In 1986, the DOE announced that three sites in the West would be considered: one in 
Texas, one in Washington, and one in Nevada - Yucca Mountain. No eastern site would 
be developed, at least in the near term. To say the least, western politicians were 
outraged and demanded a legal justification, but none was forthcoming (Marshall 1986). 
The legislative process then began to move quickly, spearheaded by Louisiana senator 
Bennett Johnston, who sold the plan for a Nevada site by arguing that it would be less 
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costly to develop because more was known about it, not to mention that many 
considered Yucca Mountain the best location. At the same time, states such as Texas 
and Washington could escape the possibility of getting a repository, and eastern states 
would no longer have to worry about a second repository because the legislation 
indefinitely deferred that possibility. As a final sweetener, Johnston attached the 
legislation to a finance bill that included a number of porkbarrel projects, and the 
legislation was passed in December 1987. Nevada, with the smallest congressional 
delegation, was the least able to resist the forces in motion. Harry Reid called the new 
law "base raw power politics" (Rasky 1987). Senator Johnston felt fairly certain that the 
waste issue had finally been resolved, but others were not so sure. One DOE aide 
remarked, "It's a roll of the dice with Yucca Mountain. We have reason to believe it will 
work out, but if it doesn't . . . man, we're in trouble" (Marshall 1988). 
 
The legislation provided for an intensive study of the Nevada site, which is located 
about 100 miles northwest of Las Vegas, near the nuclear test range where hundreds of 
nuclear devices were detonated in the 1950s and 1960s. The area seems to have 
inherent advantages. It is dry (receiving only about seven inches of rain a year), remote, 
and geologically stable. Some scientists objected to the selection of Yucca Mountain not 
because the site is necessarily a bad one, but because they felt that all of the potential 
locations should have been thoroughly investigated and more experimentation carried 
out in regard to underground burial before a final selection was made. On balance, 
however, most technical experts believed that a repository, if built correctly, could store 
the wastes with minimal risk to the public (Krauskopf 1990). As H. W. Lewis observes in 
his book Technological Risk, "[I]t is embarrassingly easy to solve the technical 
problems, yet impossible to solve the political problems" (1990, 245^16). Sure enough, 
the political problems cropped up immediately. 
 
The Struggle 
 
In 1989, Nevada enacted legislation making it illegal to store high-level radioactive 
waste in the state, and the state refused to issue environmental permits necessary to do 
a study of the Yucca area. Federal court decisions reversed the permit ban, and the 
study began after the DOE revamped it (Slovic, Flynn, and Layman 1991). The episode 
marked the beginning of a twenty-year struggle between the federal government and 
Nevada, where a prerequisite for election to any statewide office was opposition to the 
repository. Besides taking various legal actions, the state cited almost every possible 
technical problem as a reason to end the project. Consider that Nevada recently 
submitted 229 technical objections to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to 
explain why the repository should not be built ("Nevada Points Out" 2008). Some of 
these concerns may be legitimate. For example, a DOE geologist raised early on the 
possibility that an earthquake might alter the repository so that groundwater might enter 
the radioactive waste chamber, producing radioactive steam that would eventually find 
its way to the outside. A scientist at Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico 
hypothesized that the waste might actually explode in the 300-meter underground 
chamber. In response, the DOE appointed independent review panels to examine both 
claims, but in the end the panels did not find them credible, although some still believe 
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that earthquakes can threaten the repository's integrity. More serious perhaps is the 
danger of volcanic activity. Scientists believe that an eruption occurred approximately 
one million years ago near Yucca and another perhaps twenty thousand years ago. 
Nevada governor Robert Miller claimed that such recent activity should immediately 
disqualify the site. In response, the DOE asked ten experts to estimate the danger of an 
eruption. The average estimate was a one in ten thousand chance that an eruption 
would occur in the next ten thousand years, which apparently satisfied the department 
(Kerr 1998). In 1999, DOE issued a report stating that it had identified "no show 
stoppers" at Yucca and had confidence that the repository "would protect public health 
and the environment for thousands of years" (U.S. DOE 1999). 
 
Not all concerned parties were so positive. For example, a U.S. General Accountability 
Office report stated that the DOE's predictive models are inadequate and that water 
might still be a problem. Others believed that high humidity might pose potential threats 
and that not enough is known about the rock formations at Yucca. Hence, delay and 
further study were needed (Ewing and Macfarlane 2002). Despite everything, the DOE 
recommended in 2002 that President Bush designate Yucca Mountain as the repository 
for high-level radioactive waste in the United States. The president did so, and 
Congress approved the Yucca Mountain site (WaId 2002). Following congressional 
approval, Nevada continued to fight the repository with every means available, citing 
environmental, technical, and transportation concerns, along with poor project 
management by DOE. The state also refused to grant DOE permission to use the water 
necessary to drill bore holes to study the site ("Gov. Gibbons" 2007). Along the way, the 
project picked up both supporters and detractors. The National Academy of Sciences 
came out in favor of Yucca Mountain, but Nevada gained the support of influential 
senators such as Hilary Clinton, Barack Obama, and Barbara Boxer, all of whom came 
out against the repository. To some extent, views on Yucca Mountain were divided 
along party lines, with Republicans in favor and Democrats opposed. 
 
The process continued to drag on. A federal district court had placed a hold on the 
licensing process for construction, but finally, in June 2008, the DOE submitted an 
8,600-page document to the NRC. Shortly thereafter, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency issued its long-awaited radiation standards for the repository. The 
million-year standard requires that any person outside the boundaries of the repository 
receive no more than 15 millirems per year for 10,000 years and 100 millirems per year 
for the next 990,000 years. The agency maintains that the average person receives 
about 360 millirems per year from naturally occurring sources. Senator Reid objected to 
the lowered standard after 1 0,000 years, stating that it would put people at risk. He also 
indicated that the Environmental Protection Agency ruling might bring about more 
litigation (Speckman 2008). 
 
By filing the licensing application before the 2008 presidential election, the Bush 
administration hoped to make it more difficult for Barack Obama, should he become 
president, to derail the program (John McCain favored the repository), and it appears 
that the licensing process will continue. However, it will probably take three or four 
years, with hundreds of technical challenges being raised by Nevada and other 
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concerned parties. Moreover, budget cutbacks may make it difficult for the NRC to 
investigate all of the challenges (Rogers and Tetreault 2009). Nevertheless, if the NRC 
eventually approves the repository, President Obama may feel forced to cancel the 
program, given his sentiments concerning Yucca Mountain. If he does so, the nation's 
utilities are likely to file lawsuits to recover the billions of dollars they have paid to the 
federal government for a repository, on top of the more than four dozen lawsuits they 
have already filed because of the government's failure to dispose of the waste 
(Vartabedian 2005; Hughes 2008). 
 
Might It Have Been Different? 
 
The long struggle to construct an underground repository may well end with little to 
show for it. Let us consider whether things might have been done differently to ensure a 
repository's construction, keeping in mind that most countries heavily involved with 
nuclear power believe that some type of underground burial will be required ("Planning" 
2005), To answer the question, we must examine the fairness issue. Nevada was 
selected for a repository that no other state wanted and in this sense was treated 
unfairly. Perhaps if the DOE had stuck to the original plan and selected both an eastern 
and western location, a sense of "sharing the burden" would have lessened the sense 
of injustice. Even without an eastern site, DOE could have extensively studied the three 
western locations as originally planned, while conducting various experiments on 
underground burial that might have more clearly resolved some of the remaining 
environmental and technical issues, as some in the scientific community had urged. If 
this path had been followed, a greater sense of fairness and objectivity would have 
been embedded in the selection process. The irony, of course, is that in order to speed 
construction of a repository, none of these actions was taken. 
 
Another possibility would have been to add enough sweeteners to entice Nevada to 
accept the repository. Such scenarios are not without precedent. For example, people 
who live near French nuclear plants receive free electricity. The original legislation that 
designated Yucca Mountain called for the host state to receive $100 million per year, 
but the amount was later reduced to $20 million (Marshall 1988). Of course, we cannot 
know now whether more dollars would have assuaged Nevada's feelings of inequitable 
treatment. Perhaps the payment's reduction further antagonized the state's 
congressional delegation. However, once the legislation was passed, and Nevada's 
political leaders initiated a mission to stop the repository, accepting more federal dollars 
would have been viewed as a bribe and become more difficult to accept. 
 
In any event, the Yucca Mountain episode clearly demonstrates how difficult building a 
repository will be - after all, Nevada has less political muscle than other states and 
possesses a site that many believe is well suited for the project. At this point, one can 
only conclude that the prospects for a repository are bleak. Part of the problem lies in 
the federal system itself. Although states may not have veto power over federal policies, 
they clearly can obstruct them, making objectives difficult, if not impossible, to achieve 
(Kearney and Garey 1982). Harry Reid's recent accession as Senate majority leader, 
with more control over the budget process, guaranteed more delays even without 
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Barack Obama's election as president. 
 
Politics aside, perhaps the ultimate impediment to construction of a repository is fear of 
radiation. In this regard, Nevada is a particularly interesting case because the Yucca 
Mountain area was the site for tests of atomic weapons both above and below ground 
beginning in the 1950s. In ail, more than nine hundred weapons were detonated, and, at 
one time, Clark County (where Las Vegas is located) displayed a mushroom cloud on 
its official seal (Schultz 2009). Thus, one might have expected less opposition to a 
repository there. Yet surveys indicate that more than 70 percent of Nevadans oppose 
Yucca Mountain. Beyond the millions spent by the state on advertising to influence 
public opinion (Zeller 2002), Americans' attitudes toward nuclear power and the wastes 
it generates have changed over the years. Beginning in the 1970s, the environmental 
movement and antinuclear activists made the public more aware of the possible 
dangers and reinforced the fears of radiation. Spencer Weart, in his book Nuclear Fear 
(1988), has traced these feelings to the early decades of the twentieth century, when 
images of hideous deformities caused by radiation and fears of mass death and 
destruction first appeared. Such fears became a horrifying reality in the devastation of 
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl only 
heightened them. In addition, the government's handling of nuclear waste has not 
always inspired confidence. During the 1970s alone, eighteen spills of radioactive waste 
occurred at the government's Hanford Reservation in Washington State. Nuclear 
scientists have always maintained that these fears are irrational. Recent reports indicate 
that radiation damage at Chernobyl was much less than predicted, and one scientist 
has urged that construction of a repository at Yucca Mountain merely be delayed in 
order to allow the fears to subside further ( "Science and Technology" 2005). 
Unfortunately, such attenuation may take decades to occur, if it ever does, because 
fears of radiation, irrational or not, are deeply etched in the public mind. 
 
Now What? 
 
At this point, the Obama administration has made no specific proposals about the 
nuclear waste problem besides ruling out Yucca Mountain. The DOE may appoint a 
blue-ribbon commission to study the options. In this regard, Obama suggested during 
the presidential campaign that another site might be developed. Of course, the obvious 
question is, Where? No state is likely to volunteer for the honor, and, if a state is 
selected, years of haggling and obstruction probably lie ahead because it is unlikely that 
any site will measure up to the scrutiny to which it will be subjected. If history is not to 
be repeated, new techniques for dealing with the waste may be required, as Energy 
Secretary Chu has intimated. What might these techniques be? A process known as 
transmutation, which has been discussed for years, would reduce the period during 
which spent fuel would be highly radioactive from ten thousand years to three or four 
hundred. If this technique were to be developed successfully, some state, given the 
right incentives, might be persuaded to accept a repository. It is obviously much easier 
to assure a structure's integrity for hundreds of years rather than thousands. Indeed, 
one of the disconcerting questions Yucca Mountain has always raised is, Can anything 
be guaranteed for ten thousand years? 
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Reprocessing may also be pursued once again. To make the technology more 
palatable, researchers have been investigating techniques that lessen the chances of 
terrorists' acquiring plutonium from a reprocessing plant. One way to do so is to mix 
plutonium with uranium (a form of transmutation), creating what is called MOX fuel, 
which can then be used in commercial nuclear reactors. A MOX fuel demonstration 
plant under construction in South Carolina has faced major delays, however, and is not 
expected to open until 2017 (Henderson 2009). Nonetheless, if the process becomes 
well established, reprocessing might become more acceptable, allowing a reduction of 
the amount of waste to be stored. In the end, perhaps a combination of newly 
developed technologies will emerge that makes the storage of radioactive waste less 
ominous and the construction of a repository more likely. 
 
Conclusions 
 
More than fifty years after the first commercial nuclear plant opened, the radioactive 
waste dilemma continues to persist with no end in sight. Americans have enjoyed the 
benefits of nuclear power but have failed to deal with its major burden. Most scientific 
experts believed early on that the issue could be resolved, and, in a purely technical 
sense, it might have been solvable. However, nuclear power and politics have always 
been intertwined, especially with regard to the disposal of nuclear waste. No single state 
wants to accept a repository, and under the U.S. federal system, forcing a state to do so 
is extremely difficult. At present, no one seems to know how to resolve the issue. 
Hence, for the time being and perhaps for a long time, the spent fuel rods will remain at 
the power plants by default. Perhaps the answer to dealing with radioactive waste will 
ultimately require a technological fix that will mitigate the political obstacles. Without a 
doubt, however, the generations that innovated nuclear power will leave the waste 
problem for later generations to solve, which is perhaps the innovators' ultimate failure. 
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Feds won't OK strong bedbug killer in Ohio homes (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Plain Dealer 


 
6/15/2010, 9:05 a.m. ET 
(AP) — COLUMBUS, Ohio - State officials want permission to use an industrial 
pesticide to fight bloodthirsty bedbugs plaguing Ohio homes, but the federal government 
has said no, at least for now. 
 
In a letter earlier this month to Gov. Ted Strickland, U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson wrote that the pesticide Propoxur could pose health 
risks for children, harming their nervous systems. 
 
The state asked the EPA in November for an exemption to allow Propoxur, currently 
used in commercial buildings, on crops and in pet collars, to be applied in bedbug-
ridden homes. Though the government's response stops short of an official denial, it's 
disappointing, said Kaleigh Frazier, a spokeswoman for the Ohio Department of 
Agriculture. 
 
"We will remain in constant communication with U.S. EPA as well as our local partners 
... to see if there is anything we can do at the department to help move this request 
along," Frazier said Tuesday. 
 
While the tiny insects are not known to carry any diseases, bedbug bites leave behind 
itchy red bumps. A report issued in May by the Ohio Bed Bug Workgroup, a 40-member 
task force of experts assembled by the state Health Department, said problems with the 
pests have been most widely reported in homes, apartments, hotels and nursing 
homes. Recent reports have had bedbugs spreading to movie theaters and taxi cabs, 
Frazier said. 
 
A local movie theater owner, David Nedrow, said that crevices of upholstered seats 
would be a prime target for bedbugs, although he added that his venue hadn't had any 
problems with the six-legged bloodsuckers. 
 
Bedbugs are resistant to most of the pesticides currently available, so not having 
Propoxur as a weapon is a setback, said Susan Jones, an Ohio State University 
entomologist and a member of the workgroup. 
 
"It is very much a blow, because we don't really have products that are knocking down 
the bedbugs very well," Jones said. 
 
Propoxur, which can cause nausea and vomiting if swallowed, was removed from home 
use in the 1990s. But Jones said the EPA likely overestimated the risk of exposure to 
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children and said an effort was under way to provide the agency with information about 
how much of the pesticide would become airborne if applied in homes. 
 
In a statement Tuesday, the EPA said its conclusions about Propoxur are based on the 
best available science. If Ohio can provide new information, the EPA would consider it, 
the statement said. 
 
Information from: The Columbus Dispatch, http://www.dispatch.com 


 


Lack of Transparency Afflicts Oil Spill Response (OMB Watch) 


 
By sys_anon 
Created 06/15/10 
Adding insult to injury, the worst oil spill in U.S. history has been plagued by a lack of 
transparency that is hindering the response to the disaster and may impact responses 
to future spills. Reports of restrictions on media access to the spill site, the delayed 
disclosure of information on dispersants, and frustrations with BP's overall lack of 
transparency have confounded efforts to hold the company and government agencies 
accountable. 
 
Both the administration's and the oil industry's response to the oil spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico have drawn criticism [1] over the slow pace of release of information to the 
public. As congressional investigations and continued public outcry bring attention to the 
lack of openness, the federal response seems to be slowly moving toward greater 
transparency. 
 
Confusion about Size of Spill 
 
In the first weeks of the catastrophe, conflicting, inaccurate, or missing information 
regarding the amount of oil leaking into the Gulf of Mexico created confusion. Despite 
initial, unofficial estimates of up to 64,000 to 110,000 barrels of oil per day [2], the U.S. 
government and BP initially estimated up to 1,000 barrels of oil per day were leaking 
from the crippled Deepwater Horizon rig. Later, relying on estimates from BP, federal 
officials raised the estimate to 5,000 barrels per day [3]. Weeks later, the interagency 
Flow Rate Technical Group, after analyzing data and reviewing undersea video footage 
of the leak, estimated a range of 11,000 to 25,000 barrels per day [4]. On June 10, 
another revised estimate placed the range at 25,000 to 30,000 barrels of oil a day [5]. 
 
The task of quantifying the amount of oil gushing out of the broken pipe was made more 
difficult [6] by BP's delay in providing scientists a high-definition video of the leak for 
computer analysis, as well as by the company's resistance to permit a direct 
measurement of the flow rate. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA), the scientific agency that produced the government's 5,000 barrel-per-day 
estimate, refused to provide [7] more detailed information on the mathematics behind its 
figure. 
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Getting a clear, accurate understanding of the flow rate of the oil leaking from the 
destroyed wellhead is important for numerous reasons. Understanding the ecological 
impacts of the spill depends on a clear picture of the size of the leak. Planning for the 
prevention of and response to future deep-sea oil spills will be also informed by clear 
understanding of the characteristics of the Deepwater Horizon spill. In addition to 
learning about the root causes of the accident, the public and government regulators will 
need to know the consequences in order to plan [7] for the next catastrophe. 
 
Moreover, the amount of fines faced by BP will likely depend on the amount of oil 
released into the Gulf. In an interview with The New York Times [8], Rep. Edward 
Markey (D-MA), whose House Subcommittee on Energy and the Environment is 
investigating the spill, noted that under the Oil Pollution Act of 1990, companies face 
fines of up to $1,000 per barrel spilled, or up to $3,000 per barrel in the case of gross 
negligence. The need for accurate figures will have a major impact on potential fines. "I 
think they were hoping they could fix it before they would be forced to allow the world to 
measure it," Markey said. 
 
Markey's subcommittee also compelled BP to release underwater video footage of the 
leak. In response to the company's lack of transparency during the spill response, 
Markey stated [9], "We cannot trust BP. It's clear they have been hiding the actual 
consequences of this spill." 
 
Media Access Restricted 
 
According to numerous reports [10], BP and its contractors have turned journalists and 
photographers away from impacted sites, and local law enforcement, the Coast Guard, 
and other government officials have also restricted media access to important areas 
affected by the spill. In addition, BP initially directed [11] its cleanup workers to not 
speak with the media. The company has since rescinded that order. 
 
Many reporters trying to cover the spill complain [12] that access, even when granted, is 
strictly controlled by BP or BP contractors, frequently with the complicity of local or 
federal government officials. Markey commented [10] on BP's role in restricting media 
access, "I think they've been trying to limit access. It is a company that was not used to 
transparency. It was not used to having public scrutiny of what it did." 
 
On June 6, Coast Guard Admiral Thad Allen, the National Incident Commander, 
announced [13] that he had issued orders granting the media "uninhibited access" to 
cleanup efforts, except if the access is "a security or safety problem." According to a BP 
spokesman [14], "From the beginning, we have tried to provide information, data and 
access to government officials, the news media and the public. But we always are 
striving to enhance and improve our lines of communication and our responsiveness." 
 
Secret Chemicals 
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More than 1,262,000 gallons of dispersants [15] have been used on the oil spill to date. 
Numerous concerns have been raised about the long-term consequences of using such 
unprecedented quantities of dispersants and the unique conditions of their application 
under thousands of feet of water. Scientists and environmentalists had been calling for 
the disclosure of the ingredients to allow the public to analyze the possible human and 
ecological health impacts and what worker safety measures are needed. The chemical 
ingredients in the dispersants were kept secret until June 4, when the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) quietly disclosed the ingredients [16] on the 
agency's website. 
 
The chemical components had been kept secret because the manufacturer had claimed 
the information was confidential business information, and therefore, it qualified for 
special protections by the EPA. Open government advocates had asserted that 
because of the clear emergency situation and the potential health and safety 
consequences of keeping the information secret, the EPA had the legal authority to 
disclose the chemical identities. EPA disputes that it had such authority, saying that the 
agency is subject to possible criminal penalties in the event of unauthorized disclosure 
of confidential business information, even in a situation as dire as the Gulf disaster. 
 
Reflecting the concerns about the toxicity of the dispersants, EPA ordered BP to 
analyze alternative dispersants that were less toxic than the products the company had 
been using. BP, with help from the Coast Guard, conducted toxicity tests of alternative 
dispersants, but the results were neither released nor shared [17] with the EPA. The 
company refused to select an alternative, claiming its current product was the most 
appropriate for the situation. EPA is now conducting its own toxicity tests of dispersants. 
 
The data gaps related to the use of dispersants is emblematic of a chemicals policy that 
allows chemicals into commerce before the public has an adequate understanding of 
the chemical's hazard. One researcher who has studied dispersants used on oil spills 
lamented [18], "There's such limited funding out there to do this research. Would I would 
have liked to screen six dispersants? Yes, but there wasn't money." 
 
Federal Transparency Efforts 
 
Despite the numerous concerns raised about the quantity, quality, and access to 
information about the spill, there have been several government efforts to provide the 
public with data. The EPA created its own website [19] providing water and air quality 
monitoring data, along with information on the agency's activities in the Gulf. The 
interagency command center, known as the Unified Command, provides extensive 
online updates [20] on cleanup activities, as well as live video feeds from underwater 
remotely operated vehicles and telephone numbers for incident reports from the public. 
 
After several weeks of inadequate transparency from BP, EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson and Department of Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano called on 
BP [21] to release more data about the spill and increase the company's transparency. 
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On June 14, NOAA launched a new website [22] that provides information about the BP 
oil spill via an interactive map. Described as a "a one-stop shop for detailed near-real-
time information about the response to the Deepwater Horizon BP oil spill," the 
interactive map includes data from DHS, the Coast Guard, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, EPA, NASA, the U.S. Geological Survey, and the Gulf states. 
 
The Obama administration is also calling for a high level of transparency in the 
awarding and disbursement of public claims against BP. Adm. Allen of the Coast Guard 
recently wrote to BP chief executive Tony Hayward demanding greater disclosure of 
compensation payments. Allen wrote [23], "We need complete, ongoing transparency 
into BP's claims process including detailed information on how claims are being 
evaluated, how payment amounts are being calculated, and how quickly claims are 
being processed." 
 
 


Ohio Denied Use Of Bed Bug Killer By EPA (WLWT Cincinnati) 


 
Authorities Say ‘Propoxur’ Can Endanger Children 
POSTED: 10:46 am EDT June 15, 2010 
UPDATED: 11:18 am EDT June 15, 2010 
COLUMBUS -- Federal authorities have denied the state of Ohio’s request to kill off 
bloodsucking bedbugs in homes with an industrial insecticide. 
The EPA said the insecticide, Propoxur, could cause potential danger to children. 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson told Gov. Ted Strickland in a letter that Propoxur may 
pose a risk to nervous systems of children who enter rooms that have been treated. 
The insecticide is commonly used in commercial building, on crops and in pet collars. 
State officials said Ohio had been seeing severe bedbug infestation. The state sought 
an exemption last year so the insecticide could be applied in residences. 
The Ohio Department of Agriculture said it is disappointed with the government’s 
answers.  
 
 
 


EPA denies bedbug pesticide request (UPI) 


 
Published: June 15, 2010 at 2:33 PM 
 
COLUMBUS, Ohio, June 15 (UPI) -- An infestation of bedbugs has descended on Ohio, 
but the state will not be allowed to use a desired pesticide for fear of children's health, 
authorities said. 
 
The Franklin County Board of Health received more than 4,000 reports of the wingless, 
blood-sucking insects in 2009 in contrast to almost no reports in the past few years, The 
Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch reported Tuesday. 
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has rejected the state's request to use an 
agricultural pesticide, Propoxur, to combat home bedbug infestations, saying the risk to 
children outweighs the potential benefit, the newspaper reported. 
 
"The agency's health review for its use on bedbugs suggests that children entering and 
using rooms that have been treated may be at risk of experiencing nervous system 
effects," Lisa Jackson, administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, said 
in a letter to Ohio Gov. Ted Strickland. 
 
The pesticide currently approved for home use is expensive, and often requires repeat 
applications, Ohio officials said. 
 
Kaleigh Frasier, a spokeswoman for the Ohio Department of Agriculture, says the 
federal agency could reconsider the state's request after reviewing more information. 
 
"We're disappointed with the outcome, but we'll stay in contact with the EPA," Frasier 
said. 
 
 


Reach out to all communities in spill response, agencies urged (Albany Times-
Picayune) 


 
(New Orleans) 
June 16, 2010 Wednesday 
SECTION: NATIONAL; Pg. A 13 
Reach out to all communities in spill response, agencies urged ;  
Council to ask EPA to use local groups 
By Mark Schleifstein Staff writer 
Federal agencies responding to the BP Deepwater Horizon oil disaster should do a 
better job of targeting communities that have historically been underrepresented in 
disaster response, including people of color and Native Americans, members of the 
National Environmental Justice Advisory Council said Tuesday. 
 
In an unusual teleconference meeting "attended" by more than 370 callers, the council 
agreed to write a letter to the federal Environmental Protection Agency that also would 
recommend that agencies make better use of non-governmental organizations, 
including environmental and community groups, that were among the first to respond to 
the spill.  
 
The federal agencies also should focus on protecting and restoring coastal wetlands 
and Louisiana's barrier islands that are being fouled with oil, in addition to coastal 
habitats in other states, commission members said. And officials with the departments 
of Labor, Justice and Health and Human Services also should do a better job of 
ensuring that both the people working to clean up the oil in the Gulf of Mexico and on 
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shore and residents of coastal communities are protected from the spill's health effects, 
the commission concluded. 
 
The council advises EPA on environmental justice issues. EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson, who sat in on the meeting for 30 minutes, said over the weekend her agency 
added to the Joint Information Center staffers who are targeting environmental justice 
concerns in day-to-day operations, including how to provide air and water sampling 
results to communities and how to involve communities in decisions on disposing of 
spill-related wastes. 
 
"People of the Gulf Coast need our support today more than ever before," Jackson said. 
"The people who are most vulnerable to the impacts of this spill must be empowered 
during our response and the long-term recovery." 
 
The EPA is in a unique position to reach out to low-income, African-American, and 
cultural minority communities with histories of environmental problems because of its 
long history of attempts to address environmental justice issues, said Derrick Evans, a 
representative of the Turkey Creek Community Initiatives in Gulfport, Miss. 
 
"The key is to empower citizens through the existing network of community-based 
organizations and non-governmental organizations," he said. He pointed out that the 
Gulf Coast Fund for Community Renewal and Ecological Health, a philanthropy network 
set up in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina, has 160 members "representing the most 
underserved, marginalized, vulnerable environmental justice communities across the 
region," many of which were the first to respond to the oil disaster. 
 
For instance, the Louisiana Environmental Action Network, which represents dozens of 
local environmental groups across the coast, and the New Orleans-based Bucket 
Brigade provided the first cleanup volunteers with protective clothing and respirators, he 
said. 
 
Both council members and members of the public who called in comments during the 
meeting expressed concern about plans to put oil wastes and thousands of miles of 
oiled boom in ordinary landfills, after an EPA official told the commission that the 
agency had concluded it did not meet the legal definition of hazardous wastes. 
 
"We're concerned about where all the collected oil and used boom will be disposed of," 
said Rebecca Templeton, environmental outreach coordinator for Bayou Grace 
Community Services in Terrebonne Parish. "Our community believes it should be 
treated as a toxic material and be discarded in a safe way." 
 
Wilma Subra, a New Iberia chemist who advises environmental groups, said BP had 
contracted with waste disposal giant Waste Management Inc. to use its landfills in 
Louisiana and other coastal states, but that the Waste Management landfill in Louisiana 
was not on a list of approved landfills in Louisiana's oil spill response plan. 
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Subra said oil spill workers also are fearful they will lose their jobs if they report illnesses 
they believe are linked to the fumes given off by the oil. 
 
She said officials also need to do a better job publicizing fishing closures to fishers who 
don't speak English. 
 
"In our area, we have a lot of Vietnamese fishers where the older ones do not speak 
English," she said. "They're out there trawling and get stopped and fined because the 
area's closed for fishing and they don't know." 
 
. . . . . . . 
 
Mark Schleifstein can be reached at mschleifstein@timespicayune.com 
 
or 504.826.3327. 
 
 


EDITORIAL / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 


Dismissing climate change skeptics (Washington Times) 


 
June 16, 2010 Wednesday 
B, COMMENTARY; Pg. 4 
Book Review: Dismissing climate change skeptics 
By Roger Lott SPECIAL TO THE WASHINGTON TIMES 
The authors of "The Merchants of Doubt" criticize the political right for creating doubt 
about what supposedly are irrefutably calamitous environmental issues. Naomi 
Oreskes, professor of history and science studies at the University of California at San 
Diego, and Erik M. Conway, historian at the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, speculate 
that conservatives do this out of fear of hidden socialist agendas. This book surely will 
incite outrage among environmentalists and cause them to be even more dismissive 
and spiteful to those on other side. 
 
According to conservative beliefs, the government has no business concerning itself 
with whether someone is endangering his own health by, for instance, smoking 
cigarettes. Conservatives also believe that even if there is evidence that secondhand 
tobacco smoke can harm others, restaurants, movie theaters and other places ought to 
be able to make what they believe are the most appropriate smoking policies for their 
unique circumstances.  
 
However, it is true that global warming, depletion of the ozone layer, destruction of 
animal species by DDT and acid rain, are the types of issues that could, in theory, be 
appropriate areas for government intervention. After all, free-market prices for various 
goods or activities don't include the societal costs from any environmental damage they 
inflict. Ms. Oreskes and Mr. Conway say conservatives, who on principle refuse to 
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accept the need for government involvement in such instances, are the ones who will 
oppose environmentalism regardless of the science. 
 
Ms. Oreskes and Mr. Conway are too quick to dismiss climate-change skeptics. 
Whether carbon-dioxide emissions have significant climatic costs is highly debatable, 
and it's not obvious that benefits from regulation would outweigh resulting burdens on 
businesses. The effects of emissions on climate are far from clear - indeed, from 1940 
to 1970, global temperatures decreased at the same time that carbon dioxide emissions 
increased. Whether a little warming is a bad thing is also disputable. Environmentalists, 
however, would argue that if we try to wait and see, the problem may become 
irreversible. 
 
Strangely, Ms. Oreskes and Mr. Conway argue that if climate is sensitive to solar 
activity, it must be correspondingly sensitive to changes in carbon dioxide levels. 
Global-warming proponent Stephen Schneider sums it up, saying, "They can't argue 
that comparable changes in the energy input from greenhouse gases will not also 
produce comparable large signals." However, it seems perfectly natural that a couple 
tenths of a percentage-point increase in output from the sun - the Earth's source of heat 
in an otherwise very cold universe - could have far greater effect on climate than an 
increase in carbon dioxide emissions by a few parts per million. 
 
The authors simplify things, saying, "The devil was not in the details. It was in the main 
story. CO2 was a greenhouse gas. It trapped heat." No one is arguing with this - the 
issue is how much of an effect it has.  
 
Another main issue in the book is DDT. In the 1962 book "Silent Spring," Rachel Carson 
set off the alarm about possible environmental effects of DDT, making tenuous claims 
about dwindling bird populations and effects on human and animal health. Largely as a 
result of Carson's work, the EPA in 1972 enacted a ban on the use of DDT in 
agriculture.  
 
DDT isn't used just as an agricultural pesticide, but also is a cheap and highly effective 
chemical for controlling mosquito populations. Science provides no convincing evidence 
that DDT has harmful effects on humans, and spraying small amounts on the walls of 
homes prevents inhabitants from being bitten by mosquitos carrying malaria - a disease 
the World Health Organization estimates kills more than 1 million people every year. 
 
Through disease control and increased food supply, DDT has saved many more human 
lives than it has ended. Thomas Sowell of the Hoover Institution was most likely correct 
when he said, "There has not been a mass murderer executed in the last half century 
who has been responsible for as many deaths of human beings as the sainted Rachel 
Carson." 
 
Ms. Oreskes and Mr. Conway call such claims "venomous" and say it's absurd that a 
ban by the EPA in the United States could be blamed for the resurgence of malaria in 
Africa. The reality, however, is that the U.S. State Department refused to give foreign 
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aid to countries that used pesticides banned in the United States. Mozambique, 
according to the British Medical Journal, stopped using DDT "because 80 percent of the 
country's health budget came from donor funds, and donors refused to allow the use of 
DDT." The politicians and the public should have carefully considered the facts instead 
of letting Carson's arguments play upon their emotions. 
 
Then there's the ozone hole. The authors appear to be correct that after the 1978 U.S. 
ban on emissions of chlorofluorocarbons, ozone depletion decreased. However, the 
ozone hole is far from being simply a man-made creation. Ozone is formed when 
ultraviolet light from the sun causes oxygen molecules (O2) to break apart and one of 
the separated atoms joins another oxygen molecule to form an ozone molecule (O3). 
When sunlight is absent, as it is during the Antarctic winter, this process cannot occur. 
Along with the peculiar meteorological patterns of the Antarctic, which the authors admit 
are a factor, this can explain the seasonal creation of the ozone hole each August or 
September. 
 
The authors show their naivete when they use the conclusions of the Food and Drug 
Administration or Environmental Protection Agency as evidence of an environmental 
problem. They fail to appreciate that bureaucrats working at government regulatory 
agencies have incentives to reach certain "scientific" conclusions that will justify the 
creation of new laws granting them oversight powers. Likewise, scientists are more 
likely to obtain research grants if they reach the conclusions the government wants to 
hear. 
 
"The Merchants of Doubt" is well-researched and lucidly written, but the authors need to 
realize that there is plenty of room for legitimate disagreement about whether current 
scientific evidence justifies government intervention on these and other environmental 
issues. It's perfectly fine for Ms. Oreskes and Mr. Conway to make scientific arguments 
for their side of the debate, and indeed, they do this well, but speculations about 
motives are often wrong and rarely contribute much to the discussion. 
 
Roger Lott is a writer in Pennsylvania. 
 
 


Riverkeeper warns us to protect our own water (Charlotte Observer) 


 
(North Carolina) 
June 16, 2010 Wednesday 
SECTION: A 
Riverkeeper warns us to protect our own water;  
In my opinion 
By Ron Stodghill: 
Anyone recoiling over the BP fiasco should spend some time talking to David 
Merryman, the wily, 27-year-old watchdog of the Catawba River. 
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Merryman, whose real title is Catawba Riverkeeper, isn't likely to make you feel any 
better. But frankly, I'm hoping the calamity in the Gulf will help his often-futile crusade to 
save the Catawba, recipient of enough waste to rank among the nation's most 
endangered rivers.  
 
While there's no comparing it to the horrendous spill in the Gulf, the Catawba is under 
its own kind of assault: construction site sediments, the illegal razing of crucial 
vegetation along its shoreline; and waste or pollution spewed from communities and 
corporations. 
 
Merryman says the 300-mile-long Catawba, source of drinking water for Charlotte and 
dozens of other municipalities, has become a casualty of the city's runaway growth - 
and sometimes greed. 
 
For example, he says, Charlotte's sprawl has not only deepened our automobile culture, 
it has created more demand for electricity, much of which is generated through burning 
coal. 
 
Instead of oil spills, the worst threat to the Catawba comes from nearly a dozen area 
coal-ash ponds owned by Duke Energy and Progress Energy, he says. 
 
Coal-burning power plants leave ash full of potentially toxic metals. Such ash, which is 
mixed with water and flows into basins, is known to contaminate groundwater. 
 
Merryman's environmentalism grows out of his experience as a kid in Memphis, Tenn. 
 
"My whole childhood, I played in something I thought was a creek," he says. But as 
Merryman would discover years later as a biology student at Gardner Webb University, 
his playground was actually a toxic tributary for local stormwater runoff. 
 
"I was touching stuff you probably need to be wearing haz-mat gear to touch," he says. 
 
Researching invasive species at Yellowstone Park, Merryman was outraged by how 
pollutants had virtually wiped out a trout population by infecting them with a neurological 
disorder that made them whirl uncontrollably and become easy prey. 
 
"Those things made me want to speak out for local water," he says. 
 
In Charlotte, Merryman depends on some 400 volunteers to help him watchdog the 
river, and he hopes his cause will get a boost now and then from Washington. 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency last year, for example, listed four ash ponds 
along the Catawba on its national List of 44 High Hazard Potential Units. 
 
And earlier this week, the EPA cited Gaston County textile maker Pharr Yarns for 
discharging excessive amounts of pollutants into the Catawba and ordered the 
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company to submit a plan for cleaning up its act, a move Merryman applauded. 
 
"I'm not a complete gremlin to big business, but I'm not going to let them pillage our 
resources," he says. "The Catawba is our own resource that we let them use." 
 
He adds: "I mean, this river is our everything: our drinking water, recreation, comfort, 
jobs. If we don't have this river, we don't have Charlotte." 
 
Ron: 704 358-5928; rstodghill@charlotteobserver.com ; blogging at 
rstodghill.blogspot.com 
 


 


Democrats split over climate regs (Jacksonville Daily News) 


 
DAILY NEWS STAFF 
2010-06-15 12:19:21 
 
Senate Republicans fell short last week of overturning the Environmental Protection 
Agency’s authority to regulate greenhouse gases, but exposed a significant split among 
Democrats that may bode ill for passage this year of comprehensive energy and 
climate-change legislation. 
 
As the Washington Post reported, the contentious vote "suggested the Senate is far 
from decided on whether to put a price on the industrial emissions that stem from 
everyday activities such as lighting a home or driving a car." 
 
A bill by Sen. Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska, sought to overturn the EPA’s administrative 
finding last year that declared greenhouse gases dangerous and assumed authority to 
regulate them. It was defeated by a 53-47 margin. 
 
We, like Murkowski, regard the EPA’s administrative intrusion of applying the Clean Air 
Act to carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases to be a monumental over-reach. The 
law never was intended to regulate CO2. The EPA’s power grab circumvents legislature 
authority, while centralizing economic decisions affecting a wide spectrum of industries 
under the administration’s control. 
 
The division in Democratic ranks was epitomized by liberal senator and global warming 
true-believer Jay Rockefeller, a West Virginia Democrat, who agreed with Republican 
Murkowski. "I have long maintained that the Congress — not the unelected EPA — 
must decide major economic and energy policy," Rockefeller said. "EPA regulation will 
have an enormous impact on the economic security of West Virginia and our energy 
future." 
 
Senators’ votes could have far-reaching political significance in this election year, 
putting lawmakers on the record in the climate-change debate. President Barack 
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Obama had threatened a veto. Nevertheless, forcing the issue "exposed frays among 
Democrats," reports ABC News. 
 
"To a certain extent, the vote on the Murkowski resolution is something of a preliminary 
test of how a climate bill will fare in the Senate, but the message is murky," ABC News 
quoted Michael B. Gerrard, director of the Center for Climate Change Law at Columbia 
Law School. 
 
Those opposing EPA regulatory power over ubiquitous greenhouse gases properly 
argue that controlling those emissions effectively creates a new energy tax and kills 
jobs. 
 
The debate featured its share of cheap, election-year theatrics. California’s Sen. 
Barbara Boxer, facing a serious challenge in November from Republican nominee Carly 
Fiorina, brought props to make her case for EPA control, including large photos of oil-
soaked birds in the Gulf of Mexico, which she contended are a consequence of reliance 
on carbon-emitting fuels. 
 
Of course, that’s like pointing to a traffic accident and demanding the banishment of 
cars and trucks. 
 
The ranking environmental committee Republican, Sen. James Inhofe, R-Okla., was 
closer to the truth when he argued "global warming is the greatest hoax perpetrated on 
the American people. … (T)here’s no relationship between this (EPA disapproval 
resolution) and the oil spill." 
 
 


Impose stiff fines on oil spill in Gulf (Albany Times Union) 


 
First published: Wednesday, June 16, 2010  
Despite the damage done by the Deepwater Horizon accident, a moratorium on 
offshore drilling is not necessary, and sends the wrong message to the oil industry. 


The circumstances do justify suspending offshore drilling operations while licenses and 
permits are reviewed to ensure they emphatically put responsibility on the oil industry 
for noncompliance and accidents. This is particularly appropriate given the reported 
irresponsible activity by the regulating agency with oversight of the oil industry.  


Regulating agencies protect the public interest by granting permits and licenses only to 
qualified parties to ensure that equipment and processes are designed, constructed and 
operated safely. That ensures that unanticipated circumstances, even those leading to 
catastrophic events, cannot be claimed as a defense against liability.  
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The U.S. government is not qualified to operate offshore drill rigs, fix problems with 
wells or clean up oil spills. Taxpayers would be poorly served if the government were to 
"take over" because it lacks the necessary expertise, equipment and efficiency. 


The state Department of Environmental Conservation and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency routinely impose stiff fines (often simultaneously), that accrue on a 
daily basis for noncompliance with the most mundane permit provisions. Such penalties 
ordinarily apply retroactively to the date on which a noncompliant condition was first 
observed. This is how the Gulf oil spill should be handled. 


The Exxon Valdez cleanup cost an estimated $2 billion. The combined fines and 
cleanup costs will not have a crippling effect on the financial strength of the involved 
companies (with combined 2009 gross profits of more than $200 billion), as evidenced 
by Exxon's continuing financial strength. 


PAul Adel, P.E. 
Clifton Park  
 
 
 
People Ultimately Will Prevail (Richmond Times Dispatch) 
 
Editor, Times-Dispatch: I would like to add some thoughts to the Op/Ed column, 
"Overturn EPA? Yes; Senators Can Stop Assault on Virginia," by Phil Kerpen and Ben 
Marchi regarding giving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency additional regulatory 
powers.  
 
There is little doubt that the Clean Air Act as implemented has both added value to the 
health of the citizens and encouraged individuals and companies to modify processes 
that reduce air pollutants. The current conflation of this act and the global climate 
change phenomena portends having even greater impacts but not necessarily those 
that can be viewed in a positive light -- either for human health or for our economy.  
 
Some people have criticized Virginia's attorney general, Ken Cuccinelli, for trying to get 
the data and related materials from UVa regarding a former climate scientist at the 
university. It turns out that if the EPA gains authority to regulate these additional 
emissions, then what our attorney general seeks will take place (though for different 
reasons) on a much grander scale. This is due to the Data Quality Act, passed by 
Congress, which requires in such types of federal regulations that the raw underlying 
data that are the basis for the regulations be made available to all interested parties.  
 
This will in all likelihood result in years of further scientific analysis, reports from all 
interested parties, and litigation.  
 
My concern is not at all related to the process. Though torturous, it is the way things 
should work in our type of democracy. Interested parties, sometimes referred to in a 
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pejorative sense as special interest groups, abound and the media will generate much 
print and blogtime.  
 
In the final analysis, the science will be but one element in determining the outcome. 
The citizens and their hopes and views on this, if properly informed, should be 
represented by their elected officials. It is the representation of the people's informed 
will that hopefully prevails. Always vote wisely.  
Richard Carchman.  
Columbia. 
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Texas Swings Back at EPA in Dispute Over Air Pollution Rules (New York Times) 


 
By GABRIEL NELSON of Greenwire 
The permitting battle between U.S. EPA and the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality escalated again yesterday, with Texas filing a federal court challenge to EPA's 
efforts to override the state's air pollution rules. 
 
In question is Texas' 15-year-old "qualified facilities" program. EPA says the program 
fails to comply with the Clean Air Act and "allows companies that have Texas-issued air 
permits to avoid certain federal clean-air requirements including public review when 
they modify their plants." Texas contends that federal regulators who rejected the 
program in March were required to act on the state's rules within one year. 
 
Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott (R) filed yesterday's petition (pdf) with the 5th U.S. 
Circuit Court of Appeals, asking the New Orleans-based court to review EPA's decision. 
Described by Abbott's office as an effort to "defend the state's legal rights and challenge 
improper overreach by the federal government," the legal move is the latest riposte in 
an ongoing duel between regulators in Austin and Washington, D.C. 
 
The federal Clean Air Act gives states authority to craft their own air permitting 
programs, prompting criticism from TCEQ officials who feel that EPA has been heavy-
handed in its oversight of permits for pollution sources such as power plants and 
refineries. 
 
"Unfortunately, the federal government -- after failing to act on our rules for some 15 
years -- has decided that instead of working with us, they would just tell us how to run 
our state-delegated program, or else," TCEQ Commissioner Buddy Garcia said 
(Greenwire, June 7). 
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Al Armendariz, administrator of the EPA Region 6 office in Dallas, said last month that 
federal regulators would take over air permitting in Texas if the state's program was not 
brought into compliance with the Clean Air Act. The agency then backed up its threat by 
revoking the TCEQ permit for a Corpus Christi refinery -- the second largest in Texas -- 
and threatening to do the same to 39 other permits. 
 
EPA then tried to cut out the middleman last week, offering a measure of legal immunity 
to businesses that undergo a third-party air pollution audit. Companies that might have 
avoided review under Texas' qualified facilities program would be protected from civil 
prosecution but would be required to add any emissions-control equipment needed to 
meet air pollution standards. 
 
"This is not something that's going to be required of companies in Texas. What we've 
done is put together what we believe is a tool that companies can use to fix their permits 
and to get them consistent with the Clean Air Act," Armendariz told the Houston 
Chronicle last week, saying the audit offer would let companies "get out of the 
uncertainty they're all under" (Greenwire, June 11). 
 
Federal regulators have also attacked TCEQ for the agency's use of "flexible permits," 
which establish emissions limits for clusters of facilities rather than individual 
smokestacks. Federal regulators argue that the permitting system violates the Clean Air 
Act by allowing plants to produce more air pollution than allowable in any other state. 
 
Lawmakers in Texas say those claims are not borne out by the numbers. According to 
statistics touted by Texas lawmakers such as Gov. Rick Perry (R) and Rep. Pete Olson 
(R), the state beat national averages over the past decade by achieving a 22 percent 
reduction in ozone emissions and a 27 percent cut in nitrogen oxide emissions. 
 
"If the EPA moves to take control of a permitting process that the Clean Air Act allows to 
be delegated to the states, it will kill thousands of Texas jobs and derail a program that 
has improved Texas air quality considerably. If the federal government is to regulate 
sensibly, it must use common sense and consider the practical implications of its 
actions," Olson wrote earlier this month in a letter (pdf) to EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson. "America needs Houston's refining industry to meet our energy demands. That 
fact is not going to go away anytime soon." 
Click here (pdf) to read yesterday's petition. 


 


EPA takes over 2 more plants' air quality permits (Houston Chronicle) 


 
By PEGGY FIKAC AUSTIN BUREAU 
June 15, 2010, 1:54PM 
AUSTIN – The federal-state fight over Texas' air quality regulations escalated again 
today when the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency announced it was taking over the 
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issuance of operating permits for two more facilities — Chevron Phillips Cedar Bayou 
and Garland Power and Light. 
 
"If you wish to continue operations, you must apply to EPA for your permit by 
September 30, 2010," said letters to officials overseeing the Chevron Phillips chemical 
plant in Baytown and the power plant. 
 
They are the second and third facilities in Texas whose permitting process has been 
federalized after the EPA objected to draft permits approved by the state, saying Texas 
is not complying with requirements of the Clean Air Act. The first was a Flint Hills 
Resources refinery in Corpus Christi last month. 
 
The three are among 39 permits to which the EPA has objected, as state officials 
continue to aggressively defend Texas' permitting process as proper and beneficial. 
 
EPA Regional Administrator Al Armendariz said by phone today that his agency is ready 
to continue taking over permits if it considers the action necessary to enforce the Clean 
Air Act. 
 
Asked if he still considered it possible that EPA could take over the state's entire 
permitting process, as he previously has suggested, Armendariz said, "I hope it doesn't 
happen. I don't have an agenda to push EPA in that direction, and that decision is really 
up to the TCEQ (Texas Commission on Environmental Quality). 
 
"If the TCEQ begins to issue good permits and begins that process very, very soon, 
then this disagreement can end … but if they don't, then I have a legal obligation to 
implement the Clean Air Act, including taking over permitting activities, and I'll do so if I 
have to," Armendariz said. 
 
Today's move comes on the heels of the state's decision to go to court to fight the 
EPA's rejection of part of the state permitting process amid tough rhetoric from GOP 
Gov. Rick Perry and GOP Attorney General Greg Abbott, who say the federal 
government is overreaching and threatening Texas jobs. Armendariz disputed that 
assertion. 
 
Texas on Monday went to the U.S. 5th Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans 
challenging EPA's decision to disapprove the state's qualified facilities exemption. 
 
EPA said the exemption allowed companies to avoid certain federal Clean Air Act 
requirements, such as public review, when they made changes to their plants. The rule 
applied if companies kept their actual emissions below permitted levels. 
 
Abbott's office, in a statement accompanying the announcement of the suit, suggested 
the federal government is practicing "improper overreach." The attorney general said 
one section of the Clean Air Act provides that air quality "is the primary responsibility of 
the states and local governments," while another section says each state "shall have 
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the primary responsibility for assuring air quality within the entire geographic area 
comprising the state." 
 
Two industry groups also filed a similar court action. 
 
Under the Clean Air Act, states must develop plans to meet federal requirements aimed 
at protecting public health. 
 
"I am absolutely confident that the actions that EPA has taken are legal and are 
consistent with Clean Air Act, and I'm confident that the court will rule in our favor," 
Armendariz said. 
 
Regarding the two permits federalized today, EPA objections for both included an 
assertion that the permits do not include sufficient detail, instead only making reference 
to other permits that contain specific requirements. Armendariz said this makes it 
difficult for members of the public, the media or members of his enforcement staff to 
review the permits. 
 
Among other items, the Chevron Phillips permit included a qualified facilities exemption 
– the rule that EPA previously had not approved and specifically rejected earlier this 
year, prompting the state court action this week. 
 
In response to the EPA's move, Chevron Phillips Chemical said it "plans to work 
cooperatively with all involved agencies to complete the process of renewing its 
operating permit. As in the past, Chevron Phillips Chemical remains committed to 
operating in accordance with all air quality permits, state regulations and other 
applicable requirements. The Company has made continuous improvements in 
environmental performance and in the energy-efficient operation of its manufacturing 
plants." 
 
The Baytown plan has been in operation since 1963 and employs nearly 1,000 
employees and contractors, according to the company. 
 
pfikac@express-news.net 
 
 


Carbon Allowances May Cost Households $146 a Year, EPA Says 
(BusinessWeek) 


 
June 15, 2010, 2:16 PM EDT 
By Simon Lomax 
June 15 (Bloomberg) -- A proposal in the U.S. Senate to charge power plants, factories 
and refineries a price for releasing carbon dioxide into the atmosphere would cost the 
average U.S. household $79 to $146 a year, the Environmental Protection Agency said 
today. 
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Pollution allowances, each representing one metric ton of carbon dioxide, would cost 
$16 to $17 each in 2013 under the cap-and-trade legislation unveiled last month by 
Senators John Kerry, a Massachusetts Democrat, and Joseph Lieberman, a 
Connecticut independent, the EPA said in a report. The allowances would cost $23 to 
$24 each in 2020, the agency said. 
 
The legislation’s overall impact on U.S. consumers would be “relatively modest,” the 
EPA said. 
 
--Editors: Richard Stubbe, Charlotte Porter. 
 
To contact the reporter on this story: Simon Lomax in Washington at 
slomax@bloomberg.net. 
 
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Bill Banker at bbanker@bloomberg.net. 
 
 
 


EPA tells companies to bypass Texas air permitting (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Washington Post 


 
By SARAH PORTLOCK (AP 
HOUSTON — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency told two more companies 
Tuesday to bypass Texas regulators and apply directly with the federal government for 
their clean-air permits. 


The latest development in the battle between Texas and the federal government over 
clean-air permits for petrochemical companies involves the Chevron Phillips Cedar 
Bayou plant and Garland Power & Light, a utility in north Texas. 


The companies have until Sept. 30 to reapply for the permits directly with the federal 
agency, according to letters from the EPA to the companies. The EPA has threatened to 
take over Texas' air quality program, insisting the state is violating the federal Clean Air 
Act. 


The EPA has rejected nearly 40 operating permits issued by Texas late last year. After 
Texas failed to meet agency demands that the permits be fixed, it barred Texas from 
issuing an operating permit to a refinery last month and promised to take similar action 
for the remaining plants. 


"The people in Texas deserve the same protections under the Clean Air Act that the 
citizens of all the other states do," Al Armendariz, the EPA's regional director, told The 
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Associated Press. "We can't allow any state to implement or to operate a federal 
program like the federal Clean Air Act in a way that doesn't follow federal law." 


The debate between Texas and the EPA centers on the state's so-called flexible permits 
plan, which sets a general limit on how much pollutants an entire facility can release. 
The program never was approved by the EPA, and the Clean Air Act requires permits to 
set limits on each of the dozens of individual protection units inside a plant. 


The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality said Tuesday it is confident the 
flexible permitting program meets the Clean Air Act's provisions. 


"The EPA cannot deny the tremendous progress our state's air permitting programs 
have achieved, which is measured in cleaner air across the state," the state agency said 
in a statement. "The EPA seems intent on federalizing a successful state program." 


Gov. Rick Perry has said Texas should be lauded as the "poster child" for clean air and 
pollution regulation. In a statement issued Tuesday, he repeated his contention that 
"Washington's latest attempt to intrude on the state's authority not only undermines 
Texas' successful clean air programs, but it will cost the state tens of thousands of 
jobs." 


On Monday, state officials asked the 5th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans 
to review the EPA's decision in March to disapprove the state's permitting process for 
refineries. 


(This version CORRECTS that EPA has threatened to take over Texas air permitting, 
but has not done so.) 


 
 


U.S. Senate votes for American unilateral economic disarmament (Daily Caller) 


 
By George Allen   06/16/10 at 12:01 AM  
With a narrow 53-47 majority, the U.S. Senate appallingly voted for American economic 
unilateral disarmament. They voted against American jobs and coal-related jobs, 
manufacturers and business, our competitiveness, and affordable electricity and for 
ceding legislative responsibility to unelected judges and bureaucrats. 
 
In the midst of a struggling economy, 53 U.S. Senators forfeited their legislative 
authority to the Environmental Protection Agency’s bureaucracy. They ceded their 
constitutional right and responsibility to enact a positive and reasonable American 
energy policy by allowing the EPA to dictate, with draconian regulations on greenhouse 
gas emissions under the Clean Air Act, without specific Congressional authority. This is 
an abdication of responsibility to “We the People” in our representative democracy. 
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Senator Murkowski’s S.J. 26, a Resolution of Disapproval of the EPA’s endangerment 
finding, under the Congressional Review Act, was an attempt to restore the 
constitutional separation of powers and democratic accountability that had been 
compromised by EPA’s massive power grab through this regulation. More importantly, it 
was an attempt to hold off any more government intrusion into a free enterprise system 
that is trying to stand itself back up after the financial meltdown of 2008 and subsequent 
recession. 
 
Because of this vote, EPA will be able to proceed with new regulations that will impose 
upon millions of small businesses, farms, thousands of schools, churches, and 
manufacturers by mandating an economy wide regulatory cap over carbon dioxide 
emissions. Several economic studies from the left and right have concluded that this 
regulatory action will significantly raise the cost of transportation fuels, electricity, food, 
heat and air conditioning of homes and businesses across America at a time when the 
nation can least afford it. 
 
These regulations under the endangerment finding will be used to price and force our 
American coal industry out of business with a result of skyrocketing electricity prices for 
us all. They will push us in the direction of seeking fuel from foreign countries rather 
than accessing our own abundant and plentiful resources. For our national security and 
balance of trade, we cannot continue to allow Americans to be vulnerable to the whims 
of hostile dictators, oligarchs and cartels. 
 
How many more jobs will have to go overseas before the majority in Congress 
understands that high energy costs deliver nothing but high unemployment rates? 
No other country is willing to impose such economic harm upon their citizens. America 
now stands alone and will be hobbled in our ability to compete with China, India, Brazil 
and other countries in the global marketplace. America needs a rational energy policy 
that provides affordable and reliable electricity and transportation fuels to bring jobs 
back to our people and restore our nation’s economic strength. 
 
The vote against the Resolution of Disapproval was a vote for one of the single largest 
power grabs by the unelected bureaucracy in American history. It will be recorded as 
the day the U.S. Senate turned its back upon the American people, free enterprise and 
voted for U.S. economic unilateral disarmament. 
 
 


EPA takes over permitting process for two more plants (Fort Worth Star-
Telegram) 


 
(Texas) 
June 16, 2010 Wednesday 
BY: DAVE MONTGOMERY; dmontgomery@star-telegram.com 
AUSTIN --The Environmental Protection Agency wrested two more air quality permits 
from the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality on Tuesday, escalating an 
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unprecedented confrontation with Texas officials over enforcement of federal air quality 
standards. 
 
The EPA action came a day after Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott filed a legal 
challenge against the agency in the clean air dispute. Two industry groups have also 
signaled plans to sue the agency. 
 
The EPA's Dallas regional office, which has identified 39 Texas facilities with "serious 
flaws," moved in May to prevent the TCEQ from issuing a permit to a Corpus Christi 
refinery. It followed up Tuesday by taking over permits for two other facilities -- a 
Garland Power & Light plant in Collin County and the Chevron Phillips Cedar Bayou 
petrochemical plant in Baytown.  
 
Texas officials unleashed a strong response to the agency's announcement, repeating 
assertions that state environmental policy has helped reduce pollution. 
 
"Washington's latest attempt to intrude on the state's authority not only undermines 
Texas' successful clean air programs, but it will cost the state tens of thousands of 
jobs," declared Gov. Rick Perry, accusing the EPA of placing "a target on the backs of 
hardworking Texans." 
 
Two members of the Texas Conservative Coalition -- Rep. Kelly Hancock, R-North 
Richland Hills, and Sen. Troy Fraser, R-Horseshoe Bay -- said the agency "has 
infringed on the rights of the State of Texas, our economy, and our environmental track 
record in favor of their own agenda." 
 
"Lack of clarity" 
 
The EPA directed the two Texas facilities to seek federally authorized permits directly 
from EPA. Officials at both facilities said they will work to bring the plants into 
compliance. 
 
States are charged with issuing permits under the Clean Air Act but the EPA is 
empowered to take over the process if it believes states have fallen down on the job. 
The EPA actions in Texas came after protracted disagreement over how Texas officials 
regulate emissions in the nation's second most populous state. 
 
Al Armendariz, the EPA's regional director, indicated that the agency is prepared to take 
further steps "to federalize" the permitting process in Texas but said he is hoping TCEQ 
officials will act swiftly to correct violations. 
 
"That really depends on the TCEQ," Armendariz said, stressing that he has "no agenda" 
to take over the state's permits. "The number of permits that we federalize is really 
dependent on the number of permits that get fixed this summer by the TCEQ." 
 
In taking over the permit governing the Flint Hills Resources refinery in Corpus Christi, 
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the EPA challenged the state's "flexible permitting" policy in which facilities cap 
emissions under a plant-wide ceiling instead of using caps for each source within the 
facility. EPA officials contend that the policy weakens compliance with the Clean Air Act. 
 
In the latest action, Armendariz said, his agency says the companies are obscuring the 
ability of investigators and other outsiders from detecting possible violations by the way 
they document emissions requirements on their operating permits. Instead of listing the 
specific requirements, the documents contain only reference numbers, say EPA 
officials, forcing interested parties to do a vigorous records search to determine 
compliance. 
 
"Operating permits in Texas are very difficult to interpret," Armendariz said. "There's a 
severe lack of clarity in the operating permits in Texas." 
 
Work toward complaince 
 
Garland Power & Light, a municipal utility which serves 68,000 customers in Garland, 
operates the Ray Olinger Power Plant on Lake Lavon in Collin County. 
 
"We've received a notification from the EPA on the permit filing and we're glad to have 
received this notice so we now know our next step, which is to work through the permit 
renewal process with the EPA," said spokeswoman Elizabeth Kimbrough. "And we 
expect to be in compliance." 
 
The Baytown petrochemical plant is the largest of 34 manufacturing facilities operated 
by Chevron Phillips Chemical Co., according to the company Website. 
 
"The EPA had earlier notified the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality that it 
might intervene in the permitting process," Chevron Phillips Chemical said in a 
response. "The company plans to work cooperatively with all involved agencies to 
complete the process of renewing its operating permit. 
 
Armendariz declined to comment on Abbott's suit, saying he wanted to "stay away from 
getting in a back-and-forth with elected officials in Texas." 
 
The suit, filed in the U.S. Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans, focused on the 
EPA's dis 
 


Board to review parts of Hyperion permit (Associated Press) 


 


By WAYNE ORTMAN (AP 
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PIERRE, S.D. — A judge on Tuesday granted a request from Hyperion Resources to 
have a state board reopen the permitting process for a $10 billion oil refinery the 
company wants to build in southeast South Dakota. 


The state Board of Minerals and Environment granted an air quality permit for the 
project last August. The Sierra Club and two local groups filed a lawsuit seeking to 
overturn the permit on the grounds that it does not address some environmental issues. 


Hyperion said it needs to delay the start of construction while the appeal is pending and 
wants the state board to consider new rules implemented by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency since the permit was granted. 


Robert Graham, a lawyer for the opponents, asked Circuit Judge Mark Barnett to vacate 
the entire permit. Graham said the fact Hyperion wants to reopen the process is an 
acknowledgment that the permit is flawed. 


Hyperion attorney Rick Addison said that's not the case and that the company wants to 
make sure it's meeting all compliance standards with a state-of-the-art refinery. 


"We haven't admitted anything is wrong with our permit," Addison said. "We could start 
construction now with the permit we have." 


Barnett refused to set a deadline for the board to complete its review of new evidence 
and said it has the latitude to hear arguments brought by project opponents. He 
surmised, though, that the board would not take up issues covered in a previous 
hearing process spread over several months. 


The permit granted to Hyperion requires it to begin construction within 18 months — by 
February 2011 — but the court appeal will delay that. 


Because the permit is now in the courts, the state cannot grant an extension on the start 
of construction, Deputy Attorney General Roxanne Giedd told Barnett. 


The state supported Hyperion's request to reopen the process so an 18-month 
extension could be part of the board's review, she said. 


Hyperion executive Preston Phillips said after the hearing that the company plans to 
begin construction in the second half of 2011. 


The refinery would be located on 3,800 acres north of Elk Point. It would process 
400,000 barrels of Canadian tar sands crude oil each day into low-sulfur gasoline, 
diesel, jet fuel and liquid petroleum gas. 


Specific items the board is expected to consider in its review are new EPA rules 
regarding emissions of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and those from a process to turn 
a refinery byproduct into electricity; proposed new EPA rules on greenhouse gas 
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emissions; so-called Best Available Control Technologies, and a delayed start to 
construction. 


Reopening the permitting process will put the court challenge on hold. A hearing in the 
case had been scheduled for June 23. 
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A call to end oil dependence (Los Angeles Times) 


 
June 16, 2010 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
 MAIN NEWS; National Desk; Part A; Pg. 14 
A call to end oil dependence;  
Obama says the gulf crisis is a 'powerful reminder' of the need for clean energy. 
Jim Tankersley 
 
DATELINE: WASHINGTON  
 
President Obama on Tuesday night capped his Oval Office address on the massive gulf 
oil spill with a call for new efforts to reduce U.S. dependence on oil, saying "the tragedy 
unfolding on our coast is the most painful and powerful reminder yet that the time to 
embrace a clean-energy future is now." 
 
In a bow to political reality and the still-troubled economy, however, he stopped short of 
spelling out specifics for dealing with a problem that has bedeviled presidents since 
Richard Nixon in the 1970s and goes straight to the heart of such bread-and-butter 
issues as consumer prices, jobs and the viability of major industries.  
 
"The one approach I will not accept is inaction," Obama said. 
 
Yet major changes in energy policy -- and attendant policies on climate change -- are 
hard to bring to fruition because they require support from Congress and a broad array 
of contending interest groups. So far, even modest steps toward energy independence 
have proved unacceptable. 
 
Case in point: The Environmental Protection Agency said Tuesday that additional fossil 
fuel costs imposed by an Obama-blessed energy proposal being discussed in the 
Senate would cut petroleum consumption only 4% over the next 20 years. 
 
And many political analysts say even this proposal is likely to prove unacceptable in an 
election year. 
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"Reducing dependence on oil is one of the hardest pieces of energy policy we've got," 
said Trevor Houser, a visiting fellow at the Peterson Institute for International 
Economics, who has conducted detailed analyses of energy and climate policies. 
 
"Even with a highly targeted focus on oil, with all the tools we have, it's going to take 
decades," he said. 
 
And the same factors that have blocked past efforts to make major changes in the 
nation's dependence on oil and other fossil fuels are still present today, such as 
potential job losses and higher costs for consumers, at least for the immediate future. 
Another factor: likely resistance to sweeping changes in the nation's way of life, such as 
its reliance on cars. 
 
Environmentalists want the president to use the oil spill as a bully pulpit to push harder 
on renewable energy sources, such as wind and solar power, while avoiding the 
environmental costs of such fossil fuels as shale, offshore oil and coal. 
 
Conservatives have advocated more efforts at extracting fossil fuels. 
 
"The United States has over a trillion barrels of oil shale out West. Billions of barrels of 
untapped oil in Alaska. And more coal and natural gas than we know what to do with," 
said Patrick Creighton, a spokesman for the free-market Institute for Energy Research. 
 
"An effective energy policy would treat these homegrown, job-creating energy resources 
as an asset, not a liability," he said. 
 
Obama acknowledged those arguments, and brushed them aside as time-worn 
impediments. 
 
"For decades, we have talked and talked about the need to end America's century-long 
addiction to fossil fuels," he said. "And for decades, we have failed to act with the sense 
of urgency that this challenge requires." 
 
He declared he was open to "ideas and approaches from either party -- as long they 
seriously tackle our addiction to fossil fuels," including strengthening energy efficiency 
standards and increasing energy research funding. 
 
Obama began by referencing the core principles of his energy proposals as a candidate 
and as president: legislation to limit greenhouse gas emissions and drive up fossil fuel 
prices. The House passed such a bill last year. 
 
The EPA predicted the effort would not increase gasoline costs enough to significantly 
curb oil use. 
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Democratic leaders in the Senate are beginning work this week on a version of their 
own. 
 
It's unclear how far they will go in stitching the ideas Obama mentioned into a final 
energy bill, though several Democrats suggested Tuesday that no bill had the 60 
supporters needed to pass. 
 
A Senate aide expressed hope that Obama's speech would launch an aggressive effort 
by the president and top advisors to line up the votes. 
jtankersley@tribune.com 


 


Gulf Coast welcomes Obama's pledge to restore land (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Washington Post 


 
By CAIN BURDEAU 
The Associated Press 
Wednesday, June 16, 2010; 5:45 AM  
 
NEW ORLEANS -- After 50 years of watching wetlands created by the fertile Mississippi 
River turn into open water, Louisiana residents finally got what they'd long awaited: A 
U.S. president saying he'll fight to save what little is left along their eroding coast.  
 
Though details were vague, President Barack Obama's pledge to restore the Gulf 
Coast's degraded coast line has multibillion-dollar implications for the region's culture 
and economy and could preserve wildlife endangered by the BP oil spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico.  
 
In an Oval Office address Tuesday night, Obama said he was committed to making sure 
southern Louisiana, which is hemorrhaging a football field of marshland every 38 
minutes, and other coastline are saved.  
 
"We need a long-term plan to restore the unique beauty and bounty of this region," 
Obama said. "The oil spill represents just the latest blow to a place that has already 
suffered multiple economic disasters and decades of environmental degradation that 
has led to disappearing wetlands and habitats."  
 
Obama appointed Ray Mabus, the secretary of the Navy and a former Mississippi 
governor, to lead the effort to develop a long-term Gulf Coast restoration plan. Obama 
said he wanted BP to "pay for the impact this spill has had on the region."  
 
Coastal advocates have long said the human fabric and economic future of the Gulf 
Coast are at risk unless more aggressive steps are taken to inject freshwater sediment 
into Louisiana's estuaries. About 2,300 square miles of marshland have been lost from 
the state's coastline since the 1930s.  
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"Finally, we have someone at the highest level recognizing the significance of this issue 
and the significance of the pending tragedy, and just that is worth its weight in gold," 
said R. King Milling, a banker who chairs Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal's coastal 
commission.  
 
The Mississippi River built all of south Louisiana, including the fragile area on which the 
city of New Orleans sits, as it moved silt from the nation's heartland to the coast, 
creating land. But the river has been channeled since the 1930s with massive flood 
control structures and levees, cutting off its natural flow tendencies.  
 
Without a new feed of nutrients and fresh water, natural erosion processes that are 
worsened by powerful hurricanes have steadily worn down the coast from Atchafalaya 
Bay to New Orleans. Delicate wildlife estuaries that provided a buffer and kept the full 
force of hurricane storm surge ramming urban areas have all but vanished in some 
places.  
 
"For us coastal Louisiana is on life support, and it will take more than a cleanup for it to 
survive," said Val Marmillion, a founder of the America's WETLAND campaign, an 
initiative to persuade the U.S. government to use more offshore drilling royalty taxes to 
shore up the coast.  
 
Obama provided few details about how his administration would restore the coast. He 
noted that he had approved a plan by Louisiana officials to build new barrier islands to 
block oil coming ashore.  
 
Experts believe the best way to rebuild the coast is to redirect the Mississippi River's 
flow so that the river could mimic the way it once built up estuaries before the levees 
were erected.  
 
Glen Swift, a fisherman and Arkansas native who came to Louisiana in the 1970s, said 
his marsh cannot be rebuilt unless the levees are taken down.  
 
"They got it where the current (in the Mississippi) is so fast, it's carrying all the sediment 
out to the Gulf," Swift said. "The land's disappearing so quick, it's a man-made thing."  
 
In 1990, Congress passed the Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection and Restoration 
Act, which allowed federal agencies to do about $50 million a year in small-scale 
restoration.  
 
At the time, Louisiana had lost about 1,800 square miles of coastal wetlands, an area 
roughly the size of Delaware, according to U.S. Geological Survey maps.  
 
Still, the loss has outpaced restoration. Since the 1990s, more than 400 square miles of 
wetlands have been lost, the USGS says.  
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Fixing Louisiana's estuarine environment is estimated to cost between $10 billion and 
$50 billion. To do the costly work, Douglas Brinkley, a Rice University historian, said 
Obama could tap a share of the billions of dollars BP is expected to pay for damage 
caused by the oil spill. Obama was scheduled to meet with BP executives Wednesday 
to negotiate a deal on compensation for the fishermen and towns affected by its April 20 
blowout of the 5,000-foot-deep well.  
 
"They (the White House) need to attack the wetlands issue head on right now," Brinkley 
said.  
 
Rebuilding coastal Louisiana with river water and sediment has been studied for years 
and there are detailed plans on the shelf to ramp up conservation efforts.  
 
Experts say one early effort could be to open a portion of the lower Mississippi River 
levee system. The break in the levee, known as a crevasse, would flush out oil and 
slowly help build land.  
 
But allowing the river to run free of its channel also presents problems.  
 
Louisiana's coast is dotted with river diversion structures running below capacity - and in 
some cases left unused for years. Opposition from shippers, oystermen, towns and 
some ecologists has stymied the reintroduction of fresh, but polluted, Mississippi water 
and mud in the coastal system.  
 
"It's a balancing act," said Robert Turner, the regional director of the Southeast 
Louisiana Flood Protection Authority-East, a levee agency that oversees flood 
protection around New Orleans.  
 
Over at least two generations, Louisiana residents have watched as places dear to 
them have turned into open water. It's common to talk with 50-year-old fishermen who 
can point to places where ridges, airstrips, cemeteries and entire villages once stood.  
 
 
Even New Orleans is at risk. Founded in 1718 on a high ridge next to the Mississippi, its 
growth for nearly 300 years has spread to the mushy ground once poured out by the 
Mississippi. Those coastal marshes are a first line of defense against massive storm 
surges driven in from the Gulf by hurricanes.  
 
"If this country fails to understand the significance of this delta region, the damage to the 
area and the impacts of the citizens of this country will be astronomical," Milling said.  
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Maryland 
Obama presses for action on energy bill;  
Address to nation on spill 'We're running out of places to drill,' president says 
By Scott Wilson and Anne E. Kornblut 
President Obama urged the nation Tuesday to rally behind legislation that would begin 
changing the way the country consumes and generates energy, saying the expanding 
oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico is "the most painful and powerful reminder yet that the time 
to embrace a clean energy future is now." 
 
In his first Oval Office address, Obama compared the need to end the country's 
"addiction to fossil fuels" to its emergency preparations for World War II and the mission 
to the moon. Hours after the government sharply increased its estimate of how much oil 
is flowing into the gulf, the president warned that risks will continue to rise because 
"we're running out of places to drill on land and in shallow water." He called for fast 
Senate action on an energy bill that has already passed the House. 
 
"There are costs associated with this transition, and some believe we can't afford those 
costs right now," Obama said. "I say we can't afford not to change how we produce and 
use energy, because the long-term costs to our economy, our national security and our 
environment are far greater."  
 
Even before the president addressed a prime-time television audience, congressional 
Republican leaders warned him not to use what he described as "the worst 
environmental disaster America has ever faced" to further his political agenda. But 
beyond the urgency of his appeal, his remarks were largely an 18-minute compilation of 
what he has said about the spill over the past several weeks. 
 
His audience this time extended well beyond the Gulf Coast, where he just concluded a 
two-day visit, to an electorate that mostly disapproves of the way he is handling the 
crisis. 
 
The fact that Obama himself chose to deliver his message from the Oval Office 
underscored the extent of the disaster, both in terms of its environmental and economic 
impact on the gulf region and the political ramifications it holds in a midterm election 
year. The spill, which began April 20, has challenged the administration's cultivated 
image of competence and Obama's skill in using the right tone to discuss a widening 
environmental catastrophe that is in many ways out of his control. 
 
The government released new figures Tuesday showing that far more oil is flowing from 
the seafloor than believed as recently as last week. The Flow Rate Technical Group 
said as much as 60,000 barrels (2.5 million gallons) of oil a day is escaping from the 
damaged well, a 50 percent increase from the last estimate. 
 
BP announced plans earlier this week to capture 53,000 barrels (2.2 million gallons) of 
oil a day by the end of June. But the new figure highlights the extent of the challenge of 
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plugging the leak, and the threat facing an increasingly frustrated and fearful Gulf Coast 
as the summer tourist season begins. 
 
Obama is scheduled to meet Wednesday morning with BP executives to discuss 
response efforts and the establishment of escrow accounts to compensate those who 
the president said have been "harmed as a result of his company's recklessness." 
 
He also announced the appointment of Michael Bromwich, a former Justice Department 
official, to head the Minerals Management Service, which is responsible for regulating 
offshore drilling. 
 
Senior administration officials said Obama's address -- which they described as coming 
at an "inflection point" in the crisis -- will help adjust the nation's focus from the 
immediate spill to a longer-term strategy for restoring the gulf region and changing the 
way the country uses energy. Obama said he has assigned Navy Secretary Ray Mabus, 
a former Mississippi governor, to draw up a long-term strategy for the gulf "as soon as 
possible." 
 
Privately, one senior official said the speech was a direct effort to "wipe the slate clean," 
adding that the goal now is to "shift the conversation to something more future-
oriented." 
 
But Obama spoke only in general, often lofty terms about the need for Congress to pass 
energy reform legislation this year, a point he has made at least twice in the past month. 
He did not call for a price to be placed on carbon, even though one senior 
administration official said he thinks that is the most effective way to reduce U.S. energy 
consumption and protect against climate change. 
 
A presidential push for energy reform could energize a dispirited Democratic base 
heading into the fall campaign season. Liberals are dissatisfied with Obama on a range 
of issues -- including the still-stumbling economy and his escalation of the war in 
Afghanistan -- and the president's top advisers consider energy and the environment 
issues where he could work to restore his standing. But administration officials doubt 
the energy bill has enough support to pass in the Senate. 
 
"The votes don't exist now," one senior White House official said. "But he is going to 
press for it." 
 
The Oval Office address was Obama's most pointed attempt since the spill began to 
explain how the crisis should be leveraged on behalf of long-term reform, and it could 
well be his last chance to do so this year on a national scale. He said he will listen to 
ideas from all parties, adding that "the one approach I will not accept is inaction." 
 
Until his national address, the president focused his attention mostly on the gulf itself, 
and he spoke hours after returning from his visit to Mississippi, Alabama and the Florida 
Panhandle. 
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On his fourth and most extensive trip to the region, Obama toured staging areas being 
used in the response and met with local officials and business owners worried about the 
enormous slick offshore. He traveled by helicopter, ferry and motorcade along a seaside 
highway bordering white-sand beaches, booms floating offshore along much of the 
route. He spoke hopefully to many of the people he met, delivering a variety of pep talks 
while also warning that the Gulf Coast faces "painful" times ahead. 
 
"The consequences of our inaction are now in plain sight," Obama said. "Countries like 
China are investing in clean energy jobs and industries that should be here in America. 
Each day, we send nearly $1 billion of our wealth to foreign countries for their oil. And 
today, as we look to the gulf, we see an entire way of life being threatened by a 
menacing cloud of black crude." 
 
Republicans seized on the president's approach as further evidence of what they say is 
his over-reliance on the government to solve the nation's biggest challenges. 
 
In a statement, Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (Ky.) said that "the White 
House may view this oil spill as an opportunity to push its agenda in Washington, but 
Americans are more concerned about what it plans to do to solve the crisis at hand." 
 
 


Obama says BP will pay for worst coastal crisis (Washington Times) 
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Obama says BP will pay for worst coastal crisis;  
Pushes for changes in energy dependence 
By Kara Rowland and Stephen Dinan THE WASHINGTON TIMES 
A stern President Obama on Tuesday blamed BP's "recklessness" for the oil spewing 
into the Gulf of Mexico, vowed to make the company pay for the damage, and said the 
worst environmental crisis in U.S. history must force the country to move to energy 
independence. 
 
Making the first Oval Office address of his presidency, Mr. Obama tried to assure 
Americans that he is on top of the cleanup effort, though he acknowledged the spill has 
"tested the limits of human technology." But he stopped short of setting a deadline or 
offering details of what he wants to see in energy legislation, leaving Congress to take 
the lead on yet another major part of his agenda. 
 
He called for an escrow fund, paid for by BP, that will compensate those who live along 
the coast and whose livelihoods have been affected by the spill, and he promised to 
carry out a long-term restoration plan to repair an entire region that he said is still 
recovering from Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. Mr. Obama said Navy Secretary Ray 
Mabus, a former Mississippi governor, will head the reconstruction effort, consulting 
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broadly with governments, communities and businesses in the affected regions.  
 
"The millions of gallons of oil that have spilled into the Gulf of Mexico are more like an 
epidemic, one that we will be fighting for months and even years," Mr. Obama said. "But 
make no mistake: We will fight this spill with everything we've got, for as long it takes." 
 
And despite the huge projected environmental and economic costs related to the spill, 
Mr. Obama added, "We will make BP pay." 
 
With the Oval Office speech, Mr. Obama tapped into a presidential tradition reserved for 
matters of grave importance, a move that signals the seriousness with which his 
administration is now treating the spill. The administration has steadily upped the ante in 
the weeks after the April 20 explosion of the Deepwater Horizon oil rig, which killed 11 
workers and created the massive leak, after taking criticism over what many described 
as an initially tepid federal response. 
 
Government scientists said Tuesday that they estimate far more oil could be leaking into 
the Gulf than originally thought. The new estimate is between 35,000 and 60,000 
barrels of oil per day, much higher than the previous guess of between 20,000 and 
40,000 barrels. 
 
The administration says 15,000 to 17,000 barrels of leaked oil are being contained daily. 
 
Mr. Obama said within a few weeks he wants to see more than 90 percent of the oil 
being captured. A new well being dug to relieve the pressure on the leaking well is not 
expected to be completed until August. 
 
The president outlined the joint BP-government response so far, including 30,000 
people deployed across four states and more than 5 million feet of containment booms 
used. Mr. Obama also said he has authorized up to 17,000 National Guard troops to be 
deployed to the Gulf states if governors request them. He said the federal government 
will pick up the cost. 
 
"For generations, men and women who call this region home have made their living 
from the water. That living is now in jeopardy," Mr. Obama said. 
 
The disaster threatens the reputation of his 17-month-old presidency, with Republicans 
saying he has fumbled the response. 
 
"It's puzzling it took President Obama so long to address a waiting nation regarding a 
tragedy that he has compared to September 11th," said Sen. John Cornyn, Texas 
Republican. "While he spent two months searching for someone to blame, residents of 
the Gulf Coast have been searching for answers and looking for help." 
 
Republican National Committee Chairman Michael S. Steele accused Mr. Obama of 
seeking to use the disaster for political gain and to build support for his push for climate-
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change legislation. 
 
"Exploiting the tragedy in the Gulf to try to ram through a devastating, job-killing national 
energy tax is more of the same Chicago-style politics that has the president's approval 
ratings plummeting to an all-time low," Mr. Steele said. 
 
An Associated Press poll released Tuesday found 52 percent of the public disapproves 
of the way the president has handled the oil spill. That's similar to the proportion who 
were displeased with the way President George W. Bush handled the aftermath to 
Hurricane Katrina in 2005. 
 
In Louisiana, which has seen the brunt of both disasters, voters say Mr. Obama's 
performance has been worse than Mr. Bush's reaction to Katrina, according to a survey 
by a Democratic polling firm. According to Public Policy Polling, 50 percent of voters say 
Mr. Bush did a better job on Katrina than Mr. Obama has done on the spill, with only 35 
percent saying the Democrat has done a better job. 
 
Keenly aware of those types of numbers - an image problem exacerbated daily by 
jarring images of oily birds and fresh reports of displaced fishermen - the Obama 
administration has been dogged in its efforts to show it is in control of the situation. Mr. 
Obama on Monday made his fourth trip to the region, this time visiting the three Gulf 
states east of Louisiana and imploring Americans to support the local economy by 
visiting there. 
 
The president said he has already told BP to send more resources to the Gulf to aid the 
containment efforts, and said the company must set up an escrow account, to be 
managed by an independent third party, that would pay the compensation claims of 
Gulf-area residents. 
 
Mr. Obama has summoned BP CEO Tony Hayward and Chairman Carl-Henric 
Svanberg to the White House for a 20-minute meeting Wednesday morning, when he is 
expected to push the executives to accept the proposal for the escrow account to apply 
to damages and costs resulting from the spill. It will be the first time since the rig 
explosion that Mr. Obama has spoken directly with either man. 
 
It was unclear how much of the president's demands BP has agreed to. A senior 
administration official, briefing reporters before the speech, said he didn't want to speak 
ahead of Wednesday's meeting with BP executives. 
 
But the official did say one unresolved issue among the administration, Congress and 
BP is who will be responsible for paying oil workers idled by the six-month moratorium 
on deep-water drilling. 
 
That moratorium has enraged a bipartisan group of House lawmakers, who argue that it 
will cost good-paying jobs at a time when the Gulf region desperately needs them. 
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"The president ought not kick the people of Louisiana when we're down, and that's what 
the president's moratorium does," said Rep. Steve Scalise, Louisiana Republican, who 
called the ban on drilling a "bigger threat to Louisiana long-term than the oil itself." 
 
Oil company CEOs testified to Congress on Tuesday that letting their rigs sit idle costs 
as much as $1 million a day per rig, and they said they'll soon have to move those rigs 
to waters off the shores of other countries to stop the losses. The House lawmakers 
said if the rigs move, they're not likely to come back if and when the moratorium is lifted. 
 
Rep. Bill Cassidy, another Louisiana Republican, said the moratorium also won't end 
the U.S. demand for the 17 percent of the country's oil supply now produced from the 
Gulf, but the freeze will increase U.S. reliance on crude shipped by less-safe tankers 
from the Middle East. 
 
"We're making a decision to begin spilling oil from tankers," Mr. Cassidy said 
 
In his 17-minute address, Mr. Obama said he understood the economic hardship the 
six-month moratorium had imposed on local industries, but said he was not prepared to 
lift the ban until he heard from a presidential commission investigating the BP spill and 
the safety of offshore drilling. 
 
A new poll released Tuesday by the National Journal Group, the Pew Research Center 
and the Society for Human Resource Management found the public willing to pay higher 
energy prices if it means a cleaner environment. 
 
Still, the survey said 66 percent of the public supports offshore drilling and 68 percent 
want Congress to include mining coal and drilling for oil and gas in the U.S. as part of 
any new energy bill. 
 
Republicans had cautioned Mr. Obama not to use the oil spill as an excuse to lobby for 
action on climate change, but the president said the disaster must push the country to 
move to a clean-energy economy. 
 
"This is not some distant vision for America. The transition away from fossil fuels will 
take some time, but over the last year and a half, we have already taken unprecedented 
action to jump-start the clean-energy industry," he said. 
 
While not laying out a specific set of plans, Mr. Obama said it was imperative to act. 
 
"The one approach I will not accept is inaction. The one answer I will not settle for is the 
idea that this challenge is too big and too difficult to meet," he said. 
 
The call for action on climate-change legislation is a tough sell, though. 
 
The House last year passed a bill that set up caps for greenhouse-gas emissions, and 
two senators have proposed their own version of the bill. But in a test vote last week on 
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another climate-change measure, the Senate signaled that there aren't the 60 votes 
needed to overcome a filibuster this year. 
 
Mr. Obama was also harshly critical of the Minerals Management Service, the 
government agency responsible for overseeing drilling. The president said MMS had 
gotten too cozy with the companies it is supposed to be regulating, and said that must 
end. 
 
His first appointee to lead MMS, Elizabeth Birnbaum, abruptly resigned in late May. On 
Tuesday, the president said he'll nominate Michael Bromwich, a former Justice 
Department inspector general, to run the agency. 
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Address reflects new battle plan;  
President's show of command has repercussions way beyond Gulf 
By Susan Page 
WASHINGTON -- For President Obama, the Oval Office address Tuesday night was 
about more than the oil spill. 
 
His ability to project more command, competency and compassion in response to the 
crisis in the Gulf of Mexico -- and the eventual success of the administration's actions -- 
will have repercussions for his ability to do anything else, from pushing legislation on 
energy and jobs to holding down Democratic losses in the midterm elections. 
 
So his tone was unyielding toward BP and his language almost military, calling the 
current effort a "battle we're waging against an oil spill that is assaulting our shores and 
our citizens."  
 
In his first address from the Oval Office, a forum presidents reserve for the most 
consequential of messages, he promised a skeptical nation that he would marshal 
government resources to guarantee the Gulf coast recovers. 
 
"Make no mistake: We will fight this spill with everything we've got for as long it takes," 
he declared. "We will make BP pay for the damage their company has caused. And we 
will do whatever's necessary to help the Gulf Coast and its people recover from this 
tragedy." 
 
White House spokesman Robert Gibbs described the speech as an "inflection point," a 
moment when the initial response is replaced by more decisive action. Obama 
announced a BP-financed compensation fund -- though with no details about who will 
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run it and what it will cover -- and named Navy Secretary Ray Mabus, a former 
Mississippi governor, to head a long-term restoration program. 
 
Eight weeks after explosion 
 
The speech was laced with impressive statistics: 90% of the spill to be capped within 
weeks; 17,000 National Guard members authorized to help; 5.5 million feet of boom laid 
in the water. 
 
Eight weeks after the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded, however, he acknowledged 
there was no immediate end in sight to the nation's worst environmental disaster. Cable 
stations displayed logos Tuesday that declared "Day 57" as a live video feed from the 
seafloor showed oil spewing into the water. 
 
Obama said the oil spill was more like an epidemic than an earthquake, not a single 
event but a problem "that we will be fighting for months and even years." 
 
He has been hammered by critics, including such fellow Democrats such as Louisiana 
Sen. Mary Landrieu, who said he was too slow to get fully engaged, too deferential to 
BP and too cerebral in his response to a catastrophe that threatens a region's way of 
life. In a USA TODAY/Gallup Poll taken last weekend, 53% of Americans rated Obama's 
performance on the oil spill as "poor" or "very poor," including one in four Democrats. 
Seventy-one percent said he hadn't been tough enough on BP. 
 
No surprise then, that he ramped up his rhetoric, denouncing BP's "recklessness" and 
saying he would tell company executives at a White House meeting today "to set aside 
whatever resources are required to compensate the workers and business owners who 
have been harmed." 
 
The criticism hasn't driven down Obama's overall job-approval rating, at 50% in the new 
poll, the highest since January. But it may be affecting his standing in other ways. By 
51%-46%, the registered voters surveyed said Obama didn't deserve re-election. 
 
The enthusiasm gap 
 
Enthusiasm about voting in the midterm elections fell, especially among Democrats. 
Just 35% of Democrats say they are "more enthusiastic about voting than usual," the 
lowest level in more than a decade and 18 percentage points below that of Republicans. 
 
"When a guy who came in promoted by his followers as the first Superman president 
turns out to be not able to fly, I think some of his supporters feel let down," GOP pollster 
Glen Bolger said. 
 
"Every minute he and others in his administration are spending on the oil spill, it's time 
that they aren't able to devote to other issues that they prefer to be dealing with," he 
said. 
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There is significant support for Congress to act on other fronts. A majority of 
respondents support passage of legislation this year to create jobs, reduce global 
warming and expand financial regulations. 
 
Obama devoted the final quarter of his speech to push for an energy bill, which has 
passed the House but been stalled in the Senate. He argued that the spill demonstrated 
the need for the country to pursue alternative energy sources and reduce its 
dependence on oil, but he didn't outline any new specifics for a compromise bill or 
outline a course to pass it. 
 
GOP leaders dismissed his pitch. Texas Sen. John Cornyn accused the president of 
trying "to use this crisis to force a job-killing energy tax on the American people." 
 
Obama's speech was direct and determined, but it was less than the commanding 
rallying cry that the elder President Bush made from the Oval Office when he 
announced the launch of the first Gulf War or the compassionate tone President 
Reagan struck from the setting after the space shuttle Challenger exploded in air. 
 
"It remains to be seen whether this is a kind of environmental 9/11, where the country 
fundamentally shifts gears and decides we have to do something different," says Matt 
Bennett of the moderate think tank Third Way. "Nothing concentrates the mind like the 
pictures people are seeing of this devastation." 
 


W&M grad named to fed commission on BP spill (Virginia Gazette) 
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Tuesday, June 15, 2010 10:38 AM EDT 
WASHINGTON – A graduate of the College of William & Mary is among five people 
President Barack Obama named to a commission tasked with finding ways to avoid a 
repeat of the oil spill that occurred as a result of the Deepwater Horizon disaster. The 
group will be led by a former Florida governor and U.S. senator, Bob Graham, and a 
former administrator for the Environmental Protection Agency, William K. Reilly. 
 
Named to the panel were Frances G. Beinecke, Donald Boesch, Terry D. Garcia, 
Cherry A. Murray and Frances Ulmer. The council is co-chaired by former former U.S. 
Senator Bob Graham and former Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency, 
William K. Reilly. 
 
“These individuals bring tremendous expertise and experience to the critical work of this 
commission," President Obama said in announcing the panel. 
 
Boesch earned his Ph.D. from W&M. He is the President of the University of Maryland 
Center for Environmental Science, where he is also a Professor of Marine Science and 
Vice Chancellor for Environmental Sustainability for the university.  In 1980-90 he 
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served as the first Executive Director of the Louisiana Universities Marine Consortium 
and worked as a Professor of Marine Science at Louisiana State University.  
 
Boesch is a biological oceanographer who has conducted research on coastal 
ecosystems along the Atlantic Coast, the Gulf of Mexico, Australia and the East China 
Sea.  He has also assessed the long-term environmental effects of offshore oil and gas 
development and multiple environmental problems of the Gulf Coast.  
 
Considered a pioneer in the study of the environmental effects of offshore energy 
development, Boesch edited the 1987 work, "Long-Term Environmental Effects of 
Offshore Oil and Gas Development," considered seminal for the field. 
 
Boesch is also chairman of the Ocean Studies Board of the National Research Council 
and a member of the National Academies Committee on America’s Climate Choices. 
 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 


================================================================== 


Lieberman: Pay $1 a day for climate (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette) 


 
Senate authors of a controversial climate change bill heralded EPA modeling results 
unveiled Tuesday as proof that their plan would have a limited pinch on Americans' 
pocketbooks.  
Sens. John Kerry (D-Mass.) and Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) found many reasons to gloat 
after getting the 74-page study that showed the overall costs from their legislation's 
major global warming provisions would cost an average household between $80 to 
$150 per year.  
 
"There'll be some people who will want to demagogue that politically, but that's less than 
$1 a day," Lieberman told reporters. "Is the American household willing to pay less than 
$1 so we don't have to buy oil from foreign countries, so we can create millions of new 
jobs, so we can clean up our environment? I think the answer is going to be yes."  
 
President Barack Obama is expected to give the Kerry-Lieberman bill a big push 
Tuesday night during a prime time speech from the Oval Office, but the measure's 
sponsors still have a big fight on their hands if they're going to have success.  
 
Senate Democrats are divided over whether to set up a cap-and-trade program dealing 
with power plants, petroleum refiners and a range of other big industries, while most 
Republicans see the issue as red meat headed into the mid-term elections.  
 
Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.) said on the floor Tuesday morning that 
he didn't buy into the connection that Obama and the climate bill authors are making 
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between their proposal and the Gulf of Mexico oil spill.  
 
"With all due respect to the White House, the wetlands of the Bayou, the beaches of the 
coast, and our waters in the Gulf are far more important than the status of the 
Democrats' legislative agenda in Washington," McConnell said. "Americans want us to 
stop the oil spill first. And until this leak is plugged, they're not in any mood to hand over 
even more power in the form of a new national energy tax to a government that, so far, 
hasn't lived up to their expectations in its response to this crisis."  
 
EPA's modeling of the Kerry-Lieberman bill focused on the cap-and-trade sections 
aimed at curbing U.S. emissions 17 percent below 2005 levels by 2020, as well as 
provisions in the nearly 1,000-page bill that are designed to help energy-intensive 
manufacturers deal with costs for compliance.  
 
Overall, EPA predicted industries would pay between $12 and $41 in 2013 for an 
allowance that's necessary for compliance with the Kerry-Lieberman bill's greenhouse 
gas limits, rising to between $13 and $59 in 2020. The wide range is because of 
different modeling assumptions, including a company's access to special offset projects 
such as helping to keep a forest standing in a developing country  
 
EPA's study didn't look at provisions in the legislation to improve energy efficiency from 
lighting and power more vehicles from natural gas, or in spelling out in more detail when 
a state can open itself up to more offshore oil and gas drilling.  
 
And the models also are limited in studying the monetary impacts associated with the 
scientific warnings around climate change, including more heat-related deaths and 
intense storms, poorer farming conditions and rising sea levels. "There are many 
benefits here that don't get reflected," Kerry said. 


EPA: Climate bill costs less than postage stamp (Associated Press) 


 
By MATTHEW DALY (AP)  
WASHINGTON — The Obama administration says a climate and energy bill being 
pushed in the Senate would cost American households 22 to 40 cents a day, less than 
the cost of a postage stamp. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency said in a new analysis released Tuesday that a 
bill sponsored by Sens. John Kerry and Joe Lieberman would cost households an 
average of $79 to $146 per year. 
 
The EPA analysis comes as President Barack Obama prepares an Oval Office speech 
Tuesday night on efforts to contain the massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. Obama is 
expected to press for action on sweeping legislation to curtail pollution blamed for global 
warming and to reduce oil imports. 
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As Senate Defeats Challenge to Climate Finding, EPA Faces Additional Trials 
(OMB Watch) 


 
By sys_anon 
Created 06/15/10 
 
Earth Opponents of climate change regulation are attempting to dismantle the 
regulatory framework the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has crafted thus 
far under the Obama administration. The Senate unsuccessfully attempted to overturn a 
scientific determination in which the agency found that greenhouse gases threaten 
public health and welfare. However, EPA still faces court challenges by industry groups 
on regulations limiting emissions from both vehicles and industrial sources. 
 
On June 10, the Senate defeated a resolution (S.J. Res. 26 [1]) introduced by Sen. Lisa 
Murkowski (R-AK) that would have canceled EPA's endangerment finding for 
greenhouse gases. The Dec. 7, 2009, endangerment finding [2] declared climate-
altering emissions a threat to "the public health and welfare of current and future 
generations" under the Clean Air Act. A procedural vote that would have brought the 
resolution up for a vote failed, 47-53 [3], effectively killing it. 
 
Critics accused the Senate of attempting to interfere with an agency scientific 
determination and hailed the defeat of the resolution as a victory not only for the 
environment, but also for scientific integrity. "It's deeply disturbing that some senators 
thought they could wave a magic wand and make the entire body of climate science 
disappear," Kevin Knobloch, president of the Union of Concerned Scientists, said in a 
statement [4]. "The EPA determined that global warming emissions endanger public 
health," he added. "Fortunately a majority of the Senate stood up to this attack on 
science." 
 
Murkowski introduced the resolution under the Congressional Review Act [5] (CRA), a 
1996 law that allows Congress to veto agency regulations and gives privileged 
consideration to resolutions introduced in the Senate if sponsors meet certain 
deadlines. Murkowski missed [6] a deadline under the CRA; however, Senate Majority 
Leader Harry Reid nonetheless allowed her to bring the resolution to the floor. Some 
benefits of moving a resolution under the CRA include limited time for debate, a 
prohibition of amendments or filibusters, and the need for just a simple majority to pass 
any such resolution of disapproval. 
 
"[I]n the face of the worst environmental disaster in our nation's history, Senator 
Murkowski's resolution never should have even reached the Senate floor," former Vice 
President Al Gore said in a statement [7], referring to the BP oil spill disaster in the Gulf 
of Mexico. "The fact that we had to work to defeat this legislation is a testament to the 
continued strength of the fossil fuel lobby." 
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The resolution drew significant Democratic support, with six Democrats joining all 41 
Republicans to vote in favor. Even if the resolution had cleared the Senate, it was 
unlikely to pass the House, and President Obama had threatened to veto it. 
 
EPA's decision to explore an endangerment finding was first prompted by the U.S. 
Supreme Court. In 2007, the Court ruled in Massachusetts v. EPA [8] that greenhouse 
gases were eligible for regulation under the Clean Air Act pending an EPA examination 
of whether emissions posed public health risks. 
 
The endangerment finding is not only EPA's most definitive statement to date on the link 
between greenhouse gas emissions and global climate change, but it also serves as a 
legal trigger for future regulation. EPA recently finalized two regulations supported by 
the endangerment finding, one limiting emissions from passenger vehicles and the other 
targeting stationary sources. 
 
The vehicle emissions rule, finalized [9] in April in partnership with the Department of 
Transportation (DOT), sets new fuel economy standards for vehicles from model years 
2012 through 2016. The standards will require new cars to reach an average fuel 
economy level of 34.1 miles per gallon by 2016, resulting in 1.8 billion barrels of oil 
saved over the life of the vehicles, according to administration estimates. 
 
A coalition of industry groups is suing EPA and DOT over the joint rule. The coalition 
includes, among others, Massey Energy, the owner of the West Virginia mine where an 
explosion killed 29 miners in April, according to BNA news service [10] (subscription 
required). 
 
Auto makers support the EPA/DOT rule and have filed in court on behalf of the 
administration. The standards were set after Obama brokered a deal among the auto 
industry, environmental groups, and states. The industry agreed not to challenge stricter 
fuel economy standards as long as those standards were consistent across all 50 
states. Environmental groups have also filed in court on the agencies' behalf. 
 
EPA faces a more serious challenge to its standards for stationary sources such as 
power plants and oil refineries. The rule, finalized in May [11], requires new and existing 
facilities emitting greenhouse gases above certain thresholds to obtain permits and 
upgrade pollution control technology beginning in 2011. EPA says the rule covers only 
major facilities but will still allow the agency to oversee 70 percent of greenhouse gases 
emitted from stationary sources. At least 14 lawsuits have been filed against EPA over 
the stationary source rule, according to BNA [12]. Plaintiffs include the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce and the National Association of Manufacturers. The Center for Biological 
Diversity, an environmental group, is also challenging the rule, hoping to force EPA to 
move up the implementation schedule. 
 
Additional legislative challenges are also expected. Sen. Jay Rockefeller (D-WV) has 
introduced legislation (S. 3072 [13]) that would delay for two years implementation of 
EPA's stationary source regulation. The bill would not impact vehicle emissions 
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standards. Some Democrats who opposed the Murkowski resolution said during the 
debate that they would support Rockefeller's bill and hoped to bring it to the floor for a 
vote. 
 
Both Obama administration officials and environmental advocates hope that the 
continued presence of EPA regulation will prod Congress into more quickly passing 
comprehensive climate change and energy legislation. The House passed a bill (H.R. 
2454 [14]) in June 2009 that would establish a cap-and-trade program for greenhouse 
gases, but action has stalled in the Senate, where different proposals, likely without 
cap-and-trade provisions, are being considered. 
 
Senators from both sides of the aisle have said they prefer legislation to EPA regulation, 
and supporters of the Murkowski resolution assailed EPA over what they characterized 
as an administrative attempt to usurp Congress's power. "Many of the senators who 
voted for the resolution say they want Congress, not the administration, to address 
climate change," Knobloch said. "That position has integrity only if the Senate moves 
swiftly to pass a strong climate and energy bill." 
 
Senate Democrats say they hope to consider and pass a comprehensive bill before 
breaking for the August recess. However, the BP oil disaster has further complicated 
both the politics and the timing of the legislation. Obama is scheduled to address the 
nation Tuesday evening (June 15) and will likely continue his push for comprehensive 
energy and climate policy. 
 
 


GRANTS 


Tuesday, June 15, 2010, 12:56pm EDT 
 


Dublin Rec Center gets EPA grant for green roof (Business First of Columbus) 


 
An environmentally friendly project at the Dublin Community Recreation Center is 
getting a $50,650 boost from the Ohio EPA. 
The agency has awarded a Surface Water Improvement Fund grant to the city for an 
effort to “green” 2,300 feet on the roof of the recreation center by planting vegetation. 
The city also plans to install a walkway, small patio and two rain barrels. 


The goal of the project, the EPA said, is to cut the volume of storm water flowing from 
the roof to the South Indian Run waterway. 


The state grant was a piece of more than $1 million the EPA made available for similar 
projects aimed at cutting pollution into stream banks. 
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MINING 


Court: Planned NM uranium mine not on Navajo land (Associated Press) 


 
By FELICIA FONSECA (AP)  
FLAGSTAFF, Ariz. — A New Mexico-based uranium producer plans to move forward 
with a mining operation in the western part of the state after that a federal appeals court 
ruled Tuesday that its land is not part of Indian Country. 


The full 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver ruled in a 6-5 decision that the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency erred when it determined that a parcel of land 
near the Navajo community of Church Rock was Indian land. 


The decision means that Hydro Resources Inc. can seek an underground injection 
control permit from the state of New Mexico rather than the EPA, which has permitting 
authority on tribal lands. 


Hydro Resources wants to inject chemicals into the ground to release uranium and 
pump the solution to the surface in a process called in-situ leaching. 


"I think that it's clear we were right all along, and we've been vindicated," said Rick Van 
Horn, senior vice president of operations for Hydro's parent firm, Uranium Resources 
Inc. "That doesn't mean we're going to go ahead and do this without discussion with the 
other stakeholders in the community and surrounding areas." 


Hydro Resources had argued the company's land, known as Section 8, isn't legally part 
of the Navajo reservation because it had not been set aside for the federal government 
for use as Indian land. The parcel had been a part of Indian Country at one time, but 
was removed by federal executive order in 1911. 


David Taylor, a natural resources attorney with the Navajo Department of Justice, said 
the tribe was disappointed by the court's ruling and will consider its options, including 
filing an appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court. 


The New Mexico Environment Department granted an injection control permit to Hydro 
Resources in the late 1980s for the vacant property about six miles northeast of the 
Church Rock Chapter house. When the land status came into question, the state asked 
the EPA to make a determination. 


The agency ruled in 2007 that the parcel was Indian land after considering the makeup 
of the population and the services the community receives from the Navajo Nation. A 
three-judge panel of the court had upheld the EPA's decision, but Hydro asked for a 
hearing before the full court. 
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Nearly 98 percent of the 2,802 residents of the Church Rock Chapter are American 
Indian, and most of the other residents are married to Navajos, according to the 2000 
Census. Most speak Navajo and receive services through the chapter. 


EPA reasoned that all of the Church Rock Chapter is Indian Country because a high 
percentage of the land within its boundaries is set aside for Indian use and federally 
superintended. 


But the 10th Circuit court said Congress has not explicitly set aside Hydro's land for 
Indian use nor is it under federal superintendence and, therefore, cannot be considered 
Indian land. The court further rejected the EPA's consideration of a community of 
reference, which it said would turn the determination of land status into a guessing 
game. 


"If Congress hasn't declared the land set aside for the establishment of a federally 
dependent Indian community, we are powerless to do so ourselves," the court majority 
wrote. 


Cara Peck, an EPA spokeswoman, said the agency had not yet reviewed the decision. 


The court dissents argued that the majority opinion introduces confusion into the law 
and that a community reference should be the primary consideration when determining 
land status. The notion of community also should assume heightened importance when 
it comes to natural resources, the minority said. 


"A parcel of 160 acres completely surrounded by a community of 57,000 acres should 
not fail to be part of that community simply because of the ownership status of that 
parcel," the minority said. 


The majority noted the "grave consequences" that mining operations can pose but said 
"it is the court's hope, no less than the hope of the dissents, that the appropriate 
agencies will do their assigned jobs in protecting the environment." 


Eric Jantz, an attorney for the Santa Fe, N.M.-based Environmental Law Center, which 
represents mining opponents, called the ruling tragic. 


"Frankly, I don't think the state has much of a stake in this in terms of people with 
political power," he said. "Who is going to assure that this community's water isn't going 
to get polluted. The federal government, the EPA is going to be a much better guardian 
of that than the state." 


 
 


PESTICIDES 


================================================================== 
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Endosulfan insecticide will be phased out (Delta Farm Press) 


 
Jun 15, 2010 2:50 PM 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency has announced a plan to end all uses of the 
insecticide endosulfan in the United States. 
 
An EPA news release said that endosulfan, which is used on vegetables, fruits and 
cotton, “can pose unacceptable neurological and reproductive risks to farm workers and 
wildlife and can persist in the environment.” 
 
Makhteshim Agan of North America, the manufacturer of endosulfan, opposed EPA’s 
findings, but announced that it would voluntarily participate in a plan to withdraw 
endosulfan over time. 
 
“From a scientific standpoint, MANA continues to disagree fundamentally with EPA’s 
conclusions regarding endosulfan and believes that key uses are still eligible for re-
registration,” said Scott Rawlins, MANA director of global governmental and industry 
relations. “The agency has made a number of overly conservative and unrealistic 
assumptions about how endosulfan is used that do not reflect the best available 
science. 
 
“However, given the fact that the endosulfan market is quite small and the cost of 
developing and submitting additional data high, we have decided to voluntarily negotiate 
an agreement with EPA that provides growers with an adequate timeframe to find 
alternatives for the damaging insect pests currently controlled by endosulfan,” Rawlins 
said. 
 
Endosulfan was first registered in the 1950s. MANA is the exclusive marketer of two 
formulations of endosulfan under the brand names Thionex 3EC and Thionex 50W. 
 
Details of the final timetable for Thionex will be announced to producer organizations 
and agricultural product retailers in the coming weeks. 
 
EPA stated said that farm workers “can be exposed to endosulfan through inhalation 
and contact with the skin. Endosulfan is used on a very small percentage of the U.S. 
food supply and does not present a risk to human health from dietary exposure.” 
 
EPA says the phase out “is based on new data and scientific peer review, which have 
improved EPA’s assessment of the ecological and worker risks from endosulfan.” 
 
 


Exterminator is charged with using banned pesticides (Boston Globe) 


 
June 16, 2010 Wednesday 
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NEWS; Metro; Pg. 2 
Exterminator is charged with using banned pesticides;  
Brazilian national pleads not guilty 
 
By Brian R. Ballou, Globe Staff 
A Brazilian national who ran an extermination company in Everett was arrested early 
yesterday by federal authorities on charges of using chemicals banned indoors and 
operating without certification. 
 
Several hours after his arrest, Josimar Ferreira was arraigned by US Magistrate 
Jennifer C. Boal on charges that he violated federal law by using malathion and 
carbaryl, agricultural pesticides banned for indoor use, in jobs to eradicate beg bugs in 
Quincy, Somerville, Malden, and Everett.  
 
In one case, according to an affidavit filed in Federal Court in South Boston, Ferreira 
sprayed several units inside a red-brick apartment complex at 41 Mullin Ave. late last 
year. The tenants were unaware of the scheduled spraying set up by their landlord, and, 
in at least one case, a resident chose to stay with relatives after complaining that the 
chemicals sprayed were overpowering. 
 
Jasmine Holden, 24, who lived at 41 Mullin Ave., said that Ferreira's company sprayed 
harsh chemicals all over her apartment, including on her 8-month-old daughter's crib. 
 
``He did a terrible job, tore up my apartment spraying, and virtually left it uninhabitable 
for several days,'' said Holden, who contacted the state's Agricultural Department in 
December to complain about Ferreira's firm. 
 
``My daughter was crawling on her hands and knees, so she could have gotten very 
sick from those chemicals,'' Holden said. ``I had to have a cleaning company come in to 
wipe the place down from top to bottom. And after everything that happened, the bed 
bugs still existed.'' 
 
Holden said she moved out two weeks ago. 
 
Stellio Sennis, the attorney representing Ferreira, entered a plea of not guilty on his 
behalf. 
 
Ferreira was ordered released on personal recognizance but was taken into custody by 
Immigration and Customs Enforcement agents. According to the affidavit, Ferreira 
entered the United States in 1996 on a tourist visa, which expired months later. Ferreira 
has been living in Everett for about five years, near his business, TVF Pest Control, on 
Main Street, and has been married for 14 years. His wife and 9-year-old daughter live 
with him. 
 
The maximum penalty for violating the EPA regulation is a year in jail, a $25,000 fine, or 
both, but prosecutors say they will probably not seek jail time for Ferreira. Deportation is 
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also a possibility. 
 
Ferreira also allegedly maintained pest control businesses in New York and New 
Jersey, according to the affidavit. An anonymous complaint led the New Jersey 
Department of Environmental Protection to visit his offices in December. 
 
Ferreira was not there, but the department cited him and an associate as unlicensed 
pesticide applicators. 
 
In New York in April, the state's Department of Environmental Conservation - acting on 
a tip by the Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources, which was 
conducting its own investigation - cited Ferreira for operating an unlicensed pesticide 
business. 
 
The Massachusetts Department of Agricultural Resources initially received an 
anonymous complaint about TVF in August 2009, and an investigation was launched, 
revealing that Ferreira had repeatedly failed the certification test for exterminators. 
 
Brian Ballou can be reached at bballou@globe.com 
 
 


SUPERFUND 


================================================================== 


EPA: Company must halt poison gas at SE Idaho site (Associated Press) 


 
June 15, 2010, 8:06AM ET   
By JOHN MILLER 
BOISE, Idaho 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency on Monday ordered a chemical company to halt 
toxic, explosive gases leaking from a southeastern Idaho Superfund site that 
toxicologists concluded were an "urgent public health hazard." 
 
Philadelphia-based FMC Corp. operated a phosphorous production plant from 1949 to 
2001 on the Eastern Michaud Flats area west of Pocatello, on the Shoshone-Bannock 
Indian Reservation. 
 
Nearly a decade after FMC mothballed the operation, however, its capped ponds 
continue to produce phosphine gas that smells of rotten fish and can damage 
respiratory, nervous and gastrointestinal systems, and the heart, liver, and kidneys. 
 
The EPA in April began investigating leaks after learning that FMC and its contractors 
had detected concentrations at dangerous levels, said Greg Weigel, an EPA Superfund 
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coordinator in Idaho. A meter that measured phosphine in the air at breathing height 
near Pond 15S was "maxed out," though no cases of sickness or injury were reported. 
 
"Prior to April, we had no knowledge there was a problem at Pond 15S -- or any of the 
other ponds," Weigel said. "If phosphine gas is being generated, it's collecting under the 
cap. Once it collects to a high enough concentration, it tends to find the pathway of least 
resistance to leak out." 
 
FMC, where former U.S. Interior secretary and Idaho Gov. Dirk Kempthorne was once a 
lobbyist and is now on the board of directors, didn't immediately return a phone call 
Monday seeking comment. 
 
This is just the latest challenge for FMC at its defunct elemental phosphorous plant, 
located about a mile from the Pocatello Airport passenger terminal and a few hundred 
feet south of U.S. Interstate 86. 
 
The company experienced pond fires in the decades before its facility closed. In 1998, it 
paid $11.9 million -- then the largest civil penalty settlement ever under a 1976 
hazardous waste law -- and had to cap the ponds. In 2006, FMC had to install a 
treatment system at one capped pond to remedy leaking phosphine, hydrogen sulfide 
and hydrogen cyanide gases. 
 
Weigel said Monday's order is an "emergency response." Additional, longterm 
measures must still be developed to remedy phosphine gas welling up under the ponds' 
caps. 
 
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare toxicologists, working with the federal Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta, analyzed data from the site after the EPA 
requested help. 
 
The state concluded this month that phosphine gas burping from FMC's Pond 15S 
between February and May posed a threat to workers cleaning up the site -- and 
anybody else who chanced onto this land that's been on a federal list of America's 
most-contaminated places since 1990. 
 
"The phosphine gas being released from Pond 15S is an urgent public health hazard to 
the health of people breathing the air in the proximity of Pond 15S, including workers, 
visitors to the pond area and any potential trespassers in the pond area," Kai Elgethun, 
a Health and Welfare public health toxicologist, wrote in a June 1, 2010, letter to the 
EPA. 
 
In recent weeks, FMC has installed a temporary gas extraction and treatment system. 
 
"Phosphine levels have decreased significantly," the EPA said in a statement. 
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But Monday's order also requires the company to address phosphine gas releases at 
two other ponds. 
 
What's more, FMC will have to extract and treat hazardous gases at any other ponds on 
the site, should the EPA find further measures are needed to protect human health and 
the environment, according to the order. 
 
 


TOXICS 


================================================================ 


Australian toxic waste to be treated by Nyborg firm (Copenhagen Post) 


 
Wednesday, 16 June 2010 10:07 BJS News 
Minister sets strict conditions for the cargo of hazardous Australian waste sent to 
Denmark for processing 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency has agreed to allow dangerous 
hexachlorobenzene chemicals to sail from Australia to Denmark, which the Australians 
have tried but failed to destroy, to be processed in Nyborg on the island of Funen. 
 
‘I think it is very problematic to transport hazardous waste from one end of the globe to 
the other. But we have a duty to step in when others have an insoluble problem,’ said 
Karen Ellemann, the environment minister. 
Ellemann has insisted that the ships transporting the waste must be double-hulled, and 
that each container with hexachlorobenzene (HCB) waste must have an attached GPS 
transmitter so that the waste can be tracked at all times. 
 
The HCB waste – which the Australians have spent many years trying to destroy - is 
currently located in a populated area between the centre of Sydney and the city’s 
airport. 
 
Hexachlorobenzene (or HCB) is one of the banned environmentally hazardous 
substances listed by the UN’s Stockholm convention. Signatories to the convention are 
obliged to assist each other dealing with hazardous waste such as HCB if the country 
concerned is unable to dispose of the waste by itself. 
 
‘This case shows that we must look again at global preparedness for dealing with 
depots of hazardous waste. I intend raising this matter with my colleagues at the EU. 
We need to focus on how we can solve the problem of destroying depots of 
environmentally-dangerous waste in a manner that is least harmful to the environment, 
without having to freight it around the globe,’ concluded Ellemann. 
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DuPont agrees to $59K settlement over NC pollution (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: BusinessWeek 


 
The Associated Press June 15, 2010, 2:53PM ET  
KINSTON, N.C.  
Industrial giant DuPont Co. has agreed to pay a $59,000 penalty for mercury discharges 
at a North Carolina plant. 
The federal Environmental Protection Agency said Tuesday the settlement relates to the 
company's polymer fiber manufacturing facility in Kinston. 
The EPA says discharges at the plant exceeded permitted levels of mercury for eight 
months between September 2008 and March 2009. 


A call to Delaware-based DuPont was not immediately returned. 


Stan Meiburg is the EPA's acting regional administrator for the region of the U.S. that 
includes North Carolina. 


Meiburg says the settlement underscores the importance of the federal permitting 
process in protecting the water supply from dangerous chemicals like mercury. 


 


DuPont fined $59K by EPA (ENC Today) 


 
Wesley Brown 
2010-06-15 18:15:29 
 
Kinston’s DuPont plant has paid a fine of $59,000 to settle water-quality violations that 
the federal Environmental Protection Agency says the polymer fiber manufacturer 
committed between July 2008 and March 2009. 
 
An investigation conducted by the EPA found that during those nine months the DuPont 
facility at 4693 N.C. 11 North discharged greater than allowable levels of mercury into 
the Neuse River in violation of the Clean Water Act. 
 
A state-issued permit limits the factory to a daily maximum mercury discharge of 0.012 
micrograms per liter. Davina Marraccini, a spokeswoman with the EPA, said Tuesday 
that from July 2008 to March 2009 the facility averaged a daily maximum mercury 
discharge of 0.104 micrograms per liter, which is 8½ times the limit. 
 
In a statement issued to The Free Press on Tuesday, DuPont spokesman Terry 
Gooding said mercury leaked into the river from a concrete pipe that had separated at 
several joints due to settling over time. “The separations allowed groundwater with low 
levels of mercury to enter the storm water piping system,” he said. 
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Gooding said DuPont unknowingly inherited the problem when it re-acquired the 
Kinston facility in July 2008 from Unifi. 
 
“The EPA had originally notified the former site owner about the violation and the former 
site owner notified DuPont after the re-acquisition,” he said. 
 
As soon as administrators at DuPont’s Kinston plant learned about the problem, they 
immediately began working with the N.C. Department of Environment and Natural 
Resources — even before receiving the notice of violation from the EPA — to take the 
necessary steps to identify the source and mitigate it, Gooding said. 
 
DuPont faced a maximum penalty of $297,500. Clean Water Act violations made before 
February 2009 can incur a maximum fine of $32,500 per month and $37,500 per month 
after that. 
 
Marraccini said a consent agreement reached between DuPont attorney Patricia McGee 
and Wilda Cobb, associate regional counsel for the EPA, set the fine. 
 
DuPont paid the fine and complied with an administrative order made by the EPA 
requiring DuPont to submit a corrective action plan to prevent further violations, 
Marraccini said. 
 
Gooding said DuPont completed the necessary corrective actions by August 2009. 
 
Reports by the Environmental Protection Agency state mercury contains neurotoxin, a 
chemical that can adversely affect pregnant women and a baby's growing brain and 
nervous system. 
 
Impacts on cognitive thinking, memory, attention, language, and fine motor and visual 
spatial skills have been seen in pregnant women and children exposed to mercury in 
the womb, the study states. 
 
Gooding said DuPont understands the severity of mercury side effects. 
 
“We take our responsibility to protect the environment very seriously,” he said. 
 
  
 
Wesley Brown can be reached at 2525-559-1075 or wbrown@freedomenc.com. 


Industry Pushes To Delay EPA's PAH Risk Method Amidst New Spill Fears (Inside 
EPA) 


Posted: June 15, 2010  
Industry groups are continuing to press EPA to delay completion of a controversial 
method for calculating the risks of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) -- a 
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ubiquitous class of carcinogenic chemicals found in crude oil and other sources -- 
amidst new concerns from environmentalists that the worsening BP oil spill could 
increase PAH exposure. 


EPA's National Center for Environmental Assessment (NCEA) proposed a method for 
calculating the toxicity of PAH mixtures in its Feb. 26 draft document, Development of a 
Relative Potency Factor (RPF) Approach for PAH Mixtures. The document creates a 
potency factor for each PAH relative to benzo(a)pyrene (BaP) -- one of the most studied 
of the PAHs. 


EPA's method could become relevant to the contested use of chemical dispersants to 
break down spilled oil in the Gulf of Mexico because, according to one study, the 
dispersants may heighten human and aquatic exposure to PAHs. 


But industry groups are criticizing EPA's approach, in part because it relies on a 15-
year-old cancer assessment for BaP. In recent comments on the approach, industry 
urges EPA to delay finalizing the RPF method until the agency reassesses the chemical 
(see related story). 


The draft document is scheduled to undergo peer review by a Science Advisory Board 
panel June 21-23 in Washington DC. But public comments filed by industry 
representatives charge that EPA fails to offer justification supporting their use of BaP as 
an index chemical in the formula. 


One industry source indicated that EPA held an internal review hearing on BaP last 
week. BaP is being "actively reassessed," an EPA source says. 


Industry is asking that EPA delay finalizing the approach until a current toxicity 
assessment on BaP is available. 


Members of the peer review panel also appeared to question EPA's proposed approach 
during a June 8 conference call preparing for the meeting. 


EPA's current assessment of BaP, which classifies the chemical as a "probable" human 
carcinogen, was published in 1994. An updated Integrated Risk Information System 
(IRIS) assessment of BaP began in 1998, and a draft of the new assessment is 
anticipated in the summer of 2011, according to an EPA source. 


Prospects For EPA Delay 


But prospects for an EPA delay may be limited as environmentalists are raising new 
concerns that the massive BP spill in the Gulf of Mexico could result in massive human 
and aquatic life exposure to PAHs. 


Gina Solomon, a scientist with the Natural Resources Defense Council, raised concerns 
about PAHs wreaking havoc with the marine ecosystem as a result of the BP spill in her 
June 10 testimony before a House Energy and Commerce subcommittee. 



http://insideepa.com/iwpfile.html?file=%2Fdir_10%2Fepa2010_0328e.pdf

http://insideepa.com/201006071224589/EPA-Daily-News/Daily-News/industry-seeks-new-toxicity-study-before-epa-issues-new-pah-risk-method/menu-id-95.html
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Sublethal effects of the chemicals as a result of bioaccumulation are a major concern, 
Solomon said, adding that "heavy metals in PAHs may not kill the fish and other marine 
organisms outright but will have long-term health affects on the health of the marine 
ecosystem and also on anyone who consumes seafood." 


Similarly, Jeffrey Short, of the ocean conservancy group Oceana, told Risk Policy 
Report following a House science subcommittee hearing June 9 that more information 
about the sublethal effects of chemical dispersants in use would be "useful." 


And a widely cited 2005 National Academy of Sciences report, Oil Dispersants: Efficacy 
and Effects, suggests the use of dispersants may actually increase accumulation of 
PAHs in fish, amplifying the need for a sound means of calculating the human health 
risks of PAH, yet industry sources say they don't expect the issue to affect their 
arguments to delay EPA's final RPF document draft. 


Industry sources said they will continue their argument against relying on outdated and 
"possibly incorrect" cancer risk information for BaP, arguing that the proposed approach 
fails to use current EPA 2005 Cancer Guidelines. 


One industry source said delaying the final draft until the BaP assessment was 
completed would still be "prudent" of EPA, but declined to speculate on whether 
concerns about the oil spill would have any impact on the time line for the process. Any 
intentions to accelerate the process would likely be announced during the June 21-23 
peer review, the source said. The source said it "wasn't clear" whether the BAP 
assessment process could be moved along faster under the circumstances. 


Another industry source said the dispersant studies involving PAHs have no relevance 
to the oil spill because they do not deal with human health risks. 


Conference Call Sparks Questions 


EPA discussed its RPF approach with members of the review panel on a June 8 
conference call, sparking additional questions from panelists about the formula, 
including how EPA arrived at its estimated final RPF values. 


"It seems like there's a big range in RPF values," John DiGiovanni, of the University of 
Texas at Austin, said on the call, questioning the use of averaged data from multiple 
published studies to arrive at the potency factors. 


Dr. Lynn Flowers, NCEA's acting associate director for health, said averages were used 
because researchers were unable to arrive at an appropriate method for weighting the 
data. 


"That may not be really good. If you look at the validity of these studies, they can't all be 
equally valid," replied Nicholas Geacintov, of New York University. -- Bridget DiCosmo 
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Bush-Era Formaldehyde Model Complicates EPA Bid For Strict Cancer Limit 
(Inside EPA) 


Posted: June 15, 2010  
EPA's effort to set a strict cancer risk estimate for formaldehyde could be complicated 
by the agency's decision to jettison a significantly weaker industry-funded risk model 
that has won endorsements from a National Academy of Sciences (NAS) panel and that 
the Bush EPA used to limit regulation of formaldehyde from stationary sources. 


Industry groups and other federal agencies are questioning the agency's decision to 
drop the model but the agency is already strongly defending its decision, charging that it 
is so sensitive to small data changes that it is not conservative enough to protect human 
health. 


The agency June 2 unveiled a draft risk estimate of formaldehyde that for the first time 
finds a causal link between formaldehyde exposure and several types of cancer. The 
draft assessment, conducted for EPA's Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) 
database proposes an upper bound lifetime unit risk estimate of 1.1x10-4 per 
microgram per cubic meter. 


But the assessment dropped use of a model crafted by scientists at the Chemical 
Industry Institute of Toxicology (CIIT) in 1999 that produced a risk estimate more than 
10,000 times weaker than EPA's new draft estimate of cancer potency. 


EPA and industry sources anticipate that the agency's new, more-stringent assessment 
will lead to significantly tougher controls on sources of formaldehyde emissions. These 
sources include natural gas turbines, which the Bush EPA's air office chose not to 
regulate based on the CIIT model and plywood facilities, which the air office regulated 
based on the weaker risk estimate of the CIIT model. 


EPA is revising the plywood rule, after it was vacated by the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the District of Columbia Circuit for including unlawful risk-based off-ramps for those 
facilities that could prove they emitted low levels of air toxics. 


The agency's most recent regulatory agenda, issued earlier this spring, indicates that 
the agency will propose an air toxics standard for plywood and composite wood 
products in late 2011. Similarly, the agenda indicates that officials anticipate final action 
on a decision regarding natural gas turbines in November 2012 -- but that the "Agency 
is waiting until the completion of the final Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) 
assessment for formaldehyde before taking final action..." 


EPA sources said last year that updated data from the National Cancer Institute led 
EPA's research office conducting the IRIS assessment, to believe the CIIT model 
provided a cancer estimate that was far too weak. ORD reached "the conclusion that 
the number we used for delisting [the natural gas turbines from the turbine MACT] was 
probably 10,000 times too low," one source said. 


Draft EPA Assessment 



http://insideepa.com/EPA-Documents-Low-Priority/Text-Document/agencies-question-epa-assessment-of-formaldehyde-risks/menu-id-293.html
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But in comments on a draft version of EPA's assessment, NASA points to a 2007 report 
from the National Academy of Sciences National Research Council (NRC), which 
endorses use of the CIIT model. Conducted for the Navy, the report considers risks that 
several chemicals, including formaldehyde, present to submariners. Like the Navy, 
NASA's chief concern with formaldehyde is that its employees may be exposed to it in 
enclosed spaces -- such as a spacecraft, a NASA source says. 


"EPA does not apply the models suggested by the NRC 2007 report or internal EPA 
models utilized by the Agency's Office of Air and Radiation. Given the large body of 
research on formaldehyde, NASA questions why EPA's IRIS draft not clearly detail the 
applicability of these established models and scientific understanding in the 
development of the IRIS draft," according to NASA's undated comments on an earlier 
draft of the assessment. "EPA needs to clarify and support transparency in the 
development of IRIS draft risk assessments, especially when alternative approaches to 
established models are applied." 


Seconding NASA, OMB urges EPA to address charge questions to the new NAS panel 
reviewing the draft assessment to consider "EPA's decision to rely upon the re-
implemented Subramanian 2007 model," in its cancer risk estimates. EPA scientist Ravi 
Subramanian and colleagues published several articles critiquing the CIIT model, and 
their revised model was used instead in the draft assessment's inhalation cancer risk 
estimation. 


The 2007 NRC report NASA cites uses the CIIT model as the basis for its conclusion 
that EPA's existing published IRIS assessment of formaldehyde -- itself two orders of 
magnitude weaker than the new draft document -- overstates the risk formaldehyde 
presents. 


The NRC report, Emergency and Continuous Exposure Guidance Levels for Selected 
Submarine Contaminants, argues that "The available evidence, however, strongly 
suggests that the risk from formaldehyde at high doses demonstrated in animals studies 
cannot be extrapolated to lower doses using the EPA's [1991] approach," citing two 
publications by CIIT scientists. "The more recent CIIT assessment results in a 
theoretical cancer risk well below the U.S. Department of Defense 'acceptable' risk level 
of 1 in 10,000, even for lifetime exposure . . . The subcommittee concluded that the CIIT 
assessment more accurately reflects the scientific weight of evidence for formaldehyde 
carcinogenicity than does EPA's [1991] approach." 


An agency source, however, indicates that staff drafting the latest IRIS assessment 
deemed the NRC report not applicable because it focused on acute exposures rather 
than the lifetime risk estimates contained in IRIS documents. The source also noted that 
several of EPA's critiques of the CIIT model were published after the NRC's report. 


EPA argues in the new draft assessment that the CIIT model and followup modeling 
published by Rory Conolly, formerly of CIIT and now with EPA, is sensitive to multiple 
small changes in the data and estimates used to create the model's risk predictions. As 
a result, the model is not sufficiently conservative to be used to protect human health, 
according to the draft assessment. 
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The draft assessment notes that by changing just one of the data inputs -- using rat data 
only from studies where the animals were exposed by inhalation instead of all routes of 
exposure -- "the upper bound human risk estimate obtained by Conolly et al. (2004) 
(i.e., with everything else in their modeling retained unchanged) was increased by 50-
fold." 


CIIT Modeling 


The draft assessment explains that the CIIT modeling approach "and the variations 
examined showed extreme sensitivity, including numerical instability, to uncertain model 
assumptions. This model, and the alternative [biologically based dose response] models 
examined, were therefore determined not to be informative for extrapolation from animal 
to human at any exposure concentration." 


EPA also devotes several appendices in the draft assessment to its review of the CIIT 
model. Subramanian and colleagues have published a handful of papers performing a 
sensitivity analysis of the model and critiquing it over the last three years, which are also 
referenced in the draft assessment. -- Maria Hegstad 


 
 
 


WATER 


 


US Appeals Court overturns EPA decision on mine (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: KOLD News 


 
June 15, 2010 7:34 PM ET 
FLAGSTAFF, Ariz. (AP) - The full 10th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Denver has 
ruled that a proposed uranium mine in western New Mexico is not on American Indian 
land. 
 
Tuesday's ruling overturns that of a three-judge panel of the court. The decision means 
that a New Mexico-based uranium producer can seek a groundwater injection permit 
from the state of New Mexico rather than the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Hydro Resources wants to inject chemicals into the ground to release uranium and 
pump the solution to the surface in a process called in-situ leaching. 
 
The EPA had argued that one area where Hydro Resources proposes to mine is within 
the boundaries of the Church Rock Chapter of the Navajo Nation. 
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DEC proposes excavating Spencer St. sewer line in Ithaca (Ithaca Journal) 


 
Emerson plan to be discussed Thursday  
The state Department of Environmental Conservation has released a proposed cleanup 
plan for part of the neighborhood downhill from Emerson Power Transmission and is 
hosting a public hearing on the plan at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in Ithaca Town Hall, 215 N. 
Tioga St.  
 
According to the DEC, the estimated $1.14 million remedy to clean up toxic 
contamination in the neighborhood north of Emerson would involve:  
 
* Removing and replacing approximately 300 feet of sanitary sewer line on East 
Spencer Street, starting at Turner Place and moving southwest toward Cayuga Street.  
 
* Installing "slotted or perforated pipe to passively vent soil vapor that re-enters the 
sewer trench."  
 
* Continuing maintenance of vapor mitigation systems installed in homes with toxic 
contamination. This strategy includes required testing of any new buildings, existing 
buildings that undergo "a significant change in use," and vacant buildings that become 
occupied.  
 
The approximate area included in the DEC's plan is bounded by South Cayuga Street 
and Six Mile Creek on the west, Clinton Street on the north, Turner Place on the east, 
and the Emerson plant on the south.  
 
According to the DEC, there are nine homes that have required vapor mitigation 
systems, based on state Department of Health guidelines, and five are clustered around 
the area where sewer line replacement is proposed.  
 
Another three are clustered around the intersection of South Hill Terrace and Turner 
Place, though no excavation is proposed in that area. The ninth home is near the 
Emerson plant on South Hill Terrace.  
 
Ken Deschere, a South Hill homeowner and member of a state vapor intrusion alliance, 
said he was glad to see plans for excavation along Spencer Street, but questioned why 
more areas of the neighborhood aren't also being addressed.  
 
"That area was certainly very hot and it needs to have substantial remediation, and I 
think what they're talking about for that 300 feet rates as substantial remediation, but I 
don't understand why they're not trying to do similar things in the other neighborhoods," 
he said.  
 
He also noted that the DEC's action plan only accounts for homes that have been 
mitigated based on state health department guidelines. For example, the DOH requires 
mitigation if trichloroethene (TCE) is found in indoor air at 5 parts per billion or higher. 
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Several other states and EPA regional offices require mitigation systems at much lower 
levels of TCE, and Emerson voluntarily installs mitigation systems in homes with 
readings as low as 0.8 ppb.  
 
For the DEC not to propose anything on South Hill Terrace or Turner Place, "I just find 
that utterly inadequate," Deschere said.  
 
Asked why sewer pipe replacement is not being considered in other areas, DEC 
Spokeswoman Stephanie Harrington by e-mail referred to the DEC's action plan, which 
states that the section of East Spencer Street where excavation is proposed is where 
the highest levels of TCE were detected.  
 
Two bedrock fractures run below the East Spencer Street homes and three of the four 
South Hill Terrace homes "and it is believed that the fractures represent a primary 
migration pathway for contaminated soil vapor from the East Spencer Street sewer line 
to the homes," the plan states. 
 
 


Storms prompt calls about sewer problems (Kansas City Star) 


 
June 16, 2010 Wednesday 
SO; Pg. 6 
By BRIAN BURNES; The Kansas City Star 
About 25 residents contacted Independence officials on Monday, describing stormwater 
or sanitary sewer problems likely related to heavy weekend rains. 
 
As bad as it was for those residents, that number probably would have been much 
higher years ago, said Dick Champion, the city’s water pollution control director. That 
was before voters, in August 2000, approved a 10-year quarter-cent sales tax increase 
to fund about $30 million in stormwater improvements.  
 
“With rainfalls like this 10 years ago, we may have had hundreds of calls,” said 
Champion. “But the work we have done over the last decade has meant significant 
progress. 
 
“Still, we are not taking these things lightly.” 
 
While several of the 25 residents called to alert city officials to specific stormwater 
problems, such as debris blocking stormwater flow at particular locations, about 15 
reported sanitary sewer issues, Champion said. 
 
Three of the calls concerned problems on South Lynn Street, just west of Noland Road 
and south of 39th Street. 
 
One caller was Jesse Stephenson, who rents a residence there. Stephenson described 
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raw sewage coming out of a toilet and basement floor drain. While his landlord cleaned 
up, Stephenson said, there was a limit to what he could do to resolve the issue. 
 
“The city should be responsible for this,” Stephenson said. 
 
Champion said he would address the situation on South Lynn. 
 
“We are not just going to study it to death. We are going to check to make sure our lines 
are clear,” he said. “We are going to service that whole area.” 
 
Independence continues to focus on sanitary and stormwater sewer upgrades. In April 
the city council authorized a storm sewer project in the Rock Creek watershed area of 
western Independence, as well as stormwater and sanitary sewer upgrades in the 
Susquehanna district of northeast Independence. 
 
Also in April, the Environmental Protection Agency approved the city’s remedial 
measures master plan, which seeks to eliminate sanitary sewer overflows from the city 
system. The remedial measures must be completed by April 2015. 
 
Rally Thursday Neighborhood, civic and business leaders are scheduled to launch a 
campaign Thursday to renew funding for stormwater control and parks improvements. 
 
On Aug. 3, Independence voters will consider a single ballot measure to renew both the 
quarter-cent sales tax to maintain and improve the storm drainage system and an 
eighth-cent sales tax to maintain parks and recreational facilities. 
 
The rally will begin at 5:30 p.m. at Ophelia’s Restaurant, 206 N. Main St. on 
Independence Square. 
 
To reach Brian Burnes, call 816-234-4120 or send e-mail to bburnes@kcstar.com 
 
************************************************************************************************************************************* 


E-Clips contain copyrighted materials and are made available to designated recipients. 


Neither the E-Clips nor any individual article within may be further distributed. 
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ADMINISTRATOR JACKSON 
================================================================== 


EPA disappoints biofuel backers once again (Agriculture Online) 
  
Dan Looker 
Successful Farming magazine Business Editor 
 6/22/2010, 4:04 PM CDT 
Nothing seems to unite Washington farm and energy lobbyists and Midwest members of 
Congress from both parties more than the EPA. The Agency angered ethanol 
supporters last week when it was learned that EPA wonˇt approve higher ethanol 
blends until September at the earliest, and only for 2007 or newer model cars. Approval 
for 2001 and newer cars might come in November. 
 
Tuesday, one of the Senate's strongest ethanol supporters, Chuck Grassley (R-IA) was 
vowing to go over EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson's head to the White House with a 
letter urging support for 15% ethanol blends in gasoline. 
 
"I'm going around EPA and going to the President," said Grassley, who is glad that 
President Obama seems to be supportive of the biofuels industry. On a recent trip to the 
Midwest he visited ethanol and biodiesel plants. "But actions speaker louder than words 
and the actions have been deathly silent." 
 
Grassley said the latest delay in a request for 15% blends, which were expected to be 
approved this summer, means they won't be available to consumers until 2011. 
 
Bob Dinneen, president of the Renewable Fuels Association, is even angrier. 
 
"The Agency has once again decided to stick its head in the oil-drenched sands of the 
Gulf Coast," Dinneen told Agriculture.com. 
 
The way the EPA plans to roll out higher blends will likely hurt the ethanol industry, not 
help it, Dinneen fears. 
 
Not only would roughly half of all cars on the market not be allowed to buy E15, the EPA 
will require a big warning label on gas pumps that dispense it. It would say the product 
has 15% ethanol, with a long list of vehicles that can't use it, Dinneen predicted. 
 
"For 25 years the industry has worked to get labels off the pump," he said. 
 
He also doubts that many retailers would go to the expense of adding extra pumps for 
E15 if they have to also offer E10 for older vehicles. A blender pump that allows the 
consumer to choose the level of ethanol in gas is available at 2,000 locations, a drop in 
the ocean of gasoline sold by 170,000 retailers. 
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Dinneen said that EPA already has the authority to allow up 12% blends, because in the 
past it has allowed another octane booster, MTBE, to be blended up to 2% into gasoline 
that has a 10% ethanol blend. 
 
Dinneen said EPA has no evidence that a 15% blend will harm older vehicles and has 
failed to back up its decision with scientific evidence. 
 
Grassley said he didnˇt know who will sign on to his letter to Obama, but Dinneen 
predicted it would be bipartisan. 
 
"The administration should get off its duff and allow the use of E15 for all vehicles as 
soon as possible," Dinneen said. 
 
Later on Tuesday, Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack announced an upcoming report 
that will show the progress the nation is making toward a renewable fuel standard that 
will require the nation to use 36 billion gallons of biofuels by 2022. Of that, 15 billion 
would come from corn ethanol. Vilsack said the industry is already nearing that 15 
billion gallons in production capacity. 
 
"I'm absolutely confident of our capacity and ability to meet that threshold by 2022," 
Vilsack told reporters. 
 
He also said he expects the EPA to approve a blend rate increase for ethanol in 
gasoline. "What people have to see is the opportunity side of this," he said, referring to 
doubts over the number of cars that will be allowed to use the fuel. 
 
Vilsack acknowledged a need for better ways to get the fuel to consumers. USDA has 
financial resources that will be used to encourage more blender pumps, he said. The 
spending is authorized by the energy title of the 2008 farm bill and USDA can use rural 
development funds, he said. 
 
Other members of Congress and farm groups have voiced dismay over the EPA delay. 
 
National Farmers Union, which has been more supportive of the Obama administration 
policies than many groups, is the latest critic. 
 
"NFU is disappointed with the EPA's announcement that the E-15 waiver decision will 
not be made until fall," said Farmers Union lobbyist Chandler Goule in a statement. 
"Farmers are getting very impatient with yet another delay in approving higher use 
amounts of renewable, clean fuels as part of our national energy solution while they 
watch the continued contamination resulting from the devastating spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico. At such a critical time, further delay on this decision continues to impede real 
energy solutions from our nationˇs farms and ranches." 
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Among prominent Senators angered by the move is Grassley's Iowa colleague, Tom 
Harkin, a Democrat. 
 
"The Gulf oil spill, which is destroying our natural treasures and the livelihood of millions 
of Americans, underscores the critical need for American to take bold steps toward an 
energy future based on renewable energy," Harkin said last week. "By delaying its 
decision on the use of E15 blends, the Environmental Protection Administration and 
Department of Energy are showing a real lack of priority. This needless foot dragging 
maintains our addiction to foreign oil, imperils our environment and delays the further 
development of our domestic renewable energy industry." 
 
 


EPA revises SO2 standard, setting lawsuit clock (Greenwire) 
 
(06/22/2010) 
Gabriel Nelson, E&E reporter 
U.S. EPA published revised air standards today intended to protect people from jumps 
in sulfur dioxide, starting a 60-day limit for legal challenges to the rule. 
Produced by the combustion of fossil fuels and other industrial processes, airborne SO2 
can aggravate respiratory conditions such as asthma and bronchitis. The update to the 
primary S02 standard, made official with publication in the Federal Register, is the first 
change to the health-based rule since its creation in 1971. 
The final rule focuses the restrictions on sulfur dioxide on short-term spikes rather than 
long-term exposure. While brief blasts of S02 emissions are known to cause breathing 
problems, "there is little health evidence to suggest an association between long-term 
exposure to SO2 and health effects," the agency said in a document released earlier 
this month. 
The rule establishes a limit of 75 parts per billion (ppb) averaged over an hour and 
revokes previous limits on daily and annual emissions. Though groups such as Clean 
Air Watch and the American Lung Association asked EPA to leave the annual standard 
in place, the agency decided a one-hour standard would effectively keep daily and 
annual levels below previous limits: 140 ppb over a 24-hour period and 30 ppb over an 
entire year. 
"We're taking on an old problem in a new way, one designed to give all American 
communities the clean air protections they deserve," EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson 
said earlier this month in a statement announcing the rule. "Moving to a one-hour 
standard and monitoring in the areas with the highest SO2 levels is the most efficient 
and effective way to protect against sulfur dioxide pollution in the air we breathe" 
(Greenwire, June 3). 
The new limits are scheduled to take effect Aug. 23. That is also the deadline for legal 
challenges from industry groups, which have claimed that the rules will have an 
outsized financial impact on businesses while providing minimal public health gains. 
SO2 emissions have been reduced by about 70 percent since 1980. Compliance with 
tighter restrictions will cost industry $1.5 billion by 2020 with annual health benefits 
worth between $13 billion and $33 billion, according to agency estimates. 
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While no counties were in nonattainment for the previous standards, about 60 are 
exceeding the one-hour standard, according to EPA monitoring results. The agency 
projects that two dozen counties would be violating the new standard in 2020. 
States must make recommendations for nonattainment areas by next June with the first 
agency decisions scheduled to follow in June 2012. 
Though SO2 is perhaps best known as a contributor to acid rain, that type of impact is 
not addressed by today's rule. The agency is considering the environmental and public 
welfare impacts of SO2 emissions in a separate review slated for completion in 2012. 
 
 
 


EDITORIAL / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 
================================================================== 
OPINION  
JUNE 22, 2010  


A Tale of Two Disasters (Wall Street Journal) 
 
Bush was blamed for local failures after Katrina. Obama got a free ride for weeks as 
federal failures mounted during the Gulf spill. 
By PAUL H. RUBIN  
In many respects, the Deepwater Horizon disaster and Katrina are mirror images of 
each other. The harm from Katrina was on state land—mainly Louisiana, but also 
Florida, Alabama and Mississippi. As a result, President George W. Bush and the 
federal government were limited in what they could do. For example, Homeland 
Security Secretary Michael Chertoff wanted to take command of disaster relief on the 
day before landfall, but Louisiana Gov. Kathleen Blanco refused. Federal response was 
hindered because the law gave first authority to state and local authorities.  
State and local efforts—particularly in New Orleans, and Louisiana more broadly—
interfered with what actions the federal government could actually take. New Orleans 
Mayor Ray Nagin was late in ordering an evacuation and did not allow the use of school 
buses for evacuation, which could have saved hundreds of lives. President Bush had no 
power to change that decision. 
The Deepwater Horizon oil spill is on federal offshore territory. The federal government 
has primary responsibility for handling the situation, while state and local governments 
remain limited in what they can do. For example, the Environmental Protection Agency 
has repeatedly changed its mind regarding the chemical dispersants that Louisiana is 
allowed to use. In the Florida Panhandle, Okaloosa County officials voted to disregard 
any restrictions from higher branches of government and allow its own emergency 
management team to do what it views as best, such as creating an underwater "air 
curtain" of bubbles to push oil to the surface, and using barges to block the oil once it 
rises. They believe that the federal government is undermining their efforts. 
 
Associated Press 
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Rescue personnel help flood victims from a boat in the flooded city of New Orleans after 
Hurricane Katrina. 
As opposed to Katrina, state and local attempts to address the oil spill have been 
hindered by an ineffectual and chaotic federal response. 
The Coast Guard has played an important role in both disasters. During Katrina, it 
rescued over 33,000 stranded people and received commendations from the president 
and Congress. In the current disaster, the Coast Guard has received widespread 
criticism for forbidding 16 barges from skimming oil because they were not inspected for 
life preservers. Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal tried to get the barges working, but was for 
a long time unable to convince the Coast Guard to permit them to deploy. 
Behind the Oil Spill Response News Hub: Judge Blocks Offshore Drilling Ban Two days 
after Katrina's landfall, Mr. Bush suspended the Jones Act (which restricts the ability of 
non-American ships to work in U.S. waters) to allow assistance for Katrina victims. 
During Katrina, over 70 foreign countries pledged emergency assistance. In the current 
situation, President Barack Obama has not suspended the Jones Act. Many countries 
such as the Netherlands, which would like to help and have expertise in cleaning oil 
spills, can offer only limited relief. This is significantly delaying the cleanup. 
 
The Jones Act, which requires American crews, is a favorite of organized labor, a major 
supporter of Mr. Obama. 
Mr. Bush was a Republican, and elected Democrats controlled Louisiana and New 
Orleans, the main victims of Katrina. Many claimed Mr. Bush neglected New Orleans for 
this reason. Mr. Obama is a Democrat, and the states affected by Deepwater Horizon—
Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, and Florida—all have Republican governors. I have 
not seen anyone, even on the right, claim that the ineffectual response of the Obama 
administration is due to partisan politics. 
The final difference is in the press handling of the two issues. 
Feinberg Ramps Up $20 Billion Compensation Fund BP Blunted U.S. Demand Impact 
on Seafood Prices Is Limited BP Cautiously Resumes Collection Efforts U.S. 
Emphasized Emergency Aid Mr. Bush responded quickly to Katrina but was 
handicapped by regulations giving power to the states. Nonetheless, the federal 
response was well coordinated and helpful overall. But Mr. Bush was rapidly and widely 
blamed for the result of Katrina and for failures that actually occurred at other levels of 
government.  
Now Mr. Obama has much more power than did Mr. Bush, but the federal response is 
ineffective and often stands in the way of those in the best position to know what to do. 
It is only in the last week or two that the mainstream press has voiced any criticism of 
Mr. Obama. 
This is because the media's default position for Mr. Bush was "Bush is wrong," and it 
sought stories aimed at justifying this belief. For Mr. Obama the media's default is 
"Obama is right," and it takes a powerful set of facts to move it away from this 
assumption. As oil continues to gush from the unplugged well, this set of facts has 
unfortunately come to the fore.  
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Mr. Rubin is a professor of economics at Emory University, and held several senior 
government positions in the 1980s. He has a summer residence on the Florida 
Panhandle, where he is fearfully awaiting the arrival of the oil.  
 


Balancing policy with science (Washington Times) 
 
June 23, 2010 Wednesday 
B, COMMENTARY; Pg. 3 
Balancing policy with science;  
Proposal to ban dioxin in nature is misguided 
BYLINE: By Dr. John Doull and Dr. William J. Waddell SPECIAL TO THE 
WASHINGTON TIMES 
As we move to make our world safer from chemi- cals, it is criti- cal that we not use 
politics to determine environmental policy. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
must maintain a clear commitment to reviewing all relevant science in the determination 
of policy, not just the science that leads to a preconceived conclusion. Major policy 
changes in this space should produce health benefits, and those benefits must be 
communicated to the public. 
 
Unfortunately, in the case of the proposed regulation of dioxin announced earlier this 
year, it is clear to those of us who have been engaged for many years in environmental 
toxicology that the EPA has stepped beyond what science can actually prove. In fact, 
the EPA is out of sync with highly respected scientific bodies, including the National 
Academy of Sciences (NAS), the exceptionally careful World Health Organization and 
science-based regulatory bodies in Great Britain, Japan and other countries.  
 
Last month, the EPA responded to concerns the NAS had raised about a previous 
proposal from the agency. The EPA proposed new standards to regulate a group of 
chemicals called dioxins. If enacted, those standards would set America on a course for 
"Mission Impossible." It's likely that not even Mother Nature could meet the proposed 
new standards. 
 
Moreover, the EPA is getting ahead of itself in its zeal to regulate a substance that is 
more than 90 percent lower in the environment today than it was 25 years ago. In 
January, the EPA also issued a separate proposal for Preliminary Remediation Goals 
for soil. If these new soil goals go into effect, they will force local governments to 
undertake vastly expensive cleanup efforts. 
 
The problem with this approach is that the EPA is premature in setting soil standards 
when it has not even set standards for human exposure to dioxin. As a result of the 
process the EPA has set into motion based on narrowly selected science, we are being 
led to believe, contrary to a large body of studies, that any exposure to dioxin is harmful. 
Using this logic, the vast majority of us are being exposed to too much dioxin through 
our food, and our health is as risk because of it. 
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Unfortunately, without balancing the complete body of scientific evidence with clear 
policy goals, we are setting a precedent that has potential for sweeping negative 
consequences. The EPA is suggesting that any suspicious chemical - even if naturally 
occurring, like dioxins - can pose substantial harm to humans. In the case of dioxin, the 
main sources today are forest fires, backyard trash fires, indoor wood burning and even 
volcanic eruptions. 
 
That is why the highly respected NAS asked the EPA to explain why it would rely so 
heavily on the idea of no threshold for dioxins. In its proposed regulation, based on a 
linear no-threshold perspective, the EPA is setting a standard that just a few molecules 
can cause harm. It is saying de facto that eliminating a naturally occurring substance is 
an optimal policy goal. 
 
Having served on NAS panels, been leaders in the science of toxicology and written 
toxicology textbooks used in academic institutions, we say it is not clear to us that the 
EPA has offered a workable solution incorporating sound science that is clearly 
protective of public health. These new regulations call into question the body of 
scientific studies we know about, change the course of how we will answer questions of 
potential harm in ways that are not validated by science and do so without any 
explanation of what is to be gained for public health. 
 
During the public-comment period on the EPA proposal, we have a chance to make our 
voices heard and hopefully prevent the EPA from taking misguided action. Not to do so 
will lead to billions of dollars of wasted spending with no clear understanding of what 
cancer or other diseases we are actually preventing. 
 
The public needs to pay close attention to the planned regulatory change, and we call 
on our fellow scientists to review and weigh in on the EPA's proposal so we can make 
the best decisions to protect the public's health. 
 
John Doull, M.D., Ph.D., is professor emeritus at the Department of Pharmacology and 
Toxicology of the University of Kansas Medical Center. William J. Waddell, M.D., is 
chairman emeritus at the Department of Pharmacology and Toxicology of the University 
of Louisville School of Medicine. 
 


 


Fear as a bar to progress (Washington Times) 
 
June 23, 2010 Wednesday 
B, COMMENTARY; Pg. 3 
Fear as a bar to progress;  
DDT ban hurts the Third World poor 
By Temba A. Nolutshungu SPECIAL TO THE WASHINGTON TIMES 
Africans already suffer from the Euro- pean Union's bureaucratic ideology known as the 
"precautionary prin- ciple." As the EU's economies teeter on the brink, fettered by 
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bloated and inefficient government policies, the United States is in danger of importing 
this idea. It is bad for Americans and bad for the world's poor. 
 
The principle already is at work in the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
statement of "the need to assess and manage risk in the face of uncertainty." The 
President's Cancer Panel likewise stated that we must "act to protect public health, 
even though we may lack irrefutable proof of harm" because "the true burden of 
environmentally induced cancer has been grossly underestimated." The panel admitted 
in its early May report that "at this time, we do not know how much environmental 
exposures influence cancer risk," yet we should be worried anyway. This is the 
precautionary principle writ large.  
 
EU restrictions on genetically modified organisms (GMOs) have led to a ban on such 
technologies by many African governments wishing to protect their farming exports to 
the EU. Africans pay a price for this in lower crop yields and malnutrition while North 
Americans happily consume vast quantities of GMOs with no known harm. 
 
From the 1940s to the 1960s, DDT was used widely against mosquitoes, dramatically 
reducing malaria (and even eradicating it in the Southern United States and Europe). 
Restrictions on the use of DDT, following the 1962 publication of Rachel Carson's 
"Silent Spring," led to a surge in malaria in Latin America, Africa and Asia. Although 
there is no outright global ban, DDT use is inhibited by unnecessarily restrictive limits on 
residues in agricultural imports to the EU. Every year, about a million people - most of 
them children - die from malaria. Many of those deaths could be prevented if the residue 
limits were raised to more realistic - and still safe - levels. 
 
This precautionary idea originated in rich countries that can afford luxuries. Those same 
nations once relied on calculated risk-taking for their economic and social development. 
Such risks are crucial for alleviating poverty and for economic growth in rich and poor 
countries alike. 
 
President Obama's head of the EPA, Lisa Jackson, endorsed the precautionary 
principle in September in her "essential principles for reform of chemicals management 
legislation." If our ancestors had attempted to apply the precautionary principle to avoid 
all potential threats, we would still live in terrible misery, if we survived at all. In their 
early development, now-wealthy countries such as the United States and Japan 
imposed few restrictions on new technology. In fact, the story of human progress has 
been primarily one of risk-taking by pioneers, a story of trial and error that is the 
opposite of the precautionary principle. 
 
Penicillin, vaccines against polio and smallpox, and DDT would not have been allowed if 
the precautionary principle had been applied when they were introduced. Hundreds of 
millions of people would have perished as a result. It is all very well to claim that caution 
saves lives, but there are times when the opposite is true. When drug administrations 
take too long to approve the sale of lifesaving new drugs, people die who could have 
been saved. There are times when the precautionary principle, applied to itself, 
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demands that precaution be abandoned. 
 
The prospect of absolute safety is a mirage. It disregards history and also imposes 
inappropriate and growth-restricting policies on poor countries that already face a host 
of difficulties, from unfavorable climates to infertile land. Africa, where economic 
development has lagged for decades, is just beginning to adopt modern farming 
technologies. Innovations such as drip irrigation and hybrid seeds in Kenya and Malawi 
that were long held back by barriers such as tariffs and poor infrastructure are 
increasingly being used. And there is much more to come. Researchers are developing 
plants to resist drought and high temperatures - two problems that plague African 
agriculture. 
 
Unfortunately, as long as the EU - and maybe the United States - continue to legitimize 
unfounded fears, the uptake of GMOs, herbicides, insecticides and other important 
modern agricultural technologies will remain limited. 
 
The precautionary principle will harm not only the developed economies that impose 
them but also the developing world. Before they ban new technologies because of 
hypothetical, unproven risks, wealthy nations should stop to consider the very real 
effects of precautionary policies on the poor. 
 
Temba A. Nolutshungu is a director of the Free Market Foundation, an independent 
think tank in South Africa. 
 
 


Mortal after all (New York Post) 
 
The BP spill won't destroy Barack Obama's presi dency. It won't even signifi cantly dent 
his standing in polls, if current trends hold. But it should mark the end of a period of 
unbridled liberal presumption that began with his rise in 2007.  
 
In his new book, "The Icarus Syndrome," Peter Beinart writes of "hubris bubbles" that 
infect American foreign policy after successes. In the domestic arena, liberalism has 
been riding its most expansive hubris bubble since Lyndon Johnson modestly declared 
on the cusp of the Great Society, "These are the most hopeful times since Christ was 
born."  
 
Those millennial expectations returned with the honeyed words of Obama. He promised 
to heal the planet and turn back the tide of rising oceans, and liberals believed him. So 
when a mere 35,000-60,000 barrels of oil a day gushing from the bottom of the Gulf of 
Mexico produced a crisis beyond his control, they lashed out in frustration.  
 
Obama had to get angry! He had to declare war -- and without UN authorization -- on 
the spill! He had to use the crisis to push through cap-and-trade! And when Obama 
followed all the stage directions set out for him by his formerly worshipful journalistic 
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boosters, they still felt empty and unsatisfied because, well, there are really no 
presidential words or emotions that can make up for miles of soiled coastline.  
 
Obama's much-touted Oval Office address on the Gulf got instantly panned by 
MSNBC's analysts in a shocker equivalent to Pravda's best pundits dismissing a 
Brezhnev five-year plan. They complained that the speech was trite and vague, as if 
that made it any different from most of Obama's gaseous oeuvre.  
 
His call to arms on behalf of a new green economy was particularly tinny for two 
reasons.  
 
One, Democrats have tapped out the public's appetite for expensive, impossibly 
complex new government programs. They forced their will on health-care reform, but it 
remains unpopular, and 21 House Democrats just voted with Republicans in an attempt 
to repeal a central provision, the individual mandate. No one believes Obama has the 
votes for a far-reaching plan to remake the energy economy, so he stuck to the same 
bromides repeated by every president since Jimmy Carter.  
 
Two, the Gulf Coast is not a reassuring backdrop for a stirring summons to more 
government action. Obama cited the production of planes and tanks during World War II 
and the Apollo mission to the moon as evidence of government's awesome proficiency. 
But those were relatively straightforward feats in manufacturing and rocketry from 70 
and 40 years ago, respectively.  
 
If landing a man on the moon proves government can do practically anything, what does 
it prove that it can't get the right kind of boom to the right places and deploy it properly in 
the Gulf? What does it say that the Environmental Protection Agency couldn't get its 
story straight on what kind of dispersant BP could use on the oil? What does it show 
that it took weeks for the government to approve the building of protective sand berms 
by Louisiana?  
 
That there are indeed challenges, in Obama's words, "too big and too difficult to meet." 
The largest spill in US history was going to be a chaotic mess regardless of who was 
president, because it was unprecedented, vast and complex.  
 
The liberal chest-thumping about declaring "war," or even a "holy crusade," on the spill 
speaks to an impatience with the inevitable delays and inefficiencies of a government 
operating -- in league with a hated company -- in confusing circumstances. As The New 
York Times reports, "From the beginning, the effort has been bedeviled by a lack of 
preparation, organization, urgency and clear lines of authority among federal, state, and 
local officials, as well as BP."  
 
Welcome to soggy reality. The great liberal disenchantment is the realization that it's 
beyond Obama's powers to turn back an oil spill, let along the tides. He's just a 
president, and not even a particularly good one.  
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EPA procrastinates on declaring independence from imported oil (The Hill) 
 
By Bob Dinneen - 06/22/10 07:41 PM ET  
 In his first televised address from the Oval Office, President Barack Obama summoned 
Americans to “a national mission” to end our dependence on oil. 
 
Two days later, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) answered the 
president’s urgent challenge by saying, in effect, “See you in September.” In its second 
delay in seven months, EPA deferred a decision until the fall on whether to increase the 
permissible level of ethanol in gasoline from 10 percent to 15 percent.  
 
 
 
Moreover, EPA put two roadblocks on the nation’s path to environmental sustainability 
and energy security. First, EPA suggested that, when it finally takes action in 
September, it will approve 15 percent ethanol blends (E15) only for vehicles from model 
year 2007 or even more recent vintage.  
 
Second, the agency failed to approve immediately the use of 12 percent ethanol blends 
(E12). This could have been accomplished under existing oxygenate “stacking” rules 
that allow for 2 percent blends of fuels containing oxygen, such as the additive MTBE, in 
gasoline. Since ethanol and MTBE are both oxygenates, this additional 2 percent 
volume could be ethanol. 
 
EPA’s delay is disappointing because, as President Obama declared, “the time to 
embrace a clean energy future is now.” The oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, the continuing 
concern with greenhouse gases, the need to jumpstart the nation’s economy and the 
turmoil in the Middle East – all underscore the benefits of the leading alternative to 
imported petroleum: clean-burning American-made ethanol. 
 
 While the EPA deliberates, the U.S. ethanol industry is answering the challenges of 
strengthening the nation’s economy, preserving the natural environment and promoting 
America’s energy security. Last year, despite the downturn, the industry produced a 
record 10.75 billion gallons of the biofuel, reducing demand for imported oil by 364 
million barrels while supporting nearly 400,000 jobs in every sector of the economy.  
 
According to an analysis conducted by the EPA itself, ethanol reduces direct 
greenhouse gas emissions by 61 percent compared to gasoline. Also, by paying $15.9 
billion in federal, state and local taxes, the industry helps our communities and our 
country to maintain the national defense, build and repair highways, and hire teachers 
and police officers and provide other essential services. 
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Because of EPA’s current cap on the amount of ethanol that can be combined with 
gasoline, commonly called “the Blend Wall,” the potential domestic market for ethanol 
tops out at approximately 12.5 to 13.5 billion gallons.  
 
The U.S. ethanol industry expects to exceed this volume this year, with the result that 
producers are increasing their exports and the nation is losing many of the biofuel’s 
benefits. 
 
 
While there is an immediate need to tear down the Blend Wall, there is little reason for 
the EPA to continue studying ethanol’s hypothetical hazards. As of now, the research 
data shows no ill effects of increased ethanol use on any vehicle, regardless of model 
year. Other nations, including Brazil, allow higher levels of ethanol blends with no 
discernible damage to these countries’ cars. 
 
Meanwhile, the EPA’s delays could set back the continuing evolution of biofuels. U.S. 
ethanol producers are developing and commercializing technologies that use new 
feedstocks, such as woodchips, corncobs, native grasses and even garbage. But the 
Blend Wall is a barrier to the growth of the companies, the workforce, the markets, the 
vehicles and other elements of the infrastructure that is essential to the industry’s 
survival and success. As President Obama declared last year, the “transition to [the 
next generation] will be successful only if the first-generation biofuels industry remains 
viable in the near term.” 
 
As July 4 approaches, it’s high time the EPA shared the president’s commitment to 
declaring America’s independence from imported oil.  
 
Bob Dinneen is president and CEO of the Renewable Fuels Association, which has 
asked the EPA to rule in  
favor of the 15 percent blend level. 
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================================================================== 


Victoria could face sanctions, limits on growth with new ozone standard (Victoria 
Advocate) 
 
By JJ VELASQUEZ • 
Originally published June 22, 2010 at 8:51 p.m., updated June 22, 2010 at 10:25 p.m. 
      Aug. 31 - The Environmental Protection Agency will announce a new ozone 
standard in the range of 60 parts per billion and 70 parts per billion. 
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      January - The Texas Commission Environmental Quality will recommend the new 
non-attainment areas ... 
    * SHOW ALL » 
      Aug. 31 - The Environmental Protection Agency will announce a new ozone 
standard in the range of 60 parts per billion and 70 parts per billion. 
 
      January - The Texas Commission Environmental Quality will recommend the new 
non-attainment areas to the federal agency. 
 
      August 2011 - Based on the state's recommendations, the EPA will enforce 
regulations on the newly designated areas. 
 
Victoria could face federal sanctions and limits on economic growth beginning in 2011 if 
it falls out of attainment for the ozone standard. 
 
Officials from the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality held a public hearing in 
Victoria on Tuesday to seek public comment from community members on how to 
enforce the new standard and abate ozone emissions. Fifteen people from Victoria and 
surrounding areas attended the meeting, Marie Lester, with the city's environmental 
services department, said. 
 
Depending on where the boundary lines are drawn, nearby residents could see the 
effects of ozone violations in Victoria. 
 
"They would look at the population in Edna, Bay City," she said. "They may get swept 
into this non-attainment area." 
 
In January, the EPA announced a new ozone standard proposal in the range of 60 parts 
per billion to 70 parts per billion. The current standard is 75 parts per billion. 
 
According to 2009 numbers, ozone in Victoria is at 65 parts per billion. 
 
The new standard, which will be set in August, could pull Victoria out of attainment. It 
has teetered on the brink of violating the standard for the last 15 years. 
 
One monitor of ozone emissions in Victoria County operates 24 hours a day. 
 
The city is installing more monitors for air quality, one in Inez and one in Fannin. Lester 
said the new monitors will allow environmental services to detect what pollutants 
migrate into and out of Victoria County. 
 
"We want to see what the air looks like when it gets here and what it looks like when it 
leaves," she said. 
 
This would tell the city about the sources of pollution - if air pollutants are being 
produced here or elsewhere. 
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Transport is a major reason Victoria faces the possibility of ozone non-attainment. 
 
Most of Victoria's ozone problems come from the northeast, ranging from the industrial 
areas of Houston and Galveston, to Louisiana to the Ohio River Valley. 
 
Area chemical plants are not significant contributors to the ozone problem. 
 
So Victoria could fall out of attainment through no fault of its own. 
 
The results of that could be costly for local industrial plants, said Lester. 
 
"That would mean they would need to spend more money to change their operations," 
she said. "It could be pretty expensive to put all those new control measures on your 
equipment." 
 
Local businesses, such as gas stations, could also face government sanctions. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency requires a plant to abate ozone emissions from 
each area that monitors them. 
 
The city has had its plan in place and is looking at proposed actions in it to determine 
how effective they are going to be, Lester said. 
 
Measures the city has already taken to reduce ozone include the Blue Sky initiative, in 
which parents who pick up their children from school are advised not to idle in their 
vehicles to avoid needless air pollution. At gas stations, customers are advised to stop 
pumping at the click. And the city soon hopes to harvest methane gas from its landfill 
rather than flare it off into the atmosphere, which could further cut harmful emissions. 
 
David Brymer, air quality division director for the state agency, said air quality in Texas 
is improving as federal limits on ozone decrease. 
 
"Air quality is getting better as ozone is getting lower," Brymer said. "But, at the same 
time, the standard is being lowered, so that's why we're having these hearings." 
 
The state agency holds its next public hearing in Corpus Christi on Wednesday. The 
hearing will be held at 10 a.m. in the TCEQ regional office at 6300 Ocean Drive. 
 
 


Activists Eye Suit To Force Case-By-Case MACT For Kentucky Power Plant 
(Inside EPA) 


Posted: June 22, 2010  
The Sierra Club is threatening to sue EPA to force it to require a case-by-case, facility-
specific maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standard to cut mercury and 
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other emissions at a Kentucky power plant, while EPA is proposing to bolster its Clean 
Air Act authority for imposing such case-by-case standards. 


In a notice of intent to sue filed with EPA June 22, the Sierra Club claims the agency 
failed to respond within an air act 60 day limit to the group's April 6 petition objecting to 
a Title V operating permit granted for the Hugh L. Spurlock power plant in Maysville, KY. 
Sierra Club will file suit over its claims if EPA does not issue a response to the 
challenge within 60 days. 


“A major issue in the petition is that the Spurlock permit is illegal” because it does not 
contain a case-by-case MACT determination for reducing emissions from the facility, 
according to the notice. 


Environmentalists say the MACT “hammer” provision of the Clean Air Act requires the 
agency to order a case-by-case assessment for what level of control technology to 
require after a court has vacated a sector-wide MACT. Federal courts have vacated 
MACTs for industrial boilers, brick kilns, and polyvinyl chloride plants, though EPA April 
30 proposed a new MACT standard for boilers, which under court order must be 
finalized by Dec. 16. 


There is currently no MACT for electrical generating units (EGU) such as the Spurlock 
facility. The Bush EPA finalized a cap-and-trade rule for reducing mercury emissions but 
it was vacated by the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. In the 
absence of any federal MACT for EGUs, environmentalists are pushing for the Spurlock 
plant to include a facility-specific MACT to reduce its mercury and other emissions, as 
required by the air act. 


Sierra Club argues MACT controls are necessary to adequately control hazardous air 
pollutants from the facility, including arsenic, beryllium, cadmium, chromium, dioxins, 
hydrogen chloride, lead and mercury. 


EPA March 30 proposed a rule designed to resolve confusion over when the MACT 
hammer applies, which says  the hammer should apply in all sectors where the MACT 
has been vacated. Environmentalists praise the move, while industry and state 
regulators question EPA's legal interpretation, saying case-by-case MACT is onerous 
for both industry and permitting authorities. 


Environmentalists have sued over the Spurlock plant before, including permit objections 
calling for state regulators to consider using lower sulfur coal as fuel in the plant's 
permit. In that instance, EPA agreed with petitioners that the permit should contain 
analysis of using lower-sulfur coal. 


 
 
 
    * JUNE 22, 2010, 3:20 P.M. ET 
 



http://insideepa.com/index.php?option=com_iwpfile&amp;file=jun2010/epa2010_1046.pdf
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EPA offers awards for indoor air quality practices (Juneau Empire) 


JUNEAU - The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Indoor Air Quality Tools for 
Schools Awards Program recognizes schools and school districts that are strongly 
committed to improving children's health by promoting healthy indoor air quality 
practices.  


For those schools and districts just beginning to implement IAQ management plans to 
those that have mature, sustainable, districtwide IAQ programs, EPA provides a series 
of national-level awards. Learn more online at www.epa.gov/iaq/schools/awards.html.  


 


Congress, industry battle EPA over emissions regs (Greenwire) 
 
 (06/22/2010) 
Patrick Reis, E&E reporter 
As the timber industry and a bipartisan bloc of lawmakers bash U.S. EPA for its plans to 
regulate carbon dioxide emissions from biomass power plants, the agency is 
proceeding with its scientific analysis of the subject. 
The groups are upset that EPA's "tailoring rule" -- which determines what entities would 
be covered by carbon regulations coming next January -- did not promise an exemption 
for facilities generating energy by burning wood and other organic materials. 


This week, a coalition of 163 timber companies, forestry advocates and renewable fuels 
proponents sent a letter to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson asking her to reconsider the 
agency's stance. Last week, it was 63 members of the House asking EPA to wait to 
implement the regulations until the agency asked for further comment and conferred 
with the U.S. Department of Agriculture. 


The House coalition included Rep. Norm Dicks (D-Wash.), former chairman of the 
Appropriations Committee subpanel that oversees EPA's budget; Rep. Michael 
Simpson (R-Idaho), the highest-ranking Republican on that panel; and Doc Hastings (R-
Wash.), the House Natural Resources Committee's top Republican. The industry groups 
included timber giants Weyerhaeuser Co. and Plum Creek Timber Co. Inc. 


Both groups argue that burning biomass does not contribute to global warming because 
biomass, unlike fossil fuels, does not take new carbon out of the ground. Instead, the 
advocates say, biomass plants create renewable energy by siphoning carbon from a 
natural cycle of plant growth and decomposition. 


"The Tailoring Rule neither recognizes nor discusses the clear scientific basis of 
biomass carbon neutrality," the industry groups wrote yesterday. "This science 
demonstrates that trees take up the carbon from the atmosphere which is then released 
upon combustion." 


EPA's position on biomass is not final, an agency spokesman said today. 
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The agency is currently gathering information to assess the effects on climate change of 
biomass emissions and will eventually work to incorporate that information into its Clean 
Air Act regulations on greenhouse gas emissions. The agency has not yet determined a 
time frame for that plan, the spokesman said. 


"In separate legal contexts, EPA has ignored the greenhouse gas emissions of biomass 
facilities, partly under the rationale that some portion of the carbon dioxide emissions is 
canceled out in the intermediate term by re-growing the fuel," the agency said in a 
statement. "EPA is mindful of this and is committed to work with stakeholders to 
examine whether treating biomass-derived carbon emissions as carbon neutral is 
appropriate." 


In attempting to assess biomass's climate complexities, EPA is on the right track, said 
Nathanael Greene, director of renewable energy policy for the Natural Resources 
Defense Council. 


The climate effects of biomass plants depend on where the biomass comes from, he 
said. If bare lands are converted to plant growth, they can actually increase the planet's 
capacity to absorb greenhouse gas emissions, but if working ecosystems are cleared 
for energy, the climate impacts will be negative, he said. 


"The idea that all biomass is carbon-neutral, that this is some sacredly held principle of 
all scientists around the world, is just nonsense," Greene said. "Some of it is going to be 
carbon-negative, if we're doing it right. Other times, it's going to be worse than burning 
fossil fuels." 


 
 


BP SPILL 
================================================================== 


Lawmakers Eye Research 'Czar' To Assess Health Effects Of Gulf Spill (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Posted: June 22, 2010  
House and Senate lawmakers appear to be pushing several options for improving 
health agencies' research and data gathering into the effects of the BP and other oil 
spills, including the creation of a special "czar" slot to coordinate short- and long-term 
human health research and a registry to track people exposed to spills. 
At a June 16 House hearing into the government's research on the human health, Rep. 
Lois Capps (D-CA) suggested the idea of naming a head coordinator or "czar" for 
streamlining a public health assessment effort."Would that be an idea that should be 
pursued, that I should keep bugging people about, having a chief coordinator, if you will, 
or someone to organize -- I find it hard to know who to turn to," Capps told the Energy & 
Commerce Committee's health subcommittee June 15. 
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And Rep. Frank Pallone (D-NJ), the subcommittee's chair, asked representatives of 
several government agencies how far away they were from establishing a detailed 
registry where data on the symptoms experienced by workers and residents of stricken, 
regions could be saved and organized for future research. 


The lawmakers' suggestions were in response to acknowledgments from government 
health officials that there are significant gaps in research on the health effects from oil 
spills even as the agencies ramp up spending to research the ongoing BP oil spill. 


Aubrey Keith Miller, senior medical adviser for National Institute of Environmental 
Health Services (NIEHS) said June 16 before the subcommittee that while extensive 
data exists on environmental and ecological risks associated with oil spills, effects from 
exposure to crude oil on human health is an area that has not been well-studied, and 
even less well-documented. 


He noted that a recent article in the Journal of Applied Toxicology that reviewed studies 
in 34 different publications of human health effects from oil spills found that "there is 
very little data concerning exposed individuals and only for a handful of these incidents." 


But Miller said determining actual exposure and risk "is not a trivial task." For example, 
he noted that the composition of the spilled oil changes over time -- the oil nearest the 
source of the spill contains higher levels of benzene, toluene and xylene, which are 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) that can cause both acute toxicity and chronic 
effects, such as cancer, birth defects and neurological effects. On the other hand, oil 
that has been exposed to air and water for a period of time emits fewer VOCs, but may 
still contain harmful substances such as polyaromatic hydrocarbons and heavy metals. 


Miller also raised concerns about the potential toxicity of chemical dispersants, which 
are used to break up the oil and help prevent it from reaching shore. 


Argument For Better Data 


And government officials argued that better data is needed to better inform spill 
cleanup. Lisa Kaplowitz, of the Department of Health and Human Services' (HHS) Office 
of the Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response, expressed frustration with a 
lack of cooperation on the part of BP for refusal to release health information of cleanup 
workers, data she says is necessary to assess exposure levels and potential health 
hazards. BP's actions, Kaplowitz said, hinder research efforts and put "public health at a 
disadvantage. If we had the data, it would be easier to present the risks. And since we 
don't know what they are, it makes it very, very difficult to counter some of the decisions 
that are being made." 


Kaplowitz downplayed the need to create a new czar, telling lawmakers the department 
has "been in meetings with EPA" and her colleagues have "coordinated with" the 
National Oceanic & Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) over concerns about 
contaminated fish. "There has been a great deal of discussion across departments," she 
said. 
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To assess the health impacts of the ongoing BP spill, the National Institute of Health 
(NIH), which oversees NIEHS, is ramping up its funding and research efforts. NIH 
Director Dr. Francis Collins told the hearing the agency would commit $10 million for 
research on the health effects of the oil spill. The funding will recruit a cohort of exposed 
clean-up workers and Gulf residents, collect their health histories, and tissue samples 
as well as information about the nature of their exposures, Collins said. 


"In the near term, NIH will establish a baseline of such information and then monitor 
cohort members for respiratory, immunological and neurobehavioral effects." 


Miller said NIEHS is using a NIH grant program for time-sensitive research to assess 
public health impacts of the BP spill, including toxicity testing of ccomplex mixtures, 
long-term health effects, such as risk of cancer, adverse pregnancy outcomes and 
neurodevelopment effects in children, and risk assessment research, including the 
unique risks of vulnerable populations, such as children, pregnant women, the elderly 
and people with chronic health problems. 


Miller said NIEHS is coordinating this research with EPA "to appropriately disseminate 
the results of this research and to avoid duplication of effort." 


Other federal officials suggested that more funding will be needed to conduct the 
research. Because so little is known about the long-term effects of oil toxicity on human 
health, impacts of the BP spill must be considered "in the time frame of not weeks and 
months but years," HHS' Kaplowitz said at the June 16 health subcommittee hearing. 


In addition, the Institute of Medicine, (IOM) at the request of HHS Secretary Kathleen 
Sebelius, will convene an independent panel of scientific experts at a June 22-23 public 
workshop in New Orleans to address the issue of data gaps, particularly those involving 
long term health effects on vulnerable populations. 


But Capps and other lawmakers stressed that any research needs to be conducted in a 
way that policymakers will learn from the BP disaster so "that future generations can be 
better protected." 


Mixed Directions 


Similarly, Rep. Diana DeGette (D-CO) said the subcommittee recently visited the spill 
zone and talked to a number of concerned citizens and workers who "didn't know what 
to do" and were receiving mixed directions from BP supervisors and health officials as 
to how to protect themselves. DeGette referenced one woman who, concerned about 
the health of her unborn baby and two small children and unable to get any answers 
about potential health risks related to the spill, was contemplating relocating her family 
from their Mississippi Gulf Coast home. "Do we know what to tell people like this, and 
are we telling that to them?" DeGette asked. 


But John Howard, director of National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health 
(NIOSH), said health and safety efforts are "remarkably better organized" for the Gulf 
spill than they were during previous spills." And he added that the IOM meeting in 
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Louisiana will help provide health officials with relevant opinions of scientific experts 
about how to best assess long-term health risks, a vantage point researchers were 
unable to gain during the Exxon Valdez spill. 


 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE 
================================================================== 


Influential Senator Works To Suspend Greenhouse Gas Rule (Wall Street Journal) 
 
    WASHINGTON (Dow Jones)--As U.S. Senate lawmakers attempt to determine the 
fate of energy legislation, an influential Democrat is boosting efforts to suspend a 
controversial greenhouse-gas rule passed earlier this year by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency. 
 
After introducing a bill to impose a two-year halt on the new EPA rule, Sen. Jay 
Rockefeller, a Democrat from coal-rich West Virginia, is now working to round up 
supporters for his legislation. 
 
"I believe that climate change--the science of it--is for real, there's no question," 
Rockefeller told reporters Tuesday. "I also think that very carbon-rich states like West 
Virginia should have a chance." 


 


Bid to halt climate law joins ballot (Los Angeles Times) 
 
June 23, 2010 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
LATEXTRA; Metro Desk; Part AA; Pg. 1 
Bid to halt climate law joins ballot;  
The initiative would suspend emission limits until a healthy jobs market returned. 
By Margot Roosevelt 
California headed for a high-stakes battle over global warming Tuesday, as an oil 
industry-backed measure to suspend the state's aggressive climate-change law 
qualified for the November ballot. 
 
The fight will pit the state's powerful environmental organizations and clean-tech 
businesses against the oil and manufacturing industries. It also arrays many 
conservative political leaders, including the GOP nominee for governor, Meg Whitman, 
against Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger, a fellow Republican who regards the global 
warming law as a key part of his legacy. 
 
Whitman has said she would suspend the global-warming law for one year but has not 
endorsed the initiative.  
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The measure, launched six months ago by Texas oil giants Valero Energy Inc. and 
Tesoro Corp.,  comes as the industry has fallen under intense scrutiny in the wake of 
the Gulf of Mexico oil spill disaster. 
 
Under California's law, known as AB 32, the state is setting limits on greenhouse gas 
emissions from automobiles, oil refineries and other industries, and will probably require 
that a third of the state's electricity come from renewable sources by 2020, up from 
about 15% today. New rules under the law would encourage sales of more fuel-efficient 
cars. 
 
Supporters of the law say it has spurred a large market for solar, wind and other clean 
energy sources. 
 
But backers of the ballot effort, who are calling their measure "the California Jobs 
Initiative," paint the climate law as "an energy tax." Their initiative would halt 
enforcement of the law until unemployment in the state, now over 12%, sinks to 5.5% 
for at least a year. 
 
"AB 32 will impose billions of dollars in higher utility rates and fuel prices on California 
families when they can least afford it," said Jon Coupal, president of the Howard Jarvis 
Taxpayers Assn, and co-chairof the initiative campaign. 
 
Schwarzenegger lashed back Tuesday, saying, "This initiative sponsored by greedy 
Texas oil companies would cripple California's fastest-growing economic sector, reverse 
our renewable energy policy and decimate our environmental progress for the benefit of 
these oil companies' profit margins." 
 
He added, "I will not allow this to happen on my watch." 
 
Proponents of the measure spent $3 million, more than two thirds of it contributed by 
the two Texas companies and other energy interests, to gather more than 800,000 
signatures to place the measure on the ballot. To qualify, the initiative needed 433,971 
signatures, equal to 5% of the ballots cast in the 2006 general election. 
 
"The Texas oil companies think if they can kill their clean energy competition in 
California, they can do it everywhere," said Steve Maviglio, a spokesman for the 
initiative's opponents, who set up a campaign committee called Californians for Clean 
Energy and Jobs. 
 
Valero, which owns two California refineries, has mounted an aggressive campaign 
against federal efforts to pass climate legislation, including a House bill that was 
modeled in part on California's law. Environmentalists acknowledge that postponing 
California's rules to limit greenhouse gases could damage the chances of any federal 
legislation. 
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Supporters of the law have marshaled a who's who of the clean-tech world, including 
300 companies, to raise money to fight the initiative. "AB 32 is an incubator of 
innovation," said Google Chief Executive Eric Schmidt. 
 
The law, he said, would lead to "new job creation in many sectors as business responds 
to the need for energy-efficient buildings, transportation and a growing portfolio of 
renewable energy resources." 
 
Although the gulf oil disaster could turn undecided voters against the measure, 
proponents already face a steep hurdle in the wording that will describe the ballot. The 
title was set by the office of state Atty. Gen. Jerry Brown, a supporter of AB 32 and the 
Democratic gubernatorial candidate. It will be described on the ballot as follows: 
"Suspends air pollution control laws requiring major polluters to report and reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions that cause global warming until unemployment drops 
below specified level for full year." 
 
The ballot wording goes on to say the measure "requires the state to abandon 
implementation of comprehensive greenhouse-gas-reduction program that includes 
increased renewable energy and cleaner fuel requirements, and mandatory emission 
reporting and fee requirements for major polluters such as power plants and oil 
refineries, until suspension is lifted." 
 
Given deep pockets on both sides and the high cost of television advertising, spending 
on the initiative could reach $150 million, making it one of the most expensive ballot 
battles in the state's history. 
 
The ballot will also be crowded with other controversial propositions, including an $11-
billion state water bond, a measure to legalize and tax marijuana, an initiative to transfer 
authority over the redistricting of congressional districts from the Legislature to a 
commission and a measure to fund state parks with an $18 vehicle license fee. 
 
 
margot.roosevelt@latimes.com 
 
 


Executive group takes Obama to task (Washington Post) 
 
June 23, 2010 Wednesday  
Suburban Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A12 
Maryland 
Executive group takes Obama to task;  
An ally turns critic Business leaders say policies stifle growth 
 
By Lori Montgomery 
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The chairman of the Business Roundtable, an association of top corporate executives 
that has been President Obama's closest ally in the business community, accused the 
president and Democratic lawmakers Tuesday of creating an "increasingly hostile 
environment for investment and job creation." 
 
Ivan G. Seidenberg, chief executive of Verizon Communications, said that Democrats in 
Washington are pursuing tax increases, policy changes and regulatory actions that 
together threaten to dampen economic growth and "harm our ability . . . to grow private-
sector jobs in the U.S."  
 
"In our judgment, we have reached a point where the negative effects of these policies 
are simply too significant to ignore," Seidenberg said in a lunchtime speech to the 
Economic Club of Washington. "By reaching into virtually every sector of economic life, 
government is injecting uncertainty into the marketplace and making it harder to raise 
capital and create new businesses." 
 
Seidenberg's remarks reflect corporate America's growing discontent with Obama. The 
president has assiduously courted the nation's top executives since taking office last 
year, seeking their counsel on economic policy in the wake of the recession and issuing 
dozens of invitations to the White House. In return, the Roundtable has generally 
supported the president's policies; it was the only major business group to back 
Obama's successful push for an overhaul of the health-care system. 
 
In recent months, however, that relationship has begun to fray. First, Democrats 
included a provision in the health-care bill -- over the Roundtable's objection -- that 
reduced corporate subsidies for drug coverage to retirees, a move that could cost big 
companies millions of dollars. Then the EPA unveiled rules to regulate greenhouse-gas 
emissions even without climate-change legislation, creating uncertainty about the future 
cost of energy. 
 
The final straw, said Roundtable president John Castellani, was the introduction of two 
pieces of legislation, now pending in Congress, that the group views as particularly bad 
for business. One, a provision of the administration's financial regulation overhaul, 
would make it easier for shareholders to nominate corporate board members. The other 
would raise taxes on multinational corporations. The rhetoric accompanying the tax 
proposals has been particularly harsh, Castellani said, with Democrats vowing to 
campaign in this fall's midterm elections on a platform of punishing companies that 
move jobs overseas. 
 
"We had been working very closely with them," Castellani said, but things kept popping 
up that were "not just an irritant but a distraction" to promoting economic growth. 
 
White House spokeswoman Jennifer Psaki disputed that notion. "The president has 
consistently pursued policies designed to create a better climate for American 
businesses in order to foster job creation, innovation and economic growth," she said 
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via e-mail. "We have always had an open door to the business community, and we look 
forward to an ongoing dialogue." 
 
A White House official said the administration has a "very good relationship" with 
Seidenberg and expects that to continue. Seidenberg is one of a number of chief 
executives who have met several times with Obama and repeatedly with senior officials. 
In February alone, he was invited to dinner with Obama and to the president's Super 
Bowl party. 
 
Seidenberg, whose company is at odds with the Federal Communications Commission 
over a plan to regulate broadband providers, first expressed his concerns about the 
direction of Democratic economic policy in a meeting last month with White House 
budget director Peter Orszag. When Orszag asked for specifics, Seidenberg polled the 
members of the Business Roundtable and a sister organization, the Business Council. 
The result was a 54-page document, delivered to Orszag on Monday, chock full of bullet 
points about actions taken or considered by a wide array of executive agencies, 
including the White House Middle Class Task Force and the Food and Drug 
Administration. 
 
"We believe the cumulative effect of these proposals will help defeat the objectives we 
all share -- reducing unemployment, improving the competitiveness of U.S. companies 
and creating an environment that fosters long-term economic growth," Seidenberg wrote 
in a cover letter for the document, titled "Policy Burdens Inhibiting Economic Growth." 
 
In his speech, Seidenberg said he has been "encouraged" by the administration's 
response to the letter, which includes an offer of additional meetings to discuss the 
specific complaints. And he denied that his relationship with Obama has deteriorated, 
saying he has visited the White House more times in the past year than "in the previous 
16." 
 
Obama "is not ignoring us," Seidenberg said. The problem, he said, is translating those 
discussions into policy actions that do not simply expand government, but help a 
nervous private sector "create work" in uncertain times. 
 
 
 


Public meeting in Dade to discuss climate (Miami Herald) 
 
June 23, 2010 Wednesday 
BYLINE: Miami Herald 
DATELINE: June 23 2010  
The Obama administration will discuss plans for South Florida to adapt to rising sea 
levels and other climate changes during a public meeting Wednesday in Miami.  
 
The meeting, which will be held at the Miami-Dade County Commission chambers, is 
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part of an effort by a federal climate task force to assess local concerns and ideas for 
dealing with projected global warming impacts that experts predict could have dramatic 
effects on South Florida. 
 
Senior members of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the 
Environmental Protection Agency will meet with James Murley, chair of the Florida 
Energy and Climate Commission; County Commissioner Katy Sorenson, who chairs a 
sustainability committee, and Miami-Dade Clerk of Courts Harvey Ruvin, chair of the 
Miami-Dade Climate Change Advisory Task Force. 
 
The meeting, which is open to the public, is scheduled to run from 9 a.m. to noon. It will 
be webcast live at: http://miamidade.granicus.com/MediaPlayer. php?publish_id=168. 
 
 
 


ENFORCEMENT 
================================================================== 


EPA fines still possible despite renovator reprieve (Tulsa World) 
 
by: JIM MYERS World Washington Bureau 
Tuesday, June 22, 2010 
6/22/2010 2:49:35 PM 
 
WASHINGTON -- Renovators and others given a reprieve on getting certified to work on 
older homes with lead paint could still be fined if they fail to follow lead-safe work 
practices, a federal agency said Tuesday. 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency also confirmed those fines could be as high 
as $37,500 per day. 
 
"The guidance states that EPA will continue to pursue enforcement action to ensure that 
all contractors follow the lead-safe work practices outlined in the rule,'' the agency 
stated in comments provided to the press. 
 
"They include best practices such as dust control, site cleanup and work area 
containment.'' 
 
According to EPA, no one has been fined so far for violating the rule, which became 
effective on April 22. 
 
Cynthia Giles, assistant administrator for the Office of Enforcement and Compliance 
Assurance, referenced the lead-safe work practices in a memorandum she wrote to 
delay enforcement of the portion of the rule requiring renovators and others working on 
homes with lead paint to become trained and certified. 



http://miamidade.granicus.com/MediaPlayer
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No one with EPA was made available to respond to questions when a group of senators 
announced the Giles memo last week to the press. 
 
Targeting homes built before 1978, the rule was first proposed in 2006 and was made 
final in 2008 with a 2010 effective date. 
 
Still, many contractors and others who work on homes say they were caught by surprise 
by the rule and were left scrambling to become certified. 
 
EPA drew fire for what critics saw as a botched job in implementing the rule. 
 
Specifically, the agency was criticized for not ensuring enough trainers and classes 
were available to handle the demand for certification. 
 
After initialing standing by its effective date, EPA agreed to delay the enforcement of the 
certification portion of rules until Oct. 1. Enforcement also will be put off for those who 
have applied or enrolled in a class by Sept. 30 and complete that training by Dec. 31. 
 
U.S. Sen. Jim Inhofe, R-Okla., who helped lead the charge for the enforcement delay, 
released a letter Tuesday calling on EPA to extend its public comment period on a 
proposal to apply lead-safe work practices to renovations on public and commercial 
buildings as well. 
 
In a letter to Steve Owens, assistant administrator in EPA's Office of Chemical Safety 
and Pollution Prevention, Inhofe said public and commercial buildings will present an 
array of different issues. 
 
In order to gain a full understanding of the proposal's potential effects, he said, EPA 
needs a robust public comment period. 
 
He called on the agency to extend the public comment period, which now ends July 6, 
another 60 days. 
 
 
 
 


FUEL 
================================================================== 


EPA seeks fuel tax fugitive (UPI) 
 
Published: June 22, 2010 at 11:52 PM 
WASHINGTON, June 22 (UPI) -- The Environmental Protection Agency says it is 
searching for a Houston man who pleaded guilty to conspiring to impede collection of 
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federal fuel excise taxes. 
 
In a news release Tuesday, the federal agency said Yousef Ishaq Abuteir failed to 
appear for scheduled court proceedings in the case, which began with an investigation 
into potential violations of the Clean Air Act. 
 
Abuteir purchased kerosene and jet fuel and then blended it with other materials before 
selling it as diesel fuel in the Houston area, the EPA said. 
 
"Those who are charged with violating the law must have their guilt or innocence 
determined in a court of law," Cynthia Giles, assistant administrator for EPA's Office of 
Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, said. 
 
Abuteir and two other defendants pleaded guilty to conspiring to defraud the IRS of 
millions of dollars in federal fuel excise taxes. Sidney Berle Baldon II, owner-operator of 
Mid-Coast International, and Tracey Dale Diamond, an officer of the company, 
purchased more than $10 million of jet fuel from Calcasieu Refining Co. between July 
2002 and November 2003, the EPA said. 
 
Baldon falsely represented in correspondence to Calcasieu that the fuel was intended 
for export to Mexico, allowing Mid-Coast to avoid paying taxes on it. Mid-Coast then 
transported the fuel from Louisiana to locations Abuteir owned in Houston and 
Channelview, Texas, where the illegal blending occurred. 
 
From there, the EPA said, the fuel was delivered to Houston area gas stations and sold 
as taxable motor fuel. 
 
 


 Underinflated tires cost extra 9 cents per gallon (Chicago Tribune) 
 
By Joe Bruzek, Cars.com 
Tribune Media Services 
June 22, 2010 
Properly inflated tires can improve fuel efficiency by 3.3 percent, saving consumers 8 
cents to 9 cents per gallon at the pump, the Environmental Protection Agency says. 
 
The agency also says fuel economy drops 0.3 percent for every one-pound drop in air 
pressure in all four tires, so at least in theory, having four severely underinflated tires 
could reduce gas mileage more than 3.3 percent. 
 
Plenty of motorists are guilty of riding on underinflated tires and wasting fuel. A 2009 tire 
pressure survey by the Rubber Manufacturers Association found that about half of all 
vehicles have at least one underinflated tire. Worse, nearly 20 percent have at least one 
tire underinflated by 8 pounds per square inch, the survey says. Tires wear out faster, 
don't grip as well in turns and have reduced load-carrying capability when underinflated. 
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Bottom line: There are no benefits to running on underinflated tires and plenty of good 
reasons to keep them at the proper pressure. 
 
 
 


EPA nixes early approval of E12 gasoline (Des Moines Register) 
 
Posted By Philip Brasher On June 22, 2010 @ 1:17 pm In Business, Green Fields: 
Agriculture and Alternative Energy 
 
 [1]Sen. Charles Grassley, R-Ia., took the Environmental Protection Agency to task 
today for delaying its decision to approve higher blends of ethanol in gasoline. The 
industry wants the agency to allow gasoline to contain up to 15 percent ethanol. 
Grassley, speaking to reporters, said the agency ought to at least allow 12 percent 
ethanol, which would be an increase from the current limit of 10 percent. 
 
But the agency threw cold water on that idea in a letter last week to ethanol giant Archer 
Daniels Midland. ADM had argued that EPA could act now to permit the use of E12 on 
the basis that it was “substantially similar” under gasoline regulations to the E10 now 
sold. 
 
In a letter to ADM dated May 17 and obtained by the Register, the agency’s assistant 
administrator Gina McCarthy said the EPA would need to look at test data on the effects 
E12 would have on emissions and isn’t aware of any such research. 
 
“With roughly 300 million vehicles and pieces of equipment in consumers hands 
representing hundreds, if not thousands of different designs by a wide range fo 
manufacturers from around the world, I know you share our view that it is prudent to be 
careful and deliberative before any new fuel or fuel additive is introduced into a 
transportation system and marketplace that affects the entire country,” McCarthy wrote. 
 
ADM had argued that the EPA could OK E12 as an interim step while it considered 
whether to raise the limit to 15 percent. 
 
It’s not clear how widely stations would offer the higher ethanol blends if and when they 
are approved by the EPA, in part because the agency has been talking about restricting 
the sales to newer vehicles. Grassley portrayed the EPA delay as hurting jobs and 
keeping the country dependent on fossil fuels. 
 
“It’s a simple fact that steps could be taken right now that would have a real impact on 
our dependence on foreign oil,” he said. 
 
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack said today that he’s “confident that we’re going to get 
a blend rate increase.” 
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GENERAL 
================================================================== 


EPA Readies New Effort To 'Transform' Research & Development Office (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Posted: June 22, 2010  
EPA research chief Paul Anastas is preparing an effort to "transform" the Office of 
Research and Development (ORD) to make its work more "relevant," a top priority for 
Anastas when he took office. 
 
Informed sources say Anastas has temporarily reassigned senior staff at ORD's 
laboratories and research centers to work on the office's transitional strategy. 
 
Senior ORD staff began considering how to "transform" ORD to make its research more 
relevant, focusing on "problems of broad national significance" conducted by 
interdisciplinary teams of agency researchers during the transition between the Bush 
and Obama administrations (see related story). 
 
Though senior staff have expressed support for the program, agency union officials 
have raised questions about what it will mean for EPA scientists. Anastas approved of 
the effort, and in March sent all staff a memo supporting the effort and laying out his 
vision for ORD (Risk Policy Report, April 20). 
 
One source says senior ORD staff are currently holding a retreat to discuss the effort. 
The re-assignment started a few weeks ago and will last for about two months, sources 
say. It is unclear if the directors will return to their old positions, or similar positions with 
new titles under an altered organization chart, one source says. 
 
Among those temporarily reassigned is Peter Preuss, the long-time director of EPA's 
National Center for Environmental Assessment, which manages EPA's critical risk 
assessment database, known as the Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) 
database, and writes the assessments for it. 
 
An agency source indicates that Anastas "wants [Preuss] to help with the transformation 
of ORD." The source says Anastas "is very interested in putting his hallmark on the 
organization, and likes the way [Preuss] thinks. . . . [Anastas] feels [Preuss] would be a 
good partner in reforming how ORD does its business." 
 
An EPA spokeswoman did not respond to a request for comment by press time. -- Maria 
Hegstad 
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Key EPA Official Touts 'Pragmatic Precaution' As Cost-Benefit Alternative (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Posted: June 22, 2010  
A key EPA official says the agency is using a "pragmatic precaution" approach to 
determine whether to regulate in the face of scientific uncertainty rather than relying 
solely on cost-benefit analysis, which the official says falls short of assessing the impact 
of disasters and the distribution of environmental impacts across communities. 
Robert Verchick, the deputy associate administrator in EPA's policy office, told a June 
15 event sponsored by the conservative Federalist Society that a "pragmatic 
precaution" approach allows EPA to prevent risks even when the science is uncertain, 
while taking into account practical considerations, such as cost. 


"Concerning regulation, almost everything that EPA does is driven by some version of 
what I'll call pragmatic precaution. And what I mean by that . . . is that first, when a 
threat to public health is sufficiently serious, the agency should address it. . . . Second, it 
should do so even if the cause and effect relationship is not completely understood by 
science. And three, in addressing the threat, practical considerations like workability, 
often cost, even sometimes benefits, should be taken into account," he said. 


Verchick compared the pragmatic precaution approach to cost-benefit analysis, which 
monetizes and compares monetary and non-monetary costs and benefits of regulations. 
He said EPA usually takes the pragmatic precaution approach because it is "hard wired" 
into the statutes. In contrast, EPA conducts cost benefit analysis primarily for the 
purposes of oversight from the White House Office of Information and Regulatory 
affairs, he said. 


However, other speakers at the Federalist Society event urged increased use of cost-
benefit analysis. For example, Ronald Cass, the president of Cass & Associates, said 
proponents of the precautionary principle -- which seeks action on risks even if the 
science on risks is uncertain -- are really just trying to promote their own agenda. "In 
today's world in a lot of different areas, not just in the environmental area . . . people talk 
about the precautionary principle, which really means 'I don't want to do the careful 
weighing an balancing, I want my bias of one sort of another to win.'" 


Cass argued that you cannot consider the health risks of chemicals and pesticides 
without also considering the risks of not using them. "If you wind up growing fewer 
crops, more expensively, then there are people who won't get as much food, they won't 
get it with the same level of freshness, the same level of quality. . . . All of these things 
are effects of biasing decisions one way. There isn't a way to take risk out of the 
equation," Cass said. The widely used pesticide atrazine was a key topic of discussion 
at the event because EPA is currently reviewing its risks. 


And Jeffrey Clark, a partner with Kirkland and Ellis, argued that Congress has abdicated 
its responsibility to decide when cost-benefit should be used in regulations, leaving 
courts to struggle with the question. To solve this uncertainly, Congress should enact a 
"clear statement" rule that says if a law is silent on the issue, cost-benefit should be 
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assumed to apply. "Why shouldn't there be a clear statement rule for cost benefit 
analysis that essentially says that if Congress doesn't make clear how to treat cost 
benefit analysis that agencies should be required to do it. That would make it judicially 
reviewable and that would solve this abdication problem." 


Verchick, who is on leave from Loyola University in New Orleans, said that recent 
disasters like the 2005 Gulf Coast hurricanes highlighted the limits of cost-benefit 
analysis in addressing low-probability, high-impact events like disasters. He added that 
cost-benefit analysis is also not good at dealing with addressing the distribution of 
environmental impacts across different communities or inter-generational problems. 


"[Cost-benefit analysis] is helpful in some ways, it's narrow in many others," he said. His 
comments echo the theme of his recent book, "Facing Catastrophe: Environmental 
Action for a Post-Katrina World." 


Opposition To Cost-Benefit Reviews 


The Center For Progressive Reform (CPR), which strongly opposes the use of cost-
benefit analysis, is praising the book, and links Verchick's concerns about the use of 
cost-benefit analysis in the case of Katrina to other disasters like the ongoing oil spill in 
the Gulf of Mexico. 


"He . . . points out that 'most of the flaws in the cost-benefit approach regarding 
monetization, discounting, and uncertainty are grossly amplified in cases of low-
probability, high-magnitude events.' Think Katrina. Think Deepwater Horizon," a June 
11 CPR blog says. 


CPR also praises an alternative approach to cost-benefit analysis that Verchick lays out 
in the book, which argues that exposure to hazards should be minimized by through the 
use of natural buffers, attention to environmental justice and a precautionary attitude 
toward disaster risks, including scenario analysis that considers a range of possible 
futures, the blog says. 


CPR goes on to say, "No set of precepts and processes -- be they the precautionary 
principle and scenario planning, or environmental justice and awareness of ecosystem 
services -- can provide a surefire guarantee against another disaster like Deepwater 
Horizon. But at the very least, following Verchick's approach would have led 
government officials and business managers to ask the right questions." 


 
 


GRANTS 
================================================================== 
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EPA finances green jobs training (Bizjournals) 
 
New Mexico Business Weekly - by Kevin Robinson-Avila NMBW Staff 
The Gila Resources Information Project (GRIP) and Santa Fe-based Earth Works 
Institute will receive $25,000 grants from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to 
provide green jobs training for high school students in New Mexico. 
 
The projects will teach students about climate change mitigation and provide 
educational tools for teachers to begin training youth for green jobs. 
 
The grants’ aim is to assist state government in developing green buildings, alternative 
transportation, renewable energy, water conservation and sustainable food production, 
according to the EPA. 
 
GRIP Executive Director Allyson Siwik said her organization will work with the 
Southwest New Mexico Green Chamber of Commerce – which formed last fall with 140 
green-businesses – and with Aldo Leopold High School in Silver City, and local and 
state government agencies to develop a green jobs curriculum. 
 
“We want to equip students with knowledge, skills and abilities to compete for 
employment in the growing green jobs sector,” Siwik said. “The project will develop a 
pilot high school-level curriculum this fall that will serve as a pilot program in spring 
2011 at Aldo Leopold High School.” 
 
GRIP will offer a workshop in June 2011 in Albuquerque for teachers to learn about the 
curriculum and use it statewide, Siwik said. 
 
“The curriculum will emphasize hands-on job training for students to do things like 
energy audits and energy efficiency upgrades, such as caulking and weather stripping, 
for homes,” Siwik said. “We’ll also work with business through the Green Chamber of 
Commerce for kids to learn about installing solar photovoltaic panels” 
 
krobinson-avila@bizjournals.com | 505.348.8302 
 
 
 


PESTICIDES 
================================================================== 


EPA Reverses Controversial ‘Human Guinea Pig’ Rule (Wired News) 
 
    * By Brandon Keim Email Author 
    * June 22, 2010   
    * 4:50 pm  
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Under proposed changes to federal research ethics standards, the Environmental 
Protection Agency will no longer accept studies that use people as guinea pigs in 
chemical tests. 
 
In 2006, under chemical-industry pressure, and over arguments that the studies were 
scientifically and ethically bankrupt, the EPA declared such data acceptable. On June 
16, the EPA reversed its decision. 
 
“What we were really concerned about is toxicity studies, where they’re trying to do a 
study on humans to determine the dose response of a chemical,” said Jennifer Sass, a 
senior scientist at the Natural Resources Defense Council, a liberal nonprofit. “If the 
EPA stops accepting them, there’s no motivation for companies to conduct them.” 
 
Almost every standard code of medical ethics — including the Nuremberg Code, written 
in response to Nazi doctors’ nightmare studies — forbid human tests of drugs or 
chemicals that may cause harm, but can provide no direct benefit. 
 
The chemical industry, however, has long argued that the EPA should accept data from 
tests in which healthy volunteers are paid for exposing themselves to pesticides and 
other known toxins. The industry says such data provide a more accurate picture of 
chemical effects than animal studies. 
 
Critics say the resulting science is worthless, with companies running tests on small, 
non-representative groups of people, such as healthy young men, in order to create a 
false impression of safety. More importantly, the tests put people at potentially grave 
physical risk, with no benefit but a cash payment. 
 
“These pesticides are intentionally designed to be toxic. Their whole purpose is to kill 
insects and invasive plants,” wrote senator Barbara Boxer (D-CA) and representative 
Henry Waxman (D-CA) in a 2005 report (.pdf) on the industry’s tests. “Yet in the 
experiments, test subjects swallowed insecticide tablets, sat in chambers with pesticide 
vapors, had pesticides applied to their skin, had pesticides shot into their eyes and 
noses, and were even exposed in their homes for six months at a time.” 
 
Continued Waxman and Boxer: “The subjects were not told of the dangers of exposure 
to the pesticides. Sometimes, they weren’t even told the substances being tested were 
pesticides. They were misled into believing that they were participating in ‘drug’ trials, 
not pesticide experiments.” 
 
Nevertheless, the Bush-era EPA — led by Stephen Johnson, a former tobacco-industry 
scientist — said they’d accept data from those studies. The NRDC, along with liberal 
nonprofits Pesticide Action Network and Earthjustice, filed suit in federal court. 
 
Proposed rule changes announced by the EPA on June 16are the result of negotiations 
that accompanied the legal battle. They extend protections from the Common Rule (a 
widely accepted set of medical ethics that forbid intentional-dosing studies that have no 
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benefit) to all people involved in EPA-accepted studies. Extra protections are given to 
children and pregnant women. 
 
“EPA expects its tougher new rules will decrease the number of systemic intentional 
dosing toxicity studies conducted for pesticides,” reads the EPA website. “We expect 
the number of systemic toxicity studies to drop to as few as zero or one per year.” 
 
The rules will be opened to public comment in January of 2011, and will need court 
approval to finally become law. 
 
The American Chemistry Council, the major chemical industry trade group and an 
advocate of expanded human testing, did not respond to requests for comment. 
 
According to Sass, Some data on human exposures to chemicals may still be used. 
Reports from accidental poisonings, worker exposures and other unintentional dosing 
exist, and “EPA could incorporate a lot of that unfortunate, real-world data,” she said. 
 
“Pesticide companies should not be allowed to take advantage of vulnerable 
populations by enticing people to serve as human laboratory rats,” said Pesticide Action 
Network senior scientist Margaret Reeves in a press release. 
 


 


POLITICAL 
================================================================== 
Republican files for Fairfax chairman (Washington Post) 
 
A Republican has emerged to challenge Fairfax Board of Supervisors Chairman Sharon 
Bulova (D) for the county's top elected post in 2011. 
 
Marianne L. Horinko, a small-business owner from Chantilly who served as assistant 
administrator and acting administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency during 
President George W. Bush's first term, filed paperwork with the state Board of Elections 
last week to form a campaign committee -- Friends of Marianne Horinko 2011. 
 
Horinko, 49, ran in the Republican primary to fill the 37th District seat in the Virginia 
Senate vacated by Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli II, eventually losing in a firehouse 
primary to Steve Hunt, a former Fairfax County School Board member. The seat 
eventually went to state Sen. Dave W. Marsden (D-Fairfax).  
 
Anthony Bedell, chairman of the Fairfax County Republican Committee, said Horinko's 
decision to enter the race nearly 18 months before the Nov. 8, 2011, election sends a 
"strong message." No other Republicans have entered the race. 
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SUPERFUND 
================================================================== 


Tar Creek settlement approved (NewsOK) 
 
environmentCompanies sought pay for work under contested contracts  
BY MICHAEL MCNUTT     0  
Published: June 23, 2010 
 
The governor and legislative leaders approved a $366,282 settlement Tuesday that 
ends a lawsuit alleging the Tar Creek relocation trust failed to honor its contracts with 
two companies that performed demolition and cleanup work at the EPA Superfund site.  
 
 
NewsOK Related ArticlesTar Creek trust violated meeting act, Oklahoma high...  
06/23/2010 The state Supreme Court said the trust involved in the federal relocation 
plan for residents of Tar Creek should not have allowed appraisers and the state's...  
Vision Construction and Project Management Inc. and CWF Enterprises Inc. filed the 
lawsuit last month in Ottawa County District Court against the Lead-Impacted 
Communities Relocation Assistance Trust.  
 
The companies sought a judgment of $366,282; they said they were not paid for work 
they performed on 37 properties.  
 
The lawsuit claims Lloyd Stone received a contract in February to clean up or demolish 
156 houses in the Tar Creek area. Stone's Backhoe, Dozer and Trucking Co. of Miami, 
OK, hired Vision Construction and CWF Enterprises to provide "various demolition and 
cleanup work for the trust,” according to the lawsuit.  
 
Work was suspended in April when it was determined the trust violated the state Open 
Meeting Act by failing to vote during an open meeting to award the contract, said 
Assistant Attorney General Scott Boughton, who serves as legal adviser for the trust.  
 
 
Work was halted 
The trust told the companies last month that no more work could be done because the 
contract had been contested; the companies then filed a lawsuit to get paid for the work 
they had done.  
The trust can approve payments up to $250,000, Boughton said.  
 
Anything over that amount has to be sent to the Contingency Review Board, which is 
made up of Gov. Brad Henry, House Speaker Chris Benge, R-Tulsa, and Senate 
President Pro Tempore, Glenn Coffee, R-Oklahoma City.  
 
The three approved the claim in a meeting that lasted less than 10 minutes.  
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The state is using federal stimulus money to pay for the work, Boughton said.  
 
Settling the case was in the state's best interest because attorney's fees "could have 
gotten out of hand,” he said.  
 
"We would have lost,” Boughton said. "They did the work.”  
 
The Central Services Department is taking bids on the contract to complete the work "so 
there can't be any problems with favoritism or anything like that,” Boughton said.  
 
"It's going to take probably at least another $1 million or maybe even more than that to 
finish up,” he said. "I don't even think they're halfway done with that part of it.”  
 
The trust was formed after a 2006 Army Corps of Engineers study showed that the 
ground above abandoned lead and zinc mines under Picher and the nearby 
communities of Cardin and Hockerville had a high risk of caving in, prompting a $60 
million federally funded buyout.  
 
The area, called Tar Creek, is contaminated by mining waste and is an Environmental 
Protection Agency Superfund site. 
 
 
 


Lautenburg Touts GAO Findings To Push Renewal Of Superfund Tax (Inside EPA) 
 
Posted: June 22, 2010  
Sen. Frank Lautenburg (D-NJ) is touting a Government Accountability Office (GAO) 
finding that EPA’s costs to remediate existing and future Superfund sites will likely 
exceed its current funding levels as a reason to pass his legislation reinstating the long-
expired Superfund taxes on industry. 
 
Republicans however are pushing back against the effort, and accusing Democrats of 
trying to exploit anti-oil industry sentiment caused by the BP oil spill by taxing the 
industry, along with others. 
 
John Stephenson, director of natural resources and environment for GAO summarized 
the results of a new report during a June 22 subcommittee hearing chaired by 
Lautenburg. The GAO report says that cleanup remedy construction for fiscal years 
2011 and 2012 will cost between $253 and $414 million more that the $267 million in 
annual funding the agency allocated for remedial actions in fiscal year 2009. EPA 
estimates that between $123 to $199 million in funding from other sources -- such as 
settlement agreements with polluters -- could be available to supplement the annual 
appropriations, but the GAO says that such a supplement would still not be enough to 
cover the estimated total costs for the two fiscal years. 
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According to the report, 60 percent of the 75 non-federal sites on EPA’s National 
Priorities List (NPL) that have unacceptable human exposure have all or more than half 
of the work remaining to complete remedial construction. At federal sites, the polluting 
federal agency -- often the Defense Department -- is responsible for funding cleanup. 
 
Ultimately, EPA has plans to control human exposure at all of the 75 sites with 
unacceptable human exposure, but EPA regional officials expect 41 of the sites to 
continue to have unacceptable exposures until fiscal year 2015 or later, GAO says. 
 
Remedy construction has not been conducted in the most timely and cost-efficient 
manner at some sites because EPA has had to balance limited program resources 
among various program activities, the report adds. At one site in Utah, where people are 
facing human health risks due to contact with soil and dust contaminated with lead from 
mining activities, EPA officials estimated that an additional $3 to $5 million per year 
would have allowed them to complete remedy construction at the site 3 to 4 years 
earlier than currently anticipated. Such delays have come despite a fiscal boost the 
Superfund program received from the economic stimulus package, the GAO says. 
 
In addition, GAO found that most EPA and state officials expect that more sites will be 
added to the NPL in the next five years than had been during the previous five years. 
Some Democrats had criticized the agency under under the Bush administration for 
adding on average only about 16 new sites per year, but officials estimate the average 
will increase to between 20 to 25 sites in the coming years -- which the GAO notes will 
mean increased costs. 
 
During the hearing, Lautenburg touted the GAO’s findings as a reason to support his 
Superfund tax legislation, which he noted has seven cosponsors in the Senate. EPA 
Administrator Lisa Jackson sent a letter to congressional leaders June 21 encouraging 
them to approve the legislation. 
 
But Sen. James Inhofe (OK), the ranking Republican on the Environment and Public 
Works (EPW) committee, said Jackson’s letter was evidence the Obama administration 
was seeking to exploit the BP spill. “The Obama Administration has consistently 
supported that tax--but until recently, other than mentioning it in budget documents, its 
public support was muted,” Inhofe said. “But the spill has changed that--now they feel 
the political climate is right to tax oil and gas companies.” 
 
Inhofe Cites Bailout 
 
Inhofe also argued that Democrats’ claim they want to reinstate the tax to ensure that 
polluters -- rather than the public -- pay to cleanup up contamination is inconsistent with 
the federal government’s recent bailout of the auto industry that Democrats supported. 
Inhofe claimed that the bailout allowed companies such as General Motors and Chrysler 
to escape liability for cleanups at their former facilities and argues that private citizens 
will ultimately have to fund the cleanups through their tax dollars. 
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Inhofe also took aim at the Obama EPA’s integrated cleanup initiative (ICI), which he 
said is an example of the agency spending Superfund money on administrative items 
rather than actual cleanup. ICI, which among other things establishes new metrics to 
measure progress at Superfund sites, amounts to EPA “essentially using taxpayers 
hard-earned dollars to create a public relations tool,” Inhofe said. 
 
In addition, Inhofe argued that reinstatement of the Superfund tax would essentially 
cause companies that are already paying to clean up their own sites to in addition pay 
for the cleanup of sites for which they are not responsible. Lautenburg, however, 
countered that without the tax, so-called orphan sites, at which viable responsible 
polluters no longer exist, are payed for with taxpayer dollars. “I will continue to fight to 
ensure that the polluters pay,” Lautenburg said. 
 
Democrats are eying various legislative proposals on jobs, tax and energy polices as 
potential vehicles for attaching the Superfund tax legislation, sources told Inside EPA 
recently (see related story). 
 


Oversight of the Environmental Protection Agency’s Superfund Program (Canada 
Free Press) 
 
 By EPW Blog  Tuesday, June 22, 2010 
Good afternoon.  Chairman Lautenberg, as always, it’s good to see you, and I continue 
to hope for your speedy recovery. 
 
We are here today to hold an oversight hearing on EPA’s Superfund program.  As the 
Ranking Member on the EPW Committee, and as the Ranking Member on this 
subcommittee, I am glad to be here to discuss this important program. 
 
As I’ve noted before, the Obama Administration has exploited the BP spill to pursue a 
radical agenda to shut down America’s domestic production of oil and gas.  Of course, 
there’s ample evidence for that-just consider its recent support for legislation to re-
impose the Superfund tax. 
 
The Obama Administration has consistently supported that tax-but until recently, other 
than mentioning it in budget documents, its public support was muted.  But the spill has 
changed that-now they feel the political climate is right to tax oil and gas companies. 
 
Yet many forget how broadly the Superfund tax applies.  If you own a business with 
over $2 million in revenue-regardless of what you manufacture-you would pay the tax.  
In other words: the Superfund tax is also a small business tax, affecting thousands of 
such businesses across the country, and their employees. 
 
If the Obama Administration is serious about finding ways to stimulate the economy and 
create jobs, imposing a tax on small businesses is obviously the wrong remedy. 
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I should also note that responsible parties under Superfund already pay for 
approximately 70 percent of the clean-ups.  I would challenge EPA to show me one site 
where a viable,  potentially responsible party has not been made to pay their share.  
That’s as it should be.  The other 30 percent are orphan sites-that means EPA can’t 
locate the responsible parties, because they no longer exist.  Now again, some think 
reimposing the Superfund tax means more sites will be cleaned up faster.  But that’s not 
true.  As the Government Accountability Office noted last year in a report I requested, 
“the balance in the Superfund trust fund does not affect the funds available for current 
or future annual appropriations.” 
 
Now,  I’d like to turn to something more positive.  I would be remiss not to mention EPA 
Region Six and once again say how pleased I am with the progress that we have 
achieved at Tar Creek.  There is much more to be done, but I am very pleased with the 
progress we have made so far. 
 
According to the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, one in four 
Americans lives near a Superfund site.  For instance, the Washington Naval Yard is the 
closest Superfund site to the Capitol, located on the Anacostia River.  Superfund sites 
are all around us, making this a program of great importance. 
 
The pace of cleaning up Superfund sites has been a prominent issue and remains so 
today. However, the logical reason for this is not due to a lack of funding, as some of my 
colleagues may argue.  This is due to the fact that EPA is addressing larger and much 
more complex sites, such as Tar Creek.  By their very nature, these large sites take 
more time and resources to complete.  EPA prioritizes these sites, and for those of us 
who have waited patiently, while other states have had multiple sites cleaned up in a 
given year, it is frustrating to hear these complaints. 
 
If we want to expedite the pace of clean-ups, and ultimately reduce costs, in some 
cases, we should give more latitude to local and state officials, who know these sites 
first hand.  That’s because sometimes, unfortunately, EPA can get in the way. 
 
A prime example of this is the Highway 71/72 Refinery in Bossier City, Louisiana.  This 
was a former refinery that was redeveloped for private residences and that eventually 
became contaminated.  This was a site where the local and state governments and the 
company jointly worked out a viable solution.  EPA, however, to the dismay of those 
involved, objected and overruled it. 
 
One other Superfund issue that I would like to address is the need for EPA to reduce its 
administrative costs.  A perfect example of this is EPA’s new Integrated Cleanup 
Initiative.  This initiative attempts to remarket EPA’s progress at Superfund sites.  This 
will provide new metrics to measure progress at Superfund sites.  So EPA is essentially 
using taxpayers hard-earned dollars to create a public relations tool.  
 
I believe that this makes no sense, and I hope that my colleagues on this committee will 
agree with me.  Even if we disagree on Superfund issues, we will always use the same 
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metrics that have been used for the past thirty years to measure progress at Superfund 
sites.  So no one, except EPA, will be using this initiative.  This is money that could be 
used on the ground to fund clean-ups; instead, it’s being used to wage a public relations 
campaign.  This is exactly the type of administrative cost that EPA should be reducing 
instead of increasing, and I hope that they will redirect their funds to actually cleaning up 
these sites. 
 
I look forward to hearing from the witnesses especially Dr. J. Winston Porter testimony 
on panel two. Thank you. 
 


 


TOXICS 
================================================================== 


Toxic trails a legacy of Gold Rush (San Francisco Chronicle) 
 
California 
June 23, 2010 Wednesday  
FINAL Edition 
Main News; Pg. A1 
Toxic trails a legacy of Gold Rush;  
ENVIRONMENT 
By Kelly Zito, Chronicle Staff Writer 
The thousands of mine shafts that pockmark the Sierra Nevada and testify to 
California's Gold Rush riches have also left a legacy of toxic contamination in some of 
the state's popular recreation areas, according to a new study. 
 
Soil tests on a handful of trails near mine mouths in the foothills have revealed 
extremely high levels of lead, arsenic and asbestos, said researchers at the Sierra 
Fund, a small environmental advocacy group.  
 
The naturally occurring minerals were pounded to dust generations ago and carted to 
the surface, where they are now stirred up and inhaled by hikers, off-roaders, bikers and 
horseback riders. 
 
The Gold Rush "not only brought wealth and hundreds of thousands of people to 
California, it also brought mining machines that ripped down sides of mountains and 
tunneled thousands of feet into rock, leaving behind arsenic and lead," said Elizabeth 
Martin, chief executive of the nonprofit group. "This is the longest neglected 
environmental problem in California." 
 
While their analysis was limited to 80 samples from 11 trails and recreation spots in the 
Foresthill, Downieville and Nevada City areas, the group says California's 47,000 
abandoned mines pose significant threats to public safety, particularly in the dry 
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summer months when families flock to the foothills. 
 
"A lot of people are aware that their kids can fall into a hole at an old mine. But they 
don't know that asbestos fibers can lodge into their lungs or lead can be absorbed into 
their skin," Martin said in an interview Tuesday. 
 
For that reason, the group said additional testing must be done in select areas where 
historic mine waste intersects with well-trafficked trails. The fund is also pushing for 
warning signs and, in some cases, restricting access to public trails with high levels of 
hazardous minerals. 
 
Federal attention 
 
So many mines are scattered across different landscapes and under various ownership 
that it is unclear who would coordinate such an effort and how - not just in California but 
across the country. 
 
With development and recreational activity encroaching on remote areas, the problem 
has gained the attention of federal authorities. 
 
A federal audit in 2008 charged the Bureau of Land Management, which controls a 
number of abandoned mining sites in California, Nevada, Arizona and other states, with 
endangering public health by failing to clean up arsenic, lead and mercury near the 
shafts or to erect barriers around them. In the Rand Mining District outside Los Angeles, 
the inspector general of the Interior Department found piles of toxic mine waste in 
residential areas as well as biking trails awash in arsenic particles. 
 
That same year, the agency closed about half of the Clear Creek Management Area, a 
31,000-acre off-road vehicle paradise in the hills outside of Hollister, after a U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency report said waste from the defunct asbestos mining in 
the area posed a serious risk to those who work, camp, hunt and ride on the property. 
 
Above safe levels 
 
In the Sierra Fund's study, researchers reported levels of arsenic, asbestos and lead 
well above levels deemed safe for human exposure. At the Foresthill Off-Highway 
Vehicle area near the Marall Chrome Mine pit, science director Carrie Monohan said 
lead levels were nearly 18 times the state and federal standards, and 40 percent of the 
soil samples showed asbestos contamination.  
 
Asbestos, a mineral that shows up in nature as bundles of tiny, twisty fibers, is of 
significant concern because it can embed in throat and lung tissue, causing cancer and 
other respiratory diseases. 
 
Difficult to clean up 
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Because of the diffuse nature of the hazardous minerals in surface soils, they are 
almost impossible to clean up, according to David Christy, spokesman with the Bureau 
of Land Management's Central California division. 
 
"The technology is a challenge," he said. "The approach to cleaning up mines is steam 
cleaning them and cementing over them, and that costs a lot of money." 
 
Under President Obama's federal stimulus plan, California received about $20 million of 
the $73 million set aside for cleaning and maintaining abandoned mines nationwide. 
Some estimates peg the number of abandoned mines in the United States at 500,000 
and the amount needed to detoxify them in the billions. 
 
"A lot of people are aware that their kids can fall into a hole at an old mine. But they 
don't know that asbestos fibers can lodge into their lungs or lead can be absorbed into 
their skin." 
 
Elizabeth Martin, Sierra Fund 
 


New Jersey chemical plant needs better protection, Greenpeace says 
(NorthJersey.com) 
 
Wednesday, June 23, 2010 
BY JAMES M. O'NEILL 
Herald News 
STAFF WRITER 
 
A South Kearny chemical facility has failed to reduce the risk of a catastrophic accident 
or 
terrorist attack on the plant and has grossly underestimated to the government what the 
"worst case scenario" would be in such an event, the environmental activist 
organization Greenpeace argued. 
 
Greenpeace sent a letter to the U.S. Department of Homeland Security and to the 
company, Kuehne Chemical Co., complaining about lax security after conducting its 
own 
"citizen's inspection" of the facility, which is bordered by the Hackensack River and 
extends under the Pulaski Skyway. 
 
"Greenpeace was able to move freely around the perimeter of this plant in daylight 
without 
interruption or contact with any plant security or other security personnel," Greenpeace 
legislative director Rick Hind said in the letter. 
 
Greenpeace was able to take pictures of the plant from Greenpeace boats on the  
Hackensack, from above the plant on the Pulaski Skyway and in front of the plant's 
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main gate, Hind said. 
 
In a "worst case" disaster scenario that it was required to report to the federal 
Environmental Protection Agency, Kuehne estimated that the catastrophic release of 
one 90-ton rail car of chlorine gas would put 12 million people at risk within a 14-mile 
radius of the plant in the New York-New Jersey region. 
 
The Greenpeace photos indicated the presence of more than one rail car labeled with 
chlorine, and the company has reported on-site storage of 2 million pounds of chlorine 
gas, Hind said. 
 
"Our inspection shows that the chemical disaster scenario that Kuehne has given to the 
EPA is as unrealistic as the estimates BP first gave about the size of their Deepwater oil 
rig blowout," Hind said. 
 
Donald F. Nicolai, president and chief executive officer of Kuehne, was unavailable 
to comment. The chemical company was cited in 2008 for 31 safety violations and 
fined nearly $50,000 by the federal government for mishandling chlorine. 
 
Other companies that routinely handle chlorine are moving to a just-in-time on-site 
generation of chlorine gas to reduce the risk of a catastrophic accident or terrorist 
attack, but Kuehne has not done so, Hind said. 
 
Kuehne and dozens of other facilities along waterways are exempted from a temporary 
federal law regulating chemical facilities because they fall under the Maritime 
Transportation Security Act, which Hind said provided less stringent rules. 
 
In Washington, the House has passed a more comprehensive bill which seeks to 
improve security and reduce the risk at such facilities. Sen. Frank Lautenberg has 
announced plans to introduce a Senate version of the bill within the next few weeks. 
 
"Many of the highest-risk facilities have not taken even the least expensive and already 
available steps to reduce their attractiveness to terrorists by using safer chemicals or 
processes," Lautenberg said in March when announcing that he would introduce the bill. 
 
E-mail: oneillj@northjersey.com 
 
 


EPA Issues New Lead Rule (Zanesville Times Recorder) 
 
June 23, 2010  
ZANESVILLE -- To protect against lead poisoning,  
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has issued  
a new Lead Renovation, Repair & Painting Rule. 
 



mailto:oneillj@northjersey.com
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Under the rule, contractors performing renovation,  
repair and painting projects that disturb lead paint- 
based paint in homes, schools and daycare centers  
built before 1978 must be certified to follow lead- 
safe work practices. 
 
The Muskingum Healthy Homes Collaborative and  
the city of Zanesville Building Department would like  
to bring the EPA's RRP training locally for those who  
need it. The cost of the course will be comparable to  
other RRP courses, but organizers need an estimate  
of how many are interested in taking this training  
prior to scheduling. 
 
Contact one of the following for more information or  
to become involved: Zanesville-Muskingum County  
Health Department, Kim Foster at (740) 454-9741  
Ext. 262 or kimberleef@zmchd.org; City of  
Zanesville, Tim Smith at (740) 455-0646 or   
tsmith@coz.org. The deadline is July 6. For  
information, visit www.zmchd.org. 


 


Contractors given lead-paint reprieve (Tulsa World)  
 
June 23, 2010 
 Builders have training time, with enforcement set to begin Oct. 1.  
 
Bill Powers (left) watches as Ron Willhite, Allen Jordan and Granville Crittenden hang 
protective sheeting during a lead removal training recently. TOM GILBERT / Tulsa 
World file  
 
Local contractors scrambling to get training for a new EPA lead-paint rule were 
breathing easier Monday after an announcement that enforcement won't begin until Oct. 
1.  
 
Modifications by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency also delay enforcement of 
rules against untrained renovators working on older houses until Dec. 31, so long as 
they enroll in a certification class by Sept. 30.  
 
Contractors such as Ken Saltink, the president of the Remodelers Council at the Home 
Builders Association of Greater Tulsa, said the changes are a welcome reprieve for the 
many contractors still trying to get certification.  
 
"We feel that's a good start," he said. "Their reasoning behind it was because of the 
difficulty getting training."  
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But homeowners might not be able to use the delay as a way to skip out on lead testing 
and removal, which must be performed on any professional remodeling job that disturbs 
the paint of houses built before 1978. Steve Womble, the president of The Womble Co., 
a window and door contractor, said his crews would continue to test all older homes 
where they are working.  
 
"At this point, the delay won't affect us at all," he said. "As we see it, they've just delayed 
enforcement, not compliance."  
 
Violators of the rule face fines of up to $37,000 per day.  
 
Local contractors had complained about being unable to get training before the rule's 
original deadline of April 22, although Bill Powers of Powers Design and Build said the 
problem was even worse elsewhere across the country.  
 
"The rumors we've been hearing is that some parts of the East Coast were shut down 
due to the inconvenience and expense of conforming to this rule," he said.  
 
Saltink said that although most of the larger contractors have been trained, many 
smaller companies haven't been able to. He said the delay in enforcement — 
announced Friday — should give them more time to get certified.  
 
The Tulsa HBA is offering training classes twice a month, and other companies are 
offering certification classes as well.  
 
Certification for lead paint removal, which involves sealing the affected rooms, wearing 
head-to-toe paper suits and using powerful industrial vacuums, can be costly. Womble 
said he had to pay $150 each to certify his 20 workers, plus $2,000 for each of his two 
lead paint removal crews.  
 
And these costs typically get passed on to the customer. Womble, like other certified 
contractors, has been charging $195 to clean up the paint on a door or window 
replacement job on top of the $500 to $1,000 base cost.  
 
"I hope that the price can come down in the future as we get more guidance on 
compliance from the EPA," he said.  
 
Despite the delays, many local contractors are still frustrated with the new rules. 
Powers, who has conducted multiple test runs of lead paint cleanups, called the 
regulations "burdensome" and said he would have preferred a permanent provision to 
allow homeowners to opt out if the home is not occupied by pregnant women or children 
younger than 6.  
 
"It was originally set up that way, and at the last minute they dropped the provision," he 
said.  
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Studies indicate that lead poisoning can cause lower IQs, learning problems and 
aggressiveness in children, as well as memory loss and mood swings in adults.  
 
The EPA has allowed homeowners to opt out of the rule under the same circumstances 
if they began renovation jobs within 60 days of the enactment of the rule in April, 
although the opt-out period is set to end within days.  
 
Saltink said he's still concerned that the burdens and costs involved in compliance will 
drive clients away from certified contractors.  
 
"People will either seek people who don't care about doing it right or getting caught, or 
they'll do it themselves," he said.  
 
 


Inhofe seeks more comment time on commercial paint rules (Greenwire) 
 
 (06/22/2010) 
Elana Schor, E&E reporter 
Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.) yesterday asked U.S. EPA to extend the period for public 
comment on its proposed lead-paint rules for commercial buildings, signaling that the 
agency's recent move to delay a similar rule for residential properties has not allayed 
congressional concern over the issue. 
In calling for an additional 60 days of comment on the pending commercial lead-paint 
rules, Inhofe -- the senior Republican on the Senate Environment and Public Works 
Committee -- said past federal actions against lead-paint poisoning have focused on a 
smaller group of Americans than the new rule would potentially affect. 


"Previous lead paint programs have focused on high-need subpopulations, such as 
pregnant women and children, and residential buildings," Inhofe wrote to Stephen 
Owens, assistant EPA administrator in the Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution 
Prevention. "Public and commercial buildings will present an array of different issues." 


Inhofe's letter opens a new chapter in the clash over EPA's residential lead-paint rule, 
which culminated late Friday in a memo that directed regional enforcement offices not to 
enforce an April certification requirement for contractors. The delay gives homebuilders 
until September to enroll in federally approved training on safe lead-paint work practices 
and until December to complete the course. 


Several GOP senators, including Inhofe, won 60 votes for an amendment to last 
month's supplemental appropriations bill that aimed to block EPA from levying fines on 
contractors found in violation of the lead-paint training rule. 


Lead is now known to pose an array of human health risks, particularly to children, who 
can be vulnerable to developmental disabilities when exposed to the element in 
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common products such as paint. But lead paint is still a common presence in millions of 
homes built before the government banned it in residential properties in 1978. 


Industry groups hailed EPA's Friday delay in enforcing the lead-paint training rule. 
Similarly, another request for extended public comment on the proposed lead-paint 
rules for commercial buildings was filed on May 19 by 15 industry and labor groups. 


Signed by the National Association of Home Builders, the National Association of 
Realtors, the Associated General Contractors and other groups, that letter described 
EPA's proposed regulations for commercial lead-paint use as "unprecedented." 


In addition, the groups warned that requiring more training for commercial contractors 
could "seriously undermine" progress on the type of energy-efficiency building retrofits 
that played a central role in the White House's 2009 American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act. 


 
 


Greenpeace report says Hudson County chemical plant has highest risk in U.S. 
(Hudson Reporter) 
 
Jun 23, 2010  
HUDSON COUNTY -- The non-profit environmental group Greenpeace says they 
recently conducted an informal survey of a chemical plant in South Kearny that holds 
containers of chlorine gas for use in producing liquid bleach. 
 
They said that they obtained photos and other information suggesting that the plant is 
vulnerable and could leak the gas for miles if attacked by terrorists. 
 
The Greenpeace report starts off saying that according to "[The] chemical company's 
own reports to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), its South Kearny New 
Jersey facility puts 12 million people at risk in the New Jersey-New York City area due 
to the bulk storage of 2 million pounds of chlorine gas. This plant puts more people at 
risk of a chemical disaster than any other plant in the U.S." 
 
They also say that the plant is aware of "safer chemical processes that could eliminate 
these risks." 
 
Read more: Hudson Reporter - Greenpeace report says Hudson County chemical plant 
has highest risk in U S 
 
 
 


WATER 
================================================================== 
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EPA plans gas-drilling meetings (Press & Sun Bulletin) 
 
Sessions to focus on hydraulic fracturing 
By Jennifer Micale •jmicale@gannett.com • June 
22, 2010, 10:26 pm 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will host four public meetings on its 
proposed study of the relationship between hydraulic fracturing and its potential effects 
on drinking water. The last is scheduled for Aug. 12 at Binghamton University's 
Anderson Center for the Performing Arts. 
 
Stakeholders on all sides of the issue landowners, industry representatives and 
environmentalists — plan to attend and offer their input on the study. 
 
"It's a recognition that Broome County is at the center of this potential activity," said 
Assemblywoman Donna Lupardo, D-Endwell. 
 
Those who plan to attend said they expect crowds similar to previous hearings on 
drilling in the Marcellus Shale formation. 
 
In November 2009, more than 1,000 people crowded into the Chenango Valley High 
School auditorium for a state Department of Environmental Conservation hearing on the 
issue. It resembled a political rally, with costumed and sign-bearing protesters in the 
crowd and speakers drawing applause as they praised or criticized the drilling 
industry. 
 
"I think we're going to see the same reaction that we saw in the DEC hearings," said 
Lindsay Wickham, a field representative for the New York State Farm Bureau who 
hopes to attend. 
 
Known as fracking, the process is used in drilling for oil and natural gas. It involves 
pumping fracturing fluids — a mix of water and chemical additives — as well as sand 
into rock formations, creating fractures that allow natural gas or oil to flow into a 
production well.  
 
The EPA issued a study in 2004 under the Bush administration showing fracking poses 
no threat to water supplies or public health. 
 
 
However, U.S. Rep. Maurice Hinchey, D-Hurley, has said the 2004 study collected data 
from sources with a vested interest in the oil and gas industry and ignored other 
relevant information. The new study comes from a provision Hinchey authored. 
 
The meetings will provide public information about the proposed study's scope and 
design and give the public a chance to comment. The EPA hopes to 
complete the study design by September. Its Office of Research and Development 
plans to have initial study results available by late 2012. 
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The Aug. 12 meeting will be split into three sessions running from 8 a.m. to noon, 1 to 5 
p.m., and 6 to 10 p.m., according to the EPA. Other sessions will be held July 8 in Fort 
Worth, Texas; July 13 in Denver, Colorado; and July 22 in Canonsburg, Pa., outside of 
Pittsburgh. Stakeholders will need to pre-register for the meetings at least 72 hours 
before they start. 
 
The study could potentially affect the gas drilling timetable in New York, currently stalled 
until the DEC completes its ongoing review of the Supplemental Generic Environmental 
Impact Statement — an assessment of the impact of fracking — later this year. 
 
In late May, environmentalists went to Albany to push for a state bill that would prohibit 
issuing natural gas drilling permits in the Marcellus Shale until three months after the 
federal study is completed. 
 
Earlier this month, frustrated landowners made their trek to the Capitol, urging 
legislators to stay out of the way of the DEC's environmental review and halt 
legislation that's threatening to delay drilling even longer. Landowners say the new 
study is unnecessary, that fracking has been used successfully in the state for 60 years. 
 
"Fracking is not the problem. The problem is the lack of oversight and regulation," said 
Wickham of the Farm Bureau. "It's human error." 
 
Lupardo said she believed New York state "is at least two years ahead of the EPA in 
thinking through the ramifications and regulations for hydraulic fracturing." Once the 
DEC is finished with its recommendations, Lupardo said she's convinced the 
state will have the strictest regulations for gas drilling in the country. 
 
People on all sides of the issue expect discussion on the study's scope. 
 
"I think the public in New York is pretty interested in what the EPA is doing," said 
Deborah Goldberg, a lawyer for Earth Justice, an environmental group 
challenging the state's readiness to oversee drilling in New York. "I think it's important 
they hear from the people on the ground on the things they should be looking at." 
 
 
Industry representatives also plan to be on hand, whether to answer questions or give 
comment, said Chris Tucker of Energy in Depth, an industry group in Washington, D.C. 
Their role is undetermined, although they've already submitted comments to the 
EPA's Science Advisory Board.  
 
"The scope of this study is important," Tucker said. "We want to make sure it's science-
based and it's peer-reviewed." 
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Members of the Joint Landowners Coalition of New York are currently talking about 
attending, said Scott Kurkoski, a partner with Levene, Gouldin & Thompson who 
represents the group, and Dan Fitzsimmons, coalition president. The coalition has 
an environmental engineer with 40 years experience — Bob Williams — who plans to 
speak, said Marchie Diffendorf, a Broome County legislator who's also a leader with the 
coalition. 
 
 
"We welcome any light that can be shed on the process; it's still very experimental," said 
Chris Burger, chairman of the Binghamton Sustainability Coalition. "We need to better 
understand the problems related to this process. Hopefully, the EPA study will shed 
more light on the problems." 
 
If it's anything like the meeting at Chenango Valley High School, there will be more 
speakers than there's time for, Diffendorf noted. 
 
"I just hope it doesn't turn into a circus," said Fitzsimmons. "It would be nice if they go 
over the facts." 
 
Staff writer William Moyer contributed to this report. 
 
 


DEP predicts W.Va. clash with Pennsylvania may go to court (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: WTKR News 
 
By VICKI SMITH  
Associated Press Writer  
June 23, 2010  
MORGANTOWN, W.Va.  
West Virginia's top environmental official says the state is being held to a different 
standard than its neighbors for surface-mine permitting, and the conflict could lead to 
litigation.  
 
Department of Environmental Protection Secretary Randy Huffman predicts his agency 
will eventually be party to a lawsuit involving the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  
 
DEP employees are attending a meeting with EPA staff this week over water-quality 
standards the EPA set for six states' surface-mining permits April 1.  
 
Huffman argues the standards are unattainable and unfairly enforced.  
 
But a spokeswoman says EPA ensures they're applied consistently and fairly across the 
targeted states by holding weekly conference calls between headquarters and regional 
offices.  
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Tuesday, June 22, 2010, 2:40pm EDT 


EPA issues development-related fines (Boston Business Journal) 
 
Boston Business Journal - by Kyle Alspach  
Two companies constructing a residential development in Ayer, Mass., could be fined 
up to $177,500 in connection with discharges of contaminated storm water, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency said Tuesday. 
The EPA’s New England office said it has issued a complaint seeking the penalty under 
the federal Clean Water Act. The complaint accuses Crabtree Development, LLC of 
Ayer, Mass., and R.A. Powell Construction Corp. of Lunenberg, Mass., of committing 
unauthorized storm water discharges from a construction site. 
Crabtree Development is the developer of the Pingry Hill residential development in 
Ayer, and Powell is the general contractor, according to the EPA. 
On two separate occasions in 2009, an EPA inspector observed the discharge of storm 
water that contained contaminants including sand, dirt, sediment and residues of 
construction material into adjoining waters and wetlands, the EPA said. 
 
 


Focusing on your community (Washington Post) 
 
June 23, 2010 Wednesday  
Suburban Edition 
METRO; Pg. B02 
Maryland 
Each week, our photographers bring you scenes from your community. Today, take a 
look through the lens of Jahi Chikwendiu at a scene from Watts Branch Stream in the 
District.  
 
A small group of volunteers works to clean trash from the Watts Branch Stream, where 
its slight flow of water crosses from Maryland into Northeast Washington where 
Southern and Eastern avenues meet to form the right corner of the District's diamond 
shape. It took the falling of an old tree, its trunk skimming the stream's flow just enough 
to be a filter, to reveal what besides water and tree debris was headed toward the 
already poisoned Anacostia River. Styrofoam folding food trays and cups at all levels of 
disintegration, alcohol bottles from top shelf to bottom, potato chip bags and plastic 
motor oil containers were among the trash. In an Earth Day 2010 effort organized by 
the Anacostia Watershed Society, volunteers participated in a massive trash cleanup 
along the shores of the polluted river and its tributaries. The National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration reports that roughly 20,000 tons of trash enter the 
Anacostia River from local creeks and streams each year. The Environmental 
Protection Agency has officially declared the Anacostia to be "impaired by trash," only 
the second river in the nation to receive such a distinction. It lists human beings as the 



http://www.bizjournals.com/search/results.html?Ntt=%22Kyle%20Alspach%22&Ntk=All&Ntx=mode%20matchallpartial

http://profiles.portfolio.com/company/us/dc/washington/u_s__environmental_protection_agency/1212889/

http://profiles.portfolio.com/company/us/dc/washington/u_s__environmental_protection_agency/1212889/

http://boston.bizjournals.com/boston/related_content.html?topic=RA%20Powell%20Construction%20Corp%20of%20Lunenberg
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chief source of the litter, so it's only fitting that humans help repair their damage. More 
important, the trash project raises the question of developing a mentality that prompts 
us to properly dispose of our waste in the first place. 
 
 


Visitors warned about algae in lake (Columbus Dispatch) 
 
June 22, 2010  
New and potentially dangerous algae have moved into Grand Lake St. Marys, joining a 
toxic bloom that forced state officials to warn visitors last year to keep their distance.  
 
The 13,000-acre lake has long been considered one of the state's most polluted. 
Fertilizers and manure from farms in Mercer and Auglaize counties have helped turn the 
lake green with algae. But now a second strain of algae has officials worried.  
 
Friday, Department of Natural Resources officials placed warning signs urging visitors 
to be cautious around the lake's three beaches, said Heidi Hetzel-Evans, department 
spokeswoman. The signs say visitors should avoid touching "visible surface scum."  
 
The new algae are called Aphanizomenon gracile and are capable of producing three 
toxins. The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency has sent samples out of state to see 
if this bloom is dangerous.  
 
Last year, the algae were planktothrix, which produce a neurotoxin called microcystin. It 
was so thick in May 2009 that the state warned that it could cause skin rashes, sicken 
people and kill small animals, including dogs.  
 
Officials put up warning signs at the lake last year, but they took them down this April 
when toxins declined.  
 
In 2008, the lake attracted more than 737,000 visitors. Last year, the number fell to 
687,000.  
 
Though common in Lake Erie, the algae previously had not been discovered in an 
inland lake in Ohio. They later were discovered in Buckeye Lake. In Erie's western 
basin, the algae grow into dense "blooms" that help create a vast, oxygen-depleted 
dead zone where no plant or fish life can survive.  
 
In humans, the toxin can cause skin rashes, sore throats and watery eyes. In high 
concentrations, it can cause weakness, dizziness, breathing problems, convulsions and 
liver and kidney damage.  
 
Both planktothrix and Aphanizomenon gracile are cyanobacteria, or blue-green algae.  
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Aphanizomenon gracile can produce clyindrospermopsin, which can cause liver tumors 
and gastrointestinal distress, and anatoxin and saxitoxin, toxins that affect the nervous 
system.  
 
It isn't clear if Aphanizomenon gracile is the only species present.  
 
The study of cyanobacteria "is an emerging science," said Dina Pierce, an EPA 
spokeswoman. "It's not uncommon for different species to dominate at different times."  
 
Joe Logan, agricultural director for the advocacy group Ohio Environmental Council, 
said residents can't catch a break.  
 
Last year, levels of microcystin were four times higher than the World Health 
Organization's "low-risk" mark for swimmers and 82 times higher than its standard for 
drinking water.  
 
"We don't know if this is more dangerous than last year," Logan said. "We have a lot to 
learn about this species, but what we know so far is alarming."  
 
Joseph Conroy, an ODNR fisheries biologist, said toxins can build up in fish tissue and 
kill them, while decaying algae blooms can suck oxygen from the water during 
decomposition.  
 
"Things seemed really low in productivity," Conroy said. "In the last few weeks, things 
have shot up." 
 
 


Fecal bacteria at high levels in Golden Gardens stream (Seattle Times) 
 
June 22, 2010  
Visitors have been warned not to play in or drink from the stream that runs through 
Seattle's Golden Gardens Park because of recent reports of high levels of fecal coliform 
and E. coli in the water.  
 
Visitors to Seattle's Golden Gardens Park should stay away from the stream that runs 
through it because of recent reports of high levels of fecal coliform and E. coli in the 
water, said an official with Public Health — Seattle & King County.  
 
"If there is contact with the stream, wash with soap and warm water," said Charles Wu, 
a health and environmental investigator for the agency. "And make sure kids aren't 
drinking the water."  
 
Volunteer water quality testers from the Surfrider Foundation, an environmental 
organization, tested the Golden Gardens stream every two weeks since March and 
found high levels of fecal coliform and E. coli. They've also found high bacteria levels at 
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Leschi Park near Lake Washington and Pontiac Point near Sand Point, though not as 
high as at Golden Gardens.  
 
Wu said that the public health department is not taking further action until it can verify 
the Surfrider data.  
 
"They've been filling us in," Wu said. "We're working with scientists at Seattle Public 
Utilities and the King County department of natural resources in helping us evaluate 
their test results."  
 
Until more tests are done, Wu said the current message is: Keep the kids out of the 
water. If they do ingest water, he said it could lead to gastrointestinal illnesses, 
depending on how much water they drink and what's in it.  
 
Wu said the bacteria in the water could be coming from faulty sewage systems or 
stormwater runoff — or directly from people, pets and wildlife.  
 
The Surfrider Foundation, a nonprofit organization of recreational water users 
"dedicated to the protection and enhancement of the world's waves and beaches," has 
been testing nine sites for water quality in the Seattle area. Abigail McCarthy, a 
Surfrider volunteer, said the county doesn't have the funding to do all the water 
monitoring it needs to so the nonprofit is attempting to "fill in the gaps."  
 
She and other volunteers teamed with J. Scott Meschke, University of Washington 
environmental and occupational health sciences professor, to do the testing.  
 
"We follow EPA standard procedures, and most of us in charge of testing have a fairly 
substantial science background and lab experience," said McCarthy, who has an 
master's in fisheries sciences.  
 
Carly Flandro: 206-464-2108 or cflandro@seattletimes.com 
 
 
 


Residents speak out against EPA mandate (Milford Daily News) 
 
By Melanie Graham/Daily News staff  
Milford Daily News  
Posted Jun 23, 2010 @ 12:44 AM 
FRANKLIN — Local officials and the public lined up last night to make their opinions 
loud and clear about "devastating" effects a costly stormwater regulation would have on 
Milford, Bellingham and Franklin. 
 
Their voices were heard at a public hearing held by the federal Environmental 
Protection Agency at Tri-County Regional Vocational Technical High School in Franklin. 



mailto:cflandro@seattletimes.com
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The hearing was one of the last opportunities for people to submit comments and 
opinions. 
 
"I find this action to be the most significant underfunded mandate in my entire political 
career," said state Rep. John Fernandes, D-Milford. "It is unacceptable in today's 
economy." 
 
The federal regulation, which aims to reduce phosphorous in the Charles River, is 
narrowing in on properties in Milford, Franklin and Bellingham to reduce the amount of 
stormwater draining into the Charles River. 
 
The regulation applies to properties with 2 or more acres of impervious surface, which 
includes rooftops and parking lots, as well as to stormwater coming from municipal 
drains. 
 
Officials have estimated that private businesses in Milford will spend $30 million to $55 
million on systems that control stormwater while the town is estimating a cost of $35 
million to $60 million. 
 
Fernandes was one of roughly 80 people present, and one of nearly 30 people who 
spoke. 
 
If the regulations are to be enforced, Fernandes said, the EPA should come up with the 
money. 
 
"My comments are harsh because this is harsh on the (communities)," Fernandes said. 
 
EPA officials explained last night that the three communities were singled out partly 
because of their location at the headwaters of the river and because of the density of 
commercial properties in the three towns. The Milford, Bellingham and Franklin 
communities, officials said, are in the top 10 in the watershed for impervious surface 
area. 
 
"I see a classic case of bureaucratic bullies teaming up with a bunch of environmental 
fanatics," said Milford resident Mike Barton. 
 
State Sen. Richard Moore, D-Uxbridge, said that rebuilding the economy is what local 
officials should be concerned with, not a multi-million dollar stormwater system. 
 
"The economic impact (of the regulation) has yet to be fully understood," Moore said. 
 
Federal officials also weighed in on the matter. U.S. Sen. Scott Brown's State Director 
Jerry McDermott read an excerpt from a letter to the EPA signed by Brown, U.S. Sen. 
John Kerry, U.S. Rep. Richard Neal, D-2nd, and U.S. Rep. James McGovern, D-3rd. 
 
"It is just not right to saddle these communities with this burden," the letter reads. 
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The EPA's process in issuing the regulation was also heavily criticized last night, with 
several people arguing that "the cart is coming before the horse." 
 
In a separate, municipal regulation, the towns will have 10 years to implement a 
phosphorous control system, while under the business regulation, properties only have 
five years. 
 
Officials argue that the EPA is encouraging businesses to hop on a municipal 
stormwater plan rather than implement one individually. However, some argue that a 
municipal system may not be up and running before businesses are asked to comply. 
 
"If you were to design a process that would fail, this would be the process," said Milford 
selectmen Chairman William Buckley. 
 
There is a separate municipal regulation which will apply to all towns in the Charles 
River watershed and also focus on the reduction of phosphorous and the actual 
treatment of the water. 
 
The regulation applying to businesses in Milford, Bellingham and Franklin, though, is a 
pilot program for other communities, officials said, and if effective, could be 
implemented in the rest of the towns in the watershed later. 
 
Buckley, as well as several other officials, encouraged those at the EPA to "slow down 
the process" and wait to see if funding is available before mandating the regulations. 
 
Officials estimate businesses could spend $6,000 to $120,000 per acre on systems 
used to redirect stormwater. 
 
"The benefits (of cleaning the river) are grossly overstated and do not justify the 
expense," said Franklin Director of Public Works Robert Cantoreggi. 
 
Cantoreggi argued that legislation should be sought to control sources of the 
phosphorous, such as lawn fertilizer. He also said "social research" should be 
conducted to see if there is support within the communities to fund phosphorous control 
systems. 
 
"Let the people decide where their money goes," Cantoreggi said. 
 
Despite harsh words from many local business owners, many supporters from 
environmental groups stepped up to the microphone to support the regulation. 
 
"We should not tax Americans to clean up pollution from individual property owners," 
said Bob Zimmerman, the executive director of the Charles River Watershed 
Association. 
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If businesses do not follow the new regulations and reduce the stormwater runoff, it 
would mean "the death of the Charles River," Zimmerman said. 
 
According to EPA officials, the phosphorous from stormwater causes excess plant 
growth in the river and its attached ponds, throwing off the natural balance and 
ecosystem of the aquatic life. 
 
Advocates for the regulation also argue that the reduced plant growth will provide 
aesthetic benefits for those who use the river, as it will allow for safer, more enjoyable 
recreation. 
 
A lawyer from the Conservation Law Foundation argued that the current regulation 
proposal is not enough, and that the regulation set aside for Milford, Bellingham and 
Franklin should be extended throughout the watershed and to properties with only 1 
acre or more of impervious surface. 
 
The foundation also said it is concerned with the EPA taking "such small steps" in the 
process, saying that a delay would create a more costly and difficult process. 
 
Steve Pearlman from the Neponset River Watershed Association and Massachusetts 
Rivers Alliance Policy Director Susan Beede were also on hand to offer their support for 
the regulation, which they hope will eventually extend to other watersheds and rivers 
across the state. 
 
"We strongly support this draft permit," Beede said, adding that she urges the EPA to 
provide property owners with information about several techniques and solutions for 
dealing with stormwater. 
 
The public comment period for the regulation ends at midnight on June 30. Written 
comments can be submitted to Mark Voorhees, US EPA Region 1, 5 Post Office Square 
Suite 100, Mail Code 06-4, Boston, MA 02109. For more information, Voorhees can be 
reached at 617-918-1537 or Voorhees.mark@epa.gov. 
 
Melanie Graham can be reached at 508-634-7582 or mgraham@cnc.com. 
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ADMINSTRATOR JACKSON 
============================================================= 


Suburban Edition (Washington Post) 
 
July 22, 2009 Wednesday  
Suburban Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A15 
Maryland 
-- President Obama will meet with Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki at the 
White House. At 8 p.m., Obama will hold a prime-time news conference in the 
East Room, where he is expected to continue to press his case for health-care 
reform.  
 
-- Vice President Biden will begin his day in Kiev, Ukraine, then depart for Tbilisi, 
Georgia, where he will attend a dinner and concert with Georgian President 
Mikheil Saakashvili. 
 
-- Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is in Thailand for the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations' (ASEAN) Post-Ministerial Conference and ASEAN 
Regional Forum in Phuket. 
 
-- Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben S. Bernanke will go before the Senate 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee for a morning hearing on "The 
Semiannual Monetary Policy Report to the Congress." 
 
-- Robert M. Groves will be sworn in today by Commerce Secretary Gary Locke 
as 23rd director of the Census Bureau. Afterward, Groves will gather with seven 
former directors at bureau headquarters in Suitland for a panel on the 2010 
Census. 
 
-- Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack and Environmental Protection Agency 
Administrator Lisa P. Jackson will go before the Senate Agriculture, Nutrition and 
Forestry Committee as part of a day-long hearing on "The Role of Agriculture and 
Forestry in Global Warming Legislation." Also appearing will be Roger Johnson, 
president of the National Farmers Union; John Holdren, director of the White 
House Office of Science and Technology; and Bob Stallman, president of the 
American Farm Bureau Federation. 
 
-- Nominations in progress: The Senate Environment and Public Works 
Committee will hear from Sam D. Hamilton on his nomination as director of the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 
 
-- Garance Franke-Ruta federalcity@washpost.com 
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What to Watch: Obama and Maliki (Washington Post) 


Wednesday, July 22, 2009  


-- President Obama will meet with Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki at the 
White House. At 8 p.m., Obama will hold a prime-time news conference in the 
East Room, where he is expected to continue to press his case for health-care 
reform.  


-- Vice President Biden will begin his day in Kiev, Ukraine, then depart for Tbilisi, 
Georgia, where he will attend a dinner and concert with Georgian President 
Mikheil Saakashvili.  


-- Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton is in Thailand for the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations' (ASEAN) Post-Ministerial Conference and ASEAN 
Regional Forum in Phuket.  


-- Federal Reserve Board Chairman Ben S. Bernanke will go before the Senate 
Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs Committee for a morning hearing on "The 
Semiannual Monetary Policy Report to the Congress."  


-- Robert M. Groves will be sworn in today by Commerce Secretary Gary Locke 
as 23rd director of the Census Bureau. Afterward, Groves will gather with seven 
former directors at bureau headquarters in Suitland for a panel on the 2010 
Census.  


-- Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack and Environmental Protection Agency 
Administrator Lisa P. Jackson will go before the Senate Agriculture, Nutrition and 
Forestry Committee as part of a day-long hearing on "The Role of Agriculture and 
Forestry in Global Warming Legislation." Also appearing will be Roger Johnson, 
president of the National Farmers Union; John Holdren, director of the White 
House Office of Science and Technology; and Bob Stallman, president of the 
American Farm Bureau Federation.  


-- Nominations in progress: The Senate Environment and Public Works 
Committee will hear from Sam D. Hamilton on his nomination as director of the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.  


-- Garance Franke-Ruta federalcity@washpost.com  


 
 
Originally published 10:50 a.m., July 21, 2009, updated 10:55 a.m., July 21, 2009  
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EXCLUSIVE: Inhofe weary of administration apologies (Washington Times) 
 
Joseph Weber  
Sen. James M. Inhofe, Oklahoma Republican, said Tuesday that Secretary of 
State Hillary Rodham Clinton's apologizing for the United States being a major 
contributor to climate change was poorly timed and will further doom Capitol Hill 
legislation to limit carbon-dioxide emissions.  


Mr. Inhofe, a senior member of the Senate Armed Services Committee, repeated 
the argument that cap-and-trade legislation on manufacturing pollution will only 
send jobs overseas to India and China.  


"In an environment like that, to have the secretary of state go over to India and 
apologize for what old America has done -- I'm so tired of people apologizing for 
us," Mr. Inhofe told The Washington Times' "America's Morning News" radio 
show.  


Referring to President Obama's recent statement in Italy that the United States 
had "sometimes fallen short" of its responsibilities in controlling carbon 
emissions, Mrs. Clinton said during her trip to India that "we acknowledge now 
with President Obama that we have made mistakes in the United States, and we 
along with other developed countries have contributed most significantly to the 
problem that we face with climate change."  


The secretary's three-day trip ended Monday with Indian leaders saying they 
would not cave to U.S. pressure to commit to a deal requiring them to meet 
targets to reduce emissions, despite assurances the plan would not slow the 
country's economic growth.  


"We are hoping a great country like India will not make the same mistakes," Mrs. 
Clinton said.  


Mr. Inhofe also said Tuesday that EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson has told 
him publicly that the legislation in the Democrat-controlled Congress will not 
reduce carbon-dioxide emissions, so global warming will not be slowed even if 
man-made gases contribute to global warming.  


"She said, no, it would not," Mr. Inhofe said. "There are some people out there 
that still believe in this hoax that man-made gases cause global warming."  


He also said the legislation will not pass.  


"I've said this for 10 years; we're not going to do that," Mr. Inhofe said. "This is 
not going to pass, even if you believe . . . gases cause global warning."  


 



http://www.washingtontimes.com/staff/joseph-weber/
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School's green roots go deep (Chicago Tribune) 
 
'The building is not just a building but a learning environment,' principal says 
By Cara Anthony 
Tribune Reporter 
July 22, 2009 
Classrooms in Chicago's Tarkington School of Excellence are equipped with 
natural light sensors, temperature-regulating windows and acoustically sound 
walls. It's easier for students to learn in a school that focuses on environmental 
awareness and education, said school officials. 
 
Going to school in a green environment has even helped the students' test 
scores go up, said principal Vincent Iturralde.  
 
Tarkington is a model for how schools should be built nationwide, say U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency officials. Lisa Jackson, the agency's top 
administrator, will tour the school July 31 after she addresses environmental 
education at a community forum on building healthy schools. 
 
Tarkington, 3330 W. 71st St., opened in 2005 as the Chicago Public Schools' first 
"green" building. Since then, the school system has certified two others and has 
plans this fall for four new green elementary schools and one high school, said 
Suzanne Carlson, director of environmental affairs. Five more green schools are 
scheduled to open in 2010, officials said. 
 
In 1998 the U.S. Green Building Council developed a set of requirements that a 
building must meet before it can be LEED certified (Leadership in Energy and 
Environmental Design).  
 
As soon as Tarkington opened, Iturralde started to work on adding to the school's 
green efforts. 
 
"We have done a lot to push the kids to be more environmentally friendly," said 
Iturralde, who also incorporated an environmentally friendly curriculum. 
 
During the school year, all students tend a flower and vegetable garden behind 
the school. The younger students, including 1st and 2nd graders, learn how 
plants grow in the school's greenhouse. Students in 7th grade write to public 
officials about the importance of conservation.  
 
"The building is not just a building but a learning environment," Iturralde said. 
 
Chicago-based Healthy Schools Campaign invited Jackson to speak at the forum 
in hopes that communication between Chicago Public Schools and the EPA will 
improve.  
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"This is an opportunity for us to showcase our work here in Chicago," said Mark 
Bishop, the group's deputy director. 
 
Although older school buildings may not be eco-friendly, the school system's 
environmental action plan is working to make all schools environmentally friendly 
and to teach students to be environmental stewards. 
 
In 2007 three students at Taft Academic Center established the environmental 
concerns committee. During the academic year, students at Taft brainstorm 
about how they can make their school a little greener and hold events like ink 
cartridge drives. 
 
Patrice Pirpirus, 13, who will be a freshman at Taft High School in the fall, started 
the committee along with her sisters Deanna and Juliette.  
 
"As long as you do something to help the environment, it can make a difference," 
she said.  
 
The forum on environmental health in schools will be held from 7:30 to 9:15 a.m. 
July 31. It is open to the public but registration is required. For more information, 
visit healthyschoolscampaign.org or call the Healthy Schools Campaign office at 
312-419-1810.  
 
canthony@tribune.com 
 


Fighting ‘Acute’ NO2 Proposal, Industry Decries Inadequate EPA Review 
(Inside EPA) 


The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) is challenging EPA’s 
conclusion that a new primary standard for “acute,” or short-term, exposures to 
nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is necessary to protect sensitive groups.  


NAM has quietly submitted a petition to EPA under the Data Quality Act asking 
the agency to publish underlying data for an analysis it performed on the effects 
of NO2 exposure, which helped form the basis of the agency’s conclusion that a 
first-time acute NO2 national ambient air quality standard (NAAQS) is needed to 
protect human health.  


The challenge to EPA’s basis for the acute portion of the proposal comes as 
other industry groups are raising broader questions about the adequacy of the 
agency’s scientific review for its overall proposed NAAQS for NO2.  


Currently, no areas in the United States violate the existing NO2 NAAQS, which 
was set in 1971 at 53 parts per billion (ppb) on an annual average.  



mailto:canthony@tribune.com
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However, EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson June 26 proposed to set a new 1-hour 
NO2 NAAQS between 80 and 100 ppb, which if finalized would put many areas 
of the country out of attainment and impose strict NO2 reduction requirements, 
largely on mobile sources, which are the biggest source of the emissions.  


Industry groups are broadly challenging the basis of the scientific conclusions, 
saying EPA has not complied with transparency requirements in its assessment. 
EPA is holding an Aug. 3 public hearing in Arlington, VA, where industry 
concerns will likely be raised.  


Industry groups have been consistently critical of EPA’s stated need for a new 
short-term standard over the course of the NO2 NAAQS review, saying scientific 
evidence does not justify such a standard or the significantly stricter measures it 
would mandate to control the pollutant.  


For example, a short-term standard set at 100 ppb would effectively mean that 
some area-wide concentrations would have to be limited far below that due to 
large emissions of the pollutant from roadways, according to the EPA proposal. 
“If NO2 concentrations near roads are 100 percent higher than concentrations 
away from roads, a standard level of 100 ppb could limit area-wide 
concentrations to approximately 50 ppb,” the proposal says.  


NAM in a June 2 Data Quality Act petition asked EPA to publish a meta-analysis 
it performed on various studies of the effects of NO2 exposure, which statistically 
combines the results of various studies to determine a common effect.  


For the review, EPA updated a meta-analysis of controlled human exposure 
studies. The meta-analysis results suggest that short-term exposures between 
30 minutes and three hours at near-ambient concentrations of NO2 between 200 
and 300 ppb “can alter airway responsiveness in people with mild asthma,” EPA 
says in its proposal. The meta-analysis also indicates that ambient NO2 
concentrations can increase risk of death by nearly 4 percent per 30 ppb 
increment over a 1-hour averaging time.  


NAM is calling on EPA to release the underlying data in the meta-analysis in 
order to justify its proposal and comply with the transparency mandate of the 
statute.  


“Rather than being transparent, the process by which EPA performed this meta-
analysis is entirely opaque. The failure of EPA to provide any details concerning 
the methodology used to prepare this meta-analysis, or otherwise to subject the 
methodology it used to any form of scientific review, constitutes a severe 
violation of the EPA Guidelines,” the NAM petition says. “EPA must prepare and 
release a report that includes a detailed description and justification of the 
methodology used in the unpublished ‘meta-analysis’ of the relationship between 
short-term NO2 exposure and non-specific airway responsiveness.”  



http://www.insideepa.com/secure/data_extra/dir_09/epa2009_1170.pdf
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NAM is also raising concerns about the entirety of the review, which it says was 
subject to change throughout the process, compromising the conclusions.  


“In the case of the current periodic review for the NO2 NAAQS, the generic five-
year process for periodic review envisioned by the 2006/2007 policy was 
compressed to four years, and the anticipated 19 months between issuance of a 
draft [integrated science assessment (ISA)] and the final ISA was reduced to 11 
months. When combined with EPA’s decision to make late modifications and 
changes to the methodology EPA used for the ISA, this accelerated schedule 
has contributed to the deficiencies in information quality that are the subject of 
this” request for correction.  


The petition does not make mention of the last-minute decision by EPA to 
withdraw an advance notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPR) for the rule, which 
was just before NAM issued the petition. Administrator Jackson’s decision to 
withdraw the ANPR, which was based on the conclusion that it was largely 
politically driven and not based in science, also subsequently drew industry 
criticism for quashing debate on the standard.  


 
 
 
EDITORIALS / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 
============================================================= 
 
July 22, 2009 
Editorial 
 


Climate Loopholes  (New York Times) 
 
The House’s approval of the Waxman-Markey climate change bill earlier this 
month was a remarkable political achievement and an important beginning to the 
task of reducing greenhouse gas emissions. But in all the last-minute wheeling 
and dealing, the House bill acquired two big loopholes that the Senate must 
close.  
The first loophole involves coal-fired power plants. Coal is the world’s most 
abundant fossil fuel — producing more than half the electricity in the United 
States — and also its dirtiest, with twice the carbon content of natural gas.  
The House bill would limit emissions from coal-fired power plants in two ways. It 
imposes a cap on emissions from all industrial facilities that tightens slowly over 
time. It also sets tough performance standards on new power plants permitted 
after 2009, requiring emissions reductions of 50 percent or more. The bill would 
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help underwrite advanced technologies capable of capturing carbon dioxide and 
storing it underground.  
The bill does not, however, impose any performance standards on existing power 
plants. And it explicitly removes these plants from the reach of the Clean Air Act. 
This is a mistake. The overall cap on industrial emissions will not be fully 
effective for a long time, and, meanwhile, the government should be able to 
impose lower-emissions requirements on the older, dirtiest plants.  
There is little doubt that the Clean Air Act authorizes the Environmental 
Protection Agency to require existing plants to reduce emissions by, say, using 
cleaner fuels or increasing efficiency. But the House bill says otherwise, at least 
when it comes to carbon dioxide. The Senate must fix this problem by writing 
standards for existing plants into its bill or restoring the E.P.A.’s authority to do 
so. The old plants simply cannot be let off the hook.  
The second loophole involves the tricky matter of offsets. Offsets allow polluters 
who cannot immediately reduce their own emissions to get credit for reducing 
emissions elsewhere. A rich country can earn credits by helping a poor country 
save its rain forests. Domestically, a power company can earn credits by, say, 
helping farmers capture methane emitted by animal waste ponds or cultivate land 
in ways that help absorb carbon.  
Offsets are an important cost containment mechanism since it is usually cheaper 
for a company to buy offsets in the near term and gain time to install the new 
technology necessary to eventually meet its targets. But they can be easily 
manipulated. Academic studies have found that many of the offsets purchased 
by industrialized countries under the Kyoto treaty turned out to be bogus or 
produced far less reductions than advertised.  
This is a very real danger with some of the offsets in the House bill. For instance, 
the bill would allow polluters to meet their requirements not by paying farmers to 
put new conservation techniques in place but by paying them to keep doing 
things they were already doing. The result is that money changes hands, but the 
atmosphere is no better off. Offsets must be real and verifiable, or the integrity of 
the entire scheme is at risk. 
There are risks here. The Senate has already rejected much weaker bills. But the 
political climate is more favorable now than it has ever been, and Senate 
Democrats should not settle for half-measures.  
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============================================================= 
JULY 21, 2009, 7:36 A.M. ET  


GOP Lawmakers Step Up Probe Of EPA Endangerment Proposal (Wall 
Street Journal) 


Story also appeared: Dow Jones 
 
By Ian Talley  
Of DOW JONES NEWSWIRES  
 WASHINGTON (Dow Jones)--U.S. House Republicans have stepped up their 
probe of the Environmental Protection Agency's decision to reject comments 
from career staff on a controversial document proposing greenhouse gases are a 
danger to the public.  
The ranking members of the House oversight and global warming committees 
are pressing the agency for key emails and interviews with staff following claims 
that EPA management suppressed dissenting analysis the authors believe 
undermines the "endangerment" case.  


Senior EPA officials refute the claims - originally made by a free-market group 
opposed to regulation - and said the authors had been able to voice their views. 
They said some of the comments had been addressed in the endangerment 
proposal.  


"Credible evidence suggests that EPA proceeded on a predetermined course to 
propose the endangerment finding and erected substantial hurdles to limit 
opposing viewpoints," Reps. Darrell Issa, D-Calif., and James Sensenbrenner, R-
Wis., said in a letter to Administrator Lisa Jackson late last week.  


By requesting EPA communication and interviews with senior staff, the 
lawmakers said they're trying to resolve "whether EPA suppressed internal 
dissent by inappropriately limiting staff contributions and by punishing staffers 
who opposed EPA's decision.  


The endangerment proposal is one step in the rule-making process that paves 
the way for regulation of greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide. Congress is 
moving forward with its own regulatory approach based on the assumption that 
greenhouse gases are a danger to the public.  
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The Competitive Enterprise Institute, or CEI, in late June released a scientific 
report authored by two career EPA staff that undercuts the agency's 
endangerment decision, as well as several emails that Republicans say show the 
agency rejected inclusion of the report in its rule-making process. The CEI 
accused EPA management of suppressing the work of senior EPA economist 
Alan Carlin and EPA environmental scientist John Davidson "for political 
reasons."  


In one email, an EPA manager told Carlin, the chief author of the report, that his 
comments wouldn't be included in the study because they, "do not help the legal 
or policy case for this decision."  


The EPA has since said that many of his comments were addressed in the 
endangerment proposal's technical document. A review of the materials by Dow 
Jones shows that the document largely rejected many of the points raised by 
Carlin and the scientific studies he quoted, including peer-reviewed articles that 
undermine the EPA's case.  


The Chamber of Commerce, which opposes greenhouse gas regulation, said 
even if the EPA disagreed with the comments, the agency is legally bound to 
include dissenting opinions.  


Democratic chairmen of the committees have so far not pushed for the probe, 
though Rep. Ed Markey, D-Calif., did send a letter asking Administrator Jackson 
to respond to the minorities' questions expeditiously.  


Republican staff said the EPA hadn't yet responded to their bosses' request for 
more information, or whether they would grant the interviews.  


Separately, CEI submitted Carlin's work as part of public comment on the 
administration's review of its ocean science, which includes a major section on 
climate change.  


 -By Ian Talley, Dow Jones Newswires, 202-862-9285; ian.talley@dowjones.com  
 (Jul-22-2009 01:30) 


 


Newsom on the stump: facts - or exaggeration (San Francisco Chronicle) 
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Carla Marinucci, Joe Garofoli,Heather Knight, Chronicle Political Writers 
Wednesday, July 22, 2009 
As he races from San Diego to Riverside this month for town hall meetings, 
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Gavin Newsom has a difficult dual mission: 
to tout his accomplishments as mayor of famously liberal San Francisco while 
promoting his resume as a pragmatic businessman-politician poised to lead a 
state in crisis.  


In making a case for how he will tackle the daunting financial and social 
challenges of the nation's most populous state, Newsom has stressed at the 
forums what he says are his city's landmark accomplishments in four key areas: 
health care, the environment, the budget and education.  


But some critics suggest that, in his quest to boost his political profile, the mayor 
may be overstating those accomplishments or, in some cases, is oversimplifying 
the issues. 


With less than a year before the 2010 Democratic primary, where he's expected 
to face former two-term governor and current Attorney General Jerry Brown, 
Newsom's effort to reach millions of voters in Southern California is critical to his 
political future.  


"I don't think he's well-known - and, unfortunately for him, he's going to have to 
overcome the one context in which people do know him," says Mark Petracca, 
political science professor at UC Irvine. That issue is same-sex marriage, and 
Newsom's declaration that such marriages will exist in California - "like it or not" - 
became a focal point of ads for Proposition 8, the voter-approved November 
initiative to ban same-sex marriage in the state. 


A KGTV poll this week of 500 registered voters in San Diego County showed that 
just 11 percent hold a favorable view of Newsom, compared with 22 percent 
unfavorable, 23 percent neutral - and 44 percent who have no opinion of him. 


Newsom's political consultant, Eric Jaye, said the mayor has taken to face-t0-
face voter outreach - in a state where most campaigns are run on TV - so he can 
directly discuss "how he has worked with other elected officials in San Francisco, 
many of whom are not necessarily political allies, to do the right thing; to make 
the tough choices that Sacramento politicians have been hesitant to make." 
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While the sessions showcase Newsom's considerable communications skills, 
they have raised questions about whether he is taking too much credit for the 
city's gains. 


Health care, schools 


Newsom repeatedly touts San Francisco's universal health care plan, known as 
Healthy San Francisco, and voter-mandated funds to improve its public schools 
as his key undertakings. But both were spearheaded by then-Supervisor Tom 
Ammiano, now a member of the state Assembly. 


It was Ammiano who pushed the requirement that local employers pay for health 
care; Newsom initially wanted it to be only voluntary. Both men now agree the 
program wouldn't work without the mandate - because employers might dump 
private insurance they already offer if they know their employees would be 
covered by the city plan. 


"He kind of came along for the ride," Ammiano said of Newsom. "Trying to get 
too much credit is a little cheesy."  


But Jaye said Newsom "absolutely acknowledges Healthy San Francisco came 
out of a process of putting together Tom's (employer) mandate and ideas that 
others had been advancing. And that's what we need right now - individuals 
willing to work together to create solutions."  


San Francisco Supervisor Ross Mirkarimi is also less than complimentary about 
the mayor's current campaign tour, saying he assumes too much "creative 
license" in claiming credit for accomplishments.  


Budget, jobs claims 


Mirkarimi is particularly irked by Newsom's claims that he's created thousands of 
jobs in San Francisco - and balanced the city's budget without raising taxes. 


Newsom's administration is party to talks between labor and business groups 
about tax measures that may be placed on the November ballot, Mirkarimi says. 
He argues that the mayor has proposed raising dozens of fees - including a 20-
cent-a-pack cigarette charge and fee increases on the use of park and recreation 
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facilities, including swimming pools and recreation center rentals, many of which 
are too expensive for city residents. 


Jaye said, "It's no secret that Gavin has not always had the coziest political 
relationship with the board (of supervisors) ... and yet he's had extraordinarily 
productive relationships with them. 


"He's the first to say that the voters don't care about the differences - they want to 
see results," said Jaye. 


Greenest city or not? 


On environmental and green technology, a key issue in his gubernatorial 
campaign, critics say Newsom has sometimes offered far too gauzy views of his 
city's pluses, boasting regularly that San Francisco is "doing more to protect (the 
planet) than perhaps any city in America."  


"We have the most aggressive local solar incentives in America," Newsom has 
said. "The highest recycling rates. Pioneering green building standards. 
Aggressive energy efficiency programs to help wean our city from carbon fuels. 
We've already rolled back our greenhouse gas emissions to 6 percent below 
1990s levels." 


The claims are too vague to verify, some experts say. 


"Wow, that's a mouthful," said John Rizzo, political director of the Sierra Club's 
Bay Area chapter. "Some of what he's saying is (public relations) kind of stuff." 


Measuring San Francisco's greenhouse gas emissions is tricky. The federal 
Environmental Protection Agency doesn't yet have a standardized method for 
reporting emissions, "so it is largely a self-reported figure," said Catherine 
Milbourn, an EPA spokeswoman. 


The Bay Area Air Quality Management District couldn't verify Newsom's figure 
either, said district spokesman Aaron Richardson.  


So far, San Francisco has "the only solar program that offers cash incentives on 
top of what California's Public Utilities Commission's GoSolar program offers," 
said Susan Carothers, a commission spokeswoman.  
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Nationally, "it's not uncommon for progressive cities to offer solar incentives," 
said Rusty Haynes, a project manager with the North Carolina Solar Center, a 
government-funded project that tracks solar incentives. Still, he said, "it is rare for 
a city" that doesn't control the local power utility and praised Newsom for his 
efforts in this area. 


As for being more Earth-friendly than "any other city in America," new 
environmental rankings by the Natural Resources Defense Council put San 
Francisco at No. 2 behind Seattle. This month, the council's Smart Cities project - 
which ranks cities with populations over 50,000 on "sustainability and livability" - 
rated San Francisco tops in recycling among big cities and No. 5 in green 
building standards. 


Jaye says the mayor's discussions with voters this month are "not a monologue" 
and are just a beginning.  


"He has a lot more to say on the issues than can fit into 29 seconds and 15 
frames," Jaye said, "which is the length of an average TV commercial."  


Putting campaign claims to the test  


San Francisco Mayor and gubernatorial candidate Gavin Newsom has trumpeted 
key accomplishments in campaign speeches. Some critics say he's overstating 
his role in the city's successes or oversimplifying the issues. Here's a summary: 


Health care  


Newsom: Touts the city as America's first to provide universal care. 


Fact: He fails to credit then-Supervisor Tom Ammiano for the idea. 


Education  


Newsom: Public school students are guaranteed a college education. 


Fact: High school graduates must apply for private scholarships. 


Green initiatives  
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Newsom: City has cut emissions to 6 percent below 1990 levels. 


Fact: Federal and state agencies can't verify that. 


Jobs, budget  


Newsom: City's budget had no new tax increases. 


Fact: New fees were imposed on Muni and parking meters. 


-- Details on page A10 


E-mail the writers at cmarinucci@sfchronicle.com, hknight@sfchronicle.com and 
jgarofoli@sfchronicle.com. 


http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2009/07/22/MNL118S5QA.DTL 


This article appeared on page A - 1 of the San Francisco Chronicle 


 
 


State pushed to limit TransAlta emissions (The Columbian) 
Clean air agency says it doesn't have legal authority to act 
Tuesday, July 21 | 10:24 p.m.  
BY KATHIE DURBIN 
COLUMBIAN STAFF WRITER 
In what could become a national test case, four national and regional 
conservation groups have told the Southwest Clean Air Agency that it has "the 
legal mandate and the moral obligation" to limit carbon dioxide emissions from 
Washington's only coal-fired electrical plant. 
 
Citing the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's recent draft finding that CO2 
and other greenhouse gases "threaten the public health and welfare of current 
and future generations," the groups argue the Vancouver-based agency has the 
authority to limit greenhouse gas emissions from the Canadian-owned TransAlta 
plant.  
 
The 1,376-negawatt plant accounts for 74 percent of the state's greenhouse gas 
emissions from power production, according to the Department of Ecology. 
 
Conservationists also cite Ecology's own clean air regulations, which state that 
"No person shall cause or permit the emission of any air contaminant from any 
'source' if it is detrimental to the health, safety, or welfare of any person, or 
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causes damage to property or businesses." 
 
But Bob Elliott, executive director of the Vancouver-based agency, says he lacks 
the legal authority to impose such limits. 
 
The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 2007 that the EPA has statutory authority to 
regulate greenhouse gases under the federal Clean Air Act. But the Bush 
administration declined to follow through with development of a rule limiting 
emissions of the six major greenhouse gases. 
 
The EPA's April "endangerment" finding represents the first step taken by the 
Obama administration to comply with the 2007 Supreme Court ruling. But that 
EPA finding "is just another piece of evidence," said Janette Brimmer, an 
attorney for the environmental law firm EarthJustice. "There is plenty of evidence 
already that CO2 is a threat." 
 
"The state has full authority to be more protective than the EPA," Brimmer added.  
 
EarthJustice represents the Sierra Club, the National Parks Conservation 
Association, the Northwest Environmental Defense Center and the NW Energy 
Coalition. 
 
Impacts cited 
In her letter to Southwest Clean Air, Brimmer noted that between 2000 and 2006, 
the TransAlta plant emitted an average of 10 million metric tons of CO2 annually, 
approximately 10 percent of all greenhouse gases emitted in Washington.  
 
Scientists have documented that greenhouse gases already have altered the 
climate of the Pacific Northwest by melting the snowpack and shrinking glaciers 
in the Cascade Range and unleashing more extreme rainstorms, Brimmer said.  
 
If CO2 emissions continue unabated, she said, scientists predict that climate 
change could result in more forest fires, rising sea levels, a shortage of irrigation 
water, reduced hydroelectric power generation, declining salmon runs, and 
impacts to human health.  
 
The hook for asking Southwest Clean Air to step in and regulate CO2, as well as 
mercury and nitrogen oxide emissions, is that the five-year operating permit for 
the TransAlta plant, known as a Title V permit, is up for renewal this year. 
 
The TransAlta permit is the first for a coal-fired plant to come up for renewal 
since the EPA weighed in on greenhouse gas emissions three months ago. 
 
"It's an opportunity, the first one we've taken on," Brimmer said. "But we wouldn't 
make the argument if we didn't think that the law is solid." 
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But Elliott notified Brimmer on Tuesday that he is declining her clients' request 
and will proceed with issuing a Title V permit, subject to review by the EPA.  
 
"The federal and state air operating permit program does not authorize or allow 
any agency, including SWCAA, to impose new emission or operating limits on a 
facility," he wrote.  
 
Operating permits cover only pollutants for which regulatory standards currently 
exist, Elliott said. If new state or federal limits were imposed, TransAlta's permit 
could be amended later, he said. 
 
Ongoing negotiations 
A proposal to reduce mercury and nitrogen oxide emissions at the Centralia plant 
has been subject of closed-door negotiations involving Gov. Chris Gregoire, 
TransAlta and Ecology officials since 2007. But possible caps on CO2 emissions 
at the coal plant are not known to be on the table. TransAlta officials did not 
respond to a request for comment. 
 
Elliott of the clean air agency acknowledged in an interview that "we have that 
capability, to pass a rule." But he said it would be "premature" — and politically 
awkward — for SWCAA to step in and impose a CO2 limit while TransAlta is in 
negotiations with the governor and Ecology officials. 
 
"I know they've got something on the way," he said. "It would be disruptive for me 
to be involved at this point in time." 
 
Ecology and Southwest Clean Air share regulatory authority over the TransAlta 
plant, but the Vancouver agency has been largely excluded from the current 
negotiations.  
 
Ecology officials came under fire earlier this year for refusing to release 
information about the plant's emission levels and for holding close-door 
mediation.  
 
Ecology officials have defended the process, saying closed-door mediation is a 
legal and appropriate way to avoid litigation in certain cases. They said in April 
that they would begin a 30-day comment period on new regulations "within the 
next several weeks" and would hold a public hearing. No date has been set for 
that hearing.  
 
Elliott said his agency could hold off on issuing a new Title V permit if adoption of 
a new CO2 limit or any other rule was imminent.  
 
"But we don't know what the EPA is going to do," he said. "The April finding is not 
specific enough. EPA would have to come out with a rule that would apply to all 
coal-fired plants. That rulemaking process takes about a year." 
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EPA Awards Portland Over $1.6 million to Reduce Diesel Emissions and 
Create Jobs (Salem-News) 
 
In addition, under the Act’s State Clean Diesel Grant program, a total of $88.2 
million has been provided to States for clean diesel projects through a 
noncompetitive allocation process. 
(PORTLAND, Ore.) - In a move that stands to create jobs, boost local 
economies, reduce diesel emissions and protect human health and the 
environment for the people of Oregon, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
has awarded over $1.6 million to reduce emissions from Portland municipal fleet 
vehicles and construction contractor equipment.  


This clean diesel project will create jobs while protecting Portland and 
Multnomah County’s air quality. 


“Investing in projects to reduce diesel pollution is essential to air quality and 
our quality of life in the Northwest,” said Michelle Pirzadeh, Acting Regional 
Administrator for EPA's Region 10.  


"This investment will pay off now and in the future by reducing health care 
costs, putting people to work in green jobs and making the air healthier for future 
generations." 


The funds are provided under the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act 
(ARRA) of 2009 National Clean Diesel Funding Assistance Program. Under this 
funding competition, EPA Region 10 alone received over 49 grant applications 
requesting over $80 million to help fund clean diesel emissions projects. The 
award announced today was chosen to both maximize economic impact and 
emissions reductions. 


In addition to reducing diesel emissions from municipal fleet vehicles and 
construction contractor equipment, this project will fund installation of fuel 
operated heaters—an idle reduction technology—on 237 vehicles in Portland and 
Multnomah County diesel fleets as a strategy for reducing diesel emissions while 
also decreasing fuel costs and climate pollution. 


This project, through the West Coast Collaborative, will create or sustain an 
estimated 34 manufacturing and local installation jobs and will help Oregon 
municipalities and their contractors decrease operating costs by achieving 
substantial fuel savings. 
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In addition to helping create and retain jobs, the clean diesel projects would 
help to reduce premature deaths, asthma attacks and other respiratory ailments, 
lost work days, and many other health impacts every year. 


The Recovery Act allotted the National Clean Diesel Campaign (NCDC) a total 
of $300 million, of which the National Clean Diesel Funding Assistance Program 
received $156 million to fund competitive grants across the nation. The Recovery 
Act also included $20 million for the National Clean Diesel Emerging Technology 
Program grants and $30 million for the SmartWay Clean Diesel Finance Program 
grants. 


In addition, under the Act’s State Clean Diesel Grant program, a total of $88.2 
million has been provided to States for clean diesel projects through a 
noncompetitive allocation process. 


President Obama signed the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009 on February 17, 2009 and has directed that the Recovery Act be 
implemented with unprecedented transparency and accountability. To that end, 
the American people can see how every dollar is being invested at 
Recovery.govRecovery.gov. 


For information on EPA’s implementation of the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act of 2009 in the Pacific Northwest, visit: 
http://www.epa.gov/recovery 


For information about EPA’s clean diesel initiatives, visit: epa.gov/cleandiesel 


 


NM regulator wants court to nullify challenge to tougher auto emissions 
(Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: The Examiner 
 
By: BARRY MASSEY 
Associated Press 
07/21/09 8:30 AM EDT 
SANTA FE, N.M. — The state Supreme Court was asked Monday to toss out a 
lawsuit challenging a regulator's power to establish stricter emission 
requirements for new cars and trucks in New Mexico. 


A group of Democratic legislators, car dealers and a farmer contend that the New 
Mexico Environmental Improvement Board exceeded its authority by approving 
emission standards in 2007 that were more stringent than federal requirements. 
New Mexico is among 13 states that have adopted California's tougher air 
pollution rules for cars to help fight global warming. 
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The emission standards in New Mexico will take effect with 2011 model cars, 
which become available to consumers next year. 


In April, Democratic Gov. Bill Richardson vetoed measures passed by the 
Legislature to delay the requirements for cleaner-burning vehicles for two years. 


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has cleared the way for states to 
implement the California emission standards. The EPA last month granted 
California a waiver for imposing more stringent air pollution rules than required by 
the federal government. 


The legal challenge in New Mexico was filed in 2007, but it has become 
entangled in procedural questions and it's up to the Supreme Court to decide 
whether the lawsuit can move forward. 


Justices heard arguments from lawyers in the case, but the court likely won't 
issue a decision for several months. 


One of the main issues for the Supreme Court is whether the lawsuit focuses 
only on questions of law — such as the scope of powers of the regulatory board 
— rather than factual matters such as the substance of the pollution standards 
and the effect of them being adopted in New Mexico. 


Tania Maestas, an assistant attorney general, said state law required challenges 
of the board's air pollution decisions to go to the state Court of Appeals. The 
lawsuit, she said, wrongly asked a state district court to invalidate the rules 
through a declaratory judgment, a procedure typically reserved for purely legal 
questions. 


"The EIB adopted these regulations because they believe that they have the 
authority do so. The mere authority is not challenged in this matter. It's the merits 
of the regulations that are being challenged," she said. 


The board wants the justices to affirm a district judge's decision dismissing the 
lawsuit. Last year, the Court of Appeals reversed the judge and revived the 
lawsuit. The board, which is part of the Richardson administration, appealed the 
ruling to the Supreme Court. 


Victor Marshall, an Albuquerque lawyer, said the lawsuit was proper. 


"These pure questions of law are for the judiciary to decide, not for an agency to 
decide the scope and power that it might exercise," said Marshall. 


The lawsuit contends that state law prevents the board from adopting air quality 
standards tougher than federal pollution requirements. 
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"It may well be that to save our environment we need stricter auto emissions," 
said Marshall, "but if we do that's going to have to be done by the Legislature." 


Two of the legislators who brought the lawsuit, Senate President Tim Jennings of 
Roswell and Rep. Jim Trujillo of Santa Fe, attended the court hearing. Also 
bringing the case was Sen. John Arthur Smith of Deming, car dealers from 
Clovis, Alamogordo and Las Cruces and Curry County farmer Scott Pipkin. 


 
 
July 21, 2009 


Farm sides volley climate bill costs (Zanesville Times Recorder) 


WASHINGTON - Farm groups and their allies in Congress say caps on 
greenhouse gases will mean big increases in growers' production costs. 
However, the estimates so far suggest the increases could be relatively modest, 
certainly compared to what farmers have experienced in recent years. 


Production costs for corn, one of the most energy-intensive crops, likely would 
rise less than 5 percent by 2020, according to preliminary studies at the 
University of Missouri and Iowa State University. 


By comparison, from 2006 to 2008, the cost of the fuel, fertilizer, seed and other 
inputs needed to grow corn jumped by an estimated 48 percent. 


The U.S. Agriculture Department is expected to release its estimates this week, 
and they will be in the same range as the Missouri and Iowa State studies, 
according to a source familiar with the statistics. 


Economists at the University of Missouri estimated that the cost of growing corn 
in that state on nonirrigated land would increase by 3.2 percent, or about $10 per 
acre, by 2020 under a House-passed climate bill. Soybean production costs 
would go up 1.6 percent. 


"It's a significant increase, don't get me wrong," said Pat Westhoff, program 
director with the university's Food and Agricultural Policy Research Institute. "But 
relative to what we've experienced in the last couple of years it's not that huge." 


Iowa State economist Bruce Babcock estimated the impact could even be 
smaller. He said a typical corn and soybean farm would see its costs increase by 
about $4.52 per acre, or less than 2 percent. The negative effect of a climate bill 
"will likely be relatively small," Babcock wrote. 


The American Farm Bureau Federation, which opposes the House bill, said the 
impact is likely to be bigger, although the statistics are still less than what farmers 
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have experienced recently. The Farm Bureau estimated production costs for corn 
will jump by 9 percent while soybean costs go up 5 percent. 


Controls on greenhouse gas emissions would raise the cost of fossil fuels and 
products such as fertilizer and pesticides that are made from them. 


The Department of Agriculture's analysis of the legislation should provide some 
clarity to the cost issue, but that doesn't mean it will go away. 


The issue gives farm groups leverage in arguing for liberal provisions in the bill 
that would allow growers to be paid for carbon-saving practices such as no-till 
farming. The issue of farm costs also is a key talking point for Republicans who 
oppose climate legislation. 


Sen. Christopher Bond, R-Mo., argued at a Senate hearing last week that the 
legislation would "drastically increase farmers' costs." He cited as evidence the 
University of Missouri study done at his request. 


Bond cited figures in the study showing that a typical 1,900-acre farm in his state 
would see its production costs would rise by $11,000 in 2020. He didn't mention, 
however, the percentage increases the study was projecting, figures that are 
considerably less startling than $11,000. 


Critics are concerned that these cost forecasts are underestimating the impact of 
caps on greenhouse gases. Under the House bill, many of the cuts in 
greenhouse gas emissions are put off until after 2020. Moreover, it's hard enough 
for economists to estimate energy costs a year or so down the road, not to 
mention decades into the future. 


There are other unknowns, too. The Environmental Protection Agency in its 
analysis of the House bill projected that it would lead to reductions in crop yields 
and the amount of farmland planted to crops. Both factors could drive up costs of 
corn, soybeans and other commodities. 


"There is some real danger in trying to do long-term projections," said John 
Hoffman, a Waterloo, Ia., farmer and former president of the American Soybean 
Association. 


In agriculture, where selling prices can fluctuate widely, no increase in production 
costs is trivial. Still, the cost projections so far are coming in lower than some of 
the rhetoric would suggest. 


 
 
Tuesday, July 21, 2009 
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Orion Energy Systems Launches Intelligent Intelite(r) Occupancy Sensor 
Technology (FOXBusiness) 
 
MANITOWOC, Wis., Jul 21, 2009 (GlobeNewswire via COMTEX) ----Orion 
Energy Systems Inc. (Nasdaq:OESX) has developed intelligent occupancy 
sensor technology designed to save energy while enhancing lamp and ballast 
longevity.  
After two years of developing and testing the cutting-edge technology, Orion is 
deploying these advanced occupancy sensors at facilities for PepsiAmericas and 
Sysco Foods as well as other commercial and industrial customers. Designed to 
easily integrate with existing fixtures, Orion is positioned to upgrade its install 
base and that of competitors with this new technology.  


Orion's new intelligent occupancy sensors collect data regarding the presence of 
people who routinely move through a space during a 24-hour period. The 
sensors have the unique ability to adapt the lighting schedule based on this 
intelligence and to automatically adjust the settings of each fixture to stay on 
longer or turn off sooner to save even more energy.  


Orion's new sensor technology also features an adjustable field of view, allowing 
users to easily change the direction the sensor focuses, increasing its reliability 
to turn on when needed.  


"The dynamic nature of this technology allows for aggressive energy-saving 
strategies with overriding algorithms that prevent excessive cycling on a daily 
basis," said Orion President and CEO Neal Verfuerth. "When coupled with the 
InteLite(r) host, the technology has the intelligence to collect and statistically 
process data, and then to apply that knowledge to more effectively manage 
lighting systems, allowing commercial and industrial companies to lower their 
energy and maintenance costs."  


In a project completed recently, the actual cost to operate the lighting system 
was reduced from $285 per high-intensity discharge fixture to $44 per fixture a 
year when the occupancy sensor was used with Orion's Compact Modular(tm) 
lighting platform and InteLite(r) control system. In other areas of the facility, the 
addition of Orion's Apollo(r) Solar Light Pipe decreased operating costs nearly to 
zero during peak hours of the day.  


"The development of this cutting-edge technology demonstrates Orion's promise 
to continue to develop and deploy energy saving technology that delivers 
permanent distributed load reductions to the market and to our customers in the 
4,500 facilities that are already saving with Orion's phase 1 Compact Modular(tm) 
technology. And, as always, without compromising their operations," Verfuerth 
said.  
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A Sysco Foods facility in Walnut, Calif., installed the new smart sensor 
technology on more than 1,000 of Orion's Compact Modular(tm) fixtures 
previously installed at the facility. The InteLite(r) occupancy sensors alone are 
estimated to help the facility reduce energy waste by nearly 1.3 million kilowatt-
hours.  


At a PepsiAmericas production and warehouse facility in Reserve, La., the 
beverage giant is installing the intelligent occupancy sensors on 155 of the Orion 
Compact Modular(tm) fixtures also being implemented. The Compact 
Modular(tm) system alone will save PepsiAmericas 334,000 kilowatt-hours. The 
addition of the occupancy sensors will increase the savings by another 211,000 
kilowatt-hours annually.  


As a result of the annual kilowatt-hour reductions at Sysco's Walnut, Calif., facility 
and PepsiAmerica's Reserve, La., facility, the companies will displace a 
combined 19,706 tons of carbon dioxide emissions over the life of the sensor 
technology. The companies also are reducing sulfur dioxide emissions by nearly 
80 tons and nitrogen oxides by almost 30 tons, according to the Environmental 
Protection Agency.  


The InteLite(r) occupancy sensor technology is a new addition to Orion's Phase II 
InteLite(r) family of products. When the sensors are used in conjunction with 
Orion's InteLite(r) control system, facility personnel can control, monitor and 
adjust the settings of each light fixture remotely. The system also includes 
technology that measures and verifies energy savings, which can lead to 
additional revenue streams when monetized as emissions offsets on the carbon 
market.  


Orion's innovation and technology recently won the praise of President Barack 
Obama, who applauded Orion in a White House speech promoting clean energy, 
the creation of green collar jobs and the importance of energy efficiency. Obama 
challenged Orion and other clean energy companies to "mount a historic effort to 
end once and for all our dependence on foreign oil."  


Orion has deployed its energy management systems in 4,581 facilities across 
North America. Since 2001, Orion technology has displaced more than 435 
megawatts, saving customers more than $577 million and reducing indirect 
carbon dioxide emissions by 4.9 million tons. Orion's technology was recently 
internationally recognized with a Platts Global Energy Award for the single most 
innovative and sustainable green technology of 2008.  


Orion Energy Systems Inc. (Nasdaq:OESX) is a leading power technology 
enterprise that designs, manufactures and implements energy management 
systems, consisting primarily of high-performance, energy-efficient lighting 
systems, controls and related services for commercial and industrial customers 
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without compromising their quantity or quality of light. For more information, visit 
www.oesx.com.  


The Orion Energy Systems, Inc. logo is available at 
http://www.globenewswire.com/newsroom/prs/?pkgid=4540  


This news release was distributed by GlobeNewswire, www.globenewswire.com  


SOURCE: Orion Energy Systems, Inc.  


 
 


NM court considers dispute over auto emissions (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: MSN Money, Alamogordo Daily News 
 
July 21, 2009 7:46 AM ET  
By BARRY MASSEY 
SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) - The state Supreme Court was asked Monday to toss out 
a lawsuit challenging a regulator's power to establish stricter emission 
requirements for new cars and trucks in New Mexico. 
A group of Democratic legislators, car dealers and a farmer contend that the New 
Mexico Environmental Improvement Board exceeded its authority by approving 
emission standards in 2007 that were more stringent than federal requirements. 
New Mexico is among 13 states that have adopted California's tougher air 
pollution rules for cars to help fight global warming. 


The emission standards in New Mexico will take effect with 2011 model cars, 
which become available to consumers next year. 


In April, Democratic Gov. Bill Richardson vetoed measures passed by the 
Legislature to delay the requirements for cleaner-burning vehicles for two years. 


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has cleared the way for states to 
implement the California emission standards. The EPA last month granted 
California a waiver for imposing more stringent air pollution rules than required by 
the federal government. 


The legal challenge in New Mexico was filed in 2007, but it has become 
entangled in procedural questions and it's up to the Supreme Court to decide 
whether the lawsuit can move forward. 


Justices heard arguments from lawyers in the case, but the court likely won't 
issue a decision for several months. 
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One of the main issues for the Supreme Court is whether the lawsuit focuses 
only on questions of law — such as the scope of powers of the regulatory board 
— rather than factual matters such as the substance of the pollution standards 
and the effect of them being adopted in New Mexico. 


Tania Maestas, an assistant attorney general, said state law required challenges 
of the board's air pollution decisions to go to the state Court of Appeals. The 
lawsuit, she said, wrongly asked a state district court to invalidate the rules 
through a declaratory judgment, a procedure typically reserved for purely legal 
questions. 


"The EIB adopted these regulations because they believe that they have the 
authority do so. The mere authority is not challenged in this matter. It's the merits 
of the regulations that are being challenged," she said. 


The board wants the justices to affirm a district judge's decision dismissing the 
lawsuit. Last year, the Court of Appeals reversed the judge and revived the 
lawsuit. The board, which is part of the Richardson administration, appealed the 
ruling to the Supreme Court. 


Victor Marshall, an Albuquerque lawyer, said the lawsuit was proper. 


"These pure questions of law are for the judiciary to decide, not for an agency to 
decide the scope and power that it might exercise," said Marshall. 


The lawsuit contends that state law prevents the board from adopting air quality 
standards tougher than federal pollution requirements. 


"It may well be that to save our environment we need stricter auto emissions," 
said Marshall, "but if we do that's going to have to be done by the Legislature." 


Two of the legislators who brought the lawsuit, Senate President Tim Jennings of 
Roswell and Rep. Jim Trujillo of Santa Fe, attended the court hearing. Also 
bringing the case was Sen. John Arthur Smith of Deming, car dealers from 
Clovis, Alamogordo and Las Cruces and Curry County farmer Scott Pipkin. 


 


Volvo rolls out new emissions friendly truck at Dublin plant (News & 
Advance) 
 
Lynchburg, Virginia 
WSLS NEWS STAFF 
Published: July 21, 2009 
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Volvo rolls their first of many EPA emission friendly trucks off the assembly line in 
Dublin. 


The automaker says this is the first of their trucks made at the Dublin plant that 
meets the EPA’s 2010 emissions regulations. 


The company says the truck was fully assembled at the New River Valley plant 
and more truck production will begin this fall. 


The EPA is requiring that diesel exhaust emissions be reduced by 98% by next 
year. 


 


Chicago exchanges head for green war over carbon emissions (Pensions & 
Investments) 
 
By Ann Saphir  
Source: Pensions & Investments  
Date: July 21, 2009  
Green may be the hue of environmentalism, but it's still the color of money to the 
Chicago futures exchanges vying for control of the nascent trading market in 
carbon emission credits.  
CME Group Inc., the world's largest futures exchange, and the Chicago Climate 
Exchange, led by Richard Sandor, inventor of bond futures, are both angling to 
dominate a market that could generate $120 billion in carbon-credit trading 
annually if a so-called cap-and-trade system becomes the law of the land.  


“We are talking about what will be the biggest commodity ever traded,” said Mr. 
Sandor, executive chairman of London-based Climate Exchange PLC, which 
owns the Chicago exchange. At 6 billion metric tons, the U.S. carbon emissions 
market is expected to be about three times the size of the European market, 
where another of Mr. Sandor's exchanges dominates trading. “Every time a 
mandated market has come through, it's provided us enormous opportunities.”  


Such a mandate is in climate legislation that passed the U.S. House last month; 
the bill faces a tough fight in the Senate, but the Obama administration supports 
so-called cap-and-trade regulations as a way to reduce global warming.  


Passage of the legislation would set off a furious race between Mr. Sandor's 
Chicago Climate Futures Exchange and CME. The Climate Exchange has an 
early lead — it handles the lion's share of carbon credits trading under the 
Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, the nation's first mandatory carbon-
emissions reduction program. It also dominates across the pond, where Mr. 
Sandor's European Climate Exchange has an 87% market share in futures on 
European emissions permit trading.  
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And Mr. Sandor brings deep experience: He helped design the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency's acid-rain reduction program, launched with 
the 1990 Clean Air Act and credited with driving down emissions of acid-rain 
producing sulfur dioxide. In 2003, he built the Chicago Climate Exchange, the 
first U.S. voluntary carbon emissions market. 


The 'offering to beat' 


The Climate Exchange is the “offering to beat,” Chicago-based Raymond James 
analyst Patrick O'Shaughnessy said in a recent note summing up the competitive 
landscape of cap-and-trade. “We believe that the Climate Exchange's dominance 
in the European and U.S. carbon markets will be too much for other challengers 
to overcome,” he said.  


But if any exchange can overtake Mr. Sandor, it's CME. The Chicago juggernaut, 
which handled contracts tied to a quadrillion dollars of assets last year, is in talks 
with regulators over the creation of a Green Exchange owned jointly with market 
participants including Constellation Energy Group Inc., Goldman Sachs Group 
Inc. and J. P. Morgan Chase & Co. By waiting for legislation to take clearer 
shape, CME may be able to craft its exchange to match the new regime.  


“We are not too late, but we're not too early,” said Randy Warsager, director of 
green products at CME, which recently launched several emissions-based 
contracts, including ones targeted at the European market. Those contracts will 
be moved to the Green Exchange once it is launched.  


Christopher Rodriguez, CME's managing director of business development, said 
CME's advantage is partly sheer size, with its extensive list of clearing members 
and its global electronic trading system. Also important, he said, will be savings 
for traders, who will put up only one margin deposit to trade on the Green 
Exchange and the CME-owned New York Mercantile Exchange, which controls 
oil and natural gas futures.  


Mr. Sandor, 67, points out that CME's dominance hasn't helped it establish much 
of a foothold in existing emissions markets like Europe, and that his clearing and 
technology agreements with IntercontinentalExchange Inc., Nymex's biggest rival 
in energy-futures trading, give him similar reach and efficiencies. Last month, 
Atlanta-based ICE took a 4.8% stake in Climate Exchange.  


“We've done pretty well over the last three years of competition with the big 
boys,” Mr. Sandor said. 


Will existing contracts go obsolete? 


Still, Climate Exchange PLC has lost money during that time. And despite 
explosive growth in Europe, volume has tapered this year at its U.S. exchange in 
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part because investors worry that existing contracts will become obsolete under 
the federally mandated cap-and-trade system.  


As the bill currently is written, Climate Exchange contracts won't qualify for 
trading under cap-and-trade, said Allison Shapiro, who studies voluntary carbon 
emissions markets for Washington, D.C.-based Ecosystem Marketplace. Still, 
she said, if Mr. Sandor successfully petitions the EPA to admit the exchange's 
contracts to the federal system, trading “could see huge growth until 2012.” After 
that, she said, it's unclear what role, if any, established exchanges will have.  


“The only thing definitive at this point is that the Commodity Futures Trading 
Commission makes the rules over this,” she said.  


Ann Saphir is a reporter at Crain's Chicago Business, a sister publication of 
Pensions & Investments 


 


Effects of cap-and-trade would be costly for W.Va. (Times West Virginian) 
 
July 22, 2009 12:06 am 
 
— $70 million annually in property taxes. $418 million per year in coal severance 
taxes. $2 billion per year in payroll. More than $3.5 billion annually in the gross 
state product. 
On average, that’s what West Virginia sees as a result of the coal industry. 
In essence, it’s also what the state stands to lose if lawmakers in Washington get 
their way and members of the Senate approve proposed cap-and-trade 
legislation. 
The EPA describes cap-and-trade as an environmental policy tool that delivers 
results with a mandatory cap on emissions while providing sources flexibility in 
how they comply. In fact, administrators hope to control pollution by providing 
economic incentives to those groups that reduce the emissions of pollutants. 
Although West Virginia’s three representatives — Allan Mollohan, Shelley Moore 
Capito and Nick Rahall — voted against the bill last month, the U.S. House 
collectively passed the legislation that is designed to cut carbon dioxide 
emissions, particularly from coal-fired power plants. As The Associated Press 
has reported, the plan allows industrial sources to buy and sell pollution permits, 
and it requires power plants, factories, refineries and electricity and natural gas 
distributors to reduce the emissions linked to global warming. It also calls for 
more power production from renewable sources such as wind and solar energy 
and raises energy-efficiency standards. 
With 13 coal-fired power plants currently operating, perhaps few states have as 
much at stake as West Virginia. And as one of the top coal-producing states in 
the nation — West Virginia trails only Wyoming in its production of coal each year 
and provides nearly 15 percent of the coal used in the United States — cap-and-



http://www.chicagobusiness.com/
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trade legislation could ruin the very livelihood of many families in the Mountain 
State. In Marion County alone, which ranked third in the state’s production of coal 
in 2007, more than 1,000 employees work in one of 16 operating mines. 
An article in Clean Coal Today numbers the combined direct and indirect 
contributions of the coal industry to West Virginia’s economy in excess of $13 
billion. The state’s coal industry employs more than 15,000 miners and 
approximately 35,000 people overall. Just five years ago, coal produced within 
the state accounted for 50 percent of U.S. coal exports. 
How can lawmakers from a nation that relies so heavily on the industry justifiably 
cast their approving votes for a bill that could destroy the nation they represent? 
Following last month’s narrow margin of victory in the House, the issue is gaining 
momentum in the Mountain State. Later this month, the West Virginia Coal 
Association will sponsor a briefing on the proposed legislation. But some 
residents are restless when it comes to voicing their opinion of the issue, and just 
last weekend approximately 400 people gathered in Charleston to protest cap-
and-trade. 
We hope their voices will be heard in Washington.  
 


 


Carbon dioxide as a greenhouse gas and the effect upon merchant CO2 
sourcing industries (GasWorld) 
 
22 Jul 2009, Sam A. Rushing, gasworld.com  
As environment-led legislation evolves and the so-called ‘cap and trade’ bill 
passed the US House of Representatives, Sam Rushing delivers a CO2 update 
for gasworld readers. 
Much of this article speaks in terms of CO2 off-gas from ethanol, which until the 
capital crunch was growing by leaps but is now slow in movement, as with other 
large capital projects. 


The thrust of this interpretation also applies to other industries, even though 
much of the language is ethanol. For example, it would cover other forms of 
chemical and of course, power manufacturing - however, specific definitions may 
vary. 


It is well known that the long-standing argument with respect to rising global 
temperatures has been due to a natural anthropogenic approach, which is 
beyond our control, and not due to human activity; or rising greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere due to all human activities, primarily driven by generation of 
various forms of energy. 


As we well know, the so-called ‘cap and trade’ bill narrowly passed The House of 
Representatives on 26th June 2009; which is more formally called The American 
Clean Energy act of 2009. 
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The precursor to this bill, in part, was the EPA stating that CO2 was proposed to 
be a hazardous greenhouse gas, and a threat to public health. 


Therefore, we are now on the way to legislation (if passed by the senate) which 
will regulate greenhouse gases; and particularly carbon dioxide, as outlined in 
this writing. 


Cap and trade 


Cap and trade, in summary, represents a government policy whereby a ‘cap’ 
would be established concerning a quantity of CO2 which is allowed to be 
emitted to the atmosphere; and this mechanism would allow the companies to 
trade carbon ‘credits’. So, theoretically, the market rewards those who find ways 
to produce less carbon dioxide. 


Should there be an excess of credits, the company could then sell these credits 
to other companies. 


It is well known that the lion’s share of emissions are derived from coal-fuelled 
electric power plants. 


The only defined action on CO2 emissions management, from an official and 
tangible perspective, would be the Proposed Mandatory GHG Reporting Rule, as 
well as the narrowly passed House of Representatives passing a cap and trade 
bill. 


Many experts representing official agencies say the end result may change time 
and time again, before a final bill and ultimately legislation is crafted; particularly 
as the Congress works on this matter. 


Ongoing CO2 monitoring will be required, as per all understandings. It is 
understood that a 25,000 tpy (tonnes per year) threshold should apply to the 
reporting of certain greenhouse gases, including CO2. 


On the reporting end, in the proposed mandatory EPA reporting rule, there are 
concerns as to corporate reporting rather than individual plant reporting, from an 
accuracy perspective - as well as accounting for numerous plants compared to 
total output from a corporate entity. 


There remain numerous proposed methodologies for reporting, including direct 
measurement to mass balance calculations. As for the frequency of reporting, 
this historically involved quarterly reporting; however annual reporting is 
proposed in this bill for new reporters. 


This means data collection will begin 1st January 2010; with first reports 
submitted to the EPA 31st March 2011. 
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As to the proposal summary, facility-based reporting for such ethanol plants will 
likely take place as opposed to corporate reporting as a sum total from all 
facilities. 


Facility specific calculation methods will be used in the case of ethanol, when 
considering methodology or reporting. Again, it is likely that annual reporting will 
be the rule for the ethanol project, short of current reporting in place on a 
quarterly basis – this can pertain to subjects such as acid rain programs. 


As for the verification of data and reporting, the reporter will probably self-certify 
the emissions data, thus submitting to the EPA; who performs QA/QC of the 
reports.  


As to how the ethanol project could reduce their emissions, the cap and trade 
system is theoretically intended to do just that. Once the cap on emissions is 
established, then the ethanol or allied CO2 emitter would technically need to find 
ways to reduce emissions, and then be rewarded via credits when less CO2 is 
produced. 


Permits as currency 


Each year, so many permits or allowances will be provided to the ethanol 
producers. You could think of these permits as currency – these permits will 
allow a defined level of emissions established at the inception point of cap and 
trade. 


At the end of the year, if the emissions recorded are less than the start of the 
year, there would be a tradable or currency-like value to be established, on a per 
tonne basis – thus an economic reward. 


If the level of emissions is greater than the beginning of the year, the result would 
be a charge against this currency-like system. So in reducing emissions, if an 
over-the-fence merchant facility happens to purchase the product, and if the 
product should not re-enter the atmosphere, then less CO2 is ultimately emitted 
to the atmosphere. 


This is the theoretical consideration; that being what is not released again, 
whether this be in a primary manner to a secondary or tertiary application in 
industry (such as certain food and beverage applications); the ultimate goal is 
evaluating net emissions of CO2 to the atmosphere – and either profiting or 
paying for such credits. 


As for reducing the emissions to the atmosphere, an ‘over the fence’, captive, or 
niche market, which is consuming CO2 in the process rather than simply 
displacing the product once again, is a net reduction. 
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The net reduction or consumption of CO2 could be via select applications in 
industry which combine through a chemical process or perhaps a biological 
process the carbon dioxide – thus not returning to the atmosphere. 


Perhaps markets such as methanol, urea, and sodium bicarbonate could fit such 
definitions.  


Using the product in a wide variety of specific applications in industry could 
represent this reduction in emissions. 


In the end, knowledge is essential on a plant-by-plant basis for the existing, 
potential, and emerging CO2 markets; particularly seeking possible niche levels 
where CO2 is actually contained, combined, or consumed - thus representing a 
net reduction in annual output from an emissions perspective. 


As for the gas companies who may offer to buy the raw stream, it is also 
important to understand the CO2 markets before consummating an arrangement 
with such a firm, in order to best understand where emissions gains or liabilities 
may exist. 


The goal is profits, and protection on the part of the ethanol producer. The so-
called currency in the form of CO2 allowances defined at the beginning and end 
of each year will represent monetary value, when all is said and done.  


Conclusion 


The exception to the cap and trade or like programmes to go through the house, 
and passed as law, could be utilising this in the merchant markets, or other 
options. 


Be certain that markets are well known for the CO2, and it is not advised to 
accept the opinion of the gas suppliers, but to independently investigate the 
markets, exceptions, and advantages well before negotiating with any gas 
company. 


Or if the ethanol firm is to market directly to the consumers or site of utilisation, 
given the right circumstances, this option may offer significantly more revenue 
and protection from the cap and trade perspective. 


Sam A. Rushing is president of Advanced Cryogenics, Ltd, and is a chemist and 
professional consultant with decades of expertise in all phases of the CO2 
business from the merchant and independent consultant sectors. Phone 305 852 
2597, e-mail: rushing@terranova.net ; web: 
www.carbondioxideconsultants.com 
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AWARDS / GRANTS 
============================================================= 
 
July 22, 2009 


$188,000 in grants will nurture Oregon environment, education (Statesman 
Journal) 
 
By Mackenzie Ryan 
Statesman Journal  


Oregon schools will benefit from two environmental education grants from the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, among $188,000 of such grants awarded 
in the Pacific Northwest. 


"These grants support projects that allow students, teachers and citizens to learn 
more about habitats around them and ways to restore them," said Sally Hanft, 
EPA grand coordinator. 


The grants also support watershed, recycling and sustainability education 
projects. 


The Institute for Applied Ecology of Corvallis received $15,000 for an 
environmental stewardship program that pairs schools with neighboring 
restoration sites. Students will focus on restoring habitat for the Fender's blue 
butterfly, an endangered animal of the Willamette Valley prairies. 


The International Sustainable Development Foundation of Portland received 
$26,000 to teach "sustainability" to educators. Teams from education service 
districts will participate in one of four education sustainability workshops, and 
results from the workshops will be shared across the state. 


 
 
Posted on Wed, Jul. 22, 2009  
 


Groups get grants to teach kids about environment (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Belleville News Democrat, Quad City Times, The 
Southern, Wand TV 
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Two Illinois groups are getting federal grants to help teach students about 
environmental issues. 
  
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency awarded $39,000 to Friends of the 
Fox River in Crystal Lake. Teachers and students will collect data on biological, 
chemical and physical water trends along the river. 
  
Angelic Organics Learning Center in Caledonia will receive more than $18,000 to 
provide hands-on food and farming activities for 6th- through 12th-graders and 
their teachers. 
  
The EPA grants are awarded annually. 


 


EPA: Idaho 1 of 4 states to share $188K in grants (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: LocalNews8.com - Idaho Falls 
 
Associated Press - July 21, 2009 4:04 PM ET  
BOISE, Idaho (AP) - The Environmental Protection Agency says Idaho is 1 of 4 
states awarded nearly $188,000 in grants to pay for educational programs. 
The agency says the Salmon Valley Stewardship organization in central Idaho 
will spend nearly $20,000 on environmental classes for children, ages 6 through 
12, from Lemhi County and the Fort Hall reservation. 


Idaho State University in Pocatello has been awarded a $14,000 grant for a 
recycling program. 


The grants were also awarded to community groups, not-for-profit organizations, 
government agencies and schools in Alaska, Oregon and Washington state. 


 


Wis., Minn. get recovery money for school buses (Associated Press)  


Story also appeared: Chicago Tribune 
 
5:01 PM CDT, July 21, 2009  
MADISON, Wis. - Federal environmental officials have earmarked $2.4 million in 
recovery money to reduce diesel emissions from school buses in Wisconsin and 
Minnesota.  
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Region 5 office in Chicago awarded 
the money to the National School Transportation Association.  
 
That group will in turn use the money to replace 98 older buses serving school 



http://www.chicagotribune.com/topic/us/wisconsin-PLGEO100105100000000.topic

http://www.chicagotribune.com/topic/us/minnesota-PLGEO100102900000000.topic

http://www.chicagotribune.com/topic/environmental-issues/environmental-cleanup/u.s.-environmental-protection-agency-ORGOV000048.topic
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districts in Milwaukee, Kenosha, Racine and Waukesha counties in Wisconsin. 
The association also will provide diesel filters for 62 buses in Racine County in 
Wisconsin as well as 26 heaters in buses serving four school districts in 
Minnesota's Wright County.  
 
EPA officials say the heaters will keep buses and their engines warm without 
idling.  
 
 
 
 
BUDGET / STIMULUS 
============================================================= 
Tuesday, July 21, 2009, 1:54pm CDT 


Ill. gets stimulus to cut diesel emissions (St. Louis Business Journal) 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has awarded nearly $4.2 million to 
the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency to clean up on-and off-road diesel 
vehicles and equipment in the state, the federal agency said Tuesday. 
The funds, provided under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 
2009, are part of the National Clean Diesel Funding Assistance Program. 


The award was given through a funding competition that drew 81 grant 
applications requesting more than $211 million; the Illinois award was chosen to 
maximize both economic impact and emissions reductions, the federal EPA said. 


The cleanup will affect 675 eligible diesel vehicles or engines in 21 fleets, the 
EPA said. Twelve of the projects, with 521 vehicles, will occur in either Chicago 
or in Metro-East areas that do not meet national outdoor air quality standards. 


The projects will use auxiliary power units, diesel oxidation catalysts, diesel 
multistage filters, direct-fired heaters and engine repowers (engine replacement 
with cleaner engines). 


The Missouri Department of Natural Resources is getting more than 
$975,600 in stimulus money for statewide reduction of diesel emissions. 


 


Stimulus funds used to retrofit buses (San Diego Union Tribune) 
 
By Julia Love 
2:00 a.m. July 22, 2009 
San Diego Unified has become among the first school districts in the nation using 
federal stimulus money to retrofit school buses with a pollution control device.  



http://www.chicagotribune.com/topic/us/wisconsin/milwaukee-county/milwaukee-PLGEO100101101011243.topic

http://www.chicagotribune.com/topic/us/wisconsin/kenosha-county/kenosha-%28kenosha-wisconsin%29-PLGEO100100501740000.topic

http://www.bizjournals.com/stlouis/related_content.html?topic=US%20Environmental%20Protection%20Agency

http://www.bizjournals.com/stlouis/related_content.html?topic=Illinois%20Environmental%20Protection%20Agency

http://www.bizjournals.com/stlouis/related_content.html?topic=Missouri%20Department%20of%20Natural%20Resources

http://stlouis.bizjournals.com/stlouis/stories/2009/07/13/daily46.html

http://stlouis.bizjournals.com/stlouis/stories/2009/07/13/daily46.html
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The Obama administration devoted $88 million in American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act funding to cleaning up diesel engines nationwide, with a focus 
on school buses.  


“San Diego officials, in particular, wasted no time in parlaying this money into 
real, on-the-ground projects that are providing jobs and protecting children's 
lungs at the same time,” Mary D. Nichols, chair of the state Air Resources Board, 
said in a statement.  


The San Diego district got $160,000 to retrofit 10 buses. About half are 
completed. Statewide, more than 80 school buses will be retrofitted with $1.73 
million in stimulus money administered by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency.  


Older buses that cannot run on cleaner diesel fuels are a major source of 
pollution, said Dan Higuchi, an EPA spokesman. The retrofit will reduce 
emissions by about 85 percent.  


All but seven buses in San Diego Unified School District's 519-bus fleet will have 
the new emission controls when the retrofits are completed.  


The Air Resources Board in December called for trucks and buses with outdated 
engines to be retrofitted or replaced by 2014.  


 
 
 
 
CLIMATE  CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 
============================================================= 


Climate bill impact on U.S. farms bearable: Lawmaker (Reuters) 
 
Tue Jul 21, 2009 5:46pm EDT 
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The impact on U.S. farms and ranches from climate-
change legislation will be bearable, partly because of the chance to earn money 
for controlling greenhouse gases, said the House Agriculture Committee 
chairman on Tuesday. 
Agriculture Chairman Collin Peterson, during a speech to American Soybean 
Association members, pointed to think-tank estimates the climate bill passed by 
the House would drive up crop production costs by 1.8 percent-4.6 percent in the 
near term. 
"We don't want to increase your costs but it's not the end of the world," said 
Peterson. The bill was amended to put the Agriculture Department in charge of 
farm-sector activities to lock carbon into the soil. 
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"With USDA running it, I believe you're going to see more than 4.6 percent 
payback" he said, since practices like no-till farming would be eligible for carbon 
sequestration contracts. "We got EPA (Environmental Protection Agency) out of 
your business." 


Peterson and a band of farm-state lawmakers persuaded House Democratic 
leaders to amend the climate bill so USDA rather than EPA would monitor 
carbon-control activities and practices dating from 2001 that are eligible for 
carbon contracts. 


Amendments to the bill cushion Midwestern utilities from greenhouse gas limits 
and preclude for at least five years an EPA rule that would hold U.S. biofuels 
responsible for forest-clearing or greenhouse gas emissions from cropland 
expansion overseas. 


"This will be the bottom. The Senate will add onto it," said Peterson. But he said 
it was debatable whether the Senate would agree on a climate bill this year. 


Earlier in the day, Frank Lucas, the Republican leader on the House Agriculture 
Committee, said the House-passed bill would sharply increase the cost of fuel 
and synthetic pesticides and fertilizers. Lucas said proponent have provided little 
evidence that farmers will earn money for carbon control. 


Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack and EPA chief Lisa Jackson were scheduled 
to testify on the matter on Wednesday before the Senate Agriculture Committee. 


(Reporting by Charles Abbott; Editing by Christian Wiessner) 


 
 
 
ENERGY 
============================================================= 
Article published Jul 22, 2009 
 
Rochester schools get high marks for being energy efficient; not so for 
other city buildings (Foster's Daily Democrat) 
 
ROCHESTER — A Concord-based energy-efficiency consulting firm presented 
the results of a city assessment to the City Council Tuesday night that revealed 
city schools are some of the best in the state, while other municipal buildings lag 
behind. 
 
The Jordan Institute recently conducted an energy assessment for the city. They 
told the council what the assessment revealed and recommended steps the city 
should take to improve energy efficiency scores for municipal buildings, which 
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often fell "quite a bit under the national average," according to Dick Henry, the 
executive director of the Jordan Institute. 
 
The Jordan Institute broke down city building types into five categories and then 
ranked their energy performance against other municipal buildings throughout 
the state using an "energy performance percentage." Henry said 50 percent on 
the scale is average. The public library, which has already undergone energy 
efficiency renovations, scored a 75 percent, but no other nonschool building 
ranked above 50 percent. 
 
"It's clear that the municipal buildings have considerable room for improvement," 
Henry said. 
 
The lowest scoring building was the arena, which scored 16 percent in Jordan 
Institute's assessment. The next lowest score was 20 percent and went to the 
police station. Henry said the third floor of the station was never completed, 
making a fair assessment difficult. 
 
That several newer buildings scored so low in the assessment "was a real eye-
opener," City Manager John Scruton said. He said it definitely makes sense for 
the city to finish the third floor, but there are still questions about how to use the 
space. The police department cannot currently make use of it and Ward 2 
Councilor Sandy Keans suggested it was inefficient for anyone else to use that 
location. 
 
Unlike most of the rest of the city's buildings, Henry said the school department 
buildings are "in very good shape." He called the Rochester School District "one 
of the best school districts we've seen in the state" in terms of energy efficiency. 
 
Each of the city's nine school buildings evaluated graded above an 80 on a 1-100 
scale the Jordan Institute called a "portfolio manager rating." The Environmental 
Protection Agency bestows energy star ratings on school buildings that score at 
least a 75. Henry said the school department has already started applying for the 
rating for some schools. Currently only one school in New Hampshire has 
achieved an energy star plaque, Henry said. 
 
While newer buildings often scored surprisingly low, some older school buildings, 
like the School Street and Gonic schools, scored high. Scruton said it was a 
testament to the work that has already been done to make those buildings more 
energy-efficient. 
 
The Jordan Institute also outlined how it can provide the city with independent 
planning and information going forward. There are also a number of options for 
funding future energy efficiency improvements. The city has used some options, 
like the PSNH Smart Start program, in the past, but others are new sources 
coming in the near future. Henry said qualified energy conservation bonds and 
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clean renewable energy bonds will be announced in August. Strafford County 
has already been marked to received a block grant-type allocation with zero-
interest that the city could use for either municipal or business buildings, he said. 
 
Some options are low- or no-cost to the city, such as changes in operations that 
should be made as soon as possible, Scruton said. 
 
Regardless of what the city does with the Jordan Institute's information, Mayor 
John Larochelle said he would like to see more specific information because the 
city in "not going to want to do it all. The Energy and Sustainability Committee will 
discuss the matter further at its Aug. 5 meeting. 
 
 
 
 
ENFORCEMENT 
============================================================= 


Tips Send Police to Mexico to Arrest Wainwright (EP Magazine) 
 
Jul 22, 2009  
Working together, U.S. marshals, ATF agents, and Mexican police on July 14 
arrested Robert Wainwright, a fugitive wanted in Indiana for allegedly polluting 
wetlands.  
Wainwright, who was convicted of federal firearms violations, is being moved 
from Mexico back to the United States and ultimately Indiana.  
Wainwright is one of 21 fugitives listed on EPA's fugitive Web site. His arrest 
resulted from two anonymous tips from people who saw Wainwright on the Web 
site, contacted EPA's tip line and EPA's Criminal Investigation Division (CID) 
Chicago area office. EPA then contacted federal law enforcement officials in 
Mexico, who worked with the Mexican police to make the arrest.  
Wainwright was manager of Sterling Material Services in Lake County, Ind. The 
company, which separated metal from slag and brick waste from steel mills, 
allegedly disposed of waste in an adjacent wetland without a permit. The 
Northern Indiana Environmental Crimes Task Force, CID and ATF agents 
conducted a search warrant at the site and a follow-on consent-search at 
Wainwright's residence, where they discovered firearms and ammunition. Since 
Wainwright had a prior felony conviction, his possession of the firearms was 
illegal.  
On Aug. 1, 2007, Wainwright was indicted on a felony firearms charge. He was 
convicted by a federal jury in the Northern District of Indiana. He also was 
charged by the Superior Court of Lake County for discharging a pollutant into the 
waters of Indiana.  



http://www.epa.gov/fugitives.
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While awaiting sentencing on the federal munitions charges, he fled to Mexico. 
He faces sentencing on those charges, as well as trial for the alleged 
environmental violation, after he is returned to Indiana.  
 
 


EPA Code of Practice sets (Waterford Today) 
 
EPA Code of Practice sets out how to develop an Enforcement Policy for 
unauthorised waste activities  
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has published a Code of Practice 
for the Development of an Enforcement Policy for Unauthorised Waste Activities.  
"The Code of Practice provides a framework for local authorities to respond to 
unauthorised waste activities. It will compliment waste management controls 
already in place to protect the environment," said Dara Lynott, Director of the 
EPA's Office of Environmental Enforcement.  
The Code of Practice is aimed at environmental regulators. It sets out the 
requirements for an effective enforcement system to tackle unauthorised waste 
activities.  
These include: 
· Detection of offences 
· Cessation of illegal activities 
· Clean-up / Remediation 
· Regularisation 
· Imposition of deterrent Penalties & Sanctions.  


The Code of Practice has been prepared by the EPA at the request of the 
Minister for Environment Heritage, Environment and Local Government, 
following his policy direction (WPRR 04/08) of the 25th July 2008. 


 


Indiana Fugitive Extradited From Mexico (Courthouse News Service) 
 
By BRIDGET FREELAND  
     (CN) - A man who fled to Mexico after being indicted in 2007 for 
environmental violations and convicted of federal felonies has been extradited to 
Indiana, the Environmental Protection Agency says. 
     Robert Wainwright, 65, was accused of polluting wetland with steel mill waste 
from his Lake County company, Sterling Materials Services, in Indiana. He was 
also found to be unlawfully storing firearms and ammunition in his home, which 
had been searched by the Northern Indiana Environmental Crime Task Force, 
the EPA said.  
     Wainwright is a convicted child molester, according to news reports, and the 
EPA said that "since Wainwright had a prior felony conviction, his possession of 
munitions was illegal."  
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     Wainwright allegedly fled to Mexico while awaiting sentencing on the federal 
weapons charges. 
     Two people saw Wainwright's fugitive listing on the EPA Web site, and 
anonymously tipped off the EPA Criminal Investigation Division in Chicago, "who 
worked with Mexican police to make the arrest," the EPA said. 
     Wainwright faces sentencing on the federal felony weapons charges in 
Northern Indiana, and a trial for the EPA violations in Lake County Superior 
Court. 
 
 
 
 
FUEL 
============================================================= 


Automakers worry about more ethanol in US gasoline (Reuters) 
 
Tue Jul 21, 2009 4:59pm EDT 
By Tom Doggett 
WASHINGTON, July 21 (Reuters) - Major automakers asked the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency not to approve higher blends of ethanol in 
gasoline until the agency has adequate test results showing the fuel would not 
damage vehicles. 


Ethanol is now approved to make up 10 percent of U.S. gasoline in cars and 
trucks. Ethanol producers want the government to allow higher ethanol blend 
levels up to 15 percent, or E15, as more ethanol will be required each year under 
federal law. 


However, the Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers said increasing the blend 
rate to beyond 10 percent ethanol, or E10, would affect vehicle emissions, 
performance and durability. 


"We urge EPA to delay any decision on blends higher than E10 for the existing 
fleet until adequate testing results are available," the group said in a comment 
letter sent to the agency on Monday. 


The trade group represents 11 car and light truck manufacturers including BMW 
Group (BMWG.DE: Quote, Profile, Research, Stock Buzz), Chrysler, Ford (F.N: 
Quote, Profile, Research, Stock Buzz), General Motors GMGMQ.PK, Jaguar 
Land Rover (TAMO.BO: Quote, Profile, Research, Stock Buzz), Mazda (7261.T: 
Quote, Profile, Research, Stock Buzz), Mercedes-Benz (DAIGn.DE: Quote, 
Profile, Research, Stock Buzz), Mitsubishi Motors (7211.T: Quote, Profile, 
Research, Stock Buzz), Porsche (PSHG_p.DE: Quote, Profile, Research, Stock 
Buzz), Toyota (7203.T: Quote, Profile, Research, Stock Buzz) and Volkswagen 
(VOWG.DE: Quote, Profile, Research, Stock Buzz). 
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The group said because the EPA has never allowed automakers to use gasoline 
blends with more than 10 percent ethanol, companies have never had a reason 
to design, test or warrant vehicles for the U.S. market that use higher ethanol 
blends. 


"EPA lacks sufficient data to make a sound-science based judgment about E15 
(or any gasoline-ethanol blend between E10 and E15)," the group said. 


Congress required 9 billion gallons (34 billion litres) of ethanol and other biofuels 
to be blended into gasoline last year. The amount will rise annually toward 36 
billion gallons a year in 2022. 


The EPA has until Dec. 1 to decide whether to allow a higher ethanol blend 
beyond the current E10 level. (Reporting by Tom Doggett; Editing by Marguerita 
Choy)  


 


Refiners, others urge EPA not to rush E-15 authorization (Penn Energy) 
 
It was hardly surprising that oil refiners opposed Growth Energy’s request for US 
Environmental Protection Agency approval to increase gasoline ethanol levels to 
15% as the public comment period ended on July 20. But a coalition of eight 
environmental and public health organizations raised similar objections in their 
comments.  
 
The fuel ethanol advocacy organization argues that allowing a higher ethanol 
level than 10% will increase jobs. Opponents including the American Lung 
Association, the Center for Auto Safety, the Sierra Club, and the Natural 
Resources Defense Council contend that it could simply create problems.  
 
Their primary concern is similar to that of the National Petrochemical and 
Refiners Association. “Ethanol should not be blended into gasoline at levels 
higher than 10% for use in non-flexible fuel motor vehicles and non-road gasoline 
powered engines until comprehensive and independent testing shows that mid-
level ethanol blends are safe for consumers and do not harm the environment or 
public health,” NPRA said in its comments.  
 
It attached to its comments a letter to senior Obama administration officials from 
more than 50 national, state, and local business, environmental, public health 
and agricultural associations which also said that more tests are needed.  
 
Incomplete science  
 
“The science regarding the impact of mid-level ethanol blends on consumer 
safety, engine performance, and potential environmental harm has not been 
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completed, and likely will not be completed for at least two years,” NPRA told 
EPA. It called the information Growth Energy submitted to EPA in support of the 
petition “a woefully inadequate foundation upon which to base such an important 
change in the nation’s supply of gasoline.”  
 
The eight-group coalition noted that the 2007 Energy Independence and Security 
Act included a new requirement for the EPA administrator to make an applicant 
demonstrate that a new fuel will not cause emissions device or systems failures 
in off-road engines. It said that Growth Energy has not done this.  
 
NPRA also said that potential approval of Growth Energy’s petition is not an 
effective short- or medium-term solution to avoiding the “blendwall” problem 
caused by the increasing conventional biofuels volumes mandated under EISA.  
 
Below mandate  
 
It explained that while ethanol is currently blended into about 75% of all the 
gasoline sold in the US, mandated volumes of conventional and cellulosic 
biofuels are so high that making all gasoline 10% ethanol will fall short of EISA’s 
compliance goal.  
 
“However, EPA should not rush approval of E15 in order to postpone the 
blendwall,” it continued. “The agency should make a scientifically sound decision 
based on an analysis of the safety of mid-level ethanol blends for use in all US 
gasoline-powered motor vehicles and engines. Safety is paramount.”  
 
The eight environmental and public health organizations agreed. “We believe that 
the combination of hurdles, not all of which have been identified, virtually assures 
that E-15 could not be marketed in substantial volumes for multiple years,” they 
told EPA.  
 
Contact Nick Snow at nicks@pennwell.com 
 
 


ACE & 7,000 Supporers File Comments With EPA (Domestic Fuel) 
 
 Posted by Joanna Schroeder – July 21st, 2009  
The comment period for the Green Jobs Waiver ended yesterday and the EPA 
has until December 1, 2009 to rule on the waiver request. Yesterday, The 
American Coalition for Ethanol (ACE), filed official comments with EPA 
Administrator Lisa Jackson. In addition, nearly 7,000 people signed ACE’s 
petition in support of the approval to blend up to E15 in gasoline. Signatures on 
the petition came from all 50 states, proof that ethanol is supported throughout 
the country – not just in the Midwest. 



mailto:nicks@pennwell.com

http://domesticfuel.com/author/joanna/

http://www.ethanol.org/pdf/contentmgmt/ACE_Comments_to_EPA_on_E15_waiver_717.pdf

http://www.ethanol.org/pdf/contentmgmt/E15_petition_signatures.pdf

http://www.ethanol.org/pdf/contentmgmt/E15_petition_signatures.pdf
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Brian Jennings, Executive Vice President of ACE, commented, “Americans want 
to use more ethanol, and the number of people who have signed this petition in 
support of E15 demonstrates widespread grassroots support for ethanol. It is 
significant that the people listed here come from all 50 states, which shows that 
ethanol is not just a Midwestern issue. People all across the country recognize 
that Big Oil’s monopoly at the pump must be broken and that more ethanol 
represents meaningful consumer choice.” 


Dissenters of the Green Jobs Waiver cite performance and drivability issues and 
call for more research to be completed before ruling on the waiver. However, 
Jennings noted that, “The science behind using more than E10 in standard 
vehicles in overwhelmingly positive, and the issue has been studied by many 
independent sources. This waiver request has been politicized by ethanol’s 
opponents, but the facts remain – there is nothing to show that using E15 would 
increase auto emissions or harm the vehicle’s emissions control system, the 
factors EPA is obligated to consider. The science is sound, and EPA must give 
its approval for this modest increase in the ethanol blend.” 


To read the science behind the waiver request, ACE has created an E15 Action 
Center. 


It is also clear that an allowance to go beyond E10 is necessary for the 
Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS) biofuels use targets to be met. The RFS calls 
for 36 billion gallons of renewable fuels to be used annually by 2022, which 
represents much more than 10 percent of our nation’s total annual transportation 
fuel consumption. The existing E10 and E85 markets are not large enough to 
accommodate the amounts of biofuels prescribed by the Energy Independence 
and Security Act of 2007, so an increase in the E10 blend will be necessary for 
the law to be fulfilled. 


 
 
7/21/2009 10:14:00 AM  


TSCRA: Increasing Ethanol Mandate Bad For Cattle Raisers (Cattle 
Network) 
  
Fort Worth, Texas - The Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association 
(TSCRA) submitted comments to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
opposing an increase of ethanol levels in gasoline from 10 percent to 15 percent.  
 
"Corn ethanol production is important to cattle producers because it directly 
impacts the cost of feed," TSCRA President Dave Scott, a rancher from 
Richmond, Texas said.  "Before any decisions are made, I hope the government 
will take a serious look at how this new mandate will affect every industry that 



http://www.ethanol.org/

http://domesticfuel.com/2009/07/20/as-e15-comment-period-closes-aiam-opposes/

http://www.ethanol.org/magazine/index.php?id=112&parentid=110
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depends on corn.  Not doing so could severely damage the ability for hard-
working ranchers to produce safe, healthy and affordable food. 
 
"Over the past few years it has become very clear that putting our food and fuel 
in competition with one another isn't good for producers or consumers," he 
continued. "While cattle producers strongly support alternative and renewable 
energy options, we don't support government mandates that favor one industry 
over another." 
 
TSCRA's comments were submitted in response to the Federal Register notice of 
April 21, 2009, Volume 74, Number 75 Pages 18228-18230 (Docket no. EPA-
HQ-OAR-2009-0211). 
 
Texas and Southwestern Cattle Raisers Association is a 132-year-old trade 
organization and is the largest livestock association in Texas.  TSCRA has more 
than 15,000 members who manage approximately 4 million head of cattle on 
51.5 million acres of range and pasture land, primarily in Texas and Oklahoma.  
TSCRA provides law enforcement services, livestock inspection, legislative and 
regulatory advocacy and educational opportunities for its members and the 
industry. 
 
 
 
 
 
PESTICIDES 
============================================================= 


Pesticide dealer agrees to fine (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Topeka Capital Journal 
 
BY THE ASSOCATED PRESS 
July 22, 2009 - 6:01am  


KANSAS CITY, Kan. — A pesticide dealer in southwest Missouri has agreed to 
pay a fine over alleged violations of federal regulations. 


Greenleaf LLC of Neosho will pay $100,000 in civil penalties to settle a series of 
alleged violations of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. 


Greenleaf neither admits nor denies any of the allegations contained in an 
administrative consent agreement and final order announced Monday. The order 
was filed in June by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's regional office in 
Kansas City, Kan. 



http://www.cjonline.com/authors/the_assocated_press
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According to the agreement, the Missouri Department of Agriculture alleges the 
company violated various aspects of federal pesticide regulations, including 
distributing or selling about 59 unregistered pesticides that did not meet federal 
requirements. 


 


 


Pesticide dealer in SW Mo. agrees to pay for alleged violations of federal 
regulations (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: FOX 2 Now, NTV, FOX 4 KC, DesMoines Register 
 
4:01 AM CDT, July 22, 2009 
KANSAS CITY, Kan. (AP) — A pesticide dealer in southwest Missouri has 
agreed to pay a fine over alleged violations of federal regulations. 
 
Greenleaf LLC of Neosho will pay $100,000 in civil penalties to settle a series of 
alleged violations of the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. 
 
Greenleaf neither admits nor denies any of the allegations contained in an 
administrative consent agreement and final order announced Monday. The order 
was filed in June by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's regional office in 
Kansas City, Kan. 
 
According to the agreement, the Missouri Department of Agriculture alleges the 
company violated various aspects of federal pesticide regulations, including 
distributing or selling about 59 unregistered pesticides that did not meet federal 
requirements. 
 


 


July 21, 2009 


Neosho pesticide dealer to pay $100,000 penalty (News Leader) 


A Neosho pesticide dealer has agreed to pay $100,000 in civil penalties to the 
United States to settle a series of alleged violations of the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
 
Greenleaf LLC neither admits nor denies any of the allegations contained in an 
administrative consent agreement and final order, according to EPA Region 7 in 
Kansas City. 
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According to the agreement, a representative of the Missouri Department of 
Agriculture conducted an inspection of Greenleaf's Neosho facilities on January 
8, 2008. Based on that inspection and a review of records, the agreement alleges 
that the company was in violation of various aspects of federal pesticide 
regulations, including distributing or selling approximately 59 different 
unregistered pesticides whose contents had been manipulated and did not meet 
FIFRA registration requirements; distributing or selling approximately 27 different 
misbranded pesticides; holding for sale or distribution two pesticides whose 
composition differed from what was described in a required registration 
statement; failing to file a 2007 annual pesticide report for its Neosho facilities 
and failing to prepare, maintain or submit other required records.  
 
Greenleaf remains legally incorporated in the State of Arkansas, but has ceased 
operating its only business locations, in Neosho and Pineville, Mo.  
 
In November, 2008, in a separate but related matter handled by the United 
States Attorney for the Western District of Missouri, Greenleaf entered a 
corporate guilty plea to a criminal charge of violating federal pesticide laws and 
agreed to pay a maximum fine of $200,000. 
 
According to the U.S. Attorney's Office, from January 2007 to January 2008 the 
firm received broken bags and unwanted pesticides from Wal-Mart stores 
throughout the United States, and then redistributed and sold more than two 
million pounds of the products after improperly repackaging them.  
 
The $100,000 civil penalty that Greenleaf has agreed to pay in settlement to EPA 
is separate from the $200,000 fine that the company agreed to pay in the criminal 
case. 


 
 
 
TOXICS 
============================================================= 
Tuesday, July 21, 2009, 10:36am PDT 
 


EPA says 2 firms sent computer waste to Hong Kong (Puget Sound 
Business Journal) 


Story also appeared: Seattle Post intelligencer 
 
Seattle 
The Environmental Protection Agency said it’s caught two companies — one 
from Texas and one in Lakewood, Wash. — trying to illegally send computer 
waste to Hong Kong. 



http://www.bizjournals.com/seattle/gen/Environmental_Protection_Agency_2A2858D95A4D4B569EB39EDAFCD2B7F2.html
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The Seattle EPA office said W and E International Trading Co., of Texas, and SM 
Metals, of Lakewood, tried to ship more than 500 used color computer monitors 
to Hong Kong. The Hong Kong Environmental Protection Department notified 
U.S. authorities and the monitors were shipped back to the Port of Tacoma in 
May. 
U.S. EPA officials said that one computer monitor contains about four pounds of 
toxic lead and may contain mercury, cadmium and arsenic. 


“The companies’ violations include improperly packing, labeling and marking 
dangerous waste and failing to notify EPA of the intent to export it,” EPA officials 
said in a statement. 


The companies have been ordered to submit an inventory of the items and 
explain how they’re going to dispose of the monitors. The order will become final 
unless they ask for a hearing on the matter within 30 days. 


 
 
 
JULY 22, 2009  


DuPont Sees Further Declines (Wall Street Journal) 
 
Profit Fell 61% at Chemicals Giant; Agribusiness Grew 
By ANA CAMPOY and KERRY GRACE BENN  
DuPont Co.'s second-quarter profit plunged 61% as the global economic 
downturn continued to zap demand for the plastics and chemicals used in most 
consumer products, from T-shirts to cars. 
The Wilmington, Del.-based chemical maker said business picked up somewhat 
from the beginning of the year, boosted by government-stimulus spending and 
inventory rebuilding at manufacturing plants. Still, most of DuPont's units 
recorded double-digit declines in sales compared to the year-ago period, raising 
questions about the timing and strength of an anticipated economic recovery. 


"My concern is the true demand recovery," said DuPont's chief executive Ellen 
Kullman in a conference call with analysts. "Are we going to be bumping along 
the bottom for a while?" 


Ms. Kullman said she expects sales volumes in the third quarter to remain below 
year-ago levels, and to be slightly stronger in the fourth quarter from the same 
period last year, when the company posted a $629 million loss. The company still 
expects full-year 2009 earnings of $1.70 to $2.10 a share. 


Because it makes the building-block materials for other industries, the chemical 
sector is viewed as a bellwether of the economy. As the world economy soured 
last year, demand for its products collapsed, forcing chemical manufacturers to 
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cut jobs, ratchet back capacity and slash costs. Since the beginning of the year, 
DuPont has reduced costs by $600 million of its $1 billion goal for 2009, the 
company said Tuesday. 


Those efforts, as well as growing sales from its agriculture unit, helped DuPont 
beat analyst expectations in the second quarter. The company reported earnings 
of $417 million, or 46 cents a share, down from $1.08 billion, or $1.18 a share, a 
year earlier. Revenue decreased 22% to $6.86 billion. 


While DuPont's agriculture business posted a 3% rise in sales, revenue for all 
other units dropped by more than 25%. The agribusiness, which is the only 
segment that has seen revenue growth this year, has been gaining market share, 
but faces increasing competition. 


Rivals Dow Chemical Co. and Monsanto Co. won backing Monday for their new 
SmartStax corn seed, which will be rolled out in the U.S. and Canada next year. 
DuPont executives said during a conference call that they expect approval from 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for the company's Optimum AcreMax 
seed to come soon. 


Write to Ana Campoy at ana.campoy@dowjones.com and Kerry Grace Benn at 
kerry.grace@dowjones.com  


 


EPA and Maine DEP Use Technology To Safely Cleanup Brewer Site 
(WCSH-TV) 
 
Portland,ME 
Posted By: Chris Facchini, Anchor/Reporter     Date last updated: 7/21/2009 
6:46:55 PM  
 
BREWER (NEWS CENTER) -- The Environmental Protection Agency and Maine 
Department of Environmental Protection have started cleaning up a section of 
riverbank along the Penobscot River in Brewer. 


The EPA and Maine DEP started excavating lead contaminated soils from the 
Rolnick site on South Main street Monday. 


During excavation, cleanup crews are using a truck to wet the unearthed soil to 
keep dust down.  


They are also using equipment to monitor air quality at several locations around 
the job site. 


And Maine DEP is using a piece of equipment called an XRF machine to scan 
soil samples for lead.  
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"That will determine where to put the contaminated soil, whether its highly 
contaminated it needs to be shipped off, or if its not contaminated at all it can be 
re-used on site," said Tracy Weston-Kelly, the site coordinator for Maine DEP. 


The cleanup project is expected to last between three and four months and cost 
1.5 million dollars. The EPA is funding the majority of the cleanup cost. Maine 
dep is also contrbuting some funding. 
 
  
 
 
July 22, 2009 
 
EPA proposes capping part of Metachem site (News Journal) 
 
Lower-cost option would permanently cover contaminated soil 
By JEFF MONTGOMERY 
The News Journal  
The Environmental Protection Agency has recommended a $12 million to $19 
million pave-over for the worst-contaminated section of the abandoned 
Metachem Products chemical plant near Delaware City. 


More comprehensive cleanup schemes under consideration for the 22.8-acre 
plant area carried price tags of up to $100 million, according to a document 
recently released for public comment. 


The agency's preferred, lower-cost option -- scheduled for a public hearing July 
28 -- would permanently cover untreated soils deeply soaked with toxic 
chemicals. Contractors already have sunk walls deep into the ground on three 
sides of the area, as part of a series of containment and cleanup projects that 
already have cost taxpayers about $70 million. 


Other major expenses are pending for more than 40 nearby acres tainted with 
chlorinated benzene compounds, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) and other 
contaminants. 


"I'd certainly want to know whether they can do more chemical treatments before 
they cap it, whether they can pull it up or inject something to neutralize the 
chemicals that are there," said Seth Ross, a Delaware Nature Society member 
who has followed the cleanup closely. 


Metachem's former owners declared bankruptcy and walked away from the 
factory in 2002, leaving behind some $65 million in debts and more than 40 
million pounds of waste chemicals and products. The bankruptcy forced the 
entire cleanup cost onto the depleted Superfund cleanup program and federal 
and state taxpayers. 
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Millions of pounds of chemicals used to make herbicides and pesticides were 
spilled over the years at the plant, which operated as Standard Chlorine of 
Delaware until 1998. The company once ranked as one of the world's top 
producers of chlorobenzenes. 


Much of the spilled material remains in soils and sediments under and around the 
plant, creating cancer risks recently rated as high as nine in 10,000 for 
construction workers at the main production site. State and federal cleanup goals 
usually aim for a risk level of one in 100,000 or one in a million. 


Buried wall circles property 


EPA contractors already have encircled the 65-acre property with a bathtub-like 
buried wall up to 70 feet deep that contains tainted groundwater. Recovery wells 
steadily tap groundwater for treatment, preventing most from leaking into nearby 
Red Lion Creek. 


Hilary Thornton, EPA project manager for the Metachem cleanup, said studies of 
cleanup plans for nearby wetlands and sediments are continuing. Officials tested 
the use of a chemical to oxidize and break down chlorobenzenes deep in the soil, 
but found that other toxins could be left behind at levels too high to justify the 
expense. 


Thornton said cost was one of the considerations in choosing the capping plan 
for the production area. The work would limit rainwater flows into the tainted soils 
and reduce exposure to toxic vapors in soils. 


The EPA plans to take written public comments through Aug. 14. A public 
meeting is scheduled for 6 p.m. July 28 at the Delaware City Fire Hall, 815 Fifth 
St., Delaware City. 
 
 
 
 
WATER 
============================================================= 


Water experts: Mining near Grand Canyon is risky (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Washington Post 


By JOAN LOWY 
The Associated Press 
Tuesday, July 21, 2009 3:07 PM  
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WASHINGTON -- Uranium mining near the Grand Canyon would court disaster, 
risking damage to critical water supplies, local officials and water experts told a 
House panel Tuesday.  


A hyrdologist who has been conducting research on springs in the canyon for 25 
years told the House Natural Resources Committee's parks subcommittee that 
past mining polluted a stream that feeds the Colorado River, and that more 
pollution is likely should mining resume. A water utility manager said virtually all 
of Southern Nevada would be left without water supplies if a mining disaster 
should occur.  


Two other scientists, however, said modern mining techniques have improved 
and development shouldn't be prohibited because of past mistakes.  


The committee is considering a bill by Rep. Raul Grijalva, D-Ariz., that would 
permanently bar the filing of new mining claims on 1.1 million acres of federal 
lands north and south of the canyon. Renewed interest in nuclear power has led 
to a surge in uranium mining claims in the area.  


There are as many as 10,000 existing mining claims on nearby federal lands for 
all types of hard-rock exploration and some 1,100 uranium mining claims within 
five miles of the canyon.  


Interior Secretary Ken Salazar announced Monday that he is barring the filing of 
new claims on nearly 1 million acres of U.S. Forest Service and other public 
lands for two years while the administration studies whether mining on those 
lands should be permanently prohibited.  


Neither the legislation nor Salazar's action would stop mining from going forward 
on claims already filed.  


David Kreamer, a professor at the University of Nevada-Las Vegas, said his 
research found uranium levels three times greater than the Environmental 
Protection Agency's recommended limit for water supplies in a canyon creek. He 
said the pollution is the result of mining that ceased more than a decade ago.  


"I believe that an assumption that uranium mining will have minimal impact on 
springs, people and ecosystems in the Grand Canyon is unreasonable, and is 
not supported by past investigations, research and data," Kreamer said.  


Kay Brothers, the deputy general manager of the Southern Nevada Water 
Authority, said her customers are almost entirely dependent on the river for their 
water supplies.  


"That's why we're so concerned," Brothers said. "You have to look at the 
potential for contamination to reach the river."  
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However, Madan Singh, director of the Arizona Department of Mines and 
Minerals, said most of the present uranium contamination is the result of natural 
erosion, not mining.  


"It's important to separate real contamination issues from perceived 
contamination," Singh said.  


Karen Wenrich, a former geologist for the International Atomic Energy Agency, 
said the mining industry has "come a long way" and shouldn't be punished for 
mistakes that took place when the risks of uranium were less well known.  


Most of the claims for uranium are staked in the Arizona Strip, a sparsely 
populated area immediately north of the Grand Canyon National Park known for 
its high-grade uranium ore.  


Operations in the area ceased some 20 years ago, when the price plummeted for 
uranium used for nuclear energy, weapons and medicine. With prices now 
around $55 a pound, the industry is eyeing restarting operations.  


Toronto-based Denison Mines Corp. is about a year away from mining at a site 
about 20 miles from the canyon's northern border if it secures an air permit with 
Arizona state officials.  


 


Key EPA Programs In Turf Battle Over Water Efficiency Standards (Inside 
EPA) 


EPA’s programs that develop efficiency standards for labeling consumer and 
other products -- WaterSense and Energy Star -- are developing competing and 
possibly incompatible water efficiency standards for new homes, a move that 
observers say marks the latest turf battle between the two programs to lead EPA 
water efficiency efforts.  


But the move is prompting concern from a water efficiency group which is calling 
on the agency to clarify the issue and ensure consistent standards between the 
two programs.  


“Regarding the awkward process of concurrent, but inconsistent, draft proposals 
from the same agency addressing the same subject matter and same 
stakeholders, we believe that EPA should provide the public with an explanation 
as to how this happened and what steps will be taken to ensure that it does not 
happen again,” the Alliance for Water Efficiency (AWE) says in July 10 
comments on the draft the Energy Star water efficiency guideline for new homes. 
AWE represents a broad array of cities, industry and environmentalists.  



http://www.insideepa.com/secure/docnum.asp?f=epa_2001.ask&docnum=epa2009_1151
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The group’s criticism is directed at Energy Star’s draft update to its existing 
“Qualified Homes” specifications, which is slated for implementation in 2011, and 
WaterSense’s May 8 draft “Water-Efficient Single-Family New Home 
Specification.”  


Critics say the discrepancies in the new homes guidelines could cause confusion 
for builders trying to meet the standards. For instance, the draft Energy Star new 
home guidelines include rules for showerheads, but WaterSense issued in 2007 
a notice of intent to issue specifications for showerheads.  


An EPA spokeswoman says the two programs will issue separate standards but 
they will be “coordinated and consistent.”  


“These coordinated final specifications will make it easy for builders to meet both 
specifications. Additionally, the inspection and certification systems complement 
each other and will enable a builder to have one inspector complete inspections 
for both programs,” she said.  


An Energy Star source says the showerhead flow rate requirement included in 
the rule was a “strawman placeholder” floated to get reaction from stakeholders.  


The competing water efficiency standards for new homes are part of a long-
running feud between the two programs, though sources following the issue say, 
for now, Energy Star may have the upper hand because Congress has 
authorized the program.  


But Congress may be moving closer to authorizing WaterSense, a move that 
would put the program on an equal footing with Energy Star, sources say. 
Congressional authorization “would make all the difference,” one source close to 
the situation says, because it “would indicate congressional direction for the 
program.”  


The Waxman-Markey climate bill, which recently passed the House, includes 
language authorizing WaterSense, while the Senate environment committee 
recently approved S.1005, a bill funding EPA water programs that includes an 
authorization for WaterSense.  


While Energy Star has been authorized, EPA and DOE -- the two agencies that 
administer the program -- have also been at odds over the program’s direction. 
EPA, for example, has been seeking to reserve the Energy Star label for already-
proven products to preserve the program’s brand while DOE is seeking to allow 
Energy Star to help commercialize emerging technologies.  


To address this, the Senate energy committee earlier this year approved 
legislation requiring the agencies to update their interagency agreement by laying 
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out each agency’s jurisdiction and expertise, but the agencies opposed the 
mandate.  


The dispute between the EPA programs focuses on their efforts to set water 
efficiency standards for new homes, though both are also being criticized by 
outside groups.  


WaterSense’s May 8 proposal, which includes criteria for scores of indoor and 
outdoor water fixtures, revises a proposal released last year that drew 
widespread criticism over its specification for lawn turf.  


The WaterSense standards generally prohibit “turf” from comprising more than 
40 percent of the landscapable area of a site unless the new home will meet a 
strict water budget for outdoor water use, an approach that drew widespread 
criticism from homebuilders, outdoor equipment, pesticide and other groups for 
being too limited.  


The new proposal generally maintains the same strict approach the agency 
proposed last year, prompting continued criticisms.  


The 40 percent limit on turfgrass is “inappropriate and not based on best 
available science,” July 6 comments from the Irrigation Association say, adding 
that the “arbitrary limit” does not account for “local geographies, climates and 
markets.”  


The source close to the situation, who supports the turf standards, says the issue 
is “highly controversial” and fears opposition from industry will torpedo the rules. 
The standard “might not survive” in the face of a coming “full court press” from 
industry, the source says.  


Environmentalists, meanwhile are pressing EPA to keep the rules. “We are 
aware that a number of organizations are urging EPA to weaken elements of the 
outdoor criteria. We strongly urge EPA to resist this suggestion. To the contrary . 
. . we believe the criteria should be strengthened significantly,” the Natural 
Resources Defense Council and American Rivers say in July 7 comments.  


The activists are also seeking stormwater guidelines in the standard that EPA 
has not included, which the source close to the situation attributes to a dispute 
about WaterSense’s authority to include stormwater requirements in the 
specification.  


But the pending authorization bills could clarify the situation. The Waxman-
Markey WaterSense authorization language includes a clear designation that the 
program’s labeling standards should include stormwater treatment. The Senate 
bill passed by EPW is silent on the issue.  
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The environmentalists are pressing for new homes to replicate natural hydrology 
by retaining stormwater in all but the most serious storms.  


WaterSense should “[r]equire that new home sites maintain natural hydrology, 
namely that the builder ensure that the volume of stormwater associated with the 
90th percentile rain storm event be retained onsite, via infiltration, 
evapotranspiration, or re-use,” the activists’ comments say.  


Meanwhile, Energy Star’s new specification includes rules for water heaters and 
first-time rules for showerheads. Neither the water heater rules nor the new 
showerhead flow rules had been required for an Energy Star label under past 
specifications.  


According to the AWE’s comments, Energy Star’s showerhead flow standard of a 
maximum of two gallons per minute (gpm) could lead to customer dissatisfaction 
because there is not yet evidence showerheads are effective at such a low flow 
rate.  


“[W]e believe that it is premature to specify a maximum flow rate for 
showerheads of 2.0 gpm until additional performance metrics are developed to 
ensure customer satisfaction is maintained while water efficiency is improved,” 
the group’s comments say.  


The group’s comments also argue the WaterSense approach on water heaters is 
“far preferable” to the Energy Star standard because WaterSense has a volume-
based performance metric while Energy Star specifies particular configurations 
for the device.  


“[W]e fail to see how the Energy Star specification as proposed can be expected 
to achieve the very specific hot water energy savings claimed for this provision in 
the Energy Star Homes savings methodology document,” the comments say. -- 
Jonathan Strong  


 
Posted: July 21 
Updated: Today at 7:00 AM  


Mine tunnel discharge not chemical (Times Leader) 
 
DEP says substance in Susquehanna River is acid mine drainage mixing with 
leaves and organic material. 
By Steve Mocarsky smocarsky@timesleader.com 
Staff Writer  
An official with the state Department of Environmental Protection said Monday 
that a substance seen floating down the Susquehanna River near the Butler Mine 
Tunnel on Sunday night was not a chemical discharge. 



http://www.timesleader.com/reporter/Steve_Mocarsky.html
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 “It’s basically the acid mine drainage mixing with leaves and other organic 
material, and as the water moves, it creates that foam and the brownish, rust-
colored scum,” DEP spokesman Mark Carmon said. 


Carmon on Sunday said his office notified the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency after receiving a report from a Pittston resident that an “unusual 
substance” was floating south in a slick at an area near the tunnel. 


Because the substance was spotted just before dusk, an investigation was 
delayed until Monday morning. 


“Our staff took a look at the Butler tunnel and determined it’s the natural acid 
mine drainage mixing with organic matter, foam and scum, and not any type of a 
chemical discharge out of the tunnel,” Carmon said. 


He said the formation of the organic material is common in several locations 
along the Susquehanna in the summer. 


The Butler Mine Tunnel, built before the 1930s, drains a 5-square-mile area of 
underground mine caverns and waterways. Now a Superfund site, the tunnel was 
in the past used as a drain for hazardous materials. 


Carmon said there were “distinctive oily discharges” from the tunnel during heavy 
rains in the 1970s and 1980s, but the rust-colored foam spotted in the area of the 
tunnel on Sunday isn’t unusual 


 


Madison in good shape for water quality, supply (Huntsville Times) 
 
Wednesday, July 22, 2009  
By Gregg L. Parker 
For the Madison Spirit writeone35758@yahoo.com 
Fill that glass to the brim and enjoy. Madison's water is safe, according to the 
2008 Annual Drinking Water Quality Report prepared by Madison Utilities.  
General Manager Ricky Pounders said the report documents "the quality of the 
drinking water delivered to you every day. We are pleased to announce that our 
system had no violations of the Alabama Safe Drinking Water Law during 2008."  


More good news: "We also expect to have no violations in 2009," he said.  


"Rainfall in 2008 was more in line with historical levels. Water supply was more 
than ample to supply the area needs, and our system performed well," Pounders 
said.  
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Service reliability ramped up in the last year with the system's Cedar Acres Tank 
in Limestone County, which increased total storage capability to 14 million 
gallons. Work will continue on the east-west upgrade in the next 12 months. 
Fortunately, Madison hasn't experienced water shortages this summer, but 
Pounders encouraged residents to exercise wise use of limited resources.  


Madison's groundwater sources in 2008 included 10 wells in the Tuscumbia/Fort 
Payne Aquifer. "We also purchased a limited amount of treated water from the 
Limestone County Water and Sewer Authority," he said.  


The report lists trace levels of contaminants, such as magnesium, sodium, 
carbon dioxide and chloroform. Findings also are documented for bacteriological 
and microbiological agents, along with organic and inorganic chemicals.  


To guarantee tap water is safe, the Environmental Protection Agency prescribes 
regulations that limit the amount of certain contaminants in water provided by 
public water systems. The Food and Drug Administration establishes limits for 
contaminants in bottled water.  


 


Phosphorous sewer rule could cost local cities big money (Idaho Press 
Tribune) 
 
Bryan Dooley 
bdooley@idahopress.com  
Wednesday, July 22nd, 2009  
NAMPA — Nampa Mayor Tom Dale and other Association of Idaho Cities 
officials believe Treasure Valley communities will have to spend millions of 
dollars to upgrade sewer treatment. 


But Dale hopes to see legislation introduced next year that would give state 
regulators control over wastewater permits required for cities and some other 
entities — a step to avoid a much larger expense that could be required by 
federal regulators. 


The difference could halve the expected increase to Nampa sewer users' bills. 


Information on the possible effects for Caldwell was not available Tuesday. 


The federal permits, issued under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System program, are required by law for any entity that discharges sewage "into 
the waters of the United States." Idaho is now one of only four states for which 
the federal Environmental Protection Agency — rather than the state — issues 
and enforces the permits. 



mailto:bdooley@idahopress.com
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Tighter standards for phosphorous discharged by cities and some industrial and 
other entities are on the way, but the effects on local communities could vary 
widely depending on which government agency has "primacy" for the permit 
program. 


Nampa Public Works Director Michael Fuss said the city expects to receive a 
draft permit early next year that is likely to drastically reduce the amount of 
phosphorous the city can discharge. 


The change stems from a plan issued by the state Department of Environmental 
Quality to reduce phosphorous in Brownlee Reservoir, which is on the Snake 
River in Hells Canyon. 


That plan established a target of 70 micrograms per liter, or parts per billion, for 
the Boise River and its tributary streams, said Barry Burnell, DEQ Water Quality 
Division Administrator. 


EPA would likely require that cities and other entities that must have the federal 
permits to reduce their discharge to 70 parts per billion at the source, while state 
regulators would be satisfied with 200 parts per billion, Brunell said. 


The cost of the changes will vary from city to city depending on what type of 
treatment system is currently in place and other factors. 


For Nampa, which Fuss said currently averages 5,000 parts per billion, the city is 
going to have to make substantial changes regardless of which agency oversees 
the city's wastewater. 


However, "the difference between 200 parts per billion and getting down to 70 
parts per billion is millions and millions of dollars," Dale said. 


Dale was elected Association of Idaho Cities president in June. 


Fuss said having the Idaho agency in charge carries two major benefits: 


First, the agency has a better understanding of the local "plumbing," he said, 
than the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, which manages Idaho's permits 
from Seattle. 


"We're working with a state agency that understands our local environment, and 
that we have a good working relationship with," Caldwell spokeswoman Maggie 
Colwell agreed. 


Burnell said a major reason for Idaho DEQ's more-lenient requirement is that the 
agency accounts for the fact that during key summer months, when phosphorous 
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tends to be more of a problem, a large quantity of surface water is withdrawn for 
irrigation purposes. 


Second, Fuss said, the testing model used would likely differ. 


EPA's limit would likely be instantaneous, meaning the phosphorous level could 
not exceed 70 ppb at any time. 


DEQ's limit would likely be a seasonal or monthly average, leaving a bit more 
wiggle room. 


EPA generally supports state primacy, Burnell said, but previous efforts in Idaho 
have been hamstrung by cost worries. 


The cost to the state to write, adapt and enforce the permits would have to be 
funded with some kind of fee-based program, Burnell said. 


A resolution issued by the Association of Idaho Cities in June calls on the 
association and DEQ to prepare an evaluation of the costs, benefits and program 
funding strategy for a state-administered permit program. It would be considered 
at AIC's fall Legislative Committee meeting. 


 


Water Samples Bring Up Asbestos in Sumas River (EP Magazine) 
 
Jul 22, 2009  
Naturally occurring asbestos has been carried downstream of Swift Creek and 
along the banks of the Sumas River, according to samples recently collected by 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The asbestos comes from a landslide 
on Sumas Mountain that deposits asbestos-laden sediment into Swift Creek, the 
focus of previous health and environmental studies.  
EPA's sampling revealed asbestos and several metals in water, bank sediments, 
and recent flood deposits in Whatcom County, north of Swift Creek and 
approaching the Canadian border. The agency shared the study results with local 
property owners, local and state health departments, the Washington 
Department of Ecology, and officials in Canada where the Sumas River 
continues northward.  
"These asbestos levels deserve close attention," said Dan Opalski, director of 
EPA's Superfund Cleanup Office in Seattle. "The new data will enable agencies 
to make important health recommendations so local families make informed 
decisions to protect themselves." 
The samples taken from the Sumas riverbank showed higher concentrations of 
asbestos than previous samples of Swift Creek dredged material. Concentrations 
ranged up to 27 percent asbestos along the Sumas riverbank.  
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The Whatcom County Health Department and Washington Department of Health 
have sent an advisory to residents and property owners along the Sumas River. 
The advisory outlines measures people can take to limit their exposure to 
asbestos in water, sediment and flood deposits.  
Agencies including Whatcom County Health Department and Whatcom County 
Public Works, state departments of Health, Ecology, and Labor and Industries, 
and federal Army Corps of Engineers, Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 
Registry, and EPA are coordinating resources and information to address this 
problem for both the near term and long term.  
Engineering options—including building a structure that would control sediment 
near the landslide—are being considered. The situation may also call for 
changes to local land use planning.  
 
 


Uranium mining risks are debated (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Boston Globe 
Bill would bar work near canyon 
By Joan Lowy, Associated Press  |  July 22, 2009 
WASHINGTON - Uranium mining near the Grand Canyon would court disaster, 
risking damage to critical water supplies, local officials and water specialists told 
a House panel yesterday. 
A hydrologist who has been conducting research on springs in the canyon for 25 
years told the House Natural Resources Committee’s parks subcommittee that 
past mining polluted a stream that feeds the Colorado River, and that more 
pollution is likely if mining resumes. A water utility manager said virtually all of 
southern Nevada would be left without water supplies if a mining disaster occurs. 


Two other scientists, however, said modern mining techniques have improved 
and development shouldn’t be prohibited because of past mistakes. 


The committee is considering a bill by Representative Raul Grijalva, Democrat 
from Arizona, that would permanently bar the filing of new mining claims on 1.1 
million acres of federal lands north and south of the canyon. Renewed interest in 
nuclear power has led to a surge in uranium mining claims in the area. 


There are up to 10,000 existing mining claims on nearby federal lands for all 
types of hard-rock exploration and about 1,100 uranium mining claims within 5 
miles of the canyon. 


Interior Secretary Ken Salazar said Monday that he is barring the filing of new 
claims on nearly 1 million acres of Forest Service and other public lands for two 
years while the administration studies whether mining on those lands should be 
permanently prohibited. 
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Neither the legislation nor Salazar’s action would stop mining from going forward 
on claims already filed. 


David Kreamer, a professor at the University of Nevada-Las Vegas, said his 
research found uranium levels three times greater than the Environmental 
Protection Agency’s recommended limit for water supplies in a canyon creek. He 
said the pollution is the result of mining that ceased more than a decade ago. 


However, Madan Singh, director of the Arizona Department of Mines and 
Minerals, said most of the present uranium contamination is the result of natural 
erosion, not mining. “It’s important to separate real contamination issues from 
perceived contamination,’’ Singh said.  


 
Beaverdam Beach closed over bacteria (News & Observer) 
 
FROM STAFF REPORTS  
RALEIGH - byline_credit  
Beaverdam Beach at Falls Lake closed Tuesday for the fourth time this season because of 
high levels of bacteria.  


Routine Wake County tests found levels of enterococci were at more than twice 
the Environmental Protection Agency's acceptable level.  


The beach will reopen after two consecutive days of clean tests, according to a 
Wake County news release.  


Beaverdam is the only Falls Lake beach closed. The lake is not closed to fishing, 
and other swimming areas at Falls Lake remain open.  


Both Beaverdam and Sandling beaches were closed earlier this month for a 
couple of days because of high levels of enterococci, bacteria found in feces. 
High levels of enterococci closed the beach in June. E. coli was to blame for the 
shutdown just before July 4.  


Wake tests Beaverdam and Sandling beaches weekly for enterococci and E. coli 
and more often if tests turn up problems. Falls Lake's other major beach, Rolling 
View, is in Durham County, which does not have a testing program.  
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ADMINISTRATOR  JACKSON 
================================================================== 
Tuesday, December 15, 2009 4:52:36 PM  


Enzi: Copenhagen and EPA Announcement have Double Disaster Potential 
(American Chronicle) 
 
Congressional Desk  
December 15, 2009 
Washington, D.C. – While climate change discussions continued at the United Nations 
Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen, Denmark, U.S. Senator Mike Enzi, R-
Wyo., expressed concern about a sweeping announcement by the Environmental 
Protection Agency that could suffocate the economy and kill jobs and business 
production in the United States.  
 
"Administrator Jackson´s announcement comes at a bad time for Americans who are 
struggling to keep their families afloat this holiday season. It is not a good idea to 
pressure Congress into passing climate change legislation that will kill jobs, raise 
energy prices, and make goods and services more expensive. Unelected bureaucrats at 
the EPA should not be making decisions of this magnitude and it is wrong for the 
Administration to use this backdoor method to implement their radical environmental 
agenda." 
 
"This finding could lead to federal regulations affecting everything from vehicles to coal-
fired power plants," said Enzi. "While the Senate needs to approve any treaty or 
agreement that could come out of the Copenhagen Conference, the EPA could have 
free reign over carbon emissions from now on, without Senate approval. This is not the 
role the EPA was ever intended to play." 
 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson announced that carbon dioxide and seven other 
greenhouse gas emissions pose a danger to the public´s health and welfare. This 
announcement allows the EPA to use authority from the Clean Air Act to implement a 
nation-wide carbon emissions cap if Congress fails to enact climate legislation. 
 
In 2007 the Supreme Court ordered the EPA to determine whether greenhouse gases 
qualify as a pollutant under the Clean Air Act.  
 
 


Midterm elections can't come soon enough (Cape Cod Times) 
 
December 15, 2009 2:00 AM 
On Dec. 7, EPA administrator Lisa Jackson labeled carbon dioxide a danger to public 
health. But as most of us already know, this has been the "consensus" of like-minded 
people for generations. 
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And no, I'm not referring to CO2 as a contributor to man-made climate change, but 
something more troubling. 
As most of us know, every time a politician opens his or her mouth and emits forth hot 
CO2 gas, we all lose something — a job, money and, worst of all, our freedom. 


The avalanche of new regulations that are sure to be coming will only speed the 
outsourcing of manufacturing jobs to China, make us pay more to heat or cool our 
homes and limit our choice of products we can buy. Bad SUV, good Prius. Bad 
mercury-filled thermometer, good mercury-filled CFL light bulb. 


But not to worry; we'll all have government (welfare) jobs soon. So pay no attention to 
that Climate Research Unit "scientist" behind the EPA curtain. 


I can't wait for the midterm elections. Anyone else? 


Chris Howell 


Sandwich 


 
 


The Ebony Power 150 Government (Ebony Magazine) 
 
Ebony December 2009/January 2010  
Ebony 
December 2009/January 2010 EDITION 
 
THE EBONY POWER 150 GOVERNMENT; Pg. 73 Vol. LXV No. 2 
 
MICHELLE OBAMA 
 
First Lady of the United States 
 
So much for the angry Black woman. It didn't take long for America to discover what 
Black America already knew: That the first lady is not only smart and glamorous, but 
has a heart as big as any of her predecessors. Kudos for bringing awareness to 
nutrition and service to those less fortunate.  
 
3. ERIC HOLDER 
 
U.S. Attorney General 
 
Here's to you, Mr. Holder--for not biting your tongue and for speaking up for what's right. 
Finally, the Justice Department may actually carry out real justice. Holder has already 
rolled back the Bush administration's policies on torture, disparities in sentencing and 
racial-profiling laws. 
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4. VALERIE JARRETT 
 
Senior Advisor to President Obama 
 
The true "power" behind the power. Jarrett has gone from Chicago's power elite to 
White House point person on health care reform and the economy, to women's issues 
and even the Windy City's failed--but respectable--Olympic bid. 
 
5. SUSAN RICE 
 
U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations 
 
The Sister knows the intricacies of foreign policy possibly better than anyone in the 
Obama administration. She's talking tough to Iran, defending Obama's Afghanistan 
strategy and crafting U.S. policy toward Darfur, Rwanda and other African hot spots. 
 
6. LISA JACKSON 
 
Administrator, Environmental Protection Agency 
 
Call her "The Cleanup Woman." Jackson is already tackling environmental justice 
issues in regard to water, air and soil in Black communities. As one of the president's 
point persons for his green agenda, she has been outspoken in her criticism of the Bush 
administration for showing little regard to environmental issues. 
 
7. RON KIRK 
 
U.S. Trade Representative 
 
He travels the world promoting U.S. trade, particularly pushing for global opportunities 
for small and minority-owned businesses. When he's in D.C., he can usually be found 
on the golf course with the president. How cool is that? 
 
8. REP. JAMES CLYBURN 
 
Majority Whip, House of Representatives 
 
REP. CHARLES RANGEL 
 
Chair, House Ways & Means Committee 
 
REP. BARBARA LEE 
 
Chair, Congressional Black Caucus (CBC) 
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"The Stim' Pack." They are three members of the increasingly powerful 42-member 
CBC, who teamed up to craft a plan steering billions of dollars in stimulus money to 
African-American communities. They also worked with their CBC colleagues to make 
sure the health care bill addresses disparities between Blacks and Whites. 
 
9. MELODY BARNES 
 
Director, White House Domestic Policy Council 
 
Finally, a policy wonk who's easy on the eyes. Barnes is the brains behind virtually 
every domestic policy initiative that comes out of the White House. 
 
10. DESIREE ROGERS 
 
White House Social Secretary 
 
She's the ultimate socialite. Because of her, possibly more Blacks have been invited to 
the White House in the past year than during the entire first term of President George 
W. Bush. She also gets kudos for opening up the White House to disadvantaged 
students. 
 
GOVERNMENT FACT: 
 
Five states (Florida, Georgia, Maryland, Texas and Virginia) have African-American 
supreme court chief justices, and the D.C. Court of Appeals has a Black chief judge. 
 
 


EDITORIAL / COMMENTARY / OP ED /LETTERS 
================================================================== 
Dec. 16, 2009  
 
 
Water, water everywhere (Las Vegas Review-Journal) 
 
And federal bureaucrats want control  
In the past, the U.S. Supreme Court has tended to "split the baby" in deciding how far 
the Environmental Protection Agency and the Corps of Engineers can go in enforcing 
the Clean Water Act. 


Trying to hew at least reasonably close to the Constitution, the 1972 law stipulates the 
federal agencies can restrict states or private landowners from dredging, draining, 
channeling or doing anything else that might inconvenience any weed, bug and minnow 
in and around only those waters which comprise "navigable waterways." 
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Predictably, government regulators have attempted to stretch the definition of that 
authority -- which can be found only by implication in the Constitution -- to include inland 
wetlands and streams up which you could barely drag an empty canoe, on the theory 
that these waters "feed" some navigable waterway far downstream. 


But two recent Supreme Court decisions, in 2001 and 2006, partially reined in these 
excesses. 


Those who want to see the federal government regulate every inch of land in the nation 
were not pleased, and in reply they now offer up the Clean Water Restoration Act, 
which simply removes the word "navigable" from the law. 


"So for ranchers and farmers who have mud puddles, prairie potholes -- anything from 
snow melting on their land -- all of that water will now come under the regulation of the 
Army Corps of Engineers and the Environmental Protection Agency," points out Sen. 
John Barrasso, R-Wyo., chairman of the Senate Western Caucus. "The government 
wants control of all water -- that also means that they want control over all of our land." 


Such an expansion of federal authority could put farmers in "regulatory quicksand," 
protests Charlie Kruse, president of the Missouri Farm Bureau. But Jan Goldman-Carter 
of the National Wildlife Foundation, predictably, says the concerns of ranchers and 
farmers are unfounded. 


"That amended language is very clear that it preserves long standing exemptions for 
ongoing agricultural practices, forest roads. There are a number of very generous 
exemptions in there particularly for ranchers and farmers that I know have been worried 
about the effect of this legislation, but in fact those worries are largely unfounded," she 
said. 


So in leaving private land owners a few "grandfathered-in" rights -- while effectively 
barring any new land use or development -- these voracious feeders on our remaining 
property rights are being "generous"! 


Ms. Goldman-Carter added that the United States has long regulated streams and other 
waterways that aren't "navigable," anyway. 


Ah. So a law intended to vastly expand federal authority isn't anything to worry about, 
since the regulators have been vastly exceeding their authority for decades, already -- 
until the court found enough teeth to start drawing the line? 


Aside from striking "navigable," it turns out the bill defines U.S. water as "all waters 
subject to the ebb and flow of the tide, the territorial seas and all interstate and 
intrastate waters and their tributaries, including lakes, rivers, streams (including 
intermittent streams), mudflats, sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet 
meadows, playa lakes, natural ponds and all impoundments of the foregoing."  
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It adds that any "activities affecting these waters are subject to the legislative power of 
Congress under the Constitution." Sounds a bit like a constitutional amendment. 


In fact, it's the Constitution that delegates -- and limits -- congressional powers, not the 
congressmen who would vote on this bill. If they want their regulatory reach expanded, 
let them seek the approval of the states, and of the people, for such an amendment. 


 


Congress or the EPA?  (Newsday) 
 
(New York) 
December 16, 2009 Wednesday  
ALL EDITIONS 
OPINION; Pg. A31 
Congress or the EPA?;  
Someone must act on climate change 
More than the melting of glaciers or the rising of seas, the prospect of tough 
bureaucratic regulation may be what it takes to get Congress really moving on climate 
change. And the Environmental Protection Agency is only too happy to play that cue-
the-scary-music role.  
 
The agency has made a landmark decision that six greenhouse gases endanger the 
health and welfare of Americans. A key step was a 2007 Supreme Court decision 
declaring that the gases fit the Clean Air Act definition of pollutants. That led to an EPA 
study of the science and, last week, to the announcement of the endangerment finding. 
 
Now the question is: How far will the EPA go in regulating these gases, including carbon 
dioxide from burning fossil fuels? In passing the Clean Air Act in 1972, Congress gave 
the EPA broad discretion to follow the science. In a report this year, the Institute for 
Policy Integrity at the NYU School of Law found that the EPA can go very far, up to 
imposing a cap-and-trade system, like the one Congress is considering. 
 
The House passed its bill in June, but the Senate is bogged down. Meanwhile, the EPA 
is moving forward. But even its administrator, Lisa Jackson, says it would be much 
better if Congress acted. Both lawmakers and industry would rather see Congress, not 
the EPA, making the broad decisions. Fine, but the legislators must act, or leave it to 
unelected bureaucrats. That choice should scare them into motion. 


 


Congress should clarify EPA role (Lincoln Journal Star) 
 
Posted: Tuesday, December 15, 2009 11:45 pm  
The decision by the Environmental Protection Agency to begin regulating greenhouse 
gases puts the country on the road to bedlam. 
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The move will open fertile grounds for lawsuits, which in turn could produce a variety of 
court rulings. 


These circumstances are likely to spawn continuing confusion. Businesses and 
consumers will be unable to determine with clarity what is legal. The uncertainty could 
persist for years. 


An important turn in the chain of events came in 2007 when the Bush administration lost 
a lawsuit to states and environmental groups that were pushing the EPA to regulate 
greenhouse gas emission, primarily those from automobiles. 


The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in a split 5-4 decision that greenhouse gases were 
pollutants subject to EPA regulation. 


Since then, EPA officials have been dithering. Some observers speculated that last 
week's announcement came because the Obama administration wanted to demonstrate 
U.S. support for efforts to combat global warming in advance of the international 
conference on the topic in Copenhagen, which started last week. 


An indication of the complexity of the situation is the statement by Rep. John Dingell, D-
Mich., about the law on which the EPA authority purportedly is based. 


"The Clean Air Act was not designed to regulate greenhouse gases. As the then-
Chairman of the House Energy and Commerce Committee, I know what was intended 
when we wrote the legislation. I have said from the beginning that such regulation will 
result in a glorious mess and regulation of greenhouse gas emissions should be left to 
Congress." 


Even those who are receptive to efforts to control greenhouse gases are unenthusiastic 
about the EPA move. John Hansen of the Nebraska Farmers Union, for example, said 
that "everyone in the ag community believes that EPA regulation of [greenhouse gases], 
including carbon, would be the worst-case scenario for agriculture." 


Initially, EPA officials said, new rules would cover power plants, factories, refineries and 
other facilities emitted more than 25,000 tons of carbon dioxide a year. 


Meanwhile, federal lawmakers apparently have lost enthusiasm for legislation on 
greenhouse gases. A proposed "cap-and-trade" system to control carbon emission has 
stalled in Washington. 


That leaves the grim prospect that EPA officials may muddle along for years without 
real direction. Congress should step in to clarify national policy one way or the other. 
The longer Congress delays, the more costly and convoluted the situation will become. 
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Ethanol questionable (Kansas City Star) 
 
In reference to the Dec. 2 article concerning the Environmental Protection Agency 
raising the current limit of 10 percent ethanol in gasoline to a 15 percent mandate, I find 
this proposal deplorable. 
 
So what if the ethanol industry is struggling in this recession? So are the rest of us, and 
we are trying to get by without a dictate by the government to use a product that is 
harmful to car engines, the environment and food supplies. All this tells me is that the 
ethanol industry and its agricultural allies have bought and paid for this program from 
Congress. 
 
H. Jonathan Pratt 
Kansas City 


 


Ailing Bay needs new protections (Norfolk Virginian-Pilot) 


The Virginian-Pilot 
December 15, 2009 


The good news is that Hampton Roads has received so much rain that it has 
replenished water stores for the winter and the summer to come. 


The bad news is that Hampton Roads has received so much rain that it has washed a 
toxic soup of contaminants and nutrients into the water, where it will wreak all kinds of 
havoc in the winter and summer to come. 


That is the inevitable result of hard rains on hard surfaces - on the parking lots, roofs 
and roads of our modern life. Add to that stormwater runoff from heavily fertilized lawns 
where our animals do their business, along with the farms and feedlots in the 
watershed, and you have a recipe for the dead zones that have marked the 
Chesapeake Bay each summer. 


According to a story by The Pilot's Cindy Clayton and Lauren King, 2009 is the sixth-
wettest year on record for Hampton Roads, with total rainfall of more than 60 inches. As 
each drop of rain travels from cloud to ocean, it bumps into chemicals and nutrients and 
silt, some of which it picks up. 


Sometimes stormwater carries that stuff directly into streams and rivers; sometimes it 
percolates into the groundwater. But the toxins don't disappear. They come back, in the 
water we drink, in the food we eat, in the water we swim in. 
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That's why it's important to keep stormwater from streaming directly into delicate 
waterways, or at least to slow the flow long enough that the worst contaminants have a 
chance to settle out. 


A state panel has spent years coming up with new regulations designed to slow the flow 
of stormwater into the Chesapeake Bay. The rules would dictate how and where 
development and redevelopment occur, require the use of greener technologies, and 
force developers to minimize the environmental impact of their handiwork. 


The Virginia Soil and Water Conservation Board has unanimously adopted the new 
rules, but their future remains unclear, according to a story by The Pilot's Scott Harper. 


The reason? Builders, developers and others argue that the rules will make 
development too expensive, requiring new techniques and untested materials 
customers don't want. They also argue that the Environmental Protection Agency will be 
coming out with new limits on nutrients in the watershed, so the state might as well wait. 


That probably sounds familiar. For decades now, the state and Washington said "wait" 
while the Chesapeake was slowly choked by fertilizer, while every fish in the region 
became fouled with mercury, while crabs disappeared, while beaches and oystering 
grounds were closed because of fecal bacteria. 


At every effort to do something to ease damage to the watershed, somebody raised a 
hand: Stop. You will hurt me. And so the Bay got sicker. And sicker. 


The EPA says - right now - that stormwater runoff is the fastest-growing source of 
pollution in the Bay. 


The state's proposed regulations were deliberated over by builders, environmentalists 
and legislators for the past four years. The rules are necessary to the health of the Bay 
and - by extension - to this region. There's only one reason to stall further on 
implementation of the regulations, and it has nothing to do with the health of the 
Chesapeake Bay. 


 
 
 


AIR 
================================================================== 


MPCA board approves haze-cutting rules (Associated Press) 
Story also appeared: Chicago Tribune 
December 16, 2009 
ST. PAUL, Minn. 
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The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency board has approved new regulations to curb 
haze over northern Minnesota.   
 
The Duluth News Tribune reports the rules were approved 7-1 Tuesday.  They still must 
be approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, which has ordered that air 
over national parks and wild lands should be haze-free by 2064. 
 
The state rules are aimed at cutting 30,000 tons of emissions annually to reduce haze 
over areas such as Voyageurs Nation Park, Isle Royale National Park in Michigan and 
the Boundary waters Canoe Area that receive special protections under the federal 
Clean Air Act. 
 
But critics, including federal land managers and environmental groups, say the state 
plan doesn’t go far enough.  They argued for tougher requirements on taconite and 
coal-burning power plants. 
 


 


Murkowski criticizes EPA greenhouse gas finding (Fairbanks Daily News-Miner) 
 
December 16, 2009 
by Chris Freiberg / cfreiberg@newsminer.com 
58 mins 31 secs ago   
FAIRBANKS — Sen. Lisa Murkowski plans to file a disapproval resolution to stop the 
Environmental Protection Agency from regulating carbon dioxide emissions using the 
Clean Air Act. 
 
Murkowski made the announcement Monday after the EPA made an “endangerment 
finding” earlier this month that greenhouse gases threaten humans. 
 
“I remain committed to reducing emissions through a policy that will protect our 
environment and strengthen our economy, but EPA’s backdoor climate regulations 
achieve neither of those goals,” Murkowski said in a statement. “EPA regulation must be 
taken off the table so that we can focus on more responsible approaches to dealing with 
global climate change.” 
 
Murkowski, who has shown some support for a carbon tax, said EPA regulation of 
greenhouse gases could endanger future economic growth. 
 
The disapproval resolution is somewhat like a congressional veto. The resolution, which 
is expected to be filed in the next few days, will go before the Environment and Public 
Works Committee, led by Sen. Barbara Boxer,  
 
D-Calif. 
 
If Boxer does not act on the resolution in 20 days, it can be brought before the full 
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Senate with 30 signatures. The resolution cannot be filibustered, but would have to be 
approved by a majority in the Senate and the House and President Obama. Despite the 
Democratic majority in the Senate, Murkowski energy spokesman Robert Dillon said, 
there could be bipartisan support for the resolution. 
 
“It’s not hard to get a lot of Democrats to voice their support,” he said. “Nobody likes 
this.” 
 
Dillon said Clean Air Act regulation of greenhouse gases would be a “bureaucratic 
nightmare” because the law does not allow any exceptions. 
 
Murkowski has come under fire from the Center for Biological Diversity, a nonprofit 
conservation organization. 
 
“It is a sad day when a United States senator attempts to stop a federal agency from 
enforcing one of our nation’s most successful and cost-effective laws —  the Clean Air 
Act,” Kieran Suckling, director of the center, said in a statement. “We applaud the EPA 
for moving forward to implement the Clean Air Act to avert catastrophic runaway global 
warming and protect the air our children breathe. Unlike the current anemic Senate bills, 
the Clean Air Act is the only existing tool that can ensure that the United States 
develops a truly science-based greenhouse-pollution cap.” 
 
Julie Hasquet, spokeswoman for Sen. Mark Begich, said the junior senator shares 
Murkowski’s goal of coming up with a bill in Congress to deal with greenhouse gas 
emissions but believes blocking the EPA would be premature. 
 
“The EPA was told by the U.S. Supreme Court to have an endangerment finding, and 
that is what the agency has done,” Hasquet said. “The EPA’s finding does not in and of 
itself impose any emission reductions requirements, and we are a long, long way from 
the EPA regulating greenhouse gas emissions.” 
 
Contact staff writer Chris Freiberg at 459-7545.  


 
December 16, 2009 
 


Boston Tea Party reminder to President Obama on CO2 promises (Times Online) 
 
Philippe Naughton in Copenhagen  
A group of American rightwingers led by the former House Speaker Newt Gingrich is to 
fire a shot across President Obama's bows with a full-page advert in a Danish 
newspaper warning him not to make carbon commitments he cannot live up to at the 
Copenhagen summit.  



http://www.timesonline.co.uk/multimedia/archive/00660/copenhagen_poster_660369a.pdf
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Mr Obama is flying into the UN summit on Friday and has already offered to cut US 
CO2 emissions by 17 per cent on 2005 levels by 2020 — although other developed 
nations which started cutting their emissions under the Kyoto Protocol use a more 
testing 1990 baseline and are demanding more.  


Mr Gingrich's American Solutions group has booked space in the English-language 
Copenhagen Post tomorrow and on Friday to insist that the President would need the 
approval of Senate to raitify any agreement despite the recent decision by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that CO2 and other greenhouse gases 
represented a health risk.  


The advert has a large headline down one side declaring: "Message from America to 
American delegates in Copenhagen — and the Rest of the World."  


"In America, We Have a Constitution," it says. "It begins: 'We the people.'  


"Our President Does Not Have Support in our Senate for Binding Carbon Emissions 
Limits."  


After dismissing the EPA's decision as "taxation without representation" and recalling 
Boston Tea Party of 1773 — America's most famous anti-tax protest — the group 
reminds Mr Obama that he is accountable to the American people.  


"Unlike in Other Countries, We Do Not Have a Democracy Deficit," the advert says. "In 
America, Mesdames and Messieurs, We the People Govern."  


 


Residents Call for EPA Takeover of DuPont Site in NJ (MyFOX NY) 


Contamination in Pompton Lakes Community 


Updated: Tuesday, 15 Dec 2009, 11:19 PM EST 
Published : Tuesday, 15 Dec 2009, 11:19 PM EST 


MYFOXNY.COM - Residents of Pompton Lakes, N.J., and some local officials are 
calling on the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to step in and take charge of 
cleaning up their community after a state report said that the area has elevated rates of 
some cancers, possibly linked to contaminants. 


Last week, New Jersey health officials issued a report warning residents of a 
Pompton Lakes neighborhood of the elevated cancer rates. The area is near pollution 
from an explosives manufacturing plant that had operated in the borough for more than 
a hundred years. 


Officials with the New Jersey Department of Health and Senior Serv ices sent letters 
to neighborhood residents, urging them to install equipment that can remove potentially 
harmful vapors from their homes. 



http://www.state.nj.us/cgi-bin/dhss/njnewsline/view_article.pl?id=3496

http://www.state.nj.us/health/

http://www.state.nj.us/health/
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DuPont Pompton Lakes Works operated an explosives manufacturing plant at the site 
from the 1880s until 1994. Waste management practices at the plant lead to significant 
contamination of soils, surface water and ground water, both on and off the site, state 
officials have said. 


At a public meeting there Tuesday, Citizens for a Clean Pompton Lakes released a 10-
point plan for addressing the contamination. The group's plan calls on the EPA to list the 
DuPont site on the National Priority Superfund list. 


Health officials examined rates for 13 types of cancer in the area from 1979 to 2006. 
The analysis revealed elevated rates of kidney cancer in women (but not in men) and 
non-Hodgkin lymphoma in men (but not in women) for 1994 to 2006. 


 


Business groups: EPA finding will choke growth (The Journal of New England 
Technology) 
 
Wednesday, December 16, 2009 
Business groups criticized the Environmental Protection Agency’s endangerment finding 
on greenhouse gases, a move that enables the agency to regulate carbon emissions 
from all sources. 
The EPA, in response to a 2007 Supreme Court decision that ruled greenhouse gases 
are a pollutant subject to the Clean Air Act, found that carbon emissions pose a threat to 
public health and welfare. The finding initially will be used to justify regulations requiring 
emissions reductions for light-duty vehicles, but it opens the door for greenhouse gas 
limits on everything from factories to real estate development. 


Business groups said Congress, not the EPA, should decide how carbon emissions are 
regulated. 


The EPA’s finding “could result in a top-down, command-and-control regime that will 
choke off growth by adding new mandates to virtually every major construction and 
renovation project,” said Tom Donohue, president and CEO of the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce. 


 


Highway sound barriers block pollution, too (Baltimore Sun) 
 
December 15, 2009 
 
It turns out those big concrete barriers put up along busy highways to shield neighboring 
residents from the roar of traffic also reduce how much air pollution they get from the 
passing vehicles.  


That's what a new government study found, anyway.  Researchers with the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Environmental Protection 



http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/types/kidney

http://www.cancer.gov/cancertopics/types/non-hodgkin

http://www.noaa.gov/

http://www.noaa.gov/

http://www.epa.gov/
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Agency  released harmless "tracer" gases along highways to track how they were 
dispersed through the air - and by extension, indicate what happens to harmful 
pollutants such as carbon monoxide, soot and benzene that are emitted by cars and 
trucks going by. 


The researchers found that in addition to blocking out sights and sounds of traffic, 
the barriers apparently channel air flow - and many of the pollutants - up and away 
from nearby residential areas.  


"We also found that the barriers tend to trap pollutants in the area of the roadway itself, 
especially at night in low wind-speed conditions," said Dennis Finn, a NOAA 
meteorologist from Idaho, and lead author of the study, published in the journal 
Atmospheric Environment. 


That ought to be an added relief to residents sleeping in homes shielded from highways 
by those barriers - though if you're on the highway you may not want to breathe too 
deeply or stay long if you find you have to stop your car on the shoulder in one of those 
concrete sound-barrier canyons. 


 
 
Published December 16 2009  
 


Minnesota Pollution Control Agency board approves new air pollution haze rules 
(Prairie Business) 
 
PCA passes haze rules for northern parks The rules must be approved by the federal 
Environmental Protection Agency, which has ordered that air over national parks and 
wild lands should be haze-free by 2064. But critics say the state plan wouldn’t clear the 
air for an additional 100 years. By: John Myers, Duluth News Tribune  
By: John Myers, Duluth News Tribune  
The Minnesota Pollution Control Agency board today approved new regulations to curb 
haze air pollution over northern Minnesota despite concerns from federal land 
managers and environmental groups that the rules don’t go far enough. 


The board’s 7-1 vote, which followed testimony at their October meeting, is aimed at 
cleaning the elements of air pollution that cause haze, especially over pristine areas 
such as Voyageurs National Park, Isle Royale National Park and the Boundary Waters 
Canoe Area Wilderness that receive special protections under federal Clean Air Act 
rules. 


Haze, while noticeable from higher elevations and vistas, can often go unnoticed over 
Minnesota lakes and forests, mistaken for thin clouds, fog or humidity in the air. It’s 



http://www.epa.gov/

http://tinyurl.com/yc38d94
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often caused when nitrogen oxide and sulfur dioxide meet in the atmosphere, forming a 
chemical reaction that creates particles. 


The rules may eventually affect coal-burning power plants and taconite plants in 
Minnesota but also pulp and paper mills and other industry which may be required to 
install new haze-cutting pollution-control technology. 


PCA officials say the new rules are the first step toward cleaner skies over northern 
Minnesota, cutting 30,000 tons of the haze-causing emissions annually. They also said 
that emerging regulations to cut carbon emissions at power plants and other factories 
will force industry to cut haze as well — but that companies don’t want to make changes 
until new carbon regulations are clear. 


“They don’t want to have to buy something and then rip it out when new regulations” are 
enacted to cut carbon emissions to help slow global warming, David Thornton, deputy 
PCA commissioner, told the board at its St. Paul meeting Monday. 


Thornton told board members today in St. Paul that the new rules are an effort to 
“balance the need to reduce haze with regional economic realities.” 


The rules must be approved by the federal Environmental Protection Agency, which has 
ordered that air over national parks and wild lands should be haze-free by 2064. 


But critics say the state plan wouldn’t clear the air for an additional 100 years. 


In a rare public spat with their state counterparts, U.S. Forest Service and National Park 
Service officials have criticized the PCA rules as short of solving the problem. In 
October, Mike Ward, superintendent of Voyageurs National Park, and Jim Sanders, 
supervisor of the Superior National Forest, asked the Minnesota Pollution Control 
Agency board in St. Paul last month to toughen requirements on taconite and coal-
burning power plants as the state develops new regulations to reduce haze. 


Though he praised the MPCA’s call for a 30 percent reduction in emissions in 
Northeastern Minnesota by 2018, Sanders said in October the agency’s haze plan fails 
to require taconite plants to measure how much pollution they emit. It also fails to set 
standards for how much they need to cut, he said. 
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The Voyageurs National Park Association said Xcel Energy’s modeling shows one 
central Minnesota power plant, Sherco, is responsible for haze over the BWCAW, 
violating federal Clean Air Act requirements about 227 days each year. 


But Rick Rosvold, Xcel’s air-quality manager, said his utility already is moving to reduce 
emissions at Sherco without BART regulation. That, he said, would raise costs tenfold 
with no noticeable improvement in visibility in Minnesota parks. 


Utility officials said any tougher regulations would raise electric rates for consumers, 
while officials at taconite plants say it could raise their production costs and cost jobs. 


 


Ethanol blend generates more ozone than gasoline -- report (Greenwire) 
 
Colin Sullivan, E&E reporter 
12/15/2009 
SAN FRANCISCO -- Ethanol is more likely than gasoline to generate ozone and ozone-
related health problems, researchers at Stanford University have found. 


A commonly used blend of ethanol and gasoline, E85, produces more aldehydes when 
combusted than gasoline, scientists at Stanford said yesterday. Aldehydes are 
precursors to the creation of ozone. 


That means ethanol, which is added to gasoline to make a cleaner-burning fuel, would 
likely cause more health problems related to ozone, especially in winter, the Stanford 
researchers say in a report. 


"What we found is that at the warmer temperatures, with E85, there is a slight increase 
in ozone compared to what gasoline would produce," said Diana Ginnebaugh, a 
doctoral candidate in civil and environmental engineering at Stanford. 


"Even a slight increase is a concern," Ginnebaugh added, "especially in a place like Los 
Angeles, because you already have episodes of high ozone that you have to be 
concerned about, so you don't want any increase." 


At colder temperatures, the problem is more pronounced. Ginnebaugh said ozone is 
generally lower in cold-temperature conditions, but use of E85 in a place like Denver, for 
instance, could create a health issue where ozone is not currently an issue. 


"If you switched to E85, suddenly you could have a place like Denver exceeding ozone 
health-effects limits, and then they would have a health concern that they don't have 
now," she said. 
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Ginnebaugh is scheduled to present the results of her study today at the American 
Geophysical Union's annual meeting here. To compile the report, Ginnebaugh worked 
with Stanford professor Mark Jacobson and used research he had conducted previously 
on pollution in the Los Angeles region. 


Ozone exposure has been linked to asthma, bronchitis, heart attack and other 
cardiopulmonary diseases. Ground-level ozone is regulated by the Clean Air Act at 75 
parts per billion. 


According to the Stanford research, at warm temperatures, E85 raised ozone 
concentration by up to 7 parts per billion (ppb) over the level generated by gasoline. At 
colder temperatures, from 32 degrees Fahrenheit to minus 35 degrees, E85 raised 
ozone by up to 39 ppb. 


Ethanol lobby hits back 


Matt Hartwig, communications director at the Renewable Fuels Association, dismissed 
the report and called it a "rehash" of a paper Jacobson did two years ago. 


"Professor Jacobson has long held a bias against ethanol," Hartwig said in an e-mail. 
"His faith is the elusive electric car." 


In a detailed response to Jacobson's previous study issued in 2007, RFA said the 
findings conflicted with analyses completed by U.S. EPA, the California Air Resources 
Board, the National Renewable Energy Laboratory and the South Coast Air Quality 
Management District. The group said the model used by Jacobson assumed "that E85 
will completely replace gasoline as the predominant motor fuel by 2020." 


"While perhaps an interesting and important scenario to run, it is misleading to imply 
that more people will perish from this one scenario," the group's response said. 


The group added that Jacobson had refused to include data on greenhouse gas 
reductions brought by ethanol use. On the current study, Hartwig noted ARB's 
participation and implied that the agency was trying to push results that would favor new 
regulations aimed at carbon intensity of transportation fuels. 


"ARB is set to move forward on a low-carbon fuels policy that threatens to eliminate the 
only low carbon alternative to gasoline from the market: ethanol," Hartwig said. "Our 
opposition to the flawed science ARB has used is well documented and this, apparently, 
seems to be yet another example." 


The air board is in the process of putting the finishing touches on its low carbon fuel 
policy. The ethanol lobby is opposed to the ARB rule because it would subject biofuels 
to a lifecycle analysis that would consider what effect ethanol has on agriculture and 
land use, in addition to its carbon output. 
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The Stanford research was funded by NASA, U.S. EPA and the Energy Department. 


 


Black lung back on the rise (Greenwire) 
 
12/15/2009 
The number of mineworkers testing positive for black lung has roughly doubled in the 
past 10 years, leading the federal Mine Safety and Health Administration to consider 
new safety regulations for the industry. 


According to the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, about 9 percent 
of mineworkers with at least 25 years of experience tested positive in 2005-2006, the 
most recent year with published data, up from about 4 percent 10 years ago. Deaths 
from the disease totaled about 10,000 over the past decade. 


The federal government first addressed black lung in 1969 by passing the Coal Mine 
Health and Safety Act, which imposed dust standards and offered compensation for 
those afflicted by the disease. The Black Lung Disability Trust, funded by coal industry 
taxes, has paid about $44 billion to disabled miners or their widows since its inception. 


The MSHA is now considering proposing new regulations that would cut the allowed 
coal dust level in half and require that mineworkers wear dust monitors to prevent 
excessive exposure. 


Officials say the recent resurgence in black lung is likely the result of longer work hours 
and changes in mining practices. Because most easily accessible coal has already 
been extracted, miners today must often reach new seams by cutting through rock, 
which produces more dust. 


"Back in the old days those guys suffered through a lot, but we're generating a lot of 
coal," said Chuck Knisell, 29, a mine worker in Waynesburg, Pa. "There's a lot of dust in 
the air" (Kris Maher, Wall Street Journal [subscription required], Dec. 15). -- GN 
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At Copenhagen, key decisions unresolved  (Washington Post) 
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http://online.wsj.com/article/SB126083871040391327.html
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A-SECTION; Pg. A06 
Maryland 
At Copenhagen, key decisions unresolved;  
Funding, compliance are sticking points in climate talks 
By Juliet Eilperin 
COPENHAGEN 
As world leaders begin gathering here to hammer out a climate deal in two days, some 
key decisions still haven't been made. 
 
It's unclear how to fund a deal that could involve the transfer of billions of dollars from 
industrialized countries to the developing world; delegates remain at loggerheads over 
which mechanisms should be employed to reduce emissions; and there is continuing 
debate about how to monitor compliance with a treaty. 
 
The uncertainty over the talks' direction raises questions about the next step: what sort 
of binding treaty policymakers will be able to produce next year, the new deadline they 
have set.  
 
A new version of the overall negotiating text came out early Wednesday with little 
changed from last week's draft. 
 
The lack of visible progress has frustrated activists, who have staged attention-grabbing 
stunts to convey their dissatisfaction. Some, dressed as police officers, handed out 
cards titled "Climate Crime Scene: Can You Help?" with lines such as: "Climate change 
could push sub-Saharan Africans into poverty by 2020 if global leaders do not act now 
to reach a fair climate deal." Others unfurled bright yellow banners declaring "Do Not 
Nuke the Climate." 
 
Former vice president Al Gore urged a crowd of hundreds inside the Bella Center on 
Tuesday to continue pressing for a meaningful agreement. "My plea to you is: Realize 
what is at stake and reach a result that gives momentum to the process," he said in a 
nearly hour-long speech. 
 
The question of funding -- which stalled the talks earlier this week when a group of poor 
nations protested that they stood to lose even the protections they had won with the 
Kyoto Protocol 12 years ago -- remains intractable. Delegates from poorer countries 
and from major emerging economies such as China have charged that wealthy nations 
have not put enough money on the table to persuade developing nations to sign on to 
any deal that would force them to curb their greenhouse gas emissions; industrialized 
nations counter that they cannot embrace any agreement that does not bind major 
emerging economies to emissions-monitoring procedures that can be verified from 
outside the country. 
 
Elliot Diringer, vice president for international strategies at the Pew Center on Global 
Climate Change, said this dynamic may mean that "Copenhagen may deliver both more 
and less than we anticipated." 
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"More, in terms of explicit pledges from all of the major powers that I couldn't have 
predicted just a few weeks ago," he said, referring to emissions cuts. "Less, in terms of 
building the framework to turn these pledges into legal commitments." 
 
'Clogging the process'  
 
The question of long-term financing is critical, because many developing countries see 
little incentive to sign off on an agreement that does not provide them with significant 
new money to deal with the effects of global warming. 
 
"That issue is clogging the process right now," said Jonathan Lash, president of the 
World Resources Institute. "The U.S. is asking for a lot but hasn't been able to bring 
very much." 
 
President Obama and his representatives held a series of talks with key nations over 
the past two days aimed at determining exactly how much money vulnerable nations 
would need to endorse a deal. 
 
Obama called Ethiopian Prime Minister Meles Zenawi, who represents the group of 
African nations, and Bangladesh's prime minister, Sheikh Hasina Wazed, and Tuesday 
held a videoconference with British Prime Minister Gordon Brown, French President 
Nicolas Sarkozy and German Chancellor Angela Merkel. 
 
White House spokesman Robert Gibbs, who told reporters Tuesday that "the president 
believes that we can get an operational agreement that makes sense in Copenhagen," 
later wrote in an e-mail that the administration is still exploring what funding it could offer 
to address poor nations' concerns. 
 
"We are working with our developed and developing country friends on financing needs 
for adaptation for both the short and long terms," Gibbs wrote. 
 
Pushing for transparency  
 
At the same time, the United States continued to press major developing countries such 
as China and India to agree to independent verification of the emissions reductions they 
have pledged. 
 
Indian environment minister Jairam Ramesh has announced that his nation would be 
willing to report on its emissions reductions and plans as part of an existing "national 
communication" that countries submit to the United Nations, but he said he wants the 
United States to explain why it is demanding more transparency from countries like his. 
 
"You need to be transparent about what 'transparency' means," Ramesh said. "Are you 
worried China and India will make up our figures?" 
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Sergio Serra, Brazil's climate change ambassador, said it is unreasonable for the United 
States and other industrialized countries to make such demands when every major 
emerging economy has already taken on a voluntary climate target for the next decade. 
 
"We have done our homework, and we are stepping up our efforts," Serra said. "But we 
don't see comparable moves on the other side, on the financial package, for example. . . 
. I don't think the ball is in our court." 
 
A range of disputes  
 
Serra added that the ministers who began high-level talks Tuesday will have to work out 
an array of disputes if they expect the more than 110 leaders headed to Copenhagen at 
the end of the week to sign off on a deal. 
 
"You don't expect leaders to really go down to commas and semicolons and drafting 
paragraphs," he said. 
 
Even the most significant advance in the talks Tuesday -- completion of the technical 
text that would allow developing nations to receive financial compensation for 
preserving their tropical forests -- left central issues unresolved, such as where this 
funding would come from and how much avoided deforestation the world would aim for. 
 
Becky Chacko, director of climate policy for Conservation International, said she was 
pleased that the technical negotiators had narrowed down the key questions on what is 
known as Reducing Emissions From Deforestation in Developing Countries. 
 
"They really need to bring in the big guns to resolve those," Chacko said, adding that 
the critical question remains how to establish a mechanism that will allow money to flow 
to impoverished nations that now have more incentive to cut down forests. "This isn't 
anything more than a paper agreement if the financing isn't there to back it up." 
 
Staff writer Scott Wilson and staff researcher Magda Jean-Louis in Washington 
contributed to this report. 
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COPENHAGEN  
Jake Mackenzie, a city councilman from Rohnert Park, Calif., is looking forward to 
telling the world about Sonoma County's efforts to combat climate change -- he even 
has an appointment with a Scottish official to talk about harnessing energy from waves. 
 
So what if a few local critics have raised eyebrows about the $22,500 cost of sending a 
seven-person delegation from Sonoma County to Copenhagen?  
 
"Our message is, 'Hey U.N., we deserve a place at the table,' " Mackenzie said. 
 
No final treaty is likely to emerge from the frenzied negotiations between 190 nations at 
the two-week global climate conference. And the U.S. will be unable to commit to 
signing a treaty until Congress makes up its mind on climate legislation. 
 
But that hasn't dampened the enthusiasm of the hundreds -- if not thousands -- of 
Californians at the conference, including Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger and Los Angeles 
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa as well as academic superstars, green-tech gurus, 
environmentalists and college students. 
 
Along with 40,000 climate policy junkies from around the world, they have flocked to 
Copenhagen to schmooze, show off, pontificate on policy panels and, in some cases, 
lobby for a better climate treaty. 
 
As the world's seventh-largest economy, California attracts attention. But what Golden 
Staters are boasting about here is our first-in-the-nation comprehensive climate 
legislation, our first-in-the-world low-carbon-fuel standard, and our highest-in-the nation 
renewable energy requirements. 
 
"Why do we put so many hopes and eggs into the big international agreement basket?" 
Schwarzenegger asked some 600 journalists and delegates in a speech Tuesday at the 
conference's Bella Center headquarters. "According to the U.N. itself, up to 80% of 
greenhouse-gas mitigation will be done at the subnational level." 
 
To drive home the point, he announced a new "coalition to fast-track the results" of the 
U.N. Climate Change Conference, joining with regional officials from 20 nations 
including Algeria, Canada, France and Nigeria. 
 
None of the Californians are involved in the actual negotiations, which are led by 
diplomats behind closed doors. "Interacting with a delegate is about as likely as a comet 
colliding with a planet," said Margaret Bruce, director of the Center for Climate Action, a 
California-based nonprofit. 
 
But that's not the idea. At hundreds of side panels, conferences, receptions and 
exhibits, everyone who is anyone in the world of carbon control gets a chance to rub 
shoulders with other players. 
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"This is Disneyland for policy wonks," said Gary Gero, president of the Los Angeles-
based Climate Action Reserve, a nonprofit that designs protocols for greenhouse gas 
offsets. 
 
But "climateland" isn't all amusement. On a snowy Monday, a breakdown in 
credentialing left more than 1,000 delegates from nonprofit groups shivering in line 
outside the Bella Center for nine hours, only to be turned away as logistics broke down. 
 
Tuesday was hardly better, with lines extending seven hours. 
 
Mike Chrisman, California's secretary for natural resources and one of three 
Schwarzenegger cabinet officials attending the conference, arrived at the center 
promptly at 9 a.m. Monday, but soon left, discouraged by the long lines. The cabinet 
members were able to enter the center at least for a few hours on Tuesday, as part of 
Schwarzenegger's entourage. 
 
Nonetheless, the California cabinet heads spent a busy few days meeting with U.S. 
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack and other federal officials, serving on panels on sea-
level rise, climate adaptation, subnational cooperation and, in the case of state Food 
and Agriculture Secretary A. G. Kawamura, blogging about the experience. 
 
Linda Adams, environmental protection secretary, found time to sign an agreement with 
the Danish environment minister to collaborate on green chemistry. 
 
California businesses were also out in force, from Patagonia to Hewlett-Packard to 
Pacific Gas & Electric. Solazyme, a San Francisco firm, squired around 200 delegates 
from Mexico, South Africa, Nigeria and India in a fleet of cars fueled with algae-derived 
biodiesel. 
 
"We need clear market signals from governments on the future cost of carbon," said 
Solazyme President Harrison Dillon, who favors a strong climate treaty. 
 
Villaraigosa arrived Monday night with a retinue of seven, including Board of Water and 
Power Commissioner Thomas Sayles and Port of Los Angeles Executive Director 
Geraldine Knatz. The $120,000 trip, which includes stops for some officials in London 
and Berlin to promote trade, will be paid for by the port and the DWP, said Villaraigosa 
spokeswoman Sarah Hamilton. 
 
The mayor's schedule included a reception with Danish Crown Prince Frederik, a spot 
on a panel on public-private partnerships with the flamboyant entrepreneur and Virgin 
Group founder Richard Branson, and a private get-together with officials from Maersk 
shipping line, a major player in California's port politics. 
 
Among those stranded without credentials Monday was Assemblywoman Nancy 
Skinner (D-Berkeley), who blogged about her experience. "It's not looking good for 
those of us without badges to get in," she wrote, adding, "I'm a bit sad" to miss events at 
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the center with fellow politicians. 
 
But later she was off to dinner at the U.S. Embassy with U.S. Energy Secretary Steven 
Chu, Schwarzenegger and other officials, wearing a Danish-made furry hat. "I look like a 
wookie but my head and ears are warm," she wrote. 
 
margot.roosevelt @latimes.com 
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The world's poorest and fastest-growing developing nations appear, increasingly, to 
hold the fate of a new climate agreement in their hands. The choice they face is, deal or 
no deal? 
 
As the Copenhagen climate summit barreled into its penultimate phase Tuesday, 
wealthy countries ramped up pressure on emerging economies China and India, as well 
as African and island nations, to compromise and drop near-daily procedural tactics and 
protests that have slowed the negotiations. 
 
Rich nations still hold some bargaining chips, chiefly how much money they're willing to 
commit to help developing countries adapt to climate change and shift their energy 
sources over the long term.  
 
A collapse in negotiations would trigger a blame game in which developing nations 
brand the United States and the West in general as the villains. Still, many negotiators 
and observers here say most of the key decisions that will seal or scuttle an agreement 
rest with poor and emerging nations. 
 
China and India, whose booming economies are projected to account for much of the 
world's emissions growth in coming decades, must decide whether they can accept the 
two conditions the U.S. calls fundamental to an agreement: that all nations make their 
carbon dioxide emissions reduction pledges clear and that they allow the world to verify 
that the pledges in fact are met. 
 
Africans and island nations, for their part, must choose whether to accept greenhouse 
gas reductions for the developed world that are far weaker than the poor countries 
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would like; scientists warn that the reductions proposed by wealthy nations might not be 
enough to spare the world's poorest nations from flood, famine and other devastating 
effects of climate change. 
 
Inside the Bella Center, the venue for the negotiations, summit attendees with deep ties 
to the developing world diverged sharply on whether those nations would ultimately 
strike an agreement or walk away. 
 
"Only a fool will tell you definitely they know what China's midnight position will be," said 
Peter Goldmark, who directs the climate and air program for the Environmental Defense 
Fund, a group that works closely with China. 
 
Goldmark thinks China will ultimately hold its line and reject international emissions-
pledge monitoring in any form, a move U.S. officials insist would kill hopes for a deal. 
Other groups say China, the world's largest emitter, does not want to risk blame if the 
talks fall through. 
 
"They really want a deal," Keya Chatterjee, director of the U.S. climate change 
program for the World Wildlife Fund, said of the Chinese. "They really care what the 
world thinks of them." 
 
American negotiators sided with the optimists Tuesday. "I actually think we're going to 
get there with China," Todd Stern, the U.S. special climate envoy, told reporters. "But 
you know, I don't know for sure yet." 
 
Leaders of the Copenhagen negotiations are aiming for a framework agreement, 
including costs and emissions reduction commitments, that would pave the way for a 
new international global warming treaty to be signed later, probably next year. If major 
emitters don't reach agreement in Copenhagen, observers say, international talks could 
be set back indefinitely, along with the Obama administration's climate bill in Congress. 
 
Some environmental groups say the United States and its allies have given developing 
nations ample reason to shoot down an accord, by proposing emission cuts too light to 
avert the worst effects of warming; by failing to provide fiscal details of a long-term 
climate aid package to the developing world; and, in the case of Europe and many other 
economic powers, by not moving aggressively to extend the Kyoto Protocol, which sets 
emissions reduction targets with a process that gives developing nations a strong voice. 
(The U.S. never ratified the Kyoto treaty, which a Copenhagen pact would replace.) 
 
Developed nations "are trying to bully around the poorest countries in the world, who will 
be most impacted by climate change," said Erich Pica, president of the environmental 
group Friends of the Earth. 
 
Pica's group and others also criticized wealthy countries for what they called a pressure 
campaign to bring developing nations on board, including President Obama's calls 
Monday to the prime ministers of Ethiopia and Bangladesh to enlist their help in the 
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climate negotiations. 
 
One of the sharpest critiques came from Desmond Tutu, the South African archbishop 
and Nobel Peace Prize laureate, who said Tuesday in a letter to African heads of state 
that the emission cuts on the table would "condemn Africa to incineration and no 
modern development." 
 
It appears unlikely, though, that wealthy nations will boost their carbon emission 
commitments significantly. 
 
In his news conference, Stern reiterated that the Obama administration was unwilling to 
go beyond its pledge "in the range" of 17% below 2005 levels by 2020, which is roughly 
the size of the cut laid out in the climate bill the House passed last month. He also said 
the total reductions spurred by climate legislation, which is pending in the Senate, could 
still end up being much higher than 17%. 
 
Large sums of financial aid could help bridge the gap and bring African and island-
nation delegates to an agreement, said environmentalists who spent the day talking with 
diplomats. "They want to find a way forward" with a financing package, said Heather 
Allen, an international advocate for the Natural Resources Defense Council. 
 
Chinese officials offered similar signals in Beijing. "We still maintain that developed 
countries have the obligation to provide financial support," Foreign Ministry 
spokeswoman Jiang Yu said, adding that that was "the key condition for the success of 
the Copenhagen conference." 
 
In Copenhagen, optimism reigned in the pronouncements of conference leaders as the 
negotiations shifted to a ministerial level. Dignitaries such as Britain's Prince Charles 
and former Vice President Al Gore called for action, and security workers began 
preparing for the arrival this week of more than 110 heads of state and government, 
including Obama and Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao. 
 
"The deal is clearly visible," Danish Prime Minister Lars Lokke Rasmussen said, "and 
not just any deal, but a deal that can be . . . a real turning point." 
 
jtankersley@latimes.com 
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Impatience was clearly rising Tuesday at global climate negotiations here as delegates 
struggled without success to surmount disputes over issues like emissions targets and 
financial aid for developing countries.  
 
With less than four days left in the two-week conference, a new draft negotiating text 
circulating among delegates reflected the wide gulf over those issues and others like 
monitoring emissions of heat-trapping gases. The United States and China remained at 
a tense impasse over China's refusal to accept international monitoring on its turf.  
 
Yvo De Boer, the chief United Nations official running climate talks, warned that talks 
were moving too slowly. Carrying an orange-and-white life ring to his midday news 
conference to make his point, he nodded to the challenge of balancing the needs of the 
nearly 200 countries involved.  
 
''This process is not about ramming the interests of the few down the throats of the 
many,'' he said. ''This process is about many trying to address all interests.''  
 
Mr. De Boer cited disputes between large and small, rich and poor, vulnerable and 
resilient, on layered issues ranging from protecting forests to paying to bring more 
energy choices to places that hardly have any. 
 
Todd Stern, the chief climate negotiator for the United States, also warned that was ''a 
great deal left to do.'' 
 
''The parties are still far apart on a fair number of issues,'' he said. 
 
As world leaders began making their way to Copenhagen for an uncertain conclusion to 
the two-week talks, protesters and police also clashed on the streets. For the first time 
since the two-week conference began, law enforcement officers used tear gas to 
disperse crowds of rioters, who were reportedly lobbing small firebombs, a police 
spokesman said Tuesday. 
 
Nearly 200 more arrests were made Monday night as the protesters, angered by the 
lack of progress in negotiations, set fire to makeshift barricades in Copenhagen's 
Christiania neighborhood. 
 
Prime Minister Gordon Brown of Britain was expected to arrive Tuesday afternoon, two 
days ahead of schedule, in an effort to move the talks forward. The Danish presidency 
of the conference asked nations to pair up -- one from a developing country, and one 
from an industrialized nation-- and seek jointly to push other countries to make progress 
on some of the most difficult issues that still must be resolved. 
 
Ed Miliband, Britain's secretary of state for climate change, for example, will team up 
with the Ghanaian environment minister, Hani Sherry Ayittey, to lead group talks aimed 
at ensuring that enough money is put on the table for poor countries. Poorer nations say 
they need a robust long-term financing commitment from developed nations to cope 
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with climate changes they did not cause, like rising seas. 
 
Mr. Miliband and Ms. Ayittey ''will be undertaking intensive consultations aimed at 
breaking through the deadlock on one of the toughest issues on the table in 
Copenhagen,'' the British government said. 
 
At his midday news conference, Mr. De Boer said, ''What makes this process 
complicated is that you have small island nations who are about to disappear because 
of sea level rise, you have oil producers who are legitimately concerned about the future 
of their economy, you have major industrialized nations who are afraid they will lose 
jobs and you have major developing countries whose overriding concern is economic 
growth and poverty eradication.''  
 
Speaking at the conference, Al Gore, the former vice president and climate campaigner, 
called on President Obama and the United States Senate to set a deadline of April 22 -- 
the 40th anniversary of the first Earth Day -- for passage of a climate change bill to 
improve the chances of a binding global treaty next year.  
 
When contacted, a senior administration official refused to be pinned down to a date but 
said, ''We'll do everything in our power to move it as quickly as possible.'' 
 
Mr. Gore also called for a climate summit meeting next July in Mexico City -- six months 
before a meeting already planned there -- to advance efforts toward a treaty on climate 
change, Bloomberg News reported. 
 
On Tuesday morning, lines of government delegates and representatives of 
environmental organizations seeking access to the conference already stretched 
several hundred yards outside the venue's main entrance.  
 
The United Nations, which is sponsoring the talks, said in an e-mail statement on 
Tuesday that more than 45,000 people had applied to attend the conference -- three 
times the capacity of the building 
 
''An overwhelming number of those who applied arrived on Monday, causing congestion 
in the area outside the U.N. venue, which is under the control of the Danish police,'' the 
statement said. 
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data on the flow of heat-trapping carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, scientists said 
Tuesday. 
 
The data also verified a mechanism in which rising temperatures increase the rate of 
ocean evaporation, and the increased water vapor, also a potent greenhouse gas, 
raises the earth's temperatures further.  
 
The Atmospheric Infrared Sounder -- called AIRS for short -- aboard NASA's orbiting 
Aqua spacecraft measures temperature and cloud cover by recording infrared 
emissions across the entire globe twice a day. The data helps meteorologists predict 
major storms. 
 
More careful analysis of the data, collected since the satellite's launching in 2002, has 
also revealed levels of carbon dioxide, methane, ozone and other gases in the 
midtroposphere -- the atmosphere between 3 and 7 miles above the earth's surface. 
 
''In essence, we're videotaping the atmosphere and its constituents,'' Thomas Pagano, 
the instrument's project manager, said at a news conference in San Francisco during a 
meeting of the American Geophysical Union. 
 
Carbon dioxide does not mix evenly in the troposphere, the scientists said. This allows 
them to track movement of the gas to see where it ends up, and predict whether oceans 
can continue to absorb much of it. 
 
Carbon dioxide from factories, car travel and other human activity is believed by most 
scientists to be driving the warming of the planet. Levels of carbon dioxide in the air are 
currently approaching 390 parts per million, up from roughly 280 in the preindustrial 
age.  
 
But the carbon dioxide itself only accounts for about a third of the increased trapping of 
heat on earth. 
 
Using the AIRS data, Andrew Dessler, a professor of atmospheric sciences at Texas 
A&M University, looked at the El Nino cycle of warming and cooling waters in the 
tropical Pacific.  
 
As expected, water vapor increased when waters were warm and fell when 
temperatures cooled, and the measurements fit closely with climate models previously 
developed by scientists. 
 
Thus, warming from rising carbon dioxide should also lead to increased water vapor and 
additional warming, doubling the warming effect of the carbon dioxide.  
 
''Water vapor is really not much of an uncertainty anymore,'' Dr. Dessler said. 
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Other heat-trapping gases like methane and ozone, also measured by AIRS, are known 
to contribute to global warming as well. 
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COPENHAGEN  
Negotiators have all but completed a sweeping deal that would compensate countries 
for preserving forests, and in some cases, other natural landscapes like peat soils, 
swamps and fields that play a crucial role in curbing climate change.  
 
Environmental groups have long advocated such a compensation program because 
forests are efficient absorbers of carbon dioxide, the primary heat-trapping gas linked to 
global warming. Rain forest destruction, which releases the carbon dioxide stored in 
trees, is estimated to account for 20 percent of greenhouse gas emissions globally. 
 
The agreement for the program, if signed as expected, may turn out to be the most 
significant achievement to come out of the Copenhagen climate talks, providing a 
system through which countries can be paid for conserving disappearing natural assets 
based on their contribution to reducing emissions.  
 
A final draft of the agreement for the compensation program, called Reducing 
Emissions From Deforestation and Forest Degradation, or REDD, is to be given on 
Wednesday to ministers of the nearly 200 countries represented here to hammer out a 
framework for a global climate treaty. Negotiators and other participants said that 
though some details remained to be worked out, all major points of disagreement -- how 
to address the rights of indigenous people living on forest land and what is defined as 
forest, for example -- had been resolved through compromise.  
 
A final agreement on the program may not be announced until the end of the week, 
when President Obama and other world leaders arrive -- in part because there has been 
so little progress on other issues at the climate summit meeting, sponsored by the 
United Nations. 
 
''It is likely to be the most concrete thing that comes out of Copenhagen -- and it is a 
very big thing,'' said Fred Krupp, head of the Environmental Defense Fund.  
 
For poorer countries, the payments will provide a much-needed new income stream. 
For richer nations, the lure of the program is not cash but carbon credits that can be 
used to cancel out, in part, their industrial emissions under a carbon trading system, like 
the cap-and-trade plan currently under consideration by Congress.  
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Forests ''have become a pot of money or a get out of jail free card,'' said Peg Putt, a 
consultant to the Wilderness Society. ''Either way, there's the prospect of financial 
benefit now, as opposed to just being told, 'Do the right thing,' like it was two years 
ago.'' 
 
The new plan represents an important shift from earlier United Nations climate 
programs, like the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, in which countries committed to curbing their 
industrial emissions but got no credit for reducing emissions through changes in land 
use.  
 
The agreement is also being closely watched in Congress, where climate legislation 
passed the House in June and is currently stalled in the Senate.  
 
Under the cap-and-trade system preferred by Democratic leaders and the Obama 
administration, companies that cannot meet their greenhouse gas pollution limit could 
buy extra permits by investing in carbon-reduction programs abroad. Plans to preserve 
forests under REDD would presumably qualify.  
 
The forest program ''offers the opportunities for U.S. companies to reduce emissions at 
lower cost, which is very important politically,'' Mr. Krupp said.  
 
Under the final draft of agreement, other habitats that absorb carbon dioxide -- like peat 
bogs, which store large amounts of carbon dioxide in their soil -- could be eligible for 
payments. This prospect has environmentalists scrambling to calculate the carbon 
storage capacity of other resources like swamps and fields, not for the sake of 
preserving beauty or biodiversity, but for their potential financial benefit.  
 
''Why is everyone thinking about forest and peat land while overlooking oceans, the 
biggest carbon store on the planet?'' said Dan Lafolley, marine vice chairman for the 
World Commission on Protected Areas of the Swiss-based International Union for the 
Conservation of Nature. ''It would be a travesty if Copenhagen addressed forests but 
not other carbon stocks.''  
 
The potential for payments has even pitted advocates for some types of forest against 
advocates for other types.  
 
''Were not sure in Copenhagen there will be a definitive mechanism for monetizing 
forests, but if there is we think all forests should be included,'' Steve Kallick, director of 
the Boreal Conservation Pew Environment Group, who studies northern forest stocks 
and noted that by some measures, boreal forests store twice as much carbon dioxide 
per unit as tropical forests. 
 
Even if the ministers pass the agreement, as it is predicted they will, it will take some 
time before the money starts flowing. Many details remain to be worked out, including 
the exact level of emissions reduction the REDD program should aim for and by what 
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date, and what system should be used to measure the carbon storage of various 
habitats.  
 
Meanwhile, scientists and conservationists have flocked to Copenhagen to make their 
case.  
 
''We've seen the idea of REDD start in forestry, but expand to other land use sectors,'' 
Ms. Putt said. 
 
Cary Fowler of the Global Crop Diversity Trust said he decided to come to Copenhagen 
when he saw no mention of crop diversity or agriculture in an earlier climate proposal.  
 
''I thought I'd better come,'' he said. ''This negotiation will help decide what's on the table 
-- which issues are legitimate and which not.''  
 
While progress was made on the forest program, little else was achieved at the 
bargaining tables here on Tuesday. A top United Nations official, asked to characterize 
the state of the talks, said simply, ''Terrible.'' 
 
A new draft of a proposed global accord leaves critical questions unanswered: how 
deeply nations will cut their greenhouse gas emissions, how much money will flow to 
help poor nations adapt to global warming and how any environmental program will be 
monitored and verified. 
 
''There's a great deal yet to do,'' said Todd Stern, the chief climate change envoy for the 
United States.  
 
Mr. Stern also said that President Obama would not consider changing the American 
commitment to reducing greenhouse gas emissions in the United States by about 17 
percent below 2005 levels by 2020. 
 
''It's tied to legislation,'' he said. ''We don't want to promise something we don't have.'' 
 
Leaders have already abandoned hope of completing a binding international treaty here 
and say they will continue the work next year. Trying to infuse a sense of urgency, 
former Vice President Al Gore pressed the negotiators in an afternoon speech to speed 
up next year's sessions with an eye toward completing a treaty in July. He also asked 
Mr. Obama and Senate leaders to set an April deadline for completing a Senate climate 
and energy bill. 
 
Mr. Obama has been talking with a number of foreign officials in advance of his arrival 
here on Friday, the last scheduled day of the conference. He has spoken with the 
leaders of Britain, France, Germany, Ethiopia and Bangladesh since Monday, hoping to 
find a way to bridge the differences between the developed and developing countries 
that have divided this effort for years. 
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Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton will arrive in Copenhagen on Thursday to 
help provide a final push toward agreement, a State Department official confirmed. She 
will stay until Mr. Obama departs, the official said.  
 
Ban Ki-moon, secretary general of the United Nations, addressed the delegates 
Tuesday night as they moved into the final days of negotiations.  
 
''We do not have another year to deliberate,'' he said. ''Nature does not negotiate.'' 
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By RACHEL CLEETUS and JIMMY ADEGOKE; The Kansas City Star 
December 15 2009  
University of Missouri President Gary Forsee made headlines when he urged the state’s 
congressional delegation to either oppose a climate and energy bill or exempt his 
university from compliance. It turns out that the legislation would not apply to the 
university’s smaller, non-commercial coal plant, and even if it did, Forsee’s estimates 
overstated the cost. 
 
News coverage of the story, however, ignored why we need this bill, and why it is good 
for Missouri.  
 
For years, the U.S. has been emitting too much carbon into the atmosphere by burning 
fossil fuels to power our cars, homes and businesses. Carbon traps heat and causes 
global warming. 
 
All major scientific institutions and professional societies worldwide have concluded that 
human activity is driving global warming. Research by several University of Missouri 
system professors supports this conclusion. 
 
Midwest temperatures have increased in the last 50 years, and a recent report by 13 
federal agencies concluded that Missouri was likely to experience 60 to 90 days every 
summer with temperatures above 100 by the end of the century if nothing is done. 
Missouri could also expect longer-lasting heat waves and increasingly powerful storms 
and flooding. 
 
Fortunately, there’s still time to avoid the worst of climate change by quickly shifting 
from fossil fuels to cleaner power. In 2008, two-thirds of Missouri voters approved a 
state standard requiring utilities to obtain at least 15 percent of their electricity from 
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renewable sources, such as wind and bioenergy, by 2021. There are now three wind 
projects on line and a fourth in development. 
 
Last year, Kansas City adopted a plan to cut city operations emissions 30 percent from 
2000 levels by 2030 and reduce communitywide emissions 80 percent from 2000 levels 
by mid-century. UMKC faculty and students helped develop the plan and are working 
with community partners to make Kansas City emissions-neutral. 
 
To ensure that we cut enough carbon emissions to avoid the worst of global warming, 
we need a national climate bill that caps emissions and offers incentives for businesses 
to support new clean technologies. The Environmental Protection Agency and the 
Energy Department’s Energy Information Administration analyzed the cost of the 
House-passed climate bill and found that the average annual cost per household would 
range from $80 to $111 between 2012 and 2030, a mere 22 to 30 cents a day. 
 
Even if the bill had covered MU’s power plant, Forsee assumed an improbably high 
price for permits. 
 
In fact, the initial annual cost to comply would be about half of what Forsee calculated, 
according to the federal agencies’ price projections. 
 
Additionally, Forsee’s assertion that the university’s energy prices would increase 50 
percent is way off. The EPA estimated that electricity rates would rise only 0.2 percent. 
The agency also projected that consumer monthly electricity bills could fall 7 percent 
given the legislation’s provisions for energy efficiency investments. 
 
We are at a crossroads. Global warming is a serious threat to Missouri and the rest of 
the planet, and we’re very close to enacting smart policies that would deploy the 
solutions. 
 
Our civic leaders — from university presidents to federal lawmakers — need to show 
real leadership instead of backpedaling. Forsee should retract his opposition, and 
Missouri’s congressional delegation should act quickly to enact climate legislation. 
 
Rachel Cleetus is a climate economist with the Union of Concerned Scientists. She lives 
in Arlington, Mass. Jimmy Adegoke is a climate scientist and chair of the Department of 
Geosciences at the University of Missouri-Kansas City. He lives in Shawnee. 
 
 


Alaska Sen. Murkowski gives limiting EPA greenhouse gas rules another try 
(Miami Herald) 
 
Erika Bolstad 
McClatchy Newspapers 
Posted on Tuesday, 12.15.09 
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WASHINTON — Her first attempt failed, but on Monday Sen. Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska, 
moved again to try to halt the Environmental Protection Agency's movement toward 
regulating the emission of greenhouse gases.  


The federal agency last week announced that global warming pollution endangers 
public health, and announced plans to move forward with regulations that will limit 
emissions by large producers of greenhouse gases.  


It could be years before any EPA regulations take effect, and the White House has said 
it would prefer that Congress write the guidelines. But if Congress doesn't act, the 
EPA's rules could set the standard for greenhouse gas emissions on the part of large 
emitters such as power plants, factories and other stationary sources of pollution.  


Monday, Murkowski took to the Senate floor to express her concerns about an 
executive branch agency writing such regulations rather than Congress. She 
announced her intention to file a "disapproval resolution," a rare move that prohibits 
rules written by executive branch agencies from taking effect.  


"This finding is supposedly rooted in concerns about the public health and public 
welfare," Murkowski said. "But what it really endangers are jobs, economic recovery and 
American competitiveness."  


Murkowski is the top Republican on the Senate Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee, and she said Monday she remains committed to taking "meaningful action 
to reduce our nation's greenhouse gas emissions." But she also took a shot at the 
timing of the "endangerment finding" by the EPA, which made its announcement last 
week even as thousands of people from 192 countries gathered in Copenhagen for the 
U.N. climate summit.  


"I am not interested in trying to embarrass the president, either here at home or on the 
international stage," Murkowski said, but added that "it's safe to say that I didn't choose 
to release the endangerment finding on the opening day of the Copenhagen climate 
conference. That was the EPA's decision."  


In September, Senate Democrats blocked Murkowski's effort to limit for a year the 
EPA's ability to regulate greenhouse gases. Murkowski argued then that it would give 
Congress time to work on its own climate legislation so that what she called "the worst 
of our options, EPA regulation," didn't take effect before lawmakers completed their 
work. Since then, Murkowski has sparred with the EPA, which mounted a vigorous 
defense of the Alaska senator's effort to curtail its power to write the emissions rules.  


The EPA's spokeswoman, Adora Andy, said Monday that the agency was complying 
with a Supreme Court decision. In 2007, the court ordered the Bush administration to 
determine whether greenhouse gases endanger the country's health and welfare. If the 
agency found that such emissions are indeed dangerous, the court instructed the EPA 
to address the problem.  
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"The United States Supreme Court ordered EPA two-and-a-half years ago to answer 
the endangerment question," Andy said. "For EPA to have answered it any other way 
than in the affirmative would have been to deny, with no basis whatsoever, a fact that is 
recognized by overwhelming scientific consensus and that is increasingly playing out 
before our very eyes."  


The disapproval resolution will now be referred to the Senate Environment and Public 
Works Committee, Murkowski's office said. If the committee doesn't move it within 20 
calendar days, it can go before the full Senate with the signatures of 30 senators. 
 
 


Nations play hardball as Hillary Clinton heads to summit (Greenwire) 
 
Darren Samuelsohn and Lisa Friedman, E&E reporters 
12/15/2009 
COPENHAGEN -- The United States is putting on a charm offensive as U.N. climate 
negotiations enter the home stretch despite new battle lines between rich and poor 
countries over core features of a new emissions agreement. 


Yesterday, President Obama worked the phones with leaders of some of the world's 
most vulnerable countries, ahead of his scheduled trip to Denmark on Friday. Also, the 
State Department confirmed that Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton would arrive 
here Thursday for a day of meetings ahead of Obama's arrival. 


Luminaries already are trickling in. By late afternoon, both Britain's Prince Charles and 
U.N. chief Ban Ki-Moon had arrived for welcoming ceremonies. 


In the back rooms of the Bella Center, where negotiators are frantically trying to come to 
agreement on major issues before more than 117 presidents and prime ministers start 
to arrive tomorrow, delegates privately said the outlook for success was grim. Publicly, 
they insisted upon optimism -- though they warned that the clock is ticking. 


"We do only have 48 hours," said Connie Hedegaard, the Danish president of the 
conference, who fittingly once hosted a television news program called "Deadline." 
Before heads of state arrive, she said, "we must have finished the overall obstacles. 
That's the reality." 


Yet the obstacles appeared to grow, not diminish, today. In a major show of force, top 
officials from China, India, Brazil and South Africa announced that they will collectively 
reduce global warming emissions 2.1 gigatons by 2020, but they will do it voluntarily. 
Meanwhile, they insisted that industrialized countries ramp up their targets significantly 
and sign an agreement that preserves the 1997 Kyoto Protocol, currently the only 
legally binding climate change agreement. 
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"Developing countries are taking their actions, and we are calling for developed 
countries to take their historical responsibilities squarely," said Xie Zhenhua, China's top 
climate envoy. "We demand developed countries cut emissions seriously." 


Jairam Ramesh, India's environment minister, said the four major emerging countries -- 
which also are among the world's top greenhouse gas-emitting nations -- are united. 


"We are coordinating our positions almost on an hourly basis," Ramesh said. "We will 
resist in a united manner any manipulation or any attempt to hijack the mandate of 
Copenhagen." 


Both China and India have agreed to cut carbon emissions relative to economic growth 
in the coming decade. Brazil has announced major emission cuts tied largely to 
avoiding deforestation, and South Africa has pledged to peak emissions between 2020 
and 2025. The group did not announce new targets today but made a powerful 
combined statement of its members' intentions to, as a representative from South Africa 
said, "take our responsibilities seriously." 


Yet the refusal to be bound to those targets in an international agreement is a major 
problem for industrialized countries and the United States in particular. 


Clinton's role 


In an op-ed published today in the International Herald Tribune, Clinton stressed that 
international verification is key. 


"A successful agreement depends upon a number of core elements, but two are 
shaping up to be essential: first, that all major economies set forth strong national 
actions and resolve to implement them; and second, that they agree to a system that 
enables full transparency and creates confidence that national actions are in fact being 
implemented," Clinton wrote. 


Clinton also stressed a critical component to the climate accord sought by key moderate 
Senate Democrats and Republicans in Washington. "Transparency, in particular, is 
what will ensure that this agreement becomes operational, not just aspirational," she 
added. "We all need to take our share of responsibility, stand behind our commitments, 
and mean what we say in order for an international agreement to be credible." 


Clinton's role is also increasingly growing in the closing hours before a critical deadline 
for the high-level environmental ministers who are trying to get as much accomplished 
as possible before their bosses arrive. 


Jennifer Morgan, climate director at the World Resources Institute noted that six months 
ago that many of the countries offering targets would have been dead set against doing 
so. She and others suggested that a compromise exists on transparency issues, though 
likely not by the time Copenhagen talks conclude. 



http://www.nytimes.com/2009/12/15/opinion/15iht-edclinton.html?_r=1
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"There's still nothing on the table for them to move one more step," Morgan said of the 
developing countries. "They're putting out a very clear negotiating position right now." 


Obama calls Bangladesh, Ethiopia 


Meanwhile, the poorest and most vulnerable countries received assurances from 
Obama that the White House wants to see a strong agreement reached. 


The White House said Obama called Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina of Bangladesh and 
Prime Minister Meles Zenawi of Ethiopia and "emphasized his desire to reach a 
pragmatic solution that encompasses action by all countries" in Copenhagen. 


In the phone calls, Obama recited U.S. efforts to curb emissions and talked about the 
different roles both countries are playing in the two-week-long negotiation session. 


Hasina, in return, highlighted how 80 percent of Bangladesh's 150 million people will be 
especially affected by global warming. And Meles, whose country has a critical role in 
the African Union, underscored the need for the Copenhagen talks to "make suitable 
progress" on emission cuts, adaptation and financing to help the world's poorest 
countries cope with climate change. 


'A lot of positioning' 


As of press time, negotiators remained squirreled away in closed-door talks on a 
number of critical fronts, from long-term emission reduction plans to how to finance 
developing nation efforts. Draft proposals have been circulating in the Bella Center, too, 
but they all remain very tentative and filled with the ubiquitous brackets that mean 
multiple proposals are still on the table. 


"Time is running away," said Sweden's environment minister, Andreas Carlgren. "Within 
48 hours, or less than 48 hours, actually, we're going to finalize this agreement." 


U.N. climate chief Yvo de Boer said the U.N. talks have reached a "very distinct and 
important moment" that will need to be resolved by the world leaders. 


"There's a saying in English, 'You can lead the horse to water, but you can't make it 
drink,'" de Boer said, noting that the Danish conference's hosts have been working for 
two years "bringing 192 horses to water. But you can't, at the end of the day, make the 
horse drink. Now it is the job of world leaders to make sure we get a result here." 


The U.N. talks have broken down several times already over the last nine days of the 
conference, most recently yesterday, when African nations blocked the entire process 
because they were not in the room for critical parts of the negotiations. 
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But Hedegaard downplayed the delays. "There's a lot of signaling out there, a lot of 
positioning, and that's not necessarily reflecting the spirit when the doors are closed," 
she said. 


 
 


Gore urges Senate to pass bill by Earth Day (Greenwire) 
 
Darren Samuelsohn, E&E senior reporter 
12/15/2009 
COPENHAGEN -- President Obama and Democratic leaders on Capitol Hill should set 
an April 22 deadline for the Senate to pass economywide global warming and energy 
legislation, which would mark the 40th anniversary of Earth Day, former Vice President 
Al Gore said today. 


Gore, speaking on the sidelines of the international negotiations here, also urged world 
leaders to plan on a U.N. meeting in Mexico City in July to finalize an international 
agreement on climate change. 


"We cannot wait until next November," Gore said, referring to the next annual U.N. 
summit, which has been scheduled for Nov. 8-19, 2010. 


The former vice president's speech came as negotiations here remain bogged down 
over a deep divide between rich and poor nations over just how much both sides should 
do. The first of some 117 world leaders start arriving tomorrow amid considerable 
uncertainty over whether a deal can be reached in Copenhagen, Denmark. 


"We have three days to avoid a failure here that would delay the actions necessary to 
save their prospects," Gore said. "A delay at this point could call into question the 
viability of this undertaking, we cannot allow Copenhagen to become Doha." 


To help the United States build credibility, Gore said he would urge Obama and Senate 
Democratic leaders to pass a climate bill in a little more than four months. To date, 
Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) has said he has saved floor time for the spring, but 
he has given no additional information about his plans. 


Sens. John Kerry (D-Mass.), Linsdey Graham (R-S.C.) and Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) are 
working on crafting a Senate bill capable of winning 60 votes. 


 


EPA notice sets stage for regulation writing, lawsuits (Greenwire) 
 
Robin Bravender, E&E reporter 
12/15/2009 
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U.S. EPA published its finding that greenhouse gases threaten public health in the 
Federal Register today, setting a stage for a series of rules to begin regulating the heat-
trapping emissions. 
The endangerment finding takes effect on Jan. 14, the notice says. And EPA is 
expected to roll out its first round of greenhouse gas rules by March, the first-ever 
federal tailpipe standards for greenhouse gases. 


The tailpipe standards would automatically trigger requirements that stationary sources 
install "best available control technology," or BACT, according to EPA. The agency has 
proposed a separate rule to shield smaller facilities from those requirements, the 
"tailoring rule," which is also expected to be in place by March. 


Today's formal publication of the endangerment finding also opens the door to litigation. 
Some opponents of EPA regulations are vowing lawsuits. Challengers to the 
endangerment finding have until Feb. 16 to file petitions in the U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia. 


Meanwhile, the Obama administration continues to press Congress for a legislative 
solution. 


Beyond the tailpipe standards, EPA's long-term plans to require new pollution-control 
technologies and expand greenhouse gas limits to the sectors regulated under the 
Clean Air Act are murky. 


A major unknown is how EPA will define BACT for stationary sources. The agency is 
expected to soon issue guidance for state and regional permitting authorities about what 
steps new and modified industrial facilities should take to limit their greenhouse gas 
emissions. 


"It's probably going to be generic at the outset," said Roger Martella, former EPA 
general counsel during the George W. Bush administration. He predicted the agency 
would offer general themes about how permitting agencies should approach BACT 
across multiple sectors. Ultimately, the agency will have to get more specific about what 
the BACT for each industry is. 


Ideally, EPA would issue guidance before the tailpipe rule is finalized or the agency 
otherwise triggers the permitting requirements, Martella said. 


Experts say the agency could pick from a host of options ranging from efficiency 
standards or fuel-switching to carbon capture and storage (CCS) technologies. 


Bill Bumpers, an industry attorney at the Washington law firm Baker Botts LLP, said 
BACT for power plants will most likely be set in the form of an energy efficiency 
standard. 



http://www.eenews.net/features/documents/2009/12/15/document_gw_02.pdf
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BACT is unlikely to entail CCS technologies, Bumpers said, because it is too expensive. 
When determining BACT for individual facilities, permitting authorities must consider the 
energy and environmental effects in addition to the costs of requiring controls. 


To require CCS, "it also would have to be commercially available, and currently, it's 
not," Bumpers said. 


David Bookbinder, chief climate counsel at the Sierra Club, expects that EPA will 
require facilities to consider switching from coal to natural gas. 


Ultimately, it will be up to the states, and there will likely be a patchwork of how 
permitting authorities interpret EPA's advice, Bookbinder said. "It's merely guidance, 
and states are free to use or ignore it," he added, although they would have to explain 
themselves to courts if they opted for the latter. 


Industry-specific limits 


Further down the line, EPA is expected to set industry-specific "new source 
performance standards," or NSPS, which requires facilities that significantly contribute 
to dangerous pollution levels to cut their emissions. Importantly, the standards would 
require states to set emissions requirements for existing sources, which could involve 
requirements to retrofit some of the oldest, dirtiest stationary sources. 


Now that EPA has issued its endangerment finding, the agency will probably take the 
position that any future NSPS rules must address greenhouse gases, Martella said. 


Before tackling specific industries, experts say EPA will need to issue findings that 
source categories are significant contributors to the greenhouse gas emissions that 
endanger health and welfare. The endangerment finding issued last week determined 
only that cars and light trucks added to the mix of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. 


But that should be a relatively simple legal maneuver, Bookbinder said. For the big 
industrial sources, "EPA can do that now, or they can do it when they propose a CO2 
limit," he said. 


Bookbinder expects that the first NSPS to include greenhouse gas limits will be issued 
in June for cement plants. The agency is under a consent decree to finalize an NSPS 
for the industry by June 6, and Bookbinder said the agency will likely issue draft CO2 
limits along with the final rule. 


EPA is also facing court deadlines to finalize performance standards for electric utilities, 
petroleum refineries, nitric acid plants, and oil and gas drilling operations. 


Bookbinder said the agency could issue CO2 limits for the electric utility sector in March 
2011, when it faces a court deadline to require strict plant-specific controls for mercury 
and other hazardous air pollutants (Greenwire, Oct. 23). 



http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/2009/10/23/archive/1
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EPA air chief Gina McCarthy has repeatedly stated that EPA wants to implement a 
more industry-friendly approach to rulemaking that will allow companies to invest in 
controls that curb multiple pollutants at once rather than using a more expensive 
piecemeal strategy. Many observers have interpreted her comments as a signal that the 
agency plans to integrate rules so companies can streamline their pollution upgrades 
(Greenwire, Oct. 27). 


But Martella predicted that a draft performance standard for electric utilities will likely be 
issued in 2010 -- before the mercury rule is proposed. Rolling out the mercury rule and 
NSPS together "would be a lot to bite off at once," he said. 


Mobile source petitions 


EPA is also facing a raft of petitions from states and environmental groups urging the 
agency to begin to regulate greenhouse gas emissions from a variety of nonroad mobile 
sources, including aircraft, marine engines and equipment like farm and construction 
machinery. 


"Once they finalize the car rule, we're going to start to see EPA come out with proposed 
regulations for those sectors," perhaps by the end of next year, Martella said. 


EPA also got a nudge from Congress that it ought to move forward on regulating those 
sectors, Bookbinder said. Both the House-passed energy and climate bill and the 
legislation that cleared the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee give EPA 
the authority to regulate nonroad vehicles and engines. 


"Clearly, Congress has said, 'Go ahead, do that,'" Bookbinder said, adding that the 
agency's schedule remains unclear. 


Legal challenges 


It appears certain that opponents of EPA's efforts will take the agency to court. 


"No matter what EPA does, there are going to be challenges," said Grant Nakayama, 
the former EPA enforcement chief under President George W. Bush. "The more they 
are going to be able to bolster their legal position, the faster you'll see motion." 


A conservative think tank has already threatened to sue the agency over the final 
endangerment finding, and observers predict that opponents will also challenge the 
tailoring rule and individual states' permitting decisions. 


The Competitive Enterprise Institute said it plans to challenge EPA's finding over 
concerns that have arisen after a series of e-mails were hacked from the University of 
East Anglia's Climatic Research Unit, a prominent research institute whose studies help 
form the basis of internationally recognized climate data. Some lawmakers and global 



http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/2009/10/27/archive/4
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warming skeptics say the e-mails show that researchers intentionally withheld climate 
data and sought to stifle competing theories (E&ENews PM, Dec. 7). 


But John Walke, clean air director at the Natural Resources Defense Council, said it is 
unclear whether groups that challenge the finding would have a viable lawsuit. Under 
the Clean Air Act, third-party groups can only challenge EPA rules or other final agency 
actions, he said. And because the endangerment finding is a scientific finding that 
doesn't bind anyone to do anything or prevent anyone from doing anything, he said, "I 
don't think they will have a legal leg to stand on." 


Industry and environmental groups alike are questioning whether the tailoring rule will 
stand up to legal scrutiny. 


The proposal seeks to shield industrial sources that emit less than 25,000 tons per year 
of greenhouse gas emissions from EPA's New Source Review and operating permit 
requirements. But some observers argue that the rule violates the language of the 
Clean Air Act, which applies the requirements to sources that emit 100 or 250 tons or 
more of a pollutant per year. 


"The tailoring rule could very well be struck down," Bumpers said. If it is struck down, it 
would lead to burdensome and expensive requirements for even small facilities, he 
added. 


EPA air chief McCarthy has defended the rule's legal foundations. "We made, we think, 
a very strong legal argument," she said in October. "We also made, I think, a very 
strong common-sense argument on why we would want to have PSD apply to the larger 
facilities, why it makes the most sense there, why it's not the most appropriate tool for 
smaller facilities." 


Capitol Hill 


EPA's entire regulatory landscape could be upended by action in Congress. 


"There is an infinite number of possibilities to what Congress could do," Nakayama said, 
depending on lawmakers' political will. 


Martella laid out several possible scenarios for congressional action. The most likely 
option would be to allow EPA to regulate mobile sources using the Clean Air Act but 
pre-empt the automatic trigger for stationary sources, he said. "That's the potential win-
win for everybody," because EPA would be fulfilling the Supreme Court's mandate but 
would avoid some of adverse consequences of stationary source permitting rules. 


Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska), ranking member of the Energy and Natural Resources 
Committee, introduced an amendment earlier this year to the 2010 EPA spending bill 
that would have blocked the agency from regulating greenhouse gas emissions from 
stationary sources like power plants and industrial facilities for one year. That proposal 
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was quashed when Senate leadership decided not to allow Murkowski to offer it on the 
floor under a unanimous consent agreement (Greenwire, Sept. 24). 


Alternatively, Martella said, Congress could advance efforts to pre-empt agency 
regulations entirely, or completely endorse EPA actions and codify the tailoring rule, or 
stay silent while the agency moves forward with regulations. 


Murkowski yesterday announced plans to introduce a resolution to retroactively veto the 
endangerment finding, but she acknowledged that she would face an "uphill battle" to 
get the needed votes (E&ENews PM, Dec. 14). 


And while Congress could write a blank check to EPA to move forward on regulations, 
Nakayama called that scenario "highly unlikely." Congress believes it has a role, and it 
does have a role, he said. 


"I think there is a fairly good chance that either the administration or Congress will need 
to find a way to push back the implementation of the CO2 rules for stationary sources, 
just because there's no infrastructure for dealing with them," said Jeff Holmstead, 
former EPA air chief during the George W. Bush administration and now an industry 
attorney. 


Both the House-passed energy and climate legislation and the version that cleared the 
Environment and Public Works Committee include exemptions for many of EPA's 
regulatory programs. 


But Bookbinder said he does not anticipate broad congressional pre-emptions in the 
absence of a comprehensive climate change bill. "I do not see Barack Obama going to 
Copenhagen, asserting U.S. leadership on climate, and coming back to the United 
States saying, 'Congress has not signed a climate bill, and now I'm going to acquiesce 
all my authority on dealing with climate, as well.'" 


Bookbinder said Congress could take limited action to block EPA from setting 
nationwide limits for greenhouse gas concentrations and to codify the tailoring rule to 
avoid legal challenges. "I don't think there would be much of a problem with Congress 
doing either of those," he said, adding that lawmakers may simply do nothing and let 
EPA retain its regulatory authorities. 


Two environmental groups petitioned EPA early this month to regulate greenhouse 
gases under a section of the Clean Air Act that requires EPA to set national allowable 
concentrations for harmful pollutants, but EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson last week 
signaled that her agency would oppose such limits (Greenwire, Dec. 8). 


Jackson said last week that she anticipates that EPA regulations and legislation can 
work hand in hand. "I do not believe that this is an either-or proposition," she said. "I 
actually see this is a both-and. I believe the Clean Air Act can complement legislative 
efforts." 



http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/2009/09/24/archive/1
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USDA, dairy farmers sign agreement to reduce emissions (Greenwire) 
 
Allison Winter, E&E reporter 
Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack today announced a plan to ramp up federal 
investment in projects that convert cow waste into electricity -- part of the Obama 
administration's effort during international climate talks to demonstrate a commitment to 
curb greenhouse gas emissions. 
Vilsack signed a memorandum of understanding with U.S. dairy producers today in 
Copenhagen, Denmark, where he also released a report highlighting some of the 
potential dangers climate change could pose for farmers. 


The public-private partnership aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions from the dairy 
industry by 25 percent by 2020. 


Vilsack signed the agreement with Dairy Management Inc., which represents 56,000 
U.S. dairy producers and includes the American Dairy Association, the National Dairy 
Council and the U.S. Dairy Export Council. 


As part of the agreement, USDA will ramp up its investment in anaerobic digesters 
under existing farm bill programs that assist farmers with financing for the waste-to-
energy projects. The department will also try to streamline some of the current 
requirements for farmers who want to enter the program, Vilsack said. 


Anaerobic or methane digesters collect animal waste, capture methane from the 
manure and allow it be used for gas or converted into electricity. There are already 
hundreds of the projects in operation on farms in the United States. 


USDA will also undertake new research initiatives on other ways to reduce emissions 
from dairy farms, including possibilities to change feed in an effort to reduce flatulence, 
thought to be one of the cows' major sources of emissions. 


Dairy farms are estimated to create less than 2 percent of total greenhouse gas 
emissions. The dairy industry plans to reduce that by about a quarter and will make 
estimates of current and future emissions from a lifecycle assessment still in 
development at the University of Arkansas, according to Erin Fitzgerald of Dairy 
Management Inc. 


The group's Innovation Center for U.S. Dairy will work in partnership with USDA to 
research and promote emissions reduction schemes for U.S. farmers. 


"This historic agreement, the first of its kind, will help us achieve the ambitious goal of 
drastically reducing greenhouse gas emissions while benefiting dairy farmers," Vilsack 
said. 
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The USDA chief said the industry will look for ways to reduce emissions in all aspects of 
its operations -- from the farms to shipping to storage. But the digesters are likely to be 
one of the largest investments to help reduce emissions on the farm. 


Farmers have traditionally deposited manure in holding lagoons or used it for fertilizer. 
The lagoons promote methane emissions, and putting manure on fields allows nitrogen, 
phosphorous and other pollutants to wash into rivers, lakes and bays. 


Digesters shortcut that process by gathering waste in enclosed tanks to generate 
electricity. Today, digesters cost between $150,000 and $1 million, depending on their 
size and the type of energy they produce. 


EPA, the Agriculture Department and the Energy Department have for years had a 
voluntary program to promote digesters to reduce methane emissions (Greenwire, July 
18, 2007). The growing use of digesters has already lowered methane emissions more 
than fourfold since 2003, according to EPA. 


Environmentalists agree that digesters are an excellent way to cut down on carbon 
emissions in the air but note that the technology is not the panacea for animal waste. 
Different forms of nitrogen remain in the material left behind in the process, and 
environmentalists say farmers still must use caution in handling and storing those 
potential fertilizers. 


 


Mayors urge ambitious deal on CO2 cuts (Greenwire) 
 
12/15/2009 
Mayors from some of the world's largest and wealthiest cities urged politicians to strike 
"an ambitious and empowering deal" on carbon dioxide cuts today in Copenhagen. 
More than 80 mayors, including New York's Michael Bloomberg, are meeting this week 
at the Danish capital to exchange experiences adopting green methods in talks held in 
parallel to the U.N. climate summit. Cities are home to half of the world's population and 
consume as much as 75 percent of its energy, the mayors noted. 


"The battle against climate change will be won or lost in cities," said David Miller, mayor 
of Toronto and head of the C40, representing the world's largest municipalities. "While 
nations talk, cities are acting to fight climate change." 


There is a demand from residents to act, Bloomberg said. 


"We can't sit around and wait for federal governments to act when our constituencies 
really want something changed," he said. "Recessions are when we need to be more 
environmentally friendly." 



http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/2007/07/18/archive/1
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Recessions also allow for cheaper labor and materials that can be used for green 
projects, he added, pointing out that the construction of the Empire State Building and 
the reconstruction of Central Park took place during the Great Depression (Christian 
Wienberg, Bloomberg, Dec. 15). -- PV 


 
 


GRANTS 
==================================================================
=== 
Published: December 16, 2009 05:45 am    


Grant will help turn tannery lot into public park (Salem News) 
 
By Jennesa Regios 
Correspondent 
PEABODY — The city has been awarded a $329,419 state grant to help turn a vacant 
lot into a public park. 
The grant, from the Executive Office of Energy and Environmental Affairs, will pay for 
design work on a 1.3-acre lot at 45 Walnut St., a former tannery site that has been 
vacant for 20 years. The city purchased the property last spring. 
Construction isn't slated to begin until next fall. The park will also need a grant from the 
federal Environmental Protection Agency's brownfields program to clean up the site, 
which may have contaminates in the soil from the tannery. Brownfields grants are not 
typically awarded until the spring.  
But this initial grant has at least "got the ball rolling," City Planner Brendan Callahan 
said.  
The park, which is close to the downtown area, will be an open green space with paths 
and plazas. There will be no sports fields. 
"We're hoping it will be a foot-traffic generator," Callahan said.  
The grant is a 60-40 grant, which means the city must provide 40 percent of the funding 
for the project. The grant also stipulates that the money be used by June 2011.  
Callahan is optimistic about getting the brownfields grant. 
"We've been highly successful with all of our grants for this lot," he said.  
 
 


HAZARDOUS WASTES 
================================================================== 


Industry Seeks To Expand EPA Cleanup Funding To Offset Auto Losses (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Tuesday, December 15, 2009 



http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601130&sid=asmwwCa2fZmg
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Industry representatives say the government’s role in helping bankrupt automakers 
shed their cleanup liability should lead EPA to revise its policy so that the government, 
not the other companies liable at contaminated sites, must pay for the portion of an 
estimated $2 billion in cleanup costs that may be “orphaned,” or abandoned, by the auto 
companies.    


But even without revisions to EPA’s so-called orphan share policy, industry will seek to 
limit any increase in their liability by arguing in court that a recent Supreme Court ruling 
that allows liable parties to apportion any joint-and-several liability early in the litigation 
process frees them of liability that can be assigned to the automakers.  


Both the policy and legal avenues should lead the agency to ask Congress for money to 
cover the bankrupt companies’ cleanup obligations, industry sources say. But some 
sources fear that Congress could reinstate the expired Superfund taxes or limit liability 
apportionment in response to any effort to have the government cover the automakers’ 
costs. An EPA spokeswoman did not respond to a request for comment by press time.  


At issue is the slew of sites that were contaminated in part by General Motors (GM) and 
Chrysler before the companies went bankrupt. During their government-facilitated 
restructuring the companies were split, allowing GM and Chrysler to emerge and 
leaving Motors Liquidation Company and Old Carco, respectively, to deal with the 
former companies’ liability, including their cleanup liability.  


The U.S. Attorney’s Office submitted liability claims ahead of a Nov. 30 deadline in the 
bankruptcy cases showing that the entities are at least partially liable for $98 million in 
past cleanup costs and $1.9 billion in future cleanup costs. Senior agency officials say 
the bankruptcy proceedings may be the only way to obtain cleanup funds for some of 
the sites, although EPA and others have said the proceedings are unlikely to adequately 
cover those expenses.  


Some of the sites where cleanup is expected to be most expensive are industrial 
landfills or other multi-party sites. Industry fears that if bankruptcy proceedings do not 
provide sufficient funds for the cleanup that they will be stuck with the automakers’ 
cleanup costs under Superfund requirements that hold other potentially responsible 
parties (PRPs) jointly and severally liable for all of the cleanup costs.  


Industry Hopes For Revised Policy  


In light of this prospect, industry source says EPA should revise its policy for dealing 
with cleanup shares that have been orphaned through government-facilitated 
bankruptcies such as the automakers’ cases.  


Under EPA’s current orphan share policy, the agency will compensate the remaining 
PRPs that clean up sites for the orphan share up to 25 percent of either the response 
costs or the total past and future oversight costs, whichever is less. Adopted in 1995, 
EPA says the policy “provides a major incentive for responsible parties to perform 
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cleanups and settle claims quickly without litigation, and reduces transaction costs by 
wholly or partly resolving the question of who should bear the burden of orphan shares,” 
according to the agency’s Web site.  


But one industry source says that EPA should amend its orphan share policy to fully 
compensate PRPs for orphan shares that arise out of bankruptcy proceedings in which 
the government has intervened. Industry believes it should not have to pay for another 
company that the government has let off the hook, the source says. “At some point I 
think there needs to be some kind of accountability for some rough justice within the 
Superfund program,” the source says.  


A revised orphan share policy would likely require the agency to ask Congress for more 
money for the cleanups, the source says. But EPA could also ask lawmakers for new 
funds independently of any policy changes as early as the fiscal year 2011 
appropriations process, the source says.  


A second industry source is supportive of the idea of a new orphan share policy, but 
says industry may also be able to avoid taking over the liability of automakers and other 
bankrupt companies through the courts. Either way, industry should not be held liable 
for contamination that is not theirs, the source says. “I don’t think the government is 
going to get a whole lot of money out of the baFnkruptcies, but our view is that’s [the 
government’s] problem, not ours,” the source says.  


Precedent For Lower Liability  


Industry will also use the precedent set by the Supreme Court’s May decision in the 
case Burlington Northern and Santa Fe Railway Co. V. United States, which found that 
lower courts can apportion liability amongst PRPs early in the litigation process, to try to 
insulate themselves from the liability of the automakers and other bankrupt companies, 
the source says. At complex sites it may take several years to determine a remedy and 
the amount of cleanup costs each party must pay, but the sums of money at stake will 
make it worth it for industry to push the Burlington arguments, the source says.  


For example, GM is one a number of parties that contributed to contamination of the 
Passaic River at the complex Diamond Alkali Superfund Site in New Jersey. It will likely 
take a long time for EPA to determine a remedy at the site, but the agency has 
suggested it is considering capping eight miles of the river, which could cost up to $1 
billion, the source says. While GM may only end up being liable for a single digit 
percentage of the total cleanup, that is still a hefty sum that other PRPs will not want to 
pay, the source says.  


One attorney working on Superfund issues notes that the threat of Burlington arguments 
may be a driver for EPA to revise its orphan share policy as a “carrot” to encourage 
PRPs to settle liability cases rather than seek apportionment.  
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But if industry is successful and the government must foot the bill for the orphaned 
cleanups, the second industry source says it will likely inadvertently lead to calls for 
Congress to reform Superfund law to reinstate strict joint and several liability -- as New 
Jersey has done -- or boost efforts to reinstate a Superfund tax on industry, as 
advocates are already pushing in light of the auto bankruptcies.  


But the first industry source, who also says Burlington will help PRPs avoid automakers’ 
orphans shares, says such reforms would anger industries who have not benefited from 
government intervention. “It would be an insult to injury if the tax got renewed because 
of this sweetheart deal with one company,” the source says.  


 
 
Tuesday, December 15, 2009 
Last updated 2:59 p.m. PT 
 


Companies fined for illegally exporting hazardous wastes (Seattle Post 
Intelligencer) 
 
By JOHN STANG 
SEATTLEPI.COM STAFF 
A Lakewood recycling firm and a Texas-based business partner have agreed to pay a 
$21,650 fine for improperly disposing of old computer gear. 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency announced Tuesday the fine against SM 
Metals LLC -- currently doing business as Better PC Recycle in Lakewood -- and W&E 
International Trading of Texas. 
The companies also agreed to dismantle more than 500 color computer monitors that 
were shipped as wastes to Hong Kong in April, and were rejected by that port as illegal 
wastes. 
The violations included improperly packing, labeling and marking dangerous wastes, 
and failing to notify the EPA of the intent to export the material, an EPA news release 
said. 
Also Hong Kong's consent had not been obtained to send the wastes there.  
SM Metals sold the monitors to W&E International Trading, the EPA said. 
The Hong Kong Environmental Protection Department ordered that the monitors be 
returned to the Port of Tacoma. 
The cathode ray tubes in monitors contain an average of 4 pounds of lead, plus arsenic, 
mercury and cadmium, the EPA said. 
John Stang can be reached at 206-448-8030 or johnstang@seattlepi.com. 
 
 


SUPERFUND 
================================================================== 
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Southington, Companies Settle On Dump-Pollution Payments (Hartford Courant) 
 
By JOSH KOVNER 
December 16, 2009 
Runoff from the former Southington dump on Old Turnpike Road once polluted the area, 
and now the town and 90 companies that dumped there are going to have to pay for the 
environmental damage and the cleanup. 
 
The 12-acre landfill closed in 1967 and was named to the federal government's 
Superfund list of hazardous sites in 1984. In a settlement with the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, announced Tuesday, the town and the four largest companies to 
dump at the site — United Technologies Corp., Kraft Foods, Shell Oil Co., and GenCorp 
Inc. — have agreed to pay a total of $3,787,000. 
 
The payment breaks down this way: a lump sum of $500,000 to cover the EPA's "future 
oversight costs"; $537,000 to the U.S. Department of Interior for damage to federal 
natural resources; and a $2.75 million payment to the state for additional natural-
resource damage. 
 
A statement from the EPA did not specify what Southington's share would be of the 
payments. Town Manager John Weichsel said that he wasn't certain of the amount but 
that it would be covered by a trust fund that contains at least $627,000. 
 
"There won't be any out-of-pocket payments from the town on this," Weichsel said 
Tuesday, adding that he expects to learn more today about the town's obligation. 
 
In a second settlement with the EPA, 86 companies and entities that dumped smaller 
amounts of material at the former landfill will pay a total of $4,248,000 into a trust fund 
that will be managed by the town and the four larger companies. That money will be 
used to help pay the first settlement, as well as continued environmental testing and 
cleanup. 
 
In the 1970s, after the landfill was closed and capped, the land was sold and several 
commercial buildings and houses were built on and around the site. In 1979, 
contaminants were found in a nearby municipal well, and the well was closed. After that, 
the buildings had to be relocated, contaminated areas were further encapsulated, and 
equipment was installed to capture vapors under the soil. 
 
The EPA said in 2006 that ground-water monitoring and other tests would continue for 
at least 30 years. 


 


EPA to Meet about Contaminated Site Clean-up (First Coast News) 
 
 Dave Wax     1 hr ago  



http://www.firstcoastnews.com/inside/contactus/default.aspx
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JACKSONVILLE, Fla. -- The federal government wants to talk to residents about 
upcoming clean-ups at two contaminated sites in the city. 
The Brown's Dump and Jacksonville Ash sites are both on the Environmental Protection 
Agency's Superfund list.  Superfund is a program designed to get the nation's most 
contaminated sites cleaned up. 
The Brown's Dump Superfund Alternative Site is an 80-acre area with a JEA substation 
and many residences. 
It was a landfill for the city's ash until the mid-1950s, and housed a school (Mary Mcleod 
Bethune Elementary) from 1955 until 2001. 
In 1999, the EPA identified the city of Jacksonville, the Duval County School Board and 
JEA as potentially responsible parties, for lead, arsenic, pesticides and other 
contaminants have been found in the soil. 
The plan to clean up the site was introduced in 2006, and provided for the removal of a 
shallow layer off the top, to be replaced by new soil, which would require temporary 
relocation of residents if the residents so request. 
The Jacksonville Ash Site actually consists of three sites: the Forest Street Incinerator, 
the Fifth and Cleveland Incinerator and Lonnie C. Miller Sr. Park. 
The Forest Street Incinerator is a 460-acre site where municipal solid waste was 
handled until the 1960s.  Ash and ash residue was disposed of around the property and 
on the land that is now Lonnie C. Miller Sr. Park. 
The city of Jacksonville has found "significantly elevated" levels of lead in the soil and 
ground water in the area from the ash, and elevated levels of arsenic, dioxins and other 
toxins in the soil, sediment, surface water and ground water in all three sites. 
The cleanup effort will consist of similar measures as the Brown's Dump.  The first step 
taken by the city was to erect a fence around the most affected areas. 
At both the Ash Site and Brown's Dump, cleanup is set to begin in 2010. 
The EPA will be meeting with the community about both cleanup sites. 
At 6 p.m. today, the meeting will be at the Emmett Reed Center, 1093 W. 6th St. 
Wednesday at 6 p.m., the meeting will be at A. Philiip Randolph Academies, 1157 
Golfair Blvd. 
The meetings will run about an hour, and there will be an opportunity for questions 
afterward. 
There are also information repositories at several sites around town where residents 
can go to read any related documents. 
For Brown's Dump: 
Clanzel T. Brown Center 
4415 Moncrief Road 
For Jacksonville Ash: 
Jacksonville Urban League 
903 W. Union St. 
Bradham Brooks Public Library 
1755 W. Edgewood Ave. 
For both sites: 
Project New Ground Community Information Center 
1605-8 N. Myrtle Ave. 



http://www.epa.gov/Region4/waste/npl/nplfln/brndmppr.htm

http://www.epa.gov/region4/waste/npl/nplfln/jaxashfl.htm

http://www.epa.gov/superfund/

http://www.epa.gov/
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As new documents are created for either site, they will be added to the relevant 
locations. 
First Coast News  
 
 


TOXICS 
================================================================== 


Industry Fears Peer Review Of EPA Cyanide Risk Study Ignores Key Data (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Tuesday, December 15, 2009 
Peer reviewers for EPA’s draft risk assessment of hydrogen cyanide (HCN) are largely 
endorsing the analysis, prompting industry concern that the agency and the peer review 
panel are ignoring key data from international studies that they say suggest the 
chemical is not as harmful as stated in EPA’s draft assessment.    


At a Dec. 14 review session in Arlington, VA, peer reviewers gave EPA mostly positive 
feedback on the agency’s new Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) assessment 
for cyanide salts and HCN, a feedstock chemical used in numerous industrial processes 
and a contaminant at dozens of waste sites. The draft released Sept. 23 suggests the 
substance is more harmful at lower exposure levels than the agency states in its current 
policy.  


Industry representatives recently urged EPA to scale back its proposal to significantly 
strengthen the risk-based levels for HCN, a position they reiterated at the meeting by 
citing international studies backing their position.  


At the peer review meeting, industry representatives cited data from tropical populations 
that consume cyanide regularly and clinical data pertaining to a form of cyanide used to 
regulate blood pressure as evidence that the chemical is not toxic. Some of the officials 
reiterated a suggestion that EPA should look at a 2007 study of hydrogen cyanide 
conducted by an industry-funded group of scientists known as the European Centre of 
Ecotoxicology and Toxicology of Chemicals that relies heavily on data on people who 
eat cassava, a tropical plant that naturally contains cyanide.  


However, members of the peer review panel gave EPA largely positive feedback, and 
one panelist suggested that relying on studies of people in tropical areas who eat 
cassava might not be appropriate for EPA’s purposes.  


Panelist George Daston, of the Procter & Gamble Company, questioned industry 
representatives who spoke during the public comment portion of the the Dec. 14 
session in support of using the studies of tropical populations, noting that the intended 
target audience of the agency’s assessment is the U.S. population. “Cavassa 



http://insideepa.com/secure/docnum.asp?f=epa_2001.ask&docnum=1142009_cyanide
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consumption is not big in the U.S.,” Datson said. Datson also noted that no one is 
suggesting there is “any physiological benefit” to consuming HCN.  


While the panelists suggested some areas where EPA could improve the draft 
assessment by including data from additional studies, they overall offered mostly 
positive feedback on the document and the underlying studies the agency chose to rely 
upon. There was little discussion of the international studies the industry officials are 
touting outside of the public comment period, prompting concern from some industry 
sources.  


The draft assessment would make EPA’s non-cancer standard for oral exposure, or 
reference dose (RfD), 31 times more stringent than the current level established in 
1985. It would also make the safe daily inhalation exposure standard, or reference 
concentration (RfC), four times more stringent than the current level established in 
1994. The new RfD would be 0.00063 milligrams per kilogram of body weight per day 
(mg/kg/day), compared to the current value of 0.02 mg/kg/day. The RfC would be 
0.00083 milligrams per cubic meter (mg/m3), as opposed to the current value of 0.003 
mg/m3.  


Members of an industry coalition known as the CN Council are arguing for an RfD of 
0.345 mg/kg/day -- a level that is less stringent than both the current standard and 
EPA’s new proposed standard. Similarly, the representatives are arguing for an RfC of 
3.77 mg/m3, which is also weaker than the agency’s current existing standard.  


“I’m disappointed they didn’t take a broader look at the available data,” one industry 
source said after the review session, describing the discussion as “very narrowly 
focused.” Another industry source said after the review that other countries and 
international organizations such as the World Health Organization recognize the value 
of the studies on tropical populations and other data, and called EPA’s decision to 
exclude them “ludicrous.”  


The average person already has levels of cyanide in their bodies as a result of dietary 
and other background sources of exposure that are above the thresholds the agency is 
suggesting in the new assessment, the second industry source said.  


The peer review panel is expected to finalize its recommendations to the agency in 
approximately two weeks.  


 
 
 


WATER 
================================================================== 
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Sacramento cleans up in U.S. municipal clean-water rankings (Sacramento Bee)  
 
(California) 
December 16, 2009 Wednesday 
B; Pg. 1 
BY: Matt Weiser; mweiser@sacbee.com 
December 16 2009  
Do you drink the water? 
 
If you live in the city of Sacramento, you probably should, according to a new report on 
municipal water quality. 
 
Sacramento has the best tap water among large cities west of the Rockies, according to 
the nonprofit Environmental Working Group. The capital city even beat San Francisco, 
long fabled for the purity of its source water in Yosemite National Park. 
 
Sacramento's drinking water also comes from the sacred snows of the Sierra Nevada, a 
fact that seems lost on residents who prefer bottled water, despite its higher cost and 
less-certain quality.  
 
City Councilman Kevin McCarty drinks the water. He confessed that as a child growing 
up in Sacramento, he drank it mostly from a garden hose. 
 
"We have great water," said McCarty. "With this news, I would think even more people 
would say it certainly is a smart choice as far as your health and your pocketbook." 
 
The report is based on a review of five years of water-quality tests by municipal water 
utilities serving at least 250,000 people. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
requires the data, but doesn't report them. 
 
Environmental Working Group ranked cities according to the results. Sacramento 
ranked No. 1 in California, 18th nationally. 
 
It's not a taste test. It's a summary of contaminants in tap water, as reported by the 
municipalities themselves. 
 
San Francisco ranked 33rd in the top 50, while Oakland was 36th and Long Beach 40th. 
 
"I want to give them props for being one of the highest rated utilities in the country," said 
Renee Sharp, California director of Environmental Working Group. "That is certainly 
something to be proud of." 
 
About 60 percent of Sacramento's water comes from the Sacramento River, 25 percent 
from the American River and 15 percent from groundwater. The water is filtered and 
disinfected before being piped to customers. 
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Paul Towers drinks it. As state director of Pesticide Watch, his job is to help ensure the 
public has access to clean water, air and food. 
 
"I think the water tastes fine and is fine," said Towers, a resident of Sacramento's Oak 
Park neighborhood. "I drink it straight from the tap. More local governments across the 
state should follow Sacramento's example." 
 
None of this says, however, that Sacramento's tap water is perfect. Almost no water is. 
 
The reports show that Sacramento detected eight chemicals in excess of health 
guidelines 17 times over five years – including arsenic, chloroform, trihalomethanes 
and lead. 
 
Health guidelines describe a pollution limit that would exist "in an ideal world," Sharp 
said, where all the technology and money were available to eliminate contamination. In 
many cases, a health guideline is set at zero, a level unattainable in a practical sense. 
 
More serious are health standards – usually a higher pollutant concentration where 
health hazards are clearer and regulation is mandatory. In the five years, Sacramento 
didn't exceed health standards for any chemical. San Francisco had one (involving 
manganese). 
 
In Sacramento's case, results are based on 511 water tests over five years. That's 
about 20 percent more tests than the average for municipal water systems. The EPA 
requires results to be distributed to the public annually. 
 
Water bottlers, regulated separately by the Food and Drug Administration, face less 
rigorous testing rules and no similar public disclosure requirement. 
 
Bottlers seem to know Sacramento has good water: Nestlé, Alhambra, Coca-Cola and 
Dr Pepper Snapple have all opted to locate water bottling plants in Sacramento that 
draw from the municipal supply. 
 
Consumers buy that water eagerly – including some in Sacramento who can get the 
same water from their kitchen sink or garden hose. They pay about one-tenth of a 
penny per gallon at home, versus $2 a gallon or more in bottles at the store. 
 
The new Nestlé bottling plant generated significant controversy after the city approved 
its construction in September – without a public hearing – amid a three-year drought. 
 
The amount of water Nestlé will divert is small compared with Sacramento's total 
consumption. But the project nonetheless prompted concern at a time when residents 
are being asked to heed new water conservation rules. 
 
Nestlé officials could not be reached for comment Tuesday. 
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Because of the outcry, McCarty plans to introduce an ordinance to require special 
permits for water bottlers, and perhaps steeper fees for water they divert. As it stands, 
he said, they pay about the same as Sacramento homeowners, yet divert larger 
quantities. 
 
Evan Tucker also drinks the water. Tucker helped launch Save Our Water Sacramento, 
a group seeking tighter regulations on bottlers in the city. 
 
He and Sharp said consumers buy bottled water believing that it's purer than tap water. 
In reality, they have no way of knowing. And in Sacramento, at least, it would be hard to 
top the tap water. 
 
"Instead of being more vigilant about demanding quality water in the place they live, 
people say, 'Oh, I'll just buy a case of (bottled water) instead,' " said Tucker. "That's 
something that concerns me. Because tap water is tested so much more rigorously than 
bottled water, we have the opportunity to know what faults it has or how good it is so 
much more than we do with bottled water." 
 
 
Chesapeake bay 


EPA officials discuss new Chesapeake Bay cleanup goals (Daily Press) 
 
By Cory Nealon 
247-4760 
10:17 PM EST, December 15, 2009 
CHESAPEAKE 
— There is less pollution entering the Chesapeake Bay now than two decades ago. 
 
Nevertheless, stiffer regulations are required to help the nation's largest estuary 
rebound from decades of abuse. 
 
That was the message delivered by federal and state regulators, who discussed 
revamped efforts to restore the bay during two public forums in Hampton Roads on 
Tuesday. 
 
"We've got a lot of work to get done," said Jeff Corbin, Virginia's assistant secretary of 
natural resources. "This is the next phase of the bay restoration." 
 
He was joined by representatives of the Environmental Protection Agency, which 
announced in September that it would further limit bay pollution and hold states 
accountable if they fail to assist. 
 
Excessive amounts of nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, contribute to dead 
zones, algae blooms and other problems. Nitrogen levels dropped nearly 29 percent 
from 1985 to 2008, according to EPA estimates. Phosphorus levels declined almost 43 
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percent during the same time period. 
 
But the bay still has myriad problems, including a ravaged fishery and the decline of 
ecologically important wetlands. 
 
Accordingly, the EPA plans to crack down on the most egregious polluters, such as 
large farms, wastewater treatment plants, and runoff from suburban and urban areas. 
The move is being challenged by home builders and farmers, who say their industries 
already face significant regulations that bring questionable results. 
 
Many of the 100 or so people who attended an afternoon hearing in Chesapeake 
applauded the EPA, saying the plan is long overdue. 
 
Bob Koroncai, an EPA administrator leading the nutrient-reduction effort, said the 
agency will continue to solicit public comment before presenting more detailed plans in 
August. 
 
The final report on how the EPA will administer the cleanup effort is due next 
December. 


Bay pollutants  
NITROGEN  
 
1985: 397 million pounds 
 
2008: 283 million pounds 
 
Goal: 200 million pounds 
 
PHOSPHORUS  
 
1985: 28.4 million pounds 
 
2008: 16.3 million pounds 
 
Goal: 15 million pounds 


 


Nevada officials defend water after low ranking (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: San Jose Mercury News 
 
The Associated Press 
Posted: 12/15/2009 04:58:16 PM PST 
Updated: 12/15/2009 04:58:16 PM PST 
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RENO, Nev.—Three of Nevada's largest cities dispute a report from an environmental 
advocacy group that concluded they have among the worst water in the nation.  
Washington, D.C.-based Environmental Working Group ranked Las Vegas at No. 98 of 
100, Reno at No. 96 and North Las Vegas at No. 93 in the report. Receiving the worst 
rankings were Pensacola, Fla. and Riverside, Calif.  
The group concluded that tap water in many metropolitan areas is fouled by a "cocktail 
of chemical contaminants."  
Environmental Working Group said it based its report on an analysis of 20 million water 
quality tests performed by utilities between 2004 and 2009, the Reno Gazette-Journal 
reported.  
Nevada Department of Conservation and Natural Resources Director Allen Biaggi 
countered that drinking water in the Reno and Las Vegas areas meets and is 
"significantly better than (the) federal Environmental Protection Agency's water 
standards."  
"We take our role in protecting drinking water quality very seriously and water suppliers 
follow state and EPA regulations, which are some of the most stringent in the world," 
Biaggi said Tuesday in a statement. "Nevadans can be assured their drinking water is 
safe to drink."  
Most Las Vegas drinking water comes from the Lake Mead reservoir behind Hoover 
Dam on the Colorado River.  
The Las Vegas ranking was based on the Las Vegas Valley Water District's own water 
quality data, which show trace levels of 30 different 
chemicals, including arsenic, lead and radon.  
"I don't know if we can say Las Vegas' water is unsafe based on this data," Leeann 
Brown, spokeswoman for the Environmental Working Group, told the Las Vegas 
Review-Journal. "We're certainly safe in saying it's not in good condition."  
Las Vegas Valley Water District spokesman J.C. Davis told the Review-Journal the 
rankings are sensational and misleading. The district supplies tap water to about 1.3 
million valley residents.  
"We just don't happen to have the standards they (the working group) would like us to," 
he told the newspaper.  
North Las Vegas gets its treated drinking water from the same place as the water 
district—Lake Mead.  
The group said one of its top concerns about water consumed by residents of Reno-
Sparks is arsenic. It reported average arsenic concentrations of about 7 parts per billion 
(ppb).  
"We are finding actually quite a lot of arsenic. We are really concerned about that," 
researcher Olga Naidenko told the Gazette-Journal. "In terms of lifelong exposure, 
that's where I would be concerned."  
But Truckee Meadows Water Authority Water Quality Chief Paul Miller told the 
newspaper arsenic levels average less than 3 ppb and none of the utility's customers 
have water with average yearlong arsenic levels exceeding the EPA's drinking water 
standards of 10 ppb.  
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The Truckee Meadows Water Authority in northern Nevada serves about 93,000 homes 
and businesses. It draws 85 percent of its water from the Truckee River and taps 
groundwater wells as backup during the peak summer demand.  
"We honestly have some of the best drinking water in the nation," Miller said. "I'm 
offended when I hear someone say we have near the worst. It's not true." 


 


Residents' pleas keep new sewer plan tabled (Newark Advocate) 
 
December 15, 2009 
By CHAD KLIMACK 
Advocate Reporter  
PATASKALA -- Pleas from residents prompted Pataskala City Council on Monday to 
delay a project to construct new sewers in their subdivision. 


A Columbus attorney who said she was retained by residents of the Oaks, a long-
standing subdivision just north of Broad Street and east of Ohio 310, made the appeal 
on the residents' behalf. 
 
Attorney April Bott asked council to keep the legislation tabled -- it has been tabled 
since June -- so city officials could answer several technical, engineering and design 
questions. The city recently fulfilled a public records request from the Oaks that included 
734 pages and three CDs. 
 
In addition, Bott argued there is no urgency to fast-track the project. 
 
The council agreed to keep the needed legislation tabled after listening to City 
Administrator Tim Boland, who agreed the city has time to complete the project. All told, 
it has 48 months.  
 
Still, Boland warned the residents the city wanted to start the project in order to lock in 
construction costs, which could rise in the future. 
 
"I think we run a high probability of cost increases," Boland said. 
 
The city has spent most of the year working with the subdivision's residents on the 
project. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency mandated the city undertake the project after 
testing revealed fecal coliform in waterways in the Oaks. The presence of the coliform 
indicated the subdivision's on-lot septic systems were failing. 
 
City officials have pegged the total cost of installing new sewers in the subdivision at 
just more than $520,000. As many as 33 property owners will have to split the cost, 
which the city picking up just more than $10,000 of the total cost. 
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The council attempted to extend a peace offering to the residents in October by voting 
to waive the $3,150 capacity fees associated with the project. That move led two Oaks 
residents who had connected on their own to the city's sewer system to decry the fact 
they were not included in the legislation waiving the fees. 
 
Although council did not approve the legislation kicking off the project on Monday, it did 
approve a resolution exempting the two residents from the capacity fees. 
 
Councilman Bernard Brush cast the lone vote against the move. Brush said the city 
should not make a "special exemption" for the two property owners. 
 
Before the vote, Law Director Rufus Hurst asked the city to consult with the Oaks 
residents to ensure there is a consensus with holding up the project, considering the 
delay could inflate costs. 
 
Chad Klimack can be reached at (740) 927-3738 or cklimack@nncogannett.com. 


 


Group rejects Klamath settlement deal (Greenwire) 
 
12/15/2009 
The Northcoast Environmental Center yesterday announced that it would not support an 
agreement to destroy four dams on the Klamath River to restore salmon and steelhead 
runs that have been partially blocked for the better part of the past century on the 
California-Oregon border. 


The draft agreement is the product of years of often bitter negotiations among electric 
utilities, government officials, commercial fishers, farmers, native tribes and 
environmental groups. It calls for the breaching and removal of four Klamath River 
hydroelectric plants owned and operated by PacifiCorp (Greenwire, Oct. 1). 


Klamath Campaign coordinator Jay Wright said the deal did not adequately entice 
PacifiCorp, the states of Oregon and California or the federal government to commit to 
dam removal. 


He added that the group was also displeased by a related deal that allowed farming to 
continue on Klamath wildlife refuges (Associated Press, Dec. 14). -- JK 


 


EPA to spend $13M to halt invasive carp (Greenwire) 
 
Taryn Luntz, E&E reporter 
12/15/2009 



mailto:cklimack@nncogannett.com
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The federal government will spend $13 million to halt the advance of Asian carp into the 
Great Lakes, U.S. EPA said yesterday. 


Experts fear that the invasive carp, which have been traveling up the Mississippi and 
Illinois rivers for decades, will devastate the ecology and fisheries of the world's largest 
surface freshwater system. The fish can grow up to 100 pounds, and their voracious 
appetites and rapid reproduction rate could threaten native species in the lakes, 
according to EPA. 


DNA testing last month showed the carp may have crossed an electric fish barrier on 
the Chicago Sanitary and Ship Canal that is meant to stall them, putting them within 6 
miles of Lake Michigan. 


Most of the money announced yesterday will be used to shore up low-lying land 
between waterways where the carp already lurk and the Chicago Sanitary and Ship 
Canal, which leads to Lake Michigan. 


The projects will create physical barriers to prevent the carp from traveling overland to 
the canal during floods -- a measure recommended by the Army Corps of Engineers in 
a report released earlier this month. 


"The challenge at hand requires the immediate action we're taking today," said EPA 
Administrator Lisa Jackson. "EPA and its partners are stepping up to prevent the 
environmental and economic destruction that can come from invasive Asian carp." 


The money for the projects will come from a $475 million Great Lakes restoration fund 
approved by Congress this year. 


Thom Cmar, an attorney with the National Resources Defense Council, commended 
federal officials for taking immediate action but said they are dealing with an old 
problem, not the new one. 


"We think it's great that EPA is engaged and that the Army Corps is trying to come up 
with short-term solutions," Cmar said. "But that doesn't directly deal with the issue of 
Asian carp already being detected in those waters past the barriers." 


NRDC and other environmental groups advocate closing three shipping locks near 
Chicago and permanently shutting down man-made connections between the Great 
Lakes and the Mississippi River -- steps opposed by the shipping industry. 


Earlier this month, officials poisoned a 6-mile stretch of the Chicago Sanitary and Ship 
Canal to kill off the carp while the electrical barrier was down for routine maintenance. 


The operation netted one Asian carp, discovered Dec. 3 just above the Lockport Lock 
and Dam, below the electric barrier. 
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A subsequent weeklong netting project above the barrier yielded no Asian carp. 


 


Pataskala residents' pleas keep new sewer plan tabled (Newark Advocate) 
 
BY CHAD KLIMACK • ADVOCATE REPORTER • DECEMBER 16, 2009  
PATASKALA -- Pleas from residents prompted Pataskala City Council on Monday to 
delay a project to construct new sewers in their subdivision. 


A Columbus attorney who said she was retained by residents of the Oaks, a long-
standing subdivision just north of Broad Street and east of Ohio 310, made the appeal 
on the residents' behalf. 


Attorney April Bott asked council to keep the legislation tabled -- it has been tabled 
since June -- so city officials could answer several technical, engineering and design 
questions. The city recently fulfilled a public records request from the Oaks that included 
734 pages and three CDs. 


In addition, Bott argued there is no urgency to fast-track the project. 


The council agreed to keep the legislation tabled after listening to City Administrator Tim 
Boland, who agreed the city has time to complete the project. All told, it has 48 months. 


Still, Boland warned the residents the city wanted to start the project in order to lock in 
construction costs, which could rise in the future. 


"I think we run a high probability of cost increases," Boland said. 


The city has spent most of the year working with the subdivision's residents on the 
project. 


The Environmental Protection Agency mandated the city undertake the project after 
testing revealed fecal coliform in waterways in the Oaks. The presence of the coliform 
indicated the subdivision's on-lot septic systems were failing. 


City officials have pegged the total cost of installing new sewers in the subdivision at 
just more than $520,000. As many as 33 property owners will have to split the cost, 
which the city picking up just more than $10,000 of the total cost. 
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The council attempted to extend a peace offering to the residents in October by voting 
to waive the $3,150 capacity fees associated with the project. That move led two Oaks 
residents who had connected on their own to the city's sewer system to decry the fact 
they were not included in the legislation waiving the fees. 


Although council did not approve the legislation kicking off the project on Monday, it did 
approve a resolution exempting the two residents from the capacity fees. 


Councilman Bernard Brush cast the lone vote against the move. Brush said the city 
should not make a "special exemption" for the two property owners. 


Before the vote, Law Director Rufus Hurst asked the city to consult with the Oaks 
residents to ensure there is a consensus with holding up the project, considering the 
delay could inflate costs. 


Chad Klimack can be reached at (740) 927-3738 or cklimack@nncogannett.com. 


 
 


West Virginia DEP Seeks Advice from EPA on CONSOL Order (WBOY-TV) 
 
Posted Tuesday, December 15, 2009 ; 05:05 PM |  
Updated Tuesday, December 15, 2009; 07:27 PM 
The DEP is considering allowing the Blacksville No. 2 mine to discharge into Dunkard 
Creek.  
Story by Jessika Lewis 
MORGANTOWN -- The West Virginia Department of Environmental protection has 
issued an order that would allow CONSOL to once again discharge water from the 
Blacksville No. 2 mine into Dunkard Creek.  


DEP officials have written the order, but are still waiting to get input from the 
Environmental Protection Agency, said Kathy Cosco, DEP spokeswoman.  


The DEP has worked with the EPA throughout the course of the investigation into the 
fish kill that occurred in the creek at the beginning of September, and wants to make 
sure that both agencies are on the same page, according to Cosco.  


What happens if the EPA disagrees with the order?  


“It’s likely we would make adjustments because this is something that we want to make 
sure everyone is on board with,” Cosco stated.  



mailto:cklimack@nncogannett.com
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CONSOL asked that the DEP allow them to discharge from the mine, because the 
company was concerned that water backing up in the mine could be dangerous for 
miners working there, according to Joe Cerenzia, director of Ppublic relations for 
CONSOL.  


The backup is reaching a critical stage, said Cerenzia, and CONSOL is hoping the 
matter will be resolved quickly.  


Although CONSOL is not legally required to seek the DEP’s approval to discharge, 
Cerenzia said they want to be sure they keep a good relationship with the agency.  


In mid-September, CONSOL voluntarily stopped discharging from the mine, as 
environmental agencies began to investigate what was killing the fish and other wildlife 
in the creek.  


Reports have pointed to the mine as the source for heightened levels of total dissolved 
solids (TDS) in the water, which is believed to have been the source for the growth of 
golden algae in the waterway.  


The algae release a toxin that is harmful to gill-breathing organisms.  


The Pennsylvania Fish and Boat Commission is looking into the criminal aspect of the 
fish kill, and said it cannot comment on the matter because it is still under investigation. 
 
 
 


Environmentalists want TVA prosecuted in ash spill (Associated Press) 


By BILL POOVEY (AP) – 21 hours ago 


CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — Environmental groups said Monday they want the 
Tennessee Valley Authority to be prosecuted for its huge coal ash spill in Tennessee 
and not shielded from penalties for polluting. 


In response, officials with the nation's largest public utility said they are already subject 
to penalties and lawsuits filed by the Environmental Protection Agency and it's working 
to change the way it stores its coal ash. 


The groups argue that TVA should not be protected from prosecution or penalties by a 
long-standing federal rule that limits how the Justice Department can prosecute federal 
agencies. 


The Dec. 22, 2008, spill is considered one of the largest environmental disasters in TVA 
history. About 5.4 million cubic yards of metals-laden ash spilled when an earthen dike 
failed at the coal-powered plant and a cleanup is ongoing. 
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Representatives of the Environmental Integrity Project, Sierra Club and other groups 
said a report by TVA's own inspector general shows the Knoxville-based utility's spill at 
the Kingston plant is only its "latest and most dramatic example of environmental 
mismanagement." 


Eric Schaeffer, the Environmental Integrity Project's director, said the groups sent a 
letter to President Barack Obama, urging him to have the Justice Department stop 
protecting TVA from penalties for the spill and the utility's record of violating air and 
water pollution laws. 


The White House press office and a spokesman for the Justice Department did not 
answer an e-mail message seeking comment. 


Schaeffer declined to say Monday if he believes there has been criminal wrongdoing by 
TVA, but "the IG report suggests that the misconduct was either intentional or what we 
would call pretty bad negligence." 


TVA spokeswoman Barbara Martocci released an e-mail statement saying the utility is 
already subject to federal penalties by the Environmental Protection Agency and others 
"under the statutes they have the authority to enforce. TVA, like all federal agencies, 
and consistent with the Department of Justice's position on the issue, is not subject to 
civil penalties in suits brought by citizen groups under some federal environmental 
statutes." 


The TVA statement said the utility agrees that courts "have already ruled that EPA is 
free to sue TVA and we have never disputed this." 


The Environmental Integrity Project made a few more recommendations in a report, 
saying TVA uses some of the worst practices in utility industry, but it could offer the 
Obama administration an opportunity to transform it into a "model of clean energy 
production and environmental stewardship." 


The project recommends Obama appoint new directors to TVA's governing board, that 
the utility produce a timeline for its plan to convert all wet coal waste storage to dry, 
zero-discharge systems and that it phase out old coal-fired plants. 


The utility said it has committed to change its wet coal ash storage to a dry system 
within 10 years, at a cost of up to $2 billion. 


Two congressional panels held hearings last week on TVA's Kingston spill that an EPA 
official said has left pollutants at elevated but acceptable levels in treated drinking water 
around the site on the Emory River about 40 miles west of Knoxville. 


Tom Kilgore, TVA's chief executive and president, said in a hearing that the utility has 
removed about two-thirds of the ash that spilled into the river and is on schedule to 
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complete the river clean up by next spring. Kilgore said it will probably take until 2013 to 
clean up remaining ash on nearby land. 


TVA is the nation's largest public utility serving nearly 9 million customers in Tennessee, 
Alabama, Mississippi, Kentucky, Georgia, North Carolina and Virginia. 


 
12/15/2009  
 


EPA Releases Final Specification For Watersense New Homes (Lawn & 
Landscape Magazine) 
 
Homeowners will save on utility bills and increase water efficiency.  
WASHINGTON — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released its final 
WaterSense single-family new homes specification, creating the first national, voluntary, 
water-efficiency specification for an entire new home.   
“Home builders can now partner with EPA and earn the WaterSense label for their 
newly built homes, helping to create livable communities and quality homes that are 
easy to maintain,” said Peter S. Silva, assistant administrator for EPA’s Office of Water. 
“These homes will save homeowners as much as $200 a year on utility bills compared 
to their current homes.” 


EPA worked with hundreds of stakeholders the past three years to develop this 
specification, which was designed to complement existing green building programs. 
WaterSense labeled new homes, which will be 20 percent more efficient than typical 
new homes, must be independently inspected and certified by an EPA licensed 
certification provider to meet the WaterSense criteria for water efficiency and 
performance. 


The new homes will feature WaterSense labeled plumbing fixtures, Energy Star 
qualified appliances (if installed), water-efficient landscaping, and hot water delivery 
systems that deliver hot water faster, so homeowners don’t waste water—or energy—
waiting at the tap. 


By investing in WaterSense labeled homes, American home buyers can reduce their 
water usage by more than 10,000 gallons per year—enough to fill a backyard swimming 
pool—and save enough energy annually to power a television for four years. 


If the approximately 1.27 million new homes built in the United States each year were 
WaterSense labeled, it would save more than 12 billion gallons of water. 


With this announcement, EPA is inviting home builders to join the WaterSense program 
and commit to building water-efficient new homes. 
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ADMINISTRATOR  JACKSON 


================================================================== 
Posted: 1:00 AM 
Updated: 2:51 AM  


Casey wants EPA to probe well contamination linked to gas drilling (Wilkes Barre 
Times-Leader) 


By Steve Mocarsky smocarsky@timesleader.com 
Staff Writer  


SCRANTON – U.S. Sen. Robert Casey wants the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency to investigate and respond to groundwater contamination that the state has 
linked to a natural gas well in Susquehanna County. 


Read Sen. Robert Casey’s letter to the EPA at www.timesleader.com. 


In a letter to EPA administrator Lisa Jackson, Casey noted that natural gas drilling in the 
Marcellus Shale region has led to job creation, strengthened the state economy and 
reduced dependence on foreign oil. 


However, Casey writes, “the highly variable and unpredictable nature” of hydraulic 
fracturing (fracking) “that can lead to the contamination of drinking water is of great 
concern.” He noted the gas and oil industry is exempt from complying with the federal 
Safe Drinking Water Act. 


Casey said there are many reasons for requesting EPA involvement, including recent 
incidents in the state that “raise the question of whether the necessary steps have been 
taken to protect Pennsylvania families and communities against the detrimental side 
effects of drilling.” 


He pointed to methane gas infiltration into private water wells in Dimock Township and 
noted that several wells have exploded because of a suspected buildup of natural gas. 


Casey said the state Department of Environmental Protection fined Cabot Oil & Gas 
Corp. $240,000, ordered the plugging of three natural gas wells believed to be the 
source of the contamination, prohibited Cabot from drilling in the vicinity for one year 
and required Cabot to install permanent water treatment systems in affected homes. 


Casey also noted that, according to DEP, between 6,000 and 8,000 gallons of fracking 
fluid leaked from a pipe at a drill site and contaminated the surrounding area and a 
wetland in Susquehanna County in two separate spills on the same day in September 
2009 – one in the afternoon that leaked 25 to 50 barrels of fluid, another in the evening 
that leaked 140 barrels. 



http://www.timesleader.com/reporter/Steve_Mocarsky.html

mailto:smocarsky@timesleader.com
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“I commend DEP for taking action, but I remain concerned that the current status of 
federal and state oversight of gas drilling may be inadequate” to protect families living 
near drilling sites, Casey wrote. 


The senator asked for a meeting with appropriate EPA officials to discuss natural gas 
drilling and whether the agency could investigate water and environmental 
contamination. He said he hopes Science Advisory Board officials would also attend the 
meeting to discuss the scope, timing and methodology of a congressionally mandated 
study the EPA has launched on hydraulic fracturing. 


An EPA spokeswoman said officials are reviewing Casey’s letter and expect to respond 
in the near future. 


Steve Mocarsky, a Times Leader staff writer, may be reached at 970-7311. 


 


EPA chief won't take comedian's bait on Graham (Greenwire) 
 
 (04/27/2010) 
Robin Bravender, E&E reporter 
U.S. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson deflected suggestions from "Daily Show" host Jon 
Stewart that Republican Lindsey Graham is a "big, fat baby" for backing away from 
Senate climate bill negotiations. 


During an interview that aired last night on Comedy Central, Stewart pressed Jackson 
to address how the South Carolina lawmaker's threat to walk away from climate talks 
has affected the Obama administration's push for a sweeping climate and energy bill. 


"Do you feel like Senator Graham is a big fat baby, and would you like to say to him 
right now on the show, 'Waah, waah waah? Waah, Lindsey Graham'?" Stewart said. 


Jackson's response: "No, listen. I think, you know, Senator Graham is looking at a 
changing political landscape, and I do think that at this point it's in all of our interest to 
invite him back in, tell him how important his work will be to success ultimately on the 
bill." 


But Stewart wouldn't relent. "Have you thought about candy, or a pacifier, for Senator 
Graham?" he asked. Then he added, "You don't have to answer that." 


Graham has been crafting a climate and energy bill with Sens. John Kerry (D-Mass.) 
and Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.), but he has threatened to abandon the talks because of 
the Democratic leadership's push to simultaneously overhaul federal immigration 
policies. The trio was slated to unveil the bill yesterday, but the release was stalled after 
Graham's announcement. 
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"We were pretty close to having the discussion start to move in the U.S. Senate for the 
first time in a long time in a meaningful way," Jackson told Stewart. "The support of 
Senator Graham shouldn't be underestimated, because he's worked a long time to 
make it a bipartisan, actually a tripartisan effort if you count Senator Lieberman." 


Graham insisted yesterday that he wants to work on the climate bill but doubts it has 
any chance of success this year so long as Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) 
continues forward with an immigration overhaul (E&E Daily, April 27). 


"You all are talking about energy and climate," Graham told reporters after a meeting 
with Kerry and Lieberman in the Capitol. "Well, Lindsey Graham is part of both. And I'm 
not going to be a party to bringing up immigration in this Congress, I mean in this year, 
in a way that will destroy the issue. I'm not going to have my fingerprints on a political 
maneuver that could wind up breaking this country apart. So how much clearer can I 
be? Immigration brought up this year is nothing but a political stunt. It will divide the 
country." 


A Graham spokeswoman did not respond to a request for a comment. 


 


EDITORIAL / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 


================================================================== 


... And Sewage, Too (New York Times) 
 
April 28, 2010 Wednesday  
Late Edition - Final 
SectiOn A; Column 0; Editorial Desk; OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR; Pg. 25By ROSE 
GEORGE.  
Rose George is the author of ''The Big Necessity: The Unmentionable World of Human 
Waste and Why It Matters.'' 
Leeds, England  
 
ON several quiet streets in Sheffield, a northern English city an hour from here, are 
street lamps that look like ordinary gas lamps, but do not burn ordinary gas. Instead, 
their light comes from gas released from the sewers that run beneath them. Thus, they 
are both relics of the past, when gas lamps lighted our streets, and of the future, when 
excrement and wastewater will again be seen as a resource, not a waste.  
 
''Wastewater'' has always been recognized to have some value. In 1860, as waterborne 
sewer systems were becoming the norm, an alderman named Mechi told Farmer's 
Magazine that ''if the money value of our sewers could be shown to the British farmer in 
bright and glittering heaps of sovereigns, he would gasp at the enormous wealth, and 
make great efforts to obtain the treasure.'' Mechi was talking about the fertilizing 



http://www.eenews.net/EEDaily/2010/04/27/archive/1
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nutrients in human ''waste,'' which he thought were needlessly ruined by mixing 
excrement with water, but he might also have been talking about its wasted energy 
potential.  
 
Sludge, the solids that remain after sewage has been cleaned into effluent, has a high 
B.T.U. content (a measurement of fuel's energy); it burns efficiently and well. Other 
aspects of wastewater treatment can also reap energy: anaerobic digestion (whereby 
bacteria munch on the organic contents) produces methane, which with turbines can 
become combined heat or power. Microbial fuel cells can use bacteria to get electricity 
from sewage, while gasification, a high-temperature process, can reap fuel-ready gas 
from sludge.  
 
When it comes to harnessing energy from wastewater treatment, it sounds as if we are 
spoiled for choice. Then you look at the numbers. Of the 16,000 wastewater treatment 
plants in the United States, about 1,000 process enough gallons (five million daily) to be 
able to generate cost-effective energy using anaerobic digestion. Yet only 544 use 
anaerobic digestion, and only 106 of those do anything more with the gas produced 
than to flare it.  
 
If those 544 treatment plants generated energy from their sewage, the E.P.A. concluded 
in a 2007 report, they could provide 340 megawatts of electricity (enough to power 
340,000 homes), and offset 2.3 million tons of carbon dioxide that would be produced 
through traditional electricity generation. In the effort to reduce greenhouse gases, the 
E.P.A. said, this would be equivalent to planting 640,000 acres of forest or taking some 
430,000 cars off the road.  
 
Gasification, like anaerobic digestion, is an age-old process. It used to supply gas lamps 
in some American towns, too, before piped gas became the norm. The process -- a 
thermal conversion at high temperatures -- could probably be done in a garbage can. 
But the utilities haven't been eager to push the technology. The sewage treatment 
process -- essentially, filter, settle, digest -- hasn't changed much since the early 1900s, 
because it works. And drying out sludge enough to make it burnable takes money and 
energy. Pilot projects may take several years to pay for themselves, which can clash 
with short-term budget cycles.  
 
Other factors may force the industry's hand. It takes considerable energy to clean 
sewage, and energy costs have risen along with global temperatures. Now isolated 
pioneers are showing how investing in ''waste'' can pay off: London's Thames Water 
utility now generates 14 percent of the power it needs from burning sludge or methane, 
saving $23 million a year in electricity bills.  
 
Also, it's green to burn the brown stuff. Resource recovery from wastewater counts as 
renewable energy, which makes sense: we're hardly likely to stop providing the raw 
material anytime soon. So why continue to flush away a resource whose value, even 
under the dim light of a sewer gas lamp, should be blindingly obvious? 
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Return to limited governance (Washington Times) 
 
April 28, 2010 Wednesday 
B, LETTERS; Pg. 2 
Return to limited governance 
President Obama's push for a financial overhaul of the United States is yet another goal 
of his grow-government, anti-free-market agenda to take over the lives of the people 
under his protection ("Dodd pushes to get bill on derivatives to floor," Nation, Thursday).  
 
Indeed, this, along with health care, welfare, housing and Environmental Protection 
Agency control of energy, water and the environment, is simply a fast and furious 
scheme to force protection upon us whether we like it or not. 
 
To pay for it, this president and Congress undoubtedly will pass a value-added tax 
(VAT) on all goods and services, which will cause hyperinflation and reduce us to a 
giant underclass. 
 
As if America were not steeped in enough fear, anxiety and uncertainty, there is a real 
danger of Mr. Obama reducing and compromising our defenses, forcing the American 
people to take on enormous debt, risking a total market collapse, making us vulnerable 
to further terrorist attacks and generally using the economic crisis to enhance the power 
of his office. 
 
DANIEL B. JEFFS 
 
Apple Valley, Calif. 


 


AIR 
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Graham's bipartisan efforts bog down (Los Angeles Times) 
 
April 28, 2010 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
 
MAIN NEWS; National Desk; Part A; Pg. 9 
THE NATION;  
Graham's bipartisan efforts bog down;  
The Republican is backing off his push to cooperate on issues including immigration. 
 
By Jim Tankersley, Richard Simon 
WASHINGTON  
For months, Sen. Lindsey Graham of South Carolina was one of the few Republicans 
willing to cross the aisle to work with the Obama administration on controversial issues. 
Now, he may be the showcase example of why bipartisanship is all but dead in 
Washington. 
 
In the beginning, Graham's attempts to find compromises with Obama and Senate 
Democrats on immigration, energy and closing Guantanamo Bay looked like the best 
chance for a thaw in Washington's icy partisan environment. But now, under attack from 
colleagues and activists in both parties, Graham is threatening to chuck the whole effort.  
 
That potentially dooms prospects for congressional action this year on energy and 
immigration, as well as the likelihood of widespread cooperation across party lines on 
most other issues. 
 
From the right, Republican activists in Graham's home state have heaped scorn and 
censure on him. Fellow Senate Republicans, including party leaders, have left him to 
deal with Democrats on his own. 
 
Meanwhile, from the other side, White House officials have criticized Graham's push to 
include what would have amounted to a new gasoline tax in the energy bill. Liberals 
have griped that Graham packed the bill with giveaways to industry; moderates say he 
hasn't delivered Republican support for the bill anyway. 
 
Perhaps most important, Graham suddenly finds himself wrestling with the Senate's top 
Democrat, Harry Reid of Nevada, over a plan to fast-track the immigration bill. Graham 
says that by pushing the bill when it isn't ready and can't pass, Reid has jeopardized 
good-faith negotiations on immigration and energy in hopes of scoring cheap political 
points against Republicans. 
 
So last weekend Graham stepped away from the bargaining table. 
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Graham's fellow South Carolinian Republican Sen. Jim DeMint puts it: "No one can 
deny that Lindsey Graham works in good faith with the other side ... if they turn their 
back on Lindsey, that just shows they're going to try to do it without us." 
 
For his part, Graham in a recent interview lamented that both parties' bases "are getting 
less and less tolerant of people trying to find common ground." 
 
"I don't deserve the praise or the criticism to the extent I get it," he said. "I'm as 
frustrated as the average person with why things don't work better." 
 
Later, he added: "I enjoy my job. The only reason I enjoy it -- the lifestyle of a senator 
sucks -- is the wonderful opportunity for a conservative, right now, to have a say on big 
issues.... As long as you're willing to let the other side get something, you can have a 
real say." 
 
It's a long-held philosophy that Graham says he applies only to big issues. 
 
Well before the 2008 election, Graham met with a group of South Carolina utility 
executives. He told them that regardless of who won the White House, the next 
president would push to limit greenhouse gas emissions because the U.S. Supreme 
Court had just ruled that the Environmental Protection Agency could regulate those 
emissions under the Clean Air Act. 
 
Graham told the executives that he planned to work on an emissions-limiting bill in the 
Senate, and he asked the executives what they needed from such a bill to protect their 
customers and their bottom lines. 
 
During the '08 presidential campaign, Graham served as a top surrogate for Sen. John 
McCain (R-Ariz.), a close Graham friend and an aisle-crossing role model of sorts. 
 
On talk shows, Graham often squared off with Sen. John F. Kerry (D-Mass.), a top 
Obama surrogate. After the election, they teamed up, along with Sen. Joe Lieberman (I-
Conn.), to draft a bipartisan energy and climate bill. 
 
In months of negotiations, Graham has pushed the bill steadily to the right, adding 
provisions to boost nuclear energy and offshore drilling, and reaching out aggressively 
to oil companies and other business groups. 
 
The approach has won cautious admiration from many industry groups and praise from 
many Democrats, including White House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel, who is close to 
Graham. 
 
"Lindsey Graham is hugely helpful," Kerry said in a recent interview. "He's hugely 
articulate. He's a very smart guy." 
 
One thing Graham hadn't brought, before he stepped away from the bargaining table 
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last weekend, was additional Republican support for the climate bill. The same appears 
to be true of his work with Sen. Charles E. Schumer (D-N.Y.) on immigration -- even 
though Graham voted with his GOP colleagues 94% of the time last year on party-line 
votes, according to a Congressional Quarterly analysis. 
 
At a time when partisan fights have held up a major Wall Street regulation bill, most 
parties involved in immigration and climate negotiations say neither bill has a chance 
this year without Graham's support. Reid seemed to concede as much on Tuesday, 
telling reporters an energy bill would move before immigration, as Graham has insisted. 
 
It may not be enough. After months of prodding Democrats to move on immigration, 
Graham now wants Reid to put that bill off until next year. 
 
Asked about that position, Reid replied: "I don't know why Sen. Graham has decided 
that he wants out of what he's doing." 
 
With that, the situation in Washington returned to normal. 
 
jtankersley@latimes.com 
 
richard.simon@latimes.com 


 


Save money by buying a green lawn mower  (WTOP Com) 
 
April 28, 2010 - 6:50am 
UNDATED - Nothing is closer to the green, green grass of home than your trusty old 
lawn mower. Now, you could save some green by purchasing a state of the art green 
lawn mower.  


Communities across the U.S. are offering vouchers and discounts to trade in your gas-
powered mowers for electric or non-motorized mowers.  


The carbon dioxide your gas mower spews out may not seem like much, but multiply it 
by 44 million mowers nationwide, and it's becoming an air quality issue.  


Bill Becker, executive director of the National Association of Clean Air Agencies, tells 
USA TODAY that operating a typical 3.5-horsepower, gas-powered lawn mower for one 
hour creates as much pollution as driving a newer sedan from D.C., to Boston.  


The discounts are being offered now because next year Environmental Protection 
Agency standards for mowers go into effect. They'll call for a 35 percent reduction in 
emissions  



mailto:jtankersley@latimes.com

mailto:richard.simon@latimes.com

http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/environment/2010-04-27-mower-exchange_N.htm
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One company offering discounts of up to $200 on electric and reel mowers is Neuton.  


Neuton is offering "virtual" exchanges, where you recycle your gas mower locally, then 
then call to order an electric mower.  


The deal is available in Maryland, California, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, 
Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas and 
Washington, says Allison Cranmer, sales manager for Neuton.  


(Copyright 2010 by WTOP. All Rights Reserved.)  
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lawn mower.  


Communities across the U.S. are offering vouchers and discounts to trade in your gas-
powered mowers for electric or non-motorized mowers.  


The carbon dioxide your gas mower spews out may not seem like much, but multiply it 
by 44 million mowers nationwide, and it's becoming an air quality issue.  


Bill Becker, executive director of the National Association of Clean Air Agencies, tells 
USA TODAY that operating a typical 3.5-horsepower, gas-powered lawn mower for one 
hour creates as much pollution as driving a newer sedan from D.C., to Boston.  


The discounts are being offered now because next year Environmental Protection 
Agency standards for mowers go into effect. They'll call for a 35 percent reduction in 
emissions  


One company offering discounts of up to $200 on electric and reel mowers is Neuton.  


Neuton is offering "virtual" exchanges, where you recycle your gas mower locally, then 
then call to order an electric mower.  


The deal is available in Maryland, California, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, 
Massachusetts, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas and 
Washington, says Allison Cranmer, sales manager for Neuton.  


 


Cities offer discounts on green mowers (USA TODAY) 
  
By Ron Barnett, USA TODAY 
When a gasoline-powered mower rumbles along a lawn, the tiny puff of carbon 
monoxide it coughs up is barely noticeable. 



http://www.neutonpower.com/home.aspx

http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/environment/2010-04-27-mower-exchange_N.htm

http://www.neutonpower.com/home.aspx
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But multiply that puff by 44 million — the number of gasoline-powered push mowers the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency estimates are in use in the USA — and it's an air 
quality issue, especially in areas facing the likelihood of violating clean air standards 
that will take effect Aug. 31, EPA spokesman Dave Ryan says.  


More than 300 counties are in violation of federal air quality standards now, and that 
number is likely to double when new standards go into effect, Ryan says. Plus, 
additional EPA standards specifically for mowers will go into effect next year that call for 
a 35% reduction in emissions, he says. 


To help improve air quality, communities across the USA are offering residents 
vouchers and discounts toward purchase of electric or non-motorized mowers when 
they turn in their gas-powered mowers, says Bill Becker, executive director of the 
National Association of Clean Air Agencies, which represents air pollution agencies in 
most states.  


GREEN HOUSE: Small victories... greener life 


"These have not been your traditional methods of reducing air pollution, but they have 
been very successful when implemented," he says. "We are seeing more examples of 
these types of programs, ranging from lawn mowers to wood stoves to other high-
polluting consumer-owned activities." 


Riding mowers are accepted as well as push-mowers, but few have been offered for 
exchange, he says.  


Operating a typical 3.5-horsepower, gas-powered lawn mower for one hour that's not 
equipped with a pollution-control catalyst creates as much pollution as driving a newer 
sedan from Washington, D.C., to Boston, Becker says. Newer model mowers have 
catalytic converters that help turn pollutants such as carbon monoxide and nitrogen 
oxides into "normal atmospheric gases" such as nitrogen, carbon dioxide and water, 
according to the EPA's Ryan. 


Mower exchange programs going on this spring include: 


•Denver: In a city where testing shows lawn equipment contributes up to 10% of the 
emissions in the area, there will be at least 500 environmentally friendly mowers 
available on May 1 in an exchange program, says Sarah Anderson of the Regional Air 
Quality Council. People who exchange a gas-powered mower will get a discount toward 
the purchase of a battery powered or non-motorized mower, which will be immediately 
available at the site. 


•Boise: On May 1, the city will offer 150 electric mowers at a $110 discount for people 
who trade in their gas mowers. Also, a drawing will be held, and 50 people will get an 
additional $125 discount, and one mower will be given away, says Aimee Hughes, 
environmental specialist for the city's public works department. 



http://www.usatoday.com/communities/greenhouse/index
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•Sacramento: Residents last month sent nearly 1,300 gas-powered lawn mowers for 
recycling and received discounts on the purchase of electric or non-motorized push 
mowers, says Carol Novak of the Sacramento Municipal Utility District. The discounts 
reflected a savings of more than over $220 off the regular retail price, she says. 


That agency has teamed up with the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality District on 
this program since 1997. On-site exchange events also are being held in South 
Carolina, Texas, Vermont and Washington, according to Allison Cranmer, sales 
manager for Neuton, a battery-powered mower manufacturer offering discounts ranging 
from $10 to $200 on its electric and non-motorized reel mowers. 


The company also is offering "virtual" exchanges, in which participants recycle their gas 
mower locally, then call to order an electric mower at a discount for delivery, she says. 
That's available in California, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, South Carolina, Texas and Washington, 
she says. 


Some programs don't even require gas mower trade-ins, she says. First-time mower 
buyers can, in some cases, also receive discounts to buy battery-powered mowers 
through programs sponsored by local governments or environmental agencies, 
Cranmer says. 


Mowers that are turned in are usually sent to the local recycling center or solid waste 
collector and destroyed, Cranmer says. 


"One of the big incentives from the residents' point of view is that there's low 
maintenance involved," says Channell Webster, program coordinator for the South 
Carolina Department of Health and Environmental Control. "It doesn't require oil, it 
doesn't require gas. There's also less noise pollution." 


Miriam Mills of West Columbia, S.C., is a testimonial to the popularity of the program. 


She and her neighbor, Thelma Weathersby, showed up at the trade-in site in Columbia 
at 4 a.m. on April 10 to make sure they were first in line when the electric mowers came 
off the truck five hours later. 


Mills has a small lawn but says she is "for keeping the environment clean" and will 
share the mower with Weathersby. 


"I just think it's fantastic that they do this program and I hope that they keep it up," she 
says. 


Barnett reports for The Greenville (S.C.) News  



http://content.usatoday.com/topics/topic/Places,+Geography/States,+Territories,+Provinces,+Islands/U.S.+States/Massachusetts
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Smog in L.A. is still tops in nation (Los Angeles Times) 
 
April 28, 2010 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
LATEXTRA; Metro Desk; Part AA; Pg. 1 
SMOG IN L.A. IS STILL TOPS IN NATION;  
The metropolitan area averages more than 140 days a year with dangerous ozone. 
 
By Margot Roosevelt 
Metropolitan Los Angeles, extending to Riverside and Long Beach, remains the 
smoggiest city in the United States, with an average of more than 140 days a year of 
dangerous ozone levels, the American Lung Assn. reported Wednesday in its annual 
assessment. 
 
All of the nation's 10 smoggiest counties are in California, with San Bernardino, 
Riverside, Kern, Tulare and Los Angeles leading the pack. And the state's cities and 
counties, with their ports, refineries, power plants and crowded freeways, rank near the 
top for particle pollution.  
 
"This is not just a nuisance or a bother," said Bonnie Holmes-Gen, the lung 
association's California policy director. "Thousands of people are being rushed to 
emergency rooms. Thousands of people are dying early as a result of air pollution. . . . It 
is a crisis." 
 
The report comes at a time of conflict over the state's efforts to slash emissions. Citing 
the recession-battered economy, trucking and construction firms are seeking to delay 
California's rules to limit diesel pollution from operating big-rigs, forklifts and other 
equipment. 
 
A proposed ballot initiative, sponsored by oil companies and conservative activists, 
would suspend the state's climate law, which targets carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse gases but could effectively curb traditional air pollutants such as ozone and 
particles. 
 
Jane Warner, president and chief executive of the California branch of the lung 
association, urged state officials to maintain proposed curbs on diesel emissions and to 
step up efforts to promote electric cars. "We also call on Californians to reject the Texas 
oil companies' attempt to undo California's clean air and clean energy laws," Warner 
said. 
 
The ballot initiative to delay AB 32, the Global Warming Solutions Act, is spearheaded 
by San Antonio-based Valero Energy Corp.  and Tesoro Corp., which operate major 
refineries and hundreds of gas stations in California. 
 



javascript:void%200
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Despite its grim overall statistics, the report took note of remarkable progress in some 
areas: The number of high-ozone days has dropped by 25% in metropolitan Los 
Angeles and by 57% in metropolitan San Francisco, which includes Oakland and San 
Jose, since 2000. 
 
Ground-level ozone, or smog, forms when nitrogen oxide gases and volatile organic 
compounds, such as gasoline vapors, react in the sunlight and heat. Inhaling ozone, 
which is colorless and odorless, can cause asthma and shorten lives. 
 
Particle pollution, also known as fine particulate matter, combines soot, dust and 
aerosols and often contains mercury and other toxic substances. It causes respiratory 
disease, heart attacks and premature deaths. 
 
The report found that high air pollution levels threaten the health of 175 million people, 
about 58% of the population. But in California, the proportion is far higher: 91% of state 
residents, more than 33 million people, live in counties with poor air quality, especially in 
Southern California and the Central Valley. 
 
Annually, California's dirty air is estimated to cause 19,000 premature deaths, 9,400 
hospitalizations and 300,000 respiratory illnesses. 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is weighing tighter limits on ozone and 
particles, and Congress is considering Clean Air Act amendments to further cut 
emissions from coal-fired power plants. Other issues under consideration: whether 
federal construction projects should use only clean-diesel equipment and whether the 
federal government should finance retrofits of operating diesel trucks, as California has. 
 
Only two cities appear on all three of the lung association's lists of cleanest cities -- for 
ozone, for year-round particles and for short-term measures of particles: metropolitan 
Fargo, N.D., which also includes Wahpeton, Minn.; and Lincoln, Neb. 
 
The report is interactive: readers can go to www.state 
 
oftheair.org, type in ZIP Codes and find out how neighborhoods rank. 
 
-- 
 
margot.roosevelt@latimes.com 
 


Ludlum, Harsco near settlement with EPA (Terentum Valley News Dispatch) 
 
By Michael Aubele 
VALLEY NEWS DISPATCH 
Tuesday, April 27, 2010  



http://www.state/

mailto:margot.roosevelt@latimes.com
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The federal Environmental Protection Agency and Allegheny County Health Department 
want a federal judge to sign off on an agreement with Allegheny Ludlum Corp. and 
Harsco Corp. intended to control slag dust at the Ludlum steel mill in Natrona. 


In a motion filed Friday in federal court, the EPA and health department say the court 
should approve the agreement reached in November. The EPA and health department 
had sued the companies, claiming the slag-dumping process at the mill violates the 
federal Clean Air Act. 


The settlement would require Ludlum and Harsco to install a fan-driven fog system to 
dampen slag dust and to pave dirt roads at the facility to reduce pollution — work that's 
been completed, according to Ken Julian, Harsco spokesman. 


"We've addressed these issues head-on, and probably have gotten a bit ahead of the 
game, given that the (settlement) is still awaiting finalization," Julian said. 


The settlement would require the companies to pay a civil penalty of nearly $185,000, 
although they wouldn't admit violating the Clean Air Act.  


Ludlum contracts with Harsco to dump the slag. Multiserv, a division of Harsco, does 
the work at the Natrona steel mill under a permit from the county health department. 


Health department spokesman Guillermo Cole has said residents living near the mill 
complained of slag dust collecting on their properties. 


The settlement underwent a 30-day public comment period after being reached last 
year. According to court documents, Citizens for Pennsylvania's Future (PennFuture) 
and a Wilkins Township resident objected. 


Among other things, PennFuture argued an enclosure should be built around the slag-
dumping operation to further reduce the amount of dust released during the process. 


The EPA and a health department official say such a measure could be dangerous. 
There have been explosions inside an enclosed facility at a plant in Kentucky, according 
to the EPA. 


Michael Boyd of Wilkins Township argued the settlement doesn't go far enough. He 
wrote, "I feel strongly that the penalties weighed against Allegheny Ludlum/Harsco are 
far too light a response given their significant environmental and public health 
violations." 


Boyd suggested the companies should face criminal charges. 


The EPA countered that its penalties are consistent with its policies, and that it reserves 
the right under the agreement to file criminal charges. 
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The EPA and health department contend the settlement amounts to the most 
reasonable solution. 


A Ludlum spokesman declined to comment. 


Michael Aubele can be reached at maubele@tribweb.com or 724-226-4673.  


 


EPA sends draft CAIR replacement to White House (Greenwire) 
 
(04/27/2010) 
Robin Bravender, E&E reporter 
U.S. EPA sent its draft replacement for the Bush-era Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) 
yesterday to the White House Office of Management and Budget for review. 


The proposal comes after a federal appeals court ordered the agency in 2008 to revise 
the cap-and-trade CAIR rule aimed at slashing soot-forming sulfur dioxide (SO2) and 
smog-forming nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions from electric utilities. The court left the 
rule in place temporarily but ordered EPA to swiftly craft a replacement after deeming 
parts of the program illegal under the Clean Air Act. 


Top EPA officials have said the agency would work to ensure that the CAIR 
replacement would withstand possible litigation. 


EPA is planning to issue the draft rule in June, according to a website that tracks federal 
rulemaking. The date for a final rule is to be determined, the website says, although 
EPA officials have said they expect to roll out the final regulation by early next year. 


Meanwhile, a bipartisan group of senators led by Sens. Tom Carper (D-Del.) and Lamar 
Alexander (R-Tenn.) is pressing forward with a multipollutant bill to cut SO2, NOx and 
mercury from power plants. That bill aims to cut SO2 by 80 percent by 2018, NO2 by 50 
percent by 2015 and mercury by 90 percent by 2015. Carper said last week that he will 
not mark up his bill until EPA rolls out the draft CAIR bill and its modeling of his 
legislation (E&ENews PM, March 20). 


EPA air chief Gina McCarthy told a Senate panel last month that the Carper-Alexander 
bill can "align very well" with pending EPA air rules (Greenwire, March 4). 


"I think we're totally in line in terms of the direction we're taking," McCarthy said at the 
March hearing. "We very much appreciate the standards and the timelines that were 
set." 


EPA is working on a separate rule to limit power plants' mercury emissions after the 
federal appeals court also tossed out the George W. Bush administration's Clean Air 
Mercury Rule in 2008. 



http://www.eenews.net/eenewspm/2010/04/20/archive/2

http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/2010/03/04/archive/3
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Peoria County gets a ‘D’ for ozone (Peoria Journal Star) 
 
Lung association report finds six in 10 Americans live in places that score 'F' 
By Terry Bibo (tbibo@pjstar.com)  
of the Journal Star  
Posted Apr 28, 2010 @ 03:00 AM 
PEORIA —  
It's better than last year's "F" for ozone. 
But central Illinois is just like the rest of the nation, which has room to improve, 
according to the American Lung Association's 11th annual air quality report card. 


The Peoria County 2010 ozone score is "D." 


"We found great improvement in some areas," said ALA president and CEO Charles D. 
Connor during a teleconference Tuesday. "But we still find 175 million people are living 
in areas with air too dirty to breathe." 


Over the last decade, cleanup measures such as reducing the emissions from coal-fired 
power plants and cleaner fuels and engines have paid off, according to the "State of the 
Air 2010" report. Especially in the Midwest and on the East Coast, scores have 
improved. Twenty of the 25 most-polluted cities have better air than last year, and 16 of 
them have their best scores to date. Life expectancies may have increased by five 
months, thanks to better air quality. 


"It's proof how and why we must continue, and improve, those efforts," Connor said. 


The ALA report is based on the most recent federal air pollution data, which covers 
2006 to 2008. It tracks the levels of ozone, which is sometimes called smog, and 
particulate matter in the air. The particulates are measured in two ways: for the times 
the level was too high in a 24-hour period, and for the annual averages. 


But even though the scores are better nationwide, nearly six out of 10 Americans live in 
counties that get straight "Fs" for air quality. Some counties, particularly in California, 
did worse on the 2010 report card than they did in 2009. And the most recent research 
shows that air pollution has more severe health effects than previously believed. 


"Ozone is really 'super oxygen,' " said ALA chief medical officer Dr. Norman Edelman. 
"It really burns, and it burns all of the tissue it's exposed to . . . so the health effect is 
substantial." 



mailto:tbibo@pjstar.com

http://www.pjstar.com/
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Children, adults older than 65 and people with lung disease, diabetes or heart problems 
are at higher risk for health problems from air pollution. Such complications include 
chest pains, asthma, shortness of breath and early death. California recently tripled its 
estimates of the human toll from particulate matter to 18,000 deaths a year. 


"With increased study, the health impact of particulate pollution is much greater than we 
previously thought," Edelman said. 


The ALA advocates the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency tighten limits on ozone, 
which is under federal review. It also asks Congress to ensure clean diesel equipment is 
used in federally funded construction projects, and provide money to clean up existing 
diesel engines. And it recommends steps every American can take to help: Drive less. 
Don't burn. Use less electricity. Ask your local school district to get clean-running school 
buses and institute no-idling policies. 


You can check www.lungusa.org to search local air quality grades by Zip code, or 
www.stateoftheair.org for the complete 2010 report. 


 
 


N.J. still flunks federal air pollution standards, despite improvements (Star 
Ledger) 
 
By Brian T. Murray/The Star-Ledger  
April 28, 2010, 5:31AM 
Paul J. LioyA photo of the air pollution in Newark, circa 1950s.  
Walk outside and take a deep breath: The air is getting cleaner, although exactly how 
clean depends upon whom you ask. 


In its annual "State of the Air" report card being released today, the American Lung 
Association concludes "the air quality in many places has improved," and notes 
pollution in some cities dropped to the lowest levels since the group began monitoring 
state and federal air data 11 years ago. 


The association even dropped the Newark, New York City and Bridgeport, Conn. region 
from its list of 25 cities with the worst levels of "year-round particle pollution." 


But the group again flunked New Jersey’s overall air quality on a number of levels and 
said air pollution grew worse in some of the U.S., mostly in California, and half the 
nation continues to suffer from pollution levels "that are too often dangerous to breathe."  


"Nearly six out of 10 Americans lived in areas where the air could be dirty enough to 
send people to the emergency room, dirty enough to shape how kids’ lungs develop and 
even dirty enough to kill," said Charles Connor, president of the association. 



http://www.lungusa.org/

http://www.stateoftheair.org/
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The association’s annual reports are too negative and "cloud" the fact people in New 
Jersey and elsewhere are breathing easier today than they did 40 or 20 years ago, 
according to the author of a separate study released last month through Rutgers 
University, the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey and the state 
Department of Environmental Protection. 


In that report, Paul Lioy, director of the Exposure Science Division of the Environmental 
and Occupational Health Sciences Institute at Rutgers and UMDNJ, cited historical data 
showing major types of air pollution declined significantly as federal regulations have 
tightened pollution standards. 


"People should know ... that the air quality has improved to a point where we are 
actually trying now to improve the lives of people who are sensitive subgroups — 
people with asthma and the elderly whereas, in the 1970s, the poor air quality had 
everyone suffering," Lioy said. 


Lioy cited research published in the New England Journal of Medicine last year that 
linked a 15 percent overall increase in life expectancy in the United States to the 
reduction of "ambient fine-particulate pollution," the dirty air that once billowed from 
industry smokestacks and now stems from diesel engines and coal-burning facilities. 
 
While more still needs to be done, overstating the air pollution problem leads to knee-
jerk, misguided efforts to fix it, Lioy said. 


For example, he said, New Jersey and other states rushed to embrace corn-based 
ethanol more than a decade ago as a clean bio-fuel, adding it to gasoline sold at the 
pumps before realizing it was inefficient and a larger cause of ozone pollution than 
traditional fuels. 


The American Lung Association said its report reflects the fact that, despite improved 
federal standards, people still suffer health problems even when briefly exposed to high 
levels of ozone and particle pollution. 


"Breathing these levels of pollution in just a very short time can be lethal," said Janice 
Nolen of the Lung Association. 


The Newark, New York City and Bridgeport, Conn. region, as well as the Camden, 
Vineland and Philadelphia area remained among the Top 25 cities with the most 24-
hour periods when particle pollution exceeded federal limits. But both regions had less 
days of excessive ozone levels. 
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Hudson Valley air cleaner, but not healthier (Journal News) 
 
Everyone around here can breathe easier — air quality in the New York metropolitan 
area is getting better. 
 
The American Lung Association's 11th annual report card for the nation's air, "State of 
the Air  
2010," continues to hand out failing grades to the Lower Hudson Valley, but experts say 
things are not as bad as they've been. 
 
"It's a good report for the New York City area," said Janice Nolen, a top policy official 
with the lung association. "We still have a long way to go, but we are seeing 
improvement." 
 
New York City's data showed enough change for the better, Nolen said, that it dropped 
off the list of the nation's 25 most polluted cities for year-round particle pollution, a first 
since the group began analyzing state and federal data. Los Angeles continued its hold 
on the top spot. 
 
Two factors are credited for the healthier air — cleaning up of coal-fired power plants 
and cleaning up of diesel fuels and engines. 
 
Since the data include Environmental Protection  Agency and states' statistics for 2006, 
2007 and  
2008, locals have more good news to look forward to, thanks to the 2008 shutdown of 
Lovett  
generating station in Stony Point. 
 
Westchester, Putnam and Rockland residents continue to breathe air that fails the 
healthy test too  
many days a year. Westchester and Putnam counties have air monitors that provide 
that data; Rockland gets lumped in with the Lower Hudson Valley, which  
  
only saw Dutchess County rise out of the dunce-cap group. 
 
"While most of the Hudson Valley is still receiving failing grades, it's trending upward," 
said Michael Seilback of the lung association's New York chapter. "At least not 
everything's gloomy." 
 
For the past few years, all the counties surrounding New York City have pulled in scores 
that should have resulted in trips to the woodshed, to the point that some have 
wondered how local efforts could haveany results when Midwestern power plants were 
continuing to belch toxic pollutants that ride a jet  stream to the Northeast. 
 
 
Seilback said the next few years should show the northern suburbs to be improving 
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even more,  
thanks to Lovett closing. That plant routinely landed on the list of worst polluters in New 
York and the nation, according to the state Department of Environmental Conservation 
and the EPA. 
 
"We're expecting fewer days when the ozone levels are hitting highs, fewer times when 
we have to be careful going outside," Seilback said. "It's not often that you have a 
region with almost all failing grades and still feel hopeful." 
 
The number of days with high levels of ozone — an extremely reactive gas molecule 
composed of three oxygen atoms that is the primary ingredient of smog — is a key 
factor in the report's grading system. 
 
That's also the case with short-term particle pollution. The national air quality standard 
is set to  
allow 2 percent — roughly 21 days in three years — to exceed 35 micrograms per cubic 
meter. 
 
To receive a failing grade, a county had to hit 27 such days in a three-year period. 
 
Dr. Norman Edelman, the lung association's chief medical officer, said there's no 
mistaking what the unhealthy days do to those with compromised lungs or other medical 
problems such as heart disease. 
 
Recent research shows that the effect on healthy people who exercise or work outside 
is greater than originally thought, Edelman said. 
 
"If you're in a city with constant levels of air pollution, you're at increased risk of lung 
disease  
and heart disease," Edelman said. "It's like a sunburn inside your lung." 
 
Children and people over the age of 65 are at special risk among those exposed to air 
pollution  
every day. 
 
Port Chester resident Francess Cepeda knows the risks. She keeps an eye on her 9-
year-old daughter, Marleyna George, knowing that a dirty-air day can trigger the child's 
asthma. 
 
"On a bad day, she'll wake up and need her nebulizer," Cepeda said. "She has a harder 
time  
breathing and will feel uncomfortable most of the day." 
 
Cepeda said she has seen an improvement in her daughter's condition, though it's not 
clear if cleaner air is the reason. 
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"I do check (the clean-air index) when I'm checking the weather," Cepeda said. "That 
way I know whether she's going to have a good day or a bad day." 
 
Nolen said that in the 40th year of the Clean Air Act, the nation has cut 40 percent of air 
emissions, but there have been ups and downs. The 1990s, she said, showed little 
change after a couple decades of real improvement. 
 
"You can't just assume that it's going to get better," she said. "You have to keep 
pushing. The air's not going to get better on its own. You have to have controls. We're 
very far away from air that is safe to breathe." 
 
 
 


State of the Air report reveals Western New Yorkers still at risk (Buffalo News) 
By Gene Warner 
NEWS STAFF REPORTER 
Updated: April 28, 2010, 7:14 am /  
Published: April 28, 2010, 12:30 am 


If Western New York were a student being tested on its air quality, it no doubt would be 
battling to keep from flunking out of school.  


The report card for the three local counties whose air quality has been monitored — 
Erie, Niagara and Chautauqua — contains two B’s, a D and three F’s, according to the 
American Lung Association’s State of the Air 2010 report being released today.  


That’s the dirty news for Western New York, but there is a little bit of clean air in the 
report.  


All three counties that have been monitored here at least improved their grades for 
short-term particle pollution from last year.  


Erie County went from an F to a D, Niagara from a D to a B and Chautauqua from a C 
to a B. Only those three counties have Environmental Protection Agency air-quality 
monitors for ozone and particle pollution.  


Not exactly grades that will earn anyone a spot on the Dean’s List.  


“While many portions of this year’s report are encouraging, far too many residents in the 
western part of the state are breathing air that puts their health at risk,” stated Scott T. 
Santarella, president and CEO of the American Lung Association in New York.  


“While in many parts of the state, we can see reduced emissions from sources including 
power plants and diesel engines, Western New York’s dirty air illustrates . . . that air 
pollution is not just a downstate problem,” he added.  
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The annual report, the association’s 11th, covers air quality across the nation for the 
three-year period 2006 to 2008. Last year’s report detailed the results from 2005 
through 2007.  


The bad news for the region is that all three counties again receive F’s for ozone quality.  


Yet, American Lung Association officials pointed out that each of the three counties 
measured significantly fewer unhealthy ozone days for sensitive groups of people.  


“No parent is going to be happy with a child coming home with an F grade,” said 
Michael Seilback, vice president for public policy with the New York association. “But 
the difference between a 64 and a 40 is very significant. At least we’re going in the right 
direction.”  


Western New York’s pollution comes from a variety of sources, including old dirty power 
plants, traffic and industry corridors — including the bridges to Canada — and coal-
powered plants from the Midwest.  


Nationally, the association presented a similarly mixed picture of unhealthy air quality 
tempered by progress in addressing the problem.  


“Air pollution still remains widespread and dangerous,” said Janice Nolen, assistant vice 
president for national policy with the association. “More than 175 million people live in 
areas where air pollution levels put their lives at risk.”  


The American Lung Association listed the usual populations that remain at risk from air 
pollution, including children, older people with weak immune systems, diabetics and 
people with heart disease.  


But the association also listed two new populations at risk, according to Dr. Norman H. 
Edelman, chief medical officer for the American Lung Association:  


• Healthy adults who spend a lot of time working or exercising outdoors, including 
people who work with or near diesel engines, dock workers and railroad workers.  


• People with lower incomes, because they have generally poorer health and are more 
likely to live in more polluted areas.  


The report can be found at www.alany.org.  


gwarner@buffnews.com 


 


Pittsburgh region loses title of worst air in U.S. (Pittsburgh Post Gazette) 
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Wednesday, April 28, 2010 
By Don Hopey, Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 
There will not be a three-peat. 
After holding the title of worst air in the nation for two years, the Pittsburgh metropolitan 
area has fallen to third place for daily soot pollution, behind Bakersfield and Fresno, 
Calif., according to the American Lung Association's "State of the Air 2010" report. 
The Pittsburgh area also dropped from second to fifth place for year-round soot 
pollution, behind Phoenix, Ariz., and Bakersfield, Los Angeles and Visalia, all in 
California. 
But despite measurable improvements in air quality noted in the Lung Association's 11th 
annual report released this morning, the Pittsburgh region still received failing grades for 
both short-term and annual fine particle soot pollution and ozone smog. 
Short-term pollution measures fine particulates in the air over a 24-hour period in 
micrograms per cubic meter. The long-term rankings use annual averages calculated 
and reported by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
"People in Allegheny County breathe air that is too often dangerous, a public health 
issue that impacts even healthy, vibrant individuals as well as those most at risk -- 
children, the elderly and people with chronic health conditions like diabetes, heart and 
lung disease," said Deborah Brown, acting chief executive officer at the American Lung 
Association of the Mid-Atlantic. 
Guillermo Cole, a spokesman for the Allegheny County Health Department, said air 
quality in the region is improving, but objected again to the Lung Association's use of 
soot readings from the Liberty monitor -- usually the highest in the county -- to 
characterize the whole region. 
Mr. Cole said the annual particulate level at the Liberty monitor was 17 micrograms per 
cubic meter in 2008, an improvement from the 18.9 micrograms per cubic meter reading 
for 2007 and the 19.1 reading in 2006, but still higher than the annual federal standard 
of 15 micrograms per cubic meter. 
He said the county was below that soot standard at all other monitoring sites in 2008 
and 2009, and the 2009 annual reading for the Liberty monitor was 15, due in large part 
to significant reductions in emissions by U.S. Steel Corp.'s Clairton Coke Works, which 
has shut down three batteries and finished a major rehabilitation and maintenance 
project on another. 
In 2008, according to the county's Emissions Inventory report, the Clairton Coke Works 
emitted a total of 1,893 tons of particulates, more than 45 percent of the total particulate 
emissions from all sources in Allegheny County. Idling the three cokemaking batteries 
and upgrading another reduced emissions by 421 tons in 2009. 
Kevin Stewart, an environmental scientist for the regional American Lung Association, 
said the annual report uses the worst monitor readings in all its rankings because 
people within a metropolitan area move into and out of those areas to work, shop, visit 
and travel. 
"We use those monitors because we recognize the right of everyone to breathe clean 
air," Mr. Stewart said. "We want the whole metropolitan area to meet the highest 
standards." 
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He said numerous scientific studies show spikes in short-term particulate levels and 
exposures to high day-to-day levels exposures can damage the health of people with 
heart and lung disease, children and older adults, and even cause premature death. 
Philadelphia ranks 12th nationwide for short-term particle pollution and Harrisburg ranks 
22nd. 
Pennsylvania counties ranking in the top 25 for short-term particle pollution are 
Allegheny (third), Philadelphia (14th) and Washington and Dauphin (tied for 25th), 
according to the report, which is based on air monitoring data collected by federal and 
state agencies from 2006 through 2008, the most recent three-year period for which 
data is available. Beaver County ranked 24th nationally for year-round particle pollution. 
Cities with the cleanest air are Fargo, N.D., and Lincoln, Neb., which had no bad air 
days for ozone or airborne particles in the three years studied. Cheyenne, Wyo.; Santa 
Fe, N.M; Honolulu; Anchorage, Alaska; and Great Falls, Mont., had the most soot-free 
air year-round. 
According to the report, reductions in emissions from coal-fired power plants and the 
start of truck and bus fleet changeovers to cleaner diesel engines and fuels have helped 
cut particle and ozone pollution significantly, especially in eastern and midwestern 
cities. But despite those improvements, more than half of the nation's residents still live 
in areas where pollution levels often climb to unhealthy levels. 
Joe Osborne, legal director for the Group Against Smog and Pollution, said the 
improvement in the ranking is nice but cautioned against celebrating prematurely. 
"Let's make sure this is a sustainable trend rather than a short-term variation," Mr. 
Osborne said. "We're improving but so is almost every other area. We're going in the 
right direction but are we going as fast as other places?" 
The answer is no, he said, citing the county health department's approval last month of 
a federally mandated air pollution control plan for the Liberty-Clairton area that, 
according to the department's own calculations, fails to reduce airborne particle pollution 
below federal health standards for part of that area. 
"All the other parts of the nation have plans to reduce pollution but the one prepared for 
the Liberty-Clairton area will not do enough to meet ambient air standards," Mr. 
Osborne said. "If it's not strengthened we could be number one again ... bringing all the 
bad press that goes along with that." 
Don Hopey: dhopey@post-gazette.com or 412-263-1983. 
 
 


AWARDS 


============================================================== 


Green Needham wins EPA award (Boston Globe) 
 
Posted April 27, 2010 09:30 AM  
The Green Needham Collaborative has received a 2010 EPA Environmental Merit 
Award for its contributions to making Needham a more sustainable community. 



mailto:dhopey@post-gazette.com
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The award recognizes individuals and organizations for outstanding efforts in preserving 
New England's environment, and EPA officials presented it to the Green Needham 
Collaborative during an Earth Day ceremony at Faneuil Hall in Boston. 


In the three years it has existed, Green Needham has worked with groups across the 
community and helped launch the 10 percent Energy Challenge, which pushed to 
reduce Needham's energy use by 10 percent. 


In 2010, the group is planning projects including a wind power feasibility study at 
Needham's capped landfill and a further rollout of Home Energy Efficiency Improvement 
seminars, which help homeowners make energy improvements 


 


 


CLIMATE CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 


================================================================== 


Oil Rig Blast Complicates Push for Energy and Climate Bill (New York Times) 
 
April 28, 2010 Wednesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section A; Column 0; National Desk; Pg. 16 
Oil Rig Blast Complicates Push for Energy and Climate Bill 
By JOHN M. BRODER 
WASHINGTON -- The loss of life and the looming ecological catastrophe from the oil rig 
explosion in the Gulf of Mexico have piled political complications onto the push for 
energy and climate change legislation here, officials and interest groups say. 
 
Expanded offshore oil and gas drilling is a central component to the compromise plan 
being written in the Senate to address the nation's energy needs and the emissions of 
the gases that contribute to global warming. The plan, which still does not exist in 
legislative form, would also include multibillion-dollar incentives for nuclear power and 
so-called clean-coal research.  
 
The energy initiative is already in trouble because a crucial sponsor, Senator Lindsey 
Graham, Republican of South Carolina, has walked away from negotiations as a result 
of a dispute with the White House and Senate Democratic leaders over immigration 
policy. 
 
The oil spill may have added to its distress. Several senators said they were troubled by 
the accident and might not support broad climate and energy legislation if it contains 
expanding drilling without adequate safeguards.  
 



http://www.greenneedham.org/
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Senator Robert Menendez, Democrat of New Jersey, said he had many concerns about 
the energy bill that appears to be taking shape, chief among them the aggressive 
pursuit of offshore oil. 
 
''I have been an advocate of climate change legislation, but I'm going to have a real 
problem if we have drilling as I've heard it,'' Mr. Menendez said in an interview. ''Unless 
there is the ability for neighboring states to have some type of veto in the process, 
unless there's some serious environmental consideration before any drilling takes place, 
unless there are very significant buffer zones, I'm going to have a hard time at the end 
of the day supporting this legislation.'' 
 
Several other coastal-state senators whose votes could be crucial to passage of climate 
legislation have expressed concerns about the safety and environmental impacts of 
offshore drilling. They include Sheldon Whitehouse, Democrat of Rhode Island; Frank 
R. Lautenberg, Democrat of New Jersey; Benjamin L. Cardin and Barbara A. Mikulski, 
Democrats of Maryland; Mark Warner, Democrat of Virginia; Kay Hagan, Democrat of 
North Carolina; and George LeMieux, Republican of Florida. 
 
Last month, President Obamaproposed a significant expansion of offshore drilling, 
including new areas along the Eastern Seaboard from Delaware to Florida, a section of 
the eastern Gulf of Mexico and parts of the Arctic coast of Alaska. 
 
The proposal was part of a deal to attract Republican support for the climate change bill. 
The proposal drew strong criticism from environmental groups and some coastal-state 
governors and representatives. 
 
The White House said Tuesday in a statement that Mr. Obama was sticking with his 
drilling plan despite the accident. It said that the proposal was based on careful 
scientific and environmental reviews and that before any drilling was permitted, there 
would be ''a careful examination of the potential risks and spill response capabilities in 
the area involved.'' 
 
But the administration also sought to contain the environmental and political damage 
with an announcement that the Departments of Interior and Homeland Security would 
conduct a broad investigation of the accident and the response to it.  
 
The spill has also scrambled politics in Florida, where beaches may be fouled by the 
growing oil slick oozing from beneath the Deepwater Horizon rig off Louisiana. 
 
Gov. Charlie Crist of Florida, a Republican who is facing a tough campaign for the 
Senate and has supported expanded drilling off the state's coastlines, said Tuesday that 
he was rethinking his position in light of the accident.  
 
''If this doesn't give somebody pause, there's something wrong,'' Mr. Crist told reporters 
before heading out on a helicopter to view the spreading slick.  
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''This is, as I understand it, a pretty new rig with modern technology. As I've always said, 
it would need to be far enough, clean enough and safe enough. I'm not sure this was far 
enough. I'm pretty sure it was not clean enough. And it doesn't sound like it was safe 
enough. It's not a great situation.'' 
 
Senator Bill Nelson, Democrat of Florida, called for a thorough investigation of the 
industry's safety practices. Mr. Nelson pressured the Obama administration to extend 
the coastal buffer zone off Florida to 125 miles from 75. Now he said he was not certain 
that even that was enough margin for safety.  
 
''The tragedy off the coast of Louisiana shows we need to be asking a lot more tough 
questions of Big Oil,'' Mr. Nelson said. ''I think we need to look back over 10 years or so 
to see if the record denies the industry's claims about safety and technology.'' 
 
URL: http://www.nytimes.com 


 


Sen. Kerry says EPA to start climate bill analysis (Reuters) 


Story also appeared: Washington Post 
 
April 27, 2010 
12:58pm EDT 
By Richard Cowan 
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - The Environmental Protection Agency will begin analyzing a 
compromise climate change bill Senator John Kerry hopes to move through the Senate 
this year, despite a significant setback his effort has suffered, Kerry said on Tuesday. 


The EPA will examine the economic impact the bill would have from provisions aimed at 
reducing pollution blamed for global warming. 


"We are sending the bill to be modeled now with Lindsey Graham's consent," the 
Democratic senator told reporters. 


On Saturday, Republican Senator Graham announced that he was dropping out of the 
effort with Kerry and Independent Senator Joseph Lieberman to craft a climate change 
bill, which would also encourage U.S. production of nuclear energy and offshore oil. 


Graham said he was angered by Senate Democratic leaders and the White House 
talking up the possibility of tackling immigration reform prematurely, complaining it could 
take away time in the Senate for a climate debate. 


On Monday, Graham, speaking to reporters, seemed to go further by saying that any 
discussion of immigration reform this year, even if it is after passage of a climate bill, 
would be "breaking faith with me." 



http://www.nytimes.com/
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Kerry did not respond directly when asked whether he would go ahead with a public 
unveiling of climate change bill without Graham's support. 


"We're working to get this back on track, that's my goal, that's other people's goal and 
we're sticking by that," Kerry said. 


The EPA analysis is an important step in the legislative process. The Congressional 
Budget Office also is likely to conduct its own analysis, and the oil industry wants the 
Energy Department's Energy Information Administration to take an independent look. 


JUNE DEBATE IN THE SENATE 


Over the past six months, Kerry, Graham and Lieberman have been writing a bill aimed 
at reducing U.S. emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases by 17 
percent by 2020, from 2005 levels. 


That goal is in line with commitments President Barack Obama made in Copenhagen 
last December during an international summit that attempted to set new global goals for 
tackling environmental problems associated with climate change. 


The EPA analysis of their bill could take more than a month to complete and legislation 
could not be queued up for a full Senate debate until the results are disseminated. 


That would put the climate bill on the Senate floor in June at the earliest, but more likely 
in July. But that assumes that political divisions, of which there are many in addition to 
Graham's concerns, get resolved. 


Last week, the National Research Council reported that the chemistry of the world's 
oceans was changing at "an unprecedented rate," rapidly becoming more acidic, 
because of carbon dioxide pollution. 


That change threatens coral reefs and some fish species. 


Other looming global warming problems, according to scientists, include more severe 
droughts, flooding of island nations and coastal cities as sea levels rise from ice melt, 
and worsening refugee problems. 


Kerry also has been casting the climate debate in national security tones. He joined 
veterans of the Iraq war to unveil a clock that counted U.S. revenues Iran would be 
deprived of as the United States lowers carbon emissions from burning imported oil and 
from fostering energy independence. 


The clock, adorned with Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad's picture, is 
measuring $100 million a day in potential lost revenues to Tehran, which has been 
engaged in a war of words with Washington over its suspected nuclear weapons 
program and its alleged human rights violations. 
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(Editing by Philip Barbara) 


 
 


No bill until resolution of immigration issue – Kerry (Greenwire) 
 
 (04/27/2010) 
Darren Samuelsohn, E&E reporter 


The Senate climate bill won't be unveiled until Democratic leaders and a key Republican 
ally of the Obama administration resolve their differences over whether there should be 
a separate floor debate this year on immigration, one of the bill's authors, Sen. John 
Kerry (D-Mass.), said today. 


Kerry and Sens. Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) and Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) had planned to 
release their long-awaited global warming legislation yesterday during a press 
conference featuring business, religious and military leaders. But the bill's rollout has 
been postponed indefinitely as Graham tangles with Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-
Nev.) and the White House over plans to also tackle immigration ahead of November's 
midterm elections. 


"You all understand the dynamic that has to be resolved, and I'm hopeful it'll be resolved 
as soon as possible," Kerry told reporters today in his Senate office. "I'm very hopeful 
about that. But it obviously has to be resolved before we can make the announcement. 
But we're poised, as soon as possible." 


Kerry said he has spoken several times with Reid and Graham since the weekend in a 
bid to end the debate over the timing on immigration and get back to the Senate energy 
bill that has been more than six months in the making. "I think he's working in good 
faith, and he's working diligently and appropriately to try to help find resolution," Kerry 
said of Reid. "As is Lindsey Graham." 


Kerry, Graham and Lieberman plan to send their bill to U.S. EPA as soon as today to 
begin what is expected to be a six-week economic analysis of the proposal that caps 
greenhouse gas emissions across multiple economic sectors, as well as expands 
domestic production of oil, gas and nuclear power, he said. 


"We're not stopping, not one moment," Kerry said. "We're meeting. We're talking. We 
continue to work on certain issues. ... We're full speed ahead notwithstanding this 
moment of public stall. And we hope that the issue can be resolved soon." 


The three senators met yesterday in the Capitol for about 45 minutes, their first chance 
to meet in person since Graham threatened over the weekend to leave the negotiations 
over immigration. "It was a love fest," Kerry joked. "We had a good time." 
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After that meeting, Graham bemoaned Reid's decision to add immigration to the Senate 
calendar this year, a hot-button issue that he warned would "divide the country" while 
helping the Nevada Democrat increase voter turnout among Hispanics in the midterm 
elections. 


"I thought there was one last chance in this Congress to do something serious, and it 
was energy and climate," Graham said yesterday. "Guys, I would have never spent all 
this time and effort working on energy and climate if I thought on the day of the rollout 
you were going to be asking me, 'What do you think about immigration now that it's 
coming up?'" 


Graham said he would not participate in an introduction ceremony on the climate bill so 
long as Reid holds on to his plans to move immigration. "I think energy and climate is 
tough," Graham said. "Under the best of circumstances, it'd be tough. I've got a heavy 
lift here. So does John and Joe. So if you took the best of circumstances and you made 
it crap, there's a point in time between being courageous and stupid." 


Reid spokesman Jim Manley said yesterday his boss wants to take up both issues -- 
immigration and climate -- this year. Manley also pointed to past statements from 
Graham that he wanted Democrats to address immigration this year. 


"As far as breaking faith goes, Senator Graham has been demanding Democratic 
leadership on immigration for months, so it's difficult to understand why we have gotten 
this reaction to Reid demonstrating his commitment to the issue," Manley said. "There is 
no reason why we can't do both." 


The Graham-Reid dispute appears to be at an impasse, with both sides digging in 
deeper on their positions. But Kerry insisted there is more going on than meets the eye. 


"You're seeing the public piece, which is stalemate," he said. "I understand that. But 
behind the scenes, there are different parties and people working to try to see if we can 
find a sensible way through this thicket. And I'm confident there is one, and we'll get 
there." 


Groups push for action 


Concerned about the potential demise of their top-tier legislative request, environmental 
groups and a military veterans group working on energy issues increased the pressure 
today on the Senate to get back to work on comprehensive energy and climate 
legislation even as the bill languishes on its sick bed. 


Leaders from 31 top green organizations sent a letter to every senator urging action on 
the climate bill. 


"The United States Senate stands at a moment in history in which decisions made today 
will have a lasting impact on generations of Americans to come," wrote the Alliance for 
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Climate Protection, the Sierra Club, the League of Conservation Voters and Oceana. 
"The Senate faces a choice between leading America forward in a new clean energy 
economy or holding America back by preserving the failed energy policies of the past." 


Also today, Operation Free, a group of military veterans, unveiled an "oil profit counter" 
that will be displayed in Kerry's office. According to the group, the device shows how 
much money Kerry's climate bill would prevent going each year to Iran if the legislation 
became law, and U.S. dependence on foreign oil decreased. The digital counter read 
just under $100 million after being turned on just before noon yesterday, the time 
Kerry's press conference was scheduled to have happened. 


On and off Capitol Hill, the guessing game has begun over whether a climate bill without 
Graham has any chance of notching 60 votes. 


Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.) said yesterday he would not declare the legislation dead. "I 
think it's likely that it'll come back," he said. But he also bemoaned chances if Graham 
stays out. "I think it makes it less likely," he said. "I think he's a key part." 


Maine Republican Susan Collins nudged the Obama administration to keep an open 
mind when it comes to Graham's demands on immigration and energy. 


"Certainly Senator Graham has played a key role on both issues," Collins said. "I'd think 
the administration would listen to his preferences. But it's really not my fight." 


Outside observers said that while the bill appears to be in trouble, they would not rule 
out its return to life. 


"The lesson of health care is major legislation has more lives than a cat," said Scott 
Segal, an industry attorney for electric utilities and petroleum refiners at Bracewell & 
Giuliani. "And even in the case of climate change, it's been pronounced dead on several 
occasions. I'm not willing to say we're done for. Senators can be mercurial. They can 
decide what was unacceptable one day can be repackaged and be acceptable the 
next." 


 
 


UPDATE 2-Sen. Kerry says EPA to start climate bill analysis (Reuters) 
 
Tue Apr 27, 2010 6:31pm EDT 
Tue, Apr 27 2010 
EPA analysis important step toward U.S. Senate debate 
Bonds  |  Global Markets 
* Senator Reid does not back away from immigration reform 
* Obama optimistic of consensus on global warming bill (Adds EPA climate report, 
paragraph 8) 



http://www.reuters.com/finance/bonds

http://www.reuters.com/finance/markets
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By Richard Cowan 
WASHINGTON, April 27 (Reuters) - The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will 
begin analyzing a compromise climate change bill Senator John Kerry hopes to move 
through the Senate this year, despite a significant setback his effort has suffered, Kerry 
said on Tuesday. 


The EPA will examine the economic impact the bill would have from provisions aimed at 
reducing pollution blamed for global warming. 


"We are sending the bill to be modeled now with Lindsey Graham's consent," the 
Democratic senator told reporters. 


On Saturday, Republican Senator Graham announced that he was dropping out of the 
effort with Kerry and Independent Senator Joseph Lieberman to craft a climate change 
bill, which would also encourage U.S. production of nuclear energy and offshore oil. 


Graham said he was angered by Senate Democratic leaders and the White House 
talking up the possibility of tackling immigration reform prematurely, complaining it could 
take away time for a climate debate in the Senate. 


On Monday, Graham, speaking to reporters, seemed to go further by saying that any 
discussion of immigration reform this year, even if it is after passage of a climate bill, 
would be "breaking faith with me." 


Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid on Tuesday showed no sign of acceding to Graham, 
when he told reporters he was committed to passing the climate change and 
immigration bills this year. 


The analysis by the EPA, which released a report on Tuesday that climate change is 
having measurable impacts on indicators like heat waves, rain and storms, is an 
important step in the legislative process. [ID:nN27627944] 


The Congressional Budget Office also is likely to conduct its own analysis, and the oil 
industry wants the Energy Department's Energy Information Administration to take an 
independent look. 


Previously, the government has found the impact of climate change bills on consumers 
to be negligible. An EPA study of a bill passed last year by the House of 
Representatives estimated it could cost between $80 and $111 per year for households. 
But legislation also could include provisions to help consumers, especially low-income 
families. 


The climate control initiative got a boost from President Barack Obama on Tuesday, 
when he told wind-power industry workers in Iowa: "I believe that we can come together 
around this issue and pass comprehensive energy and climate legislation that will ignite 



http://blogs.reuters.com/search/journalist.php?edition=us&n=richard.cowan&
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new industries, spark new jobs and ... make America more energy independent. Our 
security, our economy, and the future of our planet all depend on it." 


JUNE OR JULY DEBATE IN THE SENATE? 


Over the past six months, Kerry, Graham and Lieberman have been writing a bill aimed 
at reducing U.S. emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases by 17 
percent by 2020 from 2005 levels. 


That goal is in line with commitments Obama made in Copenhagen last December 
during an international summit that attempted to set new global goals for tackling 
environmental problems associated with climate change. 


Lieberman, asked by reporters whether he and Kerry might unveil their legislation 
without Graham, said, "We're not even thinking about that. 


The EPA analysis of their bill could take more than a month to complete and legislation 
could not be queued up for a full Senate debate until the results are disseminated. 


That would put the climate bill on the Senate floor in June at the earliest, but more likely 
in July. But that assumes that political divisions, of which there are many in addition to 
Graham's concerns, get resolved. 


Last week, the National Research Council reported that the chemistry of the world's 
oceans was changing at "an unprecedented rate," rapidly becoming more acidic, 
because of carbon dioxide pollution. 


That change threatens coral reefs and some fish species. (Additional reporting by 
Timothy Gardner; editing by Mohammad Zargham)  


 
 


CORRECTIONS 


================================================================== 


Corrections and clarifications for April 28, 2010 (Chicago Tribune) 
 
April 28, 2010 
•An item in Tuesday's briefs about the recent coal mine explosion in West Virginia 
misspelled the name of the city of Charleston. 
•A timeline that accompanied an article on Sunday about frozen fish referred to a 2004 
warning by the FDA and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency that advised 
consumers to limit seafood consumption. However, it was not a broad warning to all 



http://blogs.reuters.com/search/journalist.php?edition=us&n=tim.gardner&
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consumers. The agencies advised women of childbearing age, nursing mothers and 
young children to limit seafood consumption. 
The Tribune regrets the errors. 
 
 
 
Published Tue, Apr 27, 2010 03:48 PM 
Modified Tue, Apr 27, 2010 03:49 PM  


Correction: Hovnanian-EPA (News & Observer) 


WASHINGTON In a story April 21 about an EPA settlement with Hovnanian, The 
Associated Press reported erroneously that the agreement would remove more than 
366,000 pounds of sediment from runoff nationwide, and more than 81,000 pounds in 
the Chesapeake Bay watershed. The correct figures are 366 million pounds nationwide 
and 81 million pounds in the bay watershed.  


 
 


ENERGY 


================================================================== 


Natural gas supply, jobs and technique debate booming (USA TODAY) 


April 28, 2010 
Robert Myers spends a lot of time hiking and fishing in state forests, "places where my 
grandfather went hunting," he says.  
 
But the hiking grounds for this Lock Haven, Pa., English professor and local activist are 
changing with what some critics say is the threat to the environment that comes as part 
of the latest boom: the hunt for natural gas. And Myers hates what it's doing to the 
Eastern forests. "It sickens me what the gas wells are doing to the places I love."  
 
Energy companies increasingly are drilling into the Marcellus Shale, a mile-or-so-deep 
layer of methane-rich black rock stretching from Tennessee to New York. The layers of 
shale are being tapped for natural-gas deposits, which in turn has led to a boost in U.S. 
natural-gas supplies, lower energy prices for consumers and jobs in areas hit hard by 
unemployment.  
 
But the supply boom has arrived with new concerns about the potential environmental 
damage from techniques used to retrieve the gas.  
 
The debate highlights the choices the USA faces as it pursues a greener economy: If 
burning natural gas in place of some coal can cut carbon dioxide emissions, what 
environmental risks are we willing to tolerate?  
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In March, the Environmental Protection Agency announced that a science panel would 
examine the safety of hydraulic fracturing, a decades-old but much-improved drilling 
technology behind the boom.  
 
Hydraulic fracturing cracks shale with water mixed with chemicals and fills the cracks 
with sandy grit, allowing gas trapped in the shale to bubble out. But among the 
environmental concerns raised by the process: chemical leaks, wear and tear on forests 
and roads and even minor earthquakes.  
 
Once the sands of an inland sea, about 20 such deposits lie in North America, filled with 
methane produced by the decay from the bugs, plants and animals that ended up in the 
ancient ooze. The U.S. Geological Survey estimates that 200 trillion cubic feet of natural 
gas may be recoverable from these shales in a country that consumes about 23 trillion 
cubic feet a year.  
 
But that may be a conservative estimate: The actual amount of natural gas in the "Big 
Seven" deposits, which includes Marcellus and shales in Texas, Arkansas and 
elsewhere, may be even bigger. In 2008, Penn State geoscientist Terry Englander 
estimated that the Marcellus alone might have more than 516 trillion cubic feet.  
 
"It's a boom," says environmental engineer JeanneVan-Briesen of Carnegie Mellon 
University in Pittsburgh. "That means a lot of choices, a lot of consequences good and 
bad."  
 
Pittsburgh, for example, is where the Monongahela and Allegheny rivers meet to start 
the Ohio River. And two years ago, the Monongahela River's salt levels reached 
excessive amounts, probably in part because of the "flowback" water from new 
hydraulic fracturing wells draining into the river, adding to acid-laced leaks from coal 
mines, VanBriesen and colleagues find.  
 
Power plant operators along the river, who need the water for cooling, were first to 
detect the problem when they spotted corrosion on scrubbing equipment. Fish have 
died in rivers near Myers' hiking trails, which he blames on the wells.  
 
A risk of runoffs  
 
"Energy and water mix hand in hand," says environmental biophysicist Susan Riha of 
Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y. With hydraulic fracturing, she says, potential risks 
range from the chance of chemicals such as benzene leaking into local drinking water to 
landscape damage to questions about who benefits from a new energy boom.  
 
"I started out worried about what was happening in state forests," Myers says. "But now 
I see much wider effects, in streams and public safety."  
 
Alongside private landowners, Myers' state leases well sites on public lands to energy 
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companies near Lock Haven. Digging a well at such sites requires clearing a 5-acre 
patch of forest and digging a sludge pit for the flowback water, which is often laced with 
salt and proprietary chemicals from the fracturing process. By 2008, more than 450 
wells had been dug in Pennsylvania in three years, according to the Pennsylvania 
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources.  


 
In 2005, the Bush administration exempted gas wells from storm water discharge 
permits, a decision the EPA may revisit when the science review is completed. "Any time you 
have an open pit, you have the risk of runoffs," Riha says.  
 
Most prominently, the non-profit news organization ProPublica reported in a 2008 
investigation more than 1,000 cases in which hydraulic-fracturing-related wells have 
been tied to leaks or accidents, including fires.  
 
Adding to debate over hydraulic fracturing, Riha says, the risks and benefits of the 
boom aren't doled out evenly: Landowners who lease to well drillers see financial gains, 
while their neighbors worry about their drinking water wells suffering methane and 
chemical contamination. They also have to drive on crumbling roads crowded with 
oversized fracturing-water trucks.  
 
And some of the risks might be more exotic. In March, a Leading Edge journal study led 
by seismologist Brian Stump of Southern Methodist University in Dallas suggested 
hydraulic fracturing had triggered small earthquakes in Texas in 2008 and 2009, when 
flowback water was "deep-injected" onto an earthquake fault, one method of getting rid 
of wastewater that doesn't let it flow into streams.  
 
"The history of the region is people exploiting the resources, ruining the wilderness, and 
then leaving the mess behind," says Myers, an English professor at Lock Haven (Pa.) 
University.  
 
But that's a tough argument in a region eager for jobs. "I've attended county meetings to 
discuss gas wells where the crowd has been pretty hostile," Myers says. "The last thing 
they want is a tree-hugging English professor saying they might endanger their 
neighbors with their lease."  
 
Indeed, the head of the Clinton County Economic Partnership where Lock Haven is 
based says the drilling has brought jobs and "new wealth" to an area with 9.5% 
unemployment.  
 
"It's like someone dropped a new bag of money" on the region, says Michael Flanagan, 
president and CEO of the Clinton County group. "That said, we also understand the 
environmental concerns" but believe they're "controllable."  
 
The bigger picture  
 
Assuming the safety of drinking water remains the central question, "there's no reason 
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to think EPA's current study will render results that differ a whole lot from the various other 
studies that have been done on the subject," says Chris Tucker of Energy in Depth, a 
natural-gas industry group based in Washington. He notes a 2004 EPA report that found the 
technology "safe and well-regulated."  
 
Climate change makes the hydraulic fracturing debate a bigger one than just another 
row pitting energy companies against environmentalists. "The story in all this is how we 
deal with thinking through the water and climate impacts of our energy choices," 
VanBriesen says.  
 
On the climate side, natural gas produces only about half of the carbon-dioxide 
emissions of coal burned to produce electricity, according to the Energy Information 
Administration. In January, a Congressional Research Service report suggested that 
doubling the nation's electric power generation from gas, with a corresponding drop in 
coal, would reduce current coal-plant carbon dioxide emissions by 19%, lowering total 
U.S greenhouse gas emissions by about 6% overall.  
 
"We could, today, simply through the increased use of existing natural-gas fired power 
plants, meaningfully reduce the CO? emissions of the power sector," natural gas plant 
chief Jack Fusco of the Calpine Corp. told senators in October. Former senator Timothy 
Wirth, D-Colo., head of the United Nations Foundation, has called natural gas a "bridge 
fuel" for switching from fossil fuels to renewable, climate-friendly-ones in this century.  
 
"Any changes in how we get energy are going to be disruptive," Riha says. Even wind 
turbines, prime examples of renewable energy, have faced opposition from landowners 
in New York state and Pennsylvania who are worried about their mountain views.  
 
"People think it is some sort of minor change switching to a green economy, but no 
energy system is a seamless solution without environmental impacts," Riha says. 
"People need to start coming to grips with the future." 


 


APRIL 27, 2010  


Encouraging Business to Turn Off the Lights (Wall Street Journal) 
 
By GWENDOLYN BOUNDS  
The struggle to dial down energy consumption in the nation's 4.8 million commercial 
buildings can be framed with this simple question: Who turns off the escalators each 
night? 
In homes, training family members to lower thermostats or turn off lights is critical to 
lowering energy bills. In business, efforts to go green and boost profits can test harried 
managers, who must ensure broad eco-directives from corporate are followed. Sears 
Holdings Corp., which operates some 3,900 stores including its namesake brand and 
Kmart, launched a "Dark at Night" order, which dials down lighting when stores are 
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closed. Good in theory—except cleaning and restocking must somehow now fit into 
daytime hours amid a flurry of shoppers. Motion detecting sensors for new efficient 
lighting? Swell, until a sensor malfunctions and no one thinks to fix it. As for escalators, 
well, someone's got to remember to flip the "on" switch to "off" before going home.  


"There's a human element in that you can do a store energy retrofit and the next day 
something breaks and suddenly you are wasting energy again," says Michael E. Brown, 
Sears's director of sustainability. Adds Mary Tortorice, Sears' deputy general counsel: 
"It's a process that is sometimes difficult to get the field staff on board with." 


In an effort to highlight the challenges, the Environmental Protection Agency through its 
Energy Star program will launch on Tuesday its first National Building Competition 
called "Working off the Waste"—a spin on NBC's weight loss show the "The Biggest 
Loser." The goal: lower energy usage and climate impact of U.S. commercial buildings, 
where the agency says some 30% of energy is used inefficiently or unnecessarily. 


Fourteen buildings ranging from the Sears in Glen Burnie, Md., and a J.C. Penney in 
Los Angeles to the Maplewood Mall in St. Paul, Minn., and the large student Morrison 
Residence Hall at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill will turn over to EPA 
their fuel-usage data from Sept. 1, 2009 to Aug. 31. The winner will be the one with the 
largest percentage drop in energy usage. (The EPA's prize: bragging rights.)  


The contest comes at a time when the Energy Star program is striving to buff its 
credibility. The program's reputation recently took a hit after the U.S. Government 
Accountability Office found loose verification standards for claims made by 
manufacturers of products bearing the Energy Star label. Rules are being tightened, 
and new applicants' claims soon must be verified by a third-party accredited lab starting 
at year's end. To ensure contestants in its building competition don't "fudge," the EPA is 
requiring 24 months of their utility-bill statements. 


While large-scale, pricey energy investments can pay off long term—and some entrants 
may benefit from such technology—the outcome in large part may hinge on the people 
running operations in each building. For instance, contest team leaders at dormitories, 
such as Morrison at UNC, are tasked with policing students so they don't leave all their 
gadgets—iPods, cellphones, BlackBerrys—plugged in constantly, a drain on electricity. 


"We didn't want the competition to be about large capital purchases and buying 
expensive solar panels and boilers," says Maura Beard, spokeswoman for the Energy 
Star Buildings program. "We wanted to do it through behavior and operational 
changes." 


That's not always easy—particularly when it comes to balancing customers' comfort 
with energy-savings goals. Sears, for instance, has altered temperatures in stores to 
reduce heating and cooling costs, but only by a few degrees to ensure shoppers don't 
complain.  
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Write to Gwendolyn Bounds at wendy.bounds@wsj.com  


 


April 27, 2010 


EPA Considers Energy Efficiency as Part of BACT Rules (Environmental Leader) 


As the Environmental Protection Agency gets ready to issue guidance on how it will 
define best available control technology (BACT) for greenhouse gases from stationary 
sources, the EPA’s air chief is requesting feedback from agency advisors on how the 
government promotes energy efficiency and innovative technology, reports the New 
York Times. 


The EPA will not require pollution permits until January 2011 for power plants, industrial 
plants and other large stationary greenhouse gas sources. 


State regulators will determine what constitutes BACT on a case-by-case basis, reports 
the New York Times. 


Assistant Administrator Gina McCarthy said in the article that the agency is seeking 
advice on how the BACT process can be used to encourage energy efficiency and how 
a waiver to temporarily exempt companies from BACT requirements can be used to 
promote the development of new pollution controls. 


Business groups and state regulators told the New York Times that they are 
encouraged by EPA’s focus on energy efficiency under BACT guidelines, although there 
are some industry groups that are concerned that the guidance would include switching 
fuels and use of emerging technologies such as carbon capture and sequestration. 


There have been earlier reports that some industry groups would file lawsuits against 
the EPA depending on the agency’s guidance that will require large new stationary 
sources and other facilities to install BACT to obtain pollution permits. 


The report should be finalized by the EPA’s next clean air advisory committee meeting 
set for May 26-27. 


 
 


FUEL 


================================================================== 
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Fuel economy war heats up; Society of Automotive Engineers World Congress 
2010 (Canwest News Service) 
 
April 28, 2010 Wednesday 04:02 PM EST  
Fuel economy war heats up; Society of Automotive Engineers World Congress 2010 
By: Todd Green, Canwest News Service 
This year's Society of Automotive Engineers World Congress may not have grabbed as 
many headlines as Motown's Detroit Red Wings or Tigers -- the former fighting it out in 
the playoffs, and the latter just getting up to speed -- but the wheels continue to turn on 
the technology front and some fascinating developments have occurred. 
 
The big news in the automotive world this year was the announcement of new fuel 
economy standards for the 2016 model year.  
 
In the United States, 2016 will require cars to achieve a minimum of 6 litres per 100 km, 
with trucks at 8 litres per 100 km. 
 
If a manufacturer does not meet these fuel economy standards, fines must be paid. The 
corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards are set by the Environmental 
Protection Agency in the U.S. The Canadian equivalent is the Company Average Fuel 
Consumption (CAFC) standards, which for the most part mirrors the U.S. standards. 
 
The new fuel economy standards will result in a natural decrease in carbon dioxide 
emissions as a bonus. 
 
Ford has been moving to smaller displacement, more powerful line of engines called 
Ecoboost. This engine lineup provides "good fuel (economy) and good performance," 
according to Barb Samardzich, VP powertrain engineering for Ford. A start-stop system 
(like a golf cart) will be "tangible for the customer that they are saving fuel" states 
Samardzich. 
 
The newly forged relationship between Chrysler and Fiat is sure to yield some good 
results in the fuel economy war. Six-speed, wide-ratio dry clutch transmissions should 
be good for at least a 5 per cent benefit. Improvements in axle assemblies should yield 
yet another 2-4 per cent decrease in fuel consumption. 
 
Also back on the table for discussion at Chrysler was compressed natural gas (CNG) 
powered vehicles. 
 
As stated by Paolo Ferrero Senior vice-president of Chrysler Powertrain, the CNG 
vehicles could yield a 25 per cent reduction in carbon dioxide emissions, with no 
evaporative emissions created or released during the fuel refilling process. CNG looks 
promising in my eyes. Perhaps an at-home fill station will be considered just another 
appliance in the future. 
 
John Juriga, director of powertrain, Hyundai-Kia America Tech Center, offered a 
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glimpse at his company's strategies. 
 
Juriga's team is also considering downsizing engines and continuing with gasoline direct 
injection and turbo charging. 
 
The Korean manufacturer will put the full roster on a weight reduction program, 
supplemented by reduced aerodynamic drag. 
 
In the quest for yet lower friction from the powertrain, engines might see roller bearings 
and increased use of low-friction coatings on various components. 
 
Hyundai-Kia offers an interesting line of products, from small economy cars and 
minivans to sport utility and crossover vehicles. 
 
The quality I see in these vehicles rivals any of the other manufacturers. If Hyundai-Kia 
doesn't fall into the trap of wanting to be the biggest auto manufacturer in the world, 
then I would speculate that Korea could be at the top in terms of reliability and customer 
satisfaction. 
 
As further proof of Hyundai-Kia's reaching for the golden ring, watch for the soon-to-be-
released 2011 Sonata hybrid. 
 
Toshihiro Mibe, general manager, Honda research and development, sees the company 
continuing with improvements in the gasoline hybrid lineup. Reduced rolling resistance, 
lower vehicle weights, cylinder deactivation and onboard real-time route guidance 
systems are also part of the plan to reduce overall fuel consumption. 
 
Honda vehicles are already efficient, so why not help the customer avoid traffic to save 
time and fuel? I thought the real-time traffic guidance system was a great idea, and a 
different strategy from the other manufacturers. 
 
So what does all this technology mean for the consumer? 
 
I don't expect any change in overall usefulness of these vehicles because of the 
changes to increase fuel economy. 2016 cars will be every bit as smooth-running and 
powerful as today's vehicles. 
 
Does increased fuel economy mean an increased price? Probably, but perhaps as a 
function of inflation, and not as a result of increased technology. 
 
The technologies for decreased fuel consumption exist -- it is just a matter of packaging. 
 
Todd Green is a Journeyman Automotive Technician and a member of the Society of 
Automotive Engineers (SAE ). Send your questions and comments to 
 
grumpymechanic@shaw.ca 
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GENERAL 


================================================================== 


Martin fills post of EPA Region 8 administrator  (Western News) 


Posted: Tuesday, April 27, 2010 11:53 am  


The Western News  


The Environmental Protection Agency announced last week the Obama administration’s 
appointment of James B. Martin to the post of Region 8 administrator. 


Region 8 includes Colorado, Montana, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Wyoming 
and 27 tribal nations. 


Martin most recently worked as the executive director of Colorado’s Department of 
Natural Resources. Prior to that job, Martin headed up the Colorado Department of 
Public Health and Environment. His resume also includes former state director for then-
U.S. Sen. Tim Wirth, also previously ran the Natural Resources Law Center at the 
University of Colorado College of Law. 


 
 


HAZARDOUS  WASTE 


================================================================== 
Posted: Wednesday, Apr 28, 2010 - 05:09:51 am CDT 


EPA to review polluted sites for cleanup (Jefferson City News Tribune) 
 
KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) -- The Environmental Protection Agency will reassess a 
federal complex in Kansas City, Mo., that includes several polluted sites to determine 
whether it should become a cleanup priority, officials said Monday. 
The reassessment of the Bannister Federal Complex will allow the EPA to decide 
whether to include it on the National Priorities List, said David Bryan, spokesman for the 
agency's regional office in Kansas City, Kan. The list includes the most serious 
hazardous waste sites in need of long-term cleanup. 


The EPA determined in 1989 that the 310-acre Bannister site, which houses facilities for 
the General Services Administration and the Department of Energy, should not be on 
the list. 
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The Sierra Club environmental group and Physicians for Social Responsibility asked the 
EPA to reinvestigate the complex earlier this month after reports of employee illnesses 
possibly linked to pollution. 


Dr. Peter Wilk, executive director of Physicians for Social Responsibility, called the 
reassessment a "step towards healing this wrong." 


"This is an obvious example of how public policy and public health intersect," he said in 
an e-mailed statement. "The health and safety of our citizens has been harmed by the 
discharge of hazardous pollutants." 


Bryan would not specify Monday what led to the decision to reassess. He said the EPA 
recently had discussed the complex with the General Services Administration and found 
reassessment "prudent at this point." 


"The first, initial thing is to do the screening, and see if it's eligible," Bryan said. 


The federal complex has housed various facilities, including a Department of Defense 
landfill and manufacturing sites for weapons parts and aircraft, and has been the subject 
of several environmental inquiries over the years. 


The complex has about 5,000 employees and includes a Department of Energy plant 
where non-nuclear components for nuclear weapons are made. The GSA also has 
offices there, as do the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Federal Emergency 
Management Agency. 


Recent air tests detected trichloroethylene, or TCE, an industrial solvent and possible 
carcinogen. Other tests have shown a plume of TCE in groundwater under the complex. 


The EPA said the air monitoring tests showed the chemical vapors within federal limits. 
But the agency said it would conduct additional tests to rule out possible health 
problems. Bryan said those test results were not available Monday. 


Tests also have shown the presence of PCE, a dry cleaning agent. 


Bryan said it was unclear how long the reassessment would take. But he said the EPA 
already has begun reviewing data and reports on the complex, which is a step in the 
reassessment. 


GSA spokesman Charlie Cook said the GSA looked forward to "moving forward" with 
the EPA's reassessment. 


Kevin Smith, acting site manager for the National Nuclear Security Administration, a 
division of DOE at the complex, said his agency and the Kansas City plant "take our 
commitment to the health and safety of both our workers and the community very 
seriously." 
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"We look forward to supporting the review, and are confident that the results will show 
that we have been good stewards of the environment," he said. 


 
 


PESTICIDES 


================================================================== 
 
APRIL 28, 2010  


Biotech Firms Seek Speedier Reviews of Seeds  (Wall Street Journal) 
 
Approval Time for Genetically Modified Crops Doubles under Obama as Some Fear 
Tougher Stance; Feds Blame Logjam 
By SCOTT KILMAN  
The crop-biotechnology industry, growing frustrated as it watches the approval time for 
new seeds almost double under the Obama administration, is pressuring Washington to 
clear inventions more quickly. 


The logjam at the U.S. Department of Agriculture, which must clear genetically modified 
seeds, is slowing the launch of products that could give farmers more alternatives to 
seeds from crop biotech giant Monsanto Co.  


Also, some biotech-industry executives worry the delays signal that the Obama 
administration, which has painted itself as pro-biotech, is gearing up for a far tougher 
analysis of the potential environmental impact of these crops, which could make it 
harder for inventions to reach the marketplace. 


On average, a genetically modified seed takes 1,188 days to pass federal scrutiny, 
almost twice as long as in 2008, the last year of the Bush administration, according to 
the Biotechnology Industry Organization, a Washington, D.C., trade group.  


"There is concern we might see other countries move ahead of the U.S.," said Sharon 
Bomer Lauritsen, executive vice president of food and agriculture at BIO, who added 
that the delays "might stifle investment in what has been a very dynamic part of the U.S. 
economy." BIO's members include hundreds of companies such as DuPont Co., 
Syngenta AG and Monsanto, as well as academic institutions. 


Members of BIO and industry leaders are meeting with Obama officials and supporters 
in Congress to press their issue, hoping to speed the process. 


Officials at the USDA said its biotechnology-regulation office is coping with a soaring 
number of comments from the public and a flood of new seed inventions, some of which 
will likely require more-rigorous environmental reviews than past plants because they 
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would grow in new places, such as drought-tolerant corn, or use food crops to make 
industrial products.  


Companies submitted nine genetically modified crops for review last year to the USDA, 
which has typically received three or four petitions annually. The USDA signed off on 
three genetically modified crops last year compared with the five-a-year rate it had 
averaged since the 1990s. 


The agency, long a cheerleader for U.S. crop biotechnology, has never turned down a 
genetically modified crop, although inventors have withdrawn some candidates. 


Caleb Weaver, USDA press secretary, said the department is "looking into both 
immediate and long-term solutions to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of the 
review process." 


Among other things, the USDA is asking Congress to increase its annual biotechnology 
oversight budget by 46% to $19 million. 


The slowdown comes as regulators in rising agricultural powers such as Brazil, 
Argentina and China are showing more enthusiasm for genetically modified crops. 
Brazil approved nine genetically modified crops in 2009 compared with five in 2008, 
while Argentina approved two crops for commercialization. 


The crop-biotechnology market has grown rapidly since Monsanto's weed killer-immune 
soybean was introduced in 1996. Nearly 90% of the corn, soybeans and cotton grown in 
the U.S. is produced from plants that have been given foreign traits through gene 
splicing, such as the ability to make a natural insecticide. Farmers world-wide are 
paying roughly $9 billion annually for genetically modified seed. 


The vast majority of genetically modified crops grown in the U.S. are equipped with 
Monsanto genes, which has put the St. Louis company in the sights of the Justice 
Department's antitrust enforcers. Monsanto has said its practices are legal and promote 
competition. 


The federal government must review a genetically modified crop before it can be 
commercialized. The Food and Drug Administration must sign off on food safety, the 
Environmental Protection Agency looks at any pesticides that crops have been given 
the genetic blueprints to make and the USDA is charged with making sure that any 
genetically modified crop couldn't morph into a plant pest. 


Despite the regulatory back-up, industry executives are leery of criticizing the USDA, 
partly because they count Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack as a crucial supporter. Mr. 
Vilsack received BIO's Governor of the Year award in 2001 for his support of the 
industry while he was Iowa's top elected official. 
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The USDA has cleared 80 genetically modified crops for commercialization since the 
1990s, a process that involves a federally mandated environmental analysis. 


So far, only three genetically modified crops have been targeted for an "environmental 
impact statement," the most thorough form of the environmental review required by law. 
In two of the cases federal judges concluded the USDA was obligated to conduct the 
time-consuming studies. 


Meantime, a variety of corn genetically modified by Syngenta has been in regulatory 
limbo since 2005. The seed makes an enzyme used in the production of ethanol fuel. 
Syngenta, which has invested a few hundred million dollars to develop the corn, figures 
ethanol producers would pay U.S. farmers a premium to grow it. 


The USDA is wading through public comments on Syngenta's petition this spring, which 
means that the seed has missed another Midwest planting season. 


"We see no reason why deregulation of this important product should be delayed any 
further," said Paul Minehart, a Syngenta spokesman. 


Write to Scott Kilman at scott.kilman@wsj.com  


 
 


TOXICS 


================================================================== 


EPA cites Bokoshe ash disposal site (NewsOK.com) 
 
BY Michael Baker     
Published: April 28, 2010 
BOKOSHE — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on Tuesday ordered the 
operator of a fly ash disposal pit to stop discharging toxic waste into a local waterway 
near this eastern Oklahoma town.  


The EPA issued the administrative order to Making Money Having Fun of Bokoshe, for 
alleged violations of the federal Clean Water Act. 


Company owner Daryl Jackson said the company is working with all government 
agencies to make sure they are in compliance with environmental regulations. 


A Feb. 22 inspection of the company’s operations in Le Flore County found an 
unauthorized discharge of pollutants into a tributary of Doe Creek, according to the 
EPA.  
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Samples of the waste stream were taken during the inspection and were found to be 
toxic and in violation of Oklahoma water quality standards. 


The EPA ordered the company immediately eliminate the unauthorized discharge of 
toxic waste and provide a plan on how future waste streams will be managed. 


Making Money Having Fun takes in fly ash, a by-product of coal combustion, from the 
AES Shady Point coal-fired power plant in eastern Oklahoma 


 
Read more: http://newsok.com/epa-cites-bokoshe-ash-disposal-to-
site/article/3457280#ixzz0mNp4FwN7 


 


 


Industry Fears TSCA ‘Concern’ List Could Drive Liability Over Export Notices 
(Inside EPA) 
 
Industry officials are raising concerns that EPA’s forthcoming list of chemicals of 
concern could require companies producing the listed substances to file export 
notifications under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), which could open industry 
to lawsuits and other consequences if they fail to file the notifications.  


EPA is developing the first-time list under TSCA section 5(b)(4), which says the agency 
can list substances that “may present an unreasonable risk of injury to human health or 
the environment.” The list will include chemicals such as polybrominated diphenyl 
ethers, the plastic ingredient bisphenol-A and certain phthalates that EPA is also 
targeting through “action plans” to use TSCA authority to address risks from chemicals 
of concern.  


But Lynn Bergeson of the law firm Bergeson & Campbell said April 16 that the concern 
list could have “broad compliance implications” depending on whether EPA requires 
companies who produce chemicals on the list to file export notifications. Under TSCA 
section 12, companies that export chemicals must notify EPA of their exports if the 
substances are subject to various provisions of the law, including being identified on a 
TSCA section 5 list.  


“An anticipated debate is whether a rule proposing to list a substance under section 
5(b)(4) would make the substance subject to export notification requirements under 
section 12(b),” Bergeson said in a presentation to an American Law Institute-American 
Bar Association (ALI-ABA) event in Washington, DC.  


Bergeson said the uncertainty could lead to companies not being in compliance, which 
would put them in “legal jeopardy” and even put certain companies at a competitive 
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disadvantage if they are seen as not being in compliance with the legal requirements to 
file the notices with EPA.  


EPA’s website indicates that “anyone who exports or intends to export a chemical 
substance that is the subject of a proposed TSCA section 5(b)(4) rule are subject to the 
export notification provisions,” which sources suggest means the agency will require the 
12(b) notifications for substances on the section 5 list, according to a presentation. An 
EPA spokesperson was not able to respond by press time.  


But Bergeson said, “It is arguable, however, that export notifications for section 5(b)(4) 
listed chemicals should only be established by section 12(b)(1), which specifically 
references section 5(b), and would trigger export notification requirements only by 
issuing a final section 5(b)(4) rule seeking the submission of data.”  


At the ALI-ABA event, former EPA toxics official Charlie Auer, now affiliated with 
Bergeson & Campbell, said a listing on the section 5(b)(4) list could also have “a 
potentially significant effect on the way that listed chemicals are perceived and treated.” 
These impacts include the list becoming a “blacklist” for manufacturers; downstream 
commercial users utilizing the list as providing information for formulations; activist 
groups highlighting “problem chemicals” on the list; and states using the list as the basis 
for restrictions and bans, Auer said.  


Upcoming EPA Proposal  


EPA said earlier this year that it will develop a notice of proposed rulemaking for the list 
of chemicals of concern, and that it anticipates having the proposal ready within 12 
months or less.  


The agency’s website says a list created under TSCA section 5(b)(4) “is to be compiled 
and kept current through rulemaking proceedings with opportunity for notice and 
comment,” including “oral presentation of data, views, or arguments, in addition to an 
opportunity to make written submissions.”  


Sources have said the list could have other significant non-regulatory impacts. For 
example, the list could reduce a listed chemical’s popularity in the marketplace, a legal 
source said at the time the rulemaking was announced. And unlike EPA’s Chemical 
Assessment and Management Program, also known as ChAMP -- a Bush-era voluntary 
plan to assess thousands of chemicals that was scrapped by the Obama EPA -- the 
section 5(b)(4) list is “a fairly finite list,” which could increase its sway in the 
marketplace, the source said.  


Further, “there will be some continuity” with the list, because it could be hard for the next 
administration to ignore the fact that the agency has found the listed substances to be of 
concern, the source said. -- Aaron Lovell  
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Getting the lead out EPA mandate sends renovators to class on lead paint safety 
Builders, others face strict regs (Worcester Telegram) 
 
By Karen Nugent TELEGRAM & GAZETTE STAFF 
 
Mary L. Chabot has been filling classes and hiring trainers as fast as she can.  
 
Still, she has been booked all month, six days a week at her centers in Webster and 
Greenfield, where daylong classes on how to safely handle lead paint removal are 
given.  
 
Similar scenarios are playing out across the country as builders, painters, electricians, 
plumbers and anyone else who gets paid for building repairs and renovations on older 
structures scramble to meet the qualifications of a new federal lead paint regulation that 
took effect Thursday.  
 
The new mandate, from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, requires that 
anyone working on property with lead paint (most such properties were built before 
1978) become trained on proper handling and be certified by an EPA-approved program 
that costs $100 to $200 — plus pay another $300 to register with the EPA once 
certified. A business’s foreman or owner can take the class, and then teach his workers, 
but each company must now be EPA-certified or face stiff fines.  
 
The new rule, which was adopted in 2008, applies to any repairs or renovations that 
disturb lead paint and are larger than 6 square feet for interiors or 20 square feet for 
exteriors.  
 
Its purpose is to make sure contractors take proper precautions when working around 
lead paint and in cleaning it up. When work is completed, a final test must be performed 
to make sure there is no lead dust remaining.  
 
Lead dust from paint is invisible and odorless, but ingestion can result in a range of 
health problems from the well-documented neurological damage in children, to adult 
hearing and memory loss, reproductive problems and hypotension. Even small amounts 
of lead exposure can be harmful to children.  
 
Ms. Chabot, of Webster, said her eight-hour certification classes usually consist of six 
hours of class time and two hours of hands-on learning with painted surfaces, doorways 
and other work situations likely to be encountered. Students are also required to learn 
how to work wearing disposable protective suits, and must pass a certification test.  
 
Ms. Chabot’s classes cost $200 per person, she said, and there have been 
approximately 25 students per class, consisting of plumbers, painters, electricians, 
heating contractors and builders. She pointed out that landlords are also subject to the 
regulation, because they receive compensation in rent. The rule also encompasses 
anyone doing repairs or work at federally subsidized property, such as Section 8 
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housing, or any place where there could be children, such as day care programs in old 
churches or community buildings.  
 
“Anyone working in a house or building that could have lead in it is subject,” said Ms. 
Chabot, a former adult education teacher who decided to become a certified EPA 
instructor after dealing with de-leading her own home.  
 
“The real intent of it is to not make lead dust — to protect children,” she said.  
 
Steven B. Curtis, president of Old Time Restoration in Winchendon, has done detailed 
restoration work on old homes and churches for 30 years. He welcomes the new 
regulation.  
 
“I think it’s great,” Mr. Curtis said.  
 
“It’s a problem that so many renovators do not take into consideration,” he said. “You 
really need to be careful around lead dust. You need to let the homeowner know — you 
need to sit down and talk with the homeowner, especially if there are kids around.”  
 
Mr. Curtis and his son have signed up to take an EPA course in Waltham on June 22 — 
the earliest and closest program they could find. That program is run by Sherwin-
Williams and costs $100 per student, he said. There are just a handful of EPA-certified 
programs around the state, including ones in Agawam, Andover, Georgetown, 
Springfield, Wilmington and Webster.  
 
Not everyone is thrilled about the law.  
 
“This is such overkill; it’s like taking a sledge hammer to an ant,” said an outraged John 
F. Hogan, a real estate broker from Clinton.  
 
The housing market is hurting, he said, and the new rule just makes home 
improvements — everything from additions to window replacement — more expensive 
because the cost for training and EPA registration will be passed on to homeowners.  
 
“A $300 window replacement is now going to probably cost you around $3,000,” he 
said. “The tradesmen are not happy, and the homeowners are not happy.”  
 
Mr. Hogan said lead contamination is no longer the problem it once was, as public 
awareness has greatly increased since the 1980s.  
 
Mr. Curtis of Old Time Restoration acknowledged that the rule will be difficult for 
building inspectors to enforce. 
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'Bridge fuel' ignites a debate (USA TODAY) 
 
April 28, 2010 Wednesday  
FIRST EDITION 
LIFE; Pg. 1D 
'Bridge fuel' ignites a debate;  
Natural-gas boom brings new techniques, concerns 
By Dan Vergano 
Robert Myers spends a lot of time hiking and fishing in state forests, "places where my 
grandfather went hunting," he says. 
 
But the hiking grounds for this Lock Haven, Pa., English professor and local activist are 
changing with what some critics say is the threat to the environment that comes as part 
of the latest boom: the hunt for natural gas. And Myers hates what it's doing to the 
Eastern forests. "It sickens me what the gas wells are doing to the places I love." 
 
Energy companies increasingly are drilling into the Marcellus Shale, a mile-or-so-deep 
layer of methane-rich black rock stretching from Tennessee to New York. The layers of 
shale are being tapped for natural-gas deposits, which in turn has led to a boost in U.S. 
natural-gas supplies, lower energy prices for consumers and jobs in areas hit hard by 
unemployment. 
 
But the supply boom has arrived with new concerns about the potential environmental 
damage from techniques used to retrieve the gas.  
 
The debate highlights the choices the USA faces as it pursues a greener economy: If 
burning natural gas in place of some coal can cut carbon dioxide emissions, what 
environmental risks are we willing to tolerate? 
 
In March, the Environmental Protection Agency announced that a science panel would 
examine the safety of hydraulic fracturing, a decades-old but much-improved drilling 
technology behind the boom. 
 
Hydraulic fracturing cracks shale with water mixed with chemicals and fills the cracks 
with sandy grit, allowing gas trapped in the shale to bubble out. But among the 
environmental concerns raised by the process: chemical leaks, wear and tear on forests 
and roads and even minor earthquakes. 
 
Once the sands of an inland sea, about 20 such deposits lie in North America, filled with 
methane produced by the decay from the bugs, plants and animals that ended up in the 
ancient ooze. The U.S. Geological Survey estimates that 200 trillion cubic feet of natural 
gas may be recoverable from these shales in a country that consumes about 23 trillion 
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cubic feet a year. 
 
But that may be a conservative estimate: The actual amount of natural gas in the "Big 
Seven" deposits, which includes Marcellus and shales in Texas, Arkansas and 
elsewhere, may be even bigger. In 2008, Penn State geoscientist Terry Englander 
estimated that the Marcellus alone might have more than 516 trillion cubic feet. 
 
"It's a boom," says environmental engineer JeanneVan-Briesen of Carnegie Mellon 
University in Pittsburgh. "That means a lot of choices, a lot of consequences good and 
bad." 
 
Pittsburgh, for example, is where the Monongahela and Allegheny rivers meet to start 
the Ohio River. And two years ago, the Monongahela River's salt levels reached 
excessive amounts, probably in part because of the "flowback" water from new 
hydraulic fracturing wells draining into the river, adding to acid-laced leaks from coal 
mines, VanBriesen and colleagues find. 
 
Power plant operators along the river, who need the water for cooling, were first to 
detect the problem when they spotted corrosion on scrubbing equipment. Fish have 
died in rivers near Myers' hiking trails, which he blames on the wells. 
 
A risk of runoffs 
 
"Energy and water mix hand in hand," says environmental biophysicist Susan Riha of 
Cornell University in Ithaca, N.Y. With hydraulic fracturing, she says, potential risks 
range from the chance of chemicals such as benzene leaking into local drinking water to 
landscape damage to questions about who benefits from a new energy boom. 
 
"I started out worried about what was happening in state forests," Myers says. "But now 
I see much wider effects, in streams and public safety." 
 
Alongside private landowners, Myers' state leases well sites on public lands to energy 
companies near Lock Haven. Digging a well at such sites requires clearing a 5-acre 
patch of forest and digging a sludge pit for the flowback water, which is often laced with 
salt and proprietary chemicals from the fracturing process. By 2008, more than 450 
wells had been dug in Pennsylvania in three years, according to the Pennsylvania 
Department of Conservation and Natural Resources. 
 
In 2005, the Bush administration exempted gas wells from storm water discharge 
permits, a decision the EPA may revisit when the science review is completed. "Any 
time you have an open pit, you have the risk of runoffs," Riha says. 
 
Most prominently, the non-profit news organization ProPublica reported in a 2008 
investigation more than 1,000 cases in which hydraulic-fracturing-related wells have 
been tied to leaks or accidents, including fires. 
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Adding to debate over hydraulic fracturing, Riha says, the risks and benefits of the 
boom aren't doled out evenly: Landowners who lease to well drillers see financial gains, 
while their neighbors worry about their drinking water wells suffering methane and 
chemical contamination. They also have to drive on crumbling roads crowded with 
oversized fracturing-water trucks. 
 
And some of the risks might be more exotic. In March, a Leading Edge journal study led 
by seismologist Brian Stump of Southern Methodist University in Dallas suggested 
hydraulic fracturing had triggered small earthquakes in Texas in 2008 and 2009, when 
flowback water was "deep-injected" onto an earthquake fault, one method of getting rid 
of wastewater that doesn't let it flow into streams. 
 
"The history of the region is people exploiting the resources, ruining the wilderness, and 
then leaving the mess behind," says Myers, an English professor at Lock Haven (Pa.) 
University. 
 
But that's a tough argument in a region eager for jobs. "I've attended county meetings to 
discuss gas wells where the crowd has been pretty hostile," Myers says. "The last thing 
they want is a tree-hugging English professor saying they might endanger their 
neighbors with their lease." 
 
Indeed, the head of the Clinton County Economic Partnership where Lock Haven is 
based says the drilling has brought jobs and "new wealth" to an area with 9.5% 
unemployment. 
 
"It's like someone dropped a new bag of money" on the region, says Michael Flanagan, 
president and CEO of the Clinton County group. "That said, we also understand the 
environmental concerns" but believe they're "controllable." 
 
The bigger picture 
 
Assuming the safety of drinking water remains the central question, "there's no reason 
to think EPA's current study will render results that differ a whole lot from the various 
other studies that have been done on the subject," says Chris Tucker of Energy in 
Depth, a natural-gas industry group based in Washington. He notes a 2004 EPA report 
that found the technology "safe and well-regulated." 
 
Climate change makes the hydraulic fracturing debate a bigger one than just another 
row pitting energy companies against environmentalists. "The story in all this is how we 
deal with thinking through the water and climate impacts of our energy choices," 
VanBriesen says. 
 
On the climate side, natural gas produces only about half of the carbon-dioxide 
emissions of coal burned to produce electricity, according to the Energy Information 
Administration. In January, a Congressional Research Service report suggested that 
doubling the nation's electric power generation from gas, with a corresponding drop in 
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coal, would reduce current coal-plant carbon dioxide emissions by 19%, lowering total 
U.S greenhouse gas emissions by about 6% overall. 
 
"We could, today, simply through the increased use of existing natural-gas fired power 
plants, meaningfully reduce the CO² emissions of the power sector," natural gas plant 
chief Jack Fusco of the Calpine Corp. told senators in October. Former senator Timothy 
Wirth, D-Colo., head of the United Nations Foundation, has called natural gas a "bridge 
fuel" for switching from fossil fuels to renewable, climate-friendly-ones in this century. 
 
"Any changes in how we get energy are going to be disruptive," Riha says. Even wind 
turbines, prime examples of renewable energy, have faced opposition from landowners 
in New York state and Pennsylvania who are worried about their mountain views. 
 
"People think it is some sort of minor change switching to a green economy, but no 
energy system is a seamless solution without environmental impacts," Riha says. 
"People need to start coming to grips with the future."  
 


 


City grapples with wastewater upgrades @Drop head:Says EPA requirement is 
moving target (Foster Daily Democrat) 
 
By Geoff Cunningham Jr. 
gcunningham@fosters.com  
Wednesday, April 28, 2010 


PORTSMOUTH — Residents joined city officials in expressing frustration that the 
Environmental Protection Agency is ordering the City of Portsmouth to bolster its storm-
water treatment capabilities without providing guidance as to what exact standards they 
want met. 
 
City planners and consultants are weighing a number of options, but Deputy Public 
Works Director Dave Allen told a Tuesday audience that upgrades could result in the 
tripling of sewer bills for the average household from roughly $600 to $2,000. 
 
As the city approaches a June deadline to submit a preliminary storm-water treatment 
upgrade plan to the EPA, officials in charge of the project remain without a set number 
on the allowed milligram per liter nitrogen levels that will be permitted in wastewater — 
a factor that will play a huge role in determining the cost of a project.  
 
Lee Roberts — a local resident — said the moving target from the EPA seems unfair for 
those trying to choose the best option for handling wastewater being discharged into the 
Piscataqua River. 
 
"They are putting us under the gun and giving us different scenarios. Then they give us 
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deadlines ... it seems over the top," Roberts said. 
 
Officials say potential upgrades to the wastewater system could cost anywhere from 
$71 million to $103 million depending on the allowable nitrogen release limits. 
 
On Tuesday approximately 40 residents gathered at the Portsmouth Public Library for 
an informational session that saw city officials and consultants reviewing a situation that 
has the EPA pressuring the city to comply with enhanced treatment requirements. 
 
Portsmouth operates two wastewater treatment facilities with one on Peirce Island and 
the other located at Pease. 
 
Officials were forced toward a more aggressive approach to upgrading treatment 
facilities in 2007 when the EPA altered their permit, thus ordering further treatment of 
wastewater. 
 
The city is working under a "consent decree" with the EPA that requires officials to 
come up with a draft plan by June for how they will upgrade to "secondary" treatment of 
wastewater with a final plan due in September 2010.  
 
The decree spells out the time limits for the decision and establishes an agreed upon 
$500 to $1,000 a day penalties if the city fails to comply with water quality requirements, 
compliance milestones and reporting obligations. 
 
Peter Goodwin of Weston and Sampson — a consulting firm working with the city on 
wastewater treatment — said officials are weighing options that would enhance 
treatment operations at either Peirce Island or Pease. 
 
City officials told Tuesday's audience a big challenge has revolved around the EPA's 
failure to inform them of what exact level of treatment they are mandating. 
 
One guideline revolves around the amount of nitrogen that is being discharged in each 
liter of wastewater. 
 
Officials say some discussion has revolved around restrictions calling for an 8 milligram 
of nitrogen per liter standard with others seek more enhanced treatment calling for 5 
milligrams or even 3 milligrams per liter. 
 
"We've been working with a framework that is constantly changing," Goodwin said. 
 
Nitrogen has the possibility of negatively impacting the environment as a result of algae 
blooms that can degrade water quality thus impacting numerous species ranging from 
shell fish to other marine creatures. 
 
Allen confirmed differing treatment requirements with respect to nitrogen could result in 
a $20 million difference in the cost of a upgrade project. 
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Officials said they were blown away recently when the New Hampshire Department of 
Environmental Services suggested they might also soon see restrictions with regards to 
phosphorus levels in discharged water. 
 
Glen Normandeau, a local resident, suggested the EPA "get off the pot" and decide on 
the treatment requirements before they press the city to draft a treatment solution. 
 
"I think it's time to apply some reverse pressure," Normandeau said. 
 
City Manager John Bohenko said Portsmouth is among several Seacoast communities 
currently grappling with the possible financial ramifications of the EPA's treatment 
requirements. 
 
He indicated city officials are committed to meeting expectations, but will be keeping a 
close eye on their options with regard to the affordability of upgrades required by the 
EPA — the entity that will have final authority on selecting the desired treatment 
upgrade project. 
 
Some residents expressed concern about how the upgrades would impact their sewer 
bills, while others stated their opposition to any option calling for expansion of the 
treatment plant on Peirce Island, which sits adjacent to the historic Fort Washington. 
 
Local resident Jack Kelly got a laugh from the audience when he suggested that further 
expansion of the Peirce Island facility might warrant the changing of the name of the 
historic landmark to "castle poo plant."  
 


Casey reacts to Dimock disaster (Water Technology Online) 


Story also appeared: Morning Times 
 
Senator calls for more oversight of natural gas drilling 
By Morning Times 
Published:  
Tuesday, April 27, 2010 10:40 AM EDT 
SCRANTON — U.S. Senator Bob Casey, D-Pa., on Monday was joined by residents in 
the Dimock area whose wells were contaminated by drilling conducted by Texas-based 
Cabot Oil and Gas Corp. as he called for additional oversight of natural gas drilling.  
 
Also on Monday, Casey sent a letter to the Environmental Protection Agency urging 
them to examine its current authority to determine whether it can take additional steps in 
Pennsylvania to investigate and respond to groundwater contamination and other 
potentially harmful consequences of drilling. 
 
“Natural gas drilling can provide an economic boost to Pennsylvania, but we must 
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protect ground water,” said Casey. “We will not allow an out-of-state company to come 
to Pennsylvania and contaminate the groundwater of our residents. Three million 
Pennsylvanians rely on wells for their drinking water. We must ensure adequate 
safeguards are in place to protect this most basic necessity for Pennsylvanians.” 
 
In the letter, Casey wrote: “I urge EPA to examine its authority to determine whether it 
can take additional steps in Pennsylvania to investigate and respond to groundwater 
contamination and other potentially harmful consequences of drilling. I request a 
meeting with you and appropriate EPA officials to discuss natural gas drilling and 
whether EPA could launch an investigation into water and environmental 
contamination.” 


 


In D.C., the right questions about water safety (Washington Post) 


By George S. Hawkins 
Washington 
Tuesday, April 27, 2010;  


I want to thank Rose Overbey ["Smelling trouble in D.C.'s water," Local Opinions, April 
25] for raising issues that should be on the mind of every consumer of drinking water in 
the District, in surrounding jurisdictions and throughout the United States.  


Ms. Overbey is correct about the need to replace aging infrastructure. The average age 
of water mains in the nation's capital is 76 years. The latest proposed budget of the D.C. 
Water and Sewer Authority (WASA) would replace mains at twice the national average, 
but even at this accelerated pace, it will still take 100 years to completely replace the 
system. The authority plans to spend $650 million on water infrastructure over the next 
10 years but $3.2 billion on capital projects related to wastewater treatment because of 
environmental mandates. To question whether this is the right balance is absolutely fair. 
Further, absent a large, much-needed federal investment in both areas, WASA will rely 
on ratepayers to fund these projects.  


This raises the question: What is a fair price for a life-giving resource, a resource that is 
largely invisible unless a problem occurs? Our proposed 2011 rates will add less than 
$9 to the average residential customer's bill -- not an insubstantial amount but one that 
still leaves the average bill at a quarter of an electricity bill, a third of a cell phone bill 
and half a cable bill. An interruption in these other services is generally inconvenient; an 
interruption in water supply could be catastrophic.  


Ms. Overbey also rightly pointed out the challenges that arise from a bifurcated drinking-
water system. The Washington Aqueduct collects and treats water for the District. 
WASA purchases the treated water and pumps it through our infrastructure into homes 
and businesses in the city. Though we must meet federal water-quality standards and 
do so through a vigorous compliance and testing program, WASA does not control the 
chemistry of the water -- only the pipes that carry it. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 
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which operates the Aqueduct, has had an excellent working relationship with WASA 
over the years. But the Corps has no elected or appointed officials on a board of 
directors to listen to public concerns about quality.  


Finally, I want to point out that WASA did not exceed any regulatory standards for 
chlorine levels on April 20. Working closely with Region III of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, we notified customers in Upper Northwest of the chlorine spike at 
Fort Reno out of an abundance of caution. We anticipated no public health impacts but 
decided to provide as much precautionary information as we could, as quickly as 
possible. An open, accountable, straightforward water agency benefits us all.  


Beginning this week, WASA is co-hosting a series of town hall meetings in every ward 
with various members of the D.C. Council. More details are available at 
www.dcwasa.com/rates. We hope to see many of our customers and to hear any 
concern, such as Ms. Overbey's, that helps in our work to protect public health and 
provide safe, clean and affordable water services to D.C. residents.  


The writer is general manager of the D.C. Water and Sewer Authority.  


 


EPA completes groundwater testing in Lower Yakima Valley (Water Technology 
Online) 
 
Tuesday, April 27, 2010 
YAKIMA, WASH. — The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has completed a 
second round of sampling in the Lower Yakima Valley in an attempt to link the high 
nitrate levels in groundwater and private wells to possible sources of contamination, 
according to a press release.  


In the first round of testing, which took place between Feb. 22 and March 6, EPA found 
21 percent of the 330 residential wells tested had nitrate levels greater than the EPA 
drinking water standard of 10 parts per million, the release stated. 


EPA used the results from the first round of testing to identify locations for the second, 
more focused round of sampling, which was completed on April 22, according to the 
release.  


The second round included taking water from 29 wells to test for a wide array of 
contaminants including nitrate, isotopes of nitrogen, bacteria, pesticides, general 
chemistry parameters and a variety of pharmaceuticals and hormones. 


Over the next few months, EPA will analyze and evaluate these samples, which may 
help link the high nitrate levels in the valley’s groundwater with possible sources of 
contamination, the release stated. 



http://voices.washingtonpost.com/local-breaking-news/r-advisory-in-some-areas-o.html

http://www.dcwasa.com/rates

http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/0/19729d448619842985257711007847d4?OpenDocument
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The results should be available in late summer 2010. 


“The families and business owners participating in the study have performed a valuable 
public service,” said Tom Eaton, director of EPA’s Washington State Office. “We 
appreciate the community’s continued support of our efforts.” 


 
 


EPA Eyes New Perchlorate Safety Method, Complicating Regulatory Push (Inside 
EPA) 


EPA’s Office of Water (OW) is considering an alternative approach -- recommended by 
the agency’s Office of Inspector General (OIG) -- for limiting the risks of perchlorate 
exposure, a move that complicates efforts by activists and Senate environment 
committee Chair Barbara Boxer (D-CA) to push EPA to craft drinking water rules for the 
chemical.    


Several sources say water chief Peter Silva told industry representatives at a brown bag 
meeting recently that the agency is considering alternative ways to limit iodine 
deficiency -- a harm that results from exposure to perchlorate and other so-called 
sodium iodide symporters (NIS) -- than the narrow drinking water rules that Boxer and 
environmentalists have long pushed.  


Silva told attendees that the agency is “taking a close look at the issue of iodine 
deficiency,” says one industry source familiar with the meeting.  


Industry groups and the OIG say the alternative approaches -- which seek to boost 
iodine levels in those facing harm by increasing their intake of the micronutrient -- is a 
more effective way of addressing risks posed by exposure to NISs than regulating 
perchlorate, which accounts for a relatively small impact on iodine levels.  


In a 2008 draft report made final April 20, the OIG reiterated that risks posed by 
perchlorate and other NISs are better reduced by increasing maternal iodide intake and 
“correcting moderate and mild iodide deficiency occurring in about 29 percent of the 
U.S. pregnant and nursing population is the most effective approach for reducing risk.” 
Such actions, however, are not under EPA’s jurisdiction -- and they are opposed by 
activists.  


The report -- Office of Inspector General Scientific Analysis of Perchlorate-- also 
reiterates its original arguments that the agency needs to conduct a cumulative 
assessment of perchlorate and other compounds that have similar harmful effects on 
the human thyroid -- an approach the OIG suggests EPA should apply to all chemical 
risk assessments.  



http://www.insideepa.com/secure/docnum.asp?f=epa_2001.ask&docnum=epa2010_0628
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Using this approach, the OIG found that reducing the risk of perchlorate beyond EPA’s 
safety standard and related cleanup target of 15 parts per billion (15 ppb) -- as would 
likely result from a Safe Drinking Water Act rule that Boxer and others are seeking -- 
“does not effectively reduce risk.” The OIG suggests other approaches would be more 
effective at lowering risk, such as boosting consumption of substances that would 
counteract perchlorate and the other compounds’ harmful effects.  


“The [OIG] independently confirmed that EPA’s [non-enforceable cleanup target ] is 
conservative and protects human health, but limiting perchlorate exposure does not 
effectively address this public health issue. Potentially lowering the perchlorate drinking 
water limit . . . to 6 ppb [as California requires] does not provide a meaningful 
opportunity to lower the public’s risk,” the report concludes.  


EPA Decision Pending  


An EPA spokeswoman says the water office is “considering” the IG’s report “and all 
other information as we move ahead in making a . . . determination [whether to regulate 
the chemical under SDWA].”  


The spokewoman said the agency plans to decide whether to regulate perchlorate “in 
2010,” a response that suggests the agency may have delayed its earlier commitment 
to make a decision by June.  


Boxer’s staff did not return calls seeking comment but a source with the environmental 
group Clean Water Action strongly reiterated calls for EPA to regulate the chemical. 
“We utterly oppose a strategy of putting the onus on the public to take something to” 
protect against the harmful effects of a water contaminant, says a source with Clean 
Water Action. “Holding polluters accountable is the way to go.” The source argues that 
EPA should set a national drinking water standard no weaker than 1 part per billion 
(ppb), significantly stricter than EPA’s cleanup target of 15 ppb.  


Perchlorate -- which is present in drinking water sources in dozens of states -- is one of 
several substances that inhibits the thyroid’s uptake of iodine, a deficiency that can lead 
to goiter, or swollen neck, and developmental delays and reduced IQ among the 
children of women who were iodine deficient during pregnancy.  


EPA is under pressure from Boxer and environmentalists to regulate the chemical under 
SDWA, which would create an enforceable cleanup limit and would likely result in 
stricter cleanup requirements than EPA’s current cleanup target.  


Boxer and her supporters have long sought to strictly regulate the chemical under the 
drinking water law in part due to its prevalence in California drinking water systems. 
Together with Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-CA), she introduced bills in the last Congress 
requiring EPA to set a drinking water standard and perform monitoring, but the bills 
never came to the floor for a vote.  
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More recently, the Senate Environment & Public Works Committee requested a 
Government Accountability Office (GAO) study updating the office’s 2005 report 
identifying national occurrences of perchlorate. It should be released this fall, a GAO 
source said last month.  


But EPA’s water office has been struggling to determine whether it will regulate the 
chemical, a common groundwater contaminant at dozens of waste sites and in drinking 
water.  


Under the Bush administration, OW indicated that it would not regulate perchlorate. But 
last August, OW released a document based on the research office’s single chemical 
risk assessment approach and indicated risks to infants and children from perchlorate 
exposure in drinking water that suggested the agency may seek to set enforceable 
drinking water cleanup rules.  


Science Versus Regulation  


But a utility industry source says the science on perchlorate risks is now overtaking 
efforts to regulate the chemical. OW staff have “found themselves in a predicament 
because the science doesn’t jibe with the politics on the Hill,” says one water utility 
source, who argues that OW’s analyses do not show public health benefit from 
regulating perchlorate in drinking water nationally. “We can regulate . . . perchlorate, but 
it’s not going to change iodine deficiency.”  


The dichotomy is one of the reasons that the utility source finds the newly finalized OIG 
report “intriguing.” The Obama administration, “clearly not of the Bush mold, is 
concurring with the Bush EPA’s assessment,” the source says. “They could have totally 
buried it.”  


In its final report, the IG includes its own risk assessment of perchlorate, which differs 
from EPA’s existing assessment by considering the risks posed by perchlorate and 
other stressors -- or NISs -- on the human thyroid using an in vitro model. In addition to 
perchlorate, other stressors include thiocyanate, nitrate and lack of iodine.  


“Single chemical risk assessment of perchlorate is not sufficient to assess and 
characterize the combined human health risk from all four NIS stressors,” the OIG says, 
faulting both EPA’s approach as well as a study conducted by the National Research 
Council (NRC) in 2005, “Our cumulative risk assessment better characterizes the nature 
and sources of risk affecting this public health issue,” the OIG says.  


Though based on different risk assessments, the OIG report and the Bush 
administration reached the same conclusion -- that there is not sufficient benefit to be 
gained by regulating perchlorate in drinking water.  


The final version of the OIG’s report does not alter this assessment. “Our analysis 
implemented a cumulative risk assessment that found the following: 1) the risk from 
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each of the four NIS stressors is not equal; 2) EPA’s perchlorate [safe daily ingestion 
dose, or reference dose (RfD)] is conservative and protective of human health, and 
further reducing the perchlorate exposure below the RfD does not effectively lower risk,” 
according to the OIG’s report.  


The OIG report also chides EPA’s research office for continuing to produce single 
chemical assessments rather than cumulative assessments, which it says would 
“reduce the uncertainty in characterizing the public health risk posed by perchlorate.” 
OIG argues that such assessments are “cumulative state-of-the-art” science.  


Yet ORD and OW have harshly criticized the OIG’s approach. “[M]uch of the 
interpretation of these data and policy inputs deviates significantly from standard 
application or extends the data beyond its practical limits,” OW Deputy Administrator 
Michael Shapiro wrote Deputy IG Bill Roderick in comments last year.  


OIG also faults the agency for not advancing the use of cumulative risk assessments, 
despite instructions to do so from NRC. “Although a cumulative risk assessment 
represents a revolutionary advancement in the science of toxicology, ORD leadership 
has neither embraced the concept nor aggressively sought the development and 
validation of cumulative risk assessments,” OIG writes. “Over the last 18 years, ORD 
has not developed or implemented a cumulative risk assessment. Furthermore, ORD 
has not published Agency-wide guidance to implement cumulative risk assessments.” -- 
Maria Hegstad  


 


EPA to cover incurred water costs (Troy Record) 


Tuesday, April 27, 2010 


By Emily Donohue 
Special to The Record 


FORT EDWARD — The Environmental Protection Agency said Monday it will pay for 
the increased cost of purchasing water from Troy incurred by Halfmoon and Waterford 
as a result of the Hudson River dredging project. 
 
The announcement is a turnaround from the previous arrangement the agency had with 
the towns. Under that arrangement, the EPA only covered the increased cost when 
PCB levels spiked beyond the drinking water standard in the river. When that occurred, 
the EPA would contact town officials and instruct them to switch from their own water 
source to Troy’s water. 
 
A huge PCB spike last month, and the ensuing delays in notification to town officials, 
prompted Halfmoon supervisor Mindy Wormuth to travel to New York City to visit EPA 
Regional Administrator Judith Enck and again plead her case. 
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Monday’s decision is “a very big relief” she said. Troy charges Halfmoon about 50 cents 
more per 1,000 gallons of water than it costs the town to produce its own. 
 
Wormuth said she was pleasantly surprised by Enck’s response. “This is really the first 
time I felt that EPA was willing to listen,” she said. 
 
Jack Lawler, Waterford supervisor, echoed Wormuth’s comments: “We’re very happy 
that EPA has finally listened and agreed to do the right thing,” he said. 
 
The EPA has agreed to cover both towns’ increased costs year-round through 
November 2012. Wormuth said that will give the agency time to re-evaluate its testing 
protocol and when that date comes, she hopes to revisit the plan with the agency. 
 
EPA also said it will pay the extra costs during dredging seasons until the end of the 
project. 
 
“Our decision … will eliminate any cause for concern about drinking water in these 
towns,” Enck said in a press release. “We are taking this step in order to err on the side 
of caution.” 
 
EPA says it is concerned about General Electric’s testing procedures. According to a 
press release, EPA officials discovered five of the sampling intake stations used to 
measure PCB levels were covered in mud and vegetation, which could compromise the 
results. 
 
The village of Stillwater also uses the Hudson River as its drinking water source. A 
carbon treatment system was installed to eliminate PCB contamination, which the EPA 
calls a temporary measure until the village connects with the Saratoga County water 
system. According to the EPA, they are in talks with GE about who will cover the cost of 
that connection. 
 
GE, whose Fort Edward and Hudson Falls capacitor manufacturing plants legally 
dumped PCBs into the river between 1944 and 1977, was ordered by the EPA in 2002 
to clean up the river and properly dispose of the chemicals, which are suspected human 
carcinogens. PCBs, polychlorinated biphenyls, were used as insulation material in GE’s 
plants. The first dredging season lasted from May to November of 2009. All of 2010 will 
be spent reviewing that phase’s results before dredging resumes in 2012. It is 
scheduled to continue through at least 2016. 


 
 
Published Tuesday April 27, 2010 
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Plattsmouth gets sewer grant (Omaha World Herald) 
 
The EPA has awarded $1,164,000 to Plattsmouth, Neb., for a multi-phased sewer 
separation project. Water quality will be improved by removing the sanitary sewage flow 
from the storm water currently being discharged to the Missouri River during storm 
events. 


EPA Region 7 Administrator Karl Brooks said, “Awarding these water infrastructure 
funds will help to protect water quality and extend the useful life of the existing system.” 


The purpose of the project is to separate the sanitary flow from the existing combined 
sewer. A new sanitary sewer will be constructed to carry sanitary sewage flow to the 
existing wastewater treatment facility. 


EPA oversees the protection of water quality and public health. The Agency is working 
with community leaders and the public to meet the growing needs and demands of our 
limited water resources. EPA remains committed to developing innovative and 
sustainable solutions for managing and financing infrastructure with public and private 
partners. 


 


US lawmakers resist call for natgas drilling rules (Reuters) 
 
Tue, Apr 27 2010 
* Federal oversight of fracking called too burdensome 
* Lawmakers say don't regulate until EPA study finished 
By Tom Doggett 
WASHINGTON, April 27 (Reuters) - Two U.S. lawmakers on Tuesday urged Congress 
to resist calls to pass federal regulations limiting a drilling technique that extracts natural 
gas from rock formations but has been blamed for contaminating drinking water 
supplies. 


State governments, not the federal government, are now responsible for regulating the 
drilling technique called hydraulic fracturing. Natural gas producers are worried that 
federal regulation could hinder extraction of gas from shale rock formations, which 
account for 15 percent to 20 percent of U.S. output of natural gas. 


Demand for natural gas has grown as electric utilities build gas-fired power plants that 
emit much less carbon dioxide than coal generators. 


The House Energy and Commerce Committee is investigating hydraulic fracturing, also 
known as fracking, and some lawmakers are pushing legislation to regulate the practice. 
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Two committee members, Representatives John Sullivan, a Republican from 
Oklahoma, and Arkansas Democrat Mike Ross, said the panel would be short-sighted 
to pass a bill putting fracking under U.S. safe drinking water law before the 
Environmental Protection Agency completes a study of the drilling technique which is 
expected to take two years. 


Allowing the EPA to oversee fracking "would add burdensome and unnecessary 
regulatory requirements to the drilling and completion of oil and gas wells which could 
result in increasing costs of producing domestic natural gas resources," the lawmakers 
said in a letter to Representative Henry Waxman, the energy committee's chairman. 


"We believe that state regulatory agencies are the most appropriate regulatory bodies to 
provide oversight and protection of hydrologically and environmentally sensitive 
localities as they relate to hydraulic fracturing," they said. 


Fracking injects a mixture of water, sand and chemicals into rock fomations to stimulate 
oil and natural gas production. Some environmental groups claim the technique can 
contaminate ground water and want the government to regulate it. 


However, energy companies say improved fracking technology allows them to drill for 
oil and gas in an environmentally safe manner. They also say there is no evidence 
fracking has contaminated water supplies. (Reporting by Tom Doggett; Editing by David 
Gregorio)  


 


EPA Scientist Says East Coast Beaches Threatened by Sea Level, But Nobody’s 
Listening (Wired Science) 
By Josh Harkinson  
April 27, 2010  |   
2:26 pm  |   
For most of the 20th century, Chesapeake Beach, Maryland, was known for its 
boardwalk, amusement park and wide, sandy beaches, popular with daytrippers from 
Washington, D.C. “The bathing beach has a frontage of three miles,” boasted a tourist 
brochure from about 1900, “and is equal, if not superior, to any beach on the Atlantic 
Coast.” 


Today, on a cloudless spring afternoon, the resort town’s sweeping view of Chesapeake 
Bay is no less stunning. But there’s no longer any beach in Chesapeake Beach. Where 
there once was sand, water now laps against a seven-foot-high wall of boulders 
protecting a strip of pricey homes marked with “No Trespassing” signs. 


Surveying the armored shoreline, Jim Titus explains how the natural sinking of the 
shoreline and slow but steady sea-level rise, mostly due to climate change, have driven 
the bay’s water more than a foot higher over the past century. Reinforcing the eroding 
shore with a sea wall held the water back, but it also choked off the natural supply of 



http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/author/joshharkinson/

mailto:betsy_mason@wired.com
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sand that had replenished the beach. What sand remained gradually sank beneath the 
rising water. 


Titus, the Environmental Protection Agency’s resident expert on sea-level rise, first 
happened upon Maryland’s disappearing beaches 15 years ago while looking for a 
place to windsurf. “Having the name beach,” he discovered, “is not a very good 
predictor of having a beach.” Since then, he’s kept an eye out for other beach towns 
that have lost their namesakes—Maryland’s Masons Beach and Tolchester Beach, 
North Carolina’s Pamlico Beach, and many more. (See a map of Maryland’s phantom 
beach towns here.) 


A 54-year old with a thick shock of hair and sturdy build, Titus could pass for a 
vacationer in his Panama hat, khakis and polo shirt. But as he picks his way over the 
rocky shore, he’s anything but relaxed. 


For nearly 30 years, Titus has been sounding the alarm about our rising oceans. Global 
warming is melting polar ice, adding to the volume of the oceans, as well as warming up 
seawater, causing it to expand. Most climatologists expect oceans around the world to 
rise between 1.5 and 5 feet this century. 


Some of the hardest-hit areas could be in our own backyard: Erosion and a shift in 
ocean currents could cause water to rise 4 feet or more along much of the East Coast. 
Titus, who contributed to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Nobel 
Prize-winning 2007 report, has done more than anyone to determine how those rising 
seas will affect us and what can be done about them. 


Like his occasional collaborator, NASA climatologist James Hansen, Titus has decided 
to speak out. He’s crisscrossed the country to meet with state and local officials in 
coastal areas, urging them to start planning now for the slow-motion flood. Yet his 
warnings have mostly fallen on deaf ears. “We were often told by midlevel officials that 
their bosses did not want to plan for anything past the next election,” he says. 


Neither, it seems, does the federal government. Over the past decade, Titus and a team 
of contractors combined reams of data to construct a remarkably detailed model of how 
sea-level rise will impact the eastern seaboard. 


It was the largest such study ever undertaken, and its findings were alarming: Over the 
next 90 years, 1,000 square miles of inhabited land on the east coast could be flooded, 
and most of the wetlands between Massachusetts and Florida could be lost. 


The favorably peer-reviewed study was scheduled for publication in early 2008 as part 
of a Bush Administration report on sea-level rise, but it never saw the light of day — an 
omission criticized by the EPA’s own scientific advisory committee. Titus has urged the 
more science-friendly Obama administration to publish his work, but so far, it hasn’t — 
and won’t say why. 



http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&ie=UTF8&hq=&hnear=North+Beach,+Calvert,+Maryland&t=p&msa=0&msid=109829842209394391382.000484c21c942ab39c8ae&ll=38.858959,-76.118774&spn=1.655367,3.554077&z=9%5D

http://maps.google.com/maps/ms?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&ie=UTF8&hq=&hnear=North+Beach,+Calvert,+Maryland&t=p&msa=0&msid=109829842209394391382.000484c21c942ab39c8ae&ll=38.858959,-76.118774&spn=1.655367,3.554077&z=9%5D
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So Titus recently launched a personal website, risingsea.net, to publish his work. “I 
decided to do my best to prevent the taxpayer investment from being wasted,” he says. 
The site includes “When the North Pole Melts,” a prescient holiday ditty recorded by his 
musical alter ego, Captain Sea Level, in the late ’80s. 


Titus gazes at Chesapeake Beach’s jagged shoreline, where two children scramble 
over the barrier of large gray boulders known as a revetment. “The children of 21st-
century Chesapeake Beach, what do they do?” he asks. “They play on revetments.” A 
generation ago, these kids might have been skipping through the waves. A generation 
from now, many of the rocks they’re playing on will almost certainly be underwater. 


Living near the ocean has always come with the risk of getting wet. Yet coastal dwellers 
whose homes got swamped by the occasional storm surge could rely on the water to 
eventually recede. That certainty is gone. 


Titus has calculated that a 3-foot rise in sea level will push back East Coast shorelines 
an average of 300 to 600 feet in the next 90 years, threatening to submerge densely 
developed areas inhabited by some 3 million people, including large parts of New York 
City, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C. As Margaret Davidson, director of the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Coastal Services Center in Charleston, 
South Carolina, puts it, “Today’s flood is tomorrow’s high tide.” 


The rising waters can be kept at bay by constructing dikes and bulkheads, pumping 
sand to fill out receding beaches, and elevating existing buildings and roads on 
embankments or pylons. But such efforts may prove prohibitively expensive: Titus says 
that in the lower 48 states alone, they could cost as much as $1 trillion over the next 
century. He estimates that in the process, 60 to 90 percent of the east coast’s wetlands 
could be destroyed as bulkheads and other defensive measures restrict the movement 
of estuaries and marshes, drowning them when the ocean rises. 


So are developers getting ready for the water? The National Association of Home 
Builders, the housing industry’s largest trade group, has no policy on adapting coastal 
projects to account for rising sea levels. 


“While sea-level rise may be a real issue in some areas,” Susan Asmus, NAHB’s senior 
vice president of regulatory and environmental affairs, told me in an e-mail, “it is but one 
of many considerations that are likely already taken into account during the planning 
process.” 


Mother Jones contacted the nation’s 10 largest homebuilders, including D.R. Horton, 
Pulte Homes, and Lennar. None would say how they are responding to sea-level rise. 


Nor is there any evidence that the issue has much traction with homeowners — and 
why should it? Property insurance is readily available in most coastal areas, if not 
through private insurers, then through state governments and FEMA’s National Flood 
Insurance Program.  



http://papers.risingsea.net/index.html

http://www.song.risingsea.net/

http://maps.risingsea.net/incomplete.html

http://maps.risingsea.net/incomplete.html
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Though the NFIP requires policyholders to live above the 100-year high-water mark, it 
doesn’t account for how that line may creep inland in the future. Besides, most people 
would plan to resell their beach houses long before they expect them to be swallowed 
by encroaching waves. 


What about government? Most coastal states have done little or nothing to regulate 
shoreline development, often from fear of litigation. In 1988, South Carolina’s 
Beachfront Management Act required new beach homes to be set back far enough from 
the water to be protected from at least 40 years of erosion. 


A property owner named David Lucas sued, and the U.S. Supreme Court eventually 
ruled that the construction ban had deprived him of any “economically viable use” of his 
coastal properties, a “taking” that required the state to compensate him. “After Lucas, 
fewer people spoke seriously about stopping development,” Titus says. 


A few state and local governments have taken more constructive action. Several states 
limit development near tidal waters (Maine and Rhode Island have done this specifically 
in response to sea-level rise). Chatham, Massachusetts, cites sea-level rise as one 
reason why it prohibits new homes, even elevated ones, below 100-year flood lines. 
(State courts have upheld those limits in Chatham and Maine because they still allow 
property to be used for recreation, farming, and other profitable activities.) 


In California, where erosion and winter storms routinely knock multimillion-dollar homes 
off seaside cliffs, the state’s Coastal Commission has long required anyone who builds 
on coastal bluffs to submit a geotechnical report proving that their home won’t fall into 
the ocean. 


Three years ago, it began requiring the reports to account for sea-level rise. And in a 
groundbreaking 2008 executive order, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger directed state 
agencies to plan for sea-level rise in their construction projects. 


A handful of developers have also started to seriously grapple with sea-level rise. A 
residential high-rise project on Treasure Island, a former naval base in San Francisco 
Bay, is being built far from the shoreline and is reserving funds for a protective berm if 
the water rises even higher than the 3 feet that’s anticipated. 


And in the wake of Hurricane Katrina, the insurance industry drew up standards to fortify 
houses for stronger hurricanes and higher waves. So far, though, only 200 houses 
nationwide have been built to comply with the standards. 


Most coastal dwellers are focused on riding out the next surge, not the next century. 
You can’t really blame them — nobody really wants to hear that their days on the beach 
are numbered. 
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Case in point: Beyoncé’s dad. Matthew Knowles has been locked in a bitter struggle to 
save his beach house in Galveston, Texas, which now sits on top of the high-tide line 
thanks to Hurricane Ike. 


In most states, Knowles would be allowed to shore up his home, but not in Texas, which 
is known for one of the most progressive laws in the country on beach access. The 
state’s Open Beaches Act provides that beach is a public resource that must be 
protected from “erosion or reduction caused by development.” 


Last year, after Knowles started reinforcing his property with tons of cement, the Texas 
General Land Office informed him that paving over the beach is illegal. Even so, he 
continued and then surrounded his home with sod, planters, and sandbags. In March, 
the agency notified Knowles that it was preparing to fine him up to $2,000 a day for 
violating the Texas Open Beaches Act by interfering with “the right of the public to use 
the beach.” Knowles did not respond to a request for comment. 


Historically, the 51-year-old law has been used to prevent property owners from walling 
off the beach in front of their homes. But officials say the law clearly applies even when 
the beach comes to the houses, rather than vice versa. “Even if you make $80 million a 
year, we don’t care,” says Jim Suydam, a spokesman for the Texas General Land 
Office. “The beach is the public’s.” 


Incorporated into the state constitution last year and vigorously supported by the state’s 
conservative, gun-packing land commissioner, the Open Beaches Act is remarkably 
popular, in part because it can guarantee beach access for ATVs. 


Titus views the Texas Open Beaches Act as one of the more promising tools for 
preparing for higher water. It has unintended environmental benefits, ensuring that 
beaches can migrate inland instead of being walled off and at the same time, it 
sidesteps any debate over climate change. 


“Developers who deny that the sea will rise would view the policy as costing them 
nothing,” because it wouldn’t prevent them from building near the shore, he notes. Only 
the diehard beach dwellers would stand to get soaked. 


Kate Sheppard contributed to this report. 


This piece was produced by Mother Jones as part of the Climate Desk collaboration. 


Image: Elevations of land close to sea level in upper Chesapeake Bay. Elevations are 
above spring water, which is the average high tide during the new and full moons, and 
approximately the inland boundary of tidal wetlands. 
J.G. Titus and J. Wang/EPA (2008) 


 
Read More http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2010/04/climate-desk-sea-
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level/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+wired%
2Findex+%28Wired%3A+Index+3+%28Top+Stories+2%29%29#ixzz0mNvbw1dW 
 
 
 
LAKE OF THE OZARKS  
 
Grant to improve sewage system (Kansas City Star) 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency has awarded almost a million dollars to 
Gravois Mills at Lake of the Ozarks to improve its sewer system. 
 
The project will eliminate individual septic tanks, which pollute surface and ground 
water, inadequately treat sewage and leave excessive phosphorous and nitrogen, 
according to the EPA. 
 
The $970,000 grant should provide sewer service to 360 households, said Karl Brooks, 
a regional EPA administrator. 
 
KANSAS CITY, KAN. | Closing Lowell Preschool approved 
 
The school board on Tuesday approved a plan to close Lowell Preschool at the end of 
the academic year and put the building up for sale. 
 
The 100 students at the small school at 1030 Orville Ave. will be dispersed to the three 
remaining preschools in the district. 
 
The school was built in 1959 as an annex to “Old” Lowell school, which was sold in 
2006. 
 
| Meredith Rodriguez, mrodriguez@kcstar.com | Christine Vendel, cvendel@kcstar.com 
| Karen Dillon, kdillon@kcstar.com | Dawn Bormann, dbormann@kcstar.com 
 
 


Plattsmouth gets money for sewer project (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Action 3 News 


Associated Press - April 28, 2010 6:25 AM ET  


LINCOLN, Neb. (AP) - The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has awarded $1.16 
million to Plattsmouth for a sewer project. 


Federal officials say the project will improve water quality by separating the flow of 
sanitary sewage from storm water currently being discharged into the Missouri River 
during storms. 



http://www.wired.com/wiredscience/2010/04/climate-desk-sea-level/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+wired%2Findex+%28Wired%3A+Index+3+%28Top+Stories+2%29%29#ixzz0mNvbw1dW
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A new sanitary sewer will be built to carry sanitary sewage to the existing wastewater 
treatment facility. 


Money for the project was granted by Region 7 of the EPA, which includes Iowa, 
Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, and nine tribal nations. 


On the Net: 


EPA: http://www.epa.gov/ 
 
 
 
Cheyenne sends oil refinery waste to North Weld Landfill (Coloradoan.com) 
 
BY BOBBY MAGILL • BobbyMagill@coloradoan. 
com • April 28, 2010  
 
AULT - Michael O'Keefe looks out at U.S. Highway 85 from behind the counter of the 
State Line Oasis store nearly every day as traffic speeds into Colorado from Cheyenne. 
 
There are always a lot of trucks on U.S. 85, but about two weeks ago, he said, the 
number of those trucks seemed to multiply dramatically. 
 
"It's hard to miss those trucks; there are so many of them," said O'Keefe, the store's 
owner. 
 
All the new trucks - about 100 each day - are going to be traveling U.S. 85 between 
Cheyenne and Ault at least through June as they transport dirt that once collected a 
Cheyenne oil refinery's effluent to the North Weld Landfill about 8 miles east of Fort 
Collins and Interstate 25 near Ault. 
 
The dirt once formed the bed of Porter Draw near Cheyenne, which Frontier Refining 
Inc., used as an evaporation pond for effluent coming from its nearby oil refinery. The 
refinery sits just north of Interstate 80 in east Cheyenne. 
 
"What we've done is quit leasing that facility, and part of that agreement for termination 
of that lease out there was cleanup of that facility to near-original condition," said 
refinery manager Kevin Burke. "We're scraping a thin layer of dirt. That's what we're 
sending down (to Ault). It's  
nonhazardous." 
  
U.S. 85 in the last 18 months has become a busy corridor for trash and other waste 
from Wyoming. The city of Cheyenne began trucking all its municipal trash to the North 
Weld Landfill in 2008 after the city discovered its own landfill on Happy Jack Road 
couldn't handle much additional waste. 
 
"We're currently under contract for five years," Cheyenne Solid Waste Director Dennis 
Pino said. "It's unlimited. As long as they want to accept our stuff, we'll bring it to them." 



http://www.epa.gov/
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The landfill is owned and operated by Waste Management and was once briefly 
considered by the city of Laramie as a possible place to dump its trash, too. 
 
Waste Management spokeswoman Tiffiany Moehring said the landfill cannot accept 
toxic waste, and all material coming in from the Frontier evaporation pond is 
nonhazardous. 
 
Burke said the Porter Draw remediation project is unrelated to a clean-up project 
required by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency after the EPA fined Frontier $6.8 
million last September for illegal storage of hazardous waste in a wastewater pond near 
the refinery. 
 
The EPA claims Frontier stored hazardous waste in a pond that had not been designed 
to prevent leaks. The agency ordered Frontier to shut down the pond and remove its 
sludge and contaminated soil. 
 
Frontier is fighting the violation. EPA Denver-area legal enforcement director Michael 
Risner declined to comment about the violation because it is being contested. 
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Obama will veto Alaska Sen. Murkowski's EPA proposal (Miami Herald) 
 
Erika Bolstad 
McClatchy Newspapers 
 
WASHINGTON — The White House made it clear Tuesday that President Barack 
Obama will veto Sen. Lisa Murkowski's proposal to curtail the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's effort to regulate greenhouse gas emissions, in the unlikely event 
the Alaska Republican's proposal passes Congress.  
Murkowski on Thursday will ask fellow senators to vote on a rarely used disapproval 
resolution, which signals congressional displeasure with the EPA's finding that 
greenhouse gases endanger public health. The proposal would keep the federal agency 
from regulating greenhouse gas emissions from large polluters such as power plants, a 
regulatory move already under way in the absence of any comprehensive climate bill by 
Congress.  
 
The White House went as far as to issue a statement of administration policy on the 
EPA matter, and said Tuesday that the proposal from the Alaska Republican would 
"undermine the administration's efforts to reduce the negative impacts of pollution and 
the risks associated with environmental catastrophes, like the ongoing BP oil spill."  
 
"As seen in the Gulf of Mexico, environmental disasters harm families, destroy jobs, and 
pollute the nation's air, land and water," the White House wrote.  
 
The administrator of the EPA, Lisa Jackson, had even harsher words Tuesday at an 
EPA environmental conference for small business owners. She called the oil spill a 
"tragic reminder of the hazards of our oil addiction" and accused Murkowski of 
undermining the agency's efforts to zero in on large emitters, not small ones.  
 
"It would take away EPA's ability to take action on climate change," Jackson said. "And 
it would ignore and override scientific findings, allowing big oil companies, big refineries 
and others to continue to pollute without any oversight or consequence. Finally, it will 
result in exactly zero protections for small businesses."  
 
The EPA is working on regulations that will limit emissions by large producers of 
greenhouse gases, as part of its compliance with a 2007 U.S. Supreme Court decision 
requiring the agency to determine whether greenhouse gases endanger the country's 
health and welfare.  
 
The Obama administration has long said it prefers that Congress write the guidelines, 
and even if lawmakers are slow to act, it could be years before the EPA rules take 
effect.  
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The Murkowski resolution has even trickled into local politics in Alaska.  
 
Anchorage Mayor Dan Sullivan, a Republican who replaced Sen. Mark Begich in the job 
last year, lashed out at his predecessor for failing to support Murkowski's proposal.  
 
"Your loyalty should first-and-foremost be with the people of our state," he wrote to 
Begich.  
 
Begich, is "disinclined" to vote for it, a spokesman said.  
 
On Tuesday, Murkowski and the nine Republican senators who stood beside her during 
a press conference worked to distance the disapproval resolution from the Gulf of 
Mexico oil spill, which began April when the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded and killed 
11 workers. She called the administration's efforts to link her resolution to the oil spill a 
"new low" and "an insult to those impacted by the spill and to the hundreds of 
stakeholders that are concerned about the economic consequences of EPA's climate 
regulations."  
 
"Ultimately this resolution is about protecting the economy and preventing agency 
overreach," Murkowski said.  
 
However, one of her Republican colleagues, Sen. Lindsey Graham of South Carolina, 
said the Gulf spill and the country's climate policy are inexorably linked. Doing nothing 
on climate change is not an option, said Graham, who until recently was a co-sponsor of 
a climate bill being written by Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., and Sen. Joe Lieberman, I-
Conn.  
 
But Graham also said he dislikes the idea of the rules the EPA is writing. The country 
must produce more of its own oil, Graham said, but also must use less of it.  
 
"You know, the Gulf oil spill is a heartbreaking event," he said. "To those who believe 
that fossil fuels are -- they're going to be with us for a while, but would you let your 
children go swimming in the Gulf now? Why do you think burning that stuff and 
breathing it is good for you, if you wouldn't let your kids swim in it?"  
 
Murkowski needs 51 votes for the measure to pass the Senate on Thursday. Right now, 
her resolution has 40 co-sponsors including three Democrats: Sen. Mary Landrieu of 
Louisiana, Sen. Blanche Lincoln of Arkansas and Sen. Ben Nelson of Nebraska.  
 
However, environmentalists said they don't see the vote as a referendum on a climate 
bill. Some senators who vote for it might do so because they want Congress setting the 
agenda, not the EPA, said Dan Lashof, director of the Natural Resources Defense 
Council's Climate Center.  
 
Lashof also disputes Murkowski's contention that the oil spill and the Gulf and her 
resolution have no link.  
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"What the public wants to see is a comprehensive response that not only tightens the 
regulation of drilling, but moves the country decisively onto a clean-energy path that 
breaks our dependence on oil," he said. "And the Murkowski resolution would move in 
the wrong direction on that."  
 
Other environmental groups have called it "Big Oil's resolution," and have seized on it 
as an example of the close ties Murkowski and many others in Congress have to oil 
companies.  
 
"At this point this vote is a blatant test to see who still stands with the oil companies," 
said Jeremy Symons, senior vice president of the National Wildlife Federation. "My 
advice to senators would be to ask themselves what Tony Hayward would do and do 
the opposite," he added, referring to BP's chief executive. 
  
 


National Review: The Cap-And-Trade Subterfuge (NPR) 
 
by The Editors 
June 8, 2010 
 
In the wake of the BP spill, Democrats face what might appear to be an intractable 
political dilemma. They are under enormous pressure to pass some kind of energy bill, 
yet the energy bill they want to pass — one that places onerous restrictions on the use 
of fossil fuels — lacks the requisite support in the Senate. Fortunately for them, and 
unfortunately for the nation, the Democrats don't need to pass a cap-and-trade bill in 
order to implement cap-and-trade. Obama's EPA can do the unpopular work of rationing 
energy consumption while Congress can do the popular work of handing out big bags of 
money to the green lobby and spanking the oil companies with a handful of tax hikes. 
 
Sen. Chuck Schumer (D., N.Y.) tipped the Democrats' hand yesterday. Speaking on 
MSNBC, Schumer noted that Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D., N.M.) passed a bill through the 
Energy and Natural Resources Committee last year that included massive expansions 
in subsidies for renewable-energy companies but did not include a cap-and-trade 
component. Bingaman's bill would serve as the "base" for the Senate's energy bill, 
Schumer said, while the cap-and-trade bill drawn up by Sens. John Kerry (D., Mass.) 
and Joe Lieberman (I., Conn.) would be offered "in the form of an amendment." If the 
Kerry-Lieberman cap-and-trade amendment is voted down, the Democrats will still be 
able to take credit for passing a subsidy-rich energy bill without requiring their more 
vulnerable members to vote for higher energy costs in the midst of a recession. 
 
The Democrats probably don't have any choice but to handle it this way. Sen. Lindsey 
Graham (R., S.C.) — the only Republican who had been willing to work with Democrats 
on a cap-and-trade bill — has pulled his support. Nor is it clear that the Maine ladies, 
Republicans Susan Collins and Olympia Snowe, could bail the Democrats out this time: 
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Sen. Ben Nelson (D., Neb.) has predicted that no cap-and-trade bill can get 60 votes in 
the Senate right now, signaling that he and other moderate Democrats would oppose 
any bill that made energy more expensive, particularly if forced to vote on such a bill 
right before an election. 
 
Make no mistake: Even without cap-and-trade, the Bingaman bill would cost taxpayers 
and ratepayers plenty. We could ill afford the increase in green-energy subsidies even if 
our deficits weren't setting new records each month. And the bill includes a requirement 
that utility companies sharply increase the percentage of their electricity that they 
generate from renewable sources, which will result in higher energy bills. 
 
The original Bingaman bill at least offered to reduce some of the red tape associated 
with domestic fossil-fuel production: It included provisions that would have encouraged 
coastal drilling and greater exploration of domestic sources of natural gas and oil shale. 
But these provisions aren't likely to survive in a post–Deepwater Horizon legislative 
environment. They are likely to be replaced by tax increases on oil companies. In a 
speech at Carnegie Mellon University last week, President Obama called for repealing 
"billions of dollars in tax breaks" on oil companies. The tax breaks in question include 
deductions on costs incurred exploring for domestic sources of oil that are similar to tax 
deductions other industries enjoy. On the issue of encouraging commercially 
competitive domestic sources of energy, the new Senate legislation will be 180 degrees 
from the original Bingaman bill. 
 
Meanwhile, Obama's Environmental Protection Agency is poised to take unilateral 
action to regulate greenhouse-gas emissions, having declared atmospheric carbon 
dioxide a threat to human health (a finding, it bears repeating, that was based on a U.N. 
report whose scientific probity has been called into question). EPA administrator Lisa 
Jackson has taken to the digital pages of the Huffington Post to argue against a pending 
Senate measure, sponsored by Alaska Republican Lisa Murkowski, that would prevent 
the EPA from so grossly overstepping its bounds. Absent such a measure, there is 
nothing standing in the way of new EPA restrictions on the use of fossil fuels. The 
agency has already announced new regulations on power plants and factories that emit 
at least 100,000 tons of greenhouse gases a year. 
 
Some fear that the BP spill will give proponents of new energy restrictions the political 
power they need to pass such restrictions through a recalcitrant Congress. Indeed, this 
is what President Obama is hoping for. But the second-best outcome for Democrats — 
a pork-loaded energy bill, new taxes on oil companies, and an EPA empowered to go 
ahead with its own version of cap-and-trade — is nearly identical to their ideal outcome. 
In fact, it would be a better outcome from the point of view of some hard-core 
environmentalists, who think the EPA's version of cap-and-trade would be preferable to 
(meaning more restrictive than) anything Congress could produce. Conservatives 
should not let up in their opposition to the Kerry-Lieberman cap-and-trade bill, but they 
should be ready to attack the Democrats' fallback position as well. 
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Big Oil's new gusher -- in U.S. Senate (Seattle Post Intelligencer) 
 
By JOEL CONNELLY 
SEATTLEPI.COM STAFF 
 
Lindsay Lohan, Britney Spears and Joran Van der Sloot are not written about here, but 
this column is about loose morals and a potential crime scene -- the floor of the U.S. 
Senate. 
 
As oil gushes out of the Deepwater Horizon, and undersea plumes spread across the 
Gulf of Mexico, allies of Big Oil plan a crude maneuver Thursday on the floor of the U.S. 
Senate. 
 
Sens. Lisa Murkowski, R-Alaska and Jim Imhofe, R-Oklahoma, will ask the Senate to 
approve a resolution that prohibits the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency from 
developing rules that regulate emissions from large polluters such as refineries and 
power plants. 
 
The resolution would gut EPA's authority and rescind recently adopted rules that require 
increased fuel efficiency on cars and light trucks manufactured over model years 2012 
to 2016. 
 
"The resolution would ignore and override scientific findings and allow big oil 
companies, big refineries and others to continue to pollute without any oversight or 
consequence," EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson wrote Monday. 
 
"It would also gut EPA's authority in the clean cars program, a program that would help 
reduce our dependence on foreign oil and cut down on air pollution," Jackson added in 
HuffingtonPost. 
 
Big Oil is boss of senators from oil and automobile states. It's been that way since Sen. 
Robert Kerr, D-Oklahoma, ruled the Senate Finance Committee and enhanced finances 
of the Kerr McGhee Corp. a half-century ago. 
 
Murkowski and Imhofe already have blocked legislation that would boost oil companies' 
liability when a spill kills thousands of birds and wrecks the livelihoods of thousands of 
people. 
 
(The current liability cap is $75 million. Sen. Patty Murray, D-Wash., and others are 
seeking to raise it to $10 billion.) 
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Murkowski has called on such Democratic collaborators as Sen. Ben Nelson, D-
Nebraska, to give a veneer of bipartisanship to Big Oil's gambit to block reductions in 
greenhouse gas pollution. 
 
A Washington Post/ABC News poll, earlier this week, found that more than 70 percent 
of Americans believe the Gulf of Mexico spill qualifies as a full-fledged disaster. 
 
Big Oil strumpets think otherwise. 
 
"This is not an environmental disaster," Rep. Don Young, R-Alaska, told Alaska Public 
Radio. "Oil has seeped into this ocean for centuries and will continue to do it. During 
World War II there was over 10 million barrels of oil spilled from ships, and no natural 
catastrophe." 
 
Gov. Haley Barbour, R-Mississippi, a longtime Washington, D.C., lobbyist, excused 
deepwater drilling with the words:  
 
"In the last 50 years, with- the four states that allow off shore drilling on the Gulf, more 
than 30,000 wells have been drilled in the Gulf of Mexico. This is the first time in that 
30,000 we have ever had anything happen." 
 
As he spoke, a second Gulf rig was found to be leaking. Of course, Barbour 
conveniently ignores the massive oil spill from a Mexican drilling rig just a few years 
ago." 
 
Big Oil has not only fouled the beaches of the Gulf of Mexico and Prince William Sound, 
and leaked thousands of gallons of crude (courtesy of corroded BP pipes) onto the 
tundra of the North Slope.  
 
It has also fouled our politics, thwarting efforts to break this country of its addiction to oil 
-- the fixes delivered from places like Iran and Venezuela -- and cut back on emissions 
that are warming the planet. 
 
President Barck Obama is trying to show Americans that he's damned mad, resorting to 
salty language on the Today Show and declaring he would have fired BP boss Tony 
Hayward if Hayward worked for him. 
 
He ought to define a new national strategy using famous words of John F. Kennedy: 
Don't get mad, get even. 
 
Twist arms to block the Murkowski amendment. Get behind Murray and other legislators 
trying to raise Big Oil's liability limit. And speak truth to the power of Big Oil:  
 
It's time -- NOW -- to move out from the dark muck and corruption of the carbon 
economy, and into the sunlight of a new energy future. 
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EPA Draws Early Criticism Over First-Time Oral Safety Standard For Dioxin 
(Inside EPA) 
 
Posted: June 8, 2010  
EPA is facing early criticism from the chemical industry and federal agencies over its 
first-time oral safety standard for dioxin -- a standard that the agency created at the 
recommendation of the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) but which critics charge is 
not necessary, inappropriate and based on faulty data. 


Meanwhile, industry officials are urging EPA's Science Advisory Board (SAB) to remove 
Paolo Mocarelli -- one of the members from the panel designated to review EPA's draft 
reassessment -- arguing that as the author of one of the principal studies EPA used in 
setting the standard Mocarelli cannot impartially review the assessment. 


Mocarelli is known for his research of dioxins, and particularly of the residents of 
Seveso, Italy and surrounding towns exposed to large amounts of the contaminants 
after an industrial accident in 1976. EPA used one of Mocarelli's studies of the exposed 
residents, along with a second study by one of Mocarelli's colleagues also looking at 
Seveso residents as the basis for its calculation of the non-cancer risk that dioxin poses 
when ingested. 


The industry source noted that SAB announced the members of the review panel last 
November, before the publication of the draft TCDD assessment, so "no one could have 
known there was a conflict." The source added that industry is "hoping SAB will review 
his participation on the panel" due to concern over Mocarelli's "potential lack of 
objectivity" in reviewing an assessment based in part on one of his own publications. 


The source indicated that an industry representative discussed Mocarelli's participation 
on the panel with an SAB staff member, but the meeting was inconclusive. The source 
did not know how or if SAB intends to address the concern. 


EPA's draft reassessment of the risks posed by 2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin 
(TCDD) -- the most toxic form of dioxin against which other dioxins and dioxin-like 
compounds are assessed -- includes a first-time calculation of a reference dose (RfD) 
for TCDD. An RfD is the amount EPA considers safe to consume daily over a lifetime 
without experiencing non-cancer health effects. 


EPA calculates an RfD for dioxin of 7x10-10 milligrams per kilogram of body weight per 
day (mg/kg-day), one of the strictest yet. EPA calculated the RfD in response to a 2005 
NAS recommendation, which reviewed an earlier EPA draft reassessment of dioxin in 
2005. 



http://insideepa.com/201006071224615/EPA-Documents/Text-Document/industry-agencies-question-epas-new-dioxin-non-cancer-risk-estimate/menu-id-96.html
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One environmental consultant says EPA in the past was reluctant to calculate an RfD 
for dioxin because "so much of the population is already in excess" of the RfD EPA 
would have calculated. 


'Not Practical' 


Similarly, a public health activist said that in the past EPA indicated that calculating an 
RfD was "not practical because the value was above the average intake value for the 
population so therefore it had no meaning. It never made sense to me." Instead, EPA 
calculated "benchmark levels between intake and adverse effects," the source adds. "I 
think they still make the argument that is more important" than the RfD. 


The activist believes this is the first time that EPA has set an RfD above the daily 
ingestion rate. 


The draft presents an estimated U.S. daily intake of TCDD and other dioxin-like 
compounds at "roughly 0.58 [picograms per kilogram body weight per day (pg/kg-day)] 
at the 50th percentile and suggest that human TEQ ingestion exposures likely peaked in 
the 1970's." That estimate converts to 5.8x10-10 mg/kg-day. 


But both industry and other agencies, including the Agriculture (USDA) and Defense 
(DoD) departments, have questioned the RfD which is based in part on one of 
Mocarelli's studies. USDA questioned whether an RfD is "truly necessary for reduction 
of risk," while DoD and the American Chemistry Council (ACC), the chemical industry 
association, questioned the studies EPA used to calculate the RfD. 


"An inappropriate data set was chosen for the chronic RfD," DoD argues in its March 26 
interagency comments. The Pentagon explains that it does not believe EPA has met its 
own criterion for choosing the principle studies that are the basis for non-cancer risk 
calculations. "For noncancer risks, the document concludes that the human data are the 
most relevant. However, the studies selected do not meet EPA's criterion," according to 
DoD's comments. "For a chemical such as dioxin where the document states that body 
burden or area under the curve is the appropriate dose metric there must be more than 
acute exposure (such as the exposures in these studies) to attain the body burden." 


ACC also protests the principle studies EPA chose when developing the RFD. In a May 
21 letter, ACC Assistant General Counsel David Fischer argues that "while EPA 
appeared to heed NAS' recommendation to develop a dioxin RfD using human data, the 
agency did not use the best available science, and based the RfD on questionable 
research. As a result, the agency exaggerates health effects expected from normal 
dietary exposure." 


ACC sources say that the two Seveso studies EPA used as the basis for its RfD "don't 
necessarily represent the typical background exposure" to TCDD. Even the control 
population used in the Seveso studies "are more exposed than people today," the 
sources say, adding that the upper tenth or fifth percentile of Americans exposed to 
TCDD are lower than the control population used in the Seveso studies. 
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The environmental consultant, however, says that the Seveso studies are the most 
appropriate for EPA to use. 


"I don't buy the [industry's] argument. It's too thin," the source says. "The Seveso 
accident exposed 30,000 people, the exposure levels are well-documented. We have a 
better understanding of their exposures than any other cohort in the world." 


Human Data 


Industry is "arguing out of both sides of their mouths," the source says, noting that 
industry often criticizes EPA for "taking liberties with animal data and [being] too 
overprotective. Now that EPA has this excellent human data, they don't want them to 
use it." 


Meanwhile, ACC is also urging EPA to expand the public and peer reviews of the draft 
assessment, saying the agency is not allowing enough time or data review in either 
process. "EPA's truncated comment period severely limits the public's ability to 
adequately review nearly 2000 pages of a highly technical report, which includes new 
analyses and provide substantive, constructive input into the SAB's deliberations. 
Similarly, SAB's peer review obligations are hampered without the full benefit of public 
input during its deliberations on very complex scientific issues," ACC President Cal 
Dooly says in a June 2 letter to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson. 


An SAB source indicates that the SAB review meeting will not be delayed, but 
emphasizes that meeting will be the first of ongoing opportunities for stakeholders to 
comment. -- Maria Hegstad 


  


 


EDITORIAL / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 
 


Oil-spill response not according to plan (Washington Times) 
 
By  
6:18 p.m., Tuesday, June 8, 2010 
Although it has gone almost unmentioned, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
has a national contingency plan that has not been used to its full capacity by President 
Obama and his administration as the situation has worsened in the Gulf of Mexico 
("One step forward, one step backward on oil gusher," Nation, Monday). Other existing 
laws grant the president executive power in the event of massive spills. The Oil 
Pollution Act of 1990, for example, gives the president the authority to direct federal, 
state and private actions to remove oil and the threat of oil in cases like the Gulf spill. 
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Instead of demanding that BP fix the leak and relying on the Coast Guard for 
everything, it appears that the president should have dusted off the national contingency 
plan and gotten the resources of the whole country involved as designated in the plan. 
In addition to the implementation of the plan, there should have been a national 
operations center set up at the scene with modern communications, expert 
professionals assigned and military watch officers like the Marine Corps has in combat 
situations. There is still time to take over the situation in a professional way. 
 
LT. COL. DOMINIK NARGELE 
U.S. Marine Corps (retired) 
Arlington, Va. 
 


 
To the Editor (New York Times) 
 
''You never want a serious crisis to go to waste,'' Rahm Emanuel, the White House chief 
of staff, famously said. The New York Times seems to agree. Your editorial tries to use 
the tragedy of the Deepwater Horizon spill to advance your agenda regarding cap and 
trade. 
 
We can all agree that we need to steadily decrease the percentage of oil in our nation's 
energy use. In fact, S. 1462, the American Clean Energy Leadership Act, which was 
passed by the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee last year on a strong 
bipartisan basis, would do exactly that. Though it has been waiting for Senator Harry 
Reid to calendar it for a year now, the bill doesn't rate a mention in your editorial. 
 
There has also been strong bipartisan agreement (including President Obama's 
previous statements) that command-and-control regulation by the Environmental 
Protection Agency is the worst form of greenhouse gas regulation. Despite this, the 
editorial argues against my resolution to stop the E.P.A. on the assertion that it would 
undercut the government's authority and reduce the anticipated oil savings from new 
fuel economy standards. 
 
In reality, the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration retains full authority to 
increase fuel economy standards, and assertions that the resolution undercuts 
government authority ignore the fact that such authority comes only with the consent of 
the people. 
 
Lisa Murkowski Washington, June 7, 2010 
 
The writer, a United States senator from Alaska, is ranking member, Senate Energy and 
Natural Resources Committee. 
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The Climate Majority (New York Times) 
 
June 9, 2010 Wednesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section A; Column 0; Editorial Desk; OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR; Pg. 25 
By JON A. KROSNICK.  
Jon A. Krosnick is a professor of communication, political science and psychology at 
Stanford. 
Stanford, Calif. 
 
ON Thursday, the Senate will vote on a resolution proposed by Lisa Murkowski, 
Republican of Alaska, that would scuttle the Environmental Protection Agency's plans to 
limit emissions of greenhouse gases by American businesses.  
 
Passing the resolution might seem to be exactly what Americans want. After all, national 
surveys released during the last eight months have been interpreted as showing that 
fewer and fewer Americans believe that climate change is real, human-caused and 
threatening to people. 
 
But a closer look at these polls and a new survey by my Political Psychology Research 
Group show just the opposite: huge majorities of Americans still believe the earth has 
been gradually warming as the result of human activity and want the government to 
institute regulations to stop it. 
 
In our survey, which was financed by a grant to Stanford from the National Science 
Foundation, 1,000 randomly selected American adults were interviewed by phone 
between June 1 and Monday. When respondents were asked if they thought that the 
earth's temperature probably had been heating up over the last 100 years, 74 percent 
answered affirmatively. And 75 percent of respondents said that human behavior was 
substantially responsible for any warming that has occurred.  
 
For many issues, any such consensus about the existence of a problem quickly falls 
apart when the conversation turns to carrying out specific solutions that will be costly. 
But not so here.  
 
Fully 86 percent of our respondents said they wanted the federal government to limit the 
amount of air pollution that businesses emit, and 76 percent favored government 
limiting business's emissions of greenhouse gases in particular. Not a majority of 55 or 
60 percent -- but 76 percent. 
 
Large majorities opposed taxes on electricity (78 percent) and gasoline (72 percent) to 
reduce consumption. But 84 percent favored the federal government offering tax breaks 
to encourage utilities to make more electricity from water, wind and solar power.  
 
And huge majorities favored government requiring, or offering tax breaks to encourage, 
each of the following: manufacturing cars that use less gasoline (81 percent); 
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manufacturing appliances that use less electricity (80 percent); and building homes and 
office buildings that require less energy to heat and cool (80 percent). 
 
Thus, there is plenty of agreement about what people do and do not want government 
to do. 
 
Our poll also indicated that some of the principal arguments against remedial efforts 
have been failing to take hold. Only 18 percent of respondents said they thought that 
policies to reduce global warming would increase unemployment and only 20 percent 
said they thought such initiatives would hurt the nation's economy. Furthermore, just 14 
percent said the United States should not take action to combat global warming unless 
other major industrial countries like China and India do so as well. 
 
Our findings might seem implausible in light of recent polls that purport to show that 
Americans are increasingly skeptical about the very existence of climate change. But in 
fact, those polls did not produce conflicting evidence at all. 
 
Consider, for example, the most publicized question from a 2009 Pew Research Center 
poll: ''From what you've read and heard, is there solid evidence that the average 
temperature on earth has been getting warmer over the past few decades, or not?'' This 
question measured perceptions of scientific evidence that the respondent has read or 
heard about, not the respondents' personal opinions about whether the earth has been 
warming. Someone who has had no exposure to scientific evidence or who perceives 
the evidence to be equivocal may nonetheless be convinced that the earth has been 
heating up by, say, the early blossoming of plants in his garden. 
 
Or consider a widely publicized Gallup question: ''Thinking about what is said in the 
news, in your view, is the seriousness of global warming generally exaggerated, 
generally correct or is it generally underestimated?'' This question asked about 
respondents' perceptions of the news, not the respondents' perception of warming. A 
person who believes climate change has been happening might also feel that news 
media coverage of it has been exaggerated. 
 
Questions in other polls that sought to tap respondents' personal beliefs about the 
existence and causes of warming violated two of the cardinal rules of good survey 
question design: ask about only one thing at a time, and choose language that makes it 
easy for respondents to understand and answer each question.  
 
Imagine being asked this, from a poll by CNN: ''Which of the following statements 
comes closest to your view of global warming: Global warming is a proven fact and is 
mostly caused by emissions from cars and industrial facilities like power plants and 
factories; global warming is a proven fact and is mostly caused by natural changes that 
have nothing to do with emissions from cars and industrial facilities; or, global warming 
is a theory that has not yet been proven.''  
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Notice that the question didn't even offer the opportunity for respondents to say they 
believe global warming is definitely not happening -- not the sort of question that will 
provide the most valid measurements. 
 
When surveys other than ours have asked simple and direct questions, they have 
produced results similar to ours. For example, in November, an ABC News/Washington 
Post survey found that 72 percent of respondents said the earth has been heating up, 
and a December poll by Ipsos/McClatchy found this proportion to be 70 percent.  
 
Our surveys did reveal a small recent decline in the proportion of people who believe 
global warming has been happening, from 84 percent in 2007 to 80 percent in 2008 to 
74 percent today. Statistical analysis of our data revealed that this decline is attributable 
to perceptions of recent weather changes by the minority of Americans who have been 
skeptical about climate scientists.  
 
In terms of average earth temperature, 2008 was the coldest year since 2000. Scientists 
say that such year-to-year fluctuations are uninformative, and people who trust 
scientists therefore ignore this information when forming opinions about global 
warming's existence. Citizens who do not trust climate scientists, however, base their 
conclusions on their personal observations of nature. These low-trust individuals were 
especially aware of the recent decline in average world temperatures; they were the 
ones in our survey whose doubts about global warming have increased since 2007. 
 
This explanation is especially significant, because it suggests that the small recent 
decline in the proportion of people who believe in global warming is likely to be 
temporary. If the earth's temperature begins to rise again, these individuals may reverse 
course and rejoin the large majority who still think warming is real.  
 
Growing public skepticism has, in recent months, been attributed to news reports about 
e-mail messages hacked from the computer system at the University of East Anglia in 
Britain (characterized as showing climate scientists colluding to silence unconvinced 
colleagues) and by the discoveries of alleged flaws in reports by the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change. 
 
Our new survey discredited this claim in multiple ways. First, we found no decline in 
Americans' trust in environmental scientists: 71 percent of respondents said they trust 
these scientists a moderate amount, a lot or completely, a figure that was 68 percent in 
2008 and 70 percent in 2009. Only 9 percent said they knew about the East Anglia e-
mail messages and believed they indicated that climate scientists should not be trusted, 
and only 13 percent of respondents said so about the I.P.C.C. reports' alleged flaws. 
 
Interestingly, Americans are not alone in having their views portrayed inaccurately. A 
February BBC News survey asked Britons, ''From what you know and have heard, do 
you think that the earth's climate is changing and global warming is taking place?'' 
Seventy-five percent of respondents answered affirmatively, down a somewhat 
improbable eight percentage points from 83 percent in November. A BBC headline 
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blared, ''Climate Skepticism on the Rise,'' when it should have proclaimed that a huge 
majority of Britons still share common ground with one another and with Americans on 
this issue. 
 
GLOBAL warming has attracted what political scientists dub an ''issue public'': millions 
of Americans who are passionate about this subject and put pressure on government to 
follow their wishes. For over a decade, this group has been of typical issue-public size, 
about 15 percent of American adults.  
 
Although issue publics usually divide about equally on opposing sides -- think of 
abortion or immigration -- 88 percent of the climate change issue public in our survey 
believed that global warming has been happening; 88 percent attributed responsibility 
for it to human action; 92 percent wanted the federal government to limit the amount of 
greenhouse gases that businesses can emit. Put simply, the people whose votes are 
most powerfully shaped by this issue are sending a nearly unanimous signal to their 
elected representatives. 
 
All this makes global warming a singular issue in American politics. Even as we are told 
that Americans are about equally divided into red and blue, a huge majority shares a 
common vision of climate change. This creates a unique opportunity for elected 
representatives to satisfy a lot of voters.  
 
When senators vote on emissions limits on Thursday, there is one other number they 
might want to keep in mind: 72 percent of Americans think that most business leaders 
do not want the federal government to take steps to stop global warming. A vote to 
eliminate greenhouse gas regulation is likely to be perceived by the nation as a vote for 
industry, and against the will of the people.  
 
 
 
Our view:  


Congress must act (Anchorage Daily News) 
 
Murkowski's battle with EPA sheds more heat than light 
(06/08/10 18:54:37)  
 
Alaska's Sen. Lisa Murkowski is right that Congress, not the Environmental Protection 
Agency, should drive energy and climate policy for the United States. To that end, her 
controversial disapproval resolution that would strip the EPA's ability to regulate 
greenhouse gases comes to a vote on Thursday after 10 hours of floor debate. 
 
But this vote is more distraction than constructive step. 
 
Politics surrounding the vote has become intense. Critics are linking Murkowski's 
resolution to the Gulf oil spill and business as usual and accuse her of trying to gut the 
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Clean Air Act. Supporters argue that EPA wants to reach an intrusive, clumsy, 
controlling hand, and warn that too much authority will allow the agency to gut the 
country's fragile economic recovery in the name of clean air. 
 
Please. Sen. Murkowski proposed her resolution months before the Gulf tragedy. And 
whatever authority it claims, EPA won't get a blank check to hobble the economy in 
these troubled times. 
 
Everybody should take a deep breath and get the focus back on the prize. 
 
Congress and the Obama administration should be working on a realistic, long-term 
energy and climate policy that serves Americans in three ways: 
 
• Increase the use of clean, renewable energy to power our economy, while at the same 
time tapping our oil and gas resources efficiently to carry us through decades of 
transition to a predominance of clean fuels. 
 
• Increase our energy independence by cutting our reliance on foreign sources, no 
matter what they are. This is a matter of national security. We won't be completely 
energy-independent and we don't need to be -- after all, our biggest foreign supplier of 
oil is our friend and neighbor Canada. But energy independence allows us to deal with 
friend and foe from a position of strength. 
 
• Cut greenhouse gas emissions. Whatever Americans think about the causes of 
climate change or the degree of change and its effects, reduction of emissions gives us 
cleaner air and a healthier planet, reducing the risk of climatic disruptions and all the 
miserable consequences that can follow. 
 
The challenge is to meet these goals with intelligence and resolve, balancing 
environmental and economic needs so that we maintain a high standard of living and a 
vibrant free enterprise system that's sustainable for a long time to come. 
 
That's going to require cleaner fuels. That's going to require innovation and investment. 
And right now, that's going to require leadership from both Congress and the president. 
 
The EPA has a role to play, but it's not to call all the shots on these issues. Even the 
Obama administration and many other opponents of Sen. Murkowski's resolution agree 
that this is the rightful work of Congress, not one agency with an essential but limited 
purpose. 
 
Sen. Murkowski, in a floor speech on her resolution, argued that "without a backstop 
that says 'emissions will be reduced, one way or another, not matter how painful,' 
supporters of climate legislation would have to get serious about finding common 
ground and bipartisan cosponsors." Her opponents, who likely include Alaska Sen. Mark 
Begich, argue just the opposite, that the specter of EPA control is the backstop that will 
force a dithering and overlobbied Congress to do its job. 
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Here's the reality. Even if Sen. Murkowski's resolution passes the Senate, it's unlikely to 
pass the House. And even if it did, White House advisors have said they'll recommend a 
veto. EPA regulation will still be in the works. 
 
Congress should tackle the challenges of a comprehensive energy plan and 
greenhouse gas limits without regard to the EPA's plans. Give the country some solid 
goals and realistic means to achieve them -- polls suggest Americans are ready for the 
work. In that they may be ahead of their elected representatives. 
 
BOTTOM LINE: Congress can pre-empt any long reach by the EPA if Congress does its 
job.  
 
 
 
June 9, 2010  
 
Editorial:  
 


Senate should keep EPA from usurping Congress' lawmaking powers (Detroit 
News) 
 
The U.S. Senate has an opportunity Thursday to establish that Congress still matters 
when it comes to governing the nation. 
 
No matter how individual senators feel about the underlying issue of regulating 
greenhouse gas emissions, the Senate should assert its authority to write laws. 
 
The Senate is scheduled to vote on a measure to repeal regulations issued by the 
Environmental Protection Agency that greatly expand the EPA's ability to regulate 
carbon dioxide emissions by placing severe limits on industries that emit the gases. 
 
In effect, the EPA has embarked on a wholesale rewrite of the Clean Air Act without 
consulting Congress, the author of the act. In doing so, the Obama administration is 
usurping powers that belong to the legislative branch. 
 
Voting to rein in the EPA is not necessarily a rebuke of the environmental agenda it is 
pressing, but rather a step to check a vast expansion of executive powers. 
 
Congress can always return to the issue and even adopt the new EPA standards if it 
chooses. 
 
But it should not allow a precedent to be established that the administration can make 
radical changes to law without approval of Congress. 
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The point must be made that the authority of Congress to write laws can not be usurped 
by unaccountable agencies. This should be particularly true when the proposed rewrite 
of federal legislation would have such a major effect on the economy. 
 
Congress should not cede its responsibility in this matter. Michigan Sens. Debbie 
Stabenow and Carl Levin should vote to hang on to the authority the Constitution gives 
them. 


 


 


AIR 
================================================================== 


White House threatens to veto bill that would block EPA from regulating gases 
(Associated Press)  


Story also appeared: Washington Post 
 
Wednesday, June 9, 2010; A07 
The White House on Tuesday threatened to veto legislation that would block the 
Environmental Protection Agency from regulating greenhouse gases under the Clean 
Air Act. 
 
The proposal by Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska), which is expected to come to a vote 
Thursday, would disrupt the EPA's ability to curtail greenhouse gas pollution, the White 
House said. 
 
The agency is moving ahead with rules to regulate emissions from coal-fired utilities and 
other major emitters and has enacted such standards for vehicles. 
 
-- Juliet Eilperin 
 
 
 
 
JUNE 8, 2010, 7:59 P.M.  
 


Rockefeller Signals Support to Overturn Greenhouse-Gas Curbs (Wall Street 
Journal) 
 
WASHINGTON—Sen. Jay Rockefeller (D., W.Va.) on Tuesday broke ranks with 
Democratic party leaders and indicated that he would support an effort by Senate 
Republicans to overturn new rules to curb greenhouse-gas emissions. 
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The defection on the Obama administration's cornerstone environmental policy 
represents a blow to the White House, which on Tuesday threatened to veto any 
measure to overturn the first-ever Environmental Protection Agency greenhouse-gas 
rules. The measure, a "disapproval resolution," is being pushed by Sen. Lisa Murkowski 
(R., Alaska) and is scheduled for a Senate vote on Thursday. 
 
"I have long maintained that the Congress—not the unelected EPA—must decide major 
economic and energy policy," said Mr. Rockefeller, who represents a coal state that 
could be hit hard by greenhouse-gas regulations. "EPA regulation will have an 
enormous impact on the economic security of West Virginia and our energy future." 
 
Mr. Rockefeller's position brings to four the number of Democrats supporting the 
Republican effort and is notable because the West Virginia lawmaker had previously 
attempted to carve out a more modest approach that would have suspended new EPA 
rules that apply to stationary sources for two years. Now, he is throwing his weight 
behind efforts to overturn an EPA finding that greenhouse gases pose a danger to the 
public, a determination that is the underpinning for the EPA's greenhouse-gas 
regulations. 
 
A 2007 Supreme Court decision had ordered the EPA to determine whether rising 
concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere posed a threat to the public. EPA 
Administrator Lisa Jackson issued an endangerment finding last year, saying higher gas 
concentrations create a risk of more flooding, more frequent and intense heat waves, 
and rising sea levels. The finding was the basis for the first-ever federal greenhouse-
gas regulations for both cars and industrial sources such as power plants, which were 
finalized this year. 
 
The White House went on offense on Tuesday, saying it "strongly opposes" the new 
rules and casting Republican efforts to overturn the EPA regulations as a sign that party 
leaders were putting the U.S. at risk from environmental disasters such as the BP PLC 
oil spill. 
 
The Republican bill "also would undermine the administration's efforts to reduce the 
negative impacts of pollution and the risks associated with environmental catastrophes, 
like the ongoing BP oil spill," the White House said in a statement.  
 
Republicans have sharpened their attack on the EPA as the regulations move closer to 
taking effect, portraying the EPA as a renegade agency that is overstepping its bounds. 
"EPA intends to take control of climate policy—take it away from Congress," Ms. 
Murkowski said at a press briefing on Tuesday. She said the economic impact of the 
rules "are beyond the pale." 
 


 


D-FW faces likelihood of tougher ozone standard (Fort Worth Star Telegram) 
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Posted Tuesday, Jun. 08, 2010 
By BILL HANNA 
billhanna@star-telegram.com 
 
FORT WORTH -- Dallas-Fort Worth, which fails to meet federal ozone standards, will 
have to find a way to cut ozone-forming emissions even further under tougher 
regulations. 
 
The proposed changes, revealed by the Environmental Protection Agency in January, 
were discussed Tuesday at a public hearing of the Texas Commission on 
Environmental Quality that was held via videoconference in Fort Worth, Austin, Houston 
and Beaumont. 
 
The EPA wants to reduce its eight-hour ozone standard from 75 parts per billion to a 
range between 60 and 70 parts per billion. An EPA rule is scheduled to be issued this 
summer and finalized by year's end. 
 
The required date to meet the attainment deadline is still to be determined, commission 
officials said. 
 
In 2009, Tarrant County had an eight-hour average ozone reading of 86 ppb at two 
locations, one in far north Fort Worth near Keller and another at Eagle Mountain Lake. 
Both were the highest readings in the state and well above the 2008 revised standard of 
75 ppb -- and much higher than the proposed changes. 
 
The readings are determined by averaging the most recent three years of data. The 
counties included in the D-FW nonattainment area are Tarrant, Dallas, Denton, 
Johnson, Hood, Parker, Collin, Kaufman and Rockwall. 
 
Jim Schermbeck, head of the environmental group Downwinders at Risk, questioned 
commission staff about whether any ozone monitoring devices would be placed in Wise 
County since the highest concentrations of ozone in the Metroplex have consistently 
been found in northwest Tarrant County, near the Wise County line. 
 
After officials said there was no plan to place devices in Wise County, Schermbeck 
asked the staff what assurances they could give the public that the agency would 
vigorously pursue implementation of a plan to meet the EPA standards, given the 
commission's previous opposition to the 1997 ozone standards and the 2008 revisions. 
 
After the meeting, Schermbeck also predicted that Wise County will eventually be 
brought into the nine North Texas counties that are part of the nonattainment area. 
 
David Brymer, assistant director of the commission's air quality division, replied that the 
agency has a "vested interest" in getting the plan properly implemented. 
 
But in January, commission board members expressed dismay at the revisions. 
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"There is no doubt we strive to make the air cleaner through our permitting process and 
a variety of other programs; but the goals set by EPA must be achievable," 
Commissioner Buddy Garcia said at that time. "The purpose of the Clean Air Act is to 
protect human health and the environment, not to attain an arbitrary threshold." 
 
EPA vs. Texas 
 
The EPA is also battling the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality over other 
issues. 
 
The federal agency has threatened to take over monitoring of air quality if the state 
keeps violating portions of the Clean Air Act. It has said it will take over the operating 
permit for one Corpus Christi refinery and signaled its intent to take over 39 more 
permits if Texas doesn't toughen its enforcement. 
 
Brandt Maanchen of the Houston chapter of the Sierra Club also said the commission 
needs to take a regional or statewide approach to ozone rather than limiting the number 
of counties subject to monitoring. 
 
He recommended monitoring devices be placed in pristine East Texas areas such as 
the Sam Houston National Forest and the Big Thicket National Preserve to gauge 
ozone's effect on those ecosystems. 
 
The Sierra Club has threatened to file a lawsuit if the EPA fails to make Texas comply 
with the Clean Air Act. 
 
The proposed EPA requirements would also add 10 areas -- Abilene, Wichita Falls, 
Sherman-Denison, Texarkana, Amarillo, Bryan-College Station, Lubbock, Midland, 
Odessa and San Angelo -- to ozone monitoring. 
 
If the lowest standard of 60 ppb were implemented, even remote areas such as Big 
Bend National Park in far West Texas might have trouble meeting it. The National Park 
Service maintains an ozone monitoring station that recorded a three-year average of 66 
ppb. Laredo had the lowest three-year average in the state, with 51 ppb. 
 
BILL HANNA, 817-390-7698 
 
 


EPA lawsuit demands Xcel Energy disclose changes to pollution control 
equipment (Pioneer Press) 
 
By Leslie Brooks Suzukamo 
lsuzukamo@pioneerpress.com 
Updated: 06/08/2010 10:28:42 PM CDT 
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The Environmental Protection Agency is suing Xcel Energy for refusing to tell it about 
changes to pollution control equipment planned for its coal-fired power plants in 
Burnsville and Becker, Minn. 
 
The EPA asked a federal judge Tuesday for a preliminary injunction requiring Xcel to 
turn over the information immediately or face fines of up to $37,500 per day at each 
location, according to the U.S. attorney's office. The agency filed its lawsuit in U.S. 
District Court in Minneapolis on Monday and is awaiting a ruling on its request for a 
preliminary injunction. 
 
The EPA has been pursuing the information for almost 11 months to determine if any 
planned changes would result in plant emissions that violate the federal Clean Air Act. 
 
Minneapolis-based Xcel is refusing to provide the information because it believes the 
EPA is exceeding its authority, the utility said Tuesday. 
 
"EPA's request for future project information is incredibly burdensome, would be a 
significant drain on company resources, and provides for no environmental benefit. 
There is no environmental issue at stake in this dispute," Xcel said in a statement 
Tuesday. 
 
Xcel told the EPA in a letter in August that the agency was exceeding its authority 
because the Clean Air Act only allows the EPA to investigate whether the utility is 
currently violating the law, not whether any future acts would result in violations. 
 
The U.S. attorney's office, arguing for the EPA, called that "a cramped 
reading" of the law. It said the EPA limited its inquiry to plans for the next two years 
because regulatory approval for any construction typically takes 18 months to two years 
to complete. 
 
The investigation involves Xcel's relatively small Black Dog Plant in Burnsville, which 
has two coal-fired units with a total capacity of 306 megawatts, and its massive Sherco 
Plant located 45 miles northwest of the Twin Cities in Becker. 
 
Sherco is Xcel's largest plant in size, generating capacity and coal consumption. It has 
three generating units with a total capacity of 2,400 megawatts that burn 30,000 tons of 
coal a day or three trainloads, adding up to 9 million tons a year. 
 
Xcel officials said its plans for either Black Dog or Sherco would not be available until 
August when it expects to file its regularly scheduled Resource Plan with the Minnesota 
Public Utilities Commission. 
 
The Resource Plan is a document that outlines the utility's construction plans for all its 
plants for five years and generally is filed every two years. 
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In its last plan, filed in 2008 and approved by the PUC last year, Xcel proposed 
installing equipment at Sherco to reduce mercury emissions this fall, four years before it 
would be required by the state's Mercury Emissions Reduction Act, company 
spokeswoman Patti Nystuen said. 
 
But Xcel's 2008 plan also proposed tabling replacing air quality controls on Sherco Units 
1 and 2 while it investigates the feasibility of new technologies. 
 
The air quality control replacement was to have been completed in 2012 and 2013 but 
would be delayed until 2015 and 2016. 
 
The improvements at Sherco were also to add 70 megawatts of capacity at the plant, 
the resource plan said. 
 
Meanwhile, the utility is evaluating the possibility of converting two coal-fired units at 
Black Dog to cleaner-burning natural gas by 2015, the utility said. 
 
The Department of Commerce, which oversees utilities, was unaware of Xcel's plans. "If 
Xcel is planning significant changes to either its Black Dog and/or Sherco plants, then 
those will be addressed through resource planning and other permitting processes at 
the state," spokeswoman Nicole Garrison-Sprenger said. 
 
Leslie Brooks Suzukamo can be reached at 651-228-5475. 


 


DP&L plant on Great Miami cited by U.S. EPA (Dayton Daily News) 
 
Boilers there underwent major modifications with improper permits. 
By Steve Bennish, Staff Writer 
Updated 1:15 AM Wednesday, June 9, 2010 
 
MIAMISBURG — Dayton Power & Light’s O.H. Hutchings Station power plant on the 
Great Miami River needs updates to bring it in compliance with the Clean Air Act, the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency said in a finding of violations. 
 
A review showed that the plant made major modifications to its large boilers without 
obtaining the required permits, the agency said. 
 
Ethan Chatfield, an environmental engineer for the EPA in Chicago, said the agency 
and DP&L are in discussions about the issue. “They have started that dialogue,” he 
said. 
 
Lesley Sprigg, DP&L’s spokeswoman, said the utility “does not agree with the 
allegations contained in the U.S. EPA’s November notice of violation.” She added: “We 
have communicated our position to the EPA along with supporting information and data 
— and we will continue to work with them regarding this issue.” 
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Chatfield said that under the Clear Air Act, a major modification at a power plant that 
results in an increase in emissions requires a permit. The modifications to the boilers 
occurred in 2001, he added, and came to light following an EPA query. 
 
Hutchings Station began operations in 1948. It has six coal-fired boilers installed in 
1949 through 1953, the EPA said. 


 


Attorney General Brown Files to Support Federal Clean Air Standards (Imperial 
Valley News)  
 
Written by Green Liver      
Tuesday, 08 June 2010   
Oakland, California - Attorney General Edmund G. Brown Jr. announced that he has 
asked to intervene in a lawsuit in order to protect newly adopted motor vehicle emission 
standards that would save nearly two billion barrels of oil and reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions by approximately one billion tons. 
 
Brown filed a motion to intervene in the U.S. Court of Appeals in support of the federal 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in a suit brought by energy companies and 
other industries challenging the EPA's authority to enforce the tough emission standards 
beginning in 2012.  
 
"The thousands of barrels of oil spilling in the Gulf of Mexico each day are a graphic 
reminder that we need to cut oil consumption in America," said Brown. "These 
regulations would do that, as well as vastly reducing pollution from tailpipe emissions."  
 
The EPA's new vehicle emissions standards are the first significant reduction in federal 
fuel consumption standards in more than 30 years. Over the lifetime of the vehicles sold 
in the first five years, the national program is projected to reduce U.S. greenhouse gas 
emissions by 2.1 billion tons and save 1.8 billion barrels of oil. Consumers can expect 
the new standards to save them between $130 and $180 a year in fuel costs.  
 
EPA estimates the lifetime savings under the program for 2012 through 2016 model-
year vehicles at $240 billion. The benefits include fuel savings, carbon dioxide 
reductions, improved air quality, and enhanced energy security.  
 
California has long set the pace in enacting tough pollution standards, and it has been 
active in attempting to protect its right to impose those standards and in encouraging 
other states and the federal government to adopt similar standards.  
 
In Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007), the Supreme Court ruled that the 
greenhouse gases that cause global warming are air pollutants under the Clean Air Act 
and that EPA's evaluation of whether those emissions from motor vehicles endanger 
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public health or welfare had to be based solely on science. Brown's office took a lead 
role in that case.  
 
EPA has now made that endangerment finding. As the Supreme Court noted, such a 
finding triggers a mandatory duty on EPA to adopt motor vehicle regulations. EPA 
adopted those regulations on April 1 in a joint rulemaking with the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration. Those regulations set greenhouse gas emission standards 
and fuel economy standards that will achieve a fleet-wide fuel economy for new cars 
and trucks of roughly 35 miles per gallon in model year 2016.  
 
These motor vehicle regulations are the rough equivalent of California's regulations. As 
part of a nationwide deal announced at the White House in May 2009, California agreed 
that compliance with national standards of equivalent stringency would also constitute 
compliance with California's established regulations, and the automobile manufacturing 
industry agreed not to challenge those standards (through model year 2016.) If these 
EPA vehicle standards were successfully challenged, that nationwide deal would fall 
apart.  
 
Brown's filing today is in a lawsuit challenging the motor vehicle rule brought by 
industrial concerns plus politicians and other opponents of EPA action on global 
warming. Plaintiffs include Massey Energy Company, Rosebud Mining Company, 
National Cattlemen's Beef Association and the Industrial Minerals Association of North 
America. The challenge was not joined by the automobile manufacturing industry, the 
only party directly affected by the EPA regulations.  
 
Brown filed the motion on behalf of himself, Governor Schwarzenegger and the state Air 
Resources Board, plus 12 other states - Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, Maryland, 
Massachusetts, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, and 
Washington - as well as the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection and 
the City of New York. 
 


 


Wednesday June 9, 2010 


Still trying to get a handle on Cuccinelli (Fairfax Times) 
 
Apparently not content to squander public money to challenge Obama's federal health 
care reform or the Environmental Protection Agency's authority to regulate greenhouse 
gas emissions -- to say nothing of that failed "modesty" redesign of the 
Commonwealth's seal -- Virginia Attorney General Kenneth T. Cuccinelli (R) continues 
on his quest to become a legend in his own mind. 


With his investigation into former University of Virginia research scientist Michael 
Mann's academic e-mails concerning climate control, Cuccinelli is operating under the 
pretense of fraud with regard to use of state grant funding. A much better inquiry would 
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be to look into all the taxpayer revenue that "Kookinelli" is wasting in his pursuit of these 
obviously personal pet peeves in these hard economic times. 


Per the 1967 U.S. Supreme Court decision in Keyishian v. Board of Regents, the First 
Amendment "does not tolerate laws that cast a pall of orthodoxy over the classroom." 
That case must be in a book that has not made it onto irginia's top lawyer's reading 
queue. Or maybe because that matter came on appeal from New York, he has 
rationalized that its dictates don't apply in Virginia. Scarier still, maybe he just doesn't 
care. Sure, there's that 2000 Federal Appeals Court decision holding that college 
professors have no First Amendment based on academic freedom rights in job-related 
teaching and scholarship, but that ruling is regionally and judicially limited in scope and 
it was never considered by the Supreme Court. 


In 2007, a U.S. District Court decision, now on appeal, denied First Amendment 
protection to professors who spoke out against hiring and promotion practices -- 
specifically regarding the excessive use of adjunct faculty. And the Supreme Court did 
rule a year earlier in Garcetti v. Ceballos that the First Amendment doesn't shield public 
employees from retaliation for speaking out if that speech was part of their "official 
duties" -- in that case, whistle-blowing. But internal e-mails traded in the normal course 
of academic discourse are a far cry, no pun intended, from vocal and/or extra-
institutional whining. And vigorous scholastic debate is not tantamount to an intrusion 
into employer personnel decisions. Those are distinctions with merit that Cuccinelli will 
be hard-pressed to overcome. But maybe that's not his point. 


Maybe our "Almost Governor" just wants to have a chilling effect on any thought he 
finds disagreeable, and by either threatening to or bringing these frivolous lawsuits, he 
may somewhat achieve his purpose and accomplish that result. If his strategy works, it 
could be a return to McCarthyism for this state and equivalent to the 1950s Communist 
purges in this country, or oppression under Communist rule elsewhere. Cuccinelli's 
Virginia would be stuck in a time warp of his domain. 


Since he is the Attorney General, it is important Cuccinelli doesn't lead us into becoming 
the laughing stock of the nation, or even worse, into being an outlaw breakaway 
republic under his whimsical rule. In a political climate where residents of Louisiana are 
feeling ostracized and unloved by yet another administration but are still pleading the 
value in being part of U.S., there is irony in Cuccinelli's separatist stance. While we're 
cutting library hours and slashing education funding across the state, there's one budget 
we haven't looked at -- his. Perhaps to stop the "Kookiness" we should. The State of the 
Union isn't perfect, but membership has its privileges, making it far better than going it 
alone. 


Karen Ann DeLuca, Alexandria 


 


Carmakers, states side with EPA in court fight over auto rule (Greenwire) 
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 (06/08/2010) 
Robin Bravender, E&E reporter 
Automobile manufacturers, states and environmentalists are asking a federal appeals 
court to allow them to back U.S. EPA in a lawsuit attacking the agency's greenhouse 
gas standards for tailpipes. 
 
The Alliance of Automobile Manufacturers and the Association of International 
Automobile Manufacturers filed separate petitions yesterday with the U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia to intervene in a lawsuit challenging EPA's auto 
standard. 
 
EPA's joint rulemaking with the Transportation Department would boost fuel economy 
requirements and set the first greenhouse gas limits for automobiles. The standards 
represent a White House-brokered compromise between carmakers and more than a 
dozen states that had pushed to create their own auto emissions standards (Greenwire, 
April 1). 
 
The Coalition for Responsible Regulation Inc. sued the agency last month over the EPA 
rule, which is set to kick in next year (E&ENews PM, May 10). The Southeastern Legal 
Foundation is also challenging the rule on behalf of itself, 14 House lawmakers and a 
coalition of business groups (Greenwire, May 18). 
 
Petitioners won't be required to make their arguments to the court until future briefings, 
but attorneys representing the groups have said they plan to challenge the science 
underpinning the standard. The groups are involved in a separate lawsuit challenging 
EPA's "endangerment" finding, a scientific determination that allows EPA to regulate 
automobiles' greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
But the auto groups want the court to uphold EPA's tailpipe rule, arguing that without the 
federal standard, their members would be subject to a patchwork of conflicting 
regulations across the country. 
 
"The operations of the alliance's members are directly implicated by the final rule and 
would be directly affected should this court grant the petitions for review," the Alliance of 
Automobile Manufacturers said. "These petitions jeopardize the development of an 
integrated national approach to increasing automobile fuel economy and thus reducing 
carbon emissions." 
 
States, enviros offer support to EPA 
California Attorney General Jerry Brown (D) yesterday filed a motion to intervene in the 
case on behalf of himself, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger (R), the California Air 
Resources Board, New York City and 12 other states: Delaware, Illinois, Iowa, Maine, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Mexico, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, Vermont, 
Washington and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection. 
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"Global warming is harming, and will continue to harm" the states seeking to intervene 
"and their citizens, and the rule challenged by this action will lessen those harms," the 
motion says. 
 
Brown yesterday pointed to the massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico as another reason 
the federal standard is necessary. 
 
"The thousands of barrels of oil spilling in the Gulf of Mexico each day are a graphic 
reminder that we need to cut oil consumption in America," Brown said in a statement. 
"These regulations would do that, as well as vastly reducing pollution from tailpipe 
emissions." 
 
The 14 states and New York City are also supporting EPA in a separate lawsuit over the 
endangerment finding (Greenwire, March 19). 
 
Three national environmental groups are also hoping to intervene in support of the auto 
rule. 
 
The Natural Resources Defense Council, Environmental Defense Fund, and Sierra Club 
yesterday filed a joint motion with the court, arguing that their members "will benefit 
directly from the reductions in global warming air pollution that will result from the 
regulation of greenhouse gas emissions from motor vehicles and other sources." 
 
Accordingly, their members "would be injured if the vehicles rule were overturned and 
EPA were unable to issue such regulations," they said. 
 
The environmental groups are also backing EPA in the lawsuit over the endangerment 
finding. 
 


 


Pedestrians, bicyclists spar for space in NYC's new no-car zones (Greenwire) 
  
(06/08/2010) 
Nathanial Gronewold, E&E reporter 
Fourth story in an occasional series on the greening of New York City. 
NEW YORK -- Against all odds, this notoriously congested city is getting motor vehicles 
off the street. 
Two years ago, lawmakers in Albany thwarted New York City's attempt to bring London-
style congestion pricing into its central business district. Now officials here are taking a 
different approach: They are banning cars from certain parts of the city. 
Since the defeat of the congestion-toll plan, the city has replaced a large number of on-
street parking spots with hundreds of miles of bicycle lanes while rerouting traffic across 
town. It has created two pedestrian-only zones on its most famous thoroughfare, 
Broadway, in Times Square and Herald Square, further restricting traffic in the center of 
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the city. And it has started converting an abandoned elevated rail line into a pedestrian-
only trail across much of west Manhattan. 
 
So Manhattan streets have begun to feel less mean for pedestrians and bicyclists. "It's 
definitely more biker friendly," said Cornelius Bethea, a veteran bicycle messenger who 
has been delivering packages up and down Manhattan for 20 years. "By far Greenwich, 
Washington, those streets are the best. Hardly no traffic." 
 
Though the New York Department of Transportation won't confirm whether fewer cars 
are entering the heart of the city, DOT spokesman Montgomery Dean said data show 
traffic is moving more freely during the day. Bicycling to work is also booming, with the 
number of bicycle commuters rising a whopping 26 percent from 2008 to 2009. 
Meanwhile U.S. EPA says Manhattan's air quality has even improved, another 
indication of fewer idling cars and trucks. 
 
   
Bike riders on their way home from work in Midtown Manhattan. City officials say 
commuter bicycling has doubled in five years, and they are hoping ridership doubles 
again over the next couple years. Photo by Nathanial Gronewold.   
Testament to the effort's success: Pedestrians have replaced drivers as the most-hated 
enemies of bicycle messengers, who each ride 40 to 50 miles a day and know the 
borough as well as anyone. 
 
For one, Bethea has given up using a bike lane running between the new Broadway 
pedestrian zones because of emboldened foot travelers. "The very first time I used this 
thing I almost collided with a pedestrian because she crossed right in the middle, and I 
had to swerve around her," he said. "It's not appropriate to close off Times Square." 
 
Other longtime bike messengers concur. Though they all agree the city in general is 
more navigable, their biggest worry today is a collision with pedestrians, or the new 
commuter bicyclists. 
 
Veteran messenger Zo Coober is grumbling about a plan to create another car-free 
zone on 34th Street. "Worst idea ever," he said. "It's not Disney World here. This is a 
real working city." 
 
But the office of Mayor Michael Bloomberg (I), who is pushing cars off some streets, 
says clearing some streets of cars is helping make the city more liveable. There is no 
alternative, city officials say. 
 
The car-free zones were developed after state lawmakers killed the congestion pricing 
plan, insisting they had a better idea -- one that has yet to materialize. The city's plan 
called for charging drivers entering Manhattan's most heavily traveled business district 
an $8 toll for cars and a $21 toll for trucks, using the proceeds for transportation 
projects. 
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But Bloomberg is now taking a different approach. His ambitious "PlaNYC" agenda has 
led to the installation of more than 200 miles of new bicycle lanes to city streets, much 
of them created by eliminating parking. Traffic has been rerouted in some areas and an 
ad campaign is under way to encourage commuters to leave their cars at home, 
especially if traveling to Manhattan for work. 
 
And a little over a year ago the city closed Broadway to vehicle traffic in Times Square 
and Herald Square, transforming New York's two busiest shopping and entertainment 
plazas into pedestrian malls. 
 
"We brought forward the plan on Broadway to eliminate the two biggest bottlenecks that 
exist in the midtown grid," Bloomberg spokesman Marc La Vorgna said. "That's been 
effective in helping to improve traffic flow at the same time having the added bonus of 
creating some open space that people in the city use and have overwhelming support 
for." 
 
Travel times improve 
DOT recently decided to make the Broadway change permanent while announcing a 
new proposal to do something similar to 34th Street between 5th and 6th Avenues. The 
idea on 34th Street is to only allow buses to run in the center of the busy throughway 
while letting foot traffic spill onto the rest of the street, pushing cars and trucks to the 
side streets and speeding up the time it takes buses to cross Manhattan. 
 
Though DOT says it cannot confirm whether fewer cars are entering the city's heart 
daily, spokesman Montgomery Dean said data show traffic is moving more freely. The 
development of the bike lanes, he said, is a key part of the initiative. 
 
"Usually what we try to do is try to see how any of our projects fit into the network, 
basically creating something that makes it easier for people to get from different parts of 
the city," he said. "We do have routes that we're looking at for the future that would help 
complete the network." 
 
Through analyzing data garnered from the GPS systems of this city's taxi cab fleet, DOT 
knows that the average travel time in the heart of Manhattan during daylight hours has 
improved by 13 percent from 2007. 
 
The steep economic recession probably had something to do with that, but the same 
data show that congestion in the central business district has dropped by around 7 
percent since 2003, even as the city grew and despite cuts in service by New York's 
financially strapped subway operator, the Metropolitan Transit Authority. 
 
And New Yorkers now have another way to escape Manhattan's traffic-clogged 
thoroughfares. 
 
The first section of High Line Park, a pedestrian-only greenway built on an abandoned 
elevated rail line, opened last year and has quickly gained a following. 
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Phase two, under construction now, should be open by next year. When completed, the 
park will let pedestrians cover Gansevoort Street in the West Village all the way to 34th 
Street -- about 25 blocks -- high above the traffic below. 
 
More bicyclists 
Meanwhile, commuter cycling has more than doubled since 2005, with DOT reporting a 
26 percent increase between 2008 to 2009. The city's Department of Health estimates 
that well over half a million New Yorkers now take their bikes to work, weather 
permitting. 
 
A new push has the city re-engineering roadways so that bikes and vehicle traffic are 
physically removed from one another by a section of on-street parking. 
 
About 5 miles of these new "parking protected" bikes lanes are in operation so far, 
much of them on 9th Avenue on Manhattan's west side. And just last week the city got 
the final green light to build more along 20 blocks of Columbus Avenue farther north. 
This summer should also see many more miles of new bike lanes added to the grid. 
 
DOT aims to double bicycle commuting again over 2007 levels by 2012, and triple it by 
2017. 
 
There are other, less-obvious signs of the city's eagerness to limit the number of cars 
entering Manhattan at rush hours. 
 
An estimated 3,100 new bike racks have been put up since 2007, some of them within 
20 new "sheltered bike parking structures." Building owners and managers are coming 
under pressure to allow commuters to bring their bikes into their offices with them, or to 
add bike racks to lobbies to guard against theft. 
 
Commuters also seem to want more pedestrian malls. 
 
A recent survey of residents by the Times Square Alliance showed 74 percent of 
respondents agree that Times Square has "improved dramatically" within the past year. 
The city estimates that foot traffic in Times and Herald squares is up by around 11 
percent and 6 percent, respectively. 
 
Aside from the obvious "green" benefits, the city is touting improved safety as a major 
reason to continue the drive. Pedestrian fatalities from collisions with cars are down 19 
percent from 2001. Bicycle fatalities are down 54 percent, despite a tripling of the 
number of bikes on the road since that year. 
 
'It's like a park' 
Despite the dramatic enhancements in just a few years' time, New York's bike 
messenger fleet still wants to see congestion pricing become a reality. But ironically the 
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messengers also are eager to see the new influx of no-car zones come to an end, lest 
they allow freewheeling pedestrians to take over the open space entirely. 
 
"It's like a park," bike messenger Coober complains. "They're just wandering around 
freely in the street. Nobody looks when they cross Broadway anymore." 
 
Meanwhile, DOT's Dean said the bicyclist-pedestrian conflicts are likely just growing 
pains as both sides take time to adjust to the new changes. He said the agency is 
working to address concerns and raise awareness, but overall they are confident that 
things are on the right track. 
 
Bethea, for his part, is happy with the new pro-bike atmosphere but does not think it has 
gone far enough. "There's still a lot more improvement that needs to be done," he said. 
 


 


ASBESTOS 
 


Marco Island signs EPA settlement agreement over handling of asbestos (Naples 
Daily News) 
 
By KELLY FARRELL 
Originally published 07:04 p.m., June 8, 2010 
Updated 08:18 p.m., June 8, 2010 
 
MARCO ISLAND — A four-year investigation of improperly disposed asbestos-laden 
pipe on Marco Island is near a close as City Council and its contractor agreed to a 
settlement proposal with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency on Tuesday. 
 
The settlement is to be in lieu of formal enforcement actions against Marco and Quality 
Enterprises for six alleged violations of the Clean Air Act relating to improper asbestos 
handling when widening and adding sewer lines to Collier Boulevard beginning in 2005. 
 
Marco Island City Council signed the agreement in a meeting on Tuesday, called for the 
purpose of reviewing the proposal. The agreement requires neither party to take liability 
for the alleged violations and has Quality Enterprises agreeing to pay the fine of 
$81,772 within 30 days of it being signed by Kenneth Lapierre of the EPA. 
 
Under the agreement, no fines will be paid by the city and no admission of guilt is 
required by either party per the agreement. 
 
It may be several days or weeks for the agreement to be official. 
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“The parties involved in this case have an agreement in principle,” said EPA spokesman 
Carl Terry in a phone interview on Tuesday night. 
 
Once the EPA receives and signs the document, which was signed Tuesday by Quality 
Enterprises Vice President Louis Gaudio, it will be approved by a federal judge, Terry 
said. 
 
Gaudio and Quality Enterprises’ owner Howard Murrell, both of Naples, could not be 
immediately reached for comment on Tuesday night. 
 
Chairman Frank Recker said the fine to be paid by Quality Enterprises was a significant 
success. 
 
“It was Dr. (interim City Manager Jim) Riviere’s and my mission to get the world to 
understand we didn’t think the city was financially responsible for anything,” Recker 
said. 
 
Marco Island resident Mario Sanchez, who was among several residents seeking 
investigation of the asbestos handling, said in a statement he was most pleased that the 
taxpayers did not have to pay anything. 
 
The agreement comes after several weeks of negotiations since learning of the 
violations alleged by the EPA in late March. 
 
EPA’s Chief of Chemical Products and Asbestos Curt Fehn sent a letter to then-Marco 
Island City Manager Steve Thompson on March 25 informing the city of the EPA’s 
findings that the city and its contractor violated six sections and regulations of the Clean 
Air Act, all of which were in relation to asbestos: 
 
■ Improper inspection of the area containing asbestos 
 
■ Failure to provide notification 
 
■ Failure to remove asbestos before disturbing or breaking up the material 
 
■ Failure to wet the material as required 
 
■ Failure to have a person on staff trained in asbestos regulations 
 
■ Failure to dispose of the asbestos “as soon as practical.” 
 
Enforcement action for the violations were subject to a civil penalty as high as $37,500 
per day of violation, which could have added up considerably given that the potential 
violations began as early as March 2005 and the three construction sites, including at 
524 W. Elkcam Cir., which is now part of Veterans’ Community Park, were not cleaned 
up until May 2007, April 2008 and November 2008 respectively, the EPA stated. 
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City officials said they were pleased with many aspects of the agreement and confident 
it would finally bring the long issue to a close. 
 
“We have achieved more than we anticipated being able to achieve,” said attorney Alan 
Gabriel of the Weiss-Serota law firm, which represents the city. 
 
In the agreement, the EPA is to affirm that the park site was properly cleaned. 
 
“I’m happy,” said Riviere. “Our playgrounds are clear as certified by the EPA. It doesn’t 
get any better than that.” 
 


 


 


AWARDS 
 


CEMEX’s U.S. Cement Manufacturing Plants Win 2010 ENERGY STAR Awards  
(AZoBuild) 
 
CEMEX USA announced today that the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) have awarded three of its U.S. cement 
manufacturing plants the 2010 ENERGY STAR® for their superior energy performance. 
CEMEX’s plants in Clinchfield, Ga.; Louisville, Ky.; and Demopolis, Ala. received the 
2010 ENERGY STAR®.  
 
“CEMEX is leading the industry for energy efficiency and our work to protect the 
environment,” said Gilberto Perez, President of CEMEX USA. “We’re honored to again 
have three plants receive this award by the U.S. government. CEMEX’s commitment to 
sustainable manufacturing is clear, our local men and women at the plants are focused 
and we’re achieving results while producing the highest quality products to build the 
nation’s communities and infrastructure.”  
 
It is not the buildings that are recognized, but the actual efficient cement manufacturing 
processes and performance at each of these CEMEX cement plants that is labeled with 
the ENERGY STAR®. So far, the EPA and DOE have only awarded five ENERGY 
STAR® awards for individual cement plants in the U.S. for 2010, and CEMEX’s plants 
have received three of them. CEMEX USA was also recently awarded the EPA’s 
ENERGY STAR® 2010 Partner of the Year Award for its work in managing its energy 
and cutting greenhouse gases company-wide. This is the second consecutive year it 
has achieved this Partner of the Year honor and received the award at a ceremony in 
March in Washington, D.C.  
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CEMEX’s Clinchfield, Louisville, Demopolis, and Wampum, Pa. plants received the 
2009 ENERGY STAR®. In 2008, its Clinchfield, Louisville, Wampum, Davenport, Calif., 
and Knoxville, Tenn. cement facilities received the award – this was the most cement 
plants selected for any one company in the U.S. In addition, CEMEX’s Clinchfield, 
Davenport and Louisville plants were awarded the ENERGY STAR® in 2007.  
 
Over the last year, the plants conducted compressed air system surveys to identify 
leaks, installed more efficient motors, completed staff energy training programs, 
upgraded lighting systems with motion sensors, increased the use of permitted and 
authorized alternative fuels, reduced equipment idle times, performed process 
inspections, and conducted audits to reduce unnecessary power usage. All three plants 
implemented measures to improve their energy use performance.  
 
CEMEX’s successful energy management program can be attributed to senior 
management support, best practice sharing, adoption of new technologies, and utilizing 
external resources and tools from ENERGY STAR®. CEMEX USA is a corporate 
partner of the ENERGY STAR® program, has been one of ENERGY STAR’s biggest 
advocates and has worked relentlessly in promoting energy efficiency within CEMEX 
and throughout the industry. CEMEX has also worked with customers, suppliers and 
local communities to raise awareness of energy efficiency and the ENERGY STAR® 
message.  
 
The ENERGY STAR® program is a joint initiative by the EPA and DOE that focuses on 
strategic energy management and emphasizes the importance of demonstrating 
environmental leadership for future generations.  
 


BP SPILL 
June 8, 2010 


Raising Remnants of Oil Rig Is Still on the Agenda (New York Times) 
 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 
WASHINGTON — Even as they focus on the struggle to plug the leaking oil well in the 
Gulf of Mexico, engineers are longing for the twisted and scorched metal at the bottom 
of the sea and other evidence that might tell them what went wrong seven weeks ago. 
 
In recent days, experts from BP have spoken cautiously of raising components of their 
shattered drilling operation from the ocean floor once the leak is sealed. That could be a 
distant prospect: officials have warned that the leak might not be plugged until August or 
later, after BP drills two relief wells. And some potential evidence has been destroyed 
by the failed efforts to shut down the well. 
 
Still, experts say that some of the equipment, intact or in pieces, will probably be 
recovered. 
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Officials seem most intent on retrieving the rig’s blowout preventer, a 325-ton stack of 
pipes and valves that failed to seal off the well when the explosion occurred on April 20. 
It is designed to be raised and lowered multiple times, for use on many wells. 
 
“Clearly, you’d want to get the blowout prevention equipment back,” a technical expert 
from BP, which owns the well, said at a briefing on May 25. “There’s probably going to 
be a chance to do that.” Under rules laid out by the company, the expert could not be 
named. 
 
The blowout preventer is supposed to seal off the flow of gas and oil in routine 
operations and emergencies and has numerous backup systems in case one fails. 
Investigators have yet to figure out why they did not work. 
 
The Coast Guard issued a subpoena on April 30 to Transocean, the rig’s owner, 
instructing it “to maintain the blowout preventer and to not allow anyone or anything to 
tamper with it” without the Guard’s permission. 
 
Less certain is the prospect of salvaging all or parts of the Deepwater Horizon rig, which 
sank two days after the explosion. Some offshore drilling experts suggest that it might 
be retrieved by attaching new buoyancy tanks with remote-controlled submarines. 
 
Yet the rig is bigger and deeper than anything raised before, making the prospects for 
recovery a long shot, some experts say. 
 
“Five thousand feet is awfully deep,” said Malcolm M. MacKinnon III, a retired admiral 
and salvage consultant. “To salvage any part of the rig itself I would think would be very 
close to impossible.” 
 
“Look at the problem we’re having trying to shut off that oil at 5,000 feet,” said Admiral 
MacKinnon, who served as chairman of a federal committee that studied ways of 
improving the nation’s salvage capabilities in case of a terrorist attack. 
 
Information gleaned from the blowout preventer could be used in a joint inquiry, begun 
on May 11, by the Coast Guard and the Minerals Management Service, an Interior 
Department agency that is under fire for its role in overseeing offshore oil drilling. 
 
It might also prove vital to the Justice Department in its investigation of any criminal 
wrongdoing that led to the disaster, and to the independent commission of inquiry 
created by President Obama and led by Bob Graham, a former senator and governor of 
Florida, and William K. Reilly, who headed the Environmental Protection Agency under 
the first President George Bush. 
 
Custody of the blowout preventer could potentially go to the joint investigation of the 
Coast Guard and the minerals service, said Capt. Ron LaBrec, a Guard spokesman. 
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“The ultimate disposition of the B.O.P. will be worked out among the various 
interagency investigating officials,” Captain LaBrec wrote in an e-mail message, 
referring to the equipment. “Once the B.O.P. is in port, it will be taken to a secure 
location and maintained as evidence.” 
 
There is another incentive to retrieve the apparatus: its status could affect negotiations 
between BP and the blowout preventer’s manufacturer, Cameron International, over 
who will pay what share of the damages. 
 
One reason the investigators need forensic evidence like this is that workers who might 
have been the best sources of information about what was known or misunderstood 
about the well were among the 11 who died in the explosion. 
 
BP has said that it has been denied access to some witnesses — presumably by the 
witnesses’ lawyers or their employers’ lawyers — a problem the Justice Department 
presumably will not have. The panel created by Mr. Obama may decide to provide 
anonymity to some witnesses, as did the special commission that investigated the 2003 
crash of the space shuttle Columbia. 
 
David Nagel, executive vice president of BP, said last month that his company’s 
investigators had sketched out a sequence of events that might have led the workers to 
mistakenly conclude that the well was secure before it was sealed with a cement plug 
before the explosion and fire. But he said the company’s investigators could reach 
firmer conclusions “as they get more access.” 
 
Enormous objects tend to stay where they land on the seafloor. In 1998, for example, 
Texaco lost a 3,600-ton part of a platform in the Gulf of Mexico when a cable snapped 
as it was being transferred from a barge. The company simply gave up on the lost part 
and had replacement segments built, even though it was in less than 2,000 feet of 
water. 
 
By contrast, the Deepwater Horizon weighed roughly 10 times as much and is 5,000 
feet under the surface. (Its actual weight in the water is hard to calculate.) 
 
The record for deepwater recovery may be the partial retrieval of a sunken Soviet 
submarine by the Central Intelligence Agency in the summer of 1974. The details of that 
operation remain secret, but reports at the time said it was more than 16,000 feet 
underwater. 
 
The rig built to haul it up had an 800-ton derrick and three less powerful ones, 
suggesting a lifting capacity in the low thousands of tons, far too small for the 
Deepwater Horizon. And the C.I.A. effort was only partly successful: the submarine, 
which sank after an explosion onboard and was without doubt structurally damaged, 
broke apart as it was being raised. 
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BP engineers said some components that might have played a role in the Deepwater 
Horizon disaster were unrecoverable. They said they had no hope of retrieving anything 
from within the oil well, like a cement liner that might have failed. 
 
Some evidence is already onshore, like data streamed from the rig to the Houston 
headquarters of Halliburton, the oil field services company. It shows pressures and 
flows in charts that, at first glance, look a bit like the ones that emerge from an 
airplane’s black box after a crash. 
 
Yet the data are fragmentary — one of several reasons the investigators say they may 
never produce a complete reconstruction of the actions that led to the catastrophe. 
 
 
Tuesday, Jun. 08, 2010 


Texas Governor Perry Declares War on the EPA (TIME Magazine) 
 
By Hilary Hylton / Austin 
Texas Governor Rick Perry has not had much to say about the Deepwater Horizon oil-
spill debacle in the Gulf of Mexico, except to note that Texas is prepared should the oil 
head toward its shores, that he hopes no hasty decisions are made about shutting down 
offshore drilling and that he is not inclined to get into the blame game. But while the 
federal government, neighboring states and BP grapple with the spill, Perry has opened 
up his own front in the Gulf Coast environmental wars as part of his ongoing anti-
Washington campaign. (See the world's top 10 environmental disasters.) 
 
Perry is accusing the Obama Administration and an "increasingly activist" 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) of a federal putsch. Earlier this month, he said, 
the EPA pushed aside the state's prerogatives and said it would determine whether a 
Corpus Christi refinery, the fifth largest in the state, was meeting air-quality standards. 
Under the federal Clean Air Act, states monitor pollution levels and issue operating 
permits to industrial facilities, under the oversight of the EPA. (See pictures of the Gulf 
oil spill.) 
 
Texas has emphasized the state's role in the law, tending to ignore the federal oversight 
part, and has taken a more independent approach to the issuing of permits. In the 
1990s, over the objections of environmentalists, Democratic Governor Ann Richards 
and later Governor George W. Bush supported a so-called flexible approach: granting 
operating permits based on total emissions at a facility. Environmentalists argued that 
the Clean Air Act calls for pollution levels to be measured at each emissions point or 
operation within a facility — potentially thousands in a large refinery. For over a decade, 
environmentalists accused the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) of 
lax regulation and urged the EPA to step in. Now the EPA appears to be agreeing with 
them and has given Texas until June 30 to change its approach or lose its oversight 
authority at potentially dozens of large industrial sites. (See "Texas Governor Race: Can 
Bill White Beat Rick Perry?") 
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The EPA's move, Perry says, will kill thousands of Texas jobs and derail a bipartisan 
program that he says has helped clean up the air in Texas. The controversy has offered 
the governor another opportunity to broadcast his states' rights message, a message 
that proved fruitful for him in the spring Republican primary, handing him a comfortable 
victory over his Washington-based rival, Senator Kay Bailey Hutchison. "On behalf of 
those Texans whose jobs are threatened by this latest overreach, and in defense of not 
only our clean-air program but also our rights under the 10th Amendment, I am calling 
upon President Obama to rein in the EPA and instruct them to study our successful 
approach for recommended use elsewhere," Perry said following his attack on the 
agency. 
 
Given the Texas stage for this showdown and Perry's penchant for playing his cowboy 
persona to the hilt, it was inevitable that the fight would be portrayed with Western 
clichés. "A new sheriff has come to town, and it's going to put a halt to the illegal 
permitting by TCEQ," Tom "Smitty" Smith, director of the Texas Office of Public Citizen, 
told the Austin Chronicle. (See pictures of critters caught in the Gulf oil spill.) 
 
As soon as the Obama Administration came into power, the EPA began warning Texas 
that its "flexible" approach was not in compliance with federal law. The first shot in the 
battle was fired on May 25, when the EPA stepped in and said it would determine if an 
operating permit should be granted for the Flint Hills Resources refinery in Corpus 
Christi. The refinery is owned by Koch Industries, the Kansas-based consortium whose 
political action committee has funded several conservative causes. The Koch family 
gave Perry $50,000 for his campaign fight with Hutchison. 
 
The EPA has given Koch until Sept. 15 to seek an EPA-approved operating permit or 
face fines. The agency is also eyeing up to 40 additional industrial sites in Texas for 
takeover. "The state still has the ability to do those permits, if it has a change of heart," 
EPA Region 6 Administrator Al Armenariz told the Austin Chronicle from his temporary 
base on the Gulf Coast, where he is working on EPA oil-spill efforts. 
 
But Perry does not sound like a man ready to change direction. As the oil industry 
grappled with a public relations nightmare in the Gulf, Perry traveled last week to the 
city of Deer Park, a major center of the state's petrochemical industry. Standing with 
industry leaders and petrochemical workers, Perry blasted the Obama Administration 
for pushing a "command and control approach" that would "destroy Texas' successful 
clean-air program and threaten tens of thousands of good Texas jobs in the process." 
(See how Rick Perry turned around the political battle for Texas.) 
 
Perry's Democratic opponent, former Houston mayor Bill White, says the EPA takeover 
is evidence of Perry's mismanagement of the state agency — the governor appoints the 
TCEQ members. Perry's response has been to accuse White of being in cahoots with 
the Obama Administration in an attempt to take control of what is rightfully a Texas 
prerogative. So far, Perry's anti-Washington stance appears to be working politically — 
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he holds a 44% to 35% lead over White in a late-May University of Texas-Texas 
Tribune poll. 
 
One of Perry's favorite sartorial flourishes is a pair of Texas boots decorated with the 
image of a famed cannon used in a battle for Texas independence from Mexico. "Come 
and take it" was the cry of the cannon's defenders. That sums up Perry's approach in 
this battle. It is a replay of his successful anti-Washington campaign against Hutchison 
earlier this year and is probably fodder for his book Fed Up. Due out this fall, it promises 
to take on Washington policies as a "legitimate threat to America's continued leadership 
in the free world," according to publisher Little Brown. 


 


NC EPA emergency responder assisting along the Gulf (WNCT) 
 
By WNCT Staff 
RALEIGH, N.C. - There are people from all over the world helping with cleanup efforts 
at the gulf coast, including our state. 
 
RALEIGH, N.C. - There are people from all over the world helping with cleanup efforts 
at the gulf coast, including our state. 
 
An emergency responder with the Environmental Protection Agency in Raleigh is in 
Mobile, Alabama. 
 
Ken Rhame and his team has been assisting the Coast Guard with air and water 
sampling. 
 
This is his second trip to the site since the oil spill. 
 
Rhame says now you can see the oil washing up on beaches and also smell it in the air.  
 
At this point, he says their testing shows no threats to people. 
 
Rhame says if the spill makes its way to our coast, the Coast Guard is our first line of 
defense, "Coast guard is the lead agency if, uh, the sector North Carolina requests or 
feels that there is a need that epa can support and they may put in that request and i 
maybe assisting them." 
 
Rhame will be working in the Gulf on two week rotations through July. 


 


James Cameron of 'Avatar,' 'Titanic' tells Larry King BP spill 'not as bad as it 
could get' (Examiner.com) 
 
June 8, 11:13 AM · Connie Ann Kirk - Young Adult Pop Culture Examiner  
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James Cameron of 'Avatar,' 'Titanic' tells Larry King BP spill 'not as bad as it could get' 
(VIDEO) - Hollywood film director, James Cameron who made two of the most 
successful films ever, Avatar and Titanic, appeared on CNN's Larry King Live Monday 
night to talk about his conversations with BP and the Environmental Protection Agency 
about the recent BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
He offered help to BP in terms of the submersible vehicles that he has access to and 
worked with since his work on Titanic.  He explained to Mr. King that he remained 
interested in deep sea exploration after the film and has gone on several expeditions 
out of his own interest. 
 
He mentioned that BP responded to his offer that they currently had enough vehicles, 
and he said in retrospect that the response was probably appropriate.  Still feeling like 
he wanted to help, he got together with the deep sea scientists he has come to know 
over the years since Titanic and offered help to the government.  He and a group of 
scientists met with the Environmental Protection Agency in Washington, D.C. 
 
Mr. Cameron said that it's important for Americans to know that the current spill in the 
Gulf is "not as bad as it could get."  He talked about a well that gushed off the coast of 
Mexico for 9 months and another off Australia that spewed into the water for 4 months. 
 
One facet of the problem that he explained particularly clearly was that shutting off the 
gusher is more complicated than most lay observers realize.  He explained that shutting 
it off at the top is not enough because of the pressure that is coming up from the bottom 
of the well.  "You can't just shut it off like a faucet," he said, "or it will blow out 
somewhere else."  
 
The BP oil spill has entered its 50th day after an oil rig explosion occurred in the Gulf of 
Mexico on April 20, 2010.  Oil is washing up in the wetlands of Louisiana, some 
beaches, and has stopped the fishing industry in a major portion of the Gulf. 
 


 


Tuesday, June 8, 2010, 5:13pm EDT 


Report raises questions about BP attitude on safety (South Florida Business 
Journal) 
 
A ProPublica investigation is raising questions about the depth of BP PLC's attitude 
toward safety and environmental rules. 
 
The report, which was also published by The Washington Post, says a series of internal 
investigations over 10 years warned senior BP managers that the company repeatedly 
disregarded safety and environmental rules, and risked a serious accident if it did not 
change its ways. 
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ProPublica says its investigation involved interviews with former employees, e-mails 
and examinations of lawsuits and state inquiries. 
 
"Because of its string of accidents before the recent blowout in the Gulf, BP already 
faced a possible ban on its federal contracting and on new U.S. drilling leases, several 
senior former Environmental Protection Agency debarment officials told ProPublica," the 
article states. 
 


 


EPA Finally Discloses What's in the Oil Spill Dispersants (OMB Watch) 
 
By bturnbaugh 
Created 06/08/10 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has finally disclosed [1] the chemical 
identities of the ingredients of the dispersants being used on the oil spill in the Gulf of 
Mexico. Until now, the public was only provided the limited information available in the 
dispersants' material safety data sheets (MSDS). The MSDSs for the dispersant, known 
as Corexit, were produced by the dispersant's manufacturer, Nalco Company [2]. The 
MSDSs provide very little information, hiding chemical identities by labeling them 
"proprietary" or omitting them entirely. 
 
The EPA's oil spill response website [3] now lists eight specific chemical identities 
comprising the two versions of Corexit now known to be in use in the Gulf. By contrast, 
the Corexit EC9600A MSDS [4] provides only two specific chemical ingredients and one 
reference to a generic "Organic sulfonic acid salt," whose identity is "proprietary." 
Without knowing exactly what is in the dispersants, tracking them and studying their 
impacts is near impossible. 
 
Nalco has claimed [5] that Corexit "is a simple blend of six well-established, safe 
ingredients that biodegrade, do not bioaccumulate and are commonly found in popular 
household products…The COREXIT products do not contain carcinogens or 
reproductive toxins." 
 
The EPA website lists eight ingredients – not the six referred to by Nalco. Among the 
ingredients is 2-butoxy ethanol, which possesses the following characteristics [6]: 
 
        * 2-Butoxy Ethanol can affect you by ingestion and may be absorbed through the 
skin. 
        * 2-Butoxy Ethanol should be handled as a CARCINOGEN--WITH EXTREME 
CAUTION. 
        * Contact can irritate the skin and eyes with possible eye damage. 
        * Inhaling 2-Butoxy Ethanol can irritate the nose and throat. 
        * 2-Butoxy Ethanol can cause nausea, vomiting, diarrhea and abdominal pain. 
        * Exposure can cause headache, dizziness, lightheadedness, and passing out. 
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        * 2-Butoxy Ethanol may damage the liver and kidneys. 
 
More than 1,121,000 gallons [7] of dispersant have been dumped into the Gulf of 
Mexico. Such quantities are unprecedented and never before have dispersants been 
used at such extreme ocean depths. Scientists do not know [8] what the environmental 
and public health impacts will be. There have been reports [9] of workers who might 
have been exposed to the dispersant getting sick. 
 
The rules governing disclosure of alleged trade secrets clearly provide for the disclosure 
of chemical identities in the case of an emergency. As OMB Watch mentioned 
previously [10], the rules "contain emergency provisions that allow the EPA to disclose 
CBI under conditions where public health and the environment face 'imminent and 
substantial danger' or 'an unreasonable risk of injury.'" 
 
After weeks of gallon after gallon pouring into the Gulf, finally the public is given the 
most basic information crucial to monitoring the fate and impacts of these chemicals. 
EPA had the authority to act all along; its decision to now disclose the ingredients 
demonstrates this. Yet it took a public outcry and weeks of complaints for the agency to 
act and place the public's interest ahead of corporate interests. 
 
 


Previous BP probes found recurring safety concerns, retaliation (Greenwire) 
 
 (06/08/2010) 
In three internal reviews of accidents at BP PLC's oil-drilling operations in Alaska, 
investigators concluded that management had skirted environmental and safety rules, 
warning executives that a serious accident could occur if the company did not clean up 
its act. 
 
The reports concluded that the company retaliated against employees and contractors 
who raised concerns about safety. Written by outside attorneys and a BP committee in 
2001, 2004 and 2007, the reports were leaked by a person close to the company 
dissatisfied with its handling of safety practices. 
 
"They are a recurring environmental criminal, and they do not follow U.S. health safety 
and environmental policy," said Jeanne Pascal, a former U.S. EPA debarment attorney 
who led the investigation of BP. "At what point are we going to say, 'We are not going to 
do business with you anymore, bye?' None of the other supermajors have an 
environmental criminal record like they do." 
 
Among the employees whose concerns went unaddressed was pipeline safety 
technician Stuart Sneed, who had questioned the integrity of a high-pressure gas line at 
the company's Greater Prudhoe Bay drilling field. He also suggested that inspectors 
were falsifying reports. 
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Sneed "was likely to be the most careful technician on the Slope with respect to safety 
and quality of his inspections. If there was corrosion in existence ... he would find it," 
said one of the internal reports, delivered to BP executives in late 2006. Yet he was 
fired two weeks after raising his concerns. 
 
"They say it's your duty to come forward," Sneed said, "but then when you do come 
forward, they screw you. They'll destroy your life." 
 
Two years after Sneed came forward, the pipeline blew apart, sending a 28-foot-long 
segment of steel flying about 1,000 feet in the air. Had a spark ignited the gas in the 
pipeline, it would have caused a catastrophic explosion, said Robert Bea, an 
engineering professor at the University of California, Berkeley, who has worked for BP 
on the North Slope. 
 
The company declined to comment on the internal investigations. Spokesman Tony 
Odone said an independent expert reported in March that BP has made "significant 
progress" toward safety goals set in 2007 after a deadly explosion at the company's 
Texas City refinery. Claims that the company has an ongoing problem addressing 
worker concerns are "essentially groundless," Odone said (Knutson/Lustgarten, 
ProPublica, June 7). -- GN 
 
 


 


CLIMATE CHANGE 


GOP bid to stop EPA ruling faces White House veto (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Washington Post 
 
By JIM ABRAMS 
The Associated Press 
Tuesday, June 8, 2010; 7:54 PM  
WASHINGTON -- The White House on Tuesday raised the stakes on the Senate's first 
major climate change vote of the year, threatening to veto a Republican-led effort to 
stop the Environmental Protection Agency from carrying out regulations controlling 
greenhouse gases.  
 
The White House, citing the environmental damage caused by the Gulf oil spill, said the 
measure to overturn new EPA regulations would increase the nation's dependence on 
oil and other fossil fuels and "block efforts to cut pollution that threatens our health and 
well-being."  
 
With the veto threat, the "resolution of disapproval" offered by Alaska Republican Lisa 
Murkowski has little chance of becoming law. But the outcome of the vote on Thursday 
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is being seen by some as a key test as the Senate prepares to take up major climate 
change legislation later this summer.  
 
A dozen Republicans, including Murkowski, argued at a news conference Tuesday that 
the EPA regulations, when implemented next year, would both kill jobs and usurp the 
authority of Congress.  
 
Senators will make "a statement as to whether or not Congress or unelected 
bureaucrats at the EPA should set climate policy for this country," she said.  
 
"This is an attempt to turn the attention of the American people away from what's 
happening with respect to the oil spill and saying what we really should be doing to 
protect the environment is give all of this new power to the EPA," said Rep. Bob 
Bennett, R-Utah.  
 
Democratic Sen. Jay Rockefeller, who represents coal-rich West Virginia, sided with 
Murkowski, saying in a statement Tuesday that Congress, not the unelected EPA, 
should decide major economic and energy policy.  
 
"I believe we must send a strong message that the fate of West Virginias economy, our 
manufacturing industries and our workers should not be solely in the hands of EPA," 
Rockefeller said. "It is not clear whether this resolution will pass, and the White House 
issued a statement on Tuesday threatening a veto if it does pass. But my vote is 
squarely in favor of securing West Virginias future."  
 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, in remarks Tuesday to the Small Business 
Environmental Conference, dismissed warnings that the rules would hurt small 
businesses and said the resolution "would ignore and override scientific findings, 
allowing big oil companies, big refineries and others to continue to pollute without any 
oversight or consequence."  
 
The EPA actions grew out of a 2007 Supreme Court ruling that carbon dioxide and 
other greenhouse gases could be regulated under the Clean Air Act if it were shown 
that such gases endanger health.  
 
Determining that global warming did pose a long-term danger to health, the EPA has 
issued standards requiring large polluters to reduce the amounts of greenhouse gases 
they release into the air. It exempted small sources of such gases from the regulations 
for the next six years.  
 
The regulations were also the basis of tough new fuel economy standards the 
administration announced this year that force the auto industry to reduce pollution from 
tailpipe emissions.  
 
The Murkowski measure, Jackson said, "would gut EPA's authority in the clean cars 
program. Our dependence on oil would grow by 455 million barrels."  
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The Obama administration says it would prefer that Congress enact climate change 
legislation, but has used the threat of EPA regulations to goad lawmakers into action.  
 
Murkowski's resolution has 41 co-sponsors in the Senate, including three moderate 
Democrats. A companion House resolution has 140 co-sponsors.  
 
 


Bid to curb EPA's regulatory clout on climate nears Senate showdown 
(Washington Times) 
 
By Sean Lengell 
The Obama administration's key backup weapon in the climate-change debate faces a 
critical test as the Senate votes Thursday on whether the Environmental Protection 
Agency should have the power to impose new regulations to attack global warming 
even if Congress fails to act. 
 
The resolution, proposed by Sen. Lisa Murkowski, Alaska Republican, would overturn 
EPA rules scheduled to begin kicking in next year to reduce greenhouse-gas emissions, 
which many scientists say are a major contributor to global warming. 
 
Mrs. Murkowski said the EPA regulation would adversely affect her state's economy by 
threatening projects such as the construction of a natural-gas pipeline. 
 
"There has been a great deal of misinformation spread about my effort by groups — 
almost all of which are based outside of Alaska — who want to cut the emissions 
blamed for climate change no matter what the cost," the senator said in a statement. 
 
Conservative lawmakers and energy industry officials applaud the move to scale back 
the decades-old Clean Air Act, which they complain is too restrictive, bureaucratic and 
expensive. 
 
But environmentalists and other critics say Mrs. Murkowski's measure is based more on 
partisan politics than solid scientific evidence. Efforts by congressional Democrats and 
the Obama White House to pass a major new energy bill have stalled on Capitol Hill, 
and many global-warming activists have looked to the EPA as an alternative way to 
curb U.S. carbon emissions. 
 
Opponents of the Murkowski resolution got a late boost as a new poll Tuesday from 
Yale University and George Mason University reported that 77 percent of Americans 
now favor government regulation of carbon dioxide as a pollutant, up six percentage 
points from January. A March Gallup Poll, conducted before the BP oil spill in the Gulf, 
had found growing public skepticism of global warming concerns. 
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The EPA last year announced that six gases, including carbon dioxide, pose a danger 
to the environment and the health of Americans and that it would draft new regulations 
to reduce those emissions.  
 
The EPA's "endangerment finding" came as a response to a 2007 Supreme Court ruling 
that carbon dioxide and other gases should be considered pollutants under the Clean 
Air Act. The George W. Bush administration did not act on the court's ruling, but the 
EPA moved quickly after Mr. Obama took power in 2009. 
 
Mrs. Murkowski said the Clean Air Act, the bulk of it written in 1977, was never intended 
to regulate issues such as climate change. 
 
"The economy-wide implications of regulating greenhouse gases are not compatible 
with the blunt tools afforded the EPA under the act," a Murkowski policy statement says. 
 
However, former EPA Administrator Russell E. Train said Mrs. Murkowski's argument is 
inconsistent with the law's history and "misconstrues the original intentions of 
Congress."  
 
In a May 24 letter to Senate party leaders, Mr. Train said the measure is nothing more 
than a stalling tactic by lawmakers to avoid difficult decisions on an "emerging 
[environmental] threat." 
 
"Such proposals are driven not by science but by political considerations," said Mr. 
Train, who ran the EPA from 1973 to 1977. "The Clean Air Act was not written to protect 
politicians; it was written to protect the American people."  
 
The resolution, which needs 51 votes to pass, faces an uphill battle although the 
proposal cannot be filibustered under Senate rules. 
 
Of the measure's 40 co-sponsors, only three are Democrats: Sens. Mary L. Landrieu of 
Louisiana, Blanche Lincoln of Arkansas and Ben Nelson of Nebraska. Two Republicans 
— Maine Sens. Susan Collins and Olympia Snowe — so far haven't signed on as co-
sponsors. 
 
Even if the Senate approves the Murkowski resolution, it faces even tougher scrutiny in 
the House. Even if it clears both chambers, a White House veto is likely. 
 
Mrs. Murkowski on Tuesday pushed back at what she said were false links between her 
efforts to limit EPA climate regulations and the Gulf of Mexico oil spill. 
 
"The EPA's endangerment finding does nothing to help clean up the Gulf of Mexico, 
ensure that impacted victims receive timely compensation for damages or prevent 
future spills," the senator said. 
 
About the AuthorSean Lengell 
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Sean Lengell joined The Washington Times in August 2006 as a business reporter to 
cover transportation and labor issues. He moved to the national desk in early 2007 to 
cover Congress and national politics. 
 
Mr. Lengell worked at the Tampa (Fla.) Tribune from 1995 to 1997 and from 1998 to 
2006, covering local government, police and general-assignment duties. 
 
In 1994 ... 
 
Lincoln wins in Arkansas squeaker 
Bid to curb EPA's regulatory clout on climate nears Senate showdown 
Border patrol has bear of time stopping terrorists from north 
Alabama voters stun favorites 
Davis, Griffith struggling in Alabama races 
 
 
 


ENERGY 


To LEED or not to LEED (R&D Magazine) 
 
Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED) is a green building certification 
system, developed by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC). It provides third-party 
verification that a building was designed and built using strategies aimed at improving 
performance in energy savings, water efficiency, CO2 emissions reduction, improved 
indoor environmental quality, and stewardship of resources and sensitivity to their 
impacts. LEED has rating systems for new construction and existing buildings 
(operations and maintenance) and serves as the basis for other sustainability rating 
systems such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Labs21. 
 
In the current LEED system, buildings can earn 100 possible base points plus an 
additional six points for Innovation in Design and four points for Regional Priority. 
Buildings can qualify for four levels of certification: 
 
    * Certified: 40 - 49 points 
    * Silver: 50 - 59 points 
    * Gold: 60 - 79 points 
    * Platinum: 80 points and above 
 
While proponents of LEED are many, some critics argue that environmentally 
responsible projects can be developed without incurring the higher costs for materials 
and construction, consultant and administration fees, and other expenses required for 
LEED or other sustainability certification. 
 
“We should abandon the LEED system of point counting for Silver and Gold buildings 
and move to actually counting energy use in laboratories,” says Richard Reitz, a 
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consultant in laboratory design and management. “Labs21 is moving in that direction.” 
Points are awarded for attending conferences, recycling garbage and installing low flow 
urinals, but these points are not measurable as far as actual energy savings, explains 
Reitz. 
 
About half of the lab designers and architects surveyed by Laboratory Design 
Newsletter identified LEED certification as a positive trend; 15% believe it has been a 
negative. 
 
For R&D Magazine readers/lab users planning major facility changes, only 15% plan to 
use LEED or another sustainability guideline as shown in the chart at the left. Almost 
one-third will not use sustainability guidelines; more than half do not know if, or what, 
they will use. 
 
Published in R & D magazine: Vol. 52, No. 3, June, 2010, p. 21 
. 


 


HAZARDOUS  WASTE 
 


EPA criticised over handling of hazardous waste (ABC News) 
 
By Ryan Sheales 
The report found the EPA is failing to regulate the management of dangerous waste. 
 
The report found the EPA is failing to regulate the management of dangerous waste. 
(www.sxc.hu: Johnny Berg) 
 
The auditor-general has criticised the management and disposal of hazardous waste in 
Victoria. 
 
In a report tabled in State Parliament today, the auditor-general says the Environment 
Protection Authority (EPA) is failing to regulate the management of dangerous waste; 
including explosive, corrosive, toxic and radioactive materials. 
 
It says the EPA's monitoring and inspection activities "lack coherence, purpose and 
coordination." 
 
The report finds the EPA is poor at record keeping and can not guarantee that vehicles 
used to transport hazardous waste are safe. 
 
The auditor-general found the EPA's performance is "inadequate" given the risk to the 
community. 
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He found "serious deficiencies pervade most of the monitoring and compliance 
activities" providing "little assurance that the EPA is effectively regulating hazardous 
waste." 
  


The EPA's chief executive, John Merritt, says he has "got the message" and 
acknowledged improvements are necessary 


 


Hazardous waste disposal days added 
 
BY JESSICA CUFFMAN • The Marion Star • June 9,  
2010  
 
MARION - As long as the budget allows, there will be more opportunities for residents in 
the DKMM Solid Waste District to dispose of hazardous household wastes with three 
annual drop-offs. 
 
In recent years, there have been two drop-off  programs held in the fall each year, 
alternating  
among counties, said Director Larry Cooper, of the Delaware, Knox, Marion and Morrow 
County Solid Waste District. 
 
"When I came into this position, I looked at past records and in the early history of the 
district, the budget allowed them to have a household hazardous waste day in each 
county, each year," he  
said. 
 
He believes returning to something closer to that model as the budget allows will be a 
valuable  
opportunity for area residents. 
 
Now, on Saturday, Marion County will host the first drop-off of the year, and though 
opportunities for planning pushed this year's date back to June, Cooper said he hopes 
to host it in late April or early May in the future. 
 
Other collections in Morrow and Delaware counties are scheduled for the fall. 
 
"Most people don't know what solid waste district their county falls in. Anybody in the 
four counties of  DKMM can take their hazardous waste to any of the four district drop-
offs," Angela Carbetta said, director of Marion County Recycling and Litter Prevention. 
 
Moving a collection date to the spring, she hopes, will benefit residents trying to clear 
out homes or barns or other areas who otherwise would have had to hold onto the 
hazardous waste until the fall. 
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"It makes total sense. It's more friendly for the district residents," she said. "I get 
inundated with  
calls and I hate it when someone calls me in the spring and I have to tell them they have 
to wait for  
fall." 
 
"It should make it more user friendly to have one in the spring and one in the fall," she 
said. 
 
Household hazardous waste includes many categories and items, including mercury, 
batteries,  
propane cylinders and household cleaners - but not items such as appliances, 
explosives, televisions or light bulbs. 
 
If you have a question, call, she said."I encourage people to call the office or the solid  
waste district office. We can give them ideas," she said. 
 
What items are accepted can change from event to event, such as paint cans, which 
used to be  
classified as household hazardous waste by the Environmental Protection Agency but 
are not  
anymore. 
 
They still should be disposed of with care. Leftover paint can be mixed with scrap paper 
or cat litter and dried in a shallow cardboard box, and the can dried out before being 
thrown away. 
 
The collection is an opportunity to keep hazardous waste properly processed and out of 
the landfills, she said. 
 
"The more opportunities we can provide for folks to correctly dispose of these things 
and handle in `proper ways, the more benefit there is to them in the immediate sense 
and in long terms, to community health as well," Cooper said. 
 
Many of the items accepted at the collection can be taken other places during the year. 
 
Menard's accepts light bulbs and Radio Shack takes batteries, Carbetta said. 
 
Sims Brothers processes computers and most car places take car batteries and motor 
oil, she said. 
 
"Some of this is going to become obsolete as people have more and more venues to 
dispose of things properly," she said. 
 
But until then, the drop-off days are available to residents. 
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Tires are accepted for a mandatory fee. 
 
"Nobody wants to pay the bill," Carbetta said. 
But whether residents dispose of them at tire places for a small fee, take them 
somewhere else or dump them someplace where the government becomes responsible 
for cleaning them up, it all costs at sometime - even if it's indirectly through taxes. 
 
Items that are not accepted at drop-off days include trash, recyclables and yard waste, 
which should be disposed of at the proper places, she said. Appliances are accepted at 
Sims Brothers and televisions at Mid-Ohio Recycling in Mount Gilead. 
 
Radioactive materials and explosives are not accepted, but ammunition up to .50 caliber 
is.  
Residents who have similar materials and aren't sure whether they're acceptable should 
call and ask, Carbetta said. 
 
Other items accepted include kerosene, gasoline, lighter fluid, fertilizers, toxic poisons, 
bleach and brake fluid. 
 
Chemical experts are on hand to help identify and handle such materials safely, which 
is part of the costs of the event. 
 
Suggested donations of $5 per car and $10 per truck are accepted, but not being able 
to contribute shouldn't keep residents from taking the opportunity to drop-off waste, 
Carbetta said. 
 
Acceptable items include: Automotive fluids, propane cylinders up to 20 pounds, 
computers and  
components, household cleaners, pesticides, fertilizers, batteries, pool chemicals, 
ammunition up to 50 caliber and mercury Where:Whirlpool on Ohio 95 East When: 9 
a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday 
Who: Open to residents in Delaware, Knox, Marion and Morrow counties 
Cost: $1 per tire, except truck tires, which are $5 each, and tractor tires, which are $25 
each. Suggested donations of $5 per car load and $10 per truck load. Questions :Call 
DKMM Solid Waste District at 740-223-4150 or Marion County Recycling and Litter 
Prevention at 740-223-4120. Two other collection events are scheduled for Sept. 25 in 
Morrow County at the fairgrounds and Oct. 23 in  Delaware County at the fairgrounds. 
Both are open to  
all DKMM Solid Waste District residents. 
 
 


PESTICIDES 
.  
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How to keep the bugs away (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette) 
 
It's almost summertime, and the living might be easy -- but it still could be difficult to 
keep the bugs away, whether battling them with conventional or natural ingredients.  
 
Repellents can help people prevent diseases caused by insects, especially mosquitoes 
and ticks, according to the Environmental Protection Agency, which regulates repellents 
and pesticides.  
 
The EPA says there is no recognized environmental impact from insect repellents, as 
opposed to pesticides, but some common active ingredients in repellents -- DEET and 
picaridin -- are slightly toxic to humans.  
 
Patricia DeMarco, executive director of The Rachel Carson Homestead in Springdale, 
an institute that researches the effect of man-made chemicals on the environment, said 
that although those chemicals are only toxic to humans in high amounts, people can 
minimize how much repellent they need by covering themselves with long sleeves, 
pants and hats.  
 
People can also use products with more natural ingredients, such as peppermint, 
citronella and other oils, to repel bugs. These repellents might not be regulated by the 
EPA because they lack certain active ingredients. Registered repellents should be 
marked as such on their labels.  
 
Dr. DeMarco said keeping DEET and picaridin exposure low is especially important to 
do for kids, because there isn't a lot of research on how chemicals applied to skin 
affects children's health. She said parents can spray their children's clothing before they 
get dressed to keep bugs away.  
 
Fiona Fisher, a spokeswoman for The Rachel Carson Homestead, said that parents 
who want to use chemical-free repellents should make sure to do research before 
purchasing them.  
 
"Parents should also recognize that 'natural' does not necessarily mean 'chemical-free,' 
" Ms. Fisher said, adding they should make sure the product is safe for children under 5.  
 
People can also plant mint or citronella to further repel bugs, Dr. DeMarco said. She 
said they can rub the plant on their skin as a natural repellent.  
 
Most unregistered repellents contain active ingredients that pose a minimal risk to 
health, according to the EPA. However, because they are not registered, the agency 
cannot test them for effectiveness.  
 
The EPA suggests considering a variety of factors in choosing a repellent, including the 
activity planned, how long the person will be doing it, what the active ingredient is and 
the percentage of the ingredient contained in the product. Because insects like 
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mosquitoes can be attracted to certain people's body chemistry more than others, 
individuals need to consider how much insects have bothered them in the past.  
 
When ticks get past a repellent, it's important to remove them. Though there are lots of 
methods, the EPA says the only advisable way is to use a pair of tweezers to remove 
the tick carefully, making sure not to crush its body. The agency says not to use other 
methods, like petroleum jelly or a hot match, to remove the tick.  
 
Other ways to keep the bugs away:  
 
• Wear long-sleeved shirts, long pants and socks. Tuck in clothing when possible so that 
mosquitoes and ticks can't get to your skin.  
 
• Stay inside when mosquitoes are most active -- at sunrise, sunset and early in the 
evening.  
 
• Try to avoid the insects' habitats. Ticks tend to live in tall grasses or shrubs, while 
mosquitoes tend to infest areas with standing water.  
 
Above all, Dr. DeMarco said people should not let their worries about insects keep them 
from enjoying the outdoors.  
 
You can find more information about repellents on the EPA website at 
www.epa.gov/repellentfinder. 
 
 


Big hits for mosquito programs (USA TODAY) 
 
June 9, 2010 Wednesday  
CHASE EDITION 
NEWS; Pg. 3A 
Big hits for mosquito programs;  
Cuts in control efforts could raise disease risk 
BY: Jeff DeLong 
Curtis Batson can easily sum up the status of the mosquito control program in San Luis 
Obispo County, Calif. 
 
"We don't have one. It's completely gone," Batson, the county's director of 
environmental health, said of changes that he feels could increase the risk of diseases 
spread by mosquitoes.  
 
Recession-weary voters rejected a ballot measure last year by a 2-1 ratio that would 
have funded the program, Batson said. Beginning in January, all efforts to control a 
population of insects that can carry potentially serious diseases such as West Nile virus 
-- as well as ruin many a barbecue -- came to a standstill, he said. 
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According to the federal Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, cases of West 
Nile virus in humans declined significantly, from 1,356 cases and 124 fatalities in 2008 
to 720 cases and 32 fatalities in 2009. About 80% of people who are infected will not 
show any symptoms, the CDC says. 
 
The cuts in San Luis Obispo are part of a national trend brought on by budget cuts and 
the fact that the threat posed by West Nile virus has largely "fallen off the radar screen," 
said Joseph Conlon of the American Mosquito Control Association. 
 
Mosquito control programs include spraying with insecticides to reduce the adult 
population and controlling breeding sites through the use of larvicides -- insecticides 
that target larvae before they mature into adult mosquitoes, according to the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
"You're going to have a measure of protection from mosquito-borne diseases taken 
away," Conlon said of the cutbacks. "We're putting ourselves at significant risk." 
 
South Carolina had as many as 105 mosquito control districts five years ago, Conlon 
said, but now has 80. 
 
In Palm Beach County, Fla., mosquito control director Ed Bradford said last year's 
budget was cut by about $150,000, and cuts of $200,000 or more are possible this year. 
 
Elsewhere: 
 
* In Reno, health officials say funding cuts will reduce the number of helicopter flights to 
kill mosquito larvae by 40%. That comes with "potential consequences," said Anette 
Rink of the state Department of Agriculture. 
 
*In Teton County, Wyo., the mosquito control budget was cut 10% in 2009 with an 
additional cut of at least 15% likely this year, said John Holick, mosquito abatement 
supervisor. 
 
*In Baker County, Ore., James Lunders, manager of the Baker Valley Vector Control 
District, said reductions in the amount of land treated for mosquitoes could also impact 
livestock and tourism, as well as human health. 
 
"It's pretty scary," Lunders said. "We could get to the point we can't do enough good to 
matter." 
 
Mitchel Cohen, coordinator of the New York-based No Spray Coalition, is glad to see 
less spraying. While it's important for local governments to continue efforts to remove 
standing water and kill juvenile mosquitoes through careful use of chemical larvicide, he 
said spraying of insecticides to kill adult mosquitoes comes with risk to human health. 
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Insecticides also can kill predators such as dragonflies and bats that eat mosquitoes, he 
said. 
 
DeLong reports for the Reno Gazette-Journal 
 


 


TOXICS 
================================================================== 


 Illinois recycler faces criminal charges for illegal dumping (Plastic News) 
 
By Amanda Smith-Teutsch | WASTE & RECYCLING NEWS 
Posted June 8, 2010 
SOUTH ELGIN, ILL. (June 8, 11:10 a.m. ET) -- An Illinois plastics recycling firm and its 
chief executive faces criminal charges in connection to what the state attorney general 
is calling illegal chemical dumping into public storm drains. 
 
A Kane County grand jury returned an indictment of D & Y Trade, Inc., of South Elgin, 
Ill.; Yu Tan Zheng, company CEO; and An Hong, an employee at the business, on one 
felony count each of water pollution and additional charges of misdemeanor water 
pollution. 
 
State officials began an investigation after police found foam and dead fish in a creek 
near the company’s facility. Police investigating the fish kill said they observed someone 
at the business pouring a toxic industrial cleaner into a storm drain, which emptied into 
the creek and then into the Fox River. 
 
Those named in the indictment are due to answer the charges in court July 9. Maximum 
penalties include up to three years in the Illinois Department of Corrections and a 
$25,000 fine for each day of violation. 
 
Investigating the incident are the Attorney General’s Office, the South Elgin Police 
Department, the Illinois Department of Natural Resources, the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, the South Elgin Fire Department, the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency and the U.S. Coast Guard. 
  


 


Recall of cadmium-tainted glasses by McDonald's sparks debate over toxic metal 
(Greenwire) 
 
 (06/08/2010) 
Elana Schor, E&E reporter 
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As McDonald's today took the next step in recalling 12 million Shrek drinking glasses 
found to contain elevated levels of cadmium, both the company and the Consumer 
Product Safety Commission sought to tamp down concerns about the risk of the 
hazardous metal increasingly replacing lead in popular products. 
 
Customers can return their glasses to McDonald's restaurants starting tomorrow and 
receive a $3 refund -- $1 more than the items' purchase price -- according to a notice 
posted on the company's website. But the returns are just the beginning of the next 
chapter in the cadmium debate, with the CPSC poised to set new limits on the metal 
even as it downplays the McDonald's recall and environmental advocates aim to use the 
episode to build momentum for reform of federal toxics law. 
 
After Congress passed strict new lead-testing rules for children's products in 2008, "a 
number of companies in China started shifting to cadmium instead, because it wasn't 
subject to the regulations, and as a result, they have gone to a metal that's arguably 
even worse in terms of potential health effects," Environmental Defense Fund Senior 
Scientist Richard Denison said. 
 
"That concern is kind of symptomatic of the need for a more systematic approach here 
that doesn't go chemical by chemical," he added, "and gives the EPA the ultimate 
authority to identify chemicals and particular uses of chemicals that should be restricted 
or eliminated." 
 
That shift is embodied in pending House and Senate bills updating the 34-year-old 
Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) by empowering EPA to rein in a range of 
chemicals by requiring manufacturers to prove the substances are safe before using 
them. 
 
CPSC, however, currently limits cadmium in children's toys to 75 parts per million and is 
working on new rules to limit the metal's presence in all children's products. McDonald's 
and the agency agreed on a voluntary recall of the glasses after their exterior enamel 
was found to contain cadmium in excess of the agency's soon-to-be-released standard. 
 
CPSC spokesman Scott Wolfson drew a line between the lower levels of cadmium 
found in the Shrek glasses and the much higher cadmium concentrations, as high as 91 
percent, that sparked a series of children's jewelry recalls earlier this year. 
 
"What's so important is for parents to understand the difference. ... Children are not at 
an acute risk; the glasses are not toxic," Wolfson said, adding that "there are no signs 
we're looking at a wave here of cadmium becoming the next lead." 
 
Cadmium occurs naturally in small amounts in soil and some foods but is carcinogenic 
to humans and can result in negative health effects such as bone softening if ingested. 
The metal is considered particularly harmful to children, who often touch hands to 
mouths after touching items such as jewelry or drinking glasses. 
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After an Associated Press investigation first uncovered the high cadmium levels in some 
children's jewelry, CPSC Chairwoman Inez Tenenbaum publicly warned manufacturers 
in Hong Kong not to replace lead with cadmium or other toxic metals. 
 
Tenenbaum told senators in April that "we really don't think" companies are deliberately 
swapping out lead for other hazardous chemicals, "but we think they're being careless 
and not realizing that you cannot use these metals in children's products." 
 
What's a 'children's product'? 
It remains to be seen whether the new CPSC cadmium rules would apply to items such 
as the Shrek glasses, which were painted with the likenesses of characters from the 
new movie "Shrek Forever After." 
 
"I'd certainly consider a Shrek glass to be a children's product," said Don Mays, the 
senior director of product safety planning at Consumers Union. "Right now, it's sort of in 
the gap of regulation." 
 
CPSC formally proposed a definition of the term "children's product" in an April Federal 
Register notice, which Wolfson said would guide its use of regulatory authority under 
the Federal Hazardous Substances Act. "Just because there may be a certain design 
on a product, there's more to it than that in terms of what we look at to characterize who 
the intended audience is," he said. 
 
McDonald's also underscored the non-toxicity of the Shrek glasses in its message to 
customers, adding in an e-mail to Greenwire that it is "gathering facts to ensure the 
necessary steps are taken to dispose of the glasses properly." 
 
In contrast to the Chinese-made children's jewelry recalled earlier in the year, the 
drinking glasses were manufactured in the United States, by the Millville, N.J.-based 
company ARC International. Ron Biagi, vice president for North American sales at ARC, 
said he was surprised by the recall and vouched for the safety of the glasses. 
 
While environmental and consumer groups pointed to the importance of identifying the 
producer of the cadmium-tainted enamel used on the McDonald's glasses, Biagi 
declined to name ARC's supplier. 
 
"It's not fair for me to pull them in," he said. 
 


 


WATER 
 
June 8, 2010 
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Amish Farming Draws Rare Government Scrutiny (New York Times) 
 
By SINDYA N. BHANOO 
LANCASTER, Pa. — With simplicity as their credo, Amish farmers consume so little that 
some might consider them model environmental citizens. 
 
“We are supposed to be stewards of the land,” said Matthew Stoltzfus, a 34-year-old 
dairy farmer and father of seven whose family, like many other Amish, shuns cars in 
favor of horse and buggy and lives without electricity. “It is our Christian duty.” 
 
But farmers like Mr. Stoltzfus are facing growing scrutiny for agricultural practices that 
the federal government sees as environmentally destructive. Their cows generate 
heaps of manure that easily washes into streams and flows onward into the 
Chesapeake Bay. 
 
And the Environmental Protection Agency, charged by President Obama with restoring 
the bay to health, is determined to crack down. The farmers have a choice: change the 
way they farm or face stiff penalties. 
 
“There’s much, much work that needs to be done, and I don’t think the full community 
understands,” said David McGuigan, the E.P.A. official leading an effort by the agency 
to change farming practices here in Lancaster County. 
 
Runoff from manure and synthetic fertilizers has polluted the Chesapeake Bay for 
years, reducing oxygen rates, killing fish and creating a dead zone that has persisted 
since the 1970s despite off-and-on cleanup efforts. But of the dozens of counties that 
contribute to the deadly runoff of nitrogen and phosphorus, Lancaster ranks at the top. 
According to E.P.A. data from 2007, the most recent available, the county generates 
more than 61 million pounds of manure a year. That is 20 million pounds more than the 
next highest county on the list of bay polluters, and more than six times that of most 
other counties. 
 
The challenge for the environmental agency is to steer the farmers toward new 
practices without stirring resentment that might cause a backlash. The so-called plain-
sect families — Amish and Old Order Mennonites, descended from persecuted 
Anabaptists who fled Germany and Switzerland in the 1700s — are notoriously wary of 
outsiders and of the government in particular. 
 
“They are very resistant to government interference, and they object to government 
subsidies,” said Donald Kraybill, a professor at Elizabethtown College who studies the 
Amish. “They feel they should take care of their own.” 
 
But the focus on the plain-sect dairy farmers is unavoidable: they own more than 50 
percent of Lancaster County’s 5,000-plus farms. 
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“It’s been an issue over the last 30 years,” Dr. Kraybill said. “We have too many animals 
here per square acre — too many cows for too few acres.” 
 
For now, the environmental agency’s strategy is to approach each farmer individually in 
collaboration with state and local conservation officials and suggest improvements like 
fences to prevent livestock from drifting toward streams, buffers that reduce runoff and 
pits to keep manure stored safely. 
 
“These are real people with their own histories and their own needs and their own 
culture,” said John Hanger, the secretary of environmental protection in Pennsylvania. 
“It’s about treating people right, and in order to treat people right, you’ve got to be able 
to start where they are at.” 
 
But if that does not work, the government will have to resort to fines and penalties. 
 
Last September, Mr. McGuigan and his colleagues visited 24 farms in a pocket of 
Lancaster County known as Watson’s Run to assess their practices. Twenty-three of 
the farms were plain sect; 17 were found to be managing their manure inadequately. 
The abundance of manure was also affecting water quality. Six of the 19 wells sampled 
contained E. coli bacteria, and 16 had nitrate levels exceeding those allowed by the 
E.P.A. 
 
Persuading plain-sect farmers to install fences and buffers underwritten by federal 
grants has been challenging because of their tendency to shy from government 
programs, including subsidies. Members neither pay Social Security nor receive its 
benefits, for example. 
 
Word of the E.P.A.’s farm visits last September traveled rapidly through Amish country, 
Mr. Stoltzfus said, even though most plain-sect farmers do not have their own phones. 
 
The farmers whom the agency visited declined to be interviewed. But Mr. Stoltzfus, 
whose brother-in-law was among them, said that as the news circulated, some farmers 
decided on their own to make changes in anticipation of intervention by the agency. 
 
“I had never heard of the E.P.A. coming out to do inspections,” he said. “I think these 
practices are going to be required more.” 
 
With help from the Lancaster County Conservation District, Mr. Stoltzfus applied for a 
government grant to help finance construction of a heifer barn with a manure pit. He 
expects the grant to cover about 70 percent of the cost. 
 
But some Amish farmers were angered by the agency’s intrusion and its requirements. 
 
“It’s certainly generated controversy,” said Sam Riehl, a farmer in the area. “We wonder 
whether we are being told what to do, and whether the E.P.A. will make it so that we 
can’t even maintain our farms.” 
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Mr. Riehl said he had vowed never to accept a government grant. He does have a 
manure management plan and a manure pit, he said, although several of his neighbors 
do not. 
 
Last year the federal Fish and Wildlife Service awarded $500,000 to the Chesapeake 
Bay Foundation to work with the farmers on switching to barnyard runoff controls, 
streamside forest buffers, no-till farming and cover crops. The money has been lucrative 
for local agricultural companies like Red Barn Consulting, which has used some of it to 
hold milk-and-doughnut sessions in barns for Amish farmers and drop off fliers door to 
door. 
 
The firm’s owner, Peter Hughes, and his employees instruct the farmers on manure 
management and do free walkthroughs to offer suggestions. In the last six months, Mr. 
Hughes said, his plain-sect clientele has soared from several dozen farmers to about 
200. 
 
Working with the plain sect presents challenges, Mr. Hughes said. For one thing, the 
group is deeply averse to salesmanship. Then there is the technological communication 
problem: most of the farmers share a phone booth along a road with several neighbors. 
 
“I had one client who would call me at 5:15 every morning,” he said. “That was his 
allotted time to use the phone, and that was the only way for us to talk.” 
 
Most days Mr. Hughes is on the road in his pickup visiting farmers. As he drives, he 
said, he is often struck by the dichotomy between a would-be pastoral ideal and the 
environmental reality. 
 
“You see those cows and the fields, and it’s beautiful,” he said. “But then there’s that big 
pile of manure sitting back there.” 
 
Mr. Stoltzfus hopes he is ahead of the game. By adopting new practices and building 
the manure pit, he thinks he can both help the environment and steer clear of E.P.A. 
interference. 
 
At midday, Mr. Stoltzfus was placing a bowl of cut fruit into a propane-powered cooler in 
his backyard, one of the family’s few concessions to technology. Hand-washed black 
pants and plain cotton dresses fluttered on a clothesline behind him. He offered a 
taciturn reflection on how quickly things had changed — his willingness to accept the 
grant, for example. 
 
“A while back, Old Order Amish would not participate in programs like this,” he said, “but 
farming is getting expensive.” 
 
And then he ended the conversation. 
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“Is that all?” he said politely but coolly. “I have work to do.” 
 
It was milking time. 
 


 


Greensboro's Drinking Water Continues to Meet All Regulations (WaterWorld) 
 
The city of Greensboro issued the following news release: 
By the end of this week, Greensboro residents should receive the annual water quality 
report, the Consumer Confidence Report (CCR), that shows the City's drinking water 
continues to meet all state and federal regulations. The report was prepared in 
accordance with the Environmental Protection Agency's 1996 Safe Drinking Water Act 
amendments, which mandates that all municipal water supplies provide a CCR to their 
customers for each calendar year by July 1, 2010. 
 
The CCR provides information about where water comes from, possible substances in 
the water, and compliance with state and federal limits. It also provides residents with 
specific public health information, enabling consumers to make informed decisions 
regarding any potential health risks related to the use of their public drinking water. 
 
"Our highly skilled water treatment professionals work continuously to provide top 
quality water to our customers, with over 200,000 tests performed annually. We are 
pleased to announce that Greensboro's drinking water meets and in some cases 
surpasses established water quality standards," says Steve Drew, water supply 
manager. 
 
To receive a copy of the report, call the City Contact Center at 373-2489 or visit 
www.greensboro-nc.gov/water. 
 
Contact: Steve Drew, 336/430-6244 
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ADMINISTRATOR  JACKSON 
================================================================== 


Mack Trucks, Inc. Signs on to National Greenhouse Gas Reduction Effort 
(ForConstructionPros.com) 
 
Posted: May 24th, 2010 09:47 AM GMT-05:00 
WASHINGTON, DC - Denny Slagle, President and CEO of Mack Trucks, Inc., 
participated in an event at the White House during which President Obama signed a 
presidential memorandum aimed at reducing greenhouse gas emissions and improving 
the fuel efficiency of medium- and heavy-duty trucks and buses. The memorandum 
outlines principles agreed to by Mack, the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and other heavy-duty truck and engine 
companies. Also joining the President today were DOT Secretary Ray LaHood and EPA 
Administrator Lisa Jackson. 
 
"Participating in this effort is consistent with measures we already have in place to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions from our operations and our products," Slagle said. 
"Mack joined the EPA's Climate Leaders Program in 2004 as one of the original charter 
companies. We originally pledged to reduce GHG emissions by 20% per unit from 2003 
- 2010. As a result of the numerous energy efficiency projects that have been 
implemented at our manufacturing and administrative locations, we actually reduced 
GHG emissions from our operations by 42% per unit, and did it two years ahead of 
schedule. We've since recommitted to the program and are well on our way to meeting 
an ambitious new goal. 
 
"In addition to the good work at our facilities, we've also reduced the carbon footprints of 
our products. Using less fuel is good for our customers' bottom lines as well as the 
environment. With the MACK ClearTech SCR technology we're using to meet the EPA 
2010 emission requirements, we've improved the fuel economy of our trucks by 5% - or 
more in some applications. 
 
"As part of a global company, we're pleased that the principles agreed upon here in 
Washington today call for worldwide alignment of GHG emission and fuel efficiency 
standards. We also fully support the provisions that any such standards applicable to 
medium- and heavy-duty vehicles must be established in a way that recognizes the 
commercial needs of the trucking industry and the demands of heavy-duty applications, 
takes into consideration technology improvement opportunities across the entire vehicle 
and its operation, is compatible with the complexities of the marketplace, and avoids 
unintended consequences." 
 
Dedicated to quality, reliability, and total customer satisfaction, Mack Trucks, Inc. has 
provided its customers with innovative transportation solutions for more than a century. 
Today, Mack is one of North America's largest producers of heavy-duty trucks and 
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MACK trucks are sold and serviced through an extensive distribution network in more 
than 45 countries. Mack trucks and diesel engines sold in North America are assembled 
in the United States. Mack manufacturing locations are certified to the internationally 
recognized ISO 9001 standard for quality and ISO 14001 standard for environmental 
management systems. Mack is also a proud sponsor of Share the Road, an American 
Trucking Associations' public information campaign aimed at enhancing the safety of 
our nation's roadways. 
 
Mack Trucks, Inc. is part of the Volvo Group, one of the world's leading manufacturers 
of trucks, buses and construction equipment, drive systems for marine and industrial 
applications, aerospace components and services, and is one of the world's leading 
producers of heavy-diesel engines (9-16 liter). The Group also provides complete 
solutions for financing and service. 
 
The Volvo Group, which employs about 96,000 people, has production facilities in 19 
countries and sells their products in more than 180 markets. Volvo Group sales for 2009 
amounted to approximately $29 billion. The Volvo Group is a publicly-held company 
headquartered in Gothenburg, Sweden. Volvo Shares are listed on Nasdaq OMX Nordic 
Exchange and are traded OTC in the U.S. 
 
For more information about Mack, visit www.macktrucks.com. 


 
 


EDITORIAL/COMMENTARY/OP ED/LETTERS 
 


Fossil fuels fight back (Los Angeles Times) 
 
Tougher fuel economy standards are being unfairly attacked, this time by the oil 
industry. 
Detroit automakers fought successfully to fend off tougher fuel economy rules for nearly 
two decades, so it was a little disorienting to see them cheering last week as President 
Obama announced a new crackdown. But even if General Motors (now a partially 
owned subsidiary of the U.S. government) and its competitors are no longer against 
cleaner cars, another powerful lobby remains very much opposed, and isn't above 
issuing flagrant disinformation to achieve its goals: the fossil fuel industry.  
 
Last year, the Obama administration announced new fuel standards covering model 
years 2012 to 2016 that will raise the average mileage of carmakers' fleets from 25 
miles per gallon today to about 35.5 mpg in six years. On Friday, Obama directed 
regulators to work on rules that would lead to further improvements from 2017 to 2025, 
and announced plans to set fuel rules for heavy trucks for the first time. 
Environmentalists cheered, while the oil industry, via its proxies, fired its usual 
broadsides. 
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"Think tanks" funded by the fossil fuel industry have long attacked federal fuel economy 
rules. The reaction to Obama's announcement by the Institute for Energy Research, a 
Washington-based hotbed of global warming denial supported by oil and coal 
interests, fit the usual pattern. Among other specious claims, it posited that the existing 
2016 standards would harm consumers by adding $1,000 to the price of a car, and that 
they would lead to smaller, lighter and therefore less safe vehicles. These statements 
are the very definition of half-truths. 
 
According to the analysis of the new mileage rules by the Environmental Protection 
Agency, they will indeed add "less than $1,000" to the price of a new car in 2016. But it 
goes on to say that consumers will more than offset the higher price through lower fuel 
costs within three years. 
 
The safety issue is more complicated, but again, opponents are telling only part of the 
story. Studies have shown that the first crackdown on fuel economy, starting in 1978, 
did produce more traffic fatalities as smaller cars hit the freeways. But this time, the 
standards are being applied differently. The new rules are based on the size of a 
vehicle's footprint -- big vehicles such as SUVs don't have to get nearly as many miles 
per gallon as small economy cars. This will probably result in lighter vehicles but not 
smaller ones. The effect on safety isn't known, but the federal analysis suggests that 
with proper materials and design, safety actually could be enhanced. 
 
To recap the benefits of fuel economy: Consumers save money on gas; public health 
improves because cars emit fewer toxic pollutants; the nation becomes less reliant on 
foreign oil; and greenhouse gas emissions drop. According to the Institute for Energy 
Research, all this is bad for us. If you buy that, we've got some coastal real estate in 
Louisiana to sell you real cheap. 
 
products are redacted because the information is regarded as a trade secret. 
 
 
 
 


AIR 
================================================================== 


For parents: 6 facts about applying sunscreen (Washington Post) 
 
Tuesday, May 25, 2010; C10  
-- Most sunscreens need time to react with substances in your skin before they become 
effective. Be sure to apply them at least 20 minutes before you go out in the sun.  


-- Sunscreens containing zinc oxide or titanium dioxide create an invisible barrier to UV 
rays on top of your skin and start working immediately.  
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-- SPF stands for sun protection factor and determines how long that sunscreen will 
allow you to stay in the sun without burning. Use at least an SPF 15.  


-- The Environmental Protection Agency puts out a national UV index forecast map, with 
sun protection advice, every day. You can even put in your own Zip code! Go to 
http://www.epa.gov/sunwise/uvindex.html.  


-- Sun-protective clothing, which has a sunscreen in the fabric, really works (but can be 
expensive).  


-- SunGuard is a laundry additive that gives your clothes long-lasting sun protection 
when you add a packet to your wash.  


 


Site violated air-quality permit rules (USA TODAY) 
May 25, 2010 Tuesday  
FINAL EDITION 
NEWS; Pg. 3A 
Pa. orders coke plant to shut down;  
BY: Blake Morrison 
Pennsylvania regulators moved Monday to shut down a plant in Erie for repeatedly 
violating state environmental laws -- a step that, one state official said, stems from the 
company's "complete disregard for the health of our citizens."  
 
In its order revoking the air-quality permit of Erie Coke Corp., the state Department of 
Environmental Protection (DEP) cited the company for failing to accurately report 
emissions of "numerous hazardous air pollutants" and for failing to remedy problems 
inspectors already identified. 
 
Kelly Burch, the DEP's northwest regional director, called the move "very drastic" and 
cited the company's "pattern of defiant behavior and complete disregard for the health 
of our citizens." About 150 employees work at the facility, which turns coal into coke, a 
fuel used to melt iron ore for steel mills. 
 
Messages left with Erie Coke were not returned Monday, but DEP spokeswoman Freda 
Tarbell said the company appealed the order hours after it was issued. The appeal is 
scheduled to be heard this week by a state panel of administrative law judges, she said. 
Meantime, the company will continue to operate. 
 
In 2008, a USA TODAY investigation revealed high levels of at least two dangerous 
chemicals in the air outside a school just blocks from Erie Coke. The chemicals, 
benzene and naphthalene, are among those that Erie Coke emits, records show. 
 
The federal government has classified "coke oven emissions" as carcinogens, and USA 
TODAY's tests found the two chemicals at concentrations that could increase the risk of 



http://www.epa.gov/sunwise/uvindex.html
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cancer for those exposed for long periods of time. Children are particularly vulnerable; 
they take in more air per pound than adults do, and their organs are still developing. 
 
In response to USA TODAY's findings, regulators with the DEP took air samples outside 
Wayne School -- while Erie Coke operated at 50% capacity. The tests showed "no 
unsafe levels of air pollutants or metals," the DEP reported in early 2009. 
 
Burch said Monday that the DEP stands behind its earlier conclusions, even though the 
order to close Erie Coke cites 108 violations of its air permit from October 2006 through 
March 2008. Indeed, in July 2008 -- a month before USA TODAY did its testing outside 
Wayne School -- Erie Coke told the DEP it previously had not accounted for emissions 
from 23 of its 58 coke ovens. 
 
Burch said no one has studied the health of local residents enough to know whether the 
chemicals have caused higher rates of cancers or other illnesses. 
 
Erie activist Dennis Stratton, however, said the DEP order reinforces what many local 
residents fear: that emissions near the facility pose health problems. 
 
That's also the concern of Elena Craft, a toxicologist and air-quality specialist for the 
Environmental Defense Fund. She said the situation in Erie underscores why more 
extensive investigations into the health effects of toxic chemicals are necessary. 
 
"I don't think we have a good handle on the true risk associated with these compounds," 
Craft said. "How can you say that that risk is acceptable or unacceptable? This is one 
great example of why we need to do" further study.  
 
 
 
 


BP SPILL 
================================================================== 


BP told to cut back on toxic remedy (Los Angeles Times) 
 
A skeptical EPA calls for a sharp reduction in the company's use of an oil dispersant. 
 
By Ashley Powers, Julie Cart and Bettina Boxall 
May 25, 2010 
Reporting from Port Fourchon, La. and Los Angeles 
clear pixel 
 
In a sign of diminished confidence in BP's ability to manage the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, 
federal officials Monday said they intended to require the company to dramatically scale 
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back its use of oil dispersants and would initiate their own tests on the chemicals' effect 
on sea life. 
 
With an oil spill of epic proportions looming offshore, Environmental Protection Agency 
Administrator Lisa P. Jackson — along with angry chorus of lawmakers — chided BP 
for its lack of transparency. She said that BP's response to federal directives last week 
to find a less toxic dispersant was "insufficient." 
 
Even though the company's test results show that the dispersant, Corexit, is effective 
and not a risk to aquatic life, Jackson wants its use cut by 50% to 75%. She said there 
is no way to know the long-term effects of the unprecedented amount of chemicals. 
 
Adding to BP's woes, Jackson said that the company is liable for environmental fines 
and penalties now that oil has reached land. And the Commerce Department declared a 
"fisheries disaster" for the waters off Alabama, Mississippi and Louisiana, making the 
company responsible for compensating losses to the fishing industry. 
 
BP's dressing down came on a day when a bipartisan cast of lawmakers and federal 
officials voiced unstinting criticism of the company as toxic oil washed up on nearly 75 
miles of Louisiana marshland. 
 
In refusing to rely on BP's data on the toxicity of dispersants, Jackson said, "I'd rather 
have my own scientists do their own analysis." 
 
More than 800,000 gallons of dispersant have been used in an attempt to break up the 
oil and speed its decomposition before the slick reaches shore. That is more than has 
ever been used in U.S. waters, spurring concern that dispersants' widespread 
application is magnifying the toxic effect of oil on sea life from the gulf surface to its 
muddy floor. 
 
Last week the EPA told the oil giant to find less toxic alternatives to the two types of 
dispersant released on the surface and, to a lesser extent in the ocean depths near the 
damaged wellhead. BP said it is unable to find a more benign dispersant available in the 
necessary volumes. 
 
On Monday, Jackson and Coast Guard Rear Adm. Mary Landry used frank language to 
describe a Sunday night meeting with BP officials. 
 
"We are not satisfied that BP has done extensive analysis of other dispersant options," 
Jackson said. "They were more interested in defending their original decisions than 
studying other options." 
 
A federal lab in Florida will begin testing the dispersant's effectiveness and toxicity. 
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Jackson said the unprecedented release of dispersants at an ocean depth of 5,000 feet 
have been effective and would continue. But the surface applications, in particular, 
would be decreased. 
 
BP is finishing preparations to stop the flow of the blown-out oil well that that has poured 
millions of gallons of crude into the Gulf of Mexico since the April 20 Deepwater Horizon 
rig explosion that killed 11 workers. 
 
Much is riding on the planned Wednesday morning "top kill" operation, which involves 
pumping heavy liquids into the wellhead to plug it. If the procedure works, the gush of oil 
from a broken pipe connected to the wellhead could end by Wednesday night. 
 
If it doesn't, BP's badly tarnished reputation will dim further. And the Obama 
administration will run the risk of seeing the spill narrative shift from BP's failures to a 
questioning of the administration's competence in handling a growing environmental 
disaster. 
 
"This is a BP mess. This is a horrible mess," declared Interior Secretary Ken Salazar at 
a Galliano, La. news conference, where he repeated his threat to put a "boot on the 
neck" of BP. Over the weekend, Salazar said the federal government was prepared to 
"push them [BP] out of the way appropriately'' if the company proved unable to stem the 
oil leak spreading across the gulf. 
 
But in a Monday news briefing at the White House, Adm. Thad Allen, U.S. Coast Guard 
commandant, conceded that the federal government is in no position to take over the 
job of stopping the leak. 
 
"I know that, to work down there right now, you need remotely operated vehicles," he 
said. "You need to do very technical work at 5,000 feet. You need equipment and 
expertise that's not generally within the … federal government, in terms of competency, 
capability or capacity.'' 
 
Asked about Salazar's tough stance toward BP, Allen said the Interior secretary was 
merely using "a metaphor.'' 
 
In Port Fourchon, La., BP Chief Executive Tony Hayward repeatedly said he was 
"devastated" by the destruction in the gulf. The shoreline of Port Fourchon — which bills 
itself as "The Gulf's Energy Connection" — was dripping with liquid that could have 
been mistaken for chocolate and cherry syrup, if not for the stomach-churning smell. 
 
"This is something I never wanted to see," said Hayward, adding that the company 
remained committed to stopping the leak, containing the oil and defending the coast. He 
announced that BP was launching a $500 million research program to study the spill. 
 
BP and federal officials have been prepping for the top-kill effort since the first days 
after the spill, in large part because they've seen the method succeed in sealing gushing 
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wells in the past — most notably, in the burning Kuwaiti oil fields from the first Gulf War. 
But the depth at which the procedure will be executed greatly adds to the complexity. 
 
"It has never been done in 5,000 feet of water," said Hayward, who put the odds of 
succeeding at 60% to 70%. 
 
Under the technique, a very dense mixture of water and minerals called drilling mud will 
be pumped into the well from surface vessels to counter the upward force of the 
spouting oil and gas. Cement will be poured after the mud to seal the opening. 
 
The heavier the mud, the more it will press down on the flow. But on the flip side, the 
harder it will be to pump into the well. The single biggest technical challenge of the 
operation will be getting the mud down the well hole and not into the riser pipe 
connected to the well, said BP Chief Operating Officer Doug Suttles. 
 
If the drilling mud winds up in the riser pipe, it could further erode the pipe and increase 
the spill flow. 
 
The longer the leak continues, the greater its political toll may be. 
 
"For now, it's clear to everyone that the Obama administration didn't create the spill, and 
that it's been aggressively pressing BP to do its best to clean it up," said Donald F. Kettl, 
dean of the University of Maryland School of Public Policy. "But the more the oil oozes 
around the gulf, the more BP's problem becomes Obama's problem" 
 
Even if the top kill succeeds and not another drop of BP crude escapes into the gulf, the 
scope of the disaster is already enormous. 
 
"We still have a huge problem. It's a problem that is so wide in its dimension that we 
can't really say what the effects are likely to be," said Chris D'Elia, dean of the School of 
the Coast and Environment at Louisiana State University. "There has never been a spill 
of this magnitude, at this depth before. It's a three dimensional problem, and it's 
remarkable in scope." 
 
ashley.powers@latimes.com 
 
julie.cart@latimes.com 
 
bettina.boxall@latimes.com 
 
Staff writer Amina Kahn contributed to this report from Los Angeles. 
 
Peter Nicholas, Richard Simon and Jim Tankersley contributed from Washington. 
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Administration torn on getting tough with BP (Washington Post) 
 
May 25, 2010 Tuesday  
Suburban Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A01 
Maryland 
Administration torn on getting tough with BP;  
Officials face reality that they need oil firm in order to stop spill 
 
By Karen Tumulty and Steven Mufson 
 
The tenuous alliance among the Obama administration, the oil firm BP and Gulf Coast 
officials was visibly fraying on Monday, with exasperation on all sides mounting as oil 
from a deep-water gusher began lapping at the region's environmentally fragile 
shoreline. 
 
Meanwhile, the administration faced growing questions about whether it should be 
taking more control of the situation, rather than ceding so much of the decision-making 
about stopping the oil spill to the company that created it. 
 
On the coast, local officials complained that Washington has been too slow in helping 
them hold back the oil. Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal (R) said that the administration has 
not provided enough equipment -- including booms, skimmers, vacuums and barges -- 
and that it has stood in the way of his proposal to erect artificial barrier islands. Federal 
officials say that latter plan needs more study. 
 
"BP is the responsible party, but we need the federal government to make sure that they 
are held accountable and that they are indeed responsible. Our way of life depends on 
it," Jindal said at a news conference in Galliano, La., with Homeland Security Secretary 
Janet Napolitano and Interior Secretary Ken Salazar.  
 
With the realization that images of spoiled beaches and oil-covered animals are likely to 
become much worse in the coming weeks, the administration is torn between a political 
imperative -- that it take a hard line with the oil giant -- and a practical one -- that it has 
no choice but to rely on the company to stop the flow. 
 
Some administration officials have started taking a tougher stance with BP, with Salazar 
threatening on Sunday to "push them out" if the company did not perform. 
 
But when Coast Guard Adm. Thad W. Allen, who is directing the government's disaster 
response, was asked about Salazar's comment during a briefing Monday at the White 
House, he dismissed it as "more of a metaphor." Allen added: "To push BP out of the 
way would raise the question of: Replace them with what?" 
 
And BP Chief Operating Officer Doug Suttles told reporters on a conference call: "I don't 
know of anything else we could do, but if the government felt there were other things to 



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/04/26/AR2010042604308.html
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do, it is clearly within their power to do that." 
 
Even in one of the few areas where the government has publicly tried to overrule BP -- 
over its choice of chemical dispersants -- it has not gotten its way. Last week, the 
Environmental Protection Agency told BP that it had 24 hours to find a less toxic 
alternative to the chemical it had been using to break up the oil. The company, however, 
replied that no alternatives are available in large enough quantities to deal with the spill. 
 
On Monday, the EPA responded that BP should keep looking. In the meantime, the 
agency said, it would conduct its own tests on other chemical dispersants, which was an 
acknowledgment that it has no answer either. 
 
Tensions are likely to grow if BP's next effort to stop the spill -- a "top kill," which 
involves pumping in heavy fluids and is scheduled for Wednesday -- does not succeed. 
That could be followed by another inventively named maneuver, a "junk shot," that 
would clog the opening with materials that include golf balls and pieces of tire and rope. 
Or, more likely, BP would try to attach a new funneling device or lower a new blowout 
preventer on top of the 450-ton one that failed. 
 
But if those measures prove ineffective, it may be August before the leak is stopped 
through the completion of a relief well, Allen said. 
 
Another flash point may come on Thursday, when Salazar is scheduled to give 
President Obama his report on the Deepwater Horizon oil rig explosion that caused the 
spill five weeks ago. 
 
Ultimately, no matter how culpable BP is found to be, there will be questions about the 
government's responsibility as well. 
 
It is now apparent that BP did not have an effective plan for dealing with a large spill, 
despite its assertion in a March 2009 exploration plan submitted to the Minerals 
Management Service that it could handle a "worst-case scenario" blowout that produced 
300,000 gallons a day. 
 
But it appears that no other company drilling in the deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico 
had such a plan, either, or it would have been brought in to stop the spill. That ultimately 
calls into question the rigor of the MMS, which could have required the stockpiling of the 
equipment that it has taken BP five weeks to assemble for Wednesday's effort to stop 
the spill at the well head. Such equipment could have been owned jointly by several 
companies or by the Coast Guard. 
 
"Industry will have to come up with a different answer for that," said Andrew Gowers, a 
BP spokesman. "This is a game-changing event. It causes you to revise your thinking, 
including how many layers of redundancies and what if the blowout preventer fails at 
that depth and what do you have to contain it. All those things are up for debate now. I 
wouldn't be surprised if they were not issues the president wouldn't be talking about in 
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the not-so-distant future." 
 
Since the oil rig exploded, the White House has tried to project a posture that is 
unflappable and in command. 
 
But to those tasked with keeping the president apprised of the disaster, Obama's 
clenched jaw is becoming an increasingly familiar sight. During one of those sessions in 
the Oval Office the first week after the spill, a president who rarely vents his frustration 
cut his aides short, according to one who was there. 
 
"Plug the damn hole," Obama told them. 
 
The hole continues to spew, however, in quantities now thought to be three to five times 
the 5,000 barrels a day originally estimated. 
 
That the blowout came only weeks after Obama announced a plan to expand offshore 
drilling is an accident of timing that is inconvenient politically, but also a point on which 
the president has expressed dismay internally. In announcing and defending his drilling 
decision, he repeatedly stressed that the technology the oil industry uses is safe. But 
from the beginning of the crisis, the administration has run into a different reality when it 
comes to the risks of deep-water drilling. 
 
While the government may have made a mistake in relying on the oil industry and its 
assurances then, it finds it has little choice now. 
 
"If you could control an oil spill with lawyers and regulation-writers, and by signing 
papers and obtaining court injunctions . . . then maybe the U.S. government could do 
something," said Byron W. King, an energy analyst at Agora Financial. "But really, 
Uncle Sam has almost no institutional ability to control the oil spill. For that, you need 
people with technical authority, technical skill and firms with industrial capabilities." 
 
Staff writers David A. Fahrenthold in Washington and Juliet Eilperin on the Gulf Coast 
contributed to this report. 
 
 


The oil spill: The latest developments (Washington Post) 
 
May 25, 2010 Tuesday  
Suburban Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A04 
Maryland 
The oil spill: The latest developments 
-- Obama administration officials expressed unhappiness with the slow pace of BP's 
efforts to stop the massive oil leak in the Gulf of Mexico but disagreed about what the 
government could do to hurry them.  
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-- BP officials said they would attempt to plug the leaking well with a "top kill," a high-
pressure injection of mud, on Wednesday. BP chief executive Tony Hayward said that 
on a scale of one to 10, its chances of success are a six or a seven. 
 
-- In Louisiana, oil penetrated farther into the state's vast system of coastal marshes, 
increasing worries about the impact on wildlife. 
 
-- The head of the Environmental Protection Agency said she is instructing BP to 
decrease its use of chemical dispersants and to continue looking for a less-toxic 
alternative to one of its heavily used dispersants. 
 
-- Federal officials still did not release a new estimate of how fast the oil is leaking. 
 
By the numbers  
 
316 
 
Number of birds found dead. 
 
41 
 
Number of birds found alive but "oiled." 
 
70 
 
Miles of oiled shoreline in Louisiana. 
 
-- David A. Fahrenthold 
 
 
 


White House on defensive on oil-spill response (Washington Times) 
 
May 25, 2010 Tuesday 
A, POLITICS; Pg. 4 
White House on defensive on oil-spill response;  
Coast Guard chief stands by BP's lead role 
By Kara Rowland THE WASHINGTON TIMES 
The Obama administration was on the defensive Monday over its handling of the Gulf of 
Mexico oil spill, saying the federal government is doing all it can, even though the leak 
has not been capped, and a new opinion poll showing a majority of Americans doesn't 
approve of the president's management of the crisis. 
 
Coast Guard Adm. Thad W. Allen, who is overseeing the U.S. government's response, 
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said oil giant BP  has the expertise to plug the leak and shrugged off suggestions that 
the administration should push BP out of the way and take control of the operation.  
 
"To push BP out of the way would raise the question: Replace them with what?" Adm. 
Allen told reporters at the White House. 
 
More than one month after an explosion at the Deepwater Horizon rig killed 11 people 
and created an environmental disaster, the administration is struggling to convey that 
it's doing everything it can to assist in the containment effort while stressing that BP is 
still legally in charge of the situation. 
 
"We are trying to do everything, as I've said, humanly and technologically possible, first 
to plug this leak and secondly to deal with what has spilled and both the environmental 
and economic impacts of that oil," White House press secretary Robert Gibbs said. 
 
But in a CNN/Opinion Research poll released Monday, 51 percent of Americans say 
they disapprove of the way President Obama is handling the crisis, though even more - 
76 percent - say they disapprove of BP's response to the spill. 
 
The leak is complicated by the fact it's coming from a well 5,000 feet under water, 
meaning all efforts to plug it are being conducted by remote-controlled vehicles. 
 
Adm. Allen said the ultimate solution will be the drilling of a relief well to take away 
some of the pressure, but that won't happen until August. "We don't want to wait that 
long," he said. 
 
On Monday, BP's operating officer said his firm understands why people are frustrated 
that the massive leak has yet to be plugged, but insisted it has the resources to do so. 
He said the company hopes to use heavy cement and mud to plug the leak as soon as 
Wednesday, following several failed attempts to stop the oil from spewing into the sea. 
 
"We want this as much as anyone," Doug Suttles said, the Associated Press reported. 
 
Adm. Allen said he is "satisfied" with the coordination that's taking place between the 
government and the company, and told reporters that BP executives have been 
responsive to his requests. 
 
But critics, including former Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin, have accused the administration 
of being too easy on BP. On "Fox News Sunday" this past weekend, the former 
Republican vice-presidential candidate suggested that Mr. Obama is being influenced 
by the $77,051 in political contributions he has received from the firm's employees. 
 
Mr. Gibbs hit back at that assertion Sunday by noting Mr. Obama has proposed a 
windfall-profits tax on oil companies in the past, and mocked Mrs. Palin, saying she 
should "get slightly more informed as to what's going on in and around oil drilling in this 
country." 
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On Saturday, President Obama announced the creation of a commission to investigate 
the explosion, to be headed by former Florida Sen. Bob Graham and former 
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator William K. Reilly.  
 
Last week, Interior Secretary Ken Salazar announced a plan to break up the regulatory 
agency that oversees offshore-drilling permits into three separate parts, arguing that its 
licensing authority conflicted with the Minerals Management Service's charge to collect 
royalties from oil companies. Mr. Salazar and other administration officials have said 
they plan to move ahead carefully on new offshore-drilling leases once an investigation 
into the Deepwater Horizon spill is completed. 
 
Louisiana Gov. Bobby Jindal, a Republican, has repeatedly criticized the White House 
and BP, saying his requests for additional resources are not being met. He said 65 
miles of Louisiana coastline have already been tarred as a result of the disaster. 
 


BP will try new method to close oil leak tomorrow (Boston Globe) 
 
May 25, 2010 Tuesday 
NEWS; National; Pg. 5 
Official says US can't take over cleanup duty;  
BP will try new method to close oil leak tomorrow 
By Greg Bluestein, Associated Press 
COVINGTON, La. - The official leading the federal response to the Gulf oil spill rejected 
the notion of removing BP and taking over the cleanup operation, saying yesterday that 
the government has neither the company's expertise nor its deep-sea equipment. 
 
``To push BP out of the way would raise a question: To replace them with what?'' Coast 
Guard Commandant Thad Allen said at a White House briefing.  
 
The White House is facing increasing questions about why the government can't assert 
more control over the handling of the catastrophe, which unfolded after a BP offshore 
drilling rig blew up April 20. 
 
BP's attempts to stop the leak have all failed, despite the company's use of submarine 
robots that can operate at depths no human could withstand. Millions of gallons of 
brown crude are now coating birds and other wildlife and fouling the Louisiana marshes. 
 
BP is now pinning its hopes on yet another technique never tested 5,000 feet 
underwater: a ``top kill,'' in which heavy mud and cement would be shot into the blown-
out well to plug it. The top kill could begin as early as tomorrow, with BP's chief 
executive, Tony Hayward, giving it a 60 percent to 70 percent chance of success. 
 
Allen said federal law dictates that BP must run the cleanup, with the government 
overseeing its efforts. 
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``They're exhausting every technical means possible to deal with that leak,'' he said. ``I 
am satisfied with the coordination that's going on.'' 
 
Interior Secretary Ken Salazar suggested over the weekend that the government could 
intervene aggressively if BP wasn't delivering. ``If we find that they're not doing what 
they're supposed to be doing, we'll push them out of the way appropriately,'' he said. 
 
But asked about that comment yesterday, Allen said: ``That's more of a metaphor.'' 
 
Allen said BP and the government are working closely together, with the government 
holding veto power and adopting an ``inquisitorial'' stand toward the company's ideas. 
The commandant also said the government has the authority to tell BP what to do, and 
such orders carry the force of law. 
 
Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano also took a more measured tone at a 
news conference yesterday in Galliano, La., with Salazar and six US senators who had 
flown over the coast to see the damage. ``We continue to hold BP responsible as the 
responsible party, but we are on them, watching them,'' she said. 
 
BP said it is doing all it can to stop the leak. Its chief operating officer, Doug Suttles, 
made the rounds of network morning news shows to say that the company understands 
people are frustrated. 
 
``Clearly Secretary Salazar is telling us that we need to do this as expediently as we 
can,'' Suttles said. ``And of course we are.'' 
 
Hayward walked along oil-soaked Fourchon Beach and said he had underestimated the 
possible environmental effects. 
 
``I'm as devastated as you are by what I've seen here today,'' Hayward said after he 
spoke with cleanup workers in white overalls and yellow boots, some shoveling oily 
sand into garbage cans. ``We are going to do everything in our power to prevent any 
more oil from coming ashore, and we will clean every last drop up and we will remediate 
all of the environmental damage.'' 
 
In another source of tension between BP and the government, the company was still 
using a certain chemical dispersant yesterday to fight the oil despite orders from the 
Environmental Protection Agency to employ something less toxic. 
 
``If we can find an alternative that is less toxic and available, we will switch to that 
product,'' Suttles said. ``To date, we've struggled to find an alternative either that had 
less risk to the environment or that was readily available.'' 
 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson called BP's response ``insufficient.'' 
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Mark Kellstrom, an analyst with Summit, N.J.-based Strategic Energy Research, said 
time might be running out for BP to continue calling the shots. ``The rhetoric is growing 
up in Washington for the politicians to kick out BP and let the government take over,'' 
Kellstrom said, though he added that it would be a mistake. 
 
BP had hoped to try a top kill earlier but needed more time to get equipment into place 
and test it. A top kill has worked on aboveground oil wells in Kuwait and Iraq but has 
never before been attempted so far underwater. 
 
Suttles said the biggest technical challenge is that the fluid must be pumped in very 
quickly, and engineers need to make sure it goes into the well, not out through the 
leaking pipe, which could make the leak worse. 
 
A containment device is on the seafloor, ready to be put in place if the top kill fails or 
makes the leak worse. It is a smaller version of a 100-ton box that BP lowered several 
weeks ago in hopes of capturing much of the oil. 
 


In wake of BP spill, will we save our oceans? (USA Today) 
05/24/2010 
Just over a month ago, the ocean burned. The images of BP Deepwater Horizon in 
flames have led us to question both ocean industrialization and the anemic state of 
conservation. Not long ago, however, Americans were swept up in a wave of 
environmentalism spurred in part by two very different events. 


First, in 1956, Jacques Cousteau released his film, The Silent World, upon an 
unsuspecting and soon awestruck public. Though hard to fathom now, few humans had 
ever glimpsed the beauty, grace and mystery just a few feet below the ocean's surface. 
The second, in 1969, came when Cleveland's Cuyahoga River caught fire. The image of 
a polluted river in flames was seared into the national consciousness. The United States 
would go on to pass the National Environmental Policy Act, the Clean Air Act, the Clean 
Water Act and other important protections. 


The ocean has inspired millions, but our understanding of it is as shallow and shrouded 
as ever. Only the most intrepid divers descend below 150 feet or so. By 330 feet, 
sunlight fades. From there down, past the gushing BP well at 5,000 feet, the ocean is 
cast in darkness, but life exists to the very bottom. 


A month of anguish  


Many people think the ocean is unknowable — out-of-sight is out-of-mind. 
Communicating against such complacency is the greatest challenge of ocean 
conservation. As BP Deepwater Horizon shows, in images as grotesque as Cousteau's 
were gorgeous, we cannot let the ocean's mystery lull us into inaction. 
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Oil has been jetting into the Gulf of Mexico for more than a month now. One month of 
fear for coastal communities. One month of anguish for a nation. The quantity of oil will 
be left to the scientists and lawyers, but if new estimates are right, it could be as much 
as an Exxon Valdez every four days. 


Unlike the Exxon Valdez spill in Alaska, however, the oil from BP Deepwater is coursing 
into mile-deep, near-freezing waters that may be changing the spill's character. Only 
recently did scientists discover a 10-mile plume below the surface. Such plumes could 
soak up oxygen needed for sea life to survive and deal a crippling blow to fisheries, 
wildlife and the economy. 


Oceans sustain us  


The presence of submerged oil might explain why what we see falls short of 
expectations of what an oil disaster looks like. Then again, much of what lies beneath 
the ocean's surface defies expectation. In those unseen depths is the source that 
sustains us with the food, oxygen and the climate we need to survive. 


Now, more than ever, we need a new awakening of ocean environmentalism in 
America. We cannot let out-of-sight, out-of-mind shape public consciousness. We must 
stop polluting. We must stop exploiting. We must understand that, while the Gulf is 
under direct assault, the ocean's broader demise threatens every one of us. 


Just over a month ago, the ocean burned. Will these images inspire a new generation of 
ocean activism? Or will America stand silent as the silent world crumbles? 


How we answer these burning questions could be key to the very future of life on planet 
Earth. 


Vikki Spruill is president and CEO of Ocean Conservancy, advocates for the ocean 
since 1972, (www.oceanconservancy.org). 


 
 


Following BP's Lead (New York Times) 
 
May 25, 2010 Tuesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section A; Column 0; Editorial Desk; OP-ED COLUMNIST; Pg. 27 
Following BP's Lead 
By BOB HERBERT 
Old Shell Beach, La. 
 
I asked the sheriff of St. Bernard Parish, Jack Stephens, if he was at all optimistic about 
BP stopping the gusher of oil that is fouling the Gulf of Mexico in time to prevent a long-
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term environmental catastrophe in the southern Louisiana wetlands. 
 
The sun was high in the sky, and the day was hot. The sheriff was in a small boat, 
patrolling the waterways that wend their way through the delicate marshes. He thought 
for a long moment. Oil was already seeping into the marshes, getting into the soil and 
plant life and coating some of the wildlife.  
 
''I'll tell you the truth,'' said Mr. Stephens. ''It may already be too late.'' 
 
Traveling along the Gulf Coast, past idled boats with names like Big Shrimp and 
Blessed Assurance, past dead trees and hurricane fortifications and other signs of the 
area's perpetual vulnerability, you can't help but wonder how a company like BP, with its 
awful record of incompetence and irresponsibility, was ever allowed to drill for oil a mile 
deep in the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
It's not as if we didn't know that BP was a menace. On March 23, 2005, a series of 
explosions and fires at the BP Texas City refinery killed 15 people and injured 180 
others in what was described by investigators as ''one of the worst industrial disasters in 
recent U.S. history.'' John Bresland, the chairman of the U.S. Chemical Safety Board, 
reminded us in March, on the fifth anniversary of the tragedy, that an intensive 
investigation by the board had ''found organizational and safety deficiencies at all levels 
of the BP Corporation.'' 
 
The Texas City conflagration was just part of BP's execrable pattern. On Oct. 25, 2007, 
the U.S. Department of Justice issued the following announcement: 
 
''British Petroleum  and several of its subsidiaries have agreed to pay approximately 
$373 million in fines and restitution for environmental violations stemming from a fatal 
explosion at a Texas refinery in March 2005, leaks of crude oil from pipelines in Alaska, 
and fraud for conspiring to corner the market and manipulate the price of propane 
carried through Texas pipelines.'' 
 
Nice outfit, this BP. Anyone who thought this London-based wrecking crew gave a rat's 
whisker about harming the Gulf of Mexico or threatening the environment of the 
Louisiana wetlands -- or the livelihoods of families living here -- has been inhaling way 
too much of BP's toxic fumes. 
 
Yet there was our government not only giving BP's reprobates the go-ahead to drill for 
oil a mile deep in the gulf but also handing them a waiver, allowing them to avoid a 
detailed analysis of the effect of their operations on the surrounding environment. Giving 
an environmental waiver to a company as contemptuous of the environment as BP 
shows just whose side the government is on in the face-off between predatory giant 
corporations and the interests of ordinary American citizens. 
 
BP got off much too easy with the fines it agreed to in 2007. And for some odd reason, 
it's being treated much too deferentially now. This crisis has gone on for more than a 
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month, and neither BP nor the Obama administration seems to know what to do. 
 
No one has a handle on how much oil is gushing out of control into the gulf. No one 
understands the environmental impact of the hundreds of thousands of gallons of 
chemical dispersants that BP is injecting into the gulf. No one has any idea how far this 
awful stain on the environment will spread.  
 
President Obama should have taken charge of the response to the oil spill -- which he 
called a ''potentially unprecedented'' environmental calamity -- from jump street. He 
should have called in the very best minds and operatives from the corporate and 
scientific worlds and imposed an emergency plan of action -- to be carried out by BP 
and all others who might be required. Instead, after all this time, after more than a 
month of BP's demonstrated incompetence, the administration continues to dither. 
 
Incredibly, until The Times blew the whistle in an article on Monday, environmental 
waivers were still being offered for oil drilling in the gulf. What will it take for sanity to 
prevail? How many people have to die or face ruin, and how much of nature has to be 
despoiled before we rein in the cowboys of these runaway corporations?  
 
Steadily increasing numbers of anxiety-ridden coastal residents are watching not just 
their livelihoods but an entire way of life slip away. Even as BP's lawyers are consumed 
with the task of limiting the company's liability, the administration continues to insist it 
has little choice but to follow the company's lead in fighting the spill. That is dangerous 
nonsense. 
 
President Obama has an obligation to make it unmistakably clear that BP's interests are 
not the same as America's interests. He needs to stand shoulder to shoulder with the 
people who are taking the brunt of this latest corporate outrage. The oil has now stained 
nearly 70 miles of the Louisiana Coast. No one can say what terrible toll the gusher is 
taking in the depths of the gulf. And spreading right along with the oil is a pervasive and 
dismaying sense of helplessness from our leaders in Washington. 
 
 


In Standoff With Environmental Officials, BP Stays With an Oil Spill Dispersant 
(New York Times) 
 
May 25, 2010 Tuesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section A; Column 0; National Desk; Pg. 17 
In Standoff With Environmental Officials, BP Stays With an Oil Spill Dispersant 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 
In a tense standoff, BP continued to spray a product called Corexit in the Gulf of Mexico 
on Monday to break up a vast oil spill despite a demand by federal regulators that it 
switch to something less toxic.  
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The Environmental Protection Agency had set a Sunday night deadline for BP to 
stop using two dispersants from the Corexit line of products. The oil company has 
defended its use of Corexit and taken issue with the methods the agency used to 
estimate its toxicity. 
 
At a news conference Monday, the E.P.A. administrator, Lisa P. Jackson, said that 
she was ''dissatisfied with BP's response'' and had ordered the oil giant to take 
''immediate steps to scale back the use of dispersants.''  
 
Ms. Jackson called BP's safety data on dispersants insufficient and said government 
scientists would conduct their own tests to decide which dispersant was best to use. 
She said the amount of chemicals applied to control the oil spilling from the Deepwater 
Horizon well -- more than 700,000 gallons so far on the gulf's surface and a mile 
underwater at the leaking well head -- was ''approaching a world record.''  
 
Ms. Jackson said that in theory, BP's deployment of dispersant directly onto the l well 
head, a novel use of the chemicals, would reduce the amount of oil on the surface and 
the need for application of dispersant there. She said the company could reduce its use 
by 50 percent to 75 percent, regardless of which dispersant was used. 
 
Rear Adm. Mary E. Landry of the Coast Guard said that while the government had 
approved the use of dispersant beforehand, ''no one anticipated that it would ever be 
used at this scale and this scope.'' 
 
Admiral Landry said the preferred method of responding to oil on the ocean was to burn 
it or to soak it up with devices like absorbent booms. Dispersant applications should be 
a second line of defense, for when the weather is too severe to rely on other 
techniques, she said. 
 
It was not clear how the environmental agency would enforce the demand that BP 
reduce its use of the dispersant. 
 
''We are continuing to use Corexit while we're still working with E.P.A. on alternatives,'' 
Mark Salt, a spokesman for the oil company, said by telephone from Texas on Monday 
morning. Asked Monday evening about the request that the company at least reduce its 
use of the Corexit dispersant, he said he had not heard about the proposal and added, 
''Again, We're still working closely with EPA.''  
 
Representative Edward J. Markey, Democrat of Massachusetts, a leading critic of BP 
since the spill, and chairman of the House Select Committee on Energy Independence 
and Global Warming, welcomed the E.P.A.'s latest actions. ''We know almost nothing 
about the potential harm from the long-term use of any of these chemicals on the 
marine environment in the Gulf of Mexico,'' he said, ''and even less about their potential 
to enter the food chain and ultimately harm humans.'' 
 
Last Wednesday evening the E.P.A. ordered BP to propose one or more alternative 
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dispersants to regulators within 24 hours. Once it received a response, it said, the 
company would have 72 hours to stop using Corexit and make a switch.  
 
But it also said that if BP were ''unable to identify available alternative dispersant 
products,'' it could provide a detailed description of the dispersants it had investigated 
and the reasons it did not believe they met the required standards.  
 
On Thursday, BP invoked the second option. In a letter, it ticked off some of the 
alternative dispersants it considered and outlined why it believed each was problematic, 
often because of toxicity issues.  
 
In the 12-page letter and in subsequent meetings with federal officials, BP contended 
that some of the dispersants that met the agency's criteria for being ''less toxic'' were in 
some ways more harmful than Corexit. The company said they contained molecules 
that could interfere with endocrine function and so affect sexual reproduction.  
 
While the Corexit products, made by the Nalco company of Naperville, Ill., are the time-
tested old faithfuls of oil spill treatment, they were developed in the 1980s and '90s, and 
critics say that less toxic and more effective products are now available.  
 
Dispersants are detergents and at best are mildly toxic, so applying them requires a 
careful calculation about whether the dispersant-oil mixture will cause more or fewer 
problems than untreated crude oil would. Their effectiveness and the wisdom of their 
continued use can be assessed only by careful, ongoing measurements, experts say. 
 
The purpose of the chemicals is to break up the oil into tiny droplets that sink and can 
be more readily dispersed by ocean currents, to diminish the oil's effect on sea life and 
shore habitats.  
 
Complicating the standoff between the company and regulators, there are many 
methods for estimating the toxicity of chemical oil dispersants and no single standard 
prevails.  
 
The Corexit dispersants were removed from a list of approved dispersants in Britain a 
decade ago because one type of test used in that country found them to be unduly 
dangerous to animals like limpets near rocky shores. But they are still approved for use 
in the United States and Canada, which rely on different types of testing. 
 
Although the E.P.A. placed BP's letter on its Web site, many specifics about particular 


 


EPA Pressures BP To Reduce Toxic Dispersant (NPR) 
 
by David Schaper 
May 25, 2010 
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Under increasing pressure from the federal government, oil giant BP is agreeing to 
reduce the amount of a chemical dispersant it is using in the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
BP uses the dispersant Corexit to try to break up the massive amounts of oil gushing 
out of its blown out well in the Gulf, but there are questions about the long term impact 
of the chemical on marine wildlife and human health. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency raised concerns about the toxicity of Corexit last 
week, and told the oil company to use a different chemical agent to try to disperse the 
giant oil slicks. 
 
"The answer we got back from BP to me seemed more like a defense of the current 
choice," says EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson. "It reminded me a little bit of that old 
commercial, 'I'd rather fight than switch'." 
 
BP officials say their own testing finds the dispersant Corexit effective in breaking up oil 
and safe to aquatic life — adding it couldn't find large enough quantities of other 
dispersants to make the switch. 
 
But Jackson isn't buying it, starting with the company's research. 
A contractor operates an oil skimmer in Pass a Loutre, La. 
Enlarge Geral Herbert/AP 
 
A contractor operates an oil skimmer as EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson tours marshes 
impacted from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in Pass a Loutre, La. 
A contractor operates an oil skimmer in Pass a Loutre, La. 
Geral Herbert/AP 
 
A contractor operates an oil skimmer as EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson tours marshes 
impacted from the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in Pass a Loutre, La. 
 
"We'll do it ourselves. We have a lab, EPA does, in Gulf Breeze, Fla., and we're going to 
set up a series of toxicity tests, biodegredations tests, to look at what's going on out 
there now and to look at whether there's a better choice out there," Jackson adds. 
 
In the meantime, much still isn't known about the long term effects of Corexit. 
 
BP has been using unprecedented amounts of the dispersant in the Gulf — tens or 
thousands of gallons every day for more than a month now. 
 
Jackson says she met Sunday night with BP officials in southern Louisiana to step up 
the pressure and get the company to scale back its use of the chemical. 
 
"I think we should see 50 to 75, maybe 80 percent reduction in the amount of dispersant 
used, while we continue to do these tests over the next days," she says. 
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Jackson says BP will reduce the use of the dispersant on the water surface mostly. She 
says injecting it underwater into the stream of oil spewing out the blown out well head, 
has shown to be more effective and less toxic. 
 
BP's Chief Operating Officer Doug Settles, in a conference call with reporters Monday, 
appeared to be more willing to reduce the use of Corexit: 
 
"As we stated to them (EPA), if we can find an alternative which is less toxic and as 
effective and as available — because many of these are not available in the quantities 
required — but if it's available we will switch to that product." 
 
This flare up with EPA is just one of several instances in recent days. 
 
Parish leaders in Southern Louisiana say the company is responding too slowly to 
getting booms out to protect marshes, wetlands, estuaries and islands. 
 
They say BP, which is paying for and thus coordinating the response, sometimes 
disagrees with local leaders over which islands and wetlands to protect. 
 
David Carmadelle, mayor of the oil inundated community of Grand Isle, says BP's 
decisions when deploying boom, are sometimes puzzling. 
 
"They activated 11 fishermen day before yesterday from Grand Isle, sent 'em all the 
way here to Venice to get booms, when we got booms in Grand Isle. This is the kind of 
stuff we have to go through." 
 
Everyone, from local fishermen to Gov. Bobby Jindal, appears to be getting more and 
more frustrated with BP. 
 
"They will be held accountable," says Interior Secretary Ken Salazar, who visited the 
Gulf Coast Monday. "We will keep our boot on their neck until the job gets done." 
 
But Salazar's suggestion over the weekend that BP might be pushed out the way if it 
can't get the job done, appears now to be little more than hyperbole. 
 
At the White House Monday, Coast Guard Commandant Thad Allen, who is leading the 
administration's response, said the government doesn't have much choice but to stick 
with BP. 
 
"To push BP out of the way would raise a question, to replace them with what?" 
 
Allen defends BP, saying he's satisfied with the coordination, and that the company is 
exhausting every technical means possible to cap the blown out well and contain the oil. 
 
 
BP Resists EPA’s Order to Use Less Toxic Dispersant 
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by Marian Wang, ProPublica - May 24, 2010 10:35 am EDT 
 
 


BP Told to ‘Scale Back’ Dispersants in Gulf, EPA Says (Bloomberg 
Businessweek) 
 
May 24, 2010, 6:39 PM EDT 
(Adds Jackson’s comments starting in second paragraph.) 
By Kim Chipman 
 
May 24 (Bloomberg) -- BP Plc will be ordered by the U.S. to immediately reduce the 
amount of dispersant chemicals used to break up oil from a spill in the Gulf of Mexico, 
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson said. 
 
The Obama administration wants the company to “ramp down” the amount of chemicals 
to “no more than is necessary, especially at the surface,” Jackson said on a conference 
call with reporters. 
 
The U.S. must ensure that enough dispersant is available a month from now should the 
spill worsen, Jackson said. Using chemicals to break up the oil and reduce harm to the 
coasts is an “environmental tradeoff,” she said. The effects on aquatic life remain 
unknown, Jackson said. 
 
Jackson said BP’s use of dispersant under water means the company needs less on the 
surface. “We expect to see a substantial reduction” in overall chemicals used, she said. 
Jackson estimated that the cut could be 50 percent to 80 percent while the EPA 
conducts independent tests and seeks a “better choice” of dispersant. 
 
BP has applied the chemicals at a “world record” rate, Jackson said. The EPA 
administrator said the decision to use dispersants was the toughest she’s ever made. 
 
U.S. officials asked BP last week to find a dispersant less toxic than Nalco Holding Co.’s 
Corexit oil. About 785,000 gallons of chemicals have been applied so far, according to 
BP and government officials. 
 
EPA Not Satisfied 
 
EPA wasn’t satisfied with BP’s response to the U.S. request, which Jackson said 
showed BP was more interested in fighting to keep using Corexit than switch. BP told 
the agency in a May 20 letter that the chemical it is using is a “better choice” for subsea 
application than other alternatives. 
 



http://www.propublica.org/site/author/marian_wang/
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The company has not found anything less toxic, as effective or sufficiently available as 
alternatives to Corexit, Doug Suttles, BP chief operating officer for exploration and 
production, said today on a conference call. 
 
BP is working “through all the options” with the EPA, company spokesman Mark Salt 
said today. “We continue to work very closely with the EPA.” 
 
So far, application of subsea dispersants is breaking up the oil below the surface and 
shows no “measurable” ecological impacts, said Jackson, who is in Louisiana as part of 
the administration’s efforts to monitor the spill. 
 
--Editors: Steve Geimann, Larry Liebert 
 
To contact the reporter on this story: Kim Chipman in Washington at 
kchipman@bloomberg.net 
 
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Larry Liebert at +1-202-624-1936 or 
lliebert@bloomberg.net 
 
 
 


BP Ordered to ‘Scale Back’ Dispersants Used in Gulf, EPA Says (Bloomberg 
Businessweek) 
 
May 24, 2010, 5:34 PM EDT 
By Kim Chipman 
 
May 24 (Bloomberg) -- BP Plc has been told to immediately reduce the amount of 
dispersant chemicals it’s using to break up the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, 
Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson said today. 
 
The U.S. wants BP to “scale back” the amount of chemicals it is using, especially on the 
water’s surface, Jackson said on a conference call. The use of subsea dispersants so 
far shows no “measurable” ecological impacts, she said. 
 
To contact the reporter on this story: Kim Chipman in Washington at 
kchipman@bloomberg.net 
 
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Steve Geimann at 
sgeimann@bloomberg.net 
 
 
 
Posted on Mon, May. 24, 2010  
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U.S. feeling pressure to do more on oil spill (Miami Herald) 
 
BY STEVEN THOMMA AND JOSEPH GOODMAN 
McClatchy News Service 
The unprecedented scope of the Gulf of Mexico oil spill is forcing federal officials to 
rethink the government's role in such a wide-scale disaster, the commandant of the 
Coast Guard said Monday. 


``I'd say we're actually defining that as we go, because I've never dealt with a scenario 
like this,'' Adm. Thad Allen said. ``I've been dealing with oil spills, you know, for over 30 
years. This is an unprecedented anomalous event.'' 


As Louisiana Republican Gov. Bobby Jindal on Monday again pressed the federal 
government to do more, Allen and other Obama administration officials faced growing 
questions about whether the federal government could or should take over the job of 
stopping the spill and leading the cleanup from energy giant BP. 


``We need to make the federal government accountable,'' Jindal said Monday in 
Louisiana, with a top member of the Obama administration, Homeland Security 
Secretary Janet Napolitano, at his side. 


Also Monday, Rep. Jerrold Nadler, D-N.Y., called on the Environmental Protection 
Agency to enforce an order it issued last week for BP to switch to a less toxic oil 
dispersant. 


``EPA must stop the use of toxic chemical dispersants and force BP to the most 
responsible resolution to this environmental and economic disaster,'' said Nadler, a 
senior member of the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee. 


But in Lousiana, BP CEO Tony Hayward defended his company's use of a chemical 
agent used to disperse oil and said its use will continue. 


The Environmental Protection Agency placed a Sunday deadline on the company to 
stop using Corexit 9500, a liquid used to break down crude oil. BP has used over 
600,000 gallons of the chemical over the past month. 


``Everything we do with dispersants is with the explicit approval with the EPA, both in 
terms of dispersant type and the quantity,'' Hayward said. 


The EPA preapproved the use of Corexit 9500 after the oil spill in the Gulf but federal 
officials backtracked after the substance was identified as a moderate hazard to human 
health. 


Asked on Monday on the beaches of Port Fourchon, La., if he was concerned about the 
possibility of a criminal investigation into his company, Hayward said, ``I think there will 
be all sorts of investigations and we will deal with them as they come.'' 
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Allen insisted at the White House that the federal government is doing all it can do, 
given its equipment and expertise. 


He brushed aside a weekend comment from Interior Secretary Ken Salazar suggesting 
that the government might ``push'' BP out of the way. 


``To push BP out of the way would raise a question, to replace them with what?'' Allen 
said. 


Sometime on Tuesday or Wednesday, BP plans an exercise called ``top kill'' that will 
shoot heavy mud and cement into the well to try to plug it. BP officials estimated the 
chance of success at 60 percent to 70 percent. 


``They are pressing ahead. We are overseeing them. They're exhausting every 
technical means possible to deal with that leak,'' Allen said. 


Allen dismissed suggestions that the federal government take over, noting that the 
government doesn't own the kind of equipment needed to operate at underwater depths 
of 5,000 feet. ``BP or the private sector are the only ones that have the means to deal 
with that problem down there.'' 


As critics such as former vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin accuse the White 
House of dragging its feet in the response, Allen said the Coast Guard started deploying 
equipment to the Gulf on April 21, the day after the Deepwater Horizon oil rig exploded 
and the day before it sank. 


He acknowledged, however, that the Coast Guard is still flying in equipment from other 
sites, more than a month after the explosion. 


The government has plans for oil spills that were written in 1990, a year after the Exxon 
Valdez spill in Alaska, Allen said. However, those plans didn't envision a spill of this 
magnitude or depth. 


Miami Herald staff writer Joseph Goodman reported from Port Fourchon, La. 


Read more: http://www.miamiherald.com/2010/05/24/v-print/1646326/us-feeling-
pressure-to-do-more.html#ixzz0ovnyzkHw 


 


BP, Obama admin vent frustrations as 'top kill' delayed (Greenwire) 
 
Katie Howell, E&E reporter 
05/24/2010 
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Federal officials and BP PLC executives alike are expressing mounting frustration with 
the oil giant's failed attempts to stanch the flow of oil gushing into the Gulf of Mexico 
after a BP-hired rig exploded and capsized there more than a month ago. 


Officials from both the government and the oil company seem to have reached a 
stalemate over who should be in charge of managing the spill. 


Doug Suttles, BP's chief operating officer, this morning took the company's message to 
three of the major U.S. networks' morning talk shows, saying BP shares frustration over 
the failed attempts to quell the disaster but that the government could be in charge if it 
chooses to be. 


"The federal government does have ultimate control of this event," Suttles said on 
CBS's "Early Show." "I don't know anything we could be doing that we aren't doing. ... 
So I think it's this huge sense of frustration that we haven't been able to stop it yet." 


Suttles' comments came a day after Interior Secretary Ken Salazar berated BP in a 
news conference, saying the company responsible for paying for containment and 
cleanup of the spill had missed "deadline after deadline." 


"I have no question that BP is throwing everything at the problem to try and resolve it 
because this is an existential crisis for one of the world's largest companies," Salazar 
told reporters yesterday outside BP's Houston offices. "Do I have confidence that they 
know exactly what they are doing? No, not completely." 


But despite concerns over the potential disaster, some federal officials have indicated 
the government won't take a larger role in managing the day-to-day operations of the 
spill response. 


Coast Guard Commandant Adm. Thad Allen, the U.S. official leading the response to 
the Gulf spill, said only BP had the expertise to plug the gaping hole. 


"They have the eyes and ears that are down there. They are necessarily the modality by 
which this is going to get solved," Allen said on CNN's "State of the Union" program. 
"Our responsibility is to conduct proper oversight to make sure they do that." 


President Obama has launched an independent commission to investigate the disaster. 
In remarks Saturday, he announced that he had appointed former U.S. EPA chief under 
Republican President George H.W. Bush, William Reilly, and a former Florida governor 
and senator, Bob Graham (D), to head up the commission. 


"Folks on the Gulf Coast -- and across America -- are rightly demanding swift action to 
clean up BP's mess and end this ordeal," Obama said. "But they're also demanding to 
know how this happened in the first place, and how we can make sure it never happens 
again." 
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Obama has charged the commission with examining what caused the spill, the safety of 
offshore drilling and operations at the Minerals Management Service. A report is due in 
six months. 


Democrats and environmentalists are applauding creation of the commission. 


"I commend President Obama for creating this important commission. So far, BP has 
not been able to get to the bottom of what happened at the bottom of the ocean," said 
Rep. Ed Markey (D-Mass.) in a statement. "This commission will determine all of the 
facts, so we can know what actually happened, who is responsible and how we can 
make sure a disaster of this magnitude never happens again." 


Obama is also sending some of his top advisers back to the Gulf Coast to monitor the 
on-the-ground response. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson headed to Louisiana 
yesterday. Council on Environmental Quality Chairwoman Nancy Sutley joined her 
today. And Salazar and Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano will also visit the 
state today with a bipartisan Senate delegation. 


Siphon estimates fall as 'top kill' is delayed again 


BP continues to siphon off oil leaking from a broken riser pipe 5,000 feet below the 
Gulf's surface, but in revised estimates released today, the company said those 
amounts are less than half the estimated oil leaking each day and well below previous 
estimates. 


The company said the mile-long riser-insertion tube was capturing an average of 2,010 
barrels per day, less than half the 5,000 barrels per day the company estimates is 
leaking into the Gulf. Last week, the company said it was managing to siphon off around 
5,000 barrels per day. 


The company continues to prepare for a "top kill" procedure to cap the spill, but the 
process will likely be delayed until Wednesday, Coast Guard Rear Adm. Mary Landry 
said in a conference call yesterday. 


The technique would involve injecting heavy drilling fluids and cement into the wellbore 
to seal it. BP had originally planned to start the procedure early this week. 


BP sets up research program 


BP today pledged up to $500 million to launch a 10-year research program studying the 
effects of the Deepwater Horizon incident on the Gulf marine and shoreline 
environment. 


"We must make every effort to understand that impact," said BP CEO Tony Hayward in 
a statement. "This will be a key part of the process of restoration and for improving the 
industry response capability for the future." 
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As part of the program, BP will fund research to examine a variety of topics, including 
how the oil, dispersed oil and dispersant are moving under the action of ocean currents. 
The research will also address how the oil, dispersed oil and dispersant behave on the 
seabed, in the water column, on the surface and on the shoreline and what their effect 
on those environments might be. Tropical storms' effect on the oil slick, natural 
seepages and technology research will also be studied. 


"There is an urgent need to ensure that the scientific community has access to the 
samples and the raw data it needs to begin this work," Hayward said. 


BP will build on its ongoing marine research programs in the Gulf and appoint an 
independent advisory panel to construct the long-term research program. The company 
has already awarded a first grant to Louisiana State University to obtain baseline data 
samples and assess immediate impacts. 


"LSU has a significant amount of experience in dealing with the oil and gas industry and 
deep knowledge pertaining to the Gulf of Mexico across numerous topical disciplines," 
Christopher d'Elia, dean of the School of the Coast and Environment at LSU, said in a 
statement. 


Closing loopholes 


Democratic senators today announced legislation that would target a series of tax 
breaks related to drilling activities and revenues. 


The legislation from Sens. Robert Menendez (D-N.J.), Bill Nelson (D-Fla.) and Jeff 
Merkley (D-Ore.) would recoup royalties that oil companies avoid paying for oil and gas 
production on public lands, prevent companies from using foreign tax rules to avoid 
paying full U.S. corporate taxes, and end a number of tax deductions and relief afforded 
to the industry. 


"The flow of revenues to oil companies is like the gusher at the bottom of the Gulf of 
Mexico: heavy and constant," Menendez said in a statement. "Unlike the underwater 
geyser in the Gulf, we can shut down these loopholes quickly and permanently when we 
pass this legislation." 


Measuring methane 


As estimates vary broadly over how much oil is leaking into the Gulf of Mexico, a 
University of California, Santa Barbara, scientist has proposed computing the size by 
measuring the amount of natural gas spewing out along with the crude. 


In an article published this week in the journal Nature, geochemist David Valentine said 
that dragging gas sensors through the waters near the spill could provide data on how 
much methane was in the ocean, and from that figure, the volume of oil could be 
derived. 
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The oil leaking from the Deepwater Horizon drilling rig riser pipe has high 
concentrations of associated methane -- perhaps as much as 40 percent by mass, 
Valentine said. But methane dissolves in water and can be measured empirically, unlike 
oil. And once the level of methane is determined, the amount of oil can be calculated. 
But using this method needs to occur quickly, he said, before the plumes disperse. 


Valentine told the Los Angeles Times that he had floated the idea among spill officials to 
a favorable response, but "nobody said they were going to do it yet." 


 
 
 


Oil Leak Update: BP again delays "Top Kill" till Wednesday (All Voices) 
 
By RoyEisner send a private message 
Barataria : LA : USA | May 24, 2010 
Vets clean an oil-covered brown pelican in Buras Louisiana 
 
As the oil leak disaster in the Gulf continues to grow larger, frustration keeps growing as 
well. Doug Suttles of BP admits it won't be a modest spill. The EPA had ordered the use 
of less toxic chemicals, which BP has ignored, and the man in charge of Coast Guard 
operations is "happy" with BP's response. BP is also putting off till Wednesday the "Top 
Kill" operation, which has more people mad and BP sounding more and more afraid to 
do it. 
 
Let's start with BP's Doug Suttles. " Everyone is very very frustrated about why we 
haven't been able to bring this well to stop flowing so far" , said Suttles. He added that 
BP has the resources to stop the growing spill. Doug Suttles also said that the operation 
called "Top Kill" which will use heavy mud and cement to try to stop the leak will not 
happen until at least Wednesday. Originally it was going to be done last Sunday and 
changed to Tuesday. 
 
BP's John Curry on why the operation has been delayed again. " Our goal, of course, is 
to succeed. We want this as much as anyone and our best chance of success is looking 
like Wednesday morning", said Curry. He said more time is needed to get equipment in 
place and test it. 
 
After a fly-over of affected areas, Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano had 
some tough words for BP. "We are going to stay on this and stay on BP until this gets 
done and it gets done the right way", said Napolitano. The Homeland Secretary also 
vowed that the Coast Guard would take greater control of the response to the Gulf 
disaster and added that "every federal resource that can be deployed is being 
deployed". 
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While BP's Doug Suttles sounded like he was apologizing for his 'modest spill" remark, 
BP continues to use the chemical that the EPA told them to stop using and they said 
they would. Suttles first: "It won't be very modest. It's not modest today. It's significant 
today. It's very very, very real to the people who live here. It's very, very real to me and 
the team who's helping me fight this thing." 
 
If you are counting, that is the third time in this story, so far, that Doug Suttles has said 
"very, very". While Doug Suttles tries to talk the talk, BP is not walking the walk. BP is 
still using the banned in the UK chemical dispersant to fight the oil today, despite orders 
from the EPA to stop using it, and BP this weekend saying that it would stop using it. 
This chemical is called "Corexit 9500". Besides the fact that less harsh chemicals are 
available, at least five different kinds, BP's Doug Suttles said that they haven't found 
another dispersant that is both less toxic and readily available. This contradicts a report 
over the weekend that says a less harsh chemical IS available and sitting in a 
warehouse in Houston, Texas. Again, Doug Suttles contradicts that report by saying, " If 
we can find an alternative that is less toxic and available, we will switch to that product. 
To date, we've struggled to find an alternative either that had less risk to the 
environment or that was readily available", said Suttles. 
 
The EPA said that the chemical being used by BP, Corexit 9500, has not been studied 
enough to know about long term effects. BP told the EPA it would switch to a less harsh 
chemical, and now they are saying that nothing else is available. 
 
BP is still working on back-up plans if "Top Kill" doesn't work . The backup plan revealed 
today by Doug Suttles was that BP will try to cap the well with a containment dome. This 
has failed before. Suttles also said that BP is still considering shooting the "junk shot" 
which would contain shredded tires, golf balls, and even human hair. 
 
BP also said today that they have spent $760 million so far, and this includes costs of 
drilling the relief wells to seal the the leak for good. The relief wells will not be ready until 
August. 
 
Roger Helm is the chief of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's contaminants division. 
Helms says the death toll on wildlife has been low because most of the oil remained out 
in the sea. In contrast, Helms sighted the Exxon Valdez spill in 1989 when hundreds of 
thousands of birds, otters and other animals were killed. Roger Helm added, "But, if the 
oil does really start fouling up the marshes, you can expect the numbers of oiled birds to 
go up significantly." 
 
Last week it was reported that 264 birds, sea turtles, and dolphins had been found dead 
or stranded on the shore. That foul-up of the marshes that Roger Helm spoke of, is 
already happening. On Barataria Bay, Louisiana, some brown pelicans could only 
hobble around and they were jet black, covered in oil, as are some pelican eggs. 
Wildlife officials tried to rescue one of the pelicans and a number of them became 
scared and spooked. The officials are not sure they will attempt this again. 
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Also in Louisiana, Gov. Bobby Jindal had blasted the Feds about the delay in getting 
emergency permits so that sand berms can be built. The emergency permits in place, 
crews have begun work on a chain of berms made with sandbags and reinforced with 
containment booms, which the Governor had said yesterday were in short supply. "This 
oil threatens not only our coast and our wetlands, this oil fundamentally threatens our 
way of life in southeastern Louisiana", said Gov. Jindal. 
 
The threat to wildlife is higher because this is mating season and a lot of wildlife heads 
into the Gulf. the pelicans, mentioned earlier, are especially vulnerable because they 
dive into the water to feed. The pelicans also might be feeding tainted fish to their 
young, and the pelicans could get hypothermia or drown with their oil soaked feathers. 
These pelicans were just taken off the federal endangered list six months ago. 
 
Reports today are of oil reaching a 1,150 acre oyster ground. Cleanup crews were 
installing absorbant boom but large clumps of rust-colored oil were still floating in the 
oyster beds. Fisherman Dave Cvitanovich, who leases the 1,150 acre oyster grounds 
told the Associated Press that the mature oysters might be able to filter out the oil and 
become fit for sale, but this year's crop of young oysters will die. 
 
In contrast to what everyone else is saying, Adm. Thad Allen, who President Obama 
picked to head the Coast Guard oversight of the disaster, is satisfied with BP. Allen said 
that coordination between BP and the Coast Guard was going well and he does not see 
the need to take over primary responsibility for the on-going operation from BP. Adm. 
Allen seems to be the only one happy with BP, although legally as we have learned, the 
U.S. can't take over the BP operation. As with this entire situation, there are conflicting 
reports, and viewpoints and there doesn't seem to be a unified opinion about anything. 
 
On one hand we have Interior Secretary Ken Salazar not confident that BP knows what 
it is doing and is threatening to push BP out of the way if the government doesn't like 
the way BP is doing this operation. This conflicts with White House Press Secretary 
Robert Gibbs who cites a 1990 law that make it illegal for the federal government to 
take over an oil company operation during an oil leak disaster. Further confusing the 
messages coming from the federal government which is conflicting in itself, is Adm. 
Allen questioning Ken Salazar's threat to push BP aside. Allen wants to know what we 
would replace BP with. 
 
As the oil leak grows larger, it seems that the words are getting harsher from both sides. 
BP responded today that it is doing everything possible to stop the leak, but the federal 
government has ultimate control. My question to BP is, if the fed's have control, why is 
BP still using a chemical the the government ordered them to stop using? 
 
BP has stated that they are still using the "Corexit 9500" because nothing else is 
available, at least nearby. That conflicts with a weekend report saying that there is a 
warehouse full of the safer chemical in Houston, Texas. 
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Press Secretary Robert Gibbs is holding to his statements of last week and said again 
on Sunday that this is BP's show. But, BP's Doug Suttles is saying that the government 
could be in charge if it wants to be. One person who seems to know he is in charge of 
something is the mayor of Grand Isle, Louisiana who told the Coast Guard he didn't 
want unsightly containment booms used around the beach because it would be 
"unsightly" for beachgoers. Admiral Mary Landry said the Coast Guard has to respect 
the wishes of local leaders. 
 
Transocean, the company that operated the oil rig is having a memorial service on 
Tuesday in Jackson, Miss. to honor the eleven men killed aboard the Deepwater 
Horizon. 
 
Also this evening I learned that BP is cutting back on the toxic chemical, but still using it. 
Louisiana officials are getting ready to take matters in to their own hands. If BP 
continues to use this chemical, they will try one of the other ones later this week. The 
officials contend that besides being toxic, this chemical is not breaking down the oil just 
pushing it down from the surface so that the leak doesn't look as big when TV crews fly 
over it with cameras. 
 
There is a feeling among even loyal democrats that President Obama is not handling 
this disaster the right way. Many are telling the President to demand that BP bring in the 
other oil companies to help, including drilling the relief wells, to leave BP free to work on 
the leak and containment. 
 
 


Secret formulas, data shortages fuel arguments over dispersants (Greenwire) 
 
Paul Quinlan, E&E reporter 
05/24/2010 
A dearth of information about the ingredients of various oil-dispersing formulas is 
complicating an increasingly rancorous debate over which, if any, is the best choice for 
cleaning up the catastrophic spill in the Gulf of Mexico. 


As the quantity of dispersant that BP has sprayed on the spill surpassed 800,000 
gallons last weekend, experts say the secret formulas, combined with the sparse water-
quality data released by U.S. EPA, make an independent assessment of the dispersant 
strategy next to impossible. 


Some scientists are calling for all dispersant use to be halted until the ingredients and 
effects are better understood. 


"The data is horrible," said Carys Mitchelmore, an environmental chemist and 
toxicologist at the University of Maryland's Center for Environmental Science. A co-
author of a 2005 National Academy of Sciences report on dispersants, she has testified 
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repeatedly on Capitol Hill over the gaping holes in the scientific knowledge regarding 
the chemicals. 


"There's two frustrations," Mitchelmore said. "One, I don't know what's in them, and 
secondly, I really hope they are running toxicity tests with all of these right now to get a 
more robust scientific data set." 


The company responsible for containing the spill, BP PLC, continued to spar with EPA 
over the company's decision to rely on two types of Corexit -- proprietary dispersant 
formulas manufactured by Nalco Holding Co., which has close ties to both BP and 
Exxon Mobil Corp. 


EPA's own data indicate that Corexit may not be the least toxic or most effective option 
available, and last week, the agency ordered the company to switch to something less 
toxic within 24 hours. 


On Saturday, BP rejected the order, citing an ingredient in a potential alternative 
formula, called Sea Brat #4, that could degrade into a nonylphenol, a class of chemicals 
believed to be disruptive to hormone systems. 


BP's letter and accompanying analysis, which included numerous redactions, also said 
the company was unable to identify ingredients in other proprietary oil dispersants, 
concluding that Corexit remained the safest and most abundant option available. 


"We're still using it because, as of today, it's still the best product available," said Doug 
Suttles, chief operating officer for BP, on CNN today. "It is on the approved list. It is safe 
to use. It is the most widely used." 


Suttles said BP would continue to consult with EPA to determine whether to switch from 
Corexit. An EPA spokesman said the agency had not yet publicly responded to BP's 
decision. 


"We're going to continue to study this with the EPA," Suttles said. "We're going to work 
with them every single day. We've met again last night with them; if there is a better 
product that's available, we'll use it." 


Scientists, meanwhile, are stepping up their questions and criticisms concerning the use 
of dispersants, noting that the vast quantities being used to ensure the oil sinks into the 
ocean rather than washing up on beaches and coastal wetlands could wreak long-term 
havoc on the marine environment and ultimately complicate cleanup. 


EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson has called the decision to allow BP to use dispersants 
a "trade off" between risking harm to a portion of the ocean and protecting the coast 
from a thick oil slick that could linger on shorelines for decades. 


Calls for halting dispersant use 
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On Capitol Hill, two ocean experts told a House panel Friday that the use of the oil-
dispersing chemicals should be halted until the ingredients and effects are better 
understood. 


"Until we know more about the dispersants, I'd follow up with BP and EPA and tell them 
to stop, stop," legendary oceanographer Sylvia Earle told the Energy and Commerce 
Committee. 


"It's not at all clear to me why we're dispersing the oil at all," said Carl Safina, president 
and co-founder of the Blue Ocean Institute. "It seems to me you would want it as thick 
and as concentrated so we can deal with it right there. We seem to be saying we're 
going to take this concentrated oil, and we're going to dissolve it. It's an out-of-sight, 
out-of-mind strategy. It's a PR stunt to dissolve this oil with dispersants. It's just to get it 
out of the way of the cameras on the shoreline." 


Others criticized BP's written response for its redactions, saying the marked-out portions 
of the letter represented clear defiance of the Obama administration's calls for 
transparency. 


"The administration demanded transparency from BP, and we got censored 
documents," said Jeremy Symons, the National Wildlife Federation's senior vice 
president. "BP cannot be trusted, and this is not acceptable. These toxic chemicals 
have been dumped in the Gulf for a month at levels never envisioned, and any 
information that sheds light on their effects and the potential for less toxic dispersants 
needs to be made public immediately." 


Also on Friday, the National Science Foundation awarded a rapid-response grant to 
scientist David Valentine of the University of California, Santa Barbara, and colleagues 
to study how the use of dispersants will affect the ability of microbes to break down the 
oil. 


 


Cement failure widely thought to have caused explosion (Greenwire) 
 
05/24/2010 
One month after the April 20 accident at the Deepwater Horizon oil rig, there is growing 
consensus among industry scientists and offshore drilling engineers that a problem with 
a cement encasement caused the explosion that has allowed millions of gallons of oil to 
spill into the Gulf of Mexico. 


Multiple ongoing investigations could turn up a number of contributing factors in the 
accident, described by one engineer as "a confluence of unfortunate events." But 
engineers say BP PLC's design for the cement encasement used relatively little cement 
and made it more difficult to test for flaws, increasing the likelihood of the type of 
explosive surge that destroyed the rig. 
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Halliburton Co., the contractor on the rig, followed BP's design for the cementing job, 
which was intended to cap the well so oil could be produced later. Engineers pumped 
cement into the oil well to form a bond between drilling pipes and the seafloor, but BP 
made the "shocking" decision of only partially covering steel casings in cement, said 
Gene Beck, an associate professor of petroleum engineering at Texas A&M University 
who testified at congressional hearings. 


"There is an art to it, and every well is a little different," Beck said, adding that a mistake 
can allow the buildup of pressurized gas. 


After the crew pumped seawater into the well's riser, a resulting decrease in pressure 
seems to have allowed the gas surge that fueled the explosion, engineers say. 


Alfred Eustes, an associate petroleum engineering professor at the Colorado School of 
Mines, said distinctive geological formations could have required BP to select this 
particular cementing design. The company declined to comment (Jill Leovy, Los 
Angeles Times, May 23). -- GN 


 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE/GLOBAL WARMING 
================================================================== 


Climate Fears Turn to Doubts Among Britons (New York Times) 
 
May 25, 2010 Tuesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section A; Column 0; Foreign Desk; Pg. 1 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 
LONDON -- Last month hundreds of environmental activists crammed into an 
auditorium here to ponder an anguished question: If the scientific consensus on climate 
change has not changed, why have so many people turned away from the idea that 
human activity is warming the planet? 
 
Nowhere has this shift in public opinion been more striking than in Britain, where 
climate change was until this year such a popular priority that in 2008 Parliament 
enshrined targets for emissions cuts as national law. But since then, the country has 
evolved into a home base for a thriving group of climate skeptics who have dominated 
news reports in recent months, apparently convincing many that the threat of warming is 
vastly exaggerated. 
 
A survey in February by the BBC found that only 26 percent of Britons believed that 
''climate change is happening and is now established as largely manmade,'' down from 
41 percent in November 2009. A poll conducted for the German magazine Der Spiegel 
found that 42 percent of Germans feared global warming, down from 62 percent four 



http://www.latimes.com/news/la-na-oil-spill-causes-20100523,0,749547.story

http://www.latimes.com/news/la-na-oil-spill-causes-20100523,0,749547.story
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years earlier.  
 
And London's Science Museum recently announced that a permanent exhibit scheduled 
to open later this year would be called the Climate Science Gallery -- not the Climate 
Change Gallery as had previously been planned.  
 
''Before, I thought, 'Oh my God, this climate change problem is just dreadful,' '' said 
Jillian Leddra, 50, a musician who was shopping in London on a recent lunch hour. ''But 
now I have my doubts, and I'm wondering if it's been overhyped.'' 
 
Perhaps sensing that climate is now a political nonstarter, David Cameron, Britain's new 
Conservative prime minister, was ''strangely muted'' on the issue in a recent pre-
election debate, as The Daily Telegraph put it, though it had previously been one of his 
passions.  
 
And a poll in January of the personal priorities of 141 Conservative Party candidates 
deemed capable of victory in the recent election found that ''reducing Britain's carbon 
footprint'' was the least important of the 19 issues presented to them.  
 
Politicians and activists say such attitudes will make it harder to pass legislation like a 
fuel tax increase and to persuade people to make sacrifices to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. 
 
''Legitimacy has shifted to the side of the climate skeptics, and that is a big, big 
problem,'' Ben Stewart, a spokesman for Greenpeace, said at the meeting of 
environmentalists here. ''This is happening in the context of overwhelming scientific 
agreement that climate change is real and a threat. But the poll figures are going 
through the floor.'' 
 
The lack of fervor about climate change is also true of the United States, where action 
on climate and emissions reduction is still very much a work in progress, and concern 
about global warming was never as strong as in Europe. A March Gallup poll found 
that 48 percent of Americans believed that the seriousness of global warming was 
''generally exaggerated,'' up from 41 percent a year ago. 
 
Here in Britain, the change has been driven by the news media's intensive coverage of 
a series of climate science controversies unearthed and highlighted by skeptics since 
November. These include the unauthorized release of e-mail messages from prominent 
British climate scientists at the University of East Anglia that skeptics cited as evidence 
that researchers were overstating the evidence for global warming and the discovery 
of errors in a United Nations climate report.  
 
Two independent reviews later found no evidence that the East Anglia researchers had 
actively distorted climate data, but heavy press coverage had already left an impression 
that the scientists had schemed to repress data. Then there was the unusually cold 
winter in Northern Europe and the United States, which may have reinforced a 
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perception that the Earth was not warming. (Data from the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, a United States agency, show that globally, this winter was 
the fifth warmest in history.) 
 
Asked about his views on global warming on a recent evening, Brian George, a 30-
year-old builder from southeast London, mused, ''It was extremely cold in January, 
wasn't it?'' 
 
In a telephone interview, Nicholas Stern, a former chief economist at the World Bank 
and a climate change expert, said that the shift in opinion ''hadn't helped'' efforts to 
come up with strong policy in a number of countries. But he predicted that it would be 
overcome, not least because the science was so clear on the warming trend.  
 
''I don't think it will be problematic in the long run,'' he said, adding that in Britain, at 
least, politicians ''are ahead of the public anyway.'' Indeed, once Mr. Cameron became 
prime minister, he vowed to run ''the greenest government in our history'' and proposed 
projects like a more efficient national electricity grid. 
 
Scientists have meanwhile awakened to the public's misgivings and are increasingly 
fighting back. An editorial in the prestigious journal Nature said climate deniers were 
using ''every means at their disposal to undermine science and scientists'' and urged 
scientists to counterattack. Scientists in France, the Netherlands and the United States 
have signed open letters affirming their trust in climate change evidence, including one 
published on May 7 in the journal Science. 
 
In March, Simon L. Lewis, an expert on rain forests at the University of Leeds in Britain, 
filed a 30-page complaint with the nation's Press Complaints Commission against The 
Times of London, accusing it of publishing ''inaccurate, misleading or distorted 
information'' about climate change, his own research and remarks he had made to a 
reporter. 
 
''I was most annoyed that there seemed to be a pattern of pushing the idea that there 
were a number of serious mistakes in the I.P.C.C. report, when most were fairly 
innocuous, or not mistakes at all,'' said Dr. Lewis, referring to the report by the United 
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. 
 
Meanwhile, groups like the wildlife organization WWF have posted articles like ''How to 
Talk to a Climate Skeptic,'' providing stock answers to doubting friends and relatives, on 
their Web sites. 
 
It is unclear whether such actions are enough to win back a segment of the public that 
has eagerly consumed a series of revelations that were published prominently in right-
leaning newspapers like The Times of London and The Telegraph and then repeated 
around the world. 
 
In January, for example, The Times chastised the United Nations climate panel for an 
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errant and unsupported projection that glaciers in the Himalayas could disappear by 
2035. The United Nations ultimately apologized for including the estimate, which was 
mentioned in passing within a 3,000-page report in 2007. 
 
Then came articles contending that the 2007 report was inaccurate on a host of other 
issues, including African drought, the portion of the Netherlands below sea level, and 
the economic impact of severe storms. Officials from the climate panel said the articles' 
claims either were false or reflected minor errors like faulty citations that in no way 
diluted the evidence that climate change is real and caused by human activity. 
 
Stefan Rahmstorf, a professor at the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, 
successfully demanded in February that some German newspapers remove misleading 
articles from their Web sites. But such reports have become so common that he 
''wouldn't bother'' to pursue most cases now, he added. 
 
The public is left to struggle with the salvos between the two sides. ''I'm still concerned 
about climate change, but it's become very confusing,'' said Sandra Lawson, 32, as 
she ran errands near Hyde Park. 
 
 


Legislation must account for biomass emissions, 90 scientists urge Congress 
(Greenwire) 
 
Patrick Reis, E&E reporter 
05/24/2010 
Climate legislation must include a system to account for greenhouse gas emissions 
from biofuels and biomass electricity, a group of 90 scientists is urging the Democratic 
leadership in Congress. 
Treating all biomass energy as carbon-neutral could undermine the bill's emission-
reduction goals, the scientists wrote in the letter released today. 


"Bioenergy can reduce atmospheric carbon dioxide if land and plants are managed to 
take up additional carbon dioxide beyond what they would absorb without bioenergy," 
the letter says. "On the other hand, clearing or cutting forests for energy, either to burn 
trees directly in power plants or to replace forests with bioenergy crops, has the net 
effect of releasing otherwise sequestered carbon into the atmosphere, just like the 
extraction and burning of fossil fuels. 


"That creates a carbon debt, may reduce ongoing carbon uptake by the forest, and as a 
result may increase net greenhouse gas emissions for an extended time period and 
thereby undercut greenhouse gas reductions needed over the next several decades." 


Unless land-use changes are accounted for, incentives to produce biomass energy 
could encourage international deforestation on a broad scale, the letter says. The letter 
is backed by scientists such as William Schlesinger, president of the Cary Institute of 



http://www.eenews.net/features/documents/2010/05/24/document_gw_01.pdf
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Ecosystem Studies; Paul Ehrlich, a conservation biologist at Stanford University; and 
Donald Kennedy, a professor emeritus at Stanford and former editor in chief of the 
journal Science. 


Biomass energy is treated as carbon-neutral in both the climate and energy bill passed 
last summer in the House and the Senate's "American Power Act," co-sponsored by 
Sens. John Kerry (D-Mass.) and Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.). In both bills, biomass energy 
sources are not required to buy allowances in a carbon credit system designed to cap 
the total amount of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. 


To qualify for the exemption, the energy sources must be produced using organic 
materials that meet the bills' definition of "renewable biomass." 


Biomass energy advocates -- including many utilities, farm and forestry groups -- argue 
that the definition and other existing requirements ensure biomass will be carbon-
neutral. The exemption from the cap-and-trade system for greenhouse gases makes a 
scientifically sound distinction between emissions from above-ground plants and 
underground fossil fuels. 


Matt Hartwig, spokesman for the Renewable Fuels Association, challenged the 
scientists' conclusions on how the production of biofuels could increase carbon 
emissions by changing the way land is managed. 


"The books ought not be cooked in any manner, such as penalizing biofuels like ethanol 
with the notion of indirect land-use change when the scientific community is nowhere 
near consensus on the 'science' behind it," he said. 


Hartwig noted that U.S. EPA recently finalized a mechanism for accounting for carbon 
emissions from biofuels and said pending climate legislation would likely have more of 
an effect on biomass electricity. 


Environmental groups are calling the exemption the "biomass loophole" and fumed after 
a late-hour amendment stripped the House bill of designs to track biomass emissions 
(E&E Daily, Sept. 22). A push to include an accounting system in the initial draft of the 
Senate bill fell short, as well (E&E Daily, May 13). 


"There may be a public perception that all biofuels and bioenergy are equally good for 
the environment and are all lower in carbon emissions than fossil fuels, but that's not 
true," said William Schlesinger, president of the Cary Institute of Ecosystem Studies and 
a signatory to the letter. "If our laws and regulations treat high-carbon-impact bioenergy 
sources, like today's corn ethanol, as if they are low-carbon, we're fooling ourselves and 
undercutting the purpose of those same laws and regulations." 


 
 
 



http://eenews.net/EEDaily/2009/09/22/archive/4

http://eenews.net/EEDaily/2010/05/13/archive/7
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FUEL 
================================================================== 


Truck Efficiency Standards Due by 2014 (Transport Topics Online) 


President Barack Obama Friday directed the Department of Transportation and 
Environmental Protection Agency to develop standards for medium- and heavy-duty 
commercial trucks to improve fuel efficiency and reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  


The standards will take effect with 2014 model-year trucks. 


In a ceremony at the White House, president Obama also put into motion fuel economy 
standards for cars and light trucks to take effect in 2017 after the current standards are 
completed.  


The presidential memorandum Obama signed also includes a push for developing 
electric-powered vehicles and requires the government to diversify the mix of fuels 
available, such as bio-fuels and natural gas, Bloomberg News reported.  


Industry groups were generally in support of the proposal to improve fuel economy and 
reduce carbon emissions from commercial trucks.  


“For several years, [American Trucking Associations] has supported the development of 
fuel economy standards for trucks,” ATA President Bill Graves said. “Reducing fuel 
consumption and CO2 production is good for the trucking industry and great for the 
environment.”  


Obama said the government believes that “we can increase fuel economy by as much 
as 25% in tractor trailers using technologies that already exist today.” 


The agencies have until July 30, 2011 to issue a final rule. Under that timeline, it is 
possible the agencies will issue a proposed rule sometime this summer.  


By Light & Medium Truck 


 
 


HAZARDOUS WASTES 
================================================================== 


EPA files complaint against Gardnerville businessman for allegedly operating 
illegal waste disposal site (Reno Gazette Journal) 
 
STAFF REPORT • May 24, 2010 
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is charging a Gardnerville businessman with 
violating federal law regarding the safe handling and disposal of solid and hazardous 
waste. 
 
The EPA said Reed Skenandore, who runs an auto dismantling business, is allegedly 
operating an un-permitted illegal waste disposal site that has resulted in open dumping 
and illegal disposal of hazardous waste on an 80-acre site on tribal lands near 
Gardnerville in Douglas County. 
 
The site contains waste from the on-site dismantling of automobiles as well as large 
quantities of waste accepted off-site, including abandoned automobiles, trailers, tires, 
car batteries, 
construction waste, used oil, used appliances, televisions and computer monitors, waste 
paint and 
aerosol cans, according to the EPA. 
 
“Open dumping is a problem in Indian Country and other rural areas with limited access 
to solid waste management programs,” Jared Blumenfeld, EPA’s Regional 
Administrator for the Pacific Southwest region, said in an e-mail. “When individuals 
choose to operate facilities that promote open dumping and the illegal disposal of 
hazardous waste, EPA will hold them accountable by vigorously enforcing federal laws 
to protect communities and the environment from harm.” 
 
Car batteries and television monitors can release toxic lead into the environment if not 
managed and disposed of properly. Additionally, the EPA said, the facility did not 
properly manage automobile fluids and oil which can result in environmental 
contamination. Used oil must be properly contained, labeled, and sent off site for proper 
recycling. 
 
The EPA complaint alleges Skenandore violated the federal Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act by open dumping of solid waste, open buring of solid waste, failure to 
notify EPA of waste handling and to apply for an EPA identification number, failure to 
label containers of used oil and failure to respond to releases of oil to the environment. 
 
Violations of the act can assess a civil penalty of up to $37,500 per day, per violation. 
 
For more information on the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act program, visit http://www.epa. 
gov/compliance/cleanup/rcra/index.html. 


 


Texas plan to accept more radioactive materials under fire (Greenwire) 
 
05/24/2010 
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A coalition of environmentalists, geologists and residents are pushing back against a 
nuclear waste dumping plan that would allow three dozen states to ship their hazardous 
waste to a 1,340-acre site in a remote part of West Texas. 


Under a plan originally devised between Vermont and Texas, the New England state 
would have been allowed to truck its low-level nuclear waste to a dump site owned by 
Waste Control Specialists LLC in West Texas. The deal had garnered the support of 
most area residents, who were eyeing the job opportunities from the move. 


But a proposal to broaden the plan and allow 36 states to send their waste to the site is 
coming under fire. The commission overseeing the waste scheme has been fielding 
thousands of complaints blasting the plan for potentially harming the environment and 
leading to pollution of groundwater. More than a dozen state lawmakers have also 
jumped into the fray, saying the commission needs to slow down its approval process. 


Critics maintain that the rules under consideration by the commission, which would 
address process, do not adequately address safety issues for trucking the waste along 
Texas roadways, nor do they detail to what extent the state would be held financially 
liable for the waste once it arrives (Betsy Blaney, AP/Yahoo News, May 22). -- DFM 


 
 
 


SUPERFUND 
================================================================== 


Cleanup at Mont. asbestos site may end by 2013 (Greenwire) 
 
05/24/2010 
Cleanup at a Superfund site in Western Montana that has dragged on for a decade may 
come to a close in the next few years. 


U.S. EPA took action this month to begin wrapping up its cleanup of the city of Libby by 
2012 or 2013, even as asbestos contamination continues to show up in schools, 
businesses and hundreds of houses. 


Nearly 400 residents have died and many more have suffered from asbestos-related 
diseases as the result of vermiculite mining by W.R. Grace & Co. People were exposed 
to the asbestos when vermiculite insulation was used in their homes, dust was inhaled 
from workers' clothes, or kids played in waste piles dumped by the company behind the 
community baseball field. 


After the cleanup began in 1999, U.S. EPA forecast that the work would be completed 
in two years at a cost of $5.8 million, but since then costs have ballooned to $333 



http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20100522/ap_on_re_us/us_west_texas_nuke_waste_2?loc=interstitialskip
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million, 400 people have died, and the scope of the cleanup has been downsized from 
cleaning whole houses to just tackling attics. 


More than 1,250 homes and businesses have been part of the cleanup, and 70,000 
truckloads of contaminated soil have been removed (Matthew Brown, AP/San Francisco 
Chronicle, May 23). -- DFM 


 
 


TOXICS 
================================================================== 


EPA makes toxic chemical data searchable by location (NewsOK.com) 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has updated its online database, 
Enivrofacts. The update includes information on thousands of chemicals and chemical 
facilities that allow users to see what chemicals are being released into the environment 
in their area. 
  
BY JOHN ESTUS Oklahoman     
Published: May 25, 2010 
 
It just got easier to find out whether kids live near arsenic transfer sites, among other 
things. 
 
The federal Envirofacts database was updated last week with detailed data about the 
thousands of toxic chemicals that are regularly released into the environment. 
 
Read more: http://www.newsok.com/epa-makes-toxic-chemical-data-searchable-by-
location/article/3463622?custom_click=pod_headline_usnational-news#ixzz0ovlc2Fl2 
 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s website houses the database, which is 
searchable by address, allowing the public to learn which toxic chemicals are released 
into the air, water or land in their area. 
 
For instance, Envirofacts data show the only major toxic chemical releases in 
Oklahoma’s urban areas come from oil refineries in west Tulsa and nearby Sand 
Springs. 
 
Most toxic chemicals here are released in rural areas. 
 
Updated data include chemicals released, descriptions of the chemicals, who releases 
them and how often, aerial images of the facility, inspection reports and demographic 
information about the area. 



http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/n/a/2010/05/23/national/a210119D28.DTL&type=business

http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/n/a/2010/05/23/national/a210119D28.DTL&type=business
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Whether chemical facilities have broken EPA rules is also listed in the database. 
 
"The addition to Envirofacts will provide the American people with unprecedented 
access to information about chemicals that are manufactured in their communities,” said 
Steve Owens, assistant administrator for EPA’s Office of Chemical Safety and Pollution 
Prevention. 
 
The Oklahoma City metro area’s only active toxic chemical discharger is the Xerox plant 
in Yukon, which regularly discharges nitrates, methanol and other chemicals into the air. 
The plant has remained in compliance with clean air standards, data show. 
 
Last week’s update included the addition of 6,300 chemicals and 3,800 chemical 
facilities nationwide. More updates are planned as part of the EPA’s ongoing effort to 
disclose more of its data to the public. 
 
Read more: http://www.newsok.com/epa-makes-toxic-chemical-data-searchable-by-
location/article/3463622?custom_click=pod_headline_usnational-news#ixzz0ovlW7WEb 
 


 


FDA probes skin creams for toxin (Greenwire) 
 
05/24/2010 
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration announced Friday it will probe skin-lightening 
creams for risky levels of mercury. 


Following a Chicago Tribune investigation last week that found high levels of the toxic 
metal in some creams, the FDA said it planned to take action on potentially hazardous 
products and follow up with enforcement measures if necessary. The FDA banned 
mercury in skin-bleaching or -lightening creams in 1990, but the agency rarely tests for 
the metal, according to the newspaper. 


"We didn't know there was that kind of a risk, and we believe now there is a level of 
risk," FDA spokesman Ira Allen said. "We are going to follow up." The agency's 
investigation may include testing samples of the creams and inspecting facilities, he 
said. 


Last Wednesday, the newspaper reported that it had sent 50 creams used to lighten 
skin and fade age spots to a certified lab for testing. Six of the creams were found to 
contain amounts of mercury banned by federal law. Five of those six had levels of more 
than 6,000 parts per million of mercury -- enough to potentially cause kidney damage 
over time, according to a medical expert. 



http://www.newsok.com/epa-makes-toxic-chemical-data-searchable-by-location/article/3463622?custom_click=pod_headline_usnational-news#ixzz0ovlW7WEb

http://www.newsok.com/epa-makes-toxic-chemical-data-searchable-by-location/article/3463622?custom_click=pod_headline_usnational-news#ixzz0ovlW7WEb
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While sales for skin lighteners are strong in the United States and abroad, agency 
officials said concerns over tainted creams had not been an area of concern since 2006, 
when some products from the Dominican Republic were found to contain high amounts 
of mercury. 


The six creams which tested high in mercury during the Chicago Tribune investigation 
were manufactured in Lebanon, China, India, Pakistan and Taiwan. Four of the 
manufacturers said the tainted products sold under their labels could be counterfeit 
(Gabler/Roe, Chicago Tribune, May 21). -- DFM 


 
 


Plea to Obama: Do more (St. Petersburg Times)  
Florida 
May 25, 2010 Tuesday 
A; Pg. 1A 
Plea to Obama: Do more 
BY CRAIG PITTMAN 
Times Staff Writer 
As Louisiana officials took reporters to see how a black tide of toxic chemicals has 
washed across 65 miles of their state's coastal wetlands this weekend, oil-coated 
pelicans flopped helplessly in the reeds. 
 
"We need a leader and so far we don't have one," Billy Nungesser, president of 
Plaquemines Parish, complained.  
 
Frustration continued mounting Monday over BP's failure to stop the millions of gallons 
of oil billowing out of pipes miles beneath the Gulf of Mexico's surface after 34 days of 
trying. People from both political parties were asking: Why is President Barack Obama 
leaving the effort to stop the spill in the hands of the people who are responsible for the 
mess? 
 
The law on oil spills spells out that it's the president's job to make sure everything gets 
cleaned up. 
 
"The president shall .?.?. ensure effective and immediate removal of a discharge, and 
mitigation or prevention of a substantial threat of a discharge, of oil or a hazardous 
substance," the Clean Water Act states. 
 
Florida Chief Financial Officer Alex Sink - the front-runner for the Democratic 
nomination for governor - sent Obama a letter Monday demanding he push BP aside 
and take charge because "they have failed us at every turn." 
 
"We are now more than a month out from this disaster, and Floridians want to know: 
Where is the federal government's leadership?" she wrote. 



http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/ct-met-fda-mercury-20100521,0,4347247,full.story
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However, whenever there's a spill of any toxic waste, the government routinely requires 
the company responsible for the pollution to take charge of cleaning it up, pointed out 
Paul Boudreaux, an environmental law professor at Stetson University's College of Law. 
Oil is no different. 
 
"Certainly the government could take over" the oil cleanup, he said. "But I'm not sure if 
the Coast Guard would have any more resources to deal with this than BP does." 
 
Obama administration officials rejected the idea of a government takeover of the effort. 
 
"To push BP out of the way would raise the question: to replace them with what?" Coast 
Guard Adm. Thad Allen said at a White House briefing. Right now BP is "exhausting 
every technical means possible" to deal with the spill, he said. 
 
Obama administration officials continued to insist that the cleanup is BP's responsibility 
and that the federal government's job is to oversee BP's efforts. 
 
Interior Secretary Ken Salazar told reporters that "this is a BP mess. It is a horrible 
mess. We will not rest until their job is done." 
 
But officials said the law does give them the power to push BP to do the right thing. 
 
BP seemed headed for a showdown with the Environmental Protection Agency after 
administrator Lisa P. Jackson told the company to look for less toxic chemical 
dispersants to spray on the spill, and BP responded by saying it would stick with the 
ones it already had on hand. 
 
Jackson said Monday that the Clean Water Act gives the government the authority to 
order BP to stop spraying chemical dispersants on the spewing oil - but at this point 
she's not doing that. 
 
Instead, she said she has told BP officials to cut back their dispersant use and to 
redouble their efforts to look for a less toxic version. She said BP has now agreed to 
take those steps. 
 
And she promised the EPA will now begin doing its own tests, at a laboratory in the 
Florida Panhandle, to look for less toxic alternatives. 
 
Without the unprecedented use of 700,000 gallons of dispersants, both on the surface 
and at the wellhead, a lot more oil would be washing ashore in Louisiana now, said 
Coast Guard Rear Adm. Mary Landry, who is the on-scene coordinator in charge of the 
cleanup. 
 
But Landry acknowledged that it's a "troublesome" trade-off using the chemicals to 
protect beaches and marshes without knowing exactly what they might do to marine life 
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in the gulf. 
 
"We live in a world where we make tough decisions based on little science," Jackson 
said. 
 
But it's not just how BP is dealing with the spill that is drawing criticism of the Obama 
administration for being too deferential. 
 
In her letter, Sink noted that some Panhandle hotels that have seen a decrease of more 
than 50 percent in occupancy are having trouble filing claims for damages through BP. 
 
"Why must a small business owner looking for assistance through this crisis have to 
work through BP - why isn't the federal government handling claims of lost income and 
revenue?" she wrote. 
 
The bottom line, she said in an interview, is that "BP is an oil drilling company. It's not a 
company that knows much about cleaning up an oil spill." 
 
Information from McClatchy Newspapers, the Associated Press and Reuters was used 
in this report. 
 
 
 


WATER 
 
 


EPA cites lots in Iowa, Kan., Neb. for violations (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Chicago Tribune 
 
3:11 PM CDT, May 24, 2010 
KANSAS CITY, Kan. 
The Environmental Protection Agency has cited six beef feedlot operations in Kansas, 
Iowa and Nebraska for violating the federal Clean Water Act. 
 
Jewell County Feeders of Mankato, Kan., was fined $10,800, and Platte Valley Feeders 
of Kearney, Neb., was fined $20,000 for not complying with federal discharge laws 
aimed at protecting area waterways. 
 
The EPA also ordered four other feedlots to end unauthorized release of pollutants. 
Those feedlots are identified as Sandhill Farm, Inc., of Rock Valley Iowa; Kooima 
Custom Feed, of Rock Valley, Iowa; Albert Rens, Ireton, Iowa; Darwin Rus, also of Rock 
Valley, Iowa. 
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The EPA said in a release Monday that runoff from concentrated animal feeding 
operations carries several pollutants, including heavy metals, hormones and antibiotics. 


 


EPA tests show increased E. coli levels in Kansas City area streams (Water 
Technology Online) 
 
Monday, May 24, 2010 
KANSAS CITY, KAN. — Recent tests by the US Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) showed increased levels of E. coli after recent rains in Kansas City area streams, 
according to a press release.  
The tests are part of a year-long project by EPA to better understand water quality in the 
Kansas City area.  


As part of this survey, samples will be analyzed to understand the relationship between 
bacteria and other water quality parameters, the release stated.  


Rainfall washes bacteria into waters from sources such as runoff and combined sewers. 
Bacteria levels can rise rapidly as a result of rain, and in larger urban areas, generally 
drop back to normal levels within 48 to 72 hours.  


Completed results from EPA’s results of recent sampling will be available later this 
week, according to the release. 


 


EPA Quietly Crafts Guide On CAFOs ‘Duty’ To Seek Permits, Riling Industry 
(Inside EPA) 
 
Monday, May 24, 2010 
As part of an upcoming legal settlement with environmentalists, EPA has crafted draft 
guidance on when concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs) have a “duty” to 
seek clean water act discharge permits, a controversial topic that industry says is moot 
because a federal appellate court ruled in 2005 that CAFOs have no duty to seek 
permits.  


“EPA wants everybody to get a permit, but if the law doesn’t require that, the law 
doesn’t require it,” one industry source says.  


The draft guidance, “Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations Duty to Apply 
Guidance,” was received by the White House Office of Management & Budget (OMB) 
May 7, according to the office’s website.  


One environmentalist not familiar with the document says it could be aimed at exploiting 
language in the 2005 ruling from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 2nd Circuit, 



http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/e77fdd4f5afd88a3852576b3005a604f/dda9971dac9f58a68525772a0077e769%21OpenDocument
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Waterkeeper Alliance v. EPA. The case generally barred EPA from assuming CAFOs 
discharge but opened the door in a footnote to the agency creating a presumption that 
large CAFOs “actually” discharge and must therefore seek permits.  


An EPA spokesman would not comment on the details of the guidance, saying in an e-
mail response to questions that the guidance is “part of settlement on regulation 
litigation that is not yet public.” The spokesman later added, “Developing guidance that 
provides additional explanation for how to implement regulations is a routine part of how 
EPA fulfills its responsibilities to carry out Clean Water Act programs.”  


Meanwhile, the agency is arguing in pending industry litigation in the 5th Circuit over the 
agency’s 2008 CAFO rule, National Pork Producers Council, et al. v. EPA, et al., that 
courts have granted agencies deference when making regulatory presumptions that, in 
this case, would require CAFOs to seek a permit.  


“An agency need only articulate a rational basis for a regulatory presumption,” the 
agency says in its March 1 brief, citing a 1997 ruling from the D.C. Circuit, Chemical 
Manufacturers Association v. DOT.  


The brief generally argues that the livestock industry’s argument in the case is 
essentially an attempt to avoid regulation. “The alternative regulatory regime envisioned 
by the petitioners is one in which CAFOs (and, presumably, any other point sources) 
avoid the scrutiny of the permit application process, avoid effluent limitations, avoid 
public review and participation, and thereby essentially avoid regulation of pollutant 
discharges altogether,” EPA says.  


As part of the litigation in the 5th Circuit, EPA is also negotiating a settlement with 
environmentalists that industry sources have expected would include new requirements 
governing pathogens -- a long-time concern for activists.  


Another industry source raises concern that the guidance could be part of the 
settlement with environmentalists, which is due in early June. “The Obama 
administration is doing this kind of cloaked in secrecy and they’re trying to do it right to 
the end so that we don’t have time to object,” the source says, “before they finalize the 
court agreement.”  


“It’s really kind of a sneaky deal,” the second industry source says, and accuses the 
administration of “trying to do it in a way that will hurt farmers and ranchers.”  


Industry Reaction To Development Of Guidance  


Despite the pending settlement, industry stakeholders are especially piqued because 
they were not informed the draft guide was under development and say it violates the 
agency’s policy for transparent and open actions. The source says industry officials 
were not informed of the document even though they met with EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson and Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack May 3, four day before OMB received it.  
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The source says industry stakeholders are “trying to get into OMB” for a meeting on the 
guidance.  


But the environmentalist says activists “knew [EPA was] working on something” on 
CAFO permitting as part of ongoing settlement discussions between the agency and 
environmentalists who had sued EPA.  


EPA also indicated in a separate settlement with environmentalists over CAFO 
discharges in the Chesapeake Bay that the agency will be developing new rules and 
guidance documents governing the facilities (see related story).  


And the agency in February launched a new rulemaking to require smaller agricultural 
operations to apply for discharge permits and strengthen farms’ manure management 
plans in the Chesapeake Bay and possibly nationally as a way to reduce nutrient and 
sediment pollution that contaminates waterways, according to the agency’s list of new 
rulemakings.  


At issue is EPA’s regulation governing discharges from CAFOs. A 2003 version of 
EPA’s rule put the onus on industry to demonstrate their facilities do not discharge or 
they must otherwise seek a permit. But the 2nd Circuit ruled in Waterkeeper that such 
an approach exceeds EPA’s statutory authority because Congress reserved EPA’s 
permitting authority for actual discharges and the agency must show that when requiring 
a permit.  


“Because we find that EPA lacks statutory authorization to require potential dischargers 
to apply for [National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)] permits, we 
need not consider whether the record here supports the EPA’s determination that Large 
CAFOs may be reasonably be presumed to be such potential dischargers,” the court 
said in a footnote.  


But the footnote hinted that EPA may have authority -- and an administrative record to 
support -- a presumption that large CAFOs “actually” discharge, which could allow the 
agency to require permits for the CAFOs.  


“In our view, the EPA has marshaled evidence suggesting that such a prophylactic 
measure may be necessary to effectively regulate water pollution . . . given that Large 
CAFOs are important contributors to water pollution and that they have, historically at 
least, improperly tried to circumvent the permitting process.”  


But the court said it had not considered whether EPA’s record supported such a 
presumption because the agency had not argued for such an outcome. “We also note 
that the EPA has not argued that the administrative record supports a regulatory 
presumption to the effect that Large CAFOs actually discharge. As such, we do not now 
consider whether, under the Clean Water Act as it currently exists, the EPA might 
properly presume that Large CAFOs -- or some subset thereof -- actually discharge,” 
the ruling said.  



http://insideepa.com/secure/docnum.asp?f=epa_2001.ask&docnum=5112010_chesapeake
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“The court invited EPA in a footnote to do a regulatory presumption,” the 
environmentalist source says. “I bet this is what [the guidance] is,” the environmentalist 
says.  


And in its March 1 brief to the 5th Circuit, the agency argues for such a presumption, at 
least for enforcement purposes. “Where an unpermitted CAFO actually discharges, the 
circumstances of the discharge itself may be sufficient to establish a prima facie case 
that there was something inherent in the design, construction, operation or maintenance 
of the CAFO which made it inevitable that a discharge of pollutants to waters of the 
United States would occur,” the brief states.  


 
 
Published online May 24, 2010 
 


EPA threatens to fine Promet Marine (Providence Business News) 
 
By Chris Barrett 
PBN Staff Writer  
 
PROVIDENCE – The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is threatening to fine a 
Providence shipyard, alleging the business violated clean air and clean water laws. 
 
The EPA said Monday that Promet Marine Services Corp. along Allens Avenue failed to 
secure the necessary permits before expanding its business and sent untreated runoff 
from its power-washing operations into the Providence River. The shipyard repairs 
Coast Guard, military and other marine vessels. 
 
“Clearly we will be sitting down and discussing this with them and hopefully resolve our 
concerns and their concerns,” Proment Vice President Joel H. Cohen told Providence 
Business News on Monday. 
 
Cohen, who owns the company along with his brother David, referred additional 
questions to the company’s lawyer, who was not immediately available for comment. 
 
The EPA said Promet failed to apply for an operating permit required under the Clean 
Air Act and violated federal notification and recordkeeping rules. The EPA said it first 
issued a notice for violating the rules to Promet in June 2008 and gave the shipyard 120 
days to comply. Promet came into compliance in November 2009 but still lacks required 
permits from the R.I. Department of Environmental Management, the EPA said. 
 
Separately, the EPA said that prior to July 2008 the company discharged into the 
Providence River water runoff laden with copper, lead and zinc from hull washing and 
did so without a permit. The company has since installed a wastewater recycling 
system. 
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On Monday afternoon, Hugh Martinez, a senior enforcement counsel at the EPA’s 
Boston office, said the potential fine could stretch into the millions of dollars. While the 
EPA has not calculated a specific fine, Martinez said the maximum penalty for violations 
under the Clean Water Act is $11,000 every day the violation occurs. The Clean Air Act 
brings maximum daily penalties up to $37,500. 
 
“Some of these violations persisted for quite some time so you certainly can, by doing 
the math, multiply it out by very large numbers,” Martinez said. 
 
Martinez said Promet has 30 days to respond from when the EPA officially filed the 
complaint May 17. From there, the case will travel to EPA headquarters, which typically 
offers to work out a settlement with those facing violations, Martinez said. Alleged 
violators who fail to reach an agreement head to a formal hearing process. 
 
In Providence, the Cohen brothers have been high-profile opponents of a city plan to 
rezone parts of the area to encourage a new mix of tourist-related uses. The brothers 
helped establish the Providence Working Waterfront Alliance, which has argued that the 
existing industry along the road provides good jobs and taxes for the city and the state. 
 
The company also prevailed in a lengthy legal battle with the city in 2008 over its right to 
buy a waterfront parcel of land. 
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ADMINISTRATOR JACKSON 
================================================================== 


Obama Establishes America's First National Oceans Policy (Environment News 
Service) 
  
WASHINGTON, DC, July 20, 2010 (ENS) - President Barack Obama has established a 
national ocean policy that will for the first time create a coordinated system for 
managing America's oceans, coasts and Great Lakes.  
 
In an Executive Order issued Monday, President Obama adopted the final 
recommendations of the Interagency Ocean Policy Task Force that has been gathering 
facts and drafting the policy since June 2009.  
 
The order creates a National Ocean Council to implement the new policy.  
 
Marine management under this policy will be "ecosystem-based," which means that 
regulation of specific activities, such as oil and gas development, will take into account 
impacts on the broader ecosystems that could be affected.  
 
 
For the first time, it provides for the development of coastal and marine spatial plans 
that build upon and improve existing federal, state, tribal, local, and regional 
decisionmaking and planning processes.  
 
Marine spatial planning is intended to protect ocean ecosystems and minimize conflicts 
between new and existing ocean uses through science-based decision making and the 
involvement of stakeholders and the public.  
 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said, "The new national policy provides a clear road 
map for all federal agencies to work together, with local partners, to protect our vital 
waters for future generations."  
 
The regional plans "will enable a more integrated, comprehensive, ecosystem-based, 
flexible, and proactive approach to planning and managing sustainable multiple uses 
across sectors and improve the conservation of the ocean, our coasts, and the Great 
Lakes," Obama states in the Executive Order.  
 
"President Obama recognized that our uses of the ocean are expanding at a rate that 
challenges our ability to manage significant and often competing demands," said Nancy 
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Sutley, chair of the White House Council on Environmental Quality, who led the task 
force that included 24 senior-level policy officials from across the federal government.  
 
"With a growing number of recreational, scientific, energy, and security activities," said 
Sutley, "we need a national policy that sets the United States on a new path for the 
conservation and sustainable use of these critical natural resources."  
 
"As we witness the gut-wrenching devastation in the Gulf of Mexico, this announcement 
is welcome news for the future health of our oceans," said Bill Eichbaum, WWF vice 
president for marine policy. "We commend President Obama for his leadership in 
convening the task force and heeding its recommendations."  
 
In 2003 and 2004, reports issued by the Pew Oceans Commission and the U.S. 
Commission on Ocean Policy, respectively, warned that poor management and lack of 
coordination among federal agencies were threatening the health and economic 
productivity of our oceans, coasts, and Great Lakes.  
 
"This first-of-its kind framework will help our nation plan wisely for the future of our 
oceans and coastlines, so that we can continue to experience their beauty and bounty 
for generations to come," said Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar.  
 
"Today, possibly more so than any point in our nation's history, we appreciate that 
healthy oceans matter," said Dr. Jane Lubchenco, administrator of the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration.  
 
"The Task Force's Final Recommendations provide a balance between protecting and 
preserving the marine environment, and promoting economic progress," said said 
Admiral Bob Papp, Commandant of the U.S. Coast Guard. "The framework protects the 
interests of all users, improves ocean stewardship, and provides the foundation for 
improving maritime governance at the international, regional, state, and local levels."  
 
"The Department of the Navy strongly supports the principles and framework laid out in 
this new Executive Order," said Donald Schregardus, deputy assistant secretary of the 
Navy for environment. "Strengthening the vital link between our global maritime mission 
and our responsibility to safeguard the environment is a key component to our 
environmental strategy. The establishment of the National Ocean Council will be 
important in advancing this strategic priority."  
 
California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger applauded the move, saying, "The 
Deepwater Horizon spill has emphasized what a vital role our oceans play in our 
environment, economy and overall well-being. California has long demonstrated 
leadership with ocean and coastal protection and we stand ready to continue assisting 
President Obama at all levels of government to ensure that we safeguard our treasured 
natural resources."  
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The National Ocean Council will plan to hold its first meeting later this summer to begin 
implementing the national policy.  
 
 
July 20, 2010 


House Approps Chairman Supports Funding for 'Civic Activism' on Climate (New 
York Times) 
 
By GABRIEL NELSON of Greenwire 
The leader of the House appropriations panel that oversees U.S. EPA's budget said he 
would support additional funding for efforts to spur "civic activism" on environmental 
issues, including climate change. 


Rep. Jim Moran (D-Va.), chairman of the House Interior and Environment 
Appropriations Subcommittee, met with EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson and other 
agency leaders today to discuss the Gulf spill response, outreach programs and other 
agency initiatives. Moran also hosted a town hall session at EPA headquarters, where 
he said authoritative science and outreach efforts are key to environmental protection. 


The Obama administration has recommended $10 billion for EPA in fiscal 2011, a $300 
million cut. House and Senate appropriators have not moved on budgets for the agency, 
which received about $2.7 billion more this year than it did at the end of President 
George W. Bush's presidency. 


"We want to see that increase continue, and as long as EPA stands up and speaks out 
on behalf of the American public, it will increase," Moran said. "One of the things we 
were talking about with Administrator Jackson, who said she feels very strongly about 
this, is EPA needs to have the ability -- to be given the ability -- to outreach more to 
communities." 


Moran said he does not expect a price on carbon to emerge from energy and climate 
legislation on Capitol Hill this year, making it more urgent that the public understand 
EPA's work on greenhouse gas regulations. 


He referred in particular to the agency's "tailoring" rule, which would limit the number of 
stationary sources that would be subject to regulations on greenhouse gas emissions. 
Moran said the recently finalized rule, which would affect the "worst sources of pollution" 
rather than small businesses, would have wide public support if people knew about it. 


"A lot of Congress doesn't even have any idea. They don't realize that it's a very 
substantial compromise," Moran said. "That kind of information needs to get out, and 
you have that information. You need to be empowered to get it out, and we have a 
receptive leadership now that hopefully will give you the means to do so. I don't think 
the American people wholly understand what's at stake." 



http://www.greenwire.com/
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Just as health-focused campaigns against smoking led to a steep decline in cigarette 
use, outreach efforts could produce a new generation of voters who care more about 
issues such as polluted water, toxic chemicals or climate change, Moran said. 


As an example, he pointed to a Northern Virginia program that enables elementary 
schools to test for for chemicals in nearby bodies of water, teaching students about 
pollution in the process. 


"Even more than federal agencies committed to protecting and preserving our 
environment, what scares some of the big polluters and the big extraction industries, 
and so on, is civic activism," he said. "They'll pay millions to try to suppress that, but you 
can't suppress it, and there's no country in the world that has a stronger capability for 
civic activism than the United States. We just need to inform them and mobilize them." 


Moran's visit was part of an effort to learn about the agencies within the purview of his 
subcommittee, spokeswoman Emily Blout said. Chosen as head of the panel in March 
after previous Chairman Norm Dicks (D-Wash.) moved to the Defense subcommittee, 
Moran intends to hold similar meetings with officials from the Interior Department. 


A major fight over EPA regulations would likely arise during the appropriations process 
one way or the other, meaning the agency's budget may end up being folded into an 
omnibus package. The subcommittee may not mark up an appropriations bill this year, 
Moran has said. 


Rep. Mike Simpson (R-Idaho), the subcommittee's ranking member, said last month 
that he was "not real optimistic" about the prospect of a markup (E&E Daily, June 10). 


Outreach or 'propaganda'? 


During the town hall meeting, Jackson pointed to several examples of outreach at EPA, 
referring in particular to the agency's "livability" and environmental justice initiatives. She 
said she also intends to expand outreach on the Emergency Planning and Community 
Right-to-Know Act, using the Internet and other technology to make more environmental 
information available at the local and neighborhood levels. 


While those sorts of programs would face limited opposition, additional climate change 
outreach efforts would be a particularly hard sell. When the issue is a political minefield 
like climate change, political opponents often criticize outreach initiatives, claiming 
federal agencies should not spend taxpayer money on what are essentially advertising 
campaigns for the administration's chosen policy. 


Marlo Lewis, a senior fellow at the Competitive Enterprise Institute, a free-market 
advocacy group, said education and outreach campaigns may be used to skirt 
restrictions on lobbying by federal agencies. On the issue of greenhouse gas 
regulations, EPA would be particularly prone to "scare tactics" and "propaganda," he 
said. 



http://www.eenews.net/public/EEDaily/2010/06/10/2
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"There is some kind of line between simply explaining what you're doing so that the 
public you're trying to serve can see the benefit of what you're doing, and building a 
clientele and a constituency to put pressure on Congress," Lewis said. "Whatever 
opinion you may have on climate change, there is no shortage of information available 
to the public today. What is EPA going to say beyond what it's already said in its 
endangerment rule? I don't think you have to do things like scare kids in school so that 
they come home and lobby their parents." 


At one point during the town hall meeting, Jackson interjected to remind officials in 
attendance about the Hatch Act, a 1939 statute that bars civil servants from taking part 
in partisan activity. 


"As much as we care about those issues, because of the Hatch Act, you don't lobby on 
those issues," Jackson said. 


"Oh yeah, the old Hatch Act. Oh yeah. I forgot to mention it," Moran replied. 


For more news on energy and the environment, visit www.greenwire.com. 
Greenwire is published by Environment & Energy Publishing. Read More » 


 


Clarkson professor to work with EPA on review of air quality standard (North 
County Now) 
 
Tuesday, July 20, 2010 - 5:10 pm  
POTSDAM -- Philip K. Hopke, Clarkson University professor, director of Clarkson’s 
Institute for a Sustainable Environment (ISE), and director of Clarkson's Center for Air 
Resources Engineering & Science (CARES), will be working on the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's (EPA) review of the National Ambient Air Quality Standard for lead. 


Over the next three years, the panel will review and provide independent advice to EPA 
Administrator Lisa P. Jackson on EPA's technical and policy assessments that support 
the agency's review. 


Hopke was named inaugural director of the ISE last month, when it was reorganized 
from Clarkson’s Center for the Environment, which he had directed since December. 
Hopke has served for nearly a decade as director of CARES, which fosters research in 
air sampling and analysis, receptor modeling, atmospheric deposition, and the 
application of computational fluid dynamics to air pollution problems. 


In December, Hopke was appointed to the Climate and Atmospheric Sciences 
Committee of the State of New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection’s 
(NJDEP) Science Advisory Board and serves on the Residential, Commercial and 
Industrial Technical Working Group of the NYS Climate Action Plan development team. 



http://www.greenwire.com/

http://www.nytimes.com/ref/membercenter/supplemental-content.html
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Hopke has served at the U.S. Department of State, where he served as a Jefferson 
Science Fellow. He has also served on many other EPA and NRC committees. 


 
 
 


EDITORIAL / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 
================================================================== 


Out of sight (Gainesville Sun) 
 
Published: Wednesday, July 21, 2010 at 6:01 a.m.  


At first blush, the EPA's newly announced plan for "cleaning-up" Gainesville's only 
Superfund hazardous waste sight seems like a classic example of "out of sight, out of 
mind." 


Instead of digging up the contaminated soil at the old Cabot-Koppers site and hauling it 
away, the EPA proposes that the soil be permanently contained in a roughly 32-acre 
concrete structure extending 65 feet into the ground and topped by an impermeable 
roof. 


The EPA wants to turn Gainesville's only Superfund hazardous waste site into a 
permanent hazardous waste storage facility. 


The chief virtue of this plan seems to be that it will save the responsible company, 
Beazer East, millions of dollars. The chief drawback is, well, Gainesville is stuck with 
tons of contaminated soil forever. 


"They're leaving behind in Gainesville a long-term maintenance issue," Chris Bird, the 
county's environmental protection chief, told The Sun. 


Frankly, we're not surprised. For more than a quarter of a century, the EPA's attitude 
toward the Koppers site has seemed, at best, to be one of benign neglect. After all 
these years, Gainesville residents deserve better from the nation's environmental 
"watchdog." 


That's the message city and county officials, and residents and taxpayers, need to send 
loud and clear when the EPA holds its public hearing on Aug. 5 at 6 p.m. at Stephen 
Foster Elementary. 


"For the community, we'd like to see them haul this stuff out of town," Bird said. 


Out of sight, out of mind isn't good enough. 
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Letter to the editor:  


Lead paint and NASA (Tulsa World) 
 
Despite the probability that the entire payroll of the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration was raised in homes that contained some lead-based paint, and 
probably cut their teeth on cribs coated with it, NASA put a man on the moon. This 
accomplishment argues that the IQs of this group were not significantly affected by lead 
paint as the EPA's propaganda might imply. On the other hand, many officials of the 
EPA, Housing and Urban Development and the Consumer Product Safety Commission 
who were instrumental in proposing lead paint regulations were also raised in homes 
containing it. If we are to believe that IQs can be adversely affected by lead paint, it may 
be reflected in the fruits of their labor. It also raises the proposition that those whose IQs 
were not adversely affected proceeded to NASA, and those who were found their calling 
at the other agencies. Regardless, lead-based paint is similar to many common 
household hazards: Its threat is diminished once it is recognized as a hazard. If reason 
prevails, unwarranted abatement protocols such as those associated with asbestos Â- 
can be avoided. Letters to the editor are encouraged. Each letter must be signed and 
include an address and a telephone number where the writer can be reached during 
business hours. Addresses and phone numbers will not be published. Letters should be 
a maximum of 250 words to be considered for publication and may be edited for length, 
style and grammar. Letters should be addressed to Letters to the Editor, Tulsa World, 
Box 1770, Tulsa, Okla., 74102, or send e-mail to letters@tulsaworld.com. 


 


Missing the forest for the trees (Mail Tribune) 
 
Biomass has a role to play in protecting forests — and limiting carbon emissions 
July 21, 2010 2:00 AM 
The Environmental Protection Agency has biomass operators — and Oregon members 
of Congress — steaming over the possibility that biomass plants might be regulated as 
though they were coal-fired power plants. So far, the EPA is merely planning to gather 
more information before deciding on the industry's future. But if the decision goes the 
wrong way, it would be bad for Oregon's economy and for rational forest management. 


Biomass is woody material — small trees and brush cut to reduce fire danger, as well 
as debris from demolished buildings, fences and other structures. Burning this waste 
wood generates a small amount of power, but enough to earn some money and help 
pay for forest thinning projects. 


The world is focused on greenhouse gases as the prime culprit in global climate 
change. Reducing carbon emissions is considered the most effective way to slow and, 
ultimately, stop global warming. 
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Biomass presents an interesting dilemma for carbon-reduction advocates. 


Growing forests act as carbon "sinks" — absorbing carbon dioxide and giving off 
oxygen. When trees die, or when small trees and brush are cut to reduce fire danger, 
the woody debris contains stored carbon. Leaving wood to rot on the forest floor 
releases that carbon back into the atmosphere — part of the natural carbon cycle. 


Burning the waste instead reduces the risk it will contribute fuel to a forest fire. Burning 
also releases less carbon than the decay process. The emissions, however, are higher 
than those for coal plants. 


Coal-fired power plants, however, burn massive quantities of fossilized carbon. Coal is 
carbon that has been sequestered from the carbon cycle for millennia, until it is dug up 
by humans for fuel. 


Regardless of the danger posed by biomass emissions, the industry contributes less 
than 1 percent of the nation's electricity production. Coal is a major energy source. 


The EPA's dilemma is whether biomass plants should continue to be classified as 
"carbon-neutral" for the purpose of reducing greenhouse emissions. 


Cutting down otherwise marketable timber to burn for electricity would not be carbon-
neutral, and ought to be discouraged. But no one is suggesting that be done. 


Reducing wildfire danger by thinning small trees and cutting brush is something nearly 
everyone agrees ought to be done. Wildfires pour far more carbon and pollutants into 
the atmosphere than biomass operations. 


Sustaining human civilization on a planet with finite resources is an exercise in 
balancing what we take against what we preserve and put back. 


Sustainable timber harvests and generating power by burning wood waste are 
examples of the kind of balance we ought to be looking for. 


 


Breathing Problems (E Magazine) 
 
The EPA is Behind Schedule on Reducing Toxic Air Pollution, Putting Americans at 
Risk 
By Trip Van Noppen 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has fallen far behind in one of its most 
important responsibilities: to protect the American public from toxic air pollutants. 
Recently, the New York Times reported on a new study from the agency’s Inspector 
General which found that the EPA is currently violating federal law by failing to put these 
protections in place. Because of the EPA’s failures to set vital clean air standards, 
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millions of Americans still face appallingly high risks of cancer, birth defects and other 
devastating illness—all because of exposure to toxic air pollution that can and should be 
controlled.  


This grim news does not result from an oversight or an accident. As the EPA recognized 
in its response to the report, the Bush administration intentionally cut the agency’s 
budget for controlling toxic air emissions by 70%. Time was spent instead on reducing 
protections: a federal court observed in 2006 that the EPA under Bush was “devot[ing] 
substantial resources to discretionary rulemakings, many of which make existing 
regulations more congenial to industry, and several of which since have been found 
unlawful.”  


It is hardly surprising that when the Bush administration cut the budget for reducing 
toxic air emissions by more than half, the staff could not do their job. As a result, health 
protections that Congress required the EPA to issue years ago have never been put in 
place, the toxic pollution continues unabated, and people go on suffering unnecessarily. 
One key statistic on that suffering: the Inspector General reports that “1 in every 28,000 
people could develop cancer from air toxics exposure.”  


Winds of Change  


Fortunately, the current leadership at the EPA is turning the ship around. In response to 
the Inspector General report, the agency offers some hope: “[We] agree that much 
remains to be done to ensure healthy, clean air for all Americans, particularly those 
living in urban areas where emission sources can be more concentrated and those 
living in communities near facilities emitting [hazardous air pollutants].” And the agency 
is not offering just words; it already has rescinded some of the more egregious 
loopholes on which the Bush administration misspent the taxpayers’ resources, and it 
has taken new steps to control some of the worst toxic polluters, such as cement kilns 
and medical waste incinerators.  


The EPA has several upcoming opportunities to demonstrate its commitment to cutting 
toxic air pollution. It will reconsider a dangerous loophole, declared illegal by a federal 
court, that allowed major industrial polluters to violate emission standards with impunity 
by claiming that their equipment “malfunctioned.” Toxic air pollution during these events 
could increase to as much as ten times allowable levels.  


The agency will also continue its work to control emissions from power plants, the 
largest unregulated industrial source of toxic air pollution in the United States. After 
more than a decade of delay, a coalition of environmental groups secured an 
agreement from the EPA last year to issue strict new rules by November 2011. 
Following through on this undertaking in the face of mounting utility and coal industry 
opposition is a key test of the agency’s renewed focus on protecting Americans from 
toxic air.  
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And the EPA will issue final rules later this summer to control toxic air pollution from 
cement kilns. The agency must maintain its commitment to strong reductions, which will 
prevent thousands of premature deaths every year and clean up 16,000 pounds of 
mercury annually from these polluters, a decrease of nearly 93%.  


Building a Stronger EPA  


But these measures alone are not enough. Controlling toxic air emissions is at the core 
of the EPA’s mission, and it needs to be funded fully. The Bush administration’s scheme 
to hold up pollution control efforts by starving them of funds needs to be reversed now. 
As the Inspector General’s report makes clear, the EPA is still far behind on meeting its 
statutory obligations and still lacks the basic data it needs to assess and control the 
health hazards that toxic air emissions present.  


As long as toxic air looms over communities nationwide, the EPA will have a 
responsibility to protect people from it. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson has said that air 
quality and environmental justice are chief concerns for progress during her time at the 
EPA. To make this progress a reality for communities nationwide, we encourage her to 
do whatever is necessary to rectify the agency’s past mistakes and build a robust 
program to clean up toxic air. Americans cannot afford to wait another decade or more 
for the EPA to fully control toxic air pollution and enact the basic health protections that 
Congress intended to take effect years ago.  


TRIP VAN NOPPEN is the President of Earthjustice. 
 
 


Krauthammer: 'A warning for Republicans —don't underestimate Barack Obama' 
(Statesman Journal) 
 
 By CHARLES KRAUTHAMMER • July 21, 2010  
WASHINGTON — In the political marketplace, there's now a run on Obama shares. 
 
The left is disappointed with the president. Independents are abandoning him in droves. 
And  
the right is already dancing on his political grave, salivating about November when, his 
own press secretary admitted a week ago, Democrats might lose the House. 
 
I have a warning for Republicans: Don't underestimate Barack Obama. 
 
Consider what he has already achieved. Obamacare alone makes his presidency 
historic. It has  
irrevocably changed one-sixth of the economy, put the country inexorably on the road to 
national  
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health care and, as acknowledged by Senate Finance Committee Chairman Max 
Baucus but few others, begun one of the most massive wealth redistributions in U.S. 
history. 
 
Second, there is major financial reform, which passed Congress on Thursday. 
Economists argue  
whether it will prevent meltdowns and bailouts as promised. But there is no argument 
that it will give the government unprecedented power in the financial marketplace. Its 
2,300 pages will create at least 243 new regulations that will affect not only, as many 
assume, the big banks but just about everyone including, as noted in one summary 
(The Wall Street Journal), "storefront check cashiers, city governments, small 
manufacturers, homebuyers and credit bureaus." 
 
Third is the near $1 trillion stimulus, the largest spending bill in U.S. history. And that's 
not even  
counting nationalizing the student loan program, regulating carbon emissions by EPA 
fiat, and still-fitful attempts to pass cap-and-trade through Congress. 
 
But Obama's most far-reaching accomplishment is his structural alteration of the U.S. 
budget. The stimulus, the vast expansion of domestic spending, the creation of ruinous 
deficits as far as the eye can see are not easily reversed. 
 
These are not mere temporary countercyclical measures. They are structural deficits 
because, as  
everyone from Obama on down admits, the real money is in entitlements, most 
specifically Medicare and Medicaid. But Obamacare freezes these out as a source of 
debt reduction. Obamacare's $500 billion in Medicare cuts and $600 billion in tax 
increases are siphoned away for a new entitlement — and no longer available for deficit 
reduction. 
 
 
The result? There just isn't enough to cut elsewhere to prevent national insolvency. That 
will require massive tax increases — most likely a European-style value-added tax. Just 
as President Reagan cut taxes to starve the federal government and prevent massive 
growth in spending, Obama's wild spending — and quarantining health-care costs from 
providing possible relief — will necessitate huge tax increases. 
 
The net effect of 18 months of Obamaism will be to undo much of Reaganism. Both 
presidencies were highly ideological, grandly ambitious and often underappreciated by 
their own side. In his early years, Reagan was bitterly attacked from his right. (Typical 
Washington Post headline: "For Reagan and the New Right, the Honeymoon Is Over" 
— and that was six months into his presidency!) Obama is attacked from his left for 
insufficient zeal on gay 
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AIR 
================================================================== 


Gas driller faces eviction from Utah reservation (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Washington Post 
 
By PAUL FOY 
The Associated Press 
Tuesday, July 20, 2010; 2:24 PM  
SALT LAKE CITY -- The Ute Indian tribe is threatening to kick a gas producer off an 
eastern Utah reservation in an escalating dispute that has the company questioning the 
tribe's sovereignty.  


Ute Chairman Curtis R. Cesspooch made the threat after a federal judge in Salt Lake 
City declined to resolve the bitter dispute, opening Questar Corp. affiliates and a spin-off 
company to possible eviction from the Uintah-Ouray Reservation.  


Judge Dale Kimball granted an injunction against tribal action July 1 but ruled Friday 
that the federal courts had no jurisdiction over a contract dispute. The dispute could be 
headed for arbitration, but a lawyer for Cesspooch said Tuesday that Questar-related 
companies could instead face eviction by a tribal court in 10 days.  


At issue is an effort by a Questar spin-off company, QEP Resources Inc., to expand one 
of its five gas-producing plants on the reservation over the objections of the tribe and 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  


Cesspooch issued a strongly worded statement after the tribe's victory Friday. He was 
angered by Questar's argument in court that part of the reservation where it operates 
ceased to exist as Indian Country a century ago. The EPA's position in court papers is 
that all of the company's gas-processing plants are on a reservation.  


"We had invited Questar onto the reservation to develop our minerals, but instead of 
acting as our partners, they have harmed the tribe and told us we do not exist as a 
people in our own reservation," Cesspooch said.  


The Ute tribe has stopped work on an expansion of one of QEP's gas processing plants. 
Cesspooch said the company refused to obtain the tribe's permission or permits for the 
expansion.  


The dispute developed as the EPA filed a complaint in 2008 against Questar Gas 
Management Co. for violating the Clean Air Act at all of its gas processing plants on the 
reservation.  



http://financial.washingtonpost.com/custom/wpost/html-qcn.asp?dispnav=business&mwpage=qcn&symb=STR&nav=el
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Questar Corp. spun off Questar Gas Management Co. into a separate company July 1 
called QEP Resources Inc.  


A spokeswoman for the Denver-based company, Emily K. Kelley, said Tuesday that 
QEP had no comment on the court fight.  


"QEP strives to be a good neighbor in all of the communities where it operates and has 
done such since 1922," she said in an e-mail.  


Cesspooch said QEP has been anything but a good neighbor.  


"Questar was attempting to come onto our land unlawfully to build a huge gas 
processing plant expansion ... in direct violation of existing federal and tribal regulatory 
requirements governing use and access of tribal lands," he said in the statement.  


Cesspooch added, "The tribe is also considering instituting a widespread eviction and 
banishment of Questar and its affiliates from all tribal lands if Questar continues to 
engage in unlawful activities resulting in trespass on the lands of the reservation that 
threaten the health, safety and welfare" of more than 3,100 tribal members.  


The chairman didn't immediately return a message left by The Associated Press on 
Tuesday. The tribe's Denver lawyer, Thomas W. Fredericks, said no eviction was under 
way, but that if the tribe makes good on the threat, it could be ordered by a tribal court in 
as quickly as 10 days.  


The EPA's lead attorney on the case, Michael J. Boydston of Denver, declined to 
comment Tuesday. A spokesman for the agency in Denver, Richard Mylott, didn't return 
a phone message.  


 
 
7/21/2010 
 
Cummins ISX11.9 Gets EPA, CARB Nod (TruckingInfo) 
 
Cummins has received certification from the Environmental Protection Agency and the 
California Air Resources Board for its ISX11.9 diesel engine, which will go into full 
production in August. 
 
With the certification, the ISX11.9 engine meets the EPA's emission standards for 2010, 
which involves cutting nitrogen oxides and particulate matter emissions.  
 
The ISX11.9 builds upon the Cummins ISM engine and the ISX15. The Cummins 
ISX11.9 uses common components with the ISX15, including an enhanced cooled 
exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) system, a single VGT Turbocharger and the proprietary 
XPI fuel system. Like the lineup of on-highway heavy-duty and midrange engines, the 
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ISX11.9 will also use Cummins aftertreatment system with selective catalytic reduction 
(SCR) technology. 
 
Featuring better pulling power, excellent driveability and stronger clutch engagement 
torque, the ISX11.9 is designed for rigorous duty cycles, including those for work trucks 
such as dump and mixer trucks, and refuse applications. Ratings range from 310-450 
horsepower with a maximum 1,650 pounds-feet of torque. 
 
"Cummins is excited about the expansion of the heavy-duty product line to include the 
ISX11.9, which is ideally suited for vocational and specialty vehicles," said Ed Pence, 
vice president and general manager for the heavy-duty engine business. "Customers 
can be confident that the ISX11.9 is the better choice for these applications, which 
require strength, performance and maximum uptime in their operations." 
 
Cummins has invested over $63 million over the past two years to ready its heavy-duty 
manufacturing facility - Jamestown Engine Plant (JEP) - for the full production of the 
ISX11.9 engine line. Since mid-2009, the JEP has been producing 2010 heavy-duty 
engines, including the ISX15, and had shipped over 4,500 heavy-duty engines as of the 
end of June.  
 
More info: cumminsengines.com 


 


Car rentals face US government fines for airport idling (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Christian Science Monitor 
 
Car rentals and rental agency shuttle buses produce lots of emissions at airports around 
the US. One company could face stiff fines for excessive shuttle bus idling at two New 
England airports in particular. 
 
By Associated Press  
posted July 20, 2010 at 11:49 am EDT  
Boston —  
The Environmental Protection Agency says several companies affiliated with National 
Car Rental are expected to pay a $475,000 fine for alleged idling violations at Boston's 
Logan International Airport and Bradley International near Hartford, Conn. 
 
The consent decree must be approved in federal court. 
 
The EPA said Monday that in 2006 and 2007 investigators observed shuttle buses 
carrying passengers from airport terminals to the rental car locations idling excessively. 
 
At the time, Vanguard Car Rental USA Inc operated the National Car Rental facilities at 
Logan and Bradley. The current owners and operators of these facilities are Enterprise 
Rent-A-Car Company of Boston, LLC, and CAMRAC, LLC. 



http://cumminsengines.com/
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Laura Bryant, a spokeswoman for Enterprise, said before acquiring National the 
company made sure all idling concerns were addressed and corrected. 
 
 
July 20, 2010 


Oregon Biomass Industry Questions EPA Tailoring Rule (Environmental Leader) 
 
The biomass industry in Oregon is concerned that the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency’s new ‘tailoring’ ruling could result in biomass losing its ‘green’ or carbon neutral 
status and be considered a greenhouse gas polluter just like coal-fired plants, reports 
OregonLive (via AP). 
 
What’s in question is the EPA’s tailoring rule released in May (as reported by EL), which 
establishes thresholds for CO2 and other greenhouse gases for pollution permits under 
the Clean Air Act for large stationary sources. 
 
The biomass industry is concerned because the EPA did not give all biomass 
combustion greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions a blanket exemption from complying with 
the act, according to four environmental groups, which recently filed a joint motion in 
federal court to help defend the EPA’s decision, reports Common Dreams. 
 
The Southern Environmental Law Center (SELC) and Clean Air Task Force (CATF) 
attorneys filed a motion to intervene in defense of the EPA’s rule on behalf of Georgia 
ForestWatch and Wild Virginia, represented by SELC, and the Conservation Law 
Foundation and the Natural Resources Council of Maine, represented by CATF. 
 
The environmental groups support the EPA’s decision to count emissions from burning 
biomass when it begins regulating global warming pollution from large power plants and 
other large industrial facilities. 
 
The environmental groups believe that burning woody materials, grasses and other 
biomass can help the U.S. by moving from fossil fuels but only if the biomass is sourced 
and accounted for properly so that the carbon emitted when biomass is burned equals 
or is less than the carbon taken up by new plant growth. 
 
The EPA said it has not reversed its position that biomass combustion is carbon neutral, 
but the agency plans on evaluating the carbon impact of biomass and will decide 
whether its carbon neutral status is still justified, reports OregonLive. 
 
Oregon legislators and the biomass industry believe that if the EPA decides that 
biomass is not carbon neutral the penalty cost for carbon could eliminate any 
profitability in the industry, along with its associated benefits, according to the article. 
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Bob Cleaves, president and CEO of the Biomass Power Association, which represents 
80 facilities in 20 states, said in the article that “the industry would be stopped in its 
tracks if it is regulated like a coal plant.” 
 
EPA’s endangerment finding is being challenged by industry groups and several state 
lawmakers. 


 


Iowa Northern, EPA to exhibit environmentally friendly railroad slug 
(Progressive Railroading.com) 


Tomorrow, the Iowa Northern Railway Co. and U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) plan to demonstrate a newly converted railroad slug in Waterloo, Iowa. 
 
A slug is a locomotive accessory that’s designed to reduce air emissions and fuel usage 
while increasing a locomotive’s pulling and braking power. Slugs have no diesel engine 
and draw power generated by an attached locomotive to run their own set of traction 
motors. 
 
Iowa Northern obtained $303,800 in federal funding last year from the American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act’s Clean Diesel program to convert two locomotives into 
railroad slugs, which began operating this month. 
 
“This project is expected to eliminate 220 tons of air pollutants, including 194 tons of 
nitrogen oxides, 10 tons of particulate matter and 14 tons of hydrocarbons,” said EPA 
Regional Administrator Karl Brooks in a prepared statement. 
 
The EPA has awarded the Iowa Department of Natural Resources a total of $1.7 million 
in stimulus funds to support clean diesel projects, including the railroad slugs. 
Nationwide, the EPA has awarded $7 billion in stimulus funds for various environmental 
efforts, such as clean diesel projects that involve engine idling reduction and retrofit 
technologies, and engine and vehicle replacements.  


 


Graham joins Democrats as Judiciary panel approves Kagan (Inside EPA) 
 
 (07/20/2010) 
Gabriel Nelson, E&E reporter 
The Senate Judiciary Committee voted today to advance Elena Kagan's nomination for 
the Supreme Court, one day after the nominee received the support of a 35-member 
coalition that includes some of the nation's largest environmental advocacy groups. 


Sen. Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) crossed the aisle to vote in favor of Kagan's nomination, 
which was approved by a 13-6 vote. Graham, who also voted for Justice Sonia 
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Sotomayor last year, said that while he disagreed with Kagan on a number of issues, 
President Obama "chose wisely" considering his own views. 


"What's in Elena Kagan's heart is that of a good person I disagree with," Graham said, 
referring to Obama's statement that he would select judges based in part on their 
feelings. "The Constitution, in my view, puts a requirement on me as a senator to not 
replace my judgment for his, not to think of the hundred reasons I would pick somebody 
differently." 


His "yes" vote, which followed four days of noncontroversial hearings before the Senate 
panel, will help Democratic leaders toward their goal of putting Kagan to a Senate floor 
vote before the August recess. Confirmed last year as solicitor general by a 62-31 
margin, Kagan is expected to cruise to confirmation. 


Onlookers both liberal and conservative have concluded that Kagan's confirmation 
would likely maintain the status quo after the retirement of Justice John Paul Stevens. 


Among them are the 35 environmental organizations that backed her in a letter sent 
yesterday to Judiciary Chairman Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) and Sen. Jeff Sessions (R-Ala.), 
the committee's ranking member. 


Because Stevens was a reliable vote in favor of environmental protection, Kagan's 
confirmation would be unlikely to tilt the balance of the court toward environmentalists. 
Yesterday's letter, signed by groups such as the National Audubon Society, 
Greenpeace and the Sierra Club, indicates that Kagan's confirmation hearings 
assuaged worries among advocacy groups that she would move the high court away 
from their interests on those issues. 


"The court is narrowly and deeply split on critical constitutional and statutory 
environmental protection issues," the letter says. "Kagan's record and her Supreme 
Court confirmation hearing testimony demonstrate an essential understanding of the 
importance of fair Court decisions that uphold, enforce and correctly interpret laws that 
protect people, wildlife, and the environment." 


The Supreme Court has delivered recent victories to environmentalists in a number of 
cases, most notably Massachusetts v. EPA, in which the court ordered U.S. EPA to 
decide whether to regulate greenhouse gases as pollutants. But the justices have more 
frequently sided against environmentalists, often delivering 5-4 decisions with Justice 
Anthony Kennedy casting the deciding vote. 


In their letter, environmental groups based their support of Kagan on her tenure as dean 
of Harvard Law School and her statements that the court should give deference to 
environmental laws passed by Congress. 


At Harvard, she started an environmental law program and advocacy clinic, hiring high-
profile law professors to lead them. And during her confirmation hearing, Kagan said 
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that Congress has "broad authority under the Constitution to enact legislation involving 
protection of the environment" (Greenwire, July 2). 


Kagan also said during confirmation hearings that Congress has the authority to set 
rules for standing -- a key question for environmental lawsuits brought by citizens and 
advocacy groups -- and that a court should examine lawmakers' intent when 
determining whether the law is being followed. Both statements were praised by the 
environmental groups. 


Sen. Ben Cardin (D-Md.) cited Kagan's statement on environmental regulations as one 
reason for his support, saying the Supreme Court's recent decisions on those issues 
have put big business ahead of citizens. He cited Rapanos v. United States, a 2007 
opinion in which the court restricted the interpretation of the term "navigable waters" 
under the Clean Water Act, and Exxon v. Baker, a 2008 decision in which the court 
reduced Exxon Mobil Corp.'s penalty from the Exxon Valdez oil spill from $2.5 billion to 
$500 million. 


With the court likely to have the opportunity to consider a case related to the Gulf of 
Mexico oil spill, Kagan could quickly be tested on a similar question if confirmed. 


"I'm convinced that she will protect under the independence of the judiciary the interests 
of the people against special interests," Cardin said, referring to such a potential case. 


 


W.Va. governor says he'll run for Byrd seat (Greenwire) 
 
 (07/20/2010) 
Alex Kaplun, E&E reporter 
West Virginia Gov. Joe Manchin announced today that he will run for the seat left 
vacant by the death of Sen. Robert Byrd (D-W.Va.), a long-anticipated move that makes 
the popular two-term Democrat the immediate favorite in the contest. 


"If I am so fortunate and honored to have the support of the people of West Virginia," 
Manchin said at a news conference this morning in reference to Byrd, according to the 
Associated Press. "I can't fill his shoes; I can only hope to follow his footsteps and serve 
the people of West Virginia as best I can." 


Byrd, the longest-serving senator in U.S. history, died June 28 at age 92. 


Manchin's run was expected, but the governor waited until state officials had sorted out 
the schedule for the special election before formally tossing his hat into the ring. 
Manchin signed a bill into law last night that sets the special primary election for Aug. 28 
and a special general election for Nov. 2. 
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The winner of the special election will take over immediately and would serve out the 
two years left on Byrd's term before potentially running for re-election in 2012. In the 
meantime, Manchin has appointed former aide Carte Goodwin to serve as interim 
senator. Goodwin has said he has no intention of running for the seat. 


Manchin appears to start the race as the heavy front-runner. He won his second term in 
the governor's mansion in 2008 with 70 percent of the vote and continues to hold high 
approval ratings in West Virginia. 


Democrats in Washington this morning rallied around Manchin, describing him as a 
fiscal conservative who has a history of job creation in West Virginia. 


"Under Manchin's leadership, West Virginia has been praised for fiscal conservatism, all 
while he has cut taxes for West Virginia business and families," Sen. Bob Menendez (D-
N.J.), chairman of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee, said today. "Joe 
Manchin has a record of job creation and fiscal responsibility and will continue to be a 
strong independent voice for West Virginia in the U.S. Senate." 


Manchin does break with President Obama and the Senate Democratic leadership on 
one major issue: cap and trade. The governor has been a vocal critic of the policy and 
has even backed the Senate resolution that would have curtailed U.S. EPA's ability to 
regulate greenhouse gas emissions. 


Republicans, meanwhile, have made it clear that they do not intend to concede the seat 
and this morning went on the offensive against the governor. 


"By breaking his promise to serve a full term as Governor even if a Senate vacancy 
existed, Joe Manchin has made clear that his own political self-interests are more 
important than keeping his word to the people of West Virginia," National Republican 
Senatorial Committee spokesman Brian Walsh said in a statement. "It's also clear that, 
if elected, Joe Manchin will be a loyal rubber stamp for President Obama's reckless 
spending agenda in Washington." 


Even before Manchin announced he would run, the state GOP took out ads in local 
newspapers attacking Manchin for being closely linked to Obama and Senate 
Democratic leaders. 


Republican hopes of capturing the seat may hang on Rep. Shelley Moore Capito, who 
has not yet announced whether she would run but who is regarded as the GOP's 
strongest potential candidate. 


Republicans in the West Virginia Legislature forced a change in the special election law 
that would allow someone to run for both the Senate special election and the regularly 
scheduled election. West Virginia traditionally bans candidates from running for two 
offices at once. 
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The filing period for the special election ends in four days, so Capito will have to make 
her decision by the end of the week. 


Democrats have held both West Virginia Senate seats for more than 50 years. The 
state's other senator, Jay Rockefeller, has held his seat since 1985. 


 
 


ASBESTOS 
================================================================== 
 
July 21, 2010 


New York Increases Scrutiny of Asbestos Inspectors (New York Times) 
 
By WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 
Three months after a safety inspector admitted to falsifying hundreds of reports 
concluding that buildings were free of cancer-causing asbestos, the city agency that 
licensed him — and still licenses nearly 550 others — says it has increased its oversight 
of inspectors who make critical assessments.  
The agency, the Department of Environmental Protection, which certifies contractors 
and the private inspectors who test buildings and construction sites, says the new 
measures include sharing information with federal, state and city agencies, 
computerizing its filing system and substantially increasing the number of audits and 
spot checks of inspectors in the field.  


The changes, the result of a two-month internal review, were outlined in a June 28 
memorandum to Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg from the environmental agency’s 
commissioner, Cas Holloway. The agency provided a copy of the five-page 
memorandum to The New York Times.  


The review, an agency official said, was prompted by an article in The Times in late 
April about the inspector, Saverio F. Todaro, 68, who had admitted in federal court a 
month earlier that he falsified the reports. Mr. Todaro pleaded guilty to federal 
environmental crimes, fraud and making false statements; he faces as long as five 
years in prison when he appears next month before a judge for sentencing.  


Mr. Todaro, who operated an environmental inspection and testing company, 
acknowledged that he had submitted clean asbestos and lead test results for at least a 
decade without performing any tests.  



http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/r/william_k_rashbaum/index.html?inline=nyt-per
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The scope and audacity of his crimes and the apparent ease with which he got away 
with them suggested that the agency’s oversight was weak and raised questions about 
the integrity of the work of other inspectors.  


A spokesman for the environmental agency, Farrell Sklerov, however, said that the two-
month review, and a substantial increase in office audits and field visits since it began, 
found no indications that such conduct was widespread.  


But the investigation that led to the charges against Mr. Todaro, by the federal 
Environmental Protection Agency’s Criminal Investigation Division, the city Department 
of Investigation and federal prosecutors in Manhattan, is not over, and the authorities 
have suggested that more charges may be brought, though it is unclear whether they 
would focus on more inspectors.  


The city environmental agency regulates private asbestos inspectors, who play an 
important role in what has long been viewed as one of the more corrupt sectors of the 
construction industry. The agency sets the procedures and establishes requirements for 
training and certification.  


The inspectors, formally known as certified asbestos investigators, are hired by building 
owners and developers to assess apartments and buildings set to undergo renovation 
or demolition, because inhaling asbestos can cause lung disease and cancer. The 
assessments can have a major impact on the cost and duration of a project, since 
cleanup or abatement can be expensive and time consuming.  


One of the surprising aspects of Mr. Todaro’s case was that his certification had been 
suspended by the environmental agency in 2004; the agency cited poor building 
surveys and improper record keeping.  


But because of a lack of communication between city agencies, he was able to keep 
performing asbestos assessments and avoid scrutiny. He continued to file assessments 
with the city’s Buildings Department, enabling developers to obtain permits to demolish 
or renovate, because the Department of Environmental Protection had not notified the 
Buildings Department of his suspension.  


“The fact that Mr. Todaro continued to conduct asbestos-related investigations following 
the suspension of his license raised concerns about whether there are sufficient 
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safeguards in place to ensure that only properly licensed C.A.I.’s conduct asbestos 
investigations in New York City,” Mr. Holloway wrote in the memo.  


The environmental agency also failed to notify the State Department of Labor, which 
licenses asbestos abatement companies, and the federal Environmental Protection 
Agency.  


Mr. Holloway said that partly because of this lapse his agency had instituted a data-
sharing and notification system with the federal E.P.A., the New York State 
Departments of Environmental Conservation, Labor and Health and several city 
agencies, including the Departments of Buildings, Design and Construction, 
Transportation, Housing Preservation and Development, Health and Mental Hygiene.  


The new protocols, he wrote in the memo, also include an Internet-based filing system 
for asbestos. It is designed to automatically reject reports by any asbestos investigator 
whose certification has been suspended or revoked.  


The agency, Mr. Holloway said in the memo, will nearly double the number of office 
audits it conducts each year, to 75, up from 40; the agency will check the records and 
activities of nearly 15 percent of the 543 asbestos investigators it certifies.  


Also, the agency hired two additional inspection monitors in February, Mr. Sklerov said, 
bringing the number of staff members who, among other responsibilities, monitor 
asbestos investigators to 15. In addition to the office audits, the monitors will conduct 
500 spot-check field inspections each year to verify the accuracy of the information 
asbestos investigators provided about the planned scope of work and to check for any 
evidence of asbestos, the memo said.  


Despite the changes detailed in the memo, however, experts and law enforcement 
officials said that many questions remained about the case of Mr. Todaro, including how 
he was able to get away with what he did for so long, and how the city environmental 
agency’s oversight practices had developed over the years.  


Not the least of the questions center on the potential lingering effects of both Mr. 
Todaro’s crimes and of the city’s lapses in oversight.  


Indeed, because Mr. Todaro falsified so many tests, it is impossible in most instances to 
determine if proper assessments would have revealed levels of asbestos that were 
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potentially dangerous — not only to workers, but also to neighbors and passers-by — 
because the buildings have been torn down and replaced with new ones, or gutted and 
renovated.  


 
 


BP SPILL 
================================================================== 


Messy cleanup of BP oil spill damages the Gulf (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Chicago Sun Times 
 
July 21, 2010 Wednesday 9:46 AM GMT  
DOMESTIC NEWS 
Messy cleanup of BP oil spill damages the Gulf 
By CAIN BURDEAU, Associated Press Writer 
FOURCHON BEACH La. 
The 5,600 vessels taking part in the oil spill operation on the Gulf of Mexico make up 
the largest fleet assembled since the Allied invasion of Normandy, according to the 
Coast Guard. 
 
Hordes of helicopters, bulldozers, Army trucks, ATVs, barges, dredges, airboats, 
workboats, cleanup crews, media, scientists and volunteers have descended on the 
beaches, blue waters and golden marshes of the Gulf Coast. 
 
That's a lot of propellers, anchors, tires, and feet for a fragile ecosystem to take, and a 
tough truth is emerging: In many places, the oil cleanup itself is causing environmental 
damage. 
 
Part of that is inevitable the oil has to get cleaned up somehow, and BP and the 
government will be subject to second-guessing no matter what.  
 
"Absolutely nothing you do to respond to an oil spill is without impacts of its own," said 
Lisa Jackson, administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Since the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded April 20, killing 11, and oil began gushing 
into the Gulf, federal, state and BP officials say they have been guided in their response 
by picking the less damaging cleanup method. 
 
Still, environmentalists and veterans of other spills say the torrent of untested cleanup 
methods rushed into practice by panicked officials and unqualified experts is wreaking 
havoc and, at least in spots, may be unnecessary. 
 
"The more you disperse (with chemicals), the more you bring in these big machines, the 
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more you bring in inexperienced people and the more sand berms you build, the less 
chance you have of letting Mother Nature and skimmers and booms do the job," said 
Mike Brewer of Buras, La., who ran an oil spill response company and is working on the 
BP cleanup. 
 
For starters, the EPA allowed BP PLC to spray a chemical dispersant, a product called 
Corexit, to break up oil right as it came out of BP's broken well nearly a mile below the 
surface. The idea is to save shorelines from being clobbered with vast waves of crude. 
 
In practice, the use of dispersants that had never been tested that far beneath the 
surface has made the oil much more difficult to track than it would have been in a 
single, massive slick. And environmentalists and marine biologists still aren't convinced 
the chemicals are safe for sea life. 
 
The EPA halted underwater spraying while it tested samples collected by BP, then 
allowed it to resume once the results came back to the agency's satisfaction. Further 
tests are ongoing, and crews quit spraying dispersant once the well was contained this 
week, Jackson said. 
 
"Basically, we conducted uncontrolled experiments in the open ocean that does not 
seem like a good idea to me," said John Hocevar, the oceans campaign director for 
Greenpeace USA. 
 
Jackson said there was little evidence that the chemical dispersants had caused 
damage and called their effects "relatively mild." 
 
Eager to be seen as taking charge, Gov. Bobby Jindal began building a series of 
untested sand islands and other barriers along the Louisiana coast, making construction 
of these berms a personal crusade. In theory, sand berms and jetties will stop the oil 
from entering sensitive estuaries. 
 
But berms and jetties interrupt shrimp and fish migrations as well as tidal flows; the work 
can even undermine what little is left of Louisiana's gooey and sediment-layered 
shoreline. 
 
"None of the coastal scientists have signed onto this thing," said Leonard Bahr, a former 
adviser to both Republican and Democratic governors in Louisiana on coastal 
restoration issues. 
 
Fishermen and locals, however, almost unanimously agree with Jindal's unorthodox 
barrier plans. 
 
"We know these (berms) stop the oil. It worked on Fourchon Beach," said Windell 
Curole, a levee manager in south Lafourche Parish, an area long struggling with 
erosion. "The people that are pushing for these things are more invested in it than the 
scientists." 
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In a move that put its compensation costs toward curtailing the spill's environmental 
effects, BP hired truckloads of inexperienced oil spill responders shrimpers, 
unemployed workers, college students, and migrant workers. The manpower is 
essential, but their footprint can be huge, especially if they're not used to watching their 
step. 
 
"It was like the Wild West there for a while, and it still is to some degree," said Drew 
Wheelan, a wildlife biologist with the American Bird Association Inc., a conservation 
group. 
 
Wheelan said cleanup crews trampled on numerous nesting bird colonies, including at 
least one batch of least tern eggs he saw. Wilson's plovers and endangered black 
skimmers on Louisiana's Grand Isle and East Grand Terre islands were threatened by 
intensive beach cleanups. 
 
"The whole entire area in the past two weeks has been completely crisscrossed by tire 
tracks. The entire cleanup there has been entirely sickening," Wheelan said recently of 
East Grand Terre. "There are tire tracks from the low tide line all the way up into the 
dune vegetation. Not an inch of that frontal beach has been spared from traffic." 
 
Out on the Gulf, BP brought in a super-sized skimmer from Taiwan the "A Whale" 
capable of sucking up 20 million gallons of water a day, aiming to corral huge quantities 
of oiled water at once. Like some of the other methods, it had never been tested and 
scientists worried that it could cause serious damage. 
 
"It will suck in a lot of biology," said James Cowan, a Louisiana State University 
fisheries scientist. 
 
Coast Guard officials questioned its effectiveness, noting that it would be better for 
attacking a single huge slick than for the countless smaller pools that the dispersant 
helped create. Authorities announced last week that the massive ship was dropping out 
of the spill operation. 
 
Forrest Travirca has seen the cleanup's side effects up close as a land manager for the 
Wisner estate, a public land trust that includes Fourchon Beach and a large marsh area 
that has seen some of the heaviest oil so far. 
 
On an airboat cruise through marsh, signs of the messy cleanup jumped out. Reddish-
brown and sticky tar coated the blades of marsh grass behind a beach lined with sand 
baskets brought in by Army dump trucks. Absorbent boom lay washed up against 
shorelines. Crews had staked down shade tents every few hundred yards. 
 
Almost as soon as he stepped onto the sand, Travirca saw something he didn't like: 
Two ATV tracks meandering carefree across the sands. Someone with the cleanup had 
strayed from designated traffic corridors. 
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"This really upsets me," Travirca said, standing over the fresh set of tracks. "They're not 
supposed to be driving back here. They've got to drive along the front of the beach. 
Birds nest back here." 
 
He walked a few paces away and pointed out another set of ATV tracks he discovered a 
few days before. "This track here was inches from a tern nest with eggs." 
 
At least now, more than three months after the spill, the cleanup is becoming more 
organized. 
 
In the beginning, he said, the beach "looked like the autobahn." 


 
 


How Has BP's Oily Waste Escaped 'Hazardous' Label? (New York Times) 
 
After 92 days of disaster, images of Gulf Coast fishermen laying boom and workers 
sponging crude from the shore now border on iconic. But the next chapter in recovering 
from the historic gusher presents a task less often photographed: disposing of all that 
oil-soaked waste. 
 
The transportation of cleanup debris is fraught with political and scientific hurdles, from 
residents' complaints over storage in Gulf-area landfills to the sampling of chemicals 
that could leach from the litter. While BP PLC is required to abide by federally approved 
waste management plans, no trash so far has been slapped with an official 'hazardous' 
designation that would require stricter controls on disposal. 
 
The thousands of tons of waste must go somewhere, to be sure. Still, some Gulf locals 
and environmental advocates question the disconnect between the seemingly obvious 
public health risks of the lingering mess -- even after any usable oil is extracted from the 
waste -- and the inability to label BP's trash as hazardous. 'It might not be listed as 
hazardous material, [but] any oil is going to be hazardous,' said William Fontenot, who 
spent more than two decades as an environmental liaison for the Louisiana attorney 
general's office. 'I don't care what the regulations say.' A 1988 U.S. EPA regulation 
exempts oil exploration and production waste from hazardous handling standards 
created by the federal Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, or RCRA. That carve-
out 'was a political decision' rather than a technical determination, recalled EPA veteran 
Hugh Kaufman, a senior policy analyst in the agency's Office of Solid Waste and 
Emergency Response. 
 
In a later release on its move, EPA acknowledged that 'although [oiled debris] are 
relieved from regulation as hazardous wastes, the exemption does not mean these 
wastes could not present a hazard to human health and the environment if improperly 
managed.' Asked if the RCRA loophole for oil waste is being invoked to determine that 
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Gulf of Mexico trash is nonhazardous, an EPA spokeswoman said that BP's waste 
plans call for the company to test its trash weekly and that EPA is also conducting its 
own twice-monthly assessments. 'EPA's review of waste sampling data to date has 
found no samples that are hazardous,' the spokeswoman said via e-mail. 'If the waste is 
determined to be hazardous, it will be sent to a designated hazardous waste treatment, 
storage or disposal facility.' The Coast Guard and EPA followed up with a June 29 
directive giving BP five days to produce a waste tracking plan that included the online 
release of its trash testing results. The only waste sampling data on the company's 
website, however, are a sample analysis (pdf) for 14 chemicals and a summary (pdf) of 
the volumes of trash generated in each category. 
 
The EPA spokeswoman said 'BP has just submitted its initial response' to the June 29 
edict and would have seven days to implement its final waste plan after federal and 
state agencies respond. EPA's twice-monthly waste tests are set for public release after 
undergoing an internal review. 
 
That delay in disseminating waste test results concerned Rena Steinzor, a University of 
Maryland law professor who also advocates for stronger regulations as chief of the 
Center for Progressive Reform. 'It's ridiculous that the tests are not public and the 
opinions [underlying the nonhazardous designation] are not public,' Steinzor said. 'Any 
lack of transparency in this area is a huge mistake for EPA and the administration to 
make.' Natural Resources Defense Council senior scientist Allen Hershkowitz gave EPA 
a wide berth to send oil-spill trash to lined municipal landfills while the Gulf remains in 
crisis mode -- so long as that is not 'the last step of management.' 'Landfills ultimately 
leak,' Hershkowitz said. 'In the short term, they may be properly designed, but in the 
long term, liners break down.' Given the potential risk of 'liners designed for household 
waste being saturated with industrial waste,' he added, officials should consider 
processing spill waste through a hazardous combustor with controls on generated air 
pollution. 
 
Subjecting oiled trash to hazardous disposal or storage standards 'would triple or 
quadruple the cost' of cleaning up the gusher, EPA's Kaufman estimated. 
 
Community questions 
 
At least one Gulf Coast county is resisting the prospect of oil-spill trash coming to its 
local landfill. Mississippi's Harrison County is conducting its own sampling of the litter 
slated for storage within its borders and has asked BP and EPA for their waste test 
results, according to Connie Rockco, president of the county board of supervisors. 'Why 
should BP use our valuable landfill space that we have set aside for our municipality 
and our residents for their oil, which is their responsibility?' Rocko said. 'That's a big 
issue for local people. Our constituents feel they have somewhat been dumped on out 
in the frontyard, in our beautiful Gulf ... [and] now they want to take it and put it in our 
backyard.' Harrison County has little recourse to fight the disposal of spill trash in its 
Pecan Grove landfill, whose private owner agreed to accept nonhazardous waste from 
BP. But Rockco is not the only voice urging federal officials to keep watch on the 
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environmental justice fears raised among Gulf residents coping with waste 
management. 
 
The state-recognized Indian tribe United Houma Nation is concerned that oiled trash 
could make its way into an open pit site near its home in southeastern Louisiana, 
principal chief Brenda Dardar Robichaux told the House Natural Resources Committee 
last month. 'We do not want these materials disposed of in our communities, and we 
would respectfully request that this law be changed to protect all U.S. citizens from 
exposure to these harmful chemicals,' Robichaux testified. 
 
One way to begin arming localities with better waste-management tools in the wake of 
spills, in the view of New Mexico environment secretary Ron Curry, would be rolling 
back the 1988 RCRA exemption for oil waste and another exemption for oil and gas 
from Superfund law. 'I'm not saying that if these exemptions were gone, the spill in the 
Gulf would have not occurred,' Curry said. 'But what it signifies is ... at the state and 
federal level, how strong the oil industry's input is.' If state officials want to take a firmer 
hand in protecting local groundwater from toxic trash, Curry added, 'these laws stand in 
your way. 
 
 


Metro Washington, DC-Area Firm Mobilizes Resources to Assess Gulf Oil Spill 
from Land, Sea and Air (Miami Herald) 
 
 Posted on Tuesday, 07.20.10 
Multidisciplinary workforce helping to monitor impact of spill and cleanup operations 
 
FAIRFAX, Va., July 20 -- /PRNewswire/ -- Consolidated Safety Services, together with 
its subsidiary Dynamac Corporation, (CSS-Dynamac) today announced that it has 
deployed scientists, data analysts, IT specialists, and technicians to the Gulf coast in 
support of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and in coordination with the U.S. Coast 
Guard. Working under five separate contracts, CSS-Dynamac is assisting with 
assessment of air and water quality, spill reconnaissance, and shoreline cleanup in the 
Gulf States of Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas. CSS-Dynamac 
began placing qualified personnel in the field within 24 hours of its first response 
request. The company continues to train new personnel, drawing from the Gulf 
community and those impacted by the spill, for rotation into the field and as standbys for 
new deployments. In support of EPA and NOAA's missions, CSS-Dynamac is now 
contributing to three critical oil spill response efforts: 
 
Oil and Dispersant Detection and Measurement 
 
For EPA's National Decontamination Team, CSS-Dynamac supports the Airborne 
Spectral Photometric Environmental Collection Technology (ASPECT) program, which 
is being flown to help determine the location and movement of the oil. This information 
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is then being utilized by the U.S. Coast Guard to position oil skimmer ships in the Gulf. 
Dr. Robert Kroutil, a scientist with CSS-Dynamac, modified the existing technology 
originally designed to detect chemical and radiological contamination to be used for 
detecting oil in water. Under another contract, CSS-Dynamac analytical chemists, 
operating mobile high-throughput analytical laboratories in support of EPA's Office of 
Emergency Management, are working to develop and implement new analytical 
procedures for detecting oil dispersant chemicals in seawater. 
 
Data Management – Remote Sensing and Environmental Sampling 
 
For NOAA, CSS-Dynamac personnel are working across the Gulf area on-board ships 
with mobile labs to collect and analyze subsurface oil and water chemistry samples in 
the deeper waters of the Gulf. The CSS-Dynamac personnel collect and analyze raw 
data from environmental samples and remote sensing (satellite) to create maps to 
better predict and respond to any threats that subsurface oil could pose to Gulf 
communities, fishing grounds, and ecosystems. For EPA, CSS-Dynamac also uploads 
the data collected from the ASPECT flights onto the Google Earth product, where it can 
be accessed by the public. 
 
Shoreline Assessment 
 
CSS-Dynamac personnel have undergone Shoreline Cleanup Assessment Teams 
(SCAT) training, and are trained in Emergency Response and hazardous waste 
operations. The SCAT assess and characterize affected beachfronts in terms of 
topography, beach type and surroundings. They record in detail where and what type of 
oil is present to help document the temporal and spatial changes in oil distribution and 
to develop cleanup recommendations that will have minimal impact to the environment. 
Each SCAT is comprised of a Federal representative, a State representative or 
responsible party and a field scientist. The CSS-Dynamac SCAT-trained field scientists 
are currently awaiting deployment. 
 
"We take pride in our ability to mobilize qualified people and get them trained and 
deployed in situations such as this," says Doug Britt, President and COO of CSS-
Dynamac, "Our entire corporate management team is trained in the Nation's Incident 
Command System and our strong science core and flexibility helps us get the right 
people to the right places as fast as possible." 
 
Captain John Cardarelli II, US Public Health Service and EPA Work Assignment 
Manager, stated CSS-Dynamac's "willingness to get involved and pick up tasks outside 
their normal duties has helped the ASPECT Program and the Agency adjust to the 
many demands of the response. We continue to be impressed with their support to the 
Program and the National Decontamination Team." 
 
About CSS-Dynamac 
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Consolidated Safety Services (CSS) and the Dynamac Corporation (Dynamac), two 
award-winning companies with long and interrelated histories, were formally united with 
the acquisition of Dynamac by CSS earlier this year. The combined resources and 
capabilities of CSS-Dynamac offer its customers extraordinary expertise in science 
programs support, environmental health & safety, environmental compliance & 
management, transportation safety & security, and emergency response & disaster 
recovery. CSS-Dynamac applies science and technology to create a healthier, safer 
and environmentally sustainable future. For more information about CSS-Dynamac 
services and solutions, call 703.691.4612 or visit the CSS-Dynamac web site at 
www.CSS-Dynamac.com. 
 
 


Florida oil spill update: Charlie Crist reminds Floridians no plans to use 
dispersants in Florida (Examiner.com) 
 
July 20, 8:37 PM · Charisse Van Horn - Tampa Gulf Oil Spill Examiner  
Florida oil spill update: Charlie Crist reminds Floridians no plans to use dispersants in 
Florida 
Florida Governor Charlie Crist reminded citizens that there are no plans to use 
dispersants in Florida regarding the oil spill. It has been 92 days since the oil spill 
catastrophe and those in the northern region of Florida have dealt with the impact of the 
oil as it washed ashore. Those in other areas of the state, including the Tampa Bay 
area, have felt the oil spill’s impact through lost wages and a general halting of the 
fishing and seafood industry. 
 
 
Governor Crist stated in a release, There are currently no plans to use dispersants in 
Florida. If dispersants are ever considered in state waters, the determination to use the 
chemical would be evaluated by DEP with input from the Florida Fish and Wildlife 
Conservation Commission’s Florida Wildlife Research Institute and the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
 
 
Dispersants are a chemical used to break up oil into small droplets so that they are 
more easily degraded. This chemical is most effective against fresh oil, unlike the 
weathered oil impacts Florida has seen in its waters.” 
 
 
Though the EPA and the United States Coast Guard have authorized BP to use 
dispersants in federal waters, Governor Crist states that the amount of dispersants used 
has declined significantly since July 15, 2010. He also reminds Floridians that the EPA 
continues to aggressively monitor the use of chemical dispersants. 
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You may see the links below for more information regarding the EPA’s monitoring of the 
use of dispersants. 


 


Messy cleanup of BP oil spill damages the Gulf (Associated Press) 
 
By CAIN BURDEAU (AP 
FOURCHON BEACH, La. — The 5,600 vessels taking part in the oil spill operation on 
the Gulf of Mexico make up the largest fleet assembled since the Allied invasion of 
Normandy, according to the Coast Guard. 
 
Hordes of helicopters, bulldozers, Army trucks, ATVs, barges, dredges, airboats, 
workboats, cleanup crews, media, scientists and volunteers have descended on the 
beaches, blue waters and golden marshes of the Gulf Coast. 
 
That's a lot of propellers, anchors, tires, and feet for a fragile ecosystem to take, and a 
tough truth is emerging: In many places, the oil cleanup itself is causing environmental 
damage. 
 
Part of that is inevitable — the oil has to get cleaned up somehow, and BP and the 
government will be subject to second-guessing no matter what. 
 
"Absolutely nothing you do to respond to an oil spill is without impacts of its own," said 
Lisa Jackson, administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Since the Deepwater Horizon rig exploded April 20, killing 11, and oil began gushing 
into the Gulf, federal, state and BP officials say they have been guided in their response 
by picking the less damaging cleanup method. 
 
Still, environmentalists and veterans of other spills say the torrent of untested cleanup 
methods rushed into practice by panicked officials and unqualified experts is wreaking 
havoc and, at least in spots, may be unnecessary. 
 
"The more you disperse (with chemicals), the more you bring in these big machines, the 
more you bring in inexperienced people and the more sand berms you build, the less 
chance you have of letting Mother Nature and skimmers and booms do the job," said 
Mike Brewer of Buras, La., who ran an oil spill response company and is working on the 
BP cleanup. 
 
For starters, the EPA allowed BP PLC to spray a chemical dispersant, a product called 
Corexit, to break up oil right as it came out of BP's broken well nearly a mile below the 
surface. The idea is to save shorelines from being clobbered with vast waves of crude. 
 
In practice, the use of dispersants that had never been tested that far beneath the 
surface has made the oil much more difficult to track than it would have been in a 
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single, massive slick. And environmentalists and marine biologists still aren't convinced 
the chemicals are safe for sea life. 
 
The EPA halted underwater spraying while it tested samples collected by BP, then 
allowed it to resume once the results came back to the agency's satisfaction. Further 
tests are ongoing, and crews quit spraying dispersant once the well was contained this 
week, Jackson said. 
 
"Basically, we conducted uncontrolled experiments in the open ocean — that does not 
seem like a good idea to me," said John Hocevar, the oceans campaign director for 
Greenpeace USA. 
 
Jackson said there was little evidence that the chemical dispersants had caused 
damage and called their effects "relatively mild." 
 
Eager to be seen as taking charge, Gov. Bobby Jindal began building a series of 
untested sand islands and other barriers along the Louisiana coast, making construction 
of these berms a personal crusade. In theory, sand berms and jetties will stop the oil 
from entering sensitive estuaries. 
 
But berms and jetties interrupt shrimp and fish migrations as well as tidal flows; the work 
can even undermine what little is left of Louisiana's gooey and sediment-layered 
shoreline. 
 
"None of the coastal scientists have signed onto this thing," said Leonard Bahr, a former 
adviser to both Republican and Democratic governors in Louisiana on coastal 
restoration issues. 
 
Fishermen and locals, however, almost unanimously agree with Jindal's unorthodox 
barrier plans. 
 
"We know these (berms) stop the oil. It worked on Fourchon Beach," said Windell 
Curole, a levee manager in south Lafourche Parish, an area long struggling with 
erosion. "The people that are pushing for these things are more invested in it than the 
scientists." 
 
In a move that put its compensation costs toward curtailing the spill's environmental 
effects, BP hired truckloads of inexperienced oil spill responders — shrimpers, 
unemployed workers, college students, and migrant workers. The manpower is 
essential, but their footprint can be huge, especially if they're not used to watching their 
step. 
 
"It was like the Wild West there for a while, and it still is to some degree," said Drew 
Wheelan, a wildlife biologist with the American Bird Association Inc., a conservation 
group. 
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Wheelan said cleanup crews trampled on numerous nesting bird colonies, including at 
least one batch of least tern eggs he saw. Wilson's plovers and endangered black 
skimmers on Louisiana's Grand Isle and East Grand Terre islands were threatened by 
intensive beach cleanups. 
 
"The whole entire area in the past two weeks has been completely crisscrossed by tire 
tracks. The entire cleanup there has been entirely sickening," Wheelan said recently of 
East Grand Terre. "There are tire tracks from the low tide line all the way up into the 
dune vegetation. Not an inch of that frontal beach has been spared from traffic." 
 
Out on the Gulf, BP brought in a super-sized skimmer from Taiwan — the "A Whale" — 
capable of sucking up 20 million gallons of water a day, aiming to corral huge quantities 
of oiled water at once. Like some of the other methods, it had never been tested and 
scientists worried that it could cause serious damage. 
 
"It will suck in a lot of biology," said James Cowan, a Louisiana State University 
fisheries scientist. 
 
Coast Guard officials questioned its effectiveness, noting that it would be better for 
attacking a single huge slick than for the countless smaller pools that the dispersant 
helped create. Authorities announced last week that the massive ship was dropping out 
of the spill operation. 
 
Forrest Travirca has seen the cleanup's side effects up close as a land manager for the 
Wisner estate, a public land trust that includes Fourchon Beach and a large marsh area 
that has seen some of the heaviest oil so far. 
 
On an airboat cruise through marsh, signs of the messy cleanup jumped out. Reddish-
brown and sticky tar coated the blades of marsh grass behind a beach lined with sand 
baskets brought in by Army dump trucks. Absorbent boom lay washed up against 
shorelines. Crews had staked down shade tents every few hundred yards. 
 
Almost as soon as he stepped onto the sand, Travirca saw something he didn't like: 
Two ATV tracks meandering carefree across the sands. Someone with the cleanup had 
strayed from designated traffic corridors. 
 
"This really upsets me," Travirca said, standing over the fresh set of tracks. "They're not 
supposed to be driving back here. They've got to drive along the front of the beach. 
Birds nest back here." 
 
He walked a few paces away and pointed out another set of ATV tracks he discovered a 
few days before. "This track here was inches from a tern nest with eggs." 
 
At least now, more than three months after the spill, the cleanup is becoming more 
organized. 
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In the beginning, he said, the beach "looked like the autobahn." 


 


Group Says EPA Air Tests Not Good Enough (WDSUNew Orleans) 
 
Louisiana Bucket Brigade Finds Fault With Oil Spill Air Quality Tests 
POSTED: 2:08 pm CDT July 20, 2010 
UPDATED: 4:07 pm CDT July 20, 2010 
NEW ORLEANS -- Since the oil spill disaster began on April 20, the Environmental 
Protection Agency has tested air samples on the Gulf Coast to ensure air quality for 
folks working and living around the spill. 
 
But the Louisiana Bucket Brigade is now pointing out holes in their testing system. 
 
"The Gulf Coast is a pretty vast area, and they are trying to sample across a thousand 
miles and they just don't have the capacity to do it," said Anne Rolfes of the Louisiana 
Bucket Brigade. 
 
Most results from the EPA show air quality is good, with a few areas like Grand Isle 
testing as a moderate health risk. 
 
But the Bucket Brigade said it has taken both health and odor complaints across the 
region, and many of those are coming from areas without an air quality monitor. 
 
"There are lots of reasons for that. Wind direction is important and the placement of 
EPA monitors were for convenience, maybe where there was power," Rolfes said. 
 
That's why the Bucket Brigade is asking the EPA to hire local people to sample the air in 
places where it can't go. 
 
"It's important to expand the number of sites where monitoring can take place, 
especially when there's odor complaints. You can have monitoring done immediately 
after smelling the odor," said Dr. Earthea Nance with the University of New Orleans. 
 
The EPA said it is already beefing up stationary and mobile command centers along 
with mobile laboratories that analyze air from various sources. 
 
If you'd like to report a health or odor complaint to the Bucket Brigade, you can text it to 
2727-OIL, or you can file a complaint at www.labucketbrigade.org/ or 
www.epa.gov/bpspill/air.html#datarep. 


 


How has BP waste escaped 'hazardous' label? (Greenwire) 
 
(07/20/2010) 



http://www.epa.gov/bpspill/air.html#datarep
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Elana Schor, E&E reporter 
After 92 days of disaster, images of Gulf Coast fishermen laying boom and workers 
sponging crude from the shore now border on iconic. But the next chapter in recovering 
from the historic gusher presents a task less often photographed: disposing of all that 
oil-soaked waste. 


The transportation of cleanup debris is fraught with political and scientific hurdles, from 
residents' complaints over storage in Gulf-area landfills to the sampling of chemicals 
that could leach from the litter. While BP PLC is required to abide by federally approved 
waste management plans, no trash so far has been slapped with an official "hazardous" 
designation that would require stricter controls on disposal. 


The thousands of tons of waste must go somewhere, to be sure. Still, some Gulf locals 
and environmental advocates question the disconnect between the seemingly obvious 
public health risks of the lingering mess -- even after any usable oil is extracted from the 
waste -- and the inability to label BP's trash as hazardous. 


"It might not be listed as hazardous material, [but] any oil is going to be hazardous," 
said William Fontenot, who spent more than two decades as an environmental liaison 
for the Louisiana attorney general's office. "I don't care what the regulations say." 


A 1988 U.S. EPA regulation exempts oil exploration and production waste from 
hazardous handling standards created by the federal Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act, or RCRA. That carve-out "was a political decision" rather than a technical 
determination, recalled EPA veteran Hugh Kaufman, a senior policy analyst in the 
agency's Office of Solid Waste and Emergency Response. 


In a later release on its move, EPA acknowledged that "although [oiled debris] are 
relieved from regulation as hazardous wastes, the exemption does not mean these 
wastes could not present a hazard to human health and the environment if improperly 
managed." Asked if the RCRA loophole for oil waste is being invoked to determine that 
Gulf of Mexico trash is nonhazardous, an EPA spokeswoman said that BP's waste 
plans call for the company to test its trash weekly and that EPA is also conducting its 
own twice-monthly assessments. 


"EPA's review of waste sampling data to date has found no samples that are 
hazardous," the spokeswoman said via e-mail. "If the waste is determined to be 
hazardous, it will be sent to a designated hazardous waste treatment, storage or 
disposal facility." 


The Coast Guard and EPA followed up with a June 29 directive giving BP five days to 
produce a waste tracking plan that included the online release of its trash testing 
results. The only waste sampling data on the company's website, however, are a 
sample analysis for 14 chemicals and a summary of the volumes of trash generated in 
each category. 



http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/globalbp_uk_english/incident_response/STAGING/local_assets/downloads_pdfs/sample_analyses.pdf

http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/globalbp_uk_english/incident_response/STAGING/local_assets/downloads_pdfs/Draft_Combined_Houma_Mobile_Waste_Report_07182010.pdf
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The EPA spokeswoman said "BP has just submitted its initial response" to the June 29 
edict and would have seven days to implement its final waste plan after federal and 
state agencies respond. EPA's twice-monthly waste tests are set for public release after 
undergoing an internal review. 


That delay in disseminating waste test results concerned Rena Steinzor, a University of 
Maryland law professor who also advocates for stronger regulations as chief of the 
Center for Progressive Reform. "It's ridiculous that the tests are not public and the 
opinions [underlying the nonhazardous designation] are not public," Steinzor said. "Any 
lack of transparency in this area is a huge mistake for EPA and the administration to 
make." 


Natural Resources Defense Council senior scientist Allen Hershkowitz gave EPA a wide 
berth to send oil-spill trash to lined municipal landfills while the Gulf remains in crisis 
mode -- so long as that is not "the last step of management." 


"Landfills ultimately leak," Hershkowitz said. "In the short term, they may be properly 
designed, but in the long term, liners break down." 


Given the potential risk of "liners designed for household waste being saturated with 
industrial waste," he added, officials should consider processing spill waste through a 
hazardous combustor with controls on generated air pollution. 


Subjecting oiled trash to hazardous disposal or storage standards "would triple or 
quadruple the cost" of cleaning up the gusher, EPA's Kaufman estimated. 


Community questions 


At least one Gulf Coast county is resisting the prospect of oil-spill trash coming to its 
local landfill. Mississippi's Harrison County is conducting its own sampling of the litter 
slated for storage within its borders and has asked BP and EPA for their waste test 
results, according to Connie Rockco, president of the county board of supervisors. 


"Why should BP use our valuable landfill space that we have set aside for our 
municipality and our residents for their oil, which is their responsibility?" Rocko said. 
"That's a big issue for local people. Our constituents feel they have somewhat been 
dumped on out in the frontyard, in our beautiful Gulf ... [and] now they want to take it 
and put it in our backyard." 


Harrison County has little recourse to fight the disposal of spill trash in its Pecan Grove 
landfill, whose private owner agreed to accept nonhazardous waste from BP. But 
Rockco is not the only voice urging federal officials to keep watch on the environmental 
justice fears raised among Gulf residents coping with waste management. 


The state-recognized Indian tribe United Houma Nation is concerned that oiled trash 
could make its way into an open pit site near its home in southeastern Louisiana, 
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principal chief Brenda Dardar Robichaux told the House Natural Resources Committee 
last month. 


"We do not want these materials disposed of in our communities, and we would 
respectfully request that this law be changed to protect all U.S. citizens from exposure 
to these harmful chemicals," Robichaux testified. 


One way to begin arming localities with better waste-management tools in the wake of 
spills, in the view of New Mexico environment secretary Ron Curry, would be rolling 
back the 1988 RCRA exemption for oil waste and another exemption for oil and gas 
from Superfund law. 


"I'm not saying that if these exemptions were gone, the spill in the Gulf would have not 
occurred," Curry said. "But what it signifies is ... at the state and federal level, how 
strong the oil industry's input is." 


If state officials want to take a firmer hand in protecting local groundwater from toxic 
trash, Curry added, "these laws stand in your way." 


 
 


CLIMATE  CHANGE 
================================================================== 


U.Va. challenges Cuccinelli’s motives in climate research case (WSLS.com) 
 
RICHMOND TIMES DISPATCH 
Published: July 21, 2010  
Richmond—Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli’s investigation of climate researcher 
Michael Mann is an effort to challenge the professor’s conclusions about global warming 
rather than to find evidence of fraud, the University of Virginia said yesterday in a court 
brief. 
 
The attorney general is using the state Fraud Against Taxpayers Act to target research 
with which he disagrees, the university said. 
 
Further, the brief said, the rationale for the investigation would cut across disciplines, 
setting a precedent that any disagreement among academics could result in a similar 
probe. 
 
“That the attorney general may not [yet] feel the need to ‘investigate’ the conclusions of, 
say, a history or medical school professor, as vigorously as the attorney general is 
going after Dr. Mann is of no comfort,“ the U.Va. brief says. 
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The brief is a reply to Cuccinelli’s July 13 filing, which maintained that neither the First 
Amendment nor the principles of academic freedom protect the papers of the former 
U.Va. professor from scrutiny by the attorney general. 
 
That filing included “a lengthy harangue” against earlier research by Mann, U.Va. said 
yesterday, and is “aimed squarely” at his scientific conclusions rather than potential 
fraud. 
 
The university has petitioned Albemarle County Circuit Court to set aside Cuccinelli’s 
civil investigative demands seeking Mann’s research under the fraud act. The case is to 
be heard Aug. 20. 
 
Cuccinelli’s investigation centers on whether Mann defrauded Virginia taxpayers when 
he sought four federal research grants and one state grant totaling $466,000 while 
working at U.Va. from 1999 to 2005. 
 
Mann has been cleared of any wrongdoing in his research practices by Pennsylvania 
State University, where he now works. 
 
His research is among work that the federal Environmental Protection Agency used to 
issue regulations on greenhouse gases. Cuccinelli has filed suit against the EPA 
challenging those regulations. 
 
U.Va. said in its brief that Cuccinelli does not dispute that the investigation has put a 
“severe chill” on academic freedom and scientific debate across the state, but rather 
treats those concerns dismissively. 
 
The breadth of what Cuccinelli is seeking makes the civil investigative demands 
unenforceable, U.Va. said. The attorney general is seeking research, data and e-mails 
regardless of whether they are connected to the grants and fails to identify any 
connection between dozens of people mentioned in the civil investigative demands, the 
brief said. 


 


Ingram Micro Joins EPA's Climate Leaders Program (Channel Pro – SMB) 
 
by ChannelPro-SMB July 20, 2010 10:01 PM 
Posted in: News Channel News Government Green IT 
Ingram Micro Joins EPA’s Climate Leaders Program 
Program participants pledge to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, receiving assistance 
from the government agency for doing so. 
 
Earlier this month, distributor Ingram Micro Inc. joined the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) Climate Leaders program. The program aims to recognize and 
assist those U.S. companies exemplifying efforts curb greenhouse gas emisIngram 
Micro Joins EPA’s Climate Leaders Programsions. 
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Through the Climate Leaders program, participating companies work closely with the 
EPA to develop climate change strategies. Partner companies commit to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions through aggressive goal-setting, ongoing measurement, and 
regular progress reporting. The EPA provides benchmarking information, best-practice 
counsel, and technical assistance. 
 
Ria Carlson, senior vice president and head of Ingram Micro's corporate social 
responsibility program, says that the EPA's Climate Leaders program fits in well with the 
company’s environmental efforts. 
 
"This partnership supports our goal of continuous improvement, helping us quantify our 
carbon footprint, develop new ideas, and set targets," she says. "Working in tandem 
with the EPA, we look forward to developing programs that will be beneficial to our 
business partners, our communities, and our company." 
 
Climate Leaders partners represent a broad range of industry sectors including cement, 
forestry, pharmaceuticals, utilities, information technology, and retail. The program in is 
operation in all 50 states. 
 
 
 


ENERGY 
================================================================== 
Kohl's Department Stores reaches 500th Energy Star milestone (Leaf Chronicle) 
 
THE LEAF-CHRONICLE • July 21, 2010  
 
Kohl's Department Stores (NYSE: KSS) announced that its store in Menomonee Falls, 
Wis., is the company's 500th location to earn the Energy Star label from the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. Department of Energy. 
 
Kohl's said in a news release it has a longstanding commitment to energy management 
and estimates that the company prevented nearly $50 million in electricity costs through 
energy efficiency programs such as replacing 75 watt incandescent bulbs with 24 watt 
metal halide bulbs, implementing building automation systems and better controlling 
variable speed fans on commercial rooftop HVAC units. Over the last four years, 
accounting for rate variations, these and other proactive energy management initiatives 
have translated into an improvement in energy efficiency of more than 20 percent, 
primarily in stores, the company says. 
 
Kohl's also announced that beginning in spring 2011, all newly constructed stores will 
pursue  
Designed to Earn the Energy Star designation, which is awarded for building designs 
with an estimated energy performance that meets Energy Star criteria. Designed to 
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Earn-designated buildings will be eligible for the Energy Star after maintaining superior 
performance — rating 75 percent or better on a scale of 100 — for one year in 
operation. 
 
A 2010 Energy Star Partner of the Year, Kohl's has been a member of Energy Star 
since 1998. 
 
 
 
 
July 20, 2010 


Kohl's Department Stores Awarded for Energy Efficiency (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: FOX News 
 
    MENOMONEE FALLS, Wis. (AP) -- A southeastern Wisconsin company is being 
honored for its energy efficiency. 
 
Kohl's Department Stores says its Menomonee Falls store is its 500th location to earn 
the Energy Star label from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. 
Department of Energy. 
 
Commercial buildings that earn the label rate in the top 25 percent of facilities in the 
nation for energy efficiency, use an average of 35 percent less energy than typical 
buildings and release 35 percent less carbon dioxide. 
 
The Menomonee Falls-based company estimates it prevents nearly $50 million in 
electricity costs through its efforts. Kohl's first Energy Star store was in West Bend in 
1998. 
 
The company operates in more than 1,000 stores in 49 states. 
 
 
 


Data Center earns high efficiency grade (Consulting-Specifying Engineer) 
 
NetApp RTP Data Center Is First-Ever Data Center to Earn EPA's Energy Star for 
Superior Energy Efficiency. 
07/20/2010  
NetApp announced that its dynamic data center has earned the U.S. EPA's prestigious 
ENERGY STAR, the national symbol for protecting the environment through superior 
energy efficiency. The RTP data center is the first data center to achieve this distinction 
from the EPA.  
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EPA's ENERGY STAR energy performance scale helps organizations assess how 
efficiently their data centers use energy relative to similar data centers nationwide. A 
data center that scores a 75 or higher on EPA's 1-100 scale is eligible for the ENERGY 
STAR. The RTP data center achieved a near-perfect mark by scoring a 99.  
 
The RTP data center is primarily used to further research initiatives and create and 
improve storage efficiency and shared infrastructure technologies for delivering cloud 
computing and IT on demand to help customers around the world accelerate their 
business. Due to its design and construction, the RTP data center also serves as a 
blueprint for organizations that are looking to design their own data centers. In the time 
that the RTP data center has been open, representatives from more than 500 
organizations have toured the facility. The goal of these tours is to share NetApp 
practices and design efforts with customers and noncustomers alike so that the same 
sustainable and efficient design approach can be applied around the world to help lower 
overall data center power consumption. The RTP data center design has reduced CO2 
emissions for NetApp by approximately 95,000 tons per year, which is equivalent to 
removing 16,000 cars per year from the road.  
 
To earn the ENERGY STAR, NetApp implemented the following features in the RTP 
data center:  
 
4 F average supply air temperature: Using a higher temperature threshold on supply air 
(74 sF instead of 55 to 60 F) allows NetApp to dramatically reduce cooling costs. 
Airside economizer: The data center is cooled by using just outside air (free cooling) 
67% of the time during the year. 
Pressure-controlled room: Modulating fans, based on NetApp's proprietary technology, 
supply pressure-controlled rooms and regulate the volume of air to avoid oversupplying 
air and wasting energy. 
Cold aisle containment: The cold room separates the cold and hot air streams to protect 
supply air temperatures from being affected by hot air returning from the racks. 
Overhead air distribution: Instead of pumping cold air up through the floors (raised 
floors), overhead air distribution takes advantage of cold/hot air buoyancy and 
eliminates ductwork, reducing the energy needed for fans. 
 
 
 
July 20, 2010  


Nissan Joins Department of Energy in Global Effort to Improve Energy Efficiency 
(Greentech Media) 
 
FRANKLIN, Tenn., July 20 /PRNewswire-FirstCall/—The Department of Energy 
announced today that Nissan will be among eight companies and one university chosen 
to pilot the Global Superior Energy Performance (GSEP) initiative that will accelerate 
energy efficiency improvements in commercial buildings and industrial facilities. U.S. 
Department of Energy Secretary, Steven Chu made the announcement during the 
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Clean Energy Ministerial in Washington, D.C. This event is attended by ministers from 
24 governments and provides a forum for like-minded countries to announce high-
ambition, high-potential initiatives related to clean energy. 
 
“When governments, businesses and other entities join together in initiatives such as 
GSEP, great things can happen,” said Bill Krueger, senior vice president, 
Manufacturing, Purchasing, Supply Chain Management and Total Customer 
Satisfaction, Nissan Americas, who participated in the announcement. “We have a real 
opportunity to reduce the world’s energy consumption and reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. This kind of collaboration is essential for lasting environmental progress.”  
 
Nissan’s manufacturing plant in Oppama, Japan is planning to participate as a GSEP 
pilot. The program will consist of: 
 
A framework for accelerated continual improvement in energy efficiency across global 
operations; 
Energy efficiency decision tools and training to achieve cost-effective savings; 
Global public recognition as an industry energy efficiency leader; 
Developing policies and incentives to reward GSEP-certified facilities; 
Potential incentives from utility energy efficiency programs; 
A framework for supply chain partnerships to drive energy efficiency improvements up 
and down the supply chain; and 
Carbon emissions reductions. 
 
Nissan’s Oppama plant will begin production of the all-electric Nissan LEAF, the world’s 
first mass-marketed zero-emission vehicle, in the fall of 2010 followed by other Nissan 
plants around the globe. “Since Nissan is leading the world in promoting zero-emission 
mobility, participating in the GSEP pilot is a fitting complement,” said Krueger. 
 
According to the Department of Energy, Nissan is a fit for GSEP due to its commitment 
to the Save Energy Now LEADER partnership. Nissan’s Smyrna, Tenn., plant is also 
participating as one of the demonstration sites for the U.S. Superior Energy 
Performance Program which will include certification to the new ISO 50001 Energy 
Management Standard in 2012. Nissan has improved its energy efficiency by more than 
30 percent at its U.S. assembly plants, saving the company over $11.5 million per year.  
Nissan was also named as a 2010 ENERGY STAR® Partner of the Year by the US 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
In North America, Nissan’s operations include automotive styling, engineering, 
consumer and corporate financing, sales and marketing, distribution and manufacturing.  
Nissan is dedicated to improving the environment under the Nissan Green Program 
2010, whose key priorities are reducing CO2 emissions, cutting other emissions and 
increasing recycling.  More information on Nissan in North America and the complete 
line of Nissan and Infiniti vehicles can be found online at www.NissanUSA.com and 
www.InfinitiUSA.com. 
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Navigating the Laws and Ecolabels for Energy Efficiency (GreenBiz) 
 
By GreenBiz Staff 
Created 2010-07-20 01:13 
OAKLAND, CA — To be successful in the marketplace, manufacturers of any product 
using energy must be current on efficiency standards. And to be competitive, those 
companies should also consider third-party certification that their goods meet or exceed 
efficiency requirements. 
 
That can be a tremendous challenge for businesses. Regulations differ across the globe 
and are subject to change. 
 
As for ecolabels, there are at least 500 in existence and new ones continue to emerge. 
Sorting through them for credible third-party assessment systems can be like trying to 
find your way through a jungle, says Marcello Manca, vice president and general 
manager of UL Environment, the spinoff of safety testing giant Underwriters 
Laboratories that investigates and certifies the environmental claims of products. 
 
The good news is there are ways to keep abreast of regulatory changes for energy 
efficiency and strategies for finding respected, reliable third-party certification programs. 
Manca and three fellow panelists shared their tips for doing so in a recent webinar 
presented by UL Environment, the U.S. Department of Commerce and GreenBiz.com. 
 
The webinar has been archived and is available for free viewing at: 
http://tinyurl.com/ULEEnergyEfficiency. 
 
With Manca, who is based in Milan, Italy; Sylvia Mohr, Commerce Department 
standards specialist for the U.S. mission to the European Union, based in Brussels; 
Karen Barnes, director of insight for the Shelton Group and an expert on consumer 
mindsets, based in Tennessee; and GreenBiz.com Executive Editor Joel Makower 
moderating from California, the panel provided viewpoints from the standards and 
certifications arena, the regulatory field and the marketplace, as well as international 
perspective. 
 
"There is a growing need to sort out fact from fiction," said Makower, when it comes to 
product claims. 
 
"Independent, third-party certification is a powerful resource against accusations of 
greenwashing," said Manca, whose presentation included an overview of energy 
efficiency standards in North America. "If you have a good third-party [program] by your 
side, this is going to be the best defense." 
 
Increasingly, energy efficiency programs in North America want manufacturers to 
provide proof that their products meet the performance thresholds. 
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"In Canada, they've already come to the conclusion that all products should be tested 
by an accredited third-party entity," Manca said of Natural Resources Canada, the 
government ministry that sets the energy efficiency requirements for products. 
 
In the U.S., the Department of Energy sets federal requirements for energy efficiency of 
products and the California Energy Commission maintains one of the more rigorous 
programs for state standards. Both require products to be tested by accredited 
laboratories (this is limited to certain categories on the federal level). 
 
Energy Star, the voluntary program of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and 
the DOE that seeks to identify the most energy efficient products available, is moving 
from a system that permitted companies to declare that their products have met 
performance thresholds to one that requires proof of conformance, Manca noted. 
 
The change in the 18-year-old program follows reports that some products bearing the 
famous label failed to meet Energy Star standards. The reports included one released 
by the U.S. Government Accountability Office in March that declared the process for 
products to obtain the label was "vulnerable to fraud and abuse." 
 
The program's shift from a "self-declaration type of program to a pre-market testing and 
certification type of approach" is significant, Manca said. "I think they are heading in the 
right direction," he added. 
 
Despite criticism of the program, Energy Star remains a widely recognized brand and 
continues to be perceived as a global leader. "What we see in the consumer pool is that 
Energy Star is by far the most trusted ecolabel," said Barnes of the Shelton Group. 
 
 
Manca advised firms seeking certification of their product claims to "look for the science 
and ... for the expertise" when conducting due diligence reviews of prospective 
providers. "Make sure your trust is put in the right place," he said. 
 
Manca also emphasized that product performance standards are not static, and that 
strong programs take into account the need for continuous improvement. "It's not 
sufficient to test a product today and expect that to be adequate for its shelf life," he 
said. 
 
Next Page: Monitoring energy efficiency standards in the EU and a reality check from 
the consumer marketplace. 
 
In the European Union, energy-elated products -- televisions, lighting, fans and other 
products that use energy -- will soon be subject to new energy efficiency requirements, 
and it's important for companies to be aware of those changes, said Mohr. 
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She provided more than a half-dozen websites as resources for firms that have, or wish 
to have, products in the European Union, where the regulatory approach and the 
framework for setting and revising safety, environmental and energy efficiency 
standards are different from the processes in the U.S. 
 
The sites can help firms keep tabs on regulatory changes in the EU, she said, strongly 
urging that companies doing business internationally "monitor what's going on in the 
EU." 
 
"It's always good to be prepared," Mohr said. "What you know today as a regulatory 
standard may change." 
 
Barnes shared findings of consumer surveys conducted for her firm and provided a 
reality check for companies dealing in energy efficiency products and solutions. She 
also highlighted three key insights from her company's research: 
 
 
1. Consumers know less than you think they do. Even though more companies are 
emphasizing energy efficiency, less seems to be registering among consumers 
surveyed. Fewer were able to name one or two green home features last year than 
those surveyed in 2008. 
 
2. They've got high expectations (and it's up to you to manage them). Slightly more than 
half, 53.3 percent, of consumers who invested in energy  efficiency products or home 
renovations said their utilities bills dropped as they had expected. But almost 33 percent 
said their bills hadn't dropped and their vocal disappointment has produced "a lot of 
backlash going around about this," Barnes said. 
 
3. Importance doesn't always equal action. Seventy-three percent of consumers 
surveyed said saving energy is important or very important. But only 31 percent said 
they routinely place energy saving ahead of personal comfort by setting their heating or 
air conditioning to recommended levels. 
 
What's the upshot? "Consumers are concerned about spending money right now and 
care about other things," said Barnes, who recommended that companies "perform an 
energy intervention" to get consumers' attention. 
 
"You have to wake them up and tell them this is a personal problem and they need to 
take responsibility for it," she said. 
 
More details about the Shelton Group consumer poll and the advice from Manca and 
Mohr are provided in the archived webinar, which will be available from GreenBiz.com 
until July 15, 2011. 
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See Melissa Schweisguth's article "10 Tips for Savvy Shopping in the Certification 
Marketplace" on GreenBiz.com for more advice about selecting the right ecolabel for 
your product. 
 
 
 


FUEL 
================================================================== 


U.S. ag secretary, governor visit ethanol plant (Marion Star) 
 
BY KURT MOORE • The Marion Star • July 21,  
2010  
MARION - U.S. Agriculture Secretary Tom Vilsack, a promoter of the ethanol industry, 
and Gov. Ted Strickland visited Marion's POET biorefinery Tuesday as they discussed 
efforts to create green industry jobs. 
 
The tour was one of three scheduled visits Tuesday. They also planned to visit NexTech 
Materials in Lewis Center before discussing rural Ohio's economy at a Lynchburg farm. 
 
"I have a deep, deep concern about rural America," Vilsack said, referring to the income 
disparity of the region. 
 
"I, for one, think that can be reversed," he said. "I think what's at stake is not just this 
company.  
Biofuels are at the heart of how you can revitalize the economy of rural America." 
 
Vilsack, talking to POET CEO Jeff Broin and other company officials, said he plans to 
meet with  
President Barack Obama's top advisers Thursday to promote aggressive support for the 
biofuels  
industry. 
 
The agriculture secretary is calling for building 300 to 500 biorefinery facilities across 
the country, with centers in each region. He agreed with Broin that the nation needs 
more flexible-fuel vehicles, and said the biofuels industry could help reduce the nation's 
reliance on foreign oil. 
 
"I will be very aggressive on pushing this agenda," Vilsack said. 
 
Broin thanked Vilsack and suggested the industry's biggest concern is market access. 
He said one way to alleviate that concern is to boost the blend level, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency's cap on how much ethanol can be mixed with 
gasoline for use in most cars. 
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There is a push to increase that from 10 percent to 15 percent as agricultural 
economists warn the  
United States is reaching a "blend wall" in which ethanol production would surpass the 
capacity of the market. It would take an EPA decision to change that. 
 
Broin said he supports advocacy group Growth Energy and its Fueling Freedom Plan. 
The plan calls for the redirection and eventual phasing out of government support for 
ethanol. Part of the plan is to redirect funds used to pay for the Volumetric Ethanol 
Excise Tax Credit, an incentive to blend ethanol into gasoline, and instead offer tax 
credits to retailers willing to install blender pumps. 
 
The goal is to install 200,000 blender pumps, which enable consumers to choose 
between  
different blends of ethanol. 
 
Another part of the plan talks about requiring  automobiles sold in the United States to 
be flex-fuel vehicles, which Growth Energy suggested could lead to the production of up 
to 120 million flex-fuel vehicles. 
 
There is an opposite push by farm groups, such as the Marion-based Ohio Corn 
Growers Association, to pass the Renewable Fuels Reinvestment Act and extend 
ethanol tax incentives, including a 45-cent per gallon blenders credit for ethanol use, 
until 2015. 
 
Corn growers association director Dwayne Siekman said many members of Congress 
believe "the need for market certainty is vital to job creation, and that the ethanol-
blender's extension is in the best interests of America's rural economy, environment 
 
 
From the August 2010 Issue  


EPA releases data on canola biodiesel pathway (Biodiesel Magazine) 
 
by Luke Geiver 
Posted July 20, 2010  
 
The U.S. EPA has released a Notice of Data Availability (NODA) for its recent modeling 
of the canola oil biodiesel pathway. As of March 26, when the EPA officially announced 
the final rule for the revised renewable fuel standard (RFS2), the canola pathway had 
not been analyzed as a biofuel feedstock capable of meeting the required greenhouse 
gas reduction standards set by the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007. 
Using the same RFS2 lifecycle analysis modeling approach for other biofuels already 
approved, the EPA stated that the canola oil biodiesel pathway creates a 50 percent 
reduction in GHG emissions compared to the diesel fuel baseline.  
 
“These results, if finalized, would justify authorizing the generation of biomass-based 
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diesel RINs for fuel produced by the canola oil biodiesel pathway modeled, assuming 
that the fuel meets the other definitional criteria for renewable fuel (e.g., produced from 
renewable biomass, and used to reduce or replace transportation fuel) specified in 
EISA,” EPA said in the NODA memo.  
 
EPA analyzed canola oil as a feedstock “assuming the same biodiesel production 
facility designs and conversion efficiencies as modeled for biodiesel produced from 
soybean oil.” To assess the impact of producing biodiesel from canola oil, the EPA also 
created a control case projection estimating 200 million gallons of canola-based 
biodiesel per year by 2022. “While we recognize that some canola oil has historically 
been used to make biodiesel for domestic use,” EPA said, “this range of production 
(zero to 200 million gallons) covers the range of production likely by 2022.” To create 
the projection, the EPA used a number of factors including historical volumes, potential 
feedstock availability and competitive uses, potential increases in crop acreage and 
potential increases in crop and conversion yields.  
 
“As with other EPA analyses of fuel pathways with a significant land use impact, the 
proposed analysis for canola oil biodiesel includes a best estimate as well as a range of 
possible lifecycle greenhouse gas emission results based on formal uncertainty analysis 
conducted by the agency,” EPA also noted.  
 
Higher yield improvements, which could show a greater reduction of land use impacts 
and improve projected GHG performance of canola-based biodiesel, were given by 
industry members to the EPA, but not used for the analysis. “As was the case for 
analyses of other crop-based biofuels,” the agency noted, “EPA projected increases in 
canola crop yield based on long-term trends. Yield improvement rates recommended by 
industry were higher and were based on recent shorter term trends.”  
 
EPA’s analysis included the Forestry and Agricultural Sector Optimization Model 
(FASOM) and the Food and Agricultural Policy and Research Institute international 
models maintained by the Center for Agricultural and Rural Development (FAPRI-
CARD). For key model inputs and assumptions (e.g., crop yields, biofuel conversion 
yields, and agricultural engery use), EPA has also provided a docket of information 
accompanying the NODA. The information included in the docket was generated by 
peer-reviewed literature and reflects expert recommendations from the canola and 
biodiesel industries considered by EPA. For 30 days, effective from the publication date 
in the federal register, the EPA will accept comments on the proposed lifecycle 
assessment of canola oil biodiesel.  
 
 
 
 


GENERAL 
================================================================== 
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Obama's bogus pro-business credentials (Washington Times) 
 
Behind the rhetoric stands an array of job-killing policies 
By Jeffrey H. Birnbaum SPECIAL TO THE WASHINGTON TIMES 
The Obama administration wants Americans to think it is pro-business. Top aides to the 
president have made the case on television and elsewhere that major corporations are 
better off now because Obama policies saved the economy from a complete meltdown 
and that pro-trade policies going forward will keep things afloat. 
 
No one can doubt that the combined policies of Presidents George W. Bush and 
Obama saved the day over the past couple of years. But any notion that Mr. Obama is a 
corporate advocate beyond that is ludicrous. Even the Business Roundtable - the most 
mild-mannered of Washington's corporate lobbies - recently wrote a letter that made 
clear at great length that the president is no friend of business.  
 
The impact of new federal regulations on the economy "is enormous, and often 
harmful," the Roundtable wrote. In addition, it said, Obama proposals to increase taxes 
on multinational corporations would kill thousands of jobs here at home. 
 
In addition, Obama aides may be the only people in the capital who think the 
administration's trade policies are opening barriers anywhere. "The administration's 
failure to move forward on pending free trade agreements and a more expansive 
presidential trade negotiating authority has emboldened foreign competitors while 
hurting our economic, global competitiveness and job creation," the Roundtable wrote. 
 
In short, the Obama administration has been less business friendly than any 
administration in memory and is likely to become even less friendly as the months and 
years move along. 
 
Sure, a few industry segments have been able to cut deals to protect themselves in the 
short run. Drug companies limited the damage that they could have suffered in the 
health reform law by compromising early and paying back the Obama folks by 
advertising mightily for the legislation. The same could be said in the Wall Street reform 
bill for small- to medium-sized banks, which were spared some of the strictest new 
costs and regulations. 
 
But these are minor and temporary concessions. The overall thrust of the Obama 
administration is clearly hostile to profit-making ventures. Every once in a while, 
administration officials elaborately deny this, but the evidence strongly contradicts their 
view. 
 
For example, the administration will try soon to make good on its unfulfilled promises to 
the organized labor movement. It has put off pushing the Employee Free Choice Act 
(also known as "card check") for a while, but that reticence will not last. Labor has 
poured hundreds of millions of dollars in recent years into trying to elect Democrats and 
will pay tens of millions this year for the same purpose. Card check will not languish on 
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the back burner for much longer. 
 
More to the point, the White House's Middle Class Task Force, led by Vice President 
Joseph R. Biden Jr., is about to unleash a series of anti-business broadsides that, if 
enacted, will vastly increase the cost of doing business with government. 
 
For instance, the task force, essentially a front for labor interests, is expected to 
demand that federal contracts go only to companies that "provide living wage, health 
care, retirement and paid sick leave" to their employees, according to the Roundtable. 
Government contractors also would have to be much friendlier to unions and 
unionization than they are now - a potentially enormous cost to companies and a boon 
to the labor movement. 
 
The task force is even said to be considering mandating Davis-Bacon wage 
requirements and labor-union pacts for all federal construction projects - even from 
companies that are nonunion. That would be a power shift of epic proportions. 
 
The Obama administration has already signaled its disdain for the oil and gas industry 
and surely will expand that line of attack. The White House would like to do away with 
subsidies, increase taxes and restrict drilling - just as a start. In addition, smokestack 
industries ranging from manufacturers to utilities are about to be socked with "cap-and-
trade" restrictions that would increase their costs extravagantly. 
 
If Congress doesn't get around to imposing some of these environmental changes, the 
Environmental Protection Agency is poised to do so on its own. 
 
Another way to look at this is that the Obama administration has picked favorites among 
businesses. It likes the ones it can classify as green or, occasionally, small and dislikes 
almost all the others. 
 
None of this can be categorized as pro-business in any meaningful sense. The small-
business lobby, for example, is not much of an Obama fan. 
 
A pro-business president would support lower taxes, not the higher ones Mr. Obama 
surely will propose soon. A pro-business chief executive would want to keep capital 
gains taxes low, but that is not likely to be Mr. Obama's position. The list goes on and 
on. 
 
The Obama administration is not pro-business. Period. 
 
Jeffrey H. Birnbaum is a Washington Times columnist, a Fox News contributor and 
president of BGR Public Relations. His firm represents a variety of corporations. 
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A long way from the Capitol steps (Washington Post) 
 
July 21, 2010 Wednesday  
Suburban Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A17 
Maryland 
By Al Kamen 
A Loop Fan called attention to an article Friday in the "Greater Homes" section of the 
New York Times that began: 
 
"With a sweep of her manicured hand, Princess Rita Boncompagni Ludovisi draws 20 
pairs of eyes upward to the salon ceiling, one of many treasures in the Villa Aurora, the 
family home in the heart of Rome." 
 
The princess giving the tour, the article notes, "is an American formerly known as Rita 
Jenrette," married last year to Prince NicolÃ² Boncompagni Ludovisi.  
 
Rita Jenrette? The young blonde once married to John Jenrette, the congressman who 
did 13 months in prison after being convicted of taking bribes in the FBI's 1980 Abscam 
sting? 
 
The Rita Jenrette who posed in Playboy, where she revealed, among other things, that 
the couple had sex on the steps of the Capitol (discreetly behind a pillar, we recall) 
during a break in a late-night House session? (The acclaimed comedy group the Capitol 
Steps, formed in 1981, took its name from this historic moment.) 
 
Indeed, the same one. 
 
After her rise to fame and her appearance in Playboy -- plus another appearance in 
1984 -- she did some acting, was a television journalist and ended up in Manhattan 
working in real estate. She also attended a Harvard Business School program -- three 
weeks a year each spring for three years for $93,000 -- finishing in 2003. (This has led 
to some incorrect references to her as having a Harvard MBA, even though her Web 
site's home page notes she's an alum of the school's summer program for executives.) 
 
Jenrette, 60, was working a real estate deal in Italy when she met the prince in 2003, 
she told the Times, and soon moved into the villa. The couple married in a small 
ceremony last year. (It should be noted that there are thousands of folks in Italy who 
can call themselves princes, dukes, counts and so on.) 
 
John Jenrette, meanwhile, was convicted in 1989 of shoplifting a tie and some shoes 
from a department store in Baileys Crossroads. And while he's gotten no peerage, he, 
too, seems to have sorted things out. 
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"I am very blessed," Jenrette, 74, told us Tuesday from his home in Myrtle Beach, 
where he was on the porch "looking at the heavenly bodies on the beach." Jenrette, 
who has been a lawyer and in the PR biz, is still working on a reduced schedule these 
days, helping longtime clients. He remarried years ago and spends six months of the 
year in South Carolina and the other six in Florida. 
 
John Jenrette was in town last week -- "looking trim and fit," we were told -- to attend a 
reunion at the Cosmos Club of some 50 members plus spouses of the Democratic 
congressional class of 1974, the Watergate class. The group includes Reps. Henry 
Waxman and George Miller (Calif.) and Sens. Chris Dodd (Conn.), Max Baucus (Mont.) 
and Tom Harkin (Iowa). 
 
"I'm very honored," Jenrette said, despite his "self-destructiveness" back then, "to have 
known them and served with that crowd." 
 
Maybe he could be the Doge of Myrtle Beach? 
 
What did Lew do?  
 
The State Department, which rightly prides itself as one of the leaders, if not the leader, 
among federal agencies in the use of social media -- Facebook and Twitter and such -- 
is also determined to improve its efforts to be more transparent. To that end, it seems to 
have gradually expanded the daily schedule it puts out to reporters and the public to let 
them know when and where senior officials are traveling and what they are doing. 
 
So we got this Monday regarding the outgoing deputy secretary, Jack Lew: 
 
Deputy Secretary Lew, Dr. Slaughter and Ambassador Penavic Marshall meet with the 
Assistant Secretaries, at the Department of State. 
 
Deputy Secretary Lew meets with Ambassador-Designate to Iraq James Jeffrey, at the 
Department of State. 
 
Deputy Secretary Lew calls National Economic Council Director Lawrence Summers. 
 
Not to be ungrateful, but transcripts of the call would be nice. Thanks. 
 
Easy name to remember  
 
Speaking of Lew, who's set to return to head the Office of Management and Budget, a 
job he held in the Clinton administration, Loop Fans sent in many suggestions of other 
folks who had opted to return to the senior, Senate-confirmed jobs they had once held 
in a prior administration. 
 
Our informal survey of veterans of administrations past, focusing on Cabinet-level or 
senior White House staff appointees, could only come up with one Cabinet-level agency 
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head who'd returned for a similar second act: former defense secretary Donald 
Rumsfeld. 
 
There was another: William D. Ruckelshaus, who was the first head of the 
Environmental Protection Agency from December 1970 until April 1973, when, as part 
of the Watergate-sparked Nixon administration shuffle, he was moved to the FBI. He 
then joined the Reagan administration in 1983 to take over the EPA after the 
controversial and chaotic reign of Anne Gorsuch Burford. He turns 78 on Saturday. (The 
EPA is actually not a Cabinet agency, but it has for a long time been treated as such in 
terms of a seat at the table.) 
 


Virginia Democrat objects to federal pay freeze (Government Executive) 
 
By Norah Swanson nswanson@govexec.com July 20, 2010  
A Virginia lawmaker whose district is home to many federal employees said on Tuesday 
that he does not support a pay freeze for government workers. 
Democratic Rep. Jim Moran, during a town hall meeting in Washington for employees of 
the Environmental Protection Agency, also admitted he doesn't believe parity between 
civilian and military pay can be accomplished this year in Congress, alluding to 
partisanship. In fiscal 2010, service members received a 3.4 percent pay raise while the 
civilian workforce received a 2 percent boost. 


While President Obama has frozen the pay of White House personnel, federal workers 
so far have been spared. Some lawmakers have tried recently to push legislative 
proposals to freeze federal workers' salaries to help reduce the deficit and pay for the 
ongoing wars. 


With federal retirements on the rise, Moran said the government might not be able to 
maintain the same quality of employees without salary increases. Competition, he 
added, is essential to attract a high-caliber federal workforce, and pay freezes only will 
make this task more difficult. But Moran told EPA employees that, "freezes will be 
difficult to avoid if unemployment stays this high." 


Moran, who was thanked by one employee for being "a consistent supporter of federal 
workers," also spent time on Tuesday touring EPA, including the agency's emergency 
operations room. He praised employees for their commitment and hard work in dealing 
with the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico: "I have an intense appreciation for civil 
service," said the congressman. In March, Moran assumed chairmanship of the House 
Appropriations Subcommittee on the Interior and Environment, the panel that oversees 
EPA funding. 


He noted EPA scientists and employees were devalued in years past and it was time to 
change false perceptions. He called for greater agency outreach to the American people 
and their communities. "Give them the facts and let them make up their minds. We have 
a responsibility to inform our democracy," he said. 



mailto:nswanson@govexec.com

http://www.govexec.com/story_page.cfm?filepath=/dailyfed/0610/061510e2.htm

http://www.govexec.com/story_page.cfm?filepath=/dailyfed/0610/061510e2.htm
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The lawmaker credited the EPA Emergency Operations Room as a model for crisis 
response among other federal agencies. The agency uses technology such as 
teleconference and monitoring capabilities that allow EPA employees in Washington to 
stay connected to the epicenter of the crisis. Deputy Administrator Bob Perciasepe said 
EPA is working closely with the Food and Drug Administration and the Fish and Wildlife 
Service on cleanup efforts. 


"You are absolutely indispensible," Moran told employees. "The health of the country is 
on your shoulders. 


 
 


HAZARDOUS WASTE 
================================================================== 
July 20, 2010 9:24 a.m. PT 


Hanford disposal problem: contaminated train (Seattle Post Intelligencer) 
By ANNETTE CARY 
TRI-CITY HERALD 
TRI-CITIES, Wash. -- The Department of Energy is considering what to do with 14 
contaminated railcars and two contaminated locomotives parked near central Hanford 
since at least 1997. 
 
DOE favors disposing of them, likely at a central Hanford landfill for contaminated 
waste. 
 
But it will consider whether one of the diesel locomotives and possibly a flatcar might be 
decontaminated and displayed at Hanford's historic B Reactor. 
 
Discussions of a display are preliminary and the public would not be allowed on the 
locomotive or flatcar, said DOE spokesman Cameron Hardy. 
 
B Reactor, which produced plutonium for the first nuclear explosion and the bomb 
dropped on Nagasaki, Japan, now is open for tours and the National Park Service is 
evaluating its possible role in its future. 
 
Both locomotives and at least 11 of the railcars were acquired by Hanford in the 1940s 
through the 1960s. 
 
When Hanford reactors were producing plutonium, cask cars were used to haul 
irradiated fuel from the reactors along the river inland to holding or processing areas. 
Eleven cask cars now are parked on a rail spur near the 212-R Building, which is just 
north of central Hanford's 200 West and East Areas. 
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During World War II and the earliest years of the Cold War, irradiated fuel remained in 
the cooling pools at reactors for only a few hours or a day before they were loaded into 
shielded rail cask cars and taken to the 212-N, 212-P and 212-R buildings. 
 
There the fuel rods were stored underwater for a few weeks to as long as 50 days to 
allow the isotopes to decay before they were transferred to processing plants. The 
practice was stopped about 1951 and fuel was left in the reactor basins longer to reduce 
the emission of radioactive isotopes into the environment during chemical processing of 
the fuel rods to separate plutonium. 
 
Irradiated fuel continued to be transported by rail car, but went to processing plants from 
the reactors, said Michele Gerber, a Richland historian. 
 
Most of the cask cars, also called well cars, had three large depressions or wells to hold 
casks that were labeled A, B and C, she said. 
 
The railcars parked on the 212-R rail spur include 10 of those cask cars and one 
labeled a "tall irradiated fuel cask" that stood on end. It may have been used for 
experimental materials taken to Hanford laboratories, Gerber said. 
 
The casks are lined with lead and some also contain water used for radiation shielding 
and mineral oil used to minimize evaporation, according to DOE. 
 
Also parked on the rail spur are two rail tank cars used to transport radioactive liquid 
waste and a flatbed railcar used to haul miscellaneous equipment. 
 
DOE believes the railcars and locomotives are contaminated with substances that could 
include radionuclides, lead or PCBs. The flatcar and locomotives have surface 
contamination, while the fuel casks have internal radionuclide contamination. 
 
If DOE moves ahead with a proposal to dispose of most of the railcars, decisions will be 
made on a car-by-car basis on how to decontaminate them. 
 
The proposal, detailed in an engineering evaluation and cost analysis report, calls for 
evaluating whether portions of the railcars or locomotive could be recycled, including to 
be used for display at B Reactor. 
 
The cask cars would be filled with grout and enclosed in grout using a form built around 
them. The report discusses shipping the cars to Hanford's Environmental Restoration 
Disposal Facility, but doesn't limit disposal options to Hanford if another facility to treat 
and dispose of the waste off-site is available and approved by the Environmental 
Protection Agency. 
 
DOE is accepting comments until Aug. 13 by email at railcar(at)rl.gov or by mail to 
Paula Call, U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office, P.O. Box 550, A7-
75, Richland, 99352. 
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Online: 
http://www.hanford.gov 
Information from: Tri-City Herald, http://www.tri-cityherald.com 
 
 
 


MINING 
================================================================== 


Mine industry sues over Appalachian permits (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Washington Post 
 
By TIM HUBER 
The Associated Press 
Tuesday, July 20, 2010; 1:39 PM  
CHARLESTON, W.Va. -- The coal industry filed a lawsuit Tuesday challenging the 
Obama administration's efforts to limit surface coal mining in Appalachia.  


The National Mining Association's lawsuit accuses the Environmental Protection Agency 
and the Army Corps of Engineers of illegally preventing mines from obtaining water 
quality permits in the region. If successful, the NMA says the lawsuit would free a 
logjam of 235 pending permit applications that have been held up for additional scrutiny 
by the EPA since 2009.  


"Members' efforts to navigate this unlawful process and obtain reasonable and 
predictable permit terms have been unsuccessful, leaving us no choice but to challenge 
the EPA and Corps policy in court," NMA President Hal Quinn said in a statement. "The 
agencies' continued abuse of the law to impose arbitrary standards on mining 
operations, state agencies and other federal regulatory bodies threatens the entire 
region with further economic misery and stagnant employment."  


The EPA had no immediate comment. The corps referred questions to the U.S. 
Department of Justice, which also had no immediate comment.  


The lawsuit is the latest skirmish in a series of court fights over mountaintop removal 
coal mining in West Virginia, Kentucky and other Appalachian states. Mine operators 
say the practice is highly efficient, supports tens of thousands of jobs and provides coal 
for electric power plants across much of the South and East. But opponents argue that 
surface mining is too damaging to the environment because it disposes of excess 
material such as rock by burying streams.  



http://www.tri-cityherald.com/
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In this series of court battles, lawsuits by coal companies or industry groups have been 
rare. The companies typically find themselves fighting lawsuits by environmental groups 
that seek to stop individual permits.  


The core of Tuesday's lawsuit is an attack on the new surface mining policy announced 
by the EPA on April 1. The policy tightened water quality standards solely for valley fills 
at surface coal mines in West Virginia, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Virginia and 
Tennessee. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said at the time the goal was a standard 
so strict that few, if any, permits would be issued for valley fills.  


The lawsuit seeks to have that policy overturned as well as to eliminate the EPA's 
practice of offering to approve one valley fill permit at a time, which the NMA says 
oversteps the agency's authority.  


Those decisions should be left to the federal Office of Surface Mining Reclamation and 
Enforcement, the lawsuit contends.  


"EPA and the Corps have launched a moving target in coal mining permitting that is 
substantially and irreparably harming NMA's coal mining members," the lawsuit says.  


 


Coal lobbying group sues US EPA, Army Corp over mining permits (Platts) 
 
Galax, Virginia (Platts)--20Jul2010/557 pm EDT/2157 GMT 
     The National Mining Association filed suit Tuesday against the US 
Environmental Protection Agency and the Army Corps of Engineers, claiming the 
agencies are "unlawfully obstructing permitting of coal mining operations" in 
Central Appalachia. 
 
     The suit, filed with the US District Court for the District of Columbia, 
charges the agencies are "jeopardizing thousands of jobs and a vital supply of 
fuel to meet the nation's electric power needs." 
 
     "This civil action challenges a series of EPA and Corps actions that have 
unlawfully obstructed Clean Water Act [Section 404] permitting processes for 
coal mining," the industry trade group said.  
 
     The suit takes aim a June 2009 accord between EPA and the Corps in which 
the agencies agreed to an "enhanced" procedure to review 79 permit 
applications -- many tied to valley fills and large surface mining operations 
-- over concerns about potential harm to the environment, especially streams 
in the region. 
 
     NMA's lawsuit claims "EPA and the Corps have circumvented clear 
requirements for public notice and comment of a host of federal statutes and 
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ignored calls for peer-reviewed science as part of a deliberate policy to 
substitute agency 'guidance' for formal rulemaking." 
 
     Citing a May 21 report by the Senate Environment and Public Works 
Committee Republican staff, NMA said "nearly 18,000 new and existing jobs and 
more than 80 small businesses are jeopardized by the unlawful policy EPA and 
the Corps have applied to the 190 permits still awaiting action in mid-May." 
 
     Of the 79 permits that were held up by the June agreement, NMA said, 36 
have been withdrawn, five permits have been issued and two are under review. 
The affected permits cover mining operations in Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, 
Virginia, Kentucky and West Virginia. 
 
     "NMA members' efforts to navigate this unlawful process and obtain 
reasonable and predictable permit terms have been unsuccessful, leaving us no 
choice but to challenge the EPA and Corps policy in court," NMA President and 
CEO Hal Quinn said in a statement. "Detailed agency guidance is not a valid 
substitute for lawful rulemaking based on public notice and comment. The 
agencies' continued abuse of the law to impose arbitrary standards on mining 
operations, state agencies and other federal regulatory bodies threatens the 
entire region with further economic misery and stagnant employment." 
 
     EPA officials did not immediately respond to requests for comment. Corps 
spokesman Chuck Minsker said that the agency doesn't comment on litigation and 
referred all inquiries to the Department of Justice. DOJ spokesman Charles 
Miller said his agency is still reviewing the suit and had no comment.  
 
     In the prayer for relief, NMA is requesting, among other remedies, that 
the court vacate the enhanced coordination process and order the Corps to 
process all pending permit applications. 
 
  --Steve Hooks, steve_hooks@platts.com 
 
 
July 20, 2010 


Coal industry sues EPA, Corps of Engineers over permit crackdown (Charleston 
Gazette) 
 
By Ken Ward Jr. 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. -- Coal industry lawyers on Tuesday sued the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and the Army Corps of Engineers to try to slow down 
the Obama administration's efforts to more strictly regulate mountaintop removal mining. 
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The National Mining Association filed suit in federal court in Washington, D.C., over 
EPA's more detailed review of mining permit applications and a new set of 
recommended water quality guidelines for surface coal mining in Appalachia. 
 
In the 42-page complaint, the association alleges EPA's permit reviews were an effort to 
"rob" other agencies of their regulatory role and charges that EPA Administrator Lisa P. 
Jackson ignored requirements for public involvement when she issued the new water 
pollution guidelines. 
 
"NMA members' efforts to navigate this unlawful process and obtain reasonable and 
predictable permit terms have been unsuccessful, leaving us no choice but to challenge 
the EPA and Corps policy in court," said NMA President Hal Quinn. "Detailed agency 
guidance is not a valid substitute for lawful rulemaking based on public notice and 
comment." 
 
EPA spokesman Brendan Gilfillan said the agency is reviewing the coal industry lawsuit. 
 
"EPA's mining guidance is fully consistent with the law and the best available science 
and will help ensure that Americans living in coal country don't have to choose between 
a healthy environment for their families and the jobs they need to support them," Gilfillan 
said in a prepared statement. 
 
While the coal industry favors mountaintop removal's efficiency, and local political 
leaders praise the jobs provided, there is a growing scientific consensus that the 
practice is causing widespread and irreversible damage to the region's forests, water 
quality and communities. 
 
Shortly after taking office, the Obama administration announced it was taking 
"unprecedented steps" to reduce the environmental impacts of mountaintop removal. 
 
EPA began much more rigorous reviews of valley fill permit applications being 
considered by the Corps of Engineers and threatened to exercise its Clean Water Act 
authority to block those permits if it believed the impacts were too great. 
 
In its suit, the mining association alleges this process "adds significant additional time to 
the corps regulatory review" and is "dramatically altering timelines" for companies to 
receive new mining permits. 
 
Industry lawyers also complain that, without public involvement, EPA wrongly put into 
place a detailed tool that grades the potential impacts of permits to help agency officials 
determine which mining permits need more rigorous reviews. 
 
This April, EPA also announced a new guidance for its regional offices in reviewing 
water pollution permits for mining projects being considered for issuance by state 
agencies like West Virginia's Department of Environmental Protection. The new 
guidance calls for much tougher review, and perhaps rejection of permits, based on the 
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potential to increase the electrical conductivity of streams, which is a stronger measure 
of many harmful pollutants from mining and has been linked to damage of aquatic life. 
 
EPA made its guidance effective immediately on an interim basis, but is also conducting 
an eight-month public comment period and subjecting the scientific reports the guidance 
is based upon to peer review. 
 
In its suit, the mining association said the guidance constitutes a rulemaking that should 
have gone through a public comment before it was put into effect. 
 
The suit asks for a court order to block the more detailed EPA permit reviews and the 
agency's conductivity guidance. 
 
Reach Ken Ward Jr. at kw...@wvgazette.com or 304-348-1702. 


 


Mine industry sues over Appalachian permits (Ventura County Star) 
 
TIM HUBER  
Tuesday, July 20, 2010  
CHARLESTON, W.Va. — CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) - The National Mining 
Association is suing two federal agencies over the Obama administration's efforts to 
limit surface coal mining in Appalachia. 


The trade association filed the lawsuit Tuesday in U.S. District Court for the District of 
Columbia. It names the Environmental Protection Agency and the Army Corps of 
Engineers as defendants. 


The lawsuit centers on mountaintop removal coal mining. Coal companies like the 
highly efficient practice, while environmental groups contend it is devastating 
Appalachia. 


The lawsuit accuses the agencies of illegally restricting water quality permits that allow 
mountaintop removal and other surface mines to bury streams with excess rock. EPA 
has held up all but a handful of so-called valley fill permits for greater scrutiny since 
2009. 


Neither agency had immediate comment. 


 
 


Mining group sues U.S. over mountaintop permit 'guidance' (Greenwire) 
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 (07/20/2010) 
Patrick Reis, E&E reporter 
The National Mining Association sued the Obama administration today over new water 
pollution "guidance" for coal companies seeking permits for surface mines in Central 
Appalachia. 


The lawsuit accuses U.S. EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers of failing to follow 
federal procedures in issuing new permit requirements and asks the U.S. District Court 
for the District of Columbia to void the guidance until the agencies conduct a formal 
rulemaking, which would include a public comment period. 


The EPA guidance includes the first-ever numeric pollution standard for "conductivity," a 
measure of a water body's ability to carry an electrical charge. The standard addresses 
levels of salt, sulfides and other pollutants in streams near surface coal mines. 


To qualify for a permit, mining companies must show projects won't cause pollutant 
concentrations to climb past roughly five times the normal level, a limit the agency said 
would protect 95 percent of aquatic life. The guidance -- which applies only to surface 
mines in Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, Virginia, Kentucky and Tennessee -- 
became effective immediately after being announced on April 1. 


At issue in the lawsuit is EPA's labeling the new standards a "guidance" -- not a formal 
rule. The agency developed the guidance with the Army Corps of Engineers and the 
Interior Department's Office of Surface Mining. 


National Mining Association spokeswoman Carol Raulston said the policies "walk, talk 
and act like a rule" that has resulted in a "de facto" moratorium on coal mining 
permitting in the region. 


"We had wanted to avoid legal action, and we hoped that our members could work with 
EPA to address their concerns," Raulston said. "Instead, we've really faced a moving 
target of more and more hurdles that companies have to go over." 


EPA officials were unavailable for comment. 


When announcing the rules in April, EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson insisted her 
agency was not trying to stop coal mining in the region. 


"This is not about ending coal mining; it is about ending coal mining pollution," Jackson 
said. "The people of Appalachia shouldn't have to choose between a clean, healthy 
environment in which to raise their families and the jobs they need to support them." 


The industry group successfully has used the rulemaking argument against other 
administration attempts to regulate mountaintop-removal mining, including Interior's bid 
to reverse changes to rules limiting mining made during the George W. Bush 
administration. 
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The group sued Interior over the attempt to void the Bush changes to the "stream buffer 
zone" rule, instead forcing the Obama administration to go through a formal rulemaking 
process of its own. 


Interior has said it does not expect to finalize that rule before 2012 (Greenwire, April 
13). 


 
 


PESTICIDES 
================================================================== 
Tuesday, July 20, 2010Last Update: 10:15 AM PT 


Court Revives Rat Poison Maker's Suit Against EPA (Courthouse News Service) 
 
By SONYA ANGELICA DIEHN  
     (CN) - The D.C. Circuit has reinstated a rat poison maker's challenge of the 
government's threat to deem its products "misbranded" unless it complies with new 
marketing restrictions.  
     The federal appeals court reversed a federal judge's dismissal of the case for lack of 
jurisdiction, saying the judge can review the case under the Federal Insecticide, 
Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FINRA). 
     The lawsuit targets the Environmental Protection Agency's interpretation of its FINRA 
authority to misbrand products -- "final agency action" that's reviewable in court, 
according to the D.C. Circuit. 
     In May 2008, the EPA sought to minimize the exposure of children and wildlife to 
rodent poisons by limiting how the products could be advertised and sold. Rat poison 
with one or more of 10 active ingredients had to be sold in bait stations and were 
subject to weight, labeling and distribution restrictions. Certain potent formulas could not 
be marketed to general consumers for residential use. 
     After issuing the regulations, the agency told Reckitt Benckiser Inc., which produces 
d-CON rat poison products, to change its formulas or face having the products 
misbranded.  
     Bensicker refused to comply, saying this threat deprived it of the ability to challenge 
a cancellation decision, as a product must first be canceled in order to be challenged.  
     Bensicker sought speedy cancellation proceedings so it could administratively 
appeal. 
     The D.C. Circuit said the EPA's misbranding threat can be considered final 
administrative action, as it was definitive, with direct and immediate effects on business. 
Bensicker claimed it would be forced to spend hundreds of thousands of dollars on 
research and development to meet the EPA's new demands. 
     The action puts the company between a rock and a hard place, the court noted, as 
it's faced with the choice to lose sales, engage in costly compliance or risk penalties for 
not complying. 



http://eenews.net/Greenwire/2010/04/19/archive/3
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     The court directed the federal judge to address whether the EPA correctly 
interpreted its authority to misbrand Bensicker's products "before, or rather than, 
regulatory cancellation proceedings."   
     The D.C. Circuit also dismissed claims that the EPA's actions were arbitrary and 
capricious under the Administrative Procedure Act. 
 


 


TOXICS 
================================================================== 


State audit critical of Iowa DNR (Sioux City Journal) 
 
By JASON CLAYWORTH The Des Moines Register | Posted: Tuesday, July 20, 2010 
11:12 am  
DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) — Iowa's Department of Natural Resources has not complied 
with 16 state laws dealing with issues such as treatment of infectious waste, an audit 
released this week shows. 
An environmental activist called the findings alarming because laws such as one 
requiring creation of a toxic pollution prevention program were enacted to protect the 
public. The agency's failure to uphold state law jeopardizes the well-being of Iowans 
and represents a serious disconnect between lawmakers and agency leaders 
responsible for enforcement, the activist said. 


Some of the laws have been on the books for nearly 20 years. 


Two lawmakers — one Democrat and one Republican — called for Gov. Chet Culver to 
hold officials at the Department of Natural Resources accountable and to launch a 
major overhaul in its leadership. 


"If in fact we've got state departments that are not complying with the law, that's illegal," 
said Sen. Dennis Black, D-Grinnell and vice chairman of the Agriculture and Natural 
Resources Appropriations Subcommittee. "If it's illegal, then someone has to pay." 


DNR Director Richard Leopold said instances of inaction identified by the audit that was 
released Monday have never endangered public safety. In past audits, even more laws 
weren't enforced, he said, so he viewed Monday's audit as an improvement. 


"I think having this short of a list actually speaks to progress," Leopold said. "This, to 
me, is a couple of pages of things we can work on. That's not to say that everything is 
perfect and we've got everything we need. There are always ways to improve." 


State Auditor David Vaudt said it's common for the audits to find laws that various 
departments have ignored or failed to completely enforce. However, findings of the 
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DNR's audit are more serious than usual because many of the laws the department 
enforces directly affect the quality of life for thousands of Iowans, he said. 


In addition, he said the number of laws the DNR has failed to enact or enforce is longer 
than for most other departments. 


"Obviously, the Legislature put these requirements in place because of the concerns 
they had over these areas," said Vaudt, a Republican who is seeking re-election. 


Neila Seaman, director of the Iowa chapter of the Sierra Club, said she was "in shock" 
about the department's inaction in enforcing state law. 


"It's so hard to get legislation passed that's protective of the environment and when an 
agency just sort of ignores it? That's disconcerting," she said. 


The DNR's written responses to the audit's findings called some of the laws "a low 
priority" and said that resources were unavailable for the department to move forward 
on some of the laws. 


Black said the department's job is to implement the law, and if there are problems in 
doing so, it's the job of department administrators to notify the Legislature or the 
governor about those problems. 


"The last thing I will accept is any state department telling me or telling the legislative 
branch is that it's our fault for passing laws," Black said. "It's time for an overhaul within 
the department. It's time to make sure that the Department of Natural Resources makes 
the decision to comply with the rules." 


The law dealing with infectious waste treatment was passed in 1991 and was a key 
piece of legislation that year, according to House staff summaries. It required the state 
to adopt rules to require a person who owns or operates an infectious waste treatment 
or disposal facility to obtain a permit before operating the facility. 


No rules have been adopted. The response from the DNR in the audit said: "Due to 
higher rule-making priorities, these rules have not been developed." The response went 
on to say that such rules would likely be undertaken in 2011, which is 20 years after the 
law was passed. 


DNR employees said Monday that Iowa has a moratorium on infectious waste treatment 
facilities. Other than hospitals or clinics, the department can't issue more permits for 
infectious waste treatment. However, a DNR lawyer said at least one business had 
sought to begin operation and couldn't because of the moratorium. 


Culver's staff said in a statement Monday that his office had received the audit and was 
"looking forward to reviewing it carefully with Director Leopold." 
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Aides did not directly answer questions about whether the governor was concerned 
about the audit's findings. The DNR director is appointed by the governor and confirmed 
by the Senate. Culver, a Democrat, appointed Leopold. 


Senate Republican Leader Paul McKinley of Chariton also called for Culver to act, 
agreeing with Black that a DNR reorganization is needed. 


"It just shows you that somebody's not manning the store, and it's quite a problem," 
McKinley said. "Government just isn't being properly managed. That's why we're 
spending so much and getting so little." 


Some of the audit's findings appear to be more about paperwork than substantive 
issues. For instance, state law requires the DNR to adopt rules for certifying supervisory 
personnel and operators of hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal facilities. No 
rules have been adopted. The DNR's response said the program was turned over to the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in the 1980s. The department will recommend 
the requirement be rescinded from Iowa's laws in 2011. 


Posted in Iowa on Tuesday, July 20, 2010 11:12 am  


 


EPA Urged To Issue End-Of-Life Rules For Toxins In Recycled Coal Waste (Inside 
EPA) 
Posted: July 20, 2010  
EPA is facing calls from the whistleblower group Public Employees for Environmental 
Responsibility (PEER) to develop so-called end-of-life rules to curb the potential risk 
that toxins in coal waste used as components in products ranging from cement to 
wallboard could leach into the environment when the products are destroyed. 


PEER will soon ask the agency to develop the rules as part of the group's comments on 
EPA's first-time proposed regulation for managing the disposal of coal combustion 
waste, a PEER source says. The group will first ask the agency to assess whether 
toxins in coal waste used in products remains sealed when the product reaches the end 
of its useful life. If the studies find the materials escape, then PEER will ask EPA to take 
steps to address that risk. 


Industry officials, however, say PEER's push faces dim prospects, because it is 
impossible to tell which products contain coal combustion waste, frustrating any effort to 
regulate their ultimate disposal. 


PEER plans to seek the end-of-life rules and will file early comments on the proposal, 
which will be submitted at the end of July in a pitch to garner debate on the issue, with 
the comment period not closing until Sept. 20. 



http://www.siouxcityjournal.com/news/state-and-regional/iowa
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PEER already filed a July 1 Data Quality Act challenge over EPA's claims on the 
environmental benefits of reuse on the agency's Coal Combustion Product Partnership 
(C2P2) website, a voluntary program with industry partners designed to promote reuse 
of coal waste (see related story). 


EPA in its June 21 proposed Resource Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA) coal 
waste rule intends to exempt from regulation most beneficial reuse of coal waste in 
products. EPA has proposed either hazardous waste or less stringent solid waste 
requirements for disposal of coal waste, but industry has long warned that a hazardous 
waste rule would create an insurmountable stigma against recycling coal waste. 


EPA proposes to exempt most beneficial reuse from regulation under either solid or 
hazardous waste disposal rules so as not to harm the industry. But PEER will argue that 
the agency must address the risk of toxins leaching out of those products at the end of 
their life before granting any exemption in the final rule. 


Transferring Toxins 


PEER says many of the toxins in coal waste -- including mercury, selenium and arsenic 
-- are transferred to the products that coal waste is reused in, such as concrete, 
counter-tops, carpet backing and wallboard. PEER fears that many of those toxins are 
then released when the various products are eventually destroyed. 


For example, the PEER source notes that cement and concrete are often crumbled and 
placed in waterbodies, as levee material or artificial reefs, meaning it could directly 
contaminate water. Additionally, carpet is often burned at its end of life, while wallboard 
and counter-top material can be placed in landfills. 


Despite these risks, the source says there is an "absence of any kind of study by EPA of 
the environmental and public health effects of coal ash" when used in products. 


"Often carpet is disposed of by burning, so will coal ash in a carpet be burned in an 
open air facility or an incinerator, and if so the result is that the most hazardous material 
that you've prevented from going up the smokestack of a coal-fired power plant through 
pollution controls would then be emitted elsewhere," the source says. Toxins from coal 
ash-containing concrete disposed of in a solid waste landfill could also leach into the 
water table, or the material may be broken up and placed directly in water to use as a 
levy, fill or artificial reef, the source notes. 


PEER believes that the amount of toxins in coal waste is also set to increase under 
pending EPA air rules that will require installation of air emission controls for mercury 
and other air toxics at coal-fired facilities. While the controls prevent the toxins from 
entering the air, they instead become major components of waste produced from coal 
combustion, and those toxins remain when that ash is recycled in products. 



http://insideepa.com/201007061565073/EPA-Blog/The-Inside-Story/epa-reconsiders-coal-ash-reuse/menu-id-97.html
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"What happens when the mercury content of coal ash significantly increases?" as a 
result of stricter EPA air rules, the source asks. "That isn't the kind of thing you want to 
have in your kitchen counter." 


Additionally, the source criticizes the fact that coal ash recyclers can receive "green 
building" credit for using coal waste in wallboard and counter-top material, even though 
the consequences are unknown. "People get green credit because they are using a 
recycled material, but they may be doing something that ultimately may be very brown." 


The source notes that PEER is "arguing that beneficial use should be stigmatized," in 
contrast to other environmental groups that are trying to rebut industry's claims that 
hazardous coal waste rules would harm ash recycling. "[S]o for the most part we are 
acting by ourselves" by seeking reuse rules, the source adds. 


Industry sources, meanwhile, downplay the prospects for PEER's request, saying it is 
unlikely that EPA will develop new end-of-life requirements for beneficially reused coal 
combustion waste. 


Coal Ash In Discarded Products 


One industry source says it is impossible to tell which discarded products contain coal 
ash. A second industry source says that EPA's coal waste proposal already requires the 
rules PEER seeks because it says that products containing coal waste will become a 
new waste subject to RCRA controls when they reach the end of their life. "This new 
waste would be subject to RCRA subtitle C if the waste exhibits a characteristic of 
hazardous waste (i.e. ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity or toxicity)," EPA says in the 
proposed coal waste rule. 


But the first industry source says this requirement is nearly impossible to address 
because, "At the end of its life, you are not going to know whether concrete has fly ash 
in it, or whether wallboard was made with synthetic gypsum out of a scrubber or with 
natural rock gypsum. . . . Unless you are going to look at all the concrete that is coming 
out of service, you are stuck with the problem of not knowing which has fly ash." 


The second source adds that the PEER effort singling out recycled materials made with 
coal ash makes no sense. "My reaction is what about al the other products in use right 
now that didn't come from coal ash and have low levels of metals in them too? Why 
don't we do an end-of-life for everything?" 


However, the PEER source counters that separate rules are necessary, particularly if 
EPA finalizes a rule allowing beneficially recycled coal ash to shed a planned 
designation as a "special waste." "Large volumes of an otherwise listed 'special waste' 
could be shifted to the same solid waste management system as household garbage. 
There would also be no tracking system in place to gather data on whether these uses 
caused problems. . . . Also, household wastes are exempt from RCRA requirements, so 
the consumer applications are particularly troubling," the source says. 
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Additionally, the source says that because EPA is going to great lengths to seek to 
appease industry's "stigma" concerns, "EPA is certainly not going out of its way to raise 
any advisory that people who handle this material should make a RCRA determination 
at the point of disposal." 


While the proposal includes language that suggests these products could be subject to 
RCRA rules, PEER says that the upshot will be that any recycled ash material will "just 
disappear from the regulatory framework altogether." 


In a related matter, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is considering a plan to use coal 
waste to shore up dozens of miles of Mississippi River levees along a 200-mile stretch 
of the river near St. Louis, calling it the "cheapest, longest-lasting fix" of the options it 
weighed. The Chicago Tribune reports that the plan is drawing criticism from many 
environmentalists, who plan to air their concerns at a July 15 public hearing. -- Dawn 
Reeves 


 


EPA cleared to clean up chemical containers (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: KHQ News 6 
 
Associated Press - July 20, 2010 8:34 AM ET  
 
REXBURG, Idaho (AP) - Federal environmental regulators have clearance to begin 
removing thousands of buckets and drums containing hazardous chemicals from a 
property in eastern Idaho. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency began investigating the property last week. On 
Monday, the agency obtained a warrant authorizing the removal of as many as 2,600 
containers officials say were not properly stored. 
 
So far, the agency has not declared if any of the containers found on property owned by 
Max Spatig were leaking. 
 
But state and local environmental officials are concerned because containers were 
close to water wells and an irrigation canal. 
 
Spatig says the buckets and drums at his site contain epoxies and urethanes for 
finishing floors. He also denies allegations any chemicals had leaked into the ground. 


 
 


WATER 
================================================================== 
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EPA takes new look at gas drilling, water issues (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Texarkana Gazette 
 
By MARC LEVY and MARY ESCH (AP)  
The Associated Press 
Tuesday, July 20,2010; 7:49PM 
HARRISBURG, Pa. — So vast is the wealth of natural gas locked into dense rock deep 
beneath Pennsylvania, New York, West Virginia and Ohio that some geologists 
estimate it's enough to supply the entire East Coast for 50 years. 


But freeing it requires a powerful drilling process called hydraulic fracturing, or 
"fracking," using millions of gallons of water brewed with toxic chemicals, that some fear 
could pollute water above and below ground and deplete aquifers. 


As gas drillers swarm to this lucrative Marcellus Shale region and blast into other shale 
reserves around the country, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is taking a new 
look at the controversial fracking technique, currently exempt from federal regulation. 
The $1.9 million study comes as the nation reels from the Deepwater Horizon 
environmental and economic disaster playing out in the Gulf of Mexico. 


The oil and gas industry steadfastly defends the process as having been proven safe 
over many years as well as necessary to keep the nation on a path to energy 
independence. 


Studies have "consistently shown that the risks are managed, it's safe, it's a technology 
that's essential ... it's also a technology that's well-regulated," said Lee Fuller, director of 
the industry coalition Energy In Depth. 


"A fair study," Fuller added, "will show that the procedures that are there now are highly 
effective and do not need to be altered — the federal government does not need to be 
there." 


But because of the oil spill, conservation groups say the drilling industry has lost it 
credibility and the rapid expansion of shale drilling needs to be scrutinized. 


"People no longer trust the oil and gas industry to say, 'Trust us, we're not cutting 
corners,' " said Cathy Carlson, a policy adviser for Earthworks, which supports federal 
regulation and a moratorium on fracking in the Marcellus Shale. 


Just six years ago, an EPA study declared the fracking process posed "little or no threat 
to underground sources of drinking water" and with that blessing, Congress a year later 
exempted hydraulic fracturing from federal regulation. 


Now the agency, prodded by Congress even before the Gulf disaster and stung by 
criticism that its 2004 study was scientifically flawed and maybe politically tainted, will 
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bring the issues to the heart of the land lease rush in the Marcellus Shale: Canonsburg, 
Pa., on Thursday and Binghamton, N.Y., on Aug. 12. 


EPA hearings earlier this month in Fort Worth, Texas, and Denver focused on issues 
including drilling in the Barnett Shale of Texas, and in Colorado and Wyoming, which 
have experienced similar natural gas booms. Natural gas is also being recovered from 
the Haynesville Shale in north Louisiana, the Fayetteville Shale in northern Arkansas 
and Woodford Shale in southern Oklahoma. 


In Texas, where drillers have sunk more than 13,000 wells into the Barnett Shale in the 
past decade, fear of the cancer-causing chemical benzene in the air above gas fields 
from processing plants and equipment has spurred tests by environmental regulators 
and criticism of the state's safeguards. In Colorado, numerous residents contend gas 
drilling has spoiled their water wells. 


Advancements in horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing technology in the late 1990s 
significantly increased the yield and economic viability of tapping shale gas wells and 
led to the current natural gas boom, starting in Texas with the Barnett Shale. Fracking is 
now considered the key to unlocking huge, untapped natural gas reserves across the 
United States at a time when natural gas is emerging as a greener energy alternative to 
coal or oil. 


The Marcellus Shale is 10 times the size of the Barnett, spanning 50,000 square miles 
compared with the 5,000-square-mile Barnett. It is also three times thicker than the 
Barnett at up to 900 feet and is estimated to have a potential yield of 10 times as much 
gas (500 trillion cubic feet versus 50 trillion cubic feet). 


At stake in the debate over how best to manage and regulate this enormous new 
natural resource is not just the safety of water supplies but also thousands of jobs, 
profits for the gas drilling and delivery industry and a bonanza of royalties for 
landowners. 


"We've got to get it right," said Sen. Bob Casey, D-Pa., a sponsor of the so-called FRAC 
Act, which would repeal the 2005 exemption and require regulation of fracking by the 
EPA under the federal Safe Drinking Water Act. 


"We allowed coal over many, many decades to be an industry that was so unregulated 
that it was allowed to do virtually whatever it wanted, and now we have numerous 
environmentally adverse impacts," he said. 


Though the drilling rush into Pennsylvania is barely two years old, more than 3,500 
permits have been issued and about 1,500 wells drilled, with thousands more expected. 
Environmental problems are already bubbling up: methane leaks contaminating private 
water wells, major spillage of diesel and fracking chemicals above ground, and fish kill 
in a creek. 
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A well blowout in north-central Pennsylvania last month spewed natural gas and toxic 
fracking water out of control for 16 hours. State regulators found EOG Resources Inc. of 
Houston had failed to install a proper blowout prevention system — taking cost 
shortcuts. The state fined EOG Resources and a contractor more than $400,000. 


A wary New York state has had a virtual moratorium on drilling permits for the Marcellus 
Shale region for two years while it completes an environmental review. 


Fear of water pollution is so high that a sweet spot of the Marcellus Shale — the 
Delaware River watershed in southern New York and northeastern Pennsylvania that 
provides drinking water for 17 million people from Philadelphia to New York City — is 
virtually off-limits to drilling for now. 


The industry says there is no evidence that fracking chemicals — some of them 
suspected human carcinogens — contaminate drinking water, wells or aquifers once 
blasted deep underground. 


EPA summarized numerous reports of "water quality incidents" in residential wells, 
homes, or streams in Alabama, Colorado, Montana, New Mexico, Virginia, West Virginia 
and Wyoming but said there was inconclusive evidence linking the incidents to fracking. 


Hydraulic fracturing, first used commercially in 1949 by petroleum services giant 
Halliburton Co. of Houston, was developed to eke gas and oil from impermeable rock. 
Water mixed with chemicals and sand is injected at high pressure to fracture shale, the 
sand holding fractures open so gas can flow up the well. 


Each frack job uses an average of 4 million gallons of water, delivered to a well site by 
hundreds of tanker trucks. Some of the "produced" wastewater remains in the well — 
estimates range from 20 percent to 90 percent. What comes back up the well — briny, 
chemical-laden and possibly radioactive from exposure to naturally existing radon 
underground — is usually stored in open pits until it's trucked to treatment plants or 
underground injection wells. 


In the northeastern Pennsylvania town of Dimock, state regulators have repeatedly 
penalized Houston-based Cabot Oil & Gas Corp. for contaminating the drinking water 
wells of 14 homes with leaking methane and for numerous spills of diesel and chemical 
drilling additives, including one that contaminated a wetland and killed fish. 


Even as Pennsylvania officials work to improve their regulation of drilling, the state's 
environmental protection secretary does not want to cede authority. 


"I'm not ready to turn Pennsylvania's resources over to the federal government," said 
John Hanger. "Right now, Pennsylvania has just about the very best drilling oversight in 
the country and we continue to keep working at it every day." 
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Hanger is quick to criticize the regulatory debacle of the federal Minerals Management 
Service and its cozy relationship with oil and gas corporations before the Deepwater 
Horizon explosion on April 20. 


"That agency was captured by the drilling industry," he said. 


The industry says it believes state oversight is sufficient and worries the new EPA study 
will lead to new and costly safety and environmental rules that would rob them of 
decades of profits. 


In West Virginia, however, state officials concede they're overwhelmed trying to regulate 
the Marcellus juggernaut that has added hundreds of Marcellus wells to tens of 
thousands of traditional, shallow gas wells. 


If passed, the FRAC Act would remove what's widely known as the "Halliburton 
loophole" — which exempted fracking from the Safe Drinking Water Act when the 2005 
energy bill was passed. 


The EPA, in a statement to The Associated Press, did not criticize its previous study. 
But given the rapid expansion of the industry and "serious concerns" about the impact 
of hydraulic fracturing, the agency said it concluded it was necessary to conduct a peer-
reviewed study that draws upon best available science, independent experts and the 
public. 


Online: 


EPA's hydraulic fracturing website: 
http://www.epa.gov/safewater/uic/wells_hydrofrac.html 


 
 
Posted on Tue, Jul. 20, 2010  


U.S. EPA and American Water Wrap Up National ‘We’re for Water’ Campaign in 
New Jersey (Bradenton Herald) 
 
The national “We’re for Water” campaign and cross-country tour wraps up in New 
Jersey on August 2, after visiting consumers in 16 states to promote the importance of 
wise water use. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s WaterSense program 
partnered with American Water (NYSE:AWK), the nation’s largest publicly-traded water 
services provider, on the campaign kickoff on July 14 in Los Angeles and its conclusion 
on August 2, which features two New Jersey families participating in a water 
conservation competition. 


Chatham Township residents Kenneth and Katherine Abbott, and their children, Joanie 
16, Sarah, 11, and Meredith, 4, will compete against Chris Johnson, Ann Cavuoti-



http://www.epa.gov/safewater/uic/wells_hydrofrac.html
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Johnson and their children Mariana 18, Courtney, 16, and Carolyn, 12, to see which 
family can conserve the most water. 


WaterSense partner American Water will monitor the two families’ water use over the 
course of one week as they work to conserve water in their households – using tips they 
learned from the EPA’s WaterSense website (www.epa.gov/watersense) – and 
compare it to their usage during a previous week this summer. On August 2, the 
families will compete in various competitions to demonstrate what they learned, and the 
family that reduced their weekly water usage the most will be revealed. 


The families are encouraged to reduce their water consumption through three simple 
steps: “check, twist and replace.” The WaterSense Web site recommends that people: 


 Check toilets for silent leaks and replace worn parts if necessary  
 Twist on a faucet aerator to reduce bathroom faucet water to use 30 percent less 


water without a noticeable difference in flow  
 Replace older showerheads with a new WaterSense labeled model to save water 


and energy while still showering with power  


The We’re for Water campaign is a national effort to educate consumers about water-
saving behaviors and WaterSense labeled products. The campaign, which occurs 
during “peak” water use season in many parts of the country, encourages consumers to 
adopt simple changes at home to start saving water. The two-week tour features Flo, 
the We’re for Water “spokesgallon,” a symbolic one gallon bottle of water saved up from 
the kickoff competition in Los Angeles, traveling the country stopping at national 
landmarks, taking photos with tourists, educating citizens about water efficiency and 
recording the trip via Facebook, Twitter, widgets, and the We’re for Water Web site. 


WaterSense is a partnership program sponsored by the U.S. EPA with the goal of 
protecting the future of the nation’s water supply by promoting and enhancing the 
market for water-efficient products and services. There are currently 525 WaterSense 
labeled toilets, more than 1,800 labeled faucets and faucet accessories, 74 labeled 
showerheads, and more than 900 certified WaterSense irrigation partners. WaterSense 
labeled products are independently tested and certified meet EPA's criteria for both 
efficiency and performance. For more information, visit www.epa.gov/watersense or 
follow the tour at www.epa.gov/watersense/wereforwater. 


American Water, a WaterSense Partner, is the largest publicly-traded U.S. water and 
wastewater utility company, providing drinking water, wastewater and other related 
services to approximately 16 million people in 35 states, as well as Ontario and 
Manitoba, Canada. New Jersey American Water, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
American Water, is the largest investor-owned water utility in the state, providing high-
quality and reliable water and/or wastewater services to approximately 2.5 million 
people. More information can be found by visiting www.amwater.com. 


Read more: http://www.bradenton.com/2010/07/20/v-print/2445304/us-epa-and-
american-water-wrap.html#ixzz0uEuoKgFH 
 



http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.epa.gov%2Fwatersense&esheet=6366102&lan=en-US&anchor=www.epa.gov%2Fwatersense&index=1&md5=ed4736d7e643d9193b64909988e97402

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.epa.gov%2Fwatersense&esheet=6366102&lan=en-US&anchor=www.epa.gov%2Fwatersense&index=2&md5=de0af252d3e3fd87d949d5008e0cc43c

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.epa.gov%2Fwatersense%2Fwereforwater&esheet=6366102&lan=en-US&anchor=www.epa.gov%2Fwatersense%2Fwereforwater&index=3&md5=f00068f63a32e88b92b15f07211c0ed0

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.amwater.com&esheet=6366102&lan=en-US&anchor=www.amwater.com&index=4&md5=b341c9513235eb8fa7ed75d2d269f94c

http://www.bradenton.com/2010/07/20/v-print/2445304/us-epa-and-american-water-wrap.html#ixzz0uEuoKgFH

http://www.bradenton.com/2010/07/20/v-print/2445304/us-epa-and-american-water-wrap.html#ixzz0uEuoKgFH
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Published: July 19, 2010  


Numbers don't add up in Louisa water report (The Daily Progress) 
 
By Tasha Kates  
Transposed numbers in monthly operating reports for the Louisa County Water 
Authority&rsquo;s Zion Crossroads Wastewater Treatment Plant between 2007 and 
2010 led to inaccuracies in its reports to the Virginia Department of Environmental 
Quality, according to Bar Delk, the authority&rsquo;s general manager. 


Transposed numbers in monthly operating reports for the Louisa County Water 
Authority’s Zion Crossroads Wastewater Treatment Plant between 2007 and 2010 led to 
inaccuracies in its reports to the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality, 
according to Bar Delk, the authority’s general manager. 
Delk said the inaccurate numbers, some of which have been the basis of a State Water 
Control Board consent order for violations of discharge limitations of treated sewage, 
were transferred from the plant’s monthly operating reports to the discharge monitoring 
reports that are sent to the DEQ. 
The correct numbers don’t all appear to be in Louisa’s favor, Delk said, although a total 
breakdown of the data isn’t complete. 
“There are some each way,” Delk said. 
A DEQ spokesman didn’t immediately respond to a information request for this story. 
The data in the authority’s reports was the focus of the consent order made public in 
May. The order, which calls for a $58,050 civil charge, said the authority’s reports show 
the treated sewage had exceeded levels of certain elements - phosphorus, nitrogen, 
dissolved oxygen, another oxygen-related measurement and suspended solids - 
between October 2008 and December 2008 and May and August 2009. 
The plant’s treated sewage is ejected into a 10-acre impoundment of Camp Creek, 
which the DEQ said has regular water quality samples that meet the criteria for 
everything except E. coli. The bacteria are routinely found in Virginia’s streams. 
Camp Creek and the authority are the focus of a lawsuit filed last year in 
Charlottesville’s federal court. The Historic Green Springs Inc., a nonprofit land 
conservation group for the Green Springs Historic District of Louisa, and Aspen Hill 
Farm owners Reginald Murphy and Jane Stuart Murphy, have sued the authority to 
keep it in compliance with the terms of its Environmental Protection Agency-issued 
permit. 
During a deposition for the plaintiffs, Delk said, the authority learned that the numbers in 
the lab reports weren’t consistent with the numbers in the other reports. According to an 
authority news release, the discrepancies were found in the values for nitrogen and 
phosphorus. 
When asked who is responsible for transferring numbers from the lab results to the 
other reports, Delk said he can’t comment on personnel matters. 
Delk said the authority notified the DEQ about the incorrect numbers. A DEQ 
spokesman has said the state agency is reviewing the corrected reports. 
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Posted: 11:42 AM Jul 20, 2010 


Urging WV to Strengthen Water Quality Standard (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: WHSV Channel 3 News 
 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) 
Environmentalists are urging the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection 
to strengthen a proposed water quality standard. 
  
Environmentalists are urging the West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection 
to strengthen a proposed water quality standard. 
 
The DEP held a public hearing Monday on its proposal to limit salts, chlorides and other 
total dissolved solids to 500 parts per million in streams. The standard would be more 
stringent than Pennsylvania's standard but less than what's recommended by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Don Garvin with the West Virginia Environmental Council said the DEP should adopt 
the EPA's recommended standard of 250 parts per million. 
 
But Lew Baker with the West Virginia Rural Water Association said specific standards 
for irons that make up dissolved solids would be better. 
 
 
 


NSF International Certifies Zeotech Zeobrite Xtreme (Hotel Interactive, Inc.) 
 
Only company to have filtration media certified by NSF for use in drinking water and 
recreational water applications. 
Tuesday, July 20, 2010 
On Twitter @hotelinteractiv  
ANN ARBOR, Mich. – NSF International has certified Zeotech’s Zeobrite® Xtreme™ 
filtration media for use in sand filters in swimming pools and other recreational water 
facilities and for use in municipal drinking water treatment.  Zeotech is the only company 
to have zeolite filtration media certified by NSF International for use in both drinking 
water and recreational water applications. Zeolite filtration media combines the physical 
entrapment of fine particles with filtering of contaminants to improve water clarity.  
 
Certification to the NSF American National Standards for drinking water distribution 
(NSF/ANSI Standard 61) and recreational water treatment products (NSF/ANSI 
Standard 50) is required by most U.S. States.   
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NSF/ANSI Standard 61: Drinking Water System Components -- Health Effects is the 
American National Standard for the health effects of materials, components and 
products that contact drinking water. The standard verifies that certified products will not 
add contaminants to drinking water that are in excess of 1/10 of U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) requirements. 
 
NSF/ANSI Standard 50: Equipment for Pools, Spas, Hot Tubs, and Other Recreational 
Water Facilities is the American National Standard for water treatment products that are 
used in commercial swimming pools, spas and other recreational water facilities like 
water parks.  The standard contains material safety, pressure loss, media cleanability 
and turbidity reduction requirements for products used in water filtration, circulation and 
treatment. 
 
Zeolite media must perform as well as or better than sand when used in an NSF/ANSI 
Standard 50 certified sand filter to meet the NSF requirements. 
 
“The certification of Zeobrite® and Zeobrite® Xtreme™ helps assure operators at 
drinking water treatment plants and recreational water facilities that the media are free 
from unwanted contaminants and filter as well as or better than sand,” said Dave 
Purkiss, General Manager for NSF’s Water Treatment and Distribution Products 
program.  
 
“We are excited that our new patent-pending Zeobrite® Xtreme™ and our standard 
Zeobrite® are the only zeolite products to be certified by NSF’s Drinking Water 
Distribution and Recreational Water Certification Programs, adding tremendous 
credibility to the Zeobrite® brand,” said Ronnie Coufal, Sr. VP – Marketing for Zeotech 
Corporation.  “The NSF/ANSI 50 Turbidity Reduction Test results for Zeobrite®  
Xtreme™ also positions the product to rival other types of filter media for removal 
capability.”     
 
For more information on Zeotech’s certification for NSF Standard 61 (drinking water) 
and NSF Standard 50 (recreational water), please contact Dave Purkiss at 
purkiss@nsf.org or 734-827-6855 or visit NSF’s recreational water webpage and NSF’s 
drinking water webpage. 
 
To view Zeotech’s online listings, visit NSF’s website. More information about Zeotech 
products is available at http://www.zeotechcorp.com. 
 
About NSF International: NSF International, an independent, not-for-profit organization, 
certifies products and writes standards for food, water and consumer goods to minimize 
adverse health effects and protect the environment (www.nsf.org). Founded in 1944, 
NSF is committed to protecting public health and safety worldwide and operates in more 
than 120 countries. NSF is a World Health Organization Collaborating Centre for Food 
and Water Safety and Indoor Environment. 
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Since NSF/ANSI Standard 61 outlines the testing requirements for any product that 
comes into contact with drinking water to ensure the product does not contribute 
excessive levels of contaminants, including lead, to drinking water. NSF/ANSI Standard 
50 is the American National Standard for products that are used in recreational water 
facilities, which addresses materials, design and construction and product performance 
requirements.  An online listing of NSF Certified Products is available at www.nsf.org.  
 
Additional NSF services include NSF Education and Training programs, safety audits 
for the food and water industries, nutritional/dietary supplement certification and 
management systems registrations delivered through NSF International Strategic 
Registrations (NSF-ISR). 
 
 
 


Florida Deepwater Horizon Response (WMBB News Channel 13) 
 
July 20, 2010  
07/20/10 - 09:22 AM  
Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
 RSS Feed  
 Tallahassee, Fla:  
Under the leadership of Governor Charlie Crist, the State Emergency Response Team 
and the Florida Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) are actively coordinating 
and responding to the Deepwater Horizon incident.  
Message of the day: 
There are currently no plans to use dispersants in Florida. If dispersants are ever 
considered in state waters, the determination to use the chemical would be evaluated 
by DEP with input from the Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission’s Florida 
Wildlife Research Institute and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
Dispersants are a chemical used to break up oil into small droplets so that they are 
more easily degraded. This chemical is most effective against fresh oil, unlike the 
weathered oil impacts Florida has seen in its waters.  
 
The EPA and the U.S. Coast Guard have authorized BP to use dispersants underwater, 
in federal waters, at the source of the Deepwater Horizon leak. The use of dispersants 
has declined significantly since the well was capped on July 15. Subsea dispersant 
application has been in use since May 15, 2010. While BP pursues the use of 
subsurface dispersants, the federal government reviews its effectiveness and impact on 
the environment daily. EPA specifically monitors the water and air for dispersant and its 
potential impacts through a rigorous monitoring program. The federal government 
reserves the right to discontinue the use of this dispersant method if negative impacts 
on the environment outweigh the benefits, and the Coast Guard’s Federal On-Scene 
Coordinator has the authority to make daily decisions regarding any request by BP to 
adjust the use of dispersant. Learn more. 
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Current Situation 
 
·      The State Emergency Operations Center is activated at Level 1 or full activation.  
 
·      The State Emergency Response Team continues to focus on mitigating impacts to 
Florida’s shoreline.  
 
·      State reconnaissance teams operating by air, land and sea continue to identify 
potential impacts and are actively coordinating with cleanup teams. View the latest 
reconnaissance reports. 
 
·      Four Florida branch offices are fully operational in Northwest Florida. These branch 
offices bring together federal, state and local agencies to streamline response efforts.  
 
·      Currently Deepwater Horizon is not discharging any oil into the Gulf of Mexico. BP 
continues the well integrity test, which is being closely monitored. Learn more. 
 
·      Isolated impacts are expected to continue in Northwest Florida over the next 72 
hours. Nearly 90 percent of Florida’s more than 1,260 miles of coastline remains 
unimpacted. 
 
·      A tropical wave in the Southwest Atlantic near Puerto Rico has a 40 percent 
chance of becoming a tropical depression within the next 48 hours. 
 
·      Oil Impact Notices are posted for all Escambia County and Walton County Gulf 
beaches, as well as designated beaches in Okaloosa County. Signs may remain in 
place until local authorities determine that beaches are no longer impacted by the oil 
spill. Learn more.  
 
·      The current federal fisheries closure in the Gulf of Mexico measures 83,927 square 
miles. This leaves approximately 65 percent of Gulf federal waters available for fishing. 
This federal closure does not apply to any state waters.  
 
·      A portion of coastal state waters offshore of Escambia County is closed to the 
harvest of saltwater fish, crabs and shrimp. Learn more. 
 
Learn More About Florida’s Response: 
 
·      Visit www.deepwaterhorizonflorida.com to learn more about Florida’s response to 
the Deepwater Horizon incident, sign up for daily updates, view tips for businesses and 
consumers, find a listing of Unified Command, BP and Florida phone numbers, and 
more. 
 
·      The Oil Spill Information Line is available at 1-888-337-3569 from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 
p.m. seven days a week. Persons with disabilities can contact 1-800-955-8771 (TDD) or 
1-800-955-8770 (voice).  
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Lake Superior is 15 degrees warmer than normal (The Michigan Messenger) 
 
By Eartha Jane Melzer 7/20/10 11:25 AM   Scientists studying Lake Superior say that 
according to data from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration water in 
the lake is 15 degrees warmer than normal for this time of year and is on track to 
exceed its record temperature of 68 degrees. 
 
The New York Times reports that the Great Lakes are viewed as “the canary in the coal 
mine” for aquatic ecosystems worldwide. 
 
 
Lake Superior, which is the largest, deepest and coldest of the five lakes, is serving as 
the “canary for the canary,” [Cameron Davis, the senior adviser to the U.S. EPA on the 
Great Lakes] said at a public meeting of the Interagency Climate Change Adaptation 
Task Force last week, pointing to recent data trends. 
 
Total ice cover on the lake has shrunk by about 20 percent over the past 37 years, he 
said. Though the change has made for longer, warmer summers, it’s a problem 
because ice is crucial for keeping water from evaporating and it regulates the natural 
cycles of the Great Lakes. 
 
Warm water makes for comfortable swimming but it also may speed the establishment 
of invasive species and destroy important traditional crops such as the wild rice 
harvested by the Fond du Lac Band of Chippewa Indians. There is also concern that 
warming will caused lowered lake levels and expose toxic sediments. 
 
In February, the Obama administration rolled out a five-year Great Lakes Action plan 
dedicated to adapting to some of these effects and restoring the area. 
 
The plan, which would cost more than $2 billion to carry out, lays out five central goals it 
hopes to address in the coming years: restoring lost wetlands, controlling invasive 
species, tackling runoff pollution, addressing toxics like mercury, and promoting 
accountability and education efforts. 
 
As water levels decline, toxics need to get cleaned up, and “fast,” said Davis. “The 
reason is that with climate change scenarios starting to kick in, we have to get those 
areas cleaned up so we aren’t unwittingly circulating more contaminants than we need 
to,” he said. 
 
 


EPA to give Sudbury River plan a second look (MetroWest Daily News) 
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By Danielle Ameden/Daily News staff  
The MetroWest Daily News  
Posted Jul 21, 2010 @ 12:00 AM 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency yesterday said it will re-evaluate its plan to 
dump sand over the mercury in the Sudbury River after hearing a public outcry to the 
idea Monday. 
 
The agency said it will consider all remarks made during a public hearing and any 
written comments sent in by the Aug. 26 deadline, but it is defending its $8.5 million 
pollution cleanup strategy. 
 
"We have what we think is the best alternative out there," said Jim Murphy, a 
spokesman for the New England region, "and people now have time to look at it and 
give us their comments." 
 
At Monday night's session, Framingham Selectman Ginger Esty argued against plans to 
put a six-inch layer of sand over the 84 acres of riverbed. 
 
She called for the EPA to instead drain Framingham Reservoir No. 2, north of the town's 
Fountain Street bridge, and dig up and remove the contaminated sediment. 
 
"Ginger's idea," Murphy said, "was something that we actually did not evaluate." 
 
Murphy said the EPA will give it and other suggestions some thought. 
 
The EPA did not consider the "dry dredge" approach as one of 11 cleanup options, 
Murphy said, but that's how the agency cleaned up the wetland along Ashland's 
Megunko Road. That pollution was from the nearby Nyanza dye factory, the main 
source of the river's high mercury levels. 
 
"We have to go back and re-look at why we thought dredging in the dry was not a good 
idea," Murphy said. 
 
The EPA's options range from "no action" - costing nothing - to underwater excavation 
of the river (dredging), which could cost as much as $213 million. 
 
The agency's proposal is to use sand to speed the mercury's natural dilution and make 
the river's bass, perch and catfish safe for people to eat in large quantities. The 
approach has been used on the West Coast, according to the EPA. 
 
"We were certainly not surprised that there were people who did not agree with us," 
Murphy said yesterday. 
 
He said the feedback Monday night was helpful. 
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"If there's a huge, huge outcry or the state is totally against it then we would ... certainly 
take that seriously," he said. 
 
After the public comment period ends next month, the state Department of 
Environmental Protection will formally weigh in on the EPA's plan. 
 
"In general we do agree with their position on this issue a far as putting the sand down 
as the best way," DEP spokesman Ed Coletta said yesterday. 
 
For the Sudbury, Murphy said the EPA looked at replicating the dry dredging and 
cleanup of PCBs in the contaminated Housatonic River in Pittsfield. 
 
That project involves building a wall down the middle to divide the river, drying out one 
side and dredging in the dry to clean it out, Murphy said. 
 
"We didn't see a whole lot of other choices," he said. 
 
But there are differences between the two rivers and situations. 
 
Where the Housatonic has narrow parts, a faster current and contamination that spread 
to the riverbanks, Murphy said the winding Sudbury is wide with slow-moving water and 
contamination that is isolated to the riverbed. 
 
"We don't feel because of the lower levels of mercury that we need dredging," he said. 
"... Maybe where dredging makes sense in one place, it doesn't necessarily make sense 
in another place." 
 
Written comments can be submitted until Aug. 26 to the EPA, attention Daniel Keefe, 
project manager, EPA New England, 5 Post Office Square, Suite 100 Boston, MA 
02109-3912 or e-mail keefe.daniel@epa.gov. 
 
(Danielle Ameden can be reached at 508-626-4416 or dameden@cnc.com.) 
 
 


Virginia not happy with Feds' bay cleanup plan (Daily Press) 
July 20, 2010|By Cory Nealon, cnealon@dailypress.com | 247-4760 
RICHMOND — — Virginia will cooperate with the federal government to intensify 
Chesapeake Bay restoration efforts but the McDonnell administration is not happy it. 
That was the message from state Secretary of Natural Resources Doug Domenech, 
who addressed 20 state lawmakers Tuesday in Richmond. 


During a fiesty speech before the House Committee on Agriculture, Chesapeake and 
Natural Resources, Domenech criticized the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's 
effort to impose a pollution diet on the bay's six-state watershed. 
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Published: July 21, 2010  


Disagreements hamper Chesapeake Bay cleanup (Richmond Times Dispatch) 
 
By Rex Springston | TIMES-DISPATCH STAFF WRITER  
The federal government's stepped-up effort to restore the Chesapeake Bay is getting 
resistance from some lawmakers and state officials. During a meeting of the House of 
Delegates' natural-resources committee yesterday, lawmakers and others raised 
concerns about the cost, nature and timing of the cleanup. Virginia has cut a lot of bay 
pollution over the years, and removing much more could be too costly, said Del. Robert 
D. Orrock Sr., R-Caroline. 
The federal government's stepped-up effort to restore the Chesapeake Bay is getting 
resistance from some lawmakers and state officials. 


During a meeting of the House of Delegates' natural-resources committee yesterday, 
lawmakers and others raised concerns about the cost, nature and timing of the cleanup. 


Virginia has cut a lot of bay pollution over the years, and removing much more could be 
too costly, said Del. Robert D. Orrock Sr., R-Caroline. 


"We may have to accept a little more pollution" in the cleanup plan, Orrock said outside 
the General Assembly Building committee room. 


Efforts to clean the Chesapeake Bay date to the 1980s, but the bay remains polluted. 
Officials in President Barack Obama's administration say they are making the cleanup a 
priority. 


Virginia and federal officials are working to prepare cleanup plans by the end of this 
year. 


Doug Domenech, Gov. Bob McDonnell's secretary of natural resources, said the 
increased emphasis on the cleanup comes at precisely the wrong time -- during a 
terrible economy. 


"Some in the environmental community appear to not care if people lose their jobs, or 
they don't care if taxes have to be raised on everybody to pay for this cleanup," 
Domenech said in an interview. 


Everybody has the same goal -- cleaning the bay -- but the question is "what's the best 
way to do it?" Domenech said. 


The bay is improving, largely through voluntary efforts, Domenech said. He favors 
continuing the voluntary approach. 
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Ann F. Jennings, Virginia director of the Chesapeake Bay Foundation, an environmental 
group, said restoring the bay would be good for businesses such as tourism. 


She said McDonnell administration officials and others appear to spend more time 
complaining about the cleanup process than figuring out ways to best help the bay. 


"It has become very tense," Jennings said, mainly because of the renewed emphasis on 
the cleanup being expressed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 


"It's for real this time," Jennings said, "and it hasn't been for the last decades." 


EPA officials have said they may impose severe punishments, such as withholding 
federal grants, on states that don't do enough to clean the bay. 


"If done wrong, this could lead to economic-sector civil war," with groups such as 
farmers and developers pointing fingers at each other as polluters that should do more 
to clean up, said Wilmer Stoneman of the Virginia Farm Bureau. 


Under the EPA's schedule, states' plans for cleaning the bay need to written by 2011. 
But the states have until 2025 to ensure that all the cleanup measures, such as new 
fences to keep cattle out of streams, are in place. 


That's not exactly an onerous schedule, said Jeff Corbin, an EPA senior adviser. 


"We've been at this for 30 years," Corbin said. "We're going to give them 15 more." 


The committee's chairman, Del. Harvey B. Morgan, R-Middlesex, said the time has 
come to finally clean the bay. 


"Hopefully it'll be like a partnership," he said, "and not seem like a mandate from Big 
Brother." 


Contact Rex Springston at (804) 649-6453 or rspringston@timesdispatch.com. 


 
 


$2.25 billion for the Chesapeake Bay, but at what cost? (Daily Press) 
 
Facing an uncertain future as interest groups, chiefly the American Farm Bureau, 
oppose the regulations attached to it. 
July 19, 2010|By Cory Nealon, cnealon@dailypress.com | 247-4760 
Environmental activists call it the most important Chesapeake Bay legislation since 
Richard Nixon signed the federal Clean Water Act in 1972. 
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Others, especially the agricultural industry, say it will drive farmers and ranchers from 
their land. 
 
The Chesapeake Clean Water Ecosystem Restoration Act would pump $2.25 billion 
over the next six years into cleaning up the estuary, the nation's largest and home to a 
once bountiful supply of seafood. 
For environmental watchdogs, such as the Annapolis, Md.-based Chesapeake Bay 
Foundation, the bill is long overdue. Past efforts to rid the bay of pollutants, including 
the landmark Clean Water Act, have largely failed to live up to their promise, they say. 
 
The current bill, written by a pair of democratic Maryland lawmakers, U.S. Sen. Ben 
Cardin and Rep. Elijah Cummings, could change that, according to Doug Siglin, the 
foundation's federal affairs director. 
 
Essentially, the bill would fund the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's effort to prod 
Virginia, five other mid-Atlantic states and the District of Columbia to double the pace of 
their cleanup efforts, Siglin said. 
 
The EPA wants to cut the amount of nitrogen — a pollution indicator that leads to 
oxygen-deprived dead zones — from entering the bay by about 30 percent by 2025. 
 
States would be given the opportunity to meet the demand. For example, Virginia could 
target power plant emissions while Maryland clamps down on farm waste. If states do 
not meet the goals, the EPA can withhold Clean Water Act grants, which in Virginia this 
year amounts to $24 million, Siglin said. 
 
The foundation and others have seized upon the increasing sense of environmental 
awareness created by the Gulf of Mexico oil spill as an added measure for the bill's 
approval. 
 
"This is extremely important for the bay, its needs to be passed this year," Siglin said. 
 
Whether that will happen is unclear. Powerful interests, such as the American Farm 
Bureau and various builder associations, have mounted opposition campaigns. 
 
The bureau in particular has been active, encouraging its members to write members of 
Congress expressing their misgivings about the bill. Greg Hicks, vice president of 
communications for the Virginia bureau office, said portions of the bill could be 
devastating to the state's beef and diary farmers. 
 
 


Environmentalists urge tougher water standards (Charleston Gazette) 
 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. -- Environmentalists said Monday evening that a new water 
quality standard proposed by West Virginia regulators isn't nearly stringent enough. 
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Don Garvin, lead lobbyist for the West Virginia Environmental Council, said the standard 
for total dissolved solids (TDS) pollution in state rivers and streams isn't as stringent as 
what is recommended by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Garvin also outlined other steps that he said the state Department of Environmental 
Protection should have taken as part of its latest proposed changes to state water 
pollution limits. 
 
"This is just not enough," he said during a DEP public hearing on the proposal, slated 
for submission for review by lawmakers during next year's regular session. 
 
Garvin urged DEP to also consider adding language to require state permits for large-
scale water withdrawals from state streams and adopting an EPA proposal for limiting 
the electrical conductivity of waterways. 
 
The DEP proposal for TDS, unveiled in late May, would set a legal limit for total 
dissolved solids in waterways of 500 parts per million. It would apply in-stream to 
waterways statewide, making it more stringent than the existing standard in 
Pennsylvania, which applies a standard of 500 parts per million only at the intake pipes 
for public drinking water systems. 
 
But Garvin said the federal EPA recommends an even tougher standard of 250 parts 
per million, and that the state DEP has given no clear reason for not adopting the 
federal recommendation. 
 
Environmental groups and industry are closely watching the DEP action on dissolved 
solids, which are made up of various salts -- such as chlorides and sulfates -- that are 
dissolved in water. At high enough levels, such pollutants can be dangerous to aquatic 
life and can make water used in drinking supplies taste and smell bad. 
 
DEP officials have considered the proposal for more than a year already. Their studies 
were prompted by TDS problems that brought complaints about unpleasant odors and 
tastes in drinking water drawn from the Monongahela River in the fall of 2008. 
 
Last fall, a massive fish kill in Dunkard Creek along the Pennsylvania border was 
blamed at least in part on TDS pollution. 
 
High levels of TDS can come from a variety of sources, including coal-mining 
discharges. Some citizen groups have become increasingly concerned about TDS from 
the disposal of fluids from large-scale oil and gas drilling in the Marcellus Shale 
formation. 
 


 


************************************************************************ 
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Asthma Education Identifies Common Triggers (EP Magazine) 


 
May 26, 2009  


Asthma is a serious, sometimes life-threatening respiratory disease that affects the 
quality of life for millions of Americans. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's 
goal is to reduce exposure to indoor asthma triggers and improve the quality of life for 
6.5 million people by 2012. 


In response to the growing asthma problem, EPA created a national, multifaceted 
asthma education and outreach program to share information about environmental 
factors -- indoors and outdoors -- that trigger asthma. Asthma can be controlled through 
medical treatment and management of environmental triggers. 


Additionally, EPA supports efforts to understand the links between environmental 
factors and asthma. People with asthma are the only segment of the population who 
have been identified to be the most acutely responsive to ozone exposure. Ozone can 
irritate the already sensitive airway of someone with asthma. When ozone levels are 
high, more asthmatics have asthma episodes that require a doctor's attention or the use 
of additional medication. One reason this happens is that ozone makes people more 
sensitive to allergens, which are the most common triggers for asthma episodes. Also, 
asthmatics are more severely affected by reduced lung function and irritation to the 
respiratory system caused by ozone. 


Some of the more common indoor asthma triggers include:  


 Secondhand smoke is a mixture of smoke from the burning end of a cigarette, 
pipe or cigar and the smoke exhaled by the smoker.  


 Dust mites are too small to be seen, but can be found in almost every home, 
in mattresses and bedding materials, carpets, upholstered furniture, stuffed toys 
and curtains.  


 Mold can grow indoors when mold spores land on wet or damp surfaces. In 
the home, mold is most commonly found in the bathrooms, kitchens and 
basements.  


 Cockroach body parts, secretions and droppings, and the urine, droppings and 
saliva of pests, such as rodents, are often found in areas where food and water 
are present.  


 Pets' skin flakes, urine and saliva can be found in homes where pets are 
allowed inside.  







 Nitrogen dioxide is an odorless gas that can be a byproduct of indoor fuel-
burning appliances, such as wood stoves, gas or oil furnaces, fireplaces, gas 
stoves and unvented kerosene or gas space heaters. 


Agencies, organizations and individuals are encouraged to work with EPA, nonprofit 
advocacy agencies and other asthma-related agencies to improve their own knowledge 
of asthma triggers and how they can be reduced or eliminated. 


 


 


BROWNFIELDS 


================================================================== 


Sandusky wins $200K federal grant to clean Sandusky Cabinets property 
(Sandusky Register) 


 
By JASON SINGER 
Tuesday, May 26, 2009 1:27 AM EDT 
The coal tar plume isn't the only downtown brownfield the city has its eye on. 
City commissioner Dan Kaman, chairman of the Brownfields Committee, has 
announced that Sandusky won a $200,000 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency grant 
to clean up the Sandusky Cabinets property. 
The city will use the money to remove piping and three underground storage tanks from 
the land at 513 E. Washington St. and 430 E. Market St. The city will also use it to 
remediate 900 cubic yards of petroleum-impacted soil. 


Officials hope cleaning the site will lead to redeveloping the property. 


"We are very excited," Kaman said in a news release. "The Cabinets site is one of our 
primary development opportunities, and this petroleum clean-up grant could help to 
jump-start our future here." 


Officials discussed Sandusky Cabinets last year as a possible location for the city's ice 
rink and multipurpose facility. 


But Scott Schell, the city's economic development specialist, said after his recent 
discussions with JRV Management -- the company authoring the ice rink feasibility 
study -- the property may not be ideal for that purpose. 


He said he won't rule it out, however, until he sees the feasibility study, which could 
come out as early as this week. 


"Depending on the size and type of the facility, the property might not be big enough," 
Schell said Wednesday. "But we'll just wait and see what the study says." 



mailto:singer@sanduskyregister.com





Ruth Haag, one of the city's local brownfields consultants, said the city would normally 
have to match the U.S. EPA grant with $40,000 of its own, but that $40,000 match has 
been waived as part of the national stimulus program. 


One drawback to the grant: It doesn't provide money to raze the factory. Schell said he 
will look into "a Clean Ohio grant of some sort" to demolish the buildings on both 
properties. 


Last October, Schell described the property as prime real estate. He noted that the 
Sandusky Cabinets property is two blocks from the water and boasts a great view of the 
bay. 


If they can clean the property and raze the buildings, he said, it could be a real boon to 
the city. 


Even without money to raze the buildings, however, Kaman said the grant is a step in 
the right direction. 


"It won't be enough (to make the property marketable), but it's a good start," he said. 


 


 


CLIMATE  CHANGE  /  GLOBAL  WARMING 
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Maryland Caps, Trades and Offsets: Can Climate Plan Work? (Washington Post) 


 
May 26, 2009 Tuesday  
Suburban Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A12 
Maryland Caps, Trades and Offsets: Can Climate Plan Work?;  
Lawmakers, Scientists and Industry Debate House Measure 
BYLINE: David A. Fahrenthold; Washington Post Staff Writer 
It sounds like alchemy, an act of bureaucratic magic. Under the climate-change bill just 
approved by a House committee, the U.S. government would literally make a 
commodity -- as tradable as a Pontiac or a pork belly -- out of thin air. 
 
The bill would require polluters to obtain "allowances" -- permits allowing them to emit a 
given amount of a greenhouse gas such as carbon dioxide or methane. Today, these 
gases are invisible, free and floating all around us. This bill would put a price on them. 
 
That would accomplish an economist's version of a triple back flip. It would divide a 







problem of the global commons into pieces and make those who use gas or electricity 
pay for their share of the emissions that result. 
 
But a closer look through the bill's 940-plus pages shows that selling chunks of air still 
might not be its most radical idea. The proposal would also create official carbon 
"offsets" -- in some cases, a government-certified hypothetical calculation of an amount 
of gases that would have been emitted but were not. Those, too, could be bought by 
polluters.  
 
As the legislation moves toward the House floor, Democrats are calling it a "jobs bill" -- 
because of new business activity they say the system would stimulate -- and 
Republicans are labeling it a "light-switch tax," because energy costs would go up. But 
neither characterization does justice to its ambitions, or its unknowns. The proposal is 
far more complex than anything tried before in this country, and a close parallel in 
Europe turned out to be seriously flawed. 
 
"I've been through lots of meetings where Americans say, 'Well, we're going to do it 
right.' Well, no, you're not," said Mark Smith, an economics professor at Colorado 
College who has studied the European example. "You're creating an entirely new 
market, by the government, and there's a tremendous amount of political pressure being 
expressed in the design of this market." 
 
But Smith, like many environmental groups, said these worries are not a reason to kill 
the plan. "Does that mean we should do nothing? I say no." 
 
The bill has now passed two important Washington mileposts, one official and one 
symbolic. 
 
The House Energy and Commerce Committee endorsed it Thursday night. And 
members of Congress showed that they now think climate change is important enough 
to horse-trade over. 
 
To satisfy Democrats from states with coal mines or heavy industry that would be hit 
hard, committee leaders dropped their target for emissions reductions by 2020, from 20 
percent to 17 percent. And they agreed that, instead of all credits being sold to the 
highest bidder, 85 percent would be given away. 
 
This had the effect of simultaneously outraging both Greenpeace -- "If you give all the 
pollution credits away, it doesn't actually serve the market principle of making carbon 
have a cost," spokesman Michael Crocker said -- and House Republicans. The bill's 
complexity led one Republican to cite the adage that a camel is a horse designed by a 
congressional committee. 
 
It may prove to be an elephant before long: The rest of the House and the Senate are 
waiting for their crack at it. 
 







But for now, many environmental groups say they support the bill, because it still 
creates a "cap-and-trade" system. This requires polluters to amass credits equal to their 
emissions and then allows them -- and others, including Wall Street trading firms -- to 
sell them on an open market if they cut their emissions, giving them a surplus of credits. 
 
"We have decided we're going to regulate the commons, which is the sky, or the air," 
said Liz Martin Perera of the liberal-leaning Union of Concerned Scientists. 
 
And this is the best way, she said: "It is able to harness the power of the market, to find 
the cheapest reductions first. If it's going to be cheaper for me to reduce [emissions] 
than you, then I'm just going to go ahead and reduce and sell you my permit." 
 
The United States already has a working cap-and-trade system, used since 1995 to cut 
back the gases blamed for acid rain. The Environmental Protection Agency says the 
trading system has reduced the overall cost of cutting acid-rain-causing pollutants to 
one-third of what was projected. 
 
But comparing the two problems is like comparing a horn section and an orchestra. 
 
Acid-rain pollutants can be sucked out of a smokestack by adding "scrubbers." But 
nothing like that is commercially available for carbon dioxide -- polluters might have to 
replace the coal they burn with a different fuel, or replace the coal-burning plants with 
solar "farms" and windmills. 
 
Also, greenhouse gases come from far more sources: power plants, factories, car 
tailpipes, and both ends of a well-fed dairy cow (though the bill doesn't tackle that one: 
cows could still burp free of charge). 
 
"I know cap and trade will work" in the abstract, said Gary Hart, an analyst for London-
based Icap Energy, who traded acid-rain credits for Southern Co., the utility giant. But 
Hart said this program is so much bigger that "I can't say with, you know, 1,000 percent 
certainty, that this is going to work." 
 
Another potential problem is that the bill requires the EPA to begin seeing the future. 
 
It uses carbon offsets to expand the pool of available credits: Instead of buying an 
allowance to cover their pollution, a factory could buy an offset to negate it. An offset 
would be a certificate showing that, for example, emissions have been avoided, or taken 
up by newly planted trees, or captured and pumped underground. 
 
But this is the tricky part: how can one be sure an emission was avoided? 
 
"That's essentially unobserved, and fundamentally unobservable," said Robert Stavins, 
a professor of business and government at Harvard University. "I mean, who knows 
what you would have done?" 
 







Because so much about this system is untested or unknown, experts disagree about 
how much cost will be passed on from utilities and oil refineries to average families. The 
EPA thinks it will fall between $98 and $140 per year, causing barely a stutter in the 
U.S. economy as a whole. 
 
The Union of Concerned Scientists thinks the system will actually make money for 
families, since more efficient technologies will save on energy costs. But the 
conservative Heritage Foundation thinks it will cost big: $4,300 per family in a few 
decades. 
 
And an even bigger question: Even if cap-and-trade works as a bureaucracy, will it work 
as a climate savior? 
 
The European Union imposed a similar system in 2005, but experts say it was gamed. 
Countries claimed higher emissions than they really had at the beginning, so their 
mandated "cutbacks" often really weren't. 
 
But Rep. Edward J. Markey (D-Mass.), one of the architects of the current bill, said he 
was confident that the measure will both reduce emissions here -- and send a signal to 
other countries at an international climate conference in Copenhagen in December. 
 
"If we expect the Chinese and Indians and others to embrace an international system 
for reducing these gases, we must be the leader," Markey said. 
 
With the new bill, he said, "we will no longer be preaching temperance from a barstool." 
 
 
 
 
Posted May 26, 2009  


Goodlatte: Climate bill will hurt families (Northern Virginia Daily) 


 
By Garren Shipley -- gshipley@nvdaily.com 
Federal efforts to forestall climate change will end up costing Virginia families dearly, 
according to one local congressman. 
The American Clean Energy and Security Act cleared a key committee last week and is 
headed to the floor of the House of Representatives. 


Supporters say the bill will promote renewable energy and reduce global warming. 


But "the simple truth behind the ... energy plan is that it raises taxes, kills jobs and will 
lead to more government intrusion," said Rep. Bob Goodlatte, R-6th, in an e-mail to 
reporters Friday. 



mailto:gshipley@nvdaily.com





As drawn, the most significant part of the 900-plus-page bill would put a limit on how 
much carbon dioxide could be emitted each year. 


Most industries would be required to purchase the right to emit carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse gasses into the air -- a total cost of about $366 billion per year which would 
likely be passed on to consumers. 


States would also be required to come up with plans to meet greenhouse gas reduction 
goals or face financial penalties. 


"This new national energy tax will be paid by anyone who turns on a light switch or 
plugs in an appliance," Goodlatte said. "It is estimated that the [proposed] legislation will 
raise electricity rates 90 percent after adjusting for inflation, gas prices 74 percent and 
natural gas prices 55 percent." 


Carbon caps would put an average family on the hook for about $3,100 in higher energy 
costs each year, he added. 


But Democrats counter that the GOP number doesn't take the benefits of the changes 
into account. When those and certain tax rebates and other factors are considered, the 
real number is closer to $124 for a family of four. 


Only one member of Congress from Virginia -- Rep. Rick Boucher, D-9th -- has had a 
chance to vote on the bill. 


Negotiations to keep the economic impact of the bill low did bear fruit, he said. 


"Our agreement will provide to electric utilities 90 percent of the emission allowances 
they will need without charge," he said. "The provision of free allowances will help to 
keep electricity rates affordable." 


Boucher, who represents the coalfields of Southwest Virginia, defended the bill as 
making the best of an inevitably bad situation.  


Carbon caps are likely coming, one way or another, he said. 


"Virtually all interested parties, from the coal industry and electric utilities to the 
environmental community would prefer that Congress adopt the regulations rather than 
have them be adopted by the Environmental Protection Agency," he said. 
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The Way to Cut Carbon Emissions (Washington Post) 
 
Regarding the May 18 editorial "Cold Reality": 
 
By advocating a carbon tax in lieu of an effective cap-and-trade program, The Post 
obscured essential facts about climate change legislation. First, a carbon tax fails the 
environmental effectiveness test. Some companies would undoubtedly pay the tax 
rather than lower emissions, and the cost of the tax could be passed on to consumers.  
 
Second, it fails the political test. With the country looking to emerge from its economic 
struggles, it is unlikely that any legislation involving a new tax will be passed. 
 
Third, a carbon tax fails the simplicity test. Supporters have argued that a carbon tax is 
simple and would be easy to implement. The U.S. tax code stretches for thousands of 
pages and includes endless exemptions and loopholes. A carbon tax would be no 
different. 
 
A cap-and-trade system would ensure that emissions reductions are achieved and 
would mobilize the financing needed to modernize our energy infrastructure. It would 
unleash the creativity of the private sector to find emissions-control strategies with the 
biggest bang for the buck. This in turn would benefit Main Street businesses and 
consumers. 
 
In the 1990s, in response to acid rain, a bipartisan majority in Congress adopted a cap-
and-trade system for sulfur dioxide. The result: more dramatic sulfur-dioxide reductions, 
at a lower cost to the economy and consumers, than expected. It proved cap and trade 
to be environmentally, economically and politically effective. 
 
DIRK FORRISTER 
 
Washington 
 
The writer, who led the White House Climate Change Task Force under President Bill 
Clinton, works for an asset management firm that invests in environmental markets. 
 
 
 
Bisphenol A  
 


Opinion shifting against chemical (Columbus Dispatch) 


 
Tuesday,  May 26, 2009 3:16 AM  
By Spencer Hunt 
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH  
   



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/05/17/AR2009051701792.html
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Lawmakers in 20 states and Congress are working to ban a toxic chemical used in a 
number of products, including plastic baby bottles and in metal food cans.  


Officials in Chicago, Minnesota and Canada already have banned bisphenol A in baby 
bottles and sippy cups. 


Although health studies have linked the chemical to cancer, neurological damage and 
developmental problems, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration insists it's safe. 


"Current levels of exposure to BPA through food packaging do not pose an immediate 
health risk to the general population, including infants and babies," FDA spokesman 
Michael Herndon wrote in an e-mail statement. 


The FDA's stance is frustrating and expected, say health and environmental advocates. 


Eric Fitch, who teaches environmental politics at Marietta College, said the government 
has long ignored evidence of chemical health threats. 


"It's a question of who pays," Fitch said. "Even after we identify something that's going 
to hurt someone, it's then very difficult to track back upstream and say, 'Hey, you 
produced this, you need to pay damages and clean this up.'  " 


PCBs are a good example. 


Although federal officials banned PCBs in 1979, research that dated to the 1940s 
eventually linked the compounds to cancer. 


More recently, C8, a chemical DuPont uses to make Teflon, has come under fire. A U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency science panel declared the chemical a "likely 
carcinogen," but the government has yet to act. 


The company, which has settled a class-action lawsuit filed by a group whose drinking 
water was tainted with C8, has agreed to phase out its use by 2015. 


And now there is bisphenol A, a key ingredient in manufacturing polycarbonate plastic. 
The chemical is in everything from water bottles and DVDs to eyeglass lenses and food-
can liners. 


The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention estimates that 93 percent of U.S. 
residents have it in their blood. 


Health studies have linked bisphenol A to diabetes, developmental problems, nerve 
damage and an increased risk for prostate and breast cancers in lab animals. 







Industry officials with the American Chemistry Council say the average exposure to the 
chemical falls well below the FDA's 50 parts-per-billion daily safety limit for food. A 
typical can liner leaks about 5 parts per billion, the council says. 


Advocates say the limit is too high and that people ingest bisphenol A from multiple 
sources. 


"We're taking it in as fast as we can excrete it," said Sara Janssen, a scientist with the 
Natural Resources Defense Council. 


The National Conference of State Legislatures is tracking 57 bills in Congress and in 20 
states, including Michigan and Pennsylvania, to restrict or ban products that contain 
bisphenol A. 


There are no such plans in Ohio. 


A number of businesses, including Nalgene Inc., the Rochester, N.Y.-based makers of 
reusable sport water bottles, say they are dropping bisphenol A from their products. Six 
baby bottle manufacturers, including Playtex and Gerber, announced in March that they 
were doing the same. 


Abbott Nutrition, which has operations in Columbus, announced in May 2008 it would 
stop using BPA to line cans of baby formula. 


But spokeswoman Tracey Noe said last week that the chemical is still being used while 
the company looks for an alternative. 


"Each time that our formulas have been tested for BPA, the results are either 
undetectable or far below the safety limits established by regulatory agencies," Noe 
said. 


Herndon said the FDA will continue to monitor the chemical. 


"The FDA is already moving forward with planned research to address the potential low-
dose effects of bisphenol A, and will carefully evaluate the findings of these studies." he 
said in the statement. 


shunt@dispatch.com  
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Hitting the gas (Santa Rosa Press Democrat) 


 
WHAT OTHERS SAY 
Published: Tuesday, May 26, 2009 at 3:00 a.m.  
To listen to the global-warming deniers, the Obama administration’s announcement 
Tuesday that it plans to restrict greenhouse gas emissions from vehicles will hurt the 
economy, force consumers to buy cars they don’t want and endanger the lives of 
motorists. The opposite is closer to the truth. 
Until the banking crisis overtook the issue, the nation’s top economic concern was high 
gasoline prices. The financial meltdown caused oil prices to plummet, but that will 
change when the economy recovers. Improving fuel efficiency will dramatically reduce 
U.S. demand, which accounts for one-quarter of the world’s oil demand. That will put far 
more downward pressure on prices, and do it more quickly, than opening more 
domestic land to drilling possibly could. 


President Obama announced that the Department of Transportation and the 
Environmental Protection Agency will work together to improve the average fuel 
economy of vehicles sold in the United States to 35.5 miles per gallon by 2016. This 
should render moot a separate effort by California and 13 other states to regulate 
tailpipe emissions and assure a unified national standard for new vehicles. That 
ultimately will benefit automakers. 


The safety argument is based on studies that have shown past regulation of fuel 
efficiency increased the number of deaths in auto accidents by encouraging smaller and 
lighter vehicles. That’s mainly because people in lighter cars are in greater danger when 
they’re in accidents involving heavier ones; if everybody drove smaller cars, we’d all be 
safer. 


Future cars will have more efficient engines, transmissions and tires, none of which will 
affect size, and they probably will be built from lighter and stronger materials that will 
enhance safety. These elements will add to a new car’s cost — about $1,300 more per 
vehicle by 2016, according to the Obama administration — but consumers will more 
than make up the difference in fuel savings. 


The crackdown on vehicles comes as Congress is debating a groundbreaking bill to 
regulate greenhouse gases in nearly every sector of the U.S. economy, and Obama has 
put lawmakers and industry on notice: If they don’t act, the administration is willing to do 
the job.  


The EPA is empowered to regulate these gases under the Clean Air Act, and the kind of 
command-and-control measures it would implement probably would be far more costly 
to polluters than the cap-and-trade scheme being negotiated in Congress. 


Cutting a deal that heads off such intervention is in everybody’s interest. 







 


Secondhand smoke (Spartanburg Herald Journal) 


 
Published: Tuesday, May 26, 2009 at 3:15 a.m.  
Last Modified: Friday, May 22, 2009 at 5:23 p.m.  
I would like to thank all of the restaurants and venues that are smoke-free in the greater 
Spartanburg area. They are to be commended for truly caring about the health and 
welfare of their customers as well as employees. 


In my opinion, when one individual's freedom to smoke infringes on another individual's 
right to breath healthy air, the freedom to smoke should be prohibited in public places. 


According to an Environmental Protection Agency report on the S.C. Department of 
Health and Environmental Control's Web site, approximately 80 percent of diners are 
nonsmokers, and many smokers prefer not to smoke when they eat. Also, even the best 
exhaust systems do very little to remove the 4,000 chemicals found in environmental 
tobacco smoke. And more people are realizing that a partitioned off smoking section is 
not eliminating the secondhand smoke health risk. 


I know many friends and family members with medical problems such as cancer, 
asthma, allergies and bronchitis who seek out nonsmoking establishments. 
Unfortunately, there is a limited number of restaurants in Spartanburg that are 
completely smoke-free. 


Because of my recent battle with throat cancer, I do not wish to go into any business 
that allows smoking. This can be extremely frustrating when craving something like a 
good burger, pizza or wings. Of course, dining out within the Greenville city limits and 
now in neighboring North Carolina is an option, but I firmly believe in buying local 
whenever possible. 


A compromise that the city of Spartanburg should seriously consider is to ban smoking 
in establishments that allow patrons under the age of 21. In most situations, children do 
not have a choice about where they eat, and this type of law would also allow bars to 
permit smoking. 


Secondhand smoke is a public health issue that needs to be addressed now. 


Drex Cheek 
Spartanburg 
 
 
 
Their view:  







Watch for a rising anti-government tide (Silver City Sun News) 


 
By Newt Gingrich/Special to The Washington Post 
Posted: 05/26/2009 01:00:00 AM MDT 
Americans should look carefully at the anti-politician, anti-government mood exhibited in 
California last week. Just as Proposition 13 and the anti-tax movement of 1978 were the 
forerunners of the Reagan presidential victory, so the results of last Tuesday's vote are 
a harbinger of things to come.  


The repudiation of the California establishment in the series of initiative defeats could 
hardly have been more decisive. Five taxing and spending measures were rejected by 
62.6 to 66.4 percent of the voters. That is a consistent majority of enormous potential. 
An even larger majority, 73.9 percent, approved the proposition limiting elected officials' 
salaries when there is a deficit.  


This vote is the second great signal that the American people are getting fed up with 
corrupt politicians, arrogant bureaucrats, greedy interests and incompetent, destructive 
government.  


The elites ridiculed or ignored the first harbinger of rebellion, the recent tea parties. 
While it will be harder to ignore this massive anti-tax, anti-spending vote, they will 
attempt to do just that.  


Voters in our largest state spoke unambiguously, but politicians and lobbyists in 
Sacramento are ignoring or rejecting the voters' will, just as they are in Albany, N.Y., 
and Trenton, N.J. The states with huge government machines have basically moved 
beyond the control of the people. They have become castles of corruption, favoritism 
and wastefulness. These state governments are run by lobbyists for the various unions 
through bureaucracies seeking to impose the values of a militant left. Elections have 
become so rigged by big money and clever incumbents that the process of self-
government is threatened.  


Sacramento politicians will now reject the voters' call for lower taxes and less spending 
and embrace the union-lobbyist-bureaucrat machine that is running California into the 
ground, crippling its economy and cheating residents. This model of high-tax, big-
spending inefficiency has already driven thousands of successful Californians out of the 
state (taking with them an estimated $11 billion in annual tax revenue). The exodus will 
continue.  


Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger is a smart, tough, charismatic leader who has been forced 
to submit to policies he knows are ruining California on behalf of interests he knows are 
cheating the state. His failure to tame the union-lobbyist-bureaucrat machine that owns 
the legislature is a symptom of just how powerful it is.  


Albany is even more corrupt and dysfunctional. The special interests that own the 
legislators in both parties have been exploiting New York for two generations. They 







have impoverished the Upstate region to the point where it is a vast zone of no jobs and 
no opportunities. Their predatory tax and bureaucratic union behavior is beginning to 
cripple New York City. More and more successful New Yorkers are leaving the state. In 
the face of multiple crises, Gov. David Paterson has shown himself incapable of 
carrying out reform.  


In other words, the political machines in California and New York are wrecking the 
states' economies and driving out successful residents. But the machines don't care 
because all they want to do is own the wreckage.  


This system of ruining communities on behalf of interest groups first appeared in Detroit. 
Bad government, bad politicians and bad policies drove a city that had, in 1950, the 
highest per capita income of any large American city to No. 62 in per capita income as 
of 2007. The population has declined from 1.8 million to fewer than 950,000. Recently, 
1,800 homes were sold for under $10,000 each. The human cost of bad politics and bad 
government in Detroit is staggering.  


Now President Obama, House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Majority Leader Harry 
Reid want to impose on the nation this style of politics in which interest groups, 
politicians and bureaucracies dominate. Look at their record: a $787 billion stimulus no 
elected official had read, 8,000 earmarks, an Environmental Protection Agency plan to 
control the economy through carbon regulations, the government threatening retaliation 
against those who would protect their property rights against theft in the Chrysler bailout 
— again and again, this team is moving toward a government that owns the country 
rather than a government that is owned by the people.  


Watch Sacramento politicians and interest groups work to overrule the people of 
California. Watch Albany politicians and interest groups continue to undermine the 
economy of New York. Watch the arrogance of the elites in Washington as they impose 
their costs and special deals on the American people.  


Then look again at the 62 percent-plus majority in California in favor of smaller 
government and lower taxes.  


In the great tradition of political movements rising against arrogant, corrupt elites, there 
will soon be a party of people rooting out the party of government. This party may be 
Republican; it may be Democratic; in some states it may be a third party. The politicians 
have been warned.  


Newt Gingrich, a Republican, was speaker of the House of Representatives from 1995 
to 1999. He is chairman of the Gingrich Group, a communications and consulting firm, 
and general chairman of American Solutions for Winning the Future.  


 
 
 







Pearlstein Harbor 


Washington Post columnist Steven Pearlstein gets climate bill wrong (Grist 
Magazine) 


 
Posted 12:01 AM on 26 May 2009 
by David Roberts  
In a laudable attempt to draw more elite media attention to the Waxman-Markey bill—
which, like all things “environmental,” has not exactly been a preoccupation of the 
political cable/blog/op-ed axis—Washington Post business writer Steven Pearlstein 
makes a hash of a few important facts. 


Pearlstein says the Waxman-Markey bill will create “create dozens of new government 
agencies with broad powers to set standards, dole out rebates and tax subsidies, and 
pick winning and losing technologies.” By my math, “dozens” means 24 or more, but I 
can’t even come up with a handful. EPA will monitor CO2 and issue permits. FERC will 
regulate the carbon trading market. The Department of Energy will establish efficiency 
standards, do new research, and expand smart grid and electrical vehicle support 
programs. These aren’t new agencies. 


There is a new Carbon Storage Research Corporation [S114(b)] run by EPRI. There’s 
an Offsets Integrity Advisory Board [S731] to consult on quality and standards for 
offsets. There might at some point be a clean energy and/or infrastructure investment 
bank to help finance new green projects. But most of the regulating is being done by 
existing departments and agencies. 


Pearlstein’s hyperbole is par for the course these days. Lots of people have taken to 
exaggerating the complexity and opacity of the bill based primarily on its page length 
(one wonders how many have read it, or even a summary). Waxman-Markey does a 
great many things (thus the many pages), but most of them are described fairly clearly 
and constitute reasonable evolution of existing regulatory authority. This isn’t to say 
there aren’t complexities—important questions remain to be answered about coal plant 
performance standards and EPA authority, for example—but the bill is not the 
impenetrable Rube Goldberg mechanism so many in the press caricature. 


Pearlstein is mixed up about the choices in climate policy as well. Apparently Paul 
Portney,  former president of Resources for the Future, told him there are three options 
in reducing emissions: a carbon tax, a cap-and-trade system, and other regulations, 
standards, and investments (so-called “complementary policies”). Not sure if Portney 
said exactly that, but if he did, he’s mixed up too. That’s like saying your sandwich 
choices are chunky peanut butter, creamy peanut butter, or jelly. 


Then Portney/Pearlstein adds to the confusion by saying Waxman-Markey uses a mix 
of all three policies, but that’s not right either. The carbon title of the bill is a cap-and-
trade system, full stop. It’s a declining cap and tradable permits. Features that might 



http://www.grist.org/member/1526
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have made it slightly more tax-like, e.g. 100 percent auction of permits, were rejected. 
There’s no tax in the mix. 


The cap-and-trade system is, in fact, packaged in a large bill with a whole range of 
complementary policies. But why should expect (or want) otherwise? Climate policy 
cannot live by carbon pricing alone. [See, from the Carnegie Mellon Electricity Industry 
Center: “Cap and Trade is Not Enough: Improving US Climate Policy” (PDF), or Holmes 
Hummel, “The Essential Role of Complementary Policies in Climate Policy Design” 
(PPT).] 


The climate policy stool has three legs: a price on carbon, complementary regulations 
and standards, and public investment. It would be unwise to pick one at the expense of 
the others just to make a bill tidier or fewer pages in length. If anything, the third leg—
investment—needs to be bulked up in the bill. 


All that said, Pearlstein is absolutely to be commended for recognizing that: 


Something very important has been happening this week—more important, if you can 
believe it, than what Nancy Pelosi knew about waterboarding or why Kris Allen scored 
his upset victory on “American Idol.” 


So damn true. Let’s hope Pearlstein can get a few more of his colleagues interested. 
One of the things that would have made the bill better is a lot more sunlight, and that 
only comes with relentless (and accurate) press exposure. After all, he’s dead on about 
this: 


Given the bill’s scope and complexity, just getting it out of committee is a monumental 
achievement on the part of its principal authors, Democrats Henry Waxman of California 
and Ed Markey of Massachusetts. To do so, they had to make numerous compromises 
and concessions to powerful special interests and regional voting blocs that would be 
most affected by the transition to a system in which companies and consumers are 
forced to pay, indirectly, for the environmental damage they cause. Waxman and 
Markey are wily and experienced politicians, so it is a fair assumption that the bill their 
committee passed last night in a 33-25 vote is pretty close to what the U.S. political 
system is now willing to accept. 


Producing a better bill than Waxman-Markey would require a few changes in the 
political landscape, one of which is a political media that takes the bill and the issues it 
addresses seriously. 


David Roberts is staff writer for Grist. 
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ENERGY 


================================================================== 


Energy Star sets standards for computer servers (Energy Efficiency News) 


The US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has finally unveiled new Energy Star 
energy efficiency standards for computer servers. 


The measures, which only cover some servers, require products to use efficient power 
supplies that generate less waste heat, demonstrate improved power quality and 
include advanced power management features. 


Servers carrying the Energy Star label will also have to be able to measure their real-
time power use, processor utilization, and air temperature. Manufacturers will also have 
to supply purchasers with an information sheet detailing the server’s energy 
performance and efficiency. 


According to the EPA, servers meeting the Energy Star requirements will be 30% more 
energy efficient that standard servers. If all servers in the US met the standard, it would 
save $800 million a year in energy costs and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by an 
amount equivalent to more than one million cars. 


The new specifications are effective immediately and the EPA is inviting server 
suppliers to sign up to the Energy Star programme. 


The EPA has also announced new requirements for commercial griddles and ovens to 
improve their efficiency by 10-20%. 
Commercial griddles and ovens that qualify for the Energy Star label will have to meet 
minimum cooking efficiency and maximum idle energy rates. 


Using Energy Star labelled griddles could save businesses $175-190 per year, 
depending on whether gas or electric, while a more energy efficient electric oven could 
save $190 a year and an improved gas over as much as $360. 


For further information: 
www.epa.gov/ 
www.energystar.gov/datacenters 
yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/d0cf6618525a9efb85257359003fb69d/3829e1ce2
6d173e7852575ba004d9518!OpenDocument 


 


 


HGTV Home Earns Indoor AirPlus, Energy Star Labels (EP Magazine) 


 
May 26, 2009  
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The Home and Garden Television (HGTV) Green Home 2009 has earned the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency's Indoor AirPlus and Energy Star labels.  


Indoor AirPlus-qualified homes include all the features consumers would normally want 
in a new home, plus moisture control, radon control, pest barriers, improved heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems, low-emitting materials and 
independent verification.  


The home is located in Port St. Lucie, Fla., and its Energy Star and AirPlus labels mean 
the home will have the latest technology for a healthier living environment.  


As with all Indoor AirPlus-labeled homes, the HGTV Green Home includes more than 
30 home design and construction features to help protect homeowners from a host of 
health problems associated with poor indoor air quality, including eye irritation, allergies, 
headaches, and respiratory problems such as asthma.  


The Indoor AirPlus Program is a partnership among EPA, builders, standards 
verification organizations, utilities, and public health and indoor environmental 
organizations to improve indoor air in new homes. To earn the Indoor AirPlus label, a 
home must meet strict EPA guidelines ensuring good indoor air quality as well as 
Energy Star guidelines that typically make them 20 to 30 percent more efficient than 
standard homes.  


 


 


FUEL 


================================================================== 
 
EYES ON THE ROAD  
MAY 26, 2009  


Kiss That Guzzler Goodbye (Wall Street Journal)  


 
By JOSEPH B. WHITE 
Can auto makers boost the overall fuel economy of American cars and trucks by 40% in 
seven years without forcing everyone into a Smart ForTwo? They've done it before and 
should be able to do it again, but it could be a bumpy transition. 
Between 1975 and 1987, the average fuel efficiency of American cars and trucks 
improved by nearly 68%, according to the Environmental Protection Agency. This was a 
remarkable achievement, but it came at considerable pain and discomfort both to auto 
makers and consumers. Cars such as the compact Cadillac Cimarron -- a rebadged 
Chevy Cavalier -- didn't do much to boost General Motors Corp.'s overall fuel economy, 
but did plenty to damage Cadillac's brand image.  



http://www.epa.gov/indoorairplus
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Even Japanese car makers, which benefited tremendously from America's energy 
consciousness and the resulting mileage mandates, have little nostalgia for the tiny, 
modestly powered cars of that era. 


Now, President Barack Obama's plan for auto makers to boost the average fuel 
efficiency of their fleets to 35.5 miles per gallon by 2016 sets up auto makers and U.S. 
drivers to replay the 1970s and 1980s experience -- with some critical differences. 


Based on the way new federal fuel-economy standards will likely work, and on the 
industry's history in dealing with new efficiency mandates, people who like big sport-
utility vehicles or pickups may want to pounce on them over the next several months, 
while they're still cheap and plentiful. 


Fans of small, fuel-efficient cars or hybrids might find irresistible buying opportunities in 
the current market, too, if they're willing to make do with today's technology. Another 
potential upside: Riding out the next six or seven years in a 2009 model buys time for 
car makers to work out the kinks in their new-generation, high-mileage cars. 


Since gas prices fell below $3 a gallon, demand for very small cars and hybrids has 
cratered. AutoNation Inc., the nation's biggest dealer chain, has enough Chevrolet Aveo 
subcompacts on hand to last 560 days at current sales rates. In July 2008, when gas 
prices were peaking above $4 a gallon, AutoNation had a relatively lean 33 days' supply 
of Aveos on their lots. 


AutoNation's inventories of the Honda Fit, a car that meets the 2016 mileage target right 
now, have surged to an unhealthy 147 days' supply, compared with just 17 days' supply 
last July. Dealers who wanted premiums for hybrids and small cars a year ago now are 
offering discounts. 


This is one reason why AutoNation Chief Executive Mike Jackson is a tireless advocate 
of coupling higher mileage standards to higher federal gasoline taxes, a position many 
industry executives share. 


But SUV and pickup fans don't need to fear that the 2016 federal mileage rules will send 
these vehicles the way of the woolly mammoth. In fact, the new framework for fuel-
economy standards could be relatively easier on large vehicles than on very small cars. 


Under the new system, all vehicles won't need to average 35.5 miles per gallon. They 
will need to meet or exceed a target adjusted to their size, or "footprint." So, for 
example, a Chevy Tahoe, which has a footprint of 55 square feet, is required to get 
about 23 to 24 miles per gallon in 2011 and improve from there, under government rules 
already adopted for that model year. A smaller truck, such as a Toyota Highlander, is 
supposed to achieve about 26 miles per gallon in 2011 and then improve from that base 
over time. 
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What's more, there's more room for weight reduction with larger vehicles. "Weight can 
be found in a lot of creative places," says Tom Stricker, director of technical and 
regulatory affairs at Toyota Motor Corp.'s Washington office. Mr. Stricker says the 
details of how the president's 35.5-mile-per-gallon plan will affect different sizes of 
vehicles are still to be determined, and he and his counterparts at rival auto companies 
are getting ready to "roll our sleeves up" to hammer them out over the next several 
months. 


Still, costs for larger vehicles will likely rise. Sandy Stojkovski, director of product 
systems for Ricardo Inc., a consulting firm that has worked with the government on its 
fuel-economy policy, says it could cost $5,000 to $12,000 per vehicle to achieve the 
required improvements in fuel efficiency for medium and large trucks, depending on the 
technology car makers choose. The Obama administration has put the estimate of 
increased cost per vehicle at a more optimistic $1,300. 


Inventory of small fuel-efficient cars, such as the Honda Fit, has swelled compared to 
last summer. 


Mr. Obama's auto policy is founded on two big bets. The first is that oil prices will go up 
a lot by 2016, spurring demand for cars that are smaller, more efficient, more electric 
and probably more expensive, pound for pound. 


The second wager is that auto makers will repeat history, in a good way. After initially 
struggling to meet tougher mileage benchmarks in the 1970s and 1980s, car makers 
used innovative designs and technology to create 2008 model vehicles that not only 
were nearly 60% more fuel-efficient than the 1975 average, but were 32% faster from 0 
to 60 miles per hour, and met a wider array of functional needs. 


Mr. Obama says more-aggressive fuel-economy targets will cut America's consumption 
of oil. But despite the gains in vehicle efficiency, Americans burned 39% more gasoline 
in 2007 than they did in 1975, according to Energy Department figures, because more 
people hit the roads and drove more miles. 


Don't share the president's optimism? Then consider buying one of today's models 
soon. There are plenty of them around. 


Write to Joseph B. White at joseph.white@wsj.com  


 


More Time Available to Comment on E15 (Farm Futures) 


 
Expanding the ethanol standard gets more time for review. 
(5/26/2009) 
Farm Futures staff 
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is extending the comment period by another 
60 days on a waiver application that would boost the amount of ethanol in a gallon of 
gasoline from 10% to 15%. The new fuel, often called E15, is being supported by a 
range of ethanol and commodity groups. 
The original comment period was to end last week on May 21, but has been extended 
until July 20. The move to boost the level to 15%, or E15, was supported by Growth 
Energy and 54 ethanol manufacturers that submitted the E15 application waiver in 
March.  
The rules of the Clean Air Act require that EPA respond within 270 days of receipt of the 


application, which is Dec. 1, 2009. The agency extension of the comment period won't impact 


that time frame. The agency says the comment period extension was granted to provide the 


public "additional time" to respond to the legal and technical issues raised in the application. 


 
 


EPA Extends E15 Application Comment Period (EP Magazine) 


 
May 26, 2009  


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency extended the comment period by 60 days 
on a waiver application requesting an increase in the amount of ethanol blended into a 
gallon of gasoline to up to 15 volume percent (E15).  


The original public comment period was to end May 21 and will now end on July 20. 
The current limit on the amount of ethanol that can be blended into a gallon of gasoline 
is at 10 volume percent ethanol (E10) for conventional (non flex-fuel) vehicles. Growth 
Energy and 54 ethanol manufacturers submitted the E15 waiver application on March 6. 
The statutory provision calls for EPA to make a decision within 270 days of receipt, 
which is Dec. 1, 2009. The comment period extension will not change this timeframe.  


 


 


NFU Favors Higher Ethanol Limit  (Pork Magazine) 


 Tuesday, May 26, 2009 


National Farmers Union submitted comments to the Environmental Protection Agency 
today calling for an increase in the allowable ethanol content of gasoline beyond the 
current 10 percent limit. NFU's comments came in response to waiver request by 
Growth Energy and 51 ethanol producers to the Clean Air Act. 
  
"Approving this waiver will enable continued growth of the ethanol industry and lead to 
the next generation of biofuels," Johnson said. 
  
"The United States is rapidly approaching the point at which we will be able to blend 







ethanol in 10 percent of al l transportation fuels. However, the 10 percent limitation 
jeopardiz es our ability to meet the requirements set by the Renewable Fuels Standard," 
NFU President Roger Johnson said. 
  
The Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS2), which was passed as part of the 2007 Energy 
Bill, requires the use of 36 billion gallons of renewable fuels by 2022. In the near term, 
the RFS2 requires 13.15 billion gallons of ethanol by 2012. 


 


Ethanol proposal may derail climate bill (Politico) 


 
By: Lisa Lerer  
May 26, 2009 04:24 AM EST 
Rural Democrats are threatening to vote against climate change legislation unless the 
Environmental Protection Agency halts new proposals that could hamper the 
development of corn ethanol.  
 
Ethanol has long been an energy third rail in Congress, with lawmakers — particularly 
those from the Midwest and other states with large agricultural industries — clamoring 
to support the biofuel both to transition away from foreign energy and to support rural 
economies. But in recent years, environmentalists, livestock producers and grocery 
manufacturers have raised concerns about the fuel, claiming that it threatens to 
exacerbate global warming and that it raises food prices.  
 
The debate intensified recently when EPA released a draft decision ruling that “indirect 
land use” issues must be considered when calculating the carbon footprint of corn-
based ethanol. That decision raises the overall emissions of corn ethanol by including 
sometimes tenuously linked activities — critics say totally unrelated activities — in its 
carbon count. And in fact, the EPA finding showed that while biofuels from plants and 
other next-generation renewables reduce greenhouse-gas emissions, the fuel might not 
be as environmentally friendly as the law requires.  
 
Biofuels are required to generate 20 percent less greenhouse-gas emissions than 
gasoline — a standard substantially more difficult to meet when life cycle emissions are 
counted. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said certain types of corn-based ethanol 
reduce carbon emissions by only 16 percent and thus fall short of the mandate.  
 
The indirect land-use ruling is a key element that unfairly drives up the carbon count, 
critics charge, and ethanol backers from rural states greeted EPA’s decision on it by 
threatening to go nuclear on the climate change bill, a key piece of the administration’s 
agenda.  
 
“There’s just enough concerns that the committee members have pretty much decided 
to stick together — that unless we get a resolution here that we think we can live with, 
we don’t see how we can support this,” said House Agricultural Committee Chairman 







Collin Peterson (R-Minn.).  
 
Peterson and the 26 Democrats on his committee say they will vote against climate 
change legislation passed by the House Energy and Commerce Committee last week 
unless it better addresses several concerns raised by farmers, including reversing the 
EPA decision.   
 
The issue could be even dicier in the Senate, where Democrats most likely need almost 
every Democratic vote to pass a climate change bill. Senate Agriculture Committee 
Chairman Tom Harkin (D-Iowa) and 12 other farm-state senators sent a letter in March 
asking the EPA to refrain from including the effects of indirect land-use changes in their 
calculations; the agency has not yet responded, Harkin said last week.  
 
The EPA’s ethanol analysis was mandated by a 2007 energy law, which required EPA 
to evaluate the “life cycle emissions” of biofuels, or how much pollution the fuels 
generate from the time they are first being produced to the point when they are burned 
in vehicles. 


As part of that calculation, EPA was required to consider indirect land-use changes 
prompted by biofuels, a category that includes ripple effects across the globe, and one 
that critics say holds U.S. farmers responsible for economic factors far beyond their 
control. 


For example, they say, if an American farmer decides to respond to the ethanol market 
by planting corn instead of soybeans — and as a result, Brazilian farmers decide to 
clear rain forests to grow soybeans — the increased carbon emissions from cutting 
down the forest would be calculated as a cost of producing ethanol.  
 
“EPA’s actions, if based on erroneous indirect land-use assumptions, could hinder 
biofuels development and actually extend America’s reliance on dirtier fossil fuels,” said 
Sen. Chuck Grassley (R-Iowa), who claims to be the only working farmer on the 
Agriculture Committee. “Agricultural practices and land-use decisions in other countries 
are not driven by U.S. biofuels policy and should not be used to undermine our 
domestic biofuels industry.”  
 
Last week, Peterson introduced a bill that would exclude indirect land use from the life 
cycle definition and would put the departments of Energy and Agriculture — instead of 
EPA — in charge of evaluating the emissions. Sen. John Thune (R-S.D.) introduced a 
corresponding measure in the Senate.  
 
Ethanol backers argue that there is no reliable scientific methodology or economic 
modeling that accurately links decisions by American farmers to crop changes across 
the world.  
 
“Assume that those soybeans grown in Brazil are processed into animal feed and used 
to produce pork that ends up on someone’s dinner plate in China,” Bob Dinneen, CEO 







of the Renewable Fuels Association, explained last week to the House Agriculture 
Committee. “According to the indirect land-use-change theory adopted by the EPA, U.S. 
corn ethanol would be responsible for the carbon footprint of that plate of moo shu pork 
being consumed in China.”  
 
Dinneen and the Renewable Fuels Association plan to introduce “hundreds of pages” 
into the peer review process, hoping to persuade EPA to abandon the indirect land-use 
calculation. They’re using a similar strategy in California, where the Air Resources 
Board ruled last month to count indirect land-use changes when determining if biofuels 
meet the emissions standard set by California’s low-carbon fuel standard.  
 
But a coalition of environmental groups is hitting back, arguing that calculating indirect 
land-use impacts is an important part of ensuring that the biofuel regulations actually 
lead to lower greenhouse-gas emissions. Including the indirect land use will help 
determine which types of biofuels have the biggest environmental benefit, they argue.  
 
“Properly done, accounting for indirect land use will improve the ability of investors and 
developers to distinguish promising approaches from dead ends and drive investments 
and innovation towards these feedstocks and technologies,” the coalition argued in a 
letter to EPA. 
 
 
 


Lose-Lose on Biofuels? (American Com) 


 
By Ted Gayer Tuesday, May 26, 2009  
Filed under: Government & Politics, Public Square, Science & Technology  
Forcing the market to produce large amounts of renewable fuel will harm consumers. 
Even though it reduces some emissions, it increases others. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency recently released its analysis of the renewable 
fuel standard enacted by the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007. The 
standard requires 11.1 billion gallons of renewable fuel to displace petroleum fuel in 
2009, ratcheting up each year until reaching 36.0 billion gallons of renewable fuels by 
2022. There are separate volume requirements for advanced biofuels, cellulosic, and 
biodiesel. 


Forcing the market to produce large amounts of renewable fuel will harm consumers in 
two ways: it will increase prices at the pump, because biofuels are more costly than 
gasoline, and it will drive up the price of food, because it diverts crops into fuel. The 
impact of food price inflation will weigh most heavily in developing countries where food 
purchases comprise larger shares of consumption. Food expenditures account for as 
much as 70 percent of household consumption among lower income groups in the 
developing world. 
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What can justify a policy that deliberately increases the price of food and fuel? Calling 
passage of the bill the “shot heard ‘round the world,” House Speaker Nancy Pelosi said 
it would improve the “health of our children.” But this is questionable at best. While the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) analysis suggests that the switch toward 
renewables will decrease ammonia, carbon monoxide, and benzene, it also predicts 
“significant increases in ethanol and acetaldehyde emissions” and “more modest 
increases in nitrogen oxides, formaldehyde, particulate matter, hydrocarbons, acrolein, 
and sulfur dioxide.” Citing time constraints, the EPA did not do a full analysis of the net 
health effects of these emission profiles, but a reasonable assumption is that the 
detrimental health impacts from increased particulate matter will at least offset the 
health improvements from the predicted reductions in the other pollutants. 


Supporters of the Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007 (EISA) also claimed 
that it will reduce greenhouse gases. Both Speaker Pelosi and then-President Bush said 
the bill will help reverse global warming. Indeed, much of the early enthusiasm for 
biofuels was based on the belief that their use would reduce greenhouse gases. It is 
true that burning biofuels results in less tailpipe emissions of greenhouse gases relative 
to burning petroleum. Yet this ignores the increase in emissions that results from the 
production of biofuels, especially the land use changes as farmers convert forest and 
grassland into cropland for biofuel production. An article published in 
Sciencemagazinein 2008 found that “corn-based ethanol nearly doubles greenhouse 
gas emissions over 30 years and increases greenhouse gases for 167 years.” Another 
article in Scienceconcluded that crop-based biofuels create a “biofuel carbon debt of 17 
to 420 times more carbon dioxide than the greenhouse gas reductions that these 
biofuels would provide by displacing fossil fuels.” 


Congress was aware of this concern. EISA requires that the mandated renewable fuels 
reduce greenhouse gases relative to petroleum, and it also requires emissions to be 
measured on a “lifecycle” basis that includes any “significant emissions from land use 
changes.” Under EISA, corn-based renewable fuel must result in a 20 percent reduction 
relative to petroleum; advanced (i.e., non–corn based) biofuels and biodiesel must 
result in a 50 percent reduction; and cellulosic biofuel must result in a 60 percent 
reduction. However, EISA gives the EPA discretion to lower these requirements by up 
to 10 percentage points. 


This is where the EPA’s analysis is especially interesting. Given the results published in 
Science, many biofuels might not meet the greenhouse gas reduction required by EISA. 
This would largely gut the biofuel mandate.   


The EPA’s findings indeed show a substantial increase in greenhouse gas emissions 
stemming from the initial land use changes needed to meet the mandate. Only over a 
long time horizon do the relatively clean-burning fuels start to accrue reductions in 
greenhouse gases relative to petroleum. 


The following figure from the EPA’s analysis shows the estimated emission profiles for 
corn-based biofuel, soy-based biodiesel, sugarcane ethanol, and switchgrass ethanol, 







stemming from the 2022 mandate of 36.0 billion gallons. There is an extremely large 
spike in emissions due to initial land-use changes, especially for corn-based ethanol 
and soy-based biodiesel. It takes more than 30 years for the emission reductions from 
these cleaner burning fuels to make up for the spike in emissions from the land-use 
changes. (Sugarcane and switchgrass biofuels fare much better.)  


Opting not to substantially gut EISA’s biofuel mandate, the EPA evaluates these time 
profiles using either a very long time horizon of 100 years (so that there are more years 
in the future garnering emission reductions in order to dominate the first-year emissions 
spike), or a shorter time horizon (30 years) but with a zero discount rate (eliminating the 
typically assumed preference for current benefits relative to future benefits). 


This figure clearly calls into question the merits of the renewable fuel standard. At a cost 
of higher fuel prices (the EPA predicts 2.7 to 10.9 cents more per gallon), higher food 
prices (the EPA predicts $10 more per person per year on food), increases in harmful 
local pollutants, and a considerable increase in short-term greenhouse gas emissions, 
the standard only starts paying climate-related dividends many years in the future. 


There are three important concerns here: First, it is dangerously naïve to consider only 
direct emissions stemming from different fuels. As acknowledged in EISA, the full 
lifecycle emissions from a fuel include “all stages of fuel and feedstock production and 
distribution, from feedstock generation or extraction through the distribution and delivery 
and use of the finished fuel to the ultimate consumer.” A lifecycle analysis is extremely 
complex and the results are highly uncertain. 


Second, a lifecycle analysis will present different emission time profiles for different 
fuels, leading to the tricky question of weighing the current emissions increase from 
land-use changes to the relative emission reductions in later years. The net results are 
highly contingent on the time horizon used for the evaluation, as well as the discount 
rate selected. 


The third, and most important, lesson is an old one: reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions is best achieved from a comprehensive cap or tax that allows full flexibility 
across sectors or industries. Right now, Congress is considering the Waxman-Markey 
bill, which would establish an economy-wide cap on greenhouse gases. With a firm cap 
in place, a law that mandates different fuel mixes will increase the cap’s compliance 
costs and will not achieve any further reductions. Indeed, to the extent that land use 
changes are not captured by the cap, the biofuels mandate may actually lead to 
emission increases. Unfortunately, not only does the Waxman-Markey bill keep the 
biofuels mandate in place; it goes one step further by creating a renewable electricity 
standard that mandates different fuel types for electricity generation.  


Ted Gayer is an associate professor at Georgetown University’s Public Policy Institute. 
From July 2007 to July 2008, he served as deputy assistant secretary of economic 
policy at the Treasury Department.  
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What do the new fuel rules mean? (Modesto Bee) 


 
By Dan Strumpf 
The Associated Press 
last updated: May 25, 2009 09:37:07 PM 
Automakers are fully behind the Obama administration's new set of fuel economy rules 
unveiled last week. But make no mistake -- these regulations will not be easy for them 
to meet. 


The new rules call for manufacturers to reach an overall fleet average of 35.5 mpg by 
2016, with passenger cars reaching 39 mpg and light trucks hitting 30 mpg under a 
system that develops standards for each vehicle class size. Manufacturers also would 
be required to hit individual mileage targets. 


The regulations are expected to cut American oil use by billions of barrels, which is 
equivalent to removing hundreds of millions of cars from U.S. roads. But they are 
expected to cost car buyers an extra $1,300 per vehicle by the time the plan is 
complete. 


The new rules also will have a cost for automakers, who will have to pour billions more 
dollars into new technologies to help them meet those goals. The Transportation 
Department last year estimated that requiring the industry to meet a looser standard of 
31.6 mpg by 2015 would cost nearly $47 billion. 


Here are some questions and answers about what the automakers will need to do to 
achieve the new standards for emissions and fuel economy: 


Q: How big a challenge will this be for the industry? 


A: To get an idea of how far away the auto industry is from the new benchmarks, 
consider this: Only six vehicles on sale today offer fuel economy of at least 35.5 mpg, 
according to the auto Web site Edmunds.com. They are the Toyota Prius, the Honda 
Insight, the Honda Civic hybrid, the Ford Fusion hybrid, the Mercury Milan hybrid and 
the Smart microcar. 


Q: What are they going to do to meet these requirements? 


A: For starters, manufacturers have vehicles in the pipeline that will help them clear the 
new hurdles, and they likely will announce more. 







Ford is bringing fuel efficient small cars such as the Fiesta to North America in the 
coming years and is planning to put fully electric cars in showrooms by 2011. General 
Motors Corp. still plans to debut its Chevrolet Volt plug-in electric car next year, 
provided it isn't derailed by bankruptcy. 


Chrysler LLC also has plans to introduce electric cars and small cars from Italian 
automaker Fiat Group SpA.  


Toyota and Honda will ramp up hybrid and plug-in vehicle production in the coming 
years. 


Q: Are there other technologies that will help automakers meet the new regulations? 


A: Besides more conventional hybrids and extended-range plug-ins such as the Volt, 
expect to see so-called clean diesel cars such as the Volkswagen Jetta TDI. 


Extended-range plug-ins rely on a rechargeable battery for short distances, then a 
combination of gas and electric power for longer trips. Clean diesels use technology that 
filters out particulate matter and offers better fuel economy. 


Automakers plan to introduce more exclusively electric vehicles. Meanwhile, companies 
including GM and Honda have long experimented with hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles, 
though they remain a long way off. 


"There's all kinds of technologies that can be brought" to market, said Aaron Bragman, 
an auto analyst with the consulting firm IHS-Global Insight. 


Q: When assessing a manufacturer's fuel economy rating, how will miles per gallon be 
calculated for vehicles such as plug-in hybrids, which can be driven without using a drop 
of fuel as long as they don't travel too far at a time? 


A: That isn't yet known. The Environmental Protection Agency has said it is working on 
how to measure the fuel economy for these sorts of vehicles, and for pure electric cars 
and vehicles with other exotic powertrains. 


Q: Could there be some unintended side effects of the new policy, in terms of what the 
manufacturers produce and sell? 


A: U.S. automakers have long been criticized for relying too much on trucks and sport 
utility vehicles. And Jeremy Anwyl, chief executive of Edmunds.com, said the new rules 
might not change that because the fuel-economy standard for light trucks remains lower 
than the one for cars. 


"In the United States, trucks have been sort of given a free pass on the (fuel-economy) 
standard," Anwyl said. "What's been happening is the automakers are building more 
and more vehicles and labeling them as light trucks." 







As for cars, one easy way to boost fuel economy is to make them smaller. But that 
could raise questions about vehicle safety, Anwyl said. 


Q: I like my SUV because it's comfortable, fun to drive and makes me and my family 
feel safe. Does this spell the end of big SUVs such as the Cadillac Escalade and the 
Hummer H3? 


A: Even the hybrid version of the Escalade gets a relatively weak 20 mpg. Hummer, 
which GM has been trying to sell for some time, does not have a promising future under 
the new standards. All in all, the new rules could lead to a dramatic reshaping of the 
vehicles available in U.S. showrooms. 


"The new regulations may indeed affect what vehicles are available for purchase 
nationally, and they are sure to spell the end for less efficient offerings in various 
segments," Bragman said in a research report. 
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South Dakota not immune to bedbug infestations (Argus Leader) 
 
Jeff Martin 
jemartin@argusleader.com  
Jeff Sauer, his flesh marked by red wounds from the constant bites of blood-sucking 
bedbugs, made a plea for help this month. 
 
The Sioux Falls resident wrote to the mayor, the Environmental Protection Agency and 
the media, hoping something could be done about the problem in his east-side 
apartment. 
 
"I am covered in welts, from a bug that I have never - NEVER experienced in my almost 
40 years of renting and living in Sioux Falls," he wrote. "As I write this tonight, afraid to 
go asleep, I have well over 15 very bad bites." He adds that "I am sincerely afraid to go 
to my bed, to go to sleep." 


Health officials and pest control experts say he's not alone. 
 
South Dakota appears to be experiencing a resurgence in the reddish-brown bugs, 
which are about a quarter-inch long. 







It's difficult to gauge how much of a problem they are because statistics are not kept at 
the state or local levels. But pest control workers, who see bedbug infestations regularly 
in Sioux Falls, say this spring is turning out to be worse than past ones. 
 
"I am seeing a huge increase," said Justin Bosma, division owner of P&K Pest Control 
in Sioux Falls. 
 
Clark Hepper, director of the office of health protection at the South Dakota Department 
of Health, also said "we've had an increase in bedbug infestations in the past five 
years." The state health department deals with bedbug issues in the hotels and other 
facilities regulated by the agency. 


Bedbugs are "a nuisance. They're not known to carry any disease," said LuAnn Ford, 
environmental health supervisor with the Sioux Falls Health Department. 
 
"We haven't had a lot of complaints lately," Ford said. "They're always somewhere in 
town, and sometimes we get calls about it and sometimes we don't and people just 
handle it on their own." 


Ford said the city health department can give residents advice on how to identify 
bedbugs and the nasty tell-tale signs they leave on bed sheets. 
 
(Warning: If you are eating breakfast right now, take a quick break from that as you read 
this next part.) 
 
"What happens is they eat blood, so then when they defecate, they defecate dried blood 
and that will leave dark spots - pin marks on your linens," Ford said. 


Sauer wasn't sure what was attacking him at first. He suspected it might be mosquitoes, 
he said. So he took a roll of duct tape and fixed some holes in his window screens - but 
the bites continued. 
 
Then, "I caught one of the little critters and put it in a pill box," he recalls. He showed it 
to an exterminator, who immediately recognized it as a bedbug. 


Bedbugs are on the rebound nationwide, experts say, and have infested college dorms, 
hospital wings and homeless shelters. 
 
Faced with rising numbers of complaints to city information lines and increasingly 
frustrated landlords, hotel chains and housing authorities, the EPA last month hosted its 
first-ever bedbug summit in suburban Washington, D.C. 
 
"The problem seems to be increasing and it could definitely be worse in densely 
populated areas like cities, although it can be a problem for anyone," said Lois Rossi, 
director of the registration division in the EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs. 







One of the problems, according to researchers and the pesticide industry, is that there 
are few chemicals on the market approved for use on mattresses that are effective at 
reducing bedbug numbers. The EPA, out of concern for the environment and the effects 
on public health, has pulled many of the chemicals that were most effective in 
eradicating the bugs from the U.S. during the past 50 years - such as DDT - off of 
shelves. 
 
Increasing international travel also has increased the chances for the bugs to hitchhike 
from developing countries that never eradicated them completely. 


"This is a worldwide resurgence," said Dini Miller, an entomologist and bedbug expert at 
Virginia Tech, who until 2001 saw bedbugs only on microscope slides dating from the 
1950s. Now she gets calls several times a day from people who are often at their wits' 
end dealing with the problem. 
 
"I can't tell you how many people have spent the night in their bathtubs because they 
are so freaked out by bedbugs," Miller said. "I get these people over the phone that 
have lost their marbles." 
 
In Sioux Falls, Bosma said he fought bedbugs several times in the past few weeks. "It's 
going to be like cockroaches now," he said, "where it's not really all that uncommon." 


"It's probably the hardest insect I've treated for," he said. "Basically, if you spray they'll 
hide out from the spray and just wait it out." 
 
That's why Bosma uses a mixture of several different pesticides that dooms the bugs. 


Ford says people concerned they might have a problem can look for the bugs around 
their bed frame, box springs and mattress. "They like being tight places," she said. 
 
They can also hide out in couches and chairs, Ford said. Sauer knows this first-hand. 
 
A few nights ago, "I went out to my rocking chair watching TV and got bit there too," he 
said. "I'm just getting attacked." 


The Associated Press contributed to this report. Jeff Martin can be reached at 605-331-
2373. 


Additional Facts  
WHAT YOU CAN DO:  


 
 


furniture for signs of bed bugs and their eggs. Search for live (crawling) bugs and 
ensure they are bed bugs before considering treating (several kinds of insects resemble 
bed bugs). 







bugs. 
t discard furniture and don't treat until and unless you have a plan. 


 


modifications, and insecticidal treatments to the residence. 
Source: Harvard University 
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Consumer group pushes J&J on chemicals in shampoo (Napa valley Register) 


Story also appeared: Boston Globe 


By LINDA A. JOHNSON 


TRENTON, N.J. - A coalition of health, environmental and consumer groups is 
demanding that health products giant Johnson & Johnson remove tiny amounts of two 
chemicals suspected of causing cancer from its Johnson's Baby Shampoo and other 
products. 
 
In a letter sent late Friday by the Campaign for Safe Cosmetics to J&J's chief executive, 
William Weldon, the seven-year-old group asks the company by the end of August to 
reformulate its personal care products so that they are free of 1,4-dioxane and any 
preservatives that release formaldehyde. 
 
The letter was signed by nearly 50 groups representing about 1.7 million members, from 
the Environmental Working Group and Friends of the Earth to the American Nurses 
Association and Physicians for Social Responsibility. 
 
Johnson & Johnson spokesman Bill Price said, "The trace levels of certain compounds 
that were noted by the Campaign for Safe Cosmetics can result from processes that 
make our products gentle for babies and safe from bacteria growth. Many regulatory 
agencies around the world consider these trace levels safe." 
 
Price said the New Brunswick, N.J.-based company takes concerns about its products 







"very seriously" and would consider meeting with the Campaign for Safe Cosmetics. He 
said J&J has no immediate plans to remove the two ingredients. 
 
The chemicals in question are 1,4-dioxane, a byproduct of the manufacturing process, 
and the preservative formaldehyde, which is slowly released by a chemical called 
Quaternium-15 to kill bacteria. According to the Environmental Protection Agency, 1,4-
dioxane and formaldehyde both are probable human carcinogens; formaldehyde also is 
a skin, eye and respiratory irritant. 
 
"There's really no excuse for a baby shampoo marketed as the No. 1 choice of hospitals 
to contain chemicals suspected of causing cancer," Lisa Archer, the campaign's 
national coordinator, told The Associated Press in an interview. 
 
Tests by an independent laboratory commissioned by the campaign, Analytical 
Sciences of Petaluma, Calif., found Johnson's baby shampoo had 210 parts per million 
of formaldehyde, and about two dozen other products out of 48 tested had similar or 
higher levels. 
 
Johnson's baby shampoo also had a low level of 1,4-dioxane, a chemical banned by the 
European Union that was also found in three Aveeno baby wash products made by J&J, 
Johnson's moisture care and oatmeal baby washes, and about 25 baby and personal 
care products made by other companies. 
 
Though the amounts in question are so small that many deem them safe, Dr. Sidney 
Wolfe, acting director of consumer group Public Citizen, said, "Generally with 
carcinogens, there isn't any safe level." 
 
The campaign notes that the two chemicals are not listed on product labels because 
they are contaminants, not ingredients. 
 
The campaign released its test results in March. At that time, Dr. John Bailey, chief 
scientist for the Personal Care Products Council, said the "extremely low" levels of 
chemicals in the products tested "are not a cause for health concern." 
 
Last month, Sen. Kerstin Gillebrand, D-N.Y., introduced a bill directing the FDA to 
regulate such products made for children. 







 
The campaign's letter to Weldon states that other companies make similar products "by 
using ingredients that do not have contamination concerns." The letter also notes J&J 
products in Japan do not release formaldehyde because it is banned in products there. 
 
Price said that is true, adding J&J products "meet or exceed the regulatory requirements 
in every country where they are sold." 
 
However, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration does not regulate cosmetic products, 
said Wolfe, whose group is not involved in the campaign. 
 
"The cosmetic industry has pounded on ... Congress to keep the FDA from having any 
kind of authority to require (safety or testing of) cosmetic ingredients used by tens of 
millions, including many children" for more than three decades, he said. 
 
He said these chemicals can be absorbed by the skin but could easily be removed from 
the products _ at additional cost. 
 
If the two chemicals were food additives, he noted, they would have to be tested before 
being sold to prove they didn't contain dangerous chemicals. 
 
"These products would flunk such a test," Wolfe said. 
 
A service of the Associated Press(AP) 
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Fur Flies Over Flea Treatments (Wall Street Journal) 


 
By ANJALI ATHAVALEY  
Not long after Jennifer Croezen applied flea and tick drops to the back of her 
Chihuahau, Saki, earlier this month, the dog's back began to turn red. 
The next day, Saki seemed tired and lost her appetite. Ms. Croezen, a 26-year-old 
medical assistant, took her dog to the vet the following morning, where Saki was treated 
for chemical burns on her back and diagnosed with a dangerous anemia. "It makes me 
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really mad," Ms. Croezen says. "If I would have known it could have done this to my 
dog, I would have never put it on her." 
Central Life Sciences, manufacturer of the Bio Spot brand Spot On Flea & Tick Control 
used on Saki, says its product isn't responsible for the anemia. "Skin sensitivity could 
have been exacerbated by the presence of severe anemia which led to blistering of the 
skin," said Laura Petree, manager of technical services at Central Life Sciences, in a 
statement.  
Saki's Sickness 
Some pet-owners are taking action because they believe their animals had reactions to 
fleas treatments applied directly to the pet's back. 


An increasing number of pet owners are reporting what they believe to be harmful side 
effects from over-the-counter and prescription flea and tick treatments. The 
Environmental Protection Agency, which regulates topical pet treatments, says the 
number of reported incidents stemming from so-called spot-on flea and tick treatments -
- drops that are applied directly to a pet's skin, usually on the back -- increased 53% to 
44,263 in 2008 from the previous year. As a result of the increase, the EPA said last 
month that it is intensifying an evaluation of spot-on products. 


Product manufacturers are required by law to pass along reported incidents to the EPA. 
In its advisory on the topic, the agency said it is evaluating all spot-on products and 
posted a list of those it is examining. The list includes products by major manufacturers 
such as Sumitomo Corp.'s Hartz Mountain Corp., Central Life Sciences, Bayer AG, 
maker of Advantage, and Merial Ltd., a joint venture between Merck & Co. and Sanofi-
Aventis SA, that makes Frontline products. EPA advises consumers who buy 
treatments from any of these companies to read the label closely and apply the 
products as instructed. 


Incidents reported to EPA range from skin irritation to seizures and sometimes death, 
the agency says. The reason for the rise in incidents is unclear, the agency says, 
adding that it is investigating the size of the market relative to the increase in reported 
incidents. "We are investigating and having discussions to learn more about the 
problem and will take action when we determine that it is warranted," EPA spokesman 
Dale Kemery said in an email. 


Spot-on treatments generally kill fleas and ticks by affecting their nervous systems, and 
some products contain chemicals that keep flea eggs from developing. Veterinarians 
consider them more effective than other treatments, such as shampoos and sprays, and 
say their use has increased in recent years. "The market has moved dramatically 
toward spot-ons in the last 10 to 15 years," says Steven Hansen, a veterinary 
toxicologist and director of the Animal Poison Control Center at the American Society 
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 


Manufacturers are required to submit safety and efficacy studies of their flea and tick 
products to the EPA before they go on the market. The EPA says safety standards are 
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the same for brands sold at pet retailers -- such as Hartz and Bio Spot -- as they are for 
those that are sold at veterinary offices, like Frontline and Advantage. 


Consumers who believe their pets have had reactions to spot-on treatments are 
increasingly questioning the products' safety. "I will never put flea and tick medication 
ever again on my dog," Ms. Croezen says. She says Saki is doing better, but is still 
taking medication for her anemia. 


As spot-on treatments have grown in popularity in the past decade, online forums like 
HartzVictims.org and BioSpotVictims.org have popped up for people who say their pets 
have experienced side effects following the use of flea and tick products. The Natural 
Resources Defense Council, an environmental group, has a site called Greenpaws.org 
that advocates ways to take care of fleas without chemical treatment, such as using flea 
combs and washing a pet's bedding once a week. 


Dr. Hansen of the ASPCA says that in general, most spot-on treatments have good 
safety records. He says that if used appropriately, "in healthy animals we are not going 
to have very many reactions." Veterinarians and manufacturers say that most of the 
problems they see are cases where the treatment has been misused. 


Manufacturers emphasize that their treatments are safe only for the pet profile listed on 
the box. Product labels specify the species, age requirements and weight range of the 
animal to which the treatment should be applied. 


One common misuse that veterinarians see is that consumers apply flea treatments 
meant for dogs on cats by mistake. A review of toxicity studies published in the 
Veterinary Journal last year concludes that cats are "most often affected by 
inappropriate application of the spot-on" treatments, though misuse can occur in other 
species. 


For example, the chemical permethrin, found in spot-on treatments such as Bayer's K9 
Advantix, is safe for dogs but not for cats. In cats, "it causes their nervous system to go 
into overdrive," says Mark Stickney, director of general surgery services at the Texas 
A&M College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences. "They can develop 
seizures." Dr. Stickney says he sees such cases once or twice a month in the 
emergency room. 


Also, certain animals may be more susceptible to side effects than others, veterinarians 
say. If an animal is pregnant, heavily flea infested or has an illness, for instance, the 
owner should consult with a veterinarian before applying flea treatments. 


Dr. Hansen of the ASPCA advises against applying flea powders and sprays in addition 
to a spot-on treatment because chemicals in different products could interact with each 
other. "You probably do not want to double up on these," he says. 







Consumers whose pets experience unusual reactions following treatment should wash 
the animal with soap, unless the product label specifies otherwise, and immediately 
contact a veterinarian, the EPA says. They should also contact the manufacturer via the 
number on the product label. Manufacturers advise saving the box so that consumers 
can describe exactly what product was used. Companies like Central Life Sciences and 
Hartz say that they review complaints and decide whether to cover veterinary bills on a 
case-by-case basis. 


The chemical burn on Saki's back, which appeared soon after the dog received its spot-
on treatment, continues to heal.  


Sometimes pet owners and manufacturers disagree about whether the animal had a 
reaction to the flea treatment or if the pet had a pre-existing condition. 


Richard Parsons, 64, of La Quinta, Calif., applied Hartz Advanced Care 4-in-1 Flea & 
Tick Drops for Dogs on his Scottish terrier Duffy in May 2007 and dropped the dog off at 
a kennel the next morning. He says he received a call two days later from the kennel 
saying that Duffy was experiencing seizures and vomiting. Duffy died the next day. 


"It was a torturous, tragic, painful death," says Mr. Parsons, who believes the death 
resulted from the Hartz treatment. He says he believes the product should be taken off 
the market. 


Hartz reached a different conclusion after investigating the case. The company says 
Duffy's illness and death was directly related to elevated sodium levels in the blood that 
resulted from an undiagnosed, pre-existing disease. The company says its spot-on 
products are safe. "You can't get a product to market without showing a high level of 
safety and efficacy," says Bill Ecker, Hartz's chief executive. 


Write to Anjali Athavaley at anjali.athavaley@wsj.com  


 


Obama taps Ariz. for cadre of leaders (AZ Central) 


by Erin Kelly - May. 26, 2009 12:00 AM 
Republic Washington Bureau  


WASHINGTON - Former Gov. Janet Napolitano is the most prominent Arizonan in the 
Obama administration, but she is not the only resident of the Grand Canyon State to be 
tapped for service by the president. 


While Napolitano is serving as Homeland Security secretary, fellow Arizonans will be 
overseeing the national-highway system, regulating the use of pesticides to protect the 
environment, working to improve the health of American Indians and providing legal 
advice to the Air Force. 
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The appointments reflect not only President Barack Obama's continued focus on 
Arizona, a state he hopes to win in the 2012 election, but also his efforts to reach 
beyond the ranks of Washington insiders for advice and ideas 


"I think it's very useful to have folks that are outside the Beltway," said Charles 
Blanchard, a Phoenix attorney who was confirmed on May 18 as the new general 
counsel for the Air Force. "I think it's easier for us not to get caught up in the frenetic 
news cycle there and remember that most people are going about their lives and not 
sitting around watching CNN or worrying about the things that are considered important 
in Washington. It can give you the courage and perspective to do the right thing." 


The Arizonans in high places could be an advantage for local and state officials who are 
looking for federal help. 


"If you're calling from Phoenix, it's a lot better to have someone from Arizona answer the 
phone than somebody from Maine who has never heard of you," said Patrick Kenney, 
chairman of the political-science department at Arizona State University. 


Having Arizonans as key members of his administration also could help Obama win 
what is sure to be a swing state in 2012, when favorite son Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., 
the 2008 GOP nominee, won't be on the ticket, Kenney said. 


"Arizona is a state that the Democrats definitely want to turn blue in the next presidential 
election," he said. 


Blanchard said the network of Arizonans in Washington could help one another. For 
example, he said, the Air Force and the Defense Department often work with the 
Department of Homeland Security and could assist each other on issues such as 
security along the Southwestern border.  


The military also needs to be able to work with the Environmental Protection Agency to 
clean up toxic waste at its bases. Stephen Owens, former director of the Arizona 
Department of Environmental Quality, has been nominated by the president to be 
assistant administrator for the EPA's Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic 
Substances. 


"Nothing gets done in Washington without going through an interagency process," 
Blanchard said. "Knowing people in other agencies will be very helpful." 


Napolitano, an early and close ally of Obama, undoubtedly gave the Arizonans a boost 
in the White House screening process, he said. 


"She could very well have made the difference in some cases," Blanchard said.  


At the same time, they all had their own contacts and experience to help land the jobs. 
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"Each of us had our own pathways to getting noticed and getting selected," said 
Blanchard, who served in the Clinton administration.  


Owens worked with EPA officials while serving the state.  


Yvette Roubideaux, the Arizonan recently confirmed as director of the Indian Health 
Service, worked with the service before as a medical officer and clinical director on the 
San Carlos Reservation and in the Gila River Indian Community in Arizona.  


Victor Mendez, who has been nominated as administrator of the Federal Highway 
Administration, is a former director of the Arizona Department of Transportation and 
made nationwide contacts as the president of the American Association of State 
Highway and Transportation Officials. 
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Disagreement in handling sediments, change in plans delay action on Twelve Mile 
(Greenville News) 
 
Sediment removal dispute delays work on Twelve Mile River 
By Anna Simon 
Clemson bureau  
CLEMSON — A federal judge told The Greenville News that he would welcome a 
motion to force compliance with a three-year-old court-ordered settlement for the 
removal of dangerous PCBs from an Upstate river. 


“If I had it, I would enforce it vigorously,” U.S. District Judge G. Ross Anderson said. 


In January of 2006, Anderson signed a restoration compensation settlement that called 
for dredging and removing most of the sediment trapped behind two dams on the 
Twelve Mile River in Pickens County, as well as “properly dispose” the sediment. 


The Greenville News reported in earlier stories this month that more than three years 
have passed since the judge's order and no action has yet been taken. 


A new plan would allow substantially more sediment to flow downstream as the dams 
are dismantled. 







Some fear that proposal would leave more contaminated sediment in the river than the 
prior dredging and storage plan. 


“Tens of thousands of cubic yards of sediment will flush downstream. The finer material 
that contains PCBs will remobilize and go downstream,” said Larry Dyck, a stream 
restoration expert who lives on the river. 


“It's clearly not the same plan that was sold to the community,” Dyck said. 


Anderson told The Greenville News that action needs to be taken. 


“The public interest in this thing is extremely high, and I'm concerned,” he said. “This 
thing has been pending almost four years.” 


Anyone affected, including members of the public, can file a motion, Anderson said. 


“The public interest is too valuable to be entrusted to private corporations and 
individuals,” Anderson said. 


Susan Ganz, a spokeswoman for Schlumberger, the company responsible for cleaning 
up PCBs released from the former Sangamo Weston plant in Pickens, said company 
officials anticipate meeting with the trustees in early June. 


It would be “premature and inappropriate” to “comment on the approach at this time,” 
Ganz said. 


Releasing substantial amounts of sediment downstream would destroy aquatic habitat, 
adversely impact aquatic biota, and further spread PCB contamination in the Twelve 
Mile and Lake Hartwell, said Diane Duncan, who represents the Department of the 
Interior and U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, a natural resource trustee named in the 
2006 settlement. 


“These accumulated sediments should be removed prior to removal of the dams,” 
Duncan said. “This is the primary issue which the natural resource trustees now have 
with Schlumberger.” 


Ross Self, who represents the state Department of Natural Resources, the lead trustee 
agency, said, “Schlumberger and the trustees are working to insure that when the 
project is implemented it will meet the spirit and intent of the 2006 settlement.” 


Unanticipated circumstances have lead to delay, which isn't related to conflict or 
differences between the trustees and Schlumberger, Self said. 


“Going back to court is always a course of action, but it is a course of last resort. I don't 
believe this will have to happen,” Self said. 







The goal of the trustees is to minimize the amount of sediment from behind the dams 
that slips out of the project area, Self said. It's unrealistic to say “none” will slip out in a 
flowing-water environment, he added. 


“The goal is to avoid intentional release of pulses of sediment,” Self said. 


Dyck, who serves on the Pickens Soil and Water Conservation District and the Lake 
Hartwell Association board, said slugs of sediment built up in the river after past 
releases from the dams, and he fears a repeat. 


Removal of two century-old dams that once powered a Cateechee textile mill would 
improve flow of cleaner sediment into Lake Hartwell to cover PCB contamination. The 
process, called natural capping, was ordered in a Superfund clean up of 400,000 
pounds of PCBs released between 1955 and 1978 from the former Sangamo Weston 
plant into Town Creek, a tributary of the Twelve Mile. 


Hot spots of PCBs are scattered throughout the sediment backed up behind the dams, 
said Cindy Lee, a professor of Environmental Engineering and Earth Sciences at 
Clemson University, who has tested samples for a decade and as recently as 2008. 


The 2006 settlement specifies dismantling the two dams and removal and proper 
disposal of PCB-contaminated sediment behind them. 


“The primary purpose of the project is to compensate the public for the ecological losses 
resulting from the PCB contamination by restoring the creek to a free-flowing system, 
which will increase the biodiversity and population densities of native aquatic 
organisms,” Duncan said. 


The Environmental Protection Agency supports removal of the dams because it would 
enhance flow of sediment to cover PCBs in Lake Hartwell, said Craig Zeller, project 
manager for the EPA, which is monitoring the project but isn't one of the six federal and 
state agencies named as natural resource trustees. 


“We would like it to go forward, but we have very little leverage, if any, with regard to 
schedules or implementation,” Zeller said. 


One of the goals for many of the biologists and fishery experts involved is to create a 
fast-moving river gorge with a pebbly rocky bed desirable for fish habitat, Zeller said. 
The current waterway is sluggish and not as productive a habitat for aquatic life. 


If no sediment is removed from the impoundments, “what happens downstream is rather 
catastrophic,” Zeller said. EPA modeling shows that could dramatically raise the river 
bottom at Lay Bridge, immediately below the lower dam, by creating a sandbar with a 
thin layer of water moving over it; very different from the healthy fast moving water there 
now, he said. 







On the other hand, removing all the sediment down to bedrock could create a highly 
unstable river bank. Removal of all the sediment would leave a trench in the river bed 
as deep as 30 feet in places, Zeller said. 


“There is a balance here. Usually, the answer lies in the middle someplace,” Zeller said. 


Removal of the dams and restoration of the Twelve Mile also will enhance recreational 
opportunities, particularly canoeing and kayaking, Duncan said. 


Local kayakers, including Dyck, have said opening the river gorge could attract 
whitewater enthusiasts from across the Southeast. 


Since the 2006 settlement, sediment flowing downstream and backing up behind the 
dams has doubled, from an estimated 350 cubic yards to about 700 cubic yards, 
experts have said. The cost of removal has increased as well, Joe Ferguson, who 
heads the project for Schlumberger, has told The Greenville News . 


In addition to removal of the two dams, the settlement includes restoration of natural 
stream conditions and planting native vegetation, as well as creation of enhancements 
to fishing to make up for PCB damage to fishing in Lake Hartwell. 


Signs are posted to warn against eating certain fish caught in Hartwell. PCBs have been 
linked to cancer and other health concerns. EPA reports show the level of PCBs has 
decreased over the years in the lake sediment but not in the fish.What that means is 
that PCBs are embedded in the food chain. It's a problem that Zeller and others, 
including Bill Bowerman, a Clemson professor of wildlife ecology and ecotoxicology who 
has studied the impact of PCBs on birds and animals, expect will taint Lake Hartwell for 
decades. 


 


Arsenic in well water higher than thought (Food Consumer) 


 
26/05/2009 01:35:00 admin  
Sunday May 25, 2009 (foodconsumer.org) -- With recent reports that even low level 
exposure to arsenic may compromise the immune system, concerns about water 
contamination from the carcinogen may be justified. 
 
More than 20 percent of private domestic wells contain at least one contaminant of 
potential health concern, according to a March 2009 study by the U.S. Geological 
Survey. 
 
In samples taken nationwide, the USGS found that about 43 million people, or 15 
percent of the population, use drinking water from private wells, which are not regulated 
by the government. 
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A recent report by scientists at the Marine Biological Laboratory and the Dartmouth 
Medical School found that low level arsenic exposure can significantly compromise a 
person’s immune system, leaving them more susceptible to viruses such as H1N1. 
 
USGS scientists sampled 2,100 private wells in 48 states and found that the inorganic 
contaminants most frequently found, at concentrations of potential health concern, were 
radon and arsenic. 
 
Arsenic is a well-known toxic chemical that the Environmental Protection Agency and 
the World Health Organization list as a known carcinogen. While arsenic occurs 
naturally, it can also be found in industrial applications such as leather and wood 
treatments and pesticides  
. 
 
Man-made arsenic contamination results from the manufacture of metals and alloys, 
petroleum refining, and the burning of fossil fuels and wastes. 
 
“These industrial activities have created a strong legacy of arsenic pollution throughout 
the United States,” says an EPA report from April 2004. “The combination of high 
toxicity and widespread occurrence has created a pressing need for effective monitoring 
and measurement of arsenic in soil and groundwater.” 
 
Arsenic is listed second only to lead as the main contaminant on the National Priority 
List of Superfund sites. The problem with arsenic, according to the EPA report, is that it 
cannot be transformed into a non-toxic material. It can only be transformed into a form 
that is less toxic when exposed to living organisms in the environment. 
 
“Because arsenic is a permanent part of the environment,” states the report, “there is a 
long-term need for regular monitoring at sites where arsenic-containing waste has been 
disposed of and at sites where it occurs naturally at elevated levels.” 
 
 


Bacteria Closes Wake Lakes (MyNC) 


 
WAKE COUNTY, N.C. -  
Wake County has closed recreational swimming areas at Sandline Beach and Camp 
Kanata due to elevated levels of bacteria, based on Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) standards. 
The County routinely tests recreational lakes for bacteria, including Enterococci and E 
coli. When bacteria levels exceed EPA standards, the area is closed to "primary contact 
recreation," which is swimming or any activity where your head may go underwater. The 
County samples the lakes weekly each summer. 
"We are trying to prevent people from getting sick, so we'll keep sampling and reopen 
the lakes for swimming as soon as the levels return to normal," said Wake County 
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Environmental Services Director Tommy Esqueda. "Two consecutive acceptable 
samples are required to reopen the lakes, which could be as soon as this weekend." 
Officials say the bacteria likely came from wildlife fecal matter and the closing is 
affecting even those who don't necessarily go to the beach to swim, like Scott and 
Schyler Rumley. 
The couple spent most of Friday tanning near the Beaverdam swimming area. 
"We were planning to go to the other beach and there was a sign up that said it was 
closed," Scott said. "Luckily this area over here was open so we just decided to go 
across the road and spend time over here." 
One less beach means they'll have to deal with more people at the open ones and more 
people could force park officials to close more of their beaches. 
"Every year, typically on the Sunday or the Monday of Memorial Day, and also on the 
July Fourth weekend, we typically will close one or two of our recreational areas 
because of over capacity," said Falls Lake Park Superintendent Scott Kershner. 
The lakes are not closed to fishing. County staff suggests that citizens call their 
recreational lake facilities to find out if they are open to swimming. Citizens are also 
reminded to always wash hands with soap and water, and thoroughly shower after 
swimming, tubing or skiing in area lakes. 


 


Wilmington business participates in wastewater treatment project (Wilmington 
Advocate) 


 
Tue May 26, 2009, 07:00 AM EDT 
Wilmington - Koch Membrane Systems, Inc. (KMS) of Wilmington, a world-class 
developer and manufacturer of innovative membranes and membrane filtration systems, 
is a key participant in the Santa Paula wastewater treatment plant (WTP) upgrade 
project, which has been short listed in the “Water Deal of the Year” category of the 
Global Water Awards 2009.  


When completed, the Santa Paula WTP will be one of the world’s largest membrane 
bioreactor (MBR) projects. Readers of Global Water Intelligence, Water Desalination 
Report and members of the IDA and IPWA are all eligible to vote in the online survey 
and the eventual winner receiving the award at a ceremony in Zurich. 


“The nomination reflects the importance of the upgrade of the Santa Paula treatment 
plant. It will be Koch Membrane Systems’ largest MBR project in the U.S. market and 
one of the largest installations of the PURON product worldwide,” said Imran Jaferey, 
vice president, water and wastewater for KMS. 


The nomination focuses upon the PURON modules supplied as part of an MBR system 
to the city of Santa Paula, Calif. for the city’s new state-of-the-art water recycling facility. 
The project, which was awarded to Santa Paula Water LLC, a company formed by 
Pacific Environmental Resources Corp. (PERC) and Alinda Capital Partners, replaces 
the city’s existing wastewater treatment plant. 







The new water recycling facility is intended to produce an effluent that meets or 
exceeds all current environmental wastewater quality standards mandated by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and the California Regional Water Quality Control 
Board. 


MBR systems are used for some of the toughest wastewater treatment applications, 
including sewage treatment for municipalities and treatment of wastewater for the 
beverage, textile, food, paper, and chemicals industries. The PURON single header 
design with a free floating membrane fiber tip combined with the centrally located air 
scour nozzle delivers optimal solids management and reliable operation at peak flux 
rates, while using 50 percent less air scour energy than other submerged MBR 
membrane modules. PERC selected PURON membrane filtration modules for Santa 
Paula’s water recycling facility because the modules are energy-efficient and the system 
is easy to operate, with features that are designed to provide significantly lower lifecycle 
costs. 


“PERC felt that Koch Membrane Systems had studied the challenges experienced by 
other membrane manufacturers and consequentially improved the PURON design in 
these areas,” remarked Juergen Nick, vice president, design and engineering at PERC. 
“The reduced air scour requirement of the Koch Membrane Systems design versus 
other membrane manufacturers translated directly into reduced energy consumption 
and a reduction in operational costs.” 


PERC’s innovative design will make efficient use of the surrounding area by using a 
fraction of the city of Santa Paula’s land, five acres less than the amount of land a 
conventional wastewater treatment facility would require. A recycling education center is 
expected to be included as part of the facility, where local students can learn how water 
recycling facilities operate. Commissioning of the water recycling facility is expected to 
take place in mid 2010. 


For more information on the Global Water Awards 2009 please visit 
www.globalwaterawards.com. 


 About Koch Membrane Systems 


Koch Membrane Systems, Inc. has been a global leader in separation and filtration 
products for more than 40 years. A designer and manufacturer of state-of-the-art 
membrane cartridges and elements, as well as complete membrane systems, Koch 
Membrane Systems products are specified for the most demanding applications. To 
enhance membrane performance, KMS offers a line of antiscalants and cleaning 
chemicals, and provides a wide range of maintenance and technical service programs. 
The company has supplied membranes for more than 15,000 systems installed around 
the world, serving the food processing, life sciences, and general manufacturing 
industries, as well as providing potable water and wastewater treatment technologies for 
communities of all sizes. 



http://www.globalwaterawards.com/





Headquartered in Wilmington, Koch Membrane Systems is a Koch Chemical 
Technology Group, LLC company. For more information on Koch Membrane Systems 
and its full line of membranes and accessory products, visit www.kochmembrane.com, 
or write to info@kochmembrane.com. 
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Fishermen circle boats in Alaska (Los Angeles Times) 


 
August 4, 2010 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
SECTION: MAIN NEWS; National Desk; Part A; Pg. 1 
Fishermen circle boats in Alaska;  
They worry that a massive mine would destroy some of the world's last pristine salmon 
streams. 
By Kim Murphy 
DATELINE: DILLINGHAM, ALASKA  
It is an unfortunate coincidence of geography that this lush region of wild rivers, grassy 
tundra and windy sea is home to two competing treasures of almost unimaginable 
value: the world's largest sockeye salmon run, supporting a fishery worth $440 million a 
year; and in the hills behind it, a massive deposit of copper, molybdenum and gold 
worth at least $300 billion. 
 
With that much money at stake, preventing the construction of what could be the largest 
open-pit mine in North America -- at headwaters above Bristol Bay -- seems an 
impossible task. 
 
As Pebble Ltd. Partnership prepares to submit its permit application outlining what kind 
of mine it wants to build by late this year or early next, Bristol Bay fishermen are fighting 
a fierce advance assault, hoping to convince government decision-makers and the 
public that poisonous mine drainage and some of the world's last pristine salmon 
streams are a combination too risky to contemplate.  
 
"The location could not possibly be worse on the face of the earth," said former state 
Senate President Rick Halford, a Republican from the Bristol Bay region. "This is a 
place of incredible value. It's going to be probably the biggest environmental resource 
fight of our lifetime." 
 
Last week, Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa P. Jackson met with 
dozens of mine opponents at Dillingham High School, where tribal leaders and 
commercial fishermen began a push to have the EPA wield its veto authority. 
 
For many fishermen here, it is inconceivable that an industrial-scale mine that could 
produce 8 billion tons of waste is being contemplated in an area home to rare, healthy 
runs of all five species of salmon. Interior Secretary Ken Salazar this year called the 
area "simply too special to drill" and placed it off-limits to offshore oil and gas 
development. 
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"It is a national treasure that we must protect," Salazar said. 
 
Construction of the mine would bring an unprecedented level of industrial development 
to a region known until now for its majestic solitude. It would require an 86-mile road 
and miles of pipelines straddling salmon streams, a deep-water port in Cook Inlet, a 
power plant capable of generating up to 300 megawatts of electricity and 200 miles of 
power transmission lines. 
 
Pebble Ltd. Partnership has withdrawn the 2006 permit applications that originally 
outlined the project, and company officials say they no longer know the scope of what 
they will propose. The initial plan included an open pit possibly 2 square miles in size, 
with tailings impoundments of at least 10 square miles, behind embankments up to 740 
feet high. 
 
Since then, Pebble has acquired additional land and discovered even more mineral 
deposits. But the company has hinted that it will limit the size of the project if the 
environmental risks are too great. 
 
"One of our core operating principles is to be able to demonstrate coexistence with the 
fishery. It's not going to be one industry at the expense of another," said Mike Heatwole, 
spokesman for the partnership, a 50-50 venture between London-based global mining 
company Anglo American and Northern Dynasty Minerals Ltd. of Canada. 
 
The Legislature has appropriated $750,000 for a full scientific review of the project's 
potential effects on Bristol Bay. In addition, a series of science panels paid for by 
Pebble is scheduled to begin public meetings in December. 
 
But at last week's meeting with the EPA, many local residents said they feared the 
meetings were aimed at railroading approval for the mine. 
 
The Pebble Mine is only the largest of several being contemplated on 1.1 million acres 
of the Bristol Bay watershed. 
 
It would lie near the headwaters of the Kvichak and Nushagak rivers and just north of 
the 1,000-square-mile Lake Iliamna, nursery of many of the sockeye salmon. 
 
Here in Dillingham and other communities along the bay, many fishermen fear that even 
a small amount of toxic copper sulfide generated when copper is mined -- leached 
through the porous rock or leaked from a broken pipe -- could be fatal to the fish that 
are their livelihood. 
 
"Every other mine of this size, this type, near water, has contaminated the water. There 
is not one example they can give us of something this size and this type that hasn't," 
said Lindsey Bloom, 30, a commercial salmon fisherwoman from Juneau who has been 
working with the conservation group Trout Unlimited to fight the mine. 
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"I don't have problems with mining in Alaska in general," said Katherine Carscallen, a 
third-generation fisherwoman from Dillingham. "But Pebble isn't really something you 
can compare to the rest. It's unbelievably huge. All the rest of the mines in Alaska could 
fit inside Pebble." 
 
Though polls show 80% of Bristol Bay residents opposed to the mine, many residents of 
the Alaska Native villages closest to the Pebble site, on the shores of Lake Iliamna, 
have broken ranks with the fishing towns along Bristol Bay and elected to remain 
neutral until mine operators conduct their studies and make a specific proposal. 
 
They admit they are lured by the promise of 1,000 skilled, high-wage jobs over the 30-
year life of the mine, 2,000 additional jobs during construction, and hundreds of millions 
of dollars in annual operating expenditures. 
 
"Commercial fishing isn't sustaining and supporting our communities. We're basically 
dying up here," said Lisa Reimers, chief executive of the Iliamna Development Corp., a 
Native-owned venture at Iliamna which has already won some work during Pebble's 
exploratory operations. 
 
The village lies just 15 miles from the mine site, and Reimers said she and other village 
leaders conducted their own research, which convinced them that healthy fisheries and 
mining can coexist. 
 
"We're not pro-Pebble. We're neutral. We're trying to be open-minded about everything 
in our economy and figure out how our young people are going to support themselves," 
Reimers said. "Of course we care about the environment. This is our home." 
 
In Dillingham and the surrounding communities, residents are settling in for what they 
expect will be a long, expensive and intense fight that they are coming to realize could 
outlast them. 
 
"Our opponents are multinational corporations. They have great advantages. They often 
pay the most, they hire the best, and they're perpetual. They go on forever. We die. 
They can work on this kind of project for generations, and they often do," Halford said. 
 
At a celebration for the end of sockeye season July 24 in Dillingham, Curyung tribal 
chief Tom Tilden, who runs his own salmon boat, warned the community that they must 
teach their children how to fight the mine. 
 
"It's going to be a long battle," he said afterward. "When you have that kind of wealth 
laying in the earth, it's eventually going to be dug up." 
 
kim.murphy@latimes.com 
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Feinstein fights methyl iodide crop fumigant (San Francisco Chronicle) 


 
Carolyn Lochhead, Chronicle Washington Bureau 
Wednesday, August 4, 2010 
(08-04) 04:00 PDT Washington - -- Sen. Dianne Feinstein weighed in Tuesday against 
the use of methyl iodide as a crop fumigant in California, saying she has asked the 
Environmental Protection Agency to "reconsider" its approval of the chemical. 
 
Federal intervention could override a proposal by state pesticide regulators to register 
the chemical for use on strawberry and other fruit crops to replace methyl bromide, 
which is being phased out because it damages the ozone layer. California grows 90 
percent of the nation's strawberries. 
 
Feinstein is a reliable and powerful ally of California farmers in immigration and water 
fights. But she has taken them by surprise with her efforts against a chemical they 
consider the only alternative to grow some of the state's biggest fruit crops. 
 
Feinstein has developed a keen interest in the use of chemicals in food production, 
blocking a major food safety bill because it does not include a ban on bisphenol A, used 
to line food cans. 
 
"I think we ought to be very careful what we do, and I've asked EPA to take a look" at 
methyl iodide, Feinstein said, adding that she is concerned that it could pose a hazard 
to field workers, especially pregnant women. 
 
"This is very powerful stuff and I am increasingly of the view that chemicals do play a 
role in increasing disease in this country, whether it's asthma, whether it's cancer." 
 
State farmers are pushing hard for approval of methyl iodide, saying they have no 
substitute to protect fruit crops from pests, other than using costly organic methods that 
many say are unworkable for large-scale commercial production. 
 
Fruit crops are particularly prone to insects and disease and notoriously difficult to grow 
organically, at least in the flawless form consumers now expect. 
 
"Nothing else is developed and ready to go, and gone through years of testing," said 
Wendy Fink-Weber, director of communications for Western Growers, which represents 
produce farmers in California and Arizona. 
 
Under the proposed applications, Fink-Weber said farmers would be required to follow 
strict safeguards. 
 
Feinstein acknowledged that "the farmers need a substitute. I understand that and I 
want to be helpful. I just want to know that it is a prudent standard and that it protects 
public health." 
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The EPA approved methyl iodide in 2007, during George W. Bush's administration. 
Feinstein wrote to EPA administrator Lisa Jackson on July 15 saying that decision was 
made "despite opposition by hundreds of leading scientists." 
 
She cited a recent study by the state's Medical Toxicology Branch that found the 
exposure limits to methyl iodide under the EPA standard are much higher than required 
to protect farm worker health. The chemical is an endocrine disruptor and at various 
exposures has been linked to thyroid cancer and neurotoxicity. 
 
Provisional approval of methyl iodide by the state Department of Pesticide Regulation 
provoked strong criticism from members of its scientific review panel. 
 
E-mail Carolyn Lochhead at clochhead@sfchronicle.com. 
 
http://sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2010/08/04/MNB41EO86P.DTL 
 
This article appeared on page A - 8 of the San Francisco Chronicle 
 


 


Texas officials denounce EPA on two fronts (Austin American Statesman) 


 
Letter rejects greenhouse gas rules, recent air permit issues. 
By Asher Price 
 
AMERICAN-STATESMAN STAFF 
 
Published: 8:45 p.m. Tuesday, Aug. 3, 2010 
 
Consolidating the fronts on which they're doing battle with Washington, Texas officials 
sent a defiantly worded letter to environmental officials Monday that merged attacks 
against greenhouse gas regulation and federal disapproval of the state's air permitting 
program. 
 
"In order to deter challenges to your plan for centralized control of industrial 
development through the issuance of permits for greenhouse gases, you have called 
upon each state to declare its allegiance to the Environmental Protection Agency's 
recently enacted greenhouse gas regulations — regulations that are plainly contrary to 
United States law," reads the Aug. 2 letter from state Attorney General Greg Abbott and 
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality Chairman Bryan Shaw to EPA head Lisa 
Jackson and EPA regional administrator Al Armendariz . 
 
"To encourage acquiescence with your unsupported findings you threaten to usurp state 
enforcement authority and to federalize the permitting program of any state that fails to 
pledge their fealty to" the EPA, the letter says. 
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In its railing against the federal government, the letter is nothing new. For months, the 
state's Republican leadership has framed the environmental debate as a state rights 
issue. 
 
But the six-page letter marks what appears to be the first time that state officials have 
linked the EPA's effort to regulate greenhouse gases with its disapproval of permits for 
large refineries and power plants. 
 
EPA officials had no comment on the letter. The agency proposed in September a rule 
to regulate greenhouse gases from large, stationary sources, such as coal-burning 
power plants and cement kilns. In Texas, many of those facilities carry state-issued 
pollution permits that the EPA now says are too lax. 
 
If those businesses have to get new permits, they might have to add controls for carbon 
dioxide emissions, which they have said will cost them and their customers. The Texas 
officials argue in their letter that businesses whose permits are overturned should not 
have to add new pollution controls for greenhouse gases. 
 
The letter "childishly and churlishly" blames the federal government, said Andy Wilson, 
who works on global warming issues for the Texas office of the nonprofit government 
watchdog Public Citizen. 
 
"This is almost entirely political and not very substantive," he said. 
 
"This is about protecting the climate. This is about clean air for Texas families and 
children, and protecting our natural resources in a responsible manner. We need less 
crass political partisanship and more hard work to solve the very real problems we 
face." 
 
The letter also says that "Texas has neither the authority nor the intention of 
interpreting, ignoring, or amending its laws in order to compel the permitting of 
greenhouse gas emissions." 
 
Under Texas' health code, the state has the power to "control air contaminants as 
necessary to protect against adverse effects related to \u2026 climatic changes, 
including global warming." 
 
asherprice@statesman.com; 445-3643 
 


 


EPA's environmental center in N.J. getting upgrade (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: North Jersey.com 


 
Tuesday, August 3, 2010 
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Last updated: Tuesday August 3, 2010, 6:54 PM 
The Record 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
 
EDISON  — A federal environmental facility in New Jersey whose projects include 
testing 
air quality at oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico and Michigan is getting an upgrade. 
 
Five new trailers that will house testing laboratories are being outfitted at the 
Environmental Protection Agency's Edison Environmental Center. The total cost for the 
new trailers is between $4 million and $5 million, according to EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson, who toured the 205-acre site on Tuesday. 
 
The laboratories test samples from Superfund and brownfields sites as well as 
chemicals and materials from hazards such as contaminated beaches, chemical fires 
and train derailments, according to David Wright, director of the EPA's Environmental 
Response Team. 
 
Wright said the current labs are at least 20 years old. 
 
The Edison facility's two mobile labs monitor air quality for toxic chemicals such as 
benzene and toluene, Wright said. They currently are supporting the EPA's efforts at 
oil spills in the Gulf of Mexico and in Michigan, where a ruptured pipeline sent 
hundreds of thousands of gallons of oil into a Kalamazoo River tributary last week. 
 
"The ongoing response to the BP oil spill in the Gulf and the Enbridge spill in Michigan 
demonstrates just how crucial good science is to protecting communities and 
confronting 
environmental emergencies," Jackson said. 
 
About three dozen scientists work at the Edison environmental labs, out of a total work 
force of about 450, according to the EPA. The site also hosts the EPA's national 
emergency operations center and a research lab that studies approaches to treating 
contamination from storm water runoff. 
 
 


EPA: Dispersants no more toxic than oil (UPI) 
 
Published: Aug. 2, 2010 at 8:39 PM 
WASHINGTON, Aug. 2 (UPI) -- Results of toxicity testing on dispersants used in the 
gulf oil spill found them no more toxic than the oil they disperse, U.S. officials say. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency published peer-reviewed results from the second 
phase of its independent toxicity testing on mixtures of eight oil dispersants, an agency 
release said Monday. 
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The dispersant used by BP in response to the oil spill in the gulf, Corexit 9500A, when 
mixed with oil, is generally no more or less toxic than mixtures with the other available 
alternatives, the report said. 
 
The results indicate dispersant-oil mixtures are generally no more toxic to the aquatic 
test species than oil alone. 
 
"EPA has committed to following the science at every stage of this response -- that's 
why we required BP to launch a rigorous dispersant monitoring program, why we 
directed BP to analyze potential alternatives and why EPA undertook this independent 
analysis of dispersant products," EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson said. 
 
While there has been almost no dispersant use since the well was capped July 15 -- 
only 200 gallons were applied July 19 -- EPA's environmental monitoring continues, the 
agency said. 
 
 


EPA releases findings of latest spill dispersant tests (Oil & Gas Journal) 
 
Nick Snow 
OGJ Washington Editor 
WASHINGTON, DC, Aug. 2 -- The dispersant used in response to the BP PLC crude oil 
spill in the Gulf of Mexico is generally no more or less toxic when mixed with oil than 
other oil-dispersant mixtures, the US Environmental Protection Agency said. Results of 
its test of dispersant and oil mixtures indicate that they were generally no more toxic 
than crude alone, it added. 
 
“EPA has committed to following the science at every stage of this response; that’s why 
we required BP to launch a rigorous dispersant monitoring program, why we directed 
BP to analyze potential alternatives, and why EPA undertook this independent analysis 
of dispersant products,” said Lisa P. Jackson, the agency’s administrator. 
 
“We have said all along that the use of dispersant presents environmental tradeoffs, 
which is why we took steps to ensure other response efforts were prioritized above 
dispersant use and to dramatically cut dispersant use,” she continued as EPA released 
the test’s results on Aug. 2. “Dispersant use virtually ended when the cap was placed on 
the well, and its use dropped 72% from peak volumes following the joint EPA-US Coast 
Guard directive to BP in late May.” 
 
The findings were released 2 days before the US Senate’s Environment and Public 
Works Committee was scheduled to hold a hearing on the use of dispersants after oil 
began to leak from BP PLC’s Macondo well in the gulf after it blew out on Apr. 20. The 
explosion of Transocean Ltd.’s Deepwater Horizon semisubmersible rig killed 11 
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workers, and the rig’s collapse into the water ruptured connecting lines immediately 
beneath, setting off a massive spill. 
 
A provision of HR 3534, which the House passed by 16 votes on July 30, also dealt with 
dispersants and their use in combating offshore oil leaks and spills. 
 
EPA said it tested Corexit 9500 A, which BP used to battle the spill, as well as Dispersit 
SPC 1000, Nokomis 3-F4, Nokomis 3-AA, ZI-400, SAFRON Gold, Sea Brat No. 4, and 
JD 2000 in mixtures with Louisiana sweet crude oil during this second toxicity testing 
round on juvenile shrimp and small fish found in the gulf. The same eight dispersants 
were tested in the first round. 
 
It found all eight dispersants were less toxic than the dispersant-oil mixture to the test 
species, that Louisiana sweet crude was more toxic to mysid shrimp than each 
dispersant alone, and that oil by itself had similar toxicity to mysid shrimp as the 
dispersant-oil mixtures with the exception of Nokomis 3-AA, which was found to be 
more toxic than oil. 
 
EPA ordered BP to analyze potential alternatives to Corexit 9500 A for toxicity and 
effectiveness before it directed the damaged well’s operator to reduce its use of 
dispersants. When BP reported it could not find an alternative less toxic than Corexit, 
EPA began its own scientific tests of the eight dispersant products, it said. 
 
Contact Nick Snow at nicks@pennwell.com. 
 
 
 
August 3, 2010 


Texans Weigh In as EPA Considers New Air Pollution Regs for Oil and Gas 
Industry (New York Times) 


 
By GABRIEL NELSON of Greenwire 
ARLINGTON, Texas -- In the face of growing public concerns about pollution from shale 
gas development, industry officials and environmentalists urged U.S. EPA yesterday to 
modernize air regulations without blocking development of an energy source that could 
reduce U.S. dependence on foreign oil and coal-fired electricity. 
 
In a meeting at Arlington City Hall, EPA officials offered the first public explanation of 
their goals in the review of four sets of air pollution standards for the oil and gas 
industry. A settlement with an environmental group requires that EPA issue proposals 
by Jan. 31, 2011, for the industry's new source performance standards (NSPS) and air 
toxics rules, some of which have not been updated in 25 years. 
 
EPA Region 6 Administrator Al Armendariz, whose Dallas office oversees Texas and 
four other oil-heavy states, said the agency will take a "good long look" at regulations 
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that improve protection for human health and the environment. At issue are emissions 
that escape leaky valves, indiscriminate gas venting and uncovered storage tanks. 
 
While dozens of homeowners and community leaders told agency officials yesterday 
that gas facilities are contributing to asthma and other health problems, Armendariz 
urged them to be patient. 
 
"If we don't have these rules, then we don't have rules to enforce," Armendariz said. 
"We intend to move forward and move forward aggressively, but at the same time, 
where we don't have regulations to enforce, it puts us in a very difficult position." 
 
EPA reviews will focus on shale gas, which has emerged over the past decade as a 
potential "bridge fuel" toward renewable energy. But while technological breakthroughs 
in drilling technology have allowed the natural gas sector to grow rapidly, that growth 
has not come without an environmental price. 
 
The 279,000 active oil and gas wells that dot the Texas landscape are among the 
state's largest sources of nitrogen oxide (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 
Those emissions react with sunlight to form ground-level ozone, a main component of 
smog, which has been a persistent problem in the Dallas-Fort Worth region. 
 
Improving air quality without setting back the natural gas industry will be a challenge, 
EPA officials acknowledged yesterday, a day when elevated ozone levels and triple-
digit temperatures prompted the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality to issue 
an air pollution alert for the Dallas-Fort Worth area. Another hearing on oil and gas 
regulation is scheduled for today in Denver, where heavy energy development has also 
contributed to ozone problems. 
 
Natural gas trade groups, as well as environmental organizations such as the Sierra 
Club and the League of Conservation Voters, voiced concerns yesterday that excessive 
regulations could give the upper hand to coal, which produces more emissions than 
natural gas when burned. 
 
"A lot of people agree that natural gas is a clean bridge fuel," said Dallas resident Rita 
Beving, an environmental consultant for Public Citizen, in comments to the panel. "But 
what good is it if it's destroying people's water, land and air?" 
 
Debbie Hastings, vice president for environmental affairs at the Texas Oil & Gas 
Association, said the type of emissions controls used by oil and gas producers depends 
on a variety of factors, including the age, location and size of a facility. When it comes to 
oil and gas development, she said, "one control scheme does not fit all," so EPA should 
let states come up with equivalents that achieve the same reductions in the most cost-
effective way. 
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"We can develop this resource, to the benefit of our economy and energy security, and 
we can do so in a safe and responsible way," said Michelle Bloodworth, vice president 
for business development at the American Natural Gas Association. 
 
Ozone as a backstop 
 
Tighter new rules for the oil and gas industry, which would need to be finalized by next 
October under EPA's settlement with WildEarth Guardians, could impose additional 
costs but make it easier for states to meet federal ozone standards. One way or the 
other, though, ozone regulations would likely drive crackdowns on air pollution from the 
oil and gas sector, experts said. 
 
EPA is currently reconsidering the nationwide ozone standard of 75 parts per billion that 
was finalized under the George W. Bush administration. By the end of the month, the 
agency is expected to release a proposal to lower the standard to between 60 and 70 
ppb. 
 
Jeremy Nichols, the WildEarth Guardians attorney who filed the lawsuit seeking review 
of EPA's standards, said the ozone standards would lead many petroleum-producing 
states to restrict drilling emissions without any additional prodding. 
 
Though states might choose to impose new restrictions on the oil and gas industry, they 
have a great deal of flexibility in crafting their plans, Nichols said. And because much of 
the concerns about shale gas have focused on the localized effects of benzene and 
other toxics, it is crucial for the federal government to separately review the industry's 
maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards, he said. 
 
"Planning for the ozone standards is going to be inclusive. It's not going to be a lynching 
of the oil and gas industry," Nichols said in an interview. "Our feeling is, let's focus on 
this opportunity -- the review of NSPS and MACT -- to really target oil and gas, to focus 
on them and ensure that they're brought into the 21st century with regard to their air 
pollution practices." 
 
That type of approach has frustrated industry groups, who feel they are being 
confronted with conflicting and redundant regulations from state and federal regulators. 
 
Sen. James Inhofe of Oklahoma, the top Republican on the Senate Environment and 
Public Works Committee, sent a letter to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson last month 
suggesting that the agency should delay the imposition of tougher oil and gas 
requirements until states submit their updated implementation plans for the ozone 
standard. 
 
EPA's Armendariz has told the oil and gas industry to provide emissions inventories for 
NOx and VOCs, planning to use the data for the review of oil and gas regulations. But 
because broader surveys would be produced by the states in their 2012 implementation 
plans, Inhofe wrote, it is unreasonable to ask a single industry for them now. 
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"The focus of the information appears to be on areas with shale production and 
exploration," Inhofe wrote. If the agency is reviewing broader ozone standards, he 
added, "what is the basis for only requesting information from the oil and gas production 
and exploration industry?" (Greenwire, July 16). 
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Sierra Club, States File Challenges to EPA's 'Tailoring' Rule for Greenhouse 
Gases (New York Times) 


 
By ROBIN BRAVENDER of Greenwire 
The Sierra Club is challenging U.S. EPA's "tailoring" rule for greenhouse gases in a 
federal appeals court, asking judges to review the agency's determination about when 
greenhouse gases ought to be regulated under the Clean Air Act. 


The group, along with a host of states and industry groups, wants the U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia to review the EPA rule, which would limit 
greenhouse gas permitting rules to only the largest emitters. The Sierra Club is 
supportive of the goals of the tailoring rule but filed a lawsuit (pdf) asking the court to 
review EPA's determination about when the agency must begin to limit industrial 
sources' emissions under the Clean Air Act -- a decision that was formalized in the final 
rule. 


EPA has determined that greenhouse gas regulations for stationary sources will kick in 
starting in January, but the Sierra Club has argued that greenhouse gases have been 
subject to regulation under the Clean Air Act for many years and has warned that the 
decision could set a dangerous precedent. 


"Through this petition, the Sierra Club seeks review only of the definition of 'subject to 
regulation' adopted by this rulemaking," said Joanne Spalding, a Sierra Club attorney. 


EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson laid out the agency's timeline for starting regulation of 
heat-trapping emissions in March, when she formally announced her reconsideration of 
the George W. Bush administration's "Johnson memo." 


Jackson said EPA would uphold former Administrator Stephen Johnson's determination 
that facilities are required to obtain New Source Review and operating permits only for 
pollutants that are subject to "actual control" under the Clean Air Act, as opposed to 
those that are subject to monitoring and reporting requirements, or other definitions 
(E&ENews PM, March 29). 



http://www.greenwire.com/

http://www.eenews.net/assets/2010/08/03/document_gw_01.pdf

http://www.eenews.net/public/eenewspm/2010/03/29/1
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Clean Air Act permitting requirements will be triggered in January, when automakers 
must begin to comply with EPA's first greenhouse gas standards for cars and light 
trucks, EPA determined. 


State, industry petitions 


A series of state and industry groups also filed petitions with the appeals court before 
the midnight deadline. 


Alabama, North Dakota, South Dakota, Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour (R), South 
Carolina and Nebraska filed a joint petition July 30 challenging the rule. The Louisiana 
Department of Environmental Quality filed a separate lawsuit yesterday. 


Also among the challengers are the National Alliance of Forest Owners and the 
American Forest and Paper Association, which are demanding that EPA reconsider how 
the tailoring rule treats emissions generated by burning biomass. 


EPA has said it is still evaluating how its climate regulations will treat biomass, but the 
tailoring rule as published treats biomass emissions the same as emissions from fossil 
fuels. But the groups want EPA to exempt biomass emissions from the regulation 
because they argue the energy source is "carbon neutral." 


Unlike burning fossil fuels -- which releases carbon that had been trapped underground 
-- burning tree limbs, wood pellets and other organic materials are part of a natural cycle 
of growth and decomposition, the groups say. 


Other groups that filed petitions yesterday: the Portland Cement Association, the 
National Federation of Independent Businesses, an industry coalition led by the 
National Association of Manufacturers, the Clean Air Implementation Project, the 
Missouri Joint Municipal Electric Utility Commission, the Utility Air Regulatory Group, the 
National Environmental Development Association's Clean Air Regulatory Project, Mark 
R. Levin and the Landmark Legal Foundation, the South Carolina Public Service 
Authority, and the Energy Intensive Manufacturers Working Group on Greenhouse Gas 
Regulation. 


The Center for Biological Diversity also filed a petition yesterday, arguing that the 
tailoring rule exempts too many big polluters (Greenwire, Aug. 2). 


Groups that filed lawsuits last week include Peabody Energy Corp., the American Farm 
Bureau Federation, the National Mining Association, the Georgia Coalition for Sound 
Environmental Policy and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. 


Two steel groups -- Gerdau Ameristeel US Inc. and the American Iron and Steel 
Institute -- and the industry-backed advocacy groups Coalition for Responsible 
Regulation and the Southeastern Legal Foundation filed additional challenges in June. 



http://www.eenews.net/public/Greenwire/2010/08/02/1
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Click here (pdf) to read Sierra Club's petition. 


Reporter Patrick Reis contributed. 


 
 


Senators Press EPA and DOE on Ethanol Issues (Domestic Fuel) 
 
Comment on this post Posted by Cindy Zimmerman – August 3rd, 2010 
Senator Tom Harkin (D-IA) and a group of bipartisan senators met with EPA 
Administrator Lisa Jackson and Department of Energy (DOE) Deputy Secretary Daniel 
Poneman this week to discuss delays in the approval of E15 ethanol blend for vehicles, 
as well as other key issues related to the ethanol industry. 
 
Harkin says they talked with the officials about the importance of moving to E15, the 
need to mandate the manufacturing of flexible fuel vehicles and the installation of 
pumps that provide for high ethanol fuels and loan guarantees for biofuel pipelines. “We 
all agree that we must reduce our dependence on foreign oil, and that this will require a 
multi-pronged strategy, including more efficient use of transportation fuels and 
expanded use of alternatives to petroleum-based fuels,” Harkin said in a statement. “We 
also recognized that biofuels have already significantly displaced petroleum based fuels 
in the transportation fuels markets, reducing our reliance on oil imported from overseas. 
And we all agreed that biofuels have the potential to make much larger contributions.” 
 
Harkin says he was pleased to hear in today’s meeting that DOE is also evaluating E20 
in its battery of vehicle tests. “This may well provide the basis for EPA approval of E20 
as well as E15 for use in all gasoline-fueled vehicles early next year,” he said. However, 
Harkin noted that he remains frustrated that testing is not yet complete on E15 and that 
the deadline has been extended twice. “This process seems so much more difficult that 
it was when E10 was approved. While I had hoped that E15 would be available by now 
to consumers, Secretary Jackson and Deputy Secretary Poneman were very helpful in 
fully explaining the rationale for the protracted timeline, and I am looking forward to 
hearing EPA’s decision on E15 soon,” said Harkin. 
 
 
 


AIR 


================================================================== 


EPA undertakes overdue review on oil, gas rules (Associated Press) 


 
By CATHERINE TSAI (AP)  
DENVER — The Environmental Protection Agency is reviewing four air emission rules 
for oil and natural gas operations, albeit many years later than it should have done so. 



http://www.eenews.net/assets/2010/08/03/document_gw_01.pdf
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The EPA is supposed to review the standards every eight years under the Clean Air 
Act, but some of the regulations in question haven't been updated since 1985, while 
others were last fully reviewed in 1999. 


WildEarth Guardians and the San Juan Citizens Alliance noticed and sued the EPA to 
force a review. 


"That's kind of a slam dunk. It's hard to win a case like that," said Bruce Moore, senior 
technical adviser with the EPA's Office of Air Quality, Planning and Standards. 


The EPA reached a settlement in which it agreed to propose any changes by Jan. 31 
and take final action by Nov. 30, 2011. 


The agency is going a step further, though. It also will take a broad look at the oil and 
gas industry to identify and quantify sources of air pollutants, consider strategies for 
reducing them, and determine the environmental and economic effects of those 
strategies. 


The EPA held public meetings in Arlington, Texas, on Monday and in Denver on 
Tuesday to get information from the public and industry representatives to help with its 
review. 


Two regulations the EPA is reviewing cover new gas processing plants. One involves 
leak detection of volatile organic compounds, and the other involves sulfur dioxide 
emissions. 


The EPA also is reviewing national emissions standards for hazardous air pollutants in 
oil and gas production, and in natural gas transmission and storage operations. 


Regulators have lagged in updating rules, even as new strategies like horizontal drilling 
and hydraulic fracturing have boosted the amount of natural gas that is considered 
recoverable. 


Elevated ozone levels in the winter in the West have been attributed to volatile organic 
compounds from the oil and gas industry, Moore said. 


While the EPA has rules for some aspects of oil and gas operations, other areas are not 
covered by current regulations. 


Kathleen Sgamma of Western Energy Alliance, a trade group, said at the EPA meeting 
Tuesday that onerous regulations would make it more difficult to produce energy 
domestically and lead to more importation. She noted other sources of air pollution and 
said regulators should focus on industries with higher emissions. 


Environmental groups noted that industry has undertaken some voluntary measures to 
mitigate pollution but said those efforts were insufficient. They also said natural gas is 
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cleaner than coal but that they want to ensure industry makes use of modern 
technology to reduce emissions. 


 


Backers of measure to suspend greenhouse emission curbs prevail in wording 
dispute (Los Angeles Times) 


 
August 4, 2010 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
LATEXTRA; Metro Desk; Part AA; Pg. 4 
Judge alters Prop. 23 label;  
By Margot Roosevelt 
A Sacramento Superior Court judge Tuesday amended the ballot description of 
Proposition 23, the November initiative that seeks to delay the state's global warming 
law. 
 
Judge Timothy Frawley agreed with backers that parts of the original language were 
misleading and would prejudice voters. The new language changes the description of 
the law's intended target from "major polluters," a term Frawley criticized as having "an 
obvious negative connotation," to "major sources of emissions."  
 
Frawley also ordered removed a reference that Proposition 23 would cause the state to 
"abandon" its law to control greenhouse gases. The new language will say the initiative 
would "suspend" the law. 
 
The ruling came in a lawsuit by the Howard Jarvis Taxpayers' Assn. against state Atty. 
Gen. Jerry Brown, who drafted the title and summary of the initiative for the ballot. 
Brown, who is also the Democratic nominee for governor, called the judge's ruling 
reasonable and said he would not appeal. 
 
The tussle over a handful of words might seem arcane. But the title and summary 
printed on ballots can influence the outcome of an election when it comes to voting on a 
slew of complex initiatives, which is why the language often ends up in court. 
 
Anita Mangels, a spokeswoman for the Yes on 23 campaign, called the ruling "a 
tremendous victory. It is much clearer now that Proposition 23 is not a blanket repeal of 
every anti-pollution measure the state of California has ever enacted." 
 
But Jane Warner, president and chief executive of the American Lung Assn. in 
California, countered: "Despite the court's changes, the simple fact remains: Proposition 
23 is a deceptive proposition bankrolled by Texas oil companies that will kill California's 
clean air and clean energy standards, resulting in more pollution." 
 
The initiative was launched by San Antonio-based Valero Energy Corp.  and Tesoro 
Inc., which operate refineries in California. It would suspend AB 32, the greenhouse 
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emissions law that is the strictest in the nation, until the state's unemployment rate 
drops to 5.5% for at least a year, which has not occurred in three decades. 
 
Under AB 32, emissions from transportation, industry and other sources would be 
slashed about 15% from today's levels by 2020. Its suspension would delay such 
regulations as a low-carbon fuel standard to reduce greenhouse gases from gasoline 
and a renewable energy standard designed to move the state toward solar and other 
alternatives to fossil fuel. 
 
Proposition 23's new title reads: "Suspends Implementation of Air Pollution Control Law 
(AB 32) Requiring Major Sources of Emissions to Report And Reduce Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions That Cause Glo- bal Warming Until Unemployment Drops to 5.5% or Less for 
One Full Year." 
 
The new summary reads: "Suspends state law that requires greenhouse gas emissions 
be reduced to 1990 levels by 2020, until California's unemployment drops to 5.5% or 
less for four consecutive quarters. Suspends comprehensive greenhouse-gas-reduction 
program that includes increased renewable energy and cleaner fuel requirements, and 
mandatory emissions reporting and fee requirements for major emissions sources such 
as power plants and oil refineries...." 
 
margot.roosevelt@latimes.com 
 
 


Eastern Neb. landfill agrees to EPA penalty (Associated Press) 


 
Associated Press - August 4, 2010 5:35 AM ET 
SPRINGFIELD, Neb. (AP) - The Sarpy County Sanitary Landfill has agreed to pay a 
$10,080 civil penalty as part of a settlement with the federal government over a permit 
violation. 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency says the landfill at Springfield also will 
spend an additional $34,000 on heavy equipment improvements to reduce harmful 
diesel engine emissions. 
 
The federal agency says the landfill failed to make a timely application for a proper 
environmental permit following the landfill's expansion in 2005, violating the federal 
Clean Air Act. 
 
A message left Tuesday at the landfill seeking comment was not immediately returned. 
 
 


Texans weigh in as EPA considers new oil and gas regs (Greenwire) 


  



mailto:margot.roosevelt@latimes.com
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(08/03/2010) 
Gabriel Nelson, E&E reporter 
ARLINGTON, Texas -- In the face of growing public concerns about pollution from shale 
gas development, industry officials and environmentalists urged U.S. EPA yesterday to 
modernize air regulations without blocking development of an energy source that could 
reduce U.S. dependence on foreign oil and coal-fired electricity. 


In a meeting at Arlington City Hall, EPA officials offered the first public explanation of 
their goals in the review of four sets of air pollution standards for the oil and gas 
industry. A settlement with an environmental group requires that EPA issue proposals 
by Jan. 31, 2011, for the industry's new source performance standards (NSPS) and air 
toxics rules, some of which have not been updated in 25 years. 


EPA Region 6 Administrator Al Armendariz, whose Dallas office oversees Texas and 
four other oil-heavy states, said the agency will take a "good long look" at regulations 
that improve protection for human health and the environment. At issue are emissions 
that escape leaky valves, indiscriminate gas venting and uncovered storage tanks. 


While dozens of homeowners and community leaders told agency officials yesterday 
that gas facilities are contributing to asthma and other health problems, Armendariz 
urged them to be patient. 


"If we don't have these rules, then we don't have rules to enforce," Armendariz said. 
"We intend to move forward and move forward aggressively, but at the same time, 
where we don't have regulations to enforce, it puts us in a very difficult position." 


EPA reviews will focus on shale gas, which has emerged over the past decade as a 
potential "bridge fuel" toward renewable energy. But while technological breakthroughs 
in drilling technology have allowed the natural gas sector to grow rapidly, that growth 
has not come without an environmental price. 


The 279,000 active oil and gas wells that dot the Texas landscape are among the 
state's largest sources of nitrogen oxide (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). 
Those emissions react with sunlight to form ground-level ozone, a main component of 
smog, which has been a persistent problem in the Dallas-Fort Worth region. 


Improving air quality without setting back the natural gas industry will be a challenge, 
EPA officials acknowledged yesterday, a day when elevated ozone levels and triple-
digit temperatures prompted the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality to issue 
an air pollution alert for the Dallas-Fort Worth area. Another hearing on oil and gas 
regulation is scheduled for today in Denver, where heavy energy development has also 
contributed to ozone problems. 


Natural gas trade groups, as well as environmental organizations such as the Sierra 
Club and the League of Conservation Voters, voiced concerns yesterday that excessive 
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regulations could give the upper hand to coal, which produces more emissions than 
natural gas when burned. 


"A lot of people agree that natural gas is a clean bridge fuel," said Dallas resident Rita 
Beving, an environmental consultant for Public Citizen, in comments to the panel. "But 
what good is it if it's destroying people's water, land and air?" 


Debbie Hastings, vice president for environmental affairs at the Texas Oil & Gas 
Association, said the type of emissions controls used by oil and gas producers depends 
on a variety of factors, including the age, location and size of a facility. When it comes to 
oil and gas development, she said, "one control scheme does not fit all," so EPA should 
let states come up with equivalents that achieve the same reductions in the most cost-
effective way. 


"We can develop this resource, to the benefit of our economy and energy security, and 
we can do so in a safe and responsible way," said Michelle Bloodworth, vice president 
for business development at the American Natural Gas Association. 


Ozone as a backstop 


Tighter new rules for the oil and gas industry, which would need to be finalized by next 
October under EPA's settlement with WildEarth Guardians, could impose additional 
costs but make it easier for states to meet federal ozone standards. One way or the 
other, though, ozone regulations would likely drive crackdowns on air pollution from the 
oil and gas sector, experts said. 


EPA is currently reconsidering the nationwide ozone standard of 75 parts per billion that 
was finalized under the George W. Bush administration. By the end of the month, the 
agency is expected to release a proposal to lower the standard to between 60 and 70 
ppb. 


Jeremy Nichols, the WildEarth Guardians attorney who filed the lawsuit seeking review 
of EPA's standards, said the ozone standards would lead many petroleum-producing 
states to restrict drilling emissions without any additional prodding. 


Though states might choose to impose new restrictions on the oil and gas industry, they 
have a great deal of flexibility in crafting their plans, Nichols said. And because much of 
the concerns about shale gas have focused on the localized effects of benzene and 
other toxics, it is crucial for the federal government to separately review the industry's 
maximum achievable control technology (MACT) standards, he said. 


"Planning for the ozone standards is going to be inclusive. It's not going to be a lynching 
of the oil and gas industry," Nichols said in an interview. "Our feeling is, let's focus on 
this opportunity -- the review of NSPS and MACT -- to really target oil and gas, to focus 
on them and ensure that they're brought into the 21st century with regard to their air 
pollution practices." 
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That type of approach has frustrated industry groups, who feel they are being 
confronted with conflicting and redundant regulations from state and federal regulators. 


Sen. James Inhofe of Oklahoma, the top Republican on the Senate Environment and 
Public Works Committee, sent a letter to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson last month 
suggesting that the agency should delay the imposition of tougher oil and gas 
requirements until states submit their updated implementation plans for the ozone 
standard. 


EPA's Armendariz has told the oil and gas industry to provide emissions inventories for 
NOx and VOCs, planning to use the data for the review of oil and gas regulations. But 
because broader surveys would be produced by the states in their 2012 implementation 
plans, Inhofe wrote, it is unreasonable to ask a single industry for them now. 


"The focus of the information appears to be on areas with shale production and 
exploration," Inhofe wrote. If the agency is reviewing broader ozone standards, he 
added, "what is the basis for only requesting information from the oil and gas production 
and exploration industry?" (Greenwire, July 16). 


 
 


BP SPILL 


================================================================== 
 
    * U.S. NEWS 
    * AUGUST 4, 2010 
 
Success on Surface, Questions Below (Wall Street Journal) 
 
By JEFFREY BALL 
HOUMA, La.—For decades, the oil industry has lobbied regulators to let it use 
chemicals to stop spilled oil from washing ashore. 
 
Following the April 20 explosion of a well owned by BP PLC, which dumped millions of 
barrels of oil into the Gulf of Mexico, the industry succeeded in using chemical 
dispersants on a broad scale. 
 
But the question remains whether the industry's tactical success will come at an 
acceptable cost to the environment. 
 
In the Gulf, the U.S. accepted dispersants as a cost-effective and reliable way to keep 
spilled oil off shorelines. The chemicals break the oil into tiny particles that drop below 
the water's surface, where natural bacteria can eat them. But dispersants present an 
environmental trade-off, putting oil in the path of organisms that live underwater. 
 



http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/2010/07/16/archive/12
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Regulators discussed risks to marine life: that the oil particles could reduce underwater 
oxygen levels, or be eaten by fish, or get into their skin. But faced with the alternative of 
oiled beaches and marshes, they allowed the chemicals to be sprayed at 
unprecedented levels—about 1.8 million gallons overall. 
 
The Senate Environment and Public Works Committee is scheduled to hold a hearing 
Wednesday on the use of dispersants. The move follows test results released earlier 
this week by the Environmental Protection Agency showing that oil mixed with 
dispersants on a kind of shrimp and fish weren't measurably more toxic than oil alone. 
 
The EPA tests looked at how dispersed oil would affect shrimp and fish in a lab over 
hours or a few days. But there's little research on how the oil might affect the range of 
ocean life long term, scientists say. 
 
Robert Carney, an oceanographer at Louisiana State University, likened the EPA tests 
to gauging the health effects of sugar by testing people right after they gorged on it. 
 
"It would conclude that it isn't great for our health but it isn't going to kill us, yet a lifetime 
of sugar can kill you," he said. "We worry about similar things in the environment." 
 
Paul Anastas, an EPA assistant administrator, said using so much dispersant on the 
Gulf "was an effort of last resort" and that the agency would continue to monitor the 
situation. 
 
Scientists under the auspices of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
are studying long-term effects of dispersants on the deep Gulf. Their findings will figure 
into negotiations between the government and BP about how much the company will 
have to pay to fix the environment. 
 
According to government figures issued Monday, 4.1 million barrels of oil flowed into the 
Gulf from the BP spill—some 16 times as much oil as in the 1989 Exxon Valdez 
disaster. Yet less than one-quarter of the amount of shoreline has been oiled in the Gulf 
spill as was affected in the Valdez incident, according to estimates from officials 
overseeing the Gulf response. 
 
The difference is largely due to dispersants sprayed on the Gulf spill, some officials say, 
and it shows how differently this spill was handled than many previous ones. 
 
In the 1989 Exxon Valdez disaster, regulators declined to let the company spray much 
dispersant, worried about potential environmental effects and whether the chemicals 
would effectively break up the oil. Much of it washed onto beaches, costing Exxon in 
money and reputation. 
 
Afterward, as Exxon and the oil industry drilled farther offshore, they vowed not to get 
caught in the same bind again. They developed a new dispersant, called Corexit 9500, 
strong enough to "take away some of that reluctance" by regulators over the chemicals' 
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effectiveness, recalled Dick Lessard, a scientist who spent years developing 
dispersants at Exxon. 
 
The industry hired consultants who held workshops and produced reports to persuade 
regional panels of government oil-spill-response officials to embrace the chemicals. 
 
An Exxon spokesman declined to comment on the company's dispersant work. 
 
Energy executives realized the industry was "going to get beat up repeatedly" by 
politicians and the public if it didn't come up with an effective way to keep spilled oil 
offshore, said Greg Pollock, who oversees oil-spill response on the Texas coast and is a 
member of the panel for the region that includes Louisiana and Texas. In 1995, that 
panel became the first such body in the U.S. to authorize the use of dispersants in a 
spill without having to ask the panel for approval each time. The panel noted, however, 
that shrimp, crab and an economically important fish called menhaden were "at high risk 
of being directly affected by dispersant use." 
 
The panel envisioned dispersants would be used only sparingly, Mr. Pollock said. 
 
Within weeks of the Gulf spill, the EPA raised concerns about the amount of dispersants 
being sprayed. On May 26, the agency and the Coast Guard ordered BP in writing to 
slash its daily use of dispersants by 75%—and to cease spraying on the Gulf's surface 
altogether, except in "rare cases." 
 
Federal officials told BP to get rid of oil by skimming and burning before resorting to 
dispersants. 
 
But as dispersant use fell, people fighting the slick saw more oil on the surface and 
hitting the coast, said H. Trygve Enger, vice president of Seacor Environmental 
Services Inc., a company that helped apply dispersants. 
 
In June and July, federal officials granted almost-daily waivers allowing dispersants to 
be sprayed. 
 
A BP spokesman said federal officials approved all of the company's spraying of 
dispersants. 
 
Charlie Henry, an NOAA scientist, said that on days when rough weather precluded 
skimming and burning, dispersants were "really the only tool we had left." 
 
Write to Jeffrey Ball at jeffrey.ball@wsj.com 
 
 


EPA: Dispersant-oil mix no more toxic than oil alone (CNN) 
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By the CNN Wire Staff 
STORY HIGHLIGHTS 
The testing included Corexit, a dispersant used in the Gulf 
EPA says there is no data suggesting wildlife was harmed by dispersants 
The chemicals put oil in a state where it can be degraded by microbes 
(CNN) -- Testing has found that eight dispersants, including one used in combating the 
Gulf of Mexico oil disaster, are no more toxic when mixed with oil than the oil alone, the 
Environmental Protection Agency said Monday. 


The tests prove that the oil itself, not the dispersants, is "enemy No. 1," Paul Anastas, 
EPA assistant administrator for research and development, told reporters on a 
conference call. 


Use of the dispersants to break up oil after the April 20 Deepwater Horizon rig explosion 
sent millions of gallons of crude gushing into the Gulf has been a controversial topic. 


Testing was done on sensitive marine species in their juvenile life stage, when they are 
at their most sensitive, Anastas said. During tests, researchers increased the 
concentration of the dispersant, mixed with Louisiana sweet crude oil, to concentrations 
even higher than that species are expected to encounter in the Gulf, Anastas said. 


The EPA in May directed BP, the company responsible for the ruptured well, to analyze 
dispersants for toxicity and effectiveness. BP reported it was unable to find a dispersant 
that is less toxic than Corexit, the product currently in use. Afterward, EPA began its 
own research into the eight dispersants. 


On June 30, the EPA released the results from its first round of testing, which showed 
that none of the eight dispersants appeared to have harmful effects on the endocrine 
systems of marine life. 


"I have not seen any evidence, any data, that has shown wildlife sickened or killed 
because of dispersants," Anastas said Monday. 


In addition, researchers have seen no data to suggest the dispersant has spread away 
from the well head, Anastas said. 


Asked about the oil sinking to the sea floor because of the dispersant, Anastas said the 
purpose of dispersant is to put the oil in a form where it can be broken down by natural 
microbes -- where it is now. During that process, the microbes metabolize the oil, 
breaking it down until it turns into carbon dioxide and water. 


"What we ultimately want is this hazard, the oil ... to of course go away," he said. "The 
way that it goes away in nature is to be metabolized by these microbes." 
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The ruptured well is currently capped. No new dispersants have been released into the 
Gulf since July 19, Anastas said, and the dispersant appears to be keeping the oil away 
from the shore. By law, dispersants cannot be used closer than three miles to shore. 


Rep. Edward Markey, chairman of the House Energy and Environment Subcommittee, 
has said the Coast Guard and BP ignored a federal directive to allow dispersants only 
on rare occasions. Asked about Markey's comments, Anastas said the EPA worked 
closely with the Coast Guard after issuing that directive, and the amount of dispersants 
used did decrease. 


It may be true that EPA did not agree on every decision or waiver of the amount of 
dispersant being used, the decision was that of retired Coast Guard Adm. Thad Allen, 
the federal on-scene coordinator. The EPA believes the use of dispersants was an 
important overall tool, Anastas he said, but said they were a "last result" and an 
"environmental trade-off not to be taken lightly." 


Allen on Sunday defended the use of dispersants as a "very disciplined" procedure. 
Field commanders used dispersants when oil was spotted by surveillance aircraft and 
no other method of cleaning it up was available in the area, he said. 


BP also dismissed Markey's allegations and said it has worked closely with the EPA and 
the Coast Guard from the start. 


CNN's Vivian Kuo contributed to this report. 


 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 


================================================================== 


EPA left to pick up climate change where Congress dropped the debate 
(Washington Post) 
 
By David A. Fahrenthold and Juliet Eilperin 
Wednesday, August 4, 2010; A03  
The Obama administration told Congress to find a way to regulate greenhouse gases -- 
or else.  
Last month, Congress refused: Democratic leaders in the Senate declined to take up 
climate legislation before their August break, which means it looks effectively dead for 
this session.  
Now the White House is stuck with "or else."  
The Environmental Protection Agency will soon begin regulating greenhouse gases 
factory by factory, power plant by power plant. That could be unwieldy, expensive and 
unpopular -- even President Obama has said it's not his preferred solution.  
But for now, it's his only option.  



http://www.whorunsgov.com/Profiles/Barack_Obama
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The next few months could bring a climax to the long-running debate over how to 
combat climate change, with the EPA trying to implement its rules and industry groups 
and opponents in Congress seeking to block it with lawsuits or legislation.  
The administration will cite a mandate from the Supreme Court, which ruled in 2007 that 
greenhouse gases could be regulated like other air pollutants. But opponents will say it 
has chosen an approach that stretches the law and could impose serious economic 
costs.  
The result of their fight could be the first limits on greenhouse gases from American 
smokestacks -- or a significant defeat for the White House and environmental groups.  
The administration "wanted to be able to hold out the threat of clean-air regulation [by 
the EPA], as a way to . . . try to get people to the table," said Jeffrey R. Holmstead, an 
EPA official under the Bush administration, who now works for the law firm Bracewell & 
Giuliani. "They're now faced with the kind of unenviable task of trying to make it work."  
Great hopes dashed 
To environmentalists, Obama's election in 2008 brought the hope that legislation to cut 
greenhouse gases was finally at hand. They had a president who had campaigned on 
the issue, a Democratic Congress and a deadline to motivate them both. In December 
2009, world leaders would gather in Copenhagen to hammer out a new climate treaty.  
There was an early, encouraging sign: The administration worked out a deal with the 
car industry to set limits on auto emissions. But since then, little has worked out as 
environmental groups had hoped.  
Last summer, the House of Representatives passed a "cap and trade" bill -- cutting 
emissions, and allowing businesses to buy and sell allowances to pollute. But the 
Copenhagen conference fizzled into a multilingual blame game. And the Senate refused 
to follow the House example: Senators said they worried that new pollution rules would 
cut jobs and raise energy prices.  
Senators have focused on a more modest bill that aims to eliminate the $75 million cap 
on the liabilities of a company responsible for an oil spill and create incentives for the 
development of natural-gas vehicles. On Tuesday, Senate Majority Leader Harry M. 
Reid (D-Nev.) said even that bill wouldn't be voted on in the Senate until after the 
August recess."  
"Congress, particularly the Senate, has dropped the ball and kicked it out of bounds," 
said Frank O'Donnell, of the District-based group Clean Air Watch. "If we're going to see 
any progress on climate, it's going to have to be the EPA" doing it at the national level.  
Starting in January, under EPA rules new permits will require the largest factories and 
power plants to show they have installed the "best available" technology to curb 
emissions. Smaller sources of greenhouse gases like shops, apartment buildings and 
bakeries are exempt.  
That might mean upgrades to make plants burn fuel more efficiently or perhaps to 
switch from coal to cleaner-burning natural gas.  
These are "pretty modest steps, and it's not much compared to what legislation was set 
out to accomplish," said Joshua Freed, who directs the clean energy program at Third 
Way, a centrist think tank. "For the overwhelming majority of stationary sources [like 
power plants and factories] nothing's going to change for a while."  
This is where the fight begins.  



http://www.whorunsgov.com/Profiles/Harry_M._Reid
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Some industry groups say that if the EPA requires aggressive cuts, the result could be 
crushing costs for businesses. So even before it begins, the EPA effort is the subject of 
lawsuits, from plaintiffs questioning both its science and legal underpinnings. At 
particular issue is the "tailoring rule" that limits regulation to the largest emitters: 
Opponents say it deviates from standards written into the 40-year-old Clean Air Act.  
Joe Stanko, a lobbyist at Hunton and Williams who represents several greenhouse gas 
emitters, said the EPA's reasoning has "some basis in rationality if you had a blank 
piece of paper and you're designing a permitting program. But you don't, you have a 
statute."  
Resistance in Senate 
In Congress, some senators have worked to stop the EPA in its tracks. In June, a 
resolution from Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) narrowly failed. Another bill from Sen. 
John D. Rockefeller IV (D-W.Va.), which would suspend the effort for two years, awaits 
a vote.  
A White House spokesman said that Obama would veto Rockefeller's measure if it 
passed. But more attempts could be made.  
Carl Pope, the chairman of the Sierra Club, said that EPA administrator Lisa P. Jackson 
has overcome political pushback by persuading Obama: "She'd bring a regulatory 
proposal to the White House. The political folks at [the Office of Management and 
Budget] and Treasury would push back, saying, 'We don't think the science or the law 
compels you to go that far.' That's code for, 'It's going to cost too much politically.' She 
would respond, 'What don't you like about the science?' . . . The president would say, 
'Well fine, it's the law or if the science requires it, then let's do it.' "  
But critics wonder: If the administration couldn't force a climate bill through Congress, 
will it really take the heat of regulating greenhouse gases all by itself?  
David Doniger, of the Natural Resources Defense Council, said his group intends to 
defend the EPA in the coming months. . The EPA "needs political support to sustain it. . 
. . We are going to come down very hard on any of the Democrats and moderate 
Republicans who flirt with these kinds of things," he said.  
 
 


Forget being nice. Environmentalists must get tough on climate change (Los 
Angeles Times) 


August 4, 2010 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
MAIN NEWS; bad desk code; Editorial Desk; Part A; Pg. 15 
Turn up the heat;  
Forget being nice. Environmentalists must get tough on climate change. 
By Bill McKibben, Bill McKibben is the founder of 350.org and the author, most recently, 
of "Eaarth: Making a Life on a Tough New Planet." He's a scholar in residence at 
Middlebury College. A longer version of this piece appears at tomdispatch.com. 
Try to fit these facts together: 
 
* According to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the planet has just 
come through the warmest decade, the warmest 12 months, the warmest six months 
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and the warmest April, May and June on record. 
 
* A "staggering" new study from Canadian researchers has shown that warmer 
seawater has reduced phytoplankton, the base of the marine food chain, by 40% since 
1950.  
 
* Nine nations so far have set their all-time temperature records this year, including 
Russia (111 degrees), Niger (118), Sudan (121), Saudi Arabia and Iraq (126 apiece), 
and Pakistan, which also set the new all-time Asia record in May -- a hair under 130 
degrees. 
 
* And then, in late July, the U.S. Senate decided to do exactly nothing about climate 
change. It didn't do less than it could have; it did nothing, preserving a perfect two-
decade bipartisan record of no action. Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid decided not to 
even schedule a vote on legislation that would have capped carbon emissions. 
 
I'm a mild-mannered guy, a Methodist Sunday school teacher. I'm not quick to anger. 
But the time has come to get mad, and then to get busy. 
 
For many years, the lobbying fight for climate legislation on Capitol Hill has been led by 
moderate environmental groups, outfits such as the Environmental Defense Fund. We 
owe them a great debt, and not just for their hard work. We owe them a debt because 
they did everything the way you're supposed to: They wore nice clothes, lobbied 
tirelessly and compromised at every turn. 
 
By the time they were done, they had a bill that would have capped carbon emissions 
only from electric utilities (not factories or cars) and was so laden with gifts for industry 
that if you listened closely, you could actually hear the oinking. Sen. John Kerry, the 
legislator they worked most closely with, issued this rallying cry as the final negotiations 
began: "We believe we have compromised significantly, and we're prepared to 
compromise further." 
 
And even that was not enough. They were left out to dry by everyone -- not just Reid, 
not just the Republicans. President Obama wouldn't lend a hand either. 
 
The result: total defeat, no moral victories. 
 
So now we know what we didn't before: Making nice doesn't work. It was worth a try, 
but it didn't work. So we'd better try something else. 
 
Step 1 involves actually talking about global warming. For years, the accepted wisdom 
was: talk about anything else -- energy independence, oil security, beating the Chinese 
to renewable technology. But the task at hand is to keep the planet from melting. We 
need everyone, beginning with the president, to start explaining that basic fact at every 
turn. 
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It is the heat, and also the humidity. Because warm air holds more water than cold, the 
atmosphere is about 5% moister than it was 40 years ago, which explains the freak 
downpours that seem to happen someplace on this continent every few days. 
 
It is the carbon. That's why the seas are turning acid, a point Obama could have made 
with ease while standing on the shores of the Gulf of Mexico. Energy independence is 
nice, but you need a planet to be energy independent on. 
 
Step 2, we have to ask for what we actually need, not what we calculate we might be 
able to get. If we're going to slow global warming in the very short time available to us, 
we don't need an incredibly complicated legislative scheme that gives door prizes to 
every interested industry. We need a stiff price on carbon, set by the scientific 
understanding that we can't still be burning black rocks a couple of decades hence. 
 
Asking for what you need doesn't mean you'll get all of it. Compromise still happens. But 
as David Brower, the greatest environmentalist of the late 20th century, explained amid 
the fight to save the Grand Canyon: "We are to hold fast to what we believe is right, fight 
for it, and find allies and adduce all possible arguments for our cause. If we cannot find 
enough vigor in us or them to win, then let someone else propose the compromise." 
 
Which leads to the third step in this process. If we're going to get any of this done, we're 
going to need a movement. For 20 years, environmentalists have operated on the 
notion that we'd get action if we simply had scientists explain to politicians and chief 
executives that our current ways are unsustainable. That turns out, quite conclusively, 
not to work. We need to be able to explain to them that continuing in their current ways 
will end something they actually care about: their careers. And because we'll never have 
the cash to compete with Exxon, we better work in the currencies we can muster: 
bodies, spirit, passion. 
 
We're not going to get the Senate to act next week, or maybe even next year. It took a 
decade after the Montgomery bus boycott to get the Voting Rights Act. But if there 
hadn't been a movement, then the Voting Rights Act would have passed in -- never. We 
may need to get arrested. We definitely will need disciplined, nonviolent but very real 
anger. 
 
Mostly, we need to tell the truth, resolutely and constantly. Fossil fuel is wrecking the 
one Earth we've got. It's not going to go away because we ask politely. If we want a 
world that works, we're going to have to raise our voices. 
 
 


EPA rejects challenges to GHG 'endangerment' finding (Today’s Trucking) 


 
WASHINGTON -- The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has dismissed several 
challenges to the agency's "endangerment finding," which claims that greenhouse 
gases, including CO2, are pollutants that threaten public health. 
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The EPA rejected 10 petitions which challenged the underlying environmental science 
that the finding is based on. 
 
"The petitions to reconsider EPA's "Endangerment Finding" claimed that climate science 
can't be trusted, and asserted a conspiracy that calls into question the findings of the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) , the U.S. National Academy of 
Sciences , and the U.S. Global Change Research Program," the EPA stated in a press 
release. 


"The scientific evidence supporting EPA's finding is robust, voluminous, and compelling. 
Climate change is happening now, and humans are contributing to it." 


"After months of serious consideration of the petitions," the EPA is refusing to entertain 
the claims. It says the complaints are based on "selectively edited, out-of-context data 
and a manufactured controversy." 


Ironically, that's essentially what critics say about the science used by the EPA and the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to advance an agenda to combat 
Anthropogenic Global Warming. 


Skeptics in the climate science community have challenged AGW theory for over a 
decade, but last year it was revealed that leading scientists at the Climatic Research 
Unit in England – considered a clearinghouse for global climate research -- manipulated 
or "tricked" their data and ignored opposing evidence to better support their theories; 
allegedly deleted material under request of the UK's Freedom of Information Act; and 
pressured scientific journals to blacklist dissenting scientists.  


Since then, several key aspects of the influential IPPC report have been called into 
question with accusations that some evidence on melting glaciers and rising sea levels 
have been overstated and, among other criticisms, based solely on "eye witness" 
accounts of environmentalists and naturists.  


 


Sierra Club, states file challenges to EPA 'tailoring' rule (Greenwire) 


 
 (08/03/2010) 
Robin Bravender, E&E reporter 
The Sierra Club is challenging U.S. EPA's "tailoring" rule for greenhouse gases in a 
federal appeals court, asking judges to review the agency's determination about when 
greenhouse gases ought to be regulated under the Clean Air Act. 
The group, along with a host of states and industry groups, wants the U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals for the District of Columbia to review the EPA rule, which would limit 
greenhouse gas permitting rules to only the largest emitters. The Sierra Club is 
supportive of the goals of the tailoring rule but filed a lawsuit asking the court to review 
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EPA's determination about when the agency must begin to limit industrial sources' 
emissions under the Clean Air Act -- a decision that was formalized in the final rule. 


EPA has determined that greenhouse gas regulations for stationary sources will kick in 
starting in January, but the Sierra Club has argued that greenhouse gases have been 
subject to regulation under the Clean Air Act for many years and has warned that the 
decision could set a dangerous precedent. 


"Through this petition, the Sierra Club seeks review only of the definition of 'subject to 
regulation' adopted by this rulemaking," said Joanne Spalding, a Sierra Club attorney. 


EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson laid out the agency's timeline for starting regulation of 
heat-trapping emissions in March, when she formally announced her reconsideration of 
the George W. Bush administration's "Johnson memo." 


Jackson said EPA would uphold former Administrator Stephen Johnson's determination 
that facilities are required to obtain New Source Review and operating permits only for 
pollutants that are subject to "actual control" under the Clean Air Act, as opposed to 
those that are subject to monitoring and reporting requirements, or other definitions 
(E&ENews PM, March 29). 


Clean Air Act permitting requirements will be triggered in January, when automakers 
must begin to comply with EPA's first greenhouse gas standards for cars and light 
trucks, EPA determined. 


State, industry petitions 


A series of state and industry groups also filed petitions with the appeals court before 
the midnight deadline. 


Alabama, North Dakota, South Dakota, Mississippi Gov. Haley Barbour (R), South 
Carolina and Nebraska filed a joint petition July 30 challenging the rule. The Louisiana 
Department of Environmental Quality filed a separate lawsuit yesterday. 


Also among the challengers are the National Alliance of Forest Owners and the 
American Forest and Paper Association, which are demanding that EPA reconsider how 
the tailoring rule treats emissions generated by burning biomass. 


EPA has said it is still evaluating how its climate regulations will treat biomass, but the 
tailoring rule as published treats biomass emissions the same as emissions from fossil 
fuels. But the groups want EPA to exempt biomass emissions from the regulation 
because they argue the energy source is "carbon neutral." 


Unlike burning fossil fuels -- which releases carbon that had been trapped underground 
-- burning tree limbs, wood pellets and other organic materials are part of a natural cycle 
of growth and decomposition, the groups say. 



http://www.eenews.net/eenewspm/2010/03/29/archive/1
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Other groups that filed petitions yesterday: the Portland Cement Association, the 
National Federation of Independent Businesses, an industry coalition led by the 
National Association of Manufacturers, the Clean Air Implementation Project, the 
Missouri Joint Municipal Electric Utility Commission, the Utility Air Regulatory Group, the 
National Environmental Development Association's Clean Air Regulatory Project, Mark 
R. Levin and the Landmark Legal Foundation, the South Carolina Public Service 
Authority, and the Energy Intensive Manufacturers Working Group on Greenhouse Gas 
Regulation. 


The Center for Biological Diversity also filed a petition yesterday, arguing that the 
tailoring rule exempts too many big polluters (Greenwire, Aug. 2). 


Groups that filed lawsuits last week include Peabody Energy Corp., the American Farm 
Bureau Federation, the National Mining Association, the Georgia Coalition for Sound 
Environmental Policy and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. 


Two steel groups -- Gerdau Ameristeel US Inc. and the American Iron and Steel 
Institute -- and the industry-backed advocacy groups Coalition for Responsible 
Regulation and the Southeastern Legal Foundation filed additional challenges in June. 


Click here to read Sierra Club's petition. 


Reporter Patrick Reis contributed. 


 
 


FUEL 


================================================================== 


Nalco supports EPA oil dispersant research (Naperville Sun) 


 
August 4, 2010 
From Staff Reports 
Nalco officials issued a release Tuesday stating their support of continued scientific 
review and analysis in the Gulf of Mexico relating to the oil spill. 
 
This statement came in the wake of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency second 
round of test results on dispersants. 
 
An EPA peer reviewed report indicates that dispersed oil is generally no more toxic than 
oil and that dispersants appear to increase the efficiency of natural biodegradation by 
50 percent. Also, the study found no evidence of harm to wildlife from the dispersants 
used in the Gulf. 
 



http://www.eenews.net/Greenwire/2010/08/02/archive/1

http://www.eenews.net/assets/2010/08/03/document_gw_01.pdf
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Nalco, a water treatment and process improvement company in Naperville, 
manufactures Corexit, a dispersant used to break up oil in the Gulf. 
 
Last week, U.S. Sen. Frank Lautenberg, D-N.J., introduced the "Safe Dispersants Act," 
which would require the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to publicly disclose 
dispersant ingredients, test their long-term effects on human and marine health before 
approving the chemicals for use in future oil spills and set standards on allowable 
toxicity. 
 
Since the leak started in BPs Deepwater Horizon rig in April, Nalco has released more 
than 1.8 million gallons of dispersant into the Gulf in the largest application of the 
chemicals at a U.S. oil spill. 
 
On May 20, the EPA directed BP to find a less toxic and more effective alternative to 
Nalco's Corexit 9500 currently used in the Gulf. After BP reported it was unable to do 
so, the EPA began its own testing of dispersant products and continues to monitor the 
air and water daily. 
 
For more information on the EPA's dispersant testing program, visit 
www.epa.gov/bpspill. 
 


 


EPA holds public meeting on Michigan oil spill (World Socialist Web Site) 


 
By a WSWS reporting team 
4 August 2010 
A panel of representatives from state and federal government agencies addressed a 
public hearing Monday evening at Marshall High School in Marshall, Michigan about the 
response to the Enbridge pipeline oil leak last week. 
Audience at the public hearing 
 
Hundreds of local residents turned out, clearly demonstrating the widespread concern, 
but the presentations were brief and largely perfunctory, and the meeting lasted only 
half an hour. 
 
There was no way for members of the audience to make their concerns and complaints 
known to the speakers on stage or to their fellow residents. There were no microphones 
on the floor or any opportunity to ask questions. Instead, the audience was instructed to 
move to a room across the hall if they wanted to speak one-on-one with low-level 
representatives of the agencies involved. 
 
This was a clear attempt to divert the anger of Marshall residents and to shield Enbridge 
Energy from any negative coverage in the media. There was a heavy police presence at 
entry and exit points to the event. 
 



http://www.epa.gov/bpspill
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As the meeting began, EPA Region 5 Director Susan Hedman delivered a PowerPoint 
presentation showing pictures of the breached pipeline, initial boom installations, and 
the trucks used to take the oil away. 
 
The pictures of Tallmadge Creek turned completely black were striking. “It’s basically 
running oil,” said Hedman, adding, “the oil-water mixture is mostly oil.” She noted that 
the upper reaches of the Kalamazoo River were “very heavily oiled.” 
 
EPA Deputy Incident Commander Mark Durno said that 78,000 feet of boom had been 
put in place to prevent the oil from flowing down the river and to deflect it into 37 
containment locations. He warned that the booms were “only as strong as what they’re 
trying to hold back,” and that heavy rains could swell water levels. He indicated that 
there were no plans to increase the number of booms, and said the goal was to “collect 
oil strategically” by deflecting it to collection points. 
 
Durno also showed photographs of sheen that remained in areas of the river where the 
bulk of black oil had been removed. “We’re dealing with a lot of sheen,” he told the 
audience, “the shoreline is going to continue to sheen for a long period of time.” 
 
Durno reported that 45,000 barrels, about 1.8 million gallons of water and oil mixture, 
had been collected from the river so far, including 15,000 barrels, or 550,000 gallons, 
just that day. He said that the numbers sounded impressive, but added, “We are not 
going to sugar coat it—that marshy area still looks bad.” 
 
A representative from the US Fish and Wildlife Service spoke next. Much of his 
presentation consisted in thanking the audience and the people of Marshall. He 
discussed the difficulties in catching wildlife contaminated by oil. “It’s super hard to 
catch geese,” said the speaker, “the term ‘wild goose chase’ didn’t come out of 
nowhere.” He added that in many cases, chasing oiled birds can distress the animals 
and reduce their chances of survival. 
 
Becky Humphries from the Michigan Department of Natural Resources and 
Environment said that the department was sending out crews to collect affected animals 
every day, and that water quality will be tested for the next several years. Humphries 
said that “so far we have not seen a large fish kill,” but a lot of dead frogs and insects 
had been spotted. Many species of fish rely on frogs and insects for food. 
 
Jim Rutherford from the Calhoun County Public Health Department said that 61 homes 
nearest to the spill site had been visited and advised to evacuate. Department 
representatives spoke with residents of the homes or left information at their doorsteps 
if no one was home. So far, 27 households declined to evacuate and 12 evacuated 
voluntarily. 
 
Rutherford said that additional volatile organics could be stirred up in affected areas as 
a result of cleanup efforts, leading to additional evacuation recommendations. He noted 
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that “There are still spikes of benzene at boom collection areas and other clean-up 
areas.” 
 
Of public health concerns, Rutherford said emergency rooms had seen 26 people 
experiencing symptoms directly or indirectly related to the spill. A hotline set up to 
receive “odor complaints” from citizens had received “well over 5,000 calls.” 
 
The final reports were given by representatives from the US Department of 
Transportation, which is responsible for regulation and inspection of pipelines 
throughout the country, and the National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB), which is 
responsible for the investigation into the causes of the spill. 
 
According to the NTSB speaker, on Sunday, July 25, at 5:56 p.m., there was a planned 
shutdown of the pipeline for 10 hours. Two minutes later, at 5:58 p.m., a low suction 
letdown alarm went off. Controllers in Edmonton, Alberta, believed this was a normal 
condition, he said. 
 
At 4:04 a.m., the flow of oil was switched back on in accordance with the scheduled line 
start-up. At 7:52 a.m., the pipeline was shut down again, though no shutdown was 
scheduled. The NTSB official did not say as much, but this indicates that the company 
was aware that something was abnormal. At 9:25 a.m., the 911 call center received the 
first call reporting an odd smell. 
 
Enbridge had no representatives on stage. CEO Patrick Daniel was present at the event 
but made no remarks. However, World Socialist Web Site reporters spoke with D’arcy 
Levesque, an official spokesman for the energy company. Asked about the warning the 
company received from the Pipeline Hazardous Materials Safety Administration in 
January that the now-ruptured pipeline had not been properly monitored for corrosion, 
Levesque downplayed the danger. “The regulatory agencies have a number of levels of 
warnings,” he said; this warning was “the lowest level.” 
 
Levesque reiterated the latest calculations of the amount of oil spilled, saying 19,500 
barrels of oil had been released and that so far approximately 10,000 had been 
collected. “That’s our number,” he said, “Nobody’s been able to provide evidence of 
different numbers.” When a resident stepped forward to challenge the company’s 
calculations, Levesque would only say “We’re not at liberty to speculate.” 
 
The EPA’s initial estimate for oil spilled was over a million gallons, but has since been 
lowered to match Enbridge’s estimate. No explanation has been given for the change. 
Jay Wesley 
 
Jay Wesley of the Department of Natural Resources and Environment told the WSWS 
that dozens of oiled animals had been recovered. “The recovery is going to continue for 
another week or two,” he said. “So those numbers are going to continue to go up.” He 
expressed concern over the long-term effects of oil contamination for the fish in the 
affected areas. “As oil deteriorates, it can take oxygen out of the water.” 
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World Socialist Web Site reporters also spoke with local residents in attendance at the 
public meeting. 
 
Michelle Waters, whose home is very close to the spill site, said she had voluntarily 
evacuated her home and was now staying in a hotel with her family. “We just left,” she 
said. “We have three children.” 
 
She said she had suffered from headaches and sore throats as a result of the spill. 
“They haven’t done any air quality testing and they haven’t sucked any oil out of our 
neighborhood.” 
 
Asked what she thought of the meeting, Waters said, “I didn’t hear too much I didn’t 
already know.” 
Greg 
 
Greg, a resident of Calhoun County, said, “[The spill has] limited our ability to use the 
waterway, you can’t fish, or tube. I’m curious how long it will affect me.” When asked 
about the health effects he replied, “We only got some of the smell. I don’t think it will 
affect my well water.” 
 
“The oil was leaking Saturday at noon, I could smell it with the wind blowing from the 
north.” said Cameron York. “I live three quarters of a mile south of the spill. It’s in my 
hunting ground.” 
 
York did not receive a recommendation to evacuate because he lives south of the spill. 
“I get well water, but they say it’s safe because the well water goes south. My well is 
only 37 feet deep.” 
 
“I live 10 miles south of the spill,” said a local resident who declined to give his name. 
“I’m an outdoors man and a farmer. I think this will affect my whole way of life. I don’t 
trust what they say here. I’m surprised there aren’t more protesters and cops. 
 
“The government is in with the corporations. They don’t monitor the equipment. They 
have another four months, then they’re all out of business.” 
 
Mark Tierney said he lives two miles north of the break. “It made us pretty nauseated, 
especially on Saturday,” he said. “I think Battle Creek got the worst of it. Where’s the 
regulation been for this pipe? No one knew about the oil line, not even the fire 
department.” 
 
John Hodge, another resident who was unimpressed by the presentation, told WSWS 
reporters, “It sucked; they didn’t give us any information we needed.” Of the numbers 
reported by Enbridge and the EPA, he said, “No, I don’t trust all that.” 
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Company offers to buy homes near Mich. oil spill (Associated Press) 


 
By JEFF KAROUB (AP)  
DETROIT — The company whose pipeline ruptured and dumped hundreds of 
thousands of gallons of oil into a southern Michigan waterway said Tuesday it has 
offered to buy up to 200 homes in the affected area. 


Enbridge Inc. Chief Executive Patrick Daniel said the Canadian company will buy 
homes put up for sale before last month's spill in Calhoun County at their full list prices. 
It also will buy other homes in the 30-mile-long zone at their appraised values before the 
spill. 


Daniel said the idea came from residents' concerns that their homes were losing value, 
particularly people he spoke with at a public meeting Monday night. The company said it 
believes the homes have retained their value and the offer, which stands for at least one 
year, should help keep speculators out. 


He said he doesn't know how much the offers would cost Enbridge if all homeowners 
were to accept, but doesn't expect many will sell or the company would lose money. 
Enbridge would hold the homes it buys and resell them later, he said. 


"We're comfortable in being able to handle it, even if they're all taken up," he said. 
"We're prepared to provide a guarantee to ensure nobody takes advantage of them." 


Daniel said the company will consider requests from homeowners outside the spill zone 
individually. 


The oil flow, reported on July 26, has been stopped and government officials say it's 
been contained in the stretch of the Kalamazoo river from Marshall westward past Battle 
Creek. 


Nearly 2 million gallons of oil and water mixture had been recovered as of Tuesday 
morning, according to Environmental Protection Agency officials. About 700,000 gallons 
had been shipped to an Enbridge facility in Indiana. 


Enbridge estimates the spill at about 820,000 gallons, while the EPA previously 
estimated it was more than 1 million gallons. EPA officials would not provide an 
estimate on Tuesday. 


EPA regional administrator Susan Hedman said that Enbridge met a Monday deadline 
to resubmit its long-range cleanup plan. The agency last week rejected the Calgary, 
Alberta-based company's plan because of "deficiencies in content and technical 
details." 


Hedman said the agency is reviewing the revised plan but could not say when it would 
be done. 
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife officials say more than 100 oil-covered animals have been 
recovered from the spill area, including geese, ducks, muskrats and turtles. Several 
were cleaned and released to wetland areas outside the spill area. 


The rupture was to a 30-inch pipeline built in 1969 that carries about 8 million gallons of 
oil daily from Griffith, Ind., to Sarnia, Ontario. 
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Miss. order follows same ban issued by EPA (Businessweek) 


 
JACKSON, Miss. 
Mississippi Agriculture Commissioner Lester Spell Jr. has placed a stop-sale order on 
the herbicide Warthog 2EC after a batch was tainted with a different herbicide. 
 
Spell says in a statement that the samples were contaminated with Dicamba, a product 
potentially damaging to soybeans. 
 
Spell's order was issued last week at the same time the Environmental Protection 
Agency told a St. Joseph, Mo., company to stop selling or distributing the Warthog 2EC. 
 
The EPA issued similar orders to the herbicide's registrant, J. Oliver Products of 
Hernando, Miss. 
 
Warthog 2EC is used for weed control on soybeans. The EPA says it damaged 8,000 
acres of soybeans near Beattie, Kan. 


 


Feinstein objects to methyl iodide fumigant (San Francisco Chronicle) 


 
California 
August 4, 2010 Wednesday  
FINAL Edition 
SECTION: Main News; Pg. A8 
Feinstein objects to methyl iodide fumigant;  
AGRICULTURE 
By Carolyn Lochhead, Chronicle Washington Bureau 
DATELINE: Washington  
Sen. Dianne Feinstein weighed in Tuesday against the use of methyl iodide as a crop 
fumigant in California, saying she has asked the Environmental Protection Agency to 
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"reconsider" its approval of the chemical.  
 
Federal intervention could override a proposal by state pesticide regulators to register 
the chemical for use on strawberry and other fruit crops to replace methyl bromide, 
which is being phased out because it damages the ozone layer. California grows 90 
percent of the nation's strawberries. 
 
Feinstein is a reliable and powerful ally of California farmers in immigration and water 
fights. But she has taken them by surprise with her efforts against a chemical they 
consider the only alternative to grow some of the state's biggest fruit crops.  
 
Feinstein has developed a keen interest in the use of chemicals in food production, 
blocking a major food safety bill because it does not include a ban on bisphenol A, used 
to line food cans. 
 
"I think we ought to be very careful what we do, and I've asked EPA to take a look" at 
methyl iodide, Feinstein said, adding that she is concerned that it could pose a hazard 
to field workers, especially pregnant women. 
 
"This is very powerful stuff and I am increasingly of the view that chemicals do play a 
role in increasing disease in this country, whether it's asthma, whether it's cancer." 
 
State farmers are pushing hard for approval of methyl iodide, saying they have no 
substitute to protect fruit crops from pests, other than using costly organic methods that 
many say are unworkable for large-scale commercial production.  
 
Fruit crops are particularly prone to insects and disease and notoriously difficult to grow 
organically, at least in the flawless form consumers now expect. 
 
"Nothing else is developed and ready to go, and gone through years of testing," said 
Wendy Fink-Weber, director of communications for Western Growers, which represents 
produce farmers in California and Arizona.  
 
Under the proposed applications, Fink-Weber said farmers would be required to follow 
strict safeguards.  
 
Feinstein acknowledged that "the farmers need a substitute. I understand that and I 
want to be helpful. I just want to know that it is a prudent standard and that it protects 
public health." 
 
The EPA approved methyl iodide in 2007, during George W. Bush's administration. 
Feinstein wrote to EPA administrator Lisa Jackson on July 15 saying that decision was 
made "despite opposition by hundreds of leading scientists." 
 
She cited a recent study by the state's Medical Toxicology Branch that found the 
exposure limits to methyl iodide under the EPA standard are much higher than required 
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to protect farm worker health. The chemical is an endocrine disruptor and at various 
exposures has been linked to thyroid cancer and neurotoxicity. 
 
Provisional approval of methyl iodide by the state Department of Pesticide Regulation 
provoked strong criticism from members of its scientific review panel. 


 


RECYCLING 


================================================================== 


D.C. High on EPA's Green List (NBC Washington) 


 
DC Named in Top 50 Green Power Organizations 
By EUN YANG 
Updated 12:16 PM EDT, Tue, Aug 3, 2010 
 
Recycling plastics and turning off the lights don't really cut it anymore when it comes to 
the cutting edge of being green. But it looks like the District knows what it takes. 
 
The city ranked high on the Environmental Protection Agency's latest list of top 50 green 
power organizations. It ranks 14th overall and an impressive third among local 
governments. Not bad. 
 
The EPA cites the District's use of wind power provided by Washington Gas Energy 
Services. 
 
When the EPA compiled the list, it looked for organizations, companies, jurisdictions 
and institutions that use the most renewable electricity. And that green power helps to 
reduce harmful emissions. The top 10 on the list are Intel Corporation, Kohl's 
Department Store, Whole Foods Market, City of Houston, Dell Inc., Johnson & Johnson, 
Cisco Systems, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, U.S. Air Force and the city of Dallas. 
 
American University was ranked No. 6 among the top colleges and universities for its 
wind power use. 
 
These green power purchasers help reduce the environmental impacts of electricity 
use, and support development of new renewable generation capacity nationwide. Green 
power is generated from renewable resources such as solar, wind, geothermal, 
biomass, biogas, and low-impact hydropower. And those resources create energy that 
produces no net increase to greenhouse gas emissions. 
 
The EPA's Green Power Partnership works with more than 1,200 organizations to 
purchase green power to reduce the environmental impacts of conventional electricity 
use, and to inspire the rest of the nation to go greener. 
First Published: Aug 3, 2010 10:44 AM EDT 
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Where Brooklyn And Queens Meet, A Quiet Parallel To the Gulf Spill (New York 
Times) 


 
August 4, 2010 Wednesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section A; Column 0; Metropolitan Desk; Pg. 15 
By MIREYA NAVARRO 
The salt marshes are long gone from Newtown Creek, and so are most of the birds and 
fish. Now, this waterway straddling Brooklyn and Queens is dotted by bulkheads and 
containment booms meant to keep oil away from the shoreline while underground 
pumps work around the clock removing petroleum from adjacent land. 
 
Decades in the making and confined to a corner of industrial New York, the oil spills in 
and along Newtown Creek do not have the drama of disasters like the current one in the 
Gulf of Mexico and the 1989 Exxon Valdez spill in Alaska. 
 
But long before the gulf crisis riveted the nation, more than a century of unchecked 
operations and storage by refineries that lined the four-mile-long creek fouled its waters 
and seeped through 55 acres of land in the vicinity.  
 
Estimated at 17 million to 30 million gallons -- smaller than the ballpark estimate of up to 
200 million gallons released by the Deepwater Horizon well but outstripping the 11 
million that poured from the Exxon Valdez -- the combined spills along Newtown Creek 
have obliterated wildlife, polluted an aquifer, hindered economic development and set 
off health scares among those who live and work nearby. 
 
''The impact is more subtle than in the gulf,'' said Phillip Musegaas, a lawyer with 
Riverkeeper, an environmental group that sued Exxon Mobil  in 2004 for its role in the 
contamination. ''The spill is unseen, and it's in an area that was industrialized and 
already polluted. But the waterway is severely stressed, and it's not a functioning 
ecosystem anymore.'' 
 
Now, after a history of neglect and lawsuits against oil companies like BP and Exxon 
Mobil  over the extent and pace of cleanup efforts, local residents say they have cause 
for hope: The federal government is proposing to designate the creek a toxic Superfund 
site, mandating a rigorous cleanup of the water and sediment. 
 
Some residents say the gulf spill is helping to sensitize New Yorkers as never before to 
the responsibilities borne by oil companies and the risks that people run in living cheek 
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by jowl with toxic contaminants. 
 
''We all joke that we're going to end up with big lumps in our throat so we can afford our 
rents,'' said Nate Zubal, 29, an interior designer in Greenpoint, Brooklyn, where many 
residences and businesses sit atop a layer of spilled fuel oils. ''A cleanup is pretty 
important with so many people living so close.'' 
 
The Bloomberg administration supports the Superfund designation for the creek, 
although it lobbied hard against one for the Gowanus Canal, in Brooklyn, out of fear that 
it could derail lucrative development projects. (The Environmental Protection Agency 
prevailed and gave the Gowanus Superfund status in March.) 
 
While the E.P.A. calls Newtown Creek one of the nation's most heavily polluted 
waterways, oil is hardly the only problem. In samples of the sediment and surface water, 
the agency has also found sewage from system overflows, as well as pesticides, metals 
and PCBs from decades of industrial activity. 
 
Officials say that Superfund designation for the creek could come as early as 
September, opening the way for a thorough federal assessment of the extent of the 
contamination and the cost and duration of a cleanup. 
 
''The Superfund designation means that this water body will be evaluated in its entirety, 
which has never happened to date,'' said Angela Carpenter, a branch chief in New York 
with the E.P.A., which runs the Superfund program. 
 
State officials say the Superfund cleanup could last more than a decade. 
 
Under the program, the E.P.A. requires the parties responsible for contaminating the 
site to pay to reverse the damage. BP, Exxon Mobil  and Chevron are expected to be 
among the parties enlisted. 
 
The cleanup would deal only with the water and sediment in Newtown Creek, not the 
contamination underneath the adjacent land in Greenpoint (the Superfund program 
excludes strictly petroleum cleanups). But environmental and community groups say the 
designation will help prevent oil from leaching into the water from the land as it has in 
the past. 
 
''Everyone is excited about getting the job done,'' said Katie Schmid, director of the 
Newtown Creek Alliance, an advocacy group. ''You need federal oversight of the whole 
project to ensure effective remediation.'' 
 
While the creek itself awaits a cleanup, oil companies are continuing to recover oil from 
their property in Greenpoint, an effort that began over two decades ago after the Coast 
Guard first spotted evidence of oil seepage into the creek in 1978. Since 1990, Exxon 
Mobil,  BP and Chevron have removed about 11.1 million gallons of spilled oil, state 
officials say. 
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The pace has been too slow for Greenpoint residents, environmental groups and the 
New York state attorney general's office, which all have lawsuits pending against some 
or all of the companies for the pollution. (Negotiations are under way to settle suits filed 
by the state and Riverkeeper against Exxon Mobil. ) 
 
BP's role was mostly inherited: Its petroleum storage terminal in Greenpoint was once 
home to a Mobil refinery whose operations released about five million gallons into the 
ground, state environmental officials say. In 1969, BP's predecessor, the Amoco Oil 
Company, bought the 10-acre property. It began a cleanup in 1981 under an agreement 
with the city, and state officials say about two million gallons now remain to be 
recovered under the BP property. 
 
The state says that BP is not meeting its schedule for collecting oil from the ground and 
asked that the company increase its current lineup of nine extraction wells. 
 
Marti D. Powers, a spokeswoman for BP, said the company is adding four wells to meet 
state requirements, but it is fighting a lawsuit by residents. ''The plaintiffs have to date 
not identified any spills by BP that have impacted them,'' she said. 
 
The bulk of the overall cleanup work, from the collection of oil to the treatment of 
contaminated groundwater before it is released into Newtown Creek, has rather fallen to 
Exxon Mobil.  
 
As the main inheritor of Standard Oil, which had dozens of refineries along the creek by 
the end of the 19th century, Exxon Mobil  owns most of the contaminated land and is 
responsible for an oil plume that extends under about 300 homes in a residential area of 
Greenpoint. 
 
Carolina Asirifi, a spokeswoman for Exxon Mobil,  said the company's 20 operating 
recovery wells were pumping as fast as was safely possible -- currently at a rate of 
about 2,000 gallons of oil and a million gallons of groundwater a day. 
 
''Exxon Mobil  has been working extremely hard,'' she said. ''We've made significant 
progress.'' 
 
Residents fear that toxic gases will penetrate their homes from below. A state 
Department of Environmental Conservation study in 2006 found no oil-related vapors in 
samples of indoor air, although a comprehensive study of the health consequences of 
the spills has yet to be carried out. 
 
As the community awaits the Superfund decision and more detailed analysis, the 
proposed designation has spawned a kind of creek boosterism. 
 
''We're turning the corner,'' said Ted Gruber, chairman of the Long Island City 
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Community Boathouse, whose members often venture into Newtown Creek in canoes. 
''People like us are paddling in greater numbers. People are beginning to care.'' 
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Groups seek ban on lead ammunition, fishing tackle (Associated Press) 


 
By FREDERIC J. FROMMER (AP)  
WASHINGTON — Five environmental groups want the EPA to ban lead in ammunition 
and fishing tackle, arguing that millions of animals are dying from eating lead-shot 
pellets or carcasses contaminated by lead. 
 
The American Bird Conservancy and the other groups filed a 100-page petition with the 
Environmental Protection Agency Tuesday seeking the ban under the Toxic Substances 
Control Act. 
 
The petition includes hundreds of scientific studies which the groups say demonstrate 
the harm lead does to wildlife. 
 
The National Shooting Sports Foundation, a trade group, called the petition an "anti-
hunting attack on traditional ammunition." It said there is no evidence lead ammunition 
is having an adverse impact on wildlife populations. 


 


Inside the Beltway (Washington Times) 


 
August 4, 2010 Wednesday 
SECTION: A, NATION; Pg. 2 
Inside the Beltway 
By Jennifer Harper THE WASHINGTON TIMES 
MEAN AND MEANER 
 
She's got breast implants. Her eye color was altered. She's airbrushed. Look at that 
tacky flag pin. Her political endorsement is the kiss of death, she's illiterate - and so on, 
and so forth. The bashing just gets more petty, as evidenced by the shrill outpouring 
after publisher Harper/Collins offered a sneak peek at the cover of Sarah Palin's 
upcoming book, "America By Heart: Reflections on Family, Faith and Flag." 
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Wait a minute. Mrs. Palin's portrait is not provocative. She wears a gray sweater, and is 
tastefully made up. She's friendly, and yes, there's evidence of - OMG - shocking 
patriotic jewelry. The book won't be out until Nov. 23. Still, she remains a target for 
churlish criticism. Why?  
 
"Oh, that's easy enough. We basically like people who are similar to us. And to her 
critics, Sarah Palin is not similar. She is not Ivy League, she is not an intellectual, she is 
not a product of Northeastern establishment schools, she is everything that her critics 
are not, and as a result, they attack," says Manhattan marketing analyst John Tantillo. 
 
"And Palin's critics don't understand that her appeal is to the general public. Not to 
them, not to the elite. And they are not trustful of that, they are not comfortable with that. 
They want someone who can write 10,000 weighty words on global warming, rather 
than give five terse and pithy talking points on why we should drill in ANWR," Mr. 
Tantillo adds. 
 
STICKY-LEAKS 
 
Note to White House: 67 percent of American voters say that the release of classified 
military documents at the Wikileaks website will harm national security, according to a 
Rasmussen Reports survey of 1,000 likely voters conducted July 30 and 31. Only 19 
percent say that news organizations that publish this content are doing a "public 
service." Advice to White House: Act accordingly. 
 
NOT SO FAST 
 
The era of good feeling has not quite descended upon Manhattan, now that the $100 
million "ground zero mosque" has gotten the unanimous blessing of the New York City 
Landmarks Preservations Commission, which essentially cleared the way for its 
construction. Republican gubernatorial hopeful Rick Lazio is calling for an investigation 
into the project's funding, asking New Yorkers to defend "our sacred ground." The Anti-
Defamation League suggests an "alternative" site be found. Legal minds are also at 
work. 
 
"The actions taken by the city of New York represent a blatant disregard for the city's 
own procedures, while ignoring the fact that this is a historic and hallowed site that 
should not be destroyed to build an Islamic mosque," says Jay Sekulow, chief counsel 
of the American Center for Law and Justice, which will file an Article 78 petition in state 
court on Wednesday to challenge the action, alleging an "abuse of discretion" in the 
commission's decision. 
 
"The city has engaged in a rush to push this project through - ignoring proper procedure 
and ignoring a growing number of New Yorkers and Americans who don't believe this 
site is the place to build a mosque," Mr. Sekulow adds. 
 
INSIDE SALES 
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"There's something entirely believable about the Newsweek sale. A left-winger 
pretending to be centrist sold it to another left-winger pretending to be centrist. 
Newsweek is a dying magazine because no one wants to read their left-wing 
propaganda masquerading as 'news.' The $1 price tag, then, is probably just about 
right." 
 
- Media Research Center director Brent Bozell, regarding The Washington Post Co. 
sale of Newsweek magazine to philanthropist Sidney Harman. 
 
AIM AT AMMO 
 
They definitely did not Tweet it. The American Bird Conservancy, Center for Biological 
Diversity, Association of Avian Veterinarians and other groups have petitioned the 
Environmental Protection Agency to ban lead in hunting ammunition and fishing 
tackle, claiming that 20 million birds and animals die of lead poisoning each year - 
justifying their demands through the 1976 Toxic Substances Control Act. 
 
Nonsense, counters the National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF), a trade 
association. 
 
"There is simply no scientific evidence that the use of traditional ammunition is having 
an adverse impact on wildlife populations that would require restricting or banning the 
use of traditional ammunition beyond current limitations," says NSSF President Steve 
Sanetti, who points out U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service data shows that breeding pairs of 
bald eagles have increased 724 percent in recent years. 
 
Mr. Sanetti also draws attention to the federal excise tax ammunition manufacturers - 11 
percent - is a primary source of wildlife conservation funding. 
 
"Hunters and their ammunition have done more for wildlife than the Center for Biological 
Diversity ever will," observes NSSF General Counsel Lawrence G. Keane. 
 
POLL JU JOUR 
 
* 62 percent of Americans say things are going "very/moderately badly" for the U.S. in 
Afghanistan. 
 
* 55 percent of Democrats and 24 percent of Republicans approve of the way President 
Obama is handling the situation in Afghanistan. 
 
* 36 percent of Americans overall approve of Mr. Obama's handling of Afghanistan. 
 
* 52 percent say the U.S. was right to send troops to Afghanistan. 
 
* 43 percent say it was a mistake. 
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Source: A USA Today/Gallup Poll of 1,208 adults conducted July 27 to Aug. 1. 
 
* Tip line always open at jharper@washingtontimes.com 
 
 
 


EPA petitioned to ban lead sport hunting ammo (Greenwire) 


 
 (08/03/2010) 
Environmental groups are asking U.S. EPA to ban all lead-based fishing tackle and 
sporting ammunition, arguing lead bullet fragments in shot animals expose scavengers 
and humans to unhealthy levels of lead. 


The Center for Biological Diversity and the American Bird Conservancy said today in a 
petition that chronic lead poisoning in birds leads to "appetite loss, anemia, anorexia, 
reproductive or neurological impairment, immune suppression, weakness, and 
susceptibility to predation and starvation." 


"There is compelling evidence of harm to many species, and there are alternatives," 
said Jeff Miller, a conservation advocate at the Center for Biological Diversity. "It doesn't 
make sense to continue with it." 


Lead is dense and malleable, making bullets travel farther and making them more lethal 
because the lead expands on impact. However, ammunition manufacturers have been 
experimenting with copper, bismuth and various alloys for more than 20 years, and the 
Army is using lead-free cartridges in Afghanistan. 


Several sport shooting associations dismissed the petition as scientifically flawed, and 
Richard Patterson, the managing director of the Sporting Arms and Ammunition 
Manufacturers' Institute said it was "inflammatory, throw-it-against-the-wall material." 


The Department of Interior banned lead shot to hunt waterfowl in wetlands in 1991. And 
California banned lead ammunition in endangered California condor territory (Felicity 
Barringer, New York Times, Aug. 3). -- LP 


 


 
 


Agencies Seek EPA Meeting To Air Concerns Over Risk Studies, Methods (Inside 
EPA) 


 



mailto:jharper@washingtontimes.com

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/08/03/science/earth/03lead.html
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Posted: August 3, 2010  
Representatives of several federal agencies are calling on EPA to hold a series of 
meetings to discuss their concerns that EPA is ignoring their recommendations for 
revising draft risk assessments and failing to follow its own scientific methods when 
crafting assessments, concerns that may result in stricter safety limits than what the 
agencies favor. 


Federal sources say they hope to use the upcoming meetings to make suggestions to 
the agency for revising the processes the agency uses for crafting and reviewing draft 
risks assessments, including calling for EPA to respond in writing to comments supplied 
by the agencies. 


While federal agency officials have long raised these concerns, they reiterated them 
and called for the series of meetings during a July 22 conference call with Becki Clark, 
the acting head of EPA's National Center for Environmental Assessment (NCEA), say 
sources familiar with the call. 


"The agencies are concerned EPA science isn't always well-founded," one federal 
source says. "There is a push to have a discussion about cross-cutting science issues, 
separate from" agencies' concerns with EPA's process for reviewing the draft 
assessments. 


Meanwhile, sources say that EPA research chief Paul Anastas is also holding one-on-
one meetings with individual representatives of other agencies to discuss the agency's 
key risk assessment program, the Integrated Risk Information System (IRIS) program. 
An EPA spokeswoman did not respond to a request for comment by press time. 


Discussion of the agencies' concerns comes as EPA is facing a slew of hurdles as it 
seeks to complete several major draft assessments, including those for methanol, 
formaldehyde, dioxin, arsenic and others. The agency has stalled four pending draft 
assessments, including methanol, the fuel additives methyl tertiary butyl ether and ethyl 
tert-butyl ether, and the plastic ingredient acrylonitrile, due to concerns that they relied 
on studies from an Italian laboratory, the Ramazzini Institute, whose study results are in 
doubt. 


And the agency is facing strong criticism from its science advisers that it has failed to 
adequately respond to earlier peer review comments on its draft assessments, including 
those for dioxin and arsenic. 


The meetings and conference call followed the recent announcement that Anastas 
reassigned NCEA's long-time director, Peter Preuss, to form a new, internal "think-
tank." At the time, some observers suggested Anastas intended the move to make 
changes in the way IRIS is performing. 


During the recent conference call, federal agency representatives raised concerns both 
about EPA's process of creating the draft risk assessments, which Administrator Lisa 
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Jackson altered in May 2009, and about the science in the documents. The latest 
version of the process limited other agencies' role in the creation of the documents, 
which the Bush administration had greatly expanded 


Violation Of Assessment Guidelines 


The federal source indicated that one of the science questions at issue revolves around 
NCEA's frequent use of conservative linear models for calculating cancer risks at low 
doses, which the source says NCEA uses in violation of the agency's cancer risk 
assessment guidelines. 


EPA's most recent cancer risk assessment guidelines indicate that agency risk 
assessors should use the linear extrapolation if the chemical's mechanism of action, or 
the biological process by which it causes cancer, is unknown or mutagenic. At a recent 
meeting of a panel of experts reviewing EPA's draft dioxin assessment, panelists 
suggested that if the agency wanted to adopt such an approach, it should do so as a 
policy matter because the science does not justify such a strict approach. 


"EPA's NCEA office often does not follow EPA's own guidance for risk assessments, for 
example, its cancer guidance," says a source at a second federal agency. "When this is 
pointed out, they ignore it." 


The source says that "the federal agencies have a number of suggestions to improve 
the IRIS process," adding that EPA's failure to follow its risk assessment guidance was 
among "a few issues discussed" on the conference call. The source also described a 
concern that industry has frequently voiced about IRIS assessments: that NCEA staff 
seem "to ignore peer-reviewed studies that show low or negative risks" from the 
chemical under assessment. 


Additionally, "EPA often chooses to ignore the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) 
peer review conclusions even though many consider NAS as the 'Supreme Court' for 
science," the source says. 


NAS peer-reviewed earlier versions of both EPA's draft dioxin assessment and its draft 
assessment of arsenic. In both cases, NAS suggested that EPA consider non-linear 
modeling of the contaminants' risks. While EPA performed additional non-linear 
analyses in both assessments, the agency indicated that the risk estimates it is 
ultimately proposing are based on the linear extrapolation. Former members of both 
NAS panels have charged that the agency did not sufficiently consider the panels' 
recommendations. 


These concerns as well as those about the process for interagency review and 
comment -- which transpires in the last months before a draft assessment is released to 
the public -- "appear to be a continuing concern," says the first source. 
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Much of the agencies' concern about the interagency review process revolves around 
"how responsive EPA is being to questions posed" by other agencies, a concern shared 
by representatives of several agencies, the first source says, adding that the source "did 
not think EPA acknowledged" the issue. 


The second source agreed, saying that "EPA needs to respond to agency comments so 
the public can see both the agency comment and EPA's handling of the comment." -- 
Maria Hegstad 


 


 
 


WATER 


================================================================== 


EPA Faces New Hurdles In Bid To Craft Landmark Florida Nutrient Criteria (Inside 
EPA) 


 
Posted: August 3, 2010  
EPA is facing new hurdles as it seeks to craft its landmark numeric water quality criteria 
for Florida, delaying several planned criteria so they can be reviewed by agency science 
advisors while also facing new calls to submit criteria for rivers and lakes, which are due 
later this year, for scientific review. 


At the same time, the agency is seeking comment on several options intended to 
provide flexibility to its proposed criteria for rivers and lakes in a move that is drawing 
surprise from both industry and environmentalist sources who say it is being issued so 
close to the scheduled deadline for the final rule's promulgation. 


But those sources say the agency's decision to move forward with publishing additional 
data less than three months before they are required to have finalized the highly 
controversial numeric nutrient criteria is very unusual, since the agency will be required 
to receive comment on the notice and then make any necessary revisions before 
publishing the final numeric criteria before Oct. 15. The comment period for the NODA 
ends on September 2. 


"It's not common to be sending a NODA at this late stage," one industry source says. 
"You have to consider that if you have a 30-day comment period, you're talking about 
the end of August to get the comments back at the earliest." 


EPA is crafting the first-time numeric nutrient criteria for Florida under the terms of 
settlement with environmentalists who charged the agency with shirking its duty to 
protect Florida's waters by accepting the state's narrative water quality criteria for 
nitrogen and phosphorus. 
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Under the Clean Water Act (CWA), states draft and EPA approves water quality criteria 
-- risk-based limits that regulators use, along with waterbodies' designated uses and 
antidegradation policy -- to set enforceable water quality standards and permit limits. 
But most states have long opted for a "narrative standard," which allows discharges to 
continue so long as there is no discernible effect on the waterbody, rather than a stricter 
numeric standard. 


In the suit, the plaintiffs sought a revocation of Florida's delegated authority and for EPA 
to issue its own numeric nutrient criteria for the state, which EPA ultimately agreed to do 
in their consent decree. EPA subsequently reached a settlement in 2009 with Florida 
and environmentalists setting a deadline for issuing criteria. 


The move alarmed the water utility and agriculture industries, because the 
circumstances that allowed the activists to prevail in their suit can be emulated in most 
states that have excessive nutrient pollution. Since then, activists have sued EPA over 
the failure of several additional states, including Kansas and Wisconsin, to craft numeric 
criteria while regulators in others states, including Wisconsin, Minnesota and Michigan, 
are taking their own steps to craft numeric criteria (see related story). 


Further Delays 


But the agency's precedent-setting effort in Florida has faced hurdles. Earlier this year, 
the agency opted to delay until 2011 plans to promulgate criteria to protect downstream 
estuarine and coastal waters from nutrients that come from upstream rivers so that it 
could submit them for peer review. 


Now the agency has opted to delay that even further, agreeing in a joint June 7 court 
filing with environmentalists to propose the criteria by November 2011 and promulgate 
them by August 2012. 


In the filing, which was approved by the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of 
Florida, the agency and environmentalists also agreed to extend until Aug. 15, 2012 a 
court-ordered deadline for the agency issuing the criteria for lakes and flowing waters in 
the South Florida region -- a unique area where all flowing waters are either canals or 
wetlands, many of which are classified as “Class III,” meaning they are reserved for 
recreational uses -- a major industry in South Florida, which includes the Florida 
Everglades and Miami. 


But the existing Oct. 15 consent decree deadline continues to apply for EPA issuing 
final criteria for flowing waters and lakes in the remaining Florida regions, though a 
bipartisan group of 21 Florida lawmakers sent an Aug, 2 letter to EPA Administrator Lisa 
Jackson asking her to subject all of their numeric nutrient criteria to SAB review, not just 
those for estuaries, coastal waters and south Florida's canals. 


In the letter, lawmakers do not ask for a specific date for EPA to have completed the 
review, but argue that if SAB review if necessary for those waters and it is necessary to 



http://insideepa.com/201003171221406/EPA-Daily-News/Daily-News/regulators-ramp-up-plans-for-nutrient-limits-in-mississippi-river-states/menu-id-95.html

http://insideepa.com/iwpfile.html?file=aug2010%2Fepa2010_1323b.pdf
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take extra time to get those criteria right, then the same should be true of those criteria 
the agency is slated to publish later this year. The letter also urges EPA to make 
adjustments to its proposed criteria to account for suggestions SAB may ultimately 
make. 


“We believe that the SAB peer review process is important, and it should apply to all of 
the criteria to be imposed in Florida, not just criteria for canals, coastal waters, and 
estuaries,” the letter reads. “We strongly urge that EPA delay requirements to 
implement its proposed streams and lakes criteria until the peer review concludes, and 
EPA should adjust its rulemaking in accordance with the peer review analysis and 
recommendations.” 


The letter also urges EPA to conduct an economic analysis of the impacts of the 
numeric criteria on the state and neighboring states, with consideration given to 
information provided by relevant state agencies and the public and the costs associated 
with making necessary retrofits to existing infrastructure to meet the demands of the 
new numeric criteria. 


EPA acknowledges scientific and other concerns in its June 7 court filing, noting that it 
received public comments on its proposed version of the numeric nutrient criteria that 
raised issues with the "underlying methodologies, analyses and data" behind the 
proposed criteria for flowing waters with so-called Class III designated uses in the South 
Florida region. 


The filing says EPA and activists agree on the need for SAB to peer review the data to 
ensure the "best available science" is used in setting criteria for South Florida's flowing 
waters, many of which are designed for Class III uses. 


NODA Seeks More Comment 


Meanwhile, EPA is seeking additional comment on options for its criteria for lakes and 
streams in a supplemental notice of data availability (NODA) published in Aug. 3 in the 
Federal Register. According to the NODA, EPA is proposing to redraw some of the 
boundaries in the state's remaining watersheds in order to better reflect hydrology and 
soil composition data. The NODA also is taking comment on whether it should consider 
alternative modeling procedures for certain downstream lakes and under which 
circumstances alternative models should be used. 


The Aug. 3 NODA proposes to split the Panhandle Region into two separate regions, 
the West Panhandle and East Panhandle, based on suggestions from the Florida 
Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP). The western panhandle has relatively 
normal baseline levels of phosphorous in its soil, whereas there are naturally-occurring 
phosphorus-rich geological formations in the eastern portion of the panhandle that could 
skew the levels of phosphorus in the region's waters. 



http://insideepa.com/iwpfile.html?file=aug2010%2Fepa2010_1323a.pdf
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The NODA also proposes to shift the Sarasota Bay and Charlotte Harbor watersheds 
from the West Central (or Bone valley) region to the Peninsula Region as a result of 
closer analysis of watershed delineations suggested by FDEP and others, the NODA 
says. 


And EPA says in the NODA that it is taking additional comment on using alternative 
water quality models -- specifically the BATHTUB model -- for downstream lakes rather 
than the Vollenweider model, which the agency had previously applied throughout the 
state. 


Environmentalists and other stakeholders tracking the development of the criteria 
expressed surprise that EPA was issuing a NODA so close to the date of final 
publication. Both environmentalist and industry sources, speaking prior to the NODA's 
publication, say they were not contacted by EPA about the NODA and the agency has 
not briefed them on what data may be made available through it. 


One industry source welcomes the delays but says that all of EPA's proposed criteria for 
flowing streams and lakes should undergo SAB peer review -- not solely the criteria for 
south Florida's waters and for the state's estuaries and coastal waters. EPA's decision 
to issue the criteria for the three other regions by Oct. 15 "raises some real issues," the 
source says. "I couldn't see any logic to that. If SAB is good for the [South Florida and 
estuarine and coastal] criteria, why is it not for the [others]?"-- John Heltman 
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ADMINISTRATOR JACKSON 
=============================================================== 


EPA tells old coal power plants to upgrade pollution controls (Los Angeles 
Times) 
 
A new rule aims to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide around and 
downwind of old coal-fired power plants east of the Mississippi, in keeping with an 
Obama campaign promise. 
By Michael Hawthorne, Chicago Tribune 
July 7, 2010 
In a move that portends cleaner air in communities east of the Mississippi River, the 
Obama administration cracked down Tuesday on smog- and soot-forming pollution from 
coal-fired power plants in 31 states and the District of Columbia. 
The proposed rule, which follows through on one of President Obama's campaign 
promises, renews an attempt by the Environmental Protection Agency to reduce 
pollution in areas around coal plants and in states downwind where air quality is 
hampered by sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide emissions. 
Combined with other state and federal regulations, the rule will reduce sulfur dioxide 
emissions from 2005 levels by 71% by 2014, the EPA said. Nitrogen oxide emissions 
would drop by 52%. 
The rule requires aging coal-fired power plants — many of which were built in the 1940s 
and '50s — to be upgraded with modern pollution controls. Scrubbers will need to be 
installed on more plants to cut back on sulfur dioxide emissions, and equipment known 
as selective catalytic reduction will be required to curb nitrogen oxides. 
States will be allowed to engage in limited trading of pollution credits as long as each 
stays below a set emissions limit. 
Coal plants are major sources of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, which combine in 
the atmosphere to form lung-damaging smog and the fine particles commonly known as 
soot. The rule is expected to cost $2.8 billion a year but promises greater benefits from 
fewer emergency room visits and early deaths. 
"This rule is designed to cut pollution that spreads hundreds of miles and has enormous 
negative impacts on millions of Americans," EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson said in a 
statement. "We're working to limit pollution at its source, rather than waiting for it to 
move across the country." 
The George W. Bush administration proposed a similar action, known as the Clean Air 
Interstate Rule. But in 2008, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
decided the EPA had overstepped its authority and ordered the agency to revise the 
rule. 
As a result, many power companies scaled back their investments in pollution controls. 
Now those companies will have to decide whether it is more cost-effective to retrofit 
their dirtiest power plants or shut them down. 
mhawthorne@tribune.com 
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Obama tightens limits on emissions in East (Boston Globe) 
 
July 7, 2010 Wednesday 
NEWS; National; Pg. 6 
Obama tightens limits on emissions in East;  
EPA targets coal-burning plant pollution 
By Matthew Daly, Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - The Obama administration is tightening restrictions on pollution from 
coal-burning power plants in the eastern half of the country, a key step to cut emissions 
that cause smog.  
 
The Environmental Protection Agency said the rules, revealed yesterday, would cut 
sulfur dioxide emissions by 71 percent from 2005 levels by 2014 and nitrogen oxide 
emissions by 52 percent in the same time frame. 
 
The regulation, known as the Clean Air Interstate Rule, requires 31 states from 
Massachusetts to Texas to reduce emissions that contribute to smog and soot and can 
travel long distances in the wind. 
 
The agency predicted the rule would prevent about 14,000 to 36,000 premature deaths 
a year. 
 
The rule would overturn and toughen rules issued during the administration of President 
George W. Bush. 
 
More than a dozen states, along with environmental groups, sued the EPA several 
years ago, contending that the Bush administration ignored science and its own 
specialists when it decided in 2006 not to lower the nearly decade-old soot standard. 
 
A federal judge threw out the Bush rule in 2008, but an appeals court later reinstated it, 
while ordering the EPA to make changes that better explain how the rule protects public 
health. 
 
Lisa Jackson, EPA administrator, said the rule signed yesterday should improve air 
quality and public health in a broad swath of states, from New England down to Florida, 
over to Texas, and up to Minnesota. 
 
``We're working to limit pollution at its source, rather than waiting for it to move across 
the country,'' Jackson said in a statement. 
 
The proposed reductions should save more than $120 billion a year in avoided health 
costs and sick days and save thousands of lives each year, Jackson said. 
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Those benefits would far outweigh the estimated $2.8 billion annual cost of compliance, 
she said. 
 
Environmental groups hailed the tougher rules as a step toward taming pollution from 
coal-fired power plants and solving the problem of one state's emissions harming 
residents in other states. 
 
But industry groups said it will boost power prices and force many older coal-fired power 
plants to be closed. 
 
Senator Tom Carper, a Democrat from Delaware, said the new rules will clean the air in 
Delaware and other Eastern states. 
 
``As those of us who live in Delaware and other so-called tail pipe states on the East 
Coast know all too well, air pollution knows no boundaries,'' Carper said. 
 
Even as Delaware has worked to clean its air, ``pollution from neighboring states has 
adversely affected the health of Delawareans for too long just by virtue of our location,'' 
he said. 
 
 


EPA: Clean-air rule would overturn Bush-era plan (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Washington Post, Houston Chronicle, Buffalo News, News & 
Observer, Fresno Bee, Seattle Post Intelligencer, Detroit News, Chicago Tribune, 
Charlotte Observer, Omaha World-Herald, Lexington Herald Leader, Austin 
American Statesman, Sacramento Bee, State, Los Angeles Times, Morning Call, 
Idaho, Statesman, Reuters, San Francisco Chronicle, Seattle Times, NewsMax 


 
By MATTHEW DALY 
The Associated Press 
Tuesday, July 6, 2010; 4:24 PM  
WASHINGTON -- The Obama administration is proposing new rules to tighten 
restrictions on pollution from coal-burning power plants in the eastern half of the 
country, a key step to cut emissions that cause smog.  
The Environmental Protection Agency said the new rules would cut sulfur dioxide 
emissions by 71 percent from 2005 levels by 2014 and nitrogen oxide emissions by 52 
percent in the same time frame.  
The regulation, known as the Clean Air Interstate Rule, requires 31 states from 
Massachusetts to Texas to reduce emissions that contribute to smog and soot and can 
travel long distances in the wind. The agency predicted the rule would prevent about 
14,000 to 36,000 premature deaths a year.  
The rule would overturn and toughen rules issued during the administration of former 
President George W. Bush.  
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A federal judge threw out the Bush rule in 2008, but an appeals court later reinstated it, 
while ordering the EPA to make changes that better explain how the rule protects public 
health.  
More than a dozen states, along with environmental groups, sued the EPA several year 
ago, contending that the Bush administration ignored science and its own experts when 
it decided in 2006 not to lower the nearly decade-old soot standard.  
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said the rule signed Tuesday should improve air quality 
and public health in a broad swath of states, from New England down to Florida, over to 
Texas and up to Minnesota.  
"We're working to limit pollution at its source, rather than waiting for it to move across 
the country," Jackson said in a statement.  
The proposed reductions should save more than $120 billion a year in avoided health 
costs and sick days and save thousands of lives each year, Jackson said. Those 
benefits would far outweigh the estimated $2.8 billion annual cost of compliance, she 
said.  
 
Environmental groups hailed the new rule as a step toward taming pollution from coal-
fired power plants and solving the problem of one state's emissions harming residents in 
other states.  
But industry groups said it will boost power prices and force many older coal-fired power 
plants to be closed.  
Sen. Tom Carper, D-Del., said the new rule will clean the air in Delaware and other 
Eastern states.  
"As those of us who live in Delaware and other so-called "tail pipe" states on the East 
Coast know all too well, air pollution knows no boundaries," Carper said.  
Even as Delaware has worked to clean its air, "pollution from neighboring states has 
adversely affected the health of Delawareans for too long just by virtue of our location," 
he said.  
Still, Carper called the new regulation complicated and open to further lawsuits, which 
would likely cause even more delays in meeting public health targets.  
He said the rule underscores the need for Congress to pass strong air pollution 
legislation this year.  
Jeff Holmstead, a former EPA official who authored the original interstate rule, said it 
was not clear whether utilities will be able meet the new standards while still providing 
affordable and reliable electric power.  
Online:  
http://www.epa.gov/airtransport/pdfs/FactsheetTR7-6-10.pdf 
 


EPA Air Quality Transport Rule Would Reduce Coal-Fired Power Plant Emissions 
(WVNS) 
Posted Tuesday, July 6, 2010 ; 04:20 PM  
Updated Tuesday, July 6, 2010; 04:59 PM 
The new rule is expected to avoid tens of thousands of premature deaths, nonfatal heart 
attacks and cases of acute bronchitis in 2014.  
By Pam Kasey 



http://www.epa.gov/airtransport/pdfs/FactsheetTR7-6-10.pdf
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency proposed new regulations July 6 to cut air 
pollution from coal-fired power plants.  
By 2014, the proposed “transport rule” and other state and EPA actions would reduce 
sulfur dioxide, or SO2, emissions by 71 percent from 2005 levels. Nitrogen oxide, or 
NOx, emissions would drop by 52 percent.  
The regulation targets power plants in 31 eastern states, including West Virginia, and 
the District of Columbia and is expected to reduce premature deaths by 14,000 to 
36,000 a year by the time it is fully implemented in 2014.  
SO2 and NOx react in the atmosphere to form fine particle pollution and ground-level 
ozone, or smog, which drift to other states where they cause health problems and 
interfere with states’ ability to meet air quality standards.  
“We’re working to limit pollution at its source, rather than waiting for it to move across 
the country,” said EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson.  
The transport rule is expected to yield more than $120 billion in annual health benefits in 
2014, preventing not only premature deaths but nonfatal heart attacks, cases of acute 
bronchitis and aggravated asthma, and sick days.  
Annual benefits outweigh the annual cost of compliance, which the agency estimates at 
$2.8 billion in 2014.  
EPA expects that the emission reductions will be accomplished by proven and readily 
available pollution control technologies already in place at many power plants across 
the country.  
The proposal would replace and improve upon the 2005 Clean Air Interstate Rule 
(CAIR), which the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit ordered EPA to revise in 
2008.  
The agency proposes to set pollution budgets for each state and D.C. and seeks 
comment on alternatives that would allow interstate trading or only intrastate trading, or 
would set limits for each power plant and allow no trading but some averaging.  
EPA will take public comment on the proposal for 60 days after the rule is published in 
the Federal Register.  
The agency also will hold three public hearings, with dates and locations to be 
announced shortly.  
Information may be found at EPA Air Transport Rule  
 


EPA: Clean-air rule would overturn Bush-era plan (Associated Press) 
 
By MATTHEW DALY (AP)  
WASHINGTON — The Obama administration is proposing new rules to tighten 
restrictions on pollution from coal-burning power plants in the eastern half of the 
country, a key step to cut emissions that cause smog. 
The Environmental Protection Agency said the new rules would cut sulfur dioxide 
emissions by 71 percent from 2005 levels by 2014 and nitrogen oxide emissions by 52 
percent in the same time frame. 
The regulation, known as the Clean Air Interstate Rule, requires 31 states from 
Massachusetts to Texas to reduce emissions that contribute to smog and soot and can 
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travel long distances in the wind. The agency predicted the rule would prevent about 
14,000 to 36,000 premature deaths a year. 
The rule would overturn and toughen rules issued during the administration of former 
President George W. Bush. 
A federal judge threw out the Bush rule in 2008, but an appeals court later reinstated it, 
while ordering the EPA to make changes that better explain how the rule protects public 
health. 
More than a dozen states, along with environmental groups, sued the EPA several year 
ago, contending that the Bush administration ignored science and its own experts when 
it decided in 2006 not to lower the nearly decade-old soot standard. 
EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said the rule signed Tuesday should improve air quality 
and public health in a broad swath of states, from New England down to Florida, over to 
Texas and up to Minnesota. 
"We're working to limit pollution at its source, rather than waiting for it to move across 
the country," Jackson said in a statement. 
The proposed reductions should save more than $120 billion a year in avoided health 
costs and sick days and save thousands of lives each year, Jackson said. Those 
benefits would far outweigh the estimated $2.8 billion annual cost of compliance, she 
said. 
Environmental groups hailed the new rule as a step toward taming pollution from coal-
fired power plants and solving the problem of one state's emissions harming residents in 
other states. 
But industry groups said it will boost power prices and force many older coal-fired power 
plants to be closed. 
Sen. Tom Carper, D-Del., said the new rule will clean the air in Delaware and other 
Eastern states. 
"As those of us who live in Delaware and other so-called "tail pipe" states on the East 
Coast know all too well, air pollution knows no boundaries," Carper said. 
Even as Delaware has worked to clean its air, "pollution from neighboring states has 
adversely affected the health of Delawareans for too long just by virtue of our location," 
he said. 
Still, Carper called the new regulation complicated and open to further lawsuits, which 
would likely cause even more delays in meeting public health targets. 
He said the rule underscores the need for Congress to pass strong air pollution 
legislation this year. 
Jeff Holmstead, a former EPA official who authored the original interstate rule, said it 
was not clear whether utilities will be able meet the new standards while still providing 
affordable and reliable electric power. 
Online: 
http://www.epa.gov/airtransport/pdfs/FactsheetTR7-6-10.pdf 
 
 


Ortiz Sends Letter to EPA Administrator (Texas Insider) 
 
Posted By admin On July 6, 2010 @ 11:07 am In On The Record  



http://www.epa.gov/airtransport/pdfs/FactsheetTR7-6-10.pdf
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Urges Continued Talks Between EPA, TCEQ 
Texas Insider Report: Washington, D.C.—U.S. Representative Solomon P. Ortiz (D-
Texas) has written the Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to 
emphasize his concerns about continuing disagreement between Texas officials and the 
EPA over permitting for Texas petrochemical refiners and chemical plants under the 
federal Clean Air Act.  
Ortiz told Administrator Lisa Jackson that he was pleased that the staff of EPA continue 
to work closely with the Texas Council on Environmental Quality to resolve differences 
on enforcement of the clean air law, but wants to be sure that area refineries and plants 
are not caught in the middle of a regulatory dispute.   
 
July 2, 2010 
The Honorable Lisa Jackson 
Administrator 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20460 
Dear Administrator Jackson: 
My office continues to monitor the progress of discussions between the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) and the Texas Council on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) 
concerning the flexible permit system submitted by TCEQ as part of its implementation 
of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990, and we are aware of EPA’s disapproval this 
week of TCEQ’s flexible permit program. 
I understand, following disapproval of the Texas Flexible Permits Program, 30 TAC 
Chapter 122, Subchapter G, that EPA is working actively with TCEQ to put in place a 
federally enforceable permit process under the Clean Air Act, and in fact, discussing a 
process in which flexible permit holders and permit applicants can convert to 
Subchapter B permits from the State of Texas in as little as 45 to 60 days, if they wish.  
We also understand that some conversions to Subchapter B are already underway in 
which applicants have had as long as six months to review and analyze their permitting 
history, including monitoring, reporting and recordkeeping data, and as long as 24 to 30 
months to complete the permitting process.  
I know we all share a commitment to safeguard the public’s health and protect our 
citizens from harmful air pollution.  At the same time, I intend to do everything I can to 
ensure the uninterrupted operation of permit holders.  As you know, there are several 
petrochemical refining and chemical facilities in the 27th Congressional District of 
Texas.  They provide thousands of well-paying, stable jobs and are an anchor of the 
Texas economy.   I want to be sure that they are not caught in the middle of a dispute 
over process between state and federal regulatory agencies.     
I’m pleased that your staff continues to work closely and cooperatively with TCEQ to 
resolve differences in interpretation over enforcement of the federal statute.  I hope you 
will keep my staff and I appraised of the progress of your discussions with TCEQ, and 
let us know if there is any way we can assist the process. 
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EDITORIAL / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 
================================================================== 
 
Guest opinion:  


Sound science, not politics, should guide atrazine regulation (Des Moines 
Register) 
 
DON COURSEY is an economist at the University of Chicago who has studied atrazine 
for Syngenta Crop Protection, Inc. Contact: d-coursey@uchicago.edu. July 7, 2010 
 
As the jobs forecast remains murky, federal policy makers should note a significant 
overhang that might yet impair both job creation and growth. 
 
Regulation moves the margins of profitability. The uncertainty created by unanticipated 
regulatory review puts research, development and capital spending on hold An ill-
founded result can devastate jobs for no reason. 
 
A good example of this is taking place at the Environmental Protection Agency. EPA 
and its predecessors have regulated the agricultural herbicide atrazine for more than 50 
years. EPA reviewed almost 6,000 studies before re-registering atrazine, several times 
more than similar compounds. In 2006, EPA finished an unprecedented 12-year review 
that included the largest multi-dose amphibian toxicological study ever. It found atrazine 
to be no threat to health or safety when used appropriately and scheduled its next 
product review for 2011. 
 
Yet in late 2009, after Obama administration appointees took the reins at EPA, it 
announced an unplanned review of atrazine - citing a New York Times article and a 
report by longtime atrazine opponents at Natural Resources Defense Council, which 
called for a ban on atrazine. 
 
The economics are clear. Based on studies I have conducted for an atrazine 
manufacturer, a gross, first-order estimate of banning atrazine shows between 21,000 
and 48,000 jobs related to corn production will be lost, with additional job losses in both 
the sugar cane and sorghum industries. The range is wide because we have never 
before banned a product on which so many depend and for which suitable 
replacements have a wide variety of prices and application regimes. 
 
Atrazine is widely used precisely because growers know it well and have learned its 
benefits. It does what it is supposed to do at a reasonable price. 
 
In 2003, EPA said that losing atrazine would cost corn growers an additional $28 per 
acre, on average. This figure includes more expensive alternatives and lost yields 
because the alternatives are less effective (or farmers would use them now). My 
research, which refers to additional factors, brackets EPA's result, finding replacement 
costs between $26 and $58 per acre. 
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If these low and high estimates are multiplied over the 2009 U.S. corn acres to which 
atrazine was applied, one finds atrazine's corn production economic value between $2.3 
billion and $5 billion. EPA's estimate - in 2003 dollars - of losing atrazine to corn, 
sorghum and sugar cane production was "in excess of" $2 billion per year. 
 
Using 2009 figures, the cash value equivalent created per U.S. labor force member - 
including unemployed workers - is about $93,000. Dividing the totals of $2.3 billion and 
$5 billion, respectively, produces estimated corn-production related job losses of 
between 21,000 and 48,000. 
 
Such a ban acts as a pure tax on corn production, so its impact will be felt distinctly in 
America's corn-growing rural heartland. Other losses, not included in the per-acre 
estimates, would be borne by society at large. 
 
For instance, sedimentary runoff is the top pollutant of our streams and rivers. Atrazine 
makes conservation tillage possible for many corn growers, keeping soil on the land and 
out of our water. Losing this societal benefit will bring incalculable costs to community 
water systems, meaning average Americans. 
 
Every incoming administration feels a need to differentiate itself from its predecessor. In 
the regulatory field, this can amount to "righting" perceived or real "wrongs." It is also 
normal for friends of any new administration to present their list of items on which they 
seek official vindication. This is why the safest course for the public - and the economy - 
is to maintain predictability by keeping sound science at the heart of regulatory 
decisions, not activist claims and heated rhetoric. 
 
Unplanned reviews to satisfy implacable activists may bring political benefits, but wiping 
out established inputs based on anything less than clear and compelling science treats 
jobs and income cheaply - and expresses wanton indifference to our need for economic 
recovery.  
 
 
 
 
July 6, 2010 


Overreaching EPA (Great Fall) 
 
I would like to express my gratitude to all U.S. Senators who recently voted against 
allowing the Environmental Protection Agency to impose an unprecedented level of 
regulation on American businesses and families. Unfortunately, Sens. Max Baucus and 
Jon Tester were not among those who stood up to the Obama administration's unwise 
regulation plan. 
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This bipartisan resolution, sponsored by Sen. Lisa Murkowski of Alaska, was designed 
to protect small business from the proposed EPA regulations. It failed by a 47-53 margin 
last Tuesday in the Senate. I'm encouraged because that vote signals that at least a few 
Democrats are willing to work across the aisle rather than blindly follow the 
administration. Hopefully, that bipartisan spirit can survive for the upcoming debate on 
the larger energy bill. 
 
Any increase in the regulatory realm of the Clean Air Act under the EPA would not only 
be against the act's original intent, but would further weaken the U.S. economy. With 
one out of every 10 Americans unemployed, nearly every household in America has 
been affected by the economic downturn. What we need is to take advantage of every 
opportunity to grow businesses and jobs. 
 
In order for our country to economically prosper, our energy companies must be free to 
push forward and develop new technology without having to fight off overreaching 
restrictions of the EPA. 
 
Montana deserves better. I urge Sens. Tester and Baucus to stop the partisan politics 
and work across the aisle during the upcoming energy debates in Congress. 
 
— Karli Hill, Lewistown 


 


Oil disaster should spark bold reform (Atlanta Journal Constitution) 
 
By Katharine Wilkinson and Sam Gill  
8:47 a.m. Tuesday, July 6, 2010  
As 20-somethings who grew up under the shadow of the Exxon-Valdez spill, we don’t 
agree with those who believe Deepwater Horizon will create lasting momentum for 
energy reform. Even the president recently compared the spill to the 9/11 attacks, 
saying it would shape “how we think about the environment and energy for many years 
to come.” 
 
Far from an indelible mark on our national psyche, history tells us that the Gulf spill will 
be forgotten soon after the well is finally controlled. 
 
Despite a succession of environmental catastrophes, our nation suffers from a short-
term memory problem that inhibits sustained attention to addressing our dangerous 
reliance on fossil fuels. The lesson should be clear: If we don’t act now, we never will. 
 
 
We were 6 years old in March 1989, when the Exxon-Valdez oil tanker ran aground off 
the coast of Alaska. The images that followed — more than 10 million gallons of oil 
gushing into Prince William Sound, birds coated in black muck, and oil-stained 
shorelines — remained etched in our young minds. 
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In elementary schools on opposite ends of the country, we learned about the spill and 
the cleanup, and environmental protection became the subject of countless classroom 
activities. Like our teachers and parents, we assumed the dire lesson of Exxon-Valdez 
would stay with our generation, making us lifelong warriors for a cleaner environment. 
But soon the images faded and, for many of our peers, the passion subsided. 
 
Every generation experiences an environmental disaster that captures the national 
spotlight, occasionally forces congressional action, and then rapidly fades from public 
view. 
 
A June 1969 fire in the Cuyahoga River helped spur the modern environmental 
movement and propelled creation of the Clean Water Act and the EPA. 
 
March 1979 saw the meltdown at Three Mile Island, and in April 1986, Reactor 4 at 
Chernobyl, Ukraine, set off the worst nuclear disaster in history — killing dozens and 
sickening thousands more. 
 
The power of these catastrophic moments derives from the way they put intense scenes 
of devastation on display, making it impossible to discount the costs of environmental 
negligence. The drama is critical. Polls show that issues such as jobs, the economy and 
national security routinely trump environmental concerns. Just three months ago, a 
Gallup/USA Today poll asked whether we should protect the environment if it risked 
economic growth, or focus on growth even if it harmed the environment. Over half (53 
percent) chose the economy. 
 
By the end of May, the numbers had reversed: 50 percent sided with the environment, 
and only 43 percent stuck with economic growth. 
 
This same trend has created a rare opportunity for the prospect of a new energy bill —
which only weeks ago had been left for dead. Recent polling by Joel Benenson, one of 
President Barack Obama’s pollsters, shows that support for clean energy and fossil fuel 
regulation enjoys substantially higher support now than in early May. 
 
Energy and pollution reform suddenly appeals to voters far beyond the traditional 
“Green Base” of liberal Democrats. Nearly two-thirds (63 percent) of independents 
support an energy bill, as do a large minority of Republicans (45 percent — compared 
to 47 percent who oppose). 
 
When major environmental disasters strike, we tend to treat them as if they accrue in 
our collective consciousness over time, each contributing to the overall reform cause. 
 
But they are actually much more fleeting. They tend to provoke strong initial reactions 
but soon retreat from public view. 
 
Deepwater Horizon may be the closest we’ll come to feeling the effects of our fossil fuel 
addiction here and now. 
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Now it’s time for Washington to capitalize on this moment before it passes — as it 
almost surely will. In time, we may erase the stain of oil from the Gulf. National support 
for energy reform is likely to fade much more quickly. 
 
 
Katharine Wilkinson of Atlanta and Sam Gill of Minneapolis were Rhodes Scholars at 
the University of Oxford. 


 
 


AIR 
================================================================== 


E.P.A. Issues Rules to Cut Air Pollution From Coal (New York Times) 
 
July 7, 2010 Wednesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section A; Column 0; National Desk; Pg. 10 
By JOHN M. BRODER 
WASHINGTON -- Acting under federal court order, the Obama administration proposed 
new air-quality rules on Tuesday for coal-burning power plants that officials said would 
bring major reductions in soot and smog from Texas to the Eastern Seaboard. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency is issuing the rules to replace a plan from the 
administration of President George W. Bush that a federal judge threw out in 2008, 
citing numerous flaws in the calculation of air-quality effects.  
 
Gina McCarthy, head of the E.P.A.'s air and radiation office, said the new rules would 
reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides by hundreds of thousands of 
tons a year and bring $120 billion in annual health benefits. Those benefits, Ms. 
McCarthy said, include preventing 14,000 to 36,000 premature deaths, 23,000 nonfatal 
heart attacks, 21,000 cases of acute bronchitis, 240,000 cases of aggravated asthma 
and 1.9 million missed school and work days. 
 
The rule would substantially reduce the unhealthy smog that shrouds American cities, 
especially during heat waves like the one now enveloping much of the East. 
 
The cost of compliance to utilities and other operators of smog-belching power plants 
would be $2.8 billion a year, according to E.P.A. estimates. 
 
''This is attempting to give people cleaner air to breathe,'' Ms. McCarthy said. 
 
The proposed regulation will require utilities operating coal-burning plants to install 
scrubbers and other technology to reduce emissions of the pollutants. Some companies 
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may decide to retire older plants rather than invest in new control measures because 
other new rules under the Clean Air Act are expected in the coming years. 
 
A spokesman for the utility industry said companies had already achieved large 
reductions in the pollutants since 1990.  
 
''E.P.A.'s new proposal would require dramatic reductions in power-sector emissions, on 
top of major reductions to date, on a very short timeline,'' said Dan Riedinger of the 
Edison Electric Institute, the main lobby for the utilities. 
 
The companies were grateful, Mr. Riedinger said, that they would be allowed to trade 
emissions permits, but the prospect of tougher standards on other pollutants beginning 
in 2012 created ''a great deal of regulatory uncertainty.''  
 
Environmental advocates welcomed the new rules, saying they were better than those 
proposed by the Bush administration and more likely to survive legal challenge. But they 
also said that the E.P.A. still had a lot of work to do. 
 
''The E.P.A. proposal is a big step in the right direction,'' said Frank O'Donnell of Clean 
Air Watch, an advocacy group. ''It's a step toward taming the environmental beast 
known as the coal-fired power plant. But it is only a first step. E.P.A. still needs to move 
ahead with plans next year to limit power plant emissions of toxic mercury and other 
hazardous air pollutants.'' 
 
The new rules do not address power plant emissions of carbon dioxide and five other 
pollutants that contribute to global warming. The Obama administration is moving 
forward with a plan to phase in regulation of such heat-trapping gases, a move that is 
being challenged in Congress and in the courts.  
 
The pollutants being singled out in the new rule making -- sulfur dioxide and nitrogen 
oxides -- react in the atmosphere to form fine particles (soot) and ground-level ozone 
(smog). They are easily carried by the wind and affect states and cities far downwind 
from the plants where they are produced. The proposed regulation, called a transport 
rule, would apply to power plants in 31 states east of the Rockies, with the exception of 
the Dakotas, Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine. 
 
The agency will hold hearings in the coming months. 


 


EPA targets coal-fired power plants (Los Angeles Times) 
July 7, 2010 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
MAIN NEWS; National Desk; Part A; Pg. 11 
EPA targets coal-fired power plants;  
The goal is to upgrade and cut emissions that foul the air in states east of the 
Mississippi. 
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By Michael Hawthorne 
In a move that portends cleaner air in communities east of the Mississippi River, the 
Obama administration cracked down Tuesday on smog- and soot-forming pollution from 
coal-fired power plants in 31 states and the District of Columbia.  
 
The proposed rule, which follows through on one of President Obama's campaign 
promises, renews an attempt by the Environmental Protection Agency to reduce 
pollution in areas around coal plants and in states downwind where air quality is 
hampered by sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide emissions. 
 
Combined with other state and federal regulations, the rule will reduce sulfur dioxide 
emissions from 2005 levels by 71% by 2014, the EPA said. Nitrogen oxide emissions 
would drop by 52%. 
 
The rule requires aging coal-fired power plants -- many of which were built in the 1940s 
and '50s -- to be upgraded with modern pollution controls. Scrubbers will need to be 
installed on more plants to cut back on sulfur dioxide emissions, and equipment known 
as selective catalytic reduction will be required to curb nitrogen oxides. 
 
States will be allowed to engage in limited trading of pollution credits as long as each 
stays below a set emissions limit. 
 
Coal plants are major sources of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides, which combine in 
the atmosphere to form lung-damaging smog and the fine particles commonly known as 
soot. The rule is expected to cost $2.8 billion a year but promises greater benefits from 
fewer emergency room visits and early deaths. 
 
"This rule is designed to cut pollution that spreads hundreds of miles and has enormous 
negative impacts on millions of Americans," EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson said in a 
statement. "We're working to limit pollution at its source, rather than waiting for it to 
move across the country." 
 
The George W. Bush administration proposed a similar action, known as the Clean Air 
Interstate Rule. But in 2008, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
decided the EPA had overstepped its authority and ordered the agency to revise the 
rule. 
 
As a result, many power companies scaled back their investments in pollution controls. 
Now those companies will have to decide whether it is more cost-effective to retrofit 
their dirtiest power plants or shut them down. 
 
mhawthorne@tribune.com 
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Carbon dioxide may endanger fish (Los Angeles Times) 
 
July 7, 2010 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
MAIN NEWS; bad desk code; Science Desk; Part A; Pg. 6 
Carbon dioxide may endanger fish;  
After high exposure to the greenhouse gas, they swim toward the smell of predators. 
By Amina Khan 
The ocean's rising carbon dioxide levels may cause many coral reef fish to swim toward 
the smell of predators rather than away from them, and thus toward likely death, marine 
ecologists said Tuesday. 
 
The greenhouse gas' ability to alter fish behavior for the worse points to an "unexpected 
potential impact of elevated carbon dioxide in the oceans," said Philip Munday, a marine 
ecologist at James Cook University in Queensland, Australia. 
 
Much study has been done on the effects of ocean acidification on coral and shelled 
animals, but little on how the effects would manifest in other forms of marine life, said 
Munday, who led the study published Tuesday in the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences. "What we wanted to find out was how it affects those that don't 
have a skeleton on their outside."  
 
The scientists put larval fish in water enriched with various levels of carbon dioxide, 
whose concentration in the oceans has been rising as a result of rising levels in Earth's 
atmosphere. The lowest was 390 parts per million (the current level in the ocean) and 
the highest 850 ppm (which the scientists estimated would be the carbon dioxide level 
in the water by the end of the century if current trends continue). Then the scientists 
allowed each of the larval fish to pick a water source, one that had been scented with a 
predator's chemical signature or one that was clear of dangerous smells. 
 
They did the experiment twice: once with baby clownfishes raised in captivity and once 
with wild-caught young damselfishes. 
 
Many coral reef fish can smell nearby predators, a key ability, biologists said, given 
what an appetizing snack larval fish make for rock cod, dottybacks and other larger fish. 
 
"They're kind of like Hershey's Kisses ... everybody's after them," said Mark Hay, a 
marine ecologist at the Georgia Institute of Technology, who was not involved in the 
study. 
 
Normally, larval fish would flee from the predator odors. But fish exposed to the highest 
levels of carbon dioxide in the experiment did not. They even seemed to be attracted to 
the very odor that should have set off their neuronal alarms. 
 
The scientists then tested these fish in the ocean. They lopped off pieces of coral reef 
and moved them to empty spots in the sand, making temporary one-fish habitats. 
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Experienced scuba divers discreetly watched each fish as it swam around its new 
home. 
 
They found that the fish that had spent time in the highest levels of carbon dioxide 
ventured farther away from their coral and acted much more boldly than their 
counterparts in normal water -- striking aggressively at food and exploring without trying 
to hide, for example. They were also five to nine times more likely to die. 
 
In other words, merely having been exposed to higher levels of carbon dioxide altered 
the behavior of the fish for some time after they were again in water with normal levels. 
 
Hay said the study's findings raised questions, such as how carbon dioxide affects a 
fish's ability to smell and whether the findings are applicable to many other types of fish 
and marine life. But he said the study shows that the effects of greenhouse gases on 
marine life could be far more complex and far-reaching than thought. 
 
"Most organisms don't have eyes, don't have ears; they rely extraordinarily deeply on 
those [chemical] cues to decide whether to eat the next thing or run from it or mate with 
it," he said. "Here's an example of dramatic alteration in the [biological] machinery ... 
that would be catastrophic for young fish." 
 
amina.khan@latimes.com 
 
 


Clean-air rules aim to replace old plan (Charlotte Observer) 
 
July 7, 2010 
WASHINGTON  The Obama administration is proposing new rules to tighten restrictions 
on pollution from coal-burning power plants in the eastern half of the country, a key step 
to cutting emissions that cause smog.  
 
The Environmental Protection Agency said the new rules would cut sulfur dioxide 
emissions by 71 percent from 2005 levels and nitrogen oxide emissions by 52 percent, 
both by 2014 .  
 
The regulation, known as the Clean Air Interstate Rule, requires 31 states from 
Massachusetts to Texas to reduce emissions that contribute to smog and soot and can 
travel long distances in the wind. The agency predicted the rule would prevent about 
14,000 to 36,000 premature deaths a year.  
 
The rule would overturn and toughen rules issued during the administration of former 
President George W. Bush.  
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A federal judge threw out the Bush rule in 2008, but an appeals court later reinstated it, 
while ordering the EPA to make changes that better explain how the rule protects public 
health.  
 
More than a dozen states, along with environmental groups, sued the EPA several year 
ago, contending that the Bush administration ignored its own experts when it decided in 
2006 not to lower the nearly decade-old standard.  
 
The proposed reductions should save more than $120 billion a year in avoided health 
costs and sick days and save thousands of lives each year, Jackson said. Those 
benefits would far outweigh the estimated $2.8 billion annual cost of compliance, she 
said.  
 
Environmental groups hailed the new rule as a step toward taming pollution from coal-
fired power plants and solving the problem of one state's emissions harming residents in 
other states.  
 
But industry groups said it will boost power prices and force many older coal-fired power 
plants to be closed. 


 


EPA plan targets power plant pollution (Wichita Eagle) 
 
July 7, 2010 
WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency on Tuesday proposed a new 
federal plan to reduce the pollution from electric power plants that wafts hundreds of 
miles across state lines.  
 
The new rule would require pollution reductions in 31 states, including Kansas, and the 
District of Columbia — most of the eastern half of the U.S., from Texas and Minnesota 
to the coast.  
 
To make the cuts, power plants would be required to install new equipment or use 
lower-sulfur fuels.  
 
The plan is one of the most significant steps the EPA has taken toward cleaning the air 
for millions of Americans who live in areas where the quality of the air doesn't meet 
national standards.  
 
It comes after many months of planning since a federal court ordered the EPA to revise 
its 2005 Clean Air Interstate Rule. Coincidentally, it was announced in the middle of a 
heat wave along the East Coast, where smoggy air was at unhealthy levels from North 
Carolina to New York state.  
 
Smog aggravates asthma and acute bronchitis and is linked to heart attacks. The EPA 
estimates that when the new plan is fully in effect in 2014 it will save as many as 36,000 
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lives a year. The agency says the rule also would improve visibility in parks and help 
protect natural environments that pollution has harmed, including Appalachian streams, 
lakes in the Adirondack Mountains and coastal waters.  
 
"What this is attempting to do is give people cleaner air to breathe," said Gina 
McCarthy, EPA's assistant administrator for air and radiation.  
 
The EPA estimated that electricity prices would increase less than 2 percent as a result 
of the pollution reduction requirements. It estimated that the benefits, mostly from better 
public health, would be $120 billion to $290 billion annually by 2014, and the 
compliance cost would be $2.8 billion per year.  
 
The new rule won't become final until after a 60-day public comment period, expected to 
begin later this month. The final rule is expected by mid-2011.  
 
The plan calls for the federal government to set a pollution limit for each state that 
produces pollution that crosses into another state. The previous plan allowed for a 
regional rather than state-by-state limit.  
 
Only limited trading of pollution permits among states would be allowed. The earlier 
EPA plan, from the Bush administration, allowed regional trading.  
 
Plan begins in 2012  
 
If the plan becomes final, states will be required to reduce sulfur dioxide and nitrogen 
oxide emissions that cross state lines beginning in 2012, within a year after the rule is 
finalized. By 2014, the rule and other state and EPA actions would reduce power plant 
sulfur dioxide emissions by 71 percent over 2005 levels and nitrogen oxide emissions 
by 52 percent.  
 
"Power plants spew so much of these pollutants that they must be cleaned up if our 
nation hopes to reduce the burden of ozone smog and particle pollution in the East and 
Midwest," Charles Connor, president of the American Lung Association, said in a 
statement. He said the new rule was an important step forward but needed to be 
strengthened.  
 
Dan Riedinger, a spokesman for the Edison Electric Institute, an industry group for 
power plants, said the power industry already had reduced emissions over the past two 
decades. He said the EPA's proposal would require "dramatic reductions in power 
sector emissions, on top of major reductions to date, on a very short timeline." In 
addition, he said, a further change in the ozone standard that's expected soon "leaves 
the power sector exposed to a great deal of regulatory uncertainty."  
 
The new rule applies to all power plants, but coal is the most polluting fuel.  
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The EPA is planning other pollution reductions — including stricter standards for ozone, 
or smog — later this year. It's expected to tighten restrictions on mercury and other 
hazardous pollutants, as well. The agency also is considering whether to regulate coal 
ash as a hazardous waste. A combination of these regulations would add costs for coal-
fired power plants.  
 
The EPA's McCarthy said the transport rule by itself wasn't likely to force any of the 
country's older and dirtier coal plants to shut down. 
 
 
July 7, 2010 


Clean Air Coalition to meet with EPA, DEC (Tonawanda News) 
 
Staff Reports The Tonawanda News 
TOWN OF TONAWANDA — The Clean Air Coalition of WNY is hosting a public 
meeting tonight to brief residents on improvements made at the embattled Tonawanda 
Coke facility on River Road. 
 
Representatives from the Environmental Protection Agency and the state Department of 
Environmental Conservation will attend the meeting, scheduled for 7 p.m. at the 
Sheridan Parkside Community Center. 
 
The Clean Air Coalition has been working since April to schedule tonight’s meeting to 
get an update from regulators on getting Tonawanda Coke to improve its practices. 
 
In January, the EPA issued Tonawanda Coke three notices of violations documenting 
dozens of air, water and hazardous waste violations, while mandating that the company 
make significant improvements in the plant or be subject to fines up to $37,500 each 
day the plant is out of compliance. 
 
The EPA said the plant was in violation of the Clean Air Act for uncontrolled releases of 
ammonia and benzene. 
 
Last month the DEC issued three more violation notices accusing Tonawanda Coke of 
pollution-related violations. 
 
The DEC also charged that the plant violated its air permit and the requirements of a 
1981 consent order, which set strict limits on emissions caused by leaks. 
 
Tonawanda Coke is owned by J.D. Crane, whose facility in Erie, Pa., also has come 
under fire for similar violations. The Clean Air Coalition recently met with environmental 
groups in Erie to see how they’ve worked to get Erie Coke to clean up its operations. 
 
Tonight’s presentation will provide information on the changes the plant has made since 
the violation notices were issued. Federal and state regulators have been directly 
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involved in the compliance work at Tonawanda Coke, and will provide a complete 
overview of the improvements made. 
 
A question and answer session will follow. 
 
In addition to tonight’s meeting, the Clean Air Coalition will host Jim Bowers from the 
New York State Department of Health at 7 p.m. July 15, also at the Sheridan Parkside 
Community Center. 
 
Bowers will share information on the health study that was conducted for Tonawanda. 
 


 


EPA sets limits on interstate polluting (St. Louis Post-Dispatch) 
 
July 7, 2010 
WASHINGTON • The Environmental Protection Agency on Tuesday proposed a new 
federal plan to reduce the pollution from electric power plants that wafts hundreds of 
miles across state lines.  
 
The new rule would require pollution reductions in 31 states, including Missouri and 
Illinois, and the District of Columbia. To make the cuts, power plants would be required 
to install new equipment or use lower-sulfur fuels.  
 
The plan calls for the federal government to set a pollution limit for each state that 
produces pollution that crosses into another state. A previous plan, enacted under 
President George W. Bush, allowed for a regional rather than state-by-state limit.  
 
If the new plan becomes final, states will be required to reduce sulfur dioxide and 
nitrogen oxide emissions that cross state lines beginning in 2012. Only limited trading of 
pollution permits among states would be allowed. The Bush administration plan allowed 
regional trading.  
 
The new plan aims to improve air quality in areas that don't meet national standards and 
comes after several months of planning since a federal court ordered the EPA to revise 
its 2005 Clean Air Interstate Rule.  
 
"What this is attempting to do is give people cleaner air to breathe," said Gina 
McCarthy, the EPA's assistant administrator for air and radiation.  
 
The new rule won't become final until after a 60-day public comment period, expected to 
begin later this month. The final rule is expected by mid-2011.  
 
The new rule would apply to all power plants, but coal plants, which are used widely 
across the Midwest, use the most polluting fuel.  
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McCarthy said the transport rule by itself wasn't likely to force any of the country's older 
and dirtier coal plants to shut down. But the EPA also is planning other pollution 
reductions — including stricter standards for ozone, or smog — later this year. It's 
expected to tighten restrictions on mercury and other hazardous pollutants as well.  
 
The agency also is considering whether to regulate coal ash as a hazardous waste. A 
combination of these regulations would add costs for coal-fired power plants.  
 
The EPA estimates that electricity prices would increase less than 2 percent as a result 
of the pollution reduction requirements proposed Tuesday. The cost to the industry is 
estimated at $2.8 billion per year.  
 
But Dan Riedinger, a spokesman for industry group Edison Electric Institute, said the 
EPA's proposal would require "dramatic reductions in power sector emissions, on top of 
major reductions to date, on a very short timeline." In addition, he said, a further change 
in the ozone standard that's expected soon "leaves the power sector exposed to a great 
deal of regulatory uncertainty."  
 
Proponents of the changes point to the expected savings in other areas. The EPA 
estimated that the benefits of the new rules, mostly from better public health, would be 
$120 billion to $290 billion annually by 2014.  
 
"Power plants spew so much of these pollutants that they must be cleaned up if our 
nation hopes to reduce the burden of ozone smog and particle pollution in the East and 
Midwest," Charles Connor, the president of the American Lung Association, said in a 
statement. He said the new rule was an important step forward but needed to be 
strengthened.  


 


Utilities May Shut Smaller, Dirtier Plants Under U.S. EPA Rules (Bloomberg) 
 
July 07, 2010, 1:16 AM EDT 
By Kim Chipman 
July 7 (Bloomberg) -- The Obama administration proposed tougher air pollution rules for 
31 states from Massachusetts to Texas that may lead energy companies to shut some 
power plants. 
 
American Electric Power Co., the biggest U.S. producer of coal-fueled electricity, and 
Southern Co., the second largest, are among companies that may be affected by the 
regulations announced yesterday by the Environmental Protection Agency to curb smog 
and acid rain. The rules would take effect in 2012. 
 
“It’s generally a negative for all of them,” Kevin Book, managing director at ClearView 
Energy Partners LLC, a Washington-based policy analysis firm, said in an interview. 
“They are either going to have to buy new technology, switch the fuel they use or shut 
down plants.” 
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The rules, tightening those issued by the Bush administration five years ago for pollution 
that crosses state lines, would add $2.8 billion in annual costs for utilities, the EPA said 
yesterday. 
 
The regulations will probably trigger the closing of the “smallest and dirtiest coal plants” 
when coupled with new limits expected from the EPA for mercury emissions from coal- 
fired generators, K. Whitney Stanco, a Washington-based analyst with Concept Capital, 
said in a research note to clients yesterday before the rules were announced. 
 
The agency doesn’t know whether the regulations would result in shutting plants, Gina 
McCarthy, the EPA’s assistant administrator, said on a conference call yesterday with 
reporters. 
 
The EPA said the regulations would result in more than $120 billion in annual health 
benefits in 2014, protecting Americans against illnesses from asthma to heart attacks 
that have been linked to air pollution. 
 
Breathing Unhealthy Air 
 
“Millions of people continue to breathe unhealthy air,” McCarthy said. 
 
The Obama regulations would cut sulfur dioxide, which produces acid rain, by 71 
percent by 2014 from 2005 levels, according to the EPA. It would reduce nitrogen oxide, 
the cause of smog, by 52 percent over the same period. 
 
A federal court rejected in 2008 the regulations issued under President George W. 
Bush, saying the EPA sought to create an unlawful emissions-trading program. The 
Obama administration’s proposed rewrite of those rules would limit trading of pollution 
rights while slashing permitted levels of pollutants. 
 
The standard for sulfur dioxide is more stringent than Bush’s and starts earlier than had 
been expected, an industry group said. 
 
‘Very Short Timeline’ 
 
“EPA’s new proposal would require dramatic reductions in power-sector emissions, on 
top of major reductions to date, on a very short timeline,” Dan Riedinger, a spokesman 
for the Edison Electric Institute, a Washington-based trade association representing 
utility companies including AEP, Southern and Duke Energy Corp., said in a statement 
yesterday. The standard “leaves the power sector exposed to a great deal of regulatory 
uncertainty.” 
 
The new regulations, known as transport rules, would protect the public from the health 
dangers better than those issued under Bush, and the requirements would achieve 
“greater reductions more quickly,” McCarthy of the EPA said. 
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“This rule represents an important and necessary step to cut the harmful air pollution 
that forms smog and deadly soot pollution from the industrial sector most responsible 
for these emissions,” the Natural Resources Defense Council, a New York- based 
environmental group, said in a statement. 
 
The proposal caused the sulfur-dioxide emissions market to trade lower yesterday, in 
part because the rules appear to eliminate the ability to use surplus sulfur-dioxide 
trading permits, Paul Tesoriero, director of environmental trading at Evolution Markets 
LLC in White Plains, New York, said in an interview. 
 
Limited Cap-and-Trade 
 
The EPA is proposing that emissions be reduced through a limited cap-and-trade 
system among the states and Washington, D.C., letting companies that exceed their 
pollution limits buy credits from those that pollute less. 
 
The EPA also proposed two alternative approaches, one that would permit emissions 
trading only within a state and another that would enable a company to trade pollution 
rights among its own power plants. 
 
“These are pretty aggressive cuts,” Tesoriero said. “Companies are going to have to 
figure out a way to meet the reductions. They will have to put in controls faster than they 
possibly thought they would have to.” 
 
Duke Commenting Later 
 
Duke Energy spokesman Tom Williams said the Charlotte, North Carolina-based 
company would release a statement during the EPA’s 60-day public comment period for 
the rules. Duke, the third-largest operator of U.S. coal-burning power plants, had sued 
to overturn a part of the Bush administration’s rule that based emissions-trading 
allowances on 20-year-old data. 
 
Melissa McHenry, a spokeswoman for Columbus, Ohio-based AEP, said the company 
is reviewing the EPA’s statement. Valerie Hendrickson, a spokeswoman for Atlanta-
based Southern Co., the second-biggest U.S. utility owner, didn’t return calls seeking 
comment yesterday. 
 
Under Bush’s rules, the cap on sulfur dioxide would have been about 4.66 million tons a 
year, while the proposed regulations would permit about 3.4 million tons a year, Book 
said. 
 
“This is another example of the Obama administration trying to be very aggressive in 
satisfying their environmental constituency,” Jeff Holmstead, a former assistant 
administrator at the EPA and now a partner at Bracewell & Giuliani LLP in Washington, 
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said in an interview. “The industry will be surprised just how tight the sulfur dioxide caps 
are.” 
 
--With assistance from Simon Lomax in Washington and Allison Bennett in New York. 
Editors: Larry Liebert, Joe Winski 
 
To contact the reporter on this story: Kim Chipman in Washington at 
KChipman@bloomberg.net 
 
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Larry Liebert at lliebert@bloomberg.net 
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Westport Engine Receives 2010 EPA Certification (TruckingInfo) 
 
Westport Innovations' GX 2010 15L engine has been certified by the Environmental 
Protection Agency to 2010 emissions standards. 
The GX engine is certified and compliant to U.S. EPA 2010 emission limits of no more 
than 0.2 g/bhp-hr (grams per brake horsepower-hour) of nitrogen and 0.01 g/bhp-hr of 
particulate matter (PM) without the use of emissions credits.  
 
"With EPA certification, Westport's GX engine meets the most stringent current North 
American emissions standards, in addition to providing fleets the energy security and 
robust performance the GX is known for," said Jonathan Burke, vice president of GX 
sales and market development at Westport. "2010 trucks with the Westport GX engine, 
now available for sale to interested customers in North America, will have superior fuel 
economy while maintaining high reliability and performance." 
 
 


TXI to keep Midlothian wet cement kilns closed (Associated Press) 
 
By TERRY WALLACE (AP) 
DALLAS — Texas Industries announced Tuesday that it will close all four of its wet-
process cement kilns in Midlothian permanently, handing a victory to grass-roots 
opponents who had waged a lengthy fight over downwind pollution from the plants. 
The TXI plant in Midlothian, 25 miles southwest of Dallas, is part of the nation's greatest 
concentration of cement plants. 
The Dallas-based construction materials company said in a statement that, henceforth, 
it would rely on the plant's dry-process kiln that the citizen activists agree burns cleaner 
and uses more up-to-date technology. 
"It's the culmination of a 21-year fight that began in 1989 by a group of residents who 
found that burning hazardous waste in cement kilns was not a good idea," said Jim 
Schermbeck, director of the group Downwinders at Risk. 
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TXI called the closings "an opportunity to enhance the operational efficiency of TXI's 
modern (dry-process) kiln at the same plant," as well as "result in reduced emissions." 
The company said the move will have no effect on the present force of 170 workers at 
the plant. 
The decision does not call for demolition of the four wet kilns, which had been idled 
since 2008 by a construction market shrunken by the economic recession, said TXI 
spokesman David Perkins. However, upgrades to the 50-year-old units would be 
impractical, he said. 
As for future demolition, "obviously that will be a consideration," Perkins said. 
Aside from TXI's dry-process kiln, the move leaves two dry-process cement kilns run in 
Midlothian by Waltham, Mass.-based Holcim (US) Inc. and three wet-process cement 
kilns run by Overland Park, Kan.-based Ash Grove Cement Co. Schermbeck said the 
cement kiln fight would now focus on the Ash Grove kilns. 
A message left with an Ash Grove spokeswoman Tuesday was not returned. 
State, local or industry officials had long said decades of studies prove the air around 
the nation's largest concentration of cement plants is just fine. Residents, however, 
have reported a list of health woes they have attributed to air pollution from the plants. 
In Midlothian, the plants are tightly clustered a few miles apart in this town of about 
16,000 just south of Dallas. The factories, with 10 massive kilns that bake limestone and 
other ingredients into cement at temperatures up to 2,800 degrees, can produce up to 6 
million tons of cement a year by a pollution-producing process fueled mostly by coal, 
hazardous waste or old tires. 
According to the most recent EPA statistics, the plants in 2007 emitted about 300 tons 
of sulfuric acid, nearly 20 tons of benzene, and smaller amounts of mercury, chromium, 
manganese and other chemicals. Those emissions were within the annual limits allowed 
on their state emissions permits. 
The announcement came six days after the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
officially overturned a 16-year-old Texas air permitting program it says violates the 
Clean Air Act. However, Perkins said that was not a factor in TXI's decision 
 
 


EPA targets pollution from power plants (Baltimore Sun) 
 
Proposed rule could make Maryland's air cleaner 
By Timothy B. Wheeler, The Baltimore Sun 
8:14 PM EDT, July 6, 2010 
As Maryland and much of the Northeast suffered through unhealthy air quality Tuesday, 
the Environmental Protection Agency proposed new curbs on power plant pollution that 
drifts from the Midwest across the eastern United States. 
EPA's "transport rule" would target power plant emissions in 31 states and the District of 
Columbia, aiming to reduce smog and soot pollution that is tied to premature deaths, 
asthma, heart attacks and other health problems. 
The rule was drawn up to replace an interstate air pollution regulation adopted by the 
Bush administration in 2005, which a federal court ordered the EPA to redo two years 
ago. It is expected to reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide by 71 percent by 2014 and of 
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nitrogen oxide by 52 percent. The two pollutants form fine particulate or soot pollution 
and ground-level ozone, or smog, which are linked to widespread health problems, 
including missed school and work. 
"This enables the Clean Air Act to work as intended," said Gina McCarthy, the assistant 
EPA administrator. "It'll help downwind states attain health-based standards." 
Jay Apperson, spokesman for the Maryland Department of the Environment, said the 
EPA action should help clean the state's air, since officials estimate that up to 70 
percent of the ozone detected in Maryland drifts here from other places. 
The EPA analysis said the curbs would help eliminate unhealthful levels of fine 
particulate or soot pollution in Baltimore by 2014 and would help keep ozone pollution 
from slipping back into unhealthful levels in Anne Arundel County. But Apperson said 
that the EPA was relying on old information and that both areas now meet federal air-
quality standards. 
Maryland's Healthy Air Act, adopted in 2006, requires the state's power plants to reduce 
sulfur dioxide by 85 percent and sulfur dioxide by 75 percent, Apperson said. 
However, further reducing emissions by power plants in other states should help 
Maryland improve its air quality, Apperson said. The EPA had announced earlier this 
year that it plans to lower the threshold for safe exposure to ground-level ozone, saying 
that research indicates harmful effects at lower levels than the current standard allows. 
EPA officials said the agency probably would call for further emissions cuts in 2012. 
Environmentalists applauded the EPA move, but said more action is needed to prevent 
health problems caused by air pollution. 
"You couldn't find a day more appropriate to say we need to do more to clean up the 
air," said Frank O'Donnell of Clean Air Watch in Washington. 
While Maryland's air quality has improved, it still experiences periods of harmful smog. 
On Tuesday, ozone in Maryland reached "Code Red" levels for the second straight day, 
bad enough that experts urge that everyone — not just people with breathing or heart 
problems — stay indoors. The "Code Red" level was measured in Davidsonville in Anne 
Arundel County. "Code Orange" levels were detected in five other places, including 
Essex and Edgewood, with children and sensitive individuals urged to limit time 
outdoors. 
But an industry lobbyist warned that the proposed rule risks power brownouts in the 
East. 
Scott Segal, a lawyer with Bracewell-Guiliani in Washington, said the new rule is 
"significantly more stringent" than the one produced by the Bush administration. He 
contended that it would raise the cost of generating power and could prompt some 
plants to close. 
McCarthy said she did not expect power companies to close plants rather than upgrade 
them to meet stricter emissions limits. 
The regulation proposes allowing companies to buy and trade emissions credits, though 
there is less latitude than under the Bush rule. The EPA estimates health and lost-work 
benefits at $120 billion, including tens of thousands fewer premature deaths and heart 
attacks, which the agency says far outweighs the projected compliance costs of $2.8 
billion. 
But McCarthy said she expects that the proposed regulation will be challenged in court 
once it's finalized, which would occur after a 60-day period for comment. 
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E.P.A. Issues Coal Air Pollution Rules (New York Times) 
 
By JOHN M. BRODER 
WASHINGTON — Acting under federal court order, the Obama administration proposed 
new air-quality rules on Tuesday for coal-burning power plants that officials said would 
bring major reductions in soot and smog from Texas to the Eastern Seaboard.  
The Environmental Protection Agency is issuing the rules to replace a plan from the 
administration of President George W. Bush that a federal judge threw out in 2008, 
citing numerous flaws in the calculation of air-quality effects.  
Gina McCarthy, head of the E.P.A.’s air and radiation office, said the new rules would 
reduce emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides by hundreds of thousands of 
tons a year and bring $120 billion in annual health benefits. Those benefits, Ms. 
McCarthy said, include preventing 14,000 to 36,000 premature deaths, 23,000 nonfatal 
heart attacks, 21,000 cases of acute bronchitis, 240,000 cases of aggravated asthma 
and 1.9 million missed school and work days.  
The rule would substantially reduce the unhealthy smog that shrouds American cities, 
especially during heat waves like the one now enveloping much of the East.  
The cost of compliance to utilities and other operators of smog-belching power plants 
would be $2.8 billion a year, according to E.P.A. estimates.  
“This is attempting to give people cleaner air to breathe,” Ms. McCarthy said.  
The proposed regulation will require utilities operating coal-burning plants to install 
scrubbers and other technology to reduce emissions of the pollutants. Some companies 
may decide to retire older plants rather than invest in new control measures because 
other new rules under the Clean Air Act are expected in the coming years.  
A spokesman for the utility industry said companies had already achieved large 
reductions in the pollutants since 1990.  
“E.P.A.’s new proposal would require dramatic reductions in power-sector emissions, on 
top of major reductions to date, on a very short timeline,” said Dan Riedinger of the 
Edison Electric Institute, the main lobby for the utilities.  
The companies were grateful, Mr. Riedinger said, that they would be allowed to trade 
emissions permits, but the prospect of tougher standards on other pollutants beginning 
in 2012 created “a great deal of regulatory uncertainty.”  
Environmental advocates welcomed the new rules, saying they were better than those 
proposed by the Bush administration and more likely to survive legal challenge. But they 
also said that the E.P.A. still had a lot of work to do.  
“The E.P.A. proposal is a big step in the right direction,” said Frank O’Donnell of Clean 
Air Watch, an advocacy group. “It’s a step toward taming the environmental beast 
known as the coal-fired power plant. But it is only a first step. E.P.A. still needs to move 
ahead with plans next year to limit power plant emissions of toxic mercury and other 
hazardous air pollutants.”  
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The new rules do not address power plant emissions of carbon dioxide and five other 
pollutants that contribute to global warming. The Obama administration is moving 
forward with a plan to phase in regulation of such heat-trapping gases, a move that is 
being challenged in Congress and in the courts.  
The pollutants being singled out in the new rule making — sulfur dioxide and nitrogen 
oxides — react in the atmosphere to form fine particles (soot) and ground-level ozone 
(smog). They are easily carried by the wind and affect states and cities far downwind 
from the plants where they are produced. The proposed regulation, called a transport 
rule, would apply to power plants in 31 states east of the Rockies, with the exception of 
the Dakotas, Vermont, New Hampshire and Maine.  
The agency will hold hearings in the coming months.  
 
 


EPA proposes new rule to cut air pollution from power plants (West Virginia 
Public Broadcasting) 
 
By Ben Adducchio 
July 6, 2010 • The Environmental Protection Agency is proposing new changes to air 
pollution regulations that are intended to cut power plant emissions that drift in 31 
eastern states and the District of Columbia.  
Under the new rule the EPA hopes to cut sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide emissions 
that cross state lines.  
  
The EPA plans to cut sulfur dioxide emissions by 71 percent by 2014, over levels in 
2005.  
  
Nitrogen oxide emissions would also drop by 52 percent.  
  
Gina McCarthy is the EPA’s assistant administrator for air and radiation. 
  
"I think it is a large statement for us moving forward, but again, it’s not the final answer," 
she said. 
  
The EPA believes the rule will yield more than $120 billion in annual health benefits.  
  
The agency will take public comment on the proposal for 60 days and also plans to 
schedule public hearings.  
  
Dates and locations for the hearings will be announced soon. 
 
 
 


The Amazing Benefits of EPA’s New Air Pollution Proposal (OMB Watch) 
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 Today, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) announced its plan to regulate 
air pollution that crosses state lines. The so-called clean air transport rule targets 
downwind emissions, mainly smog and soot, from power plants in 31 states (mostly in 
the east) and D.C. 
The rule is still in the proposed stage; EPA does not plan to finalize it until the summer 
of 2011. If finalized, the rule would require a significant reduction in air pollution and, as 
a result, lead to significant public health gains. (See more on the details of the rule 
here.) 
When industry lobbyists and conservatives talk about regulation, the discussion is 
usually centered around the economic impact of regulation, that is, the costs of 
compliance and the impact on the free market. As a result, cost discussions shape 
Congressional debates, permeate media accounts, and even color the way regulators 
view their work. (In my opinion, industry and conservatives are better at promoting their 
message than liberals and public interest types are at promoting theirs – that regulation 
can help people in real ways.) 
Too often, the benefits of regulation are ignored. That’s because, in part, regulations’ 
benefits are often realized farther into the future than their costs. It’s also because, in 
some cases, benefits are invisible – they are the absence of a risk or the avoidance of a 
damaging event. If sufficient regulations had been in place to prevent the BP-Deepwater 
Horizon oil spill, how would we have ever witnessed the benefits? 
EPA estimated the benefits of its clean air transport rule, and while the monetary 
estimate is impressive in its own right, the health and welfare statistics are truly 
amazing: 
Today’s action would yield more than $120 billion in annual health benefits in 2014, 
including avoiding an estimated 14,000 to 36,000 premature deaths, 23,000 nonfatal 
heart attacks, 21,000 cases of acute bronchitis, 240,000 cases of aggravated asthma, 
and 1.9 million days when people miss school or work due to ozone- and particle 
pollution-related symptoms. [Emphasis added.]  
That’s just for one year, people. (EPA estimates the rule’s costs at $2.8 billion for 2014.) 
Protections like these, whether for air pollution, consumer products, or workplace 
hazards, are critical to Americans’ well-being and often, their very lives. It’s an idea that 
needs to be discussed more often. 
(Matthew Madia 07/06/10)  


 


EPA Proposes New Regs on Power Plant Pollution (Main Public Broadcasting 
Network) 
 
07/06/2010 02:40 PM ET     
The regs are intended to cut down on air pollution that blows long distances across 
state lines, and causing smog and other health threats downwind. 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is proposing new air quality regulations on 
power plants that are aimed at cutting smog-producing pollutants that blow across 
boundaries into eastern states, including Maine. 
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EPA officials say the new rules would affect power plants in 31 states and the District of 
Columbia. The new proposal, called the transport rule, would cut sulfer dioxide 
emissions by 71 percent over 2005 levels, and nitrogen oxides by 52 percent, by the 
year 2014, the EPA says.  
 
The pollutants react in the atmosphere to create fine particle pollution and ozone, which 
have been linked to serious health problems, including asthma and heart attacks. 
"We're working to limit pollution at its source, rather than waiting for it to move across 
the country," says EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson in a statement. She says the 
reductions will save lives and billions in health care costs. 
 
Maine has long been described as being at the "tail pipe" of the nation. Jackson says 
the rules are aimed at helping states that have trouble complying with air quality 
standards due to pollution blowing over their borders.  
 
A public comment period and hearings will be held on the proposal. The states where 
power plants would be affected by the rules are outlined in the map below. 


 


Ortiz urges resolution between federal, state regulatory agencies (Corpus Christi 
Caller Times) 
 
Other congressional leaders sent letters last month 
By Fanny S. Chirinos  
Originally published 01:23 p.m., July 6, 2010  
Updated 01:50 p.m., July 6, 2010  
CORPUS CHRISTI — U.S. Rep. Solomon P. Ortiz, D-Corpus Christi, has joined the list 
of Texas congressional leaders urging the Environmental Protection Agency to resolve 
its disagreement with the state's environmental agency.  
 
The dispute involves the air permitting process for some of Texas' largest employers -- 
refineries and other chemical plants. 
 
The federal agency in May took over the operating permit of Flint Hills Resources East 
refinery in Corpus Christi after objecting that the Texas Commission on Environmental 
Quality process violates the U.S. Clean Air Act. Two more local refineries, Flint Hills 
West and Valero East, are among 40 state companies with pending permits the EPA 
has objected to. 
 
The federal Clean Air Act requires refineries with multiple units to have a permit for each 
unit. Texas allows those refineries to operate under an umbrella permit known as a flex 
permit instead. 
 
Texas' two U.S. senators and 26 U.S. House representatives sent two letters to the 
Environmental Protection Agency last month urging a quick resolution between it and 
the state agency on air permitting issues. Ortiz's legislative aide said the congressman 
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didn't sign one letter because it wasn't bipartisan and the other because of time 
constraints. 
 
In a letter dated Friday to EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, Ortiz wrote that he was 
pleased the EPA was working closely with the state agency to resolve differences and 
that he wants to ensure the uninterrupted operation of permit holders. 
 
"As you know, there are several petrochemical refining and chemical facilities in the 
27th Congressional District of Texas," Ortiz wrote. "They provide thousands of well-
paying, stable jobs and are an anchor of the Texas economy. I want to be sure that they 
are not caught in the middle of a dispute over process between state and federal 
regulatory agencies." 
 
 
 
 
JULY 6, 2010, 1:20 P.M. ET 


EPA Proposes to Cut Power-Plant Emissions in 31 States (Wall Street Journal) 
 
By MARK PETERS And TENNILLE TRACY 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency announced new rules Tuesday to cut air 
pollution from power plants, in an attempt to revive a five-year-old plan to reduce smog 
and soot in the Eastern U.S. 
 
The agency plan is aimed at slashing the emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen 
oxides, mainly from coal-fired power plants, in 31 states and the District of Columbia. 
The rule replaces a program announced in 2005 by the EPA under President George 
W. Bush, but was sent back to be rewritten by the agency by a federal appeals court. 
 
The plan is one of several new regulations expected to curb pollution from coal-fired 
power plants in the coming years, likely forcing the shutdown of many older units. The 
EPA estimates the new rule would cost $2.8 billion a year, but envisages sweeping 
health benefits from reduced emergency-room visits to fewer premature deaths. 
 
The new proposal would require emissions cuts in the Southeast, Northeast and 
Midwest starting in 2012. The program would employ limited trading of pollution 
allowances among states, but also require each state to meet pollution limits. The EPA 
also will seek comment on two other alternative rules that likely would place additional 
limits on allowance trading. States would be tasked with formulating plans to reduce 
their contribution to pollution levels in other states. 
 
"This rule is designed to cut pollution that spreads hundreds of miles and has enormous 
negative impacts on millions of Americans," EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said in a 
press release. 
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By 2014, the proposed rule and other state and EPA steps would reduce sulfur dioxide 
emissions by 71% from 2005 levels. Nitrogen-oxide emissions would drop by 52%. 
 
The Bush administration rule called the Clean Air Interstate Rule used the nation's first 
cap-and-trade programs—started in the 1990s to cut acid rain and smog—to achieve 
further emission reductions. 
 
The plan prompted a flurry of activity in U.S. emissions markets and increased 
investments by utilities in pollution controls. But a federal appeals court in July 2008 
rejected the rule, saying it was fatally flawed, and sent it back to the EPA to rewrite. 
That drove some utilities to pull back on pollution-control projects, while the thriving 
market for U.S. emission allowances collapsed and remains in disarray. 
 
Write to Mark Peters at mark.peters@dowjones.com and Tennille Tracy at 
tennille.tracy@dowjones.com 
 
 


EPA Proposes Reducing Pollution From Power-Plants (Bloomberg 
Businessweek) 
 
July 06, 2010, 1:44 PM EDT 
By Kim Chipman 
July 6 (Bloomberg) -- The Obama administration proposed regulations limiting air 
pollution from power plants in 31 eastern states and Washington, D.C., a rewrite of rules 
aimed at curbing smog and acid rain. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency’s rules would revamp those issued by the Bush 
administration in 2005 for pollution that crosses state lines, the agency said today on a 
conference call with reporters. 
 
The regulations, called transport rules, would result in more than $120 billion in annual 
health benefits in 2014 while adding $2.8 billion in yearly costs for utilities, the agency 
said. Pollution from power plants has been linked to illnesses such as asthma and heart 
attacks, the EPA said. 
 
“Millions of people continue to breathe unhealthy air,” Gina McCarthy, the EPA’s 
assistant administrator, said on the call. 
 
The proposed regulations would cut sulfur dioxide, which causes acid rain, 71 percent 
by 2014 from 2005 levels and nitrogen oxide, the cause of smog, by 52 percent over the 
same period, according to the EPA. 
 
“Yesterday most of the East Coast had pretty lousy ozone days” as temperatures 
soared, McCarthy said, referring to ground-level ozone formed when chemicals from 
burning fossil fuels combine with sunlight. 
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A federal appeals court struck down the Bush administration’s regulations two years 
ago, saying it overstepped its authority in creating the Clean Air Interstate Rule, which 
reduced allowable emissions of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxide in 28 eastern U.S. 
states. 
 
The EPA expects the new rules to be challenged in court, McCarthy said. She said the 
requirements will achieve “greater reductions” more quickly than those issued under 
former President George W. Bush. 
 
--With assistance from Christopher Martin. Editors: Larry Liebert, Steve Geimann 
 
To contact the reporter on this story: Kim Chipman in Washington at 
KChipman@bloomberg.net 
 
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Larry Liebert at lliebert@bloomberg.net 
 
 


EPA unveils rules on smog-forming emissions from power plants (Greenwire) 
 
 (07/06/2010) 
Gabriel Nelson, E&E reporter 
U.S. EPA released proposed rules today for smog and soot-forming emissions from 
power plants, setting up the start of a rulemaking process that could influence Senate 
negotiations on an energy and climate bill. 
 
Cleared by the White House Office of Management and Budget last week, the program 
announced today by EPA air chief Gina McCarthy would supersede the Clean Air 
Interstate Rule, a George W. Bush-era program that capped emissions of sulfur dioxide 
(SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) from power plants. Those pollutants are frequently 
carried by air currents, accumulating in the northeastern United States and making it 
more difficult for those "tailpipe" states to meet air quality standards. 
 
Though the "transport" rule could have teeth on its own, experts say, it could also suffer 
the same legal fate as its predecessor, which was struck down in 2008 by U.S. Circuit 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. The court's unusually acerbic decision 
described the program as "fundamentally flawed," saying it failed to "connect states' 
emissions reductions to any measure of their own significant contributions." 
 
With both industry groups and public health advocates seeking a measure of certainty, 
the release of the CAIR replacement rule could prod the Senate to get moving on 
legislation. 
 
One likely option would be a proposal from Sens. Tom Carper (D-Del.) and Lamar 
Alexander (R-Tenn.) that would codify a cap-and-trade program for SO2, NOx and 
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mercury. The three-pollutant bill (S. 2995) aims to slash power plants' S02 emissions 80 
percent by 2018 while achieving a 50 percent reduction in NOx emissions and a 90 
percent reduction in mercury emissions by 2015. 
 
Carper has said he would seek a markup of his bill after EPA rolls out its draft CAIR 
replacement rule and its modeling of his legislation, which is also expected to be 
released soon (E&ENews PM, April 20). 
 
The senator may try to include the three-pollutant bill in a comprehensive climate and 
energy bill, though Carper would also move forward with stand-alone legislation if the 
votes do not appear to be there for the climate and energy bill, according to a Senate 
aide familiar with the proposal. 
 
"If climate's not moving, then we have options to put it on something else," the aide 
said. "If we have the votes to run it on its own, we'll run it on its own." 
 
Carper's staff has talked to Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-N.M.) about including the three-
pollutant bill in a climate measure aimed at capping greenhouse gas emissions from 
only the utility sector, the aide said. Bingaman's draft bill represents a narrower 
approach to an economywide cap-and-trade system and is among the options Senate 
leadership is considering as it prepares for a floor debate on climate and energy 
legislation later this month. 
 
"I know that they're interested," the aide said of Bingaman's office, adding that Carper 
has also talked to other co-sponsors of Senate climate proposals, including Sens. John 
Kerry (D-Mass.), Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) and Barbara Boxer (D-Calif.). 
 
With a utility-only approach gaining steam in the Senate, codifying limits on power plant 
emissions that contribute to smog and soot could help broker a deal. But because SO2 
and NOx are detached from energy and climate issues, public health groups are 
concerned that rollbacks in EPA's rules would end up being used as incentives to get 
utilities on board, said Frank O'Donnell, president of Clean Air Watch. 
 
"It would be the height of folly to weaken public health regulations for a weak climate 
bill," O'Donnell said. "There is potential benefit to legislation if it's good legislation. 
Senator Carper has come up with good legislation, and we support that quite 
aggressively, but as we've learned in other battles, it's not always easy to get from Point 
A to enactment." 
 
States want more 
States have pushed for a tighter cap on NOx in particular, feeling that the Carper-
Alexander bill and EPA's proposed rules would both be "insufficient for resolving the 
pervasive ozone problems throughout the East," said Bill Becker, executive director of 
the National Association of Clean Air Agencies. 
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Environmental officials representing New York and Maryland met with Senate 
Environment and Public Works Committee staffers last month, urging them to tighten 
the NOx cap to 900 million tons by 2014. They said the CAIR replacement was the right 
way to limit emissions because reductions at coal plants would cost a fraction of the 
cost of reductions at other facilities (Greenwire, June 25). 
 
Becker said today he was disappointed with the agency's decision to base the NOx 
limits on the 1997 primary ozone standard of 84 parts per billion (ppb) rather than the 
George W. Bush-era ozone standard of 75 ppb. That 2008 standard is now being 
reconsidered by the Obama administration, which wants to revise the limit to between 
60 and 70 ppb averaged over an eight-hour period. 
 
"It is essential that EPA quickly rectify this when it publishes its second transport rule," 
Becker said. "While we are encouraged that EPA recognizes the urgency of finalizing 
the second transport rule in 2012, it is critical that they maintain this schedule, 
especially since states' mandates ... depend upon the timeliness of the agency's 
rulemaking." 
 
Reporter Robin Bravender contributed. 
 
 
 
 


AWARDS 
================================================================== 


MU power plant receives prestigious award from EPA (UM Maneater) 
 
In 2012, the power plant will add a new biomass boiler. 
By Jon Parker 
Published July 7, 2010 
The MU power plant has been recognized by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
as a 2010 EPA Energy Star Combined Heat and Power award recipient, one of three 
universities in the nation to receive the award. 
 
Power plants at the University of California in San Diego and Fairfield University were 
also recognized. 
 
"MU is very proud of Energy Management's track record of improving campus energy 
efficiency while reducing energy costs and lowering emissions," Campus Facilities 
Assistant Vice Chancellor Gary Ward said in a news release. 
 
The plant operates at more than 70 percent efficiency. Conventional fossil-fueled plants 
only operate at approximately 30 percent efficiency. 
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"We applaud the University of Missouri's effort because the improvement in efficiency 
translates to a reduction in total fossil fuel use, reduced emissions of air pollutants and 
carbon dioxide, the leading greenhouse gas contributor to global climate change," 
Susan Wickwire, EPA chief of the energy supply and industry branch said. 
 
According to the news release, MU has been producing electricity by combined heat 
and power since 1892. This system helps MU reduce carbon dioxide emissions by 
approximately 107,000 tons per year. 
 
"Combined heat and power is an efficient, clean and reliable approach to generating 
power and thermal energy from a single fuel source," Wickwire said. "CHP plays an 
important role in reducing the environmental impact of power generation." 
 
Workers at the MU power plant work alongside researchers in an effort to discover 
alternative fuels and more efficient methods to heat, cool and power the university. 
 
Other awards the power plant has won include the 2008 Energy Efficiency award from 
the National Wildlife Federation, the 2004 International District Energy Association's 
System of the Year award and the 2001 Energy Star Partner of the Year award. 
 
"We are looking forward to adding a new biomass boiler to our CHP system in 2012 to 
build on the success we have already achieved," Ward said. 
 
With one of MU's coal-powered burners approaching the end of its service life, it opened 
a window of opportunity for MU to reach another milestone in reducing its carbon 
footprint in 2012. 
 
The new burner, which will be designed by Babcock and Wilcox Power Generation 
Group, comes with a $62 million price tag. The selling of bonds will fund the project. 
 
"Other colleges and universities are likely to take notice of the University of Missouri's 
decision to convert its physical plant to utilize a renewable, environmentally friendly fuel, 
and we are confident B&W PGG has the technology to meet their needs," Babcock and 
Wilcox Power Generation Group President Richard Killion said in a news release. 
 
Unlike older burners, the new burner will only use natural waste material such as 
corncobs, switch grass and waste woods brought in from mid-Missouri. 
 
"An ice storm downed trees in Ashland, Mo.," Campus Facilities spokeswoman Karlan 
Seville said. "The lost trees were chipped up and brought to campus. The plant also 
received wood from a supplier near Lake of the Ozarks." 
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BP SPILL 
================================================================== 


Louisiana and Scientists Spar Over How to Block Oil's Approach (New York 
Times) 
 
July 7, 2010 Wednesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section A; Column 0; National Desk; Pg. 1 
By JOHN COLLINS RUDOLF 
With oil hitting Barataria Bay, a vast estuary in southeast Louisiana that boasts one of 
the most productive fisheries in the country, local parish officials hatched a plan in May 
to save the fragile ecosystem: they would build rock dikes across several major tidal 
inlets between the bay and the Gulf of Mexico to block and then capture the oil. 
 
Gov. Bobby Jindal of Louisiana supported the plan, and BP agreed to pay for the 
project, estimated to cost $30 million. By early June, about 100,000 tons of rock began 
being loaded onto barges on the Mississippi River for transport to the coast. 
 
But over the weekend, the Army Corps of Engineers denied a permit for the project, 
citing environmental concerns, in particular the potential for the rock barriers to cause 
widespread erosion and the breaching of Barataria Bay's existing barrier islands. The 
ruling echoed the sentiments of independent experts on coastal wetlands who had 
strongly objected to the plan.  
 
Now the rock sits on 75 barges on the Mississippi River with no immediate use. 
 
As the gulf oil spill enters its third month, Louisiana officials have grown increasingly 
enamored of large-scale engineering projects, like sand berms and rock walls, to keep 
the oil off their coast. But these projects, which demand the swift restructuring of 
eastern Louisiana's dynamic and fragile coast, have brought the desires of state and 
local officials into sharp conflict not only with a complicated federal bureaucracy 
charged with protecting wetlands and estuaries, but also with an experienced and highly 
vocal community of local coastal scientists.  
 
''They're just sitting back criticizing,'' said Deano Bonano, the emergency-preparedness 
director for Jefferson Parish, which borders Barataria Bay. ''Where are they when it 
comes to protecting this bay?'' 
 
In a speech on Tuesday in New Orleans, Mr. Jindal said: ''No one can convince us that 
rocks in the water are more dangerous than oil. That is absolutely ridiculous. The only 
people who believe that are the bureaucrats in Washington, D.C., who can't see the oil, 
smell the oil or touch the oil.''  
 
The scientists insist the rock plan was misguided.  
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''There was very strong scientific backing for not doing this,'' said Denise Reed, a 
wetlands specialist and director of the Pontchartrain Institute for Environmental 
Sciences in New Orleans. ''This could really devastate our barrier shoreline, our first line 
of defense.'' 
 
For decades, the independent experts have worked hand-in-hand with the state and the 
federal government to save and restore Louisiana's wetlands, which have lostroughly 
1.2 million of acres to erosion since the 1930s and continue to disappear at the rate of 
25 square miles every year. 
 
It was these experts, along with their scientific peers in federal agencies like the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Environmental Protection 
Agency, who offered the strongest opposition to the proposed rock barrier. Many of 
those critiques were included in supporting documents released by the Army Corps of 
Engineers before the official ruling was announced. 
 
The scientists explained to the corps how narrowing the inlets with rock would set the 
stage for the breaching of existing barrier islands during the region's frequent storms. 
They warned that damage to these islands -- which have buffered the impact of major 
storms like Hurricane Katrina -- would prove difficult to repair, perhaps impossible, and 
would most likely outstrip any benefit to the wetlands gained by stopping the oil with the 
rock barriers. 
 
Having raised their voices in objection, these coastal experts now bristle at the 
accusation that they are out-of-touch academics or pencil-pushing bureaucrats, as state 
and local officials have charged.  
 
''It's really offensive, I think, and not fair, to call the scientific community bureaucrats,'' 
said Dr. Ioannis Y. Georgiu, a professor of marine engineering at the University of New 
Orleans. ''We are being demonized.'' 
 
Yet by siding with federal agencies blamed from the beginning of the spill for a slow-
footed and chaotic response -- and for which resentment still lingers over the failings of 
the federal response to Hurricane Katrina -- these coastal scientists have made 
themselves easy targets for leaders eager to portray themselves as stopping at nothing 
in the fight against the oil. For these politicians, swifter action is crucial. 
 
''You don't wait weeks and weeks for studies and federal permits in the middle of a war,'' 
Mr. Jindal, a Republican, said in a speech on July 2. ''You do what you need to do as 
quickly as possible to protect your land and your people.'' 
 
The local scientists argue that quick-fix solutions are being sold to the public with little 
firm evidence that they will succeed, and with potentially dire side effects being 
minimized and ignored. A lack of engagement of the scientific community has also bred 
frustration. On the rock barrier plan, for instance, coastal experts were consulted only 
after a local engineering firm had drafted the permit application and orders had been 
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placed for thousands of tons of rock to dump in the inlets. 
 
''We've got such a coastal brain trust here, and they're being left out in the cold,'' said 
Dr. Len Bahr, a coastal scientist and former director of the Louisiana Office of Coastal 
Activities. ''To me that's just unconscionable.'' 
 
Some coastal experts concede that the scientific community has been more reactive 
than proactive regarding the spill, and has often waited to be consulted on solutions 
rather than offering up its own innovative ideas to keep oil off the coast, a criticism that 
local officials have echoed.  
 
''We want to prevent the damage -- we don't want to clean it up,'' Mr. Bonano, the 
emergency-preparedness director, said. ''That's the big difference between us and 
them.'' 
 
As charges fly back and forth, the prospect for a detente between the federal 
government and the coastal science community on the one hand and state and local 
officials on the other remains cloudy at best. Even with the rock plan soundly rejected 
by the Army Corps of Engineers, officials in Louisiana, from the governor's office down, 
continue to argue that the plan to build the rock dikes was scientifically sound, and vow 
to carry on their fight to see it carried out.  
 
Mr. Jindal said in a statement Tuesday that officials would resubmit the plan.  
 
''We've made countless revisions,'' said Garret Graves, the director of the governor's 
Office of Coastal Activities. ''We jumped through all these hoops to address their 
concerns, only to wait a month and be rejected.'' 
 
Mr. Jindal's office has also said the governor will keep pressing for the rock barrier.  
 
Coastal scientists, for their part, say they are ready to start investigating other options 
for stopping the movement of oil into the bay. 
 
''I just wish the energy would go into looking for alternatives, not into just banging on the 
table,'' Dr. Reed, of the Pontchartrain Institute, said. ''Laying rock across passes is not 
the only way to stop the oil from getting into the marshes.'' 


 


Burying the spill (Houston Chronicle) 
 
July 7, 2010 
Disposal of BP spill waste in Texas needs more public scrutiny. 
Texas beaches got their first taste of the BP oil spill over the July Fourth weekend as a 
smattering of little tar balls washed ashore on Bolivar Peninsula and Galveston Island. 
Because of the small amounts, it's uncertain whether they were transported by ocean 
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currents or by ships fouled by passing through the main oil slick south of the Mississippi 
delta. 
 
However, thousands of barrels of oily water and other waste products generated by the 
spill are already in Texas or on the way, shipped here for disposal in salt domes, 
injection wells and other processing facilities. 
 
As with other aspects of the spill, public information is sketchy on the content and 
quantity of the waste coming to Texas and what safeguards are being taken to prevent 
contamination of groundwater and air in communities near the Lone Star disposal sites. 
The Chronicle's Monica Hatcher found that the government, BP and contractors 
involved in the spill cleanup could not provide a comprehensive description of the 
disposal operation. 
 
Estimates of the amount of oil leaking from the Macondo well have varied wildly since 
the Deepwater Horizon exploded in April, killing 11 workers and initiating the biggest oil 
spill in U.S. history. Since then, skimmers have collected an estimated 671,000 barrels 
of oily water, but only a fraction of that amount has made it to Texas so far. A waste 
management plan filed by BP after the spill identified Houston area facilities, including 
the BP refinery at Texas City, as disposal points for liquid wastes. 
 
Much of the spill waste is not recyclable, and cannot be burned. Entombment in secure 
geological formations such as salt domes is a common method of disposal. 
 
As environmental consultant Richard Steiner told Hatcher, "It would be nice to know that 
there is integrity in these salt domes so they are not fracturing and that pollutants won't 
contaminate the ground water supplies." 
 
Last week the federal Environmental Protection Agency issued guidelines to BP 
requiring disclosure to communities of waste shipments in their area and access by 
local government to disposal facilities. They also require additional analysis of waste 
products and public disclosure of results. 
 
Unfortunately, the rules only apply to the four states most affected by the spill: 
Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama and Florida. Texas, a major destination for waste 
shipments, is inexplicably not included. 
 
As a result, even state regulators are in the dark concerning the composition of spill 
waste. BP informed the Texas Railroad Commission that it was sending nontoxic waste, 
including unused drilling mud and water used to clean vessel storage compartments. 
However, other sources indicated some of the most toxic sludge is Texas-bound 
because many of the facilities licensed to dispose of it are located here. 
 
Through luck, it appears that our coastline has escaped a direct impact from the 
environmental disaster so far. To keep it that way, we need to have a much better 
handle on the spill waste being brought into the state and its disposal. 
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State regulators and local governments must have the same access to information that 
the EPA has mandated for the other Gulf States. 
 
 


More testing needed for giant oil skimmer in Gulf (Palm Beach Post) 
 
July 7, 2010 
Choppy seas have temporarily foiled attempts to see whether a giant oil skimmer can 
be a silver bullet for cleanup efforts in the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
Bob Grantham, spokesman for Taiwanese shipping firm TMT, says the company's 
vessel, dubbed A Whale, will need further testing off the coast of Louisiana. 
 
Grantham said in an e-mail Monday that conditions in the Gulf over the weekend were 
too choppy to get definitive answers on the vessel's capability. 
 
Billed as the world's largest oil skimmer, A Whale, is supposed to be able to suck up 21 
million gallons of oily water per day. 
 
Grantham says testing will resume as soon as the water is calmer. 
 
Cloudy skies cast a pall over South Florida beaches and rough seas hampered clean-
up efforts in the Gulf -- even as crews were hoping a massive new skimmer would get 
the government green-light to join the fight against the growing oil spill. 
 
Rough seas also kept clean-up vessels idle off the coasts of Florida, Alabama and 
Mississippi over the holiday weekend, officials said. The current spate of bad weather is 
likely to last well into this week, according to the National Weather Service. 
 
Among the ships that continued to work the spill off the coast of Louisiana was a 
converted oil tanker called A Whale. Its makers, Taiwan's TMT, say the craft can 
process up to 21 millions gallons of oil-fouled water a day. 
 
A Whale had undergone tests in a patch of water close to the wellhead over the 
weekend as the government tried to determine the vessel's effectiveness. The ship is 
also awaiting approval from the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
On Sunday, Florida's top emergency official downplayed a recent study that suggested 
oil from the gulf spill could get sucked into the loop current and be dragged through 
Florida's Keys and up the state's east coast. 
 
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration has estimated the likelihood of 
oil hitting South Florida's beaches at between 61 and 80 percent -- albeit with minimal or 
no environmental damage. 
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Florida's Director of the Division of Emergency Management David Halstead said the 
study was based on computer models that do not fully reflect a powerful eddy off 
Florida's gulf coast that is keeping the oil out of the loop current. 
 
"At this time, there is a loop current ring that is not attached to the main loop current 
channel in the Florida Straits and there is currently no strong evidence to support that 
this feature will reattach in the near future," Halstead said in a release. 'The State of 
Florida is aggressively monitoring the Deepwater Horizon impacts, utilizing air, water 
and land reconnaissance and is prepared to respond, should conditions change." 
 
NOAA spent two weeks creating 500 models, using 15 years worth of weather and 
ocean current data, to predict where the oil gushing from the well will end up. 
 
While the study suggests that Florida's Keys and beaches along the east coast are 
vulnerable, it also found the environmental impact would be minimal. 
 
"Any oil reaching this area would have spent considerable time degrading and 
dispersing and would be in the form of scattered tar balls and not a large surface slick of 
oil," the agency wrote in a release. 
 


Abandoned well sites may pose risk to Gulf (NewsOK.com) 
 
July 7, 2010 
 
More than 27,000 abandoned oil and gas wells lurk in the hard rock beneath the Gulf of 
Mexico. No one — not industry, not government — is checking to see if they are 
leaking, an Associated Press investigation shows. 
 
At a glance 
 
History of well concerns 
 
The AP documented an extensive history of warnings about environmental dangers 
related to abandoned wells: 
 
→The General Accountability Office, which investigates for Congress, warned as early 
as 1994 that leaks from offshore abandoned wells could cause an "environmental 
disaster,” killing fish, shellfish, mammals and plants. In a lengthy report, GAO pressed 
for inspections of abandonment jobs, but nothing came of the recommendation. 
 
→A 2006 Environmental Protection Agency report took notice of the overall issue 
regarding wells on land: "Historically, well abandonment and plugging have generally 
not been properly planned, designed and executed.” State officials say many leaks 
come from wells abandoned in recent decades, when rules supposedly dictated 
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plugging procedures. And repairs are so routine that terms have been coined to 
describe the work: "replugging” or "re-abandonment.” 
 
→A GAO report in 1989 provided a foreboding prognosis about the health of the 
country's inland oil and gas wells. The watchdog agency quoted EPA data estimating 
that up to 17 percent of the nation's wells on land had been improperly plugged. If that 
percentage applies to offshore wells, there could be 4,600 badly plugged wells in the 
Gulf of Mexico alone. 
 
→According to a 2001 study commissioned by MMS, agency officials were "concerned 
that some abandoned oil wells in the Gulf may be leaking crude oil.” But nothing came 
of that warning either. The study targeted a well 20 miles off Louisiana that had been 
reported leaking five years after it was plugged and abandoned. The researchers tried 
unsuccessfully to use satellite radar images to locate the leak. 
 
The oldest of these wells were abandoned in the late 1940s. 
 
The AP investigation uncovered particular concern with 3,500 of the neglected wells — 
those characterized in federal government records as "temporarily abandoned.” 
 
Regulations for temporarily abandoned wells require oil companies to present plans to 
reuse or permanently plug such wells within a year, but the AP found that the rule is 
routinely circumvented, and that more than 1,000 wells have lingered in that unfinished 
condition for more than a decade. About three-quarters of temporarily abandoned wells 
have been left in that status for more than a year, and many since the 1950s and 1960s 
— even though sealing procedures are not as stringent as those for permanent 
closures. 
 
As a forceful reminder of the potential harm, the well beneath 
 
BP's Deepwater Horizon rig was being sealed with cement for temporary abandonment 
when it blew April 20, leading to one of the worst environmental disasters in the nation's 
history. BP alone has abandoned about 600 wells in the Gulf, according to government 
data. 
 
There's ample reason for worry about all permanently and temporarily abandoned wells 
— history shows that at least on land, they often leak. Wells are sealed underwater 
much as they are on land. 
 
Experts say such wells can repressurize, much like a dormant volcano can awaken. 
And years of exposure to seawater and underground pressure can cause cementing 
and piping to corrode and weaken. 
 
"You can have changing geological conditions where a well could be repressurized,” 
said 
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Andy Radford, a petroleum engineer for the American Petroleum Institute trade group. 
 
Whether a well is permanently or temporarily abandoned, improperly applied or aging 
cement can crack or shrink, independent petroleum engineers say. 
 
"It's in everybody's interest to do it right,” said 
 
Bill Mintz, a spokesman for Apache Corp., which has at least 2,100 abandoned wells in 
the Gulf, government data show. 
 
Officials at the 
 
U.S. Interior Department, which oversees the agency that regulates federal leases in 
the Gulf and elsewhere, did not answer repeated questions regarding why there are no 
inspections of abandoned wells. 
 
State officials estimate that tens of thousands are badly sealed, either because they 
predate strict regulation or because the operating companies violated rules. 
 
Texas alone has plugged more than 21,000 abandoned wells to control pollution, 
according to the state comptroller's office. 
 
Offshore, but in state waters, 
 
California has resealed scores of its abandoned wells since the 1980s. 
 
In deeper federal waters, though — despite the similarities in how such wells are 
constructed and how sealing procedures can fail — the official policy is out-of-sight, out-
of-mind. 
 
The U.S. Minerals Management Service — the regulatory agency recently renamed the 
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement — relies on rules 
that have few real teeth. Once an oil company says it will permanently abandon a well, it 
has one year to complete the job. MMS mandates that work plans be submitted and a 
report filed afterward. 
 
Unlike California regulators, MMS doesn't typically inspect the job, instead relying on the 
paperwork. 
 
The fact there are so many wells that have been classified for decades as temporarily 
abandoned suggests that paperwork can be shuffled at MMS without any real change 
beneath the water. 
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Agencies Working To Create First-Time Oil Spill Human Health Registry (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Posted: July 6, 2010  
Federal health agencies are planning to move forward with a first-time registry 
monitoring the health of people exposed to the BP oil spill, congressional sources say, a 
move that proponents say could help identify the harmful effects of spilled oil and 
facilitate needed research on long-term health risks. 
 
The agencies have determined they have authority under the Security and 
Accountability for Every (SAFE) Port Act of 2006, to create the registry because the 
Superfund law has long barred agencies such as the Department of Health and Human 
Services (HHS) from creating registries aimed at oil exposure studies. 
 
The agencies’ effort prompted House Energy & Commerce Committee Chairman Henry 
Waxman (D-CA) to cancel a planned markup of a bill that would have granted HHS, in 
consultation with EPA and the Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA), 
authority to create a voluntary registry and mandate that HHS establish a national 
surveillance system to track the health conditions of those exposed to the leak. 
 
The registry and surveillance efforts are intended to fill research gaps in understanding 
the long-term effects of crude oil exposure, something that has not been thoroughly 
studied or documented in previous spills, Aubrey Keith Miller, senior medical adviser for 
National Institute of Environmental Health Services (NIEHS) testified at a June 16 
hearing of the Energy & Commerce Committee’s health subcommittee. 
 
The draft bill also would have directed $21 million in federal funding for 2011 fiscal year, 
an additional $4 million a year following that until fiscal year 2015, and bestowed grant 
power upon HHS’ Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR) in 
public health emergency situations, a function the office currently lacks. 
 
The legislation would have assigned the majority of health assessment responsibility to 
the HHS Secretary, in response to an effort to streamline the public health assessment 
response to the BP spill, spearheaded by Rep. Lois Capps (D-CA). 
 
Capps earlier this month asked the White House to remove all worker and public health 
protection functions from BP and place them in the hands of a senior public health 
official to serve as a “public health coordinator” or “czar” to oversee monitoring and 
research. A House source said Capps’ request has received “little feedback” from HHS. 
 
Need For Health Registry 
 
Rep. Frank Pallone (D-NJ), the health subcommittee’s chair, raised the question during 
a June 16 hearing about the need for a detailed health registry of exposed workers and 
Gulf states residents. In response, NIOSH Director John Howard said health officials 
were organizing a “roster” as a “foundational step” toward moving it into a registry at 
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some point during the response effort. “A registry is active management of those 
workers in terms of assessing their exposure profile, the health effects that they may be 
feeling and following them through time,” Howard said. “So the first step in a registry 
may indeed be collecting the names and demographic information of workers that you 
would then put into a registry.” 
 
Rep. Diana DeGette (D-CO) also stressed the need to gather public health information 
on oil exposure as a practical database to use not just in fielding questions from spill 
workers wanting to know how to protect themselves and residents of the stricken region 
wondering whether their children may be at risk for health problems, but also to prepare 
for future spills. “So we’ll get the data for the next one.” 
 
As described in the language of the unnumbered markup bill, the “Horizon Registry,” as 
the bill dubs it, would allow health officials to track and store data that could help 
“facilitate research on identification, diagnosis, prevention, or treatment of adverse 
health effects resulting from the Deepwater Horizon incident.” The registry would also 
be used in having a ready way of providing medical information to exposed workers who 
chose to enroll in the registry. The markup bill, which would have created the 
Deepwater Horizon Health Response Act of 2010, also would allow HHS to create 
additional registries in the event of future spills, an authority that previous had been 
barred under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, & Liability 
Act of 1980 (CERCLA), known as the Superfund law. The Superfund law, which grants 
HHS registry authority, contains an explicit exclusion for crude oil pollution as an area 
that can be studied. 
 
The bill’s markup session, scheduled for July 1, was canceled when HHS realized a 
maritime security law known as the SAFE Ports Act of 2006 gave them congressional 
authority to create a health monitoring registry in the event of a disaster where there is 
significant exposure risk to a contaminant, a House source said. 
 
The SAFE Ports Act, created in the wake of 9/11, gives HHS temporary authority to 
establish and maintain “medical surveillance programs and environmental exposure or 
disease registries.” 
 
It is not clear how much progress HHS has made on the registry at this time, though an 
HHS spokeswoman indicated work on the registry was already underway. HHS did not 
respond by press time to specific questions about who was directing registry efforts or 
how much progress has been made. 
 
In the June 16 health subcommittee hearing, Capps called for a “czar” to be appointed 
for the coordination of response efforts in the Gulf, removing BP officials from the 
equation because she said workers had received contradictory instructions from various 
public health agencies and BP on protecting themselves from oil exposure during their 
shifts. Capps also in a June 8 letter to the White House, asked for “heightened, 
coordinated action” to be taken to protect public health. “Furthermore, you should 
appoint a senior public health official within the administration to coordinate the work of 
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all federal, state, and local agencies focused on human health protection, including 
monitoring, surveillance, prevention and treatment activities.” Capps said in her letter, 
adding that “a coordinator is needed to ensure that all aspects of the public health 
response are managed in an effective and transparent manner.” 
 
Capps’ request was met with limited response from HHS, a House source said. -- 
Bridget DiCosmo 


 


BP continues to hold massive DOD contracts (Greenwire) 
 
 (07/06/2010) 
Even as it faces legal action and possible debarment from federal contracts, BP PLC 
continues to be a major supplier of aviation fuel and petroleum products for the Defense 
Department. 
BP holds defense contracts worth at least $980 million this year, and in 2009 it was the 
largest supplier of fuel with 11.7 percent of the total fuel purchased. Defense Logistics 
Agency spokeswoman Mimi Schirmacher called BP "an active participant in multiple 
ongoing Defense Logistics Agency acquisition programs" but did not provide more 
details. 
BP spokesman Robert Wine said he knew of at least one "big contract" with the military 
signed after the April 20 oil rig explosion providing fuels for European operations. 
President Obama has promised that BP will "pay for the damage" done by the 
Deepwater Horizon explosion and leak in the Gulf of Mexico, but so far much of the 
conversation has focused on blocking the company from any new drilling leases. U.S. 
EPA, however, has explored cutting the company off from federal contracts, including 
defense contracts. EPA had begun a debarment investigation relating to the Clean 
Water Act and Clean Air Act because of BP's 2006 spill in Alaska and a 2005 explosion 
at a Texas refinery. Those discussions are on hold until the Gulf spill investigations are 
finished. 
Jeanne Pascal, a former EPA lawyer who was involved in the BP debarment review, 
said she initially supported such action but held off after a Defense official warned her of 
the Pentagon's reliance on BP fuel for Middle East operations. An official told her BP 
was supplying around 80 percent of the fuel used for transporting U.S. forces. Pascal 
sought a settlement that allowed BP to continue its federal contracts while also forcing 
the company to focus more on health, safety and environmental issues. 
Defense spokeswoman Wendy Snyder said a Defense Logistics Agency official 
"informed the EPA that there are adequate procedures and processes to protect the 
U.S. military missions should EPA determine that BP should be debarred." Shirmacher 
also said that BP's current contracts did not directly support operations in Iraq or 
Afghanistan and that the department could continue without BP fuel (R. Jeffrey Smith, 
Washington Post, July 5). – JP 
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Extent of ecological harm to Gulf unclear (Columbus Dispatch)  
 
People walk along a beach as workers shovel and bag oiled laden sand. 
WASHINGTON -- How dead is the Gulf of Mexico? 
It is perhaps the most important question of the BP oil spill -- but scientists don't appear 
close to answering it despite a historically vast effort. 
 
In the 2 1/2 months since the spill began, the Gulf has been examined by an armada of 
researchers - from federal agencies, universities and nonprofit groups. They have 
brought back vivid snapshots of a sea under stress: sharks and other deep-water fish 
suddenly appearing near shore, oil-soaked marshes turning deathly brown, clouds of oil 
swirling in deep water. 
 
But, with key gaps remaining in their data, there is wide disagreement about the big 
picture. Some researchers have concluded that the Gulf is being spared an ecological 
disaster. Others think ecosystems that were already in trouble before the spill are now 
being pushed toward a brink. 
 
"The distribution of the oil, it's bigger and uglier than we had hoped," said Roger Helm, a 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service official and the lead scientist studying the spill for the 
Interior Department. "The possibility of having significant changes in the food chain, 
over some period of time, is very real. The possibility of marshes disappearing is very 
real." 
 
Helm said that his prognosis for the spill had worsened in the past week - as the amount 
of oily shoreline increased from Louisiana to Florida, despite cleanup efforts. "This just 
outstrips everybody's capability" to clean up, he said. 
 
The research has mainly occurred in the background, as public attention has focused 
on the "open-heart surgery" at BP's leaking wellhead. 
 
The patient is a 600,000-square-mile sea, which contains swirling currents, sun-baked 
salt marshes and dark, cold canyons patrolled by sperm whales. Complicating matters 
is that even before the spill began in late April, the patient already was sick. 
 
In recent years, Louisiana has been losing a football field's worth of its fertile marshes to 
erosion every 38 minutes. In the Gulf itself, pollutants coming from the Mississippi 
River's vast watershed helped feed a low-oxygen "dead zone" bigger than the entire 
Chesapeake Bay. Measuring the spill's damage, then, requires distinguishing it from the 
damage done by these other man-made problems. 
 
So far, even the simplest-sounding attempts to measure the spill's impact have turned 
out to be complex. 
 
The official toll of dead birds is about 1,200, a fraction of the 35,000 discovered after the 
Exxon Valdez spill in 1989. But this, too, has been called into question. Officials can 
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only count the birds they can find, and many think a number of oily birds have sought 
refuge in the marshes. 
 
"It's an instinctive response: They're hiding from predators while they recover," said 
Kerry St. Pi, head of a government program that oversees Louisiana's Barataria Bay 
marshes. "They plan to recover, of course, and they don't. They just die." 
 
Other scientists have focused on more subjective measures of the Gulf's health - not 
counting the dead, but studying the behavior of wildlife, the movements of oil and the 
state of larger ecosystems. For them, solid answers are even more elusive. 
 
For example: Is the oil killing off Louisiana's coastal marshes? State officials have said 
in interviews that they've seen it coating the grasses and mangroves that hold the 
region's land in place. 
 
"The marsh grasses, the canes, the mangrove are dying. They're stressed and dying 
now," said Robert Barham, secretary of the state's Department of Wildlife and Fisheries. 
"There's very visible evidence that the ecosystem is changed." 
 
But Paul Kemp of the National Audubon Society said he flew over the same area and 
saw a different picture: The oil's damage was relatively small, at least in comparison 
with the marsh's existing problems. 
 
"Here, we have a patient that's dying of cancer, you know, and now they have a 
sunburn, too," Kemp said. "What will kill coastal Louisiana is not this oil spill. What will 
kill coastal Louisiana is what was killing it before this oil spill," including erosion and 
river-control projects that have reduced the buildup of new land. 
 
Further offshore, federal scientists and university researchers have disagreed about the 
existence of "plumes" or "clouds" of dissolved or submerged oil. Several educators have 
reported finding underwater oil dozens of miles from the spill; sometimes, they reported 
it was so well dissolved that the water appeared clear. In other situations, they found 
what they thought to be oil globs the size of golf balls. 
 
Just around the leaking BP wellhead, a Texas A&M University scientist reported finding 
pockets of water with very low dissolved oxygen. That might be a sign that bacteria 
were consuming oil from the spill - but, in the process, the water became suffocating for 
other sea life. 
 
The government has presented a very different picture of the deep Gulf. 
 
An official at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) said his 
agency had found evidence of significant submerged oil - 1 to 2 parts per million - from 
the BP spill only within 6 miles of the well. In addition, the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) has said it has not seen "large scale" problems with low dissolved 
oxygen around the submerged oil in the Gulf. 
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Doug Inkley, senior scientist at the National Wildlife Federation, said he did not think the 
government had studied these areas well enough yet. 
 
"I've been frustrated with the calm reassurances that we've been receiving, because I 
don't know what they're based on," Inkley said. In particular, he said he was worried that 
submerged oil might kill deep-water coral colonies that had grown over the course of 
centuries. 
 
For those who study fish - literally, moving targets - the data so far are a confusing hash 
of anecdotes and sightings. 
 
In Sarasota, Fla., scientists found an 11-foot tiger shark, normally an open-water fish, 
drifting near the surf. That, plus sightings of whale sharks and other creatures outside 
their normal environmental range, raised concerns that oily water or low oxygen in the 
central Gulf might be driving fish toward land. 
 
"It would be like, to these fish, almost like an island, a huge island rising up in the middle 
of the Gulf," said Bob Hueter, of the Mote Marine Laboratory in Sarasota. 
 
Federal scientists, however, say that they've seen evidence that even plankton - some 
of the smallest, most sensitive creatures in the Gulf - are living in the area around the 
leaking well. 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE 
================================================================== 


Global warming debate raged even during Nixon presidency (Greenwire) 
 
 (07/06/2010) 
White House officials were discussing the possibility of global warming more than three 
decades ago, according to documents released Friday by the Nixon Presidential 
Library. 


Adviser Daniel Patrick Moynihan, who would become a Democratic senator 
representing New York, wanted the Nixon administration to start monitoring carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere. In a 1969 memo, Moynihan wrote that there was widespread 
agreement that carbon dioxide content would rise by 25 percent by 2000. 


"This could increase the average temperature near the earth's surface by 7 degrees 
Fahrenheit," Moynihan wrote. "This in turn could raise the level of the sea by 10 feet. 
Goodbye New York. Goodbye Washington, for that matter." 


Moynihan, then the counselor for urban affairs, received a response in January 1970 
from Hubert Heffner, the deputy director for the administration's Office of Science and 
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Technology. Heffner agreed that the issue should be explored and that he would ask 
the Environmental Science Services Administration to explore more. 


President Nixon was interested in the environment and established U.S. EPA. The first 
Earth Day was approved during his administration, a move Moynihan saw as a way to 
get the president involved with a "large student movement." 


The memos were among 100,000 documents released Friday as part of an effort to 
move Nixon's archives from Washington to his presidential library in California 
(AP/Seattle Times, July 2). -- JP 


 
 
 


ENERGY 
============================================================== 


EPA salutes Detroit Diesel plant for energy efficiency (Refrigerated Transporter)  
 
Jul 6, 2010 2:27 PM 
Detroit Diesels Engine Manufacturing Center in Redford MI has been recognized by the 
US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) as one of the first manufacturing facilities to 
meet the Energy Star Challenge for Industry. 
Under the EPAs Energy Star Challenge for Industry, manufacturing sites establish an 
energy intensity baseline, set a 10% reduction goal within five years or less, implement 
energy efficiency projects, track energy use, and verify their savings. 
Detroit Diesels Engine Manufacturing Center exceeded the EPAs reduction goal by 
reducing its energy intensity by 17% within one year. Detroit Diesel has been an Energy 
Star partner since 2009.  
In addition, the facility was also recognized for Outstanding Achievement at the DTE 
Energy and The Engineering Society of Detroits Energy Conference and Exhibition for 
the Industrial Sustainable Energy Program of the Year. This award recognizes the 
Michigan-based industrial company that has made the most contributions in the area of 
energy conservation. 
 


 


FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 
================================================================== 


High Court Agrees To Review Case Seeking To Limit Key FOIA Exemption (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Posted: July 6, 2010  



http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/nationworld/2012268564_apusnixonlibrarydocuments.html
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The Supreme Court has agreed to review a case that could decide the reach of an 
increasingly used exemption from Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) disclosure 
requirements that courts have determined allows EPA and other federal agencies to 
withhold documents that parties can use to circumvent agency regulations. 


The case in question involves the cleanup of a former weapons depot but could have 
implications for  public access to internal government documents related to other 
cleanups and environmental contamination concerns across the country. 


The high court June 28 granted certiorari review of Glen Milner v. U.S. Department of 
the Navy, a case involving the Navy's refusal to provide a citizen activist with specific 
maps and explosives safety plans on scuttling sites that would be used for naval 
vessels carrying munitions to and from the Naval Magazine Indian Island (NMII), a 
weapons depot in Washington state. Milner wants the information to determine how the 
weapons depot threatens the safety of local communities as well as the Puget Sound 
environment, according to the group Ground Zero Center for Nonviolent Action, to which 
Milner belongs. 


In the case, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit ruled last August against 
Milner, finding that a government department could "keep secret any document that is 
'predominantly internal and its disclosure presents a risk of circumvention of agency 
regulation,'" according to Milner's March 22 petition, citing the court ruling. The appeals 
court affirmed the district court's decision. 


At issue in the case is the scope of FOIA's "personnel policies" exemption, dubbed 
"Exemption 2," which allows agencies to withhold documents "related solely to the 
internal personnel rules and practices of an agency." Some courts have interpreted the 
measure to allow for two categories of exemptions: a "Low 2" exemption and a "High 2" 
exemption. 


The Low 2 aspect relates to trivial internal processing information such as how parking 
spaces are allocated, says one attorney with a public interest group. With regard to the 
Low 2 exemption, the Supreme Court has previously ruled that an agency can keep 
secret trivial documents, but FOIA mandates disclosure of matters that are of genuine 
public interest. 


At issue before the high court now is whether a High 2 exemption exists, and if so, what 
its scope is, the attorney says. A D.C. Circuit en banc decision in the 1981 case Crooker 
v. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco & Firearms is considered the benchmark case 
establishing the High 2 component of Exemption 2, according to the Navy. In it, the 
court found that a document is exempt under Exemption 2 from a FOIA request if "(1) it 
is 'predominant[ly] internal,' and (2) its 'disclosure [would] significantly risk circumvention 
of agency regulations or statutes,'" the Navy says in its opposition brief, citing the ruling. 


But in his petition, Milner argues that the 9th Circuit "has gone far afield in this matter 
from even those other circuits that have adopted the High 2 reading." For instance, the 



http://insideepa.com/EPA-Documents-Low-Priority/Text-Document/high-court-agrees-to-review-case-seeking-to-limit-key-foia-exemption/menu-id-293.html
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ruling has allowed "the Navy to assert a risk from any person, rather than limiting the 
exemption to risks presented by the subjects of agency regulation." 


"The Ninth Circuit's decision allows a government agent to keep secret any document, 
as long as it was not designed for public release nor widely released, and can be shown 
to create any level of risk to any type of agency operation," the petitioner says. Relevant 
documents are available on InsideEPA.com. 


'Failure To Adhere' 


He argues the court's "failure to adhere to FOIA's plain language has far-reaching 
implications." He contends there is little information that would not have some potential 
impact on an agency's operation, and therefore could be used to help a lawbreaker 
interfere with an agency's regulations, citing for instance the posting of a Navy museum 
gift shop's hours would provide lawbreakers with times it would not be supervised and 
therefore easier to burglarize. 


The use of Exemption 2 has increased significantly in the last decade, according to the 
public interest attorney, who cites a report by the Coalition of Journalists for Open 
Government that found between 1998 and 2006, the exemption's use rose 334 percent 
while FOIA requests increased 83 percent. 


The source says part of the increased use of the exemption stems from Bush 
administration advisories. A memo from Bush Attorney General John Ashcroft, in the 
wake of the 9/11 terrorist attacks, emphasized the use of Exemption 2 to protect federal 
assets from security breaches. "Agencies should be sure to avail themselves of the full 
measure of Exemption 2's protection for their critical infrastructure information as they 
continue to gather more of it, and assess its heightened sensitivity, in the wake of the 
September 11 terrorist attacks," Ashcroft wrote. 


But the practice has continued under the Obama administration. Federal agencies in 
2009 cited Exemption 2 to deny FOIA requests 77,783 times, according to the Sunshine 
in Government Initiative. The data covers 29 agencies, which account for 97 percent of 
all FOIA requests, a source with the group says. Of that overall number, the Department 
of Homeland Security accounts for about 91 percent of the uses of Exemption 2, the 
source says. EPA used the exemption 46 times in 2009, while DOD used it 2,592 times, 
according to the group. 


In his petition to the high court, Milner notes the increasing expansion of High 2, saying 
it initially was applied only to law enforcement documents in cases such as Crooker. 
Then it expanded to administrative regulations, then to documents which, if released, 
would be "operationally useless" or give an entity a competitive advantage, "and now to 
the instant case wherein a hypothetical security risk from a hypothetical lawbreaker to a 
non-regulatory agency is sufficient to trigger Exemption 2's protection," the petition 
says. 
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He asks the high court to "hold that Exemption 2 is limited to trivial administrative 
materials, and is not a catch-all for any information a government agency speculates 
may risk harm to agency operations." 


While Milner argues in the petition that there is a conflict in the circuits on the 
interpretation of Exemption 2, and whether High 2 exists and how extensive it is if it 
does, the Navy in its opposition brief disputes that. "[T]here is no conflict among the 
circuits on the 'high 2' component of Exemption 2. As the Ninth Circuit observed, by 
formally adopting the Crooker standard, it brought itself into complete alignment with not 
only the D.C. Circuit, but also several other Circuits," the Navy says. "Indeed, we are 
aware of no appellate decision that rejects Crooker." 


The Navy argues for instance that the split the petitioner asserts "is very stale," citing 
cases for instance where the information's disclosure would not have risked 
circumvention of law or cases that predated Crooker. 


Disclosure Of Requested Information 


The Navy also says that disclosure of the requested information "would in fact 
significantly risk circumvention of the law," fearing that it could be used by terrorists or 
other lawbreakers "to exploit the risks that attend the storage and handling of ordnance, 
and intentionally cause the very sort of catastrophe that [the requested] information is 
developed to avoid." 


Both the petitioner and the public interest attorney contend that the High 2 reading, 
however, gives agencies too much discretion. 


"The High 2 reading has created the very situation FOIA was enacted to prevent, 
wherein government agents are empowered to decide which documents citizens are 
allowed to see," the petitioner says. 


The public interest attorney says the exemption may be used for items that cannot be 
classified, and believes it is overused as a "catch-all." But if such documents are 
"shoehorned into exemptions," withheld for the wrong purpose, "it's giving agencies 
more discretion to withhold things that are not falling within agencies' exemptions," the 
attorney says. 


And the petitioner cites the fear of relying on an "overbroad Exemption 2" to "short-cut 
the classification or statutory protection process" for government documents. It would be 
significant if in this case, the Navy is "trying to turn a modest exemption into a new 
national security exemption," a source with an activist group says of the case. 


The source with the activist group believes the chances for the petitioner to win the case 
are dim, noting that the 9th Circuit is considered the most liberal circuit. If that circuit 
gave the petitioners an adverse ruling, "on the surface [it] would suggest they may have 
a weak case," the source says. -- Suzanne Yohannan 
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FUEL 
================================================================== 


Bringing biofuels’ benefits back home (Kansas City Star) 
 
July 7, 2010 Wednesday 
SECTION: A; Pg. 15 
July 7 2010  
It’s not your father’s ethanol industry anymore. 
 
Founded three decades ago in order to enhance the nation’s energy security, the U.S. 
ethanol industry is searching overseas for new opportunities to expand its markets. And 
the industry is succeeding well beyond what most observers would have believed 
possible only a few years ago. 
 
According to recent reports by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Census 
Bureau, the industry exported 83 million gallons of ethanol during the first three months 
of 2010 and is on track to sell a record total of at least 330 million gallons by the end of 
this year.  
 
While the top importers of U.S. ethanol are Canada and the Netherlands, the industry is 
also finding some unlikely purchasers, including a major petroleum producer, the United 
Arab Emirates, and two leading ethanol exporters, India and Brazil. 
 
At first glance, the increase in ethanol exports seems to be unequivocally good news. 
The ethanol industry supports hundreds of thousands of American families, creates 
economic opportunity in countless rural communities, and provides new markets for 
farmers’ grain. During 2009 alone, the industry produced a record 10.75 billion gallons 
of ethanol, supported nearly 400,000 jobs throughout the economy and bought 3.8 
billion bushels of corn. 
 
Moreover, American-made ethanol reduced demand for imported oil by 364 million 
barrels. And the industry generated $15.9 billion in federal, state and local tax revenues, 
helping to pay for school systems, police and fire departments and highway 
construction. 
 
Here in the Farm Belt, ethanol is essential to our economy. Missouri’s six farmer-owned 
ethanol cooperatives produce approximately 275 million gallons of the biofuel every 
year, using approximately 20 percent of the state’s corn. In Kansas, 11 plants produce 
440 million gallons of ethanol annually, creating a market for about 157 million bushels 
of sorghum and corn. 
 
The world’s thirst for American ethanol is a tribute to the biofuel’s high quality and 
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affordable price. This clean-burning, renewable fuel works well in many kinds of 
vehicles. With American farmers’ unparalleled productivity and American producers’ 
technological breakthroughs, U.S. ethanol is the most cost-effective alternative fuel on 
the global market today. 
 
But increased ethanol exports also have a downside. By using more biofuels here at 
home, Americans can help to cure their addiction to imported oil, reduce air pollution 
and greenhouse gas emissions, and become less dependent on unfriendly 
governments in unstable parts of the world. 
 
As the tragedy in the Gulf of Mexico demonstrates, a shift away from petroleum cannot 
happen soon enough. 
 
The U.S. ethanol industry is seeking new customers abroad because domestic markets 
have become saturated as a result of public policies that artificially limit demand for the 
biofuel. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) sets a 10 percent limit on the 
quantity of ethanol that can be blended with gasoline for use in most cars. 
 
As long as this “Blend Wall” exists and current trends continue for gasoline usage, the 
domestic market for ethanol cannot exceed approximately 12.5 to 13.5 billion gallons a 
year. U.S. ethanol producers are expected to produce about that much ethanol this year 
alone. They’ll be compelled to export the additional ethanol that they produce, while the 
nation will have a harder time weaning itself off imported oil. 
 
Fortunately, public policies can promote clean-burning American-made biofuels in three 
ways. 
 
First, tear down the “Blend Wall.” EPA should allow the use of 15 percent ethanol (E15) 
in a gallon of gasoline. 
 
Second, Congress should extend important tax incentives for ethanol production and 
use, such as the Volumetric Ethanol Excise Tax Credit. 
 
Third, let’s deploy the infrastructure, such as blender pumps and flexible fuel vehicles, 
to dispense and use higher level ethanol blends (higher than E15). 
 
Yes, we can use more clean-burning, American-made biofuels here at home while 
exporting more of our ethanol abroad. 
 
Steve Gardner is general manager of East Kansas Agri-Energy in Garnett, Kan. Ryland 
Utlaut, of Alma, Mo., is the president and general manager of Mid-Missouri Ethanol in 
Malta Bend, Mo. 
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Growing to E15? Delays raise doubt over EPA ruling on higher ethanol fuels 
(MyWebTimes) 
 
07/07/2010, 12:14 am 
Jonathan Bilyk, newsroom@mywebtimes.com, 815-433-2000 
 
Bob Beutke doesn't grow corn to make ethanol. 
But if more ethanol were to be made in the next few years, Beutke wouldn't mind. 
 
And that's why Beutke is among a number of corn growers in La Salle County and 
elsewhere perturbed at federal regulators for delaying a decision on a proposed new 
rule that would allow more of the primarily corn-based biofuel to flow into American fuel 
tanks. 
 
"Very little of the actual corn I grow goes toward ethanol," said Beutke, who farms near 
Grand Ridge. "But the more ethanol that can get made, the better it is for all of us who 
grow corn." 
 
For months, farmers and ethanol producers have waited on the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency to issue a ruling on a request from farm groups and biofuel 
manufacturers to increase by 50 percent the amount of ethanol blended into the fuel 
that fills vehicle fuel tanks across America. 
 
Ethanol makers have for years ramped up production, fueled mainly by a federal 
mandate requiring the use of billions of gallons in ethanol in American gasoline fuel 
blends. 
 
But now ethanol manufacturers fear a glut of ethanol might develop, as ethanol use 
approaches the ceiling of that mandate. And that is why farm groups and ethanol 
makers are pushing the EPA to create a new market for their product by issuing a 
mandate that fuel be blended with 15 percent ethanol, up from the current requirement 
of 10 percent. 
 
The EPA had been expected to render a decision on the request concerning that fuel, 
known commonly as E15, in July. However, the federal agency in June said it intended 
to push back its decision to September. 
 
The decision to delay has miffed supporters of the E15 rule, like Beutke and Ken Beck, 
a Mendota farmer who represents the region on the Illinois Corn Growers Association 
board. 
 
"I'm not happy about this, because I don't know why they're dragging their feet," Beutke 
said. "We've given them all the evidence they need that this stuff is safe, and they just 
keep putting it off." 
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Opposition to E15 has been led by automobile makers and convenience store 
operators, who claim a transition to E15 will shorten vehicle life and impose expensive 
burdens on them to alter engines and install new fuel pumps at gas stations to 
accommodate higher ethanol blends. 
 
But Beck thinks the delay is mainly due to politics, as lawmakers from traditionally 
strong corn producing states can make more hay of a ruling in the fall, closer to the 
November elections, than they could if the ruling came in July. 
 
Beck is confident the EPA will rule in favor of the supporters of E15. 
 
"I'd guess there would be some kind of restriction on it," Beck said. "But I think we're 
going to get something." 
 
 
 
 
Farmers await E15 decision 
 
Ken Beck isn’t happy the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has delayed its 
decision on whether to allow more ethanol into America’s fuel supply. 
But the Mendota farmer and local member of the Illinois Corn Growers Association 
board still believes federal regulators will side with farm groups in allowing the E15 fuel 
blend to flow. 
“The EPA has had all of the solid science given to them that we can give,” Beck said. 
“Now, they’re going to decide.” 
Should E15 be allowed, the increase in ethanol production would be sharp, as new 
demand could rise by about 6.5 billion gallons, according to the Renewable Fuels 
Association. Presently, the U.S. produces about 10.5 billion gallons of ethanol annually, 
heading toward 15 billion gallons by 2015. 
The possibility of such an increase has farmers dreaming of sustained high demand for 
corn, and thus, relative sustained high corn prices. 
However, while the EPA may allow higher ethanol blends, just how far that decision 
might go remains unclear. 
Automakers and convenience store operators, along with some environmental groups, 
have opposed any allowance for higher ethanol fuel blends. Automakers in particular 
fear higher ethanol blends will damage car engine parts, particularly in older vehicles 
whose engines were not designed to handle higher amounts of ethanol. 
This concern has led the EPA to indicate it might allow E15 only for cars made after 
2001. It also, however, might limit E15 use only to vehicles made after 2007. 
While Beck said he could begrudgingly accept restricting use of E15 to cars made after 
2001, the possibility of restricting it to post-2007 vehicles worries him and other 
supporters of E15. 
“If you’re going to restrict it to 2007 and newer, what’s the point, really?” Beck said. 
“That accounts for so few cars on the road.” 
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As a compromise, large ethanol maker Archer Daniels Midland has suggested the EPA 
consider approving a 12 percent ethanol blend instead. 
But Beck and others have wondered what the EPA and the U.S. Department of Energy 
— the federal department conducting the tests of the higher ethanol fuel blends — 
would do with that request. 
“If they say, ‘Sure, we’ve already done all the tests on E15, so E12 is fine,’ then great,” 
Beck said. “But are they going to make E12 go through all of those tests, just like E15, 
meaning they would basically be starting over? I don’t know.” 
Whatever the EPA decides, ethanol makers and the farmers who provide the corn that 
feeds their fuel hope it will provide a boost. Beck and Beutke pointed out the fuel would 
be made in the U.S., displacing some demand for oil. 
And Beck noted it could help create jobs, as ethanol makers build new plants or expand 
existing ones to meet renewed demand, as the U.S. builds toward its goal of 36 billion 
gallons of biofuels in use by 2022. 
 


 


POLITICAL 
================================================================== 


43 top agency jobs remain unfilled (Washington Post) 
 
By Al Kamen 
Wednesday, July 7, 2010; A13 
 
Looking for a top job in a Cabinet-level agency? The pickings now are pretty slim, with 
only 43 such jobs available in the larger agencies. As a result of the Senate's shocking 
realization of its constitutional obligations two weeks ago -- who knew it was supposed 
to confirm presidential appointees? -- the Transportation Department and the 
Environmental Protection Agency have no openings at all. The departments of Energy 
and Homeland Security have but one opening each. 
 
Of the 369 jobs at these agencies tracked by The Washington Post's Head Count, the 
White House has filled 88 percent (if those announced or formally nominated are 
included). 
 
Still, some pretty good jobs are available. For example, there's the assistant secretary 
for import administration at the Commerce Department. That's the person who watches 
out for such things as illegal dumping of goods into this country. The job has been 
vacant since the beginning of the administration, and as recently as last month, 
Undersecretary Francisco Sanchez was saying that Commerce were still looking for 
someone. 
 
This led to some grousing amongst the rank and file that if Sanchez were to spend more 
time looking and less time traveling, they'd find a candidate. 
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It's certainly true that Sanchez, a late-March recess appointee himself, has been on the 
road a goodly amount of late: a week or so in early May with health companies on a 
trade mission to Saudi Arabia and Qatar; another week in China at the end of May; then 
a week in Lima, Peru, and Bogota, Colombia, in late June. Next Wednesday he's off for 
a week to Eastern Europe (Poland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia) and Austria for a civil 
nuclear trade mission with U.S. executives. 
 
But that may not be the reason for the opening. It seems the job is not an easy one to 
fill, especially because many of those qualified for it have been lobbyists. Apply quickly, 
though -- we hear Commerce is getting close to picking somebody. On the other hand, 
we've heard that before. 
 
 
 


SUPERFUND 
================================================================== 


Rehberg questions EPA’s responsibility on cleanup (Western News) 
     
Posted: Tuesday, July 6, 2010 7:30 pm | Updated: 7:34 pm, Tue Jul 6, 2010. 
The Western News 
Montana Rep. Denny Rehberg sent a letter last week to an Environmental Protection 
Agency official asking for clarifications relating to the Superfund cleanup, especially that 
of Operable Unit 1 adjacent to Riverfront Park in Libby. 
 
The questions mostly regarded what the EPA’s responsibility would be in the event that 
the cleanup proves to not be protective of human health in the future. 
 
“As much as the folks in Libby want this cleanup to be over, they also want it to be done 
right,” Rehberg said in a prepared statement. “… This isn’t the first time we’ve seen a 
less than thorough response from the federal government, so the skepticism of the local 
community is completely justified.” 
 
Before the EPA released records of decision for the former export plant (OU1) and 
former screening plant sites in May, local groups and individuals questioned the agency 
about its decision to move forward without a toxicity assessment of Libby amphibole 
asbestos, as well as the risk of the current presence of visible asbestos-laced 
vermiculite. Residents also voiced a fear that the agency would refuse to open up a 
ROD once a remedy is already in place, even if new science points to a better 
alternative. 
 
Rehberg caught wind of the concerns and laid them out in five questions addressed to 
Bill Murray, director of EPA’s Region 8 Superfund Remedial Program. 
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“We’ve answered those questions,” EPA’s Victor Ketellapper, Libby team leader, said 
concerning the letter. “… We will respond to his concerns in writing and, at this point, we 
plan to proceed with implementing this remedy (for OU1) and making the property ready 
for use of a park for the city.” 
 
Rehberg’s letter notes that some locals aren’t satisfied with EPA’s responses. 
 
“Many in Libby believe their questions haven’t been adequately answered,” his letter 
reads, “particularly in regards to whether EPA will return to Libby if future evidence 
reveals that vermiculite exists in areas deemed safe by the ROD.” 
 
EPA officials have maintained throughout the Superfund process that the agency is 
obligated to review a ROD at least every five years to determine if it is still protective of 
human health. 
 
Ketellapper clarified that the RODs for the former screening and export plant sites are 
signed, but that the design and construction for the remedy is still in the works. The EPA 
is working with the city to clean up OU1 in a way that will be compatible with the city’s 
future plans of a larger Riverfront Park. 
 
  
READER COMMENT GUIDELINES 
 
The News invites you to contribute online comments. Please keep the following 
guidelines in mind when posting a comment. 
 
1. Please do not threaten or verbally abuse others with your comments. Do not libel 
others (no name calling or using private citizens’ names). 
 
2. Please use good taste and respectful language so that all readers feel welcome when 
commenting within this forum. 
 
3. Please do not use language that abuses or discriminates. 
 
4. Debate is welcome but do not attack others. It’s acceptable to disagree and express 
your own opinions but please do so in a respectful manner. 
 
5. Do not use the reader comments area to promote commercial ventures. 
 
6. Ask yourself the following four questions before posting – Is it a positive remark? Will 
I be hurting anyone? Children can come to this site … is it appropriate for their eyes? 
Would I want my name on this forum? 
 
Note: Comments are not edited in any way and are either approved or rejected in their 
original form. 
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TOXICS 
================================================================== 


California moving closer to ban on BPA (Plastic News) 
 
By Mike Verespej | PLASTICS NEWS STAFF 
Posted July 6, 2010 
SACRAMENTO, CALIF. (July 6, 2:10 p.m. ET) -- California is moving close to a ban on 
bisphenol A in baby products. 
 
Reversing a 37-29 no vote taken just three days earlier, the state Assembly voted 41-31 
on July 1 to approve a ban on BPA. The bill now goes to the Senate, which last year 
approved a BPA ban that was rejected by the Assembly. 
 
California’s ban would go into effect Jan. 1, 2012 on baby bottles and other feeding 
products for children ages 3 and younger. The ban would further apply to infant formula 
cans starting July 1, 2012. 
 
New York recently became the fifth state this year -- and the seventh in the last two 
years -- to enact a ban on BPA. If Gov. David Paterson signs the legislation, as 
expected, New York would be the largest state to date with a BPA ban. 
 
Vermont, Connecticut, Wisconsin, Washington, Maryland, Minnesota, the city of 
Chicago and four counties in New York state — Albany, Schenectady, Suffolk and 
Rockland — have BPA bans. 
 
BPA is used to make polycarbonate plastics, including baby bottles, sports bottles, 
reusable food and drink containers, bicycle helmets, CDs and DVDs. It is also an 
ingredient in the epoxy resins used to line metal cans. 
 
A number of laboratory studies have linked BPA — a synthetic estrogen — to birth 
defects, low birth weight, cancer, early puberty and other health problems in rats. 
However, 11 safety agencies around the world have said that BPA is safe for use in 
food-contact applications. 
 
The six major manufacturers of baby bottles last year agreed to stop selling PC bottles 
in the United States. Epoxy resins, however, are still used in the lining of most canned 
foods and beverages, including infant formula. 
 
In late March, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency began a series of actions to 
address the potential effects of BPA and issued an action plan that concentrates on the 
chemical’s environmental effects. EPA said it would look to add BPA to its list of 
chemicals of concern, which would mandate environmental testing for BPA. 
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In mid-January, the Food and Drug Administration reversed its long-held stance that 
BPA is safe for food contact applications. Regulators said they were particularly 
concerned about BPA’s effect on the development of fetuses, infants and young 
children. But FDA did not ban BPA or require manufacturers to label products that 
contain BPA, saying that there is not enough information to require that. 
 
Approximately 7 billion pounds of BPA is produced globally each year for use in baby 
bottles, dental sealants, compact discs, water bottles, food cans, and a wide variety of 
other items. 


 


EPA, CDC Crafting Pilot Program To Elevate Health Considerations In NEPA 
(Inside EPA) 
 
Posted: July 6, 2010  
EPA Region IV and the Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) are crafting a 
pilot program to determine whether coordinated actions between the two agencies will 
help enhance public health considerations and mitigate harmful project impacts when 
agencies conduct National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and other environmental 
reviews. 


While the agencies are still working to resolve some implementation issues, "once we 
have all the kinks out of the way and figured out a framework to make this happen," the 
agency envisions the effort going national, says a Region IV source familiar with the 
program. 


The EPA/CDC partnership is the latest indication that the Obama administration and 
others are seeking to elevate consideration of human health impacts when conducting 
NEPA reviews. Earlier this year, the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) convened a 
panel -- sponsored by EPA and the Department of Health & Human Services -- to 
develop guidance for conducting health impact assessments (HIAs) of public- and 
private-sector projects, in much the same way that agencies conduct environmental 
assessments under NEPA. The panel had its first meeting in March and is expected to 
issue its guidance next year. 


In addition, the Health Impact Project -- a recent collaboration between the Robert 
Wood Johnson Foundation and the Pew Charitable Trusts -- in early June announced 
$1 million in grants to six projects to conduct HIAs at the state and local levels. 


But the efforts to raise health impacts in NEPA and other actions are controversial, with 
critics noting the additional step may only further delay what are often complicated 
projects that already take too much time to win permits. 


Still, a source with the Pew project calls the EPA/CDC partnership a "fantastic effort" by 
the agencies to pool their resources. "It is a good-faith effort to look at the way EPA 
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treats health. . . . There are folks at CDC committed to HIA and people at EPA seem 
very willing to work on this issue." 


The EPA-CDC pilot program stems from an agreement signed earlier this year requiring 
the agencies to "seek to advance efforts in achieving mutual environmental public 
health goals and strengthening the bridge between environmental and public health 
impact assessment." It will seek to "enhance the collective understanding of linkages 
between proposed changes in the built and natural environment and ensuing human 
exposures and potential health outcomes so as to better inform decision-makers." 


According to the document, the program is intended to determine whether this type of 
coordination between EPA and CDC will enhance public health considerations and 
mitigation within NEPA and other environmental assessment processes that guide 
decisionmaking. 


Subject To Presidential Orders 


The agreement is not limited to NEPA but notes at its "cornerstone," the agencies will 
"leverage" their comments on NEPA reviews, as well as activities subject to presidential 
executive orders on children's health and environmental justice. "The partners are 
especially committed to safeguarding the environmental health of populations that are 
particularly vulnerable to hazards in the built and natural environment -- children, the 
elderly, people with disabilities and those at high risk due to socioeconomic conditions," 
the agreement says. 


The two-year agreement requires the agencies to conduct a minimum of two "joint 
agency reviews" per year to systematically review a NEPA analysis, after establishing 
the evaluation framework. 


The agencies are now working on developing a performance evaluation framework to 
assess and document the outcomes of the projects, as well as criteria to identify NEPA 
reviews to use as pilots, the EPA Region IV source says. The agencies have not yet 
identified specific health outcomes they will consider, the EPA source says, but the 
agreement says possible areas can include air quality, water quality, social and 
economic resources, subsistence resources, environmental justice, children's health 
and land use considerations. 


The EPA Region IV source adds the agencies are seeking to identify priority sectors for 
appropriate reviews such as transportation and energy projects, and are considering a 
highspeed rail transit project as an initial pilot to help develop the criteria. 


The source says the agreement arose from recent EPA efforts to look at HIA combined 
with the opportunity to have a CDC staff detail at the region. "CDC had the capacity and 
know-how, and we had the need," the source says. 



http://insideepa.com/EPA-Documents-Low-Priority/Text-Document/epa-cdc-sign-joint-agreement-to-elevate-health-considerations-in-nepa/menu-id-293.html
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EPA and CDC will be presenting their baseline findings at an American Public Health 
Association meeting in November that the source says should include a series of case 
studies and results. 


Meanwhile, EPA's Office of Environmental Justice (OEJ) chief Charles Lee called the 
issue of raising health impacts in NEPA reviews one that is here to stay. At a recent 
National Advisory Council on Environmental Policy & Technology (NACEPT) meeting, 
he said the issue is "something that is truly emerging and has a bit of traction." 


Other EPA sources at the NACEPT meeting noted that OEJ is more broadly reviewing 
NEPA for equity issues with a particular focus on health. 


An EPA spokeswoman declined to provide further details on the OEJ effort but 
confirmed that HIAs are being discussed as a potential equity tool. The spokeswoman 
adds that the agency is monitoring the NAS effort "and will utilize the results to design a 
systematic strategy" for regional NEPA reviewers to effectively include health impacts. 


In addition to the Region IV effort, the spokeswoman pointed to a Region IX project to 
consider HIA as it addresses issues associated with ports and transportation. 


Additionally, EPA Region X made an initial effort to include health in a NEPA review for 
the proposed expansion of an Alaska mine in 2008. 


The final supplemental environmental impact statement for the Red Dog mine, issued in 
October 2009, includes a brief chapter on health effects analysis that listed possible 
health impacts from the expansion, including physical impacts "such as water 
discharges and fugitive dust," subsistence impacts "from mine-related activities on . . . 
subsistence users," and occupational impacts "such as worker exposure to toxins." -- 
Dawn Reeves 


 


EPA Extends Certification Deadline for New Lead Paint Rule (Professional Door 
Dealer) 
 
http://www.professionaldoordealer.com/ 
Posted on: 07/06/2010 
The Environmental Protection Agency’s Lead: Renovation, Repair and Paint Rule” went 
into effect last April, and requires those who work on homes built before 1978 to be 
EPA-certified. 
 
However, acknowledging a lack of trainers available to certify those in need to make 
their businesses compliant, the EPA has agreed to extend their deadline for certification 
to Oct. 1, 2010. That means dealers must be enrolled by Sept. 30, and have complete 
training by Dec. 31. 
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The EPA states it will not take enforcement actions for violation of certification 
requirements before Oct. 1, at which time dealers could be responsible for the fines that 
top out at $37,5000 per day. 
 
Read the EPA’s press release here. 
 


WATER 
=============================================================== 


EPA finishing up Pavillion-area monitoring wells (Associated Press) 
 
By MEAD GRUVER  
CHEYENNE, Wyo. — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has almost finished 
drilling two monitoring wells to test for pollution in a central Wyoming community where 
residents suspect chemicals related to gas drilling have contaminated their well water. 
Meanwhile, the EPA has pushed back a meeting with residents of the Pavillion area. 
Originally planned for July, the public meeting now will be held in August. 
The agency wants to make certain ahead of the meeting that homeowners have 
accurate information about the contamination and any health risks, EPA spokesman 
Richard Mylott said. 
"One of the things that's become clear is getting a good health-based assessment of the 
many wells we've sampled is time-consuming," Mylott said Tuesday. 
Area residents say chemicals related to a process called hydraulic fracturing, or 
"fracking," may have polluted their wells. Fracking involves pumping water, sand and 
chemicals underground at high pressure to open fissures and improve the flow of oil or 
gas. 
The EPA tested wells in the area in March 2009 and January 2010. Contamination is 
suspected in 11 water wells. 
Mylott said two new wells to check for groundwater pollution are being completed and 
should be operational by August. 
One homeowner, Louis Meeks, said the EPA considered but decided against drilling a 
monitoring well on his property because he'd tried drilling a new water well and hit 
dangerous amounts of natural gas. 
"They were scared of that and so were the drillers," Meeks said Tuesday. "They didn't 
want to have problems." 
A couple weeks ago, an EPA employee tested his water by turning on hot shower water 
and running a detector to see if gas was present, Meeks said. 
"He did say there was a problem. There was gas there," he said. 
Meeks said he hauls drinking water to his home at his own expense. His well water 
"reeks" from pollution, he said, and taking a shower "cleans your sinuses." 
Meeks said he has health problems and so does his wife but no one seems to care. 
"They're not doing anything out there for anybody, Encana," he said, referring to the 
company that did the gas drilling locals believe caused the pollution. 
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EnCana Corp. officials have said no link has been confirmed between groundwater 
pollution and the company's drilling in the area. The EPA expects to release its findings 
on a pollution source by year's end. 
Encana spokesman Randy Teeuwen did not return a message Tuesday seeking 
comment. 
 


Post Falls approves suit against EPA (Spokesman-Review) 
 
Becky Kramer 
The Spokesman-Review 
The Post Falls City Council passed a resolution tonight approving a lawsuit against the 
federal government over a phosphorus-reduction plan for the Spokane River. 
 
City Manager Eric Keck said Post falls is willing to do its part to reduce the amount of 
algae-spurring contaminates in treated sewage discharged into the river. But city 
officials contend that phosphorus limits in the plan crafted by the Washington 
Department of Ecology would strangle growth in North Idaho, unfairly penalizing Idaho 
dischargers while giving more generous limits to Washington municipalities. 
 
In May, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency endorsed the interstate plan for 
improving the river’s water quality despite strong objections from Idaho dischargers. 
 
Keck said that the Hayden Area Regional Sewer Board will join Post Falls in the lawsuit, 
which could be filed as early as this week in federal court in Boise. The city of Coeur 
d’Alene also has concerns about the new permit limits, but hasn’t decided whether to 
pursue litigation, said Sid Frederickson, Coeur d’Alene’s wastewater superintendent. 
 
 
 


Gulf of Mexico hides 27,000 abandoned wells (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Dallas Morning News 
 
12:00 AM CDT on Wednesday, July 7, 2010 
Jeff Donn and Mitch Weiss, The Associated Press 
 
More than 27,000 abandoned oil and gas wells lurk in the hard rock beneath the Gulf of 
Mexico, an environmental minefield that has been ignored for decades. No one – not 
industry, not government – is checking to see if they are leaking, an Associated Press 
investigation shows. 
 
The oldest of these wells were abandoned in the late 1940s, raising the prospect that 
many deteriorating sealing jobs are already failing. 
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The AP investigation uncovered particular concern with 3,500 of the neglected wells – 
those characterized in federal government records as "temporarily abandoned." 
 
Regulations for temporarily abandoned wells require oil companies to present plans to 
reuse or permanently plug such wells within a year, but the AP found that the rule is 
routinely circumvented and that more than 1,000 wells have lingered in unfinished 
condition for more than a decade. 
 
As a forceful reminder of the potential harm, the well beneath BP's Deepwater Horizon 
rig was being sealed with cement for temporary abandonment when it blew April 20. BP 
alone has abandoned about 600 wells in the gulf, according to government data. 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency acknowledged Tuesday that it has had to 
deal with leaks at abandoned wells in shallow state waters of Louisiana and Texas. The 
U.S. Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement – which 
oversees wells in federal waters – also acknowledged Tuesday that it has dealt with "a 
few" failed abandoned wells farther out in the gulf. 
 
Experts say abandoned wells can repressurize, much like a dormant volcano can 
awaken. And years of exposure to sea water and underground pressure can cause 
cementing and piping to corrode and weaken. 
 
Oil company representatives insist that the seal on a correctly plugged offshore well will 
last virtually forever. 
 
"It's in everybody's interest to do it right," said Bill Mintz, a spokesman for Apache Corp., 
which has at least 2,100 abandoned wells in the gulf, according to government data. 
 
State officials estimate that tens of thousands of wells on both land and sea are badly 
sealed, either because they predate strict regulation or because the operating 
companies violated rules. 
 
The U.S. Minerals Management Service – recently renamed the Bureau of Ocean 
Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement – relies on rules that have few real 
teeth. Once an oil company says it will permanently abandon a well, it has one year to 
complete the job. The bureau requires that work plans be submitted and a report filed 
afterward. 
 
The bureau doesn't typically inspect the job, instead relying on the paperwork. 
 
The AP documented an extensive history of warnings about environmental dangers 
related to abandoned wells: 
 
• The Government Accountability Office, which investigates for Congress, warned as 
early as 1994 that leaks from offshore abandoned wells could cause an "environmental 
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disaster," killing fish, shellfish, mammals and plants. In a lengthy report, the GAO 
pressed for inspections of abandonment jobs, but nothing came of the recommendation. 
 
• A 2006 Environmental Protection Agency report said of the overall issue regarding 
wells on land: "Historically, well abandonment and plugging have generally not been 
properly planned, designed and executed." 
 
• A GAO report in 1989 provided a foreboding prognosis about the health of the 
country's inland oil and gas wells. The watchdog agency quoted EPA data estimating 
that up to 17 percent of the nation's wells on land had been improperly plugged. If that 
percentage applies to offshore wells, there could be 4,600 badly plugged wells in the 
Gulf of Mexico alone. 
 
• According to a 2001 study commissioned by the Minerals Management Service, 
agency officials were "concerned that some abandoned oil wells in the gulf may be 
leaking crude oil." But nothing came of that warning, either. 
 
Jeff Donn and Mitch Weiss, 
 
 
 
Article published Jul 7, 2010 


EPA ship to investigate dump site off Isles of Shoals (Foster's Daily Democrat) 
 
PORTSMOUTH — A 225-foot research vessel pulled into the state pier on Tuesday for 
what is expected to be three-day effort by scientists to study an offshore site previously 
used to dump materials dredged from the Piscataqua River. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency's Ocean Survey Vessel "Bold" is slated to assist 
the Army Corps of Engineers in studying a former dump site located off the Isles of 
Shoals. 
 
Capt. Jerel "Jerry" Chamberlain — a Maine native and captain for Seaward Services 
Inc. — said research scientists will board the ship on July 8 and mobilize for a project 
that will see experts using side-scan sonar to determine what the dump site looks like 
and how the dropping of dredged materials might be impacting bottom-based marine life 
like clams and worms. 
 
Chamberlain — a Maine native — said sonar towed from a cable behind the ship will 
give scientists a clear picture of what the dump site looks like in the event that it is 
selected as the future site for more dredged materials. 
 
"We look at every rock on the bottom and they sample around the edges (of the dump 
site) to see how its effecting sea life," Chamberlain said. 
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Chamberlain said experts look to avoid dumping dredge materials near rocks and other 
structures. 
 
"They want a perfectly flat piece of mud," Chamberlain said. 
 
The EPA-owned "Bold" has a crew of 18 individuals and is tasked with serving as a 
mobile research platform for government agencies and has spent recent years traveling 
everywhere from Texas to the Gulf of Maine. 
 
The ship was built in 1989 and once served as a submarine hunting vessel, according 
to Chamberlain — a man who has spent his life at sea as the former captain of a cargo 
container ship that made numerous trips to Iceland. 
 
The captain of the "Bold" said he took a pay cut to move from a container ship to a 
research vessel that suits his interest in science. 
 
Chamberlain said the ship has its homeport in Florida, but spends most of its time 
housing scientists who study coastal waters. 
 
The EPA's website indicated the "Bold" was acquired by the agency in 2004 as their 
only ocean and coastal monitoring vessel. 
 
It is equipped with state-of-the-art sampling, mapping, and analysis equipment including 
side-scan sonar, underwater video, water sampling instruments, and sediment sampling 
devices, which scientists can use in various monitoring activities. 
 
The ship is used to collect water quality and sediment samples, fish, and other 
organisms. 
 
Chamberlain said the ship recently returned from a mission studying the ocean floor of 
Massachusetts and in Cape Cod Bay where sonar studies identified upward of 19 
previously uncharted shipwrecks. 
 
The ship is expected to leave the state pier and begin studying the dump site slightly 
east of the Isles of Shoals on July 9. 
 
The "Bold" will spend future weeks cruising off the coast of New York and New Jersey 
studying the ocean floor near the continental shelf. 
 
 


A river's reckoning (Milwaukee Journal Sentinel) 
 
July 06--First of two parts.  
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Chicago likes to think of the filth flowing in its namesake river as nobody's business but 
its own, and for most of the last century that might have been true. But today that dirty 
water has become a problem for all the Great Lakes -- the world's largest freshwater 
system and a drinking water source for 40 million people.  
 
Blame the Asian carp.  
 
More than a century ago, the city reversed the Chicago River to carry its sewage away 
from Lake Michigan and into a Mississippi River-bound canal system. Today, those 
canals have become a flashpoint in the battle to protect the Great Lakes from the 
leaping carp that can devastate prized fish populations and inflict brutal blows on 
unsuspecting boaters.  
 
With the invaders finning their way up the canal waters toward the Lake Michigan 
shoreline, a push is on to reconstruct the natural barrier between the Great Lakes and 
the Mississippi basins that the Chicago canals destroyed so long ago.  
 
It is a project that would almost surely mean that Chicago's river -- and some of the 
city's wastewater -- would again flow into Lake Michigan.  
 
This itself would be an ecological disaster -- if Chicago sewage officials can't figure out 
how to clean up sewage discharges that are among the nastiest in the nation.  
 
Chicago has a rare distinction among major American cities It does not employ a 
disinfection stage at its three main sewage treatment plants.  
 
The result is a river and canal system running so thick with fecal coliform that signs 
along the banks warn that the contents below are not suitable for "any human body 
contact."  
 
It is poison, basically.  
 
Even before the carp arrived, conservationists had been pushing the Metropolitan Water 
Reclamation District of Greater Chicago to not just do basic sewage treatment, but also 
to disinfect its discharges, a step nearly every other major American city takes. That's 
something the district boss dismisses as not worth the expense, which would be no 
more than $2 to $3 per household per month according to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency.  
 
The reclamation district shows no signs of budging on the issue, even as pressure 
mounts to do whatever it will take to safeguard the Great Lakes -- and its $7 billion 
fishing industry -- from what biologists call a menacing invader.  
 
That's not what reclamation district boss Richard Lanyon calls the fish.  
 
He calls them "these stupid Asian carp."  
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The big flush  
 
Chicago has been treating Lake Michigan like a giant toilet tank since it engineered a 
crude sewer system to suck from the lake about 6 billion gallons of water per day, a flow 
big enough to drain a body of water the size of Lake Winnebago in a single summer.  
 
You can think of that colossal water grab as a super-size flush, inside a continent-sized 
commode. Chicagoland's raw sewage once plunged into the man-made Chicago 
Sanitary and Ship Canal, and that canal whooshed the Windy City stew into the 
Mississippi River and down to the Gulf of Mexico, Chicago's toilet bowl.  
 
Before canal construction in 1900, the city simply dumped its feces into the Chicago 
River, a fetid dribble that flowed into Lake Michigan -- Chicago's drinking water source.  
 
This wasn't just gross, it was deadly; about 2,000 Chicagoans a year succumbed to 
typhoid.  
 
"It was a matter of survival," Lanyon says of channeling the polluted river so it flowed 
away from the lake.  
 
The city's decision to blast a canal through the continental divide that separates the 
waters of the Great Lakes and Mississippi guaranteed Chicago a boundless supply of 
safe freshwater, fueling its growth and development for decades to come.  
 
It also ignited courtroom battles.  
 
Neighboring Great Lakes states claimed Chicago stole their water and permanently 
lowered Lake Michigan; St. Louis was revolted that Chicago sewage flowed from its 
faucets, diluted as it was by the time it got to town.  
 
In a 1930 ruling, the U.S. Supreme Court allowed reduced flows in the canal to protect 
Chicagoans from "possible pestilence and ruin" had they continued to drink what they 
flushed.  
 
Since then, the Midwest has tolerated Chicago's crap, but politicians are now lining up 
to do something about its carp -- and its canal system.  
 
First a fix, then a mess  
 
Chicago Mayor Richard M. Daley convened a summit seven years ago that drew 
scientists, engineers and invasive species experts to figure out how to stop the 
inexorable advance of invading carp toward the Great Lakes.  
 
The canal had indeed been a forceful solution to the city's 19th century sewage 
problem. But by the beginning of the 21st century, the true costs of destroying a 
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continental divide -- which some conservationists refer to as Chicago's "original sin" -- 
were finally coming into focus as water, waste and noxious species mixed in a manner 
nature never intended.  
 
Pipe-clogging invasive mussels from the Caspian Sea region -- which have shredded 
the Great Lakes' food web and cost billions of dollars to industries and municipalities -- 
rode Chicago's canal waters out of Lake Michigan and into the rest of America. They 
were followed by round gobies, a prolific predator of native fish species' eggs. Today a 
fish-killing, ebola-like virus is threatening to spill inland from southern Lake Michigan, an 
invasion that could have dire consequences for fish farmers in the South.  
 
With Asian carp on the way north, Daley knew by 2003 that it was time to do something 
"bold" to deal with the economic and ecological consequences of linking America's two 
grand drainage basins.  
 
"The longer you put off solving a problem, the more it costs you in the long run," Daley 
told the group. "An aggressive solution to a problem is almost always cheaper than 
repairing the damage later."  
 
The group brainstormed for two days and concluded it was time to atone for the 
destruction; it was time to reconstruct the continental divide by putting a barrier in the 
canal.  
 
But the solution Daley had asked for was widely dismissed as outlandish.  
 
Tilting river flows back toward Lake Michigan in dinner plate-flat Chicago would likely 
require costly upgrades in the city's sewage system because it would no longer have 
the luxury of flushing its bacteria-laden waste downstream.  
 
Damming the canals also would mean trouble for the barge industry that relies on free-
flowing water to float industrial goods such as coal, salt, cement and chemicals.  
 
Then came the carp.  
 
In November, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers acknowledged that new environmental 
DNA sampling revealed the fish had breached the lake's last line of defense on the 
canal, an electric barrier system about 35 miles downstream from Lake Michigan.  
 
Government agencies have since dumped about $4.5 million worth of fish poison into 
the Chicago waterways as an emergency dose of chemotherapy to try to knock back 
the spreading ecological malignancy.  
 
The poisoning is part of a $78 million federal emergency plan to buy the Great Lakes 
some more time. It includes three electric fish barriers in the canal and research into 
beating back the invaders with bubbles, lights and even noise.  
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Criticized as more desperate and disparate than directed, few believe these quirky 
schemes offer the Great Lakes any long-term protection.  
 
Yet the seeds planted at Daley's summit seven years ago are finally beginning to 
sprout, and it's not just Illinois' neighbors who are pushing for big changes on the 110 
year-old canal.  
 
In late June -- just three days after a 3-foot long Asian carp was found six miles 
downstream from Lake Michigan -- Illinois Democratic Sen. Dick Durbin proposed 
legislation forcing the Army Corps to expedite a study of what it will take to separate the 
canals from Lake Michigan.  
 
Even canal operators realize the days of a free flow to the Gulf of Mexico may be 
numbered.  
 
"Could it happen?" says reclamation district executive director Lanyon. "Sure. It would 
be challenging, but it could happen."  
 
And one reason it could happen is that remarkable progress has been made since 1900 
in technologies to disinfect waste discharged from sewage treatment plants.  
 
Arteries and intestines  
 
The 1972 Clean Water Act led to a universal push by environmental regulators to try to 
force cities everywhere to treat their rivers as the vital arteries that they are.  
 
Except in Chicago.  
 
It still treats its river like an intestine.  
 
"What's happening here is insane," John Quail of the conservation group Friends of the 
Chicago River says on a steamy mid-May day in the northern suburb of Evanston. Quail 
is standing on a floating dock in a canal carved a century ago through Chicago's tony 
north shore suburbs to flush their waste downstream.  
 
At the end of the dock a team of middle-aged moms lowers a crew boat into waters so 
filthy with fecal coliform -- an indicator of the presence of human waste -- that it would 
be illegal in Wisconsin and almost anywhere else.  
 
But not here. Not on the North Shore Channel. Not downstream on the Sanitary and 
Ship Canal. And not on the Cal-Sag Channel, south of downtown, which also flows into 
the Sanitary and Ship Canal.  
 
Built primarily to float waste -- and therefore given a pass on the normal disinfection 
requirements -- these three canals are thick with bacteria at levels that can be more 
than 1,000 times higher than what is discharged at Milwaukee's Jones Island sewage 
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treatment plant. It signals the presence of human-borne viruses, bacteria and even 
worms that can cause everything from hepatitis to respiratory infections to dysentery.  
 
Cities typically have strict limits on how much fecal coliform they can discharge; Jones 
Island discharged an average of 29 fecal colony forming units per 100 milliliters of water 
in 2008. Records from the Chicago Reclamation District show the North Side treatment 
plant averaged 12,279, with daily spikes as high as 170,000. At Chicago's big three 
reclamation treatment plants, there is no cap.  
 
The reason, essentially, is Chicago treatment plants discharge into a sanitary canal, 
giving wastewater a chance to dilute and be cleansed naturally before it reaches a river.  
 
Chicago now caring  
 
The sewage situation doesn't fit with the self-image of a city led by a mayor whose goal 
is to make it the "most environmentally friendly city in the nation."  
 
When people realize what the reclamation district is putting into the picturesque river, 
Friends of the Chicago River executive director Margaret Frisbie says, people are 
"shocked and disgusted."  
 
The Natural Resources Defense Council's Henry Henderson still shakes his head at an 
episode last year during the heat of the failed push to land the 2016 Summer Olympics.  
 
Chicago's hope was to host the world's first "Blue-Green Games," focusing on 
environmental protection and showcasing its urban shoreline and waterways.  
 
As part of the campaign, the bid committee's Environment Advisory Council wanted to 
take a visiting international delegation on a boat ride down the Chicago River.  
 
Henderson suggested the event might be an appropriate time to announce that, in the 
spirt of the Blue-Green motto, Chicago was going to begin disinfecting the sewage 
discharges that account for the majority of the water in the Chicago canal system.  
 
The environment advisory council members were stunned that such filth flows daily 
through the heart of their city.  
 
"You could just see their faces as they tried to figure it out," says Frisbie, also an 
environment advisory council member. "They were saying What? What? They didn't 
believe it."  
 
So how does Chicago get away with it?  
 
"It's a good question," says Linda Holst, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's 
regional water quality branch chief.  
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"Well, Mr. Mayor?"  
 
Mayor Daley wants the reclamation district to start disinfecting its discharges.  
 
So does Governor Pat Quinn, as does Attorney General Lisa Madigan, as well as a 
bipartisan group of congressmen from the region.  
 
But they don't run the sewer system that serves most all of Cook County -- including 
about 125 communities outside Chicago city limits.  
 
Lanyon and his elected board do, and they don't want to pay for it. Lanyon says even if 
the district did raise the money to install disinfection systems, a state tax cap means the 
district could not afford to run them at its three major plants, Stickney, North Side and 
Calumet.  
 
His response to Daley's push for disinfection?  
 
"Well, Mr. Mayor, write me a check," he says. "Put your pocketbook where your mouth 
is."  
 
Lanyon points to a soon-to-be released epidemiological study his district commissioned 
that will show the canal water isn't getting people sick at any higher rate than other 
water bodies.  
 
Critics say the study doesn't prove people aren't contracting bugs and passing them 
along to others. They also contend the study doesn't take into account that many people 
don't use the canals the same way they use other bodies of water, precisely because of 
the dangers.  
 
Many of those who do venture onto the canals do so with great caution.  
 
The leafy North Shore channel is a training ground for college crew teams, as well as 
high school rowers, many of whom see the dirty water as the best route to a varsity 
letter, and perhaps college scholarship.  
 
Space for all rowers is tight on busy training days, and on weekends they have to dodge 
droves of kayakers and canoeists.  
 
All of them float past the warning signs lining the banks that caution against any body 
contact at all.  
 
Only a fool -- or an unsupervised child trying to beat the heat on a hot summer day -- 
would purposely take a dip in the North Shore Channel, but that doesn't mean people 
aren't getting wet.  
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New Trier Township High School assistant crew coach Hope Poor says her kids are 
schooled to wash well after practice, scrub popped blisters and keep their heads above 
water on the rare occasion someone takes an accidental plunge.  
 
"All of the kids are aware of how dirty the water is," Poor says.  
Sometimes that's not enough. Poor remembers one student who was forced to drop out 
of the sport.  
"She got two staph infections from cuts on her leg and her mother wouldn't let her row 
anymore," she says.  
The girl, she says, wasn't part of the reclamation district's epidemiological study.  
'Not your babbling brook'  
Lanyon says people should know what they're getting into when they go on the water.  
"This is not your babbling brook. ... It's an open channel or a pipe," he says.  
And that characterization has made all the difference.  
 
In the years just after passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972, the district was 
disinfecting its wastewater, but beginning in the mid-1980s it convinced state regulators 
it wasn't worth the expense because nobody was fishing or swimming in the waters.  
 
The reclamation district also argued the chlorine it was putting into the water was doing 
more harm than good to fish, though that problem is easily solved with a dechlorination 
stage, as is done in Milwaukee.  
 
The state of Illinois responded by giving the district a pass on disinfection.  
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, which commonly delegates Clean Water 
Act enforcement to individual states, could have stepped in and put the hammer down. 
Instead it let it slide, and the dirty water has been flowing since.  
 
"The river wasn't used that much for recreation and the U.S. EPA basically said, 'We're 
not going to take on the state of Illinois and the (reclamation) district and fight them over 
this,' " says Dale Bryson, former director of U.S. EPA's regional water division, and also 
a former board chairman for the Alliance for the Great Lakes. "It was just a decision we 
made because we had other things that were a higher priority."  
 
Disinfection issues aside, Bryson says the reclamation district has made big strides in 
cleaning canal waters in recent decades. He points to Chicago's deep tunnel and 
reservoir project that already has reduced overflows from about once every three days 
to about once a month. Overflows typically happen in big rains when treatment plants 
are overwhelmed and raw sewage gets dumped in the canals.  
 
Once the reservoir system is finished, sometime in the 2020s, it will ratchet overflows 
down to one to three per year, and perhaps zero, says Illinois EPA's Rob Sulski.  
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The overflow reduction already has caused fish populations in the canal system to 
explode and, ironically, may have opened the door to the Asian carp. In previous 
decades they might not have been able to survive in the canal.  
 
Still, the waterway will never be safe for humans until discharges coming out of the 
treatment plants are disinfected.  
 
"The district is a pretty progressive outfit other than the last few years, when they 
decided to say no to everything," says Bryson.  
 
Illinois EPA is now recommending that the district begin disinfecting, and the Illinois 
Pollution Control Board, which sets environmental rules for the state, is weighing the 
matter.  
 
While the U.S. EPA has deferred to the state on the matter for decades, that could soon 
change.  
 
"At some point, if we feel like it's dragging on and on and on, we'll have to decide 
whether or not we need to step in," says U.S. EPA's Holst.  
 
The carp might well force the issue.  
 
The Natural Resources Defense Council's Henderson isn't surprised the reclamation 
district has dug in its heels on disinfection and is dismissing the threat the carp pose.  
 
"It has a long history of being a very insular institution," he says.  
 
"The only public input they want is when you flush your toilet."  
 
In the district's hands  
 
The reclamation district has been taking issues into its own hands since canal builders 
slipped out of town on a train under the cover of darkness on Jan. 17, 1900, racing 30 
miles downstream to open the canal and beat a feared U.S. Supreme Court injunction 
sought by Missouri.  
 
That chilly morning, a dam was opened for the first time and a green sheet of water 
tumbled forth. Lake Michigan and the Mississippi basin were wed in a ceremony the 
New York Times characterized as one of "undignified haste."  
 
More than 100 years later, the fight sparked by that late-night raid on the continent's 
circulatory system continues.  
 
This winter, Wisconsin and several other states hoped the threat of Asian carp would 
persuade the Supreme Court to re-open an ongoing case over the canal that was 
initially filed in the 1920s. The Supreme Court justices declined, but Great Lakes 
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politicians outside Illinois are pushing for a new law that would require the U.S. Army 
Corps to immediately shut down two navigation locks on the canal system as an 
emergency -- and crude -- attempt to once again separate the lake from the Mississippi.  
 
Illinois politicians and business leaders have argued against an emergency lock closure. 
They say the lock gates aren't entirely waterproof so they might still allow fish to pass 
through.  
 
Shutting them with essentially no notice would also deal a brutal blow to a barge 
industry that is largely a byproduct of the sewage canals.  
 
And closing the locks permanently at this point likely would also cause severe flooding 
because the canal system is designed to flow backwards into the lake if big rains 
overwhelm the treatment plants. Operators respond by diverting straight sewage into 
the canal and gates are opened so the waste can tumble into Lake Michigan.  
 
But it's possible that separation might be accomplished in a way that would not force 
flooding and still accommodate, if not enhance, regional barge traffic.  
 
Yet it will take planning and time -- time the Great Lakes might not have.  
 
Biologists say this is a bigger issue than just Asian carp.  
 
It is about the biological integrity of the Great Lakes, home to about 20% of the globe's 
fresh surface water, a geographic phenomenon every bit as unique as the Himalayas.  
 
The freshwater seas evolved essentially isolated from the rest of the aquatic world.  
 
They were protected on the east by the towering Niagara Falls and on the west by the 
continental divide that separated them from the Mississippi River basin.  
 
Canada's Welland Canal, first constructed in the 1800s, allowed oceangoing vessels -- 
and the ruinous critters they unintentionally carry -- to bypass Niagara Falls, and the 
front door to the Great Lakes swung wide open.  
 
The back door opened wide when Chicagoans blasted their way into the Mississippi 
basin.  
 
The result is that today the Great Lakes are home to more than 185 non-native species, 
and a delicate balance established over 10,000 years has been destroyed in a matter of 
decades.  
 
That doesn't mean the lakes have seen everything the globe can send them.  
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The reviled northern snakehead, for example, is already loose in the Mississippi basin. 
The razor-toothed fish that can breathe air and slither short distances across land is a 
prime candidate to follow the carp north toward the lakes.  
 
"This whole issue should not be framed in terms of carp. It's about lots of other species," 
says David Lodge, the University of Notre Dame professor who pioneered the DNA 
testing in the canals.  
 
There is another reason Chicago needs to rethink its 19th century approach to 
managing its water, says Josh Ellis, a water supply specialist for the area's nonprofit 
Metropolitan Planning Council.  
 
He looks down the road and sees a congested megalopolis going dry if it doesn't figure 
out how to better use the 2.1 billion gallon per day cap of lake water that was imposed 
by the Supreme Court as a result of the decades-old lawsuit.  
 
Soon enough, he says, the foolishness of using much of its precious water budget to 
flush the city's waste is going to become apparent.  
 
Under the Supreme Court ruling, every drop the city returns to Lake Michigan is a drop 
Chicago can use to slake its thirst and fuel its businesses.  
 
"Over the next 100 years Chicago will be at a disadvantage in terms of water supply," 
says Ellis. "And I think that's the real reason to build a separation -- it's about the water."  
 
And the money that goes with it.  
 
By the numbers  
29  
 
Average fecal-colony forming units per 100 milliliters of water discharged in 2008 at 
Milwaukee's Jones Island facility  
12,279  
 
Average at Chicago's North Side treatment plant that same year  
170,000  
 
Daily spikes at the Chicago plant can reach this level  
 
 


AP IMPACT: Some 27,000 aging, abandoned wells in the Gulf possibly leaking but 
never inspected (Los Angeles Times) 
 
More than 27,000 abandoned oil and gas wells lurk in the hard rock beneath the Gulf of 
Mexico, an environmental minefield that has been ignored for decades. No one — not 
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industry, not government — is checking to see if they are leaking, an Associated Press 
investigation shows.  
 
The oldest of these wells were abandoned in the late 1940s, raising the prospect that 
many deteriorating sealing jobs are already failing.  
 
The AP investigation uncovered particular concern with 3,500 of the neglected wells — 
those characterized in federal government records as "temporarily abandoned."  
 
Regulations for temporarily abandoned wells require oil companies to present plans to 
reuse or permanently plug such wells within a year, but the AP found that the rule is 
routinely circumvented, and that more than 1,000 wells have lingered in that unfinished 
condition for more than a decade. About three-quarters of temporarily abandoned wells 
have been left in that status for more than a year, and many since the 1950s and 1960s 
— eveb though sealing procedures for temporary abandonment are not as stringent as 
those for permanent closures.  
 
As a forceful reminder of the potential harm, the well beneath BP's Deepwater Horizon 
rig was being sealed with cement for temporary abandonment when it blew April 20, 
leading to one of the worst environmental disasters in the nation's history. BP alone has 
abandoned about 600 wells in the Gulf, according to government data.  
 
There's ample reason for worry about all permanently and temporarily abandoned wells 
— history shows that at least on land, they often leak. Wells are sealed underwater 
much as they are on land. And wells on land and in water face similar risk of failure. 
Plus, records reviewed by the AP show that some offshore wells have failed.  
 
Experts say such wells can repressurize, much like a dormant volcano can awaken. 
And years of exposure to sea water and underground pressure can cause cementing 
and piping to corrode and weaken.  
 
"You can have changing geological conditions where a well could be repressurized," 
said Andy Radford, a petroleum engineer for the American Petroleum Institute trade 
group.  
 
Whether a well is permanently or temporarily abandoned, improperly applied or aging 
cement can crack or shrink, independent petroleum engineers say. "It ages, just like it 
does on buildings and highways," said Roger Anderson, a Columbia University 
petroleum geophysicist who has conducted research on commercial wells.  
 
Despite the likelihood of leaks large and small, though, abandoned wells are typically 
not inspected by industry or government.  
 
Oil company representatives insist that the seal on a correctly plugged offshore well will 
last virtually forever.  
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"It's in everybody's interest to do it right," said Bill Mintz, a spokesman for Apache Corp., 
which has at least 2,100 abandoned wells in the Gulf, according to government data.  
 
Officials at the U.S. Interior Department, which oversees the agency that regulates 
federal leases in the Gulf and elsewhere, did not answer repeated questions regarding 
why there are no inspections of abandoned wells.  
 
State officials estimate that tens of thousands are badly sealed, either because they 
predate strict regulation or because the operating companies violated rules. Texas 
alone has plugged more than 21,000 abandoned wells to control pollution, according to 
the state comptroller's office.  
 
Offshore, but in state waters, California has resealed scores of its abandoned wells 
since the 1980s.  
 
In deeper federal waters, though — despite the similarities in how such wells are 
constructed and how sealing procedures can fail — the official policy is out-of-sight, out-
of-mind.  
 
The U.S. Minerals Management Service — the regulatory agency recently renamed the 
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement — relies on rules 
that have few real teeth. Once an oil company says it will permanently abandon a well, it 
has one year to complete the job. MMS mandates that work plans be submitted and a 
report filed afterward.  
 
Unlike California regulators, MMS doesn't typically inspect the job, instead relying on the 
paperwork.  
 
The fact there are so many wells that have been classified for decades as temporarily 
abandoned suggests that paperwork can be shuffled at MMS without any real change 
beneath the water.  
 
With its weak system of enforcement, MMS imposed fines in a relative handful of cases: 
just $440,000 on seven companies from 2003-2007 for improper plug-and-
abandonment work.  
 
Companies permanently abandon wells when they are no longer useful. Afterward, no 
one looks methodically for leaks, which can't easily be detected from the surface 
anyway. And no one in government or industry goes underwater to inspect, either.  
 
Government regulators and industry officials say abandoned offshore wells are 
presumed to be properly plugged and are expected to last indefinitely without leaking. 
Only when pressed do these officials acknowledge the possibility of leaks.  
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Despite warnings of leaks, government and industry officials have never bothered to 
assess the extent of the problem, according to an extensive AP review of records and 
regulations.  
 
That means no one really knows how many abandoned wells are leaking — and how 
badly.  
 
The AP documented an extensive history of warnings about environmental dangers 
related to abandoned wells:  
 
— The General Accountability Office, which investigates for Congress, warned as early 
as 1994 that leaks from offshore abandoned wells could cause an "environmental 
disaster," killing fish, shellfish, mammals and plants. In a lengthy report, GAO pressed 
for inspections of abandonment jobs, but nothing came of the recommendation.  
 
— A 2006 Environmental Protection Agency report took notice of the overall issue 
regarding wells on land: "Historically, well abandonment and plugging have generally 
not been properly planned, designed and executed." State officials say many leaks 
come from wells abandoned in recent decades, when rules supposedly dictated 
plugging procedures. And repairs are so routine that terms have been coined to 
describe the work: "replugging" or the "re-abandonment."  
 
— A GAO report in 1989 provided a foreboding prognosis about the health of the 
country's inland oil and gas wells. The watchdog agency quoted EPA data estimating 
that up to 17 percent of the nation's wells on land had been improperly plugged. If that 
percentage applies to offshore wells, there could be 4,600 badly plugged wells in the 
Gulf of Mexico alone.  
 
— According to a 2001 study commissioned by MMS, agency officials were "concerned 
that some abandoned oil wells in the Gulf may be leaking crude oil." But nothing came 
of that warning either.  
 
The study targeted a well 20 miles off Louisiana that had been reported leaking five 
years after it was plugged and abandoned. The researchers tried unsuccessfully to use 
satellite radar images to locate the leak.  
 
But John Amos, the geologist who wrote the study, told AP that MMS withheld critical 
information that could have helped verify if he had pinpointed the problem. "I kind of 
suspected that this was a project almost designed to fail," Amos said. He said the 
agency refused to tell him "how big and widespread a problem" they were dealing with 
in the Gulf.  
 
Amos is now director of SkyTruth, a nonprofit group that uses satellite imagery to detect 
environmental problems. He still believes that technology could work on abandoned 
wells.  
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MMS, though, hasn't followed up on the work. And Interior Department spokeswoman 
Kendra Barkoff said agency inspectors would be present for permanent plugging jobs 
"only when something unusual is expected." She also said inspectors would check later 
"only if there's a noted leak." But she did not respond to requests for examples.  
 
Companies may be tempted to skimp on sealing jobs, which are expensive and slow 
offshore. It would cost the industry at least $3 billion to permanently plug the 10,500 
now-active wells and the 3,500 temporarily abandoned ones in the Gulf, according to an 
AP analysis of MMS data.  
 
The AP analysis indicates that more than half of the 50,000 wells ever drilled on federal 
leases beneath the Gulf have now been abandoned. Some 23,500 are permanently 
sealed. Another 12,500 wells are plugged on one branch while being allowed to remain 
active in a different branch.  
 
Government records do not indicate how many temporarily abandoned wells have been 
returned to service over the years. Federal rules require only an annual review of plans 
to reuse or permanently seal the 3,500 temporarily abandoned wells, but companies are 
using this provision to keep the wells in limbo indefinitely.  
 
Petroleum engineers say abandoned offshore wells can fail from faulty work, age and 
drilling-induced or natural changes below the seabed. Maurice Dusseault, a geologist at 
the University of Waterloo in Ontario, Canada, says U.S. regulators "assume that once 
a well is sealed, they're safe — but that's not always the case."  
 
Even fully depleted wells can flow again because of fluid or gas injections to stimulate 
nearby wells or from pressure exerted by underlying aquifers.  
 
Permanently abandoned wells are corked with cement plugs typically 100-200 feet long. 
They are placed in targeted zones to block the flow of oil or gas. Heavy drilling fluid is 
added. Offshore, the piping is cut off 15 feet below the sea floor.  
 
Wells are abandoned temporarily for a variety of reasons. The company may be re-
evaluating a well's potential or developing a plan to overcome a drilling problem or 
damage from a storm. Some owners temporarily abandon wells to await a rise in oil 
prices.  
 
 
Since companies may put a temporarily abandoned well back into service, such holes 
typically will be sealed with fewer plugs, less testing and a metal cap to stop corrosion 
from sea water.  
 
In the Deepwater Horizon blowout, investigators believe the cement may have failed, 
perhaps never correctly setting deep within the well. Sometimes gas bubbles form as 
cement hardens, providing an unwanted path for oil or gas to burst through the well and 
reach the surface.  
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The other key part of an abandoned wells — the steel pipe liner known as casing — can 
also rust through over time.  
 
MMS personnel do sometimes spot smaller oily patches on the Gulf during flyovers. 
Operators are also supposed to report any oil sheens they encounter. Typically, though, 
MMS learns of a leak only when someone spots it by chance.  
 
In the end, the Coast Guard's Marine Safety Laboratory handles little more than 200 
cases of oil pollution each year.  
 
And manager Wayne Gronlund says it's often impossible to tell leaking wells from 
natural seeps, where untold thousands of barrels of oil and untold millions of cubic feet 
of gas escape annually through cracks that permeate the sea floor.  
 
The AP National Investigative Team can be reached at investigate(at)ap.org 
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ADMINISTRATION JACKSON 
================================================================== 


Head of EPA visits Roane (Knoxville News Sentinel) 
 
Administrator tours ash spill site, sits in residents' meeting  
By J.J. Stambaugh  
Tuesday, August 11, 2009  
Tennessee 
The head of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency made a surprise visit to a 
residents' group in Roane County on Monday to discuss the community's concerns over 
last year's massive fly ash spill. 


EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson met with the Roane County Community Advisory 
Group about 2 p.m., when the group was expecting only a meeting with on-scene EPA 
officials, said the group's vice-chairman, Randy Ellis. 


"You can imagine our surprise," Ellis said. "We thought we were meeting with the on-
site coordinator, and then all of a sudden a lot more people came into the room. 


"She had a four-hour window, and she did an on-site helicopter tour and then met with 
us," he said. "She wanted to hear our concerns and let us know they're working with us. 
She was a very cordial person, very polite. She took our concerns to heart." 


The spill from TVA's Kingston Fossil Plant near Harriman three days before Christmas 
swamped the river and surrounding countryside with about 5.4 million cubic yards of 
ash sludge from a burst retention pond and destroyed or damaged 26 homes. Officials 
say the cleanup could cost as much as $1.2 billion. 


Residents have repeatedly complained that they are afraid of possible health impacts 
and numerous property owners are involved in litigation with TVA. 


Ellis, whose parents live across the street from the spill site, said the group was formed 
at the suggestion of EPA officials as a way to facilitate communication between federal 
agencies and the public. 


The group is expecting a $50,000 grant from TVA to hire a technical advisor "who will 
go over the information from the clean-up site and put it in layman's terms," he said. 


EPA officials couldn't be reached for comment Monday. 


J.J. Stambaugh may be reached at 865-342-6307.  
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August 11, 2009 
 


Obama EPA approves another mountaintop removal mine (Charleston Gazette) 
 
The Obama administration late last week quietly approved one of six major mountaintop 
removal permits that were said to be undergoing close scrutiny by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency.  
By Ken Ward Jr. 
Staff writer 
CHARLESTON, W.Va. -- The Obama administration late last week quietly approved 
one of six major mountaintop removal permits that were said to be undergoing close 
scrutiny by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 


Without announcing the move publicly, EPA gave the nod for the federal Army Corps of 


Engineers to issue a Clean Water Act permit for CONSOL Energy Inc.'s Peg Fork 


Surface Mine near Chattaroy in Mingo County. 


EPA approved all eight valley fill waste piles originally proposed by CONSOL, provided 


that additional water testing is done before six of those fills are constructed, agency 


officials said. 


Corps officials in Huntington approved the permit on Friday. Copies of key permit 


documents were not yet being made public, despite a promise from the Obama White 


House of increased transparency in the permit review process. 


"We are disappointed that the administration has approved a new mountaintop removal 


mine without making any commitment to adopt new regulations or policies that would 


end this destructive practice," said Ed Hopkins, director of the Sierra Club's 


environmental quality program. "While we appreciate that the Obama administration is 


taking a harder look at mountaintop removal coal mining, unless that results in decisions 


that end the irreversible destruction of streams, the harder look isn't going to do the job." 



http://wvgazette.com/News/contact/xjneq+jitnmrggr+pbz+return=/News/200908110642
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After announcing a crackdown on mountaintop removal in late March, EPA 


administrator Lisa Jackson less than two months later cleared dozens of valley fill 


permits for issuance by the corps. Under federal law, the corps directly reviews these 


"dredge-and-fill" permits, but EPA has veto authority and is supposed to make sure the 


corps is doing a good job. 


 


EPA orders Ky. regulators to revise TVA plant permit (Greenwire) 
 
Robin Bravender, E&E reporter 
08/11/2009 
U.S. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson has sided with environmental groups on several 
challenges contending that permits issued to a Tennessee Valley Authority coal-fired 
power plant failed to properly account for air pollution. 


In an order issued last month, Jackson agreed with environmentalists on four of the 
eight challenges they brought against the operating permit issued to TVA's Paradise 
Fossil Fuel plant in Drakesboro, Ky., in November 2007. The notice of the final order 
was published yesterday in the Federal Register. 


Environmentalists challenged the permit issued by the Kentucky Division of Air Quality, 
arguing that among other things the permit failed to require proper pollution controls and 
monitoring for nitrogen oxide (NOx) pollution, a precursor to smog. 


Jackson agreed with environmentalists' arguments that the permit failed to include 
proper analysis for the plant's three main boilers for NOx when making upgrades to the 
plant, that the permit failed to require adequate monitoring systems for opacity and 
NOx, and that monitoring from soot emissions from the coal washing and handling plant 
was inadequate. 


Jackson's order requires state regulators to submit a revised permit addressing those 
issues by Oct. 27, said EPA Region 4 spokeswoman Davina Marraccini. The Clean Air 
Act also allows parties to seek judicial review of the order within 60 days of publication 
in the Federal Register. 


"They're going to have to go back to the drawing board on a number of issues, so that's 
very good," said Kassie Siegel, senior counsel and director of the Climate Law Institute 
at the Center for Biological Diversity. The center is one of several groups that have 
been challenging the plant's permits for several years. "It is a terribly polluting plant for 
lots of pollutants," she added. 



http://www.eenews.net/features/documents/2009/08/11/document_gw_01.pdf
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Jackson sided with the the Kentucky Division for Air Quality and TVA on four other 
claims. She disputed the environmentalists' arguments that the permit should have 
required year-round operation of the selective catalytic reduction system (SCR), that the 
permit failed to include a necessary case-by-case determination of the maximum 
achievable pollution control technologies for several boilers, and other arguments. 


TVA spokesman Jim Allen said the agency will discuss EPA's objections with state 
officials during the time allotted. 


Click here to read Jackson's order. 


 


Head of EPA makes surprise visit to TVA ash spill site (Channel 6 WATE) 
 
Posted: Aug 10, 2009 10:04 PM EDT  


By SHELBY BAKER 
6 News Reporter 


HARRIMAN (WATE) -- Randy Ellis and several members of the Roane County 
Community Advisory Group were in a meeting with local EPA officials Monday when to 
their surprise, the head of the agency walked in the door.  


"She looked really familiar. I didn't know who she was at first, but then she introduced 
herself and it was Lisa Jackson, she's the Director of EPA for the United States," Ellis 
said. 


The visit was kept under wraps by EPA so Jackson could meet privately with the group 
to address its concerns.  


6 News found her schedule on the agency's Web site. Jackson was listed for 
a Stakeholder's Meeting in Harriman from 2:00 to 3:00.  


"She showed up and took a helicopter tour, then met with us for an hour. She basically 
introduced herself, and we introduced ourselves," Ellis said. 


He also said Jackson told them she was looking forward to working with them and 
getting the mess cleaned up as quickly as possible.  


"Basically, she said the EPA is there to do their job and clean the ash up and get it out 
of the river in the most humane and healthy way possible." 


She also told them it was important for her to see the damage first hand.  


"She summed it up like everyone has. She said she's seen pictures and heard about it, 
but you can never fully appreciate what happened until you come and actually see what 
it is."  


This was Jackson's first visit to the ash spill site. 



http://www.eenews.net/features/documents/2009/08/11/document_gw_01.pdf

http://knoxville.wate.com/wate/shelby-baker
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United States: 
 


Weekly Climate Change Policy Update (Mondaq News Alert) 
 
 - August 10, 2009  
11 August 2009 
To receive the Weekly Update via email, visit our Sign Up/Subscribe page 
http://www.vnf.com/news-signup.html 
Article by 
Kyle Danish, Shelley Fidler, Kevin Gallagher, Megan Ceronsky, Tomás Carbonell 
Commentary 
In the Senate, who will draft provisions for distributing allowances? Boxer? Baucus? 
Reid? All of the above? . . . Ten Senators from manufacturing states sent a joint letter 
emphasizing the importance of having border adjustment measures in any cap-and-
trade program . . . Suddenly, there is a lively discussion about an allowance "price 
collar" – provisions that would set a floor and a ceiling for allowance prices. Both 
Brookings and the National Commission on Energy Policy released papers advocating 
such an approach, and it was a topic of discussion at this week's Senate Finance 
Committee hearing. The papers are critical of the ACES "strategic allowance reserve," 
which might address, at best, volatility, but would not be effective in address 
systematically high allowance prices due to the unavailability of technology. Some 
policy-makers also have latched onto the price collar as a mechanism to prevent 
adverse impacts from market speculation. NGOs remain critical of the concept. . . . It 
was a week of studies. The Energy Information Administration analysis of ACES 
predicts that electricity prices would be 3% above the business-as-usual projection by 
2020 and 19% above business-as-usual by 2030. The Congressional Budget Office 
reinforced previous findings about the significant cost containment impacts from offsets. 
The General Accountability Office concluded that costs to consumers from a cap-and-
trade program are a function of how allowance value is distributed. The GAO generally 
praised approaches that returned allowance value to consumers in the form of rebates 
or tax relief, and generally criticized approaches that used allowance value to reduce 
energy prices. Studies by the Electric Power Research Institute and a group of national 
academies reinforced the point that the cost and effectiveness of climate policy turns on 
the rate of technology development and deployment. 
Executive Branch 


 EPA Denies Request to Prepare New Economic Analysis of ACES. Citing the 
release of a new economic analysis of the American Clean Energy and Security 
Act (ACES) prepared by the Energy Information Administration (EIA), the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) formally denied a request by Senators 
James Inhofe (R-OK) and George Voinovich (R-OH) to prepare a new analysis of 
the bill with an expanded range of assumptions. In a letter to the Senators, EPA 



http://www.mondaq.com/redirection.asp?article_id=63602&company_id=19745&redirectaddress=http%3A//www.vnf.com/news-signup.html
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Administrator Lisa Jackson explained that the EIA analysis already incorporated 
many of the features that had been requested by the Senators, such as future 
scenarios in which low-carbon energy sources are assumed to be expensive and 
in limited supply. Sen. Inhofe stated in response that the EIA analysis did not 
address state-specific job impacts or the availability of international offset credits, 
and that a new EPA analysis would still be necessary. Sen. Voinovich vowed to 
continue a "hold" he has placed on the nomination of Robert Perciasepe for 
Deputy Administrator of EPA until the agency prepares the analysis requested.  


 DOE Awards $2.4 Billion For Electric Vehicle Batteries. The Department of 
Energy (DOE) announced that it had awarded a total of $2.4 billion in grant 
funding to 48 separate research, development and demonstration projects 
relating to the production of electric vehicles and vehicle batteries. The funding 
was provided by the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (the 
"stimulus package") signed into law in February of this year. Recipients of these 
grants will be required to provide varying levels of matching funds. Of the total 
package, $1.5 billion will support the expansion of domestic battery 
manufacturing and recycling capacity; $500 million will be used for the 
manufacturing of electric vehicle components and electronics; and $400 million 
will be used to purchase test vehicles, deploy vehicle charging infrastructure, and 
provide workforce training. The largest grants were awarded to Johnson Controls 
($300 million), A123 Systems ($250 million), and General Motors ($241 million) 
for the production of lithium-ion batteries.  


 Update on Presidential Nominations and Appointments.  
  
o The Senate confirmed Kerri-Ann Jones as Assistant Secretary of State for 


Oceans and International Environmental and Scientific Affairs. Jones has 
served previously as Director of the National Science Foundation's Office 
of International Science and Engineering and as Acting Director and 
Associate Director for National Security and International Affairs in the 
White House Office of Science and Technology.  


o The Senate confirmed Craig Hooks, currently serving as Acting Assistant 
Administrator for the Office of Administration and Resources Management 
at EPA, to be an Assistant Administrator of EPA. Hooks has served at 
EPA for 21 years, including as Director of the Office of Wetlands, Oceans, 
and Watersheds.  


o The Senate confirmed James Markowsky to be an Assistant Secretary for 
Fossil Energy at DOE. Markowsky, who previously worked for American 
Electric Power for 29 years, is currently a consultant in the energy and 
electric power generation sector, a member of the National Research 
Council's Committee on America's Energy Future, and Chair of the 
National Academy of Engineering's Section 6 – Electric Power / Energy 
Systems Committee.  


o The Senate confirmed Warren "Pete" Miller to serve as Assistant 
Secretary for Nuclear Energy at DOE. Miller is currently a professor at 
Texas A&M University and retired from work as a researcher and 
administrator at Los Alamos National Laboratory in 2001.  
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o The Senate confirmed Robert Abbey to be Director of the Bureau of Land 
Management (BLM) at the Department of the Interior. Abbey is currently a 
private consultant at Abbey – Stubbs – Ford, LLC, where he specializes in 
western land and resource strategies. He previously served as the 
Nevada State Director for the BLM.  


o The Senate confirmed Colin Scott Cole Fulton to be an Assistant 
Administrator of EPA. Fulton previously served in a number of positions at 
EPA, including as Acting Assistant Administrator of the Office of 
International Affairs, as a judge on the Environmental Appeals Board, and 
as Director of Civil Enforcement.  


o The Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources held 
confirmation hearings for John Norris, who is President Obama's nominee 
to serve as Commissioner of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
(FERC).  


o The Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works approved the 
nomination of Gary Guzy for the position of Deputy Director of the Council 
on Environmental Quality.  


Congress 


 Senate Heads to Recess With Final Hearings. In the Senate's final week 
before the August recess, key committees held hearings focused on climate 
change policy issues.  


  
o The Environment and Public Works hearing on climate change and U.S. 


leadership in clean energy featured Interior Secretary Ken Salazar, 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission Chairman Jon Wellinghoff, DOE 
Assistant Secretary for Policy and International Affairs David Sandalow, 
Environmental Defense Fund President Fred Krupp, and MidAmerican 
Energy Company President and CEO Bill Fehrman. Committee Chairman 
Barbara Boxer (D-CA) remarked on options that she is considering for her 
cap-and-trade bill. She said she is considering a 2020 target of between 
17 and 20% below 2005 emissions, and is also considering imposing a 
"price collar" (minimum and maximum) on emission allowance prices to 
provide greater cost certainty.  


o The Finance Committee's hearing on emission allowance allocation 
featured expert testimony from John Stephenson from the Government 
Accountability Office, Dallas Burtraw from Resources for the Future, Nat 
Keohane of the Environmental Defense Fund, and Alan Viard from the 
American Enterprise Institute. At the hearing, Sen. Blanche Lincoln (D-AR) 
described the ACES bill as "deeply flawed," citing its adverse impacts on 
smaller oil refineries such as those in her state. Sen. Debbie Stabenow 
(D-MI) asked witnesses whether imposing a price collar on emission 
allowance prices would be a more effective cost-containment mechanism 
than free allowance allocation. Keohane warned that such a mechanism 
could make the cap ineffective. Committee Chairman Max Baucus (D-MT) 
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said that the Senate should "match" or "build on" the provisions in the 
ACES bill that use allowance value to give low-income Americans relief 
from energy costs. Chairman Baucus has not said whether he would 
rewrite the House allocation formula or leave it as is, but he did say that 
the Finance Committee will mark up a bill in mid- or late September.  


 Manufacturing-State Senators Ask for Carbon Tariffs. Ten senators, all of 
whom represent states with significant manufacturing industries, wrote to 
President Obama to communicate support for inclusion of a "longer-term border 
adjustment" in climate legislation to ensure that energy-intensive jobs and 
industries do not leave the U.S. for non-carbon constrained countries. 
Signatories include Sens. Sherrod Brown (D-OH), Debbie Stabenow (D-MI), 
Russ Feingold (D-WI), Carl Levin (D-MI), Evan Bayh (D-IN), Bob Casey (D-PA), 
Robert Byrd (D-WV), Arlen Specter (D-PA), John Rockefeller (D-WV), and Al 
Franken (D-MN).  


 Members Introduce Constituent-Focused Climate Bills. Several bills were 
introduced that respond to constituency-specific climate policy issues:  


  
o A bipartisan bill (H.R. 3460) was introduced in the House that would add 


algae-based biofuels to the cellulosic fuel category eligible to meet EPA's 
renewable fuels standard (RFS). Because the legislation would not alter 
the amount of cellulosic fuels that must be used by refiners to meet the 
RFS, algae-based biofuels would be in competition with conventional 
cellulosic fuel producers such as switchgrass to supply the existing 
volume requirements.  


o Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH) introduced the Forest Carbon Incentive 
Program Act (S. 1576) which would direct the Forest Service to create a 
program to pay small forest owners who set aside forested acres through 
conservation easements or take other measures to store carbon and 
reduce emissions.  


o Sen. Mark Begich (D-AK) introduced a set of seven bills intended to 
address climate change impacts in Alaska and the arctic. The legislation 
would create economic development programs for Alaskan villages 
already deleteriously affected by coastal erosion, flooding, and other 
climate change impacts; direct formation of a long-term Arctic Ocean 
research plan; give Alaska natives 37.5% share of royalties from offshore 
oil and gas production, and create a U.S. ambassador to the arctic to 
represent the U.S. at international negotiations of arctic nations.  


 More Cash for Clunkers. The House and the Senate gave new infusion of $2 
billion in funding to the popular "Cash for Clunkers" program, which provides 
individuals with up to $4,500 towards the purchase of a new car if they trade in a 
less efficient model. The program, which had nearly run through the $1 billion 
appropriated to it in its first days of operation, has been criticized for failing to 
produce sufficient environmental benefits and for benefiting foreign car 
companies. Although the Ford Focus is one of the most popular cars purchased 
with the rebates, the other cars in the top five are made by Toyota and Honda.  
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States and Cities 


 New York Governor Establishes 2050 Emissions Target, Creates Climate 
Council. New York Governor David Patterson (D) signed an executive order that 
sets a GHG emission reduction target for the state of 80 percent below 1990 
levels by 2050. The order also creates a Climate Action Council that is tasked 
with preparing by September 30, 2010 a climate action plan that will help the 
state meet its emission reduction target. As a member of the Regional 
Greenhouse Gas Initiative, New York has already committed to reducing GHG 
emission levels from its power sector to 10 percent below 2009 levels by 2018.  


 Michigan Governor Sets Targets of 20 Percent by 2020, 80 Percent by 2050. 
Michigan Governor Jennifer Granholm (D) issued an executive order that sets 
GHG emission reduction targets of 20 percent below 2005 levels by 2020 and 80 
percent below 2005 levels by 2050. The order directs state agencies to meet the 
targets by developing programs aimed at decreasing vehicle emissions, 
increasing building energy efficiency, developing and deploying carbon capture 
and sequestration technologies, and creating partnerships with other state 
governments.  


 State Regulators Call on Senate to Strengthen House Climate Bill. In 
separate letters to U.S. Senators, the National Association of Clean Air Agencies 
(NACAA) and the Environmental Council of States (ECOS) called on the Senate 
to improve on the House-passed ACES legislation when drafting its own climate 
legislation. Among the most significant changes sought by the NACAA, a group 
of state and local air regulators, are a tightening of the 2020 reduction target from 
17 percent to 20 percent below 2005 levels; periodic review of emission targets; 
expansion of state and local authority to enact more stringent climate regulations; 
a strengthened renewable electricity standard; and placement of authority over 
the domestic offset program with the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 
rather than the Department of Agriculture. Offsets are projects to reduce or 
sequester emissions in uncapped sectors of the economy or in developing 
countries. The ECOS letter, which the group of state environmental agency 
leaders delivered to certain key Senators only, focused primarily on the 
preemption issue and the right of states to create their own climate programs.  


Industry 


 Coal, Natural Gas, Other Industries Advocate for Performance Standards 
Elimination. A large number of coal, natural gas, utility, and other companies 
joined offset advocacy coalitions in a letter to all Senators. The letter urges the 
Senate to forgo including in a Senate climate bill a provision of the ACES that 
directs the EPA to develop performance standards for uncapped sources of 
greenhouse gas emissions, arguing that the provision would eliminate an 
important source of early offset projects and cost-containment. The provision 
targets sources of methane emissions in the coal, natural gas, and landfill 
sectors.  
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 Energy, Forestry, and Wildlife Groups Campaign for Expanded Definition of 
Biomass in Climate Bill. In a joint letter signed by 76 entities ranging from Duke 
Energy to the National Wild Turkey Federation, various energy, forestry, and 
wildlife interests urged the Senate to adopt a broad definition of "renewable 
biomass" in climate and energy legislation to be taken up in September. The 
American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 recognizes restricted 
categories of biomass from Federal lands for purposes of compliance with the 
GHG cap-and-trade program, the proposed federal renewable energy standard, 
and the existing Renewable Fuels Standard created in the Energy Policy Act of 
2005. The letter, which was sent to the Chairmen and Ranking Members of the 
Senate Committee on Environment and Public Works and the Senate Committee 
on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, claimed that the ACES definition "will 
exclude some of the biomass from much-needed restoration and forest health 
improvement projects."  


Studies and Reports 


 New Studies of Federal Climate Legislation Released.  
  
o Congressional Budget Office: A report released by the CBO concludes 


that, without offsets, the costs of ACES would increase by $147 billion by 
2030. The report predicts that offsets help reduce the cost of the bill by an 
annual average of 70% between 2012 and 2050. The report is available at 
http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/104xx/doc10497/08-03-Offsets.pdf.  


o Energy Information Administration: An analysis of ACES by EIA projects 
that electricity prices will be between 11 and 17.6 cents per kilowatt-hour 
in 2030, depending upon the ease of low-carbon technology deployment 
such as CCS and biomass, energy generation costs, and offsets 
availability. The study's "basic case" scenario assumes allowance prices 
of $32/ton in 2020 and $65/ton in 2030, and that 61% of emission 
reductions come from offset projects. The majority of reductions by 
capped entities would come from the electricity sector. The basic scenario 
predicts that electricity prices will be 3% above the business-as-usual 
projection by 2020 and 19% above business-as-usual by 2030. Costs 
imposed by the bill are projected to reduce annual household consumption 
by $134 in 2020 and $339 in 2030, and to lower U.S. gross domestic 
product by .3% between 2012 and 2030. None of the cost projections 
consider any avoided costs due to averted climate change impacts. The 
study is available at 
http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/servicerpt/hr2454/pdf/sroiaf(2009)05.pdf.  


o General Accountability Office: A GAO report concludes that the costs 
borne by consumers under a cap-and-trade program will depend primarily 
upon how allowance value is distributed. The report predicts that most 
regulated entities will pass along allowance costs in the form of increased 
prices, but found that the costs borne by consumers as a result could be 
largely offset through the distribution of revenue generated by allowance 



http://www.cbo.gov/ftpdocs/104xx/doc10497/08-03-Offsets.pdf

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/servicerpt/hr2454/pdf/sroiaf(2009)05.pdf
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auctions. Distributing allowances for free, the report notes, could increase 
the overall cost of the program by holding down energy prices and 
reducing the incentive for consumers to conserve. The report is available 
at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d09950t.pdf.  


o National Academies: A study co-authored by the Committee on America's 
Energy Future, the National Academy of Sciences, the National Academy 
of Engineering, and the National Research Council concludes that it will 
be important to make carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) and 
"evolutionary" nuclear technologies viable if the U.S. is to achieve 
significant GHG reductions. The report recommends the use of 
performance based standards and regulations to drive technological 
development and market investment. The study is available at 
http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12710.  


o Electric Power Research Institute: EPRI released the results of an 
analysis of electricity sector technologies which suggest that the electricity 
sector could reduce emissions by 41% below 2005 levels by 2030 if low-
carbon technologies such as CCS, renewable generation, and nuclear 
generation as well as energy efficiency improvements are aggressively 
developed and deployed. According to the analysis, aggressive 
deployment would reduce the cost of emission reductions by more than $1 
trillion by 2050 and limit wholesale electricity cost increases to 80% (rather 
than 210%) by 2050 as compared to a limited deployment scenario. The 
report assumes that renewable energy sources would contribute 15% of 
U.S. generation by 2030, that energy efficiency initiatives would reduce 
expected electricity demand by 8% by 2030, and that 40% of vehicles sold 
in 2025 would be plug-in hybrids. A slideshow presenting these results is 
available at 
http://mydocs.epri.com/docs/SummerSeminar09/Specker09SumSem.pdf.  


International 


 South Korea Commits to 2020 Target of 21-30 Percent Below BAU. 
President Lee Myung-bak announced that South Korea will choose by the end of 
this year one of three emission reduction targets for 2020. The three possible 
targets are 21 percent, 27 percent and 30 percent below business-as-usual 
(BAU) emissions. South Korea, which was not subject to an emission reduction 
commitment under the Kyoto Protocol, is the first such nation to accept an 
emissions target for the post-Kyoto period.  


The content of this article is intended to provide a general guide to the subject matter. 
Specialist advice should be sought about your specific circumstances. 


 
 



http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d09950t.pdf

http://www.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12710

http://mydocs.epri.com/docs/SummerSeminar09/Specker09SumSem.pdf
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EDITORIALS / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 
================================================================== 


EPA analysis counters sound science (Prairie Star) 
 
Tuesday, August 11, 2009 2:23 PM MDTStatement by Bob Dickey, president, National 
Corn Growers Association, on the EPA’s RFS 2 Peer Analysis: 
 
“Today, the Environmental Protection Agency released four peer reviews, two of them 
on Indirect Land Use Change modeling and the Lifecycle Greenhouse Gas Analysis, 
included as part of the Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS 2) Proposed Rule. After 
evaluating the peer review analysis and the designated peer reviewers, the National 
Corn Growers Association is disappointed that there is no objectivity and a complete 
lack of unbiased opinions in the process. 
 
“We are dismayed by EPA’s complete disregard for an approach that is fair and 
balanced. We are also puzzled as to why the United States Department of Agriculture, 
which has extensive knowledge related to this issue, was in no way included in the peer 
review process. 
 
“NCGA was optimistic earlier this year when the Administration vowed to base future 
policy on sound science and we were hopeful that would be the case during this 
analysis. Unfortunately, the information published today is to the contrary. We call upon 
the EPA to modify its approach to reflect the commitment of President Obama to adhere 
to policies based on sound science and a transparent process.” 
  
 
 


AIR 
================================================================== 


EPA begins monitoring air around Gary school (Gary Post Tribune) 
 
(http://www.post-trib.com/news/1711396,schoolair0812.article) 
August 12, 2009 
By Gitte Laasby, Post-Tribune staff writer 
GARY -- The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will start monitoring the air around 
Jefferson Elementary School in Gary for toxics starting Aug. 23.  


The move is an effort to understand whether toxic air pollution poses health concerns to 
school children.  


In Gary, the EPA will keep an eye on metal particles, volatile organic compounds and 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, which can can cause cancer if breathed over long 
periods.  



http://www.post-trib.com/news/1711396,schoolair0812.article
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"Once each sample has been analyzed and quality assured, it will be posted on the 
EPA's Web site," EPA said in a statement Tuesday. "Each sample will be posted as it 
becomes available." 


Samples will be taken over 60 days and be analyzed for air toxics of potential concern. 
They will be used to assess the potential for long-term health impacts and to evaluate 
actions that might be needed to reduce the level of pollution. EPA said it will also use 
the results to "take action as needed to ensure that nearby industries are in compliance 
with Clean Air regulations." 


A newspaper analysis in December concluded there are high levels of manganese in 
the air around Jefferson Elementary, which mainly comes from ArcelorMittal steel mills 
in East Chicago. 


In addition to Jefferson Elementary on Jackson Street, Abraham Lincoln Elementary on 
East 135th Street in East Chicago is also among 62 schools in 22 states that will be 
monitored for toxics.  


The schools were selected based on results from EPA's National Air Toxics 
Assessment and a newspaper report about toxic air pollution near schools.  


Once available, the monitoring data can be accessed by choosing Jefferson Elementary 
from this list: www.epa.gov /schoolair/schools.html  


Contact Gitte Laasby at 648-2183 or glaasby@post-trib.com. Follow Gitte on Twitter 
@GitteLaasbyPT. Comment on this story at www.post-trib.com  


 
 
Published: Aug 12, 2009 


Even 'Safe' Ozone Levels May Be Hard On The Lungs (Post Chronicle) 
 
by Amy Norton 
Ozone concentrations below the current U.S. clean-air standard may still temporarily 
impair lung function, even in healthy young people, a small study suggests. 


Ozone has been linked to inflammation in the lungs, and to breathing problems. Researchers found 


that when 31 young adults exercised at various levels of ozone exposure over several hours, 


participants' average lung function began to deteriorate when ozone concentrations stood at 70 parts 


per billion (ppb). 



mailto:glaasby@post-trib.com

http://www.postchronicle.com/news/health/article_212250403.shtml
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That is below the current U.S. National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS), which states that 


people should be exposed to ozone levels of no more than 75 ppb, averaged over 8 hours. 


The findings essentially suggest that if healthy young adults exercise outside at ozone levels of 70 ppb 


for several hours -- taking a long hike, for instance -- about half will suffer respiratory symptoms like 


coughing or pain during deep breathing, explained lead researcher Dr. Edward S. Schelegle, of the 


University of California, Davis. 


Typically, summer ozone levels hover between 50 and 60 ppb in the U.S., according to a 10-year 


study by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 


The findings, reported in the American Journal of Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine, are based 


on exercise tests of 31 non-smokers between the ages of 18 and 25. 


 


CLIMATE CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 
================================================================== 


Coal's future hinges on success of carbon capture (Greenwire) 
 
08/11/2009 
The U.S. government is putting billions of dollars behind a "clean coal" technology that 
even optimists say won't be commercially ready for another 10 years. 
But the wait will be worth it, many experts say, because carbon capture and storage is 
crucial to meeting President Barack Obama's goals to control U.S. emissions of carbon 
dioxide, the No. 1 greenhouse gas. 


The technology will be even more critical to reducing emissions in developing countries 
like China, which in the past five years has installed coal-fired electricity equal in size to 
total U.S. installed capacity. 


The government is investing in a suite of incentives meant to defray the financial risks 
companies face in developing CCS, including $2.4 billion in the American Recovery and 
Reinvestment Act devoted to pilot projects. 


Yesterday, the Obama administration awarded $20 million of that to a program that 
uses supersonic shockwaves to compress carbon for storage, on top of $408 million in 



http://www.postchronicle.com/news/health/article_212250403.shtml
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stimulus money awarded to two other carbon pilot projects. It has tentatively offered $1 
billion more to a state-of-the-art facility in downstate Illinois called FutureGen. 


Climate change legislation such as the Waxman-Markey bill that passed the House in 
June includes the creation of a Carbon Storage Research Corp. that would raise $1.1 
billion a year for research into CCS technology, and first movers would get billions of 
dollars more in bonus emission allowances that could be sold (Steven Mufson, 
Washington Post, Aug. 11). -- PT 


 
 
 


ENERGY 
================================================================== 


Wood, pellet stove sales heating up (Daily Gleaner) 
 
Published Wednesday August 12th, 2009  
A6 
By CHRIS FOX 
fox.chris@dailygleaner.com 
 
It's hard to top a record summer, but those selling wood and pellet stoves in Fredericton 
say they're at least going to be close. 


Helped in part by skyrocketing home-heating oil prices, wood and pellet stoves flew of 
the shelves last summer and were practically impossible to find by mid-August. 


Demand is down slightly this summer, but most in the industry say sales have been 
steady and will only pick up as August moves on and fall nears. 


"Things are rolling right along. We aren't getting the backlog that we were last year. Last 
year we were selling stoves in June and weren't receiving them till November, but it has 
been busy," said Steve Buckingham, owner of Sunpoke Energy Systems. 


"We have four seasons here. Start of winter, winter, end of winter and getting ready for 
winter, and I suppose everybody is getting ready for winter now." 


At this time last summer the maximum price for furnace oil including delivery was 
capped at $1.29 per litre by the Energy and Utilities Board. The maximum price now is 
83 cents. 


Buckingham said the decrease in price hasn't had a major effect on sales. He said an 
increased number of federal and provincial programs providing financial incentives to 
those purchasing EPA-approved stoves are the major factor for his customers. 



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/08/10/AR2009081002709.html
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"There are an awful lot of government incentives at the present to go green and that has 
helped," he said. 


"If you do it right, you can put a new EPA-approved wood stove or a pellet stove in and 
if the math works out, you can spend $2,000 on a new wood stove and eventually all it 
will cost you will be $575, so that is pretty big savings there." 


Gene Cavanaugh, owner of the Chimney Sweeps on Union Street, said he has been 
surprised with how strong business has been recently, especially when compared to a 
record summer for his store in 2008. 


"I don't think there is any change. From my end everything has been pretty much on 
pace. I mean last year it did take a boom especially with pellet stoves, but so far our 
sales have been pretty much the same," he said. 


"I suppose people are just more and more wanting the alternative and I think they do 
think environmentally." 


Cavanaugh, who noted that pellet stoves have been his most popular product this 
summer, said the only significant change from 2008 he has seen is in the number of 
stoves stores such as his have in stock. He said because of that he doesn't expect 
retailers to run out of stoves, as they did in 2008. 


"You never can tell for sure, but I expect it (a shortage) won't be a problem," he said. 


While a stove shortage or a pellet shortage similar to last summer is unlikely, Bill Goss, 
a supervisor at Home Hardware on Main Street, said wood might be in short supply, 
especially if wood stoves continue to be a hot ticket. 


"I think there will be a shortage of wood, not necessarily pellets, but wood," he said. "A 
friend of mine cuts wood for a living and he says he has lost at least four weeks this 
summer due to the wet woods. 


"Everybody is going to buy their wood stoves, but if they don't have a source of wood, 
they are going to have a rather expensive ornament sitting in their family room." 


 


Polk Schools Save Big On Energy and Water (The Ledger) 
 
By John Chambliss 
The Ledger 


Published: Wednesday, August 12, 2009 at 4:10 a.m.  
Last Modified: Wednesday, August 12, 2009 at 4:10 a.m.  
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BARTOW | They say you can save money by switching off the lights or turning off the 
water. 


But they usually don't mean $7 million. 


That's what Polk County public schools have done, however. They had the lowest 
energy cost of Florida's 67 school districts during the 2007-08 school year, according to 
figures recently released by the state. 


The district saved $7.1 million in energy costs and accumulated costs of 81 cents per 
square foot of facilities, compared with the state average of $1.35 per square foot. 


Polk school officials said they came up with the $7.1 million figure by examining the way 
energy and electricity were used in 1992, which is before the district focused on energy 
savings, then comparing those numbers with today's usage. 


At a meeting Tuesday, Fred Murphy, assistant superintendent of facilities, credited 
improved lighting in energy efficient buildings and an attitude of conservation as 
reasons for the low cost. 


"It's common sense things like turning out the lights when you leave the room or setting 
the thermostat on 78 instead of 68," Murphy said. 


Polk started an energy conservation program well before most other districts in the 
state, he said. 


Since then, light bulbs have become more energy efficient, and chillers that cool entire 
schools have been replaced with single air conditioners. 


'A BOLD STEP' 


Murphy said Bob Williams, former assistant superintendent of facilities, and former 
Superintendent John Stewart had the foresight to start the program. 


"It was a bold step," Murphy said. "It paid off for the district." 


In addition to being tops in the state, the district received accolades from the federal 
government for its energy efficiency. 


Out of 130 schools in the district, 121 have been recognized as Energy Star schools by 
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and U.S. Department of Energy. Only 1,900 
schools nationally and 177 statewide have received the Energy Star, according to 
figures. 


To qualify, a school must score in the top 25 percent based on the EPA's rating system. 
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Kathleen Middle School, which has about 700 students, was one of the older schools to 
receive an energy star. 


Principal Brett Butler said that school saved more than $30,000 this year by planting 
Florida friendly plants that require little water and by using less energy in the 
classrooms. 


"My sprinklers haven't been on for several months now," Butler said. 


He said twist-timer switches that allow teachers and custodians to control the air 
conditioning have also helped save money. 


A Kathleen graduate, Butler, 37, said he was proud of the students and staff. 


"This is my school," Butler said. "My mother and grandfather went here." 


Other schools lauded for conservation and recycling were Highland City Elementary, 
Frostproof Elementary, Lawton Chiles Middle, Roosevelt Academy and Lake Region 
Senior. 


'SAVING THE EARTH' 


Board Member Margaret Lofton praised the facilities division. 


"Not only are we saving dollars, we're saving the Earth," Lofton said. 


[ John Chambliss can be reached at john.chambliss@theledger.com or 863-802-7588. ] 


 
 


117 schools earn Energy Star rating (News Chief com) 
 
By Kara Phelps 
News Chief staff 


Published: Wednesday, August 12, 2009 at 4:01 a.m.  
Last Modified: Wednesday, August 12, 2009 at 2:19 a.m.  


BARTOW - The Polk County School District is the most energy-efficient school district in 
the state of Florida, officials announced on Tuesday. 


Since a review process began last fall, 117 Polk schools have also been approved by 
the federal government for the Energy Star rating. 



mailto:john.chambliss@theledger.com
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About 10 schools were not approved, some because they were new and couldn't qualify 
yet, said Fred Murphy, assistant superintendent of facilities and operations for the 
school system. Only 177 schools in Florida are Energy Star-approved. 


The district also received a Top Performer award, which recognizes that all Polk schools 
scored an average of 95 percent in the Energy Star rating system. 


The Energy Star program, run by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the 
U.S. Department of Energy, rates buildings and products for their efforts at 
environmental conservation. An engineer visited every Polk County school between 
November 2008 and this month, rating schools in different categories, such as utility bill 
costs and energy-efficient equipment use. 


Through a partnership with Energy Education Inc., Murphy said the district completed 
the process for free. Otherwise, the rating process would have cost about $1,000 per 
school. 


"It was probably a lot easier for us to make that leap," he said. 


Murphy compared Polk County's high number of Energy Star-approved schools with 
other districts in the state. 


Among school districts in Florida, Polk spends the least on energy. Last year, it used 
about 81 cents per square foot of building space. The state average for school districts 
was considerably higher, at $1.35 per square foot. 


In the 2007-08 school year, the district avoided spending $7.1 million on energy costs, 
Murphy said. 


Nationally, 1,900 schools have the Energy Star rating. 


kara.phelps@newschief.com 


 
 


ENFORCEMENT 
================================================================== 


EPA fugitive Website helps government lawyers capture criminals! (Justice News 
Flash) 
 
2009-08-12 02:35:23 (GMT) (JusticeNewsFlash.com - Featured, Justice News Flash, 
Social responsibility) 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Fugitive website assists law enforcement 
with bringing environmental law violators to justice. One top 20 EPA fugitive 
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apprehended in Malta and brought before California federal Judge for Clean Water Act 
charges. 
United States Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) federal fugitive website aides 
California government attorneys to bring law violators to justice. 
San Francisco, CA–The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
http://www.epa.gov issued an announcement on Tuesday, August 11, 2009. Officials 
with the federal agency announced fugitive Robert Fred Smith was brought before the 
District Court Southern District of California in San Diego by government lawyers this 
week. Smith has been an accused environmental law fugitive since 2006 based on 
allegations of violating the Clean Water Act. Smith surrendered to law enforcement 
officials in Malta on July 25, 2009, and appeared before the court and he is one of the 
top 20 current federal fugitives on the EPA’s Fugitive Website 
http://www.epa.gov/fugitives. 
The federal agency’s fugitive list, easily accessed through the Internet, was designed to 
assist law enforcement agencies, with public help, in locating and returning fugitives 
accused of violating environmental laws who have been evading arrest. The Director of 
the EPA’s Office of Criminal Enforcement, Forensics and Training formally thanked the 
Government of Malta for their assistance and cooperation in returning Smith to the U.S. 
to face the American justice system in a court of law for the charges brought by 
government attorneys for the people against Smith. 
According to federal court documents filed by attorneys for the government, after an 
extensive investigation by several federal agencies, a six-count indictment was returned 
on August 10, 2007, in the Southern District of California against Smith for conspiracy, 
unlawful discharge of pollutants, unlawful discharge of plastics and three counts of false 
statements. The EPA website states Mr. Smith worked for Joseph O’Connor who is 
President of a ship brokering business based in Malta, Britannia Shipping International. 
The U.S. Coast Guard was alerted that O’Connor, who is also the owner of Britannia 
Shipping International and a F/V Maru, 150-foot fishing vessel, was renovating the ship 
while it was docked in San Diego. Smith participated in the renovation and demolition 
work and dumped concrete, waste, scrap metal, and grinding waste into the waterway 
at the dock during the night. These types of actions clearly violates the Clean Water Act. 
The indictment also named Britannia Shipping, LTD, LLC, and President/Owner Joseph 
O’Connor in the allegations outlined in the federal legal action. The EPA’s Criminal 
Investigation Division (CID), Naval Criminal Investigative Service agents in Malta, 
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), and a “Wanted Persons Diffusion and Red 
Notice” issued by Interpol, plus the Government of Malta led to Mr. Smith turning 
himself into law enforcement officials after the arrest of O’Connor, in Malta on July 15, 
2009. O’Connor remains in custody while going through extradition. 
Environmental violations education by social responsibility legal news reporter, Heather 
L. Ryan. 
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FUEL 
================================================================== 


Vroom! GM says Volt to get 230 mpg (USA TODAY) 
 
August 12, 2009 Wednesday  
FIRST EDITION 
NEWS; Pg. 6A 
Vroom! GM says Volt to get 230 mpg;  
As hybrids hit road, we may start saying 'price per mile' 
BY: Sharon Silke Carty 
DETROIT -- General Motors  let loose an eye-popping number on Monday: Its coming 
Chevy Volt plug-in hybrid car will get 230 miles per gallon.  
 
The number is based on tests GM did using an Environmental Protection Agency draft 
proposal for calculating "mpg" for electric cars -- and leaves many wondering if the Volt 
can actually achieve such an amazing feat. 
 
The answer is maybe yes, maybe no. And maybe it doesn't matter much anymore. 
 
That's because people increasingly may have to find a new number to compare vehicle 
fuel efficiency. Since the Volt can go 40 miles per plug-in charge using no gasoline, 
many drivers may rarely burn a tankful. An onboard gas engine charges the battery to 
extend its range to 300 miles. 
 
The coming all-electric Leaf from Nissan, which claims the car will get 367 miles per 
gallon under the same EPA formula, actually has no gas engine or tank on board. Leaf 
will go about 100 miles per full battery charge. 
 
We'll likely end up talking about "price per mile" -- the cost to drive the car a mile -- says 
Reilly Brennan, editor in chief of AOL Autos. GM calculates that at about 3 cents per 
mile for Volt. 
 
"Eventually, it will change, because we're going to be getting our fuel from many 
different buckets -- electricity, hydrogen, biofuels," Brennan says. "I think it will take 
about five years before people are talking about this differently." 
 
The EPA has not tested GM's claims and can't confirm the fuel-economy figures, the 
agency said in an e-mailed statement. Brennan says he hopes GM has learned from its 
past mistakes and is not overpromising on the fuel economy. 
 
Brett Smith, an alternative technology analyst at the Center for Automotive Research, 
says GM's next step should be to brace consumers for some disappointment. 
 
On average, he says, vehicles get about 15% to 20% worse fuel economy than the 
government ratings. That usually doesn't faze consumers when the difference is, say, 
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20% off 20 mpg. But 20% off 230 mpg, would mean coming up 46 mpg short. 
 
"Over the next 14 or 15 months, you're going to see a tough balancing act," he says. 
"They have to advertise that wonderful fuel economy, but they're also going to have to 
get their consumers ready for a little bit of disappointment." 
 
 
 
G.M. Puts Volt's Mileage in Triple Digits (New York Times) 
Story also appeared: Boston Globe 
 
By BILL VLASIC and NICK BUNKLEY 
WARREN, Mich.  
General Motors  said Tuesday that its Chevrolet Volt extended-range electric vehicle, 
scheduled for release in 2011, would achieve a fuel rating of 230 miles a gallon in city 
driving. 
 
The rating number, based on methodology drafted by the Environmental Protection 
Agency, is somewhat abstract, one auto specialist said, given that much of the city 
driving of electric vehicles will rely solely on the battery charge. 
 
And as eye-popping as the number was, a rival automaker, Nissan, said last week that 
its all-electric vehicle, the Leaf, which is scheduled to come out in late 2010, would get 
367 m.p.g., using the same E.P.A. standards.  
 
Figures for highway driving and combined city and highway use have not been 
completed for the Volt, but G.M.'s chief executive, Fritz Henderson, told reporters and 
analysts at a briefing on Tuesday that the car was expected to get more than 100 miles 
a gallon in combined city and highway driving.  
 
''Our Chevrolet Volt extended-range electric vehicle will achieve unprecedented fuel 
economy,'' Mr. Henderson said. ''I'm confident that we will be in triple digits.'' 
 
The Volt can travel up to 40 miles on a single battery charge, at which point a small 
gasoline engine kicks in and starts to recharge the battery. The battery can be also 
charged in eight hours using a regular electrical outlet, Mr. Henderson said. 
 
Nearly eight in 10 Americans commute fewer than 40 miles a day, the company said in 
a statement, citing Department of Transportation data. The mileage calculation for the 
Volt assumes that most drivers will stay within that range and not need the gasoline 
engine.  
 
''Depending upon how you use the Volt, it can get mileage approaching that or much 
less,'' Jack Nerad, executive editorial director of Kelley Blue Book, said. ''It almost 
becomes an abstract number. If you are the Volt target guy who is driving under 40 
miles per day, then theoretically your miles per gallon is infinite.'' 
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The high mileage figure, though not a meaningful number to many consumers, 
represents ''a great technical achievement'' for G.M., Mr. Nerad said.  
 
''They would like to take back the banner of technology leader,'' he said. ''This is 
certainly a shot over the bow of Toyota and Honda and others that they are serious 
about that.'' 
 
The E.P.A., in a statement Tuesday, said it had not tested the Volt and could not vouch 
for the accuracy of G.M.'s estimate. But the E.P.A. ''does applaud G.M.'s commitment to 
designing and building the car of the future -- an American-made car that will save 
families money, significantly reduce our dependence on foreign oil and create good-
paying American jobs,'' the agency said. 
 
Several rivals, including Chrysler and Ford, are planning plug-ins and electric cars; 
Toyota is developing a plug-in version of its gas-electric hybrid.  
 
But whether the Volt can live up to its billing has been a matter of debate. Some 
industry analysts note that G.M. has a poor track record of introducing green technology 
to the market.  
 
G.M. is trying to persuade consumers to return to its showrooms after filing for 
bankruptcy on June 1 and emerging as a reorganized company with fewer brands, 
models and dealers. 
 
Mr. Henderson and other G.M. executives met with groups of consumers on Monday to 
hear their thoughts on the company's product lineup. 
 
''We need to communicate what we have,'' Mr. Henderson said. ''The only way we're 
going to make G.M. great again is to win in the market.'' 
 
Determining the cost to operate battery-powered vehicles is more complex than for 
those with only gasoline engines. Electricity costs can vary widely, depending on 
location and even the time of day when a vehicle is charged. 
 
G.M. said the typical Volt driver would pay $2.75 for electricity to drive 100 miles and 
that a single overnight charge, for a customer whose utility charges less at off-peak 
times, could cost as little as 40 cents. Nissan estimated the cost of recharging the Leaf, 
which has a range of up to 100 miles, at $1 to $3. 
 
G.M. has previously suggested that the Volt would cost about $40,000, but Mr. 
Henderson said Tuesday that the price had not been set and that the car would price 
''as it comes to market.'' He was also quick to highlight a $7,500 tax credit. 
 
Nissan says the Leaf will be cheaper than the Volt, in the range of $25,000 to $33,000. 
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Another issue that G.M. and Nissan are struggling to figure out is how to accommodate 
people who live in an urban area or an apartment without a garage and cannot easily 
recharge an electric car, yet could benefit the most from one. 
 
''If you're going to park it on the street, I don't know what to do actually,'' Mr. Henderson 
said. ''I don't know how to address that situation.'' 
 
Larry Dominique, Nissan's vice president for product planning in the United States, told 
reporters at an automotive conference last week, ''A lot of those people aren't going to 
be able to get an electric vehicle initially.'' 
 
Mr. Henderson said the Volt would be a critical part of G.M.'s strategy. ''Having a car 
that gets triple-digit fuel economy will be a game changer for us.'' 
 
The Volt is expected to be both a so-called halo car to draw consumers to the Chevrolet 
brand and a technological foundation for future electric models. 
 
The company has built about 30 Volts so far and is testing them in various conditions. 
 
Interest has been building in the Volt since it was introduced at auto shows in recent 
years. But with G.M. now 60 percent government-owned, the car has become a symbol 
of the company's rebirth after its 40-day trip through bankruptcy. 
 
Mr. Henderson said most of G.M.'s new products would be either passenger cars or 
fuel-efficient crossover vehicles. While the company will still build trucks and large sport 
utilities, the bulk of its investments will go toward smaller vehicles. 
 
''I think the fundamental premise of planning for higher fuel prices is the right premise,'' 
he said. 
 
URL: http://www.nytimes.com 


 


GM CEO: Chevy Volt To Get 230 MPG Rating (Wall Street Journal) 
 
AUGUST 11, 2009, 9:37 A.M. ET 
(Updates with additional comments from CEO, adds background.)  
 By Sharon Terlep  
OF DOW JONES NEWSWIRES  
  
DETROIT (Dow Jones)--General Motors Co. said Tuesday its new Chevrolet Volt 
electric car is expected to get 230 miles-per-gallon in city driving as it outlined a raft of 
product launches.  
The Volt is at the forefront of GM's efforts to reinvigorate a line-up that has lost market 
share in the U.S., with 25 new vehicles due to be launched by 2011. At that rating, the 
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Volt would dwarf any offering from a mass-market brand, including Toyota Motor Corp.'s 
(TM) iconic Prius. It also could deliver a major boost to GM efforts to cultivate a green 
image, a key element of the company's restructuring efforts.  


The Volt is scheduled for domestic launch in 2010, and the mileage and range guidance 
reflects new guidelines for electric cars set by the Environmental Protection Agency.  


Fritz Henderson, GM's chief executive, said at a media event to preview the launches 
that the company remains on track to have positive net cash flow next year and record a 
net profit by 2011. He also said the auto maker intends to increase production to meet 
better-than-expected demand in the U.S.  


Henderson said he is confident the Volt's expected combined city and highway mileage 
will remain in the triple digits. The rating would be set by federal fuel economy 
standards being finalized by the Environmental Protection Agency. The company said 
the car will use 25 kilowatt hours per every 100 miles driven.  


He acknowledged the Volt's high price tag - expected to be around $40,000 - and lack 
of available public outlets are potential challenges. Volt buyers would be eligible for a 
$7,500 tax credit. The Volt will be a money-loser for GM upon it's initial launch because 
of the high battery and development costs. GM is counting on mass sales and 
economies of scale down the road to make the vehicle profitable.  


The Volt is powered by a lithium-ion battery with a range of around 40 miles that can be 
recharged though a traditional power outlet. A small onboard motor would recharge the 
battery on longer drives.  


GM is banking on the vehicle to deliver hype and a green image to help win over 
customers as the company fights to win back market share.  


The new GM board has said it will drive management to accelerate bringing products to 
market. The new line-up includes an entry-level Cadillac luxury sedan aimed at the 
domestic and international market.  


Henderson did not detail the planned production increases for existing models in the 
second half of this year, but noted the positive impact of the U.S. government's 
scrappage program.  
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-By Sharon Terlep, Dow Jones Newswires; 248-204-5532; 
sharon.terlep@dowjones.com  


 
 


New Volt should get 230 mpg in city, GM says (Los Angeles Times) 
 
The mileage for the electric-gas hybrid, due next year, would be the best by far of any 
car rated by the EPA. 
By Martin Zimmerman  
8:38 AM PDT, August 11, 2009  
General Motors Co. said today that its long-awaited Chevrolet Volt plug-in hybrid is 
expected to achieve fuel economy of 230 miles per gallon in city driving. 
 
That would give the Volt, which is expected to arrive in showrooms late next year, by far 
the highest fuel efficiency rating of any car now rated by the Environmental Protection 
Agency. The current EPA mileage leader is the Toyota Prius hybrid, which is rated at 50 
mpg in combined city-highway driving. 
 
The Volt is designed to run on electric power only for about 40 miles, after which a small 
gasoline engine kicks in to re-charge the battery, giving it a total range of more than 300 
miles. The battery can be recharged by plugging in to a home outlet. 
 
GM's estimated mileage rating for the Volt is based on city driving. Highway mileage 
likely would be lower because it would require more work from the gasoline engine. 
 
"From the data we've seen, many Chevy Volt drivers may be able to be in pure electric 
mode on a daily basis without having to use any gas," said GM Chief Executive Fritz 
Henderson. "EPA labels are a yardstick for customers to compare the fuel efficiency of 
vehicles. So, a vehicle like the Volt that achieves a composite triple-digit fuel economy 
is a game-changer." 


The automaker's fuel economy estimates still have to be confirmed by the EPA, which is 
developing a new methodology for calculating fuel economy ratings for cars that can 
travel significant distances powered only by electricity. 
 
GM has staked much of its technological reputation on the Volt, and has touted the 
vehicle relentlessly for more than two years. Some critics have derided the vehicle as 
an expensive piece of "vaporware" that would never achieve significant sales, but the 
automaker has consistently maintained that it is committed to the Volt. 
 
GM estimates the Volt's list price will be about $40,000, though the automaker says that 
would likely be lowered by federal tax credits and other incentives. 
 
The company said today it has produced about 30 Volts and is making 10 a week. As 
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these vehicles are road-tested, estimates of the cars' all-electric range and their 
eventual fuel economy rating could change. 
 
"The 230 city mpg number is a great indication of the capabilities of the Volt's electric 
propulsion system and its ability to displace gasoline," said Frank Weber, global vehicle 
line executive for the Volt. 
 
"Actual testing with production vehicles will occur next year, closer to vehicle launch," 
he said. "However, we are very encouraged by this development, and we also think that 
it is important to continue to share our findings in real time, as we have with other 
aspects of the Volt's development." 
 
Several other automakers, including Chrysler, Nissan, Ford and Toyota, are working on 
variations of plug-in hybrids or all-electric vehicles that are expected to reach the market 
over the next few years. 
 
martin.zimmerman@latimes.com 
 
 


Auto Sales Expected To Remain High (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: WCPO News 
 
Last Update: 4:30 am 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Researchers at the University of Michigan say the fuel economy 
of new cars and light trucks sold in July noticeably jumped, thanks to the "cash for 
clunkers" program. 
 
The average mileage for new vehicles went from 21.4 miles per gallon in June to 22.1 in 
July. That's the biggest one-month mileage improvement the researchers have seen 
since the Environmental Protection Agency reconfigured mileage estimates in October 
2007. 
 
The study's co-author calls the rise was especially impressive because it happened at a 
time when gas prices were falling and unemployment levels were somewhat shrinking.  
Normally, those factors would lead to the purchase of more gas guzzlers. 
 
Meanwhile, another study is predicting that interest in the "cash for clunkers" program 
may be slowing down. But automotive Web site Edmunds.com also finds that overall 
cars sales will probably be up this summer because of the clunkers program. 
 
 


Chevy Volt: 230 MPG? (Chicago Sun-Times) 
 



mailto:martin.zimmerman@latimes.com
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CHEVY VOLT | GM estimate four times better than Prius  
Comments  
August 12, 2009  
SUN-TIMES STAFF, WIRES  
General Motors said Tuesday its Chevrolet Volt electric car could get 230 mpg in city 
driving, making it the first American vehicle to achieve triple-digit fuel economy if that 
figure is confirmed by federal regulators. 


It would be four times more fuel-efficient than the popular Toyota Prius hybrid, the most 
efficient car now sold in the U.S. -- 51 mpg in the city 48 mpg on the highway. It would 
also be much more expensive -- $40,000 -- when it arrives in showrooms late next year. 
The Prius starts at $22,000. 


The Volt, billed as a rechargeable electric car, gets most of its power from an electric 
motor and a battery pack with a 40-mile range. It also has a small internal-combustion 
engine that kicks in after the battery runs out. 


The Environmental Protection Agency said it has not tested a Volt "and therefore cannot 
confirm the fuel economy values claimed by GM." 


The Center for Automotive Research and Edmunds.com, two major followers of the 
auto industry, cast doubt on whether drivers can expect 230 mpg from the Volt because 
fuel efficiency also depends on driving style. 


For most people, "it is not realistic to expect that kind of mileage in real-world driving," 
said Michelle Krebs, a senior analyst with Edmunds. 


GM is touting the 230 mpg figure following early tests that used draft guidelines from the 
EPA for calculating the mileage of extended-range electric vehicles. Highway mileage 
has not been estimated, but GM said it should be above 100 mpg. 


 
 
August 12, 2009 
 
Ethanol producers hopeful for rebound in E85 sales (Des Moines Register) 
 
By DAN PILLER 
dpiller@dmreg.com  
Ethanol producers who endured a hard winter and spring of low prices and high corn 
costs hope that more favorable prices for the 85 percent blend will boost fuel sales. 
 
"We know sales of E85 were down anywhere from 15 to 30 percent in the fourth quarter 
of last year and the first quarter of this year, but the second quarter should be 
gangbusters," said Monte Shaw, executive director of the Iowa Renewable Fuels 
Association. 



http://www.suntimes.com/business/1712006,CST-NWS-gmvolt12.article#Comments_Container#Comments_Container
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"E85 is not going to be a game-changer." 
 
Only about 2 to 3 percent of the 270 million vehicles on U.S. roads have "flex-fuel" 
capability to use the 85 percent ethanol blend. 
 
"But it's still an important factor in driving people toward buying flex-fuel vehicles," Shaw 
said. 
 
With blended gasoline selling for $2.45 per gallon this week in Des Moines and E85 
posted at $1.69, the 85 percent ethanol blend has at least some appeal for motorists 
passing gas stations. 


E85 needs to be at a 30 percent discount from blended gas to be economical, because 
of its lower fuel mileage capability. 
 
"We acknowledge that the mileage isn't as good as regular gasoline, but the price is 
cheaper and ethanol is cleaner," Shaw said. "And ethanol is a homegrown product." 
 
Iowa has added 25 E85 fueling stations in the last year, bringing the total to 117 among 
2,700 retail gasoline outlets in the state. 
 
"The state probably could support 300 to 400 E85 pumps," Shaw said. 


An expansion of E85 doesn't need regulatory approval, as E10 does. It needs more 
willingness by retailers to invest in expensive new pump technology. 
 
Some help is on the way in President Barack Obama's infrastructure stimulus program, 
which provides for $3.5 million for blended pump expansions and an additional $2 
million to promote greater use of E85. 
 
Ethanol, whether it is blended at 10 percent or 85 percent, generally finds greater 
demand in times of rising oil and gasoline prices. 


When regular gasoline prices fall, as they did in late 2008 and through the first quarter 
of this year, ethanol's competitive advantage vaporizes. 
 
The situation has become more promising in recent weeks. Rick Kment of the DTN 
Ethanol Center in Omaha, which tracks the ethanol market, said the 38- to 40-cent-per-
gallon discount for ethanol from the wholesale gasoline prices, now above $2 per 
gallon, "is probably enough to stimulate demand for ethanol." 


Kment worried on behalf of ethanol producers that the recent downswing in corn prices 
to less than $4 per bushel will be short-lived. It was a surge in corn prices to $5 per 
bushel and higher that threw much of the ethanol industry into either bankruptcy or 
unprofitability last year. 
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"At least everybody has worked through the $6 corn they were stuck with last year," 
Shaw said. 
 
Indeed, the drop in corn prices has returned ethanol to modest profitability. Averages 
compiled by Iowa State University based on input costs show that ethanol plants lost 
anywhere from 6 to 10 cents per gallon from January through May of this year. 


But corn prices declined from a 2009 peak of $4.70 per bushel in May to $3.20 by early 
July. Ethanol makers eked out profits, averaging 11 cents per gallon in June and 17 in 
July. 
 
"It's not great, and I'm not sure that the profits we're making this summer will make up 
for the losses in the first quarter," Shaw said. "But it helps." 
 
Kment points to the conundrum faced by ethanol producers: Rising oil prices that 
otherwise would help make ethanol more competitive also tend to increase corn prices. 
That makes the profitability window very brief for ethanol producers. 


"The problem is that trading in ethanol futures is so thin that rising corn prices don't 
bring up the wholesale price of ethanol," Kment said. "So when corn prices rise, the 
margins for ethanol plants shrink or disappear completely." 
 
Iowa is the nation's largest producer of ethanol, accounting for more than 3 billion of the 
10 billion to 11 billion gallons of ethanol expected to be produced this year. 
 
But the industry faces the blend wall sometime next year, when production will hit 13 
billion gallons annually nationwide, which is expected to be about capacity. Already, 
ethanol is considered to reach about 75 percent of its potential market, according to the 
U.S. Energy Department. 


The ethanol industry has focused on getting the E10 limit raised to 15 percent. A 
decision by the Environmental Protection Agency is expected by January. 
 
E85 was once believed to be a major market breakthrough, because in times of high 
gasoline prices it often sells for $1 or more per gallon less than regular unleaded 
gasoline. 
 
But E85 has run into obstacles because Japanese automakers have been slower than 
U.S. automakers to embrace flex fuel. 


For instance, Toyota has limited its flex-fuel offerings to its Sequoia sport utility vehicles 
and Tundra trucks. Ford, General Motors and Chrysler have, by contrast, expanded 
their flex-fuel offerings across sedan lines. 
 
Any momentum toward more E85 was blunted late last year and early this year by the 
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recession, which has dropped vehicle sales nationwide from about 17 million annually 
earlier this decade to little more than 10 million annually by early this year. 


"That's hurt more than anything else," Shaw said. 


 
 
August 12, 2009 
 
Groups unite to push blender pumps (Sioux Falls Argus Leader) 
 
Goal: 5,000 pumps for ethanol in 3 years 
Peter Harriman 
pharrima@argusleader.com  
Representatives of several ethanol associations and commodity groups announced a 
campaign Tuesday to convince fuel dealers to install 5,000 new pumps capable of 
dispensing intermediate blends of ethanol at gas stations nationwide within three years 
during the American Coalition for Ethanol Conference and Trade Show in Milwaukee. 
 
"We're going to work with petroleum marketers and educate them how blender pumps 
can benefit their bottom line," said Darrin Ihnen, first vice president of the National Corn 
Growers Association. 
 
"We believe blender pumps are the most cost-effective way to make renewable fuels 
available to motorists," added Ron Lamberty, ACE vice president for market 
development. 


Members of the Blend Your Own Ethanol campaign will assist dealers in navigating tax 
and regulatory issues in their respective states related to blender pumps. They'll point 
those dealers to any government incentives to install the pumps and head a marketing 
effort promoting the intermediate blends. 
 
While the campaign has a nationwide focus, it will pay particular attention to large 
population centers along major east-west and north-south driving routes. 


Gasoline blended with 10 percent ethanol, E-10, is widely available nationwide. E-85, 
which flexible fuel vehicles can burn, is becoming more so. 
 
But there only are about 200 pumps in the 160,000 gas stations nationwide that 
dispense ethanol blends between that minimum and maximum. Many of those are in 
South Dakota. 
 
Intermediate blends, such as E-20 and E30, can legally be sold as flex fuel, according 
to Lamberty. 
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But some motorists without flex fuel vehicles might want to use intermediate blends, 
believing they are cheaper and offer better mileage efficiency. The federal 
Environmental Protection Agency by December also is expected to rule on whether the 
standard ethanol blend can be boosted from E-10 to E-15 for use in all vehicles. 
 
Not only will it allow dealers to offer new fuel products to their customers, it will give 
farmers new opportunities to sell corn to the ethanol market, Ihnen said. 


The nation's second-largest corn crop, an estimated 12.3 billion bushels, is in the field 
this year. 
 
By 2020, projected yield increases will make the annual crop about 17 billion bushels, 
he said. 
 
"Ethanol is the growth market for all those new bushels we're going to produce." 


 


EPA Releases Peer Review of Biofuel Rule (Reuters) 
 
Tue Aug 11, 2009 3:51pm EDT 


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) on Friday released independent peer 
review for proposed biofuel regulations that would require ethanol producers to meet 
tougher lifecycle assessments for greenhouse gas emissions.  


A four-person review panel concluded that the EPA did a fair job in estimating the role 
the U.S. biofuel industry would play in increasing emissions overseas. Although at least 
one reviewer question whether current modeling capabilities are adequate for 
generating regulations.  


Ultimately, the review is likely to do little to settle the dispute between agriculture 
interests and those who want to see tougher standards for corn-ethanol.  


The ethanol industry objected to the rule proposed in May that would take into account 
land-use changes in other parts of the world resulting from the shift of U.S. agriculture 
land to production of ethanol feedstocks. The land-use provision suggests that the 
transfer of forest land to agriculture land should be accounted for in the lifecycle 
greenhouse gas footprint associated with the production of ethanol.  


The Renewable Fuels Association (RFA) said the EPA stacked the deck against the 
ethanol industry, by selecting peer reviewers known for their anti-ethanol views. In 
addition, RFA said the modeling method used to analyze indirect land use change 
cannot be reproduced by stakeholders outside the EPA.  
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First-generation ethanol produced from corn is considered by many to be a poor 
substitute for gasoline, because it requires the use of food crops, contributes to 
environmental degradation, and does not significantly reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions.  


Congress passed a biofuel mandate in 2007, calling for increased blending of 36 billion 
gallons of ethanol into gasoline by 2022. The law states that corn-based ethanol must 
emit 20% less greenhouse gas than gasoline.  


Under the law, the EPA is required to write a biofuels rule that determines how ethanol 
emissions are calculated. However, the rule is proving to be a sticking point, as 
Democratic legislators representing agriculture interests seek to protect midwest corn 
growers.  


Democratic Representatives in the House withheld support for the Waxman-Markey 
climate change bill, until it included a provision delaying the EPA's land-use accounting 
method by five years.  


Representative Collin Peterson (D-Minn.), who is the House Agriculture Committee 
chairman, had a major hand in that maneuvering. On Friday he said the peer review 
proved EPA used "incomplete and unreliable models" to link farming decisions overseas 
and U.S. biofuel output.  


The EPA wants to implement the new biofuel regulations this year.  


The review is available at the link below.  


Website: www.epa.gov/otaq/renewablefuels/index.htm 


 
 


July sees big jump in fuel efficiency of new cars (Associated Press) 


By SETH BORENSTEIN (AP) –  


August 11, 2009 


WASHINGTON — Cars and light trucks sold in July got more miles per gallon than 
those sold in previous months, say researchers, who credit the Cash for Clunkers 
program. 


The average mileage for new vehicles rose from 21.4 miles per gallon in June to 22.1 
mpg in July. That may not sound like much, but it's the highest mileage researchers at 
the University of Michigan have seen since the Environmental Protection Agency 
reconfigured mileage estimates in October 2007. It's also the biggest one-month jump. 
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Study co-author Michael Sivak noted the improvement came even as gas prices fell and 
unemployment levels shrank somewhat. Normally, those factors lead to the purchase of 
more gas guzzlers. The higher mileage shows the effect of Cash for Clunkers, Sivak 
said, and he expects the jump to be even bigger when August figures come out. That's 
because the trade-in rebate program only got going late in July. 


The clunkers program gives people trading in certain vehicles up to $4,500 if they 
increase their mileage by at least 5 to 10 mpg. 


A lasting trend showing a large increase in mileage for new cars sold would be unusual 
for this country. 


"We have made very little improvement over 84 years. Therefore, the changes we are 
seeing now are huge," Sivak said. 


Those are only figures for new cars sold. Most cars on the road are older and it takes 
about 20 years for the fleet on the road to turn over completely. The new figures are a 
first step toward less pollution and less gasoline used, Sivak said. 


 
 


GM says Volt will get 230 mpg in city (Greenwire) 
 
08/11/2009 
General Motors said today that its Chevrolet Volt should get 230 miles per gallon in the 
city -- four times as fuel efficient than the top-selling Toyota Prius, a hybrid that gets 48 
miles per gallon of gas. 
If confirmed by U.S. EPA, the Volt would be the first model to exceed triple-digit gas 
mileage when introduced in showrooms in late 2010, said Tony Posawatz, GM's vehicle 
line director for the Volt. 


While the first-generation Volt is expected to sell for about $40,000, GM has said 
government tax credits and savings on fuel could make it cost effective, especially if the 
price of oil continues to rise. 


"We get a little cautious about trying to forecast what fuel prices will do," Posawatz said. 
"We achieved this number and if fuel prices go up, it certainly does get more attractive 
even in the near-term generation." 


The automaker has produced about 30 Volts so far and is making 10 a week, CEO Fritz 
Henderson said during a presentation of the vehicle at the company's technical center in 
the Detroit suburb of Warren (Johnson/Krisher, AP/San Francisco Chronicle, Aug. 11). -
- PT 


 



http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-bin/article.cgi?f=/n/a/2009/08/11/financial/f050801D42.DTL
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DOE chief, ethanol advocate spar at Las Vegas summit (Greenwire) 
 
Debra Kahn, E&E reporter 
08/11/2009 
LAS VEGAS -- Energy Secretary Steven Chu and the co-chairman of an ethanol 
advocacy group sparred at an energy conference here yesterday over the roles of 
second- and third-generation biofuels. 
Chu told the National Clean Energy Summit that such fuels should take precedence 
over corn ethanol. "I think that by using agricultural waste and crops grown specifically 
for energy, there will be no competition between food and fuel," he said. 


But retired Army Gen. Wesley Clark, co-chairman of Midwestern ethanol group Growth 
Energy, said the need to promote U.S. energy independence calls for a leading role for 
ethanol. 


"We'll save a million barrels of oil a day three years from now. We'll take Hugo Chávez 
right out of the imported oil business," the former Democratic presidential hopeful said. 
"I listened to what Secretary Chu had to say about third-generation biofuels, but we can 
do it with first- and second-generation biofuels right now." 


"Third generation" refers to algae fuels, while "second generation" refers to diesel and 
ethanol made from waste fibers and other non-food crops. 


Clark's group released a policy paper yesterday calling for all new vehicles to be flex-
fuel compatible and for the construction of more flex-fuel stations and infrastructure, 
including pipelines that can carry the corrosive liquid. 


Growth Energy is urging Congress to allow ethanol concentrations higher than 10 
percent in gasoline and to enact a national low-carbon fuel standard -- but one that 
leaves out the calculation of ethanol's effects on land use, which is included in 
California's standard and a pending expanded federal fuel standard. 


While California's calculations result in some forms of Midwestern corn ethanol having 
higher lifetime emissions than gasoline, the Growth Energy paper says ethanol 
produces 59 percent less emissions than gasoline currently and could reach 100 
percent lower than gasoline by 2030. 


U.S. EPA is currently deciding whether to include indirect land-use changes in its 
expanded biofuels mandate. It released draft regulations in May that found ethanol 
would be 16 percent better than gasoline on a lifecycle basis within 100 years. But over 
30 years, it would be 5 percent worse (E&ENews PM, Aug. 7). 


The ethanol industry can also produce 800,000 new jobs by 2022 if encouraged to 
proceed, Growth Energy estimates. 



http://www.growthenergy.org/lasvegasenergysummit.pdf

http://www.eenews.net/eenewspm/2009/08/07/archive/1
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Clark estimated it would cost $140 to convert a vehicle to run on a combination of 
gasoline and ethanol. "We can have vehicle manufacturers put flex-fuel vehicles in 
showrooms today," he said. 


Click here to read the policy paper. 


 


'Clunkers' fueled major increase in efficiency of new cars -- study (Greenwire) 
 
08/11/2009 
 
The fuel economy of new cars and light trucks sold last month noticeably increased as a 
result of the "cash for clunkers" program, according to a University of Michigan study. 
The average mileage for new vehicles went from 21.4 miles per gallon in June to 22.1 in 
July -- the best one-month mileage improvement since U.S. EPA reconfigured mileage 
estimates in October 2007, according to university researchers. 


"We have made very little improvement over 84 years. Therefore, the changes we are 
seeing now are huge," said study co-author Michael Sivak (Seth Borenstein, Associated 
Press, Aug. 11). -- JK 


 
 


GRANTS 
================================================================== 


Misssoula's Brownfield sites getting some clean up (KPAX News 8) 
 
Posted: Aug 11, 2009 10:16 PM EDT  
Updated: Aug 11, 2009 10:16 PM EDT  


A grant from the Environmental Protection Agency will help clean up some of Missoula's 
Brownfield sites.  


The city received $900,000 dollars for the Brownfield Revolving Loan Fund. Many of the 
brownfield sites in Missoula's urban core were once mill operations, such as those at 
the former Champion Millsite and the White Pine Sash site.       


The Revolving Loan Fund can reduce cleanup costs that might otherwise make 
redevelopment impractical. The way the program works is the EPA gives the money to 
the city and the city loans it out to clean up the brownfields.  


Brownfields Program Coordinator, John Adams said, "we want to get them back to a 
clean state, so that they can be developed in the best way for the city of Missoula, 



http://www.growthenergy.org/lasvegasenergysummit.pdf

http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5gEqacyvT2EwFQTLMPb12_GTf8DUAD9A0NISG2

http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5gEqacyvT2EwFQTLMPb12_GTf8DUAD9A0NISG2
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whether that's mixed, residential or some other thing. We want to get them cleaned so 
that we can start fresh." 


The $900,000 will be added to the current Revolving Loan Fund. The grant is funded 
through federal stimulus funding. 


 


Texas A&M Lands $3M EPA Toxicity Grant (GenomeWeb Daily News) 
 
August 11, 2009 
NEW YORK (GenomeWeb news) – Texas A&M's Institute for Genomic Medicine will 
receive $3.2 million from the Environmental Protection Agency to conduct genomics 
research as part of a program that includes the University of Houston and Indiana 
University and is studying how chemicals may affect human health.  


The university said today that it will receive $750,000 over three years from the EPA's 
Science to Achieve Results Program (STAR), which it will use to be a member of the 
Texas-Indiana Virtual STAR Center.  


The virtual center is focused on assessing chemical risk by creating in vitro screening 
models of mouse embryonic stem cells, which will be done by TIGM, and zebrafish 
toxicity studies, which will be done by the University of Houston. Indiana University will 
use the data from these studies to develop predictive computer models for studying 
toxicity and human embryonic development.  


The overall results will be incorporated with other initiatives to develop a screening effort 
that will prioritize chemicals that merit more study.  


TIGM will aim to determine the impact of selected environmental chemicals on specific 
natural processes such as cardiac, neural, hematopoietic, and vascular development in 
the mouse. TIGM also noted that it maintains the world's largest knockout mouse 
embryonic stem cells repository.  


The Institute's Executive Director, Richard Finnell, said that the researchers "will assess 
the impact of industrial chemicals on reproductive health and set priorities to protect and 
create healthy work and living environments." 


 
 
 


HAZARDOUS WASTES 
================================================================== 



http://www.genomeweb.com/newsletter/genomeweb-daily-news
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TVA plans to switch to dry ash storage (Greenwire) 
 
08/11/2009 
The Tennessee Valley Authority said yesterday that it plans to stop storing ash from 
coal-fired power plants in wet ponds, such as one that broke at a Kingston, Tenn., plant 
last December, inundating a small community and costing the company up to $1.2 
billion to clean up. 
Converting all of the agency's ash ponds to dry storage would take up to eight years, 
said John Kammeyer, vice president of coal combustion products. 
TVA considered such a move at its Kingston Fossil Plant about six years ago, but opted 
against the project because of its estimated $25 million price tag. Dry storage also does 
not eliminate the environmental risk that ash -- a waste product from coal containing 
potentially toxic materials -- could become airborne. 


But dry storage would prevent accidents like Kingston, which dumped 5.4 million cubic 
yards of waste into a neighborhood and the Emory River. 


The TVA plan, due for presentation next week before its board, is in advance of draft 
U.S. EPA regulations on coal ash that federal officials say will be released in December 
(Anne Paine, Nashville Tennessean, Aug. 11). -- PT 


 
 
 


MINING 
================================================================== 


Activists Target Mountaintop Mining In NEPA Review For Coal Plant (Inside EPA) 
 
Tuesday, August 11, 2009 
Activists are broadening their fight against mountaintop mining by arguing that a 
proposed coal-fired plant that may get its coal from the controversial practice must 
evaluate and mitigate the mining’s adverse environmental effects, which if successful 
could expand the scope of indirect effects that such projects must address.    


The Southern Environmental Law Center on behalf of a number of environmental 
groups raised the argument in comments filed June 26 on an environmental review 
scoping plan for the proposed Old Dominion Electric Cooperative Cypress Creek power 
plant in Virginia. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is currently reviewing the 
company’s application for a Clean Water Act section 404 permit for the 1500-megawatt 
supercritical pulverized coal power plant.  


The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires the Corps to conduct an 
environmental impact statement (EIS) for the project, and activists say this review 
should include evaluation and mitigation of the negative environmental impact of 



http://www.tennessean.com/article/20090811/NEWS01/908110358/-1/NEWS01/TVA+will+end+wet+ash+storage

http://insideepa.com/secure/data_extra/dir_09/epa2009_1269.pdf
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mountaintop mining because the plant would obtain its coal from Appalachia, where 
most of the mining occurs.  


However, the Corps failed to include a mountaintop mining analysis in a subsequent 
July 15 Federal Register notice on its scoping plan for the draft EIS. Activists could 
continue to raise their argument through comments on the draft EIS, or eventually 
through litigation if the Corps fails to address their concerns.  


If successful, the activists’ push could create additional precedent for a broad 
interpretation of what qualifies under NEPA as a “reasonably foreseeable” 
environmental harm from a project’s indirect effects. Projects must analyze those 
impacts in an EIS and, according to some, reduce or eliminate those impacts. If the 
Corps accepts the activists’ bid, it could complicate the plant’s ability to get coal from 
mountaintop removal mines due to the practice’s negative environmental effects.  


Such an outcome could also boost environmentalists in their overall fight against 
mountaintop mining, which they say is having mixed results because while the Obama 
administration has outlined a broad plan to limit the impacts of the practice the 
government has not moved to completely stop mountaintop mining.  


In mountaintop mining, operators blast the tops off of mountains with heavy explosives 
to get at coal seams underneath. The practice has prompted considerable concern from 
environmentalists, some lawmakers and others, because the waste rock is then 
dumped in so-called valley fills, obliterating streams and harming water quality; local 
communities surrounding valley fills have also faced property damage due to the 
practice.  


“Federal agencies must examine all ‘reasonably foreseeable’ environmental effects from 
the proposed activity,” the environmentalists’ June 26 comments say. “Because the 
purpose of the proposed activity is the construction, operation and maintenance of a 
power plant that utilizes coal to produce electricity, it is reasonably foreseeable that 
various surface and underground coal-mining will be used to extract the coal needed to 
fuel the activity.”  


Further, the comments say, the site location chosen by Old Dominion was selected 
because it was close to a rail line “known to carry coal sourced from mountaintop 
removal mines.” Old Dominion plans to construct a rail spur to connect to the line, which 
the activists say “almost [guarantees] that coal extracted through the environmentally 
destructive practice of mountaintop removal will be burned at the facility.”  


The environmentalists claim that mountaintop removal impacts must be considered for 
any new coal plant, but some critics say that would expand the definition of indirect 
effects that must be considered under NEPA beyond those factors that the law intended 
to capture for review and mitigation.  
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Industry officials also say they cannot mitigate the impact of mountaintop mining 
because it does not control the mine, meaning the supply of coal from the practice 
should not be an issue in the EIS.  


A spokesman for the proposed Old Dominion plant also says the facility would use low-
sulfur coal typically obtained from mines deep underground rather than surface mines 
like mountaintop removal mines. In addition, the plant’s coal supply plans are not yet 
final which makes it unnecessary to evaluate supply from mountaintop mining.  


Complicating environmentalists’ push is the fact they they have had a mixed record in 
court when trying to broaden the scope of NEPA reviews to include previously excluded 
environmental factors. That could raise questions about whether activists would 
succeed should they sue over the mountaintop mining issue.  


In a landmark 2003 case, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit in Mid States 
Coalition for Progress vs. Surface Transportation Board ruled that the Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) was required under NEPA to consider the greenhouse 
gas effects of coal that a proposed rail line would transport.  


The Old Dominion power plant is the inverse of that case, one environmentalist says, 
where the indirect effects of the mining impacts are connected by rail -- which would be 
used to transfer the coal -- but caused by the power plant, which would burn the coal, a 
process that would result in greenhouse gas emissions.  


However, a later 2007 9th Circuit ruling upheld a relatively limited implementation of its 
earlier ruling requiring the analysis. Activists said that the EIA’s NEPA review of the rail 
line should require mitigation of the greenhouse gas impacts of the coal it would 
transport. But the court rejected environmentalists’ efforts to expand the EIS and upheld 
the EIA’s narrow review that did not include mitigation requirements.  


The issue is complicated further because other precedents on NEPA analysis of indirect 
mining impacts are confusing. For instance, environmentalists in their comments on the 
Old Dominion plant cite a 2006 case before EPA’s Environmental Appeals Board (EAB), 
In re: Prairie State Generating Company, LLC, that they say found the Corps must 
evaluate the impacts of mining methods used to extract resources for a project.  


But in the EAB case the board did not rule on the issue directly. While EAB found that 
the the destruction of habitat for a toad species from limestone mining may constitute a 
“secondary environmental impact” that must be addressed by an EIS, the panel also 
said that was “an issue that we do not reach here.” -- Jonathan Strong  


 
 


PESTICIDES 
================================================================== 
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Pesticides on peaches: What we found ...(Chicago Tribune) 
 
August 12, 2009 
When the U.S. Department of Agriculture tested hundreds of regular washed peaches in 
2008, it found residue from dozens of pesticides still on them. Some consumers try to 
avoid pesticide exposure by buying organic or buying produce at local farmers markets. 
The Tribune gathered samples of both and sent them to a lab to see how they matched 
up to the conventional peaches tested by USDA. 
 
USDA 2008 study 
 
SAMPLE: Domestic and imported peaches from more than 700 washed samples tested 
by USDA 
 
PESTICIDES FOUND: Fifty-one detectable pesticide residues. Five pesticides detected 
at higher concentrations than is allowed by EPA. And six pesticides were found that are 
not approved for peaches in the United States.  
 
Tribune 2009 testing 
 
SAMPLE: Certified organic peaches from California 
 
PESTICIDES FOUND: One pesticide: fludioxonil, which is not permitted in organic 
agriculture. But its concentration of 157 parts per billion does not technically violate 
organic standards because it constitutes less than 5 percent of the EPA tolerance.  
 
 
SAMPL E: Farmers market peaches from southern Illinois  
 
PESTICIDES FOUND: Azoxystrobin, Cyhalothrin and Endosulfan. None of their 
concentrations came within even a tenth of the EPA tolerance. 
 
SAMPLE: Farmers market peaches from southwestern Michigan 
 
PESTICIDES FOUND: Cyfluthrin and phosmet. Neither of their concentrations came 
within even a tenth of the EPA tolerance.  
 
The dirty dozen 
 
This list was compiled by the Washington-based research and advocacy organization 
Environmental Working Group, which cross-referenced USDA food consumption data 
with USDA and FDA pesticide data from 2000-2007 to create a ranking of popular 
produce with heavy pesticide loads.  
 
1. Peaches 
2. Apples 
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3. Sweet bell peppers 
4. Celery 
5. Nectarines 
6. Strawberries 
7. Cherries 
8. Kale 
9. Lettuce 
10. Grapes (imported) 
11. Carrots 
12. Pears 
 
 


Mosquito repellents  (Kingston Reporter) 
 
Tue Aug 11, 2009, 05:06 PM EDT 
Plymouth County Mosquito Control has been receiving record numbers of service calls 
from people seeking relief from the hordes of hungry mosquitoes. As a result of the 
number and nature of the calls, it seems like a very appropriate time to remind people of 
the importance of using insect repellents.  


In Massachusetts, West Nile virus (WNV) and Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE) are of 
great concern. Using the right repellents can reduce your chances of being bitten by a 
mosquito and reduce the risk that you will get WNV or EEE. 


The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has registered only five 
repellents for use on skin or clothing: DEET, Picaridin (KBR 3023), Oil of Lemon 
Eucalyptus (PMD), IR3535, and Permithrin. These repellents are also the only ones 
recommended by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and the Massachusetts 
Department of Public Health. While there are many products that claim to be effective 
repellents, the ones listed above are the only ones on the market to have successfully 
undergone the rigorous testing of the EPA. 


DEET provides protection from both mosquitoes and ticks and can be found in various 
concentrations from 4.75 percent to 100 percent. The 4.75 percent will give one to 1.5 
hours of protection and 30 percent will give four to five hours of protection. For tick 
protection the concentration must be at least 20 percent. A 30 percent concentration 
may be used on children over 2 months old (American Association of Pediatricians). 


Picaridin (KBR 3023): Has been used around the world since 1998 and was registered 
with the EPA in 2005. Usually found in concentrations from 7 to 15 percent and usually 
lasts two to eight hours, depending on concentration and the species of mosquito. 
Picaridin can also used as a tick repellent. 


Oil of Lemon Eucalyptus (PMD) was approved by the EPA in 2005 and is classified as a 
biopesticide. In one study 20 percent PMD was deemed to be as effective as 20 percent 
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DEET. A 40 percent PMD product protects up to six hours. This product should not be 
used on children under 3 years of age. 


IR3535 has been in the U.S. since 1999 and is classified as a biopesticide. IR3535 can 
usually found in concentrations of 7.5 to 20 percent. It is labeled as a repellent for both 
mosquitoes and ticks. Some studies indicate that IR3535 may be effective for seven to 
10 hours for mosquitoes and up to 12 hours for ticks. 


Permethrin is a synthetic pyrethroid that is toxic to the nervous systems of insects and is 
applied to clothing, shoes, bed nets and camping gear. Permithrin is effective up two 
weeks. Permithrin repels and kills mosquitoes and ticks. When applied to clothing, it 
should be done prior to putting them on. Permethrin should not be applied to a person’s 
skin. 


What are some general considerations to remember when using insect repellents?  


· Always follow the recommendations appearing on the product label. 


· Use enough repellent to cover exposed skin or clothing. 


· Don’t apply repellent to skin that is under clothing. Heavy application is not necessary 
to achieve protection. 


· Do not apply repellent to cuts, wounds or irritated skin. 


· After returning indoors, wash treated skin with soap and water. (This may vary 
depending on the product. Check the label.) 


· Do not spray aerosol or pump products in enclosed areas. 


· Do not spray aerosol or pump products directly to your face. Spray your hands and 
then rub them carefully over the face, avoiding eyes and mouth. 


· It is not recommended to use a repellent/sunscreen combination. 


Can insect repellents be used on children? 


Repellent products must state any age restrictions. If there is none listed, the EPA has 
not required a restriction on the use of the product. 


What guidelines are available for using a repellent on children?  


Always follow the recommendations appearing on the product label when using a 
repellent. 
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· When using a repellent on a child, apply it to your own hands and then rub them on 
your child. Avoid children’s eyes and mouth and use it sparingly around their ears. 


· Do not apply repellent to children’s hands. (Children may tend to put their hands in 
their mouths.) 


· Do not allow young children to self-apply insect repellents; have an adult do it for 
them. 


· Keep repellents out of reach of children. 


· Do not apply repellent under clothing. If repellent is applied to clothing, wash treated 
clothing before wearing again. (May vary by product; check the label). 


 
 
 


SUPERFUND 
================================================================== 


Lead cleanup could expand (Evansville Courier & Press) 
 
Downtown, CenterCity added to list 
By Mark Wilson  
Wednesday, August 12, 2009  


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will begin taking samples from yards in 
Evansville's Downtown and Center City next week to see if they should be included in a 
proposed expansion of a Superfund cleanup for lead contaminated soils. 


The EPA is proposing to expand its Superfund cleanup of the Jacobsville neighborhood 
to a 41/2-square-mile area on both sides of the Lloyd Expressway. It encompasses all 
or parts of 13 neighborhoods with some of Evansville's oldest houses. 


However, the area the EPA will test next week has been listed as "to be determined" on 
maps of the proposed expansion because workers were able to obtain only a handful of 
samples before.  


After sending out several hundred letters seeking permission to access properties in the 
area, which stretches from Riverside Drive to U.S. 41, the EPA received permission to 
sample 42 residential yards, said John Bingcanar, an EPA environmental scientist 
working on the cleanup. 
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"If we get samples above the 400 parts per million, they will be included (in the 
cleanup)," said Mary Tierney, EPA project manager. 


Bingcanar expects the sampling will produce a similar range of results as those from the 
other areas tested. 


He said the team will take multiple samples from each yard to get a composite result 
that accurately reflects the level of lead present in each yard. It will be several months 
before the results are known. 


The area also includes the Downtown business district and the city's proposed site for a 
new arena. However, that project will not be affected by the cleanup because it will 
undergo its own environmental assessment as part of the construction project, said 
Audra Levy, communications director for Mayor Jonathan Weinzapfel.  


Until now, the EPA has been concentrating its efforts on a section of the near-North 
Side Jacobsville neighborhood where lead levels in some yards were found to be three 
to four times higher than the level 400 parts per million considered safe. 


An emergency cleanup of 83 properties with levels of lead considered an immediate 
health risk already has been done in that neighborhood. The contaminated soil was 
scooped up, hauled to landfills and replaced with clean soil. 


Using $5 million in federal stimulus money, the EPA is planning on cleaning up an 
additional 350 yards in the area — bounded by the Lloyd Expressway and Mary, Iowa 
and Elliott streets. That part of the cleanup will start this fall and likely be finished by 
2012. 


But testing found the contamination was much more widespread. The agency is working 
on a plan to expand the cleanup, but EPA officials say it will be years before cleanups 
start in the larger area. 


 


Black & Veatch’s EPA contract could hit $150M (Bizjournals.com) 
 
Kansas City Business Journal 
Tuesday, August 11, 2009, 10:02am CDT 
 
Despite the recession, Black & Veatch continues to clean up. 
The Overland Park-based company said Tuesday that it will continue to clean up 
contaminated Superfund sites through a new contract awarded by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency and worth as much as $150 million. 



http://www.bizjournals.com/kansascity/gen/Black_&_Veatch_5904418E1FB24A45B9CF6446B78F74A8.html

http://www.bizjournals.com/kansascity/gen/U.S._Environmental_Protection_Agency_2A2858D95A4D4B569EB39EDAFCD2B7F2.html

http://www.bizjournals.com/kansascity/gen/U.S._Environmental_Protection_Agency_2A2858D95A4D4B569EB39EDAFCD2B7F2.html
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The contract will allow Black & Veatch to continue Superfund remediation work for as 
long as 10 years in eight states: Alabama, Mississippi, Florida, Tennessee, Georgia, 
Kentucky, North Carolina and South Carolina. 


“Past industrial or agricultural development practices resulted in potential hazards to 
human health and the environment at sites throughout the country,” Harvey Coppage, 
director of environmental services for Black & Veatch’s Federal Services Division, said 
in a release Tuesday. “With remedial action contracts, we work with the EPA to remove 
these hazards, improving communities and restoring peace of mind for local residents.” 


For example, Black & Veatch is remediating contaminated soil and groundwater at a 
former wood-preserving plant in Pensacola, Fla. The project involves constructing an 
underground containment cell that will hold 540,000 cubic yards of contaminated soil. 
Much of the soil has been stockpiled for more than 15 years as EPA controlled short-
term exposure to the waste and worked to develop a plan and secure financing for the 
long-term cleanup. 


“When completed, the Pensacola site will be eligible for light-commercial 
redevelopment, potentially becoming a sustainable component of the community,” 
Coppage said in the release. 


Black & Veatch has remediated contaminated sites in the United States since the 
inception of the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability 
Act, otherwise known as Superfund legislation. The company is one of the original three 
EPA Superfund contractors and is involved in approximately 100 remediation projects 
throughout the country. 


Black & Veatch ranks No. 1 on the Kansas City Business Journal’s list of area 
engineering firms. 


 
 


PCB dredging resumes in Hudson (Greenwire) 
 
08/11/2009 
Dredging of PCBs from the Hudson River will resume today, after the Superfund project 
was halted for four days because the chemicals were being stirred up in the river, 
according to General Electric Co. 


The dredging will resume in stages to allow officials to monitor the level of PCBs, 
according to GE, which is conducting the work under the supervision of U.S. EPA. 


EPA halted work late Friday after a monitor found levels of PCB rose above federal 
drinking water safety standard of 500 parts per trillion (Greenwire, Aug. 10). 



http://eenews.net/Greenwire/2009/08/10/archive/19
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About 260 barges loaded with PCB-tainted sediment have been hauled from the the 
Hudson since mid-May. The sediment is being shipped to a toxic waste dump in Texas 
(Brian Nearing, Albany Times Union, Aug. 11). -- PR 


 
 
 


TOXICS 
================================================================== 


Empty lot is a battleground (Los Angeles Times) 
 
August 12, 2009 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
MAIN NEWS; Metro Desk; Part A; Pg. 4 
Empty lot is a battleground;  
Land in South L.A. bought by a nonprofit with a city block grant is seized by LAUSD, 
igniting a legal fight. 
By Louis Sahagun 
The plan to transform a vacant lot used as an illegal dumping ground into a youth center 
and soccer field for low-income residents in South Los Angeles seemed like a winner. 
 
The Los Angeles City Council allocated a $2.4-million community development block 
grant to the nonprofit Concerned Citizens of South Central Los Angeles to buy the lot 
and develop the property in a community long bereft of recreational opportunities. 
 
Eight years later, with no youth center or permanent soccer field having been built, the 
Los Angeles Unified School District has seized control of the blighted six-acre site, with 
plans for an elementary school and soccer field.  
 
In the meantime, the city and the nonprofit are engaged in a highly personal court fight 
over the millions of dollars the land fetched through eminent domain. 
 
Construction of the school is scheduled to begin in September, officials said. If all goes 
according to plan, the 950-student Juanita Tate Elementary will open in 2011. 
 
Tate, who died in 2004, founded Concerned Citizens and spent years trying to improve 
the area's quality of life by building affordable housing and fighting environmentally 
unsound projects. 
 
In a lawsuit, the city says Concerned Citizens breached its contractual obligations and 
violated federal law by leaving the lot barren in hopes of making a windfall in the 
commercial real estate market after its value increased. 
 
As a result, the city is demanding that the nonprofit pay it more than $5 million -- the 



http://www.timesunion.com/AspStories/story.asp?storyID=829887
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amount of the original block grant plus the amount the land has appreciated since 2001. 
 
Concerned Citizens, however, says it fully met its contractual obligations by hauling tons 
of debris off the property, at Slauson Avenue and Main Street, and building a temporary 
clay soccer field. The nonprofit also contends that it was already in the process of 
buying the property to develop it into a soccer field when the city persuaded it to use the 
block grant to complete the deal. 
 
It also claims that the city and Deputy City Atty. John A. Carvalho collaborated in a 
scheme allegedly hatched by City Councilwoman Jan Perry to prevent the project from 
being completed -- and to destroy the nonprofit. 
 
And the group says it agreed to use the block grant only to acquire the property, with no 
promises to build on it. 
 
"The project didn't get built because of Jan Perry's failure to secure resources the 
project depended on," Mark Williams, Tate's son and the director of youth programs for 
Concerned Citizens, said in an interview. "The duplicity the city attributes to us is the 
city's own. So it should get nothing." 
 
The winner in court probably would get the current fair market value of the property -- 
about $5.4 million, which was deposited with the clerk of the court by the school district. 
 
The dispute has strained relations between Concerned Citizens and Perry, who was a 
close friend of Tate. 
 
"Jan Perry is like family. My mother helped get her elected to the City Council," Williams 
said. 
 
"But the petty level to which she has stooped to destroy us is mind-boggling and not 
very smart," added Tate's daughter, Noreen McClendon, the nonprofit's executive 
director. 
 
Perry declined to comment except to say, "I had an enormous amount of respect for 
Juanita Tate." 
 
On another front, the school district continues to test soil samples from the lot for 
contamination. 
 
Over the decades, the property was home to an array of commercial enterprises: a 
lumber yard, a fueling station, brake and metal shops and a lamp store. More recently, 
Concerned Citizens rented the property to traveling carnivals and used-car events. 
 
On recommendation from the state Department of Toxic Substances Control, the district 
hauled out more than 160 truckloads of soil containing elevated levels of dangerous 
substances. 
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Then there were the tons of soil contaminated with petroleum hydrocarbons that district 
officials believe oozed out of a long-inactive Exxon Mobile pipeline under Main Street 
and just five feet east of the property line. 
 
That soil was treated or removed from the property. As a precaution, the district also 
built two retaining walls to protect the land from potential future leaks. 
 
"The total cost of cleaning up impacted soils on the property was about $19 million," 
said Jay Golida, an attorney representing the school district. "The cleanups are 
complete; Exxon collaborated with the district and helped cover the costs." 
 
Golida said the district would monitor the site to address concerns that the land might 
be contaminated by pollutants flowing in from the nearby pipeline. "If for some reason 
levels increase, we will go right back to Exxon to have them removed," he said. 
 
Construction on the property cannot come soon enough for local residents and business 
owners. 
 
Javier Longoria, manager of a nearby second-hand clothing store, nodded toward the 
lot and said, "There are no parks for kids around here, nothing, so they play in the 
streets." 
 
"I hear they are going to build a school and soccer field over there," he added. "That's 
going to be really nice." 
 
louis.sahagun@latimes.com 


 


GM drops out of pollution prevention program (Greenwire) 
 
08/11/2009 
General Motors will no longer participate in a partnership that collects mercury-laden 
parts from recycled automobiles to keep the toxin out of the environment. 
In pulling out of the program, GM said its post-bankruptcy company is not responsible 
for vehicles built before it filed for Chapter 11 and that its new vehicles do not contain 
mercury. 
The groups collecting the mercury said GM's pullout undermines their program because 
it comes at a time when an estimated 750,000 old vehicles, some of which contain 
mercury switches, are being traded in and recycled because of the federal "cash-for-
clunkers" program. 
GM said it is still reviewing its pre-bankruptcy agreements and declined to comment. 
GM was the largest participant in the End of Life Vehicle Solutions Corp., an auto-
industry partnership created in 2005 to capture mercury emissions during vehicle 
recycling. It has disposed of nearly 5,600 pounds of mercury. 



mailto:louis.sahagun@latimes.com
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GM's annual bill for the program is between $700,000 and $1 million, the program's 
executive director said. 


Mercury accumulates in plants, fish and humans and can damage development of 
children and fetuses (AP/New York Times, Aug. 11). -- PR 


 
 
 
 


WATER 
================================================================== 
August 12, 2009 


G.E. Resumes Hudson Dredging, With Limits by E.P.A.  (New York Times) 
 
By MIREYA NAVARRO 
General Electric resumed dredging for contaminants in the upper Hudson River on 
Tuesday afternoon after shutting down operations in response to tests that showed that 
chemicals from the cleanup had traveled several miles downstream. 
The Environmental Protection Agency, which had ordered the dredging halted on 
Friday, said that operations would restart in stages and initially be confined to only three 
of 11 sites on the river where the dredges had been operating. Additional dredging 
areas may be added pending another round of water sampling, said Kristen Skopeck, a 
spokeswoman for the agency.  
Water tests conducted about five miles south of Fort Edward in Washington County, 
where most of the dredging is under way, showed that levels of the chemicals known as 
PCBs exceeded water quality standards. E.P.A. officials has asked General Electric, 
which is overseeing the cleanup, to find methods for confining the sediment disturbed 
by the dredging to each site and keep PCB levels down elsewhere in the river.  
The agency said that “enhanced engineering controls” would be incorporated at each 
dredge location to keep water from spilling out of the dredge buckets and back into the 
river. 
The dredging operation, which began in May along a six-mile segment south of Fort 
Edward, is the first phase of a cleanup expected to last through 2015. (The current 
phase is expected to continue well into the fall.)  
Two General Electric factories discharged PCBs for three decades beginning in the 
1940s before PCBs were banned in 1977 as a health threat to people and wildlife. That 
led to the federal designation of nearly 200 miles of the river, from Hudson Falls, N.Y., 
to the southern tip of Manhattan, as a contaminated Superfund site.  
Under the legislation that created the Superfund program, the responsible party, G.E., is 
required to supervise and pay for the cleanup. The company periodically posts updates 
on the operation at www.hudsondredging.com.  
Another 34 miles of river, running to Troy, N.Y., are to be dredged in the project’s 
second phase.  



http://www.nytimes.com/aponline/2009/08/11/us/politics/AP-US-GM-Mercury-Switches.html

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/n/mireya_navarro/index.html?inline=nyt-per

http://www.hudsondredging.com/

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/organizations/e/environmental_protection_agency/index.html?inline=nyt-org

http://www.epa.gov/waste/hazard/tsd/pcbs/index.htm

http://www.epa.gov/waste/hazard/tsd/pcbs/index.htm

http://www.epa.gov/superfund/

http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/subjects/s/superfund/index.html?inline=nyt-classifier

http://www.hudsondredging.com/
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Ms. Skopeck said the temporary shutdown was not expected to significantly delay the 
cleanup. Mark Behan, a spokesman for General Electric, said that heavy rains this 
summer had swelled the river’s flow and caused intermittent suspensions of some 
dredging already.  
”It will have an effect in productivity,” he said of the shutdown. ”But it’s too early to tell 
how much of an effect.”  
 


 


Hudson dredging resumes (Albany Times Union) 
 
Work was postponed by elevated PCB levels 
By BRIAN NEARING, Staff writer  
Last updated: 11:20 a.m., Tuesday, August 11, 2009 
FORT EDWARD -- Dredging of PCBs from the Hudson River will resume today at noon 
after a four-day shutdown due to high levels of the chemical being stirred up in the river, 
according to General Electric Co.  


Stopped Friday afternoon, dredging will be resumed in stages over the course of this 
week, according to GE, which is performing the work under the control of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency.  


There had been 11 dredges working in a six-mile stretch of river from Rogers Island 
south when work was halted. To start, dredging will be confined to three river locations, 
one of which is inside a metal barrier, called a sheet pile enclosure, meant to confine 
stirred up river sediments.  


If PCB levels are acceptable, two more additional dredging areas could be added as 
early as Thursday, according to the EPA. Additional dredging could resume if PCB 
levels remain acceptable.  


Resuming work gradually will allow the Environmental Protection Agency and General 
Electric to watch how PCB levels change as more dredges are added, according to GE. 
Refinements to operations will be made as needed in an effort to keep PCB levels in air 
and water below EPA's standards, according to GE.  


Since the work began in mid-May, about 260 barges filled with PCB-tainted sediment 
removed from the river have been taken to a facility on the Champlain Canal, where the 
sediments are squeezed dry, the water treated and pumped into the canal. The PCB 
sediments are shipped via rail cars to a toxic waste dump in Texas. 
 
 



http://www.timesunion.com/TUNews/author/AuthorPage.aspx?AuthorNum=163
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California Stormwater Order May Serve As Precedent For Numeric Limits (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Tuesday, August 11, 2009 
Activists are urging California regional water boards to adopt a precedent-setting state 
order that for the first time includes numeric pollutant limits in a Los Angeles stormwater 
permit, saying all regional boards should begin incorporating the strict limits -- known as 
total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) -- in stormwater permits.    


Los Angeles County officials however strongly oppose the state Water Resources 
Control Board's (WRCB) order and may sue to overturn approval of the order, arguing 
that it could allow regional water officials to hold dischargers liable for another entity's 
pollution, a situation that may violate the Clean Water Act (CWA).  


Local governments argue that mandates for numeric pollutant limits in permits may 
make them vulnerable to new lawsuits filed by environmentalists, and that the cost of 
compliance with such standards will be too high. But the TMDL programs are also seen 
as critical to meeting federal water quality standards.  


WRCB's order requires the Los Angeles regional water board to incorporate a strict 
TMDL in its stormwater permit. TMDLs refer to the maximum amount of a pollutant that 
a waterbody can take while still meeting water quality standards, and meeting the limits 
is seen as key to achieving federal water quality standards.  


WRCB Aug. 4 adopted an order denying a petition from Los Angeles County officials 
seeking to invalidate the Los Angeles regional board stormwater permit. The petition 
argued that the regional board improperly translated the provisions of an existing TMDL 
for bacteria into a municipal stormwater permit.  


Activists strongly support the decision to back the regional board’s permit and deny Los 
Angeles County’s petition, and they say the Los Angeles board’s incorporation of a 
bacteria TMDL into the stormwater permit is needed to protect millions of swimmers and 
beachgoers visiting Santa Monica Bay, CA, beaches in the summer.  


The regional board in 2006 revised its existing municipal stormwater permit to 
incorporate its bacteria TMDL at Santa Monica Bay beaches. The county’s petition 
argued that the revised regional board permit included numeric effluent limitations that 
do not follow the accepted approach for controlling municipal stormwater discharges. 
The county also argued that discharge prohibitions enacted are ambiguous.  


Environmental groups hope that the WRCB order paves the way for other regional 
boards to place TMDLs within stormwater permits, arguing that such pollutant limits are 
required under the CWA, according to one activist. The source adds that environmental 
groups are now urging the Los Angeles regional board to also incorporate a contested 
trash TMDL for the Los Angeles River within stormwater permits.  
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But local governments and others criticize the push to include TMDLs in stormwater 
permits, fearing that placing TMDLs into National Pollutant Discharge Elimination 
System (NPDES) permits opens up an entire new area of litigation for environmental 
groups seeking to enforce the strictest standards.  


Local government officials say EPA's guidelines do not require that TMDLs be 
implemented in NPDES permits. The officials have suggested memorandums of 
understanding between the regulated community and regional boards.  They have also 
argued that the science behind TMDLs and the technology for meeting them are 
imprecise and need much more work. Therefore, counties and cities fear that the Aug. 4 
order could result in both regional board fines and environmentalist litigation over 
problematic TMDLs.  


At the Aug. 4 WRCB meeting, Howard Gest, an attorney for Los Angeles County, 
argued that the regional board’s bacteria TMDL plan would lead to the regional board 
potentially holding a discharger responsible for another entity’s pollution violation. Gest 
argued that such action is not allowed under the CWA or the state Porter-Cologne 
Water Quality Control Act, which established California's regional water quality boards.  


“I come back to the legal principle -- there is no case under the Clean Water Act or 
Porter-Cologne that allows one party to be responsible for the discharge of another,” 
Gest argued. “Nothing under [state or federal law] allows a regional board to make one 
party liable for something they didn’t do.”  


But WRCB attorney Michael Lauffer responded that the order does not specifically 
assign responsibility to the county for discharges, and that the order does not say 
anything along the lines of what Gest argued.  


Meanwhile, the regional board July 29 hosted a workshop to seek input from 
stakeholders on a preliminary plan to incorporate the trash TMDL into the permit for the 
Los Angeles River.  


The Los Angeles board’s trash TMDL was adopted in 2007 and became effective last 
year. The TMDL has been controversial, with local governments arguing that 
compliance could cost several million dollars. The TMDL was also the focus of a court 
challenge in recent years, with a 2006 appellate court finding that the zero-trash 
standard was appropriate, but that the regional board’s environmental review was 
inadequate.  


 


EPA taking comments on water quality enforcement (Bay City Times) 
 
Posted by Jeff Kart | The Bay City Times August 11, 2009 09:24AM 
If you drink water, or like to fish or swim in it, read on. 
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The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency wants to hear from folks about ways to 
improve water quality enforcement under the Clean Water Act. 
I'll assume that a few people in the Saginaw Bay watershed may have something to say 
about this. 


Cynthia Giles, assistant administrator of EPA's Office of Enforcement and Compliance 
Assurance, says in a blog post that she's been tasked with examining the agency's 
water enforcement program "in light of information showing that water quality goals are 
not being met and that there are too many violations in too many places." 


Giles is gathering recommendations to improve transparency, strengthen clean water 
enforcement performance and expand the use of technology to increase efficiency and 
provide useful information to the public.  


The recommended action plan needs to improve compliance and address the problems 
that are having the biggest impact on water quality, she writes.  


Post your comments below and to the EPA blog, if you meet the criteria.  


 


Hudson River Dredging Continues (Fox 23 News) 
 
Reported by: Paul Merrill  
Email: paulmerrill@fox23news.com  
Videographer: B. Flynn  
Last Update: 8/11 5:03 pm 
EPA officials say the first phase of the Hudson River dredging project will remove 
200,000 cubic yards of sediment from the river. (Photographer: Brian Flynn)  
Dredging has resumed on the Hudson River in Fort Edward. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency had halted the work on Friday after PCB levels in 
the water spiked. 
 
Crews went back to work at about noon on Monday after the EPA reported that levels of 
the suspected carcinogen had dropped again. 
 
Dredging project managers say they're not surprised that removing tens of thousands of 
cubic yards of sediment has churned up some some of the dangerous chemicals that 
they're trying to eliminate. 
 
"We knew that we were going to be re-mobilizing some PCBs," explains EPA Hudson 
River Field Office Director David King.  "That's why we have a re-suspension standard 
that's set at 500 rather than zero." 
 
The EPA has set a safe PCB level threshold at 500 parts per trillion. 



http://blog.epa.gov/blog/2009/08/07/clean-water-enforcement-action-plan/

http://blog.epa.gov/cwaactionplan

http://www.fox23news.com/content/newsbios/story.aspx?content_id=3a39d125-91bc-459d-a650-c01b6488c5d1

mailto:paulmerrill@fox23news.com
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The agency halted dredging on Friday after PCB levels passed that threshold. 
 
Tests on Saturday and Sunday showed levels closer to 100 and 200 parts per trillion. 
 
Dredging opponents say even the control threshold is dangerously high. 
 
"That's eight-to-ten times what it was before pre-dredging conditions," says Jane 
Havens. 
 
Havens and her husband are part of CEASE - a group that's opposed Hudson River 
dredging for 30 decades. 
 
She says, "This project began because, supposedly, this was a condition that was 
unsafe for people and, now, they're putting out numbers that are so much worse." 
 
CEASE members tell us that the river would be cleaner if the EPA just left it alone. 
 
GE, the company paying $700 million for the dredging project, doesn't disagree. 
 
GE spokesman Mark Behan says, "There was a 25-year debate over that very question 
and GE also believed that the best answer was not an invasive dredging project but 
EPA, ultimately, made a decision in favor of dredging and we're cooperating." 
 
King says he is pleased with the results of the first phase of the dredging project. 
 
"We're doing well," King explains.  "Again, weather is playing tricks on us and we have 
to take that into account." 
 
King says increased levels of rain contributed to the spike in the PCB levels. 
 
Officials will retest the water every 24 hours. 
 
CEASE members tell us they're organizing a public meeting to be held Monday night at 
7:00 p.m. in the Washington County Annex Building. 
 
 


Residents confused on safety of lakes (The Daily News of Newburyport)  
 
By Lynne Hendricks 
staff writer 
August 12, 2009 03:54 am 
AMESBURY — Tests taken at the urging of scientists working at Lake Attitash for the 
Environmental Protection Agency's lakes and ponds program found exceedingly high 
levels of the toxic algae bloom cyanobacteria in the lake on Thursday.  
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But on Sunday children summering at Attitash's Camp Bauercrest were out swimming 
on the lake, and water skiers and recreational tubers were still zooming across the 
placid water on Monday, despite warnings from Amesbury's interim health director Jack 
Morris to steer clear of the water until further testing could be conducted. 


For whatever reason, Morris' message hasn't gotten through. 


Cyanobacteria, or blue-green algae as it's called, is toxic to humans and animals 
exposed to the bacteria, and an EPA test conducted in association with the University of 
New Hampshire found it was present in the lake in concentrations of 140,000 cells per 
milliliter. 


The lake was initially closed for swimming based on those excessive levels, which are 
three times the limit deemed safe by the state, but state Department of Health 
representatives took some samples of their own the next day and found levels weren't 
high enough to warrant a beach closure. 


Advisories were supposed to be posted instead, but it seems a number of residents and 
guests are still unaware of the danger lurking in the lake's depths, and the rest are 
confused by the conflicting test results coming from the state. 


Amesbury initially closed the beaches based on the recommendations of the EPA, and 
included the popular Lake Gardner swimming hole in the closure, which, although 
connected to Attitash by way of the Powow River, wasn't reportedly tested for the algae.  


The town lifted the Gardner closure later in the day Friday, but as of yesterday was still 
reporting on its Web site that there were state advisories in place in Lake Gardner at 
Whitehall Lake and Glendevin beaches.  


"As of right now, the one beach that's closed is Camp Bauercrest on Lake Attitash," said 
Mayor Thatcher Kezer, attempting to resolve some of the confusion. "The other 
beaches (Whitehall and Glendevin) have advisories. That means be aware — if the 
water looks green or yucky, don't go in it — don't drink it." 


"I have two 5-year-old boys, and I decided to keep them out of the lake for a few days," 
said Lake Attitash Association Vice Chairman Cindy Roberts, who has been fielding 
calls from worried residents and trying to assess the situation on behalf of her 
membership.  


Based on what she's learned from numerous phone calls to the state Health 
Department and from EPA scientists, she's choosing to heed Morris' advice when it 
comes to her kids. 


"They're playing with the sprinkler (instead)," she said. 
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Roberts doesn't feel comfortable with assurances from the state that the water is safe 
because she feels initial tests performed by UNH were more comprehensive than the 
state's.  


"Who do you believe — the DEP or the University of New Hampshire?" asked Roberts 
of residents' dilemma. "If the first results were accurate, the beach should have been 
closed and remained closed. Nobody's really sure what to do." 


Roberts said the EPA/UNH test is called an "automatic data logger," which logs cells on 
a continuous basis, and is tied into a GPS navigation system that transects across and 
around the lake to get several thousand data points.  


In contrast, she said, the state came in and took two water samples from the lake.  


"UNH said there's a big problem here," Roberts said. "The state ran two samples, and 
said it's not as bad as you think. Those two groups are trying to communicate with 
Amesbury." 


Kezer was unsure of the status of Sandy Beach on Lake Attitash, and there was no one 
available to offer clarification yesterday. 


Though Morris played an active role Friday in deciphering the meaning of the state 
algae advisory for concerned residents, the temporary health agent acting under a 
mutual aid agreement with Amesbury left Monday on a vacation expected to last to the 
end of August. Questions on the conflicting information at Attitash were referred to 
Kezer's chief of staff, Kendra Amaral, and ultimately to the mayor himself.  


Kezer said with Morris out of town, the natural clearinghouse for questions about the 
health and safety of recreational swimmers at Attitash is with Department of Public 
Works director Rob Desmarais.  


"Rob Desmarais is the person who's been our manager of all the waterways," Kezer 
said. "When a water body is declared unsafe for swimming all that entails is to give a 
call over to DPW and put the signs up." 


"It's kind of a confusing mess at the moment," said Ron Klodenski, who was one of a 
number of members who voiced their concern about the notification process at a 
meeting of the Lake Attitash Association Monday night.  


"I think there needs to be some channel for notification," Klodenski said. "There is no 
way for residents to find out about this. If they don't get The Daily News or they're not on 
(the association's) e-mail distribution list, they might not even know about it.  


"I imagine our e-mail list is only 60 to 70 people, so I'm guessing there's another couple 
hundred houses on the lake that didn't get any notification," he said. 
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Roberts said signs at the three private Attitash beaches alone don't properly apprise 
people of the potential dangers.  


"Most residents on Lake Attitash don't belong to a beach," Roberts said. "If you're not on 
one of those beaches, then how do you find out?" 


Sources say officials from the DPH were expected to test yesterday or today for 
cyanobacteria and will likely have results from the tests back Friday. Until then, Roberts 
is telling residents to avoid the blue green latex-paint-like slicks of algae, as advised by 
DPH scientist Vanessa Yandell.  


In the meantime, she's wondering after seeing the children at Camp Bauercrest 
swimming Monday, just who is in charge of notifying the camp of the algae bloom. She 
was upset to learn that beach was closed, as there is no posted closure notice 
anywhere that she can find.  


"I'm three doors down from Camp Bauercrest, and I didn't realize it was closed," 
Roberts said. 


 
 
 
August 12, 2009 
 
Feds: Toxic site cleanup next (Poughkeepsie Journal) 
 
Homeowners told of E. Fishkill plans 
By Michael Woyton 
Poughkeepsie Journal  
HOPEWELL JUNCTION -With a plan in place to provide water to residents affected by 
groundwater contamination, federal officials have now set their sights on actually 
cleaning up the contamination. 
Representatives from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency held a public meeting 
Tuesday to provide information and hear comments about proposed remediation plans. 
More than 50 people attended. 


About 300 homes were affected with water contaminated with trichloroethene and 
trichloroethane and subsequent vapor intrusion caused by contamination from Hopewell 
Precision. 


The homes are near Ryan Drive, Creamery Road, Clove Branch Road and Old Farm 
Road. 


Lorenzo Thantu, EPA's remedial project manager, said there were two objectives. 
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"For groundwater, the first objective is to restore the water to drinking water standards 
and to remove the contaminants," he said. The second was to eliminate the potential of 
any vapor intrusion into homes. 


The preferred remedy, Thantu said, was using biological elements in the groundwater 
that detoxify the contaminants. 


"We found out the aquifer conditions are ideal for these processes to take place," he 
said. 


The process is called aerobic cometabolic bioremediation and would cost $12 million. 


Salvatore Badalamenti, EPA's chief of the eastern New York remediation section, said 
the biological process is a lengthy one. 


"Restoring the aquifer is going to take quite a bit of time," he said, "probably 20 to 30 
years." 


Thantu said there would also be long-term monitoring to track the movement of and 
changes to the contaminated groundwater, as well as vapor monitoring of homes. 


Hopewell Precision was a manufacturer of sheet metal parts and assemblies. It began 
operations at 15 Ryan Drive in 1977 and moved to 19 Ryan Drive in 1980. 


For a number of years, the company dumped one to five gallons per day of waste 
solvents, paints and sodium nitrate directly on the ground. 


In April 2005, the site was placed on the EPA's National Priorities List of most 
contaminated sites. 


Filters, vents installed 


Besides well monitoring, the government provided filtration systems and vapor 
ventilation units to affected residents. 


Those residents could have clean water piped in from newly drilled wells or existing 
water supplies in the near future. 


The EPA will decide by December on the source of the water and continue to plan how 
to best pipe in the water. 


Storage tanks, water mains and service connections will also be constructed for private 
homes. Private well pipes will be discontinued, along with their testing. 


Design construction is expected to begin by spring 2010 and be completed by spring 
2011. 
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The estimated cost for building the pipeline is $18.9 million. 


Steven Quinn, who lives on Creamery Road, has a point of entry water filtration system 
at his house that uses carbon filters to clean the water. 


He is concerned about piping the water through the contaminated areas. 


"Any break, could it get contaminated again?" Quinn said. "It's a real confusing issue." 


 
August 12, 2009 
 


EPA sued over flood control (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Clarion Ledger 
 
Levee board wants Yazoo Backwater Project to move forward 
Holbrook Mohr 
The Associated Press  
A Mississippi levee board sued the Environmental Protection Agency in federal court 
Tuesday in hopes of pushing through a $220 million flood control project that dates back 
decades. 
The lawsuit was filed in U.S. District Court in Greenville by the Board of Mississippi 
Levee Commissioners, which says it's trying to protect residents of the lower Mississippi 
Delta from flooding. 


The levee board, made up of representatives from several Mississippi counties, wants 
to move forward with the Yazoo Backwater Project, a proposal to build a pump station 
to drain wetlands, farmland and forests north of Vicksburg when the Mississippi River is 
high. 


Congress authorized the Mississippi Delta project in 1941 but didn't fully fund it. The 
EPA vetoed the Yazoo pump aspect of the project in August 2008, saying it would 
destroy wetlands, water quality and habitat for threatened species. 


The lawsuit challenges the agency's authority to stop the project. 


"Protection of the nation's water quality is among EPA's highest priorities," the EPA said 
in an e-mail. "We will review the lawsuit carefully and respond accordingly." 


The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has taken steps to control flooding upstream on the 
Mississippi River, and that only made flooding worse in the Yazoo River Basin. 
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About 900,000 acres and 1,000 residential structures were affected, said attorney 
Damien M. Schiff, with Pacific Legal Foundation, a legal watchdog organization that 
represents the levee board. 


The pumps are the last integrated element of the large flood control system and are 
needed to pump out water trapped by other flood control measures, Schiff said in a 
phone interview Tuesday. 


"Despite the many social and environmental benefits that the project will produce, EPA 
vetoed the project, contending that the project will be too environmentally harmful," 
according to the 13-page lawsuit. "That is flat wrong: The project will produce significant 
environmental benefits, as well as flood protection." 


People who supported other elements of the larger project are now suffering because 
the pumps aren't in place "and they feel like the victims of a very unjust political game," 
Schiff said. 


The lawsuit also claims EPA's veto is illegal because the project was approved by 
Congress before the agency was given veto power under the Clean Water Act in 1977. 


EPA officials have said in the past that the project doesn't meet all the requirements to 
proceed under the Clean Water Act, regardless of when it was authorized. 


U.S. Sens. Thad Cochran and Roger Wicker, both Republicans from Mississippi, also 
have questioned the EPA's right to kill the project. 


"The prospect of administrative nullification of a congressionally authorized project 
raises serious legal and policy issues," they wrote in a letter to the EPA dated July 17, 
2008. 


 
 


Ports considering water, sediment pollution controls (Daily Breeze) 
 
By Art Marroquin Staff Writer 
Posted: 08/11/2009 07:21:16 PM PDT 
First, the goal was to reduce emissions from trucks, ships and equipment used at the 
ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach.  


Now, the focus is on cleaning the foul waters lapping at the harbor's shoreline.  


The Los Angeles and Long Beach harbor commissions are poised today to consider a 
series of guidelines aimed at controlling sources of water and sediment pollution at the 
nation's busiest port complex.  
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The proposed Water Resource Action Plan, or WRAP, calls for improving the 
maintenance of fueling and cargo handling areas, along with expanding stormwater, 
dust and litter control programs at the twin ports.  


The plan also calls for examining upstream sources of pollution that are washed from 
storm drains, the Dominguez Watershed and the Los Angeles River into San Pedro 
Bay.  


"When it comes to water quality, the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach are in the 
challenging position of needing to address the pollutants that enter our harbor from 
upstream sources as well as from port operations," said Cindy Miscikowski, president of 
the Los Angeles Board of Harbor Commissioners.  


"That's why it's so important that we take this action to create a solid plan to guide us to 
even better water quality."  


Officials at both ports designed the plan with input from the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency, the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board, 
environmental groups and the maritime industry.  


While no specific  
benchmarks are included in the plan, the collaborative effort comes as regulatory 
agencies prepare to impose tougher guidelines aimed at reducing the amounts of fuel, 
metals, pesticides, waste and other contaminants dumped into the water.  


"We've worked closely with the ports and local partners to identify key actions that will 
reduce water pollution and protect San Pedro Bay," said Laura Yoshii, the EPA's acting 
regional administrator for the Pacific Southwest. "The EPA looks forward to continuing 
these efforts as the ports implement their plans to protect public health and the 
environment in Southern California."  


WRAP comes nearly three years after the twin ports adopted the Clean Air Action Plan, 
which aims to significantly reduce diesel emissions from port activity. With some of 
those measures already under way, including the Clean Trucks Program, attention has 
now shifted to cleaning the port's water.  


Both ports have spent several decades trying to improve water quality by dredging 
channels, removing contaminated sediment and monitoring pollution levels, but 
problems remain with inflows of polluted storm water, vessel discharges and terminal 
operations.  


"We managed to improve the water quality separately, but this is noteworthy in that this 
will be the first time that the ports have come together for a clean water strategy for the 
San Pedro Bay," said John Pope, a Port of Long Beach spokesman.  
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"We're trying to get ahead of these strict guidelines coming down the pipeline," Pope 
said. "We're also hoping that we will get more accomplished by working together."  


art.marroquin@dailybreeze.com  


Want to go?  


The Los Angeles and Long Beach harbor commissions will meet at 1 p.m. today at 
Banning's Landing Community Center in Wilmington.  


Want to go?  


The Los Angeles and Long Beach harbor commissions will meet at 1 p.m. today at 
Banning's Landing Community Center in Wilmington.  


 
 
August 11, 2009 
 
Beach at Central Avenue in Point Pleasant Beach ranks low (Asbury Park Press) 
 
By MATTHEW McGRATH 
TOMS RIVER BUREAU  
The sand and surf off Central Avenue here were rated one of the worst in a list of 200 
popular beaches nationwide, according to a New York City environmental group's 
annual water quality report. 
State and county environmental officials say that's just not true. 
"That report really took us by surprise," said Virginia Loftin, the state Coastal 
Cooperative Monitoring Program manager. "We don't know why they chose Central 
Avenue to be one of the lowest-ranking beaches in the country." 


Out of a possible five stars, Central Avenue received only one, according to the Natural 
Resources Defense Council's 2009 "Testing the Waters" report. The single star was 
awarded because water quality test results are posted on the Internet. 


"It's more like a hotel ranking system," said Nancy Stoner, the NRDC water program co-
director. "This is not a list of best or worst beaches. It's a ranking of whether beaches 
meet five criteria." 


Other stars could be awarded for water quality during 2008, water quality for the past 
three years, prompt advisories and the number of times per week water is tested. 


The report said that 2008 was the fourth highest for beach closures. There were more 
than 20,000 across the country. 



mailto:art.marroquin@dailybreeze.com
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The water quality at the Central Avenue beach, which is owned by Martell's Tiki Bar and 
flanked by Jenkinson's beaches, only exceeded safe bacteria levels two days in two 
years, Loftin said. And, the beach has not been closed since 1985, when water quality 
monitoring began. 


Those two occurrences, one in 2007 and the other in 2008, put the Central Avenue 
above the NRDC's mark for safe standards — more than 5 percent of samples from any 
beach exceed the minimum standards, which are recommended in the federal BEACH 
Act. According to the NRDC, Central Avenue did not meet the standard 6 percent of the 
time. 


Out of the 48 New Jersey beaches that made the NRDC's list of 200, only four received 
one star, including the beaches off Essex Street in Spring Lake and 12th Street in 
Belmar. No New Jersey beach received four or five stars. However, the most stars a 
Garden State beach can receive is three because of the state's testing regulations, 
Clean Ocean Action Director Cindy Zipf said. 


"New Jersey is handicapped from day one because New Jersey's program is so 
outdated," Zipf said. "The New Jersey program is so antiquated, we could have a 
pristine beach that had no water quality problems whatsoever, and it would only get 
three stars" from the NRDC. 


Central Avenue did not make NRDC's list of the most polluted beaches, Stoner said. 


With few exceptions, the water is tested only once per week. This is a state and federal 
minimum, and NRDC only awards stars to beaches that regularly exceed minimum 
requirements. 


State law also requires health officials to resample water when a high amount of 
bacteria is detected. If high bacteria levels are detected in two consecutive days, the 
beach is closed. Testing continues until the bacteria levels fall. The NRDC only awards 
a star if an advisory is posted after high bacteria levels are detected. 


The beach in Beachwood, which did not make the NRDC's list, is an exception to the 
state's minimum requirements, said Leslie Terjesen, the Ocean County Health 
Department spokeswoman. The beach is notorious for high bacteria levels because it 
runs along a cove in the Toms River where water collects and a storm sewer outfall pipe 
discharges there, Terjesen said. As soon as a high bacteria level is detected, 
Beachwood is closed to swimmers. 


The state also does not get credit for other things it does, Loftin said. New Jersey is the 
only state to monitor algae blooms from the air six days a week. It monitors debris slicks 
with New York, the federal Environmental Protection Agency and the Army Corps of 
Engineers. It also uses inmates to haul 5 million pounds of floatable debris from the 
beaches. 
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ON THE WEB: Visit www.nrdc.org/water/oceans/ttw/titinx.asp to view the "Testing the 
Waters" report for 2009. 


Additional Facts  
BY THE NUMBERS  


The percentages of times beaches in Ocean County exceeded safe bacteria levels (104 
cells per 100 milliliters of water): 
 
BEACHWOOD BEACH WEST, BEACHWOOD: 38 percent. 
 
MAXON AVENUE, POINT PLEASANT: 32 percent. 
 
RIVER AVENUE, POINT PLEASANT: 31 percent. 
 
MONEY ISLAND, TOMS RIVER: 27 percent. 
 
WINDWARD BEACH, BRICK: 27 percent. 
 
WEST BEACH, PINE BEACH: 22 percent. 
 
EAST BEACH, PINE BEACH: 19 percent. 
 
NEW JERSEY, LONG BEACH TOWNSHIP: 18 percent. 
 
14th STREET, SHIP BOTTOM: 17 percent. 
 
WILDWOOD AVENUE, OCEAN GATE: 16 percent. 
 
FIFTH STREET, SEASIDE PARK: 16 percent. 
 
CENTRAL AVENUE, POINT PLEASANT BEACH: 6 percent. 
 
Ocean County had the highest exceedance (6 percent) followed by Monmouth (3 
percent), Cape May (1 percent) and Atlantic (0 percent). Comparing exceedance values 
to previous years, the Natural Resources Defense Council includes only those beaches 
monitored and reported each year between 2005 and 2008. The percent of samples 
exceeding the standard decreased to 3 percent in 2008 after three years of increases 
(5, 3 and 1 percent in 2007, 2006 and 2005, respectively). 


 
 
 
Posted on Tue, Aug. 11, 2009  
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County Commission expected to increase sewer charges (Kansas City Star) 
 
By JIM SULLINGER 
jsullinger@theolathenews.com  
The Johnson County Commission is expected to approve higher sewer charges when it 
meets Thursday to adopt the 2010 county budget. 


Olathe is expected to follow suit with its own increase when it adopts its budget. 


Homeowners outside of Olathe now see a $125 user fee on their November property 
tax bill for the construction of wastewater facilities. Under the proposal, that would 
increase to $134. 


Those homeowners also pay about $22 every two months based on their winter water 
use. That would increase by about $1.56 under the proposed rate change, which would 
go into effect in January. 


Commission chairwoman Annabeth Surbaugh said Johnson County would still have the 
lowest sewer rates in the metropolitan area if these increases go into effect. 


John O’Neil, county wastewater’s general manager, has said the rate increases were 
necessary because the amount of water usage has been dropping, which he called a 
national trend. That has caused a loss in revenue for the county’s wastewater district. 


Surbaugh said there doesn’t appear to be any opposition on the seven-member 
commission to the rate increases. 


She noted that revenue to fund capital improvements for the wastewater district had 
fallen from $8.2 million in 2005 to a projected $3.3 million in 2010. The county also has 
been able to increase this revenue as new housing developments were built. Surbaugh 
noted that new housing in the county has been hit hard by the recession. 


She said the federal Environmental Protection Agency is making regulations for 
wastewater treatment more stringent. That translates into higher future costs for the 
county, she added. 


Surbaugh said there is also the added expense of maintaining aging sewer lines and 
facilities in older areas of the county. 


“There are infrastructure replacements and rehabs that we just can’t put off,” she said. 
“We’ve put off a lot but we can’t put off the basics.” 


A vote to implement the rate increases will come as part of the final vote on the entire 
2010 budget. 


Commissioner Jim Allen of Shawnee said he was supporting the increases. 


“I think you have to adequately fund this wastewater and make the repairs and do the 
maintenance and run it like a business,” he said. “We don’t want to be in the situation, 
frankly, of Kansas City, Mo., in spending $2.2 billion to upgrade a wastewater system.” 
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Johnson County officials said the average winter water use has dropped from 206 
gallons per day in 2003 to 170 gallons per day now. At the same time, he said the 
wastewater system continues to face inflationary costs for energy and chemicals. 


Also, Kansas City has been raising the rates it charges Johnson County for sewage 
treatment by roughly 12 percent a year. 


Olathe residents would see an average increase of $1.18 on their monthly bill and a 44 
cent increase for the water portion of their bill. Olathe residents who use Johnson 
County Wastewater, but use Olathe water, would see an average 44 cent increase for 
water. 


To reach Jim Sullinger, call 816-234-7701 or send e-mail to jsullinger@kcstar.com. 
 
 


Grant continues R.I. saltwater-beach testing (Providence Journal) 
 
01:00 AM EDT on Wednesday, August 12, 2009 
By Richard Salit 
Journal Staff Writer  
Monique Estrela, 19, from the East Providence Boys and Girls Club, and others walk 
Barrington Town Beach collecting trash. 
The Providence Journal / Kathy Borchers 


BARRINGTON — As a few bathers cooled off in the water on a hot and humid day at 
Town Beach, state and federal officials gathered in the parking lot to announce a 
$213,000 grant that will allow testing at saltwater beaches to continue here and at other 
Rhode Island beaches for another year.  


The officials noted that it has been a particularly rainy summer, inundating beaches with 
pollution and causing an unusual number of closures due to unhealthful test results. 
Town Beach, for example, has been closed nine days this summer.  


But the trend, they said, has been fewer beach closures.  


“The good news is that even though Rhode Island coastal beaches were closed to 
swimming for a total of 124 days last year, that’s way down from the 260 days they were 
closed only a few years ago in 2006,” said Stephen S. Perkins, acting deputy regional 
administrator for the Environmental Protection Agency.  


The number of closings at saltwater beaches this year is 115, about 55 percent less 
than a comparably rainy year three years ago, said Michael Varadian, executive director 
of the state Department of Health’s division of environment and health services, which 
runs the testing program.  
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The officials credited the program, financed annually since the passage of the federal 
Beach Act of 2000, with keeping the public safe from polluted waters and exposing 
problem areas.  


“Fifteen years ago, a mere 165 water samples were collected from the state’s beaches. 
Last year, almost 1,700 samples were taken at 68 saltwater beaches. That’s a ten-fold 
increase,” Perkins said. “Thanks to this increased monitoring, we have a good handle 
on our most problematic beaches.”  


The officials chose Town Beach as the setting for the announcement to complement a 
beach cleanup being conducted by the Boys and Girls Club of East Providence. The 28 
teens roaming the shoreline were hired for the summer using federal stimulus money 
aimed at benefiting youths facing barriers to employment, said Erin Gilliatt, the club’s 
executive director.  


“We wanted to expose the kids to different environmental projects over the course of the 
summer,” she said. “These are the types of environmental avenues they might be able 
to pursue after graduating or getting their GEDs.”  


The students collected rubbish in plastic bags and recorded what they picked up on 
charts provided by the Audubon Society of Rhode Island.  


“What did you find that was the most unusual?” asked Eugenia Marks, executive 
director of the Audubon Society of Rhode Island, one of cleanup organizers.  


“A tampon,” replied Vanessa Pires, 15, of Warren.  


Marks mentioned during a news conference that evidence of sewage waste had been 
collected.  


Perkins and Town Manager Peter DeAngelis thanked the teens for their contribution to 
the beach.  


“I think it’s a good thing we did it,” Pires said. “I don’t want it to be polluted when I swim 
in it.”  


rsalit@projo.com 


 
 


Hopewell Precision Superfund site to be cleaned up by bugs (Mid-Hudson News) 


HOPEWELL JUNCTION – The drinking water wells in the Hopewell Precision 
Superfund site area in Hopewell Junction have been determined to be contaminated by 
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TCE and other chemicals from the former furniture manufacturing plant in the Town of 
East Fishkill. 


EPA officials Tuesday night announced their plan to clean up the aquifer that feeds the 
wells by using bugs that are present in the water, according to Lorenzo Thantu, the 
EPA’s project manager. 


“They might need some help in the form of food source,” he said. Laboratory studies 
and a pilot scale testing to see how much food they can give the bugs and determine at 
what rate they can destroy the chemicals, Thantu said. 


The EPA hopes to issue a formal record of decision on the cleanup method by the end 
of September, select a contractor by the end of the year and conduct pilot testing for 
two years. 


The EPA will also be working on developing an alternate water source by installing a 
water main for the impacted homes in the area.  
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ADMINISTRATIOR  JACKSON 
================================================================= 


OLYMPICS (Washington Post) 
 
Vice President Biden is heading to the Winter Olympics, along with his wife, Jill, and 
members of President Obama's cabinet. The group is heading to Vancouver next week 
to represent the United States at the Opening and Closing Ceremonies, meetings with 
U.S. athletes and other events.  
Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano, Health and Human Services Secretary 
Kathleen Sebelius and White House senior adviser Valerie Jarrett also will make the 
trip. Others from the administration include U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice, Veterans 
Affairs Secretary Eric Shinseki and Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa 
Jackson. . . .  
U.S. Ski Team men's coach Sasha Rearick said that Bode Miller plans to race all five 
Alpine events at the Vancouver Olympics.  
 
 
 


EDITORIAL/OP-ED /COMMENTARY/LETTERS 
================================================================== 


A threat to Smart Growth (Baltimore Sun) 
 
State's proposed storm water regulations would impede redevelopment projects 
By James T. Smith Jr. 
February 2, 2010 The Baltimore Sun recently published an editorial in support of the 
Maryland Department of the Environment's proposed new storm water regulations, to 
become effective May 4. What The Sun's editorial neglected to appreciate was the 
threat these new regulations pose to Smart Growth in Maryland. 
 
Particularly for Maryland's most populous jurisdictions, such as Baltimore County, 
redevelopment provides a critical opportunity to absorb new population growth, 
maximize the use of public infrastructure and create economic opportunity and jobs, 
while simultaneously reducing consumption of valuable land and rural open space. 
Redevelopment decreases sprawl, and its creation of new impervious surfaces, reduces 
storm water runoff per capita and improves water quality in our existing watersheds by 
redeveloping sites that were originally built when there was no storm water 
management whatsoever required. 
 
Unfortunately, the state's new storm water regulations run counter to the principles of 
Smart Growth redevelopment and will encourage further sprawl and destruction of 
precious greenfields. 
 
In the editorial, The Sun stated that "if the policy causes more building in open spaces, 
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wouldn't that ultimately be worse for the environment?" I answer, absolutely. What we 
do not want to encourage are future Blackwater refuge or Terrapin Run developments. 
The editorial correctly notes my concern that by discouraging redevelopment or 
renaissance in established communities, these new regulations will undermine Smart 
Growth policies and encourage the open space land rush that the Sun editorial warns 
about. 
 
Baltimore County has served as a model for Smart Growth for at least the last 30 plus 
years. As a county councilman in the late 1970s and early 1980s, I was involved in 
establishing our county's land use policies. I led the adoption of our RC-2 Zoning (one 
lot for 50 acres) and the establishment of the County's Ag Land Preservation 
Foundation, as well as the adoption of the Owings Mills Town Center Master Plan, 
which was intended to maximize the proposed Baltimore subway extension and 
Interstate 795. 
 
Baltimore County has been recognized as one of the most nature-friendly communities 
in the country in Chris Duerkson's "Nature Friendly Communities." Today, 80 percent of 
the 802,000 people in Baltimore County live on 30 percent of the land. Controlling 
sprawl in Baltimore County has preserved our land (one of the largest preserved green 
spaces in the Mid-Atlantic region), maximized our public infrastructure and has 
protected Baltimore City's reservoirs and the drinking water of 1.8 million people in the 
Baltimore region. 
 
During the last seven years, Baltimore County has aggressively promoted our county's 
renaissance to reinvigorate and enhance our historic older neighborhoods. With the 
enthusiastic support of the people in our communities, this renaissance mission, built 
upon our long history of commitment to smart growth, has made a difference. 
 
One example is Towson Manor Village, a redevelopment of 40 deteriorated, 
substandard rental units built when there was no storm water management into a 
community of 240 beautiful new housing opportunities in the heart of Towson. 
 
This project has broad community support and is an excellent example of smart growth. 
The old units have been demolished and the project awaits a turnaround in the 
depressed housing market. Under the proposed storm water regulations, Towson 
Manor Village would not even qualify as a redevelopment project and simply would not 
have happened under the new requirements for greenfield areas. In fact, most of 
Baltimore County's residential communities in our older neighborhoods between the 
Baltimore City line and just outside the Beltway would not qualify as redevelopment 
under the new storm water regulations. 
 
Even in those cases where a project could qualify as redevelopment, the proposed 
increase in the storm water quality treatment required for redevelopment would 
jeopardize the project. Kingsley Park, now known and redeveloped as Renaissance 
Square, eliminated more than 300 crime-ridden and dilapidated units in Essex that also 
had no storm water management in place. New residential, single-family and senior 
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housing is now being built, and storm water controls are in place. To make this 
renaissance possible, Baltimore County provided $7 million in project support. Had the 
new storm water regulations been in effect, the cost of the storm water treatment would 
have more than doubled, making this project cost prohibitive. 
 
The recent EPA/MDE strategy for cleaning up the bay relies heavily on retrofitting storm 
water infrastructure for older communities. To do this, we need our environmental 
regulations to support redevelopment. We need redevelopment to make smart growth 
work. We can protect and enhance the Chesapeake Bay and promote smart growth at 
the same time. We should all be working together to make this happen. 
 
James T. Smith Jr. is the Baltimore County executive. His e-mail is 
jimsmith@baltimorecountymd.gov.  


 


Smoke-free: to your health (San Francisco Chronicle) 
 
San Francisco should keep up with many progressive cities and counties that have 
gone smoke-free, indoors and outdoors "S.F. considers tougher smoking restrictions," 
Feb. 2. 
 
Berkeley's outdoor dining has been smoke-free since 1996. Our city owes it to 
restaurant workers who are exposed to eight hours of second-hand smoke exposure 
every workday. Even in an outdoor setting like a pub, exposure to multiple cigarettes a 
day can lead to serious health problems, including asthma attacks, chronic bronchitis, 
irregular heartbeat, nonfatal heart attacks and even premature death in people with 
heart or lung disease, according to the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Many cities across California and throughout the world have successfully adopted 
smoke-free indoor and outdoor measures, resulting in positive health outcomes and 
greater economic profit. People are more likely to go out to dine and drink when there's 
a smoke-free environment.  
 
MARCIA BROWN-MACHEN 
 
Berkeley 
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================================================================== 
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In Texas, Resistance Over Stricter U.S. Smog Limits (New York Times) 
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By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 
HOUSTON — Environmentalists squared off against business groups and Texas state 
officials on Thursday at a hearing on the Obama administration’s proposal to tighten 
standards for smog-producing pollutants, a change that could improve the health of 
millions but would impose burdensome costs on industry and local governments. 
The hearing, before a panel of federal environmental officials, was one of three being 
held around the country on the proposed new standards, which would replace those set 
by the Bush administration in March 2008. Those standards, which set the limit for 
ozone at 75 parts per billion, ignored the advice of a panel of scientists advising the 
Environmental Protection Agency and have been challenged in court as too weak. 
But the Obama administration’s proposal to reduce the acceptable level of ground-level 
ozone to from 60 to 70 parts per billion ran into stiff opposition here, where the oil and 
gas industry is king and the state environmental agency under Gov. Rick Perry, a 
conservative Republican, has been generally unwilling to crack down on polluters if it 
means sacrificing jobs.  
The members of the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality, appointed by Mr. 
Perry, have made it plain they will fight the stricter standards and have called them 
arbitrary, unnecessary and unachievable.  
At the hearing in a hotel ballroom, Michael Honeycutt, the director of toxicology for the 
Texas commission, questioned the evidence that a higher level of ozone is linked to 
more hospital admissions for lung problems. Mr. Honeycutt also declared that no ruling 
would fly in Texas if it required people to drive less or change their daily habits.  
“Programs that require lifestyle changes are unacceptable to the public,” he said.  
The proposed lower standards also drew fire from manufacturers and oil and gas 
companies, who fear they will bear the brunt of the costs of cutting down the volatile 
organic compounds and nitrogen oxides that cause smog. Some issued dire warnings 
of jobs being cut to pay for it.  
“It will have a devastating impact on the chemical industry,” said Christina Wisdom, of 
the Texas Chemical Council. 
Debbie Hastings, a spokeswoman for the Texas Oil and Gas Association, said that 
refineries lacked the technology to reach the new goals solely through scrubbing the 
pollution coming out of smokestacks. Ms. Hastings pointed out that emissions from cars 
and trucks would have to be drastically cut, too.  
“At this point, I really don’t think we think we can meet the standard,” she said. But 
environmentalists and health groups, who generally applaud the proposed rule, scoffed 
at assertions that the petrochemical industry would be forced to slash jobs to meet the 
requirements. It was an empty threat, they said, pointing out that the federal 
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government has steadily tightened air quality standards for decades without slowing 
economic growth. 
“Historically, the benefits of cleaning up outweigh the costs three to one,” said Janice 
Nolen, of the American Lung Association. The hearings were the first step in a process 
that will eventually produce a plan in each state for putting a new standard in place. A 
second hearing was held in Arlington, Va., on Tuesday and a third was planned in 
Sacramento on Wednesday.  
Mayor Annise Parker of Houston said that she supported the stricter rules to protect the 
health of city dwellers, though she cautioned that the city would need years to reach the 
goal.  


 


State struggling with EPA rules (USA Today) 
 
By Brian Winter, USA TODAY 
States are slashing funds for environmental programs, threatening their ability to meet 
federal standards for clean air and water. 


All but two states, Montana and North Dakota, have made significant cuts to initiatives 
ranging from toxic waste cleanup to sewage treatment, says Steve Brown, executive 
director for Environmental Council of the States, which unites state agencies. 


The budget crunch is so severe that some states are struggling to implement and 
enforce new rules set by the Environmental Protection Agency. Brown cites a recent 
requirement for states to regulate waste discharges from more than 60,000 commercial 
ships that ply U.S. coastal waters. 


SMOKESTACK EFFECT: Toxic Air and America's Schools 
GREEN HOUSE: Share ideas about greening your home 


"That's a huge undertaking ... and a lot of states are very nervous about how they're 
going to find the money for it," Brown says. He says states could also have difficulty 
enforcing an expected decision by the EPA to regulate carbon dioxide emissions. 


Brown says he met with EPA officials last month to determine whether federal grants or 
other measures could help close the gap. 


"We're all still pretty much in a head-scratching mode about what to do," he says. 


The cuts could pose a significant risk to public health, says Elgie Holstein of the 
Environmental Defense Fund, a non-profit group. "These programs are often the 
difference between drinking clean or dirty water, or breathing clean or dirty air." 



http://content.usatoday.com/news/nation/environment/smokestack/index
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State officials are finding it easier to cut environmental initiatives than funds for schools 
or hospitals, says Barry Rabe, a political science professor at the University of 
Michigan. Among the cuts: 


•Pennsylvania has cut state funding for its Department of Environmental Protection by 
30%. A $15 million energy efficiency grant program for homes and businesses was 
among the cuts. 


•In Massachusetts, an 18.1% cut for the state's environmental agency could delay 
cleanup of toxic mercury and other newly classified pollutants, agency spokesman 
Edmund Coletta says. 


•California suspended or cut funds for dozens of environmental projects including a 
$12 million plan to prevent stormwater runoff into the Santa Monica Bay. 


 
February 2, 2010 
 


Feinstein, States Support Funding Boosts for EPA's Greenhouse Gas Regs (New 
York Times) 
 
By ROBIN BRAVENDER of ClimateWire 


Battle lines were drawn yesterday as the chief Senate architect of the U.S. EPA 
spending bill and state regulators backed a White House proposal to ramp up funding 
for programs to curb greenhouse gas emissions, and congressional opponents vowed 
to fight the agency's efforts. 


"I would support it," Senate Interior Appropriations Subcommittee Chairwoman Dianne 
Feinstein (D-Calif.) said yesterday of President Obama's suggested $43 million boost 
for EPA programs to limit greenhouse gases in fiscal 2011. "There's no question about 
greenhouse gas in my mind." 
The White House yesterday requested $56 million -- including $43 million in new 
funding -- for EPA and states to curb greenhouse gas emissions through regulatory 
program. 
President Obama also urged Congress to pass a cap-and-trade climate bill in his 
budget proposal yesterday. But as climate legislation languishes in the Senate and EPA 
presses forward with a regulatory approach, some Senate Democrats said they would 
support increasing funding for the agency's climate programs. 



http://www.climatewire.net/
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Sen. Tom Carper (D-Del.) called the increased funding to climate programs 
"encouraging," but said he had not yet seen the president's request for EPA. Sen. 
Sheldon Whitehouse (D-R.I.) also had not yet seen the proposal but said he would favor 
increasing EPA climate funding. 
Congressional Republicans, meanwhile, are girding for a fight this year over whether to 
block EPA climate funding, which could play out in negotiations over the EPA spending 
bill. 
Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), ranking member of the Senate Environment and Public 
Works Committee, questioned whether climate regulations would move forward or get 
stalled in court battles. "Until such time as the lawsuits are filed ... there may not be 
anything to do," Inhofe said, "And so why fund something that doesn't exist? That, in my 
opinion, is premature." 
Rep. Earl Pomeroy (D-N.D.) vowed yesterday to fight during the appropriations process 
to remove any funding that would go toward EPA climate regulations. Pomeroy last 
month introduced a bill (pdf) that would strip EPA of its authority to regulate 
greenhouse gas emissions unless the agency was provided explicit authority to do so 
by Congress. 
"At a time when our country is struggling with a deep economic recession, the last thing 
I want the EPA to do is start regulating greenhouse gases without specific direction from 
Congress," Pomeroy said in a statement. "I was deeply disappointed to see this budget 
proposal include $56 million for that purpose, and if I have anything to say about it, 
that's not going to fly here in Congress" (E&ENews PM, Feb. 1). 
Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska) has launched a bid in the Senate to effectively veto 
EPA's power to regulate greenhouse gas emissions. She introduced a disapproval 
resolution last month with the backing of 36 Republicans and three moderate 
Democrats. Murkowski is expected to seek a vote on the resolution, which requires 51 
votes to clear the chamber, next month. 
"We shouldn't be going down this path to begin with," said Murkowski spokesman 
Robert Dillon when asked today about the proposed funding levels. 
The specific funding levels proposed for EPA climate regulations are irrelevant, Dillon 
said, because "EPA shouldn't be regulating greenhouse gases; it's going to be a costly 
endeavor." 
But if the Senate resolution fails, GOP lawmakers have vowed to look at other vehicles 
to limit EPA's regulatory authority. 
Sen. John Thune (R-S.D.), who worked with Murkowski last year on a failed 
appropriations rider to limit EPA regulatory authority, said in December that he and his 
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colleagues would continue to offer amendments to appropriations bills to prevent EPA 
from moving forward on climate rules until Congress acts. 
Of the $43 million in new funding, $25 million would aid states as they begin to account 
for greenhouse gases in New Source Review and operating permits; $7 million would 
go toward developing New Source Performance Standards to curb greenhouse gases 
from major stationary sources; $6 million would be used to implement EPA's pending 
greenhouse gas standards for automobiles and developing other mobile source 
regulations; and $5 million would be used to develop the best available practices and 
technologies for controlling emissions. 
States applaud proposed cash influx 
Cash-strapped state regulators say the Obama administration's budget proposal signals 
a renewed commitment by EPA to support state and local environmental programs. 
The fiscal 2011 budget request includes $1.3 billion for EPA state and tribal grants -- a 
14 percent boost from $1.1 billion this year. The proposed increase comes despite the 
president's recommendation to trim EPA's overall budget by about 3 percent. 
With state environmental agencies suffering from dwindling resources, "the states are 
broken and we can't continue to make up for EPA's reductions in federal grants to 
states," said Bill Becker, executive director of the National Association of Clean Air 
Agencies (NACAA), an association of state and local regulators. 
This budget "demonstrates for the first time in many years that EPA is listening," Becker 
added. 
In addition to the $25 million to assist states with new greenhouse gas permitting 
requirements, Obama's proposal includes $60 million to support state efforts to 
implement updated air quality standards, and $45 million for states to enhance their 
water enforcement and permitting programs. 
Several of EPA's top officials hail from state regulatory agencies, which experts say 
likely played a major role in the administration's budget priorities. EPA Administrator 
Lisa Jackson led New Jersey's Department of Environmental Protection and air chief 
Gina McCarthy was Connecticut's top environmental regulator. 
Eric Schaeffer, director of the nonprofit Environmental Integrity Project, said Jackson's 
New Jersey roots probably make her sensitive to the budget shortfalls states are facing. 
Both Jackson and McCarthy "understand what works and doesn't work and how not 
having sufficient funding can eviscerate an otherwise effective environmental program," 
Becker said. 
GHG permitting 
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The $25 million requested for greenhouse gas permitting activities will be particularly 
valuable as EPA prepares to begin requiring stationary sources to account for the heat-
trapping emissions in New Source Review and operating permits, Becker said. 
EPA is preparing to soon begin regulating greenhouse gases from automobiles, which 
would automatically trigger permitting requirements for stationary sources. EPA has 
proposed a draft tailoring rule that would require the permits only from the largest 
industrial sources. 
Air regulators told EPA in December that due to funding shortfalls, they would face 
difficulties fulfilling permitting obligations even at the increased thresholds. 
In their December comments (pdf), NACAA urged the agency to impose fees on 
industries to fund the additional workload of regulators' greenhouse gas permitting 
requirements. 
Air regulators may need both an appropriation and a permitting fee, but the money in 
Obama's budget may get the program moving more quickly than having to spend a year 
getting a permitting fee program up and running, Becker said. 
"It'll be helpful in ensuring that the whole burden doesn't fall upon industry," he added. 
But Jeff Holmstead, former EPA air chief under the George W. Bush administration, 
said that if EPA moves forward with efforts to regulate carbon dioxide under the Clean 
Air Act, the $25 million to states "is just a small drop in the bucket." 
The amount of funding needed will depend on whether EPA or states are able to raise 
state permitting requirements so that only large sources are affected, Holmstead said. 
EPA's tailoring proposal would raise emission thresholds for facilities that need permits 
from 100 or 250 tons of pollution per year to 25,000 tons of carbon dioxide equivalent 
per year. But nearly 40 states operate under EPA-approved "State Implementation 
Plans" that establish a 100- or 250-ton threshold for the permitting requirements, 
according to NACAA. Those state limits could remain in place until state laws and 
regulations are modified. 
 
 


US Reps from Mo. to propose blocking EPA gas rules (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Washington Post 


By CHRIS BLANK 
The Associated Press 
Tuesday, February 2, 2010; 6:37 PM  
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JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. -- Two congressional members from Missouri said Tuesday 
that they plan to file legislation blocking the Environmental Protection Agency from 
developing its own greenhouse gas rules.  


U.S. Reps. Ike Skelton, a Democrat, and Jo Ann Emerson, a Republican, sharply 
criticized federal environmental regulators and warned that because EPA officials are 
not elected, the agency is not accountable to the farmers, business owners and other 
Missouri residents who could be hurt.  


The EPA had concluded in December that that emissions of carbon dioxide and other 
greenhouse gases represent a danger to public health, which allows it to consider rules 
limiting them. That decision stems from a 2007 U.S. Supreme Court ruling that found 
greenhouse gases are air pollutants under federal clean-air laws.  


But the two Missouri lawmakers say Congress did not intend to give the EPA the 
authority to regulate greenhouse gases through the Clean Air Act.  


"The EPA is controlled by bureaucrats who are not elected and are responsible only to 
the head of the EPA who is from New Jersey," said Skelton, who represents central and 
western Missouri. "And I doubt that they understand mid-America, the Midwest, 
agriculture and what our farmers need to continue to do a good job for our country."  


The EPA has said scientific evidence demonstrates that greenhouse gases "threaten 
the public health and welfare of the American people" and that the pollutants - mainly 
carbon dioxide from burning fossil fuels - should be reduced. That could be done by 
Congress or by the EPA.  


EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson, who was chief of staff for New Jersey Gov. Jon 
Corzine, has said there were no further excuses for delaying and that agency was 
"obligated to make reasonable efforts to reduce greenhouse pollutants."  


The U.S. House approved "cap and trade" legislation last summer that would set limits 
on greenhouse gas emissions and give companies a way to trade emission credits 
among themselves. That legislation has stalled in the U.S. Senate.  


Skelton voted for the cap and trade bill, and Emerson opposed it. Emerson, who 
represents the southeastern corner of Missouri, said the EPA frequently has sought to 
establish environmental regulations - even in cases when federal lawmakers have 
decided not to act.  


She said EPA rules for greenhouse gases could be economically disastrous.  


"It is totally unfair," Emerson said. "It will undo any positive things that we can do for our 
economy."  



http://www.whorunsgov.com/Profiles/Ike_Skelton

http://www.whorunsgov.com/Profiles/Jo_Ann_Emerson

http://www.whorunsgov.com/Profiles/Jon_Corzine_(D)

http://www.whorunsgov.com/Profiles/Jon_Corzine_(D)
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Skelton and Emerson announced plans to file their energy bill during a breakfast in 
Jefferson City for the state's rural electric cooperatives. The bill is to be co-sponsored by 
House Agriculture Committee Chairman Collin Peterson, D-Minn.  


U.S. Rep. Earl Pomeroy, D-N.D., also has filed legislation seeking to block the EPA 
from regulating greenhouse gases and carbon dioxide emissions.  


A science organization condemned the Missouri lawmakers' plan, calling it an "attack on 
science" and likening it to declaring that tobacco does not cause cancer.  


"Besides pretending that global warming emissions are not air pollutants, the bill would 
force the EPA to ignore key scientific data when determining which renewable energy 
sources are the cleanest," said Ron Burke, the director for the Midwest office of the 
Union of Concerned Scientists.  


In addition to restricting the EPA, the lawmakers' bill also would bar federal officials from 
considering deforestation and land changes in other nations when establishing 
American biodiesel and ethanol policies, and would seek to help the biofuels industry by 
broadening the definition of renewable biomass.  


 
U.S. NEWS  
FEBRUARY 3, 2010  


Obama Retreats From Goal of Cap-Trade Bill (Wall Street Journal) 
 
By ELIZABETH WILLIAMSON  
Agence France-Presse/Getty Images  
President Barack Obama looks at LED parts at Arc Energy with CEO Kedar Gupta, 
right, and executive Carl Rick Schwerdtfeger in Nashua, N.H., on Tuesday. 


NASHUA, N.H.—President Barack Obama said for the first time Tuesday that legislation 
that would require industries to pay for emissions of greenhouse gases may need to be 
separated from a more popular "green jobs" bill in the Senate, a maneuver that could kill 
what once had been one of the administration's top policy priorities. 


Answering a participant in a town-hall meeting in Nashua who asked about green jobs—
those connected to renewable energy—and so-called cap-and-trade legislation, Mr. 
Obama said, "The only thing I would say about it is this: We may be able to separate 
these things out. And it's possible that that's where the Senate ends up." 


Until now, the Obama administration has refused to entertain in public the idea that 
lawmakers might have to split up the climate bill. The shift by the president is another 
sign that the White House is rethinking strategy on big first-year agenda items such as 
health care and climate legislation, after public dissatisfaction with its focus on those 
issues helped cost Democrats their filibuster-proof hold on the Senate last month. 



http://www.whorunsgov.com/Profiles/Collin_Peterson

http://www.whorunsgov.com/Profiles/Earl_Pomeroy

http://online.wsj.com/search/search_center.html?KEYWORDS=ELIZABETH+WILLIAMSON&ARTICLESEARCHQUERY_PARSER=bylineAND
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The idea behind the cap-and-trade aspect of the climate bill is to create a market in 
permits that confer the right to emit greenhouse gases, which are believed to contribute 
to global warming. Businesses would be required to hold these permits, and over time 
the government would curtail the supply of permits to reduce the total amount of gases 
produced. 


A White House spokesman downplayed the president's comments, saying Mr. Obama 
still favored a bill that would combine measures to encourage jobs in green-energy 
fields with the establishment of a trading mechanism for emissions.  


Isolating the cap-and-trade proposal would make it easier for Democrats who oppose 
putting a price on greenhouse-gas emissions to set that part of the climate bill aside, 
and vote for the more popular jobs incentives now contained in the wide-ranging 
measure. 


Mr. Obama pushed in his State of the Union speech last week for "a comprehensive 
energy and climate bill with incentives that will finally make clean energy the profitable 
kind of energy in America." 


The climate bill in the Senate is opposed by legislators from both parties whose local 
economies rely on fossil fuels, and smokestack industries like steel mills and coal-fired 
utilities. These lawmakers worry a cap-and-trade system will burden these industries 
with new costs. 


Mr. Obama's comments on Tuesday came amid new signs of resistance by some fellow 
Democrats to his administration's efforts to combat climate change.  


On Tuesday, two senior House Democrats—Reps. Ike Skelton of Missouri, chairman of 
the House Armed Services Committee, and Collin Peterson of Minnesota, chairman of 
the House Agriculture Committee—introduced legislation to prohibit the Environmental 
Protection Agency from regulating greenhouse-gas emissions under the Clean Air Act. 
In a written statement, Mr. Skelton called for setting aside legislation already passed by 
the House to cap greenhouse-gas emissions, and instead passing "scaled-back energy 
legislation" that could command greater support in both parties. 


"We cannot tolerate turning over the regulation of greenhouse-gas emissions to 
unelected bureaucrats at EPA," Mr. Skelton said.  


One possibility for Senate Democrats is to push forward with a bill already approved by 
the Senate Committee on Energy and Natural Resources that would require electric 
utilities nationwide to generate 15% of their electricity supplies through renewable 
resources, with some portion met by energy efficiency measures, by 2021. The bill 
would also open the Eastern Gulf of Mexico to leasing and exploration for oil and gas, 
and establish energy efficiency standard for table and floor lamps.  


Write to Elizabeth Williamson at elizabeth.williamson@wsj.com  
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Peterson sponsors legislation to restrict the EPA (Review Messenger) 


(Washington,  DC) – Today, U.S. Representative Collin Peterson joined House 
Armed Services Chairman Ike Skelton (D-MO) and Representative Jo Ann 
Emerson (R-MO) in introducing legislation to prevent the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) from regulating greenhouse gas emissions under the 
Clean Air Act, and to stop the EPA from harming the renewable fuels industry. 
 
“I have no confidence that the EPA can regulate greenhouse gases under the 
Clean Air Act without doing serious damage to our economy,” Peterson said.  
“Americans know we’re way too dependent on foreign oil and fossil fuels in this 
country — and I’ve worked hard to develop practical solutions to that problem — 
but Congress should be making these types of decisions, not unelected 
bureaucrats at the EPA.”  
 
The EPA recently announced in December that it would consider greenhouses 
gases a danger to public health, as defined by the Clean Air Act.  In this 
circumstance, if Congress does not act the EPA will begin to regulate tailpipe 
emissions this April.  Soon after that energy analysts expect the EPA to 
announce regulations for power plant emissions too.  
 
“The Clean Air Act was not meant for this.  It was meant to clean up the air, to get 
lead out of the air.  It was not meant to fight global warming.” 
 
The Peterson-Skelton-Emerson bill would make clear that the EPA cannot 
regulate greenhouse gas emissions under the Clean Air Act.  The bill would also 
amend current law to stop the EPA from punishing American farmers for 
deforestation taking place in foreign countries, and it would broaden the 
definition of renewable biomass in order to strengthen our own domestic 
renewable fuels industry. 
 
“This is important legislation and I’ll be working hard to get it passed because if 
Congress doesn’t do something soon, the EPA is going to impose these 
regulations on its own.  I’m willing to consider other ideas but the bottom line is 
we need to do something now before the EPA does.” 


 


Missouri members of Congress seek to rein in EPA (Missouri Net) 


by Brent Martin on February 2, 2010 


in Environment & Conservation, Politics & Government 



http://www.missourinet.com/category/environment-conservation/
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Environmental Protection Agency officials would not be allowed to regulate greenhouse 
gases under legislation being filed by West-Central Missouri Congressman Ike Skelton 
and Southeast Missouri Congresswoman Jo Ann Emerson. 


Skelton says their bill would stop the EPA from regulating greenhouse gases under the 
Clean Air Act, keep the EPA from calculating foreign deforestation in setting ethanol and 
bio-diesel policies and change the definition of bio-mass to benefit US farmers and the 
renewable fuels industry. 


The two say a Massachusetts case decided by the United States Supreme Court in 
2007 ruled that the EPA had the power to regulate greenhouse gases. The legislation 
would strip the EPA of that power. 


Skelton says regulations proposed by the EPA would drastically raise utility rates in 
Missouri and dramatically harm Missouri farmers. 


“The EPA is controlled by bureaucrats who are not elected and responsible only to the 
head of the EPA who is from New Jersey,” Skelton said during a Jefferson City news 
conference. “I doubt that they understand mid-America, the Midwest, agriculture and 
what our farmers need to continue to do a good job for our country.” 


Congresswoman Emerson says the EPA is trying to enforce what it can’t get through 
Congress. 


“It is their goal to, in effect, impose these kinds of regulations that will hurt every single 
business in Missouri,” Emerson said. “It will decimate our agricultural industry. It will 
increase the cost for our citizens of their electricity; every time they flip on a light 
switch.” 


The proposed legislation  


 


Skelton and Emerson vs. EPA on greenhouse gas (Prime Buzz) 
 
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP) — Two Missouri congressional members plan to 
file legislation blocking the Environmental Protection Action from 
developing its own greenhouse gas rules. 
 
 Democrat Ike Skelton and Republican Jo Ann Emerson said Tuesday that 
Congress did not intend for the EPA to regulate carbon dioxide and 
greenhouse gas emissions. The lawmakers say regulators are not elected 
and therefore not accountable to the farmers, business owners and 
Missourians that could be hurt by changes. 
 
 In December, the EPA concluded carbon dioxide and greenhouse gases 
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represent a danger to public health. That permits the environmental 
agency to set rules limiting them. 
 
 Skelton and Emerson announced plans to file their legislation during a 
breakfast in Jefferson City for the state’s rural electric cooperatives. 
 
 
 


API, NPRA question the need for EPA's proposed ozone limits (Oil & Gas 


Journal) 
 
Nick Snow 
OGJ Washington Editor 
 
WASHINGTON, DC, Feb. 2 -- Two witnesses from oil industry trade 
associations separately questioned the US Environmental Protection 
Agency’s plan to significantly toughen ground-level ozone emission 
limits as they testified at EPA hearings in Houston and Arlington, Va. 
 
EPA’s own science does not even support such a move, according to Ted 
Steichen, a policy advisor at the American Petroleum Institute, and 
David Friedman, environmental affairs director at the National 
Petrochemical & Refiners Association. 
 
Neither EPA’s review in 2008 nor more recent studies justify lowering 
the standard based on the health effects of exposure, Friedman continued 
in his prepared statement at the hearing in Arlington. “The 
science…during the 2008 review and the latest studies have not changed 
the earlier conclusion. In fact, in the current reconsideration, EPA 
indicates that it will rely only on the previous record and not consider 
any new evidence,” he said. 
 
Testifying in Houston, Steichen emphasized progress that has been made 
improving the nation’s air quality in large part through oil and gas 
industry efforts. More efforts will follow under the existing ozone 
standards because of pollution controls which are in place or which soon 
will be implemented, he said. 
 
Cleaner fuels brought to market now and in the future will result in 
cleaner air for decades to come as cleaner engines are put in place, 
Friedman said in his prepared statement. “We will see cars and trucks 
producing significantly lower emissions. In addition, emissions from 
power plants will be cut in half by 2015. The current National Ambient 
Air Quality ozone standard is working,” he said. 
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Moving forward with significantly lower ozone limits if there are no 
demonstrable benefits could unnecessarily increase energy costs, cut 
jobs, and reduce domestic energy development and energy security, he 
continued. “These rules represent a stop sign on the road to economic 
recovery, and will lead to further loss of American manufacturing jobs 
and increased reliance on imported gasoline and diesel fuel,” Friedman 
warned. 
 
Contact Nick Snow at nicks@pennwell.com. 
                                  
                                        


Congress Works to Stymie EPA Authority (New American)                                                                                
 
 Written by Rebecca Terrell                                                                                                           
Tuesday, 02 February 2010 12:22                                                                                                      
Congress is acting to shackle Obama's Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in  
the its efforts to impose strict regulations on       
 greenhouse gas emissions. Two bills before Congress and a resolution in the  
Senate have already garnered impressive bi-partisan      
 support. The first is a bill introduced January 9, 2009 by U.S. Representative Marsha  
Blackburn (R-Tenn.), H.R. 391. Refreshingly unlike      
 much legislation before Congress, H.R. 391 amounts to a mere two  
straightforward sentences which read: "Section 302(g) of the Clean  
 Air Act is amended by adding the following at the end thereof: 'The term 'air  
pollutant' shall not include carbon dioxide, water     
 vapor, methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, or sulfur  
hexafluoride.' Nothing in the Clean Air Act shall be  
 treated as authorizing or requiring the regulation of climate change or global  
warming." The bill has 151 cosponsors, most of whom   
 signed a discharge petition in July 2009 to prompt action on the legislation  
which has been sitting stagnant in the House Committee  
 on Energy and Commerce since its introduction.                                                                                       
 
 "The rules proposed by the EPA are a virtual gun to the head of Congress," said  
Rep. Blackburn in a September press release. "The    
 EPA is rushing to implement [Cap and Trade legislation] before it is passed.  
Sweeping reform like this must be left to Congress, as  
 representatives of the people, to implement; not unaccountable bureaucrats at  
the EPA."                                              
                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                                                    
 Representative Blackburn's legislation and comments pre-empted the EPA's  
December 7th "endangerment finding," which officially       
 declared carbon dioxide and other alleged greenhouse gases a menace to public  
health and welfare. The ruling paves the way for the   
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 agency to impose the most strict emissions standards in history. Three days  
later, a White House official brazenly told the press    
 if Congress does not take action, "the EPA is going to have to ... regulate in  
a command-and-control way."                           
                                                                                                                                      
Hard on the heels of the "endangerment finding," Representative Earl Pomeroy  
(D-N.D.) introduced H.R. 4396, the Save Our Energy      
 Jobs Act, legislation which would prohibit the EPA from regulating greenhouse  
gases. Congressman Pomeroy issued a press release      
 predicting dramatic increases in energy and unemployment rates if EPA authority  
is not disloged. "Regulation of greenhouse gas       
 emissions ... is irresponsible and just plain wrong," said Congressman Pomeroy.  
"I am not about to let some Washington bureaucrat    
 dictate new public policy that will raise our electricity rates and put at risk  
the thousands of coal-related jobs in our state."    
 The Pomeroy bill is specifically aimed at the April 2007 ruling by the U.S.  
Supreme Court that the Clean Air Act authorizes the EPA  
 to regulate greenhouse gas emissions if the agency finds those emissions  
harmful to public health and welfare. H.R. 4396 has five    
 co-sponsors and has also been referred to the House Committee on Energy and  
Commerce awaiting further action.                 
 
On the Senate side, more modest means are being pursued. Senator Lisa Murkowski  
(R-Alaska) introduced a resolution (S.J.Res. 26) to  
 disapprove and nullify the EPA's December endangerment finding. Unfortunately,  
the resolution would only prevent regulations for     
 stationary sources for one year but would not prevent the EPA from regulating  
automobile emissions. Senator Murkowski showed         
 blatant ignorance of the fact the U.S. Constitution does not authorize Congress  
to regulate greenhouse gases when she said in a      
 press release, "Congress is the only agency in the United States with the power  
to tackle the [climate change] problem in a          
 responsible manner." However, the legislation would at least be a first step  
toward restraining the EPA's unconstitutional           
 regulatory power. Senator Murkowski's attempt to attach the resolution as an  
amendment to the agency's fiscal 2010 spending bill     
 was blocked, but S.J. Res 26 can still be amended to other legislation or  
introduced as a stand-alone bill. Forty senators have      
 signed on as cosponsors.                                                                                                             
 
                                                                                                                                      


ASBESTOS 
================================================================== 
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EPA Concludes Blackburn and Union Privileges Asbestos Cleanup in 


Walpole, Massachusetts (Mesotheliaoma Web) 
 
Known as the Blackburn & Union Privileges site, this former 
manufacturing area in Walpole was added to the Superfund "National 
Priority List" in 1994. 
 
The site has been in existence since the 1600s. In 1891, it was a 
factory making tires, insulating materials and rubber products. After 
1915, the site was converted to a crushing mill for asbestos used in 
brake and clutch linings for vehicles. In 1937, the site became a 
textile mill under the auspices of Kendall Co. 
 
Thirty acres in size, the sites were formed as part of 10 water rights 
districts along the Neponset River in the 17th century. Current owners 
are Shaffer Realty Nominee Trust and BIM Investment Trust. Municipal 
wells within four miles of the site supply drinking water to about 
19,500 Walpole residents, with the nearest well within one mile. 
 
In 1988, the two owners (Shaffer Realty Nominee Trust and BIM Investment 
Trust) complied with a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
directive that required them to remove waste tanks buried on the 
property and dispose of them off-site in a designated landfill. 
 
At that time, the owners were also ordered to perform a comprehensive 
site assessment to determine the extent of the asbestos contamination at 
the site. A second order, in 1992, was issued to Shaffer and W.R. Grace 
(of Libby, Montana fame) to perform whatever remediation necessary to 
prevent the actual or potential release of further asbestos into air or 
water. Grace owned the asbestos crushing mill through a subsidiary. 
 
The EPA reached an agreement with W.R. Grace and the Kendall Co. which 
included not only cleanup protocols but the recovery of costs the EPA 
had assumed for its portion of the cleanup. 
 
In April of 2001, W.R. Grace filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy, and five 
months later informed the EPA that it could no longer afford to live up 
to its financial obligations under the agreement. The EPA is currently 
receiving some funding for cleanup from the W.R. Grace trust. 
 
In December of 2009, the EPA completed a short-term cleanup, removing 
almost 30 tons of asbestos from the former mill building and disposing 
of drums and containers full of asbestos. In spite of that, health 
officials agree that the cleanup is a long way from being complete, and 
risks remain - risks that the residents of Walpole have been facing for 
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almost a century. 
 
Asbestos, undisturbed, unbroken and in good condition, is not dangerous, 
according to the EPA, but the former crushing mill not only broke 
asbestos, but failed to institute air-containment measures to keep the 
broken asbestos fibers within the factory - largely because, in 1937, no 
one really knew how dangerous asbestos was. 
 
The EPA plans to monitor groundwater in and around Walpole, but this 
does nothing for all the glasses, cups and pots of water Walpole 
residents have unknowingly consumed over the last 95 years - a 
consumption which has led to slightly elevated levels of kidney and lung 
cancers among Woburn females, though the Mass. Department of Health 
maintains the incidence is too small to be statistically significant. 
 
Asbestos is the only known cause of malignant mesothelioma, a fairly 
rare but highly lethal form of cancer (of the mesothelial tissues around 
the lungs, heart, and abdominal organs) which commonly remains dormant 
for up to five decades, after which symptoms become severe enough to 
drive patients to consult a doctor. 
 
By that time, the disease has invaded so much vital tissue and organs 
that doctors usually give a prognosis of one year, or slightly more, to 
live. Some doctors will treat even advanced mesothelioma with aggressive 
regimens of surgery and/or radiation and/or chemotherapy, but other 
doctors use surgery only to improve breathing and increase patients' 
levels of comfort. 
 
The best hope for mesothelioma victims, according to most doctors and 
researchers, is early diagnosis and treatment. That hope is now being 
fulfilled by a pleural fluid test which examines protein markers 
delivers high accuracy even in the early stages of the disease. 
 
 
 


BUDGET 
================================================================== 
February 2, 2010, updated 05:06 p.m., February 2, 2010  


Obama's budget knife takes smaller cuts (Washington Times) 
 
Stephen Dinan and Kara Rowland 
President Obama on Monday failed to heed his vow to take an ever-sharper scalpel to 
the budget during tough economic times, instead proposing $1 billion less in 
discretionary spending cuts than last year and ensuring bruising fights over his plans to 
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ax manned spaceflight, pet defense projects and a number of popular parks and forest 
programs in 2011.  


Overall, the president's budget calls for the government to spend $3.83 trillion next year 
and to run a deficit of about $1.3 trillion, assuming the economy rebounds and tax 
revenues increase. Mr. Obama predicts federal spending will drop slightly in 2012 to 
$3.75 trillion before beginning a steady rise to $4.39 trillion by 2015.  


The president begged Republicans and Democrats to join an effort to strike a balance 
between boosting the economy in the short run, while trying to get a handle on deficits 
over the long term.  


"I'm willing to reduce waste in programs I care about, and I'm asking members of 
Congress to do the same," Mr. Obama said. "I'm asking Republicans and Democrats 
alike to take a fresh look at programs they've supported in the past to see what's 
working and what's not, and trim back accordingly."  


To help pump up the economy, Mr. Obama proposed increasing spending on clean-
energy efforts, scientific research and the Department of Education.  


In order to meet his spending targets, Mr. Obama called for a three-year freeze on non-
security discretionary spending. The president says the freeze would save $250 billion 
over 10 years, while not hurting security as the country fights two wars.  


But key lawmakers said they're not going to be bound by the rules of his freeze.  


"We will not exceed his requested level for appropriations, but we will also not exempt 
any department or activity from review, including foreign aid and the Pentagon, because 
none of them are without waste," said House Appropriations Committee Chairman 
David R. Obey, Wisconsin Democrat.  


To hit his spending targets, Mr. Obama is proposing more than $23 billion in specific 
cuts: $10.3 billion in discretionary programs and the rest coming in mandatory spending 
cuts and administrative savings.  


But those discretionary spending cuts are $1.2 billion less than the $11.5 billion he 
proposed last year, disappointing budget scorekeepers who had hoped for more cuts.  


"This year's cuts seem no more ambitious, and in fact seem a little less ambitious, 
which is not what I would have hoped," said Marc Goldwein, policy director at the 
Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget. "Having proposed a non-security 
discretionary spending freeze for three years, I would have thought the administration 
would be a little more aggressive in cutting real waste to meet that freeze."  


Last year Mr. Obama proposed slightly more than $11 billion in discretionary spending 
cuts and about $6 billion in mandatory spending reductions. When asked about the 
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amount, which came to less than one-half of 1 percent of total spending, the 
administration said it was a good start for a first-year budget and promised to go deeper 
in future years.  


Of the 2011 cuts, at least 28 of the 77 discretionary programs Mr. Obama proposed 
cutting are ones he targeted last year.  


Among them are the C-17 transport, which the Pentagon says it doesn't need but which 
Congress continues to fund and which Mr. Obama wants to reduce from $2.5 billion to 
zero in 2011. Mr. Obama also called for cutting production of a second engine for the F-
35 Joint Strike Fighter, for a savings of $465 million.  


Both of those programs are favorites of defense appropriators, who added them back 
into the 2010 spending bills despite the president's opposition.  


Goodbye, moon  


The biggest fight this year, however, could be over Mr. Obama's effort to end NASA's 
Constellation Systems Program, which President George W. Bush pushed as part of his 
plans to send astronauts back to the moon and then to Mars.  


The Obama administration says the program is behind schedule and misguided, given 
that the U.S. has already landed astronauts on the moon. Peter Orszag, Mr. Obama's 
budget director, said the government instead will try to spur private companies to 
develop space vehicles to service the International Space Station.  


"What we're saying is, let's redirect that toward longer-range R&D, advanced robotics, 
research and development, and find those new technologies that will actually allow us to 
go further in space and not just repeat what we've already done, especially in a program 
that is behind schedule and over budget," he said.  


But Sen. Richard C. Shelby, the top Republican on the spending subcommittee that 
controls NASA's budget, said private companies aren't ready to pick up the slack."  


"On Friday, India announced they will be ready for their first manned spaceflight by 
2016," Mr. Shelby said. "With this administration's nonsensical NASA budget request, 
the U.S. will still be working on launching people on rockets that do not exist while 
Russia, China and India are actually doing it."  


Mr. Obama made other cuts to programs that were flooded with money the previous 
year. That was the situation for the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative, which Mr. Obama 
funded at $475 million in 2010 but proposed giving $300 million in 2011.  


"Because this is a very large new program, it will be difficult for EPA and its partner 
federal agencies to spend all of the funds in 2010," the administration said in proposing 
the reduction.  
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Mr. Obama also went after National Heritage Areas. The program, he said, which is 
supposed to provide seed money for localities to attract tourism, has wrongly become a 
permanent source of income for some of those areas.  


He proposed cutting the $18 million program in half.  


Mr. Obama said he had to make painful choices.  


"We eliminate one program that provides grants to do environmental cleanup of 
abandoned buildings. That's a mission I support, but there are other sources of private 
and public funds to achieve it," he said.  


Budget winners  


Some programs saw big increases in the budget.  


The Interior Department's Land and Water Conservation Fund was boosted by 29 
percent, drawing praise from Democrats who said it can help produce jobs but sparking 
concern among Republicans who said the National Park Service already has a $9 billion 
maintenance backlog and buying more land will only add to that.  


Acknowledging the political challenge of getting Congress to agree to spending cuts of 
any kind - particularly in an election year - Mr. Orszag cited the administration's success 
in achieving most of its proposed cuts last year. For example, he noted, Congress 
agreed to eliminate the F-22 fighter jet, a program that had eluded previous 
administrations.  


"We are going to fight for the things that we put forward because we believe we need 
additional job creation now and significant deficit reduction in the out years," he said.  


Robert Greenstein, executive director of the Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, said 
Mr. Obama couldn't have gone with deeper cuts or tax increases.  


"Had the president proposed major additional budget cuts and revenue increases, not 
only would Congress almost certainly have rejected them, but the inevitable harsh 
attacks on them could have 'poisoned the well' and made them even harder to achieve 
in the future if and when a more bipartisan atmosphere makes greater budgetary 
progress possible," Mr. Greenstein said.  


Although Mr. Obama's budget projects a deficit of $752 billion in 2015, the White House 
is counting on a proposed fiscal commission to find a way to balance the budget - 
excluding debt interest payments - by that time. That means shaving nearly 1 percent of 
their projected deficit, which amounts to 3.9 percent of the economy, to 3 percent, Mr. 
Orszag said.  
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Just one week after the Senate killed a legislative version of the bipartisan commission, 
officials wouldn't speculate as to how the yet-to-be-created panel - whose 
recommendations would be nonbinding - would accomplish the feat. Mr. Orszag said 
the White House has made clear its preference not to raise taxes on middle-income 
earners.  


"We do face a substantial medium-term deficit problem and what we have said is we put 
forward proposals to get us part of the way there. The commission will have to get us 
the rest of the way there," he said. "We have been very clear about our stance on taxes 
and frankly on other spending proposals also. The commission hasn't even been yet 
named. Let's let it do its work."  


 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE/GLOBAL WARMING 
================================================================== 
California Sets Up Statewide Network to Monitor Global-Warming Gases (New 
York Times) 
 
By TODD WOODY 
DATELINE: SAN FRANCISCO  
California is preparing to introduce the first statewide system of monitoring devices to 
detect global-warming emissions, installing them on towers throughout the state. 
 
The monitoring network, which is expected to grow, will initially focus on pinpointing the 
sources and concentrations of methane, a potent contributor to climate change. The 
California plan is an early example of the kind of system that may be needed in many 
places as countries develop plans to limit their emissions of greenhouse gases.  
 
''This is the first time that this is being done anywhere in the world that we know of,'' 
said Jorn Dinh Herner, a scientist with the California Air Resources Board. 
 
While monitoring stations around the globe already detect carbon dioxide, methane and 
other greenhouse gases, they are deliberately placed in remote locations and are 
generally intended to measure average global concentrations of greenhouse gases 
rather than local emissions. 
 
The California network, by contrast, is meant to help the state find specific sources of 
emissions, as well as to verify the state's overall compliance with a plan it adopted to 
limit greenhouse gases. 
 
The air resources board has bought seven portable analyzers made by Picarro, a 
company in Silicon Valley that also supplies the machines to the federal government 
and academic scientists. 
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By this summer, the analyzers will be deployed on towers in the San Joaquin and 
Sacramento Valleys, home to large agricultural operations and oil fields, and on Mount 
Wilson, outside Los Angeles. Data will also be collected from Picarro machines 
maintained by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory on the coast and from 
several monitoring stations operated by other agencies.  
 
Depending on local topography and weather conditions, one Picarro analyzer can cover 
as much as several hundred miles, the scientists said. For instance, a machine installed 
on a mountain peak can collect data from most of the Los Angeles basin.  
 
The state's global warming law requires that greenhouse gas emissions be cut to 1990 
levels by 2020. To achieve such reductions, the state is planning an emissions-trading 
market whose integrity will depend on accurate measurement of the gases from oil 
refineries, power plants and other industrial facilities.  
 
''I think these monitoring networks are going to be essential, as we really need to have a 
system in place that makes sure markets match reality,'' said Pieter Tans, a senior 
scientist in Colorado with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 
 
The air resources board uses computer modeling to estimate greenhouse gas 
emissions in the state. The first task of the new network will be to see if actual 
concentrations of methane match those estimates. 
 
A Picarro analyzer costs $50,000. It is about the size of a desktop PC and takes 
precise, real-time measurements of greenhouse gases. Picarro's chief executive, 
Michael Woelk, said his company's scientists had charted plumes of methane by placing 
an analyzer in a car and driving from Livermore, Calif., to Sacramento, a route heavy 
with animal feedlots, truck depots and other industrial operations. 
 
''This is the first critical step to building a nationwide monitoring network,'' Mr. Woelk 
said. 


 


Skelton and Emerson vs. EPA on greenhouse gas (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Kansas City Star 
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP) — Two Missouri congressional members plan to file 


legislation blocking the Environmental Protection Action from developing its own 
greenhouse gas rules. 


 Democrat Ike Skelton and Republican Jo Ann Emerson said Tuesday that 
Congress did not intend for the EPA to regulate carbon dioxide and greenhouse gas 
emissions. The lawmakers say regulators are not elected and therefore not accountable 
to the farmers, business owners and Missourians that could be hurt by changes. 
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 In December, the EPA concluded carbon dioxide and greenhouse gases represent a 
danger to public health. That permits the environmental agency to set rules limiting 
them. 


 Skelton and Emerson announced plans to file their legislation during a breakfast in 
Jefferson City for the state’s rural electric cooperatives. 
 
 


Trees near Chesapeake Bay growing faster than normal (Greenwire) 
 
02/02/2010 
Rising carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere might be causing hardwood trees in 
forests by the Chesapeake Bay to grow two to four times faster than expected, 
researchers said this week. 
The unexpected growth spurts in mid-Atlantic trees suggest that these forests might 
blunt or delay the impact of climate change by soaking up some greenhouse gases, 
according to a study published in this week's Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences, though the authors warn the trees are no panacea. 


Geoffrey Parker, a senior scientist at the Smithsonian Environmental Research Center 
in Edgewater, Md., says he has been methodically measuring tree girth since he began 
working at the facility in 1987. 


On average, the woodlands his team are tracking are bulking up by an extra 2 tons per 
acre annually, he reports. That is as if a new tree 2 feet in diameter sprang up every 
year. 


The ecologists are not sure what is driving the growth or when it began, but they do 
know that the carbon dioxide levels in the air at the Smithsonian's research center have 
increased 12 percent in the past 22 years. 


Studies have shown that plants will grow faster when raised in air enriched with more 
carbon dioxide (Timothy B. Wheeler, Baltimore Sun, Feb. 2). – DFM 


 


NYC enviro panel suggests 100 building code upgrades (Greenwire) 
 
02/02/2010 
An expert panel tasked with advising New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg (I) and 
the City Council on environmentally sound building policy issued more than 100 
recommendations yesterday on how to improve the city's building codes. 



http://www.baltimoresun.com/features/green/bal-md.gr.trees02feb02,0,5447717.story
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The recommendations include rules for insulating glass skyscrapers and outfitting 
individual apartments with temperature controls to reduce the need to open apartment 
windows to vent excess heat. 


Many of the proposals would need to be approved by the City Council. 


Greenhouse gases produced by the city's buildings are estimated to be the source of 
about three-quarters of the city's emissions. In December, the City Council passed 
legislation requiring owners of New York's largest buildings to pay for energy audits, 
upgrade lighting and take other steps to reduce their carbon footprint. 


 
 
 


ENERGY 
================================================================== 


Unit 5 recognized by EPA for energy efficiency (Pantagraph.com) 
 
By Phyllis Coulter | pcoulter@pantagraph.com | Posted: Tuesday, February 
2, 2010 12:45 pm 
 
NORMAL -- Unit 5 School District is the first district in Illinois to 
join the EPA's list of Energy Star Leaders, recognizing energy 
efficiency across all of its buildings. 
 
The status goes to organizations with an overall savings of 20 percent 
or more. Unit 5's savings top 30 percent, or more than $4.5 million, 
said Unit 5 spokeswoman Dayna Brown. 
 
"Many district individuals have consciously changed habits to daily 
reduce district energy demand," said Bruce Boswell, the district's 
energy educator-manager. "With an overall savings in the district's 27 
sites at over 30 percent, we hope to continue finding ways to save more 
energy need and expenses." 
 
Energy efficiency has been improved by retrofitting older buildings with 
geothermal systems, better windows and better lighting. 
 
Unit 5 has 13,000 students in 20 schools with seven other sites and more 
than 1.7 million square feet. 
 
Energy Star was introduced by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
in 1992 as a voluntary, market-based partnership to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions through energy efficiency. 



mailto:pcoulter@pantagraph.com
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Incentives haven't yet translated into new 'green jobs' (Greenwire) 
 
02/02/2010 
While 10 gigawatts of new wind energy generation capacity came online in the United 
States last year, manufacturing employment in the sector fell and few jobs were created 
overall, demonstrating the slow start for President Obama's campaign pledge to create 
5 million green jobs in a decade. 


Federal stimulus money created 2,000 wind energy installation and maintenance jobs in 
2009, roughly the same number of manufacturing jobs that were lost, according to the 
American Wind Energy Association. Federal officials said last month that 52,000 clean-
energy jobs have been created or saved by the stimulus to date. 


Though existing tax breaks have boosted the wind industry, they also create 
uncertainty, industry leaders say. Elizabeth Salerno, director of data and analysis at the 
wind industry group, said manufacturers won't be willing to step up production unless 
the government takes steps such as mandating renewable power usage, upgrading the 
electric grid and putting a price on greenhouse gas emissions. 


"Demand is the trigger," Salerno said. "But it has to be long-term, stable demand." 


The Department of Energy says it intends to put wind power on an even footing with 
other technologies, unlike China, which has a booming wind energy industry due in 
large part to government incentives. 


"We are not in the business of picking winners," said Matt Rogers, a senior adviser for 
stimulus funding at DOE. "We're creating competition among innovative approaches in 
the marketplace" (Jim Tankersley, Los Angeles Times, Feb. 2). -- GN 


 
 


FUEL 
================================================================== 
FEBRUARY 2, 2010, 1:17 P.M. ET  


ADM Says Profit Falls, Sees Ethanol Demand Rising (Wall Street Journal) 
 
By DOUG CAMERON And TESS STYNES  
Archer Daniels Midland Co.'s fiscal second-quarter earnings fell 1.9% amid investment 
gains and weaker prices, though the company's sales volumes rose and its ethanol 
business returned to a profit.  



http://www.latimes.com/news/science/environment/la-fi-green-jobs2-2010feb02,0,3585090.story

http://online.wsj.com/search/search_center.html?KEYWORDS=DOUG+CAMERON&ARTICLESEARCHQUERY_PARSER=bylineAND

http://online.wsj.com/search/search_center.html?KEYWORDS=TESS+STYNES&ARTICLESEARCHQUERY_PARSER=bylineAND

http://online.wsj.com/public/quotes/main.html?type=djn&symbol=ADM
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Executives from ADM, among the largest U.S. ethanol producers, said they would 
accelerate the roll-out of new ethanol plants amid expectations that U.S. government 
rules will boost demand for the gasoline additive.  


In December, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency delayed until mid-2010 a 
decision on whether to increase the ethanol blend cap to 15% from 10%.  


The agency wanted further testing to determine the effect on vehicle engines, and it 
suggested the higher blend may be limited to cars made after 2001.  


Pat Woertz, ADM's chairman and chief executive, said Tuesday that she was 
"optimistic" EPA would back a higher blend, and hoped it wouldn't be restricted by 
model year.  


Higher ethanol volume and margins helped ADM report higher-than-expected fiscal 
second-quarter earnings, despite a late U.S. harvest. Executives said global corn and 
soybean supplies were "ample," and forecast that margins from crushing grain would 
firm amid improving protein demand.  


For its second quarter ended Dec. 31, the company reported a profit of $567 million, or 
88 cents a share, down from $578 million, or 90 cents a share, a year earlier. The latest 
period included $89 million in other income—which includes investment gains and 
equity in earnings of unconsolidated affiliates—while the prior year included $58 million 
in other expense.  


Revenue decreased 4.6% to $15.91 billion as higher sales volumes and foreign-
exchange impacts were more than offset by lower average selling prices because of 
reduced commodities costs.  


Analysts polled by Thomson Reuters most recently forecast earnings of 72 cents a 
share on revenue of $16.54 billion.  


Gross margin fell to 6.6% from 7.3%.  


Earnings plunged 68% at its agriculture-services business, one of its largest segment by 
net sales. The segment handles and transports grain from farm to market before it is 
processed into products such as cooking oil, animal feed and sweeteners.  


Volume and margin opportunities that led to a 47% earnings increase a year earlier "did 
not recur," the company stated.  


The company's much smaller bioproducts division, which includes ethanol, returned to 
the black as ethanol margins improved amid higher sales volumes and lower corn costs.  


At its oilseeds processing unit, which is its biggest segment by volume and includes its 
biodiesel business, earnings rose 10% amid higher volumes and improved margins.  
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Write to Doug Cameron at doug.cameron@dowjones.com  


Write to Tess Stynes at tess.stynes@dowjones.com  


 


Industry sues over 2011 fuel law (San Francisco Chronicle) 
 
ENVIRONMENT 
By Wyatt Buchanan, Chronicle Sacramento Bureau 
 
Sacramento  
A coalition of oil companies, the trucking industry and others have filed a lawsuit in 
federal court in an attempt to block the implementation of a first-in-the-world limit on the 
amount of carbon allowed in fuel approved by California regulators last year.  
 
The suit, filed in federal court in Fresno, seeks an injunction to stop the implementation 
of the regulation, which is set to take effect next year. The so-called low-carbon fuel 
standard requires fuel manufacturers to cut the carbon intensity of fuels sold in the state 
10 percent by 2020 - lowering the amount of greenhouse gases released for every unit 
of energy produced. 
 
If the regulation's goal is reached, it will account for 10 percent of the state's overall goal 
for reducing greenhouse gases by 2020. 
 
The suit claims that the standard violates the commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution 
in several ways, including interfering with interstate commerce and discriminating 
against fuels produced outside of California. The standard has been controversial, 
especially among ethanol producers, because it accounts for the indirect carbon impact 
of making fuel. 
 
In other words, for corn ethanol producers, that means accounting for the loss of land 
that is converted to grow corn for fuel instead of food or other changes in habitat to grow 
corn. 
 
"The practical outcomes of the California standard are higher fuel costs for consumers, 
dramatic reductions in the availability of those fuels, and a rapid expansion of the state's 
already unacceptable level of dependence on foreign, unstable regimes for its energy," 
said Michael Whatley, vice-president of the Consumer Energy Alliance, one of the 
groups that filed suit. 
 
But Mary Nichols, chairwoman of the California Air Resources Board that adopted the 
standard, called the lawsuit filing "shameful" and said the standard would save 
consumers in the state up to $11 billion over the next decade. 
 
"This is a critical tool to help us break our dependence on fossil fuels. It will protect us 
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from volatile oil prices and provide consumers with cleaner fuels," Nichols said in a 
statement. 
 
 
 
February 3, 2010 


White House report: Develop more crops for biofuels (DesMoinesRegister) 
 
By PHILIP BRASHER 
pbrasher@dmreg.com  


Washington, D.C. — The nation won't meet its biofuels goals unless the government 
accelerates the development of biofuel crops and products, the White House says. 
 
In a report being released today, an administration task force said the government 
needs, among other things, to set targets for commercializing new types of fuel crops, 
such as switchgrass. 
 
The government also needs to work regionally to develop fuels and feedstocks that 
make sense in each part of the nation, the report said. 


In the Midwest, where corn ethanol production is concentrated, the government could 
focus on increasing sales of E85, a combination of 85 percent ethanol and 15 percent 
gasoline. In the Southeast, the focus could be on making ethanol from sugarcane. 
 
The 14-page report makes some recommendations that could raise concerns in the 
industry, including a suggestion that federal agencies identify environmental and social 
issues that may confront biofuels development. 


The report also says new biofuel refineries must have guaranteed markets. The industry 
says that requirement has made it virtually impossible for companies to obtain federal 
loan guarantees. 
 
A 2007 law requires the nation to use 36 billion gallons of biofuels by 2022, but all but 
15 billion gallons of that will have to be products other than conventional corn ethanol. 
 
Many companies are working to produce ethanol from switchgrass, crop residue and 
other nonfood sources, but they have been stymied in part by the economic downturn 
and lack of credit. 


"Past performance and business as usual will not get us there," the report says of the 
2022 mandate. "Today, only 12 billion gallons of biofuels are produced annually," mostly 
corn ethanol. 
 
President Barack Obama will be discussing biofuels policy today with a bipartisan group 
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of governors and key Cabinet members, according to an administration official. 
 
The report is the product of a group representing the government agencies involved in 
biofuels policy, including the Agriculture and Energy departments and the 
Environmental Protection Agency. 


The report did not say how the agency was going to act on a couple of pressing issues 
facing the industry: the 10-percent cap on the amount of ethanol that can be added to 
gasoline, and greenhouse-gas reduction standards that could limit the increased 
production of ethanol and biodiesel. 
 
The White House could issue the greenhouse-gas rules as soon as today. 
 
One industry official welcomed the White House's plan. 
 
"A more coordinated effort from federal agencies, together with the continuation of 
sound biofuels policies, such as extending existing incentives, will go a long way toward 
meeting and exceeding America's renewable fuel potential," said Bob Dinneen, 
president of the Renewable Fuels Association. 


 


HAZARDOUS WASTES 
================================================================== 


California Investigating Cluster of Birth Defects in Kettleman City 
(AboutLawsuits.com) 
 
Published: February 2nd, 2010  
Health investigators have begun looking into a number of birth defects that have 
occurred in Kettleman City, a small town in Kings County, California. Residents suspect 
that the Kettleman City birth defects may be caused by hazardous waste from a nearby 
chemical disposal facility, which has been looking to expand.  


Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger ordered both the California Department of Public 
Health and the California Environmental Protection Agency (CAL-EPA) to take 
aggressive action to investigate the environmental and health issues in Kettleman City 
on Friday. Out of 20 children born in the town of 1,500 between September 2007 and 
November 2008, five had facial birth defects. Residents also say there have been a high 
number of miscarriages as well. 


The probe was launched after residents protested outside of U.S. EPA headquarters 
last week.  


Chemical Waste Management, Inc. seeks to expand a nearby hazardous waste 
disposal facility which is already the largest in the western part of the country. Residents 
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were unsuccessful in convincing the Kings County Board of Supervisors to deny the 
company permission to expand the facility last year. 


Chemical Waste Management officials say that they believe their facility meets all 
state standards and is not playing a role in the recent cluster of birth defects in 
Kettleman City. Some have suggested that Kettleman City may also be exposed to 
potential health problems due to diesel emissions or pesticides used on nearby farms. 
The town is located between San Francisco and Los Angeles on Interstate 5, a major 
trucking corridor. 


“There is nothing more important than the health and safety of the public,” Governor 
Schwarzenegger said. “My administration is committed to the community of Kettleman 
City and will use our resources to conduct a thorough investigation to provide these 
hard-working people with answers and the peace of mind they deserve.” 


CAL-EPA and state health officials will present their initial findings on February 9. 


 
Posted on Tue, Feb. 02, 2010  


Residents of poor community experiencing birth defects are finally being heard 
(San Luis Obispo County Tribune) 
 
By CYNDEE FONTANA 
FRESNO, Calif. - For months, activists and residents of the poor Kings County town of 
Kettleman City clamored for an investigation into a rash of birth defects and infant 
deaths.  


To little avail. The pleas of a tiny, largely Latino community got little traction with distant 
government officials - until the last few weeks.  


Now, agencies ranging from the state's health department to the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency are rushing to examine the concerns of the town situated only a few 
miles from the largest hazardous waste landfill west of the Mississippi.  


Why the sudden flood of interest? Academic, political and other experts say the issue 
finally reached a boiling point - influenced by a lawsuit over landfill expansion, in-your-
face activism by residents and environmental groups and a crescendo of publicity about 
the town's complaints.  


"It just becomes a critical mass," said Simon Weffer-Elizondo, assistant professor of 
sociology at the University of California, Merced.  


Robin DeLugan, assistant professor of anthropology at UC Merced, said the families' 
now well-publicized stories are too compelling to ignore: "It's hard for the appropriate 
levels of government to turn a blind eye."  
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But - to hear the residents and activists tell it - that's exactly what had happened. They 
say they repeatedly asked government agencies to investigate why six babies were 
born with birth defects in a 15-month period starting in late 2007. Three babies died.  


Complaints became more public and heated last year as activists and residents in the 
town of about 1,500 protested expansion of the Waste Management Inc. landfill about 
three miles away. Some suspect birth defects are linked to toxic waste stored there.  


Kings County officials approved the expansion in December. Environmental groups 
countered with a lawsuit to block those plans.  


Over the past few months, news media outlets carried stories and pictures of babies 
born with cleft palates. Photos and videos of protests and families surfaced on YouTube 
and Facebook.  


While few official pronouncements were made, the issue was gaining steam in 
government offices. A new EPA regional administrator started work. And the governor - 
following a briefing on a health department review of the birth defects - on Friday 
ordered an investigation.  


Wednesday, Jared Blumenfeld, the EPA's new administrator for the Pacific Southwest 
region, is expected to tour the landfill and meet with several families. It is one of his first 
site visits since starting work Jan. 4.  


Blumenfeld has said that he will place special emphasis on historically underserved and 
vulnerable communities such as Kettleman City, and also will address inequitable 
environmental burdens.  


He also has ordered an internal investigation into the EPA's handling of complaints 
about the landfill. Blumenfeld declined to be interviewed for this story.  


Experts watching the drama unfold have similar theories about why agencies now are 
reacting at lightning speed.  


Professor Julie Sze, founding director of the Environmental Justice Project for the 
University of California, Davis' John Muir Institute for the Environment, said Kettleman 
City's history is an important factor.  


Back in the 1990s, Kettleman City protests helped block plans for a toxic-waste 
incinerator. In 2006, Pacific Gas & Electric Co. agreed to pay $295 million to settle 
claims in Kettleman City and other areas that water supplies had been contaminated by 
chromium 6, the cancer-causing chemical made famous in the movie "Erin Brockovich."  


In the environmental justice movement, Kettleman City's story is familiar - and 
demonstrates residents' organizing skills.  
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"The residents have been politicized around the issue of environmental health and 
inequality," Sze said. "The birth defects fall into that already pretty defined experience 
and framing of the issues."  


DeLugan, the UC Merced professor who is involved in the area of environmental justice, 
said the community's ability to network with other groups gave them more clout.  


"All of a sudden, their voice is stronger," she said.  


Greenaction for Health and Environmental Justice, based in San Francisco, is one of 
the groups working with the Kettleman City community. Bradley Angel, the group's 
executive director, believes sustained protests and media attention eventually 
galvanized agencies into action.  


Tom Holyoke, assistant professor of political science at California State University, 
Fresno, said, "They've been able to make use - politically - of the birth defects." And 
"nothing gets attention like a lawsuit."  


The issue rose on the EPA's radar because the Obama administration, after a year to 
settle in, is ready to look at companies with possible environmental problems, Holyoke 
said.  


County and landfill officials say they also played a role in the recent state and federal 
response.  


Kit Cole, spokeswoman for Waste Management, said the company has pushed since 
last summer for an investigation into the birth defect cases. The fact that the company 
and Greenaction agree on that "is something the regulators can't ignore," she said.  


Multiple studies show that the landfill is not a hazard to human health or the 
environment, Cole said. But, she added, "the reality is these families in Kettleman City 
deserve answers."  


Richard Valle, who represents the area on the Kings County Board of Supervisors, said 
he has long listened to residents' concerns. He also noted that the board formally asked 
the state to investigate birth defects in December - the same month supervisors 
approved the landfill expansion. He believes that request helped propel the state's 
recent announcement.  


"This has been a long, drawn-out process ... this is the safety net that I've been looking 
for," Valle said. 
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POLITICAL 
================================================================== 


New EPA regional chief from El Paso will be sworn in today (Water World) 
 
By Zahira Torres, El Paso Times, Texas  
Feb. 2--AUSTIN -- Cleaning up the old Asarco smelter and making sure that state-
issued air-quality permits meet federal standards are some of the challenges facing the 
El Paso native who is the EPA's new regional chief.  


Al Armendariz, 39, will be sworn in today in Dallas as Environmental Protection Agency 
administrator for the region.  


He said his office is working with the state to clean up Asarco and make sure that lead 
and arsenic from the site does not seep into the water.  


"We have to make sure that that facility and that the legacy of the operation of that 
smelter is cleaned up in a way that is protective of the community," he said.  


Armendariz's office is also looking at air-quality permits that are issued by the Texas 
Commission on Environmental Quality to be certain that they meet minimum federal 
requirements.  


One of the permits that will be examined is that of Western Refining.  


"There is a whole variety of facilities in Texas, but it is the refining ones and the 
chemical plants as well that tend to have the permits that we are most worried about," 
he said.  


The process will take several years but Armendariz said if companies are found 
noncompliant with federal standards they might have to reapply for their permits.  


A professor of environmental and civil engineering at Southern Methodist University, he 
is taking a leave of absence from academia to serve in the federal government. 
Armendariz has been critical of several decisions made by the state's environmental  


agency.  


"It was only because I felt that as the lead environmental agency in the state their job 
was to be aggressive and assertive and use all the legal tools at their disposal," he said 
of his involvement.  


President Obama appointed him as regional EPA director responsible for Arkansas, 
Louisiana, New Mexico, Oklahoma and Texas.  
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And, he said, he has already started working toward the president's goals to combat 
global warming and enforce stricter environmental protection measures.  


He said he also would work on cleaning up the waste from mining sites throughout the 
region.  


Armendariz wants to put in place programs that in the long term will help curb pollution 
in coastal Louisiana that is killing fish in the Gulf of Mexico.  


As a professor, Armendariz was critical of the TCEQ's decision to renew Asarco's 
permit in El Paso. Last year, the EPA declared that the permit granted by the state's 
environmental agency did not comply with federal standards.  


U.S. Rep. Silvestre Reyes, D-El Paso, will swear in Armendariz at the ceremony today.  


"I am pleased President Obama has appointed an EPA administrator who is familiar 
with El Paso's environmental concerns, such as the challenges associated with 
Asarco's cleanup," Reyes said in a statement.  


Armendariz graduated from Coronado High School in 1988. He has a bachelor's degree 
in chemical engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, a master's in 
environmental engineering from the University of Florida and a doctorate in 
environmental engineering from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.  


Zahira Torres may be reached at ztorres@elpasotimes.com;512-479-6606.  


 
 
 


TOXICS 
================================================================== 


Bills would ban products with 2 chemicals in Md. (Baltimore Sun) 
 
Compounds used in baby bottles, canned food linings, TV cabinets 
By Timothy B. Wheeler 
February 3, 2010 
Lawmakers in Annapolis are being asked to ban products containing two chemicals that 
have triggered serious concerns about toxicity.  
 
On Tuesday afternoon, the House Health and Government Operations Committee aired 
HB33, which would ban the sale, manufacture or distribution of children's toys or child-
care articles such as baby bottles made with bisphenol-A, or BPA. The bill, sponsored 
by Del. Jim Hubbard, a Prince George's County Democrat, would prohibit it by Jan. 10, 
2011. 
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The plastic has been widely used as a lining in canned foods and some plastic water 
and baby bottles.  
 
For years, the Food and Drug Administration maintained it was safe, but amid growing 
scientific evidence of potential harm, the agency last month reversed course and 
declared concern about the effects of BPA on the brain, behavior, and prostate gland in 
fetuses, infants and young children. The agency is pushing to end the use of BPA in 
baby bottles and infant feeding cups and is pressing for safer alternatives to line canned 
formula and other foods. 
 
Chemical industry trade groups oppose the state legislation, its sponsor noted, but he 
believes it's necessary. 
 
"I don't want to depend on the federal government," Hubbard said Tuesday. "I want to 
defend my own citizens." 
 
Connecticut and Minnesota already have banned BPA in certain children's products, 
according to legislative analysts, and 18 states last year weighed legislation to curtail 
the plastic. Meanwhile, several major retailers have begun phasing out the use of BPA, 
including Walmart, Toys "R" Us and Babies "R" Us.  
 
On Feb. 10, the House Environmental Matters Committee will hear another Hubbard 
bill, HB35, which would ban the sale of products containing brominated flame 
retardants. Decabromodiphenyl ether, or decaBDE, is used in a wide variety of plastic 
products, including television cabinets and other electronics, in wire insulation, and in 
draperies and upholstered furniture. 
 
Hubbard has pressed for a ban before, but his bill failed to pass.  
 
Last year, the Environmental Protection Agency, citing concerns that exposure to 
decaBDE may cause cancer and impair brain function, announced an agreement with 
chemical manufacturers to phase out its use by 2013. Hubbard reintroduced the bill this 
year, seeking to ban it in Maryland by January 2011.  


 


EPA adds lead rules to painters’ prep work (Spokesman Review) 
 
Protocols, which take effect in April, focus on dust hazard 
Becky Kramer 
The Spokesman-Review  
Pat Lehne, foreground, and Ryan Studley construct a plastic doorway pass-through, 
designed to contain lead paint in a work area.  
Spokane’s South Hill provides painting contractor Shon Vantuyl with most of his clients. 
Many of the Craftsman-style homes he works on date to the early 1900s, when lead 
was a primary ingredient in oil-based paints. 
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In the past, “you’d go out to a 100-year-old house and scrape away,” said Vantuyl, who 
owns Northern Lights Paint with his wife, Michelle. “You’d just be careful not to kick up 
dust, and you’d take precautions if there were kids in the house.” 


But in the near future, contractors will have to take greater precautions to protect people 
from lead dust, a toxin linked to lower IQ in children. On April 22, the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency will start enforcing new rules for safe removal of lead-
based paint.  


The rules apply to any paid contractor or handyman – including electricians, plumbers 
and painters – who work on homes built before 1978. Remodeling projects in other 
buildings from that era where children age 5 or younger are present, such as schools or 
day care centers, also fall under the rules. 


Sanding walls, repairing plaster or even replacing windows or carpets can release 
invisible clouds of lead dust. 


A certified renovator who has taken an eight-hour class in dust management must be 
present at each work site to teach workers how to safely contain and clean up lead dust. 
Work areas must be screened off with sheets of heavy-duty plastic or other impervious 
materials. The cleanup includes wiping down walls or vacuuming them with a machine 
equipped with special filters. 


“This rule protects people in their homes,” said Wallace Reid, EPA’s lead team leader in 
Seattle. “When we see elevated blood-lead levels in kids, it’s usually because of a lead 
dust hazard, not because they were eating paint chips.” 


Before 1978, lead was used as a pigment, preservative and drying agent in oil-based 
paints. In addition to lower IQ, lead exposure has been linked to behavioral problems in 
children and delayed physical development. In adults, lead exposure is associated with 
low sperm counts, kidney disease and cardiovascular problems. 


Vantuyl recently completed the eight-hour class on safe lead paint removal. He 
anticipates that complying with the new EPA rules will cost him about $1,500 in training, 
certification fees and new equipment, including a specialized vacuum. 


The payoff is lowered risk of lead exposure for consumers. 


In Eastern Washington, a 2-year-old boy was recently diagnosed with lead poisoning 
after he was exposed to paint dust from an exterior house-painting project. The boy’s 
blood-lead level peaked at 24 micrograms per deciliter but has since dropped, said 
Cynthia Sanderson, the Washington Department of Commerce’s lead 
program manager. 


According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, adverse health effects 
can occur from blood-lead levels of 10 micrograms per deciliter or less. 
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“Children in the crawling stage are at greatest risk,” Sanderson said. “They’re down on 
the floor and their hands are in their mouth.” 


Through the 1940s, paint manufacturers frequently added lead to oil-based paints. Over 
time, the lead content dropped as substitute materials became available. In 1978, the 
U.S. Consumer Products Commission banned all but trace amounts of lead in paint. 


Exemptions to the new rules are available for older buildings without lead-based paint. 
But a qualified lead risk assessor must determine that the paint used was lead-free, 
Reid said. Small interior projects that disturb less than six square feet also are exempt. 


Failure to abide by the new rules could result in large fines for contractors. The 
maximum fine is $37,500 per violation per day, Reid said. 


The new rules will bring parity to remodeling projects, said Sanderson, Washington’s 
lead program manager. 


When contractors weatherize or remodel low-income housing using federal dollars, 
they’re already required to use safe lead-handling practices, she said. Homeowners 
paying out of their own pocket didn’t have the same protections. 


People doing their own remodeling are exempt from the new rules. 


“But I strongly recommend that they get training, too,” Sanderson said. “You could end 
up getting poisoned if you don’t work lead-safe.” 


Eventually, the state of Washington will take over enforcement of the EPA rules – which 
the federal government encourages states to do.  


In Washington, Sanderson said she’ll focus on making sure contractors take the 
necessary classes instead of paying hefty fines. 


“This is an education issue,” she said. “Quite frankly, I want them to get the training and 
follow the rules.”  


 


Report: Smelter not health threat (Gary Post Tribune) 
 
February 3, 2010 
BY GITTE LAASBY, (219) 648-2183 


EAST CHICAGO -- Breathing the air, drinking tap water or playing in soil in 
neighborhoods near the lead-contaminated U.S. Smelter and Lead Refinery site in East 
Chicago won't harm people's health, a federal agency announced Tuesday.  
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But more sampling is necessary to determine any impact on the environment, especially 
near the Grand Calumet River and in adjacent wetlands, the Agency for Toxic 
Substances and Disease Registry concluded in a review released Tuesday.  


The agency is a public health component of the U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services that evaluates the human health effects of exposure to hazardous substances. 


In September 2008, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency proposed listing the U.S. 
Smelter and Lead site as a Superfund site, one of the most contaminated in the nation. 
At that time, the agency revisited its earlier public health assessment.  


EPA added the site to its Superfund list in April 2009.  


"Homes and yards to the north and northeast of the site are safe and do not pose a 
health hazard from lead," the agency said in the public health assessment.  


It is out for public comment until March 1.  


Lead exposure can lead to decreased intelligence, impaired growth, impaired 
neurobehavioral development and decreased hearing.  


The agency concluded that lead-contaminated air from the site posed a public health 
hazard until the facility closed in 1985.  


In 2004, contaminated soil was excavated and removed from 14 residential yards, but 
"several hundred other residential yards may still be contaminated," the agency said in 
its review. 


Before 2006, lead contamination in yards downwind of the site also posed a public 
health hazard for young children eating contaminated soil, according to the agency's 
review. 


It estimates that more than 11,800 people live within a mile of the site, the closest within 
a quarter of a mile north.  


Some 1,500 children six years or younger live within a one-mile radius. Less than 3 
percent of children tested for blood lead levels in 2008 had a level of concern, the 
agency said. It stressed that lower levels can still cause harmful effects.  


The agency recommends that parents concerned about their children's exposure to lead 
have their children's blood lead levels tested by their health care provider.  


As part of a previous remediation, IDEM oversaw structures on the site being buried 
and capped in an on-site landfill. But it's uncertain whether that took care of the 
problem.  
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"No post-remediation sampling is available to confirm that the contamination is 
contained or no longer accessible," the agency review said. "Contaminated wetlands 
and contaminated soil remain on site." 


The agency has asked the EPA to sample on and near the Smelter site and to figure out 
clean-up options and their costs -- something EPA normally does with Superfund sites.  


 


Coal Ash Industry Manipulated EPA Data, Ghost-Wrote Agency Reports for a 
Decade (AlterNet) 
 
By Joshua Frank, TruthOut.org 
Posted on February 2, 2010, Printed on February 2, 2010 
http://www.alternet.org/story/145507/ 
 
The coal ash industry manipulated reports and publications about the 
dangers of coal combustion waste, reports Public Employees for 
Environmental Responsibility (PEER). The group stated that the 
Environmental Protection Agency allowed the multibillon-dollar coal ash 
industry to have virtually unfettered access to the EPA during the Bush 
administration and now under President Obama. 
 
As a result of the industry's formal relationship with the EPA, insiders 
were allowed to edit and ghostwrite publications and official reports on 
the effects of coal waste. The documents obtained by PEER indicate that 
the coal ash industry "watered down official reports, brochures and 
fact-sheets to remove references to potential dangers" of coal ash 
waste. Additionally, the so-called "environmental benefits" of coal ash 
were repeatedly aggrandized. 
 
"For most of the past decade, it appears that every EPA publication on 
the subject was ghostwritten by the American Coal Ash Association," 
stated PEER Executive Director Jeff Ruch, whose group examined thousands 
of coal industry and EPA communications. "In this partnership it is 
clear that industry is EPA's senior partner." 
 
There is little debate that coal ash is toxic, despite what the wavering 
EPA and steadfast coal industry purport. 
 
Coal ash is the sludgy muck that is left over after coal is burned to 
produce electricity and is often laden with heavy metals like arsenic, 
mercury, cadmium, lead and selenium. These harmful substances can 
produce cancer, kidney problems and nervous-system disease. The amount 
of heavy metals in coal-ash depends largely on the type of coal burned. 
However, all coal produces this waste, even though the toxicity may vary 
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slightly depending on the type of coal being incinerated. 
 
While the EPA continues to discuss whether or not it should classify 
coal ash as a hazardous waste, the environmental and health effects of a 
coal slurry impoundment at the Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA) 
Kingston coal-fired power plant in Harriman, Tennessee, are still not 
known. The December 2008 catastrophe caused more than 500 million 
gallons of toxic coal ash to enter the Tennessee River. 
 
The spill was over 40 times larger than the 1989 Exxon Valdez spill in 
Alaska. Approximately 525 million gallons of black coal ash flowed into 
tributaries of the Tennessee River - the water supply for Chattanooga 
and millions of people living downstream in Alabama and Kentucky. The 
true adverse effects of the spill are still not known. 
 
An immediate crackdown on TVA and other coal-slurry impoundments by the 
EPA was likely sidelined as a result of the American Coal Ash 
Association's formal partnership with the EPA during the Bush 
administration. If coal ash were deemed a hazardous waste, coal 
companies could potentially lose billions of dollars in revenue, as they 
would not be able to promote their toxic coal ash substances for 
agricultural, consumer and industrial use. 
 
It seems as if the efforts of coal industry representatives have paid 
off handsomely. Back in 2002, the EPA released a report that indicated 
the agency had information on the risks of coal ash, yet requests for 
the data under the Freedom of Information Act were either denied or the 
documents that were released, with the estimates of cancer risks, were 
largely blacked out. 
 
Then in 2007, an EPA study found that people living near coal ash sites 
had as high as a 1-in-50 chance of developing cancer from drinking 
arsenic-contaminated water. The report also showed that living near such 
storage sites raised an individual's risk of damage to the liver, 
kidneys, lungs and other organs exposed to toxic metals in the ash. But 
the report, according to the Environmental Integrity Project and 
Earthjustice, only made available some of the data, while covering up 
the true extent of the health risks associated with coal ash. 
 
Recent documents obtained by PEER indicate that the coal industry had 
access to these health reports and was successful in manipulating the 
information presented to the public about coal ash's negative effects on 
humans and the environment. 
 
References indicating the "high-risk" potential of coal combustion waste 
were deleted from PowerPoint presentations. Cautionary language about 
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coal waste uses in agricultural practices was altered in order to remove 
negative connotations. In 2007, the coal ash industry inserted language 
in an EPA report to Congress about how "industry and EPA [need to] work 
together" in order to block or water down "state regulations [that] are 
hindering progress" in the use of coal ash waste. 
 
"It is no joke - the terms of the coal ash partnership tuck EPA snugly 
into bed with industry for the purpose of marketing coal combustion 
wastes as a product," Ruch of PEER added, noting that the partnership 
has now crossed over into the Obama administration. "EPA is supposed to 
be an objective regulatory agency dedicated to protecting the public 
instead of protecting a gigantic subsidy for a powerful industry." 
 
Joshua Frank is an environmental journalist and author of "Left Out! How 
Liberals Helped Reelect George W. Bush." He is co-editor, with Jeffrey 
St. Clair, of "Red State Rebels: Tales of Grassroots Resistance in the 
Heartland." Frank and St. Clair are also the authors of the forthcoming 
book, "Green Scare: The New War on Environmentalism." He can be reached 
at brickburner@gmail.com. 
 


 


Rule addresses hazards from lead-based paint dust (Associated Press)  


This story also appeared: Chicago Tribune 
 
Associated Press 
2:02 AM CST, February 2, 2010 
SPRINGFIELD, Ill 
Sanding, cutting and demolition can create lead dust, which can be harmful to adults 
and children.  
 
A new federal rule taking effect April 22 requires contractors, property managers and 
others paid to renovate structures built before 1978 to be certified by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency.  
 
The goal is to protect children from leaded dust that may result from disturbing lead-
based paint.  
 
Lead poisoning can cause health problems including learning disabilities, kidney 
disease, high blood pressure, miscarriages and birth defects.  
 
The Illinois Department of Public Health Lead Program is holding 16 meetings around 
the state to inform the public about the new rule. For information, contact the Illinois 
Lead Program at (217) 782-3517.  
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Widow thought home, because it was not old, was safe from radon (Chicago Sun 
Times) 
 
'The house is what caused it'  
February 3, 2010 
HEALTH WITH MONIFA THOMAS mjthomas@suntimes.com.  
After seeing a story on the news, Joe Linnertz talked to his wife, Gloria, about getting 
their home of 18 years tested for radon. But their house wasn't very old, so they decided 
it wasn't necessary. 


A year later, Joe Linnertz, a nonsmoker, was diagnosed with lung cancer that his wife 
later found out was likely caused by exposure to high levels of radon.  


Testing of the couple's home in Downstate Waterloo after Joe Linnertz's death in 2006 
showed radon levels four times higher than the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
standard.  


"I wanted to tear the house down," Gloria Linnertz said. "I thought, 'The house is what 
caused this.' "  


Radon -- an odorless, colorless radioactive gas that seeps into homes from soil -- is the 
second-leading cause of lung cancer, after smoking. And 46 percent of Illinois homes 
have radon levels higher than the EPA standard, according to the Illinois Emergency 
Management Agency.  


"The only way to know you have a problem is to test," said the state agency's Pat 
Daniels.  


Yet, many homeowners and home buyers don't follow that advice, according to 
Chicago-area real estate agents and state data. 


"Very rarely do I have anybody in my area calling for a radon test," said Patrick 
Zomparelli, an Orland Park real estate agent for more than 20 years. 


"Nobody really asks about it," said Mabel Guzman, president-elect of the Chicago 
Association of Realtors and a Realtor in the South Loop. 


Illinois was the first state to require that home buyers receive educational pamphlets 
about radon. After the Illinois Radon Awareness Act took effect in 2008, radon testing 
was conducted during 25 percent of real estate transactions statewide, including home 
sales, compared with 8 percent in 2007, Daniels said, citing data from radon 
measurement and mitigation companies licensed by the state emergency management 
agency. 
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Still, only about 100,000 homes statewide have been tested since 2003 -- a fraction of 
the millions of housing units in Illinois, Daniels said.  


Any home, whether it's new or old, can have a radon problem. And levels can vary from 
house to house even on the same block.  


Radon levels in the six-county metropolitan area are generally lower than in the rest of 
the state.  


Smokers are particularly vulnerable to radon exposure.  


Professional testing costs about $125 to $150. Test kits can also be purchased at 
hardware stores and home centers. 


The EPA recommends fixing your home if radon levels are above 4 picocuries per liter 
of air. 


Fixing a radon problem -- called radon mitigation -- typically costs from $800 to $1,200. 
Mitigation systems collect radon before it enters the home, and they dilute radon 
concentrations inside the home through increased ventilation. 


To find a list of licensed labs that sell test kits, contact the Illinois Emergency 
Management Agency at (800) 325-1245 or go online to radon.illinois.gov. 


"It's a simple test," Gloria Linnertz said. "You could be saving the life of someone you 
love."  


 


On Eve Of Bill’s Release, States Back Push To Reverse TSCA Test Burden (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Tuesday, February 02, 2010 
A key group of state regulators is backing calls from EPA and environmentalists to 
require industry, not the agency, to bear the burden of showing that chemicals are safe 
under the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA), lending new weight to the approach 
shortly before proponents unveil a long-awaited TSCA reform bill requiring the new 
stance.  


But the state officials are silent on the brewing debate of what safety standard industry 
must meet before new chemicals can be introduced into commerce.  


“Federal policies need to reverse the prevailing assumption that all chemicals are safe 
unless proven otherwise,” the cross-media committee (CMC) of the Environmental 
Council of the States (ECOS), a group representing state environmental 
commissioners, says in a new report. The panel “strongly supports having 
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manufacturers provide the necessary information to allow EPA to conclude that new 
and existing chemicals are safe . . . before they enter commerce,” according to the Jan. 
29 report, “State Experiences With Emerging Contaminants: Recommendations For 
Federal Action.”  


At issue are provisions in current law requiring EPA to prove substances pose an 
“unreasonable risk” before they can be regulated but EPA, environmentalists and others 
have been pushing to shift the standard to require manufacturers to prove their products 
are safe before they can be introduced to the market, an approach that the European 
Union has also required.  


Critics of current law say it sets too high a bar for regulators, allowing industry to 
introduce into commerce scores of chemicals that pose a risk. “We need to do a more 
effective job of preventing harmful chemicals from entering the marketplace, and for this 
reason, I look forward to considering reforms of the [TSCA] in the coming months,” 
House Energy & Commerce Committee Chairman Henry Waxman (D-CA) said recently.  


Lautenberg Poised To Introduce Bill  


Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ), who in past Congresses has introduced legislation 
shifting the burden to industry, is expected in the coming weeks to introduce the latest 
version of his bill, with a companion measure likely to be considered in Waxman’s 
panel.  


Lautenberg, who chairs the Senate Subcommittee on Superfund, Toxics, and 
Environmental Health, is scheduled to hold a hearing Feb. 4 to examine “the current 
science on public exposures to toxic chemicals,” which could help him make the case 
for his bill.  


While the ECOS panel is backing calls by EPA and others to shift the burden to industry 
to show that chemicals are safe, the report appears to sidestep the thorny question of 
what safety standard to set.  


Past versions of Lautenberg’s bill have proposed that manufacturers must demonstrate 
a “reasonable certainty of no harm” before they can introduce new chemicals -- an 
approach that is drawn from federal pesticide law. But some industry groups oppose 
that standard, arguing it is vague and could be hard to meet.  


In addition to calling for industry to bear the burden of proving that chemicals are safe, 
the state group is also recommending that TSCA be reformed “to require submission of 
toxicity data covering a broad suite of toxicity concerns for all chemicals in commerce.”  


The CMC also recommends EPA set up a data-sharing program with the European 
Union, which is expected to begin collecting data on chemicals under it nascent 
Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemical Substance, or 
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REACH, laws, along the lines of the Security and Prosperity Partnership agreement that 
the U.S. signed with Canada and Mexico.  


Use Of Safer Chemicals  


The group also says federal and state governments should support initiatives to 
promote the use of safer chemicals, and makes suggestions to improve the material 
safety data sheets that accompany chemicals.  


The CMC also asks federal officials to consider nanoscale materials “as a special class 
of emerging contaminant” because of the properties of the materials, which can behave 
different from their bulk counterparts. The move seems to in part support some recent 
agency actions: EPA has said it was reexamining its decision that nanomaterials be 
considered “existing” materials, and is also considering promulgating a significant new 
use rule under TSCA to cover all nanomaterials (see related story).  


“Federal agencies and ECOS should continue to develop federal-state nano and 
biotechnology structures to obtain and exchange more detailed risk information from 
other state organizations, including the North American Hazardous Materials 
Management Association,” according to the report.  


The report also calls for further collaboration between ECOS and the federal groups 
coordinating nanotechnology research, building on an October 2009 meeting between 
ECOS, EPA, the White House’s Office of Science & Technology Policy and other 
groups.  


The CMC also makes a number of recommendations about expanding and reforming 
how research is done in an attempt to foster more data sharing. “Federal agencies 
should provide states with human health and ecological data and risk analyses for 
emerging contaminants, including their fate, transport, deposition, bioaccumulation, 
toxicity profiles, and dose-response relationships,” the report says.  


The group suggests EPA develop uniform laboratory methodologies for analyzing 
specific emerging contaminants, which would make the data more comparable across 
laboratories, and asks for more federal research help for state regulators on cumulative 
risks; concentrations of concern; and promulgating “acceptable media standards or 
action levels” for contaminants.  


The recommendations also focus on states’ needs to develop “messaging and 
education materials to communicate risk issues throughout product lifecycles, including 
disposal,” and asks for increased funding for states to do assessments of emerging 
waste problems.  


The report also included case studies from Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Virginia and Washington that outline a host of initiatives 
at the state level and describes experiences with chemical prioritization.  
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In December, ECOS released a set of criteria to help states prioritize contaminants of 
concern, like nanomaterials or pharmaceuticals in the water stream, among other 
issues. The tool was designed to help states with limited resources determine which 
issues could reasonably be addressed.  


Both the prioritization tool and the new report were both funded by a grant from EPA’s 
Office of the Chief Financial Officer. The report recommendations reflect the opinions of 
the CMC and not all ECOS members. -- Aaron Lovell  


 
 


WATER 
================================================================== 
Article published Feb 3, 2010 


Councilors cry foul over sewer rate hike for treatment plant (Worcester Telegram) 
 
By Lee Hammel TELEGRAM & GAZETTE STAFF 
lhammel@telegram.com 
WORCESTER —  The City Council last night seemed ready to revolt against the federal 
government, or at least the environmental dictates that are driving up the city’s sewer 
rates.  
 
“It’s not only rigged, it’s outrageous,” Councilor-at-Large Konstantina B. Lukes said. She 
was referring to the hundreds of millions of dollars in improvements to the Upper 
Blackstone Water Pollution Abatement District plant ordered by the federal 
Environmental Protection Agency. The most recent $1.3 million in cost at the plant in 
Millbury, which treats the city’s sewage, will drive up the city’s sewer rate by another 19 
cents.  
 
That is a 143 percent increase in the cost of 100 cubic feet of water since 2004. On top 
of $200 million that has already been sunk into the plant to meet environmental 
standards, Robert L. Moylan, commissioner of public works and parks, said, the EPA 
wants another $200 million in improvements, which the city has appealed.  
 
But he estimated the regulations give the city less than a 1 in 3 chance of winning the 
appeal. The only recourse after that administrative appeal is to try the federal appeals 
court, he said.  
 
On top of those $400 million in improvements, Mr. Moylan said, EPA is discussing 
requiring work that he said he could cost $1.2 billion for the city, to meet renewal terms 
for its storm water permit, and several other measures that could cost between $5 
million and $20 million.  
 
Several councilors called the situation ridiculous, particularly after Mr. Moylan said the 
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federal Clean Water Act “doesn’t recognize recessions. They just keep rolling out” the 
orders for improvements.  
 
Councilor-at-large Michael Germain said, “We need to put a stake in the ground and say 
no more.” If appeals do not work, he mentioned civil disobedience as an option. 
“Somebody has to stand up to these people and say enough is enough.”  
 
But District 2 Councilor Philip P. Palmieri observed that protesting environmental 
mandates when it is time to raise sewer rates seems like an annual “rite of passage” for 
city councilors. While he agreed the city can not afford the more than $1 billion worth of 
work, he said after discussions of civil disobedience, “I think every single councilor here 
would look good behind bars.”  
 
The councilors said they appreciate the need to clean the environment, but some said 
they would rather pay the legal fees to go to the federal appeals court than submit to the 
EPA’s orders.  
 
City councilors also were unhappy to hear from Mr. Moylan that the city’s purchase of 
13,000 street lights from National Grid, discussed during last year’s budget 
deliberations, still is not complete. District 1 Councilor Joffrey A. Smith worried that now 
the city will be liable for a recently announced rate hike because the purchase has not 
been completed.  
 
The city planned on saving $1.2.million by buying the street lights from National Grid, 
even taking into account that the company, the city’s largest taxpayer, would no longer 
be paying taxes on the street lights, Mr. Moylan said.  
 
He said negotiations were complex, particularly around liability issues, but he expects 
them to be completed this month. If they are, then, he said, he does not expect the city 
to have to pay the rate hike, although he acknowledged the city will realize only half the 
savings this year because of the delay.  
 
Nick Kotsopoulos of the Telegram & Gazette staff contributed to this report.  
 
 


Lawmakers Seen Weighing Narrower Effort To Address Gas Fracking Risks 
(Inside EPA) 
 
Tuesday, February 02, 2010 
Key House lawmakers seeking to allow EPA to regulate the controversial natural gas 
drilling practice known as hydraulic fracturing, or fracking, appear to be considering 
more limited legislation that requires disclosure of fracking chemicals but stops short of 
giving EPA authority to regulate the practice under the Safe Drinking Water Act 
(SDWA), industry sources say.  
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While proponents say they will continue to push for legislation that restores EPA’s 
authority to regulate the practice under SDWA, they also note that disclosure will 
provide important data about chemicals that may be contaminating drinking water. EPA 
is also investigating the impact of fracking on drinking water.  


Moving the disclosure requirements now, without the controversial regulatory 
provisions, could give proponents a quick win while satisfying critics who say SDWA 
rules are unnecessary, one industry source says.  


At the same time, environmentalists are expanding their efforts to win stricter regulation 
of the practice under existing authorities. Activists are increasingly pushing EPA and the 
Department of Interior to use existing authorities to allow quick oversight of fracturing 
while Congress continues to debate the need for broader fracking regulation.  


Fracking is a controversial type of drilling for natural gas where water and chemicals are 
forced into the ground to crack shale formations and release natural gas so it can be 
extracted. But Congress’ 2005 decision to exempt the practice from regulation under the 
drinking water law has prompted considerable concern, especially given growing use of 
the practice and increasing demand for natural gas as a cleaner burning fuel than coal.  


Balancing Climate and Drinking Water Concerns  


The issue has been particularly tricky for some environmentalists and Democrats who 
are seeking to encourage increased use of the fuel as a way to limit greenhouse gas 
emissions -- but who are concerned that it could result in increased contamination of 
drinking water.  


Many environmentalists are backing H.R. 2766, introduced by Rep. Diana DeGette (D-
CO), and S. 1215, introduced by Sen. Bob Casey (D-PA), which seek to reinstate EPA’s 
authority to regulate the practice, while also requiring industry to disclose the chemicals 
they use in fracking.  


Some industry officials, however, oppose reregulation, charging it will undermine their 
efforts to recover domestic natural gas supplies that increasing energy independence 
and decrease greenhouse gas emissions.  


Now, Congress is again focusing on the issue in light of a recent merger deal between 
ExxonMobil and the extraction company XTO, which included a provision that allowed 
ExxonMobil to back out of the merger if new legislation outlaws fracking or makes it 
commercially impracticable.  


At a hearing on the impact of the merger on U.S. energy markets before the House 
Energy & Commerce environment panel Jan. 20, DeGette won public confirmation from 
the top officials of the two companies that they do not object to disclosure as long as 
proprietary information is protected. She also pressed the executives to prove that 
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federal disclosure requirements would be more expensive than various different state 
disclosure requirements.  


A DeGette spokesman says the congresswoman continues to press her bill as 
introduced, and says strategy for moving the measure has not been decided.  


Emerging Support  


But industry attorneys say that comments by DeGette and other lawmakers at the 
hearing may show emerging support for moving only the disclosure portion of the bill. 
The industry attorney points out that DeGette frequently referred to disclosure 
requirements without raising the SDWA regulation portion of her bill, a move that may 
open the door to moving a limited measure that could gain more support. “To the extent 
that she intends to push more the disclosure portion of the bill, that is something that 
Congress as a whole would be more amenable to,” the source says.  


A second industry attorney notes that lawmakers on the panel mentioned the 
importance of a pending EPA fracking study in guiding future policy, which seems to 
show that lawmakers believe they need more information before moving forward with 
the regulatory portion of the bill. “It doesn’t make sense and there is no support for 
doing anything more until the scientific evaluation is complete,” the source says.  


Rep. Edward Markey (D-MA), the panel chair, appeared to echo this argument when he 
twice mentioned the importance of EPA’s pending study in his remarks at the hearing. 
“Congress recently urged the EPA to study the potential impacts of hydraulic fracturing 
on drinking water sources. The results of that study will help to guide policy to ensure 
adequate protection of public health and the environment,” Markey said in his opening 
remarks, according to a transcript of the hearing.  


The study requirement, included in report language attached to EPA’s fiscal year 2010 
spending law, asks the agency to conduct a study of the drinking water impacts of 
fracking.  


In addition to a possible narrowing of the legislation, some say shifting political 
momentum on climate change may help the success of some type of fracking legislation 
in 2010. For example, a blog on the Web site of the law firm Bracewell & Giuliani says 
that as the prospects of climate cap-and-trade legislation have faded, support for an 
“environment-friendly” energy bill have grown, and that the sponsors of the fracking bill 
will likely try to include the measure in any proposed energy bill.  


But one oil and gas industry source says DeGette’s focus on the disclosure portion of 
the bill is more an effort to downplay the impact of her bill than an effort to narrow the 
measure. “What DeGette is trying to do is create the perception that the bill is merely 
setting in place a mechanism of standardized disclosure of chemicals,” the source says. 
“The true burden of the DeGette bill is the imposition of additional regulation of 
fracking,” the source says. -- Kate Winston  
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Activists’ Petitions Forcing Stricter EPA Oversight Of State Water Rules (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Tuesday, February 02, 2010 
Environmentalists are increasingly petitioning EPA to withdraw states’ authority to 
administer the Clean Water Act (CWA) in a tactic that is already winning stricter agency 
oversight of some states’ water quality programs -- and may even bolster Obama 
administration vows to strengthen state programs.  


EPA Region I officials earlier this month struck down a draft discharge permit issued by 
regulators for a facility in Vermont -- one of the states activists are targeting -- in the first 
such action by the region, possibly ever, sources say. The agency charged that the 
state permit relaxed allowable nitrogen pollution limits without considering downstream 
impacts on impaired waters in another state.  


The region’s action comes in the wake of a slew of petitions environmentalists have filed 
urging EPA to withdraw states’ delegated authority. In the latest of these petitions, 
groups in Alabama Jan.14 urged EPA to withdraw the Yellowhammer State’s delegated 
authority to administer the water act, citing lax collection of monitoring data, delayed 
and inadequate permits and a failure to inspect major dischargers, the petition says.  


The Alabama petition is the latest in a series of requests environmentalists have filed 
over the past 18 months that activists say are aimed not at removing the state’s 
authority to enforce the federal law but to prompt stronger federal oversight and stricter 
state rules. The Alabama petition follows similar actions in Alaska, Indiana, Illinois, 
Iowa, and last December, Maryland -- a state that is already subject to strict EPA 
oversight as part of the agency’s push to clean up the Chesapeake Bay.  


The petitions -- which target states with delegated CWA programs -- focus on a diverse 
number of issues, with the groups in Illinois and Iowa concerned about inadequate state 
rules governing concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs), Indiana groups 
focused on antidegradation provisions, and activists in Alabama and Maryland 
concerned about inadequate state stormwater and other point source permits.  


Seeking EPA Scrutiny  


To address the concerns, the groups are seeking closer EPA scrutiny of the state 
programs as well as other measures to strengthen the state programs. For example, the 
petition against Maryland’s program urges EPA to require the state to increase permit 
fees, provide greater transparency and other measures.  


The petitions are not coordinated efforts, activists say, but rather demonstrate a growing 
trend among groups to seek stronger oversight from EPA in state implementation of the 



http://insideepa.com/secure/data_extra/dir_10/epa2010_0174.pdf
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CWA, particularly given Administrator Lisa Jackson’s vows to strengthen state 
programs.  


Since taking office, the Obama administration has ramped up oversight of state 
programs, in the wake of an agency study that found significant flaws in state 
enforcement of the water act and other delegated programs. Last year, for example, 
Jackson unveiled an action plan to bolster state enforcement, a plan that Region I is 
citing as one reason for blocking the Vermont permit.  


At the same time, Jackson has also said that she is willing to consider withdrawing 
states’ authority if states do not comply with agency efforts to strengthen their programs. 
“Many of these state programs are 20, 30 years old, and we might even need to hit the 
reset button and say, ‘OK, we’re going to hold you to a standard. If you’re doing your 
job, great, but if you’re not, we’re going to be here going inside until you are’,” the 
administrator told the New Orleans Times-Picayune last year. “We often say we’re 
partners, but we’re also delegating our authority to a state, and of course, ultimately that 
means your ultimate answer would be to take it back,” she said.  


While some environmentalists admit that Jackson is more intensely focusing on state 
programs that the past administration, they believe that filing the petitions forces the 
agency to look at specific states and how they implement the CWA.  


A source involved with the petition targeting Vermont’s program says that some of the 
petitions are aimed at rectifying problems that arose during the Bush administration 
when EPA was granting states too much deference. “I don’t think it’s surprising that 
after eight years of a hands-off approach that you’d see state programs have slipped,” 
the source says.  


Region's Rejection  


The source welcomed Region I’s recent objection to Vermont’s draft permit, saying the 
agency’s concerns echo concerns raised in activists’ petition seeking to withdraw the 
state’s authority. “Vermont is not responsive to the bottom line. I’m not surprised that 
things have gotten to the point with Vermont that EPA is taking formal action to say ‘yes, 
you’re out of compliance.’ There is going to have to be a dramatic change in the way 
Vermont implements the program,” the source says.  


An environmentalist involved in the Maryland effort says petitioners do not expect EPA 
to actually withdraw the state authority -- an approach EPA has long opposed given the 
increased resource burden the agency would face if federal officials were to step in. 
“Realistically, if we get a strong reaction from EPA,” and perhaps an audit of the state 
program with either recommendations or mandates for change, “I would certainly be 
satisfied with that,” the source says.  


“Ultimately we . . . took this action because we felt like there [were] Band-Aids put over 
these . . . problems,” the source says. The environmentalists “felt we needed to do 
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something to say it’s more systemic than that.” Sources say there has been no formal 
response yet from EPA on the Maryland petition, and there is no legal timeline for 
response.  


But such petitions give activists considerable leverage over both EPA and state 
programs and they are already bearing fruit.  


In addition to Region I’s opposition to the Vermont permit, other states are also 
responding to the pressure. In Illinois, regulators last month revised the state’s 
permitting requirements for CAFOs that went beyond some EPA public participation 
requirements to comply with demands in a long-pending withdrawal petition filed by the 
Environmental Integrity Project and other groups. Environmentalists who filed the 
petition say that while they are pleased the state has strengthened its permit, they are 
leaving the petition in place to ensure the state implements its new CAFO permit. 
“We’re still pursuing the petition,” a source said.  


And in North Carolina, activists succeeded in having EPA block a controversial state 
guidance for mitigating water quality harms from hydroelectric projects -- though without 
a formal petition seeking to withdraw the state’s delegated authority.  


A state source agrees that it is unlikely EPA will remove authority from any of the states 
facing petitions, since “it will cost them double what they’re paying now, if not triple,” to 
implement the CWA. “And that is something that they’re going to have a very difficult 
time absorbing in very many places,” the source says.  


“We feel like the states have a very strong role in these programs,” and that the 
“difficulties that we’re facing now are largely budget ones.” To that end, the source says 
that state agents recently met with EPA leadership and, in part, discussed problems that 
states are facing, particularly with budgeting shortfalls and implementation of new rules 
coming out of the agency.  


For instance, the source says, Georgia has seen a 43 percent cut to its program over 
the last year. The source says that EPA and the states are hoping to work together in 
the future to discuss “process improvement programs” to better streamline state actions. 
-- Erica Martinson  
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Sheboygan River cleanup heads to next phase (Sheboygan Press) 
 
Two informational sessions planned for this week 
 
By JOSH LINTEREUR 
Sheboygan Press staff  
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Officials are finalizing plans for the next phase of a now decades-old project to dredge 
contaminated sediments from the Sheboygan River. 


Work could begin as early as this spring to remove polychlorinated byphenyls — a 
known carcinogen, commonly called PCBs — from the lower stretches of the river 
between the Waelderhaus Dam in Kohler and the inner harbor near Lake Michigan. 


The details, including the exact location of the dredging work and disposal locations, will 
be worked out in the coming weeks. 


The Environmental Protection Agency is overseeing the project with assistance from the 
state, City of Sheboygan and Sheboygan County. 


Meanwhile, local officials are also considering applying for a federal grant to cover 
additional PCB cleanup work not covered by the upcoming EPA-led project. 


Their hope is that a clean river will benefit the environment and lead to new 
development on shore. 


"We want the river to be healthy again," said Jim Hulbert, county planning director. "If 
we don't get the contamination out of the river, we may still have adverse environmental 
impacts. It's also very important from an economic development perspective." 


The public can provide input on both projects and hear updates from state, local and 
federal officials during a pair of meetings being held this week. The first meeting begins 
at 7 p.m. Thursday at the Fine Arts Theater on the University of Wisconsin-Sheboygan 
campus. A second meeting will be held at 12:30 p.m. Friday at the Blue Harbor Resort 
and Conference Center. 


One of the most significant — and controversial — issues still to be settled revolves 
around where to dewater and dispose of the waste. 


The most contaminated sediments will be trucked to Michigan, according to Hulbert. 
Less-contaminated sediments will likely go to a landfill in Chilton, although if it's cost 
effective, it's possible that some of the waste will remain in the county. 


Hulbert said at least one local township has expressed interest in storing it, though he 
wouldn't disclose which one. 


The dredging project dates to the mid 1980s when a 14-mile stretch of the river was 
designated as a hazardous waste site under the federal Superfund act. 


The site runs from Sheboygan Falls to the mouth of the river in Sheboygan, with PCB 
contamination traced to the former Tecumseh Products Co. plant in Sheboygan Falls. 
Past estimates put the entire project's cost at $40 million. 
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The first phase of the cleanup project was completed in 2007 covering a 3.4-mile 
section between Sheboygan Falls and the Waelderhaus Dam. The upcoming phase will 
cover the remaining portion of the 14-mile Superfund site. 


Tom Wentland, DNR waste management engineer, said the agency will eventually set 
up a monitoring program to gauge the effectiveness of the dredging operation. 


However, Hulbert said the Superfund-designated work won't remove all remaining 
contamination from the river, which is why local officials are considering applying for 
additional project funding through the federal Great Lakes Legacy Act. 


Money from that program would cover 60 percent of the cost to remove additional 
contaminants not removed by the Superfund work. The remainder would have to come 
from local governments. 


Taken together, the two projects would cover the dredging and disposal of up to 
200,000 cubic yards of sediment from the lower river and harbor. 


Sheboygan Mayor Bob Ryan favors the additional cleanup work, saying it would result 
in a cleaner and more navigable river. Currently, the river gets too shallow for many 
boats outside of the harbor area. 


The EPA's official decision on the project's scope, issued in 2000, calls for between 2 to 
4 feet of contaminated sediment to be removed. A layer of gravel will be left in its place. 
The legacy act work would likely take it deeper. 


Ryan said that in a perfect world the river would be 10 feet deep from 14th Street to 
Eighth Street and 14 feet deep from there to the lake. 


"Navigation is a fringe benefit to pulling out those pollutants," Ryan said. "Whether we 
can achieve that is another story." 


If they do, Ryan believes the economic impact would be huge. 


"From a tourism standpoint, we could entertain cruise boats in our harbor, and wouldn't 
it be nice if you had a condo on the river and were able to park your boat out back," 
Ryan said. 


 
 
Coastal restoration in 2011 White House budget (Associated Press) 
Story also appeared: WXVT News 
 
Associated Press - February 3, 2010 5:34 AM ET  
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NEW ORLEANS (AP) - In its 2011 budget proposal, the White House wants to spend 
$35.6 million on coastal restoration projects in Louisiana. 


Garret Graves, a coastal adviser to Gov. Bobby Jindal, said the budget demonstrates 
that President Barack Obama is serious about fixing Louisiana's coastal problems. 


But the amount for Louisiana fell far short of spending on restoration in other parts of 
the country. For example, the president's budget would give the Environmental 
Protection Agency $300 million for the Great Lakes Restoration Initiative and a 
combined $255 million to the Army Corps of Engineers and Interior Department for 
South Florida ecosystem restoration efforts. 


The White House's budget proposals will be taken up by Congress. 


 


CA-POW files suit against Greece seeking to stop Dewey Avenue Wal-Mart 
(RocNow) 
Meaghan M. McDermott – Staff writer 
Local News – February 3, 2010 - 5:00am 


Alleging violations of the federal Clean Water Act, an environmental group has filed suit 
against Greece seeking to halt new development, including the construction of a Wal-
Mart supercenter on Dewey Avenue. 


The suit was filed Jan. 20 in U.S. District Court on behalf of Citizens Alert: Protect Our 
Waters (CA-POW). CA-POW attorney David Seeger said the group includes Greece 
and Monroe County residents, some of whom were also part of Residents Against Wal-
Mart, a citizen’s group that last year lost a legal bid to prevent the 146,000 square-foot 
Wal-Mart from being built at Northgate Plaza. 


According to the lawsuit, CA-POW alleges the town never properly adopted a storm 
water management plan as called for in the Clean Water Act. According to the 
Environmental Protection Agency, such plans are in place to minimize harm caused to 
bodies of water by storm water runoff. Runoff flows over land, parking lots, streets and 
rooftops, picking up contaminants, debris and chemicals that could affect overall water 
quality if left untreated. The suit also alleges the town has not and does not properly 
require developers to submit storm water pollution prevention plans for proposed 
construction sites. 
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Robert Koegel, an attorney representing the town, said the suit is without merit. He said 
the town has a storm water management plan as part of the Stormwater Coalition of 
Monroe County and complies with all aspects of the Clean Water Act. 


“The town will vigorously oppose this lawsuit and will seek any and all costs or 
sanctions it can under the law,” he said. 


Seeger said CA-POW is asking the court to declare that Greece is violating the Clean 
Water Act, enjoin the town from approving site plans, granting subdivision approvals or 
issue building permits for projects that did not comply with Clean Water Act provisions, 
and levy fines against the town. 
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EDITORIAL / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 
================================================================== 


EPA must reverse decision on biomass emissions (NRToday.com) 
 
The News-Review, 
An Environmental Protection Agency decision that threatens plans to convert wood 
waste to fuel is the wrong decision, at the wrong time, for the wrong reasons. We 
support legislative efforts to have that decision reversed. 
 
Biomass projects have sprung up in several areas of the country as a partial solution to 
the nation's energy requirements. Just last year the Umpqua National Forest was home 
to the test of a technique called fast pyrolysis, which converts wood chips into bio-oil 
and a very beneficial soil amendment called bio-char. 
 
County Commissioner Joe Laurance has called Douglas County the Saudi Arabia of 
biomass as he promotes conversion of the enormous stores of wood debris and wood 
waste in the county to energy. 
 
Fast pyrolysis and Douglas County are small players right now for those who hope to 
find an inexpensive, renewable, clean source of energy to reduce our reliance upon oil 
— especially foreign oil. Projects and plants are started or planned in many rural 
communities around the country. 
 
In fact, about the time the EPA was issuing its decision to treat biomass emissions the 
same way it treats those from fossil fuels — raising the complexity and cost of the 
nascent industry — Gov. Ted Kulongoski was awarding $3 million in federal grants for 
bio-fuels: $1.7 million to Lakeview Cogeneration in Lake County to produce electricity 
and heat from wood wastes; $1 million for Farm Power in Tillamook to produce 
electricity from manure and dairy waste; and $275,000 for Integrated Biomass Energy in 
Wallowa County. 
 
Biomass projects across the country are imperiled by the decision, which appears to be 
largely a response to those who are concerned about the possibility of additional timber 
operations and who argue the process is detrimental to the environment. 
 
Those who object to the decision make the case that enormous quantities of biomass 
burn every year, in the open with no opportunity for the use of air scrubbers, due to 
naturally occurring fires and as the by-product of logging operations. 
 
Oregon Rep. Peter DeFazio, who few would consider to be a shill for the timber 
industry, said, “Recycling wood waste from our national forests to produce local, clean 
energy and create rural jobs is a no-brainer. But these efforts have been undermined by 
pressure from misguided environmental groups on (the) EPA to classify renewable 
biomass as a pollutant on par with dirty coal.” 
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We think he has it right. The EPA needs to reconsider this decision and allow the effort 
a chance to succeed. 


 
 


AIR 
================================================================== 
July 13, 2010 


Kerry Looking to Strike Deal With Utilities on Carbon Emissions Cap (New York 
Times) 


 
By ROBIN BRAVENDER AND JOSH VOORHEES of ClimateWire 
Senate Democrats are searching for a way to entice the utility sector to sign on to an 
industrywide emissions cap in a final bid to salvage President Obama's goal of pricing 
carbon this year. 
 
Sen. John Kerry (D-Mass.) told reporters yesterday that conversations between 
Democrats and utilities are ongoing and that he remained optimistic that they could 
strike a deal. Convincing the electric power industry to back a scaled-down carbon cap 
as part of a utility-only proposal is widely seen as the Senate's best shot at directly 
limiting greenhouse gas emissions this year. 
 
"I think one could work out some formula that appeals to industry," said Kerry, who is 
the co-author of a sweeping cap-and-trade bill that prices carbon emissions across 
multiple sectors of the economy, including utilities. 
 
"I think there's something hopefully we'll be able to do that moves in the right direction," 
Kerry said of efforts to include carbon-pricing language in the broad energy and climate 
package Democrats hope to bring to the floor in the coming weeks. "I can't tell you what 
it is yet." 
 
Kerry and other senators are hoping to convince Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-
Nev.) to include a carbon pricing mechanism in the final energy package that Reid is 
planning to send to the floor this month. Kerry has been working with Sens. Joe 
Lieberman (I-Conn.) and Olympia Snowe (R-Maine) on climate language to be added to 
an energy bill, according to a Senate aide familiar with the discussions. That could take 
the form of a cap on only electric utilities, the aide said. 
 
"There is a lot of work going on with Harry Reid and his staff, and a lot of intervention 
with a lot of different offices, and there are a bunch of meetings in the next few days," 
Kerry said. "So hopefully, you know, a piece of legislation comes together. I'm very 
optimistic that we can pass something here that deals with energy and gets us started in 
the right direction. If it's the best we can do, it's the best we can do." 
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Reid will meet with Democratic committee leaders this week to review options for the 
energy package and hopes to announce a decision by the end of this week, Reid 
spokesman Jim Manley said. 
 
Reid and other top Senate Democrats will meet with President Obama today to discuss 
the administration's legislative priorities during the four or five weeks before the August 
recess. In addition to an energy debate, the president wants the Senate to take up 
financial regulatory reform, a tax extenders bill, a small business lending package, an 
arms control agreement and Elena Kagan's Supreme Court nomination, White House 
press secretary Robert Gibbs said yesterday. 
 
Utilities have been mixed in their reactions to the power plant-first approach. The Edison 
Electric Institute -- a trade group whose members represent about 70 percent of the 
U.S. electric power industry -- has not taken a public position on a utility-only emission 
cap. White House officials met last week to discuss energy and climate legislation with 
Senate staffers and representatives of EEI, according to a White House aide. 
 
Several utilities, including Duke Energy Corp., have said the plan would offer regulatory 
certainty as companies look to make significant new investments over the next several 
decades. Still, broad industry buy-in is seen as critical to moving the legislation. 
 
Kerry said that several concessions could be used to get the industry on board, 
including pre-empting U.S. EPA climate regulations. The Kerry-Lieberman bill would 
have blocked EPA from regulating stationary sources under several major Clean Air Act 
programs. 
 
"You'd have to work on some of the pre-emption pieces," Kerry said. "You'd have to do 
some pieces, you'd have to make sure it's scaled correctly." 
 
Industry officials are concerned that EPA climate rules for stationary sources, which are 
expected to kick in next January, will have damaging economic consequences and 
could be thrown out in court, creating regulatory uncertainty. Environmentalists have 
indicated a willingness to support pre-emption of some Clean Air Act provisions for 
sectors given carbon caps capped by Congress but have indicated staunch opposition 
to pre-empting EPA rules for industries outside of such a cap. 
 
Sen. George Voinovich (R-Ohio) said yesterday that EPA pre-emption would be 
necessary to win utilities' support to become the first capped sector. 
 
"Utility companies have made it very clear to me that they want as complete a pre-
emption as they possibly can get if they're going to buy any kind of their sector-only 
legislation," Voinovich said. 
 
Still, other lawmakers are dubious about the prospects for any cap on carbon emissions 
clearing the Senate this year. 
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Sen. Richard Lugar (R-Ind.), whose energy efficiency bill is among the options the 
Senate is choosing from as it heads toward a floor debate, said an "energy only" bill that 
avoids carbon caps is the best way to reach the needed 60 votes. "If you can't get to 60 
on that, I suspect you can't get to 60," Lugar said. 
 
Sen. Lamar Alexander (R-Tenn.) said he does not think a measure capping carbon will 
pass the Senate. 
 
"Someone might offer it as an amendment to an energy bill, but I don't think it will 
succeed this year, nor do I think it should," Alexander said. "This is not the year to pass 
an energy tax in the middle of a recession." 
 
Instead, Alexander said, the Senate ought to focus on cleaning up the oil spill in the Gulf 
of Mexico and take up several energy policies that have bipartisan support, including 
promoting electric cars, nuclear power and energy research and development. 
Alexander also wants the Senate to move forward on a bill he is co-sponsoring with 
Sen. Tom Carper (D-Del.) to slash air pollution from power plants. 
 
"That's a lot to talk about and it would be a substantial achievement this year," 
Alexander said. "But cap and trade won't work this year." 
 
 


 


Devon Energy needs to provide industry leadearship in Barnett Shale (Fort Worth 
Star-Telegram)  
 
Texas 
July 14, 2010 Wednesday 
SECTION: C 
Devon Energy  needs to provide industry leadership in Barnett Shale 
 
By MITCHELL SCHNURMAN; mschnurman@star-telegram.com 
Devon Energy Corp.  works the Barnett Shale the right way. It's the biggest natural gas 
producer in the region and at the same time has become an industry leader on the 
environment. 
 
With several initiatives, Devon, based in Oklahoma City, has cut greenhouse gases, 
limited emissions and recycled more than 400 million gallons of water used in "fracking" 
wells. Over the past decade, it has won numerous awards for its efforts, which boosted 
the bottom line as well as the environment. 
 
On older wells, Devon is replacing one part -- a valve about the size of a pinkie finger -- 
that costs $300 and lets the company capture more gas and rack up carbon credits. 
One valve cuts methane emissions by 90 percent, which is the equivalent of taking 16 
cars off the road.  
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No one doubts that Devon is a big believer in such initiatives. But last month, Devon 
wrote the state comptroller to oppose a bill that would require the valve replacements. 
 
Devon also opposed a proposal for "green" well completions, even though it uses the 
technique on the vast majority of its Barnett Shale wells -- and the process generated 
$38 million in extra revenue in 2007. 
 
Devon also shot down a call for vapor recovery units for storage tanks and the prospect 
of replacing combustion engines with electric motors. 
 
The big hang-up? Devon wants the changes to be voluntary , not mandatory. 
 
"There are spots where the technology works and spots where it doesn't," says Darren 
Smith, a manager of Devon's environmental, health and safety department. "Mandate 
these activities, and there can be a real business disruption." 
 
In its letter, Devon said the mandates on emissions would ultimately hurt capital 
investment. It warned of fewer wells and jobs, lower taxes for cities, smaller royalties for 
residents and the risk that gas companies would shift operations. 
 
Reciting that litany of unintended consequences is a business reflex whenever 
government proposes more regulation. But it's dismaying that Devon is falling back on 
that playbook, because right now, the industry needs leaders that will set the bar high -- 
not just for their companies but for every player. 
 
After the BP spill in the Gulf of Mexico, everybody knows that you can't rely on voluntary 
compliance for anything. Before that, we had the meltdown on Wall Street, the 
mortgage lending debacle, the never-ending buildup of housing inventory. All drove 
home a message that no less an economic authority than Alan Greenspan later 
articulated: Companies will sacrifice a lot, even their future, for a quick buck. 
 
Closer to home, in the Barnett Shale, there have been reasons to lose faith, too -- or at 
least to insist that any trust be verified. Several communities, led by the small town of 
Dish, have said residents are suffering ill effects from the gas business. 
 
Yet state regulators consistently say all is well. This year, the Texas Commission on 
Environmental Quality lost much of its credibility when it told the Fort Worth City Council 
that the air was safe -- and failed to disclose that it later learned that three air samples 
scored high for benzene, a cancer-causing agent. 
 
Follow-up tests showed that contaminant levels fell, but the commission never shared 
the complete information with city or state leaders. The test results came to light 
because of an internal complaint and fraud investigation, which was revealed by Forrest 
Wilder at the Texas Observer . 
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The disclosure enraged state Sen. Wendy Davis, D-Fort Worth, who had met with the 
commission's top officials repeatedly and never heard a hint about a discrepancy. Now 
she may introduce a bill to make it a crime for public officials to withhold information that 
affects public health. 
 
Fort Worth and Dish are pursuing their own air quality tests because residents don't 
have confidence in the state's results. Meanwhile, the Environmental Protection 
Agency is also wading in. Wilder reported that environmentalists had pleaded with the 
EPA to intervene in Texas issues because the state agency was far too cozy with 
industry. 
 
The clash between the state and the feds was on display last week when the EPA held 
a huge public meeting in Fort Worth to hear residents' stories about gas drilling. An EPA 
study is focusing on water issues in fracking, but the EPA's Dallas office is also looking 
into air quality. 
 
The day before, Gov. Rick Perry pre-empted the EPA event by launching a Texas 
initiative on energy. He's pulling together university programs and experts to study the 
Gulf, gas drilling and more. Perry wants industry to underwrite the program, unbothered 
by the conflict that creates. 
 
How low is the trust factor in the Barnett Shale? It says a lot when separate government 
entities -- the environmental commission, the EPA and individual cities -- are spending 
taxpayer money on the same thing. 
 
In this setting, gas companies can't hew to the "voluntary, not mandatory" line, not if 
they hope to win public support. Devon may have the money and wherewithal to adopt 
eco-friendly policies, but others don't. 
 
The solution is not to let companies off the hook. Force them to figure out ways to meet 
higher standards. 
 
"What Devon does is not the norm in the industry," says Ramon Alvarez, senior scientist 
at the Environmental Defense Fund in Austin. "That's why regulations are worth having -
- to bring the whole industry along." 
 
By design, Devon avoided drilling in Pennsylvania, New York and Colorado, where 
opposition emerged with a vengeance. That was a savvy business move, but the 
controversy has come home now. 
 
So why not champion the solutions? 
 
Mitchell Schnurman's column appears Sundays and Wednesdays. 817-390-7821 
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EPA seeks comment in Denver on fracking study (Associated Press) 
 
By CATHERINE TSAI (AP)  
DENVER — Natural gas industry groups on Tuesday urged the Environmental 
Protection Agency to limit the scope of an upcoming study on the effects of a natural 
gas extraction process known as fracking. 
Some environmental groups want the federal agency to also examine eventual effects 
on air quality. The EPA held the second of four public meetings to gather comments 
about its upcoming study on how drinking water might be affected by a method of 
extracting natural gas. 


The process — called hydraulic fracturing, or fracking — pumps water and chemicals 
underground at high pressure to help extract trapped oil and natural gas. The fluids help 
open fractures in shale formations, allowing natural gas to flow from the breaks into a 
well. 


Fracking has been around for decades, but amid a natural gas drilling boom, members 
of Congress have questioned whether it could taint drinking water or harm human 
health. Critics said a 2004 EPA study that found no evidence of threats to drinking water 
was flawed. 


The EPA doesn't regulate fracking, leaving that process to states. U.S. Reps. Diana 
DeGette and Jared Polis, both Colorado Democrats, are among those pushing for 
federal oversight. 


Besides potential effects on drinking water, critics have raised concerns including 
whether fracking, which can use millions of gallons of water, could deplete aquifers. 


America's Natural Gas Alliance, an advocacy group for the gas industry, submitted 
comments last week that, in part, supported focusing the study on effects on drinking 
water. It also sought input on the makeup of EPA study and advisory panels. 


"History demonstrates that hydraulic fracturing can generate abundant, secure energy 
supplies, without adverse consequences to drinking water," alliance President and CEO 
Regina Hopper said in a letter to the EPA. 


Las Animas County resident Tracy Dahl, though, suspects that his southern Colorado 
well, which has produced clean, clear drinking water for the last seven years, was 
muddied by fracking at an adjacent property June 30. 


"That evening, we checked the cistern and there was 500 gallons of murky, nasty water 
where it had always been clean before," Dahl said before the meeting. "Seems to me to 
be a pretty direct correlation. Whether we can prove it or not is another matter." 


He said he is now driving 80 miles roundtrip to Trinidad to get drinking water. 
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"I saw this coming years ago. I was petitioning every politician I could think of to try to 
come up with stronger regulations to prevent this. Then to have to just see it happen 
anyway, it's fantastically frustrating," said Dahl, a 51-year-old technical specialist in 
renewable energy. 


Colorado Oil and Gas Conversation Commission Director Dave Neslin said most of 
Colorado's 42,000 active oil and gas wells rely on fracking and that the commission has 
investigated hundreds of groundwater complaints over the years but found no verified 
instance of fracking harming groundwater. 


The EPA held its first public meetings on the study last week in Fort Worth, Texas. 
Other meetings are scheduled July 22 in Canonsburg, Pa., and Aug. 12 in Binghamton, 
N.Y. 


 
 
July 14, 2010 


EPA approves Manitowoc County air quality (Herald Times Reporter) 
 
Herald Times Reporter 
MANITOWOC — Manitowoc and Door counties are in compliance with federal 
standards for ozone, Gov. Jim Doyle's office said Tuesday. 
 
The counties were redesignated as in attainment with health standards for ozone, or 
smog, by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The compliance was shown by 
outdoor air monitoring from 2006 to 2009. 
 
In fall 2009, Doyle requested the EPA redesignate nine Wisconsin counties as in 
attainment of the ozone standard. Other counties the agency is expected to act on are 
Sheboygan, Ozaukee, Washington, Milwaukee, Kenosha, Racine and Waukesha 
counties. Kewaunee County previously was designated as in compliance. 
 
 
 
July 13, 2010 


Heavy-duty trucks must reduce idling under new NC rule (Citizen-Times) 
 
STAFF REPORTS  
Operators of heavy-duty trucks must reduce unnecessary idling to help improve air 
quality in North Carolina, under a new rule that took effect this week. 
 
The state Environmental Management Commission adopted the rule in July 2009, but 
its effective date was delayed until the end of the 2010 session of the General 
Assembly. The EMC adopted the rule as part of the state’s efforts to reduce air pollution 
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in order to meet more stringent federal air quality standards. The rule applies to on-road 
gasoline and diesel-powered motor vehicles with a loaded weight greater than 10,000 
pounds. 
 
Under the rule, operators should not idle their vehicles more than five consecutive 
minutes in any 60-minute period except for instances dealing with safety, health and 
economic concerns. For example, trucks and buses can idle if necessary to perform 
essential functions such as refrigerating, hoisting, loading and responding to 
emergencies. The rule also exempts farm and military trucks. 
 
“Exhaust from idling trucks is a significant source of air pollution that we can’t ignore,” 
said Sheila Holman, director of the N.C. Division of Air Quality. “The idle rule will help 
improve air quality while conserving large amounts of fuel.” 
 
The state Division of Air Quality estimates the rule will reduce nitrogen oxide, or NOx, 
emissions, the primary cause of ozone in North Carolina, by up to 1,300 tons per year. 
In comparison, two coal-fired power plant units in the Asheville area emitted 485 tons of 
NOx in 2007. 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency adopted more stringent standards for ozone in 
2008 and particle pollution in 2006. The agency is expected to adopt an even stricter 
ozone standard in August. Many of North Carolina’s counties currently are not meeting 
the 2008 ozone standard, and that number is likely to increase when the EPA 
strengthens the standard. The EPA is expected to designate a number of counties as 
non-attainment for ozone, and such areas could face tougher restrictions on industry.  
 
Although complying with the idle rule may involve some costs or inconveniences for 
truckers, those costs should be more than offset by fuel savings, in addition to the 
improvements in air quality. The Division of Air Quality estimates the idle rule will save 
up to 9 million gallons of fuel per year overall. The rule also could reduce emissions of 
carbon dioxide, the most common greenhouse gas, by as much as 100,000 tons per 
year. 
 
Many truckers idle their trucks to provide power for air conditioners, refrigerators and 
other equipment while stopping to rest. However, truckers can avoid such idling by 
resting at truck stops that provide electricity and other services or by installing auxiliary 
power units, or APUs, to provide their own electricity. 
 
Even though APUs can cost as much as $10,000 to install in a truck, the Division of Air 
Quality estimates that the fuel and wear-and-tear savings from reduced idling would 
offset those costs in about one to two years for most trucks, depending on fuel costs. In 
addition, the Division of Air Quality is offering rebates to some truckers who install APUs 
in their vehicles. Information about APU rebates can be found at 
http://www.ncair.org/motor/Rebates/. 
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In addition to the idle rule, the state Division of Air Quality started a public awareness 
effort to reduce unnecessary idling voluntarily for cars and trucks. As part of that effort, 
the state agency is distributing free signs that urge drivers to reduce idling at schools 
and other areas. More information about the idle reduction program can be found at 
www.ncair.org/motor/idle. 
 
 


EPA Proposal Targets Power Plant Pollution in 31 States (Epoch Times) 
 
By Conan Milner 
Epoch Times Staff  
Created: Jul 13, 2010 Last Updated: Jul 13, 2010  
Coal-fired power plants in 31 states may soon face a new set of regulations. The U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has recently proposed a plan to cut pollution. 
(Jeff Haynes/Getty Images) Coal-fired power plants in 31 states may soon face a new 
set of regulations. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has recently 
proposed a plan to cut pollution said to impair air quality and harm the health of people 
living downwind.  
 
The proposal, announced on July 6, aims to reduce smog and soot emissions of coal-
fired facilities, which contribute to poor air quality. Known as the Transport Rule, the 
regulations work with existing local and state pollution controls to help mostly Eastern 
states and the District of Columbia meet existing national air-quality standards. 
 
“This rule is designed to cut pollution that spreads hundreds of miles and has enormous 
negative impacts on millions of Americans,” said EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson in a 
press release.  
 
“We’re working to limit pollution at its source, rather than waiting for it to move across 
the country. The reductions we’re proposing will save billions in health costs, help 
increase American educational and economic productivity, and—most importantly—
save lives,” she said. 
 
Power-plant pollution causes tens of thousands of premature deaths each year, 
according to the American Lung Association. These emissions are linked to thousands 
of asthma cases and heart attacks and almost 2 million lost school or work days.  
 
The Transport Rule promises to create health benefits for millions of Americans and is 
projected to prevent between 14,000 and 36,000 premature deaths annually, based on 
an EPA analysis. 
 
The EPA says the new regulations would reduce power plant emissions of sulfur dioxide 
(SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx) to meet state-by-state emission reductions. By 2014, 
the rule and other state and EPA actions would reduce SO2 emissions by 71 percent 
over 2005 levels. NOx emissions would drop by 52 percent. 
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The Transport Rule would replace the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), which was 
struck down by the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit in 2008. While the 
court ordered the EPA to revise its proposal, it allowed CAIR to remain in place 
temporarily until the Transport Rule could be finalized.  
 
The new proposal includes the same 28 states targeted in CAIR, as well as Kansas, 
Nebraska, and Oklahoma. 
 
The EPA expects that the emission reductions can be accomplished by proven and 
readily available pollution-control technologies already in place at many power plants 
across the country.  
 
Agency estimates suggest the plan could cost as much as $2.8 billion in 2014, but the 
agency argues that the resulting health care savings will far outweigh the cost of the 
new regulations.  
 
Agency officials say the measure could produce $120 billion in annual health benefits in 
2014, including avoiding an estimated 14,000 to 36,000 premature deaths, 23,000 
nonfatal heart attacks, 21,000 cases of acute bronchitis, 240,000 cases of aggravated 
asthma, and 1.9 million days when people miss school or work due to symptoms 
caused by ozone and particle pollution. 
 
“The harmful pollution coal-fired power plants emit into the air does not just endanger 
people in the immediate vicinity of the plant. Pollution from coal plants is carried 
downwind, endangering people throughout the entire eastern United States.  
 
This rule addresses the reality that dangerous pollution doesn’t recognize state borders. 
Just as the oil gusher has now hit every Gulf state, the pollution from coal-fired power 
plants drifts downwind into people’s lungs throughout a region,” said Bruce Nilles, 
deputy conservation director of the Sierra Club in a statement supporting the measure. 
 
The EPA claims the Transport Rule would also help to improve visibility in state and 
national parks and increase protection for ecosystems that are sensitive to pollution. 
 
The proposal must still undergo a thorough review and comment period. The EPA will 
take public comment on the proposal for 60 days after the rule has been published in 
the Federal Register. The agency will soon announce dates and locations for public 
hearings.  
   
 
 


Ute tribe at odds with Questar and judge over gas plant (Deseret News) 
By Geoff Liesik 
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For the Deseret News 
Published: Tuesday, July 13, 2010 10:14 a.m. MDT  
FORT DUCHESNE, UINTAH COUNTY — A federal judge may have told construction 
crews they could go back to work, but attorneys for both the Ute Indian Tribe and 
Questar Gas Management aren't finished fighting over the expansion of the Stagecoach 
natural gas processing plant. 
Attorneys for the tribe said Monday that they plan to ask two federal agencies to 
address "outrageous conduct" by Questar with regard to the company's alleged failure 
to secure the proper permits for construction of the Stagecoach plant expansion. 


Work on the plant, which was shut down late last month by tribal authorities, has 
resumed thanks to a federal injunction against the tribe that was issued July 1. But in 
court papers filed Monday, attorneys for Questar claim the tribe has failed to comply 
with the judge's order. 


"(The tribe) has told QGM contractors and subcontractors not to come to the Iron Horse 
site, has ordered them to leave the site, and has threatened them with fines, 
trespassing citations and vehicle impoundment if they enter the reservation without 
'access permits,' " George Haley, an attorney for QGM wrote before requesting that the 


tribe be held in contempt of court for its alleged actions. 


Alvina Lee, an attorney for the tribe, said the dispute with QGM occurred because the 
company failed to follow proper procedures when applying for right-of-way access and 
failed to notify the tribe of the activity it was going to undertake on tribal lands. QGM 
also did not acquire the necessary air permits from the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency for its work on the Stagecoach plant expansion, Lee said. 


Those alleged missteps prompted Ute officials to issue a stop-work order on June 23 at 
the Iron Horse site in southern Uintah County where the expansion of the Stagecoach 
plant is being constructed. 


QGM sought an injunction against the tribe in federal court, citing a 2005 concession 
agreement that it argued gives the company "complete access" to certain lands on the 
Uintah-Ouray Reservation for a period of 20 years. U.S. District Court Judge Dale A. 
Kimball ruled in favor of QGM and granted the injunction. 


Lee said the tribe disagrees with the judge's ruling. 
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"The tribe does not interpret the concession agreement as granting carte blanche 
authority for Questar or its affiliate, Questar Gas Management, to enter tribal lands 
related to oil and gas development," she said. "The tribe is appalled at Questar's actions 
and the (Ute Tribe) Business Committee has directed the tribe's general counsel to work 
with BIA and EPA to rectify this outrageous conduct by QGM." 


The concession agreement at the center of the dispute was drafted by the tribe's former 
financial adviser, John Jurrius, and approved by Chet Mills, who was the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs superintendent for the reservation at the time, according to Ute Tribe 
Business Committee Chairman Curtis Cesspooch. 


A controversial figure on the reservation, Jurrius' departure occurred shortly after 
Cesspooch and two other tribal members were elected to the Business Committee — 
the Ute Tribe's executive and legislative body — based on their pledge to sever Jurrius' 
ties with the tribe. 


"(The concession agreement) gave Questar a 20-year agreement in which they 
practically got complete access (to the reservation), they didn't have to inform the tribe 
of any expansion," Cesspooch said. "That is the only agreement so far that I've seen 
where it gives a company so much free reign." 


Lee said the tribe has asked the BIA to reevaluate its approval of the concession 
agreement to "determine if such action was granted in the best interests of the Ute 
Indian Tribe and in accord with federal law." 
Contributing: Lezlee Whiting 
 
 
 
 


AIR 
================================================================== 


EPA seeks comment in Denver on fracking study (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Washington Post 
 
By CATHERINE TSAI 
The Associated Press 
Tuesday, July 13, 2010; 10:44 PM  
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DENVER -- Natural gas industry groups on Tuesday urged the Environmental 
Protection Agency to limit the scope of an upcoming study on the effects of a natural 
gas extraction process known as fracking.  
 
Some environmental groups want the federal agency to also examine eventual effects 
on air quality. The EPA held the second of four public meetings to gather comments 
about its upcoming study on how drinking water might be affected by a method of 
extracting natural gas.  
 
The process - called hydraulic fracturing, or fracking - pumps water and chemicals 
underground at high pressure to help extract trapped oil and natural gas. The fluids help 
open fractures in shale formations, allowing natural gas to flow from the breaks into a 
well.  
 
Fracking has been around for decades, but amid a natural gas drilling boom, members 
of Congress have questioned whether it could taint drinking water or harm human 
health. Critics said a 2004 EPA study that found no evidence of threats to drinking water 
was flawed.  
 
The EPA doesn't regulate fracking, leaving that process to states. U.S. Reps. Diana 
DeGette and Jared Polis, both Colorado Democrats, are among those pushing for 
federal oversight.  
 
Besides potential effects on drinking water, critics have raised concerns including 
whether fracking, which can use millions of gallons of water, could deplete aquifers.  
 
America's Natural Gas Alliance, an advocacy group for the gas industry, submitted 
comments last week that, in part, supported focusing the study on effects on drinking 
water. It also sought input on the makeup of EPA study and advisory panels.  
 
"History demonstrates that hydraulic fracturing can generate abundant, secure energy 
supplies, without adverse consequences to drinking water," alliance President and CEO 
Regina Hopper said in a letter to the EPA.  
 
Las Animas County resident Tracy Dahl, though, suspects that his southern Colorado 
well, which has produced clean, clear drinking water for the last seven years, was 
muddied by fracking at an adjacent property June 30.  
 
"That evening, we checked the cistern and there was 500 gallons of murky, nasty water 
where it had always been clean before," Dahl said before the meeting. "Seems to me to 
be a pretty direct correlation. Whether we can prove it or not is another matter."  
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He said he is now driving 80 miles roundtrip to Trinidad to get drinking water.  
 
"I saw this coming years ago. I was petitioning every politician I could think of to try to 
come up with stronger regulations to prevent this. Then to have to just see it happen 
anyway, it's fantastically frustrating," said Dahl, a 51-year-old technical specialist in 
renewable energy.  
 
Colorado Oil and Gas Conversation Commission Director Dave Neslin said most of 
Colorado's 42,000 active oil and gas wells rely on fracking and that the commission has 
investigated hundreds of groundwater complaints over the years but found no verified 
instance of fracking harming groundwater.  
 
The EPA held its first public meetings on the study last week in Fort Worth, Texas. 
Other meetings are scheduled July 22 in Canonsburg, Pa., and Aug. 12 in Binghamton, 
N.Y.  
 
 
 
Posted on Tue, Jul. 13, 2010  


Multi Packaging Solutions Gets Greener with Move to Sustainable Energy 
(Bradenton Herald) 
 
Multi Packaging Solutions, Inc. (“MPS”), a leader in print, packaging, and merchandising 
solutions for the cosmetics, healthcare, horticulture, multi-media, and value-added 
consumer markets expands its commitment to sustainable solutions with a switch to 25 
percent green energy at its Dallas, TX and South Plainfield, NJ manufacturing facilities. 


Recognizing the importance of environmental stewardship, MPS has worked over the 
last several years to develop earth-friendly products, technologies, and manufacturing 
processes. They operate the most extensive FSC-certified print and packaging network 
in the US; manage a recycling program for production scrap; and have a formalized 
LEAN manufacturing program to reduce waste and conserve energy. 


MPS is now turning to its supply chain to lower its carbon footprint with electricity 
powered by renewable energy. By purchasing 25 percent green energy, the company 
will reduce its annual carbon dioxide emissions by over 1,200 metric tons, which 
equates to eliminating 1,200 tons of coal or 114,042 gallons of gasoline each year. 
Based on the EPA Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies Calculator, this reduction is the 
equivalent of removing 245 passenger vehicles from the road or reducing the demand 
for “brown energy” to power 155 homes annually. 


“Our transition to renewable energy is the next logical step in developing our 
sustainable solutions platform,” said Dennis Kaltman President of MPS. “We can now 
help customers layer sustainable features into their products, including recycled, 
recyclable, or renewable materials, chain-of-custody certifications, responsible 
manufacturing practices, and a lower carbon footprint.” 
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MPS enlisted The Walker Group, a real estate and energy solutions provider to help 
identify better ways to manage its energy portfolio, including identifying hidden costs in 
its current contracts, transitioning to green energy, and locking-in attractive rates 
through mid-2012. 


Read more: http://www.bradenton.com/2010/07/13/v-print/2428983/multi-packaging-
solutions-gets.html#ixzz0taG4D54q 


 


Draft Bingaman bill would cap power plant emissions (Greenwire) 
 
(07/13/2010) 
Katherine Ling and Robin Bravender, E&E reporters 
A climate bill being developed by the Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee 
chairman would impose carbon caps on electric utilities and achieve far fewer emission 
reductions than more sweeping proposals under consideration in the Senate. 


A discussion draft by Senate Energy and Natural Resources Chairman Jeff Bingaman 
(D-N.M.) would cut emissions by 2020 from regulated sources by 17 percent from 2005 
levels and 42 percent by 2030. Utilities that emit more than 25,000 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide-equivalent per year would be under the cap starting in 2012, and large 
manufacturers could opt in to the program. 


The sweeping measure from Sens. John Kerry (D-Mass.) and Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) 
calls for a 17 percent reduction in carbon emissions from 2005 levels by 2020 and a 
more than 80 percent cut by 2050. That proposal would cap emissions from utilities, 
manufacturing, transportation and other sectors. 


The Bingaman draft is one of several climate measures circulating in the Senate as 
Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) prepares to assemble an energy and climate bill for 
floor debate later this month. Bill Wicker, a spokesman for Bingaman, said the draft is a 
"mid-generation" version of the utility-only proposal and that there have been several 
changes since this version; he declined to provide details on the changes. Bingaman 
still has no plans to introduce a sector-specific bill yet, Wicker added. 


The Bingaman draft does not significantly reward utilities for being the first to have their 
carbon emissions capped. 


The proposal would provide 30 percent of total emission allowances by 2016 and would 
phase out allowances by 2022. The climate bill passed last summer by the House 
provided 35 percent of emission allowances in 2016. 


Under the Bingaman draft, merchant coal generators would receive 10 percent of the 
allocations for electric utilities with the rest provided to local distribution companies to 
help ease the burden of the increase in the cost of energy on consumers. The LDC 
allocations would be distributed based half on historic emissions and half on sales -- a 



http://www.bradenton.com/2010/07/13/v-print/2428983/multi-packaging-solutions-gets.html#ixzz0taG4D54q

http://www.bradenton.com/2010/07/13/v-print/2428983/multi-packaging-solutions-gets.html#ixzz0taG4D54q

http://www.eenews.net/assets/2010/07/13/document_gw_01.pdf
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compromise between utilities that rely on coal-fired generation and those that rely more 
on nuclear, gas and renewable energy. 


The draft also includes a price collar to provide predictability of carbon allowance prices. 


The price of allowances would not be able to rise above $25 a ton in 2012 and drop 
below $10 per ton. The price ceiling would increase each year by multiplying 105 
percent of the previous year's price ceiling and the inflation adjustment for that year. 
The price floor would be adjusted by multiplying 103 percent of the minimum auction 
price plus inflation of the previous year, according to the draft. 


The draft bill would cap only the utility sector until after the president determines that the 
United States' five largest developing-country trading partners had taken comparable 
action to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions. Industrial sources would be subject to 
the cap five years after the president makes such a determination. The president would 
conduct the first analysis by 2015 and would reassess the situation every two years. 


The manufacturing sector would not receive free emissions allowances under the draft 
bill to offset potential increases in electricity costs. They could, however, opt in to the 
carbon pricing system. That provision is aimed at swaying moderate Democratic 
lawmakers, who have stressed the importance of allowing manufacturers to participate 
if they choose to. 


Bingaman's draft would block U.S. EPA from regulating industrial sources' greenhouse 
gas emissions until January 2018. It would also prohibit states from implementing or 
enforcing greenhouse gas regulations from regulated sources from 2012 through 2017. 


 


EPA releases tips to avoid overexposure to sun (Las Vegas Sun) 
 
By Stephanie Tavares (contact) 
Tuesday, July 13, 2010 | 10:47 a.m. 
 
Nevada has some of the highest ultraviolet radiation levels in the nation but with careful 
steps, Las Vegans can avoid the worst impacts of exposure to the sun, according to the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
The agency today released new tips and tools to educate Americans about UV rays and 
to help them manage their sun exposure. That includes a smartphone application that 
provides mobile access to the daily UV index forecast across the country. 
 
This will allow users to check the sun’s intensity and plan outdoor activities accordingly. 
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The app provides users with a numeric index ranging from 0 to 11+ (higher numbers 
indicate greater amounts of skin-damaging UV radiation), and tips to protect the skin 
and eyes. 
 
The forecast for Las Vegas today, for example, is 8 or “very high” on the scale. That 
means people should wear sunscreen, hats and other protective clothing and avoid 
going out in the sun between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., when the rays are strongest. 
 
Overexposure to the sun can cause skin cancer and eye damage. It can happen to 
anyone, regardless of skin pigment, and during any time of the year. 
 
Skin cancer is the most common form of cancer in the United States, according to the 
EPA. Overexposure to UV radiation may suppress proper functioning of the body’s 
immune system and skin’s natural defenses. 
 
Sun safety tips from the EPA: 
 
· Avoid sun tanning and tanning beds. 
· Avoid burns — overexposure to the sun is the most preventable risk factor for skin 
cancer. 
· Seek shade, especially between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. when UV radiation is most 
intense. 
· Wear wide-brimmed hats, protective clothing, and sunglasses that block 99-100 
percent of UV radiation. 
· Use sunscreen with an SPF of at least 15 and UVA and UVB blocking properties on all 
exposed skin. 
· Check the UV Index. 
Download the UV Index smartphone app here. 
 
 
 


BP SPILL 
==================================================================
=== 


Oil firms can't contain major spills, agency says (Washington Post) 
 
July 14, 2010 Wednesday  
Suburban Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A08 
Maryland 
Oil firms can't contain major spills, agency says 
By Mary Pat Flaherty 
NEW ORLEANS 
The head of the new federal agency overseeing oil drilling delivered a harsh critique 
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Tuesday of oil companies drilling in deep water off the coast, saying they do not know 
how to contain a major spill.  
 
"They don't have a fix on what the most effective containment strategies are," Michael 
Bromwich testified to a presidential commission investigating the April 20 explosion and 
spill in the Gulf of Mexico. He said that was a chief reason for extending the Obama 
administration's moratorium on deep-water drilling. 
 
The assessment from Bromwich, director of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, 
Regulation and Enforcement, signaled a new attitude from the director of the agency 
that regulates the nation's oil drilling operations. The agency, formerly known as the 
Minerals Management Service, was broadly criticized for its lax oversight. 
 
Bromwich, who took over the agency June 15, faced pointed questions about the close 
relationships between the oil industry and members of his permit and inspection staffs. 
He was asked about the Louisiana office where workers accepted sports tickets and 
other gifts from companies they were regulating, which was described in recent 
inspector general reports. 
 
"We are not going to politely ask the industry to fix things," Bromwich said. "We are 
going to demand they fix things and sanction industry almost immediately" for lapses, 
rather than asking for compliance as before. 
 
William K. Reilly, a former administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency who 
co-chairs the presidential commission, said he had new appreciation for the economic 
hardships caused by the drilling ban. He said he would look into whether some rigs 
could be reactivated after inspection. 
 


The Valdez's unheeded lessons (Washington Post) 
 
July 14, 2010 Wednesday  
Met 2 Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A01 
Maryland 
The Valdez's unheeded lessons;  
BP was part of Alaska response, but decades later same problems persist 
By Joe Stephens 
The story of the last cataclysmic American oil spill has evolved over time into a 
straightforward tale of cause and effect: In 1989, a hard-drinking skipper ran his tanker 
aground in Alaska, and Exxon was unable to prevent crude from spreading along 
hundreds of miles of pristine shoreline. 
 
But the full story of the Exxon Valdez wreck is far more complex, and it offers striking 
parallels to today's events in the Gulf of Mexico -- including a central role played by a 
consortium led by British Petroleum,  now known as BP. 



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/06/15/AR2010061504970.html

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/05/25/AR2010052502817.html
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A commission that investigated the Alaska spill found that oil companies cut corners to 
maximize profits. Systems intended to prevent disaster failed, and no backups were in 
place. Regulators were too close to the oil industry and approved woefully inadequate 
accident response and cleanup plans.  
 
History is repeating, say officials who investigated the Valdez, because the lessons of 
two decades ago remain unheeded. 
 
"It's disappointing," said 84-year-old Walt Parker, chairman of the Alaska Oil Spill 
Commission, which made dozens of recommendations for preventing a recurrence. "It's 
almost as though we had never written the report." 
 
Marine experts predict that the many panels investigating the Deepwater Horizon 
blowout -- including a presidential commission that began work this week in New 
Orleans -- will produce reports with numerous findings that could have been cut and 
pasted from the 20-year-old report written by Parker's commission or another body that 
examined the Valdez accident. They also fear those findings may have no more impact 
than the Valdez conclusions have. 
 
In the immediate aftermath of the Alaska spill, as in the gulf, there was confusion over 
who was in charge -- oil companies or government officials. Federal authorities 
eventually asserted themselves but lacked the equipment and personnel to stem the 
damage. Storms slowed the response and spread contamination. Cleanup technology 
was old and ineffective. Environmentalists questioned the toxicity of dispersants and 
asked whether oil companies were using chemicals to hide damage. 
 
The vast Alaska containment effort recovered only a fraction of the millions of gallons of 
oil dumped into Prince William Sound. 
 
The players in the Alaskan drama also look familiar. Although Exxon owned the Valdez 
tanker, it was not responsible for the flawed emergency response plan and did not lead 
initial containment efforts. Those jobs fell to the Alyeska Pipeline Service, a consortium 
operating the Trans Alaska Pipeline System. 
 
The consortium's controlling partner was British Petroleum.  British Petroleum  also 
supplied the consortium's top executive, who later resigned under pressure. "BP called 
the shots," said Tom Lakosh, an oil spill researcher. 
 
The Alaskan commission concluded that cost-cutting by Alyeska contributed to the 
disaster, just as critics allege that BP's focus on profits contributed to the gulf spill. 
 
"British Petroleum's  leadership essentially was 'asleep at the switch,' " the 
commission's report concluded. 
 
BP spokesman Steve Rinehart declined to discuss the company's role in the Valdez 
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response, saying that Alyeska is an independent organization that "works for an owner's 
committee." 
 
"We will actually have very little to say about the Exxon Valdez oil spill," Rinehart said. 
"In general terms, there were many lessons learned from the Prince William Sound spill, 
and improvements in response planning and technology were one of them." 
 
Exxon Mobil spokesman Alan Jeffers declined to comment on how British Petroleum  
and regulators responded to the Valdez accident. But he said it was a "real turning 
point" at Exxon, which now makes safety a central corporate value. 
 
To be sure, the two spills are different: The 1989 incident was caused by a grounded 
tanker, not a well blowout and a months-long gusher of crude. And the millions of 
gallons released in Alaska have been surpassed by the amount of crude swirling in the 
gulf. But experts said the many similarities eclipse the differences. 
 
"It's so frustrating," said Zygmunt Plater, who worked for the commission and is now a 
professor at Boston College Law School. "The lessons weren't met." 
 
'Waiting to happen'  
 
On March 23, 1989, Riki Ott, a marine biologist, was speaking to the annual Alyeska 
Pipeline safety banquet at the Valdez Civic Center. The discussion turned to the threat 
of a major oil spill. 
 
"Gentlemen," she said, "it's not a matter of 'what if,' but when." 
 
About an hour later, just past midnight, the Valdez ran aground on Bligh Reef on 
Alaska's south coast, rupturing eight of its 11 cargo tanks and dumping at least 11 
million gallons of crude into the sound. The 990-foot-long ship had just left the Alyeska 
terminal in Valdez, headed toward Long Beach, Calif. 
 
Over the next few months, the oil spread across 1,200 miles of Alaska coastline, 
destroying ecosystems and livelihoods. 
 
Investigations determined that Capt. Joseph Hazelwood had been drinking earlier and 
was not on the bridge when the vessel strayed into the reef. He was convicted of a 
misdemeanor charge of negligently discharging oil. 
 
Two months after the spill, Alaska's governor appointed a commission to study the 
accident. It concluded that the disaster was "the result of the gradual degradation of 
oversight and safety practices." 
 
The spill "was not an isolated, freak occurrence, but simply one result of policies, habits 
and practices that for nearly two decades have infused the nation's maritime oil 
transportation system with increasing levels of risk. The Exxon Valdez was an accident 
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waiting to happen," the report said. 
 
Rules then in place called for the British Petroleum -led consortium to handle the initial 
spill response. But its actions were unexpectedly slow and ineffectual, the report said. A 
126-foot barge cited in plans as the centerpiece of any response was not loaded with 
the proper equipment, resulting in hours of delay. 
 
Alyeska spokesman Matt Carle said the consortium does not challenge the 
commission's findings but stressed the many safety improvements made in and around 
Prince William Sound. 
 
The U.S. Coast Guard and other government agencies proved "utterly incapable" of 
containing the oil, the commission said. Contingency plans amounted to "toothless 
tigers," and the equipment shortages and slow responses made a catastrophe 
inevitable, the report said. 
 
Exxon eventually took control of the response effort, working with the Coast Guard and 
Alaskan authorities. 
 
That mirrors the early days of the BP spill, when it was unclear who was in charge. It 
quickly became apparent that only BP had the submersible robots and other equipment 
needed to operate at the drilling site, a mile below the surface. 
 
Studies suggested that the Alaska spill could have been reduced or eliminated by 
building in redundant protection: in that case, by equipping tankers with double hulls or 
double bottoms. A lack of redundancy has emerged as a critical problem in the gulf, 
where the failure of the Deepwater Horizon's blowout preventer -- designed to instantly 
seal a well -- has left BP with few alternatives. 
 
Alyeska was found by the Alaska commission to have a long history of poor 
management and cost-cutting that contributed to the accident. One state official wrote 
that Alyeska "has proven that they will not take any major corrective action unless 
forced by the regulatory agencies." Those complaints echo allegations made last month 
by Democratic Reps. Henry A. Waxman (Calif.) and Bart Stupak (Mich.), who 
questioned whether BP repeatedly chose risky procedures to save time and reduce 
costs. 
 
The congressmen wrote in a letter to the oil company that "BP appears to have made 
multiple decisions for economic reasons that increased the danger of a catastrophic well 
failure." 
 
'Never again'  
 
When the Alaska commission examined response plans approved before the accident, 
they found a "serious gap" between the spill size that companies said they could contain 
and their true capacity, which was "ridiculously low." Records showed that, as a number 
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of response plans were being developed in Alaska, government reviewers had penciled 
expletives in the margins, described them as "garbage" and "shoddy," and 
recommended that authorities "consider prosecution." 
 
One review of equipment listed in an Alyeska contingency plan in the 1970s found that 
of 170 pieces of apparatus itemized, 137 were broken or missing. A drill exercise found 
an outdated list of emergency contacts. At the time, the report concluded, the 
consortium "was not a model of preparedness." 
 
That echoes the findings of a congressional inquiry into BP's spill response plan for the 
gulf, which asserted that the company could contain and clean up a spill much larger 
than today's. Investigators found that the gulf plans also discussed the need to protect 
walruses, which aren't found in the region, and listed the phone number of a long-dead 
marine expert. 
 
The commission found that the "primitive" equipment available for oil recovery in Alaska 
-- primarily boom lines and surface skimmers -- represented ineffective methods that 
had not advanced for at least 20 years. The commission called on the federal 
government to fund a research and development effort to improve recovery techniques. 
 
"Equipment and techniques should be tested well in advance of a spill," the report said. 
 
Today in the gulf, the same types of equipment and technology used in Prince William 
Sound are at work. There is no research effort on the scale sought by the commission. 
"Never again should the spiller be in charge of a major spill" response, the report said. 
 
As if foreseeing the gulf disaster, the commission said that focusing too closely on the 
individual details of the tanker accident would be counterproductive because "the next 
great spill is likely to have some other cause completely." 
 
The report also gave a hint of what might lie ahead. In Alaska, the environmental and 
economic damage from the spill was followed by increased alcoholism, depression, 
anxiety, domestic violence and child suicides. 
 
Another report prepared in 1989, this one for President George H.W. Bush, also 
recommended strengthening government preparedness, clarifying lines of authority and 
improving cleanup technology. The report was prepared by a team co-chaired by 
William K. Reilly, who headed the Environmental Protection Agency. 
 
Now, Reilly co-chairs the commission looking into the BP spill for President Obama. It is 
expected to issue its report by January. 


 


Lessons from Exxon Valdez spill have gone unheeded (Washington Post) 
 
By Joe Stephens 
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Washington Post Staff Writer 
Wednesday, July 14, 2010; A01  
The story of the last cataclysmic American oil spill has evolved over time into a 
straightforward tale of cause and effect: In 1989, a hard-drinking skipper ran his tanker 
aground in Alaska, and Exxon was unable to prevent crude from spreading along 
hundreds of miles of pristine shoreline.  
 
But the full story of the Exxon Valdez wreck is far more complex, and it offers striking 
parallels to today's events in the Gulf of Mexico -- including a central role played by a 
consortium led by British Petroleum, now known as BP.  
 
A commission that investigated the Alaska spill found that oil companies cut corners to 
maximize profits. Systems intended to prevent disaster failed, and no backups were in 
place. Regulators were too close to the oil industry and approved woefully inadequate 
accident response and cleanup plans.  
 
History is repeating, say officials who investigated the Valdez, because the lessons of 
two decades ago remain unheeded.  
 
"It's disappointing," said 84-year-old Walt Parker, chairman of the Alaska Oil Spill 
Commission, which made dozens of recommendations for preventing a recurrence. "It's 
almost as though we had never written the report."  
 
Marine experts predict that the many panels investigating the Deepwater Horizon 
blowout -- including a presidential commission that began work this week in New 
Orleans -- will produce reports with numerous findings that could have been cut and 
pasted from the 20-year-old report written by Parker's commission or another body that 
examined the Valdez accident. They also fear those findings may have no more impact 
than the Valdez conclusions have.  
 
In the immediate aftermath of the Alaska spill, as in the gulf, there was confusion over 
who was in charge -- oil companies or government officials. Federal authorities 
eventually asserted themselves but lacked the equipment and personnel to stem the 
damage. Storms slowed the response and spread contamination. Cleanup technology 
was old and ineffective. Environmentalists questioned the toxicity of dispersants and 
asked whether oil companies were using chemicals to hide damage.  
 
The vast Alaska containment effort recovered only a fraction of the millions of gallons of 
oil dumped into Prince William Sound.  
 
The players in the Alaskan drama also look familiar. Although Exxon owned the Valdez 
tanker, it was not responsible for the flawed emergency response plan and did not lead 
initial containment efforts. Those jobs fell to the Alyeska Pipeline Service, a consortium 
operating the Trans Alaska Pipeline System.  
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The consortium's controlling partner was British Petroleum. British Petroleum also 
supplied the consortium's top executive, who later resigned under pressure. "BP called 
the shots," said Tom Lakosh, an oil spill researcher.  
 
The Alaskan commission concluded that cost-cutting by Alyeska contributed to the 
disaster, just as critics allege that BP's focus on profits contributed to the gulf spill.  
 
"British Petroleum's leadership essentially was 'asleep at the switch,' " the commission's 
report concluded.  
 
BP spokesman Steve Rinehart declined to discuss the company's role in the Valdez 
response, saying that Alyeska is an independent organization that "works for an owner's 
committee."  
 
"We will actually have very little to say about the Exxon Valdez oil spill," Rinehart said. 
"In general terms, there were many lessons learned from the Prince William Sound spill, 
and improvements in response planning and technology were one of them."  
 
Exxon Mobil spokesman Alan Jeffers declined to comment on how British Petroleum 
and regulators responded to the Valdez accident. But he said it was a "real turning 
point" at Exxon, which now makes safety a central corporate value.  
 
To be sure, the two spills are different: The 1989 incident was caused by a grounded 
tanker, not a well blowout and a months-long gusher of crude. And the millions of 
gallons released in Alaska have been surpassed by the amount of crude swirling in the 
gulf. But experts said the many similarities eclipse the differences.  
 
"It's so frustrating," said Zygmunt Plater, who worked for the commission and is now a 
professor at Boston College Law School. "The lessons weren't met."  
 
'Waiting to happen' 
 
On March 23, 1989, Riki Ott, a marine biologist, was speaking to the annual Alyeska 
Pipeline safety banquet at the Valdez Civic Center. The discussion turned to the threat 
of a major oil spill.  
 
"Gentlemen," she said, "it's not a matter of 'what if,' but when."  
 
About an hour later, just past midnight, the Valdez ran aground on Bligh Reef on 
Alaska's south coast, rupturing eight of its 11 cargo tanks and dumping at least 11 
million gallons of crude into the sound. The 990-foot-long ship had just left the Alyeska 
terminal in Valdez, headed toward Long Beach, Calif.  
 
Over the next few months, the oil spread across 1,200 miles of Alaska coastline, 
destroying ecosystems and livelihoods.  
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Investigations determined that Capt. Joseph Hazelwood had been drinking earlier and 
was not on the bridge when the vessel strayed into the reef. He was convicted of a 
misdemeanor charge of negligently discharging oil.  
 
Two months after the spill, Alaska's governor appointed a commission to study the 
accident. It concluded that the disaster was "the result of the gradual degradation of 
oversight and safety practices."  
 
The spill "was not an isolated, freak occurrence, but simply one result of policies, habits 
and practices that for nearly two decades have infused the nation's maritime oil 
transportation system with increasing levels of risk. The Exxon Valdez was an accident 
waiting to happen," the report said.  
 
Rules then in place called for the British Petroleum-led consortium to handle the initial 
spill response. But its actions were unexpectedly slow and ineffectual, the report said. A 
126-foot barge cited in plans as the centerpiece of any response was not loaded with 
the proper equipment, resulting in hours of delay.  
 
Alyeska spokesman Matt Carle said the consortium does not challenge the 
commission's findings but stressed the many safety improvements made in and around 
Prince William Sound.  
 
The U.S. Coast Guard and other government agencies proved "utterly incapable" of 
containing the oil, the commission said. Contingency plans amounted to "toothless 
tigers," and the equipment shortages and slow responses made a catastrophe 
inevitable, the report said.  
 
Exxon eventually took control of the response effort, working with the Coast Guard and 
Alaskan authorities.  
 
That mirrors the early days of the BP spill, when it was unclear who was in charge. It 
quickly became apparent that only BP had the submersible robots and other equipment 
needed to operate at the drilling site, a mile below the surface.  
 
Studies suggested that the Alaska spill could have been reduced or eliminated by 
building in redundant protection: in that case, by equipping tankers with double hulls or 
double bottoms. A lack of redundancy has emerged as a critical problem in the gulf, 
where the failure of the Deepwater Horizon's blowout preventer -- designed to instantly 
seal a well -- has left BP with few alternatives.  
 
Alyeska was found by the Alaska commission to have a long history of poor 
management and cost-cutting that contributed to the accident. One state official wrote 
that Alyeska "has proven that they will not take any major corrective action unless 
forced by the regulatory agencies." Those complaints echo allegations made last month 
by Democratic Reps. Henry A. Waxman (Calif.) and Bart Stupak (Mich.), who 
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questioned whether BP repeatedly chose risky procedures to save time and reduce 
costs.  
 
The congressmen wrote in a letter to the oil company that "BP appears to have made 
multiple decisions for economic reasons that increased the danger of a catastrophic well 
failure."  
 
'Never again' 
 
When the Alaska commission examined response plans approved before the accident, 
they found a "serious gap" between the spill size that companies said they could contain 
and their true capacity, which was "ridiculously low." Records showed that, as a number 
of response plans were being developed in Alaska, government reviewers had penciled 
expletives in the margins, described them as "garbage" and "shoddy," and 
recommended that authorities "consider prosecution."  
 
One review of equipment listed in an Alyeska contingency plan in the 1970s found that 
of 170 pieces of apparatus itemized, 137 were broken or missing. A drill exercise found 
an outdated list of emergency contacts. At the time, the report concluded, the 
consortium "was not a model of preparedness."  
 
That echoes the findings of a congressional inquiry into BP's spill response plan for the 
gulf, which asserted that the company could contain and clean up a spill much larger 
than today's. Investigators found that the gulf plans also discussed the need to protect 
walruses, which aren't found in the region, and listed the phone number of a long-dead 
marine expert.  
 
The commission found that the "primitive" equipment available for oil recovery in Alaska 
-- primarily boom lines and surface skimmers -- represented ineffective methods that 
had not advanced for at least 20 years. The commission called on the federal 
government to fund a research and development effort to improve recovery techniques.  
 
"Equipment and techniques should be tested well in advance of a spill," the report said.  
 
Today in the gulf, the same types of equipment and technology used in Prince William 
Sound are at work. There is no research effort on the scale sought by the commission. 
"Never again should the spiller be in charge of a major spill" response, the report said.  
 
As if foreseeing the gulf disaster, the commission said that focusing too closely on the 
individual details of the tanker accident would be counterproductive because "the next 
great spill is likely to have some other cause completely."  
 
The report also gave a hint of what might lie ahead. In Alaska, the environmental and 
economic damage from the spill was followed by increased alcoholism, depression, 
anxiety, domestic violence and child suicides.  
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Another report prepared in 1989, this one for President George H.W. Bush, also 
recommended strengthening government preparedness, clarifying lines of authority and 
improving cleanup technology. The report was prepared by a team co-chaired by 
William K. Reilly, who headed the Environmental Protection Agency.  
 
Now, Reilly co-chairs the commission looking into the BP spill for President Obama. It is 
expected to issue its report by January. 
 
 


Inability to contain a deepwater oil spill prompted drilling ban, administration 
official says (Washington Post) 
 
By Mary Pat Flaherty 
Washington Post Staff Writer 
Tuesday, July 13, 2010; 6:57 PM  
NEW ORLEANS -- Oil companies drilling in the deep-water coastal waters do not know 
how to contain a spill like the one that has spewed oil into the Gulf of Mexico -- a chief 
reason the Obama administration is extending a ban on offshore drilling, said Michael 
Bromwich, director of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and 
Enforcement.  
 
"They don't have a fix on what the most effective containment strategies are," Bromwich 
testified Tuesday before the presidential commission investigating the cause of the April 
20 BP explosion and spill and the future of offshore drilling in the United States. The BP 
spill also has consumed response equipment and personnel from across the country, 
exposing vulnerabilities should deepwater drilling resume, he said.  
 
Until improvements are in place, Bromwich said, the Department of the Interior does not 
intend to back away from a ban on deep-water drilling that has angered numerous 
companies and gulf residents because of its economic impact.  
 
Bromwich, the new head of the agency formerly known as the Minerals Management 
Services, appeared a day after a ban on deep-water drilling was recast by the 
Department of the Interior. The "pause" in drilling, which could last until Nov. 30, is 
based not on an operation's drilling depth but on the type of rigs and equipment in place 
to prevent a blowout like the one preceding the Deepwater Horizon rig explosion, which 
killed 11. Bromwich's office oversees drilling licenses and inspections for the Interior 
Department, including for the 33 deepwater rigs now in place. The ban contains 
exemptions that will allow 12 rigs to continue in operation while 21 are idled, said 
Bromwich.  
 
He will hold 12 hearings on deepwater drilling in communities in the Gulf, California and 
Alaska, before delivering a report by Oct. 31 to Interior Secretary Ken Salazar, 
Bromwich said. In announcing the ban's revival, Salazar said it could be lifted sooner 
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than Nov. 30, but the timeline laid out by Bromwich suggests the department would take 
a full four months to make a decision.  
 
Bromwich declined to be interviewed after his appearance at the commission.  
 
The financial impact of the drilling ban has drawn the anger of many industry, elected 
officials and gulf residents, including Louisiana Sen. Mary Landrieu (D), who on Monday 
told the commission to issue a quick recommendation to lift restrictions.  
 
It is unlikely the commission could take a position soon, its co-chairmen said in a news 
conference. But after its first two days of hearings, they acknowledged that they share 
the urgency felt by Gulf residents and the oil industry about the impact of the ban.  
 
The pleas to weigh economic harms have been compelling, said commission co-
chairman William K. Reilly, who headed the Environmental Protection Agency during 
the 1989 Exxon Valdez spill in Alaska. "I have a different understanding of that than I 
did three or four days ago," he added.  
 
The commission's role "is to build a fire" under the frontline investigators and Interior 
officials who can investigate the safety of deepwater rigs and their ability to contain a 
spill and to "look over their shoulder" in coming to their own opinion, said former Florida 
senator Bob Graham, the other co-chairman.  
 
He and Reilly also said they would be asking what safety reviews of the existing rigs 
have been done since the BP explosion, with Graham questioning whether rigs could be 
brought back online individually if BOE inspectors were prepared to do rigorous 
inspections.  
 
Bromwich said the existing deepwater sites would be inspection priorities, but that the 
other provisions driving the ban, including better response-planning industrywide, could 
take time to put in place.  
 
"We have an honest disagreement" with the oil industry about the safety of their 
deepwater operations, Bromwich said. During a June 28 meeting with oil industry 
representatives, Bromwich said, the companies offered assurances. Yet, as Bromwich 
recounted the session, when he and Interior officials asked them if the industry had 
adequate plans to contain a large spill, "there was a pause and silence."  
 
Bromwich, who took over the agency on June 15, faced pointed questions about the 
close relationships between members of his permitting and inspection staffs and the oil 
industry, including the Louisiana office where staff accepted gifts of sports tickets and 
other items from companies they were regulating, which was described in recent 
inspector general reports.  
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"I have read some of the same things you have about problems with my agency and 
very cozy relationship with industry," Bromwich told the commission. "We need to be 
arm's-length and aggressive enforcers.  
 
"We are not going to politely ask the industry to fix things," he said. "We are going to 
demand they fix things and sanction industry almost immediately" for lapses, rather than 
asking for compliance as had previously been done, Bromwich said.  
 
Discussion about the moratorium has overtaken much of the testimony before the 
commission in two days of hearings in New Orleans. The commission is working against 
a six-month deadline to report to President Obama on the cause of the BP explosion 
and ways to prevent a similar disaster and improve spill responses.  
 
Bromwich said that his agency had been too casual in improving response plans and 
that the oil companies had been too casual in complying.  
 
Bromwich also disputed that shallow-water drilling permits have been halted and are 
being denied or delayed, as several oil industry and rig providers told the commission 
Monday.  
 
 


 


They're hounds for oil (Los Angeles Times) 
 
July 14, 2010 Wednesday  
Home Edition 
MAIN NEWS; National Desk; Part A; Pg. 1 
COLUMN ONE;  
They're hounds for oil;  
Scientists use their well-trained noses on gulf seafood to sniff out any threats to the 
nation's food supply. 
By Bob Drogin 
PASCAGOULA, MISS.  
Robert Downs leads the scientists who sniff at fish. 
 
Each day, his team of seven sensory experts dip their noses into large Pyrex bowls of 
snapper, tuna and other raw seafood to test for even a whiff of the pungent oil gushing 
into the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
This is not Grand Cru wine. 
 
"We use specific terms for the aroma," said Downs, who supervises the seafood 
smellers at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's marine lab here. 
"Diesel oil. Bunker oil. Asphalt. Rubber-band-like. Tar." 
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Each olfactory analyst has a super schnoz, able to smell oil diluted to one part per 
million. That's 40 times more sensitive than your average proboscis.  
 
It's also more sensitive than science can explain. Last month, the team caught a faint 
scent in a red snapper that chemists and toxicologists could not confirm despite three 
days of testing at an NOAA marine science lab in Seattle. The result: A rich fishing area 
off Louisiana's coast stayed off-limits. 
 
"The nose knows," Downs said. 
 
Strong stomachs help. The group has sniffed or tasted more than 1,000 fish in the 
nearly three months since the BP oil spill, and no one has gotten sick. 
 
The fish smellers are part of a major effort by NOAA, the Food and Drug Administration, 
the Environmental Protection Agency and state governments to ensure that the still-
leaking oil doesn't pollute the nation's food supply. So far, there are no confirmed 
reports of contaminated Gulf Coast seafood reaching consumers. 
 
Partially because of the sniffers, NOAA has banned fishing in more than a third of the 
Gulf of Mexico, 81,181 square miles in all. State officials also have barred fishing along 
more than 550 miles of beaches and bayous from Louisiana to northern Florida. 
 
"We have found tainted fish," said John Stein, who runs the BP oil spill seafood safety 
testing program for NOAA. "It's not uncommon." 
 
Stein spoke beside a huge chart of the Gulf of Mexico marked with scores of Xs. These 
looked suspiciously like the Xs that mark dead fish eyes in cartoons, but Stein insisted 
his Xs show where NOAA has caught live fish for baseline studies and surveillance 
testing. 
 
Under federal law, fishing is banned if oil is seen in the water. So most samples that are 
tested are caught outside the vast no-go zone or in other waters that are not visibly 
oiled. Pelagic fish, which migrate, pose a special concern for fear they may ingest oil 
and swim away. 
 
One of NOAA's ships, the Delaware II, docked behind the long-established fisheries lab 
here recently after a weeklong cruise. Crew members gingerly carried off 11 large 
frozen fish -- swordfish, blackfin tuna, mahi-mahi and others -- wrapped in black plastic 
and duct tape, and placed them on a gurney. 
 
Cheryl Lassitter, lead chemist at the lab, signed a clipboard to ensure a legal chain of 
custody for each fish. Tags tied to the bags showed where, when and how each fish 
was caught. 
 
"They're like dead bodies," Lassitter said with a groan as she helped push the heavy 
gurney up a small hill. 
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An elevator took them to the lab's second floor, where more scientists -- and more fish -- 
were waiting. A research biologist carefully sliced thick pink filets from a thawed 3-foot-
long cobia, a pelagic fish sometimes called a ling or black salmon. 
 
"I love sushi, but I'm not allowed to eat our samples," said Lisa Desfosse, director of the 
130-member marine lab, as she watched the dissection. 
 
The filets were wrapped in foil and carefully labeled. Half would be refrozen and flown to 
NOAA's Northwest Fisheries Science Center in Seattle. Scientists there will test the fish 
for polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, compounds in petroleum that are toxic and 
carcinogenic. 
 
The other half went down the hall to Steven Wilson, a burly man with a trim white beard 
and a black lab coat, giving him the appearance of a barber. He is the chief quality 
officer for NOAA's Seafood Inspection Program. 
 
On one side of the lab, a tray held 10 perfume-like vials that the sniffers use to 
"harmonize and recalibrate" their senses each day, Wilson said. Each vial has a distinct 
bouquet -- creosote, Alaska sweet, Louisiana crude, used oil, ammonia and so on. 
 
Each day, the sniffers often sniff or taste two to three dozen bowls of seafood, some 
raw and some cooked. "After that, the nose gets tired," Wilson said. 
 
The team uses seven sniffers, with an eighth as an alternate, Wilson said, "in case 
someone gets a sinus infection. Or eats bad beef." 
 
To help cleanse the palate, or for a quick snack, bowls hold cut watermelon, sliced 
cucumbers, cooked corn and rice. The group works behind cardboard screens, like 
voting booths, to hide their reactions. They mark pass or fail, and any comments, on a 
score sheet. 
 
Wilson offered to demonstrate. He lifted the lid of a Pyrex bowl of red snapper, leaned 
way down, and used his hand to fan fumes into his face. He took several shallow sniffs. 
 
"I like to let the aromatics get in my head space," he said. He stood and considered the 
odor. "It smells like really good snapper," he finally declared. 
 
He sniffed at his bare arm to give his nose a neutral scent. Then he stuck his face into a 
bowl of shucked oysters and sniffed again. 
 
"Whoa!" he said. He staggered backward and blinked. "That smells off. I don't smell oil. I 
just don't like it." 
 
Neither the sniffers here nor the chemists in Seattle test for the 1.76 million gallons of 
chemical dispersants that BP has used at sea to help break up the oil. Critics say no 
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one has adequately tested the dispersants for long-term effects on marine life, 
consumers or the environment. 
 
At this point, the FDA has ruled that the chemicals have a "low potential" to 
bioaccumulate in marine life, are "low in human toxicity" and pose "little public health 
risk." Like fish with faint traces of oil, seafood that carries a chemical smell is considered 
adulterated and is illegal to sell. 
 
NOAA has trained thousands of fish sniffers over the years to help guarantee food 
safety. Working with industry, they inspect seafood on ships and docks, in processing 
plants and markets for decomposition, contamination or other hazards to consumers. 
Other industries use sensory experts to ensure quality in coffee, beer and other 
foodstuffs. 
 
But NOAA ramped up an emergency program after the BP spill, sending a team of 
trained sniffers to a laboratory in Gloucester, Mass., for a crash course with crude oil. 
Two dozen people have taken the class. 
 
They will play a crucial role once BP finally caps the renegade well. Sniffers will help 
decide when fishing is again safe in the Gulf of Mexico, and when tens of thousands of 
commercial fishermen, charter boat captains, shrimpers, oystermen and others can 
return to their livelihoods. 
 
Downs, the team leader, is up to the task. He has spent two decades training sensory 
experts. And yes, he eats fish regularly -- mahi-mahi and grouper are his favorites. He 
says his sense of smell gives him a nose-up on most people. 
 
"Last night, I went to a restaurant and took a whiff," he said. "I knew right away the 
lobster was bad." 
 
bob.drogin@latimes.com 
 
 


Tallying BP's Bill on the Gulf Coast (New York Times) 
 
July 14, 2010 Wednesday  
Late Edition - Final 
SECTION: Section B; Column 0; Business/Financial Desk; REUTERS 
BREAKINGVIEWS; Pg. 2:  
By FIONA MAHARG-BRAVO and ROBERT CYRAN 
Things are looking up for BP. Signs that the British energy company is close to halting 
the flow from its leaking Gulf of Mexico well have helped its shares rise more than a 
third since touching a 14-year low in late June. The financial impact of the disaster is 
now a bit easier to quantify. 
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The acute phase could be over within a month at the latest, assuming relief wells are 
completed on schedule. But the beginning of the end could come as early as this week, 
if a new cap on the leak proves successful in capturing essentially all the flow and 
diverting it to barges on the surface.  
 
Assuming the flow stops by Friday and taking the top official estimate for leakage rates, 
BP would have released about 3.4 million barrels, of which at least 750,000 have been 
collected. The final cost of the clean-up operation, currently at $3.5 billion, might 
conceivably come in at less than $6 billion. Fines under the Clean Water Act, at $4,300 
per barrel spilled, would be some $11 billion. 
 
Then there would be claims for damages. BP has committed to a $20 billion fund for this 
purpose, and it remains prudent to assume that every dollar will find a determined 
claimant. Add it up and assume BP pays the full cost even though its partners may also 
be liable, and the total bill would be $37 billion. That would amount to $29 billion after 
netting out tax deductibility for the costs that aren't fines. 
 
This sum would cause little strain on BP's finances. The company will generate $30 
billion of cash flow this year. It is on track to sell $10 billion of assets, possibly to the 
Apache Corporation,  and has $20 billion of cash or committed banking facilities in 
place. 
 
Since the well blew, BP has lost roughly $50 billion of market capitalization beyond what 
is attributable to the decline in global equity markets. On the latest figures, that looks 
overdone. But until the well is actually capped, costs could still spiral upward, and there 
remain questions about BP's future in the United States and about its management. The 
disaster isn't over yet. 
 
Downside of Secrecy  
 
The iPhone's flaw is less about its antenna, and more about public relations. Apple's  
newest handset seems to have a minor problem with its antenna band. But the bigger 
problem is Apple's  tendency toward secrecy and denial, which has turned a potentially 
routine product flaw into a full-blown investment concern, wiping out $5 billion of market 
value on Tuesday. 
 
Buyers of the new iPhone 4 who complained about the antenna -- a metal band that 
wraps around the handset -- were initially told to hold the device differently. Apple then 
blamed a software bug that showed the phone was getting better reception than was 
actually the case. 
 
All of this may be true, but Apple failed to address the central claim of dropped calls. 
Consumer Reports, the respected independent product review outlet, said its tests 
called into question the manufacturer's explanation. Therefore, it said it could not 
recommend that its readers buy the device. 
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That shouldn't have been the outcome, given the phone is far better than the handset it 
replaces. Everything from the screen to how fast it draws up Web pages is improved. 
And signal reception is on par with, or even better than, rival phones, provided you put a 
case on the phone to prevent sweaty fingers from touching the exposed antenna. 
 
In fact, an easy fix according to Consumer Reports would be to apply unsightly duct 
tape to a corner. And Apple could, of course, simply tell customers: ''If you experience 
problems with reception, please use this free plastic bumper.'' For a company that 
prides itself on sleek design and flawless technology, this would be a come-down, but 
one that its customers, and probably shareholders, would appreciate. Absent such 
accommodation, Apple's  stock fell more than $5 a share on Tuesday. 
 
The trouble is, Apple has never done humble or open particularly well. When its chief, 
Steve Jobs, became ill, the company first said he had a virus, then a hormone 
imbalance. He went on medical leave and received a liver transplant before 
shareholders were informed. 
 
A cutting-edge phone that every once in a while drops calls when held in a wonky 
manner is, thankfully, a minuscule issue in comparison. 
 
But Apple could have saved itself some investor concern by handling both in a more 
forthright manner.  
 
For more independent financial commentary and analysis, visit 
www.breakingviews.com. 


 
 
Posted on Wed, Jul. 14, 2010  


Key test on oil spill cap hits unexpected snag (Miami Herald) 
 
From Herald staff and wire reports 
In a photo made from video released by BP, oil emerges from a cap placed on the 
broken wellhead at the former site of the Deepwater Horizon oil rig Tuesday morning. A 
pivotal moment in the Gulf oil crisis was derailed Tuesday evening when officials 
announced they needed more time before they could begin choking off the geyser of 
crude at the bottom of the sea.  
BP and government officials did not say what prompted the decision or when the testing 
on the new, tighter-fitting cap would begin.  
 
The oil giant was scheduled to start slowly shutting off valves on the 75-ton metal stack 
of pipes and valves Tuesday, aiming to stop the flow of oil for the first time in three 
months.  
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If the cap works, it will enable BP to stop the oil from gushing into the sea, either by 
holding all the oil inside the well machinery like a stopper or, if the pressure is too great, 
channeling some through pipes to as many as four collection ships. The operation to 
close the valves could take anywhere from six to 48 hours.  
 
A series of methodical, preliminary steps has been completed, including mapping the 
sea floor.  
 
Late Tuesday, National Incident Commander Thad Allen met with the federal energy 
secretary and the head of the U.S. geological survey and other scientists and 
geologists.  
 
"As a result of these discussions, we decided that the process may benefit from 
additional analysis that will be performed tonight and tomorrow," Allen said.  
 
Earlier Tuesday, there seemed to be cause for cautious optimism. "Even when it's 
finally capped, this will be a long-term cleanup effort, but it sounds promising that this 
plan might be the one to work," said Gordon Goodin, chairman of the Santa Rosa 
County Commission in the Florida Panhandle.  
 
BP had hoped to start the tests Tuesday morning to see if the latest, 150,000-pound 
metal cap could withstand pressure from the escaping oil and seal off the well while the 
company drills relief wells that would permanently plug the oil site.  
 
But that estimate was too optimistic, Kent Wells, a BP senior vice president, told 
reporters in a conference call from Houston Tuesday afternoon. Communication and 
contingency checks took longer than the company expected.  
 
"It's not a simple test," he said.  
 
Engineers have spent hours Tuesday on a seismic survey, creating a map of the rock 
under the sea floor to spot potential dangers, like gas pockets. It also provides a 
baseline to compare with surveys during and after the test to determine whether the 
pressure on the well is causing underground problems.  
 
It was unclear whether there was something in the results of the survey that prompted 
officials to delay the testing. Earlier, BP's Wells said he hadn't heard what the results 
were, but he felt "comfortable that they were good."  
 
In the test, three separate valves to pipes that funnel oil to surface ships were to be 
closed, one at a time, to see if the new cap blocks the sludge from entering the Gulf.  
 
Also Tuesday, U.S. Coast Guard officials said test results confirmed that tar balls found 
on a Galveston, Texas, beach last week were from the oil spill.  
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Tar ball sightings have been few and far between over the past week in the Florida 
Panhandle, but local leaders remained frustrated by what they consider a sluggish 
cleanup.  
 
"They need to find ways to be more efficient," said Goodin, the Santa Rosa County 
commissioner, recounting a recent trip to a cleanup site.  
 
"It was 9:15 in the morning and they were still setting up tents," he said. "Everyone else 
in the world has been up and working for the past two hours at that point."  
 
In hard-hit Pensacola Beach, tar balls remain lodged below the sand, despite day and 
night- time cleanup efforts.  
 
BP has employed 1,558 cleanup workers to comb Panhandle beaches picking up ooze 
from the oil spill, according to the Florida Department of Environmental Protection.  
 
The leak began after the Deepwater Horizon offshore drilling platform exploded on April 
20, killing 11 workers. As of Tuesday, the 84th day of the disaster, an estimated 90.4 
milion to 178.6 million gallons of oil had spewed into the Gulf.  
 
Miami Herald staff writer Laura Figueroa reported from Pensacola. Staff writer Patricia 
Mazzei reported from Miami. 
 


 


 


Commission leader questions dispersant use (Times-Picayune) 
 
New Orleans 
July 14, 2010 Wednesday 
NATIONAL; Pg. A 07 
Commission leader questions dispersant use ;  
It's better than oil, scientists tell Reilly 
 
By David Hammer Staff writer 
The public has had a hard time accepting government claims that dispersants used to 
fight the Gulf oil spill are safe, but scientists Tuesday told a presidential commission 
studying the disaster that much of the fear is unfounded. 
 
Mathy Stanislaus, the Environmental Protection Agency's assistant administrator for the 
Office of Solid Waste, said the EPA is putting a lot of effort into easing public fears 
about the dispersants and other toxic effects of the spill response. 
 
"While the use of dispersants represents an environmental tradeoff, it's important to 
understand that oil is the No. 1 enemy and dispersants are not as toxic as the oil they 
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break down," Stanislaus said. "Dispersants break down over weeks rather than 
persisting for years as oil might."  
 
Stanislaus said EPA tests of Corexit, BP's chosen dispersant, have found that it is 
comparable to other, previously approved dispersants. But he emphasized that more 
testing is needed, and in the meantime the EPA has gotten BP to reduce the amount of 
the dispersant being used. 
 
That raised this question from commission co-chairman and former EPA Administrator 
William Reilly: "You say 40 percent of oil is dispersed naturally and oil is more toxic than 
the dispersants. So, why restrict the use of it so heavily if that's the case?" 
 
Christopher Reddy, an associate scientist of marine chemistry and geochemistry at the 
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, said the use of surface dispersants is extremely 
typical and well understood to be safe, but some concern remains about their use in the 
sea's depths. 
 
Ed Overton, professor emeritus of the Louisiana State University department of 
environmental sciences, said all six elements found in Corexit have been deemed safe 
for use in food and food packaging. He said the one element that used to be part of 
Corexit and was found to have had carcinogenic qualities has since been removed. 
 
"Misinformation is driving the apprehension" over damage to the environment, Overton 
said. Both scientists lamented some alarmist statements from colleagues saying the 
Gulf could be irreparably damaged for decades. 
 
But nervousness about chemicals used to fight the spill and dispose of oil waste was 
not limited to a confused public. Even Reilly expressed concern that the chemicals are 
being applied for "cosmetic" reasons, and said he'd like the commission to make 
recommendations about the use of dispersants quickly. 
 
Reddy held up a textbook on the use of surface dispersants to emphasize how well-
understood that application is. But he said he's interested in seeing more testing of 
subsea dispersants, and Overton said that too little is known about the impact of 
dispersants on deep ocean organisms. 
 
Reddy said he is also concerned about the total amount of dispersants used, which is 
unprecedented. He noted that 1 million barrels of dispersants have been applied to the 
Gulf of Mexico to fight this spill, more than the amount of oil spilled in any single 
accident prior to the BP disaster. 
 
Reilly also said the dispersants' unknown effect on fisheries is troublesome. 
 
"You know a lot of fishermen have very strong reservations about dispersants, that it 
hides the oil under the surface and makes it hard for the fish to avoid it," Reilly said. 
"That's what we found in Prince William Sound" after the 1989 Exxon Valdez tanker spill 
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in Alaska, during Reilly's time as EPA chief. 
 
David Hammer can be reached at dhammer@timespicayune.com or 504.826.3322. 
 
 


BP installs new cap, celebrates rare glitch-free day (Greenwire) 
 
 (07/13/2010) 
Katie Howell, E&E reporter 
BP PLC had a rare successful day yesterday as both the new sealing cap and the third 
containment ship were installed without a glitch to the Gulf of Mexico well that has been 
gushing crude since late April. 


And the top federal official in charge of the spill response expressed optimism that the 
well will stop leaking crude into the Gulf by early next week. 


"It's been a very consequential 24 hours in the life cycle of this response," retired U.S. 
Coast Guard Adm. Thad Allen told reporters this morning. 


Last night, BP crews connected the new 150,000-pound tighter-fitting cap to the 
wellbore, just three hours after the Helix Producer containment vessel started collecting 
its first hydrocarbons from the well. 


Now, crews are prepping to run a series of pressure tests that could last from six hours 
to two days that will help scientists decide whether the new cap can successfully hold 
the gusher at bay until a relief well intercepts it in late July or early August or whether 
the high-volume containment system needs to be brought online to collect 2.5 million to 
3.4 million gallons of crude a day, more than current estimates of the well's flow rate. 


"Either by shutting in the well or producing from it, we'll have a way to contain the oil," 
Allen said. 


To perform the pressure tests, BP will first disconnect the two containment vessels that 
are currently producing oil from the wellbore and slowly close the openings on the new 
cap. When no oil is escaping through the cap, crews will take a series of pressure 
readings that will indicate whether the wellbore is damaged below the surface. 


Crews are looking for pressure readings in the range of 8,000 to 9,000 pounds per 
square inch. Those numbers will indicate the wellbore is intact, Allen said. But if 
pressures are in the 5,000 to 6,000 psi range, "it could tell us hydrocarbons are being 
diverted someplace else," he added. 


"In this exercise, high pressure is good," Allen said. 
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BP and federal officials will keep the cap closed for a period of six to 48 hours, 
depending on the initial pressure readings, to determine whether the cap can withstand 
the oil's pressure for a sustained period of time. Then, they will decide whether to keep 
the cap closed -- and the well shut in -- or to reopen the valves and produce the crude 
through the containment vessels moored at the surface. 


The production system will be ready to produce at capacity by Monday, Allen said. 


Either scenario will keep crude from pouring into the Gulf while crews finish drilling a 
relief well that will intercept the failed well and fill it with heavy drilling fluids and cement 
to seal it off for good. 


"We'll all be very happy when we have the well killed and dead," Kent Wells, BP's senior 
vice president of exploration and production, told reporters in a separate briefing this 
morning. "But we know the job's not over yet." 


Spill commission surprised to hear moratorium decision lies with panel 


The Interior Department's announcement yesterday of a new suspension of offshore 
drilling in the Gulf of Mexico came with a clause that stunned the presidential panel 
tasked with investigating the causes and effects of the spill: Future drilling operations 
hinge partly on the findings of the panel. 


Sen. Mary Landrieu (D-La.) made an unscheduled appearance before the seven-
member commission yesterday as it began its first day of meetings in New Orleans. She 
read a statement from Interior Secretary Ken Salazar that said information collected by 
the commission would be among three items the Obama administration would use in 
deciding what kinds of new drilling would be allowed. 


But the leaders of the bipartisan panel said they had been assured by Salazar's office 
and the White House that advising on the moratorium was not one of their duties. 


"We're 10 minutes old," William Reilly, one of the co-chairmen of the commission and 
head of U.S. EPA under President George H.W. Bush. "The idea we'd have a near-term 
responsibility to make recommendations on policy was not our understanding and not 
consistent with my most recent conversation with [Interior Deputy Secretary] David 
Hayes, who said the Interior Department didn't look to this commission for advice." 


But Landrieu pressed her case that the moratorium is unnecessary to ensure safe 
drilling operations. 


"This was a rogue incident," Landrieu told the panel. "This industry has a record. It's 
been a safe, reliable industry, with 42,000 wells drilled and less than 7,000 barrels 
spilled in the last decade," from non-hurricane-related spills. 
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Landrieu added that she had "beef" with the White House sending out mixed messages, 
not with the commission's not knowing it could affect implementation of the ban. 


Former Florida Sen. and Gov. Bob Graham (D) said he and Reilly plan to go back to 
Interior "to try to clarify what is our responsibility and how we're going to carry it out." 


BP partner refuses to pay bill 


Mitsui Oil Exploration, a minority partner in the failed well in the Gulf of Mexico, followed 
in the footsteps of the other minority partner, Anadarko Petroleum Corp., yesterday, 
refusing to pay BP $111 million toward the cleanup and containment costs. 


Mitsui, which owns a 10 percent interest in the BP-operated well, received a bill in early 
June from BP for part of the spill expenses. The bill was due yesterday. 


But the company is refusing to pay, according to the Nikkei business daily. 


Anadarko, which owns 25 percent of the well, last week refused to reimburse BP for the 
$272 million it had been billed. 


First Ala. turtle nest moved to Fla. 


Scientists and wildlife officials yesterday relocated the first sea turtle nest from Alabama 
to oil-free Cape Canaveral, Fla. 


The move is part of an unprecedented effort to relocate more than 50,000 eggs from 
Alabama and Florida Panhandle beaches to Atlantic waters. Three other nests in 
Florida have already been moved. 


"We've never done anything of this magnitude," Fish and Wildlife Service biologist 
Bruce Porter told the Mobile Press-Register. "It's an untested endeavor." 


 
 


FUEL 
================================================================== 


EPA lowers next year’s target for cellulosic biofuels (BrighterEnergy.org) 
 
By James Cartledge 
The US Environmental Protection Agency has decided to lower next year’s 
requirements for fuel suppliers to sell cellulosic biofuels within their transport fuel 
products. 
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The Agency said it remained “optimistic” about the growth of cellulosic biofuel 
production in future years, but that its analysis of market availability for 2011 suggested 
a lower target was needed. 
 
The proposals issued yesterday detail how the Agency wants to achieve next year’s 
renewable fuels targets, requiring the nation’s fuel suppliers to provide 13.95 billion 
gallons of biofuels – about 7.95% of transport fuel supplies. 
 
The Agency proposed that the suppliers should supply between 5 and 17.1 million 
gallons of cellulosic biofuels in 2011. 
 
Under the second phase of the Renewable Fuel Standard program (RSF2), suppliers 
will also be required to supply 800 million gallons of biodiesel and 1.35 billion gallons of 
advanced biofuels, which achieve higher greenhouse gas savings than conventional 
biofuels. 
 
The 2011 targets are the next step toward the 2022 goal to supply 36 billion gallons of 
biofuels each year. 
 
The EPA is stipulating amounts of the different types of biofuel required by the RSF2 in 
order to encourage investment in biofuels that are better for the environment than 
conventional biofuels like corn-based ethanol. 
 
It said yesterday it would be continuing to work on the cellulosic biofuel standard in the 
coming months, but added: “Overall, EPA remains optimistic that the commercial 
availability of cellulosic ethanol will continue to grow in the years ahead.” 
Proposals 
 
Other proposals set out by the EPA yesterday included the possibility for biofuels made 
from canola oil, grain sorghum, pulpwood or palm oil to be used towards RFS2 targets if 
the EPA rules that they achieve certain greenhouse gas reduction levels. 
 
Producers of these biofuels could be allowed to issue renewable fuel credits (RINs) 
retrospectively for fuels sold back to July 1, 2010, if the EPA does judge that they meet 
the threshold for emission reductions. 
 
The Agency has also proposed to water down rules for biofuels made using feedstocks 
sourced from abroad, so that they require the same documentation as biofuels made 
with domestic feedstocks. 
 
Public comments are being sought on the proposals within the next 30 days. 
 
The National Biodiesel Board said in comments about the EPA’s proposals that the 
biodiesel industry “stands ready” to provide the advanced biofuels required to meet the 
RFS2 target in 2011. 
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Manning Feraci, vice president of federal affairs for the NBB, applauded the EPA’s 
“common-sense” view that petroleum-based fuels ought to be displaced by advanced 
biofuels. 
 
This notice demonstrates to all actors in the fuels marketplace that the volume goals for 
Biomass-based Diesel provided for by law in the RFS2 program will be met and that 
800 million gallons of biodiesel must be used in 2011,” he said. 


 


EPA slashing mandate for next-gen biofuels – again (Des Moines Register) 
 
With the next-generation biofuel industry still stuck at the starting line, the Obama 
administration is once again going to slash the mandate on refiners to use ethanol 
made from crop residue and other forms of plant cellulose. Under the 2007 energy law, 
refiners were supposed to use 100 million gallons of cellulosic ethanol this year and 250 
million gallons in 2011. But very little of the fuel is actually in production, so the 
Environmental Protection Agency slashed the mandate to 6 million gallons for this year 
and today the agency proposed to set the 2011 mandate at just 5 to 17 million gallons. 
 
The agency said it “EPA will continue to evaluate the market as it works to finalize the 
cellulosic standard in the coming months. Overall, EPA remains optimistic that the 
commercial availability of cellulosic biofuel will continue to grow in the years ahead.” 
 
The EPA may well have to keep cutting the cellulosic mandate. It's supposed to jump to 
500 million gallons in 2012 and double to a billion gallons in 2013 and continue to rise 
after that. 
 
“We've seen a two to three year delay in construction resulting from the current 
economic climate,” said Matt Carr of the Biotechnology Industry Organization, which 
represents many of the companies trying to develop the next-generation biofuels. “It 
may take us at least that long to recover from that slowdown. Looking out beyond the 
next five years we're certainly optimistic the long-term volumes can be met.” 


 
 


GENERAL 
================================================================== 
EPA hires new special agent for Northwest (Anchorage Daily News) 
 
SEATTLE -- The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has a new special agent in 
charge of the Northwest region.  
 
Tyler Amon has been selected to supervise all criminal investigations for the EPA region 
that includes Alaska, Idaho, Oregon, and Washington. He's based in Seattle.  
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The 38-year-old said he'll oversee 14 agents working in four states to investigate people 
or companies that do harm to the environment or skirt regulations.  
 
Amon said he enjoys working with highly trained staff to build cases that involve illegal 
dumping or other environmental crimes. About 20 to 30 defendants are charged each 
year in the Northwest as a result of their work.  
 
Amon has been with the EPA's criminal enforcement office for 15 years. 


 
 


SUPERFUND 
================================================================== 


EPA gets to work at Superfund site near Bally (Reading Eagle) 
 
Wells being dug near Bally; treatment plant should be operational by the end of the year 
By Kristin Boyd 
Reading Eagle 
Reading Eagle: Bill Uhrich 
Workers from Eichelbergers Inc. in Mechanicsburg, Cumberland County, pump out 
groundwater near the Crossley Farm Superfund site in Hereford Township. 
Watching a well crew drill in a patch of land across from his home was a welcome sight 
for David Meitzler. 
 
Like many Hereford Township residents, he is grateful that the federal Environmental 
Protection Agency has begun installing extraction wells at the Crossley Farm Superfund 
site after a nearly nine-month delay. 
 
Groundwater around the farm near Bally has been contaminated for decades with 
trichloroethylene, or TCE, a suspected carcinogen that is harmful if swallowed or 
inhaled. 
 
Crews started drilling the wells last month as part of the federal cleanup. 
 
The work was supposed to start last fall, but weather conditions prevented that, said 
Roy Schrock, EPA project manager of the Crossley site. 
 
"We got snow before we even had a driller (contract) awarded," he said. 
 
The EPA plans to install 12 wells - 10 extraction wells and two monitoring wells - along 
Dale Road and Dairy Lane during the next four to six months. 
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The next step will be building an on-site water treatment plant, which Schrock expects 
will be operational by the end of the year. 
 
The plant will treat water from the extraction wells, which then will be discharged into a 
tributary of the West Branch of the Perkiomen Creek, Schrock said. 
 
According to EPA, the former Bally Case & Cooler used the 24-acre Crossley Farm to 
store TCE in 50-gallon drums in the 1960s and '70s. The chemical is an industrial 
solvent and degreaser. 
 
After seeping into the groundwater, the TCE spread in a plume that extends for 3 miles 
in an aquifer beneath Blackhead Hill and reaches depths of up to 500 feet. 
 
The chemical is now coming out of natural springs in the area, Schrock said. The EPA 
also is monitoring homes within a 2-mile radius for TCE vapors. 
 
The Crossley Farm was designated a Superfund site in the 1980s. 
 
The cleanup received $5 million in federal stimulus money in April 2009. 
 
EPA hopes that extracting and treating the contaminated groundwater will stop the 
plume from spreading. The agency expects to operate the treatment plant for 30 years. 
 
The well now being drilled is along Dale Road near Camp Mensch Mill Road. When 
completed, it will be at least 330 feet deep, Schrock said. 
 
Sitting on their back porch near where the well was being drilled, Meitzler and his 
girlfriend, Sharon Moyer, said they're pleased with the EPA's efforts so far. The agency 
tests their well water every six months to ensure it is safe to use, Meitzler said. 
 
"They're always cooperative," Meitzler said. "They've done a good job." 
 
"I hope it works," Moyer added. "We have faith in them." 
 
Contact Kristin Boyd: 610-371-5016 or kboyd@readingeagle.com 
 


Industry Gears Up To Fight Democratic Push For Renewed Superfund Tax (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Posted: July 13, 2010  
Industry groups are gearing up to oppose efforts by some congressional Democrats to 
reinstate the long-expired Superfund tax, with the American Chemistry Council (ACC) 
circulating an “issue brief” arguing the taxes would hurt an economic recovery. 
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The industry effort signals a likely showdown over the issue, which has reemerged as a 
"polluter pays" priority for the White House and congressional Democrats in the wake of 
the BP oil spill. 


ACC on June 28 prepared an updated issue brief outlining the reasons why the 
chemical industry believes reinstating the taxes would be a bad idea. "The chemistry 
industry is already facing slumping demand from the recession, continued high costs for 
energy, intense foreign competition, and razor-thin margins," the ACC backgrounder 
says. 


At the same time, the manufacturing industry is holding meetings to develop a 
legislative strategy for opposing proposals to reestablish the Superfund tax. 


ACC claims the costs of the renewed tax "to the chemical industry would be substantial" 
with "an estimated $355 million in 2012, rising over time to $4.3 billion over the ten-year 
period." The group says that the "chemical feedstock excise tax will account for 82 
percent ($3.53 billion) of the $4.3 billion in cost, with the chemical industry's share of the 
Corporate Environmental Income Tax (CEIT) accounting for the remaining 18 percent 
($755 million)." 


According to ACC, "Superfund is overwhelmingly a program in which responsible 
parties pay for waste site clean-up" and chemical "companies and others targeted by 
the Superfund tax have paid for Superfund site remediation several times over. As 
responsible parties, they've paid to study, cleanup, and reimburse federal and state 
government costs at sites they contaminated." 


ACC also claims that the chemical excise portion of the Superfund tax would make it 
difficult for domestic chemical companies to compete globally. "Reinstating the tax on 
just two products -- chlorine and ammonia -- would essentially offset any economic 
return on sales to current producers, making those segments non-competitive in the 
global market," ACC says. "An excise tax on chlorine would increase the cost of 
disinfecting water; while the cost of fertilizer (which depends on ammonia) would also 
increase." 


Opposing 'Another Tax Burden' 


In addition, reinstating "the corporate environmental income tax would add another tax 
burden on an industry already affected by significantly higher fuel and energy raw 
material ('feedstock') costs and increased global competition," ACC says. "The U.S. is 
losing production and jobs to other areas of the world where energy costs are lower." 


Democrats and environmentalists in favor of reinstating the tax have long viewed it as a 
way of addressing the slowing pace of Superfund cleanups in recent years. But industry 
officials, who argue cleanups have slowed because the remaining sites are more 
complex than those EPA had dealt with in the past, will seek to make the argument that 
reinstating the tax will not speed cleanups in part because the Superfund budget will still 
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be subject to annual appropriations by Congress regardless of the tax, an industry 
source says. 


The ACC backgrounder reflects this theme. "Even when the Superfund Trust Fund ran a 
significant surplus, Congress determined how much EPA could spend in the Superfund 
program," ACC claims in the document. "In other words, Superfund taxes do not control 
EPA's annual budget. Congressional appropriations have remained fairly constant, 
between $1.2 and $1.4 billion." 


Meanwhile, the National Association of Manufactures (NAM) is convening a July 13 
meeting with its members to conduct “a legislative update, a review of NAM's policy on 
this issue and a discussion of NAM's lobbying strategy moving forward.” NAM, along 
other major industry groups and key Republicans in Congress, have historically 
opposed reinstatement of the tax. The meeting follows the group's announcement of a 
“tax and energy Superfund task force.” 


In its June 30 announcement of the task force, NAM notes there "is growing interest in 
Congress and the administration to reinstate the Superfund tax," citing a June 21 letter 
EPA sent to congressional leaders urging them to approve legislation reinstating the tax 
and a June 22 Senate hearing, during which Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ) touted a 
Government Accountability Office finding that EPA's costs to remediate existing and 
future Superfund sites likely exceed its current funding levels as a reason to pass the 
legislation. 


During the June 22 hearing, Sen. James Inhofe (OK), the ranking Republican on the 
Senate Environment & Public Works Committee, argued that Democrats' claim they 
want to reinstate the tax to ensure that polluters -- rather than the public -- pay to clean 
up contamination is inconsistent with the federal government's recent bailout of the auto 
industry that Democrats supported. Inhofe claimed that the bailout allowed companies 
such as General Motors and Chrysler to escape liability for cleanups at their former 
facilities and argues that private citizens will ultimately have to fund the cleanups 
through their tax dollars. 


Industry officials agree with Inhofe's auto bailout argument against the tax, the industry 
source says. But industry officials are unlikely to use the argument as a lobbying tool 
due to a reluctance "go after their own," the source says. -- Douglas P. Guarino 


 


 


TOXICS 
================================================================== 


Pair scouts for others exposed to toxins at Lejeune (News & Observer) 
 



http://insideepa.com/201006221334139/EPA-Daily-News/Daily-News/lautenburg-touts-gao-findings-to-push-renewal-of-superfund-tax/menu-id-95.html
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Raleigh, North Carolina 
July 14, 2010 Wednesday 
SECTION: B 
By BARBARA BARRETT; Washington correspondent 
ROANOKE, Va.  
Advocates pushing for answers about water contamination at Camp Lejeune have taken 
their documents on the road, and they're headed to Charlotte. 
 
Mike Partain, a breast cancer survivor from Florida, and Jerry Ensminger, a retired 
master sergeant in White Lake whose daughter died in 1985 of childhood leukemia, 
have held three informational gatherings in the Southeast. 
 
The men want to bring together Marine veterans and family members who might have 
been exposed to toxic water at Camp Lejeune from the mid-'50s to the mid-'80s.  
 
"Our biggest problem is we don't know who each other are," Partain said last weekend 
to listeners at a meeting in Roanoke, Va. "We've got to network out." 
 
The next meeting is scheduled for 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday in Virginia Beach, Va. 
Another is July 31 in Charlotte. 
 
In a chilly meeting room last weekend in Roanoke, Va., Partain, the son of a Marine, 
posted on a wall maps of groundwater contamination plumes at Camp Lejeune 
 
"This sample?" Partain said, circling a number with a laser pointer: 1,400 parts per 
billion of trichloroethylene, or TCE, found in a water sample in 1982. "This came out of a 
hospital emergency room sink." 
 
"Oh my God," came a male voice from a small audience of Marine veterans and their 
families. 
 
"I was bathed in it," said another male voice. 
 
Added a woman: "They made formula out of that water." 
 
The Blue Ridge Mountains outside the windows Saturday seemed a world away from 
the coastal sands of Camp Lejeune but the veterans easily summoned memories of the 
base. They came with stories of cancers, heart ailments and other diseases, trying to 
learn whether illnesses could be connected to the toxic water. 
 
"I was there 13 years," said Curt Overington, who grew up at Lejeune. "I lost a brother. 
One brother was born without organs." One was born with a cleft lip. 
 
Francis Rogers of Christiansburg, Va., served at the base from 1957 to 1962, and his 
youngest son served at Lejeune in the 1980s. 
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"He has breathing problems," Rogers said of his son. "I have skin problems." 
 
Rogers learned of the meeting from a newspaper advertisement and didn't know what to 
expect. "My eyes were opened up," he said. 
 
The community meetings come as Congress investigates the water contamination, its 
causes and health effects. The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry - 
part of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services - is conducting studies to 
better understand the type and extent of the contamination and its effect on former 
residents. 
 
The Marines say the water at Lejeune today is safe to drink, and the military says it is 
working to find answers for Marines and their families. The military was required by law 
to contact Marine veterans through the Internal Revenue Service, and it has run ads 
about the contamination in magazines. 
 
Until recently, much of the contamination was blamed on an off-base dry cleaner. 
 
Military documents show that the base's water was contaminated with benzene; TCE; 
tetrachloroethylene, known as PCE; vinyl chloride, and other chemicals - much of it 
leaked from on-base sources. Benzene and vinyl chloride cause cancer in humans; 
TCE is under study for the same designation by the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
 
Partain and Ensminger say the military has not been forthcoming about details of the 
contamination. 
 
Ensminger has lobbied Congress and the media about the contamination for 12 years, 
since he saw a news story in Elizabethtown about toxic water at the base. He 
connected the water to the leukemia that killed his daughter, Janey. He said former 
residents should join the Camp Lejeune historic drinking water registry so they can get 
involved in scientific studies on the matter. 
 
bbarrett@mcclatchydc.com or 202-383-0012 


 


Hydrocarbons in cereal stoke new debate over food safety (Greenwire) 
 
(07/13/2010) 
Elana Schor, E&E reporter 
When Kellogg Co. pulled about 28 million cereal boxes from store shelves last month, 
the company said only that an "off-flavor and smell" coming from the packaging could 
cause nausea and diarrhea. But the culprit behind the recall is a class of chemicals now 
making news in the Gulf of Mexico: hydrocarbons, a byproduct of oil. 
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The nonprofit Environmental Working Group (EWG) reported yesterday that the 
hydrocarbon methylnaphthalene, which the government has yet to evaluate for human 
carcinogenicity, was behind the recall. For EWG and other public-health advocacy 
groups, the appearance of a chemical missing consistent risk data in popular products 
such as Apple Jacks strengthens the case for food safety reform -- an issue that 
remains stalled in the Senate. 


"There are potentially many thousands of chemicals that could leach out of these 
materials into our food," said Jane Houlihan, EWG's vice president for research. "In this 
case, methylnaphthalene and other hydrocarbons are what Kellogg's is saying publicly 
about what ended up in their cereal. They need to be more forthcoming about what 
exactly they found." 


A food-safety bill passed by the House one year ago this month gives the Food and 
Drug Administration power to order mandatory recalls, rather than voluntary efforts such 
as the one initiated with Kellogg. But that legislation sits in limbo in the upper chamber 
as industry groups chafe at Sen. Dianne Feinstein's (D-Calif.) bid to ban another 
chemical with an unclear safety history, bisphenol A, from food containers. 


Sarah Klein, an attorney at the Center for Science in the Public Interest, said the 
mandatory recall provisions in the pending food-safety measure would provide greater 
consumer protections in the case of packaging hazards such as the Kellogg case. 


But, she added, "in this particular instance, it's clear that FDA needs to take a closer 
look at the packaging of consumer products and this chemical that's been identified as a 
problem." 


Kellogg consulted independent toxicologists and chemists before pinpointing "elevated 
levels of hydrocarbons, including methylnaphthalene," as the source of the smell and 
flavor defects in the cereal, company spokesman J. Adaire Putnam said via e-mail. 


The paraffin wax at issue in the June 25 recall is FDA approved and "commonly used as 
a protective coating for foods including cheese, raw fruits and vegetables," he added. 
"We have verified that the elevated levels of hydrocarbons are not present at harmful 
levels. We are working with our supplier to ensure that this situation does not happen 
again." 


Putnam declined to name the other hydrocarbons found in the cereal boxes and to state 
whether the company would back EWG's call for increased FDA testing of food 
packaging. 


Scott Openshaw, a spokesman for the Grocery Manufacturers Association, declined to 
comment on the specifics of the Kellogg case but affirmed the food industry's support 
for packaging safety. "We take that responsibility very seriously," Openshaw said in an 
e-mail. "Food and beverage companies all adhere to strict manufacturing practices to 
assure that food packaging is safe." 
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Agencies cite lack of data 


In its report, EWG noted that U.S. EPA and the Agency for Toxic Substances and 
Disease Registry (ATSDR), a division of the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention, have both cited a lack of data in declining to rule on the human 
carcinogenicity of methylnaphthalene. 


EWG also played up the contrast between a Kellogg statement that the substances 
prompting the recall are frequently used in food packaging and a 2005 ATSDR 
conclusion that "you are not likely to be exposed to [methylnaphthalene] by eating foods 
or drinking beverages." 


The advocacy group urged Kellogg to release its third-party testing of the recalled 
cereal boxes and recommended stricter food safety laws, though it did not directly call 
for Senate passage of the food-safety legislation. 


One House Democrat, however, linked the Kellogg case to the pending bill in the 
immediate wake of the cereal recall. "When foods that are popular among kids are 
being recalled in large volumes, it is clear that our food safety system is not working," 
Rep. Rosa DeLauro of Connecticut said in a statement last month. 


 


 


 


WATER 
================================================================== 


July 13, 2010, 11:47AM  


EPA public meeting in Denver focuses on fracking (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Bloomberg BusinessWeek 


 
 DENVER  
The Environmental Protection Agency is holding the second of four public meetings as it 
prepares to study potential effects of hydraulic fracturing, or fracking. 
 
The meeting Tuesday night in Denver is to gather public comments on an upcoming 
study on the relationship between fracking and drinking water. 
 
Fracking is a process that pumps fluids into underground geologic formations at high 
pressures to help extract oil and natural gas. 
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The EPA held the first of the four public meetings last week in Fort Worth, Texas. Other 
meetings are scheduled July 22 in Canonsburg, Pa., and Aug. 12 in Binghamton, N.Y. 


 


Tritium detected at Plymouth nuclear plant (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Boston Herald 
 
By Associated Press  |   Tuesday, July 13, 2010    


PLYMOUTH — The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has reported that elevated levels 
of the radioactive isotope tritium have been detected in a groundwater monitoring well at 
the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station in Plymouth. 


The NRC says the elevated levels of tritium detected June 21 fall within the 
Environmental Protection Agency’s safe drinking water limit and are not a threat to the 
public water supply. 


Pilgrim’s owner, Entergy Corp., announced that in response it has stepped up the 
sampling frequency on all 12 of its monitoring wells from quarterly to weekly and has 
launched an investigation to identify the source. 


No other isotopes have been detected. 


Pilgrim, which started operating in 1972, is applying for relicensing before the Atomic 
Safety Licensing Board. 


 


Lifting U.S. Drilling Moratorium Is Too Risky, Bromwich Says (Bloomberg 
Businessweek) 
 
July 13, 2010, 1:04 PM EDT 
July 13 (Bloomberg) -- Lifting the moratorium on deep-water oil drilling is too risky as 
companies have yet to show they are capable of preventing and containing spills 
following the BP Plc disaster, the main regulator for U.S. offshore drilling said. 
 
Drillers must do a better job, and investigators must gather more data on the causes of 
BP’s Macondo well leak in the Gulf of Mexico before drilling can resume, Michael 
Bromwich, director of the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and 
Enforcement, said today at a hearing in New Orleans. 
 
“So long as the spill is out there and has not been contained and the oil-spill response 
capabilities are all being consumed by the current spill,” Interior Secretary Kenneth 
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Salazar finds it too risky, Bromwich said. “He hopes that prior to Nov. 30 he will have 
the comfort level to allow some deep- water exploratory drilling to continue, but he is not 
there yet.” 
 
The moratorium on deep-water drilling may be adjusted to allow some new wells to go 
forward before Nov. 30, Bromwich told a commission formed by President Barack 
Obama to investigate the spill. Oil companies and officials of Gulf Coast states including 
Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal say the ban may do more economic harm than the 
actual spill. 
 
Bromwich plans public hearings over the next 60 days to determine what additional 
safety measures are needed. Salazar announced the new moratorium yesterday after a 
federal judge rejected an initial ban imposed in May as a response to the April 20 
explosion on the BP-leased Deepwater Horizon drilling rig that triggered the largest oil 
spill in U.S. history. 
 
Job Losses 
 
The new moratorium identifies at-risk wells based on drilling configurations and 
technologies instead of water depth. The previous version barred drilling deeper than 
500 feet (152 meters), a distinction U.S. District Judge Martin Feldman questioned in 
rejecting the ban. 
 
“This second suspension of deepwater drilling is a clear sign that the administration is 
unwilling to follow the advice of their own scientists,” Jindal said today in a statement. 
“The ultimate effect of this second moratorium is the same as the first -- to shut down 
drilling operations in the Gulf and risk killing an estimated 20,000 jobs in Louisiana.” 
 
The new ban has idled 21 rigs in the Gulf, 12 fewer than the number affected by the 
original moratorium, Bromwich said. Companies including Diamond Offshore Drilling 
Inc., the largest U.S. deep-water oil driller, have said they will move rigs to other 
countries as a result of the U.S. ban. 
 
Reorganizing MMS 
 
William Reilly, co-chair of the presidential commission and former U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency administrator, said the ban is causing economic damage to the 
region. Reilly asked Bromwich if inspectors could be placed on affected rigs. 
 
“Inspections leave a margin for error,” Bromwich said. 
 
Bromwich is charged with reorganizing the renamed Minerals Management Service, the 
agency within the Interior Department that oversaw oil and gas development on federal 
properties. 
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“The industry has been too casual in the oil spill response plans they’ve submitted,” 
Bromwich said. “Frankly, I think my agency has been too casual in approving them.” 
 
The National Commission on the BP Deepwater Horizon Spill and Offshore Drilling held 
its first hearing in New Orleans yesterday. It is co-chaired by Reilly and Robert Graham, 
a former Florida governor and U.S. senator. 
 
“We’re not going to politely ask industry anymore to fix things,” Bromwich said. “We’re 
going to demand that they fix things.” 
 
The damaged Macondo well has been gushing as much as 60,000 barrels of oil a day, 
according to government scientists, after the initial explosion killed 11 workers and sank 
a $365 million Transocean Ltd. rig being leased by BP. London-based BP had spent 
about $3.1 billion on containment efforts, cleanup and legal claims as of July 6, 
according to company data. 
 
--Editors: Romaine Bostick, Larry Liebert. 
 
To contact the reporters on this story: Jim Efstathiou Jr. in New York at 
jefstathiou@bloomberg.net; Jim Snyder in New Orleans at jsnyder24@bloomberg.net. 
 
To contact the editor responsible for this story: Larry Liebert at lliebert@bloomberg.net 


Baltimore residents, organizations sue steel mill (Greenwire) 
 
 (07/13/2010) 
The Chesapeake Bay Foundation, Baltimore Harbor Waterkeeper and some Baltimore 
residents are suing the owners of the Sparrows Point steel mill for polluting the air and 
water around the Chesapeake Bay tributaries and threatening human health. 


The century-oil mill was ordered by a judge to clean up its pollution 13 years ago but 
has failed to do so, plaintiffs said. Since then, the mill's owner, Severstal North America 
Inc., and previous owner, ArcelorMittal USA, were cited 22 times and fined almost 
$700,000 by state and federal regulators. 


"It really does seem they're above the law," said William Baker, president of the 
Chesapeake Bay Foundation. 


Residents say they don't fish or swim in the waterways, their boats and decks are 
covered in coal dust, and piles of hazardous waste wash into the water when it rains. In 
2006, levels of toxic chemicals including arsenic, lead and mercury exceeded U.S. EPA 
guidelines in the waters surrounding the mill. 


Another suit is also in the works for personal injury damages, led by Bart Fisher, a 
Washington-based lawyer. About 135 residents have signed on so far, including Guido 
Guarnaccia, whose son recovered from leukemia. 
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"I don't want the money -- it's cursed money," Guarnaccia said. "I'll donate it to help get 
the bay cleaned up or to the leukemia association or something. The clams and oysters 
are gone, and we have to import them from China. The fishermen have lost their jobs. 
My son got sick. I've become resentful" (Cohn/Wheeler, Baltimore Sun, July 10). -- LP 


 


Tritium detected at Pilgrim N-plant (Boston Globe) 
 
July 14, 2010 Wednesday 
NEWS; Metro; Pg. 3 
By Carolyn Y. Johnson, GLOBE STAFF 
A monitoring well located on the ocean side of the Pilgrim Nuclear Station in Plymouth 
has registered elevated levels of the radioactive isotope tritium. 
 
The tritium detected was still well below the Environmental Protection Agency's 
maximum allowable level in drinking water and does not pose a risk to health or safety, 
said the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.  
 
David Tarantino, Pilgrim spokesman, said that a team of environmental engineers, 
chemists, maintenance, and operations specialists, and others are now trying to 
pinpoint the source of the tritium. 
 
``It's in an area where there's lots of underground systems that carry radioactive water, 
but we can't even say for certain that it's a leaking system yet,'' he said. Another source 
of tritium contamination occurs during washout, he said, when tritium leaves the plant in 
water vapor and returns to the ground in rain. 
 
Pilgrim has 12 monitoring wells as part of a ground water protection initiative that the 
nuclear industry started after several high-profile cases of tritium leakage at the Indian 
Point nuclear plant in New York and the Braidwood nuclear power plant in Illinois. 
Earlier this year, a leak was discovered at Vermont Yankee in Vernon, Vt. 
 
Neil Sheehan, a spokesman for the NRC, said that the problem at Vermont Yankee was 
more significant than the one at Pilgrim appears to be. 
 
``These are fairly low levels here,'' Sheehan said. ``The concern for us is whenever they 
see evidence for tritium above these low threshold limits, they immediately begin a 
process of trying to identify the source.'' 
 
Tarantino said that water samples were also being provided to the state Department of 
Public Health and that careful monitoring was ongoing of the wells onsite, as well as in 
offsite places, such as the ocean, to ensure that contaminated water is not leaving the 
property. 
 
Pilgrim is seeking a 20-year license renewal. Sheehan said it was possible, but not 



http://www.baltimoresun.com/features/green/bs-gr-sparrows-point-20100708,0,3620672.story
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likely, that the discovery of elevated tritium levels would play a role in whether the plant 
receives approval. 
 
Ralph Andersen - senior director of radiation, safety, and environmental protection at 
the Nuclear Energy Institute, a trade organization for the nuclear industry - said that the 
detection of the tritium was evidence the system was working. 
 
Carolyn Y. Johnson can be reached at cjohnson@globe.com 
 


 
 


Colleyville Tap Water Gets Annual OK (Fort Worth Star-Telegram) 
 
Texas 
July 14, 2010 Wednesday 
SECTION: A 
Colleyville Tap Water Gets Annual OK 
By Steve Norder; Contributing Writer 
Colleyville's tap water is safe, according to a report sent out to the city's households. 
 
The annual report, which covers 2009, summarizes water tests for such substances as 
barium, fluoride, atrazine, chloroform, lead and copper. Those tests are required by the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  
 
The city's water comes from the Trinity River Authority's Lake Arlington, said Ken 
Tywater, utility superintendent. It flows into the 5-million gallon ground storage tank at 
Reagan Park on L.D. Lockett Road and from there is distributed to residents. 
 
It is the city's responsibility to daily test for chlorine residuals to ensure the water is 
properly disinfected, Tywater said. Other tests are conducted on a quarterly basis by the 
Texas Department of Environmental Quality. Some tests, such as for lead and copper, 
are done on a three-year basis. 
 
While "all drinking water may contain contaminants," the report says, "the presence of 
contaminants does not necessarily indicate that water poses a health risk." 
 
None of the contaminants tested for came close to the highest permitted levels, 
according to the report, which was mailed to Colleyville households.  
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ADMINISTRATOR JACKSON 
================================================================== 


Rural concerns are focus of federal EPA chief's Alaska visit (Anchorage Daily 
News) 
 
VISIT: Sanitation and the Pebble project lead topics to be discussed. 
By ELIZABETH BLUEMINK 
ebluemink@adn.com 
(07/27/10 20:33:28) 
The head of the federal Environmental Protection Agency is meeting this week with 
Alaska village residents on matters ranging from the controversial Pebble mine project 
to federal spending on rural sanitation projects and coastal village erosion. 
 
EPA administrator Lisa Jackson was scheduled on Tuesday to visit four Southwest 
villages on Thursday: Kasigluk, Napakiak, Chefornak and Bethel. 
 
Today, she is expected in Dillingham to meet with Bristol Bay region tribal governments, 
Native corporations and other local organizations to get their views on the proposed 
Pebble project. Jackson is also meeting with the Pebble Partnership, the consortium of 
mining companies hoping to develop the massive copper and gold prospect. 
 
EPA has a critical role in the Pebble project: If the proposed mine's backers apply for 
development permits, EPA will be in charge of the proposed mine's environmental 
impact study. The companies have signaled that they might start applying for permits 
next year. "I think that part of the reason she's coming up to hear about Pebble is 
because the whole permit application process (is) getting closer and closer," said Ralph 
Anderson, chief executive of the Bristol Bay Native Association. 
 
Jackson also faces some pressing concerns in the Yukon-Kuskokwim region. 
 
Last week, two Bethel- area Native leaders sent a position paper to Jackson detailing 
some of the region's problems. The leaders, Myron Naneng of the Association of Village 
Council Presidents and Matthew Nicolai of Calista Corp., requested more federal 
funding for village sanitation and drinking water projects in their paper. 
 
State officials said this week they are also concerned about the current level of federal 
funding for village water projects. 
 
The state runs a village safe-water program but receives 75 percent of the money from 
the federal government. Federal spending on the program has declined 40 percent in 
the past seven years though the projects have become more costly, according to Larry 
Hartig, commissioner of the Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation. 
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Hartig said he planned to travel with Jackson to the four Western Alaska villages to look 
at their sanitation -- everything from honey buckets to water treatment systems -- and 
other problems such as coastal erosion. 
 
"All of us are asking ourselves what to do to meet these still unmet needs," Hartig said. 
 
On Monday, Jackson arrived in Anchorage and met with reporters, EPA staffers, the 
Coast Guard, DEC and business and environmental groups. 
 
Find Elizabeth Bluemink online at adn.com/contact/ebluemink or call 257-4317. 
 
 
 


EPA administrator visits Alaska (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: KTUU 
 
Associated Press - July 27, 2010 1:24 PM ET 
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (AP) - Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa 
Jackson is visiting Alaska for the first time. 
 
She is in the state to find out how decisions made in Washington, D.C. affect industry 
and the environment in Alaska. 
 
Jackson will be spending three days in the state. She will spend the next few days in 
Bethel and Dillingham. Issues expected to come up range from community sanitation to 
erosion to the proposed Pebble Mine. 
 
Jackson also has met with industry groups, including the Alaska Oil and Gas 
Association and the Resource Development Council, as well as a collection of 
environmental groups. 
 
 
 


EPA administrator Lisa Jackson speaks at the Aspen Institute Environment 
Forum (Examiner) 
 
July 27, 3:58 PM · Leslee Schmitt - Denver Environmental News Examiner 
Administrator of the Environmental Protection Agency Lisa Jackson reaffirmed that she 
believes the Obama administration responded appropriately and in the best way 
possible in handling the Gulf oil spill. Ms. Jackson took part in a panel discussion 
moderated by Tulane University President Scott Cowen at the opening session of the 
Aspen Environment Forum Sunday evening. 
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Ms. Jackson characterized her agency as a guardpost and protector of the American 
public and emphasized that preparedness is a most important consideration for both oil 
companies and the government. She told the audience that the only way to prevent 
similar disasters is to wean the American public from its fossil-fuel addiction. 
 
Former Shell Oil president John Hofmeister, also on the panel, agreed that government 
oversight needs to be improved, but insisted that Shell adheres to their own rigorous 
safety guidelines and would not have drilled a well in the same way as BP drilled the 
failed well. 
 
Panelist Joel Bourne, an environmental reporter for National Geographic, fears that the 
attention span of the American public is too short to demand the needed strengthening 
of the rules. Most people will lose interest and move on to other scandals and 
catastrophes long before the effects of the spill are mitigated. “As soon as they don't 
see oil, it's all good”, said Mr. Bourne. 
 
 


EPA reviewing its dust regulations (McPherson Sentinel) 
 
By Katie Stockstill, managing editor  
The McPherson Sentinel  
Posted Jul 27, 2010 @ 09:56 AM 
McPherson, Kan. — Dust is part of summer in Kansas. It trails trucks on dirt roads, 
settles near tractors in the field and kicks up under the feet of cattle moving through the 
pasture. But the Environmental Protection Agency, through its Clean Air Act, is taking a 
second look at dust and how it affects human health. 
The Clean Air Act requires the EPA to set National Ambient Air Quality Standards every 
five years. The standards were last established in 2006 and the EPA is beginning the 
review and testing process for the 2011 standards. 
Earlier this month, the EPA released a report saying that while the science of measuring 
dust- coarse particulate matter – is still uncertain, but that the agency would be justified 
in either retaining the current standards or tightening allowable levels. 
 
The EPA regulates all sizes and types of particulate matter as a way to minimize the 
matter’s impact on human health. 
The EPA has concluded that matter smaller than 10 micrometers in diameter- dust 
included- is directly linked to potential health problems. 
“Small particulates less than 10 micrometers in diameter post the greatest problems 
because they can get deep into your lungs and some may even get into your 
bloodstream,” the EPA states on its website. “Exposure to such particles can affect both 
your lungs and your heart.” 
The 2006 standards allow for 150 micrograms per cubic meter in a 24-hour period. 
More than 85 state and national agriculture organizations have written the National 
Governor’s Association explaining the situation and urging the governors to express 
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their concern with the situation, including economic benefits of reducing the number of 
allowed particulates. 
A group of Senators, including Kansas Senators Sam Brownback and Pat Roberts, 
have also signed a letter to EPA administrator Lisa Jackson urging her and the EPA to 
consider rural America when setting new particulate guidelines. 
“Producers could potentially be fined for not meeting the PM standards while still 
practicing good management practices on their soils,” the letter to Jackson states. 
“Considering the Administration’s focus on rural America and rural economic 
development, a proposal such as this could have a negative effect on those very goals. 
If the EPA publishes a rule that regulates dust at these low levels, excessive dust 
control measures could be imposed which could slow economic development and 
impose significant costs to farmers and businesses. Since EPA would be justified in 
retaining the current standard, then the current standard should be retained.” 
The EPA advisory committee met Monday and is set to meet again Aug. 16. While the 
EPA has not outlined possible changes, some agriculture groups believe the particulate 
matter standards could be tightened to half the current allowable levels. 
 
 
 


EDITORIAL / OP-ED / COMMENTARY / LETTERS 
================================================================== 


A positive sign (Observer Reporter) 
 
7/27/2010  
If there were any doubts that residents had a keen interest in the gas boom 
transforming this region, they went out the window Thursday night when more than 
1,000 showed up at the Hilton Garden Inn at Southpointe for a hearing held by the 
federal Environmental Protection Agency. The crowd was there to voice opinions about 
drilling into the Marcellus Shale formation, about both the benefits to the economy of the 
region and the possible environmental consequences of the chemicals used in the 
process of "fracking," or fracturing the shale deep underground with a mixture of water, 
sand and chemicals.  


The opportunity for jobs and money and all the collateral growth that goes along with a 
booming industry is real and is happening now. But so is the possibility of damage to 
our water supply and environment that could affect life in this area for generations to 
come. 


That the EPA is hearing so much opinion from so many concerned people - on all sides 
of the issue - is a good thing. The Marcellus and other eastern shale formations are not 
restricted to Pennsylvania, and federal oversight of the industry is important. 


We have stated often that gas development here is a good thing for our region and our 
nation, but it must be strictly monitored and regulated to ensure the protection of our 
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health and vital resources. And so the vigilance and interest of the thousand or more 
who attended that hearing is a positive sign.  


 
 


Drilling protection act deserves federal approval (Allentown Morning Call) 
 
5:26 PM EDT, July 26, 2010 
The natural gas drilling in the Marcellus Shale of western, central and northeastern 
Pennsylvania is laying the groundwork for another disaster. The hydrofracturing process 
being used is putting known carcinogens like benzene into the ground not knowing how 
this will affect our water, air and wildlife in the future. Already 21 wells in the Dimmock 
area of Susquehanna County have been ruined with methane gas and chemicals, and 
then there was the incident in Clearfield County where a well blowout shot chemicals 75 
feet into the air for 16 hours, polluting a wetland and stream. 
 
It's time to hold the gas drillers accountable to the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency like other big companies in other industries to protect our water and our 
environment before it's too late. It's time to pass the Fracturing Responsibility and 
Awareness of Chemicals Act to repeal the 2005 Bush-Cheney Energy Act provision that 
exempts drillers from the U.S. Clean Water Act. 
 
All concerned Pennsylvanians should learn more about natural gas drilling dangers and 
call their senators and congressmen and say "slow down" to irresponsible gas-drilling 
companies and their practices. Slow down until we have more inspectors so there is no 
cutting corners that leads to another disaster like we have in the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
-- Ronald L. Reinert, Upper Milford Township 
 
 


Climate change scarier than taxes (Atlanta Journal-Constitution) 
 
July 28, 2010 Wednesday  
Main Edition 
OPINION; Pg. 12A 
By Cynthia Tucker; Staff 
WASHINGTON --- Following a furious thunderstorm on Sunday, the temperature here 
dropped more than 10 degrees, allowing residents of the capital city to go outdoors 
again. After several brutal days with the thermostat hovering near triple digits, temps in 
the mid- to high 80s felt downright balmy. 
 
From what I've been reading about climate change, though, we'd better get used to 
miserable, scorching summers. We can stop using the term "heat wave" to describe 
what will become a routine pattern of high temperatures, overtaxed electricity grids and 
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epidemics of heat strokes.  
 
According to NASA, all but one of the 10 hottest years on record were since 1999. The 
agency expects this year to be the planet's hottest. 
 
Still, the fierce heat wasn't enough to coax a vote on pricing carbon emissions through 
the Senate. While right-wingers like Sen. James Inhofe (R-Okla.) used the blizzards that 
blanketed the city last winter to claim global warming is a hoax, Republicans just 
ignored the summer heat wave --- preferring to cast a price on carbon emissions as a 
job-killing "tax." 
 
The legislation was abandoned by even Lindsay Graham and John McCain, who had 
once supported putting a price on carbon emissions. There were Democrats as well 
who had no enthusiasm for legislation that would force producers of dirty energy to pay 
for their carbon emissions. Sen. Jay Rockefeller (D-W.Va.), for example, wanted to 
protect his state's coal mines. 
 
The "tax" argument had also surfaced in the House, although a cap-and-trade bill 
passed there last June, largely along party lines. Rep. Paul Broun (R-Ga.) was still 
raging against the bill last month, claiming that it would boost electric rates to the 
detriment of the elderly. 
 
"A lot of old people in Georgia and Florida and all out throughout the Southeast and the 
Southwest are dependent on air conditioning just to live. And if their electricity bills go 
sky high ... people are gonna die because of that," Broun, a physician, said. 
 
So has the death of cap-and-trade relieved Broun of his worry about the elderly and 
hypothermia? It shouldn't. According to The Washington Post, high temperatures claim 
more lives in the United States than tornadoes, hurricanes, floods and lightning 
combined --- about 700 a year. 
 
Unlike Inhofe and Broun, thinking conservatives don't dismiss climate change as junk 
science or a liberal conspiracy. Instead, many of them prefer to cast a preferred solution 
--- pricing carbon emissions --- as worse than the changes wrought by global warming. 
 
Some of them even contend that a warmer Earth will produce an agricultural bounty that 
will result in increased global prosperity. 
 
The Pentagon doesn't think so. The nation's military leaders now list climate change as 
a national security threat. The CNA Corp., a Pentagon-funded think tank, warned in 
2007 that global warming will spark wars over water, crop failures and massive 
movements of refugees across borders. 
 
The industrial West may suffer those forces only indirectly, but less pleasant summers 
won't be the only consequence for Americans. Climatologists predict more severe 
weather --- more powerful and more dangerous hurricanes, more severe rainstorms, 
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and both floods and more droughts. 
 
Fiscal conservatives have tended to cast the battle against government debt as a 
crusade to save their children and grandchildren from crushing taxes. They're right to 
worry about rising red ink. 
 
But we ought to worry at least as much about a warming planet's effects on the lives of 
children and grandchildren. The consequences could be much more severe than higher 
taxes. 
 
@ajc.com 
 
Blog with Cynthia Tucker at ajc.com/opinion. 
 
Cynthia Tucker an Opinion columnist, writes Wednesday and Sunday. Reach her at 
cynthia@ajc.com 
 
 


AIR 
================================================================== 


Fairfax aims to ban smoking at bus stops (Washington Post) 
 
Fairfax County officials moved Tuesday to ban smoking at all public bus shelters, eight 
months after Virginia's restaurant-and-bar smoking ban went into effect. 
 
The ban would address the "health implications of breathing secondhand smoke," said 
Fairfax Supervisor Jeff C. McKay (D-Lee), the board's transportation committee 
chairman. Virginia's no-smoking law was approved by the General Assembly in 
February 2009 and went into effect in December.  
 
The District and Maryland have similar laws regarding smoking in restaurants and bars. 
 
The Virginia Clean Air Act allows localities to institute "reasonable no-smoking areas" at 
publicly owned or leased facilities, and bus shelters qualify as buildings under Virginia's 
building code. The Board of Supervisors voted unanimously to draft an ordinance for 
final adoption. 


EPA to hold air-quality-standards hearing in Denver (Denver Post) 
 
By Rita Wold 
The Denver Post 
Posted: 07/28/2010 01:00:00 AM MDT 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency will hold public hearings in Denver on Aug. 3 
as part of a court-ordered review of air-quality standards related to oil and gas drilling. 



mailto:cynthia@ajc.com
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Two environmental groups — WildEarth Guardians and the San Juan Citizens Alliance 
— sued the EPA in January 2009. They alleged that the agency failed to review and 
update the National Ambient Air Quality Standards, which are part of the 20-year-old 
Clean Air Act. The standards were intended to ensure that new advances and 
technology are incorporated into regulations for the oil and gas industry. 
 
The federal district court has ordered the EPA to issue proposals by Jan. 31, 2011, and 
to take final action by Nov. 30, 2011. Changes must be approved by the court. 
 
The Aug. 3 hearings will take place from 12 p.m. to 4 p.m. and 6 p.m. to 10 p.m in the 
ballroom of the Holiday Inn Denver East-Stapleton, 333 Quebec St. 
 
"We are just going to call for some common sense here," said Jeremy Nichols, director 
of climate and energy at WildEarth Guardians. 
 
The Colorado Oil & Gas Association said the industry strives to improve air quality and 
environmental performance. 
 
"We are committed to working with all stakeholders to develop and implement 
strategies, based on sound science and technology," said Doug Flanders, policy 
director for the group. 
 
EPA said in a news release Tuesday that it will review air-toxics standards for natural-
gas transmission and storage facilities; air-toxics standards for oil and gas production 
facilities; and two new source performance standards for onshore natural-gas 
processing plants, one focused on emissions from equipment leaks of volatile organic 
compounds and the other for sulfur-dioxide emissions. 
 
Speakers at the hearing have until Friday to register by e-mailing Nick Parsons at 
parsons.nick@epa.gov or calling 919-541-5372. 
 
Rita Wold: 303-954-1488 or at rwold@denverpost.com 


 


EPA issues air quality alert for parts of New England due to elevated ground-level 
ozone (Examiner) 
 
July 27, 11:26 PM · Sharon Gilley - Portland Environmental News Examiner 
The EPA has released an air quality alert for Wednesday, July 28, 2010. Parts of New 
England, including Maine, will have elevated ground-level ozone due to the hot summer 
temperatures combined with the air pollution in the atmosphere. 
 
Southern Maine up the coastline to Boothbay Harbor will have unhealthy levels. While 
interior Maine and central coastal areas will have moderate ozone levels. 
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During this time, the EPA urges people with asthma, or anyone suffering from reduced 
lung function, to avoid strenuous outdoor activity during the hottest time of the day and 
to stay indoors, preferably in an air conditioned environment with the windows closed. 
For people at risk, and possibly healthy adults, poor air quality due to unhealthy ozone 
levels has the potential to lead to “serious breathing problems and make people more 
susceptible to respiratory infections.” 
 
At times when the air quality remains poor due to elevated levels of ozone, the following 
public action is urged by the EPA: 
 
1. if you have to drive - carpool 
2. stay in a well air-conditioned environment 
3. do not pump gas until evening 
5. do not use aerosol sprays 
6. do not mow the lawn or use any type of gas-powered equipment 
 
According to HealthCMI.com and the EPA, “ground-level ozone is created by the 
interaction of volatile organic compounds and oxides of nitrogen with sunlight. The 
majority of this pollution is created by cars, trucks, buses and fossil fuel electric power 
plants. Other contributors include gasoline stations, prints shops, paints and cleaners, 
and lawn & garden equipment. “ 
 
Therefore, “the EPA has requested that the public take action by using public 
transportation, car pooling, refueling cars at night to reduce escaping gasoline vapors 
coming into contact with sunlight, and avoiding the use of small gasoline engine 
equipment such as lawn mowers, chain saws, and leaf blowers.“ 
 
For more information regarding air quality alerts for New England, please go to 
http://www.epa.gov/ne/aqi/ where you will find real-time ozone data and air quality 
forecasts. 
 
 


NWF representative says Kearl project needs study like oil pipeline (Missoulian) 
 
By KIM BRIGGEMAN of the Missoulian | Posted: Tuesday, July 27, 2010 10:30 pm 
Potential impacts of the Kearl Module Transportation Project through Montana compare 
to those of the controversial Keystone XL pipeline project and should be treated as 
such, a National Wildlife Federation representative said Tuesday. 
 
Tom France of Missoula, regional executive director of the wildlife federation, called on 
the Montana Department of Transportation and Director Jim Lynch to recognize the 
environmental issues inherent to the two massive oil transport projects. 
 
In a letter to Lynch dated July 23, France re-emphasized the federation's claim that 
Imperial Oil/ExxonMobil's proposal to move 207 massive modules of oil sands 
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extraction equipment to Canada over Montana's highways be subjected to an 
environmental impact study. 
 
The U.S. Department of State said Tuesday it would postpone for 90 days its decision 
to issue a permit for the proposed Keystone XL pipeline, which would clip a part of 
eastern Montana on its route from oil fields in Canada to the upper Great Plains and, 
eventually, to the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
The State Department's decision comes in the face of fresh criticism by the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency. EPA found a draft Environmental Impact Statement 
for the Keystone project inadequate, in part because it failed to consider the effects 
associated with increased greenhouse gas emissions of expanded oil/tar sands 
extraction. 
 
The criticism is just as true for the less-intensive environmental assessment required for 
the Kearl project by Montana's transportation department, France claimed. 
 
MDT has stated that the question of issuing 32-J permits for the Kearl project is limited 
to whether the roads and bridges along the Montana route can accommodate loads that 
will be up to 24 feet wide, nearly 30 feet high, will weigh as much as 168 tons and 
require Montana Highway Patrol escorts. 
 
The EPA panned the Keystone pipeline study, which addressed a similar narrow scope 
of transport. 
 
"While the EPA recognized that the stated objective of TransCanada's proposal is to 
construct a pipeline to transport oil sands from Canada to the Gulf Coast refineries in 
the United States, the agency believed that the purpose and need to which (the State 
Department) was responding is broader," France's letter to Lynch read. "Specifically, 
and similar to the (Kearl transport project), the broader purpose and need of the 
Keystone XL Pipeline Project is the facilitation of increased tar sands development in 
Canada." 
 
EPA recommended discussion in the Keystone study be expanded "to include, in 
particular, an estimate of the extraction-related greenhouse gas emissions associated 
with long-term importation of large quantities of oil sands crude from a dedicated 
source," France wrote. 
 
"Much like the causal relationship identified by EPA between a cross-border permit for a 
pipeline project and increased extraction of oil sands crude in Canada, a permit for 
over-dimension loads carrying essential components of tar sands equipment is clearly 
related to, and indeed is a necessary precondition for, increased extraction of Canadian 
oil sands crude." 
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He added that the fact that MDT recognizes that issuing 32-J load permits beyond the 
Kearl project is "reasonably foreseeable" only serves to strengthen the relationship 
between the transport and more extraction in the oil sands. 
 
"Because of this relationship, and in order to fully inform decision makers and the 
public," his letter concludes, "MDT must consider the increased extraction related GHG 
emissions that will inevitably result from granting over-dimension load permits for the 
transportation of modules used in the tar sand production process." 
 
Lynch didn't respond Tuesday to a request for comment on France's letter. An MDT 
official said in mid-July the department is considering Imperial/Exxon's responses to 
concerns raised during the environmental assessment process. 
 
France noted in an interview that Lynch, as deciding officer, "has to make the decision 
that his environmental analysis has been adequate." 
 
The National Wildlife Federation's is one of a number of voices that claim it hasn't been. 
It's been joined by, among others, the Missoula City Council, Missoula County 
Commissioners and assorted conservation groups calling for the more intensive 
Environmental Impact Statement as provided for by the National Environmental Policy 
Act. 
 
"I've been a bit surprised at just how upset people are about this," France said. "I've 
seldom seen in western Montana more letters to the editor and more of an outcry, and I 
think it's backed MDT off a little bit." 
 
So have the legal arguments that his group and others have made, he said. 
 
"With the EPA letter on the pipeline, Director Lynch now has analogous precedent, I 
think, that he can look at and say, ‘Geez, we should be looking at this the same way,' " 
said France. 
 
"Whether MDT will go over the hurdle and say the public's right, the lawyers are right, 
the politicians are right, that we need to do an EIS on this, that's a pretty big decision 
and I'm sure Jim Lynch is wrestling with it," said France. "I think he can be legally 
compelled to do that. I think litigation is certainly a possibility here." 
 
Reporter Kim Briggeman can be reached at 523-5266 or at 
kbriggeman@missoulian.com. 
 
 
 
 


ASBESTOS 
================================================================== 
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Home Local/State News  


Cabinet View Golf Course’s original 9 receives upgrade (Western News) 
 
Brad Fuqua/The Western News 
 A Cabinet View Golf Club groundskeeper mows Friday morning on what is now 
referred to as the Cabinet 9.  
  
Posted: Tuesday, July 27, 2010 10:11 am  
 
By Brad Fuqua, The Western News  
 
The turtleback greens are now gone, the tee boxes and bunkers have changed and the 
new grass is coming in nicely. In short, a project to redesign Cabinet View Golf Club’s 
original nine holes has gone very well. 
 
Dann Rohrer, a member of the Cabinet View Golf Club’s board of directors who 
basically served in the role of project manager, said last week that folks are going to 
enjoy the new course. 
 
“One statement that sticks in my mind is ‘we maintained the integrity of the old Cabinet 
View.’ We didn’t build a brand new golf course because that was a great golf course,” 
Rohrer said. “We upgraded it, we brought it up to speed and now it’s a better golf 
course.” 
 
Cabinet View originally opened in 1957 as a nine-hole course. The newer nine-hole 
section opened toward the end of the 2007 golf season. To eliminate confusion 
identifying each nine-hole section, the original nine are now known as the “Cabinet 9.” 
The other nine holes that opened three years ago are now called the “Wilderness 9.” 
 
The Cabinet 9 was torn up last August when the Environmental Protection Agency 
began a cleanup project. Asbestos-laced vermiculite was removed from the original golf 
course’s tees, greens and sand traps. The exteriors around cart sheds, the 
greenskeeper’s shop and surrounding structures were also cleaned. 
 
“We really did it in 10 months, that’s pretty amazing,” Rohrer said. “It was unbelievable 
just trying to coodinate it all. It came out well.” 
 
The EPA and the golf course reached a settlement before the cleanup project began. 
Like any other project, the agency was responsible for tearing out contaminated 
materials and replacing it with clean soil materials. Rohrer said the EPA provided an 
estimate to the golf club on the cost to replace what had been taken out. Cabinet View 
then got its own estimates on a rebuild and accepted the EPA’s offer. 
 
“We took sole responsibility for rebuilding it, hiring architects, builders and the like,” 
Rohrer said. “And the deal was we had to put it back into the golf course.” 
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Money paid out to the project was done through a trustee with a complete record of bills 
and how funds were used. 
 
The timing of the golf course project seemed perfect, Rohrer said. In 2009, only one 
U.S. Golf Association course was constructed. 
 
“Just because of the economy, it worked out well for us,” he said. “We had a lot of 
people interested in bidding it and we were able to get a lot of quality work for a 
reasonable fee.” 
 
Many golfers are waiting to hear when the full 18-hole course will be open for play. 
Rohrer was hesitant to give an exact date because he really doesn’t know. But as of 
Thursday afternoon, it appeared that the Cabinet 9 would not open until next spring. 
 
“At this point in time with the information we’ve got, it says you should wait for next 
spring. At this point in time, that’s the way we’re going,” said Rohrer, who then added, 
“Between now and September, a lot of things can happen.” 
 
Golf course architect John Steidel, who is based out of Kennewick, Wash., did the 
design work. 
 
“John does a lot of work in the valley,” Rohrer said. “He’s had a hand in most of the golf 
courses from Polson to Whitefish.” 
 
The work done on the Cabinet 9 was extensive. 
 
“We re-did every tee and every green on the entire golf course,” Rohrer said. “It took 
them below surface and any dirt that you see sticking above the ground on any green or 
tee is all brand new.” 
 
Local golf pro Jeff Dooley is excited about the change. 
 
“The greens have been redesigned for more playability and enjoyment for everybody,” 
Dooley, said. “From my standpoint, the new designs of the greens are great. I don’t see 
how you couldn’t like them.” 
 
One component of the Cabinet 9 that needed an upgrade involved the par-5 first hole. 
The previous yardage on the hole was 465. 
 
“That’s just not a legitimate par-5 … 485 is considered the minimum,” Rohrer said. “It 
was moved back and we were able to add a few more yards … 465 might be fun for 
players to play but it’s not really legitimate.” 
 
Tee boxes are now included on each hole to match the Wilderness 9. Blue is back the 
furthest, then white, gold and red to give golfers four tee options. 
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Jim Gibson shaped the greens and all tee boxes were leveled through the use of lasers. 
Gibson has an exceptional reputation in the business and has shaped greens for Jack 
Nicklaus. 
 
All greens were enlarged and constructed with complete drainage. The old design 
featured sloped greens so water would drain toward the front. 
 
“It makes it wet in the front and hard in the middle,” Rohrer said of the old sloped 
design. “By putting drainage under them, you can put contours in them and subtle 
breaks. All around, the greens are more mounded now as opposed to sloped back to 
the front.” 
 
Another goal of the project was to bring together the two sets of nine holes with a 
common design. 
 
“Now it looks like a continuous 18-hole golf course,” Rohrer said. 
 
Rohrer also said a lot of new bunkering was completed. 
 
“We took some out, moved some in using good white sand,” Rohrer said. “We were 
able to strike a deal down at Hamilton and it’s beautiful golf sand.” 
 
The golf course is even safer thanks to an overlay technique that identifies possible 
problem areas. 
 
“There’s a template that you can use to overlay a golf course with what makes it safer,” 
Rohrer said. “So, some of the greens were moved and some of the tee boxes were 
moved even 20 feet to the right or left to take out dangerous situations.” 
 
For example, modifications were made because of conflicts between No. 2 and No. 6, 
as well as No. 1 and No. 9. 
 
“That kind of technology wasn’t around when we built it,” Rohrer said. “That was one of 
the first steps before the redesign.” 
 
In addition, the putting green was improved. 
 
“We put some humps and bumps in it for practice reasons,” Rohrer said. “I think the 
people will really like what we did.” 
 
All in all, Rohrer said the project went well with the available funds. 
 
“We did a lot of things right. We didn’t have a lot of money to go helter skelter but what 
we did have, we used efficiently,” Rohrer said. “The members really ended up with a 
fine golf course.” 
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Besides the full 18-hole course and putting green, the facility also features a driving 
range and complete PGA pro shop. 
 
 
 


Mesothelioma-Causing Asbestos May be Banned in the United States 
(Asbestos.com) 
 
Tuesday, July 27th, 2010 
 
According to a recent report, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has plans to 
phase out the use of asbestos within the next decade. 
 
Lin Chien-hui, director of the EPA’s Department of Environmental Sanitation and Toxic 
Substance Management, said the ban on asbestos will be enforced through two stages. 
 
On July 1, 2015, regulations will be in place to make sure asbestos is no longer used as 
a sealing material in construction projects. On July 1, 2020, asbestos will be banned for 
all uses in tiles, linings and extruded cement panels. 
 
The plan to ban asbestos in the United States marks a big step towards lowering the 
risk of developing asbestos-related diseases. One of these conditions is malignant 
mesothelioma, a rare form of cancer almost exclusively caused by asbestos exposure. 
As with other asbestos-related diseases, there is no cure for mesothelioma and patients 
often find it difficult to live more than two years after being diagnosed. 
 
This is not the first time the EPA has attempted to ban asbestos. In 1989, the EPA 
issued a ban on most asbestos-containing products. However, in 1991, the ban was 
overturned by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in New Orleans. The new ruling 
prevented all but six asbestos products from being banned. 
 
Within the last few years, several organizations have collaborated on introducing 
legislative bills to ban asbestos. While none of these bills have been issued into effect, 
the continuing push for a ban has kept the campaign alive. 
 
Additional information on mesothelioma and asbestos exposure may be found through 
the Mesothelioma Center. 
 
 
 


BP SPILL 
================================================================== 
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'BP squad' assembles to probe oil spill (Washington Post) 
 
July 28, 2010 Wednesday  
Met 2 Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A01 
Maryland 
'BP squad' assembles to probe oil spill;  
Criminal inquiry to focus on three firms and their ties to regulators 
By Jerry Markon 
A team of federal investigators known as the "BP squad" is assembling in New Orleans 
to conduct a wide-ranging criminal probe that will focus on at least three companies and 
examine whether their cozy relations with federal regulators contributed to the oil 
disaster in the Gulf of Mexico, according to law enforcement and other sources. 
 
The squad at the FBI offices includes investigators from the Environmental Protection 
Agency, the U.S. Coast Guard and other federal agencies, the sources said. In addition 
to BP, the firms at the center of the inquiry are Transocean, which leased the 
Deepwater Horizon rig to BP, and engineering giant Halliburton, which had finished 
cementing the well only 20 hours before the rig exploded April 20, sources said.  
 
While it was known that investigators are examining potential violations of 
environmental laws, it is now clear that they are also looking into whether company 
officials made false statements to regulators, obstructed justice or falsified test results 
for devices such as the rig's failed blowout preventer. It is unclear whether any such 
evidence has surfaced. 
 
One emerging line of inquiry, sources said, is whether inspectors for the Minerals 
Management Service, the federal agency charged with regulating the oil industry -- 
which is itself investigating the disaster -- went easy on the companies in exchange for 
money or other inducements. A series of federal audits has documented the MMS's 
close relationship with the industry. 
 
"The net is wide," said one federal official who spoke on the condition of anonymity 
because he was not authorized to speak publicly. 
 
The Justice Department investigation -- announced in June by Attorney General Eric H. 
Holder Jr. and accompanied by parallel state criminal probes in Louisiana, Mississippi 
and Alabama -- is one of at least nine investigations into the worst oil spill in U.S. 
history. 
 
Unlike the public hearings held last week in Kenner, La., by a federal investigatory 
panel, the criminal probe has operated in the shadows. But it could lead to large fines 
for the companies and jail time for executives if the government files charges and 
proves its case. 
 
Justice Department officials declined to comment Tuesday. Holder, in an interview with 
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CBS News this month, confirmed that investigators are conducting a broad probe. 
"There are a variety of entities and a variety of people who are the subjects of that 
investigation," Holder said. 
 
In an additional avenue of inquiry, BP disclosed in a regulatory filing Tuesday that the 
Justice Department and the Securities and Exchange Commission are looking into 
"securities matters" relating to the spill, although no more details were included. 
 
Scott Dean, a spokesman for London-based BP, said the company "will cooperate with 
any inquiry the Justice Department undertakes, just as we are doing in response to 
other inquiries that are ongoing." 
 
Brian Kennedy, a spokesman for Transocean, a former U.S. firm now based in 
Switzerland, declined to comment, as did Teresa Wong, a spokeswoman for Houston-
based Halliburton. 
 
Halliburton informed its shareholders about the Justice Department probe in its July 23 
quarterly report to securities regulators. It also noted that the department warned the 
company not to make "substantial" transfers of assets while the matter is under scrutiny. 
 
The probe is in its early stages, with investigators digging through tens of thousands of 
documents turned over by the companies, beginning to interview company officials and 
trying to determine the basics of who was responsible for various operations on the rig. 
 
Although lawyers familiar with the case expect that environmental-related charges -- 
which have a low burden of proof -- will be filed, some doubted that investigators can 
prove more serious violations such as lying or falsifying test results. 
 
"That's hard to prove," said one lawyer, who spoke on the condition of anonymity 
because details of the investigation are not public. "It's hard to show that somebody who 
could have died on the rig was malicious and reckless and intentionally did something 
that jeopardized their own life." 
 
The emerging focus creates potentially awkward interactions on several levels. 
Investigators are probing companies, especially BP, which the government has been 
forced to work with in cleaning up the oil that cascaded into the gulf. And the former 
Minerals Management Service, which sources said has attracted the attention of 
criminal investigators, is helping to lead the federal panel that conducted last week's 
hearings in Louisiana. 
 
Federal auditors have in recent years documented a culture at the MMS in which 
inspectors improperly accepted gifts from oil and gas companies, moved freely between 
industry and government and, in one instance, negotiated for a job with a company 
under inspection. 
 
After the most recent investigation was released in May, Interior Secretary Ken Salazar 
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said he had asked his department's acting inspector general, Mary Kendall, to expand 
her inquiry to include whether MMS failed to adequately inspect the Deepwater Horizon 
rig or enforce federal standards. 
 
One law enforcement official said criminal investigators will look for evidence that MMS 
inspectors were bribed or promised industry jobs in exchange for lenient treatment. 
"Every instinct I have tells me there ought to be numerous indictable cases in that 
connection between MMS and the industry," said this official, who spoke on the 
condition of anonymity because the investigation is unfolding. 
 
Melissa Schwartz, a spokeswoman for the former MMS (now called the Bureau of 
Ocean Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement), declined to comment. 
 
FBI agents and other investigators are working with prosecutors from the environmental 
crimes section of the Justice Department, along with local U.S. attorney's offices. 
Officials would not provide details about the new squad starting in the FBI's New 
Orleans office. Sources said it is known internally as "the BP squad," though it will 
examine all companies involved with the Deepwater rig. 
 
After learning what is in the thousands of documents, investigators plan to "start trying 
to turn one witness against the other, get insider information," said the law enforcement 
official. 
 
The official said that no decisions on criminal charges are imminent and that "you can 
bet on it being more than a year before any kind of indictment comes down." 
 
 
 
JULY 27, 2010, 12:14 P.M. ET UPDATE:  
 


BP: SEC,DoJ Probe Securities Matter Around Gulf Spill  (Wall Street Journal) 
 
  By James Herron    Of DOW JONES NEWSWIRES  LONDON (Dow Jones)--The U.S. 
Securities & Exchange Commission and Department of Justice have launched an 
informal probe into matters related to BP PLC (BP) securities and the Gulf of Mexico oil 
spill, BP said in a statement Tuesday.  
 
This is just one of the many probes launched by U.S. authorities into the circumstances 
of the Deepwater Horizon disaster and subsequent oil spill, BP said.  
 
The Department of Justice is conducting a separate investigation into the cause of the 
incident and the Environmental Protection Agency is expected to seek penalties for 
violation of the Clean Water Act, BP said.  
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U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder June 1 said that the Justice Department was 
launching civil and criminal probes into the spill. Holder said federal clean air and 
pollution laws gave him the power to open the investigations.  
 
The SEC Tuesday declined to comment.  
 
 -By James Herron, Dow Jones Newswires; +44 (0)20 7842 9317; 
james.herron@dowjones.com 


 


Oil-damaged grass in marshes could affect gulf's rebound (Washington Post) 
 
Tuesday, July 27, 2010 
By David A. Fahrenthold, The Washington Post 
Pat Sullivan/Associated Press 
A trio of Kemp's ridley turtle hatchlings makes its way through the surf after being 
released Monday into the Gulf of Mexico. Federal biologists hope by the time the tiny 
critters get as far as the BP spill, the toxic oil will largely be gone. 
 
ON TAMBOUR BAY, La. -- In the next act of the drama of the Gulf of Mexico oil spill, 
two of the most important heroes don't look like heroes. They are just thin green stalks, 
sticking out of grass too wet to stand on. 
 
They are cordgrass and wiregrass, common species that wave in the winds in south 
Louisiana's coastal marshes. But in some places, they aren't waving anymore; where oil 
has sloshed into the marshes, their stalks are matted and gooey and on their way to 
death. 
 
What happens next -- whether these two grasses rebound or vanish -- will be a very 
important piece of the gulf's larger environmental story. The next question is whether 
marsh and marine ecosystems can shrug off the oil's damage, or whether it will leave 
them with lasting wounds. 
 
"Many of us are much more worried about the marsh than we are about fish and shrimp 
and all that," said University of New Orleans wetlands expert Denise Reed. "If those 
plants die, they don't come back. And the marsh is gone." 
 
Louisiana's coastal marshes are vital to ecosystems that extend far into deep, open 
water. They shelter "juvenile" shrimp, crabs and fish until these creatures are large 
enough to venture into open water. 
 
For these places, marsh grasses are as vital as water. Their roots hold the land 
together, giving support to loose, wet sediment that would otherwise erode. 
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"They are the marsh, basically," said Andy Nyman, an associate professor of wetland 
and wildlife ecology at Louisiana State University's School of Renewable Natural 
Resources. "Once they die, ... it just floats away." 
 
Humans, too, depend on the grasses, since the marshes are a natural barrier against 
storm surges headed toward New Orleans. 
 
Already, there are about 200 square miles of oiled coastline in Louisiana alone, said 
Robert Barham, secretary of the state's Department of Wildlife and Fisheries. He said 
most of that is marshland, which means around 5 percent of the state's 3,900 square 
miles of marsh is oily. 
 
That number may not seem overwhelming, but Louisiana is already losing 24 square 
miles of wetlands to erosion every year. Scientists say the state cannot afford to lose 
another large chunk all at once. The question now is: How much will die? 
 
Humans will play some role in determining the answer. On a recent boat ride through 
the marshes south of Cocodrie, La., some workers could be seen trying the delicate 
approach to marsh cleaning, using a long stick with a plastic mop on the end to dab oil 
out of grass. 
 
Some could be seen trying another approach. One crew was throwing white absorbent 
"boom" down onto a heavily oiled patch, then stomping it down to sop up the oil. 
 
There were also reports of damage from the boom itself, driven in by the most recent 
storm. Scientists say it is hard to get all the oil out of an oiled patch, and that trying too 
aggressively could just mash oil deeper into the plants' roots. 
 


Governor sounds alarm about oil spill in Michigan river(CNN) 
 
By the CNN Wire Staff 
(CNN) -- Michigan Gov. Jennifer Granholm is calling on the Environmental Protection 
Agency and a Canada-based energy company to step up efforts to contain an oil spill in 
the Kalamazoo River, after more than 840,000 gallons of oil leaked from a pipeline 
since Monday. 
 
"There needs to be a lot more done," the governor said Tuesday, after touring the river 
area in a helicopter. "We don't have enough resources right now for containing the spill 
to the level where we can feel comfortable." 
 
"The last thing any of us want is to see a smaller version of what has happened in the 
Gulf," she said, referring to the BP oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. 
 
Oil began leaking from the 30-inch line Monday, moving from Talmadge Creek into the 
Kalamazoo River, which flows from near the city of Battle Creek into Lake Michigan. 
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The pipeline normally carries 190,000 barrels of oil per day from Griffith, Indiana, to 
Sarnia, Ontario. 
 
Officials do not know what caused the oil to leak, but the pipeline now has been shut 
down. It is owned by Enbridge Energy Partners, based in Canada. 
 
The slick spans some 16 miles, and the governor is worried it could reach popular 
Morrow Lake, between Battle Creek and the city of Kalamazoo. 
 
Crews staffed by Enbridge are using booms to try to contain the oil and vacuum trucks 
to clean it up. The effort is being supervised by the EPA. 
 
But Granholm fears the slick may spreading faster than it can be contained. 
 
"Clearly this is a significant incident," she said. "It cannot be taken lightly. We need all 
hands on deck." 
 
The river right now is close to flood stage, complicating efforts to contain the slick. 
 
Two homes near the spill site have been evacuated, and 25 people worried about 
health issues have been relocated, according to Jim Rutherford, health officer with the 
Calhoun County Health Department. 
 
Officials say there's no immediate danger to drinking water. 
 
Wildlife has been affected, with some fish and birds coated in oil. The energy company 
is preparing a wildlife rehabilitation center for treating the animals. 
 
People are being urged to avoid swimming or fishing near the affected areas. 
 
CNN'sScott Thompson contributed to this report. 


 


Air quality unaffected by oil spill, EPA official says (Pensacola News Journal) 
 
Travis Griggs • tgriggs@pnj.com • July 28, 2010  
The Environmental Protection Agency said Tuesday that daily testing has not detected 
air pollution from the Deepwater Horizon spill at any of its Gulf Coast test sites. 
 
EPA Air Chief Gina McCarthy spoke with reporters Tuesday at the agency's recently 
upgraded air quality monitoring facility near Ely Road in Ferry Pass. 
 
"There could be some minor impact, but at this time we're not seeing anything we can 
attribute to the spill," McCarthy said. 
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The station has continuously monitored air quality since the late 1970s, but since the oil 
spill, it has been upgraded with new equipment to test for a wider range of pollutants. 
 
The EPA operates a dozen similar stations from Mississippi to St. Marks, Fla., EPA 
officials said. Since the spill, five have been upgraded with equipment to monitor for oil 
air pollution. 
 
So far, none of the stations has detected air pollution above normal background levels, 
McCarthy said. 
 
Gulf Coast residents from Louisiana to Florida have reported smelling oily odors since 
the spill. McCarthy said the sense of smell is far more sensitive than testing equipment, 
but the presence of an odor does not necessarily indicate a health risk. 
 
"It's not beyond reason that people are smelling things, especially at the coast. The 
issue for us is, 'Is it a health concern?' " McCarthy said. "You can smell something at 
levels far below what would pose a health concern." 
 
Prior to the spill, the Ferry Pass station performed 24-hour monitoring of ozone, sulphur 
dioxide and particulate levels. The new equipment allows the agency to test for volatile 
and semi-volatile organic compounds, such as benzene and phenol, that could come 
from the spill or chemical dispersants. 
 
Air quality results from the station's ozone, sulphur dioxide and particulate sensors are 
monitored and posted to the EPA's website, but tests for oil-related chemicals must be 
sent to a laboratory for analysis — a process which takes several days. 
 
The EPA has faced criticism since the spill from some university researchers and public 
safety officials who claim the agency has been slow to release results of air and water 
testing. 
 
McCarthy said the agency publishes test results online as soon as they are complete, 
but she admitted it can be difficult for average people to make sense of the test results. 
 
"We're trying to make it more meaningful to people, but that's quite the task because 
that's a lot of data," McCarthy said. 
 
The EPA air testing information is available at http://www.epa.gov/bpspill. 
 
 
 
July 27, 2010 


U.S. Decision on Pipeline Is Delayed (New York Times) 
 
By TOM ZELLER Jr. 



http://www.epa.gov/bpspill
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The State Department said it would delay its decision on a permit for a contentious $7 
billion pipeline project intended to deliver crude oil from the oil sands of the province of 
Alberta in Canada, to refineries on the Texas Gulf Coast. 
 
A public comment period on the department’s draft environmental impact statement for 
the project, called Keystone XL, ended on July 2, and officials had planned to consult 
other federal agencies through Sept. 15. On Monday, however, the department said it 
would wait to complete a full environmental impact assessment and then allow for an 
additional 90 days of interagency consultation. 
 
The department provided no timeline for completion of the environmental assessment, 
but at the least, a decision on the permit would be delayed until the end of this year. 
 
Two weeks ago, a variety of concerns were raised by the Environmental Protection 
Agency in a letter to the department. 
 
Among the issues highlighted, the E.P.A. questioned whether the department’s draft 
analysis had adequately accounted for the project’s impact on air quality and climate 
change, whether enough planning was in place for oil spills, and whether the effect on 
wetlands and birds had been thoroughly researched. 
 
In a statement, the department said no decision would be made “until all necessary 
steps of the environmental review and interagency consultation process have been 
completed.” 
 
The 2,000-mile pipeline is part of a wider network being developed by the Calgary-
based energy company TransCanada. It would tap into the 178 billion barrels of proven 
reserves percolating through northern Alberta’s oil sands — a gooey mixture of earth 
and oil that has long been difficult to develop profitably. 
 
If fully developed, the Keystone system would allow Canada to export as much as 1.1 
million barrels of oil a day. 
 
A TransCanada spokesman, Terry Cunha, said his company disagreed with the 
E.P.A.’s critique but welcomed the added scrutiny of the project. 
 
 


BP, NOAA, EPA Cover-Up: Neurotoxin Pesticide Dispersant Corexit's Lethal 
Effects (Gerson Lehrman Group) 
 
Tuesday, July 27, 2010 
    * Analysis by: Simon Atkins 
    * Analysis of: EPA Whistleblower Accuses Agency of Covering Up Effects of 
Dispersant in BP Oil Spill Cleanup | blog.alexanderhiggins.com 
    * Source: www.glgroup.com 
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Summary: 
    BP has poured nearly two million gallons of the dispersant known as Corexit (banned 
in the UK and 17 other countries) into the Gulf, and many lawmakers and advocacy 
groups say the Federal Government is not being candid about the lethal effects of 
dispersants.  At a recent Senate subcommittee, Maryland Senator, Barbara Mikulski, 
grilled administrators from the EPA about Corexit and said she didn’t want dispersants 
to be the Agent Orange of this oil spill.  
Analysis: 
    First note that it was Senators Markey, Nadler and Mikulski that made British 
Petroleum and the government put cameras five-thousand feet below the water to show 
the oil geyser volcano to the American public and the world.  And when they did that, 
experts saw that the amount of oil being released was many orders of magnitudes 
greater than what BP, NOAA and the EPA were saying.  
 
    The EPA Lies Under Oath 
 
    It might come as some big shock but there is increasing evidence to show that the 
EPA has lied ... yet again.  Without mincing words, Federal Government agencies have 
literally allowed tens of thousands of Americans to be poisoned during the Exxon 
Valdez disaster, during 9/11, and now, history is once again repeating itself in the Gulf 
of Mexico, except for one change:  we now have a top EPA official warning us that the 
Government is allowing us to be poisoned.  
 
    Hugh Kaufman, a senior policy analyst at the EPA’s Office of Solid Waste and 
Emergency Response, a leading critic of the decision to use Corexit, and now EPA 
whistleblower, says that government agencies are doing inadequate and improper 
testing of Gulf waters. 
 
    First, remember that at Ground Zero, the EPA made statements about the safety of 
the air, which has since been proven to be false.  Now, independent water tests in the 
Gulf performed by a local news station directly contradicted EPA test results.  Then the 
director of the EPA lied under oath in a congressional hearing about water samples 
taken from the Dauphin Island Alabama area.  Independent water tests performed by 
Project Gulf Impact showed high levels of Corexit in the waters around Grand Isle, 
Louisiana, while EPA data showed no such contamination.  Test results of all of the 
water samples that the EPA has done up until mid-July shows dozens of instances 
where the EPA is lying.  In all likelihood, enough oil and toxic dispersants have been 
released into the Gulf of Mexico to contaminate the food chain:  even NOAA has 
admitted that may have already happened.  It's all out there, folks, you just have to go 
digging to get the truth, and question everything that the controlled / controlling 
Mainstream Media want you to believe:  http://www.floridaoilspilllaw.com/dispersants-
hearing-noaa-admits-gulf-seafood-not-tested-yet-says-toxins-may-bioaccumulate.  
 
    So why is the EPA lying?  Answer (and I agree with the EPA whistleblower, Mr. 
Kaufman):  to protect the profits of the largest corporations from having to pay out 
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billions of liability claims and fines.  The Federal Government says it cannot reveal such 
data (of the contamination) to the public because of current litigation with BP.  What a 
load of hogwash.  Who comes first, and who are we protecting here first -- the public 
and our children -- or BP? 
 
    Corexit -- The Neurotoxin Pesticide Dispersant -- The Cause Of Our Future Problems 
 
    Corexit, one of a number of dispersants, is four times the toxicity level of crude oil, 
and is used to atomize the oil and force it down the water column so that it’s invisible to 
the eye.  The National Academy of Science has done work on it to show that Corexit is 
very dangerous.  And toxicologists from Exxon have published on it.  
 
    A simple equation goes like this:  less oil seen ... less fines to BP.  In following the 
money trail, when you look and see who owns BP, you find that the majority ownership, 
a billion shares, is a company called BlackRock that was created, owned and run by 
Larry Fink.  And Vanity Fair just recently wrote an article about Mr. Fink and his 
connections with Mr. Geithner, Mr. Summers and others in the Obama Administration. 
 
    When will we finally act and do something about this health disaster waiting in the 
wings?  When tens of thousands of Gulf Coast residents end up with cancer, genetic 
mutations or some other mysterious unexplained illnesses (labeled in the future as "Gulf 
of Mexico Syndrome")? 
 
    So what else do we have? 
 
        * There is a now a massive dead-zone off the coast of Alabama. 
        * Geochemist expert and University of California Santa Barbara scientist, Dr. David 
Valentine, reports that hydrocarbon remnants are raining down near the oil disaster and 
are pushing onto land.   
        * BP is already paying-off scientists and universities (that want to join in receiving 
payouts), in order to keep the truth of the contamination out of the public eye.  
 
    No, I'm not some conspiracy theorist.  I am fortunately just another scientist just 
spreading the truth, and one who does not have to rely on some crooked relationship 
with a lying government sponsor, and who gets to put you, the reader here, more "in the 
know" for your own investment and health benefit, and for the benefit of our children. 
 
 


House Opens Door To Novel Review Of ‘Human Factors’ In Spill Risk Studies 
(Inside EPA) 
 
Posted: July 27, 2010  
The House has passed legislation that will require EPA and other agencies to “identify” 
data on “human factors and decisionmaking” when assessing the risks of oil spills 
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occurring, a first-time requirement that Republican critics say will shift the agencies’ 
focus from researching spill cleanup and prevention technologies to risk assessment. 


But key Democrats have argued since the BP spill that there needs to be increased 
focus on the likelihood of oil spills after regulators and industry determined that there 
was no risk of a spill occurring in the Gulf of Mexico. Democrats say that such an 
approach is necessary to drive development of safer drilling and cleanup technologies. 


The legislation also gives sole authority to EPA to develop cleanup technologies that 
are more effective and less toxic than chemical dispersants that have caused 
controversy during the BP spill, despite efforts by GOP lawmakers to force EPA to 
share the responsibility with other agencies. 


Lawmakers by voice vote July 21 approved H.R. 2693, a bill to revise the 20-year-old 
federal oil pollution research program created by the Oil Pollution Act (OPA) and fill 
research gaps brought to light by the BP spill. Among other things, the bill ramps up 
funding for research efforts, creates a new committee comprised of EPA and three other 
agencies to oversee the research program and puts a new emphasis on research to 
contain spilled oil. 


The bill is one of several oil-spill related measures that lawmakers are developing but 
the bill’s next steps are not clear as the Senate is still crafting its legislation on the issue. 
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV) plans to take up the Senate’s spill bills 
before lawmakers adjourn for their August recess. 


Rep. Lynn Woolsey (D-CA) introduced the original version of the House bill in 2009 in 
response to a 58,000-gallon oil spill in the San Francisco Bay. The original bill’s main 
goal, Woolsey says, was to “better streamline and align” the research program by 
whittling down the 15-17 agencies that OPA lists to conduct spill research because the 
2007 spill in her district highlighted a big question of “who’s in charge.” 


To that end, the bill creates a new interagency committee -- headed by the U.S. Coast 
Guard with EPA, the Department of Interior and the National Oceanic & Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) as members -- to develop a plan for Congress to review on how 
the committee plans to implement future spill research priorities. 


During committee markup of the bill, Rep. Brian Baird (D-WA), who chairs the 
committee’s energy and environment subcommittee, attached an amendment that 
requires, as part of the implementation plan submitted to Congress, the agencies to 
“identify the information needed to conduct risk assessment and risk analysis research 
to effectively prevent oil discharges, including information on human factors and 
decisionmaking, and to protect the environment.” 


“We know decisions along the line that led up to this disaster in the Gulf had to do with 
communications, with decision making, with a host of factors,” Baird said at the markup. 
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“Scientific analysis that tells us how to do it better and it’s apparently been largely 
neglected in this industry.” 


Echoing Markey 


His comments echo earlier remarks from Rep. Edward Markey (D-MA) who argued in 
the wake of the BP spill that there needs to be greater focus on the risks of catastrophic 
oil spills occurring after industry determined that “there was a zero percent chance that 
a catastrophic accident could occur.” 


“So if you believe no accident can occur, then why invest in safety technologies? Why 
invest in modern response capabilities, since not only the oil company but the 
government agency accepted the probabilistic risk assessment that the chances of an 
accident was zero?” Markey said in an interview. 


But Rep. Ralph Hall (R-TX), the ranking member on the science committee, criticized 
Baird’s amendment, calling it unnecessary because risk assessment would be 
addressed by the committee in their total research assessment, and saying that an 
examination of decision making in the industry was “not a research necessity.” 


“It’s too specific a provision; it will heavily shift the focus from research and development 
to assessing risk of human factors and decision making,” Hall said. 


But Baird argued that the intent of the amendment was not a major shift in focus of the 
bill, and that disasters in other industries, such as aviation, had resulted in similar 
legislation to address human error. “If we’re going to make this industry more safe, we 
absolutely have to attend to human factors.” 


The bill calls for all of the agencies named as contributors to the research program to 
hold a meeting after the legislation is enacted to determine the role each will play, and 
at that meeting it will likely be decided whether to assign the task of conducting the risk 
assessment to one or more of the agencies or to award a grant to an independent 
laboratory or university. 


The legislation also gives EPA new authority to develop technologies with “maximum 
effectiveness . . . and minimum toxicity to natural resources” -- language intended to 
develop alternatives to chemical dispersants. EPA has been widely criticized during the 
spill for approving the use of chemical dispersants to break up the spill but that are 
highly toxic to the marine environment. 


Rep. Dana Rohrabacher (R-CA) sought to attach an amendment during the committee 
markup to include other non-regulatory agencies in the effort. Rohrabacher argued that 
the amendment was necessary because the intent of the bill was promoting research, 
not regulation. “EPA would still be the lead sled dog in the effort,” Rohrabacher said. 


Strip EPA Authority 
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Hall went even further, arguing that EPA should be stripped of any new authority. “I 
think EPA is the very worst entity to give any rights to, any additional rights, because I 
have gone through about 30 years here with them when they wouldn’t give a decision, 
and when you don’t give a decision, there is no appeal from it,” he said. 


ButWoolsey opposed the amendment, which the committee voted down, saying that the 
language in the bill was intended to give EPA a “kick in the butt” to focus their research 
efforts on minimum risk technology. “EPA is the best agency to analyze and monitor the 
toxicity of technology such as dispersants. It’s their mandate as an agency.” 


Baird said he supported the intent of Rohrabacher’s amendment but feared if the task 
wasn’t given to one agency, then “nobody would be in charge,” and that EPA had the 
most regulatory authority and the “most horsepower.” -- Bridget DiCosmo 


 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE / GLOBAL WARMING 
================================================================== 


U.S. Decision On Pipeline Is Delayed (New York Times) 
 
July 28, 2010 Wednesday  
Late Edition - Final 
Section B; Column 0; Business/Financial Desk; Pg. 7 
By TOM ZELLER Jr. 
The State Department said it would delay its decision on a permit for a contentious $7 
billion pipeline project intended to deliver crude oil from the oil sands of the province of 
Alberta in Canada, to refineries on the Texas Gulf Coast.  
 
A public comment period on the department's draft environmental impact statement for 
the project, called Keystone XL, ended on July 2, and officials had planned to consult 
other federal agencies through Sept. 15. On Monday, however, the department said it 
would wait to complete a full environmental impact assessment and then allow for an 
additional 90 days of interagency consultation. 
 
The department provided no timeline for completion of the environmental assessment, 
but at the least, a decision on the permit would be delayed until the end of this year. 
 
Two weeks ago, a variety of concerns were raised by the Environmental Protection 
Agency in a letter to the department. 
 
Among the issues highlighted, the E.P.A. questioned whether the department's draft 
analysis had adequately accounted for the project's impact on air quality and climate 
change, whether enough planning was in place for oil spills, and whether the effect on 
wetlands and birds had been thoroughly researched. 
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In a statement, the department said no decision would be made ''until all necessary 
steps of the environmental review and interagency consultation process have been 
completed.'' 
 
The 2,000-mile pipeline is part of a wider network being developed by the Calgary-
based energy company TransCanada. It would tap into the 178 billion barrels of proven 
reserves percolating through northern Alberta's oil sands -- a gooey mixture of earth and 
oil that has long been difficult to develop profitably. 
 
If fully developed, the Keystone system would allow Canada to export as much as 1.1 
million barrels of oil a day. 
 
A TransCanada spokesman, Terry Cunha, said his company disagreed with the E.P.A.'s 
critique but welcomed the added scrutiny of the project. 
 
 
 
 


ENERGY 
================================================================== 


Biomass plant a possibility for North Lake Tahoe (The Union) 
 
By Matthew Renda 
The Union News Service,  
KINGS BEACH, Calif. — Jennifer Montgomery calls the prospect of a biomass plant on 
Lake Tahoe's North Shore “a real possibility.” 
 
Placer County is working in conjunction with federal agency representatives and NV 
Energy to identify a piece of property in Kings Beach capable of housing a biomass 
plant, said Montgomery, a Placer County supervisor and member of the Tahoe Regional 
Planning Agency governing board. 
 
A parcel owned by NV Energy on Speckled Avenue in Kings Beach has emerged as the 
most likely candidate to host the plant. The parcel is already zoned for energy 
production and currently houses diesel power generators. 
 
The biomass plant will use pine needles, wood chips, logs, branches and trees collected 
as part of the basin-wide defensible space procedures to produce 1 to 3 megawatts of 
electricity and possibly provide heat to local public institutions, said Brett Storey, project 
manager for Placer County. 
 
Creating a plant in the Lake Tahoe Basin is crucial because to be financially 
sustainable, a biomass plant must be close to the fuel it will consume. 
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Biomass plants in Loyalton, Calif., and Carson City have had financial troubles due to 
the trucking costs associated with hauling the plant matter from basin forests to the 
plant locations. 
 
“Green technology is already expensive,” Storey said. “When you add trucking, it nearly 
doubles the cost.” 
 
Despite the costs, Montgomery believes a biomass plant “creates partial solutions to a 
lot of the problems in the basin.” 
 
“It provides an effective use of a lot of the leftover materials collected in the forest as 
part of defensible space projects,” said Montgomery, who also pointed to job creation as 
another benefit of the plant. 
 
The plant would also reduce the amount of pile burning, Montgomery said. Pile burning 
is a controversial practice conducted by various basin-wide fire and forest management 
agencies. Essentially, workers collect flammable materials which could serve as fodder 
for a wildland fire and organize them into piles, which are then burnt in a controlled 
manner helping to prevent catastrophic fires. 
 
Some residents complain that pile burning detrimentally impacts air quality while others 
point to the particulate matter which emits from the piles, makes its way into the lake 
and compromises Tahoe's famed clarity.  
 
What's next? 
Placer County will undertake a comprehensive Environmental Impact Review to gauge 
potential impacts resulting from the plant. 
 
“Biomass plants do release pollution into the air,” Storey said. “But, the plant will be 
under the allowable amounts dictated by the Environmental Protection Agency.” 
 
The county is also conducting financial feasibility studies. 
 
“We need to think about all angles of the project,” Montgomery said. “We don't want to 
come out with a project we can't accomplish.” 
 
A biomass plant in Carson City recently closed due costs of hauling materials and the 
fact the plant was not fitted to accept a variety of plant matter or wood of varying sizes, 
Storey said. 
 
“The biomass plant in Kings Beach would accept pine needles, wood chips and 
branches of varying diameters,” Storey said. 
 
Pending the outcome of the EIR and approval by assorted basin agencies, the project 
could break ground as early as 2012, Montgomery said.  
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SmartWay Adds Double Coin Steer Tire to Verified List (Truckinginfo) 
 
Double Coin Holdings' FR605 steer position tire has been added to the Environmental 
Protection Agency's list of SmartWay-verified technologies. 
The FR605 steer position is part of Double Coin's fuel-efficient tire lineup, which 
consists of a series of tires including the FT105 trailer position tire, verified by 
SmartWay in March, as well as the FD405 drive position tire verified in June. Each tire 
is made with advanced tread compounds and highly developed internal construction to 
provide lower rolling resistance and longer mileage. This helps each tire run cooler and 
reduce fuel consumption. The FR605 steer position tire features a 5-rib tread design 
and extensive siping and side shoulder decoupling grooves for even wear and traction. 
 
"Customers who participate in the EPA SmartWay programs, at either the OEM or 
aftermarket level, have a SmartWay verified option from Double Coin to maintain their 
lower operating costs," said Aaron Murphy, vice president of CMA. 
 
Double Coin is actively working to reduce the rolling resistance values on all branded 
tires to meet potential future government regulations. 


 


Republicans to EPA: Leave ‘frac'ing' to the state (Grand Junction Free Press) 
 
Agency is collecting comments on its study of hydraulic fracturing 
John Colson 
Free Press Correspondent,  
Colorado House and Senate Republicans, including Randy Baumgardner of District 57, 
on Monday sent a letter to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, demanding that 
regulation of the oil and gas industry be left in the hands of the states and not turned 
over to federal authorities. 
 
Baumgardner's district covers the western half of Garfield County. 
 
The EPA currently is collecting comments concerning its study of hydraulic fracturing, or 
frac'ing, a practice used in natural gas extraction that involves injection of large 
quantities of water, particulates and chemicals into the ground to enable hydrocarbons 
to flow to the surface. 
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A number of observers of the industry, including individuals and groups in Garfield 
County, have been calling for more openness concerning industry practices, particularly 
in the disclosure of exactly what chemicals are being injected into the ground. 
 
The industry maintains it already discloses sufficient information, and that the recipes of 
its “frac'ing fluids” is proprietary. 
 
The study is being conducted, at least in part, due to proposed legislation introduced 
last year that would have mandated complete disclosure of such chemicals. 
 
Under current regulations, disclosure of the chemicals is different in different states. 
 
Colorado, which rewrote its regulations governing gas drilling issues in 2008, is believed 
to have one of the strictest set of regulations in the U.S. 
 
Critics of the industry, however, say the rules still do not go far enough in terms of 
identifying the chemicals involved. 
 
“The EPA shouldn't stick its nose into the regulation of frac'ing or other oil and gas 
industry practices in states,” said Sen. Scott Renfroe, R-Greeley, in the letter, dated July 
26, 2010. “Once the EPA completes its study, states should maintain jurisdiction over oil 
and gas operations.” 
 
“Oil and gas employers have already been barraged by new regulations in Colorado, 
making it harder for them to do business in the state, particularly during these tough 
economic times,” Renfroe added. 
 
The letter urges the EPA to consult with state regulatory agencies in conducting the 
study, arguing that in Colorado the state's Oil and Gas Conservation Commission 
already has sufficient regulations concerning disclosure of potentially harmful 
chemicals. 
 
The representatives' letter scorns “one-size-fits-all” regulations as “ill-advised,” and 
declares, “Regardless of the results of the EPA study, states should retain regulatory 
control over the oil and gas industry.” 
 
The letter is signed by 18 Republican state legislators.  
 
 
 
Obama pledges swift response after Battle Creek oil spill (Detroit News) 
 
July 28, 2010 
Marshall Township -- President Barack Obama has pledged a swift response to 
requests for help in dealing with a spill that dumped more than 800,000 gallons of oil 
into waterways in southern Michigan.  
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White House spokesman Matt Lehrich says U.S. Rep. Mark Schauer, D- Battle Creek 
updated the president about the spill Tuesday. Lehrich says Obama asked what the 
U.S. government could do to provide additional help.  
 
Schauer told reporters on a conference call that the spill is a "public health crisis."  
 
The cause of spill is under investigation.  
 
"According to EPA officials, this is the largest oil spill ever in the Midwest," said 
Schauer. "The EPA is estimating 1 million gallons (spilled). ... This feels like déjÀ vu all 
over again with regard to what happened in the Gulf."  
 
The oil spilled into Talmadge Creek, which flows northwest into the Kalamazoo River. 
The site is in Calhoun County's Marshall Township near Battle Creek and about 60 
miles southeast of Grand Rapids. The pipe may have been leaking for many hours 
before it was originally reported to have burst Monday morning. Marshall Township fire 
officials responded to complaints of an oily smell from residents.  
 
More than 20 homes have been evacuated  
 
EPA officials in Chicago's regional office declined to say it is the largest spill. "It certainly 
is one of the largest in recent memory in the Midwest," EPA Spokesman Mick Hans 
said.  
 
Schauer also took issue with the handling of the pipeline rupture by the company that 
owns the line, Enbridge Liquid Pipelines.  
 
"I want to find out how the hell this happened," he said. "I am especially concerned 
about the response of the company and whether their estimates are accurate."  
 
Early estimates of the amount of oil that have spilled from an underground pipeline 
hovered around 840,000 gallons. Schauer said the spill is now being investigated by the 
EPA as well as the National Transportation Safety Board. 
 
 
 


GRANT 
================================================================== 


EPA grant to reduce air pollution in US port (PortWorld News) 
 
27th July 2010 15:42 GMT 
Three rivers converge in PittsburghThe United States Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) has announced it will present a grant to "help green the Port of Pittsburgh". 
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The grant of $1.15 million will be given to the Port of Pittsburgh Commission to help 
fund the repowering of four marine towing vessels with new, more efficient diesel 
engines and generators. 
 
New engines "will reduce air pollution, improve air quality and lessen overall 
environmental impacts," the EPA said.   
 
The Port of Pittsburgh Commission and three participating companies will provide $1.9 
million for the repowering project.  
 
David Arnold, Air Protection deputy director, EPA mid-Atlantic Region, will present the 
grant to the Port of Pittsburgh Commission on Wednesday, July 28. 
 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania is the second-largest inland port in the US, and moves more 
than 44 million metric tonnes (mt) of cargo annually along its three major waterways – 
the Allegheny, Monongahela and Ohio Rivers. 
 
The city sits at the northeastern end of the nation's 9,000-mile inland waterway system, 
giving access to markets as far west as Sioux City and as far south as New Orleans. 
 
 
 


EPA Awards $5.6M to Spur New Clean Diesel Technologies 
(SustainableBusiness.com) 
 
07/27/2010 
SustainableBusiness.com News 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has awarded $5.6 million for 
emerging technologies projects as part of a summer-long roll out of $120 million in clean 
diesel grants.  
 
The awards will provide opportunities to advance cutting-edge technologies in the 
marketplace, and support both environmental innovation and green jobs to reduce 
diesel emissions. Diesel pollution is linked to thousands of premature deaths, hundreds 
of thousands of asthma attacks and millions of lost work days, EPA said.  
 
Most clean diesel grants involve widely used strategies such as retrofits or 
replacements. However, the emerging technologies program promotes deployment of 
innovative approaches that have not yet been verified or certified by EPA or the 
California Air Resources Board. Instead, the program enables evaluation of these 
promising technologies in the field while providing air quality benefits to the surrounding 
area. Diesel engines emit approximately 7.3 million tons of nitrogen oxides (NOx) and 
333,000 tons of soot annually.  
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Recipients of the emerging technologies grants are:  
 
City of Los Angeles Harbor Department for $731,000 for a hybrid crane with a small 
diesel generator combined with a battery to be used at ports.  
California Air Resources Board for nearly $1.2 million for a NOx reducing device for 
locomotive engines.  
University of Houston for $1 million for NOx reducing technologies installed on school 
buses.  
Puget Sound Clean Air Agency for nearly $1.2 million to use a seawater scrubber, 
which removes pollution from large ship engines.  
South Coast Air Quality Management District for $1.5 million for an exhaust capturing 
mechanism used on a variety of ships while at port.  
Throughout this summer, EPA is awarding a total of $120 million under the diesel 
emissions reduction program (often known as DERA) to help lower exhaust from the 
existing fleet of 11 million diesel engines in communities nationwide. Grants included 
under DERA, in addition to the emerging technologies grants, are:  
 
SmartWay Finance Program grants  
National Funding Assistance Program grants  
Direct grants to all states for clean diesel programs  
First-ever clean diesel tribal grants            
EPA’s new heavy-duty highway and non-road diesel engine standards taking effect over 
the next decade will significantly reduce emissions from new engines. However, these 
standards apply only to engines manufactured in the year 2007 and beyond. The 11 
million diesel engines in use today will continue to pollute unless emissions are 
controlled with technology and/or cleaner fuels. EPA’s National Clean Diesel Campaign 
and the SmartWay Partnership assist fleets with controlling diesel emissions through 
financial and technical assistance.  
 
Website: www.epa.gov/cleandiesel 
 
 
 


MINING 
================================================================== 


National Mining Association Sues EPA over Limits on Mountaintop Mining (OMB 
Watch) 
 
Posted on July 27, 2010  
 The National Mining Association (NMA) filed a lawsuit on July 20 against the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) 
claiming that new enforcement guidelines issued by EPA in April unlawfully obstruct 
permitting of coal mining operations. NMA claims the new guidelines effectively prohibit 
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certain types of surface mining and that EPA denied NMA the opportunity to review and 
comment on the guidelines before they became final. 
 
The lawsuit arises out of the controversial practice of mountaintop removal mining, 
which involves blasting off the tops of mountains to access coal seams hidden below. 
After the coal has been mined, the leftover waste is discarded in the surrounding 
valleys. EPA issued the new guidance after extensive scientific research showed that 
this "valley fill" method causes pollution in downstream drinking water sources and 
endangers the health and safety of surrounding communities. 
 
The guidelines are part of an effort to undo a Bush administration "midnight regulation" 
that allowed mining companies to dump waste from mountaintop mining into rivers and 
streams. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson made reducing the harm caused by this rule a 
top priority, especially after the late Sen. Robert Byrd (D-WV) urged EPA to crack down 
on unsafe mining practices. Byrd, an unlikely critic of mountaintop mining due to his coal 
country constituency, explained in a Dec. 3, 2009, commentary that mountaintop mining 
led to job loss and unknown effects on the health of surrounding communities. Byrd also 
defended EPA's regulatory actions and called for a safer alternative to mountaintop 
mining, stating that "the greatest threats to the future of coal do not come from possible 
constraints on mountaintop removal mining or other environmental regulations, but 
rather from rigid mindsets, depleting coal reserves, and the declining demand for coal 
as more power plants begin shifting to biomass and natural gas as a way to reduce 
emissions." 
 
The new guidance requires greater scrutiny in evaluating Clean Water Act (CWA) 
permits for valley fill operations, which has led to many of the permits being denied or 
held up for review. Although EPA does not claim to be issuing a ban on all valley fills, 
the guidance states that "generally, it will be easier for projects with no or few valley fills 
to demonstrate that they comply with the requirements of the CWA and the 404(b)(1) 
Guidelines. Conversely, projects with multiple valley fills will generally raise serious 
questions about their compliance with CWA requirements and may require permit 
objection under 402 or elevation and possible veto under 404." Although EPA describes 
the guidelines as clarifying how CWA requirements apply to valley fills, and not as 
creating any new policy or rule, Jackson explained in the April 1 press conference 
announcing the guidelines that the standard was so strict that few, if any, valley fill 
permits would be issued. 
 
NMA's lawsuit calls this heightened scrutiny a "de facto moratorium" on permitting for 
valley fill coal mining. NMA claims EPA and the Corps purposefully circumvented 
standard rulemaking procedures by issuing the new policy as a "guideline," thus 
avoiding the long notice and comment period required by federal law whenever an 
agency creates a rule. NMA also argues that the guidelines violate the CWA by allowing 
EPA to control the permit review process for valley fills. The authority to issue permits 
for the discharge of dredged and fill material under the CWA is traditionally delegated to 
the Corps. 
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However, EPA's guidance summary states that the CWA gives EPA authority to deny a 
permit for discharge of dredged or fill material if it would cause or contribute to 
significant degradation of state or federal water quality. EPA's scientific findings show 
that valley fills have a substantial impact on both aquatic life and surface waters that 
feed into public drinking water. The summary cites two federal studies that found that 
waters downstream of valley fills show elevated levels of highly toxic and 
bioaccumulative selenium, and that nine out of ten streams downstream of valley fills 
show significant impacts to aquatic life. Such degradation to water quality could lead to 
significant impacts on the health of surrounding communities, warranting EPA review 
under the CWA. 
 
In June 2009, EPA and the Corps entered into a Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU), which established enhanced coordination procedures between the two 
agencies. The MOU allows EPA to conduct additional review with veto power over all 
permitting actions made by the Corps in regard to valley fills. EPA has stated that it 
properly entered into the MOU under its authority to issue guidelines to ensure that 
permitting decisions made by the Corps are in compliance with CWA. 
 
Jackson has repeatedly stated that the guidelines are one step in a long process toward 
reducing coal mining pollution. EPA's main goal in issuing the guidance is to make an 
immediate impact in the quality of streams used for drinking water, fishing, and 
swimming. "Coal communities should not have to sacrifice their environment, or their 
health, or their economic future to mountaintop mining," Jackson said in the April 1 
press conference. "They deserve the full protection of our Clean Water laws." 
 
The National Mining Association filed its lawsuit in the U.S. District Court for the District 
of Columbia. Neither EPA nor the Corps has issued comments or a response to the 
lawsuit at this time. 
 
 
 


PESTICIDES 
================================================================== 
Published July 27 2010 


EPA plan could create more problems than it solves (AG Week) 
 
WEST FARGO, N.D. — The EPA has released a draft proposal for a National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System permit process for pesticide applications on or in water. 
This is a result of the 6th Circuit Court’s decision regarding National Cotton Council of 
America v. EPA. 
 
By: Stanley Wolf,  
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WEST FARGO, N.D. — The EPA has released a draft proposal for a National Pollutant 
Discharge Elimination System permit process for pesticide applications on or in water. 
This is a result of the 6th Circuit Court’s decision regarding National Cotton Council of 
America v. EPA. 
 
Upon reviewing the draft proposal, the North Dakota Weed Control Association has 
several major concerns with the NPDES process and how the permit and subsequent 
regulations may affect noxious weed control. Some of the concerns are: will road rights 
of way require a permit, control of financing and control of decision within a treatment 
area and size of threshold areas just to name a few. 
 
The permit documentation states that agricultural land is exempt from needing a permit, 
unless residue of a pesticide may enter the waters of the United States. Road ditches 
are designed to channel storm waters away from the road surface toward a collection 
point, usually a pothole, lake, stream or river. Does this mean that the county weed 
boards will need to apply for a permit for all road rights of way? 
 
Another major issue is that the permit holder (county weed board) needs to have 
“control of financing” or “control of decision.” Weed control boards offer private 
landowners a partial reimbursement of control costs through the Landowner Assistance 
Program. Also the weed control officer may issue a control order to the landowner to 
control their noxious weeds. Does the weed control board apply for a permit for all lands 
in the county? Also, all applicators need to be hired by the permit holder. Does that 
mean the weed control board had to “hire” all private landowners to apply herbicides on 
their own land? 
 
Notice of intent 
 
Once a permit is secured, a Notice of Intent needs to be filed if the area to be treated 
exceeds a threshold level. Now the fun begins. The NOI is basically a dissertation of 
everything that a weed control program is doing from identifying the target, describing 
the equipment used, how it is maintained, how it is calibrated, how the operators are 
trained to the types of control used from cultural, biological to pesticide. This NOI then 
will be posted by the EPA for public review for 10 days. If accepted, then the pesticide 
may then be applied. During the review period, anyone who thinks that the NOI is 
incomplete could challenge the permit. 
 
This kind of oversight will be costly to weed control programs that operate on limited 
funds. The permit process offers no additional safeguards to the environment or 
additional instructions to the operators. All pesticide applications conducted by weed 
control pro-grams are highly regulated. All applicators need to be certified, pesticides 
must be approved by the EPA and registered with state agencies. Instructions on the 
pesticides label (approved by the EPA) are the law. 
 
We ask the EPA to exempt noxious weed control programs from needing a permit for 
terrestrial noxious weeds in road rights of way. If not, the county weed control programs 
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may be reduced, meaning noxious weeds may increase their expansion on the Dakota 
prairies. 
 
Information:www.ndweeds.homestead.com . 
 
Editor’s Note: Wolf is the North Dakota Weed Control Association president. 
 
 
 


SUPERFUND 
================================================================== 


Nuclear Waste Blending Proposal Could Violate Superfund Cleanup Policy (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Posted: July 27, 2010  
Activists are raising concerns that an industry proposal to blend two classes of 
radioactive waste to form a less potent mixture that could be disposed at facilities 
subject to less stringent regulation could create new opportunities for human exposures 
and might violate an EPA Superfund policy that discourages dilution of waste as a 
means of meeting regulatory requirements. 


EnergySolutions Inc., the operators of a Utah disposal facility for Class A low level 
radioactive waste (LLRW) -- the least potent class of LLRW -- are urging the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to allow them to blend Class B and C LLRW -- two more 
potent classes of LLRW -- in order to form a Class A mixture that could be disposed at 
their facility. The company is offering the proposal as a potential solution to a lack of 
available disposal space for Class B and C LLRW caused by a recent decision to allow 
only states belonging to the Atlantic Nuclear Waste Compact to send such waste to its 
disposal facility in Barnwell, SC. 


NRC staffer James Kennedy explained during a July 20 meeting of the National 
Academies of Sciences’ Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board that under the 
EnergySolutions proposal, the company would blend the Class B and C waste to create 
the Class A mixture at a Tennessee facility before shipping it to the Utah facility for 
disposal. NRC staff recently drafted an analysis of the proposal, which the commission 
is evaluating as it weighs whether to propose a rulemaking that would allow the 
blending, Kennedy said. 


Not everyone in industry is supportive of the proposal however. Waste Control 
Specialists LLC, the owner of a proposed disposal facility for Class B and C waste in 
Texas that could potentially lose business if the waste is allowed to be blended and sent 
to Utah, is opposed to the proposal, Kennedy said. 
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During the public comment portion of the July 20 meeting, Diane D’Arrigo, of the activist 
group Nuclear Information & Resource Service, said activists are concerned that 
shipping the waste to the Tennessee blending facility before sending it to the separate 
disposal facility in Utah adds an additional step to the disposal process and therefore 
could open the possibility of additional human exposures to radioactivity, both near the 
Tennessee facility and along any relevant transportation routes. 


D’Arrigo also argued that the blending proposal violates the spirit of Utah’s agreement 
to accept Class A, but not more potent forms of radioactive waste. NRC should not 
propose a new rule to address what activists view as a business dispute between 
competing companies, D’Arrigo argued. “NRC should not change its rules to take sides 
in a business model debate,” D’Arrigo said. 


In addition, activists are concerned that allowing the waste to be blended so that it can 
be legally disposed as Class A waste at the Utah facility could violate an EPA 
Superfund policy discouraging the dilution of contaminated materials with other 
materials as a means of achieving a less-concentrated level of contamination called for 
by environmental regulations, one activist says. 


Environmental Assessment 


The blending dispute comes comes as activists are also monitoring a Department of 
Energy (DOE) plan to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) for the disposal 
of greater-than-Class C LLRW and urging that the EIS call for stringent disposal 
requirements. 


DOE staffer Arnie Edelman said during the July 20 meeting that the EIS will evaluate 
several possible DOE sites at which to dispose the waste, including Hanford, WA, the 
Idaho National Laboratory, the Los Alamos National Laboratory in New Mexico, the 
Nevada Test Site, the Oak Ridge Reservation in Tennessee, Savannah River, SC ,and 
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant in New Mexico. Potential disposal methods include 
enhanced near surface disposal, intermediate depth borehole disposal and disposal in a 
geologic depository, Edelman said. 


But activists are concerned that under current NRC regulations, DOE could potentially 
elect to dispose of the waste in unlined trenches that activists believe are unprotective 
of the environment, the activist source says. In addition, activists are concerned that 
moisture at some of the disposal sites being considered -- such as Oak Ridge and 
Savannah River -- could cause the waste to leach into the environment. “Even 
[radioactive waste disposed in] Beatty, NV, leaked to the aquifer,” the source says. 


According to DOE’s website, EPA will participate in the preparation of the EIS as a 
cooperating agency and the NRC will participate as a commenting agency. -- Douglas 
P. Guarino 
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Town supports renewable energy venture (Davidson News.net) 
 
Posted By Karen Wilson On July 27, 2010 @ 12:13 pm In Beyond 
Davidson,Environment,Neighborhoods,Public works,Town Hall | No Comments 
 
By KAREN CIMINO WILSON 
DavidsonNews.net 
 
A company called ReVenture wants to change the way communities across the country 
deal with waste, starting with plans for a renewable energy business park on 667 acres 
on the Catawba River in northwest Mecklenburg County. In approving changes in the 
county solid waste management plan this month, the town has thrown its support 
behind the idea. 
 
 
At its July 13 meeting, Davidson’s Town Board unanimously approved proposed 
changes to the county’s solid waste management plan that would allow the county to 
contract with ReVenture for the recycling of yard waste. Town officials call the proposal 
exciting. Representatives from Mecklenburg County Solid Waste are meeting with cities 
throughout the county to ask for approval of the changes. 
 
“I’m coming before you for a simple amendment to the solid waste management plan, 
but it has significant impact to how we manage solid waste in Mecklenburg County,” 
Mecklenburg County Solid Waste Director Bruce Gledhill said before the board’s vote 
on July 13. (See our coverage of the July 13 meeting [1].) 
 
The ReVenture project would redevelop an existing hazardous-waste site that formerly 
belonged to Southern Dye Stuff. Chemicals seeped into the ground when the site 
belonged to Southern Dye Stuff, landing it on the Environmental Protection Agency’s 
Superfund list of contaminated sites. 
 
ReVenture would take up to 50,000 tons of county yard waste per year and use it to 
create fuel in a biomass power plant. Biomass encompasses the diverse fuels that can 
be made from timber, agricultural and food processing wastes or from fuel crops grown 
specifically for electricity generation. Most biomass power plants burn lumber, 
agricultural or construction and demolition wood waste. 
 
Last year, Mecklenburg County handled 92,000 tons of yard waste. 
 
“They would produce a fuel from that material,” Mr. Gledhill said. “That is consistent with 
what we do now. About 40 percent can be processed. A year from now ReVenture 
would take 50,000 tons of our yard waste.” 
 
ReVenture also would take 370,000 tons of solid waste the cities and the county. 
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“The prospective agreement would take the waste from the county once the agreement 
with the landfill behind the Charlotte Motor Speedway expires,” Gledhill said, adding that 
the landfill by the speedway is owned by Republic. 
 
Waste would start moving to ReVenture in 2012 at a cost of $25 per ton. Currently, the 
cost is $26.50 per ton. 
 
“This is a 20-year relationship we would go forward with,” Mr. Gledhill said. 
 
Tom McKittrick, president of ReVenture developer Forsite Development, told the town 
board the 667-acre site is zoned industrial and is located about 1.4 miles off Catawba 
River. 
 
“It is currently listed as a Superfund site. We’ve been working with the EPA for a year to 
remove it from that list,” Mr. McKittrick said. 
 
The company is also working to get a “brownfield” agreement with the state. “Our 
redevelopment plan is to create a renewable energy industrial park,” Mr. McKittrick said. 
 
He said the biomass power plant would be the anchor. Plans also may include a water 
treatment plan, a 4-megawatt solar plant on a closed landfill and alternative fueling 
stations. 
 
“The country is littered with large-scale industrial tracts. We think this a viable plan to 
use what’s there and promote renewable energy,” he said. “This is the largest project of 
its type in the country. We’re making extensive progress.” 
 
Part of the plan includes acquiring the closed landfill, a 150-acre piece of property on 
Statesville Road. That landfill closed in 1970. 
 
“This is the largest project of its type in the country,” McKittrick said. “We’re making 
extensive progress.” 
 
Some environmental groups have voiced concerns about the proposed project. 
 
Last week, the Central Piedmont Sierra Club and Sustain Charlotte launched a 
campaign against construction of the proposed incinerator. 
 
Individuals from the Central Piedmont Sierra Club, SustainCharlotte and the Catawba 
Riverkeeper raised concerns that the waste will be incinerated and regarding the 
proposed wastewater treatment plant. Sustain Charlotte and the Sierra Club concerns 
included the documented public health and environmental impacts of incinerating 
garbage as well as the increased cost of incineration to taxpayers compared to waste 
reduction through increased reuse and recycling. 
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Mr. McKittrick told the Town Board the group has been working with the environmental 
groups to address their concerns. 
 
“We’re working really hard with all the environmental groups to make sure we’re 
addressing all of their concerns,” he said. “Concerns are air emissions and recycling. 
Are we competing with recycling?” 
 
Mr. McKittrick said the ReVenture project would complement the county’s recycling 
program. He added that the project is looking at gasification. 
 
“We’re looking at a gasification concept. We’re not proposing an incinerator,” he said. 
“We think this is a great use of this site.” 
 
Any property not used in the project would be put into a conservation easement, 
McKittrick said. 
 
“It’s an exciting prospect of turning waste into energy,” Davidson Mayor John Woods 
said about the project. 
 
Mr. McKittrick said the project is focused on turning waste streams into fuel or energy. 
 
“We’re in a paradigm shift on how waste streams are handled,” he said. 
 
 
 


TOXICS 
================================================================== 


EPA Faces Rash Of Data Quality Petitions Over Key Chemicals Issues (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Posted: July 27, 2010  
EPA is facing a spate of petitions from the chemicals industry asking the agency to 
review and justify under the Data Quality Act (DQA) the science supporting recent 
agency risk assessments and management plans for key chemicals like methanol, 
arsenic and phthalates -- the first of what could be a number of petitions questioning 
agency decisions. 


Recent petitions include a July 9 request for correction (RFC) from the Methanol 
Institute asking EPA to remove key documents relating to the agency’s methanol risk 
assessment because of concerns over data from a controversial Italian lab; a June 14 
RFC from the Organic Arsenical Products Task Force and Wood Preservative Science 
Council questioning the scientific literature used in EPA’s arsenic risk assessment; and 
a May 10 petition from a leading chemical trade group raising issues with the scientific 
underpinnigs of the agency’s chemical management plan for phthalates. 



http://insideepa.com/EPA-Documents-Low-Priority/Text-Document/epa-faces-uptick-in-data-quality-petitions-questioning-agency-decisions/menu-id-74.html
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The DQA generally requires EPA and other federal agencies to ensure that scientific 
and other data used to develop policy stances are objective, reproducible and peer-
reviewed. The law requires agencies to accept and respond to petitions to correct 
allegedly flawed data used in rulemakings and other decisions. 


In addition to the chemicals petitions, industry and other groups have also filed petitions 
questioning data-based decisions about the insinuations in a lead safety advertising 
campaign and the greenhouse gas impacts of coal ash reuse. 


The petitions could also receive a boost from a recent court decision potentially paving 
the way for judicial review of the claims (see related story). 


But absent judicial review, the pace of DQA petitions has slowed. Prior to the most 
recent RFCs, the last petition filed was one from the National Association of 
Manufacturers in 2009, which challenged the science behind EPA’s nitrogen dioxide air 
quality standard. 


According to the letter from the Methanol Institute, EPA in its Integrated Risk 
Information System (IRIS) assessment of methanol relied on a “flawed study” conducted 
by the Italy-based Ramazzini Institute. EPA has already put six high-profile studies, 
including methanol, on hiatus to further determine whether revisions are needed for the 
IRIS assessments that were based on studies done by the lab. 


But the group says the draft assessment including the Ramazzini data violates “EPA’s 
criteria for objectivity and utility of disseminated information,” as set out in the agency’s 
guidelines for data quality, and asks EPA to remove the draft study, a charge to external 
reviewers and supporting files from the agency’s website, the IRIS website and the 
public docket. “The further dissemination of such a flawed data is inappropriate and 
would be highly problematic for those that rely on the information,” the group says. 


The arsenic groups in their petition argue that the draft arsenic risk assessment violates 
the agency’s data quality guidelines, particularly because of “EPA’s astonishing 
insistence to over-rely on study data from Taiwan that are over 50 years old and lacking 
in relevant exposure data,” according to the letter. 


SAB Review 


EPA’s long-delayed arsenic IRIS assessment is currently undergoing review by the 
Science Advisory Board (SAB). The arsenic groups also raised many of the issues in 
the DQA petition with the SAB in public comments earlier this spring. 


The arsenic groups also argue that EPA has failed to consider some 73 scientific 
studies published since 2007, the cutoff for studies in the assessment, the letter says. 
“Not only does this omission run counter to the ‘best available science’ standard [in the 
EPA guidelines], but it fails to take into account research conducted with specific 
reference to questions raised by the SAB in 2007.” 



http://insideepa.com/201007161825170/EPA-Daily-News/Daily-News/industry-eyes-appeal-court-ruling-to-bolster-epa-data-quality-petitions/menu-id-95.html
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Further, the groups raise questions about some 212 studies from 1999-2007 not taken 
into consideration in the assessment; the fact the assessment does not consider all 
relevant information on mode of action (MOA) “rather than . . . summarily adhering to 
the notion of ‘multiple MOAs’”; and the need for a meta-analysis to estimate the risk 
from low exposures to arsenic, among other data issues. 


Industry is also raising DQA-related questions about EPA’s chemical action plans, 
which seek to use existing authority under the Toxic Substances Control Act to better 
regulate chemicals of concern. To this end, the American Chemistry Council (ACC) 
recently filed a petition asking EPA to correct a number of “factual errors” in the 
agency’s chemical action plan for phthalates, which was issued last December. The 
plans outline actions the agency plans to take, including rulemakings, to deal with 
chemicals of concern. 


In the request, the ACC questions EPA’s discussion of “phthalate syndrome,” or effects 
on the reproductive system; references to other adverse effects, such as shortened 
pregnancy and lower sperm quality; and the explanation of the six phthalate bans 
included in the Consumer Product Safety Commission Improvement Act. ACC says 
EPA did not distinguish between the three phthalates the law banned in children’s 
products and three phthalates subject to a provisional ban pending a new risk 
assessment. 


“The accuracy of the information presented in the plan is commensurate to the scientific 
integrity of EPA’s potential subsequent actions and the regulatory message these 
actions convey to the market place and general public,” according to the ACC petition. 


But the Center for Progressive Reform, which supports stronger regulatory protections, 
says in a July 1 blog post that petitions like the ACC request “are just tools for slowing 
the regulatory process and creating disincentives for federal agencies to release 
information that might help the public make its own decisions about risks,” rather than 
accuracy. “Someone at EPA . . . will have to spend a few days or weeks rebutting 
ACC’s arguments and dealing with the inevitable appeal when the [request] is rejected,” 
the post says. 


According to the EPA website, the agency has notified all the petitioners of the receipt 
of the RFCs. The agency tries to respond to DQA petitions within 90 days, according to 
the website. -- Aaron Lovell 


 
 


WATER 
================================================================== 


Officials pledge improved data access (Wilmington News Journal) 
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Suppliers confident of water quality, safety 
By MIKE CHALMERS • The News Journal • July 
27, 2010 
 
State and federal agencies are working to improve public access to water-quality data in 
the wake of The News Journal's report showing little has been done to tell Delaware 
residents about pollution threats to their drinking water. 
 
Water tests showing high levels of pollution at several industrial sites have been either 
not 
reported to the public or posted on obscure pages of the state's website, the newspaper 
found. 
 
"A lot of the information is available in some form, but as far as making it more 
accessible, we could do a better job with that," said Collin P. O'Mara, secretary of the 
Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control. 
 
"It needs to be presented in a way a lay person can understand," O'Mara said. 
 
The News Journal found, for example, that a 2006 test of the Potomac Aquifer west of 
Delaware City found levels of benzene and a now-banned gasoline additive that were 
160 times greater than the federal standard for safe drinking water. 
 
DNREC, though, never reported that finding. 
 
The newspaper's series also concerned Marianne Roken, of Mill Creek. While caring for 
her 3-month-old son Monday morning, she gave a second look to her under-sink 
filtration system because it doesn't remove the troubling chemicals highlighted in The 
News Journal's report. 
 
"This morning, I'm mixing his formula with tap water and thinking, 'I don't know what's in 
this,' " Roken said. 
 
Roken said she will press legislators and the state to address the pollution of the 
region's deep-water aquifers. 
 
"When I moved to Delaware, I found out from neighbors that everyone drinks bottled 
water or 
filters their tap water," Roken said. "But I always thought there were government 
regulations to 
handle all this." 
 
Roken said she was frustrated that Artesian Water Co., which supplies her tap water, 
did not address The News Journal's findings on its website Monday.  The company has 
posted only its annual water- quality report, she said. 
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"I'd like to know if they're aware of the problem and what they're doing about it," Roken 
said. 
 
 
Joe DiNunzio, executive vice president for Artesian Water, said the company knows 
about the problem and tests its water constantly to make sure it is safe to drink. 
 
"The articles, appropriately, are raising the alarm about what's happening to the sources 
of water," DiNunzio said. "But the article didn't raise concerns about what's reaching the 
tap." 
 
He said a website response might be necessary if more people express concerns, but 
as of Monday afternoon, only two customers had called. 
 
Thomas Hubbard, spokesman for United Water Co., said his company received two 
calls from concerned customers Monday. They were told that the company's water 
meets or exceeds federal safety standards, he said. 
 
Water-quality regulations are too weak to prevent water pollution, said Leeann Brown of 
the 
Environmental Working Group, a nonprofit advocacy organization based in Washington, 
D.C. 
 
"Human health has taken a back seat to industry interest far too long, and unfortunately, 
the damage is not easily, if ever, going to be undone," Brown wrote in a statement. "To 
add insult to injury, the victims are having to pay the price for the heinous crimes of 
neglect in northern Delaware." 
 
O'Mara said his agency is working with the state Division of Public Health and the 
federal 
Environmental Protection Agency to get more information to the public about water 
quality and 
the progress of cleanup projects. He said Delaware would go beyond the requirements 
of federal law for public notifications. 
 
Gov. Jack Markell ordered state agencies to improve their efforts, spokesman Brian 
Selander said. 
 
"Delawareans should have easier access to test results concerning the quality of our 
groundwater," Selander said. 
 
EPA spokesman Roy Seneca said the federal agency is always looking at improving its 
website to provide more information to the public. 
 
O'Mara also said the state agency is looking for ways to clean up pollution sites more 
quickly. 
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"A lot of this work is ongoing, but we wish it could go faster," he said. 
 
Dover City Manager Tony DePrima said city officials have long been aware of water-
quality issues in the region, including the underground plume of cleaning solvents and 
hydrocarbons from a defunct coal-gas plant and former dry-cleaning plant. 
 
"We've never had any report that this pollution near the surface is any threat at all to our 
deep-water supplies," DePrima said. 
 
The EPA did send a letter to DNREC three months ago warning that a drilling project in 
Dover could allow "extensive" contamination to leak into "deeper water-bearing zones 
used by the City of Dover for drinking water." 
 
Three or four people called Atlantic Coast Laboratories on Monday about getting their 
water 
tested, including at least one from the Delaware City area, said Ruth Pyle, customer-
services manager for the Newark-area company. 
 
"I'm surprised there weren't more," Pyle said. "There will probably be more as the week 
goes on." 
 
Tests range from simple ones to detect bacteria or nitrates, which cost about $20, to 
those finding 
more serious volatile organic compounds, which can cost a few hundred dollars, Pyle 
said. 
 
Contact Mike Chalmers at 324-2790 or  mchalmers@delawareonline.com. 
 
 


Long-term spill effects concern health officials (Battle Creek Enquirer) 
 
Spill thought to be among state's worst 
Elizabeth Willis • The Enquirer • July 27, 2010  
An oil spill considered one of the largest in Michigan history is expected to have lasting  
consequences for underground water contamination, Health Officer Jim Rutherford of 
the  
Calhoun County Public Health Department said this morning. 
 
“It's not going to show up right now, but over time there is a real possibility that it will 
leach into the water supply,” Rutherford said. “I think it’s inevitable that, with as much as 
has leaked, that it will get into the water supply.” 
 
“This is something that we will be monitoring for a long time.” 
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It is possible that because the original source of the contamination was in a wetland, 
which has a natural clay barrier that prevents water from seeping deeper into the 
ground, that groundwater in the worst-hit area will be somewhat protected, Rutherford 
said. 
 
Officials are telling people to stay away from the river and its tributaries which have a 
pungent smell and are highly flammable. 
 
“We don’t want residents to take any chances,” he said. “That is a very toxic 
environment right now.” 
 
Groundwater supplies have not been tested yet, because the more immediate threat 
has been to air  quality, he said. Throughout the county residents have complained of 
unpleasant odors. 
 
Environmental Protection Agency officials have set up a mobile laboratory to quickly 
sample air quality for volatile organic compounds including benzene. No confirmed 
reports of higher-than-acceptable levels have been reported yet, although two homes 
were evacuated yesterday as a precaution. 
 
Rutherford said the spill could reach the Kalamazoo County line by this afternoon. 
 


 


Contaminated groundwater threatening Potomac Aquifer (WaterTech Online) 
 
7/27/2010 12:04:24 PM  
WILIMINGTON, DEL. — Plumes of dangerous chemicals are spreading through 
groundwater in Northern Delaware, posing a serious threat to the Potomac Aquifer, 
which supplies drinking water to thousands of residents in Delaware, Maryland and New 
Jersey, The News Journal reported. 
 
High concentrations of industrial byproducts — such as benzene, vinyl chloride and 
chlorinated benzenes — have been found in areas near Delaware City and New Castle, 
the article stated. 
 
State regulators and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) previously 
claimed that deep layers of clay protected the aquifer, but scientists now say the 
protective layer is full of holes, according to the story. 
 
“We’ve not studied nearly as much the link between water pollution and various health 
outcomes,” said Collin P. O'Mara, state secretary of Natural Resources and 
Environmental Control. “Water is probably the greatest environmental challenge facing 
the state right now.” 
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Gift for North Pole: Say it with sewers (Washington Post) 
 
By Al Kamen 
Wednesday, July 28, 2010; A13  
Christmas in July for Santa? Tucked away in the fiscal 2011 appropriations bill for the 
Interior Department and the Environmental Protection Agency is a $1 million earmark, 
inserted by Rep. Don Young (R-Alaska), to be given to the "City of North Pole for 
industrial force sewer main."  
 
The sewers-for-Santa earmark apparently comes after years of complaints about 
plumbing problems by Mr. and Mrs. Claus and the Elves' Union Local 63 to the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration.  
 
Actually, as it turns out, North Pole, Alaska, is a town (population 2,200) about 1,700 
miles south of the real North Pole. Some developers, hoping to induce toy 
manufacturers to come in, gave the town its name. The toymakers never showed up, 
but if the hot weather and power outages have you thinking about getting out of 
Washington, you should know that the Fairbanks suburb boasts the famous Santa 
Claus gift shop and -- drum roll -- the world's largest fiberglass statue of Santa.  
 
Even though no toy factories ever got there (most having ended up in China and other 
countries), the town was still in need of improvements to the sewer system. Earlier this 
year the residents got nearly $3 million in stimulus funds -- including $300,000 for a 
truck to clean out the sewage pipes and something called a "sewer lift station," which 
lifts the pipes at certain points to enhance flow so things don't get backed up.  
 
That money was part of the $40 million in federal aid that Alaska got for water and 
wastewater projects. Sixteen other Alaska towns got money for water and sewer 
projects, including now-famous Wasilla, home of former governor Sarah Palin, which 
got $1.2 million for a sewer-cleaning truck, reservoir insulation and other improvements.  
 
Well, waste not, want not. Certainly more useful than the Bridge to Nowhere.  
 
Tales from the C-list 
 
Britain's panel investigating that country's role in the Iraq war is looking to wrap up its 
work maybe at the end of this year or, more likely, in January.  
 
The panel has discovered some interesting nuggets that made news over there, such 
as one from former Iraq viceroy and now landscape artist L. Paul "Jerry" Bremer about 
how the Brits were totally on board with the controversial dismantling, or "de-
Baathification," of the Iraqi army after the 2003 invasion. None of the top British officials 
involved "expressed the view" that the former Iraqi army should be reconstituted, 
Bremer told the panel.  
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Last week, the former head of MI5 (the British equivalent of the FBI), Baroness Eliza 
Manningham-Buller, made some news with her testimony that "there was no credible 
intelligence to suggest [a] connection" between Saddam Hussein and 9/11, "and that 
was the judgment, I might say, of the CIA."  
 
Problem is, former CIA director George Tenet, who was probably on the invite list to 
appear before the panel when it came to Washington in May, did not talk to the 
commission, so there will be no response from him.  
 
The British are not saying who declined to chat, but it's pretty easy to figure it would be 
the usual suspects. They didn't talk with any of the senior-most pre-invasion planners, 
such as George W. Bush, Dick Cheney, Colin Powell, Condoleezza Rice, Donald 
Rumsfeld, Stephen Hadley, Scooter Libby, Paul Wolfowitz, David Addington or Douglas 
Feith.  
 
Those folks, and others likely to have been invited, declined, as we reported in March, 
because they felt it would be time-consuming and because of the precedent that would 
be set of being questioned by a foreign investigative body. As a result, the report may 
not, at least from the American perspective, provide as full and accurate a picture as the 
panel might have wanted.  
 
Still, the British group did meet with, in addition to Bremer, 15 mostly post-invasion U.S. 
officials, including retired Gen. David McKiernan, top Bremer adviser Walter Slocombe, 
former National Security Council senior director Frank Miller and former ambassador 
Ryan Crocker.  
 
Those sessions, unlike the ones in Britain, were informal and private, so there is no 
public transcript of what was said.  
 
Not the leakiest of leaks 
 
The International Broadcasting Bureau apparently responded Monday to WikiLeaks' 
massive dump of classified documents with this e-mailed instruction to Voice of America 
employees.  
 
"It has come to the attention of the IT Directorate and the IBB Office of Security, that 
some agency employees would like to download material related to the story that 
appeared on the front page of the Washington Post regarding leaked classified material 
about the US efforts in Afghanistan and Pakistan. There are a number of documents 
currently available on the Internet that are classified as secret or higher. While this 
material has been leaked, it has not been officially de-classified and, for our purposes, 
is still considered classified material. Our agency network, storage systems, and e-mail 
are not classified systems and cannot have classified material stored on them. Please 
do not download, browse, or email any of these files from agency computers."  
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So you can report on the reporting, but not use the actual material.  
 
The Gaddafi files 
 
Speaking of witnesses and panels, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee had 
scheduled a hearing for Thursday afternoon titled "The Al-Megrahi Release: One Year 
Later."  
 
This apparently was to look into reports that BP, now facing a serious economic hit for 
that massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, lobbied the British government to release 
Abdel Basset Ali al-Megrahi, the Libyan intelligence agent convicted in the bombing of 
Pan Am Flight 103. The company, so the story goes, was hoping to smooth its oil-
exploration talks with the government of dictator and fashion trendsetter Moammar 
Gaddafi.  
 
As of Tuesday afternoon, however, the only word on the lineup for the hearing was a 
note that said "witnesses to be announced." The problem may be that some of the 
people the committee most wanted to talk to -- folks from BP and the British 
government, for example -- were a bit reluctant to appear.  
 
Maybe the Libyans would send someone? Apparently not; the hearing was canceled.  
 
The final days 
 
Hurry on down. Sorry for the late notice, but Wednesday is your last chance to go after 
Office of Management and Budget Director Peter Orszag over the federal deficit, budget 
outrages and the like. Orszag, whose last day is Friday, is headed, at least temporarily, 
to the Council on Foreign Relations as he probably ponders a more lucrative post.  
 
Orszag will be at the Brookings Institution at 10:30 a.m. "to discuss the economic and 
fiscal accomplishments of the Obama administration." Should be interesting. It's a press 
briefing, but he'll take questions from the audience, the announcement says. To 
paraphrase President Richard M. Nixon, after Friday you won't have Orszag to kick 
around anymore.  
 
 


 


Toyland receives a rather practical gift (Washington Post) 
 
July 28, 2010 Wednesday  
Suburban Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A13 
Maryland 
By Al Kamen 
Christmas in July for Santa? Tucked away in the fiscal 2011 appropriations bill for the 
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Interior Department and the Environmental Protection Agency is a $1 million earmark, 
inserted by Rep. Don Young (R-Alaska), to be given to the "City of North Pole for 
industrial force sewer main." 
 
The sewers-for-Santa earmark apparently comes after years of complaints about 
plumbing problems by Mr. and Mrs. Claus and the Elves' Union Local 63 to the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration. 
 
Actually, as it turns out, North Pole, Alaska, is a town (population 2,200) about 1,700 
miles south of the real North Pole. Some developers, hoping to induce toy 
manufacturers to come in, gave the town its name. The toymakers never showed up, 
but if the hot weather and power outages have you thinking about getting out of 
Washington, you should know that the Fairbanks suburb boasts the famous Santa 
Claus gift shop and -- drum roll -- the world's largest fiberglass statue of Santa.  
 
Even though no toy factories ever got there (most having ended up in China and other 
countries), the town was still in need of improvements to the sewer system. Earlier this 
year the residents got nearly $3 million in stimulus funds -- including $300,000 for a 
truck to clean out the sewage pipes and something called a "sewer lift station," which 
lifts the pipes at certain points to enhance flow so things don't get backed up. 
 
That money was part of the $40 million in federal aid that Alaska got for water and 
wastewater projects. Sixteen other Alaska towns got money for water and sewer 
projects, including now-famous Wasilla, home of former governor Sarah Palin, which 
got $1.2 million for a sewer-cleaning truck, reservoir insulation and other improvements. 
 
Well, waste not, want not. Certainly more useful than the Bridge to Nowhere. 
 
Tales from the C-list  
 
Britain's panel investigating that country's role in the Iraq war is looking to wrap up its 
work maybe at the end of this year or, more likely, in January. 
 
The panel has discovered some interesting nuggets that made news over there, such 
as one from former Iraq viceroy and now landscape artist L. Paul "Jerry" Bremer about 
how the Brits were totally on board with the controversial dismantling, or "de-
Baathification," of the Iraqi army after the 2003 invasion. None of the top British officials 
involved "expressed the view" that the former Iraqi army should be reconstituted, 
Bremer told the panel. 
 
Last week, the former head of MI5 (the British equivalent of the FBI), Baroness Eliza 
Manningham-Buller, made some news with her testimony that "there was no credible 
intelligence to suggest [a] connection" between Saddam Hussein and 9/11, "and that 
was the judgment, I might say, of the CIA." 
 
Problem is, former CIA director George Tenet, who was probably on the invite list to 



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2009/03/19/AR2009031903418.html
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appear before the panel when it came to Washington in May, did not talk to the 
commission, so there will be no response from him. 
 
The British are not saying who declined to chat, but it's pretty easy to figure it would be 
the usual suspects. They didn't talk with any of the senior-most pre-invasion planners, 
such as George W. Bush, Dick Cheney, Colin Powell, Condoleezza Rice, Donald 
Rumsfeld, Stephen Hadley, Scooter Libby, Paul Wolfowitz, David Addington or Douglas 
Feith. 
 
Those folks, and others likely to have been invited, declined, as we reported in March, 
because they felt it would be time-consuming and because of the precedent that would 
be set of being questioned by a foreign investigative body. As a result, the report may 
not, at least from the American perspective, provide as full and accurate a picture as the 
panel might have wanted. 
 
Still, the British group did meet with, in addition to Bremer, 15 mostly post-invasion U.S. 
officials, including retired Gen. David McKiernan, top Bremer adviser Walter Slocombe, 
former National Security Council senior director Frank Miller and former ambassador 
Ryan Crocker. 
 
Those sessions, unlike the ones in Britain, were informal and private, so there is no 
public transcript of what was said. 
 
Not the leakiest of leaks  
 
The International Broadcasting Bureau apparently responded Monday to WikiLeaks' 
massive dump of classified documents with this e-mailed instruction to Voice of America 
employees. 
 
"It has come to the attention of the IT Directorate and the IBB Office of Security, that 
some agency employees would like to download material related to the story that 
appeared on the front page of the Washington Post regarding leaked classified material 
about the US efforts in Afghanistan and Pakistan. There are a number of documents 
currently available on the Internet that are classified as secret or higher. While this 
material has been leaked, it has not been officially de-classified and, for our purposes, 
is still considered classified material. Our agency network, storage systems, and e-mail 
are not classified systems and cannot have classified material stored on them. Please 
do not download, browse, or email any of these files from agency computers." 
 
So you can report on the reporting, but not use the actual material. 
 
The Gaddafi files  
 
Speaking of witnesses and panels, the Senate Foreign Relations Committee had 
scheduled a hearing for Thursday afternoon titled "The Al-Megrahi Release: One Year 
Later." 



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/03/18/AR2010031804927.html
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This apparently was to look into reports that BP, now facing a serious economic hit for 
that massive oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico, lobbied the British government to release 
Abdel Basset Ali al-Megrahi, the Libyan intelligence agent convicted in the bombing of 
Pan Am Flight 103. The company, so the story goes, was hoping to smooth its oil-
exploration talks with the government of dictator and fashion trendsetter Moammar 
Gaddafi. 
 
As of Tuesday afternoon, however, the only word on the lineup for the hearing was a 
note that said "witnesses to be announced." The problem may be that some of the 
people the committee most wanted to talk to -- folks from BP and the British 
government, for example -- were a bit reluctant to appear. 
 
Maybe the Libyans would send someone? Apparently not; the hearing was canceled. 
 
The final days  
 
Hurry on down. Sorry for the late notice, but Wednesday is your last chance to go after 
Office of Management and Budget Director Peter Orszag over the federal deficit, budget 
outrages and the like. Orszag, whose last day is Friday, is headed, at least temporarily, 
to the Council on Foreign Relations as he probably ponders a more lucrative post. 
 
Orszag will be at the Brookings Institution at 10:30 a.m. "to discuss the economic and 
fiscal accomplishments of the Obama administration." Should be interesting. It's a press 
briefing, but he'll take questions from the audience, the announcement says. To 
paraphrase President Richard M. Nixon, after Friday you won't have Orszag to kick 
around anymore. 
 
 


Pennsylvania towns get more time to develop storm-water plans (Philadelphia 
Inquirer) 
 
July 28, 2010 Wednesday  
CITY-C Edition 
NATIONAL; P-com News for PC Home Page; Pg. A01 
By Sandy Bauers; Inquirer Staff Writer 
After months of trying to impose tough new rules for how towns should manage their 
storm water, Pennsylvania regulators on Tuesday backed off and granted municipalities 
a nine-month extension for measures some had termed "draconian." 
 
Towns were to have submitted plans by Sept. 10 detailing how they would comply with 
new rules to handle the gushers of rain that often flow through culverts directly into 
streams, carrying with them road oil, fertilizer, trash, and other pollutants. 
 
But anxious local officials pushed back, calling it an unfunded mandate and worse.  



http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2010/07/15/AR2010071506546.html
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The way they read an initial ordinance floated earlier this year, they would be forced to 
spend millions of dollars sweeping salt off roads after storms, installing storm-sewer 
retrofits, and even requiring residents to submit storm-water plans for patios. 
 
The state Department of Environmental Protection originally resisted an extension. But 
in an interview Tuesday, John Hines, the department's deputy secretary for water 
management, said that one would be granted after all. He said he expected a formal 
announcement by mid-August. 
 
"We have heard their concerns," Hines said. "But in this extension period, we all have a 
lot of work to do, and we need to do it together." 
 
Pennsylvania - like other states - is trying to solve one of the thorniest environmental 
problems involving the nation's waterways. 
 
Since the passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972, environmental officials have made 
strides in dealing with the pollution that comes from industrial pipes and other 
identifiable sources, called point-source pollution. 
 
But as suburbs have grown, storm water - non-point-source pollution because it 
originates everywhere - has become "a bigger portion of the pollution equation," said 
Jon Capacasa, director of the water protection division for the Environmental 
Protection Agency's Mid-Atlantic region. 
 
While many states have regional storm-water authorities, Pennsylvania must corral a 
host of smaller towns, each with a limited purview and, especially, limited funds. 
 
Decades ago, most close-in suburban towns dealt with storm water as a flooding 
concern, installing large pipes to drain it into waterways as fast as possible. 
 
But erosion became a problem. With algae blooms caused by an excess of fertilizers 
and other nutrients, populations of fish and other aquatic organisms suffered. 
 
So, beginning in the 1980s, the preferred method was to dig a large hole - a detention 
basin - that would capture the initial sluice of rain, releasing it gradually. 
 
Surveys have shown that many no longer work. They have become clogged with silt, 
their pipes corroded and their berms collapsed. 
 
"If we're going to . . . have clean streams, we have to deal with the non-point-source 
pollution," said Robert G. Traver, director of Villanova University's Urban Stormwater 
Partnership. "There is not a question there." 
 
This year, the noose began tightening. 
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As he learned more about the state's proposal, Michael Fox, vice chair of the 
Montgomery Township Board of Supervisors, became worried. 
 
He eventually called the state's approach "draconian." He and others thought they were 
being asked to undo 150 years of industrialization in one five-year permit cycle. 
 
In a township with a $12 million annual budget, the engineer told Fox it would likely cost 
$6 million to retrofit its 2,000 storm drains. 
 
The way Fox understood it, anyone building a patio larger than 250 square feet - 25 feet 
by 10 feet - would have to hire an expert to devise a storm-water plan, adding 
"thousands of dollars to a project that has been a fairly humble home improvement all 
these years." 
 
In addition, the township would have to inspect it regularly, and who has staff for that? 
 
Seeking strength in numbers, Fox formed a storm-water coalition. Last week, more than 
two dozen municipal officials attended a coalition meeting. By then, 30 towns had 
passed resolutions to join the group and pledge funds, based on population. 
 
The coalition planned to use the money for engineering expertise and, if necessary, 
legal fees. 
 
Told of the extension, Fox said he was encouraged. 
 
In New Jersey, permits issued in 2004 required 457 urban municipalities to institute a 
checklist of activities. 
 
By 2008, 99 percent of the municipalities had adopted storm-water control ordinances, 
and 300,660 tons of trash had been removed from New Jersey streets, 1.27 million 
miles of roads had been swept, and so on. 
 
But Bill Wolfe, director of the environmental nonprofit group NJ PEER, said that despite 
progressive components, oversight had been poor and implementation "spotty, at best." 
 
Experts predict storm water will be at the top of the list of issues municipalities must 
deal with in the next few years. 
 
"Everybody agrees on the end result," said Elam Herr, an official with the Pennsylvania 
State Association of Township Supervisors. The question is how to get there. 
 
"All we know is that things are going to. . . cost more money," Herr added. 
 
Trouble is, there isn't any. 
 
During the era of point-source pollution, facilities got "all kinds of money" from federal 
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and state agencies, said Jeffrey Featherstone, a regional planning professor at Temple 
University. Now, "the municipalities consider this an unfunded mandate." 
 
Ed McBride, vice chair of the Upper Merion commissioners, said his township had been 
all but ready to lay off employees in the last budget cycle. He said the storm-water 
mandate would make the situation far worse. 
 
Meanwhile, the science of storm water has changed dramatically. 
 
It's not just pipes and holes in the ground, but streamside "buffering" with trees and 
other plantings to retard and absorb the runoff. Or "rain gardens" in developments to do 
the same thing. Or porous pavement to let rainwater soak back into the ground. 
 
Town officials and others say they want broader fixes with more flexibility, not one-size-
fits-all regulations. 
 
A rural upstream town with more open space, for instance, could install a large 
infiltration area, with financial help from a downstream community with no land to do 
likewise. 
 
The DEP's Hines said his agency wants to look at more options like these, focusing on 
results. 
 
Last year, the nonprofit Pennsylvania Environmental Council hired Temple researchers 
to fan out across the Wissahickon Creek watershed and identify storm-water 
improvements. They came up with about 300. 
 
"These could be bartered by the municipalities as part of a trading system," 
Featherstone said. "But in order to do effective trading, you have to have a good plan." 
 
Contact staff writer Sandy Bauers at 215-854-5147 or sbauers@phillynews.com. 
 
Visit her blog at http://go.philly.com/greenspace. 
 
 


Toxic algae prompts YMCA to close lake in Logan County (Columbus Dispatch) 
 
Concern about toxic algae has spread to yet another Ohio waterway this summer, this 
time prompting officials to close a lake at a Logan County summer camp.  
 
The YMCA of Central Ohio closed the 60-acre Silver Lake at Camp Willson near 
Bellefontaine after workers noticed a bloom of cyanobacteria, more commonly called 
blue-green algae, in the water on July 14.  
 
Two water samples taken at the lake contained microcystin, a liver toxin caused by the 
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algae, said John Bickley, the YMCA's president and CEO. One sample showed the 
toxin at a level 50 times higher than a World Health Organization safety standard for 
swimmers.  
 
Bickley said 19 campers developed rashes, but no one is sure whether the lake water 
was to blame.  
 
"This caught us way off guard," he said.  
 
Heavy rainfall and high temperatures this summer have combined to create big 
problems with toxic algae across the state.  
 
The issue emerged in June at Grand Lake St. Marys in western Ohio, when blue-green 
algae grew so dense that it created a crust littered with dead fish. The state is warning 
people not to touch the lake's water, boat in it or eat fish caught in it.  
 
Algae blooms that plague the shallow western basin of Lake Erie popped up this year 
about a month earlier than normal. This week, researchers said they recorded high 
concentrations of phosphorus in two tributaries that feed the lake.  
 
Algae feed on phosphorus from manure and fertilizers that run off farm fields. Algae 
also feed on phosphorus from untreated sewage.  
 
Officials are monitoring Buckeye Lake and are considering additional tests at Burr Oak 
State Park's lake, where an algae bloom was first noticed July 15.  
 
Test results released last week found no microcystin in the Burr Oak water. Ohio 
Environmental Protection Agency officials said today that they identified the type of 
blue-green algae, a species called anabaena.  
 
The state is warning Burr Oak visitors to "minimize contact" with any algae they see in 
the lake.  
 
"Our staff has not seen a bloom at the lake in about a week," said Mike Shelton, a 
spokesman with the Ohio Department of Natural Resources.  
 
State officials are not involved with the testing at Silver Lake, which is privately owned.  
 
EPA spokeswoman Heather Lauer said the agency has received about a half-dozen 
calls this summer from people reporting green water or potential algae blooms at other 
privately owned lakes.  
 
"We've suggested that people draw their own samples or have a private contractor draw 
the samples for them," she said.  
 
Bickley said a second round of tests found no microcystin at Silver Lake. He said the 
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lake might reopen this week if a third test comes back negative for the toxin.  
 
"We need to have two 'no detection' results before we can reopen the lake," he said.  
 
shunt@dispatch.com 
 


Towns won't get grant for stormwater study (Milford Daily News) 
 
By Melanie Graham/Daily News staff  
Milford Daily News  
Posted Jul 27, 2010 @ 11:52 PM 
The federal Environmental Protection Agency has announced it will not award a 
$300,000 grant that would have funded research aimed at creating a utility agency to 
deal with stormwater runoff in Franklin, Bellingham and Milford. 
 
While local lawmakers and town officials have expressed disappointment in the 
decision, the EPA has vowed it will continue to seek funding sources to research the 
possibility of a stormwater utility in the three communities. 
 
"We were very surprised when we got the notification," Milford Town Engineer Mike 
Santora said. "After all, (the EPA) encouraged us to apply for it." 
 
Ken Moraff, deputy director for the office of ecosystem protection at the New England 
chapter of the EPA, said the study would have looked into different management 
structures the three towns could set up to help facilitate proposed new stormwater 
regulations facing the three towns. 
 
A stormwater utility, which would function much like a sewer or water utility, would 
provide a funding source for more efficient stormwater systems that could serve a whole 
community rather than individual properties, Moraff said. 
 
Santora said the three towns joined to apply for the grant to split the cost of hiring a 
professional consultant from Bay State Environmental, who assisted with the application 
process. 
 
Although the town only pitched in a few thousand dollars, Santora said it was 
disappointing to learn the grant preparation was a "wasted effort." 
 
"In these tight (economic) times, a few thousand dollars is a few thousand dollars," 
Santora said. "If we didn't think we could get the grant, we wouldn't have bothered doing 
it." 
 
Franklin DPW Director Robert "Brutus" Cantoreggi said each town contributed $5,000 
for the application, money he said he could have used to make stormwater 
improvements around town. 
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"I'm dumbfounded by (the denied request)," Cantoreggi said. 
 
The new federal stormwater rules are being handed down through a Residual 
Designation Authority permit, which is an EPA pilot program. It looks to reduce 
phosphorous in the Charles River by regulating stormwater runoff from properties in 
Milford, Bellingham and Franklin. 
 
The Charles River Watershed Association says stormwater runoff is the largest source 
of pollution for Massachusetts waters. 
 
The EPA has told local officials that businesses in town will spend an estimated $6,000 
to $120,000 per acre on new systems to control the runoff. 
 
But the watershed association disagrees with those numbers. It estimates the cost to be 
somewhere between $10,000 and $28,000 per acre. 
 
Along with the draft permit for businesses, towns across the watershed will be asked to 
change their stormwater regulations through a separate, municipal permit. Milford has 
estimated it will spend $35 million to $60 million for the changes. 
 
Reducing phosphorous in the Charles River is crucial to both the health of the river's 
ecosystem and the health of its users, environmental groups say. 
 
Increased phosphorous leads to overgrowth of vegetation in the river, which throws off 
the balance of the river's ecosystem. 
 
Increased growth of certain types of algae creates health hazards for people and pets 
swimming in the river or the lakes and ponds connected to it, groups say. 
 
Santora said it is possible the town will conduct a similar study through the Metropolitan 
Area Planning Council, but it will not be as comprehensive as the one planned by the 
EPA. 
 
State Rep. John Fernandes, D-Milford, echoed the feelings of Santora and Cantoreggi. 
 
He said that although the grant would not fund the actual stormwater systems, it would 
help the towns research funding solutions for the costly mandate. 
 
"It's disappointing when you get told to try something and then you are turned down," 
Fernandes said. 
 
David Deegan, a spokesman for the EPA's New England region, said yesterday the 
grant sought by the three towns was a national competitive grant funded through a 
wetlands program. Each application is assessed by a review panel, and the highest-
ranked proposals are awarded the funding. 
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"We're still aggressively looking into different funding possibilities, and we're optimistic 
that we'll be able to find something for the towns," Deegan said. 
 
Deegan said everyone in the regional office is committed to working with the towns and 
finding funding sources for research. 
 
The EPA is looking at other regional and national grant opportunities as well as room in 
its own budget to help the three towns, Deegan said. 
 
At Monday night's Milford Board of Selectmen meeting, Milford Town Administrator 
Louis Celozzi said Franklin Town Administrator Jeffrey Nutting plans to hold a meeting 
next week with Celozzi, the EPA and other officials from the three communities to 
discuss more options for funding. 
 
"We want to do what we can to help this project," Deegan said. "We want to relieve 
some of the burden on the communities, and at the same time, put the communities in a 
situation where (the project) will have a positive result for them." 
 
Environmental groups have said the improved quality of Charles River water will help 
drinking water resources as well as property values for the communities along the river. 
 
U.S. Rep. Richard Neal, D-2nd, said yesterday he has made the stormwater regulations 
a top priority and is looking to continue discussions about funding sources. 
 
"While this most recent request for funding was denied, I will continue to work closely 
with town officials and the EPA to secure the federal resources necessary to solve this 
environmental problem," Neal said in an e-mailed statement. "I am confident that 
progress will be made soon." 
 
Earlier this month, Neal held a meeting with the EPA at which he, along with local and 
state officials, requested the permit's public comment period be extended by six months. 
 
The EPA agreed to extend the comment period three months, with local residents, 
officials and businesses allowed to submit opinions and suggestions to the EPA until 
Sept. 30. 
 
Melanie Graham can be reached at 508-634-7582 or mgraham@cnc.com. 
 
 


Swimming advisory posted in Corolla, N.C (Virginia Pilot) 
 
COROLLA, N.C.  
A swimming advisory was posted in Currituck County at an ocean site where North 
Carolina environmental health officials found bacteria levels that exceed water quality 
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standards.  
 
The advisory was posted at a beach access at Corolla Village Road, a news release 
from the state Division of Environmental Health said.  
 
State officials will continue testing the site and remove the sign when bacteria levels 
decrease to levels below state and Environmental Protection Agency recreational water 
quality standards.  
 
Environmental health officials sample 240 sites throughout the coastal region – most on 
a weekly basis – from April to October. 
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We, The People EPA (Investor's Business Daily) 
 


March 16, 2010 Tuesday  
NATIONAL EDITION 
Issues & Insights; Pg. A12: 
Regulation: The New York Times says the EPA should use its authority to regulate our 
very breath if a Democratic Congress isn't "goaded" into action. Whatever happened to 
government of the people? 
 
It's been a pattern of this administration that if the American people are adamantly 
opposed to it, ram it through anyway. So it's been with the health care overhaul, 
offshore drilling restrictions and now the Environmental Protection Agency threatening 
to become the uber-regulator of the air we breathe. 
 
The New York Times says in a Saturday editorial regarding that last item that if 
Congress fails to enact cap-and-trade legislation such as Waxman-Markey or Kerry-
Boxer, the EPA should jam it down our throats.  
 
After all, the Supreme Court said the EPA had the power, even the obligation, to impose 
draconian restrictions on so-called greenhouse gases, particularly carbon dioxide. The 
elected representatives of the American people should just get out of the way. 
 
We've heard this argument before. Last April, Time magazine ran a piece titled "EPA'S 
CO2 Finding: Putting A Gun To Congress' Head." This isn't the government structure 
the Founding Fathers envisioned. 
 
They had in mind a system of checks and balances between the three branches of 
government, and the EPA was not one of them. The only gun that should be held to 
Congress' head is the vote of the American people. 
 
The paper of distorted record objects to a "resolution of disapproval" originated by Sen. 
Lisa Murkowski, Republican from Alaska, an energy-producing state forced to keep vast 
stores of energy locked up underground or under offshore sea beds. This the 
newspaper says is a "destructive idea" that "would reject the EPA's recent scientific 
finding that greenhouse gases are a danger to public health." 
 
Yes, that's right. The product of your breathing, the carbon dioxide you exhale and that 
every plant, even in the rain forest, breathes in is a danger to your health and the 
planet. 
 
It matters not that the EPA's "scientific" finding was based largely on the fraudulent 







analysis and manipulated data produced by such entities as the Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change and Britain's Climate Research Unit. 
 
Even NASA and the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration cooked the 
books, cherry-picking temperature data and closing down weather-reporting stations 
inconveniently located in colder, rural areas and the Canadian Arctic. 
 
As Sen. James Inhofe, R-Okla., ranking Republican on the Senate Environment and 
Public Works Committee, noted: "Lisa Jackson, Obama's EPA administrator, admitted 
to me publicly that EPA based its action today (issuing its finding) in good measure on 
the findings of the U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, or IPCC. She 
told me that EPA accepted those findings without any serious, independent analysis to 
see whether they were true." 
 
Nor does it seem to matter that Democrats are leading the charge against the EPA's 
dictatorial powers. In a February letter written by Sen. Jay Rockefeller of the coal state 
of West Virginia, eight Democratic senators, including Mark Begich of Alaska, 
challenged the EPA's authority to regulate pollution blamed for global warming. 
 
The lawmakers said Congress -- not the EPA -- should address an issue with big 
implications for thousands of U.S. jobs and businesses. We concur. Sens. Blanche 
Lincoln, D-Ark., Mary Landrieu, D-La., and Ben Nelson, D-Neb., are co-sponsoring 
Murkowski's resolution. Rockefeller has introduced a bill that would put a two-year 
freeze on the EPA's ability to regulate greenhouse gases from power plants. Obviously, 
the natives are getting restless. 
 
The economic collapse spawned by an imposition of the EPA finding will do little but 
give the world's largest polluter, China, a competitive edge. China already emits more 
pollution than the U.S. and Canada combined. Research by physicist Richard Mueller at 
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory shows that every 10% cut in U.S. emissions is 
negated by a single year's growth in China's emissions. 
 
The Times and the EPA would have us lead by example -- right off an economic cliff. 
We believe in the consent of the governed. On this issue, the governed no longer 
consent. 
 


EPA Gives Toxic Chemical Information (Epoch Times) 
 
Epoch Times Staff  
Created: Mar 15, 2010 Last Updated: Mar 15, 2010  


For the first time, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is giving free access to 
the Toxic Substances Control Act Chemical Substance Inventory. Until March 15, the 
information had to be purchased. 







“The American people are entitled to easily accessible information on chemicals, and 
today’s action is part of a series of ongoing steps that the EPA is taking to empower the 
public with this important information,” said Steve Owens, assistant administrator for 
EPA’s Office of Prevention, Pesticides and Toxic Substances in a news release. While 
more than 84,000 chemicals are listed, 17,000 are not. The EPA intends to reduce the 
amount of chemicals claimed as confidential. 


The head of the EPA, Lisa P. Jackson, considers transparency one of her top priorities, 
according to the news release. 


 


Delya on E15 Waiver “Troubling” (Domestic Fuel) 
 
Posted by Joanna Schroeder – March 15th, 2010  


The E15 waiver was a hot topic during Commodity Classic and for good reason: EPA 
administrator Lisa Jackson, in response to a question asked during a Congressional 
hearing, said she felt they’d be ready to make a decision late summer. Originally, the 
EPA was to have ruled on the E15 waiver, that would waive the Clean Air Act to allow 
up to 15 percent ethanol in motor vehicles, by the beginning of last December. At that 
time, they deferred to mid-summer – now they are saying possibly by end of summer. 


“Though without giving a date, clearly that date has passed and that’s troubling I think, 
and we’ve got to keep the pressure on,” said Brian Jennings, the Executive Director of 
the American Coalition for Ethanol (ACE) during an interview with DomesticFuel during 
Commodity Classic. 


According to Jennings, Robert White with the Renewable Fuels Association (RFA), and 
Secretary of Agriculture Tom Vilsack, the EPA is doing more work on small engines and 
the effect of ethanol blends on catalytic converters. This despite the large number of 
research already available. 


 “But it does seem frustrating to us that they keep looking for some sort of excuse to 
delay or not to make the decision when we feel the preponderance of evidence, so far, 
and as it continues to come in, is going to justify this,” continued Jennings. 


Both Vilsack and White agree and feel that the E15 waiver will pass – especially since 
the Renewable Fuels Standard mandates 36 billion gallons of ethanol by 2022 and the 
E10 blend wall is approximately 14 billion gallons and White notes that there are 22 
billions gallons above the blend wall that need to find a home. 


“E15 is great, but it’s still a band aid for the real issue and the sticking point is going to 
come very soon and the problem we’ve been facing for well over a decade is you simply 
can’t flip a light switch for this infrastructure to be there,” explained White. 
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News Headline: Kudos to Cuccinelli (Washington Times) 
 
The global-warming crowd is acting like members of a farcical religion, complete with a 
priesthood threatening planetary doom on those who refuse to render sacrifice. The 
sacrifice being demanded of Virginia is her economy, so I'm relieved that state Attorney 
General Ken Cuccinelli is asking the priesthood for a little hard science before he binds 
that offering to the altar ("Cuccinelli fights the EPA," Opinion, Feb. 22).  
 
In December, the federal Environmental Protection Agency issued a finding that global 
warming poses a threat to human life. In so doing, it opened the door to new regulations 
that could drop a staggering burden on Virginia's already limping economy.  
 
The EPA based its finding on core data provided by the United Nations' 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). Not long after the EPA published 
its findings, "Climategate" broke, and we learned that the research undergirding global 
warming has long been doctored and scientific dissent silenced.  
 
What's more, the IPCC itself admitted to a "very small number of errors." Among its 
mistakes: A pronouncement that the Himalayan glaciers will disappear by 2035 is off by 
about 300 years, and the fear of North African crop production being cut in half by 2020 
has no basis in fact.  
 
Mr. Cuccinelli - trained as an engineer as well as a lawyer - has filed a petition 
requesting that the EPA restart the regulatory process and conduct its own research 
rather than rely on the IPCC's tainted data. Rather than bashing Mr. Cuccinelli as 
regressive and anti-science, Virginians should give the attorney general credit for 
challenging the agency and demanding objective data.  
 
After all, we've got time. The Himalayan glaciers aren't going anywhere for a while.  
 
WILLIAM C. DEUTSCH  
 
Chesterfield, Va. 


 


Citizens deserve protection from dangers of coal ash (Suburban News) 
 
By Suburban News  



http://connect.nj.com/user/njosuburban/index.html





March 15, 2010, 9:53AM 
To the Editor: 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is preparing a new rule to ensure the safe 
disposal of coal ash - the byproduct of burning coal for power. As expected, the coal 
industry is fighting to maintain the status quo on coal ash, backing a proposal that 
ensures coal ash is treated less responsibly than household trash. 


The nearly 130 million tons of coal ash generated each year is full of harmful toxins like 
arsenic, lead and mercury. 


People living near the coal ash sites have a staggering 1 in 50 risk of cancer. 


Both the EPA and the National Academy of Sciences have years of research making it 
clear that coal ash is becoming increasingly toxic and confirming time and again that 
coal ash poses a threat to human health. 


EPA must treat coal waste as a hazardous substance and ensure that residents of 
communities impacted by coal ash disposal can provide input on how the coal ash 
should be handled. 


One thing is clear - we need strong regulations to hold coal accountable and speed the 
transition to a clean energy economy. 


Residents across the U.S. want the coal industry to clean up and not expose them to 
health hazards like air pollution and coal ash. 


Dr Joe Parrish 
Elizabeth 


 
 
Challenging EPA Data Is Just Common Sense (Richmond Times Dispatch) 
 
Editor, Times-Dispatch: It has been established that data coming from scientists at the 
U.N. Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change and at East Anglia's Climate 
Research Unit have been manipulated, suppressed, and engineered to propagate the 
notion that climate change is real and is caused by human activity. East Anglia CRU's 
Phil Jones even admitted that after 15 years of research, they have failed to find any 
evidence of "statistically significant" global warming.  
 
In spite of this, the Environmental Protection Agency persists in establishing new 
regulations and punitive taxation on carbon use based on this grossly flawed data and 
the hysterical alarmism of people like Al Gore. In light of the fact that the EPA is relying 
on fraudulent data, wouldn't it be wise to slow down and re-examine the facts, without 
prejudice, to determine whether climate change is real and is, in fact, caused by 
mankind?  







 
I applaud Attorney General Ken Cuccinelli's filing of a legal challenge against the EPA, 
requiring it to revalidate the data prior to issuing any new regulations or levying any new 
taxes. It's a common-sense approach.  
 
The draconian measures being considered by the EPA will dramatically increase the 
cost of energy -- which will have a direct impact on consumers by increasing the cost of 
transportation, heating, and electrifying our homes, and will have a ripple effect on the 
cost of every good and service consumed.  
 
Cuccinelli is simply asking that the science be re-evaluated and is open "to seeing 
where honest unbiased science leads us." Only after proper examination of the facts 
should measures be enacted, if at all. With an economy teetering on the brink of 
disaster, America doesn't need the EPA to push it over the cliff.  
 
Jim Smyers.  
 
Beaverdam. 
 
 
 


AIR 
================================================================== 
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UAW urges Congress to let EPA set new emissions rules (Detroit News) 
 
DAVID SHEPARDSON 
Detroit News Washington Bureau  


Washington -- The United Auto Workers union urged Congress on Monday to reject 
efforts to bar the Obama administration from setting the first-ever limits on tailpipe 
emissions. 


Alan Reuther, the union's legislative director, said in a letter Monday that efforts by Sen. 
Lisa Murkowski, R-Ala., and others to bar the Environmental Protection Agency from 
declaring greenhouse gases a danger to public health were "misguided." 


"The UAW also is deeply concerned that overturning EPA's endangerment finding 
would unravel the historic agreement on one national standard for fuel economy and 
greenhouse gas emissions for light-duty vehicles that was negotiated by the Obama 
administration last year," Reuther wrote. 







In May 2009, the White House, automakers and 13 states led by California reached a 
deal to impose joint fuel efficiency standards and tailpipe emissions limits for the 2012-
16 model years. The final regulation must be in place by April 1 to take effect starting 
with the 2012 model year. 


"Most importantly, California and other states have agreed to forgo state-level regulation 
of tailpipe emissions and abide by the new national standard that will be created by 
these NHTSA and EPA rules. This will avoid the burdens that would have been placed 
on automakers if they had been forced to comply with a multitude of federal and state 
standards," Reuther said. 


"These proposed rules will retain the structural components that Congress enacted in 
the 2007 energy legislation, thereby providing important flexibility to full line 
manufacturers and a backstop for the domestic car fleet." 


Reuther noted that California could move ahead if the EPA is barred from setting 
national standards. 


"In the absence of the EPA standard, California and other states would certainly move 
forward with their standards, thereby subjecting auto manufacturers to all of the burdens 
that the one national standard was designed to avoid," Reuther said. 


Murkowski defended her bill, noting Democrats are working with her."We do not want 
EPA imposing economically harmful climate regulations," she said. "Energy and 
environmental policies should be developed in Congress, where the best interests of the 
American people can be represented." 


Robert Dillon, a spokesman for Murkowski, said the Obama administration had created 
confusion by reversing a Bush administration decision and granting California power to 
set its own tailpipe emissions standards. 


"They've created this problem and now they are trying to blame us," he said. 


Alabama, Virginia and Texas, 13 members of Congress and business groups, including 
the National Association of Manufacturers, have filed suit seeking to block EPA from 
regulating greenhouse gas emissions. 


But Reuther said legislation from Congress on climate change could spur job growth. 


"We believe such legislation can help to provide significant investment in domestic 
production of advanced technology vehicles and their key components, as well as other 
energy saving technologies," Reuther said. 


Reuther also warned that the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, which sets 
corporate average fuel economy requirements, could also be delayed from setting its 
standards by month's end if the EPA can't go forward. 







NHTSA plans to set a fleetwide standard of 34.1 mpg by the 2016 model year -- a move 
that boosts fuel efficiency by nearly 40 percent over 2007 levels. 


U.S. vehicles account for 23 percent of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions. 


The proposed standards would reduce emissions by nearly 950 million metric tons and 
conserve 1.8 billion barrels of oil over the lifetime of model year 2012-2016 vehicles, the 
EPA said. 


dshepardson@detnews.com">dshepardson@detnews.com (202) 662-8735 
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Judge Dismisses New Source Review Allegations Against 5 Ill. Power Plants (New 
York Times) 
 
By ROBIN BRAVENDER of Greenwire 
A federal judge has sided with a Midwestern energy company, agreeing to dismiss 
allegations of Clean Air Act violations at five Illinois coal-fired power plants and partially 
dismiss claims of violations at a sixth plant. 


Judge John Darrah of the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois last week 
granted (pdf) Midwest Generation LLC's request to dismiss nine counts of a 38-count 
complaint brought by the Obama administration and partially dismissed a 10th count. 


The Justice Department and the state of Illinois sued Midwest Generation last summer, 
saying the utility made major modifications at the plants without installing the required 
pollution controls (Greenwire, Aug. 27, 2009). 


At issue are six Illinois plants that Midwest Generation purchased from Commonwealth 
Edison Co. in 1999, including Chicago-area plants Crawford Station, Fisk Station, Joliet 
Station, Waukegan Station and Will County Station, as well as the Powerton Station 
plant near Peoria. 


Prior to that sale, the federal and state governments say, ComEd modified each of the 
six plants and subsequently operated them without first obtaining the appropriate New 
Source Review (NSR) permits. Under the NSR program, new and modified sources 
must obtain prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) permits, which require the 
installation of the best available pollution controls. 


The lawsuit alleges that Midwest Generation violates the PSD provisions every day by 
continuing to operate plants that ComEd modified without a permit. Those illegal 
modifications have led to unsafe air quality in the region, including high levels of ground-
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level ozone and soot that are linked to asthma and other respiratory ailments, the 
lawsuit says. 


But the judge agreed with Midwest's argument that EPA regulations prohibit only the 
construction or modification of major stationary sources without obtaining the proper 
pre-construction permits. 


Because the violation occurred at the time of construction, Darrah said, Midwest 
Generation cannot be liable for the modifications that occurred prior to Midwest 
Generation's ownership of the plants. 


"There is no statutory basis for holding Midwest Generation liable for ComEd's actions," 
Darrah wrote. 


Darrah refused to dismiss in its entirety the claim that Midwest Generation constructed 
major modifications on its Will County plant without first obtaining a PSD permit 
because the lawsuit argues that the utility made those modifications after buying it from 
ComEd. 


The judge barred claims of monetary relief on that claim, however, because the five-
year statute of limitations has expired since the alleged major modifications were made 
in 2000. 


The judge's order did not address additional allegations that Midwest Generation had 
violated Title V operating permits as well as opacity and soot limitations under Illinois's 
federally approved pollution control plan. 


Several citizen and environmental groups have also intervened in the case, arguing that 
Midwest Generation's illegal particle pollution has harmed and will continue to harm the 
public health, environment and economy of neighboring communities. 


That complaint is not affected by the judge's order, said Michael Soules, an attorney at 
the Environmental Law & Policy Center, one of the intervenors in the case. 


Attorneys for Midwest Generation were not available for comment. 


 


NWI meets ozone standard; emissions testing to remain (Gary Post Tribune) 
 
March 16, 2010 
BY GITTE LAASBY, (219) 648-2183 
MERRILLVILLE -- The air in Lake and Porter counties is up to snuff with federal smog 
standards, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency announced Monday. But 
attainment of the standard is likely to be short-lived and won't put an end to emission 
tests on Northwest Indiana cars.  
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The public has had 30 days to comment before EPA officially approves Northwest 
Indiana meeting the national health-based eight-hour outdoor standard for ozone, also 
known as smog.  


The standard is intended to assure that average smog over an eight-hour period doesn't 
exceed a level where sensitive groups start experiencing health effects.  


Smog can cause respiratory problems, including coughing, wheezing, shortness of 
breath and chest pain. Smog is formed when a mixture of pollutants react on warm, 
sunny days. The pollutants are released from cars, factories and other sources.  


To attain the smog standard, Indiana had to formulate and implement a plan. Indiana is 
also is required to have a plan to keep it up. Unfortunately, that plan does not involve 
skipping the unpopular vehicle emission tests.  


"Current control programs to limit ozone-forming emissions, such as the Vehicle 
Inspection and Maintenance program (Clean Air Car Check) and industry-specific 
control requirements, will remain in place in order to maintain air quality," said Indiana 
Department of Environmental Management spokesman Rob Elstro in an e-mail.  


Brian Urbaszewski, director of environmental health programs with the Respiratory 
Health Association of Metropolitan Chicago, said current plans remain in place to 
ensure the area won't backslide and go back to violating the standard.  


"For that reason EPA will classify the area as a 'maintenance' area, which is akin to 
probation. The status lasts 10 years and IDEM should keep all the emissions control 
programs they have in place to ensure they don't slip back to violating the (old) ozone 
standard," he said. "Given we've been in a deep recession for a few years combined 
with a few unusually cool and rainy summers recently, we have been lucky to see lower 
air pollution levels. But if we get more normal summers or a hot one, and as the 
economy starts to expand and driving and industry emissions go up again, there is a 
risk that we would again start to exceed that old 1997 standard."  


EPA drafted but has yet to approve an even tougher ozone standard than the 1997 one 
that Northwest Indiana just met. The old standard was 80 parts per billion. For health 
reasons, EPA is considering a standard of 60 to 70 parts.  


EPA will decide in August 2011 which areas don't meet the 2008 standard and will have 
to submit a plan for how to meet the standard. At that point, Urbaszewski said, the 
entire Chicago metropolitan area will almost certainly be put back into non-attainment 
status and will have three years to submit a plan.  


 
 







EPA says Northwest Indiana's Lake, Porter counties now complying with federal 
ozone standard (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Orlando Sentinel 
 
By Associated Press 
4:10 PM EDT, March 15, 2010 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency says northwestern 
Indiana's Lake and Porter counties now meet the federal government's smog standards. 
 
The EPA says air data from 2006-2009 show the counties meet its standard for ground-
level ozone, the main ingredient in smog caused by industrial and automotive 
emissions. 
 
Smog is an irritant that's been linked to asthma attacks and other illnesses. 
 
The Northwest Indiana Forum said the EPA's decision would boost regional 
development. But the business group noted that the EPA is weighing more stringent 
standards. 
 
Counties deemed not to meet the EPA's standards face restrictions on economic 
growth. 
 
The EPA also said Monday that it has proposed approving Indiana's plan for continuing 
to meet the ozone standard through 2020. The public has 30 days to comment on the 
changes. 
 
 


NY-NJ Port Authority Offers $28 M in Truck Replacement Aid (EP Magazine) 


Mar 16, 2010 


The Port Authority of New York & New Jersey launched a $28 million truck replacement 
program, partially funded by $7 million from the American Recovery and Reinvestment 
Act, that is expected to rid the airspace of emissions from some 600 diesel trucks model 
year 1993 and older. 


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, the port authority, N.J. Department of 
Environmental Protection, N.Y. State Department of Environmental Conservation, the 
City of New York Office of Long Term Planning and Sustainability, New York City 
Economic Development Corporation, New York Shipping Association and the cities of 
Bayonne, Elizabeth, Jersey City and Newark signed a pact that outlines actions such as 
investing in pollution reduction technologies and developing air pollution inventories. 
The New York City metropolitan area does not meet air quality standards for ozone and 
fine particulate matter. Diesel exhaust particles can penetrate deep into the lungs and 
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pose serious health risks, including aggravating the symptoms of asthma and other 
respiratory problems in healthy individuals. 


Judith Enck, EPA regional administrator, said: “Efforts like the Port Authority’s new truck 
replacement program and the much broader sustainability agreement signed today will 
go a long way toward cutting this pollution and improving air quality and public health. 
Reducing dirty diesel emissions will protect the health of truck drivers and other workers 
at the port, along with the nearby community. I applaud the Port Authority for its 
leadership.”  


Port Authority Chair Anthony R. Coscia said, "The Clean Truck Program is the latest in 
our efforts to achieve cleaner air at and around our port. On top of our other 
investments ─ including $600 million to build on-dock rail and $60 million to acquire and 
preserve environmentally sensitive property ─- we believe this program will help build 
on our legacy as good environmental stewards." Port Authority Executive Director Chris 
Ward said, "We have worked closely with all stakeholders to make sure that this new 
program will help clean up the pollution at our ports, and, in the process, ensure that we 
do not overburden our already struggling port and trucking industry. I want to thank EPA 
Region 2 Administrator Judith Enck and the entire EPA for their generous support of this 
program, and I want to thank all of the members of our Truck Working Group for coming 
together around such a critical initiative." 


The truck replacement program will replace model year 1993 and older trucks with 
cleaner, 2004 and newer trucks. Trucks manufactured in 2004 and later meet EPA’s 
later pollution requirements and are up to 98 percent cleaner than older trucks. Under 
the program, the authority will cover 25 percent of truckers’ costs for newer trucks. To 
download an application for the truck replacement program, visit 
www.replacemytruck.org. 


The authority also is phasing out pre-1994 trucks beginning Jan. 1, 2011 and pre-2007 
trucks beginning Jan. 1, 2017. There are more than 3 million truck trips to and from the 
Port of New York and New Jersey marine terminals each year, resulting in nearly 2,000 
tons of nitrogen oxide and 55 tons of fine particle pollution.  


The Port of Long Beach and the Port of Los Angeles have embarked on similar 
programs. 


The Truck Replacement Program is part of a broader Clean Air Strategy, which 
identifies measures to reduce maritime and port-related emissions such as by using 
cleaner fuels, supporting development of low emission warehouses on port fields, 
promoting shore power electrification (cold ironing) and other green ideas. 


 
Video contest (Fort Worth Star Telegram) 
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency sponsors a video contest for professional 
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and amateur filmmakers on Burn Wise, the agency's campaign to help citizens reduce 
pollution from their fireplaces and other wood-burning appliances.  
 
With the theme "Learn Before You Burn," the winning 30- or 60-second videos will 
promote responsible wood-burning techniques that can help citizens save money while 
making the air healthier to breathe.  
 
Wood smoke comprises gases and fine particle pollutants that aren't healthy to breathe 
indoors or out - especially for children, older adults and people with heart disease, 
asthma or other lung diseases.  
 
Each video must cover three basic steps: what to burn (only dry seasoned wood), how 
to burn it (maintain a small, hot fire) and what to burn it in (an EPA-approved wood-
burning appliance that you have maintained each year). For the safety of the 
filmmakers, no real flames may be used in the videos.  
 
Anyone can enter (children under 18 must get parental permission). Winners will 
receive cash awards, and their videos will be provided to television stations as public 
service announcements. First place receives $2,500; second place, $1,000; third place, 
$500 and viewers' choice, a $250 U.S. Savings Bond.  
 
Some information is available on the contest Web site to help filmmakers get started. 
Then, at noon EST Friday, April 9, EPA will reveal on the contest Web site three 
mystery criteria that must be included in the videos. Final videos must be uploaded to 
EPA's YouTube channel within 48 hours - by noon EST Sunday, April 11. Viewers will 
vote on their favorite video via YouTube.  
 
 
epa.gov/burnwise/contest. For updates, follow twitter.com/epaburnwise 
 


 


Chamber asks EPA to please reconsider (The Hill) 
 
By Jim Snyder - 03/15/10 05:41 PM ET  


The U.S. Chamber of Commerce asked the EPA to reconsider its endangerment 
finding, the legal underpinning of the agency’s efforts to regulate greenhouse gases. 


Steven Law, chief legal officer and general counsel of the Chamber, released a 
statement that said the business lobby believes the “right way” to lower greenhouse gas 
emissions is through "bipartisan legislation and comprehensive international 
agreements.” 







“The EPA has admitted that such an unprecedented regulatory expansion would 
‘paralyze’ and ‘overwhelm’ permitting authorities, leaving businesses waiting months or 
even years to get the permits they need to keep operating. This admission by the EPA 
undermines the basis for the endangerment finding, and justifies reopening the 
process,” the Chamber said in a statement. 


It appears the strategy ignores the EPA’s effort to “tailor” its regulation to large emitters 
by raising the threshold for regulation to 25,000 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent 
a year. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson has said the threshold could be significantly 
higher -- perhaps 100,000 metric tons -- during the initial phase of the program in 
response to complaints from Captiol Hill and also public comments submitted to the 
agency. 


“The Chamber has long warned that regulating greenhouse gases under the Clean Air 
Act would be bad for jobs and local economies. Last October, four months after the 
deadline for the public to submit comments on the endangerment finding, the Agency 
formally acknowledged the ‘absurdity’ of regulating greenhouse gases under the Clean 
Air Act," the statement ads.  


 


 


EPA says Northwest Indiana's Lake, Porter counties now complying with federal 
ozone standard (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: FOX 59 WXIN 
 
4:10 PM EDT, March 15, 2010 
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency says northwestern 
Indiana's Lake and Porter counties now meet the federal government's smog standards. 
 
The EPA says air data from 2006-2009 show the counties meet its standard for ground-
level ozone, the main ingredient in smog caused by industrial and automotive 
emissions. 
 
Smog is an irritant that's been linked to asthma attacks and other illnesses. 
 
The Northwest Indiana Forum said the EPA's decision would boost regional 
development. But the business group noted that the EPA is weighing more stringent 
standards. 
 
Counties deemed not to meet the EPA's standards face restrictions on economic 
growth. 
 
The EPA also said Monday that it has proposed approving Indiana's plan for continuing 







to meet the ozone standard through 2020. The public has 30 days to comment on the 
changes. 


 


NPPC Opposes EPA Greenhouse Gas Rules (Pork Magazine) 
 
By Pork news source  |  Monday, March 15, 2010 
NPPC last week signed a letter supporting House resolutions of disapproval for the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency’s decision to move forward on regulating carbon 
dioxide and other greenhouse gases under the Clean Air Act. 


The resolutions, sponsored by Reps. Ike Skelton, D-Mo., and Joe Barton, R-Texas, 
come in response to the December 2009 EPA finding that greenhouse gases qualify as 
dangerous pollutants under the Clean Air Act. The finding triggered the EPA to require 
regulation of carbon emissions by March 2010. 


Such regulatory actions could have severe consequences for the U.S. economy, 
including America’s farmers and ranchers, through increased input costs and 
international market disparities. View the letter. 


 


Cap and trade: Congress may be out, but the EPA may have final say  (Farm & 
Dairy) 


Posted By Kristy Foster On March 15, 2010 @ 4:02 pm  


WASHINGTON — Many legislators feel the issue may be dead for now, but cap and 
trade still has many farmers concerned about the future. 


The Ohio Farm Bureau’s county presidents made their annual trip to Washington D.C. 
last week to let the members of Congress know they are not in favor of the cap and 
trade proposal. 


Some counties leaders found Congressional delegates in their corner; others did not. 


On Capitol Hill, county presidents could be heard reiterating the same points: The cap 
and trade legislation will impose higher energy and food costs for consumers, raise fuel 
and fertilizer and energy costs for farmers, shackle Ohio farmers with new costs and 
offer few benefits to farmers. 


The bill, H.R. 2454, passed the House in 2009, but S.B. 1733, has stalled in the Senate 
and is expected to stay there with this session. 
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However, it was clear cap-and-trade is still a concern for many of the trip attendees, 
because while it may be considered a non-issue in congress, it is a different story with 
the Environmental Protection Agency. 


This is because the EPA now has the power to regulate greenhouse gas emissions. In 
December, the EPA made its official “endangerment finding” that said six greenhouse 
gases — carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons 
and sulfur hexafluoride — “threaten the public health and welfare of current and future 
generations.” 


The finding paves the way for EPA regulation of greenhouse gases being released, 
regulations such as the “cow tax,” digesters requirements, and a construction permit 
process for farms, have been suggested. Under the Clean Air Act, the EPA could 
develop other regulations as it sees fit and begin enforcement. 


U.S. Sen. George Voinovich told the group he is not for a one-size-fits-all approach to 
the problem. 


“I’m not going to support any kind of economy-wide cap and trade system,” Voinovich 
said. 


He wants to instead fund the development of biofuels including ethanol. He suggested 
finding more sources of fuel and using less of the natural resources that can’t be 
replaced readily. 


A group of Farm Bureau presidents from Mahoning, Portage and Summit counties 
pressed the issue when they met with an aide from Rep. Tim Ryan’s office. 


Ryan voted in favor of the cap and trade bill passed by the U.S. House of 
Representatives in June 2009. 


U.S. Rep. John Boccieri also voted in favor of the bill, but took the time to explain why to 
the presidents of Wayne, Mahoning, Medina, Stark and Ashland counties. 


Boccieri explained that agriculture and forestry are exempt from the bill, and he feels 
that it holds benefits to farmers with the creation of carbon credits. 


Boccieri also said if the EPA takes over regulation of the problem, it will be a bandage 
for the problem and it will not take in to consideration different U.S. industries. 


An aide from Rep. Steven LaTourette’s office also met with a local group to discuss cap 
and trade. The aide said LaTourette does not support cap and trade and that the 
congressman feels it is a dead issue for the time being. 


 







Judge dismisses NSR allegations against 5 Ill. power plants (Greenwire) 
 
Robin Bravender, E&E reporter 
03/15/2010 
A federal judge has sided with a Midwestern energy company, agreeing to dismiss 
allegations of Clean Air Act violations at five Illinois coal-fired power plants and partially 
dismiss claims of violations at a sixth plant. 


Judge John Darrah of the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois last week 
granted Midwest Generation LLC's request to dismiss nine counts of a 38-count 
complaint brought by the Obama administration and partially dismissed a 10th count. 


The Justice Department and the state of Illinois sued Midwest Generation last summer, 
saying the utility made major modifications at the plants without installing the required 
pollution controls (Greenwire, Aug. 27, 2009). 


At issue are six Illinois plants that Midwest Generation purchased from Commonwealth 
Edison Co. in 1999, including Chicago-area plants Crawford Station, Fisk Station, Joliet 
Station, Waukegan Station and Will County Station, as well as the Powerton Station 
plant near Peoria. 


Prior to that sale, the federal and state governments say, ComEd modified each of the 
six plants and subsequently operated them without first obtaining the appropriate New 
Source Review (NSR) permits. Under the NSR program, new and modified sources 
must obtain prevention of significant deterioration (PSD) permits, which require the 
installation of the best available pollution controls. 


The lawsuit alleges that Midwest Generation violates the PSD provisions every day by 
continuing to operate plants that ComEd modified without a permit. Those illegal 
modifications have led to unsafe air quality in the region, including high levels of ground-
level ozone and soot that are linked to asthma and other respiratory ailments, the 
lawsuit says. 


But the judge agreed with Midwest's argument that EPA regulations prohibit only the 
construction or modification of major stationary sources without obtaining the proper 
pre-construction permits. 


Because the violation occurred at the time of construction, Darrah said, Midwest 
Generation cannot be liable for the modifications that occurred prior to Midwest 
Generation's ownership of the plants. 


"There is no statutory basis for holding Midwest Generation liable for ComEd's actions," 
Darrah wrote. 


Darrah refused to dismiss in its entirety the claim that Midwest Generation constructed 
major modifications on its Will County plant without first obtaining a PSD permit 
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because the lawsuit argues that the utility made those modifications after buying it from 
ComEd. 


The judge barred claims of monetary relief on that claim, however, because the five-
year statute of limitations has expired since the alleged major modifications were made 
in 2000. 


The judge's order did not address additional allegations that Midwest Generation had 
violated Title V operating permits as well as opacity and soot limitations under Illinois's 
federally approved pollution control plan. 


Several citizen and environmental groups have also intervened in the case, arguing that 
Midwest Generation's illegal particle pollution has harmed and will continue to harm the 
public health, environment and economy of neighboring communities. 


That complaint is not affected by the judge's order, said Michael Soules, an attorney at 
the Environmental Law & Policy Center, one of the intervenors in the case. 


Attorneys for Midwest Generation were not available for comment. 
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Arsenic and Old Studies (E Magazine) 
 
By Pell, Sheila.  
 
SHEILA PELL is a journalist living in Northern California. 
 
According to Tyson, the average U.S. consumer eats about 89 pounds of chicken a 
year (compared to 28 pounds per person in 1960). In 2004, 150 Prairie Grove residents 
sued Tyson, other poultry companies and Alpharma, the drug manufacturer that 
markets roxarsone, alleging that airborne arsenic from litter spread around Prairie 
Grove caused their cancer and other health problems.  
 
Pressure Is On to Ban a Hazardous but Profitable Feed Additive 
 
It was almost a decade ago when seven families in Prairie Grove, Arkansas, a town of 
only about 2,500 people, got together to discuss the high number of rare cancers 







diagnosed there in recent years. Many of the afflicted were children. "We asked 
ourselves, 'What in the world is going on?'"says Beth Green, whose son Michael "Blu" 
was one of 17 children diagnosed with diseases ranging from brain and testicular 
cancer to leukemia. 
 
Huge poultry factories hug the rural town, run by contractors and owned by corporations 
like Tyson Foods, the nations second-largest poultry producer. So residents began 
looking into the companies' decades-old practice of disposing of chicken waste or "litter" 
as fertilizer on fields beside homes and schools; a practice typically followed by 
complaints of asthma attacks, rashes, headaches and nausea. The manure-fertilizer, 
alive with viruses and bacteria, also contains toxic metals, residents learned, from the 
growth -promoting feed additive "roxarsone," an arsenic-based drug fed to an 
estimated 70% of U.S. broiler (meat) chickens, as well as turkeys and swine. Studies in 
2003 showed the majority of organic arsenic in roxarsone is excreted in manure, then 
breaks down into inorganic arsenic: a potent human carcinogen.  
 
"Almost nothing is known regarding health effects of organic arsenic compounds in 
humans," says the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry. But inorganic 
arsenic in drinking water has been linked to liver, kidney, J Ling, bladder and skin 
cancer, according to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The poultry 
industry says there is no evidence that exposure to litter causes cancer, but others point 
to a dearth of studies. John F. Stolz, a microbiologist at Duquesne University, told 
reporters the 2003 discovery indicates a topic "screaming for research" into how the 
body processes arsenic. 
 
Dr. David Bourne of the Arkansas Department of Health called the five cases of 
testicular cancer diagnosed within five years "higher than expected and therefore 
troublesome." Another major poultry region, the Delmarva Peninsula, has one of the 
highest cancer rates in the nation. No one knows why. 
 
In September, New York Congressman Steve Israel introduced "The Poison-Free 
Poultry Act of 2009," a food safety bill that calls for a ban on roxarsone. On December 
8, 2009, Dr. David Wall inga of the Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy, filed a 
petition with the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requesting "the immediate 
withdrawal of approvals for all animal drug applications for arsenic-containing 
compounds used in animal feed." 
 
"Chicken is safe," says Richard Lobb, director of communications for the industry trade 
group, the National Chicken Council. "If roxarsone is banned, advantages in animal 
health and welfare, food safety and environmental sustainability would be sacrificed." 
Roxarsone promotes animal growth by controlling parasites and other diseases. 
 
Food saftey concerns arose after a 2004 U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) study 
revealed that more arsenic is retained in chicken meat than previously thought. 
According to Tyson, the average U.S. consumer eats about 89 pounds of chicken a 
year (compared to 28 pounds per person in 1960). The FDA's tolerance level for 







arsenic in chicken, set decades ago, has never been revised. 
 
And in Prairie Grove, residents can't avoid the arsenic in chicken litter. In 2004, 150 
Prairie Grove residents sued Tyson, other poultry companies and Alpharma, the drug 
manufacturer that markets roxarsone, alleging that airborne arsenic from litter spread 
around Prairie Grove caused their cancer and other health problems. 
 
In a 2001 seminar, speakers from the USDA reported that poultry litter contains 
considerably more arsenic than the muscle tissue in poultry, and poses an 
environmental risk. Wallinga estimates that 75% of the arsenic in U.S. poultry feed 
winds up in the 26-55 billion pounds of chicken litter created annually; most is spread as 
fertilizer on fields and crops, with the remainder fed to livestock. In 2005, the FDA, 
which regulates poultry litter, calculated the costs to producers of banning litter from 
feed and determmea, "The annual supply of poultry litter can potentially feed between 
1.3 million and 3.2 million cows." The following year, the FDA issued a statement saying 
it had no data indicating harm from roxarsone. 
 
Ellen Silbergeid, a Johns Hopkins toxicologist who studies the issue, says roxarsone's 
safety testing is completely outdated. Over the past several decades, she says, "Our 
understanding of the health risks of arsenic have changed radically." 
 
The safety and environmental tests still relied on for every new roxarsone-containing 
drug were done by employees of the drugs developer - Iowa-basêd Dr. Salsbury 
Laboratories in 1944. A new drug does not have to be proven safe and effective if it was 
previously approved and is being reformulated as a "combination drug" - which 
accounts for over 100 roxarsone-based drugs trademarked by Alpharma alone. The 
most recent was approved by the FDA on May 22, 2009. 
 
Only 20, or 5%, of all animal drugs approved in the 1940s are still in use, according to 
the FDA's website. Of the 426 new animal drugs approved in the 1940s, 406 were later 
withdrawn. The majority approved from 1930-1960 have been voluntarily withdrawn by 
the drug's sponsor, the FDA's website says. 
 
Despite calls to ban roxarsone, the meat industry is not eager to abandon a drug that 
increases profits by speeding animal growth - and as a classified antibacterial, may fill in 
to fight Salmonella and other diseases if growth-promoting antibiotics are phased out. A 
"Roxarsone Fact Sheet" issued by the American Meat Institute argues that "Roxarsone 
has no known carcinogenic chemicals in the product and does not contain any 
chemicals listed in California Proposition 65." (This tails to mention that it readily 
degrades into carcinogenic Arsenic-containing chicken feed speeds growth by 
controlling parasites and other diseases. 
 
inorganic arsenic, a Prop 65 hazardous chemical). 
 
Animal drugs generate considerable income for their manufacturers - and for the FDA, 
which passed laws in 2003 and 2008 requiring user fees for both new and generic 







drugs. The fees will bring in $125 million over five years and hasten drug approvals, 
shortening review time from 700 to 270 days. For fiscal year 2010, the animal drug user 
tee rates are $290,400 for an animal drug application and $75,000 for an abbreviated 
generic new animal drug application requiring safety or effectiveness data. (As a 
previously approved drug, roxarsone requires no new safety testing). 
 
So, will the PDA, underfunded and under-staffed, reconsider its ancient approval of 
roxarsone? Silbergeld is skeptical. The agency "has some serious limitations imposed 
by law," she says, "in addition to its own culture of inaction." 
 
On November 10, 2009, after years of fighting, nine plaintiffs dropped out of the Prairie 
Grove lawsuit. The Greens case is the only one that made it to trial. In 2006, a jury took 
just 21 minutes to find for Alpharma. Beth Green has always been uncertain about the 
odds of prevailing in her rural hometown. "This is chicken country," she says. 
 
CONTACTS: Agency for Toxic Sustances and Disease Registry, www.atsdr.cdc .gov; 
Alpharma, www.kingpharm.com. 
 
The FDA's tolerance level for arsenic in chicken, set decades ago, has never been 
revised. 
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Report cites gaps in climate change strategy (Los Angeles Times) 
 


March 16, 2010 Tuesday  
Home Edition 
 
MAIN NEWS; National Desk; Part A; Pg. 9 
Jim Tankersley 
WASHINGTON  
The federal government has "significant gaps" in its strategy to cope with the increasing 
effects of climate change on the country, according to a White House report scheduled 
to be released Tuesday.  
 
The report will call for better risk assessments, more thorough scientific research and 
improved coordination of federal and local governments in order to handle the effects of 
warming temperatures, according to a draft of the report. 
 
Adapting to warming temperatures, the report concludes, "will require a set of 
thoughtful, preventative actions, measures and investments to reduce the vulnerability 
of our natural and human systems to climate change impacts." 
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The report urges federal agencies to fundamentally change how they plan for the future, 
by factoring the potential risks and opportunities of a changing climate into their 
decision-making. It also advises agencies to rely less on historical climate data when 
making plans for transportation, energy, infrastructure and natural resource use. 
 
The task force that produced the report includes the White House Council on 
Environmental Quality, the Office of Science and Technology Policy and representatives 
from nearly every corner of the federal government. 
 
The report comes at a time when global warming skeptics are increasingly criticizing the 
science of climate change, fueled by a string of controversies surrounding leading 
climate scientists. 
 
President Obama has asked the task force to lay the groundwork, by this fall, for an 
explicit federal strategy to adapt to climate change. 
 
The draft report is a first step in that process and is light on specific recommendations. 
 
It concludes that climate change "is affecting, and will continue to affect, nearly every 
aspect of our society and the environment" through increasingly severe floods, 
droughts, wildfires and heat waves, along with rising sea levels. 
 
Those impacts are already "affecting the ability of federal agencies to fulfill their 
missions," the report said. 
 
 
jtankersley@latimes.com 
 
 
Special interests are now his interests too;  
 
Senator who decried corporate influence finds he needs it for a climate change 
bill(Los Angeles Times) 
 
By Jim Tankersley 
WASHINGTON  
 
As he toured union halls and factory floors in his 2006 Senate campaign, Ohio 
Democrat Sherrod Brown repeatedly railed against the "prescription bill the drug 
companies wrote," the "energy bill the oil companies wrote" and all the other policy 
decisions dominated by special interests. 
 
Now halfway through his first Senate term, Brown seems to see at least one major 
Washington policy push differently.  
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Brown is one of a handful of senators trying to line up support for a climate bill that 
would put new limits on greenhouse gas emissions and spur production of renewable 
energy. 
 
And surprising as it may seem, the heart of those senators' strategy is to woo special 
interests -- major electric utilities, steel and cement producers, farmers and coal and oil 
companies. 
 
"I know, it doesn't sound like me," Brown conceded on a recent afternoon. But in his 
own defense, he added, "I really do think this is different. I think people understand that 
if industry doesn't -- if this doesn't work for them, if this doesn't keep them in business . . 
. it hurts the country." 
 
Whatever else, it's the education of a junior senator. 
 
Brown, along with Senate climate negotiators and the Obama administration, has 
embraced one of Washington's enduring realities: It's easier to get agreement on a 
major policy issue if powerful business groups are inside the tent helping to shape the 
decisions, instead of outside the tent working to blow it down. 
 
In the case of efforts to craft a climate bill, business support is deemed so crucial that, 
before meeting with President Obama and some swing-vote senators at the White 
House last week, the bill's architects sat down with a group of industry lobbyists who are 
members of a U.S. Chamber of Commerce energy committee. 
 
In blunt terms, the senators asked the lobbyists what the bill needed to say to receive 
industry backing. 
 
Sens. John F. Kerry (D-Mass.), Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) and Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) 
"acknowledged that this needs broad industry support, or it ain't gonna happen," said 
Bruce Josten, the chamber's executive vice president of government affairs, who helped 
organize the meeting. 
 
Kerry said as much in an interview. 
 
"This is a bill with major impact on our economy, and we want the important players at 
the table," he said. "There is no question in my mind that if a broad cross-section of 
American business is saying we need this to create jobs and we need this to be 
competitive and we want this certainty, I can't imagine senators ignoring the job creators 
on that." 
 
The approach has breathed a glimmer of life into a Senate effort many had left for dead, 
stoking hopes that half a dozen Republicans could sign onto the bill. 
 
But the strategy carries dangers too. The efforts by Obama and congressional 
Democrats to curry industry support to overhaul healthcare and financial regulation 







have not pushed either bill across the finish line. In both cases, deals between business 
groups and lawmakers triggered popular backlash. 
 
Some analysts also suggest that the dynamics of Washington have shifted -- that major 
industry support does not affect votes in the way it once did, particularly for Republicans 
who feel intense pressure from "tea party" and other activists to oppose Obama and 
congressional Democrats across the board. 
 
The activist pressures are certainly real, but so is the ability of major business groups to 
mobilize opposition to policy initiatives. 
 
That's why the climate bill's supporters are aggressively courting big business. 
 
Last week alone, White House officials discussed energy with leaders in the utility, 
nuclear and oil and gas sectors. Democrats have also met with environmentalists and 
renewable-energy executives. 
 
One issue is at the heart of all the meetings: money. 
 
Limiting greenhouse gas emissions almost certainly will lead to higher prices for fossil 
fuels such as coal and oil. Any business that produces or consumes a lot of energy 
wants assurances that its bottom line won't suffer as a result of new legislation. 
 
To address those concerns, Kerry, Brown and the others have embraced yet another 
tried-and-true Washington approach -- a strategy as old as the country itself: They are 
planning to cushion the impact with subsidies, delays and exemptions. 
 
The still-forming Senate plan would cap power plant emissions right away but issue a 
large portion of emissions permits free, instead of forcing utilities to pay for them. 
 
It would offer sweeteners to expand offshore oil drilling, nuclear power plant 
construction and "clean coal" technology. 
 
Negotiations continue on how to deal with the cost of reducing emissions from cars and 
trucks that burn petroleum; oil interests are pushing for a straight tax they could pass 
directly to consumers. 
 
The bill would slowly phase in emissions limits for factories -- the steel, cement, 
chemical and other companies that Brown wants to ensure won't be driven offshore by 
high energy prices -- while buffering them from price increases. The legislation also 
would create incentives for renewable-energy manufacturing. 
 
Brown calls those protections crucial for the economy and for efforts to combat climate 
change: If factories move to countries that have more relaxed environmental rules, 
such as China, global emissions could increase, he argues. 
 







 
jtankersley@latimes.com 


 
 


Planet Panel (Washington Post) 
 
washingtonpost.com/planetpanel 
 
Adapted from The Post's online climate-change discussion. 
 
Q With the recent discovery that methane is bubbling out of the Arctic faster than 
expected, how worried should we be about abrupt changes in climate such as this one?  
 
William O'Keefe is chief executive at the George C. Marshall Institute, a think tank that 
promotes better use of science in public policy. He is a former chief operating officer at 
the American Petroleum Institute. 
 
It would be helpful to know better how long this release has been taking place as well as 
to gain some insights into whether similar releases took place when temperatures were 
as warm as or warmer than the present. Context is important. What shouldn't happen, 
but probably will, is that climate-change advocates use this report to create a false 
sense of urgency about passing cap-and-trade legislation. Nothing that the Congress 
can do will change the fact that if permafrost continues to melt, methane releases will 
continue as well. 
 
With almost 2 billion people living in a state of extreme poverty and without access to 
commercial energy, efforts to increase their standard of living and their physical well-
being are not only inevitable, they are a moral imperative. Therefore, greenhouse gas 
emissions will continue to increase; only the rate of increase is in doubt. 
 
Given that reality, more attention and emphasis should be placed on adaptation in case 
the warming trend of the past three decades continues and time proves advocates right 
that human activities are a primary cause of warming. On the other hand, the lack of 
warming this decade could continue and provide more evidence that natural variability is 
the primary reason for the warming that occurred between 1976 and 1998 and the 
potential cooling trend that now may be taking place. 
 
Although slowing the growth in greenhouse gases in an economically sensible manner 
makes sense, it also makes sense to inform ourselves about how we should adjust to a 
potentially warmer world. Investing in knowledge about adaptation is important, because 
we need another hedging strategy to complement mitigation strategies. 
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ENRON VALUES AT EPA (National Center for Policy Analysis) 
 
March 15, 2010 
Sen. Lisa Murkowski (R-Alaska), has introduced a bipartisan bill that would stop the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) from regulating greenhouse gas emissions by 
overturning its finding that global warming poses a clear and present danger to public 
health and welfare.   


With the hacked/leaked e-mails of Climategate becoming public, we know that key 
scientists behind the 2007 report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) covered up data that showed an unexpected decline in temperature and tried to 
suppress research that cast doubt on the notion that humans are responsible for 
catastrophic warming.  Once the press in the United Kingdom started investigating the 
IPCC's predictions in detail, it found that one claim after another was based on faulty, 
non-peer-reviewed literature, say James Franko, a legislative assistant, and H. Sterling 
Burnett, a senior fellow, both with the National Center for Policy Analysis.  


For instance:  


 The IPCC reported that Himalayan glaciers would melt in a few decades because 
of global climate change, but the best research indicated that was incorrect.  


 Other alarmist claims made by IPCC that have been shown to either lack 
supporting evidence or simply be wrong include the pace and impact of the loss of 
the Amazonian rain forests, the effects of climate upon rainfall and food production in 
Africa, and even something so straightforward as the proportion of Holland that sits 
below sea level.   


Despite these flaws and others, the EPA relied on the IPCC to find that CO2 emissions 
pose a threat sufficient to take command of the U.S. economy.  The EPA claims that its 
regulations won't increase costs or otherwise harm the economy.  However, the 
regulations can't work if the costs of fossil fuels don't increase and force the public to 
shift to less reliable, more expensive alternative fuels, say Franco and Burnett.  


Worst of all, the economic downturn brought on by the EPA's regulations will do nothing 
to reduce CO2 emissions because fast-growing economic competitors such as China 
and India, not hampered by U.S. energy restrictions, will continue to generate huge 
growth in their emissions, say Franco and Burnett.  


Source: James Franko and H. Sterling Burnett, "Enron values at EPA," Washington 
Times, March 12, 2010.  


For text: 


http://washingtontimes.com/news/2010/mar/11/enron-values-at-epa/  


For more on Global Warming:  



http://washingtontimes.com/news/2010/mar/11/enron-values-at-epa/





http://www.ncpa.org/sub/dpd/index.php?Article_Category=32 


 
 


Activists Ramp Up Efforts To Retain Carbon Limits In Senate Climate Bill (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Monday, March 15, 2010 
Environmentalists are ramping up appeals to Senate lawmakers to ensure pending 
energy and climate legislation includes mandatory limits on carbon emissions, warning 
that they could oppose an “energy only” bill that does not have such limits, or has limits 
but makes too many concessions to energy development that boosts pollution and 
sullies sensitive wilderness areas.  


Some environmentalists express cautious optimism that the pending measure -- being 
crafted by Sens. John Kerry (D-MA), Joseph Lieberman (I-CT) and Lindsey Graham (R-
SC) -- is likely to include carbon constraints through some combination of a price for 
greenhouse gases or hard carbon emission limits for at least some sectors. The latest 
lobbying efforts are aimed in part at ensuring that the lawmakers follow through with 
their pledges to include carbon limits in the bill, amid persistent talk that the lawmakers 
are entertaining a plan that would at least start with utility sector emissions limit, and 
possibly include a "linked fee" assessed on carbon in transportation fuels.  


On a separate note, one source following the issue says it appears additional details 
along these lines could be released the week of March 15, but that it appears unlikely 
that a draft text will be out before the Easter Senate break, which begins at the end of 
March.  


Yet, even if a proposal includes carbon controls, environmental groups say they fear 
that specific environmental safeguards for energy development may get scant attention 
in the bill (see related story).  


In one sign of the environmentalists' latest push for carbon limits, the Union of 
Concerned Scientists March 11 released a letter urging the Senate to act swiftly on 
reducing carbon emissions.  


One source familiar with development of the letter says the recent “Climategate” issue 
over the veracity of Intergovernmental Panel On Climate Change (IPCC) data on global 
warming was one motivating factor for scientists who signed the letter, as they felt that 
the controversy threatens to harm the case for regulating carbon. Still, the source says 
that signature gathering for the letter was underway before the issue broke.  


The letter states, “The most risky thing we can do is nothing,” and embraces the 
fundamental IPCC conclusions that human activity is warming the planet. The letter also 
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urges senators to to work toward mandating emissions cuts of 80 percent below current 
levels by 2050 and 15-20 percent below current levels by 2020.  


Signers of the letter also visited the Hill the week of the letters' release to brief staff and 
talk up the issue with lawmakers. The were accompanied by clean energy companies 
with operations in Missouri and Arkansas -- two states with senators seen as potential 
swing votes on climate legislation.  


Mobilization Efforts  


Other efforts to secure carbon limits include mobilization efforts by a coalition including 
environmentalists, faith, national security and other groups to launch a series of events 
in the 40 days leading up to Earth Day, billed as a call for an Earth Day Revolution 
focused on clean energy and climate change. Participants in the effort, which featured a 
March 11 kickoff event on Capitol Hill, include the League of Conservation Voters, 
Environment America, Sierra Club, American Hunters and Shooters, Operation Free, 
and the National Catholic Rural Life Conference.  


Natural Resources Defense Council's (NRDC) David Doniger in a recent blog post 
emphasized the importance of including carbon caps in global warming legislation and 
criticized the idea of energy-only legislation.  


In his post, Doniger cited an NRDC analysis suggesting that energy-only bills would 
worsen air pollution, create far fewer jobs, fall short on national and energy security, and 
cost taxpayers more when compared to a bill with a GHG cap. The NRDC analysis 
relies in part on a University of California Berkeley study stating that a comprehensive 
bill with a carbon cap would result in 1.9 million net new jobs in 2020, while even the 
backers of a narrower Senate energy bill approved last year say it would create at most 
500,000 jobs over the next decade.  


A source familiar with the analysis and its message says, “We are communicating these 
messages. It is not premised on an assumption on what strategy is up and what 
strategy is down.”  


One environmentalist says that proponents of carbon caps are “cautiously optimistic” 
that the pending Kerry-Lieberman-Graham proposal will include significant GHG 
controls.  


“We haven't gotten any indication that Kerry, Graham and Lieberman are throwing 
carbon under the bus," the source says, expressing hopes that the lawmakers will also 
embrace renewable energy.  


Environmentalists express optimism following a March 9 White House meeting of key 
senators on energy and climate change, saying it appears to show interest in a bill 
broader than an energy-only measure.  







Another environmentalist says the fact the meeting occurred is itself a morale booster 
for climate bill proponents, and the relatively minimal comments post-meeting from the 
dozen lawmakers who attended -- besides Kerry, Lieberman and Graham -- could 
indicate that lawmakers are seriously working to get a deal that includes climate.  


Kerry Cites 'Great Deal Of Consensus'  


After the White House meeting, Kerry told reporters there was “a great deal of 
consensus” on the need for a policy to boost energy independence, and he added that 
President Obama made clear during the meeting that it is “critical to have a price on 
carbon” as the next step in America’s economic recovery.  


After that same meeting, Graham also called an energy only bill a recipe for 
“mediocrity,” said business needs a carbon price, that there are not 60 votes in the 
Senate for drilling proposals without climate change provisions, and criticized calls for 
what he has termed a “half-assed” energy bill.  


However, the senators declined to offer details on the carbon price mechanism in their 
legislation. And in remarks unlikely to win broad approval from many anti-drilling 
environmentalists, Graham said that Republicans wanting to “drill, baby, drill” need to 
get on board with a comprehensive energy and climate bill.  


One day later in a conversation with reporters March 10, Graham delivered an explicit 
endorsement of the “linked fee” approach being pushed by several major oil companies 
for imposing a carbon restriction -- but not a hard emissions cap -- on the transportation 
sector. Graham, however, said it was unclear whether the proposal would be included in 
the legislation he, Kerry and Lieberman are assembling. “The idea of a linked fee, of 
taking the oil & gas industry out of the cap-and-trading system, put them under a cap 
but do a linked fee to do this, to me makes sense.”  


Multiple sources within the environmental movement say they are reserving judgment 
on the pending bipartisan measure until they see the details of the proposal, and say 
environmentalists could wind up opposing the eventual bill if it makes too many 
concessions on reducing GHGs or other issues.  


A major concern among many environmentalists is that the benefits of the climate 
change provisions -- such as GHG caps -- would not outweigh the damage done by 
provisions to promote offshore drilling and other energy supplies that activists oppose. 
“You stick a carbon cap on a bill, that is not going to get us to favor opening up the 
Arctic wilderness,” to drilling one source says. “If the carbon cap isn't sufficient that 
would also be a problem.”  


Another informed source also express concerns at recurring calls by some players in 
the energy debate to work from Senate energy legislation many groups oppose that 
does not address limits on carbon emissions. In a related vein, there is some 
speculation that a variety of energy efficiency proposals floated in recent weeks could 







be added to the energy bill to provide additional greenhouse gas reductions in the 
absence of a carbon price if efforts to move a comprehensive climate bill fall short. -- 
Doug Obey  


 
 


Midwest power companies pushing Senate for more allocations (Greenwire) 
 
Darren Samuelsohn, E&E senior reporter 
03/15/2010 
A group of 14 Midwestern electric utilities continued its push today for a different 
direction on global warming legislation, asking the Senate's lead climate negotiators to 
get a full economic study on their bill for businesses and consumers in coal-dependent 
states. 


The Midwest Climate Coalition -- an ad hoc group that includes MidAmerican Energy 
Holdings Co., Wisconsin Energy Corp. and Alliant Energy Corp. -- requested the 
comprehensive economic report from all federal agencies that looks into the costs over 
the next 20 years from the legislation still being crafted by Sens. John Kerry (D-Mass.), 
Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.) and Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.). 


"We want to make sure the Senate does its due diligence before they write the bill," said 
Zach Hill, a senior manager for federal affairs at Alliant, a Madison, Wis.-based 
company that serves about 1 million customers in Wisconsin, Iowa and southern 
Minnesota. 


The Midwest Climate Coalition formed in 2008 in response to an internal agreement 
forged by the Edison Electric Institute on how investor-owned power companies would 
prefer a global warming bill distribute valuable emission allowances. 


EEI urged a 50-50 split in allocations between companies based on their historic 
emission levels and retail sales -- an approach adopted in the House-passed climate bill 
(H.R. 2454). But the MCC companies insist the formula should be changed in the 
Senate to reflect allocations based solely on emissions. 


MCC companies have since won support from 14 Senate Democrats who wrote 
Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-Nev.) last November indicating their vote on the climate 
bill hinges in part on this issue (E&ENews PM, Nov. 12, 2009). Sen. Carl Levin (D-
Mich.), a member of that group, met with Kerry on Friday to discuss the legislation, 
including allocations. 


In their letter, the MCC companies suggested that Kerry, Graham and Lieberman obtain 
more information about how their bill would affect Midwestern electricity rates and 
reliability, regional and international competitiveness, unemployment and household 
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income rates and the effect on regional jobs if developing countries like China and India 
don't adopt their own comparable emission cuts. 


During the House debate, the MCC companies complained that lawmakers were using 
outdated information from before the recession that also didn't go into enough detail on 
a state-by-state or regional basis. 


"Hopefully, they get the message to get through the Midwest you've got to make it fair to 
us," Hill said. 


A Kerry spokeswoman declined comment on the Midwestern utilities' letter. And an EEI 
official said the group would wait until it sees the Kerry-Graham-Lieberman framework 
before commenting. 


Other members of the MCC are Black Hills Corp., CMS Energy Corp., Detroit Edison 
Co., Great Plains Energy Inc., MDU Resources Group Inc., Minnesota Power, NiSource 
Inc., NorthWestern Energy, Oklahoma Gas & Electric Corp., Vectren Corp. and Westar 
Energy Corp. 


Click here for the Midwest Climate Coalition's letter. 


 
 


ENERGY 
================================================================== 


Plans for George W. Bush library include wetlands, solar power (Greenwire) 
 
03/15/2010 
Plans for the George W. Bush Presidential Center in Dallas include native plants and 
underground cisterns to catch and recycle rainwater. The building also will get nearly 10 
percent of its electricity and all hot water from solar energy. 


Groundbreaking on the center, to be located between Southern Methodist University's 
campus and the North Central Expressway, is expected late this year. 


"There's definitely a need for our society to evolve to more sustainable development 
practices," said Mark Langdale, president of the George W. Bush Foundation. "This is 
an important national building that could serve as a role model and as an example of 
using these important sustainable development practices." 


The library's creators are hoping to earn a Leadership in Energy and Environmental 
Design platinum certification. The building will also use energy-efficient windows, 
heating and air conditioning and window overhangs to offer shade. The landscape is 
designed to mimic a North Texas ecosystem, with woods, wetlands and a backland 
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prairie. They will not perfectly restore the native ecosystem, but developers say they will 
come as close as possible in an urban environment. 


Building plans are not complete and questions still remain about whether the building 
will follow green practices. There are also concerns about whether the landscape will be 
gardened with organic fertilizers and pesticides (Randy Lee Loftis, Dallas Morning 
News, March 14). – JP 


 


FUEL 
================================================================== 
 


Corn ethanol an 'unattractive compliance option' for carbon mandates -- study 
(Greenwire) 
 
Jenny Mandel, E&E reporter 
03/15/2010 
The use of corn ethanol in place of gasoline causes enough carbon emissions from 
land-use changes to cancel immediate tailpipe benefits, according to research 
published last week that confirms a controversial earlier study. 


The analysis examines a hypothesis by Timothy Searchinger and his co-authors 
published in 2008 in Science magazine that says using U.S.-grown corn for fuel triggers 
commodity price changes that ultimately lead to native ecosystems being destroyed, 
with a high carbon price tag. 


The new study, published in the March issue of BioScience, finds much lower emissions 
from indirect land-use change than the Searchinger paper calculated but still enough to 
tip the balance away from corn ethanol. 


The analysis by Thomas Hertel of Purdue University found that the indirect greenhouse 
gas releases associated with corn ethanol are 800 grams of carbon dioxide per 
megajoule, or 27 grams of carbon dioxide per megajoule per year over 30 years of 
production. 


That amount is about a quarter of what Searchinger estimated. "Nonetheless, 800 
grams are enough to cancel out the benefits that corn ethanol has on global warming," 
Hertel wrote. 


Hertel said the indirect emissions are in addition to 60 to 65 grams of carbon dioxide 
equivalent per megajoule in direct emissions from cultivating and processing the fuel. 
Those emissions are subject to process improvements and farming practice changes 
that could improve the overall picture, he said. 
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Hertel concluded corn ethanol has limited potential for use in California's low-carbon 
fuel standard. 


He noted that while both Californian and federal regulators have, like himself, found 
lower indirect land-use change estimates than Searchinger estimated, the figures have 
consistently been high enough to make corn ethanol "an unattractive compliance option 
for mitigating current carbon intensity or meeting fuel-use mandates." 


Hertel's analysis uses a different model for the price-mediated market analysis than 
Searchinger did, relying on a global economic commodity and trade model known as 
GTAP-BIO, and breaks the globe down into 18 distinct regions. 


He also used a different analytical approach than that used by U.S. EPA for its analysis 
of the renewable fuel standard, a comparative static analysis, and said he welcomes 
further scientific comparisons of the two strategies. 


 


 


GENERAL 
================================================================== 
March 16, 2010 
 


PROMISES, PROMISES: Is Gov't More Open With Obama? (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: New York Times 
 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Filed at 6:28 a.m. ET  
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Federal agencies haven't lived up to President Barack Obama's 
promise of a more open government, increasing their use of legal exemptions to keep 
records secret during his first year in office.  
An Associated Press review of Freedom of Information Act reports filed by 17 major 
agencies found that the use of nearly every one of the law's nine exemptions to withhold 
information from the public rose in fiscal year 2009, which ended last October.  


Among the most frequently used exemptions: one that lets the government hide records 
that detail its internal decision-making. Obama specifically directed agencies to stop 
using that exemption so frequently, but that directive appears to have been widely 
ignored.  



http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/o/barack_obama/index.html?inline=nyt-per





Major agencies cited that exemption at least 70,779 times during the 2009 budget year, 
up from 47,395 times during President George W. Bush's final full budget year, 
according to annual FOIA reports filed by federal agencies. Obama was president for 
nine months in the 2009 period.  


Departments used the exemption more even though Obama's Justice Department told 
agencies to that disclosing such records was ''fully consistent with the purpose of the 
FOIA,'' a law intended to keep government accountable to the public.  


For example, the Federal Aviation Administration cited the exemption in refusing the 
AP's FOIA request for internal memos on its decisions about a database showing 
incidents in which airplanes and birds collided. The FAA initially tried to withhold the 
bird-strike database from the public, but later released it under pressure.  


The FAA claimed the same exemption to hold back nearly all records on its approval of 
an Air Force One flyover of New York City for publicity shots -- a flight that prompted 
fears in the city of a Sept. 11-style attack. It also withheld internal communications 
during the aftermath of the public relations gaffe.  


In all, major agencies cited that or other FOIA exemptions to refuse information at least 
466,872 times in budget year 2009, compared with 312,683 times the previous year, the 
review found. Agencies often cite more than one exemption when withholding part or all 
of the material sought in an open-records request.  


The AP examined the 2008 and 2009 budget year FOIA reports from the departments 
of Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Education, Energy, Health and Human Services, 
Homeland Security, Housing and Urban Development, Interior, Justice, Labor, State, 
Transportation, Treasury and Veterans Affairs; the Environmental Protection Agency; 
and the Federal Reserve Board.  


Other FOIA exemptions cover information on national defense and foreign relations, 
internal agency rules and practices, trade secrets, personal privacy, law enforcement 
proceedings, supervision of financial institutions and geological information on wells.  


One, known as Exemption 3, covers dozens of types of information that Congress 
shielded from disclosure when passing other laws.  
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In sentences that are often vaguely worded and buried deep in legislation, Congress 
has granted a wide array of information special protection over the years: information 
related to grand jury investigations, the additives in cigarettes, juvenile arrest records, 
the identities of people applying restricted-use pesticides to their crops, and the 
locations of historically significant caves are a sampling of the broad range of 
information the public cannot get under FOIA.  


The chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., was so 
concerned about what he called ''exemption creep'' that last year he successfully 
pressed for a new law that requires FOIA exemptions to be ''clear and unambiguous.''  


The federal government cited Exemption 3 protections to withhold information at least 
14,442 times in the last budget year, compared with at least 13,599 in the previous one, 
agency FOIA reports show.  


The prolific use of FOIA exemptions is one measure of how far the federal government 
has yet to go to carry out Obama's promise of openness. His first full day in office, 
Obama told agencies the Freedom of Information Act, ''which encourages accountability 
through transparency, is the most prominent expression of a profound national 
commitment to ensuring an open government.''  


Obama told agencies they shouldn't hide information merely because it might make 
them look bad. ''The presumption of disclosure should be applied to all decisions 
involving FOIA,'' Obama wrote.  


Following up on Obama's words, the Justice Department advised agencies against 
withholding records sought under FOIA ''merely because an exemption legally applies.'' 
Most recently, the White House encouraged agency officials to hold contests, complete 
with prizes, to encourage employees to promote open government.  


Describing the Justice Department's actions on FOIA on Monday at the start of 
Sunshine Week, when news organizations promote open government and freedom of 
information, Attorney General Eric Holder said his agency is making progress. He noted 
that Justice provided everything sought in a FOIA request in more than 1,000 more 
cases than it had the previous year.  


''Put simply, I asked that we make openness the default, not the exception. Today, I'm 
pleased to report that the disturbing 2008 trend -- a reduction in this department's rate of 
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disclosures -- has been completely reversed,'' Holder said. ''While we aren't where we 
need to be just yet, we're certainly on the right path.''  


Much of the Obama administration's early effort on FOIA seems to have been aimed at 
clearing out a backlog of old cases: The number of requests still sitting around past the 
time limits spelled out in the open-records law fell from 124,019 in budget year 2008 to 
67,764 at the end of the most recent budget year over the 17 agencies, the AP's review 
found. There is no way to tell whether those whose old cases that were closed 
ultimately received the information they sought.  


On the Net:  


Freedom of Information Act: http://www.justice.gov/oip/04(underscore)7.html  


 


HAZARDOUS WASTES 


================================================================== 


Full ash cleanup in Tenn. is impossible, officials say (Greenwire) 
 
03/15/2010 
It is technologically impossible to remove all of the coal ash deposited into Tennessee's 
Emory River from the 2008 Kingston ash spill, federal regulators say. 


Leo Francendese, who oversees the emergency cleanup operation for U.S. EPA, said 
in a memo that the ash removal is entering its final stage. The crew's goal is to remove 
ash from dredging along the riverbed while also disturbing as little sediment as possible, 
but Francendese warns that up to 20 percent of the ash will get suspended in the water, 
then settle on the riverbed after the dredging is complete, making a 100 percent 
removal impossible. 


The cleanup follows a December 2008 spill that deposited 5.4 million cubic yards of coal 
ash sludge into the Emory River and areas surrounding the Tennessee Valley 
Authority's Kingston Fossil Plant. Steve McCracken, TVA's cleanup project manager, 
said that the group's goal is simply to leave the area better than it was before the spill, 
not to eliminate all of the ash. 


A memo from Steve Scott of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers also offered the 
possibility that officials would not be able to remove ash that migrated along the Clinch 
and Tennessee rivers. Bryce Payne, an independent Pennsylvania-based soil scientist, 
said that it is not a failure to leave some ash behind, since a full removal is "physically 
impossible." 



http://www.justice.gov/oip/04





Officials say they would rather leave some ash in the river than dredge up pollutants like 
PCBs, dioxins and cesium that are contained in the sediments. However, residents say 
they need to remove more ash, which contains heavy metals like arsenic, lead, 
selenium and mercury. It is unclear how the ash will affect the water and surrounding 
population in the long term (Scott Barker, Knoxville News Sentinel, March 14). -- JP 


 
 


MINING 
================================================================== 


No hardrock reform this year -- Reid (Greenwire) 
 
Patrick Reis, E&E reporter 
03/15/2010 
There will be no reform this year of the 1872 law governing hardrock mining, Senate 
Majority Leader Harry Reid said last week. 
The Nevada Democrat told the Elko, Nev., Daily Free Press that he sees a need for 
reform, but the congressional calendar won't permit it. 


"We're just overloaded. We won't have time to get to this," he said. "The mining 
companies want it, and I want it, but based on the schedule of the Senate, it won't make 
it this year." 


Reid's pronouncement is likely a fatal setback for several mining reform bills. One of 
those measures, S. 796, from Senate Energy and Natural Resources Chairman Jeff 
Bingaman (D-N.M.), would authorize the Interior Department to establish a royalty of 
between 2 and 5 percent on new mining operations and charge a new abandoned-mine 
fee for hardrock operations. 


In the House, Natural Resources Chairman Nick Rahall (D-W.Va.) is sponsoring a bill, 
H.R. 699, that calls for a 4 percent gross royalty on minerals taken from existing mining 
operations and an 8 percent gross royalty on new ones. 


Mining for minerals such as copper, uranium and gold remains largely regulated by the 
1872 law, which doesn't charge a royalty on extracted minerals or include a mechanism 
for funding the cleanup of hundreds of abandoned hardrock sites. 


"Everyone seems to agree that the Mining Law Act of 1872 is an antique in need of an 
update," said Bill Wicker, a spokesman for Bingaman. "I think most folks also share 
Senator Reid's outlook that these changes are not going to happen this year. [He] has 
acknowledged the reality of a crowded election-year calendar.” 


With this session ruled out, reform advocates are looking ahead to the 112th Congress. 



http://www.knoxnews.com/news/2010/mar/14/some-ash-to-remain-in-river/

http://www.eenews.net/features/documents/2009/04/03/document_daily_02.pdf

http://www.eenews.net/features/documents/2009/01/27/document_pm_01.pdf





Lauren Pagel, policy director for the mining watchdog group Earthworks, said reform 
has bipartisan support and legislation should have the votes it needs regardless of the 
results of the November elections. 


"I think the stars are in alignment at this point, if we can just find time," she said. "It's 
clear to me that Senator Reid is open to something happening." 


But several other sources privately speculated that Reid's decision to delay reform is 
connected to his tough fight for re-election in 2010. 


Several polls have shown Reid running behind Republican primary challengers such as 
state GOP chairwoman Sue Lowden and area businessman Danny Tarkanian, and 
federal reform could prove controversial in Nevada, where the industry holds 
considerable sway in the state's economy and politics. 


Reporter Alex Kaplun contributed. 


 
 


SUPERFUND 
================================================================== 


EPA reviewing benzene testing at Perdido Superfund site (al.com) 
 
By Connie Baggett  
March 15, 2010, 9:28AM 
PERDIDO -- Some 45 years after a train derailment spilled benzene in this north 
Baldwin community, the government is preparing for another review of the Superfund 
cleanup and hoping to see further decline in the toxic plume.  


The five-year review scheduled for this year will be detailed in a report due in 
December.  


"What we've found over the last several reviews is that the plume of benzene in the 
groundwater has shrunk dramatically," said James Hou, a remedial project manager for 
the Superfund Division of the Environmental Protection Agency.  


Hou said that a 2005 review found that benzene levels had fallen below the target of 5 
parts per billion in 32 of 42 monitoring wells. By 2007, testing showed that only three 
wells still had some level of elevated contamination.  


After five years of clean tests, Hou said, the cleanup of the 1965 spill will be deemed 
successful and closed out.  



http://connect.al.com/user/cbaggett/index.html





In the 2010 review, Hou said, workers will see what has transpired since 2005, check 
for new standards of contamination, examine testing data, inspect the property and 
interview everyone affected.  


The EPA declared the Perdido contamination area as a Superfund site after testing in 
1982 confirmed the suspicions of local families that their wells were polluted with the 
carcinogen.  


Carolyn Presley was among the first to approach local and state officials with her fears 
that water wells had been compromised.  


After a lawsuit and subsequent analysis, the EPA got involved.  


"Somebody had to do something," Presley said recently, recalling the fight to bring 
attention to the problem.  


The impact zone for the contamination covers a mile around the spill site. Initial testing 
revealed a plume of benzene in the aquifer some 1,000 feet to the southwest of the site.  


Drinking and bathing water trucked in by the National Guard and later by the Coca-Cola 
Bottling Co. helped households get by until the railroad company paid for a water line to 
be installed from nearby Atmore.  


In 1988, a recovery well field was set up with the plan of pumping out contaminated 
water, cleaning it and re-injecting it into the aquifer, according to EPA records. The plan 
changed in 1993 with the treated water being discharged into Perdido Creek.  


Benzene is a gasoline additive and industrial solvent and is also used in the 
pharmaceutical industry. It varies from clear and colorless to light yellow, and has a 
gasoline-like odor.  


Research shows a close link to acute myelogenous leukemia, various other leukemias, 
blood disorders and diseases of the lymph system. Some common exposures happen 
through gasoline fumes at filling stations and cigarette smoke.  


According to the EPA, the median exposure for most people in nonsmoking households 
is 2.2 parts per billion. The agency lists no established safe level of exposure.  


Federal officials never conclusively linked any health issues in Perdido to the benzene 
spill. People in the Dyas community, less than five miles from Perdido, still drink from 
individual wells, most drawing water from the same aquifer contaminated by the 1965 
spill. A grant application set for filing this spring to provide municipal water to 71 
households in the community could bring them peace of mind, several said.  


 







TOXICS 
================================================================== 


EPA To Release Findings on Pet Flea, Tick Powders (Consumer Affairs) 
 
Pet owners invited to participate in EPA Webinar as results are revealed  
Wade McCormick 
ConsumerAffairs.com 
March 16, 2010  
The wait is almost over for pet owners who have wondered what action the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) will take in response to the increasing number 
of adverse reactions linked to topical flea and tick products. 


The EPA on Wednesday (March 17) will finally release the findings of its nearly year-
long evaluation of these topical or spot-on flea and tick products, which pet owners say 
have triggered “horrific” reactions in their dogs and cats. 


The EPA will discuss its findings during a free, public Webinar “Evaluation of Pet Spot-
on Flea and Tick Products and Next Steps” from 4-6pm EST on Wednesday. Pet 
owners can submit questions during the session and agency officials will “address” as 
many as time allows, the EPA said. 


The agency announced last April that it was “intensifying” its scrutiny of topical flea and 
tick products because of the growing number of bad reactions associated with the 
treatments, including skin irritations, burns, neurological problems, and even deaths. 


The EPA told ConsumerAffairs.com last fall that it planned to release its findings in late 
2009. But the agency later postponed that action. 


"Due to the large amount of data and the complex technical issues associated with the 
review of the data, our report is not ready for public release,” agency's spokesman, Dale 
Kemery, told us last December. 


The EPA has confirmed that it’s received more than 44,000 reports of harmful reactions 
associated with topical flea and tick products and documented an uptick in complaints 
about these treatments from previous years. 


ConsumerAffairs.com has also received hundreds of complaints about these products 
from pet owners nationwide. Dog and cat owners say their pets suffered burns and 
welts on their skin, started to drool excessively, shake uncontrollable, whimper in agony, 
lose control of their legs, or experience other neurological problems after using topical 
flea and tick treatments. 


“I applied this product (Sergeant Gold Flea & Tick) to my 14 year-old dog and 12 hours 
later she was drooling, shaking, and could hardly walk,” Florida pet owner Debra O. told 
us earlier this month. “There were no dangerous side effects listed on the box. I called 



http://event.on24.com/eventRegistration/EventLobbyServlet?target=lobby.jsp&eventid=200036&sessionid=1&key=A23CD91009359700B90DE20E5F49AAFB&eventuserid=34031491
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the emergency number on the box and was told (my dog) was having an adverse 
reaction to the meds. 


“I had to give her three baths with dish soap, pour water down her throat, and also give 
her vitamin E oil,” Debra added. “I am still watching her behavior closely…she is still 
suffering right now.” 


Outraged 


Debra is outraged that a product linked to so many horrible reactions in pets is still on 
the market. 


“I had no idea or I would have never bought (it) and risked the life of my 14-year-old 
buddy,” she said. “This product hurts and kills animals. Someone needs to do 
something.” 


Another Florida pet owner told us her dog also experienced a potentially deadly reaction 
to that same flea and tick product. 


“I purchased Sergeant’s Gold Flea and Tick and applied it to my 10.9 pound Yorkie 
mix,” Shelby T. of North Port, Florida, told us in February. “He suffered seizures and a 
severe chemical burn. This needs to be taken off the shelves. My poor baby has been in 
so much pain… this is poison.” 


Shelby contacted the company about her dog’s experience, but said Sergeant’s 
representatives blamed her for the Yorkie’s reaction. 


“They (said) I didn't read the label right or misused it,” she told us. “They are crazy. My 
vet put in writing that this product caused this. The vet said his hair will probably never 
grow back where the burn is. It is a massive burn.” 


A North Carolina pet owner told us in February that her dogs suffered terrible reactions 
to the topical product she used to protect them from fleas. 


“I purchased this product (Sentry Pro XFC) from PetSmart and applied it to my two dogs 
– Lab and Boxer,” Celia K. of Greenville, North Carolina, said. “That evening the Lab 
experienced neurologic side effects - his body jerked every 15 seconds.” 


Celia contacted the company, which told her to bathe both dogs in dish soap and apply 
vitamin E oil and cold compresses to the application sites. She heeded that advice, but 
said the problems continued. 


“The following day, my Boxer experienced uncontrollable leg jerking,” she said. “These 
issues are resolving, but I would never purchase this product and suggest it be pulled 
off the shelf.” 







Other risks 


But removing topical flea and tick products from store shelves is an option a leading 
veterinary toxicologist and other experts in the field do not support. 


They say an outbreak of fleas and ticks could pose more serious health problems to 
pets and humans. They also say topical flea and tick products pose minimal risks to 
pets when used as directed. 


A 2009 study by the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA) 
supports that position. The study revealed the majority of illnesses linked to “proper use” 
of topical flea and tick products are mild -- and cats are more susceptible to illnesses 
and deaths from the “misuse” of these products. 


“The important take-home message is that although adverse reactions can occur with 
all flea and tick products, most effects are relatively mild and include skin irritation and 
stomach upset,” said Dr. Steven Hansen, ASPCA veterinary toxicologist and Senior 
Vice President Animal Health Services. “Pet parents should not discontinue using 
products as directed by the product label when faced with a flea infestation.” 


Used as directed 


But pet owners have repeatedly told ConsumerAffairs.com that they used the topical 
flea and tick products according to the manufacturer’s direction. And their dogs and cats 
still suffered horrifying reactions. 


“I bought Sergeant’s Gold Flea & Tick squeeze-on to use on my Min Pin and within one 
hour of applying to my dog she was convulsing, agitated, scratching, biting, and writhing 
in pain,” said Chris C. of Florence, Alabama. “Her eyes are swelled up and her head is 
scratched from her rolling around bumping her head into things as she flails attempting 
to rid herself of whatever is on her skin.” 


Chris immediately bathed the Min Pin in Dawn dishwashing soap, but continues to 
worry that his “best friend” may never be the same. 


“My dog may have seizures or worse health symptoms for life due to this product,” he 
said. “She was healthy and happy until I applied this poison to her and I'm now petrified 
at the looming consequences. I want someone to be held accountable.” 


On Wednesday, pet owners will learn the results of the EPA’s “intensive evaluation” of 
topical flea and tick products and what action the agency is taking to ensure the safety 
of dogs and cats that receive these treatments. 


“EPA will present an overview of its evaluation of these products and its plans to further 
protect pets,” the agency said in a statement about its upcoming Webinar. 



http://www.aspca.org/pressroom/press-releases/060309.html





Pet owners who want to participate in the agency’s Webinar can register online.  


More information about the session is available on the EPA’s Web site. 


 
 


Bit by Bit, EPA Opening Up Toxics Program (OMB Watch) 
 
 The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has announced it is taking another small 
step increasing transparency by providing free access to a key database that lists every 
chemical in commerce. Well…almost every chemical. Of the more than 84,000 
chemicals on the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) Chemical Substance Inventory, 
the identities of almost 17,000 are kept secret because the manufacturers allege the 
information is confidential business information (CBI). Such CBI claims are widely 
abused by manufacturers, and with the EPA's acquiescence, large amounts of 
information are inappropriately withheld from the public.  


The EPA has acknowledged that CBI claims under TSCA are a problem and has taken 
additional steps to curtail the abuse. In January the agency announced it would reject a 
manufacturer's claim that the chemical identity is secret if the chemical identity already 
appears publicly in the inventory. This was a sensible move, and it shows that there 
likely are many other common sense actions the agency can take to improve the 
public's access to crucial information that should not be kept secret. 


Comprehensive TSCA reform legislation is expected to be introduced in Congress any 
week now (it's been expected any week now for the last several months) and that might 
help the problem even more. However, EPA's toxics program is not the only program 
that sees abuses of CBI claims. For example, pesticides are regulated under a different 
law and illegitimate CBI claims infect that program too, impeding the public from 
learning what poisons are being applied near them or near sensitive ecosystems (like 
your drinking water source). EPA gathers information from businesses under a variety 
of regulations, and the public's right to know about a range of potential harms is 
impaired by illegitimate and exploitative trade secrets claims. 


Before today's action, the list of chemicals was only available for a fee from the 
Commerce Department. Now the data are available for free in multiple formats from 
www.data.gov or from the EPA website. 


EPA also announced it is planning additional steps to open up the chemical regulatory 
process. The agency will add TSCA facility information and the list of chemicals 
manufactured at the facility to the Facility Registry System (FRS). FRS is a database of 
the thousands of facilities covered by numerous EPA regulations. According to EPA, 
"The addition of TSCA facility and chemical databases to FRS will provide the public 
with information on the facilities in their communities using industrial chemicals." No 
time frame was provided for this action. 
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(Brian Turnbaugh 03/15/10)  
 
 


EPA: Deadline near for lead certification (Kansas.com) 
 
BY KAREN SHIDELER 
The Wichita Eagle 
Posted on Mon, Mar. 15, 2010 
The Environmental Protection Agency is reminding contractors that the deadline is 
approaching for certification in the new EPA Renovation, Repair and Painting Rule. 


The rule requires specific work practices when performing work that disturbs paint in 
homes, child care facilities or schools built before 1978. The rule was issued April 22, 
2008; contractors were given two years go be trained and certified. 


Landlords, property managers and their employees are responsible for ensuring 
compliance with the rule.  


More information about the Kansas certification and training program is at 
www.kshealthyhomes.org.  


 
 
 
 


First Chinese drywall trial set to begin (Greenwire) 
 
03/15/2010 
The first case over toxic Chinese drywall is scheduled to go to trial today, serving as a 
bellwether for hundreds of lawsuits in which homeowners claim that gases emitted by 
the drywall have damaged fixtures, destroyed appliances and caused health problems. 


U.S. District Judge Eldon Fallon has combined several hundred cases into a single 
proceeding in federal court in New Orleans. The first case, which will focus on property 
damage, will set the tone for the hundreds to follow, attorneys said. 


It will provide "a remediation protocol to guide future litigants," said Scott Weinstein, a 
Fort Myers, Fla.-based attorney on the steering committee for plaintiffs in the 
consolidated proceeding. "This trial is intended to be guidance for the future," he said. 


In the case, New Orleans residents Tatum and Charlene Hernandez accuse Knauf 
Plasterboard Tianjin Co. of negligence, saying the drywall produced by the German-
owned, China-based subsidiary was "unsafe, defective and inherently dangerous." The 
plaintiffs seek damages and reimbursement for the cost of replacing the drywall. 



http://www.ombwatch.org/usernodes/248





Those costs could total between $8 billion and $10 billion in the thousands of homes 
allegedly affected by the drywall, according to a recent estimate by the insurance trade 
publication National Underwriter (Duane Marsteller, Bradenton [Fla.] Herald, March 14). 
-- GN 


 
 
 


WATER 
================================================================== 
The Associated Press March 15, 2010, 2:34PM  


Wis. board examines limits on phosphorus pollution (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: BusinessWeek 
 
By TODD RICHMOND 
MADISON, Wis.  
Wisconsin residents may soon pay more to flush the toilet but enjoy cleaner lakes, 
rivers and streams under a plan to more strictly regulate phosphorus pollution in state 
waterways. 


The state Natural Resources Board is set Tuesday to approve public hearings on 
tougher limits on the pollution, which can cause algae blooms and fish kills, endanger 
health and ruin beaches and fishing spots. 


Environmental groups have applauded the proposed limits, saying they are long 
overdue and will help protect the public and state water quality. 


"We'll be able to swim in our lakes again. We'll have better fishing. Our water resources 
will be more attractive for tourism," said George Meyer, executive director of the 
Wisconsin Wildlife Federation. 


Affected industry groups, however, say the cost of adhering to the new standards will be 
high, and that consumers will be left holding the bill. 


The Department of Natural Resources estimates up to 163 municipal wastewater plants 
may need new filtration systems to comply that could cost a total of $300 million to 
$1.13 billion. 


The Municipal Environmental Group Wastewater Division, which is made up of 95 
wastewater plants in small-to-mid-size cities, puts the cost at $1.4 billion to $4.3 billion. 
Paul Kent, an attorney for the group, said the DNR's figures don't account for smaller 
facilities that may need to buy more land to set up their new systems or reconfigure their 
sites. 



http://www.bradenton.com/2010/03/14/2128788/drywall-getting-its-day-in-court.html





"This is hugely expensive," Kent said. He said if the state adopts the changes, it has to 
do more to regulate other sources of phosphorus pollution, such as farms that produce 
runoff. 


Dave Taylor, the director of special projects at the Madison Metropolitan Sewage 
District, estimates it would cost his district $85 million in new construction plus operating 
costs to comply with the standards. That would probably mean $40 more a year for 
typical residential customers on top of what their respective city charges them, he said. 


Other industries that would be affected, including paper and food producers, say the 
proposal would put them at a competitive disadvantage with other states. The DNR 
estimates that up to 35 such business facilities could face up to $440 million in 
increased costs under the plan. 


"The bottom line is we have to find a way to satisfy the EPA and the environmentalists," 
said Nick George, the executive director of the Midwest Food Processors Association. 
"We've been saying we're doing as much as we can financially. We're constantly 
struggling to bring our phosphorus levels down." 


Biologists believe phosphorus, a chemical commonly found in fertilizer and manure, can 
cause ugly algae blooms and dissolve oxygen in the water, killing fish and insects. The 
blooms can produce toxins that can cause a host of health problems, including rashes, 
respiratory irritation, headaches, fever and nausea and potentially cancer, according to 
the DNR. 


The agency considers 172 lakes and streams in the state "impaired waters" because of 
phosphorus pollution. 


The DNR currently limits how much phosphorus individual wastewater facilities can 
discharge directly into state waters. Agency rules contain a general prohibition on 
excessive phosphorus in state waters, but don't lay out any hard limits. 


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has been pushing states for over a decade 
to impose more precise standards, known as numeric limits, on the total amount of 
phosphorus allowed in a body of water, but only a few states have done so. 


Last year, the EPA imposed standards on a state for the first time after a number of 
environmental advocacy groups sued to force the agency to take action in Florida. And 
in November, several groups, including the Sierra Club and the Wisconsin Wildlife 
Federation, warned the EPA that they also planned to sue in Wisconsin unless action 
was taken. 


Todd Ambs, the DNR's water division administrator, said it took the agency more than a 
decade to complete its research because the phosphorus pollution issue is so complex. 
He said the EPA wants strict limits in place in Wisconsin by the end of the year. 







Ambs acknowledged the new standards come with a cost. But people already pay for 
polluted waters through closed beaches, dirty vacation spots and higher treatment costs 
for tap water, he said. 


Peggy McAloon, 62, lives on Tainter Lake in Colfax in northwestern Wisconsin. She 
says foamy algae that resembles manure and smells like a "barnyard" covers the lake 
for nearly half the year. Her grandchildren refuse to visit because of the algae, she said. 


"Seven months out of the year it's like living in a cathedral. It's spectacular. The other 
five months are like living in a toxic waste dump," McAloon said. "I applaud the DNR 
and anything they're trying to do to clean the water." 


The rules would be subject to legislative review. Ambs said he hopes to get the package 
to lawmakers by August. 


 


 


Work begins on PCB contaminated sediment in Mich. (Waste & Recycling News) 
 
March 15 -- Work has begun on what the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency calls a 
"short-term cleanup" of polychlorinated biphenyl contaminated sediment in the St. Clair 
Shores, Mich., storm sewer drainage system.  
The project includes a 10-mile portion of the system as well as two canals that drain into 
Lake St. Clair, the EPA said. The drain system is "an enclosed concrete sewer about 10 
feet below street level," the agency said.  


Work will include removal and disposal of the PCB-contaminated sediment that has 
collected in the drain since 2006 and removal and disposal of sediment from the 
adjacent sewer outfall that leads to the canals.  


Past work has been done to remove PCBs from the drainage system, but the agency 
has not determined the source of the contamination.  


The site recently was proposed to be included on the Superfund Natural Priorities List, 
the EPA said.  


The EPA, in 2006, installed a synthetic liner designed to prevent PCB seepage around 
the cement drain pipe. Contaminated soil was also removed from several yards or 
public easements along the drainage system, the EPA said. Despite this work, the EPA 
said, the source has not been determined.  


Contact Waste & Recycling News senior reporter Jim Johnson at 937-964-1289 or 
jpjohnson@crain.com 







 


Cardin’s Draft Chesapeake Bill Limits Citizen Suits But Fails To Calm Farmers 
(Inside EPA) 
 
Monday, March 15, 2010 
Sen. Ben Cardin (D-MD) has revised his Chesapeake Bay cleanup bill to limit citizen 
enforcement suits against farmers, but the bill is still under fire from industry critics 
because it retains broad new permitting authority for states and EPA and does not 
spare previously exempt farms from citizen suits outright.    


The draft Cardin bill obtained by Inside EPA says no citizen enforcement suits “shall be 
brought . . . against an agricultural producer” for permits and other requirements related 
to the state cleanup plans the bill requires. The bill does not include any similar 
limitations for other sectors like construction.  


A source with the Chesapeake Bay Foundation (CBF) cautions that the bill’s exact 
citizen suit language is still in flux. “The citizen suit provision has been one of the issues 
that is most controversial . . . the intent is to not change at all the underlying provisions 
in the Clean Water Act (CWA), with the sole exception of citizens being allowed to sue 
states for not following their cleanup plans,” the source says.  


Under the draft bill, anyone can sue a state if it is not following its plan to meet nutrient 
reductions required by a Bay-wide total daily maximum load (TMDL) EPA is in the 
process of establishing. A TMDL is a calculation of maximum amount of a pollutant that 
a waterbody can receive and still meet water quality standards.  


To help states implement the cleanup plan, the bill provides them new authority to 
require strict CWA section 402 permits for “any discharge from a pollution source” 
located within that state, which would encompass any activity that alters the physical, 
chemical or biological integrity of jurisdictional waters.  


The bill also provides EPA the authority, if states are not meeting cleanup goals, to 
withhold implementation funds and even take over a state’s cleanup program, including 
requiring 402 permits for some nonpoint sources.  


Industry and Republican critics of the legislation say 402 permits are a bad idea for 
nonpoint sources that have long been exempt from the requirements. “To say that 
nonpoint sources aren’t suited for 402 permits is an understatement,” one industry 
source says.  


The critics also fear EPA is eager to exercise its authority to take over state cleanup 
plans, whereas they are seeking to retain state authority over regulation of nonpoint 
sources. The industry source argues states ought to retain sole authority over nonpoint 
sources because nonpoint pollution is highly site-specific, and local authorities are 
closer to the circumstances they are regulating.  



http://insideepa.com/secure/data_extra/dir_10/epa2010_0396.pdf





'One Tool In The Toolbox'  


But the CBF source says the new 402 authority for nonpoint sources is only “one tool in 
the toolbox” and states “completely” retain the choice of using it. The source also 
emphasizes EPA’s authority is only a backstop if a state refuses to meet cleanup goals, 
noting that EPA can only rescind a state’s authority after a “detailed” process that 
affords the state many opportunities to improve its cleanup results.  


In written answers to questions from lawmakers on the Senate Environment & Public 
Works Committee (EPW), obtained by Inside EPA under the Freedom of Information 
Act, EPA says it “does not envision” withholding funds from states and “fully support[s] 
the [CWA’s] goal that states be authorized and supported to run effective” permitting 
programs.  


The industry source says the agency is being “artful” in its answers, appearing to favor 
state authority while downplaying the role of states in the CWA. In that particular 
passage, EPA is responding to a question from Sen. James Inhofe (R-OK), EPW 
ranking member, who says he is concerned EPA is ignoring the “congressionally 
mandated partnership” between EPA and the states. EPA’s response instead calls the 
balance a “goal” of the water law.  


Activists are hoping that funding in the bill for farmers will help proponents mollify 
strident opposition from agriculture groups. Environmentalists say farmers will still have 
to make the same pollution reductions regardless of whether the bill passes, but the 
bill’s funding would make those reductions easier for farmers.  


The CBF source hopes implementation funding in the bill will in particular change the 
attitude of local farmers in the Bay watershed, who are already facing costly pollution 
reductions and are less likely to care about a national precedent than agriculture trade 
associations.  


While limiting citizen suits, the draft language is still drawing industry criticism because it 
fails to spare previously exempt farms outright.  


Previous Citizen Suit Exemption  


An industry source says under the draft bill, a previously nonpoint source exempt from 
citizen suits becomes a point source subject to citizen suit enforcement if a state or EPA 
chooses to exercise its authority under the bill to require a section 402 permit for that 
source. In that case, a source previously exempt from citizen suits can face citizen suit 
enforcement just like any point source.  


What the bill appears to prevent are citizen enforcement suits over discharges from 
pollution sources for which the state has not required a section 402 permit, so long as 
they are following other requirements like nutrient management plans. Even in that 







case, “nothing in this provision shields farmers from a suit claiming ‘noncompliance’,” 
the industry source says.  


But while criticizing the bill, industry sources are for the first time praising Cardin, who 
they say has provided extensive outreach to groups opposed to the bill. “I really mean 
that -- we appreciate him keeping the dialogue going . . . my hat’s off to him,” the 
industry source says.  


A Cardin spokeswoman says, “The Bay bill is still under discussion and Senator Cardin 
has been conducting meetings with a variety to stakeholders, including farmers, 
developers, scientists, local governments and environmentalists. The meetings have 
been very positive and we making solid progress.”  


Cardin’s bill addresses several other criticisms of the bill, like allowing EPA new 
flexibility to change TMDL pollutant limits in accordance with new scientific research.  


The bill says the Bay-wide TMDL shall “be updated as necessary” like it would be under 
current law. Critics -- and EPA -- had said pollution limits set by the bill would need to be 
updated to reflect new information, something the original bill did not allow.  


Another change is that states may only issue permits for facilities within their 
boundaries.  


 
 


Month long search has netted no Asian carp (Greenwire) 
 
03/15/2010 
A team of biologists and fishers has been searching Chicago-area waterways for Asian 
carp since mid-February but has not turned up any of the invasive fish. 


Federal authorities previously said fishers were unlikely to net any of the Asian carp, 
only a few of which are thought to have passed an electric barrier intended to keep 
them out of Lake Michigan. But the empty nets will likely discourage federal agencies 
from closing Chicago-area navigation locks, which could help hold back the carp but 
would hurt the local shipping industry. 


"We'd like physical evidence ... before we are willing to acknowledge that there are fish 
there," said Charlie Wooley, deputy regional director for the Fish and Wildlife Service. 


Environmental DNA testing has detected traces of the fish dozens of times beyond the 
electric barrier, but only one dead Asian carp has been found. Michigan and several 
other states have filed a Supreme Court lawsuit against Illinois and the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers, arguing that the ravenous fish would cripple fishing and recreation 
industries if allowed to enter the Great Lakes. 







The latest round of searches has cost tens of thousands of dollars per week. A federal 
framework unveiled last month set aside $4.6 million for searches, sampling and DNA 
testing intended to determine the spread of Asian carp. 


"It is a waste of time and money," said Tom Marks, New York director of the Great 
Lakes Sport Fishing Council. "I think they believe that a 'good show' with no results will 
prove what they have been saying -- there are no carp above the barrier," Marks said. 
"Very few people ... understand the gear being used and its limitations in the 
environment it is being used" (Dan Egan, Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, March 15). -- GN 


 
 
 


EPA: Some Coal Ash to Remain in Emory River (Clean Skies – Energy & 
Environment Network) 
 
By: Clean Skies News; compiled from other sources, Published: 03/15/10 4:03pm  
Federal regulators say it's technologically impossible to remove all the coal ash from the 
December 2008 Kingston spill from the Emory River. 
And that means an undetermined amount of coal ash will remain, even after the cleanup 
ends. 


The leader of EPA's emergency cleanup operation says the removal of ash from the 
Emory River has entered its final stage. But because dredging along the riverbed stirs 
up sediments and ash, 5 to 20 percent of the material will remain suspended in the 
water, then settle back on the riverbed after the dredges move on. 


TVA's cleanup project manager tells the Knoxville News Sentinel that doesn't contradict 
TVA's stated goal of leaving the area better than it was before the accident. In fact, he 
maintains that water quality "will be better than it was before." 


 


EPA vows dredging even without GE (Albany Times Union) 
 
Feds say work to remove PCBs from Hudson River will continue in 2011 even if it has to 
go it alone  
  By BRIAN NEARING, Staff writer  
Click byline for more stories by writer.  
First published: Tuesday, March 16, 2010  
FORT EDWARD -- Dredging of PCBs from the Hudson River will continue as planned in 
2011, regardless of whether General Electric Co. decides against continuing to pay for 
and run the cleanup, according to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 



http://www.jsonline.com/news/wisconsin/87629187.html
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EPA will take over work if it has to, a position that the agency has held since reaching 
the landmark cleanup deal with GE in 2002, said EPA spokeswoman Kristen Skopeck 
on Monday. 


The possibility that GE may not continue the cleanup has been discussed after EPA and 
GE last week issued reports on the first year of dredging at For Edward that reach 
widely different conclusions. 


GE said the dredging stirred up too much PCBs downriver and cannot be finished safely 
by 2015 as planned without leaving more PCBs behind in the river. But EPA said there 
are many more PCBs in the river than initial studies predicted, more dredging is needed 
and that changes in dredging procedures can keep escaping PCBs at safe levels. 


Under the 2002 cleanup agreement signed by GE and EPA, the company can decline to 
continue dredging -- now projected to resume its second phase in 2011 -- if the 
company feels the project is not practical or effective. 


"Regardless of the decision GE makes about moving forward, EPA is committed to 
seeing this project is completed," said EPA project administrator Dave King. 


"EPA fully reserved all of its enforcement authorities, including its right to direct the 
company to perform the dredging and/or sue in district court to require GE to perform 
Phase 2, or to reimburse EPA for its costs if the (EPA) conducts Phase 2 using 
government funds. EPA's priority is to clean up the Hudson River for future generations 
in a way that protects the people who live along the river, and we plan to do just that." 


GE spokesman Mark Behan said he agreed with King that "there is room for 
improvement in the design and the standards for the project. Both EPA and GE are 
pursuing the same goal: A better, more effective dredging project. We hope ongoing 
technical dialogue with EPA will help us get to the answer." 


It is unclear what level of financial obligation for dredging that EPA could potentially 
assume, although it appears to be in the hundreds of millions of dollars. GE, which is 
paying for the work, has refused to disclose its budget, although EPA has estimated the 
project's six-year price tag at about $460 million  


In reports issued last week, GE and EPA laid out two very different road maps for future 
dredging. GE wants to limit dredging to reduce the amount of PCBs that get stirred up, 
and cover over more river bottom where relatively small amounts of PCBs are difficult to 
reach. The company raised doubts the project could be done in five years without the 
changes. 


EPA maintains the schedule can be kept even though the amount of toxic PCBs in the 
river between Fort Edward and Troy is almost triple estimates because "hot spots" were 
much deeper than predicted. EPA wants to dredge more river bottom more deeply but 







with fewer attempts, or "passes," and make changes to dredging and project-related 
boat traffic to capture more PCBs while causing less stirring up. 


The reports go to a panel of independent experts who by June are expected to 
recommend possible changes to the nation's largest Superfund cleanup project. 


Some observers are now questioning whether GE is laying legal groundwork to back 
away from the project as ineffective. Ned Sullivan, executive director of Scenic Hudson, 
a river advocacy organization that is part of an EPA citizens group monitoring the 
dredging, said he is concerned that GE is trying to buttress an argument that the project 
would resuspend more PCBs than was worth the effort. 


Brian Nearing can be reached at 454-5094 or at bnearing@timesunion.com. 


 
 
Article published Mar 16, 2010 
 


Soggy and soaked, the area is flooded (Worcester Telegram) 
 
By Steven H. Foskett Jr. TELEGRAM & GAZETTE STAFF 
sfoskett@telegram.com 
 
After living along the Blackstone for 17 years, Joseph Holland has come to know the 
rushing river he shares his backyard with pretty well.  
 
From the back porch of his house at 2171 Providence Road in Northbridge yesterday, 
Mr. Holland pointed to an area where the river, looking ominously high after several 
days of rain, swirled around a bit.  
 
“That's a wall right there, or what's left of it, really,” Mr. Holland said. “When the level is 
down, if you walk on it, you can feel it move.”  
 
Mr. Holland pointed to another area to the right of the wall, where the river seemed to 
also be moving around something.  
 
“There's a big tree stump right there,” he said. “When I look out there and I can't see the 
tree stump, I know I'm going to get water in the cellar.”  
 
There was no tree stump to be seen yesterday afternoon, as the river leveled off 
slightly, to about 8-1/2 feet, from its high of almost 9 feet Sunday night. At last count, 
Mr. Holland estimated he had 6 inches of water in his basement. But as someone who 
made it through the devastating flooding when the river spilled over its banks in October 
2005, Mr. Holland was taking it in stride.  
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“We're professionals,” he joked, as two of the three pumps he owned whirred down in 
the cellar. The pumps had been running for a few days, he said.  
 
“It comes right up through the floor, bubbling over,” Mr. Holland said. “It looks like ‘The 
Beverly Hillbillies.' ”  
 
He said he wasn't too worried about what the night would bring, even though he heard 
there was still another 1 to 3 inches of rain left in the storm. He had the third pump 
ready to go, and a generator in reserve, too, in case the power went out.  
 
Others across the region dealing with the pre-spring rain were not so lucky. Clinton saw 
some substantial flooding that forced the early dismissal at Clinton Elementary School.  
 
Gov. Deval L. Patrick yesterday afternoon declared a statewide state of emergency in 
response to the impact of the storm.  
 
The declaration enables the governor to take steps to mobilize many of the state's 
assets, including the National Guard, and to assist local communities in their response 
and recovery.  
 
Jack Donahue, 76, of 178 College St. in Worcester, was one of those people who had 
an unpleasant encounter with the weather.  
 
“I just happened to open the shades and looked out,” Mr. Donahue said. “And there it 
was. I thought, holy mackerel.”  
 
The “it” was a giant limb — about 20 inches in diameter and 20 feet long — that cracked 
free from a giant oak tree in front of his home overnight during the storm. The limb 
landed on his car and his wife's car. His wife's car sustained the heaviest damage, with 
smashed windows and a crunched back end.  
 
Mr. Donahue woke up his wife, Mary, to tell her the news about 7:30 a.m.  
 
“You better get up,” he said. “Wait until you see this.”  
 
Robert L. Moylan Jr., commissioner of Public Works and Parks in Worcester, said the 
city fared relatively well compared to other communities.  
 
“We've received 3-1/2 to 4 inches of rain since the storm began,” Mr. Moylan said. “We 
know there are some flooded basements, some streets with poor drainage, but for the 
most part we've done well.”  
 
Several roads in the region, including Route 117 in Bolton, were closed because of the 
flooding.  
 
In Westminster, 2-foot-high batter boards on top of Crocker Pond dam broke loose, as 







they are designed to do in high water.  
 
“There may have been a surge from that when that broke loose,” said Joshua Hall, 
director of public works.  
 
Downstream, the bridge on Whitmanville Road near Old Gardner Road was closed 
because of flooding. Bartherick Road, a gravel road, was also closed because a culvert 
washed out, as was the end of Overlook Drive, Mr. Hall said.  
 
The Westminster Fire Department pumped out flooded cellars and sandbagged homes 
where floodwaters threatened, according to Mr. Hall.  
 
In Fitchburg yesterday, John Fitch Highway was blocked off on the north side of 
Lunenburg Street because of deep water. Falulah Brook, which runs along the highway, 
swelled over its banks in that area.  
 
Caution tape and barriers had no effect on five drivers in Leominster, who sank their 
vehicles in a flooded area of the parking lot in the Mall at Whitney Field over the past 
two days.  
 
Deputy Fire Chief Scott Cordio said firefighters were called out twice yesterday to 
rescue drivers who attempted to drive through a flooded area of the parking lot and 
ended up with flooded vehicles. One of the vehicles was an armored car.  
 
The deputy chief said the vehicles ran into an area that has a section of a retention 
culvert and the vehicles were stalled in about 3 feet of water. The armored car got into 
trouble about 2 p.m. and had to be towed after the driver was assisted by firefighters. 
The second occurred about 6 p.m., when a sport utility vehicle drove into the same 
place.  
 
“There were three cars (Sunday) in exactly the same spot,” Deputy Chief Cordio said.  
 
During the past two days, Monoosnoc Brook has flooded its banks and turned a section 
of the mall parking lot near the J.C. Penney Store into a pond.  
 
Three days of soaking rain caused four rivers in Central Massachusetts to surge above 
flood stage, while others were placed at flood warning.  
 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers spokesman Tim Dugan said yesterday the Ware River at 
Barre Plains in Barre, the Nashua River at East Pepperell, the Assabet River at 
Maynard, and the North Nashua River in Fitchburg all rose above flood stage.  
 
The Ware River was about 6 inches over flood stage, he said, while the North Nashua 
and Nashua rivers were each a foot and a half above flood stage.  
 
The Blackstone was placed on a flood warning. The river reached flood stage in 







Woonsocket, R.I., and was at flood warning level in sections that run through Millbury, 
Northbridge and Uxbridge.  
 
Dams in Central Massachusetts monitored by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers were 
in no danger, Mr. Dugan said. No dams were above 50 percent of capacity, meaning 
that they can accept much more water before spilling over.  
 
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency issued a warning about the potential 
hazards of floodwaters, and said contact should be limited because of potentially 
elevated levels of contamination associated with raw sewage and other hazardous 
substances. People who come into contact with floodwaters should follow several 
guidelines, including washing hands thoroughly, making sure vaccinations are up to 
date, and paying attention to open wounds or cuts.  
 
According to the National Weather Service, it will remain mostly cloudy through this 
morning, but the skies will gradually clear. Tomorrow's forecast calls for sunny skies 
with a high near 60 degrees.  
 
Linda Bock, John J. Monahan, Karen Nugent, George Barnes and Mark E. Ellis of the 
Telegram & Gazette staff contributed to this report. 
 
 
 


EPA Reconsiders 2002 Lake Cleanup Plan (WPTZ News 5) 
 
Douglas Feels Vt. Doing Good Job Already  
By Heather Van Arsdel 
Reporter 
hvanarsdel@hearst.com  
POSTED: 5:49 pm EDT March 15, 2010 
UPDATED: 7:48 pm EDT March 15, 2010 
COLCHESTER, Vt. -- The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is going to reconsider 
a 2002 plan to clean up lake champlain.  
But Buzz Hoerr, the chairman of the Vermont Citizens Advisory Committee on Lake 
Champlain, said a lot more needs to be done if that's ever going to happen. So he's not 
opposed to the EPA taking another look at Vermont's pollution goals for the lake.  
"If the numbers aren't happening and the results aren't happening then they have every 
right to come in and reexamine how things are going,"said Hoerr.  
The main concern is reducing the amount of phosphorous that reaches the lake and 
drives algae blooms and weed growth. The biggest cause, Hoerr said, is agriculture.  
A recent lawsuit brought by the Conservation Law Foundation claims Vermont's plan 
isn't working, and that prompted the EPA into agreeing to re-evaluate lake clean-up 
efforts.  
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But Governor Jim Douglas feels the state is doing a good job and should be left alone.  
"It's been successful. Not as quickly as I or others would like but if you look at the latest 
report from the Lake Champlain Basin program, it will show we have made progress 
and that we've stabled the amount of phosphorous," said Douglas.  
Part of the state's efforts have been building sewer plants and manure pits, regulating 
construction and educating the public. Still, even tougher anti-pollution steps for Lake 
Champlain could be costly and include more regulations and put more pressure on dairy 
farmers who are already hurting financially  
Hoerr said an entire overhaul of the program isn't going to do it, but a combined effort 
from all parties is the best solution.  
"I think the best result is the feds continue to apply pressure but bring with it resources 
to help the state deal with problems and review it on a very regular basis so the state 
realizes it has to hit it's targets by dates and amounts," said Hoerr. 
 
 


Petition asks EPA to take over part of Ky. enforcement of Clean Water Act 
(Courier Journal) 


By James Bruggers • jbruggers@courier-journal.com • March 15, 2010  


Environmental groups have petitioned the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency to 
take over a key part of Kentucky’s enforcement of the Clean Water Act, saying state 
regulators have failed to protect rivers and streams from mining pollution. 


The four groups also made public an outside analysis of an EPA survey of streams near 
mining activities in Kentucky and West Virginia that found 14 of 17 were toxic to aquatic 
life; eight of those streams are in Eastern Kentucky. 


At issue is the state program that regulates sources that directly discharge pollutants 
into Kentucky waters. The EPA has delegated management of the program to the state 
while retaining oversight. 


“We recognize we are asking EPA to take drastic action,” the petition to EPA 
Administrator Lisa M. Jackson says. “Given the nearly complete breakdown of 
Kentucky’s implementation and enforcement of its (pollution discharge) program, 
however, withdrawal of (that) program is the only remedy that will bring Kentucky into 
compliance with the Clean Water Act.” 


The groups — the Appalachian Center for the Economy and the Environment, Sierra 
Club, Public Justice and Kentuckians for the Commonwealth — cited numerous 
problems, including a lack of staffing. For example, they said Kentucky water quality 
officials have to manage seven times as many permits as their counterparts in West 
Virginia. 







“The problem is much more widespread and more serious than the state admits,” said 
Tim Guilfoile, a Northern Kentucky resident and Sierra Club representative. 


State officials on Monday said they had not seen the petition, nor had they seen the 
analysis of the EPA water sampling. But they said they are moving to try to meet new 
EPA demands to reduce water pollution from surface mining. 


But R. Bruce Scott, commissioner of the Kentucky Department for Environmental 
Protection, also acknowledged “severe funding concerns” that have left his agency 
struggling to meet its obligations. Division of Water, which oversees the pollution 
discharge program, has lost more than 50 positions in recent years, dropping from more 
than 300 to about 250, he said. 


Gov. Steve Beshear has not included the environment as a top budget priority during 
the recession. 


EPA officials in Atlanta had not seen the petition. When it arrives, they will examine it 
from a legal and technical perspective and ask the Kentucky Division of Water, part of 
the state’s environmental-protection department, to respond to the petition’s individual 
elements, according to an EPA statement. 


Since last year, the EPA has promised closer scrutiny of coal mining in the Appalachian 
Mountains to protect public health and enhance water quality. It said last week that new 
requirements were on the way, but it would not be specific. 


It’s unlikely EPA would take over the program. The agency has never revoked a state’s 
delegated authority under the Clean Water Act . 


Louisville environmental attorney Tom FitzGerald, who was not involved in filing the 
petition, said EPA would be more likely to try to work with Kentucky to improve any 
shortcomings, including the funding problem. 


“These folks are trying to do their jobs,” he said. “They just don’t have the resources.” 


Last week, state officials said they were moving to immediately modify pending water 
quality permits for 27 mining operations to address EPA concerns, including increasing 
monitoring and adding provisions to require more stringent pollution controls  if 
problems are found. 


Bill Bissett, executive director of the Kentucky Coal Association, called the four groups’ 
tactics “an attempt to stop Kentucky’s coal production, and the benefits we receive from 
this abundant and reliable resource.” 


He said mining in Kentucky is heavily regulated by both the state and U.S. 
governments, and he blamed illegal sewage discharges for much of the region’s water 
pollution. 
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Carys L. Mitchelmore, an associate professor at the University of Maryland Center for 
Environmental Science, conducted the analysis of the EPA water toxicity tests. 


She looked at the results of tests that expose water fleas to the water samples of 
various dilutions to see how long the creatures live. The creatures are said to be 
representative of aquatic life. 


At two of these sites — Long Fork and Lower Fork along the Breathitt and Perry county 
line — levels were more than 50 times what are acceptable by the EPA, Mitchelmore 
concluded. 


EPA officials said they provided raw data to the environmental groups under a Freedom 
of Information Act Request. 


“EPA conducted this … testing to better inform our knowledge about mining impacts,” 
said Terri A. White, a spokeswoman for the agency’s regional office in Philadelphia. The 
EPA has not completed its own review of the data, she said. 


Reporter James Bruggers can be reached at (502) 582-4645. 
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ADMINISTRATOR JACKSON 


EPA Study Shows Gains in Auto Fuel Economy (International Oil Daily) 


Over the last five years, US vehicle fuel economy has gradually improved as auto 
manufacturers meet consumer demand for cars that squeeze more miles out of a gallon 
of gasoline. So says the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in a new analysis 
of vehicle purchasing trends. 


That marks a reversal of the decline in the average fuel economy of vehicles sold in the 
US between the late 1980s and the early years of the present decade. 


"For both carbon dioxide emissions and fuel economy, the last five years reverse a 
longer-term trend over the period 1987 through 2004 and essentially return carbon 
dioxide emissions and fuel economy levels to those of the early 1980s," EPA said. 


"The projected model year 2009 value of 21.1 miles per gallon (mpg) represents a 1.8 
mpg, or 9%, increase over the 19.3 mpg value for 2004 -- which was the lowest fuel 
economy value since 1980," the agency added. 


Meanwhile, carbon dioxide emissions for vehicles sold this year are expected to 
average 422 grams per mile (g/m), down from 461 g/m in 2004. 


EPA also pointed out that the average fuel economy of vehicles sold in 2008 exceeded 
initial expectations because auto makers likely adjusted their business plans as oil 
prices hit a record $147 a gallon. The spike caused retail gasoline prices to reach $4 a 
gallon and higher in many US regions.  


EPA had been anticipating average fuel economy of 20.8 mpg fuel for vehicles sold that 
year based on production data submitted by manufacturers, but the actual result 
amounted to 21 mpg. 


"Cleaner, more efficient vehicles can help reduce our dangerous dependence on foreign 
oil, cut harmful pollution, and save people money -- and it’s clear that’s what the 
American car buyer wants," said EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson. “American drivers are 
increasingly looking for cars that burn cleaner, burn less gas and won’t burn a hole in 
their wallets." 


Independent analyses of US vehicle sales show similar trends. According to Autodata, 
small passenger car sales have declined by only 5% this year. In contrast, consumers 







have purchased 24% fewer large cars, 35% fewer small SUVs and 45% fewer large 
SUVs year-on-year. 


In an effort to accelerate the increase in fuel economy, the Obama administration 
announced in May that it will require an average of 35 mpg by 2016 -- four years earlier 
than originally planned. 


The recent improvements in fuel economy have occurred despite a steady increase in 
sales of heavy-duty vehicles. Truck sales rose from 45% of sales in 1998 to an 
estimated 49% of sales this year. Similarly, average vehicle weight has increased from 
3,700 pounds 10 years ago to 4,100 this year. 


Sales of those large vehicles have been "primarily driven by the explosive increase in 
the market share of sport utility vehicles (SUVs)," the agency said. 


"The SUV market share increased from 6% of the overall new light-duty vehicle market 
in 1990 to about 30% of vehicles built each year since 2004," officials added. 


Honda continues to lead the US in sales of fuel-efficient vehicles, with the company's 
fleet expected to average 23.6 miles per gallon this year, up from 23.3 mpg in 2007.  


Hyundai-Kia and Toyota fall just behind Honda in the 23 mpg range after raising the fuel 
economy of their vehicles in recent years. 


 


EPA Weighs Going After Big Carbon Polluters (Reuters) 
 
Mon Nov 23, 2009 7:20pm EST 
By Timothy Hurst  
With the Senate caught up in an intense health care debate, it is becoming increasingly 
likely that the upper chamber will not take up a climate bill for full consideration before 
the upcoming UN climate talks in Copenhagen, let alone before the end of the year. But 
the country's biggest emitters of carbon dioxide will start tracking their emission levels 
on January 1 and begin reporting them to the United States Government if a rule 
currently being considered by the Environmental Protection Agency wins approval.  


Last week, the EPA held public hearings in Washington and Chicago on the proposed 
rule that would require 10,000 industrial sites and suppliers of petroleum products to 
submit the data beginning in 2011. The EPA has said the reporting would cover roughly 
85 percent of the greenhouse-gas emissions in the United States linked to global 
warming.  


"The American public, and industry itself, will finally gain critically important knowledge 
and with this information we can determine how best to reduce those emissions," Lisa 
P. Jackson, the agency's administrator, said in a statement earlier this fall.  







The Supreme Court has ruled that the EPA can and should regulate carbon dioxide, yet 
it hasn't been entirely clear what that regulation would look like. With the EPA moving 
forward on this Big Polluters rule, that question is at least partially addressed. And like 
Senator John Kerry's suggestion that CO2 should be treated as a pollution problem the 
EPA rule would focus on a pollution paradigm, the same paradigm that was used to 
frame and regulate the environmental problems of the late 1960s and 1970s.  


As we approach the 40th anniversary of the Clean Air Act, the Sierra Club-and others 
using the pollution frame-argue that is appropriate for the EPA to use this law for the 
agency's challenging task of tackling climate change.  


"Like soot, smog and mercury, we should be working to limit the amount of global 
warming pollution released into our air," said Sierra Club Executive Director Carl Pope a 
last week's hearing in Virginia.  


"We support EPA's decision to efficiently and effectively get us on track toward a 
cleaner future. The Big Polluters rule, by focusing on the major emitters first, brings the 
most bang for the buck. It will result in real pollution reductions while spurring the growth 
of clean energy industries," added Pope.  


The EPA will likely move forward with the rule unless they are hemmed-in by language 
in the House climate bill (Waxman-Markey) that prohibits the EPA from being involved 
in CO2 regulation. Tyson Slocum of Public Citizen writes at Common Dreams:  


"Most unsettling is the fact that climate legislation passed by the House of 
Representatives would end the ability of the EPA to regulate greenhouse gas emissions 
under the Clean Air Act. Public Citizen understands why polluters' lobbyists have tried to 
eviscerate the EPA's authority: Because they know that the agency now is largely 
shielded from the influence of corporate special interests and can therefore concentrate 
on formulating the regulatory solutions to climate change based on science, not 
politics."The Senate bill currently being considered would, however, allow the EPA to 
move forward with carbon regulation. The important question is what the final bill that is 
reconciled out of committee will look like.  


Regulation-making can be an excruciatingly long process. So the fact that the EPA held 
two public hearings to gather input on a new rule that would limit global warming 
emissions from the nation's biggest polluters doesn't mean you should expect an EPA 
final rule to be published in the Federal Register any time soon. 
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Hiding evidence of global cooling (Washington Times) 
 
Junk science exposed among climate-change believers 
BY: THE WASHINGTON TIMES 
Scientific progress depends on accurate and complete data. It also relies on replication. 
The past couple of days have uncovered some shocking revelations about the baloney 
practices that pass as sound science about climate change. 
 
It was announced Thursday afternoon that computer hackers had obtained 160 
megabytes of e-mails from the Climate Research Unit (CRU) at the University of East 
Anglia (UEA) in England. Those e-mails involved communication among many scientific 
researchers and policy advocates with similar ideological positions all across the world. 
Those purported authorities were brazenly discussing the destruction and hiding of data 
that did not support global-warming claims. 
 
Professor Phil Jones, the head of the Climate Research Unit, and professor Michael E. 
Mann at Pennsylvania State University, who has been an important scientist in the 
climate debate, have come under particular scrutiny. Among his e-mails, Mr. Jones 
talked to Mr. Mann about the "trick of adding in the real temps to each series ... to hide 
the decline [in temperature]."  
 
Mr. Mann admitted that he was party to this conversation and lamely explained to the 
New York Times that "scientists often used the word 'trick' to refer to a good way to 
solve a problem 'and not something secret.' " Though the liberal New York newspaper 
apparently buys this explanation, we have seen no benign explanation that justifies 
efforts by researchers to skew data on so-called global-warming "to hide the decline." 
Given the controversies over the accuracy of Mr. Mann's past research, it is surprising 
his current explanations are accepted so readily. 
 
There is a lot of damning evidence about these researchers concealing information that 
counters their bias. In another exchange, Mr. Jones told Mr. Mann: "If they ever hear 
there is a Freedom of Information Act now in the UK, I think I'll delete the file rather than 
send to anyone" and, "We also have a data protection act, which I will hide behind." Mr. 
Jones further urged Mr. Mann to join him in deleting e-mail exchanges about the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's (IPCC) controversial assessment report 
(ARA): "Can you delete any emails you may have had with Keith re [the IPCC's Fourth 
Assessment Report]?" 
 
In another e-mail, Mr. Jones told Mr. Mann, professor Malcolm K. Hughes of the 
University of Arizona and professor Raymond S. Bradley of the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst: "I'm getting hassled by a couple of people to release the 
CRU station temperature data. Don't any of you three tell anybody that the UK has a 
Freedom of Information Act!" 
 
At one point, Mr. Jones complained to another academic, "I did get an email from the 
[Freedom of Information] person here early yesterday to tell me I shouldn't be deleting 







emails." He also offered up more dubious tricks of his trade, specifically that "IPCC is an 
international organization, so is above any national FOI. Even if UEA holds anything 
about IPCC, we are not obliged to pass it on." Another professor at the Climate 
Research Unit, Tim Osborn, discussed in e-mails how truncating a data series can hide 
a cooling trend that otherwise would be seen in the results. Mr. Mann sent Mr. Osborn 
an e-mail saying that the results he was sending shouldn't be shown to others because 
the data support critics of global warming. 
 
Repeatedly throughout the e-mails that have been made public, proponents of global-
warming theories refer to data that has been hidden or destroyed. Only e-mails from Mr. 
Jones' institution have been made public, and with his obvious approach to deleting 
sensitive files, it's difficult to determine exactly how much more information has been 
lost that could be damaging to the global-warming theocracy and its doomsday 
forecasts. 
 
We don't condone e-mail theft by hackers, though these e-mails were covered by 
Britain's Freedom of Information Act and should have been released. The content of 
these e-mails raises extremely serious questions that could end the academic careers 
of many prominent professors. Academics who have purposely hidden data, destroyed 
information and doctored their results have committed scientific fraud. We can only 
hope respected academic institutions such as Pennsylvania State University, the 
University of Arizona and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst conduct proper 
investigative inquiries. 
 
Most important, however, these revelations of fudged science should have a cooling 
effect on global-warming hysteria and the panicked policies that are being pushed 
forward to address the unproven theory. 
 


New York keeps PACE with green power (Albany Times Union) 
 
By STEVE ISRAEL 
First published: Monday, November 23, 2009 
Tired of reading bad news out of Albany? Well, Albany brought New Yorkers some very 
good news last week as the Senate, Assembly and Gov. David Paterson came to a deal 
and passed legislation that will give New Yorkers a chance to access $454 million in 
federal funding for clean energy.  


By passing this little noticed bill on the special session agenda, the Legislature voted to 
empower New York municipalities to launch clean energy loan programs. This one 
small bill could make a big impact on New York's burgeoning clean energy industry.  


Last month, Vice President Joe Biden and Secretary of Energy Steven Chu announced 
the "Recovery Through Retrofit" program. A cornerstone of their plan, designed to 







create new green jobs and jump-start the economy with clean energy investments, is 
something called Property Assessed Clean Energy bonds. The "Recovery Through 
Retrofit" plan commits $454 million in recovery funds from the Department of Energy to 
funding PACE bond pilot programs.  


A PACE bond is a small municipal bond where the proceeds are loaned to commercial 
and residential property owners to finance energy retrofits. The loans are repaid over 20 
years through an annual assessment on their property tax bill.  


The bonus for property owners is that the energy savings is immediate and the usually 
prohibitive costs of the retrofits -- a geothermal heat pump, weatherization, or solar 
panels for the roof, to name a few -- are paid slowly over time. The lien is tied to the 
property, not the owner, and transfers with property ownership, making it even easier for 
owners to take the leap on such an investment.  


I've been working with Governor Paterson and Secretary Chu to expand PACE bond 
programs across New York and nationally. When the new funding was announced, New 
York wasn't in a position to compete effectively. State law didn't allow municipalities to 
add the additional property tax assessment to owners' bills. With applications for the 
pilot programs due in December, it was critical that the Legislature pass this bill now or 
risk losing up to $75 million in Recovery Act funds. The governor should be commended 
for his leadership in drafting this bill and fast-tracking it for the special session agenda 
so the Senate and the Assembly could take quick action.  


PACE bond programs have already demonstrated success across the country and New 
York is uniquely poised to take advantage of this opportunity.  


Our energy costs rank among the highest in the country. With energy-efficiency 
upgrades from a PACE bond loan, most property owners will see an immediate 20 to 40 
percent decline in their energy costs.  


Most importantly, PACE bonds present a true opportunity for clean technology and 
green building companies to expand and hire in New York. The economic downturn has 
hit all of our communities hard. Tapping into our nation's growing green energy industry 
is a key step to wrenching us out of this recession.  


Now that the Legislature has done its work, it's up to New York's municipalities and the 
New York State Energy Research and Development Authority to work together on a 







pilot program to ensure New Yorkers get their fair share of the federal dollars. If we can 
do that, we will reduce energy costs for property owners, cut carbon emissions, 
decrease our dependence on foreign oil, expand our local clean energy economy and 
create new sustainable clean energy careers for New Yorkers.  


U.S. Rep. Steve Israel is a Democrat from Huntington, Suffolk County. 
 
 


The White House's climate conundrum (Politico) 
By: Gary Andres and Patrick J. Griffin  
November 23, 2009 04:34 AM EST 
 
Health care reform remains the focal point of legislative policymaking in Washington. 
And that may not change for a while. Nobody thought the current debate would be easy 
or fast. But everyone agrees it has extracted nearly all the oxygen out of the Capitol and 
taken longer than expected.  
 
The extended debate about health care has inflicted collateral damage on other 
initiatives. Climate change is one of the most obvious. It’s a major White House and 
Democratic priority. Yet, like health care, it’s also proved equally contentious and 
partisan.  
 
The House passed its version of the legislation in June by a razor-thin 219-212 vote. 
Forty-four Democrats voted against the measure. Now the action has turned to the 
Senate, but momentum has stalled. Sen. Barbara Boxer — the chairwoman of the 
Senate Environment and Public Works Committee that has jurisdiction over the bill — 
has no Republican support among her colleagues. Several other senators, including 
John Kerry (D-Mass.), Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.) and Joe Lieberman (I-Conn.), have 
been trying to find bipartisan common ground. But those efforts — to date — have not 
gained a lot of altitude, either.  
 
Whatever the legislation’s future path, it’s hard to imagine breaking the logjam on the 
issue without aggressive White House involvement. President Barack Obama and his 
team have three distinct options. They can dramatically scale back the bill passed by 
the House and craft a “climate change lite” or “enhanced energy” package, focusing 
more on energy exploration, nuclear power expansion and alternative energy incentives 
than the more controversial cap-and-trade regulations. Or they can just let the Senate 
efforts die on the vine, and let the Environmental Protection Agency continue to pursue 
an aggressive regulatory approach. Finally, Obama can double down and try to lobby 
the Senate for something closer to the House bill.  
 
Each approach includes advantages and disadvantages. A climate change 
lite/enhanced energy package has a certain appeal. It would demonstrate progress on 
an important White House initiative while burnishing its bipartisan credentials, assuming 







compromise is possible. Yet reaching such a deal might also touch off a civil war among 
factions of the Democratic Party. Moreover, it’s unclear that Republicans see a political 
upside to providing the White House with a legislative victory of any kind. Presuming a 
health reform bill passes early next year, enacting a climate change compromise might 
only strengthen Obama’s hand against the Republicans as the midterm elections 
approach.  
 
On the surface, the “die on the vine” approach doesn’t possess a lot of positive appeal. 
Republicans and liberal Democrats might both — for different reasons — use a setback 
like this to bludgeon the White House. Failure might serve to “mobilize” Republicans, 
who visualize an Obama failure as a rallying cry. It could also “demobilize” liberal 
Democrats, angry that the president couldn’t deliver — or worse, gave up on a key 
domestic policy initiative.  
 
But postponing legislative action for a year or two might also include some benefits. 
Nervous Democrats, hearing ominous political footsteps after the Virginia and New 
Jersey governors’ races — as well as a long and contentious health debate — might 
welcome a legislative timeout on another risky undertaking. Vulnerable House 
Democrats have already cast two contentious votes — health care and climate change 
— with less than a year before an election. Senate Democrats may not have the same 
political fortitude.  
 
Doubling down is the final option. And while some in the White House may see this 
strategy as a way to maintain momentum and energize Democratic voters, it also 
seems unlikely given the timing and political toll of the hard-fought health care battle. 
Many believe the president may be able to muscle one — but not two — highly partisan 
measures through the Senate. It looks like heath care stands in the front of the 
legislative line.  
From a public relations perspective, the White House needs to solve the climate 
conundrum early next year. Their approach will depend on how the health care debate 
concludes. If the effort collapses, so does climate change. However, whether health 
care finishes in a sprint or a crawl, it will present a trickier set of options, respectively. In 
any event, from a legislative perspective, the White House needs to weigh its options 
now. Obama may never formally announce the death of a broad climate change bill, but 
as his political standing falters, health care drags on and the jobs picture doesn’t 
improve, the White House will most likely focus on other urgent matters next year.  
 
Gary Andres, vice chairman for research and policy at Dutko Worldwide, was deputy 
assistant to President George H.W. Bush and Senate confirmation coordinator for 
President George W. Bush. Patrick J. Griffin, a partner at Griffin Williams Critical Point 
Management, served as assistant to President Bill Clinton and director of congressional 
affairs. 
 
 
 







Oil shale opponents aren't evil — they're just wrong (Denver Post) 
 
By Ann McElhinney and Phelim McAleer 
Posted: 11/23/2009 01:00:00 AM MST 


Colorado is sitting on a bounty of oil shale that could make energy cheaper in America 
and free it from the whims of Middle Eastern oil barons. Unfortunately, it looks like oil 
companies can't do the work necessary to extract the fuel because of political 
roadblocks. 


And this attitude seems to go all the way to the top. 


Interior Secretary Ken Salazar, one of Colorado's two U.S. senators until he joined the 
Obama administration this year, tossed the latest obstacle into the path to progress in 
February when he canceled leases for oil-shale development in Colorado, Utah and 
Wyoming. 


Salazar's backward thinking is typical of the politicians who embrace environmental 
hysteria. They seem to despise fossil fuels and want to stop Americans from using 
them. 


As Europeans, we can't understand such contempt. This country is blessed with an 
abundance of natural resources that produce cheap energy and foster economic 
progress. Forsaking those natural resources in reaction to the kind of global warming 
hysteria we expose in our documentary "Not Evil Just Wrong" jeopardizes the American 
dream for millions of people. 


We know because we have seen the consequences of alarmism in Europe. Spain 
believed the hype about environmental regulation creating "green jobs" and boosting 
the economy, and now 18 percent of Spaniards are unemployed. Every green job cost 
the government $800,000 to create and killed two other real jobs. 


Two studies released in August show just how destructive the cap-and-trade regime 
would be for Colorado. The Heritage Foundation predicted the House-passed bill could 
kill nearly 29,000 jobs in 2012; the National Association of Manufacturers said the 
number could reach 36,000 by 2030. 


Electricity prices in the state would jump $809 a year, and gas would cost $1.31 more 
per gallon, according to Heritage. And NAM said disposable household income would 
drop $537 to $991 a year by 2030 because of costly electricity. 


Colorado won't take the only hit, as the economic impact of cap-and- trade will be felt 
nationally. The Obama administration admitted as much in September — albeit 
grudgingly, after a Freedom of Information Act request by the Competitive Enterprise 
Institute. 







By the Treasury Department's estimate, the regulations would cost the average 
American $1,761 a year. That's a rosy prediction, according to Heritage. Its analysis 
pegs the cost at an average of $2,979 a year and as much as $4,600 a year by 2035. 


"You can't just say, 'OK, we'll do everything with solar panels and windmills,' " 
Greenpeace co-founder Patrick Moore says in the film. "That would bring civilization 
crashing down to its knees, and hundreds of millions of people would die." 


That's why it is vital for America to find a cost-effective way to extract the oil from shale 
in Western states. Colorado alone has 700 billion to 900 billion barrels of oil in its shale, 
which is more than the proven oil reserves in Saudi Arabia. The Green River Basin in 
Colorado, Utah and Wyoming could produce 1.7 trillion to 2.1 trillion barrels. 


Environmental alarmists are determined to scare Americans away from fossil fuels with 
horror stories about dying polar bears and melting Arctic ice, but don't believe their lies. 
Global warming hysteria ignores the fact it has been warmer in the past — a past 
without SUVs and mass industry — and the globe has not warmed in 13 years. 


Colorado and the rest of the United States cannot afford to repeat Europe's mistakes in 
a misguided quest to protect a planet that is not in danger. 


Phelim McAleer and Ann McElhinney are co-producers of the documentary "Not Evil 
Just Wrong," which premiered last month as part of what the filmmakers call "America's 
first cinematic tea party."  


 


November 23, 2009 


Letters: 'Cap and trade is a toxin' (Argus Leader) 


It's been a remarkably contentious few months in our nation's capital. But one thing is 
clear from the flurry of bills, amendments and stump speeches on climate change: Cap 
and trade will fail Americans, especially in the lower and middle classes, and bring 
higher fuel costs across the board. 
 
The fuels that individuals and businesses use every day - gasoline, diesel and jet fuel - 
will increase dramatically in price under this legislation. Despite the number of bells and 
whistles attached, from green-power subsidies or weak nuclear power amendments to 
minor offshore-drilling concessions, cap and trade is a toxin that will spread to every 
corner of our economy. 
 
According to a study by the American Petroleum Institute, South Dakotans will 
experience a 3.6 percent drop in per capita disposable income, 6,000 jobs lost and $23 
billion in lost state revenue. 







Though the White House and its allies in Congress relentlessly have marketed cap and 
trade as the ticket for a "green economy" and "green jobs", many Americans are 
catching on that these do not exist without massive taxpayer subsidies and 
exponentially higher energy rates. 
 
South Dakotans must stay on guard. This issue is far from dead. 


I hope you'll join us in continuing to urge Sens. Tim Johnson and John Thune to stop 
cap-and-trade legislation and keep America moving on the transportation fuels it needs. 


Peter J. Sepp 
Vice president for policy and communications 
National Taxpayers Union 
Alexandria, Va. 
 
 


No logic behind global warming (Aiken Standard)  
 
In reference to Lester Welch's Nov. 19 letter talking about global warming, I beg to differ 
with his assessment. 
 
Omitting certain facts, he uses circular reasoning to arrive at a nonexistent place. Based 
on faulty computer models, some so-called experts have determined that the Earth is 
warming up, the ice caps are melting, and the Earth will become uninhabitable. It's an 
opinion, nothing else. 
 
Back in the 1960-70s, the "crisis" was a belief, again based on faulty studies, that the 
Earth would soon undergo an ice age. Didn't happen. It is obvious that the "more we 
learn, the less we know."  
 
Here are some facts: 
 
n Our government has determined that carbon dioxide (CO2) is a pollutant and we 
produce too much of it. Now it's called the "carbon footprint." 
 
n Simply, carbon dioxide is a necessary part of life; to get rid of it, all humans and 
animals would have to stop breathing and all plants would die as they require 
absorption of carbon dioxide to produce oxygen. 
 
In Greenhouse gases, carbon dioxide, along with oxygen, argon and others, make up 
less than 5 percent of the Earth's atmosphere; the other 95 percent is water vapor. 
 
Our government has declared what is natural as unnatural - breathing. 
 
Yes, the industrial revolution spewed much into Earth's atmosphere adding an 







infinitesimal amount of water vapor-gases to our atmosphere.  
 
But to jump to such an extreme position that the "sky is falling" and demand that we do 
something is incredulous. Their claim that the carbon footprint is more powerful than the 
sun, cosmic rays, clouds and many other intertwined factors that make up the Earth's 
climate and atmosphere is beyond belief. Then there's the "we only have seven years or 
20 years left" crowd who claim we must do something now - it's a crisis - or else we're 
doomed. 
 
Al Gore and all the other extremists who are pulling for U.S. cap and trade are 
scammers of the worst kind. They exploit without evidence - just to grow their own 
wealth, to the detriment of the masses. 
 
No head in the sand here. I don't believe any of the polluted hot air coming from them or 
from the Congress and White House. 
 
Bonnie Alba 
Aiken  


 


AIR 
 
EPA to Regulate Your Farm Dust (California Farmer) 
 
Posted on November 23, 2009 at 11:03 AM 
EPA is in the middle of a process which appears to be laying the groundwork for setting 
air standards for what it calls "coarse particulate matter," or PM10. You and I call it farm 
dust. After you read the next few paragraphs, I am sure you will be shaking your head!   
  
EPA may be proposing to literally tell you on what days you can be in the field engaged 
in tillage agriculture…i.e. "no till" days for farmers. It seems EPA wants to control the 
water running off our farms, control spray drift from leaving fields, and now may be 
proposing to control farm dust from tillage and harvesting activities.  
  
EPA may be proposing a dust standard which would regulate dust below naturally 
occurring levels in much of the West. How does this happen? The Clean Air Act (CAA) 
mandates EPA to periodically review the scientific foundation for setting National 
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). EPA sets national air standards for pollutants 
such as ozone, sulfur oxides, and particulate matter. In all, EPA reviews six major 
ambient air pollutants every five years. 
  
In 2006, EPA set a (PM coarse) dust standard at 150 ug/m3. Many groups in agriculture 
claimed they could not meet this particulate or dust standard and as a result, the 
American Farm Bureau, the National Cattlemen's Beef Association (NCBA), and the 







Agricultural Retailers Association (where I serve as General Counsel) challenged this 
EPA rule and lost in the United States Court of Appeals in the District of Columbia.   
  
A standard of 150 ug/m3 needs to be put in perspective. A human hair is about 70-90 
ug/m3 in size. A single grain of talcum powder is approximately 15 ug/m3. The 
combustion particles from the exhaust of our cars, trucks, and tractors are generally 
under 2.5 ug/m3. Now it appears EPA may set a new standard that may be 1/10 of the 
present 150 microgram dust standard and would be at 12-15 ug/m3.    
  
EPA's Draft Proposed Integrated Science Assessment (ISA) for particulate matter, 
docket no. EPA-HQ-ORD-2007-0517, is composed of hundreds of pages of scientific 
studies and analyses. Those who review this document will see that at least a couple 
hundred people with doctorate degrees are urging EPA to lower the dust levels in this 
country, and they are doing it on shaky data.   
  
Feedlots on notice One major agricultural group warning producers about the dangers 
of EPA's proposal is the NCBA. It points out that the current EPA dust standard is a 
major problem for agriculture, feedlots and mining. It also provides comments showing 
that EPA is using flawed health data. NCBA is attempting to keep EPA from setting the 
dust standard that many in the West and even in the Midwest simply cannot meet.  
                         
The December, 2008, first draft of EPA's integrated science assessment stated:  
"Evidence of biological plausibility for cardiovascular morbidity effects following PM10-
2.5 exposure is sparse. Limited evidence exists for short-term PM10-2.5 exposures and 
cardiovascular morbidity. In its entirety, the literature shows that evidence is inadequate 
to determine if a causal relationship exists between PM10-2.5 exposures and 
cardiovascular morbidity."    
  
The second draft of the ISA relies on a new study which claims that there are 
"suggestive" health effects from our farm and mining dust. It is hard to imagine EPA 
would lower the present dust standard relying on this type of data!  
  
I can't tell you which study is correct. I can only tell you that it appears EPA is going to 
propose a new dust standard in 2010, and it is critical that EPA hear from those 
agricultural entities which will be affected.   
  
The NCBA and other farm groups need your help to stop EPA from further regulating 
farm dust. Farmers do not need EPA telling them on what days they can farm or how 
many animals can be in a feed lot!    


 


EPA Certifies Volvo, Mack Engines for 2010 (Transport Topics) 


Volvo Trucks North America and Mack Trucks announced that the Environmental 
Protection Agency has certified their engines as meeting the 2010 diesel emissions 
standards. 







VTNA said that the D11 and D13 engines were certified by both the EPA and the 
California Air Resources Board. Volvo is the first truck manufacturer to have its heavy 
duty diesel engines certified by both agencies, Volvo said in a statement. 


Mack, which along with VTNA is a part of Swedish manufacturer Volvo AB, had its MP7 
and MP8 engines certified by both boards as well, the company said in a statement. 


The EPA and CARB standards are the strictest standards for diesel emissions in the 
world, both brands said. The standards require cuts in the levels of both nitrogen oxide 
and particulate matter emitted. 


VTNA and Mack both use selective catalytic reduction technology to reduce emissions. 
All engines produced after Jan. 1 must meet the EPA standards. 


By Light & Medium Truck 


 


EPA fines excavator for burning during ban (Yakima Herald-Republic)  


The federal Environmental Protection Agency has fined a excavator who conducted 
outdoor burning in Wapato during a burn ban nearly a year ago. 


Robert Meyer, who operates the Toppenish-based FMF Excavation, agreed to pay a 
$2,470 penalty for burning agricultural waste last December within the Yakama Indian 
Reservation after being told that a burn ban was in effect, according to an EPA news 
release. 


Meyer was hired to do the work for Green Acre Farms in Wapato, authorities said. 


The EPA enforces clean air law on Indian reservations by regulating open burning, 
agricultural and forestry burning, control of particulate matter, registration and reporting 
of emissions from air pollution sources. 


  


U.S. to offer target for emission cuts (Washington Post) 
 
November 24, 2009 Tuesday  
Suburban Edition 
A-SECTION; Pg. A07 
Maryland 
By Juliet Eilperin 
The United States will identify a near-term emission reduction target as part of an effort 
to reach a comprehensive climate agreement in Copenhagen next month, senior 
administration officials said Monday.  







 
The administration officials, who briefed a group of reporters on the condition they not 
be identified, said that this target would reflect the fact that Congress has yet to finalize 
climate legislation. 
 
"There will be a submission that takes cognizance of where we are in the legislative 
process," an official said. 
 
President Obama will make a decision "in the coming days" on whether to attend the 
Copenhagen talks, according to the official. World leaders who have said they will 
attend include French President Nicolas Sarkozy, Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel and British Prime Minister Gordon Brown. 
 
"The president has always said if it looks as though negotiations have proceeded 
sufficiently that going to Copenhagen would give a final impetus or push to the process, 
that he would be willing to go," the official said. 
 
The House has passed a bill calling for a 17 percent reduction from 2005 levels by 2020 
and an 80 percent cut by 2050, which the official described as "one data point" for a 
target. The Senate Environment and Public Works Committee has passed legislation 
with a 20 percent reduction by 2020, but that number is expected to drop as more 
centrist lawmakers weigh in on the bill. Both of these numbers are more modest cuts 
than the European Union and developing countries have called on the United States to 
make as part of a global pact. 
 
Todd Stern, the U.S. special envoy for climate change, has said that any emission 
target the administration identifies during the international talks starting Dec. 7 would be 
contingent on the adoption of domestic legislation. 
 
Paul Bledsoe, a spokesman for the bipartisan National Commission on Energy Policy, 
said the administration should be careful not to jeopardize the chances for a U.S. 
climate bill in order to meet international expectations at the U.N.-sponsored talks. 
 
"The U.S. cannot negotiate at Copenhagen above the targets in domestic legislation 
without risking support for that legislation in the Senate," he said. "If the E.U. demands 
continue above the U.S. domestic targets, they set up an impossible dynamic for the 
administration." 
 
Also Monday, the World Meteorological Organization reported that greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere reached record highs in 2008, with carbon dioxide levels increasing 
faster than before. Levels of greenhouse gases, which are produced in part by natural 
sources such as forest fires and human activities such as fuel combustion, have been 
rising every year since detailed records started being kept in 1998, the Meteorological 
Organization said. 


 







Emissions bill up in the air (Times Daily) 
 
By Dennis Sherer 
Staff Writer 
Published: Monday, November 23, 2009 at 3:30 a.m.  
How the United States will respond to calls to reduce carbon dioxide emissions from 
coal-fired power plants remains up in the air. 
A bill that is making its way through Congress would require utilities and industries that 
emit carbon dioxide to reduce emissions or purchase credits allowing them to exceed 
maximum levels established under the new law. Colbert Fossil Plant, a Tennessee 
Valley Authority-owned coal-fired power plant in Barton, would be affected by the 
legislation. 


The House of Representatives passed the legislation in June. U.S. Rep. Parker Griffith, 
D-Huntsville, voted against the bill, in part because it did not recognize TVA's efforts to 
reduce carbon dioxide emission by using nuclear energy and hydroelectric dams, 
including Wheeler and Wilson. 


Carbon dioxide, an odorless and colorless gas, is blamed for contributing to the 
warming of the Earth's climate by trapping heat in the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is 
produced by coal-fired power plants, automobiles, industries and other consumers of 
carbon-based fuels. It is also produced by humans and other animals as they breathe. 


The Senate has yet to vote on the bill. Griffith said he hopes it will fail to make it out of 
the Senate. 


"Under this bill, power companies in Alabama would be required to generate a certain 
percentage of the electricity they sell from a rigid definition of 'renewable' resources 
included in this legislation," Griffith said. "Unfortunately, nuclear power and existing 
hydroelectricity - two resources from which Alabama benefits greatly - are not included 
in this definition. This legislation would cripple Alabama utilities with high and swift 
taxes, forcing them to choose between going out of business or passing the cost on to 
Tennessee Valley consumers." 


David Robertson, president of the Birmingham-based Alabama Coal Association, said 
the legislation would be harmful to the state's coal industry. 


"For Alabama, I would really hate to see the bill pass in its current form," he said. 
"Maybe they can come up with something better in the Senate." 


The bill is not yet on the Senate calendar. 


"We don't expect it to be placed on the calendar anytime soon," said Jonathan Graffeo, 
a spokesman for U.S. Sen. Richard Shelby, R-Tuscaloosa. 
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Shelby opposes the bill, citing concerns that it would drive up the cost of electricity and 
be harmful to the already fragile economy. 


"The mechanism for capping greenhouse gases under this legislation requires emitters 
to acquire federally created permits for each ton of greenhouse gas emitted," Shelby 
wrote in a statement about his opposition to the bill. "These permits will be costly 
because 85 percent of the United States' energy needs come from carbon-emitting 
fossil fuels. The result will be a significant tax on the American people with catastrophic 
impacts increasing energy costs, job loss and a decrease in economic 


activity." 


U.S. Sen. Jeff Sessions, R-Mobile, also opposes the bill. 


"The cap-and-trade legislation now pending before the Senate has a worthwhile goal, 
but, in my best judgment, it will not work," Sessions wrote. "It is effectively a complex 
tax that increases the cost of energy." 


Stephen Smith, executive director of the Knoxville-based Southern Alliance for Clean 
Energy, contends lawmakers who predict sharp increases in utility bills if the clean air 
legislation becomes law are off base. 


"The Congressional Budget office and EPA predict the cost of electricity for most 
households will increase about $2 per month," Smith said. "This is not going to break 
the bank, but it is going to clean the air. A lot of people are running around trying to 
scare people by predicting huge increases in the price of energy." 


Smith said he had hoped the United States would have new clean air laws in place by 
the time world leaders meet in Denmark in December to set worldwide targets for 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 


Smith contends that instead of sending manufacturers fleeing from the United States to 
countries with less-stringent clean air laws, the Clean Energy and Security Act would 
create new jobs for Americans who produce the equipment needed to help industries 
and utilities meet the new guidelines. 


Griffith is among those who contend the clean air bill would cause job losses in the 
United States. 


"We should be focused on creating new jobs and keeping the jobs we have now, but 
this bill would have the opposite effect and make us less competitive as a region and as 
a nation," Griffith said. "I support the development of renewable energy to make us 
more energy independent, but unfortunately this bill tries to accomplish these goals in 
all the wrong ways." 







Smith admits that some Tennessee Valley Authority coal-fired power plants would have 
to be closed if the clean air bill becomes law, but doubts that Colbert Fossil would be 
among those closed initially. He said Colbert Fossil is not among the highest emitters of 
carbon dioxide among TVA's coal-burning plants. Plus, the plant is near major natural 
gas pipelines and could possibly be converted to a gas-fired facility or one that uses 
coal and natural gas. 


TVA spokesman Jim Allen said the federal utility has no plans for closing any of its coal-
fired power plants if the new clean air proposals become law. He said TVA officials are 
unsure how the legislation will affect the utility. 


Colbert Fossil Plant has 217 employees. 


"Since there are so many versions of legislative bills regarding carbon reduction, we do 
not know what our cost impact would be," Allen said. "As a federal agency, TVA will of 
course support whatever regulations are put in place and evaluate our generation 
sources accordingly. TVA is preparing for carbon legislation going forward with the TVA 
board's approval of our environmental policy that calls for TVA's generation to be 50 
percent near-zero or zero-carbon emitting by 2020." 


Allen said TVA will meet its self-imposed goals for reducing carbon dioxide emissions 
by increasing the amount of electricity produced at nuclear-powered plants, improving 
the efficiency of its hydro-electric plants and purchasing more electricity made from 
renewable sources such as wind and solar. 


Dennis Sherer can be reached at 740-5746 or dennis.sherer@TimesDaily.com. 


 


EPA Air Chief Open To Halting Cuts To Regional Visibility Organizations (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Monday, November 23, 2009 
EPA air chief Regina McCarthy is telling state air officials she is willing to reassess the 
role of multi-state regional planning organizations (RPOs), which help states conduct 
modeling and planning for meeting visibility requirements, a move that may help states 
in their push to reverse a Bush-era effort to eliminate funding for the RPOs.  


One state air official, however, cautions that restoring funding for the organizations is a 
“zero-sum game” because any new money for the RPOs would likely be taken from 
existing money for other vital air programs. RPOs are supported through state funds 
and federal dollars as part of EPA’s broader state and tribal grants fund.  


In an Oct. 23 letter to the National Association of Clean Air Agencies, McCarthy says in 
response to states’ concerns about budget cuts to RPOs, “the agency is willing to 
reassess the future role of regional organizations in helping to carry out the national air 
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program. . . . EPA supports regional planning and cooperation in addressing air quality 
issues throughout the nation.”  


There are currently five RPOs, originally established to help states develop regional 
strategies to reduce particulate matter and other pollutants that contribute to visibility 
impairments in national parks and wilderness areas. The Bush administration in its last 
few years in office planned to phase out all federal funding for the groups in coming 
years as the states complete their plans for meeting the agency’s regulations for 
visibility.  


State and local air officials opposed the planned cuts and said RPOs play a key role in 
coordinating interstate visibility efforts and helping states meet air quality standards for 
ozone and other pollutants that contribute to haze. Now, it appears the Obama EPA is 
open to reversing the Bush administration’s position.  


McCarthy’s letter also tries to ease state and local air officials’ concerns about an effort 
launched several years ago and still ongoing to revise EPA’s formula for distributing air 
grant money to states.  


EPA has been working on a new formula for assigning grants under sections 105 and 
103 of the Clean Air Act, which fund the implementation of air programs and air pollution 
research. The new formula will be based on a number of measures, including 
population, the number of areas out of attainment with EPA air standards, diesel 
emissions, the number of regulated sources and cancer-risk to the population.  


While the new formula could lead to more funding for some regions, states have raised 
concern that the shift will lead to major cuts in areas such as Region I, which includes 
states in the Northeast and Region X, which includes Alaska, Idaho, Oregon and 
Washington. States have urged EPA to provide a large enough boost to overall air grant 
funding levels to prevent these regions from seeing cuts even under the new formula, 
but EPA’s guidance so far has not addressed the issue of uneven funding through the 
new formula.  


McCarthy’s letter says the agency is still open to suggestions about how to allocate the 
funds through a possible revision to the formula without hurting state programs. “EPA 
does not intend to move forward on the revised method in a way that would cause 
disruptions, particularly in these difficult financial times. Th agency does however, urge 
that you work with us to find a way to ensure equitable funding in the future,” McCarthy 
says.  


But the state official says the letter still does not resolve the issue of how the funds will 
be allocated. “The letter expressed a sense that Gina McCarthy gets it, she 
understands, but it doesn’t really settle the issue,” the source says.  
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Nuclear power regains support (Washington Post) 
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TOOL AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE Even green groups see it as 'part of the answer' 
BY: Anthony Faiola 
 LONDON 
Nuclear power -- long considered environmentally hazardous -- is emerging as perhaps 
the world's most unlikely weapon against climate change, with the backing of even 
some green activists who once campaigned against it. 
 
It has been 13 years since the last new nuclear power plant opened in the United 
States. But around the world, nations under pressure to reduce the production of 
climate-warming gases are turning to low-emission nuclear energy as never before. The 
Obama administration and leading Democrats, in an effort to win greater support for 
climate change legislation, are eyeing federal tax incentives and loan guarantees to 
fund a new crop of nuclear power plants across the United States that could eventually 
help drive down carbon emissions. 
 
From China to Brazil, 53 plants are now under construction worldwide, with Poland, the 
United Arab Emirates and Indonesia seeking to build their first reactors, according to 
global watchdog groups and industry associations. The number of plants being built is 
double the total of just five years ago. 
 
Rather than deride the emphasis on nuclear power, some environmentalists are 
embracing it. Stephen Tindale typifies the shift.  
 
When a brigade of Greenpeace activists stormed a nuclear power plant on the shores of 
the North Sea a few years ago, scrawling "danger" on its reactor, Tindale was their 
commander. Then head of the group's British office, he remembers, he stood outside 
the plant just east of London telling TV crews all the reasons "why nuclear power was 
evil." 
 
The construction of nuclear plants was banned in Britain for years after the 1986 
Chernobyl disaster in what was then the Soviet Union. But now the British are weighing 
the idea of new nuclear plants as part of the battle against climate change, and Tindale 
is among several environmentalists who are backing the plan. 
 
"It really is a question about the greater evil -- nuclear waste or climate change," Tindale 
said. "But there is no contest anymore. Climate change is the bigger threat, and nuclear 
is part of the answer." 







 
A number of roadblocks may yet stall nuclear's comeback -- in particular, its expense. 
Two next-generation plants under construction in Finland and France are billions of 
dollars over budget and seriously behind schedule, raising longer-term questions about 
the feasibility of new plants without major government support. Costs may be so high 
that energy companies find financing hard to secure even with government backing. 
 
But experts also point to a host of improvements in nuclear technology since the 
Chernobyl accident and the partial meltdown of the Three Mile Island plant in 
Pennsylvania in 1979. Most notable is an 80 percent drop in industrial accidents at the 
world's 436 nuclear plants since the late 1980s, according to the World Association of 
Nuclear Operators. 
 
A 'pragmatic' approach  
 
So far at least, the start of what many are calling "a new nuclear age" is unfolding with 
only muted opposition -- nothing like the protests and plant invasions that helped define 
the green movement in the United States and Europe during the 1960s and 1970s. 
 
As opposition recedes, even nations that had long vowed never to build another nuclear 
plant -- such as Sweden, Belgium and Italy -- have recently done an about-face as they 
see the benefits of a nearly zero-emission energy overriding the dangers of radioactive 
waste disposal and nuclear proliferation. 
 
In the United States, leading environmental groups have backed climate change bills 
moving through Congress that envision new American nuclear plants. An Environmental 
Protection Agency analysis of the Waxman-Markey bill passed by the House, for 
instance, shows nuclear energy generation more than doubling in the United States by 
2050 if the legislation is made law. The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission is 
reviewing applications for 22 new nuclear plants from coast to coast. 
 
To be sure, many green groups remain opposed to nuclear energy, and some, such as 
Greenpeace, have refused to back U.S. climate change legislation. Groups that support 
the bills, such as the Sierra Club, say they are doing so because the legislation would 
also usher in the increased use of renewable energies like wind and solar as well as 
billions of dollars in investment for new technologies. They do not say they think nuclear 
energy is the solution in and of itself. 
 
"Our base is as opposed to nuclear as ever," said David Hamilton, director of the Global 
Warming and Energy Program for the Sierra Club in Washington. "You have to 
recognize that nuclear is only one small part of this." 
 
But Steve Cochran, director of the National Climate Campaign at the Environmental 
Defense Fund -- a group that opposed new nuclear plants in the United States as 
recently as 2005 -- also described a new and evolving "pragmatic" approach coming 
from environmental camps. "I guess you could call it 'grudging acceptance,' " he said. 







 
"If we are really serious about dealing with climate change, we are going to have to be 
willing to look at a range of options and not just rule things off the table," he said. "We 
may not like it, but that's the way it is." 
 
That position, observers say, marks a significant departure. "Because of global 
warming, most of the big groups have become less active on their nuclear campaign, 
and almost all of us are taking another look at our internal policies," said Mike Childs, 
head of climate change issues for Friends of the Earth in Britain. "We've decided not to 
officially endorse it, in part because we feel the nuclear lobby is already strong enough. 
But we are also no longer focusing our energies on opposing it." 
 
Some leading environmental figures, including former vice president Al Gore, remain 
skeptical of nuclear's promise, largely because of the high cost of building plants and 
the threat of proliferation, illustrated by Iran's recent attempts to blur the lines between 
energy production and a weapons program. Other countries seeking to build their first 
nuclear plants would probably purchase fuel from secure market sources in Europe and 
the United States, rather than enrich their own. And experts remain cautious about the 
prospect of seeing so much nuclear fuel in global circulation. 
 
"I'm assuming the waste and safety problems get resolved, but cost and proliferation 
still loom as very serious problems" with nuclear energy, Gore told The Washington 
Post's editorial board this month. "I am not anti-nuclear, but the costs of the present 
generation of reactors is nearly prohibitive." 
 
Meeting tough goals  
 
Yet for nations such as Britain -- home of the world's first commercial nuclear plant -- a 
return to nuclear is seen as essential to the goal of meeting aggressive targets for 
reducing carbon emissions. 
 
As reserves of natural gas from the North Sea dwindle, Britain also is betting on nuclear 
to help maintain a measure of energy independence. 
 
After years of resisting new plants after the Chernobyl meltdown, the government did an 
initial about-face in 2007, calling for a list of possible sites for reactors. This month, 
British officials announced plans to fast-track construction of 10 plants. They will also 
push for more wind and solar energy, but those technologies are still seen by many to 
have limitations because of problems with transmission and scale, while "clean coal" 
plants are years from commercial viability. 
 
As may happen in the United States, the plants in Britain are expected to go up in 
communities with existing nuclear complexes where support for them is already high. 
 
Tindale, 46, publicly switched his position less than a year after leaving his job as head 
of Greenpeace here. But his opinion began to change earlier, he said. Rather than 







being vilified by environmentalists, his public shift has sparked a thoughtful debate here 
among opponents, supporters and those on the fence. 
 
"Like many of us, I began to slowly realize we don't have the luxury anymore of 
excluding nuclear energy," he said. "We need all the help we can get." 
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Lawmakers Probe Climate Emails  (Wall Street Journal) 
 
By KEITH JOHNSON and GAUTAM NAIK  
Congressional Republicans have started investigating climate scientists whose hacked 
emails suggest they tried to squelch dissenting views about global warming. 
An aide to Rep. Darrell Issa (R., Calif.), the ranking member of the House Committee on 
Oversight and Government Reform, said investigators are studying the documents, 
which unknown hackers stole last week from the computer of a prominent British 
climate-research center. 


Investigators are focusing on the correspondence of White House Science Adviser John 
Holdren, he said. Dr. Holdren, a point man for the Obama administration on climate 
change, sent one of the hacked emails. In the 2003 email, Dr. Holdren, then at the 
Woods Hole Research Center in Woods Hole, Mass., defended research by Michael 
Mann of Pennsylvania State University, a scientist who believes global warming is man-
made and who also sent some of the hacked emails. 


On Monday, Dr. Holden said: "I'm happy to stand by my contribution to this exchange. I 
think anybody who reads what I wrote in its entirety will find it a serious and balanced 
treatment of the question of 'burden of proof' in situations where science germane to 
public policy is in dispute." 


The aide said investigators are also probing the contributions of dozens of climate 
scientists to reports published by the United Nations' Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change. The Environmental Protection Agency, in its recent move to boost 
regulation of greenhouse gases, based its conclusions on IPCC reports. 


The IPCC has said the climate is heating up and humans are almost certainly to blame. 
Those who disagree that the globe is warming, or on the cause or extent of any 
warming, complain that their views have been excluded. 


The documents, hacked from the Climatic Research Unit at East Anglia University in the 
U.K., show that some climate researchers declined to share their data with fellow 
scientists, and sought to keep researchers with dissenting views from publishing in 
leading scientific journals. 
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Separately, Sen. James Inhofe (R., Okla.), an outspoken critic of the view that humans 
are causing global warming, said that in light of the emails, he will call for an 
investigation into the state of climate science if the Senate Committee on Environment 
and Public Works doesn't act soon. 


Amid the furor over the released documents, more than two dozen climate scientists will 
release a report Tuesday arguing that the effects of man-made global warming have 
intensified in recent years. 


One of them is Dr. Mann, director of the Earth System Science Center at Penn State. In 
a 2003 response to an email complaining about a paper in the journal "Climate 
Research" which questioned assertions that the 20th century was abnormally warm, Dr. 
Mann wrote, "I think we have to stop considering 'Climate Research' as a legitimate 
peer-reviewed journal. Perhaps we should encourage our colleagues in the climate 
research community to no longer submit to, or cite papers in, this journal." 


Dr. Mann said Monday that he didn't think there was anything wrong in telling his 
colleagues that "we shouldn't be publishing in a journal that's activist." 


Police in the U.K. are continuing to investigate the attack, and the university there said 
Monday that it is conducting its own review. 


Hans von Storch, editor at the time of "Climate Research," had his own objections to the 
paper mentioned by Dr. Mann, and resigned shortly after it was published, citing a 
breakdown in the peer-review process. But Dr. von Storch, now at the University of 
Hamburg's Meteorological Institute, said Monday that the behavior outlined in the 
hacked emails went too far. 


East Anglia researchers "violated a fundamental principle of science," he said, by 
refusing to share data with other researchers. "They built a group to do gatekeeping, 
which is also totally unacceptable," he added. "They play science as a power game." 


—Guy Chazan contributed to this article.  


Write to Keith Johnson at keith.johnson@wsj.com and Gautam Naik at 
gautam.naik@wsj.com  
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Global warming cuts have a price;  
That's why there will be no treaty out of U.N. Climate Change Conference 
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By Dan Vergano, USA TODAY 
How much would you pay to save the world from the threat of global warming? We 
might find out soon. 
 
"Everything we do is tied to energy and climate," says climate economist Graciela 
Chichilnisky of Columbia University. "Not just the electric bill -- that's a minuscule part of 
it. Not just the food bill. Everything." 
 
Come Dec. 7-18, representatives of 192 nations are set to meet in Copenhagen at the 
United Nations Climate Change Conference. It's by far the most significant attempt at 
changing the course of global warming since world leaders met in 1997 in Japan to 
craft the Kyoto Protocol, which aimed 37 industrialized nations at cutting emissions of 
six greenhouse gases (such as the carbon dioxide emitted from burning coal, oil and 
natural gas, aka fossil fuels) by 5.2% from 1990 levels. It was never ratified by the U.S. 
Senate and expires in 2012. 
 
But despite predictions that time is running out to corral greenhouse gases, 
expectations already have been dashed that the Copenhagen sessions will produce a 
successful replacement for the Kyoto Protocol.  
 
One reason: Technologies to cut back carbon dioxide emissions from factories and 
vehicles that feed the global economy add costs to fuel, food and more, an option that 
appeals neither to industrial nations struggling with the global economic meltdown or 
developing nations trying to ramp up economic growth. 
 
President Obama and China's Hu Jintao signaled as much when they spoke Nov. 17. 
Obama endorsed a "two-step" plan for Copenhagen -- agree to emissions limits there 
and worry about a legal treaty next year -- and neither leader stated his limits. 
 
"Copenhagen does not need to come up with the fine print of a climate-change deal," 
Yvo de Boer, head of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 
said Nov. 4 in Barcelona. "But it needs to ensure that the heart of an agreed outcome is 
functional and the implementation can begin swiftly." 
 
Still, many observers feel pressure to act sooner than later. Global temperatures have 
increased about 1.3 degrees Fahrenheit since 1906, according to the 2007 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. Without a new treaty to halt carbon 
dioxide emissions, world temperatures could rise an additional 7.2 degrees by 2100, 
raising fears of widespread crop failures, climate "refugees," rising seas and 
desertification for regions such as the Southwest. 
 
Greenhouse gases trap heat and warm the atmosphere. A United Nations Environment 
Programme report in September found effects such as drought, melting sea ice and 
ocean acidification arriving ahead of, and looking worse than, the IPCC's 2007 
projections. 







 
"Business as usual" leads to an increase of more than 8 degrees, "truly a catastrophic 
world," says Alden Meyer of the Union of Concerned Scientists in Washington, D.C. 
"We've spent two decades putting this off. We won't get a second chance." 
 
Such forecasts, though, met renewed skepticism this week with the disclosure of e-
mails stolen from England's University of East Anglia, including climate researchers 
privately bad-mouthing critics and struggling to explain if global warming is real, why 
recent years' temperatures didn't exceed 1998 and 2005 levels, the warmest on record. 
Sen. James Inhofe, R-Okla., says the e-mails show scientists "cooked the science" and 
has called for an investigation. Climatologist Gavin Schmidt of NASA's Goddard Institute 
for Space Studies, however, said on the RealClimate website that the e-mails contain 
"no evidence of any worldwide conspiracy," just "a peek into how scientists actually 
interact." 
 
Now vs. the future 
 
Still, what is at stake at Copenhagen, Meyer and other observers say, is the world's 
choice for the future: one where nations hedge now against the foreseeable risks of 
warming or gamble today that they won't happen tomorrow, and keep on burning coal 
and oil. 
 
So what would a good Copenhagen deal look like? The United Nations' de Boer says it 
would hold: 
 
*Greenhouse-gas emission goals for industrialized nations. 
 
*Emission-free energy goals for developing nations. 
 
*Promises of money and machinery from industrialized nations to meet those goals. 
 
*Agreement on how to meet those goals and commitments. 
 
"The issue is not whether you are for or against climate change, but rather how much 
are you willing to sacrifice to slow climate change," says Yale economist Robert 
Mendelsohn. 
 
The U.S. Senate is contemplating bills that might lead to a 17% to 20% cut in U.S. 
emissions by 2020. In June, the Congressional Budget Office estimated the costs of 
creating a carbon "market" to achieve such cuts would be about $175 a year by then for 
the average household. With efficiency measures added, the Environmental 
Protection Agency says the bill proposal would actually lower energy costs for 
households but cause huge changes in the energy business -- with fossil fuels falling 
from about 85% of U.S. electricity generation today to 30% by 2050 -- costing jobs at 
coal plants while adding them in solar, wind and nuclear energy. 
 







A flurry of meetings have led up to Copenhagen, starting with the 2007 session in Bali, 
where the Bush administration committed the nation to taking part in Copenhagen. The 
road to Copenhagen really started, however, in 1992, when the USA signed on to the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, agreeing to keep global 
warming effects below "dangerous levels." 
 
So what's dangerous? In March, a Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 
report updating earlier danger estimates found nothing but negative consequences 
should global temperatures rise more than 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit. 
 
The present concentration of carbon dioxide, the biggest player in global warming 
greenhouse gases, in the atmosphere stands at about 388 parts per million, compared 
with roughly 270 ppm prior to the Industrial Revolution. At the atmospheric equivalent of 
450 ppm concentrations, the world faces a 50% chance of seeing global temperatures 
rise more than 3.6 degrees. 
 
"The meeting's challenge is to get developed nations on line to economies that are low-
carbon, and get developing nations investing in energy technologies that allow them to 
grow without entering the carbon-emitting trap," says Frances Beinecke, author of Clean 
Energy Common Sense: An American Call to Action on Global Climate Change. 
"Copenhagen has to send them a signal that we are serious." 
 
In the U.S. Senate, that signal, a clean-energy bill, looks unlikely to pass this year as 
legislators look at the details, says Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass., a sponsor of one leading 
proposal. The bills all center on creation of a national "cap-and-trade" system, where 
rights to emit greenhouse gases are capped, and then sold and traded among 
industries. 
 
Meanwhile, de Boer says, industrialized nations would more likely have to cut emissions 
about 80% to not cross the 450 ppm danger line. In 2007, the IPCC estimated such a 
cut would trigger a 3% reduction of the global economy, an impossible proposition amid 
a global recession, says David Victor of the University of California-San Diego. 
 
"As soon as we put a price on carbon, the increased price will pass all the way down (to 
consumers)," says Jae Edmonds of the Joint Global Change Research Institute at the 
University of Maryland. "When I consider my home heating-oil bill, my natural-gas bill in 
the winter, the prices will drive decisions." 
 
A practical approach 
 
Doing nothing costs, too. In October, for example, a National Research Council panel 
estimated that burning fossil fuels costs $120 billion in health expenses nationwide 
every year, mostly from at least 18,000 premature deaths caused by pollution, with a 
"middle ground" estimate of climate damages of $350 billion from storms, drought, 
wildfire and related effects. 
 







"President Obama was just stating the obvious. There is no use in pretending that a full 
and final treaty will be ready by Copenhagen," Victor says. Expecting 192 nations to 
agree on anything realistic, he adds, seems like a bad strategy. 
 
Instead, he suggests the major nations releasing greenhouse gases, particularly China 
and the United States, cut direct deals to save time. 
 
"I just think that is the most practical approach," he says. 
 
Chichilnisky says this idea won't work, because poor nations will then barrel down the 
fossil fuel path to industrialization without a global treaty that gives them a reason to 
invest in low-emission power. 
 
In 2006, a British government report, the "Stern Review," estimated that addressing 
climate change through efficiency, low-emission technologies and a cap-and-trade 
system for greenhouse gases, among other steps, would subtract about 1% from global 
Gross Domestic Product in 2050, as opposed to a roughly 5% to 20% cost to global 
GDP if nothing were done. Mendelsohn and other economists criticized this high cost 
estimate and its all-or-nothing response to climate change, rather than a step-by-step 
one. 
 
"People seeking such a stringent policy that ensures global warming will not be 
harmful will demand such an expensive strategy that no one will agree to do anything," 
Mendelsohn says. "In contrast, if we sought a moderate policy that will eventually lead 
to substantial reductions of greenhouse gases, it is very likely one could get global 
agreement in Copenhagen."  
 
 


Draft Baucus Amendments Show Finance Chairman's Climate Bill Priorities 
(Inside EPA) 
 
Monday, November 23, 2009 
Sen. Max Baucus (D-MT), chairman of the powerful Finance Committee and a key 
player in the climate debate, drafted 19 amendments to cap-and-trade legislation 
outlining his priorities for the bill, including lowering mitigation targets, curtailing EPA 
authority to regulate greenhouse gases (GHGs) under the Clean Air Act and other 
changes.  


The amendments were never considered by the Senate Environment & Public Works 
Committee, of which Baucus also is a member, because Republicans boycotted the 
panel’s markup of the climate bill sponsored by Sens. John Kerry (D-MA) and Barbara 
Boxer (D-CA), resulting in the panel approving an unmodified bill on Nov. 5.  


Baucus’s finance committee is expected to mark up its contribution to the climate 
package sometime early next year, and the draft amendments provide new insight into 
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the changes he wants made to the legislation that could be addressed either by his 
committee or in subsequent behind-the-scenes negotiations with Senate leaders.  


Sources caution that jurisdictional lines between the Finance and Environment & Public 
Works committees may prevent Baucus from making all of his preferred changes in his 
committee. The Agriculture, Nutrition & Forestry Committee, of which Baucus also is a 
member, may have jurisdiction over some of the provisions outlined in the amendments, 
although it remains unclear whether that panel plans to markup climate legislation.  


Any concerns Baucus is unable to address in the Finance Committee could be worked 
out in negotiations over the bill with Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid (D-NV), who 
plans to cobble together a bill to take to the floor that would combine input from the six 
committees of jurisdiction and other key lawmakers--such as Sens. Joe Lieberman (I-
CT) and Lindsey Graham (R-SC), who are working with Kerry to craft a bipartisan deal.  


Republican Protests  


Because Republicans refused to attend any of the markup sessions, in protest of what 
they said was inadequate analysis of the legislation by EPA, procedural rules prohibited 
the environment committee from considering any of the 80 amendments that Democrats 
had offered, and Boxer decided to proceed with a Nov. 5 vote to send the bill out of 
committee. Baucus was the lone dissenter in that 11-1 vote.  


Baucus’s staff circulated the amendments to outside stakeholders over the week prior to 
the environment committee vote and sought support in particular for proposals to lower 
the 2020 target to 14 percent below 2005 emission levels, rather than the 20 percent 
target in the bill, and to curtail EPA authority to regulate agriculture emissions or apply 
Clean Air Act authorities to GHGs from other sources.  


Another pair of amendments Baucus had planned to introduce would create a two-tiered 
system to set the mid-term target; it would start at 17 percent (the figure in House-
passed legislation) but rise to 20 percent if a set of conditions had been met by 2012.  


To raise the target, the president would have to certify that other industrialized countries 
had committed to a similar target in an international agreement and were making 
progress towards those goals and that “major emerging economies” had committed in 
an international agreement “to implement actions reflecting a substantial, quantifiable 
reduction from the business-as-usual emission pathways” and were carrying out those 
actions. Both amendments would have allowed Congress to vote not to raise the target, 
and one carried an additional caveat that would have prevented emerging economies 
that were not meeting their goals from receiving bilateral aid under the International 
Clean Energy Deployment Program the bill would create.  


Baucus also prepared to offer two amendments that would have delayed the cap-and-
trade program’s start to 2013, instead of 2012, and would have eliminated the 3 percent 
emission reduction that Kerry-Boxer calls for in the program’s first year.  







The Finance Committee’s contribution to the climate bill is expected to include a re-
working of the allowance-allocation formulas in the Kerry-Boxer bill, although it remains 
unclear whether the committee’s jurisdiction over distribution of allowances to various 
affected industries would allow it to also re-set the target that determines how many 
allowances exist. A committee spokesman did not respond to several calls and e-mail 
messages this week.  


Other draft Baucus amendments seem to fall more clearly outside the finance panel’s 
jurisdiction, especially the half-dozen amendments he was set to offer to curtail EPA 
authority under the Clean Air Act.  


Two of the amendments focus on agriculture emissions, with one declaring that no 
emissions from the sector could be regulated under the air act and another clarifying 
that emissions from livestock digestion and manure would not fall under the new 
stationary source performance standards that the bill would establish for un-capped 
emission sources.  


The other air act amendments would either eliminate new source performance 
standards and new source review requirements of the air act for GHGs from either all 
sources or just those sources that emit less than 25,000 tons per year (tpy) of carbon 
dioxide-equivalent.  


Environment Committee Revisions  


In the version of the bill passed by committee, which was released a week before the 
vote, Boxer revised some of the air act language in an attempt to find a compromise 
with senators like Baucus who had sought full preemption of air act authority to regulate 
GHGs. The revised bill includes the 25,000 tpy threshhold and bars EPA from regulating 
GHGs as criteria pollutants solely based on their contribution to climate change. 
Observers say more adjustments could be made and that whatever arrives on the 
Senate floor may more closely mirror the broad air act preemption that was included in 
the Waxman-Markey bill that passed the House.  


Another draft Baucus amendment sought to strengthen the bill’s preemption of state 
and regional cap-and-trade programs, which are barred for the first five years of the 
federal system’s operation. The amendment aimed to require state legislatures to 
approve any effort to implement more stringent emission limits after the federal 
preemption expires in 2017.  


Three amendments aimed to streamline the approval process for offset projects and 
ensure that early offsets purchased on state, regional or voluntary markets prior to 
passage of the climate bill would be eligible to receive credit in the federal program. 
Many of the issues raised in those amendments are addressed in separate legislation 
offered by Sen. Debbie Stabenow (D-MI) and co-sponsored by Baucus. That legislation 
is expected to be included in some form in the overall climate bill.  







Most of the amendments were intended to be offered by Baucus alone, although he did 
co-sponsor three amendments with Sen. Amy Klobuchar (D-MN) that would redefine 
renewable biomass using the definition established by the 2008 farm bill (see related 
story).  


 


Obama preparing GHG limits, financing figures for Copenhagen (Greenwire) 
 
Darren Samuelsohn, E&E senior reporter 
11/23/2009 
President Obama "in the coming days" will outline key parameters to the U.S. 
negotiation position headed into next month's global warming negotiations in 
Copenhagen, Denmark, including a near-term greenhouse gas emissions target and a 
small financial commitment to help developing countries deal with the immediate affects 
of climate change, two senior administration officials said today. 


In a background briefing with reporters in the Old Executive Office Building, the Obama 
advisers said the president will soon propose a U.S. emissions target for 2020 that 
hews closely to the ongoing legislative efforts on Capitol Hill -- currently between 17 
percent and 20 percent below 2005 levels. 


"Obviously, a bill has passed the House," one administration official said. "It has a 
number in it that will be a data point. And we're in close consultation, bipartisan 
consultation, with members of Congress to determine what we can put on the table that 
would be consistent with the legislative process." 


Asked if Obama would propose a single figure for curbing emissions, rather than a 
range that encompasses both the House and Senate bills, the administration official 
replied, "It's possible." 


The United States also will pitch a small financing figure that developing countries can 
expect will go toward helping them obtain low-carbon energy technologies to reduce 
their own greenhouse gas emissions, as well as for adaptation efforts. 


Without giving a firm number, the administration official explained that Obama will cull 
from funding sources already moving through the congressional appropriations process, 
rather than relying on the larger numbers still at play in the Capitol Hill climate and 
energy bills. 


"Obviously, over the long run, legislation may include other mechanisms, other financing 
mechanisms that provide for medium-term financing, but in the short run, it'll have to be 
through the budgetary process," the official said. 
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"There's money in FY '10 on climate," the aide added. "My guess is there will be money 
for climate in each of the subsequent budgets. The question will be the scaling up of 
that money to be consistent with the overall agreement." 


Jake Werksman, a program director at the World Resources Institute, told reporters 
Friday that he expects the United States to propose a "two digit"-billion-dollar financing 
figure at the Copenhagen negotiations, which run Dec. 7-18 -- with considerable debate 
still ahead over what institutions will be in charge of distributing the funds, as well as the 
ground rules. 


The release of both a U.S. emission target and the short-term financing figures are seen 
as critical in the diplomatic dance for major developing countries who are weighing what 
to propose headed into Copenhagen. Leaders from Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico and South 
Korea in recent weeks have already outlined what many observers say are surprisingly 
aggressive emission targets. But China still has not articulated specifics for how it plans 
to reduce greenhouse gases over the next several decades. 


Obama also will be making a decision before Copenhagen about whether he will stop 
off in the Danish capital to participate directly in the climate negotiations. As many as 65 
other world leaders are expected during the high-level segments that take place in the 
closing days of the talks, and Obama already will be in the region to accept his Nobel 
Peace Prize in Oslo. 


"What the president has always said is that if it looks as though the negotiations have 
proceeded sufficiently, that going to Copenhagen would give a final impetus or push to 
the process, that he'd be willing to go," the administration official said. "Each of these 
steps along the way, progress being made bilaterally, multilaterally, and cooperation 
and coordination with the Danes. ... We're making that judgment. He's making that 
judgment on whether it makes sense to go." 


"One way or another, we'll be making a decision before the meeting starts," the 
administration official added. 


Obama officials have come under fire on the world stage headed into Copenhagen for 
not taking a more aggressive stance on the climate issue, including pushing more 
forcefully to pass U.S. climate legislation ahead of the negotiations. 


"U.S. President Barack Obama came to office promising hope and change," Christian 
Schwägerl, an editor at the German magazine Der Spiegel, wrote last week in a widely 
circulated editorial. "But on climate change, he had followed in the footsteps of his 
predecessor, George W. Bush. Now, should the climate summit in Copenhagen fail, the 
blame will lie squarely with Obama." 


Mindful of the potential for more criticism, the Obama aides countered by citing the 
legislative progress on Capitol Hill, as well as a series of administrative and regulatory 
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moves on energy and climate. And they also made several backhand slaps at the 
George W. Bush administration. 


"He was turning around an ocean liner," one aide said. 


 


More than 60 heads of state to attend Copenhagen (Greenwire) 
 
11/23/2009 
More than 60 heads of state will attend the U.N. climate talks in Copenhagen next 
month, Danish Prime Minister Lars Løkke Rasmussen, the meeting's host, said 
yesterday. 
Many more leaders have shown interest in attending, he added. 


British Prime Minister Gordon Brown, who will attend the summit, said a new deal will 
be more likely if presidents and prime ministers put their own reputations at stake. 


Australian Prime Minister Kevin Rudd, whose nation is currently wrestling over climate 
legislation, said that he believes the summit will reach a binding political agreement, 
with details codified next year. 


"I believe there is a strong and high degree of political resolve from many of the leaders 
around the world to land a Copenhagen agreement," he said. 


Still, a deal is not inevitable and negotiation will be "very tough," he said (BBC News, 
Nov. 23). – PV 


 


Warming's impact since Kyoto worse than feared (Greenwire) 
 
11/23/2009 
Since the Kyoto Protocol was agreed upon in 1997, the level of carbon dioxide in the air 
has increased 6.5 percent -- far worse than originally predicted. 


"The latest science is telling us we are in more trouble than we thought," said Janos 
Pasztor, climate adviser to U.N. Secretary General Ban Ki-moon. 


From 1997 through 2008, world carbon dioxide emissions from the burning of fossil 
fuels have increased more than 30 percent and U.S. emissions of CO2 rose 3.7 
percent. Moreover, emissions from China, now the biggest producer of this pollution, 
have more than doubled in that time period. 


The U.S., China and India did not take part in the pact's emission reductions. And 
developing countries were not covered by the Kyoto Protocol. 
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"We've come from a time in 1997 where this was some abstract problem working its 
way around scientific circles to now when the problem is in everyone's face," said 
Andrew Weaver, a University of Victoria climate scientist (Seth Borenstein, Associated 
Press, Nov. 23). -- JK 
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Energy-Wise Appliances Save More Than Time & Money (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: New York Times 
 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Filed at 1:33 p.m. ET 
Imagine washing a full load of dishes with less than two gallons of water or having a 
burner on a stove or cooktop automatically turn off or reduce the heat to keep a dish 
warm when the cooking is done. 
A new generation of highly efficient appliances can do all this and more. Many exceed 
the standards for energy and water usage established by the U. S. Department of 
Energy (DOE) through the Energy Star program. Reducing energy consumption is only 
part of their value, since many create efficiencies by streamlining everyday tasks such 
as cooking or drying clothes. 
Appliance manufacturers are ''pulling out the stops to create a high-end part of their 
brand,'' but consumers in general also benefit from a wider selection and more 
competition that is lowering prices, according to Barbara Barton, a certified kitchen and 
bath designer from Highlands Ranch, Colo. 
Typically, Energy Star-rated appliances do not cost more and increasingly major 
manufacturers are devoting larger portions of their product lines to models that 
conserve energy and water. 
Last year, 24 percent of clothes washers sold were Energy Star-rated, 67 percent of 
dishwashers and 30 percent of refrigerators, according to the Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
Replacing a 1980s refrigerator, for example, with a basic energy-star rated model saves 
a $100 a year, or about $1,700 over the life of the appliance. 
To encourage consumers to replace older machines, the DOE recently rolled out a 
rebate program for purchases of Energy-Star rated appliances. The program is 
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administered by individual states, so the size of the rebate and eligible appliances vary 
by state. 
Rather than water or time, consumers' top priority remains energy consumption, 
according to research conducted by Whirlpool. And despite recent questions about the 
accuracy of some cost savings reported by manufacturers, Energy Star does give 
consumers a baseline to gauge energy usage and compare costs between models. 
Additionally, the DOE and EPA who administer Energy Star are considering ways to 
improve the program. Since a number of appliances exceed energy star requirements 
by 10 percent or more, one proposal suggests creating a new classification for those 
with the highest efficiency. 
The goal of Energy Star is to identify the most efficient products -- the top 25 percent. 
''We are constantly raising the bar,'' says Maria Tickoff Vargas, spokesperson for 
Energy Star. 
--Saving in the Kitchen 
New standards for dishwashers went into effect this year and an even more stringent 
set will be introduced in 2011. Under the new guidelines, Energy-Star qualified 
dishwashers use no more than 5.8 gallons of water per cycle. On the other hand, the 
most energy- and water-wise models use three gallons or less. In 1994, the average 
dishwasher consumed almost 14 gallons of water per load. 
Today's models operate so differently compared to 10 years ago that most consumers 
need to be educated on the changes. For example, washing cycles, particularly for 
heavy loads, may be longer than years ago. Prewashing has become a relic. Both 
changes may require some new users to completely adjust their dishwasher paradigm. 
The most efficient dishwasher today, which Bosch introduced this year, uses 1.5 gallons 
of water per cycle, 70 percent less than the average dishwasher, and meets the 2011 
standards. The savings are, in part, created by sensors that detect the amount of soil in 
the water as well as the type and quantity of dishes and adjust the washing time, 
amount of detergent and water accordingly. Additionally consumers can opt to only 
wash the top rack. 
Refrigerators manufactured before 1993 use twice the energy of an Energy-Star rated 
model today. Operating costs were reduced with better insulation, more efficient motors, 
separate compressors for freezing and refrigeration and improved seals. 
Although Energy Star doesn't rate stoves, cooktops and ovens, innovations in cooking 
appliances offer alternatives to traditional models that save energy and/or improve 
performance. Convection, which cooks faster using hot air circulated around the food, 
continues to be incorporated into more ovens. 
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Induction elements on cooktops are 30 percent more efficient than electric. They use 
electromagnetism to heat iron-based cookware, leaving the cooktop surface and the 
element relatively cool. The cooking temperature can be adjusted precisely and 
instantly. GE, Thermador and Kenmore along with a majority of manufacturers offer 
stoves with induction cook tops often combining induction and electric elements. 
Jenn-Air recently introduced an oven with a touch screen control that asks users a 
series of questions regarding the food and the container. It tells them what rack to use 
and automatically programs all the cooking. 
--In the Laundry 
High efficiency is a moniker that is especially applicable to washers. The most efficient 
use as much as 70 percent less water per load than the industry average. 
High efficiency machines, which can be either top or front loading, use different types of 
washing action than a machine with a central agitator. Front loaders tumble clothes 
through a small amount of water. Advanced top loaders flip or spin clothes through a 
stream of water. For example, the newest Kenmore products have five washing actions, 
including swinging and dropping. 
Whirlpools Duet washers can wash up to 18 pairs of jeans at once in about 17 minutes. 
Rather than submersing clothes in water, high efficiency front- and top-loaders use a 
high-pressure spray to rinse. More efficient motors spin clothes two- or three-times 
faster to extract more water and reduce drying time. These washers are also equipped 
with sensors that adapt the water, washing times, and amount of detergent to the 
amount of soil in the water. 
--Looking Ahead 
Whirlpool is one of several manufacturers leading innovation in the appliance industry 
particularly regarding smart appliances. As part of the DOE Smart Grid Investment grant 
program, which uses stimulus dollars, Whirlpool plans to produce one million smart 
energy clothes dryers by the end of 2011. 
The company has already conducted Smart Grid pilot projects in which appliances 
reduce energy use in response to signals from the power grid during times of high 
demand. 
 
Ultimately, according to Mike Todman, president of Whirlpool, consumers will save on 
energy costs by shifting more consumption to off-peak hours. 
The Smart Grid is still being developed and many questions need to be answered, such 
as the role of consumers and incentives to encourage their participation. 







While the Smart Grid is several years or more in the future, real savings await anyone 
who buys a high efficiency appliance. 
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State agriculture department awarded EPA grant (San Antonio Business Journal) 
 
The Environmental Protection Agency has awarded the Texas Department of Agriculture a 


$300,000 grant to help roll out a comprehensive and effective pesticides program in the state. 


In addition to the Texas Department of Agriculture’s regulatory and enforcement 
programs, the pesticides program will include applicator certification and training, 
worker protection standards, surface and groundwater quality, endangered species 
information and the implementation of the new container/containment rule. 


This new rule requires that pesticides must be removed before a container can be 
properly disposed. The money will help farmers, ranchers and others who handle 
pesticides learn about how to follow the new regulations. 


 
 


University of Missouri gets anti-pollution grant (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Nebraska TV 
 
Associated Press - November 24, 2009 5:04 AM ET  
KANSAS CITY, Kan. (AP) - The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is giving the 
University of Missouri $112,500 to increase its anti-pollution efforts. 


The grant was announced Monday by the EPA's regional office in Kansas City, Kan. 


The university will match the grant, providing a total of $225,270. 


The money will go toward creating a minor degree aimed at reducing pollution. It will 
also be used to expand an internship program in which students helping Missouri 
businesses reduce release of toxic chemicals and increase conservation. The university 
will also boost existing pollution prevention programs that work with state industries. 


Officials estimate the program will reduce greenhouse gases by 4,500 metric tons, cut 
hazardous waste by 200,000 pounds and save 1 million gallons of water. 
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HAZARDOUS WASTES 
================================================================== 


NEI seeks delay in Yucca licensing hearings (Greenwire) 
 
11/23/2009 
The lobbying arm of the nuclear power industry is seeking to suspend hearings on a 
license to bury high-level radioactive waste at Nevada's Yucca Mountain, saying that for 
now only technical studies should be completed for the site. 


Lawyers from Nevada urged the Nuclear Regulatory Commission not to act on the 
request from the Nuclear Energy Institute, made earlier this month. Yucca opponents 
argue that suspending the hearings would deny them the opportunity to offer evidence 
that the repository site is fatally flawed. 


The Nevada lawyers "missed the point" of NEI's letter, said Steven Kraft, the institute's 
senior director of used fuel management. 


"We're saying, 'Why don't you hold up on the hearings for now?' ... There's absolutely 
no hint in our letter about denying anybody" due process, Kraft said. "We think there is 
value in completing the technical review." 


Energy Secretary Steven Chu said earlier this year that Yucca is not an option for 
disposing nuclear waste. Chu is expected to launch a panel next year that will look at 
how to deal with the country's waste stockpile (Keith Rogers, Las Vegas Review-
Journal, Nov. 23). -- PV 


 


Regulators to examine recent Three Mile Island leak (Greenwire) 
 
11/23/2009 
During a maintenance operation at Three Mile Island, a leak on Saturday exposed 20 
workers to increased levels of radiation. 


"It happened when workers were cutting through pipes and also using a vacuum type 
device that may have blown radioactive particles up into the air," Exelon Energy 
spokesman Ralph DeSantis said. 


The nuclear power plant was shut down and some 150 employees were sent home. 
Twenty of them have tested positive for exposure to radiation, with the worst exposure 
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measured at the equivalent of about three X-rays. Officials said that employees could 
be back at work as early as today. 


Members of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission will be investigating what caused the 
minor leak in the Unit 1 reactor on site today. 


Thirty years ago, the Unit 2 reactor had a partial meltdown that was considered the 
worst accident in U.S. power plant history (Muir/Netter, ABC News, Nov. 23) -- DFM 


 
 


SUPERFUND 
================================================================== 


Final phase of Mansfield Superfund site cleanup starts (Associated Press) 


Story also appeared: Boston Herald 
 
By Associated Press  |   Tuesday, November 24, 2009   
MANSFIELD — Federal and state officials are gathering in Mansfield to mark the start 
of the final phase of a massive hazardous waste cleanup in the town. 


U.S. Rep. Barney Frank, Environmental Protection Agency regional administrator Ira 
Leighton and state Sen. James Timilty are among those scheduled to attend the 
ceremony Tuesday at the Hatheway and Patterson Co. federal Superfund site. 


Work at the site, started more than a decade ago, will be expedited by an infusion of 
federal stimulus funds. The goal is to clean the site, create jobs and allow future 
redevelopment of the area. 


The EPA says the company began wood treating operations at the 40-acre property in 
1953, using toxic chemicals. In 1984, the company filed for bankruptcy and ceased 
operations in April 1993. 


 


 


TOXICS 
================================================================== 


New Chinese drywall report boosts connection to health problems (The Virginian-
Pilot) 
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By Josh Brown 
The Virginian-Pilot 
November 23, 2009 
A government study released today of homes built with Chinese-made drywall found a 
“strong association” between the wallboard and levels of hydrogen sulfide and metal 
corrosion. 
The Consumer Product Safety Commission, which is leading a $3.5 million, multi-
agency investigation into the imported drywall, studied indoor air quality in 51 homes 
built with the tainted drywall, including several homes in Virginia. 
Last month, the commission reported that the Chinese-made drywall emits higher levels 
of volatile sulfur gases than typical U.S.-made drywall, but stopped short of connecting 
the building material to reports of health problems. Today’s report went one step further, 
but the agency said it is still investing the link between the drywall and the reported 
health problems. 


“While hydrogen sulfide and formaldehyde levels detected in homes containing the 
problem drywall were at concentrations below irritant levels, it is possible that additive or 
synergistic effects of these and other compounds in the subject homes could cause 
irritant effects,” the report stated. 


For the study, scientists placed small copper and metal strips in the homes to test the 
relationship between the drywall and the corrosion. Investigators found that the strips 
showed “significantly higher” corrosion in homes that were built with the Chinese-made 
drywall. 


Earlier this year, scientists with the Environmental Protection Agency reported that the 
imported drywall contains higher levels of compounds of sulfur and strontium. 


At least 150,000 sheets of Chinese-made drywall were imported by a Norfolk 
construction supplier. That’s enough to build more than 300 homes. The drywall since 
has been found in housing developments in Norfolk, Virginia Beach, Newport News, 
Chesapeake, Williamsburg and northeastern North Carolina. 


More than 2,000 homeowners from 32 states have complained to the agency about the 
drywall, saying it emits a corrosive gas that damages household electrical systems and 
causes respiratory problems. 
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Six years later, gender-bending fish in our water supply remain a mystery 
 (Washington Post) 
 
November 24, 2009 Tuesday  
Every Edition 
HEALTH; Pg. HE01 
District-Maryland 
By: David A. Fahrenthold 
KEARNEYSVILLE, W.VA. 
What's the problem with the Potomac River -- and could whatever it is spell problems for 
those of us who drink its water? 
 
In 2003, scientists discovered something startling in the Potomac, from which at least 3 
million Washington area residents get their drinking water: Male fish were growing eggs. 
But six years later, a government-led research effort still hasn't answered those two 
questions. Scientists say they still aren't sure which pollutants are altering the fish, or 
whether the discovery poses any threat to people's health. 
 
The job is not easy: Scientists are looking for wisps of hormone-mimicking pollutants in 
the Potomac's vast, moving soup.  
 
But the effort has also been held back, according to environmentalists and a federal 
researcher, by sparse funding and a lack of government focus. 
 
The most tangible sign of the slow progress might be a frost-lined freezer at a 
government lab here in West Virginia. Inside are hundreds of samples of fish tissue 
collected from the Potomac in recent years, potential evidence that a federal scientist 
says she hasn't yet found the money to test. 
 
"We'd be a couple years ahead" if the tissue had been tested, said Vicki S. Blazer, a 
biologist with the U.S. Geological Survey, who helped discover the Potomac's intersex 
fish. 
 
There is still no evidence that whatever's affecting the Potomac's fish is a threat to 
humans who drink the river's tap water, which drinking-water authorities in the area say 
is filtered and safe. 
 
Environmental activists have said they're surprised that such an attention-grabbing 
mystery -- gender-bending fish in the capital's water supply -- has languished so long 
without answers. On Wednesday, the nonprofit Potomac Conservancy spotlighted 
concerns about the fish in its annual "State of the Nation's River" report, saying the river 
held a "toxic stew" of chemicals that could mimic natural hormones. 
 
"There's been some work done, but the pace of the research has been too slow," said 
Hedrick Belin, the group's president. "This canary in the coal mine, meaning the intersex 
fish, tells us that something isn't right with the water." 







 
Which is exactly the kind of thing activists said after the first abnormal smallmouth bass 
were discovered in a West Virginia tributary in 2003. These fish don't look different on 
the outside, so the first ones were found by accident, as researchers investigated 
massive fish kills. 
 
Under a microscope, they found that some male fish had nonfertile eggs inside their 
testes. 
 
Since then, similar fish have been found all around the Potomac watershed. They have 
also been found across the United States. In a survey of nine other rivers this year, an 
average of 33 percent of male smallmouths were abnormal. 
 
On the Potomac, the number is 82 percent. 
 
Tests on Potomac water found it is contaminated with all kinds of chemicals that might 
be "endocrine disruptors," similar enough to natural hormones that they could confuse 
an animal's -- or a person's -- system of chemical signals. Some of them come into the 
river with treated sewage: human hormones, birth-control pills, chemicals in 
antibacterial soap. 
 
Others wash off farm fields, such as the herbicide atrazine, the pesticide dieldrin, and 
cow and chicken hormones excreted in manure. 
 
Blazer, the Geological Survey researcher, has a suspicion: that some of these 
pollutants accumulate in the tiny yolk sacs that are a baby fish's first food. If that's true, 
then male fish might be taking in chemicals similar to female hormones at a crucial time 
in their development. 
 
But Blazer has not been able to test hundreds of pieces of dissected fish in the freezer 
to see whether pollutants, or mixtures of them, show up in crucial organs. 
 
"It's $400 a tissue" to analyze them, she said, and so only about a third have been 
submitted for testing. 
 
The Senate appropriated money specifically for this work in fiscal 2008, but it was 
dropped in conference committee, Geological Survey officials said. Last fiscal year, 
$400,000 was budgeted by the Geological Survey for analyzing intersex fish in the 
Potomac. One-third of that money went to Blazer; two-thirds went to other parts of the 
country, where scientists were doing research on similar problems with intersex fish in 
laboratories. 
 
"To imply that the money is not being spent on issues related to the Potomac would be 
inaccurate," said Patti Bright, an official at the Geological Survey. 
 
But Rep. James P. Moran Jr. (D-Va.) said the Potomac has been shortchanged. He is 







pushing for a doubling in Blazer's funding for the next fiscal year. 
 
"It's kind of a Catch-22. Until we can have the resources to determine where it's coming 
from and how dangerous it is, it kind of stays on the back of the shelf," Moran said. 
 
Until the mystery of the fish is solved, what -- if anything -- this problem means for 
people seems certain to remain uncertain. 
 
Water from the Potomac is filtered and used for drinking in the District, Arlington County 
and Falls Church, and it provides at least some of the water in areas served by Fairfax 
Water, the Washington Suburban Sanitary Commission and the Frederick County water 
utility. These agencies say their treatment methods remove many potential endocrine 
disruptors. But a study of District tap water has found minute traces of some, including 
atrazine. 
 
Water agencies say they don't think their customers need to filter their tap water. 
 
"At Fairfax Water, we already have that filter in place for you" with treatment at the 
utility's plant, spokeswoman Jeanne Bailey said. "I drink our water every day." No home 
water filter has been certified to remove endocrine disruptors, but a spokesman for a 
national certifying organization has said reverse-osmosis and activated-carbon filters 
seem "promising." 
 
One problem, water utilities say, is that the Environmental Protection Agency hasn't told 
them which chemicals might be endocrine disruptors or how much of them is enough to 
cause effects in humans. 
 
The EPA has been charged with doing this since 1996. But the agency says it was 
slowed by the difficulty of the science: These chemicals are not as simple as poisons, 
since they might be harmful in very tiny quantities and their effects on a human body 
might not show up for months or years. 
 
This fall, the EPA took a key step, describing for the first time how chemicals should be 
tested for endocrine-disrupting effects. But it might be two years before the first results 
come back. 
 
 


Toward clean water (St. Petersburg Times)  
Florida 
November 24, 2009 Tuesday 
A; Pg. 8A 
 
A federal judge was right to step in last week and clear the way for the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency to establish limits on pollution in Florida's lakes, rivers 
and bays. The state has sat on its hands for 11 years while runoff from farms, sewer 







plants, golf courses and homes has put the environment, public health and the tourist 
economy at risk. State officials should be embarrassed for sticking by such major 
polluters as paper, pulp and phosphate manufacturers and for tarring the cleanup as a 
back-door tax. The deal should help reverse the deterioration of Florida waters and prod 
the state and private industry to adopt sustainable business practices.  
 
U.S. District Judge Robert Hinkle said he would approve an agreement environmental 
groups reached with the EPA to limit the amount of nutrient pollution in Florida's 
waterways. These groups sued the EPA last year in an effort to compel the federal 
government to intervene in Florida under the Clean Water Act. The EPA told the states 
in 1998 to limit nutrient pollution in surface waters, and warned it would do it for them if 
no action was taken by 2004. But the state left its rules vague. With the judge's ruling, 
the EPA can impose specific limits for such nutrients as phosphorous and nitrogen. The 
goal is to reduce the levels of sewage, fertilizer and manure in the waters. The pollution 
triggers toxic algae, kills fish and causes infections and respiratory problems for 
swimmers, boaters and beachgoers. 
 
Predictably, the polluters and the state bureaucracy that enables them oppose the 
EPA's involvement, saying it will lead to arbitrary pollution limits and require a back-
door "federal water tax" to clean up what's now flowing into public waterways. Both 
arguments are ridiculous. The pollution limits are arbitrary now; if anything, quantifying 
the pollution caps into actual levels for specific waterways will give industrial polluters 
more clarity . And industries have no way of knowing what costs consumers might face 
until the EPA establishes the pollution limits. That process will continue through 
October. The opponents, including two former state environmental secretaries, are 
seeking a reprieve from Congress. That shouldn't happen. 
 
Public waterways should not be dumping grounds for industrial waste. Clean water has 
a cost - but so do polluted springs, closed beaches, toxic rivers and tainted drinking 
water supplies. An analysis of state waterways last year found poor water quality in 28 
percent of river miles, 25 percent of the lake acreage and 59 percent of the square 
miles of estuaries. The state Department of Environmental Protection also reported that 
after trending downward for 20 years, levels of phosphorous pollution began rising 
again in 2000, likely due to new development. 
 
The EPA would set pollution limits for freshwater next year and for saltwater bodies in 
2011. They cannot come too soon. The state's waterways are vital to its people, its 
fishing and tourist industries and its ability to grow. Florida's 12,000 square miles of 
surface water rank it third in the nation in total water area. The nutrient limits should 
help reduce pollution in the short term and force regulators and manufacturers to rethink 
how Florida farms, builds and disposes of its sewage and industrial waste. 
 
 







EPA Weighs Revised Water Rules To Address Stalemate Over New Permits 
(Inside EPA) 
 
Monday, November 23, 2009 
EPA officials are considering new Clean Water Act rules to address what industry 
sources say is a permitting “stalemate” created by a landmark appellate ruling that 
effectively blocks issuance of new permits for discharges into impaired waters while 
also barring regulatory approval of projects to “offset” discharges that may result.  
The new rule could be a mixed bag for industry, sources say, allowing regulated 
facilities to trade pollution reductions from offset projects, such as nonpoint source 
cleanups, as a way to win permits, but also broadening the scope of EPA’s regulations 
by subjecting permits for facility expansions to strict compliance requirements previously 
reserved for new facilities.  


“Not surprisingly, [EPA permit requirements] will get both narrower and broader [under 
the new rule],” Fred Andes, a lawyer with Barnes & Thornburg, told wastewater 
treatment industry officials at a Nov. 12 meeting. Andes says there are still a number of 
unknown elements in the agency’s strategy for addressing the problem, including how 
to verify and quantify the pollution coming into a waterbody from nonpoint sources in 
order to allow offsets -- a key dilemma presented by the ruling.  


An agency spokeswoman says officials are now “considering the possibility of 
rulemaking” to revise agency rules governing prohibitions on new permits and other 
issues raised in the appellate ruling, Friends of Pinto Creek et al. v. EPA.  


Agency officials have already said the new approach could be tested in the Chesapeake 
Bay, where officials have signaled they plan to limit issuance of new permits without 
offsets. EPA water chief Peter Silva also told Inside EPA recently that he is interested in 
applying the approach nationally for both new and expanded facilities.  


But this is the first time the agency has said it is considering a rulemaking.  


Driven By Court Ruling  


Driving agency consideration of the new rule is the 2007 ruling from the U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the 9th Circuit. The case revolved around EPA’s 1998 approval of a 
discharge permit for a new copper mine and processing facility operated by the Carlota 
Copper Company near Miami, AZ. As part of the permit, EPA required Carlota to 
remediate an inactive mine site upriver that was leaching dissolved copper into Pinto 
Creek, which the agency said would more than offset the additional copper effluent from 
the new facility.  


But local environmentalists challenged the permit to both the Environmental Appeals 
Board and eventually the 9th Circuit, which in 2007 backed the plaintiffs’ challenge. The 
court held that EPA regulations -- contained in 40 CFR 122.4(i) -- generally bar 
issuance of permits for new sources into impaired waters unless existing dischargers -- 
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both point and nonpoint -- are subject to compliance schedules designed to bring the 
water segment into compliance with applicable water quality standards.  


At the same time, the court also cast doubt on EPA and industry claims that either the 
water act or agency regulations allow dischargers to conduct projects to remediate 
pollution as a way to “offset” their releases. “There is nothing in the Clean Water Act or 
the regulation that provides an exception [to the permit prohibition] for an offset when 
the waters remain impaired and the new source is discharging pollution into that 
impaired water,” the court said.  


While industry sought to have the Supreme Court overturn the ruling, EPA opposed 
high court review, saying it could address the issue by amending its regulations. The 
high court Jan. 16 declined to review it, leaving it to EPA to make regulatory changes.  


But Andes and other industry officials say the ruling has created a permitting stalemate, 
stymieing regulators’ ability to issue new permits at all because there is no uniform 
means in the statute for determining that nonpoint sources -- which are often 
responsible for significant impairments to some waterbodies -- are complying with 
pollution load limits set under impaired waters’ total maximum daily load (TMDL).  


Industry Raises Concerns  


One industry source says the ruling has effectively hamstrung the issuance of any new 
permits, because many impaired waterbodies contain large numbers of nonpoint 
sources that are not in compliance with CWA.  


Prior to Friends of Pinto Creek, EPA’s position had been that, if a point source is looking 
to expand or create a new discharge, it should be able to do so in such a way that does 
not increase its overall pollutant load, and the ruling has hampered its ability to do that, 
the source says. “[Section 122.4(i) applies] in a situation where somebody wants to 
newly expand or create a new discharge, and you need to make sure the impairment 
doesn’t get worse,” the source says. “The interpretation had been, it doesn’t matter what 
everyone else does, and what EPA is saying is they need to reinterpret the rule to get 
that result.”  


Another industry source says the potential incorporation of offsets or trades is a 
welcome advancement in the rule, but that opportunity poses a problem because EPA 
does not have a uniform regulatory structure for assessing, quantifying and trading 
nonpoint reductions, because nonpoint source management is left to the states. 
Furthermore, EPA has not elucidated how or whether it will simultaneously address the 
nonpoint compliance schedule issue at all, only that it will explicitly allow offsets, and it 
is not clear how they would be able to solve one problem without solving the other, the 
source says.  


“I think they have to, but no one has said they will,” the source says. “I think they would 
need to, that’s part of the main problem. They need to clarify the compliance schedule.”  







The first source adds that, because the duty falls to the states to implement TMDLs and 
enforce them, if EPA is planning to revise its section 122.4(i) rule it would need state 
environmental agencies on board for it to have the desired effect. Based on the 
agency’s willingness to develop an approach for pressuring states into compliance in 
the Chesapeake Bay watershed, EPA may use measures similar to those outlined in the 
Chesapeake Bay strategy -- including withholding federal funding, revising TMDLs to 
make them more stringent or the rejection of National Pollution Discharge Elimination 
System permits -- to bring the states into line.  


“The other aspect of this is, the implementation falls to states, not EPA,” the source 
says. “If EPA says they want [to address nonpoint sources] they may lean on the states 
to get them to be in compliance.” -- John Heltman  


 


EPA Weighing New Community Engagement Plan For All Waste Programs (Inside 
EPA) 
 
Monday, November 23, 2009 
EPA’s waste office is weighing how to improve community engagement at Superfund 
sites and create new ways of involving communities at other types of waste sites 
without raising public expectations that the agency will always cede to community 
requests for cleanup changes.  
The push for greater community engagement is one of EPA waste chief Mathy 
Stanislaus’ key initiatives, drawing on his experience as an environmental justice 
advocate in New York City and EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson’s emphasis on 
addressing environmental justice.  


“Can we do a better job of risk communication?” Stanislaus asked state waste officials 
Oct. 29 at the annual meeting of the Association of State & Territorial Solid Waste 
Management Officials in Bethesda, MD. He said it is important to have informed 
participation from communities around waste sites.  


EPA staff late last month began circulating a “straw proposal” for the new approach, 
outlining goals and several possible actions to increase community engagement, Ellen 
Manges of the EPA Office of Solid Waste & Emergency Response said Oct. 30. EPA 
plans to send the proposal to states in mid-November, Stanislaus and Manges said.  


“Mathy sees it as a working document” that will evolve over time, Manges said. Some 
EPA waste programs are already doing a good job of community involvement, so “we 
know we’re starting from a good base. But he wants to take it to another level” and draw 
in people who previously have not been involved in waste cleanups, she said.  


The straw proposal has 10 action areas that fall into one of three goals, Manges said. 
The first goal includes examining existing processes and programs to determine how to 







get early involvement in cleanup decisions. EPA is recommitting to drawing folks in 
during the development of cleanup decisions, she said.  


A second goal focuses around how EPA communicates with the public and includes 
expanding tools used in the Superfund program to other areas, including underground 
storage tanks and Resource Conservation & Recovery Act (RCRA) corrective actions, 
she said.  


An EPA regional official at the meeting said risk communication will be a key issue and 
that it will be difficult to apply the Superfund techniques to RCRA and the leaking 
underground storage tanks programs, although the official did not elaborate.  


The third goal is internally focused and includes providing better education to EPA staff 
to shift the agency’s culture in order to make community engagement a priority, she 
said. It also includes figuring out how the agency measures success in terms of 
community engagement.  


Manges said the initial reaction from EPA regions has included several comments along 
the lines of “beware of the unintended consequences.” By pushing for increased 
community involvement, the new policy might insinuate that EPA has been doing a poor 
job of involving the public, or that EPA can take more actions than resources allow, 
Manges said, explaining the concerns.  


A California regulator at the meeting noted his state has been active for some time in 
encouraging participation from environmental justice communities and is finding that 
increased participation leads to enhanced expectations. For instance, the community 
thinks that it can change the state’s well-established cleanup process simply because 
the community has become involved, the state official said.  


The state official also said that community engagement does not necessarily lead to 
community acceptance of cleanup decisions, noting that many environmental justice 
communities are opposed to some so-called green remediation approaches because 
they see it as leaving contamination in place.  


“Mathy has realistic expectations,” Manges said in response.  


 
 


Sewer overflow problems widespread (Greenwire) 
 
11/23/2009 
A rainfall in late October sent a rising tide of industrial waste and untreated feces 
surging from emergency relief valves into the Upper New York Bay and Gowanus 
Canal. 







"It happens anytime you get a hard rainfall," said Bob Connaughton, one of the 
engineers at the Owls Head Water Pollution Control Plant in Brooklyn. "Sometimes all it 
takes is 20 minutes of rain, and you've got overflows across Brooklyn." 


The plant's inability to deal with increasing levels of runoff of rainwater and waste is part 
of a more wide-scale trend, according to an analysis by the New York Times. Though 
the Clean Water Act aimed to help upgrade the nation's sewer systems and respond to 
population increases, more than 9,400 of the nation's 25,000 sewage systems have 
reported illegally using local water sources and other areas as dumping grounds for 
untreated or partially treated feces, chemicals and other hazardous materials in the past 
three years. 


But fewer than one in five of these cases led to fines or other governmental sanctions, 
according to the Times. To help address the problems, some communities have 
supported sewer-friendly development such as zoning laws for parking lots that include 
green spaces to absorb rainwater, but environmentalists say such solutions are only 
temporary. And estimates indicate that illnesses associated with exposure to the runoff 
may number as high as 20 million. Last month, U.S. EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson 
announced she was overhauling how the Clean Water Act is enforced. 


Fixing the nation's sewer problems would cost as much as $400 billion over the next 
decade, according to estimates by EPA and the Government Accountability Office 
(Charles Duhigg, New York Times, Nov. 23) -- DFM 


 


Critics seek to block EPA pollution limits in Fla. (Greenwire) 
 
11/23/2009 
Opponents of U.S. EPA's plan to set Florida's water pollution standards are lobbying 
state lawmakers to block the action. 


The move follows last week's federal district court decision upholding a consent decree 
to set numerical limits on freshwater pollution in Florida lakes and rivers by October 
2010. 


The ruling was a defeat for critics including agricultural interests, power companies, 
fertilizer manufacturers, the South Florida Water Management District and the Florida 
Department of Agriculture and Consumers Services (Greenwire, Nov. 17). 


Meanwhile, environmentalists contend that critics are exaggerating potential threats to 
the state's economy. 


"Asking for clean water is not a stretch," said St. Johns Riverkeeper Neil Armingeon. 
"There are algae blooms even today in the St. Johns River. Moving forward quickly is an 
imperative" (Curtis Morgan, Miami Herald, Nov. 22). -- JK 
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EPA finds uranium from polluted mine in Nev. wells (Greenwire) 
 
11/23/2009 
U.S. EPA tests have found that nearly 80 percent of the wells tested north of a 
Yerington, Nev., copper mine have dangerous levels of uranium or arsenic or both that 
make the water unsafe to drink. 


Moreover, agency tests revealed that the source of the pollution is a groundwater plume 
that has slowly migrated from the mine site. 


"Prior to this, we didn't really have an understanding of where water was moving," said 
Steve Acree, a hydrogeologist for EPA in Oklahoma who was brought in to examine the 
test results. "My interpretation at this stage of the process is yes, you now have 
evidence of mine-impacted groundwater." 


At the site of the mine, wells tested as high as 3.4 miligrams per liter -- more than 100 
times the legal drinking water standard. 


Officials for BP, which inherited the site, and its subsidiary Atlantic Richfield have 
maintained up until now that the uranium could not be linked to the mine. 


Area residents are calling on EPA to declare the mine a Superfund site (Associated 
Press, Nov. 21). -- JK 
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Idaho city will pay to settle EPA allegations (The Olympian) 


A northcentral Idaho city accused by federal regulators of illegally polluting the Potlatch 
River for four years is paying $3,500 to settle the case.  


Kendrick agreed to the pact with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for alleged 
Clean Water Act violations at the city's wastewater treatment plant.  


James Werntz, head of the EPA's Idaho office, said on Monday, "Cities like Kendrick 
provide a valuable community service by treating wastewater, but they must strictly 
follow their permit limits."  


EPA alleged the city's plant had over 1,400 permit limit violations from April 2005 
through March 2009, including for E. Coli and total suspended solids.  
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To address the effluent permit violations, the city improved its chlorination system and is 
removing the sludge buildup in its sewage lagoons.  


 


EPA Issues New Rule to Curb Construction-Site Pollution (Dow Jones) 


Story also appeared: Wall Street Journal 


WASHINGTON -(Dow Jones)- The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency issued a final 
rule Monday aimed at reducing pollution from construction sites, saying that will 
significantly improve the quality of water nationwide. 


The rule will be phased in over four years, starting in February, and when it is fully in 
effect, the EPA estimates there will be four billion fewer pounds of sediment discharged 
from construction sites each year. 


Nearly 82,000 home builders, commercial and industrial building contractors and civil 
engineering companies are expected to be covered by the rule, which the EPA 
estimates will impose about $953 million of annual costs. 


Such costs could raise home prices and cause a small number of builders to go out of 
business, resulting in some job losses, the EPA said in a draft version of the final rule. It 
said job losses may be temporary given the relatively high turnover in the construction 
industry, and acknowledged that the new rule is being introduced at a time when 
construction has fallen off sharply. 


"However, the four year phasing process is expected to give the industry sufficient time 
to experience several years of growth before all the rule requirements are in effect," the 
EPA draft said. 


Construction site owners and operators covered by the rule will have to use best 
management practices, including soil stabilization and erosion control, to ensure that 
soil that is excavated, moved or otherwise disturbed by construction activity does not 
pollute nearby bodies of water. In addition, owners and operators at larger construction 
sites will be subject for the first time to federal monitoring requirements and limits on 
storm water discharges. The monitoring requirements will take effect first at sites that 
disturb 20 or more acres and eventually at sites of 10 or more acres. 


The EPA said the rule, which will establish minimum national standards, is intended to 
work in concert with existing state and local regulations that may be more stringent. 


Adoption of the rule came in response to a court order in a lawsuit brought by a handful 
of states and non-profit environmental groups alleging that the agency had failed to 
issue regulations required under the Clean Water Act. A U.S. district court ordered the 
EPA to issue the rule no later than Dec. 1, 2009. 







A spokesman for the National Association of Home Builders could not be reached 
immediately for comment. A spokesman for Associated Builders and Contractors Inc. 
said the group wouldn't be able to comment until the final rule is published in the 
Federal Register. 


-By Judith Burns, Dow Jones Newswires, 202-862-6692; Judith.Burns@dowjones.com 
 
 
 


EPA looks into road project (Tuscaloosa News) 
 
A road is shown off of Buttermilk Road just off Interstate 20/59 at exit 77 in Tuscaloosa, 
Ala., Tuesday afternoon. 
By Jason Morton Staff Writer  
Published: Tuesday, November 24, 2009 at 3:30 a.m.  
Last Modified: Monday, November 23, 2009 at 11:21 p.m.  
TUSCALOOSA | Environmental agencies are investigating a complaint that the 
Buttermilk Road widening project is taking a toll on the environment.  
STAFF GRAPHIC | ANTHONY BRATINA  
Contractors for the Alabama Department of Transportation are working on the 2.27-mile 
project to widen Buttermilk Road to five lanes from between Bradford Boulevard and 
Interstate 20/59. 
Earlier this month, Tuscaloosa environmental activist John Wathen photographed what 
he claimed were violations of erosion control regulations, among other offenses. 


“I’m filing complaints because there are some pretty egregious violations,” Wathen said. 
“Granted, we had a lot of rain that day, but it wasn’t anything exceptional. ALDOT 
simply did not prepare the silt fences right.” 


Wathen forwarded photos that he snapped on Nov. 10, the day an approaching tropical 
storm dumped about 3 inches of rain across the region, to the Alabama Department of 
Environmental Management and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 


Officials for both agencies confirmed that they were aware of the complaint and were 
looking into it. ADEM said the EPA was taking the lead in the probe. 


Laura Niles, a spokeswoman for the EPA’s Region 4, said the region’s storm water 
action team was currently examining the damage. 


“They are definitely evaluating whether enforcement action needs to be taken at this 
time,” Niles said. 


Officials for ALDOT said that while sediment and soil did escape the confines of the silt 
fences along the construction area, it was not the result of poor planning or lack of 
concern, it was because of the storm.  
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“What you saw (two weeks ago) is something we cannot prepare for,” said ALDOT 
spokesman Tony Harris. 


Barry Fagan, assistant construction engineer for ALDOT, said the 2 to 6 inches of 
sedimentary runoff covered an area about 600 feet long with an average width of 5 to 6 
feet. 


Crews will clean this up, he said. 


“When we lose sediment, it’s our policy and our plan to mitigate that sediment loss,” 
Fagan said. 


Within days of being notified of the complaints filed by Wathen, ALDOT officials met 
with him and a member of the board of directors for the Friends of Hurricane Creek, the 
Tuscaloosa- 


based environmental group that Wathen heads. 


Fagan and Harris said protecting the environment in the midst of road construction is a 
priority for ALDOT. 


“It’s not just this particular job,” Harris said, “any job that we’re notified we have issues 
... we get involved.” 


Wathen, however, said he fears it’s a sign of things to come. 


Part of the Eastern Bypass, a large-scale road project that’s being overseen by ALDOT, 
is still slated to go through Hurricane Creek and the famed M-bend, a popular canoeing 
and recreation area known for its rare wildlife and rock formations, as well as a 
swimming area that residents have used for decades.  


Wathen is concerned that  


ALDOT’s inability to control erosion on Buttermilk Road, which he said allowed dirt and 
mud to wash into tributaries that feed Hurricane Creek, is a sign that the M-bend could 
be harmed if plans for the four-lane highway go unchanged. 


“It’s a clear indication of what’s going to happen if they get the bypass to go through,” 
Wathen said. “Every tributary I saw leaving that (Buttermilk Road) site was heavily 
impacted with silt and construction debris. They can’t do that in this watershed. If they’re 
going to build the Eastern Bypass ..., then obeying part of the law part of the time isn’t 
good enough.” 


Fagan said that he and ALDOT are aware of the environmental significance of 
Hurricane Creek and although he stopped short of guaranteeing that the creek will not 
be disturbed in any way, he said that ALDOT is sensitive to the issue. 







“We recognize, and have recognized for several years, that we’re going into a sensitive 
area,” Fagan said. “We understand that it’s supersensitive and we’re recognizing that 
early enough in the process that we will take extraordinary efforts to minimize the 
damage to that area. 


“But we work in a world of dirt and water.” 


Reach Jason Morton at jason.morton@tuscaloosanews.com or 205-722-0200. 


 
 


US EPA issues rule to reduce water pollution from building sites (Working With 
Water.net) 
 
24 November 2009 
The rule, which will be phased in over the next four years, from February 2010, is 
expected to significantly improve the quality of water nationwide. 
Building site activities such as excavating and clearing a site significantly disturbs soil 
and sediment which can easily be washed into nearby water bodies if not managed 
properly. 
The rule from the US EPA requires building site owners and operators who are working 
across one or more acres to use best management practices to ensure that soil 
disturbed during building activity does not pollute nearby water bodies. 
Owners and operators of building sites which impact ten or more acres of land at one 
time will be required to monitor discharges and ensure they comply with specific limits 
on discharges to minimize the impact on nearby water bodies. This is the first time that 
EPA has imposed national monitoring requirements and enforceable numeric limitations 
on building site stormwater discharges. 
 
 
 


St Kilda beach a winner (Herald Sun) 
 
Aaron Langmaid  
From: Herald Sun  
November 25, 2009 12:00AM  
BRIGHTON beach has topped a list of Melbourne's best patches of sand this summer 
despite bayside beaches failing to impress judges in the hunt for Victoria's best.  
 St Kilda's West Beach was the only stretch of sand within Port Phillip Bay that rated a 
mention in the Keep Australia Beautiful Victoria Clean Beaches awards. 
The beach - a hot spot for kiteboarders - was a finalist as one of the state's "friendliest". 
But in an unofficial poll, Tourism Victoria yesterday declared Brighton and Sandringham 
beaches the best option for city residents. 
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It also gave the nod to other beaches around the bay, including Ricketts Point, 
Queenscliff, Sorrento and Portsea. 


Keep Australia Beautiful chairman Don Chambers said Melbourne's inner-city beaches 
had a long way to go before they could be considered among the best. 


Start of sidebar. Skip to end of sidebar. 


End of sidebar. Return to start of sidebar. 


"There is a challenge but it's not a completely lost cause," Mr Chambers said. "Within 
the Melbourne metropolitan area there are problems because a lot of people have no 
regard for the way they dispose of their litter. 


"Cigarette butts and rain events are real issues for the inner-city beaches because of 
stuff that comes down the various drains." 


An EPA spokeswoman said historical data indicated that beaches such as Rye, St Kilda 
and Altona were most likely to be affected by stormwater issues. 


The EPA's beach report program from next month will give updates on water quality at 
36 Port Phillip Bay beaches. 


EPA director Stuart McConnell said the beaches were generally in great condition: "But 
the program allows people to make an informed decision about where and when they 
go swimming in the bay." 


Mr Chambers said seeing West Beach voted a finalist in the friendliest category proved 
councils could enter the awards and make improvements based on the judges' 
feedback. 


Balnarring Beach, south of Hastings, was yesterday scrutinised by an awards judge in 
the lead-up to next year's national clean beach awards. 
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Chemical Firm Invista in Largest-ever Settlement for Self-
Reported Environmental Violations (Environmental Leader) 
 


April 14, 2009 
 
 
 


After self-reporting environmental violations at 12 facilities in seven states, Invista will spend up to $500 
million to correct the problems, on top of a $1.7 million civil penalty. 


This is the largest such settlement under the Environmental Protection Agency’s audit policy, according to a 
press release. 


Invista, which manufactures polymer-based fibers including Lycra, Stainmaster and Coolmax,  purchased the 
facilities in 2004 from DuPont, after which it disclosed to EPA more than 680 violations relating to air, water, 
hazardous waste, pesticide regulations, and energy planning and preparedness. the release stated. 


By fixing the problems, Invista will reduce air pollution by 10,000 tons a year, and EPA estimates that alone 
may result in annual health benefits worth $325 million, including 30 fewer premature deaths annually, 2,000 
fewer days per year where people miss work or school, and as much as 9,000 fewer cases of respiratory illness. 


“Invista is making a clean start in a settlement that achieves significant environmental benefits, and we 
encourage other new owners to do the same,” said Catherine R. McCabe, acting assistant administrator of 
EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, in the press release. 


EPA provides incentives to companies that “voluntarily discover, promptly disclose, and expeditiously correct 
environmental violations.” 


If companies also take steps to prevent future violations, EPA has the discretion to reduce or waive penalties 
for certain violations. In this case, EPA waived a a large portion of the penalty. Learn more about the 
settlement here. 


EPA introduced the notion of reduced penalties for self-reporting in 2007. 



http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/cases/civil/mm/invista.html

http://www.environmentalleader.com/2007/05/15/epa-wants-help-encouraging-self-disclosed-environmental-violations/
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OMB OKs EPA Endangerment Finding On C02 Emissions 
(EasyBourse.com) 
 
 
Tuesday April 14th, 2009 / 21h26 
 
(Updates with EPA comment, details, background)  
 
By Ian Talley and Siobhan Hughes  
Of DOW JONES NEWSWIRES  
France 
 
WASHINGTON -(Dow Jones)- The White House's policy-coordination arm has cleared the way 
for the Environmental Protection Agency to issue a finding that greenhouse gasses pose a danger 
to public health and welfare.  
The White House's Office of Management and Budget said Tuesday that its review of the EPA's 
"endangerment finding" was completed on April 13, a decision that could trigger regulation of 
emissions such as carbon dioxide from industries across the economy under the Clean Air Act.  
The EPA had been aiming to issue the endangerment finding this Thursday, but agency officials 
have said the official endangerment proposal could be delayed to next week.  
Although new regulations would take months, if not years, to finalize, environmental advocates 
say an endangerment finding would give states confidence to more aggressively regulate 
greenhouse gas emissions within their own boundaries.  
Industry analysts say plans for dozens of coal-fired power plants have been halted or canceled in 
recent years, a trend expected to not only solidify under an endangerment finding but one that 
could cause a market squeeze if and when the economy recovers.  
President Barack Obama's administration would prefer Congress to legislate a more fine-tuned 
law to cut emissions. But given the political uncertainty of getting enough legislators to support a 
bill, especially from states that primarily burn coal for power and are industrially based, the 
White House has directed the EPA to move forward with its own regulatory process. This 
follows a 2007 Supreme Court decision ordering the EPA to determine whether carbon dioxide 
emissions from motor vehicles represented a threat to public health and welfare.  
EPA's action puts pressure on lawmakers to compromise.  
While the House is considering climate legislation, many political pundits doubt that the Senate 
will be able to pass a bill.  
Environmental lawyers say that while the EPA's endangerment finding will officially focus on 
emissions from motor vehicles, the agency will also be required to set new standards for 
airplanes, power plants and other emitting industries such as steel mills and cement plants.  
The National Association of Manufacturers and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce warn that 
regulation of the greenhouse gases under the Clean Air Act could cause a deluge of legal 
challenges by environmental activists. That, they say, could curb economic growth and force a 
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migration of energy-intensive business out of the country to cheaper climes such as China and 
India that don't have the same climate restrictions.  
-By Ian Talley and Siobhan Hughes, Dow Jones Newswires; 202-862-9285; 
ian.talley@dowjones.com  
Click here to go to Dow Jones NewsPlus, a web front page of today's most important business 
and market news, analysis and commentary: 
http://www.djnewsplus.com/access/al?rnd=tttPu7foH6mxFOSPPy0mpw%3D%3D. You can use 
this link on the day this article is published and the following day. 
 
 


EPA study finds education effective in improving air (Waste 


News) 


 
 
 
April 14 -- The U.S. EPA has funded a study that concludes that environmental education 
programs are an effective tool to improve air quality in North America.  


Nearly half of the surveyed institutions hosting education programs reported an improvement in 
air quality at their facilities because of actions taken by students, including doing service-
learning projects and fostering community partnerships. Examples include decreased levels of 
carbon monoxide and mold, and enactment of a policy that decreased car or bus idling.  


An additional 43 percent of the surveyed programs reported some kind of action was taken to 
improve the environment.  


Information on the study: http://www.epa.gov/education/  


 


BUDGET/STIMULUS 
===================================================================== 
 
 


Stimulus funds to help clean major toxic sites (Associated 


Press) This story also appeared: Boston Herald  


 
 
 
By Associated Press   |   Wednesday, April 15, 2009 
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Massachusetts 


BOSTON — New England’s largest pollution cleanup project — the scrubbing of New Bedford 
Harbor — is set to receive a major boost in federal funding. 


Environmental Protection Agency Administrator Lisa Jackson will travel to New Bedford on 
Wednesday to announce about $600 million in stimulus dollars for Superfund sites across the 
country. 


New Bedford Harbor, New England’s oldest Superfund site and the former whaling city that 
inspired Herman Melville’s "Moby Dick," will receive $25 million to $35 million of the funds to 
help speed efforts to remove sediment from the floor of the harbor. 


It’s the largest single portion of the stimulus Superfund grants to be announced by Jackson on 
Wednesday. 


Hundreds of thousands of cubic yards of sediment were polluted with toxic chemicals from the 
1940s through the 1970s, including PCBs pumped out by at least two manufacturers during the 
production of electrical devices. 


The Environmental Protection Agency banned the use of PCBs in 1973. 


As a result, the state has banned fishing and lobstering in the harbor, although the ban has been 
hard to enforce against individuals fishing for themselves. 


Since the project was first listed as a Superfund site in 1982, about $250 million has been spent 
on the cleanup. At that rate, it could take another 40 years to finish at a total cost of about $1 
billion. 


Between 1993 and 1996, the EPA developed a plan calling for the offsite disposal of more than 
800,000 cubic yards of hazardous material dredged from the Harbor. 


Sen. Edward Kennedy, who pushed for the funding along with fellow Massachusetts Democrats 
Sen. John Kerry and U.S. Reps. Barney Frank and William Delahunt, said the funding boost 
will help accelerate the project and bring down the total cost. 


They had sent a letter to Jackson asking for $110 million for the project over the next two years. 


"We’ve been on this mission for more than 30 years, and today is a celebration for New 
Bedford," Kennedy said in a statement. "We can see the light at the end of the tunnel." 


New Bedford is one of the nation’s highest value fishing ports, but Kennedy said its economic 
growth has been stymied in part because of the slow cleanup process. That in turn has slowed the 
growth of the surrounding community, one of the poorest in Massachusetts. 


There are 50 Superfund sites across the country. 



http://www.bostonherald.com/search/?topic=John+Kerry
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Stimulus to finance reduction in diesel emissions 
(Bizjournals.com) 
 
 
 
Tuesday, April 14, 2009, 4:25pm MDT 
 
New Mexico Business Weekly 


The state has received $1.73 million in stimulus funds for projects that will reduce diesel 


emissions in Albuquerque, Los Alamos and Santa Fe. 


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is providing the money to the New Mexico 


Environment Department via the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act. The funds will 


pay for 20 percent reductions of diesel emissions from 200 municipal fleet vehicles. These 


include garbage trucks, heavy equipment, street sweepers and off-road vehicles. 


The Environment Department plans to seek another $1 million in grant money from EPA to 


expand the program to other parts of the state. 


Some 130 vehicles are scheduled to be retrofitted in Santa Fe, 50 in Los Alamos and 25 in 


Albuquerque. The Environment Department selected cities to be involved in the projects 


that were able to implement the program quickly. The department’s Air Quality Bureau also 


will launch a clean diesel retrofit project on 55 school buses in Farmington this summer. 


The work involves replacing older engines with new, cleaner equipment to help reduce 


pollution created by idling vehicles. The EPA estimates the health benefits from diesel 


emission reductions to outweigh the costs by a ratio of up to 13 to 1. Diesel emissions have 


been linked to many health problems, including respiratory diseases. 


State officials said the projects will spur job creation, but did not have specifics on how 


many positions would be created. 


 
 


Stimulus $ to Clean Vt. Air, Water (WCAX) 


 
 



http://www.bizjournals.com/albuquerque/gen/U.S._Environmental_Protection_Agency_2A2858D95A4D4B569EB39EDAFCD2B7F2.html
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Montpelier, Vermont - April 14, 2009 


Some federal stimulus money is coming to Vermont to help clean up the air and water. 


Gov. Jim Douglas, R-Vermont, announced Tuesday that Vermont will receive more than $21 
million from the Environmental Protection Agency. Of that, $19 million will go toward repairing 
aging infrastructure, like pipes that make clean water. In total, 46 projects will be funded. Right 
now there is a big backlog. And a little less than $2 million will go toward reducing emissions 
from older diesel engines in 32 school buses. 


The EPA's Ira Leighton said, "Reducing emissions from diesel engines is one of the most 
important air quality challenges facing the country today. If you look at New England it has 
some of the highest asthma rates in the nation -- in Vermont lifetime asthma rates in children are 
estimated to be approximately 11 percent." 


It is expected the money will help put Vermonters to work on projects, but how many jobs is not 
known. 
 
 


CLIMATE CHANGE/GLOBAL WARMING 
===================================================================== 
 
 


Browner: US needs to be world energy leader again 
(BusinessWeek) 
 


By STEVE LeBLANC 


The Associated Press April 14, 2009, 7:56AM ET 
 


CAMBRIDGE, Mass.  


A top adviser to President Barack Obama said Monday that Congress needs to pass a sweeping 
energy bill to spur the development of renewable energy while curbing the emissions that 
contribute to global warming. 


Carol Browner, director of the White House Office of Energy and Climate Change, said the 
country needs the legislation to help "re-establish the United States as a leader" in clean energy 
production and fighting climate change. 
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Browner said the administration would like to have comprehensive legislation in hand before a 
planned U.N. climate conference in Copenhagen in December. 


"It is the strong preference of the administration that we secure legislation," Browner said. 
"Copenhagen and the position we can take will be driven by what we are prepared to do 
domestically." 


Browner made her comments at a forum at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology hosted by 
Democratic Rep. Edward Markey, chairman of the Select Committee on Energy Independence 
and Global Warming. 


A bill co-authored by Markey is set to come up for a hearing next week in Congress. The bill 
would require 25 percent of the nation's electricity come from renewable sources by 2025. It also 
would create a cap on global warming pollution, push the production of electric cars and require 
improvements to the nation's electric grid. 


Markey said if Congress fails to act, the Environmental Protection Agency may have to set new 
regulations on greenhouse emissions -- a process that he warned would carry "less flexibility" 
than congressional action. 


"Industries across the country will have to gauge how lucky they feel," he said. 


Markey also said that during an initial transition period some emission credits would have to be 
given away to protect energy-intensive industries -- in part to prevent sudden spikes in prices -- 
but that in the long run the goal is to auction off all the credits to generate revenue. 


Obama has championed a "100 percent auction" of emission credits. He has said the money 
raised from the auctions could go toward a range of programs, including clean energy projects 
and helping people cope with higher energy costs. 


Browner said renewable energy is not just good for the planet, but could help reinvigorate the 
nation's economy as it emerges from the current fiscal turmoil. She said the solar and wind 
energy industry could create 2 million jobs over the next decade. 


She said the $65 billion in loan guarantees and other financial incentives for the renewable 
energy sector included in the federal stimulus package is designed to keep as many of those jobs 
as possible in the U.S. 


John Holdren, director of the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, said the 
country needs to have a sense of urgency in the fight against global warming, which could alter 
the environment, sparking droughts, floods, wildfires and explosions of pests. While there's no 
way to completely stop climate change, he said, steps can be taken to prevent it from worsening. 


Options include constructing millions of wind turbines and hundreds of nuclear power plants, 
doubling the fuel efficiency of cars to an average 60 miles per gallon, and developing solar 
panels for homes that "are as cheap as paint." 
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"It will take more than an Apollo program, more than a Manhattan project," he said. 


 
 


Industry May Face Hurdles In Bid To Target Stand-Alone 
EPA GHG Finding (Inside EPA) 
 


 


TUESDAY, APRIL 14, 2009 


Despite its broad policy significance, industry groups could face an uphill legal battle challenging 
EPA's upcoming endangerment finding for greenhouse gases (GHGs) in the event the agency 
issues a final version of the document before putting out emissions regulations based upon the 
finding, according to legal experts.  


The legal experts say courts are likely to grant EPA broad deference in developing the document -- 
which was required by the Supreme Court -- and it may not be considered a “final agency action” 
subject to review by the Administrative Procedure Act (APA).  


However industry and other sources say critics would still be likely to challenge any finding given the 
high stakes of the climate change battle in general, and questions about how the finding, initially 
expected to focus on motor vehicle emissions, will impact other industries and its use in other 
regulatory venues.  


The legal experts say any challenge to the finding may be more legally viable if the document is 
challenged as part of a broader challenge to any future EPA regulation, which is subject to judicial 
review. “The ripe opportunity to challenge the endangerment finding would be once they finalize an 
actual rule that incorporates the endangerment finding,” one attorney says.  


EPA is expected to issue as soon as this week a proposed endangerment finding formally identifying 
GHGs from motor vehicles as a threat to both public health and welfare. The proposal cleared the 
review process at the White House Office of Management & Budget (OMB) April 13, according to the 
OMB Web site.  


During an April 14 teleconference on the upcoming finding, National Wildlife Federation's Joe 
Mendelson called it "the largest step that the federal government will have taken to date on fighting 
climate change and it will be the first step toward what we expect to be mandatory reductions in U.S. 
global warming pollution." On the same call, Sierra Club's David Bookbinder predicted that an 
endangerment finding would trigger more aggressive actions by states to regulate emissions.  


EPA, however, has not yet outlined a precise schedule for finalizing the document, which will be 
subjected to a comment period -- or precisely how the timing will mesh with issuance of proposed or 
final rules on motor vehicles or other emissions sources.  


A previously leaked draft EPA briefing on the upcoming finding suggests that it could be finalized 
prior to final GHG regulations, though some sources tracking the issue say it appears to be equally 
likely the document will be finalized in tandem with regulatory proposals on vehicle emissions.  
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The EPA finding will also likely include a definition and scope of "air pollution" with respect to 
greenhouse emissions as well as criteria for determining what emissions "cause or contribute" to 
endangerment.  


In this vein, Bookbinder noted on the teleconference that, for sources ultimately found to cause or 
contribute to global warming pollution, the Clean Air Act sets either mandatory or discretionary duties 
for EPA to impose emissions limits. He said the requirement is mandatory for stationary sources, 
such as power plants, as well as airplanes, while it is discretionary for fuels and mobile sources such 
as ships and locomotives.  


But the question of whether EPA ultimately finalizes its endangerment finding as a stand-alone 
document in the coming months could matter to any industry challenge, especially given industry 
concerns.  


One industry source, for example, says EPA may choose to finalize the endangerment finding 
simultaneous with any rules as a way to sidestep the significance of the finding, which the source 
says will have enormous economic consequences. But the source raises concern that OMB's review 
of EPA's proposed endangerment finding, using OMB's regulatory review criteria, classified the 
finding as having no economic significance, unrelated to national security and imposes no unfunded 
mandates.  


An attorney closely following the issue says the main focus of any upcoming industry legal 
challenges on GHGs is likely to be upcoming emissions rules, but the source says the finding itself is 
unlikely to escape at least some challenge from industry groups even if issued as a stand-alone 
document. The source says that particularly when it comes to climate change, "people will take 
advantage of any opportunity they have to pursue any argument they can to bring these issues to a 
court's attention."  


The source offered the appraisal even while suggesting that such a challenge prior to specific 
emissions rules would be legally sketchy. Specifically, for an industry plaintiff, one major obstacle 
would be difficulties in demonstrating standing to sue prior to regulations that specifically affect that 
industry. In addition, the source doubts that a finding in the absence of regulations is "final agency" 
action subject to review under the APA. "It is not until EPA makes a decision that affects people's 
rights and obligations [that] there is final agency action," the source says.  


One attorney familiar with the concerns of environmental groups agrees that a challenge to EPA's 
finding makes little legal sense until emissions standards are issued.  


But another attorney disagrees with the notion that the finding itself is not a final agency action, while 
agreeing that a challenge to the finding is inevitable. The source argues that the finding will be 
reviewable in a federal appellate court once issued as a final document. -- Doug Obey  


 


EDITORIAL/COMMENTARY/OP ED/LETTERS 
===================================================================== 
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Going to the Mattress (Washington Post) 
 


By Dana Milbank 
Wednesday, April 15, 2009; A02  


The enemy is stealthy and bloodthirsty. It attacks innocent victims without warning, while they 
sleep.  


Fortunately, the federal government is on the case. In a hotel ballroom in Crystal City yesterday, 
the Environmental Protection Agency convened the first-ever National Bed Bug Summit -- a 
veritable Yalta Conference for the species Cimex lectularius. With help from the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention, the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and even 
the Pentagon, the EPA assembled scientists, state and local officials, and a colony of 
exterminators to buzz about such topics as "Bed Bug Perspectives," "Bed Bug Basics" and 
"Government Responses to Bed Bugs."  


"These insects can have a life-altering impact," warned panelist Richard Cooper of Cooper Pest 
Solutions.  


"They are showing up in some of the finest hotels," contributed Saul Hernandez, an aide to the 
congressman who introduced H.R. 6068, "The Don't Let the Bed Bugs Bite Act of 2008."  


All this for an insect the size of an apple seed that has a painless bite and is not known to spread 
disease?  


University of Kentucky entomologist Mike Potter called the bedbug nothing less than "the most 
difficult, challenging pest problem of our generation." Tossing out phrases such as "doomsday 
scenario" and "perfect storm," he ventured: "In my opinion, we are not going to get out of this 
thing" -- the bedbug thing -- until we "allow the pest-control industry to go to war."  


The layman might think that in an age of bin Laden and Ahmadinejad, not to mention pandemic 
flu and poisonous peanut butter, the threat posed by the tiny insect might be rather manageable. 
But that is not the prevailing view at this week's National Bed Bug Summit.  


"A year ago I thought bedbugs were a thing from a couple of centuries ago and maybe in a 
children's bedtime rhyme," testified Joan Quigley, a New Jersey state representative. "I had no 
idea they were a modern scourge." But when she scratched the surface, she found the bedbug 
matter to be "a can of worms," so to speak. "I had no idea how many stakeholders there were in 
the bedbug issue."  


An official from the New Jersey Apartment Association (Jersey is a hotbed of bedbug activity) 
concurred. "I hesitate to use the words 'It became a sexy issue,' but it became a cause celebre," 
said the official, Conor Fennessy. "It kind of got legs for a while."  
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Actually, six legs and two antennae, according to the eight-inch drawing of a bedbug on the sign 
outside the Sheraton ballroom yesterday announcing "National Bed Bug Summit -- Please Sign 
In." The sign-in area was well stocked with coffee (sleep disruption is common in bedbug 
circles). Inside the ballroom, 200 people, some in military uniform, others in Orkin Man-style 
uniform, listened as Lois Rossi, from the EPA's pesticide division, spoke of "the size of the 
problem we have with bedbug infestations."  


Bedbugs had been all but eradicated decades ago, panelist Potter explained, but thanks to 
increased travel, pesticide bans and resistance, we've "let bedbugs get back in the game."  


Now, said Hernandez, the congressional staffer, "bedbugs invade luggage, burrowing deep into 
clothes, and are transported back home, where they infest their victims' homes . . . and the 
affected people have no choice but to trash their furniture, clothes and linen."  


Audience members were squirming and scratching by the time Cooper told them of where he's 
found bedbug infestations: "behind picture frames or other wall hangings, or inside the bindings 
of books or on stuffed animals. Or how about an entire reproducing population with over 30 eggs 
inside the head of an adjustable wrench?" On the projection screen, the bugs in his presentation 
looked to be about three feet long.  


After a representative of the National Pest Management Association divulged the "startling" fact 
that, in the pest-control business, the bedbug has surpassed the fire ant and is closing in on the 
flea, Harold Harlan, from the Armed Forces Pest Management Board, described the savage 
beast's method of attack. "They have piercing, sucking mouth parts -- that's important," said 
Harland, who boasted of the "trained" bedbugs he keeps in his lab. "They feed only on blood" -- 
known as a "blood meal" in the bedbug community.  


Dini Miller of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute reported her findings that a particularly nasty 
strain of insecticide-resistant super-bedbug has taken up residence in Arlington. "It's pretty 
amazing how tough these bugs are," she said, showing a spray can of "Bedlam" aerosol. "Very 
determined, these bedbugs."  


But what about that article two weeks ago in the Journal of the American Medical Association 
finding "little evidence" that the bugs transmit disease?  


Well, consider the "mental health aspects" of the bedbug. "When you've got bedbugs, your bed is 
not your comfort," explained Tom Neltner of the National Center for Healthy Housing. "It can 
have a tremendous impact on the mental health of people."  


Potter, who boasted that he's spent "the last three years of my life digging deep into the history of 
bedbug management," offered a challenge: "I'd like to take anybody who thinks bedbugs is not a 
big deal, and we'll sprinkle a few in their house and see what they think."  


The rest of us can sleep tight, knowing our government is doing all it can not to let the bedbugs 
bite.  
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PCB cleanup gets stimulus boost (South Coast Today) 
 
 
By BECKY W. EVANS 
revans@s-t.com 
 
April 15, 2009 6:00 AM 


The New Bedford Harbor Superfund site will receive $25 million to $35 million in federal 
stimulus funds to accelerate dredging of PCB-contaminated sediment generated by electrical 
parts manufacturers and responsible for a decades-long ban on eating seafood caught in and 
around the harbor. 


In addition to speeding up the toxic cleanup, the money will benefit New Bedford by "creating 
jobs and jump-starting the local economy," the Environmental Protection Agency said in a news 
release. 


The official funding announcement will be made Tuesday by Lisa Jackson, the EPA's new 
administrator. Regional EPA spokesman David Deegan said Jackson will use New Bedford as a 
backdrop to unveil her agency's plans for allocating $600 million in Superfund cleanup money 
appropriated by Congress in the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The visit 
will be the administrator's first to New England since being nominated by President Barack 
Obama in December, Deegan said. 


The stimulus money comes in addition to the annual $15 million that the New Bedford Harbor 
site has received from the general tax fund since 2004, when full-scale dredging began. 


"It's a nice sort of bonus for New Bedford Harbor," Deegan said. 


The money will significantly "speed up" dredging operations, though it will not be enough to 
complete the project this year, he said, adding that it remains unclear exactly when dredging will 
be finished. 


A year ago, EPA officials predicted it could take 38 years to sweep the harbor clean if funding 
remained at $15 million per year. At that rate, the money provided for just 45 days of dredging 
per year. The project, which included construction of a $25 million de-watering plant to process 
contaminated sediment, was originally designed for an $80 million annual budget. That funding 
level would have allowed for year-round dredging, allowing the project to be completed in about 
five years. 


According to the EPA, the $600 million in stimulus funds were to be awarded to start long-term 
cleanup projects and to accelerate ongoing construction projects at sites listed on the National 
Priorities List of Superfund sites. 
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On Feb. 17, members of the Massachusetts congressional delegation sent a letter to Jackson 
requesting $110 million for the New Bedford Harbor Superfund site. 


"This project is extremely important to public health and economic growth in Southern New 
England, and we urge you to give it the highest consideration in allocating the recently-approved 
Superfund funds," according to the letter, which was signed by U.S. Sens. Edward M. Kennedy 
and John F. Kerry and U.S. Reps. Barney Frank and William D. Delahunt. 


To further make their case, the congressmen met with Jackson on March 3, with Kennedy calling 
into the meeting from Florida, according to Kennedy's office. 


When the funding for the New Bedford site was announced Tuesday, Kennedy said in a 
statement that it has been "a long and often difficult challenge to restore the health and vitality of 
New Bedford Harbor. ... We've been on this mission for more than 30 years, and today is a 
celebration for New Bedford — we can see the light at the end of the tunnel." 


New Bedford Harbor was listed as a Superfund site in 1983. The site contains 880,000 cubic 
yards of contaminated sediment. It is the oldest and largest Superfund site in New England. To 
date, about 118,000 cubic yards have been removed. The EPA has spent more than $250 million 
on the cleanup. 


 


Mountaintop removal mining (Roanoke Times) 


 


The EPA's welcome crackdown delays a permit in Virginia. 


Tuesday, April 14, 2009 
 
 


The Obama administration continues to show real signs that the destructive practice of 
mountaintop removal mining will not continue to get a free pass. 


The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency objected to three more permits the U.S. Army Corps 
of Engineers was preparing to issue authorizing mountaintop removal operations, two in West 
Virginia and one in Virginia. 


The EPA said the mines will need individual permits under the Clean Water Act, not the 
streamlined "nationwide" permits that should be allowed only for projects with minimal 
environmental impact. Individual permits require extensive environmental impact studies. 


One look at a mountaintop removal site is enough to realize that no one could seriously argue 
that mountaintop removal mines fit in the nationwide category. 
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It's amazing that a coal company ever had the gall to make the case that a nationwide permit 
would be appropriate. Who could say with a straight face that this process -- involving stripping 
a mountain of all vegetation, blowing it apart, extracting the coal and dumping the leftover dirt 
and rock into nearby valleys, burying hundreds of miles of streams -- has only a "minimal" 
environmental impact. 


That government regulators would go along with such a charade demonstrates how much the 
industry mindset pervaded agencies that are supposed to act as watchdogs. 


The EPA's action is welcome, but the real test of President Obama's position on mountaintop 
removal mining may come in a couple of weeks. His Justice Department will have to respond to 
a request by environmental groups to have the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals rehear a case. 
The appeals court had struck down a federal judge's ruling requiring the individual permits for all 
mountaintop removal mines. That response will show just how serious the new president is. 


 
 


ENERGY 
===================================================================== 
 
 


New Energy Star Standards Add Up to Bigger Savings (QSR 


magazine) 


April 14, 2009 


[2009-04-14]   The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is announcing new Energy Star 


requirements for commercial refrigerators and freezers, which, on average, will be 33 percent more 


energy efficient than standard models. If all commercial refrigerators and freezers sold in the United 


States meet the new Energy Star specification, the energy savings would grow to $275 million per 


year and prevent greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to those outputted from nearly 400,000 


vehicles.  


The requirements are effective Jan. 1, 2010, the same date that new federal standards take effect. 


This revised specification will provide consumers with a choice to continue to go beyond the federal 


standards with Energy Star, delivering energy efficient products with the performance they expect.  


Under the new scope of products covered by the Energy Star commercial refrigerators and freezers 


specification are glass door refrigerators and freezers, typically found in convenience stores, 
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supermarkets, and restaurants. Glass door models, as of April 1, 2009 can begin to qualify for Energy 


Star label. Purchasers of commercial glass door refrigerators and freezers can expect to save more 


than $800 per refrigerator and $2,500 per freezer over the expected 10-year life of the product.  


For more information on Energy Star qualified commercial kitchen products, visit 


energystar.gov/cfs.  


 
 


SATCO Products Named 2009 Energy Star Partner of the 
Year (EC&M) 
 
 
Apr 14, 2009 9:20 AM 
 


SATCO Products, Inc., Brentwood, N.Y., has received the 2009 Energy Star Partner of the Year 
award in the lighting manufacturing category. The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recognized SATCO, and its NUVO lighting 
brand, for promoting energy efficiency and offering consumers lighting technology that is 
economical. 


"EPA is pleased to recognize SATCO Products for leadership in addressing global warming 
through greater energy efficiency,” says Kathleen Hogan, director of the Climate Protection 
Partnerships Division at the EPA. "By promoting their products that have earned the Energy 
Star, SATCO is showing customers that we can boost our nation’s energy efficiency and reduce 
our emissions of greenhouse gases, while producing quality products.” 


 


 


Forget pricey eco-resorts — here come the chains 
(msnbc.com) 
 
 


ARTHUR FROMMER'S BUDGET TRAVEL 
updated 10:07 a.m. ET, Tues., April 14, 2009 


In the lodging world, green has gone mainstream. 



http://www.energystar.gov/cfs

http://www.satco.com/

http://www.nuvolighting.com/
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Once chided for being wasteful, the big hotel chains are now constantly trying to one-up each other 


with smart eco-design upgrades and stringent water and energy conservation policies. 


Consider this fact: In a recent survey, 68 percent of U.S. hotels said they had energy-efficient lights, 


and two-thirds had implemented towel- and linen-reuse programs, up from just over half five years 


ago. 


The number of properties trying to become LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) 


certified, the most recognized standard for building sustainability, is also on the rise: Applications to 


the U.S. Green Building Council for the award spiked by 550 percent between 2006 and 2008. 


More than 500 hotels could soon earn the label; until four years ago, only one had the designation. 


Although all the major players are making strides toward better green policies, some are doing more 


than others. Here's what the leaders have achieved in four earth-changing categories: 


Energy conservation 


Replacing inefficient lighting, one energy-draining bulb at a time 


Accor: More than 8,600 Motel 6 locations in at least a dozen states have been retrofitted with 


occupancy sensors that cause the thermostat to readjust when guests go out. 


InterContinental: A trial program has been rolled out at 650 hotels that aims to cut energy 


consumption by as much as 25 percent. If successful, it could be expanded to all of the chain's 4,000 


properties, including Holiday Inns. 


Marriott: Over the past decade, 450,000 incandescent bulbs have been replaced with compact 


fluorescent ones, and more than 250 hotels (including some Residence Inns) have earned an Energy 


Star efficiency label from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 


Starwood: The new Element brand's goal is for every hotel to be LEED certified. Its first property, 


which opened last year in Lexington, Mass., is fully loaded with Energy Star appliances, LED lighting, 


and top-notch ventilation systems. All together, that saves enough energy annually to power 236 


homes. 


Water conservation 


Tightening up on all the drips and drops in hotel bathrooms 


Hilton: The company's aim: to reduce water use at all of its brands, such as Hilton, DoubleTree and 


Embassy Suites, by 10 percent by 2014. Its nearly 90 European properties have taken the lead, 
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installing water-saving toilets, showerheads, and faucets over the past three years. Home-turf hotels 


are next. 


Hyatt: Nearly all North American properties have "low-flow" showerheads (which use a maximum of 


2.5 gallons of water per minute) and toilets (1.6 gallons of water per flush). The improvements helped 


reduce the chain's overall water consumption by 3 percent in 2007. 


Marriott: Over the past 10 years, the company has added some 400,000 low-flow showerheads and 


toilets to all of its locations worldwide. Marriott also buys 1 million towels annually that don't require 


prewashing, conserving 6 million gallons of water each year. 


Starwood: All new Element hotels will have low-flow water fixtures in rooms and water-efficient 


landscaping; its Lexington star has led the way, saving up to 1 million gallons of water per year. 


Green design 


Thinking about the environment from the foundation up 


Accor: The Motel 6 brand broke ground last year on an ultra-green building near Dallas, with laminate 


flooring made from recycled wood chips and a solar-powered water-heating system. 


Best Western: Opening this year in Golden, Colo., the chain's first LEED-certified hotel will run 


partially on solar power and have a porous asphalt parking lot to reduce storm-water runoff. 


Hilton: The company's green gem is in Vancouver, Wash.: a LEED-approved hotel with low-emission 


paint on the walls and special drains that funnel rainwater into wells for future use. 


Hyatt: Seattle's Hyatt at Olive 8, which opened in January, has an 8,000-square-foot rooftop garden, 


water-efficient dual-flush toilets, outlets in the parking lot for electric cars and lighting controlled by 


room key cards. 


Marriott: In 2005, the Marriott in College Park, Md., was the first chain hotel in the U.S. to become 


LEED certified. Among the earth-friendly frills: kitchen composting, in-room recycling bins, water 


pitchers instead of plastic bottles and an organic restaurant. 


Starwood: All eight Element locations being built across the country this year have carpets and 


cushions made from recycled materials, art mounted on frames constructed from old tires, and priority 


parking for guests with hybrids. 


Recycling 


Allowing not a single can, bottle, or plastic key card to go to waste 
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Hyatt: Starting this year, the company will only use key cards and shampoo and lotion containers 


made from recycled plastics. Hyatt has also begun recycling its own aluminum, plastics, and paper in 


countries such as Russia and Chile where such programs don't exist. 


Intercontinental: As part of a pilot program started two years ago, about 140 Candlewood Suites 


properties donated old furniture and linens to local families following renovations — helping to cut 


back on landfill. It hopes to replicate the initiative nationwide. 


Marriott: Each year, the chain buys 47 million pens and 24 million key cards made from recycled 


plastics; it has also eliminated Styrofoam and plastic utensils at all of its locations. Coming soon: bed 


pillows made from the polyester fibers of recycled plastic bottles. 


Wyndham: Debuting later this year at Super 8 motels across the country: new staff uniforms 


fashioned entirely from recycled plastic bottles. 


 


ENFORCEMENT 


===================================================================== 


Invista to pay in EPA settlement (Kansas.com) 
 
 
BY DION LEFLER 
The Wichita Eagle  
Posted on Tue, Apr. 14, 2009  
Kansas 
 


Invista, a Wichita-based Koch Industries subsidiary, has agreed to pay a $1.7 million civil 
penalty and make as much as $500 million in improvements to settle environmental violations in 
seven states, the U.S. Justice Department announced Monday. 


More than 680 violations of federal environmental regulations were self-discovered and reported 
by Invista during audits of 12 facilities Koch acquired from DuPont in 2004. 


The settlement is the largest ever under the Environmental Protection Agency's "audit policy," 
which allows companies to reduce their liability for civil fines by finding and correcting 
environmental compliance problems they inherit when they take over a company. 


"It is fair to say the overwhelming majority of the more than 680 environmental violations... 
began or occurred when DuPont owned the plants," said Dave Ryan, a spokesman for the EPA in 
Washington. 
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The EPA estimated that the changes that have been and will be made by Invista will cut harmful 
air pollution by 10,000 tons a year. 


The emission reductions are estimated to eliminate 30 premature deaths, 2,000 sick days and 
9,000 cases of respiratory symptoms a year, according to the EPA. 


In a statement, Invista blamed DuPont for the problems. 


"Shortly after taking ownership of the facilities from DuPont in 2004, Invista discovered 
significant and widespread environmental noncompliance at certain plants," Invista said in the 
statement. "Faced with these serious issues, Invista acted responsibly and moved promptly to 
identify and disclose violations to regulators and systematically correct them to ensure 
compliance and protect employees, the public and the environment." 


In a statement, DuPont spokesman Anthony Farina said the company had nothing to do with it. 


"DuPont is aware that Invista and DOJ and EPA lodged a consent decree with the United States 
District Court... and that various state environmental agencies simultaneously filed complaints 
against Invista," Farina said. "DuPont is not a party to the consent decree and is not named as a 
defendant in any of the complaints that were filed." 


Invista sued DuPont about a year ago in a New York federal court, alleging that DuPont had 
assured Koch that its plants were in compliance with environmental regulations at the time of the 
sale. 


The suit seeks $800 million plus potential punitive damages. 


DuPont has previously called Invista's allegations "grossly exaggerated and misguided" and 
implied Invista was seeking to gain funding for plant expansion. 


Violations found at the former DuPont plants involved federal regulations on air, water, 
hazardous wastes, pesticides and emergency planning and preparedness, according to a joint 
statement by the Justice Department and the EPA. 


Among the products manufactured by Invista are Dacron, Lycra and Cordura synthetic fabrics. 
The company also makes Stainmaster carpet and supplies plastics used in the manufacture of 
soda bottles. 


The plants at issue are in Seaford, Del.; Athens, Calhoun and Dalton, Ga.; Kingston, N.C.; 
Camden, S.C.; Chattanooga, Tenn.; LaPorte, Orange and Victoria, Texas; and Waynesboro, Va. 


Reach Dion Lefler at 316-268-6527.  
 


Invista environmental cleanup to cost $500M (Online 
Athens) 


 
Settlement with EPA 
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By Don Nelson  |  don.nelson@onlineathens.com  |  Story updated at 10:52 pm on 4/14/2009 
Originally published in the Athens Banner-Herald on Wednesday, April 15, 2009 
Georgia 


 
Textile and chemical product maker Invista will pay a $1.7 million fine and spend $500 million 
to correct and clean up self-reported environmental violations at a dozen former DuPont facilities 
in seven states as part of a record-setting settlement with the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
Shortly after acquiring the 12 DuPont plants in 2004, Invista followed EPA policies and 
conducted environmental audits, identifying and reporting more than 680 violations, including 
17 at the company's Athens plant. Violations also were found at plants in Delaware, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia. 
In its Athens facility, Invista discovered various compliance issues with the Clean Water Act and 
with plant emissions. In addition, the facility had problems with solid waste, stormwater and 
pesticides, according to a document filed with the EPA. 
Those problems and most of the other findings at other facilities have been corrected, said Invista 
communications spokeswoman Mary Beth Jarvis. 
"Any findings from the Athens site have already been corrected and resolved," Jarvis said. 
"There are no remaining issues at the Athens site outlined for future remedies in the (agreement 
with the EPA and Justice Department)." 
The company still must address about 50 more problems at Invista facilities in Chattanooga, 
Tenn.; Seaford, Del.; Camden, S.C.; and Orange and Victoria, Texas. 
Invista's $500 million settlement and $1.7 million penalty was announced Monday. 
The settlement with the two regulatory agencies represents the largest in the 14-year history of 
EPA's audit policy, which provides incentives to companies that voluntarily disclose and correct 
environmental violations. 
Once the corrective actions are done, the company projects it will reduce environmental 
emissions at its facilities by nearly 10,000 tons per year. 
Invista sued DuPont, its former parent company, last year, claiming DuPont was liable for the 
safety and environmental violations at the plants. 


 


Invista to pay $500 million to clean up facilities (Forbes) 


 


Associated Press, 04.14.09, 10:42 AM EDT 
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Textile and chemical maker Invista will pay an estimated $500 million to correct environmental 
violations at 12 former DuPont facilities in seven states. 


The cleanup is part of a settlement with the federal Environmental Protection Agency. The subsidiary 
of Wichita, Kan.-based Koch Industries Inc. also will pay a $1.7 million civil penalty. 


Invista discovered the violations shortly after acquiring the facilities from DuPont ( DD - news - 
people ) in 2004. Last year, the company filed an $800 million lawsuit, saying DuPont did not allow a 
thorough review of the properties before the sale. 


The plants are in Delaware, Georgia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and 
Virginia. 


The settlement is the largest in the 14-year history of EPA's audit policy, which provides incentives to 
companies that voluntarily disclose and correct environmental violations. 


 


Invista Settles With EPA, Violation Fixes Will Cost $500M 
(Environmental Leader) 
 


April 14, 2009 
Colorado 


After self-reporting environmental violations at 12 facilities in seven states, Invista will spend up to $500 
million to correct the problems, on top of a $1.7 million civil penalty. 


This is the largest such settlement under the Environmental Protection Agency’s audit policy, according to a 
press release. 


Invista, which manufactures polymer-based fibers including Lycra, Stainmaster and Coolmax,  purchased the 
facilities in 2004 from DuPont, after which it disclosed to EPA more than 680 violations relating to air, water, 
hazardous waste, pesticide regulations, and energy planning and preparedness. the release stated. 


By fixing the problems, Invista will reduce air pollution by 10,000 tons a year, and EPA estimates that alone 
may result in annual health benefits worth $325 million, including 30 fewer premature deaths annually, 2,000 
fewer days per year where people miss work or school, and as much as 9,000 fewer cases of respiratory illness. 


“Invista is making a clean start in a settlement that achieves significant environmental benefits, and we 
encourage other new owners to do the same,” said Catherine R. McCabe, acting assistant administrator of 
EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance, in the press release. 



http://finapps.forbes.com/finapps/jsp/finance/compinfo/CIAtAGlance.jsp?tkr=DD

http://finapps.forbes.com/finapps/jsp/finance/compinfo/CIAtAGlance.jsp?tkr=DD

http://search.forbes.com/search/CompanyNewsSearch?ticker=DD

http://people.forbes.com/search?ticker=DD
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EPA provides incentives to companies that “voluntarily discover, promptly disclose, and expeditiously correct 
environmental violations.” 


If companies also take steps to prevent future violations, EPA has the discretion to reduce or waive penalties 
for certain violations. In this case, EPA waived a a large portion of the penalty. Learn more about the 
settlement here. 


EPA introduced the notion of reduced penalties for self-reporting in 2007. 


 


GENERAL 


===================================================================== 


 


Labor-Management Partnerships Poised to Revive 
(Washington Post) 
 


By Joe Davidson 
Wednesday, April 15, 2009; A17  


From the Federal Diary's personals section:  


ISO -- Older, yet vibrant, colorfully dressed male, with top hat, in search of partners for 


meaningful relationships. Marriage not necessary, but a civil union would be nice.  


Uncle Sam, after eight years of emotional separation, is ready to rekindle affairs with his 
employees. This isn't the kind of workplace dalliance that could get him sued; it is the kind that 
could make the federal workplace work better.  


Sam, under President Obama's guidance, and federal employee unions are working to get back 
together in the form of labor-management partnerships.  


The partnerships were created in 1993 by President Bill Clinton's Executive Order 12871 but 
withered during the Bush years. Clinton's goal was to build a more cooperative relationship at 
the workplace between management and employees, which could reduce tensions and formal 
complaints, including grievances and charges of unfair labor practices. Unions also saw 
partnerships as an opportunity to gain a greater voice in workplace decisions traditionally left to 
management.  



http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/cases/civil/mm/invista.html

http://www.environmentalleader.com/2007/05/15/epa-wants-help-encouraging-self-disclosed-environmental-violations/
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But President George W. Bush issued his own order revoking Clinton's less than a month after 
taking office. Now, union leaders say the Obama administration is considering an order to 
establish a new and improved version of the partnerships.  


But even without that order, there is movement within the Obama administration on the 
partnership front, notably at the Environmental Protection Agency.  


Tomorrow the executive board of the EPA's National Partnership Council will hold its first 
meeting in years, said Mark Coryell, a co-chairman of the council who is also the president of 
the American Federation of Government Employees local in Ann Arbor, Mich.  


"We're trying to get it back together again," he said. "Right now we see some good signs."  


EPA Administrator Lisa P. Jackson said she met with union leaders shortly after taking office 
and agreed to reestablish the partnerships at her agency. "I'm excited about it," she said in a 
conference call with the Trotter Group, an organization of black columnists. "They asked, and I 
was thrilled that they wanted to be part of a partnership again."  


Partnership meetings are not the same as labor negotiations. The focus, which is more broadly 
defined, is on how workers and bosses can cooperate to improve agency services. Coryell 
expects that the EPA panel, which has six members from labor and management each, eventually 
will discuss such general workplace issues as getting managers to allow regular telework 
schedules.  


A Clinton administration document explained the rationale for partnerships: "Traditional union-
employer relations are not well-suited to handle a culture change that asks workers and managers 
to think first about the customer and to work hand-in-hand to improve quality. We can only 
transform government if we transform the adversarial relationship that dominates federal union-
management interaction into a partnership for reinvention and change."  


As an example, Mark Roth, AFGE's general counsel, cited Clinton-era partnerships at the 
Department of Veterans Affairs and the U.S. Mint that improved service and saved money. VA 
established teams on patient care, patient wait times and employee overtime. Wait times were cut 
dramatically, and mandatory overtime dropped, saving the agency money while boosting worker 
morale. A shop-floor Mint worker suggested changing the dye in the money-printing process, 
and that saved millions of dollars.  


"At this point," Roth said, "it would be fair to say partnership is one of our strongest priorities 
because it is probably the most meaningful way we can work with the Obama administration in 
transforming the way government delivers services to the people."  


Congress also could get into the act, if a bill from 2007 is reintroduced. The measure by Sen. 
Daniel K. Akaka (D-Hawaii), chairman of the Oversight and Government Reform subcommittee 
on oversight of government management, the federal workforce and the District of Columbia, 
would establish the Federal Labor-Management Partnership Council. Bush's order killed a 
similar body. Hillary Rodham Clinton, then a senator and now secretary of state, co-sponsored 
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the bill. Sen. George V. Voinovich (Ohio), the ranking Republican on the subcommittee, also 
spoke in favor of partnerships before Bush issued his order.  


With backing like that, and with a new administration in place, partnerships almost certainly will 
be seen again.  


"We think partnerships help make the government better," said Colleen M. Kelley, president of 
the National Treasury Employees Union. "Frontline employees have a lot of really good ideas 
about how to make the government work better."  


Diary associate Eric Yoder contributed to this report. Contact Joe Davidson at 


federaldiary@washpost.com.  


 


HAZARDOUS WASTES 


===================================================================== 


Raymark remediation battle continues (Connecticut Post) 
 
 
By Richard Weizel 
STAFF WRITER 
Updated: 04/14/2009 11:44:10 PM EDT 
 
Connecticut 


STRATFORD -- Last year, Gov. M. Jodi Rell came to Stratford to sign a bill derailing the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency's plans to dig up hazardous waste around town and deposit the 
materials in dumps in residential neighborhoods.  


Last month, EPA officials and the state Department of Environmental Protection announced 
plans to resume short-term solutions such as capping of toxic Raymark waste at one of the most 
contaminated locations in town, 576-600 East Broadway. 


But on Tuesday night leaders of the grassroots group Save Stratford and members of the 
Raymark Superfund Team that has been meeting for months to formulate a new remediation 
plan, expressed renewed frustration that the EPA is still talking about consolidating much of the 
waste -- consisting of asbestos, lead and PCBs -- at locations within town. 


"Unfortunately, despite the fact our group has presented five different plans to remove Raymark 
waste with the remaining $21 million left in the superfund budget, the EPA continues to talk 
about large scale consolidation," said Tom Smith, co-founder of Save Stratford. 
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"My question is, after all this time, why are we not focusing on finding ways to remove this 
hazardous waste out of town instead of still talking about consolidating at sites in Stratford?" 
Smith asked. "This waste should be moved to certified hazardous waste locations." 


EPA leaders countered that removing the waste from the remaining 26 town properties where it 
is still not remediated is not a problem, but that there's nowhere to dump the hazardous materials.  


"It would take far more than the $21 million in the Raymark Superfund account to remove all the 
toxic waste from Stratford, and frankly we don't have anywhere outside of town to dump it," said 
Ron Jennings, the EPA's Raymark superfund manager. 


Jennings and John W. Kilborn, senior enforcement counsel for the EPA, said the agency is 
moving ahead on short-term actions like fencing off hazardous sites and placing signs to warn 
people where toxic sites are located. 


Meanwhile, Town Council Majority Leader Michael Julian, R-1, who resides at the last 
remaining residential property, on Third Avenue, still not remediated in Stratford, asked EPA 
and DEP officials why they can't find a way to remove Raymark waste from his backyard. 


"In 1995 I pleaded with the EPA to do a thorough inspection of my property, and then in 2005 
you came to my door and said we have Raymark waste," Julian said. "No one wants something 
like this in their backyard, yet it's literally in our backyard. But you forgot about us. Why can't 
we be in the short-term action plan?" EPA officials said they would consider Julian's request. 


Paul Rohaly, a member of the former Raymark Advisory Committee, and most recently the 
Raymark Superfund Team, resides next to the Raybestos ballfield and said Tuesday he's been 
working to find a solution for more than 10 years. 


"I've been involved in the Raymark waste problem for more than a decade, and I never liked the 
idea of consolidation," Rohaly said. "But we're getting to the point that we're going to need a 
permanent cap on the field, and some consolidation there is inevitable." 


The waste was generated by Raymark Industries, which over the span of about seven decades 
manufactured brakes, clutches and other automotive parts at its East Main Street plant. The 
business used a system of lagoons in the area to dispose of waste, much of which seeped into the 
soil and contaminated it with various chemicals. 


 


Dioxin cleanup begins in Saginaw Township (The Saginaw 


News - MLive.com) 
 


Posted by Barrie Barber | The Saginaw News April 14, 2009 08:41AM 
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Earth-moving equipment will roll through West Michigan Park when crews begin a dioxin 
cleanup of the Saginaw Township playground and recreation area later this month, Township 
Manager Ron Lee said.  


Workers will remove a foot of topsoil and replace it with new dirt, pave a gravel parking lot and 
possibly replace old playground equipment. Midland-based Dow Chemical Co. will pay the 
expense, Lee said. He did not have a cost estimate.  


Work is set to start Friday, April 24, and finish by mid-July, Lee said. The park, along the 
Tittabawassee River at 5951 W. Michigan, will remain open to visitors for the Walleye Festival 
that weekend but will close the following week during the removal. 


Mary Draves, a Dow spokeswoman, said the chemical giant wants to conduct the cleanup in as 
safe and efficient manner and return the park as quickly as possible to residents. She said 
because Dow is outlining the project in cooperation with the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency, she had no estimate on the cost.  


Researchers have linked dioxin contamination to Dow releases in Midland in the 20th century.  


Officials have found dioxin in the Tittabawassee and Saginaw rivers, Saginaw Bay, nearby 
floodplains. 


The cleanup is part of a remediation plan Dow agreed to with the EPA, Lee said. 


Past tests of 289 soil samples revealed 80 with dioxin levels above 1,000 parts per trillion, an 
EPA spokesman has said. That's also the point state guidelines direct corrective measures. The 
highest level measured 5,900 points per trillion, the federal agency has reported. The state 
average for dioxin in soil is 7 parts per trillion. 


Crews were also set to remove and replace contaminated soil from the Riverview condominium 
complex, east of the park on West Michigan, and 10 residential properties to the west, the EPA 
has said. 


The park and surrounding area often flood, the federal agency has said, which happened again in 
February. 


Lee said the suburb has not discussed with Dow who would pay for future cleanups should the 
park flood again. 


"This has not come up," he said, but added the chemical maker would "hopefully" pay future 
costs. 


While Graves couldn't speculate on costs, she said Dow will offer an interim response to help 
cleanup sediment that has deposited after a flood. 
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At least once a year since 2004, Dow has sent crews to clean up after Tittabawassee River floods 
at Imerman Memorial Park on Midland near McCarty. The company also has removed at least 10 
"hot" spots along the waterways of the Tittabawassee and Saginaw rivers. In 2007, authorities 
found a sample measuring 1.6 million parts per trillion in the Saginaw River next to Wickes 
Park. 


The find was 20 times higher than any other in EPA history, researchers said then. Dow removed 
the contamination. 


In the fall of 2008, Dow clean up 11 homes and properties along Riverside Drive, a private 
Saginaw road next to the Tittabawassee.  


A high-level EPA delegation from the Obama administration visited the region last month to 
meet with officials at Dow, congressional staff, the state Department of Environmental Quality, 
property owners and community officials. Great Lakes Bay Region leaders are awaiting word on 
how a future cleanup will proceed.  


Staff writer Brian Brunner contributed to this report. 


 


PESTICIDES 


===================================================================== 


 


Don’t Let The Bedbugs Bite (Associated Press)  
 
 
by Associated Press 
Published: April 15 2009 - 5:50 am Last Updated: April 15 2009 - 5:56 am 


ARLINGTON, Va. (AP) - We've all heard the old bedtime rhyme: "Good night, sleep tight, don't 
let the bedbugs bite." 
 
It may have been a joke at one time, but it's no laughing matter now that the nasty critters are 
invading hospitals, college dorms 
and even swanky hotels. 
 
The government is trying to figure out how to respond to the biggest bedbug outbreak since 
World War II. The EPA is hosting its 
first-ever bedbug summit, at a Washington-area hotel that's had no reports of bedbugs. 
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One of the problems with controlling the reddish-brown insects is that there are few chemicals 
on the market approved for use on 
mattresses and other household items that are effective at controlling bedbug infestations. 
 
Bedbugs are not known to transmit any diseases. But their bites can cause infections and allergic 
reactions in some people. 


 


 


Yikes, bedbugs! EPA looks to stop resurgence (Associated 


Press) This story also appeared: Washington Post 
 


By DINA CAPPIELLO 
The Associated Press 
Tuesday, April 14, 2009; 6:14 PM  


ARLINGTON, Va. -- "Don't let the bedbugs bite." Doesn't seem so bad in a cheerful bedtime 
rhyme, but it's becoming a really big problem now that the nasty critters are invading hospitals, 
college dorms and even swanky hotels. With the most effective pesticides banned, the 
government is trying to figure out how to respond to the biggest bedbug outbreak since World 
War II.  


Bedbugs live in the crevices and folds of mattresses, sofas and sheets. Then, most often before 
dawn, they emerge to feed on human blood.  


Faced with rising numbers of complaints to city information lines and increasingly frustrated 
landlords, hotel chains and housing authorities, the Environmental Protection Agency hosted its 
first-ever bedbug summit Tuesday.  


Organized by one of the agency's advisory committees, the two-day conference drew about 300 
participants to a hotel in Arlington, just across the Potomac River from Washington. An Internet 
site notes that the hotel in question has had no reports of bedbugs.  


One of the problems with controlling the reddish-brown insects, according to researchers and the 
pest control industry, is that there are few chemicals on the market approved for use on 
mattresses and other household items that are effective at controlling bedbug infestations.  


Unlike roaches and ants, bedbugs are blood feeders and can't be lured by bait. It's also difficult 
for pesticides to reach them in every crack and crevice they hide out in.  
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"It is a question of reaching them, finding them," said Harold Harlan, an entomologist who has 
been raising bedbugs for 36 years, feeding them with his own blood. He has the bites to prove it.  


The EPA, out of concern for the environment and the effects on public health, has pulled many 
of the chemicals that were most effective in eradicating the bugs in the U.S. At the same time, 
the appleseed-sized critters have developed a pesticide resistance because those chemicals are 
still in use in other countries.  


Increasing international travel has also helped them to hitchhike into the U.S.  


"One of our roles would be to learn of new products or safer products. ... What we are concerned 
about is that if people take things into their own hands and start using pesticides on their 
mattresses that aren't really registered for that, that's a problem," said Lois Rossi, director of the 
registration division in the EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs.  


The EPA is not alone in trying to deal with the problem. An aide to Rep. G.K. Butterfield, D-
N.C., says the congressman plans to reintroduce legislation next week to expand grant programs 
to help public housing authorities cope with infestations.  


The bill will be called the "Don't Let the Bedbugs Bite Act."  


"It was clear something needed to be done," said Saul Hernandez, Butterfield's legislative 
assistant.  


Bedbugs are not known to transmit any diseases. But their bites can cause infections and allergic 
reactions in some people. The insects release an anticoagulant to get blood flowing, and they also 
excrete a numbing agent so their bites don't often wake their victims.  


Those often hardest hit are the urban poor, who cannot afford to throw out all their belongings or 
take other drastic measures. Extermination can cost between $400-$900.  


So bedbug problems increase, said Dini Miller, an entomologist and bedbug expert at Virginia 
Tech, who until 2001 saw bedbugs only on microscope slides dating from the 1950s. Now she 
gets calls and e-mails several times a day from people at their wits' end.  


"I can't tell you how many people have spent the night in their bathtubs because they are so 
freaked out by bedbugs," Miller said. "I get these people over the phone that have lost their 
marbles."  


Because the registration of new pesticides takes so long, one thing the EPA could do is to 
approve some pesticides for emergency use, Miller said.  


Another tactic would be to screen pesticides allowed for use by farmers to see if they are safe in 
household settings.  



http://projects.washingtonpost.com/congress/members/b001251/
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Representatives of the pest control industry will be pushing for federal funding for research into 
alternative solutions, such as heating, freezing or steaming the bugs out of bedrooms.  


"We need to have better tools," said Greg Baumann, a senior scientist at the National Pest 
Management Association. "We need EPA to consider all the options for us."  


 


EPA Searches for Ways to Not Let the Bedbugs Bite 
(Associated Press) This story also appeared: Wall Street 


Journal 


 
 


Agency Committee, Lawmaker Consider How to Stop Rising Urban Infestation of the Tiny 


Reddish-Brown Insects 


 
 


ASSOCIATED PRESS 


APRIL 14, 2009, 10:06 P.M. ET  


 


ARLINGTON, Va. -- The federal government is waking up to what has become a growing 
nightmare in many parts of the country -- a bedbug outbreak. 


The tiny reddish-brown insects, last seen in great numbers before World War II, are on the 
rebound. They have infested college dormitories, hospital wings, homeless shelters and swanky 
hotels from New York to Chicago to Washington. 


They live in the crevices and folds of mattresses, sofas and sheets. Then, most often before dawn, 
they emerge to feed on human blood. 


Faced with rising numbers of complaints to city information lines and increasingly frustrated 
landlords, hotel chains and housing authorities, the Environmental Protection Agency hosted its 
first-ever bedbug summit Tuesday. 


Put on by an EPA federal advisory committee, the two-day conference drew about 300 
participants to the Sheraton Crystal City Hotel in Arlington, Va. (According to a popular online 
registry, the Sheraton has had no reported bedbug problems.) The conference is expected to 
provide the agency with advice and recommendations. 



http://online.wsj.com/search/search_center.html?KEYWORDS=ASSOCIATED+PRESS&ARTICLESEARCHQUERY_PARSER=bylineAND
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"The problem seems to be increasing, and it could definitely be worse in densely populated areas 
like cities, although it can be a problem for anyone," said Lois Rossi, director of the registration 
division in the EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs. 


The EPA isn't alone in trying to deal with the problem. An aide to Democratic Rep. G.K. 
Butterfield of North Carolina says he plans to reintroduce legislation next week to expand grant 
programs to help public-housing authorities deal with infestations. 


Many of the programs cover cockroaches and rodents but not bedbugs. The bill will be called the 
Don't Let the Bedbugs Bite Act. 


"It was clear something needed to be done," said Saul Hernandez, Mr. Butterfield's legislative 
assistant. 


One of the problems, according to researchers and the pesticide industry, is that there are few 
chemicals on the market approved for use on mattresses that are effective at reducing the bedbug 
population. The appleseed-size critters have also developed resistance to some of the chemicals 
on the market. 


The EPA, out of concern for the environment and the effects on public health, has pulled from 
shelves many of the chemicals -- such as DDT -- that were most effective in eradicating the bugs 
from the U.S. over the last 50 years. 


Increased international travel has boosted the chances for the bugs to hitchhike from developing 
countries that never eradicated them completely. 


"This is a world-wide resurgence," said Dini Miller, an entomologist and bedbug expert at 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, who until 2001 saw bedbugs only on 
microscope slides dating from the 1950s. Now she gets calls several times a day from people 
who are often at their wits' end about how to deal with the problem. 


"I can't tell you how many people have spent the night in their bathtubs because they are so 
freaked out by bedbugs," Ms. Miller said. "I get these people over the phone that have lost their 
marbles." 


Bedbugs aren't known to transmit any diseases. But their bites can cause infections and allergic 
reactions in some people. The insects release an anticoagulant to get blood flowing, and they 
excrete a numbing agent so their bites don't usually stir a victim's slumber. 


Those hardest hit tend to be the urban poor, Ms. Miller said. They can't afford to throw out their 
belongings or take the sanitation measures necessary to rid themselves of the problem. 


Because the registration of new pesticides takes so long, one thing the EPA could do is to 
approve some pesticides for emergency use, Ms. Miller said. 
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The pesticide-management industry will be pushing for federal funding for research into 
alternative solutions, such as heating, freezing or steaming the bugs out of bedrooms. 


"We need to have better tools," said Greg Baumann, a senior scientist at the National Pest 
Management Association. "We need EPA to consider all the options for us." 


 


EPA Holds Bed Bug Summit (EmpowHer - Women's Health 


Online) 
 


April 14, 2009 - 4:25pm 


In response to a resurgence of bed bugs, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is 
this week hosting its first-ever summit on the little blood suckers. 


"The problem seems to be increasing, and it could definitely be worse in densely 
populated areas like cities, although it can be a problem for anyone," said Lois Rossi, 
director of the registration division in the EPA's Office of Pesticide Programs, the 
Associated Press reported. 


Bed bugs live in mattresses, sofas and sheets. They're not known to transmit any 
diseases, but people can have an allergic reaction to their bites. 


Once common, bed bug problems in the United States were rare over the past few 
decades. That's changed in recent years, and infestations of the tiny reddish-brown 
insects have been reported in hotels, hospital wings, college dormitories and 
homeless shelters in a number of cities, the AP reported. 


Currently, there are few chemicals on the market approved for use on mattresses that 
are effective at combating bed bugs. Heating, freezing or steaming the bugs may be 
considered as alternatives to chemicals. 


 


 


 


EPA & Lawmakers Focus on New Environmental Issue: 
Bedbugs (ABA Journal) 
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Posted Apr 14, 2009, 02:53 pm CDT  
By Martha Neil  


Illinois 


In a summit today near the nation's capital, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is putting 
a new emphasis on a growing environmental issue: A proliferation of bedbugs. 


The increasing plague of the tiny insects, which notoriously lurk in mattresses waiting to feed on 
humans as they sleep, apparently has been encouraged by relaxed vigilance and increased federal 
restrictions in recent decades on the chemicals that can be used to combat them, reports the 
Associated Press. 


At least one federal lawmaker is planning to introduce legislation on the topic. The bill proposed 
by Rep. G.K. Butterfield (D-N.C) will be known as the Don't Let the Bedbugs Bite Act. 


 


US to tackle resurgent bed bugs (BBC News) 
The US government is hosting its first-ever bed bug conference amid a comeback by the 
blood-sucking insects.  


Page last updated at 00:31 GMT, Wednesday, 15 April 2009 01:31 UK 


 


Thought to have been virtually eliminated decades ago, bed bugs have re-emerged in 
dormitories, hospitals, shelters and hotels in several cities.  


Bed bugs live in the seams of mattresses, sofas and sheets, emerging to feed on their victims at 
night.  


They are not known to carry diseases, but many people develop an itchy swelling when bitten.  


The US Environmental Protection Agency called the two-day summit in the face of rising 
complaints from landlords, hotel chains and housing authorities, the Associated Press news 
agency reports.  


Bath tubs  


Bed bugs were last seen in large numbers in the US before World War II.  


They have usually associated with impoverished dwellings and inexpensive hotels.  



http://www.abajournal.com/authors/5

http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/front/6373202.html
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Now, experts say international travel, immigration and changes in pest control practices have 
contributed to a resurgence of the bug in developed countries.  


Dini Miller, an entomologist and bed bug expert at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State 
University, told AP there had been a "worldwide resurgence" in bed bugs.  


"I can't tell you how many people have spent the night in their bath tubs because they are so 
freaked out by bed bugs," she said.  


Researchers say one of the main problems is that there are few chemicals approved for use on 
mattresses that are effective at killing bed bugs.  


The EPA has withdrawn many of the chemicals over the last 50 years because of health and 
environmental concerns.  


 


EPA Could Loosen Restrictions on Disinfectant Green 
Claims (GreenerDesign.com) 


 
 
By GreenerBuildings Staff 
April 15, 2009 
 
Later this month, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency officials are expected to make 
recommendations that would allow some companies to market disinfectants and 
sanitizers as "environmentally preferable." 
 
Current EPA policy prohibits companies from making that claim for pesticide products, a 
category that includes disinfectants. 
 
If the policy changes, suppliers would be able to make factual claims of environmental 
preferability for disinfectants and sanitizers, as well as use certain eco-labels when 
marketing hard surface antimicrobial products. 
 
The EPA and its Design for the Environment program have been running an internal 
pilot regarding loosening the restrictions on green claims by identifying how the Design 
for the Environment label could be applied to certain disinfectants and sanitizers. An 
external pilot involving manufacturers and distributors is expected to follow. 
 
Spray - CC license by Editor B  


 



http://www.epa.gov/dfe/

http://www.flickr.com/photos/11018968@N00/167718960/
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RECYCLING 
===================================================================== 
 
 


Wireless Providers Encourage Cell Phone Recycling 
(RedOrbit) 
 


Posted on: Tuesday, 14 April 2009, 07:00 CDT  


Texas 


While some old cell phones pile up in closets, drawers, and other out-of-the-way places, most 
wind up in landfills, where their toxic elements are left to contaminate the environment. 


According to the Environmental Protection Agency, the government and private industry are 
working to get cell phone users to recycle their phones.  


In 2007, only 10 percent of 140 million phones were recycled.   


The rest were stored away or put into the trash, said Latisha Petteway, an EPA spokeswoman. 


According to Petteway, the EPA does not have an extensive breakdown of how many phones are 
stored away, and how many are sent to landfills. 


The EPA, wireless carriers, and the wireless trade industry association (CTIA), are working 
together to increase cell phone recycling. 


Wireless company Sprint hopes to collect 250,000 phones for reuse or recycling in April, and to 
increase that to 9 for every 10 phones the company sells by 2017. 


According to the GSM Association, which represents phone makers using GSM technology, 80 
percent of phone items like headsets, batteries, cases, cables, and chargers, can be recycled. 


T-Mobile and AT&T have also vowed to standardize chargers for most cell phones by 2012.  
This would help reduce the more than 51,000 tons of phone charger waste disposed of each year. 


Precious metals like gold, platinum, and silver can also be extracted from phones and reused.   


Before recycling or disposing of old cell phones, users should remove all data from it. 
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According to ReCellular, a Michigan-based company that recycles old cell phones and 
accessories, the company collected 5.5 million phones in 2008 and told MSNBC.com that it 
“deleted an average of 5 megabytes of information per handset.” 


The company recommends doing a “hard reset” to put the phone back into its original state 
before donating or disposing of it. 


ReCellular also offers a free Cell Phone Data Eraser program on its Web site: 
www.recellular.com. 


According to Michele Triana of Florida-based GRC Wireless Recycling, many recyclers use 
“flashing software” to remove previous information from phones, especially if the phone could 
potentially be used in a different country. 


“When a phone is going to be exported, that phone needs to be reprogrammed with the particular 
(phone) code for that country,” she said. “Flashing software is what does this. Through the 
flashing process, all data in a phone is deleted.” 


SIM cards, also known as Subscriber Identity Module cards, should also be removed by users.   


These small memory chips can hold personal information and are normally found on AT&T or 
T-Mobile phones. 


Many carriers in the U.S. house drop-off bins in their stores, and will accept all donated phones, 
regardless of the make or model. 


AT&T uses proceeds generated from the Cell Phones for Soldiers program to buy phone cards 
for troops stationed overseas. 


Sprint offers a buy-back program for its customers.  Proceeds from the company’s recycled 
phones goes to “Project Connect,” a fund that promotes “free Internet safety resources for kids, 
parents and educators.” 


T-Mobile and Verizon also offer similar phone recycling programs. 


Verizon Wireless leads the way with its HopeLine program which has collected more than 5.6 
million cell phones since 2001, and has given more than $1.5 million to domestic 
awareness/prevention groups, says Terri Stanton of Verizon. 


 


WATER 


===================================================================== 


 



http://www.recellular.com/
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EPA Officials Coming Back to West Virginia (WOWK) 


 


 
Posted Tuesday, April 14, 2009 ; 04:54 PM  
Updated Tuesday, April 14, 2009 ; 05:20 PM 


West Virginia 


Meeting set for later this week.  


Officials from the Environmental Protection Agency will be back in West Virginia this week to 
discuss recent announcements made by the agency concerning mountaintop mining.  


Matt Turner, a spokesman with Gov. Manchin's office, said EPA officials are scheduled to meet 
with mining industry executives and state officials.  


He did not have an itinerary for the meeting or a specific list of who would be in attendance.  


A spokesperson for the EPA said the meeting would cover "technical issues" of the permitting 
process, but declined to elaborate on any specifics.  


Hundreds of mountaintop mining permits face an uncertain fate after the EPA announced the 
agency wants to review pending permits.  


In a memo released March 24, the EPA said it wants to review all backlogged permits presently 
with the Army Corps of Engineers.  


The EPA also sent two letters to Corps offices in Huntington and Louisville, Ky., expressing 
concern about potential harm to water quality from coal mining, especially mountaintop mining.  


Associated Press and other media reports estimate there are anywhere from 100 to 250 permits 
affected by the EPA decision.  


In March 2007, U.S District Judge Robert C. Chambers found for several environmental groups 
in a lawsuit against the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The groups sued to change how the 
Corps reviews valley fill permits. The Corps appealed the case to the 4th Circuit Court of 
Appeals in Richmond which reversed and remanded Chambers' decision earlier this year.  


A spokeswoman for the National Mining Association, said the review affects all permits in the 
Huntington and Louisville offices.  


The two EPA letters were sent concerning the Reylas Surface Mine in Ethel, Logan County, 
owned by Highland Mining Co., and Central Appalachian Mining’s Big Branch Surface Mine in 
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Pike County, Ky. The Logan County mine is located in the Dingess Run watershed, which drains 
into the Guyandotte River.  


The Guyandotte River is a high-quality stream for fisheries as defined by the West Virginia 
Division of Natural Resources, according to the EPA letter.  


Permit applications for such mining projects are required by the Clean Water Act.  


According to its memo, the EPA also wants to meet with the Corps and mining companies 
seeking the new permits to discuss alternatives that would better protect streams, wetlands and 
rivers.  


 


Louisiana Begins Wetland Repair with Mississippi River 
Sediment (Environment News Service) 


 
 
BELLE CHASSE, Louisiana, April 14, 2009 (ENS) - The first project in state history designed 
to mine sediments from the Mississippi River and transport them by pipeline to rebuild eroding 
coastal wetlands was announced today by Governor Bobby Jindal.  


The $28.3 million project, known as The Mississippi River Sediment Delivery System at Bayou 
Dupont, will build and restore nearly 500 acres of marsh in Lower Jefferson and Plaquemines 
parishes using sediment from the Mississippi River.  


Governor Jindal said, "The Bayou Dupont Project breaks new ground for coastal restoration in 
our state because it is the first time we have carried out a project to transport sediments from the 
Mississippi River through a pipeline to build wetlands outside the river's levees."  


"This project is a great example of the ways the state and Environmental Protection Agency are 
pushing to use available sediments in the Mississippi River to build land rather than dredging 
them and dumping them in a wasteful way," Jindal said. "The path forward in rebuilding our 
coast is capturing and using sediment transported in our waterways to rebuild and strengthen our 
coasts."  


The wetlands being restored have been destroyed by hurricanes and saltwater intrusion.  


Louisiana has about 40 percent of the nation's wetlands and experiences 90 percent of the coastal 
wetlands loss in the entire lower 48 states.  


The state is losing 25 to 35 square miles of wetlands each year, nearly a football field every 30 
minutes. The highest rates of loss are occurring in the Barataria and Terrebonne basins at a rate 
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of 10 and 11 square miles per year. The Barataria basin is located immediately south of New 
Orleans, with the Terrebonne basin located further south and west.  


As these coastal wetlands turn to open water, their ability to impede approaching storms is 
reduced and the risk of catastrophic loss of life and property from hurricanes is greatly increased, 
warns Restore or Retreat, a non-profit coastal advocacy group. The Barataria and Terrebonne 
basins are the two most rapidly eroding estuaries on Earth, and this erosion represents an 
economic and ecological crisis," the group says.  


Under the project announced by the governor today, dredged material will be taken from the 
Mississippi River to two sites in the Upper Barataria Basin in Plaquemines and Jefferson 
parishes on what is called the Barataria Landbridge.  


Coastal Protection and Restoration Chairman Garret Graves said, "While the levees on the 
Mississippi River accomplished their goal of preventing flooding and stabilizing the navigation 
channel that so many states rely upon, they also cut off the river sediment from nourishing and 
restoring our wetlands. This project takes the land-building process we learned from Mother 
Nature and does it much more efficiently."  


The project will be built using federal and state funds from the Coastal Wetlands Planning 
Protection and Restoration Act program with project oversight from the Louisiana Coastal 
Protection and Restoration Authority and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.  


The state is paying 15 percent of the cost, a total of $4.24 million, out of the state's coastal trust 
fund.  


Governor Jindal said the contract for this project was awarded in February and work on building 
the infrastructure and laying the pipeline has begun. Marsh reconstruction is scheduled to start 
this summer.  


In total, the pipeline will transport 2.3 million cubic yards of sediment from the Mississippi 
River to complete the project. After all the material is transported, native vegetation will be 
planted on the new marsh.  


The area of the river where the sediments will be dredged was chosen because it will fill up with 
sediments again. Part of the pipeline infrastructure will remain in place after the project is 
complete so it can be used to build future projects.  


Tp to 200 million tons of sediment washes down the Mississippi River every year, but only a 
fraction of the sediment has ever been used to rebuild land.  


"This has to stop," Governor Jindal said. "Our soil and sediment is not waste. This is the same 
material that actually created the river delta that is Louisiana today. If it is taken from our 
waterways, it needs to be used to build land in our state to restore healthy marshes and protect 
our coastal communities."  
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In fact, said the governor, if all the available sediment dredged from our waterways was used 
beneficially, more than 18 square miles of land a year could be built in Louisiana, which would 
cut the state's rate of land loss by two-thirds.  


Jindal said the Coastal Protection and Restoration Authority and the Department of Natural 
Resources currently are working on improving regulations and practices for using dredged 
materials from all coastal projects where sediments are dredged and removed.  


The governor noted that every year the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers removes about 60 million 
cubic yards of sediment from Louisiana navigation channels. Now the state also is working with 
the Corps to utilize the maximum amount of these sediments to build land to restore and protect 
Louisiana coastal communities and wetlands.  


 


Corps Narrows CWA Permit After Court Backs Industry 
Standing To Sue (Inside EPA) 
 


 


TUESDAY, APRIL 14, 2009 


The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is proposing to narrow the scope of a controversial Clean Water 
Act (CWA) permit in response to a district court ruling that found the original language provided 
grounds for the homebuilding industry to bring a facial challenge to the permit.  


But the Corps has left intact controversial language in the permit that subjects “ditches” to regulation 
under the water act, the issue at the heart of industry's pending litigation.  


The regulatory change comes as the Corps and industry officials have asked the court to back a 
proposed briefing schedule that would allow the parties to begin briefing the case on the merits next 
month.  


At issue is language in nationwide permit (NWP) 46 that industry charged required dischargers to 
seek permit coverage even if they were not discharging into regulated waters. The permit authorizes 
the discharge of dredged or fill material into non-tidal ditches.  


In a notice scheduled to be published April 15 in the Federal Register, the Corps is seeking to clarify 
language in the permit's preamble that details when dischargers need to seek permit coverage, 
stipulating such coverage is necessary only if there is a discharge into regulated waters. Industry is 
required to seek permit coverage -- by submitting a preconstruction notice (PCN) for coverage -- to 
avoid liability for unpermitted discharges, which are unlawful under the water act.  


“These replacement sentences are intended to avoid any inference that NWP 46 requires any 
person to submit a PCN unless that person is voluntarily seeking permit authorization under NWP 
46, and believes that his proposed activity would satisfy all the terms and conditions of NWP 46,” the 
notice says.  



http://www.insideepa.com/secure/data_extra/dir_09/epa2009_0641a.pdf
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In 2007, the National Association of Home Builders (NAHB) sued the Corps, charging the agency 
lacks the authority to issue NWP 46 because ditches are point sources and not waters subject to 
CWA jurisdiction (see related story).  


The Corps sought to dismiss the lawsuit, saying NAHB lacked standing. But the U.S. District Court 
for the District of Columbia last year allowed the case to go forward, finding that “the broad language 
of the permit does impose a regulatory burden onto [NAHB's] members by requiring the submission 
of PCNs when they are not expressly necessary.”  


The March 26, 2008, memorandum opinion rejected the Corps' argument that NWP 26 “merely 
provides that individuals wishing to discharge into ditches that are determined to be jurisdictional 
may do so without obtaining an individual permit.” The court found the Corps' “argument would be 
more persuasive were it not for the broad language of NWP 46 which states that 'we are requiring 
pre-construction notification for all activities.'”  


The interim decision, however, did not address the merits of the case, including the question of 
whether upland ditches, as a category, fall under the CWA's jurisdiction.  


Now the Corps is proposing to modify the language, spelling out that dischargers need only seek 
permit coverage when they satisfy all of the permit's criteria, including that the ditch in question is 
constructed in uplands; receives water from an area determined to be a water of the United States 
prior to the construction of the ditch; diverts water to an area determined to be a water of the United 
states prior to the construction of the ditch; and is determined to be waters of the United States.  


“Nationwide permit 46, like every other Corps general permit, does not make, and does not imply, 
any sort of assertion of geographic jurisdiction over any aquatic area or over any category of aquatic 
areas, nor does it make or imply any sort of assertion of activity-based jurisdiction over any activity 
or category of activities,” the notice says.  


The notice also emphasizes that “the issuance of NWP 46 did not and does not involve, and does 
not result in, any assertion of Clean Water Act jurisdiction over any particular aquatic area or over 
any category of aquatic habitats, or over any particular activity or over any category of activities.”  


The notice begins a 30-day comment period on the removed sentence, the replacement sentences, 
and the additional clarification provided in the notice.  


Meanwhile, NAHB, with the consent and agreement of the Corps, asked the district court April 2 to 
adopt a briefing schedule in the still-pending litigation to allow for cross motions for summary 
judgment. If accepted, NAHB's first brief would be due May 26, after the comment period on the 
preamble change is scheduled to end but before the Corps is likely to have finalized its proposed 
changes, according to a source familiar with the litigation.  
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http://www.insideepa.com/secure/docnum.asp?f=epa_2001.ask&docnum=6112007_permits

http://www.insideepa.com/secure/data_extra/dir_09/epa2009_0641b.pdf

http://www.insideepa.com/secure/data_extra/dir_09/epa2009_0641c.pdf
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